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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

Since the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace published, in 1916,

two volumes of Diplomatic Documents relating to the Outbreak of the European

War, a number of additional German documents have appeared which

throw a flood of light upon the outbreak of the war and its termination.

The documents relating to the responsibility for the war and its continuance

have been put into English under the direction of the Endowment’s Division

of International Law, and it is believed that their publication renders a

distinct service to persons interested in the causes of the war and the diplo-

matic maneuvers which were made to end it.

By a resolution of August 20, 1919, the German Xational Constituent

Assembly created a Committee of Inquiry to investigate the responsibility

for the war. This Committee was divided into four subcommittees: the

First was to ascertain the responsibility for causing the war, the Second, the

responsibility for not ending it sooner, the Third, acts of disobedience or

disloyalty to responsible political authorities, and the Fourth, acts of cruel

or harsh conduct of the war. At the present writing no reports have been

published by the Third or Fourth Subcommittee. The Fourth has, how-

ever, published three supplements to the stenographic reports of its public

hearings, which contain the expert opinions of Colonel Schwertfeger, retired,

General v. Kuhl, and Privy Councilor Professor Hans Delbriick, on the

causes of the German collapse.

The two volumes which are now published under the title of Official Ger-

man Documents relating to the World War contain the reports of the First and
Second Subcommittees. They contain in addition the stenographic minutes

of the Second Subcommittee and supplements thereto consisting wholly of

official correspondence.

The references in the text to the German Documents relating to the Out-

break of the War are to Karl Kautsky’s collection which, with various addi-

tions, was edited and published by Count Montgelas and Professor Walther
Schiicking, at Chariottenburg, in 1919. References are also made to the

German Y\ hite Book, the Austrian Red Book, and the many motley-colored

publications of this character, rather than to the cumbersome official titles

which they bear.

In order to avoid the discrepancies unhappily resulting from retranslation,

the German translations of English texts have been superseded by the original

English whenever it has been accessible. In all such cases, however, varia-

tions between the English original and the German translation have been
indicated in the footnotes.

VI
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INTRODUCTORY NOTEviii

For the convenience of the reader, the Endowment has supplied a Digest

of the official correspondence contained in the Supplements to the Steno-

graphic Minutes, and for the same reason a Table of Official Positions of

Principal Persons mentioned in the documents has been placed at the begin-

ning of Volumes I and II. For the reader’s further convenience the pagina-

tion of the two volumes is continuous. The Index appears at the end of

Volume II.

James Brown Scott,

Director of the Divisioyi of International Law.

Washington, D. C.,

February 28, 1923.
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INTRODUCTION

The Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry established under the authority

of the new republican national constitution by the German National Assem-

bly on August 21, 1919, committed, in accordance with its working plan, 1 to

its first subcommittee the inquiry into the preliminary history of the war

(including its ante-preliminary history). This subcommittee is composed

at the present time of the following members:

(a) Parliamentary members

:

Dr. Quarck, Chairman
Mrs. Bohm-Schuch
Professor Count zu Dohna
Editor Eichhorn
Dr. Meerfeld
Dr. Pachnicke
Mrs. Schmitz
Dr. Schiicking

Privy Councilor Schultz (Bromberg)

> Representatives

(b ) Experts consulted

:

Eduard Bernstein (temporarily substituting for
'

Karl Kautsky)
Professor v. Delbriick
Professor Hoetzsch
Professor Honiger

\
Berlin

Professor Jaeckh
Captain Meyer, Retired
General Count Montgelas
Professor Spahn

(c) Special Commissioner: Dr. Fischer, Berlin

The working plan and method were determined by the following resolu-

tions of the main committee: 2

1. Even,* committee of inquiry shall proceed with its work in the
following order

:

(a) By procuring records and professional opinions (official docu-
ments, literature, and similar data)

;

(b ) By the taking of testimony at public hearings in stenographic
form

;

(c) By consultation concerning the facts developed and by making
a judicial report thereon to the main committee.

1 See Bulletin Xo. 1187 of the German X”ational Assembly of October 14, 1919, p. 5.
2 Ibid., pp. 4 and 5.
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The conduct of the business under (a) and (c) shall be at private
sittings.

The committee may also deliberate behind closed doors during the
taking of testimony, suspending the hearings during that time.

2. The examination of records shall include domestic and foreign

material. It may be supplemented, if necessary, by publicly calling

upon the possessors of such material to hand it over to the committee.

3. The witnesses shall be notified to attend on a specified day, being
briefly informed of the matter about which they are to testify.

The subcommittees shall exchange their lists of witnesses either

through the main committee or in writing, in order to avoid the re-

peated summoning of witnesses at different times.

4. Witnesses shall receive suitable compensation.

5. The date of every open hearing shall be made public by a notice

plainly posted at the entrance of the place of the hearing, and through
the public press.

6. The stenographic report of every public hearing shall be com-
pleted and printed soon enough to be put into the hands of the witnesses
who have been heard within eight days of their hearing, and shall be
sent to the press of every party and sold publicly at cost.

7. Every committee of inquiry may, upon a majority vote, visit the

scene of any act or fact to be established by it, and there take evidence.

8. The taking of evidence may be conducted by the chairman or by a
specially appointed commissioner, who must be a member of parliament.
Every member of the main committee shall have unrestricted au-

thority to ask questions. The chairman shall have parliamentary
authority at all public hearings.

With the assistance of thorough cooperation on the part of its experts and

of constant representation from the Foreign Office, the First Subcommittee

discussed and investigated in ten sittings the documentary preliminary

history of the war, from the murder at Serajevo to the serving of the Serbian

ultimatum. The examination of many separate subjects was kindly under-

taken by individual experts and members of parliament, and all of the

documents concerning this period were collected and investigated. Impor-

tant fundamentals of the work of inquiry were especially the well-known

pre-war documents from the archives of the German Foreign Office, the

German Documentary History concerning the Outbreak of the War, which had

been prepared for publication by Karl Kautsky and the undersigned chair-

man by order of the People’s Commissaries of 1918 and which had been

protected against unauthorized and partial publication. The similar

Austrian and foreign documents also served the same purpose.

In order to thoroughly prepare for the subsequent verbal testimony, it was

decided to circulate among the German statesmen who had been principal

participants, a written questionnaire supplementary to the German war

documents. This questionnaire was founded on the following “Resolution

of Evidence”

:
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I. It must be determined what the political attitude of Mr. v.

Tschirschky was in Vienna after the murder at Serajevo and in what
manner he was influenced by the political and military heads of the

German Administration.
Witnesses

:

The then Bavarian Minister at Vienna;
Messrs, the Baron v. Freyberg, then naval attache of the German

Embassy at Vienna

;

Ganz, then representative of the Frankfurter Zeitung in

Vienna;
Count Kageneck, then military attache of the German
Embassy at Vienna;

Prince Lichnowsky, then German Ambassador in London;
Minister Victor Naumann, Vienna;
Prince zu Stolberg, then counselor to the Embassy at

Vienna

;

Botho Count v. Wedel, after v. Tschirschky, Ambassador
at Vienna

;

The records of the Grand General Staff and of the Prussian Minis-

try of War.

II. It must be determined what political and military transactions

took place at Berlin or Potsdam on the 5th and the 6th of July, re-

spectivelv.

Witnesses:

Messrs. Vice Admiral Behncke, temporary chief of the Admiralty
Staff

;

Secretary of State v. Capelle;

War Minister v. Falkenhavn;
Former Chief of the Military Cabinet v. Lyncker;
Former Chief of the Naval Cabinet v. Muller;
Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz;

Banker Max Warburg, Hamburg;
Captain Zenker;
General v. Bertrab;
Lieutenant General Count Waldersee.

III. It must be determined whether and what measures Imperial
Chancelor v. Bethmann and Secretary of State v. Jagow took to

keep in touch with the progress of the inquiry at Serajevo after the
5th of July.

IV. It must be determined whether any military preparations or

movements took place before the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia.

Witnesses

:

The then Bavarian Minister of War;
The then Chief of the Admiralty Staff;

The then Chief of the Imperial Naval Department;
Messrs, the Minister of War v. Falkenhayn;

Major General Tappen;
Colonel v. Tieschowitz;
Lieutenant General Count Waldersee;

The records of the General Staff as well as of the Ministries of War.
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V. It must be determined whether any financial or economic prepa-
rations were made before the delivery of the ultimatum.

Witnesses:
Messrs. Secretary of State Dr. Helfferich;

Krupp v. Bohlen-Halbach;
Dr. Muehlon;
Secretary of State Dr. v. Delbrtick;

Director v. Gwinner of the German Bank,
• President Havenstein of the Reichsbank,

Secretary of the Imperial Treasury Kuhn,
Privy Councilor Meydenbauer,
Lieutenant General v..Oven,
Hugo Stinnes.

VI . It must be determined how much about the presumptive contents
of the ultimatum was known to the political leaders of the German
Empire during the time between the 5th and the 22d of July.

Witness: Under-Secretary of State Baron v. Stumm.

VII. The following facts must be determined:
When was the ultimatum handed to Mr. v. Tschirschky in Vienna?
When was it sent to Berlin by him?
When did it reach the Foreign Office in Berlin?

When and how did the German Government adopt
toward the Austro-Hungarian Government in

the ultimatum?
Witnesses:

Messrs. Legation Councilor Prince zu Stolberg,

Under-Secretary of State Baron v. Stumm.
VIII. It must be determined

:

When and how did the ultimatum become known to

ments at Munich and Dresden?
Witnesses:

Messrs. State Councilor Ritter und Ecller v. Lossl for

Count Vitzthum v. Eckstadt for Dresden.

IX. It must be determined

:

Why did the Committee for Foreign Affairs of the Federal Council
hold no meeting between the murder at Serajevo and the
outbreak of the war?

Was a suggestion to call it together not complied with or was it

opposed?
Witnesses:
As members of the former Committee for Foreign Affairs of the

Federal Council:
Messrs. Count v. Bassewitz-Levetzow,

Dr. Baron v. Dusch,
Count Vitzthum v. Eckstadt,
Dr. Baron v. Weizsacker.

As witnesses on these questions in general

:

Messrs. Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg;
Secretary of State v. Jagow;
Secretary of State Zimmermann.

Berlin, December 6, igig.

its attitude

relation to

the govern-

Munich,
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The transmission of this Resolution of Evidence to the various persons

named in it as witnesses was accompanied by the following letter:

The First Subcommittee of the Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry
proposes to commence to hold its open hearings in January, 1920.

In order to provide as far as possible against the difficulties which
accompanied the reading aloud of long written documents at its recent

oral hearings, the committee has decided not only to send to the gentle-

men invited to testify, the questions which it is hoped to clear up by
means of their testimony, but also to ask them to send in beforehand a

written compilation of such information as might not be framable in

oral answers to specific questions. The committee would greatly

appreciate it if each one of them, without lending himself to any other
consideration, would devote his powers to the establishment of the

truth. The conviction that from a frank recognition of the truth

good must ultimately come, among our own people as well as among
foreign nations, even if for a while it should be misused for pufposes of

nationalistic agitation, guides the committee throughout its wearisome
labors. In the name of the German people and in the interest of truth,

it appeals for the assistance of the invited witnesses, in the hope that

they will not refuse their cooperation.

The replies received to this communication are here published. They
will serve as formal premise and complement to the declarations which

their authors will later make at the oral hearings, postponed beyond January

by the preliminary work already described but now very soon to be resumed.

The chairman of the Subcommittee held the view that only such written

statements should be published as contained actual contributions to the

historical knowledge of the period under investigation, and that all argu-

ments should be omitted. The committee, however, decided on the uned-

ited publication of all the material received, in order not to lay itself open to

the charge of unfair or biased selection. Those gentlemen who by their

replies have apparently exhausted the matter of the questions, will be

relieved from the necessity of appearance by the committee.

The following compilation of the written statements, which is considered

as a first White Book of the First Subcommittee, may perhaps lay claim to

individual worth as a record of pre-war history, at least in connection with

the meritorious German publication of official documents concerning the

same fateful period of history, a truly accurate judgment regarding which

can only be formed when our former enemies finally open their own archives.

Dr. Max Quarck,
Chairman of the First Parliamentary Subcommittee.

Berlin, March 18
, 1920.



I. IMPERIAL CHANCELOR v. BETHMANN-HOLLWEG
As to No. I of the Resolution of Evidence:

It must be determined what the political attitude of Mr. v. Tschirschky was in Vienna
after the murder at Serajevo, and in what manner he was influenced by the political and
military heads of the German administration.

The instructions imparted to Ambassador v. Tschirschky are given in the

records. To clarify them I take the liberty of making reference to the ex-

planation in the annex hereto. 1

As to No. II

:

It must be determined wrhat political and military transactions took place at Berlin or

Potsdam on the 5th and the 6th of July, respectively.

About the military transactions of the 5th and 6th of July I am able to give

no information. What I know about the political transactions of that day,

I have given in my Aspects of the World War? My explanation therein reads:

On the 5th of July the Austro-Hungarian ambassador, Count Szog-
yeny, after breakfast at the imperial table, handed to the Emperor a
holograph of the Emperor Franz Joseph, together with a memorandum
from his government. The memorandum unfolded a full and far-

sighted Balkan program, which was to oppose the Russian plans with
powerful diplomatic action. Its policy was to depend on Bulgaria and
Turkey as against an inimical Serbia and a Roumania which had become
uncertain. Its object was a Balkan alliance, omitting Serbia, under the

aegis of the Central Powers. The occurrence at Serajevo was offered

as proof that the breach between Austria-Hungary and Serbia had
become insuperable, and that the Monarchy had henceforth to reckon
with Serbia’s stubborn, implacable and aggressive enmity. The Em-
peror Franz Joseph’s personal letter briefly brought together the

considerations outlined in the memorandum and pointed out that the

peaceful policy of the Powers was threatened, if the agitation in Bel-

grade should continue undisturbed. The Emperor accepted both
documents with the remark that he could only reply to them after

consultation with his chancelor. On the afternoon of that same 5th of

July, the Emperor received me and Under-Secretary of State Zimmer-
mann, then substituting for Secretary of State v. Jagow, who was on
leave, in the park of the New Palace at Potsdam. No other person

was present. I was already cognizant of the tenor of the Austrian

documents, copies of which had been given to Mr. Zimmermann.
After I had made a report upon their contents, the Emperor declared

that he could not deceive himself concerning the gravity of the situ-

ation which had been brought about in the Danube Monarchy by the

Greater-Serbia propaganda. But that it was not our business to

10

1 Post
, p. 12. 2 Vol. I, pp. 134 et seq.
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instruct our ally what to do in regard to the Serajevo crime. That
matter Austria-Hungary must decide for itself. That we should with-
hold ourselves from instigating or advising any action, all the more
that we ought to strive by every means to prevent the Austro-Serbian
difficulty from growing to the proportions of an international European
conflict. But that Emperor Franz Joseph must understand, however,
that we would not desert Austria-Hungary in time of need. That the
interests of our own existence demanded the unmutilated survival of

Austria. To draw Bulgaria into closer relationship seemed to him
advisable, though Roumania must not be affronted by such action.

These views of the Emperor were in line with my own opinions.

After returning to Berlin I received Count Szogyeny and informed
him that the Emperor was not unaware of the dangerous character of

the Panslavic and Greater-Serbia propaganda. In view of the attitude

of Roumania, and of the efforts that were being made to form a new
Balkan alliance against Austria-Hungary, vre should support any
Austrian steps toward winning Bulgaria for the triple alliance. We
should exert ourselves in Bucharest to lead the policy of Roumania
into channels friendly to the Alliance. With regard to the question
now dividing Austria-Hungary and Serbia, the Emperor could take no
present stand, as it was beyond his competence. But that the Emperor
Franz Joseph might rely on the Emperor’s standing by Austria, true
to the old friendship and in accordance with the obligations of the
alliance.

As to No. Ill

:

It must be determined whether and what measures Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann and
Secretary of State v. Jagow took to keep in touch with the progress of the inquiry at Serajevo

after the 5th of July.

The Foreign Office vrns intrusted, as was appropriate, with the duty of

seeking information concerning the procedure of inquiry in Serajevo. I

may therefore refer to the report which will be made by Secretary of State

v. Jagowr on the subject.

As to No. IV

:

It must be determined whether any military preparations or movements took place before

the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia.

Whether any such preparations or movements took place is not within my
knowdedge. Orders to undertake any such did not emanate from me.
As to No. V:

It must be determined whether any financial or economic preparations were made before

delivery of the ultimatum.

Neither did I give instructions addressed to the appropriate sources for

any special financial or economic preparations before the delivery of the

ultimatum. The financial preparations for a mobilization w^ere of long

standing, and were kept up all the time without regard to the international

situation at a specific time. Arrangements for economic preparation had
been at that critical time long under way, having no connection with the
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Austro-Serbian conflict. I assume that the then Secretary of State of the

Interior, Mr. v. Delbriick, who has also been summoned as a witness, has

given information on the subject.

As to No. VI:

It must be determined how much about the presumptive contents of the ultimatum was
known to the political leaders of the German Empire during the time between the 5th and
the 22d of July.

What I know of the matter can be found in the records.

As to No. VII

:

The following facts must be determined:

When was the ultimatum handed to Mr. v. Tschirschky in Vienna?

When was it sent to Berlin by him?

When did it reach the Foreign Office in Berlin?

When and how did the German Government adopt its position toward the Austro-Hun-

garian Government in relation to the ultimatum?

To the three first questions I can make no answer. In regard to the

fourth I will refer to the contents of the records, and state in addition that I

agreed with Secretary of State v. Jagow’s criticism of the ultimatum as

expressed to the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador—that it was too severe.

As to No. VIII

:

It must be determined:

When and how did the ultimatum become known to the governments at Munich and

Dresden?

In answer to that question I have nothing to offer.

As to No. IX.

It must be determined:

Why did the Committee for Foreign Affairs of the Federal Council hold no meeting

between the murder at Serajevo and the outbreak of the war?

Was a suggestion to call it together not complied with or was it opposed?

I do not remember that the Bavarian Prime Minister, whose duty it

would have been to call together the Committee, expressed any such desire

to me. I should have had no reason to oppose such a wish, if one had been

directed to me.

von Bethmann-Hollweg.

ANNEX

Any judgment to be expressed concerning our reception of the Austrian

proposals of July 5, 1914, would depend materially on the value that was to

be placed on the maintenance of Austria-Hungary as one of the Great Powers.

The necessity for a powerful Austria has been so often and so earnestly

asserted by German statesmen, that it must be recognized as a firm basis

of our foreign policy. Prince Bismarck, even at the time when, at the con-
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elusion of the Reinsurance Agreement, he met half-way the Russian wishes

concerning the Balkans, did not depart from the opinion that “the existence

of Austria-Hungary as a strong and independent Great Power” was “for

’Germany a necessity,” yes, “a necessity of the very highest order,” 1 which

would compel us to act, even by force of arms, for the preservation of this

condition. The successors of Prince Bismarck depended the more on an

Austria worthy of alliance, the more the inimical coalition, the source of

apprehension of the founder of the Empire, developed and consolidated.

When Prince Biilow, during the annexation crisis of 1908-9, “threw the

German sword into the scales of European decision” 2—when I, during the

Balkan crisis of 1912-13, announced our determination to stand by our ally

in the prosecution of his legitimate interests, 3
it was because of this principle

established by Prince Bismarck. Any threat to the independence of Austria

endangered our own position in the world, and forced our political course

upon us.

It can not be shown that the preservation of Austria’s position as a World

Power was for us of less importance in the year 1914 than it had been before.

The opinion that Austria-Hungarywas a state condemned to die, was, in fact,

already a corpse, and that it was a duty which Germany should regard in the

light of one of self-preservation to separate her fate from that of her old ally,

was an opinion adopted in various quarters, but was one which left various

decisive factors out of consideration. Turning aside from Austria would

have brought us no new friends. The hint of Sazonoff, “ Lachez VAutriche

et nous lacherons la France" possessed only the value of an opportune

aperqu without the possibility of political consequences. Austria, however,

would have been in the position to choose new friends; would have found

open arms among the western Powers. The supposedly dying Austria

would have shown herself vital enough for the purposes of a policy of isola-

tion, and the isolation of the German Empire would have been completed.

The idea of a German-Russian partition of Austria-Hungary, which has

occasionally appeared, would not only have been impracticable in the face

of German public opinion, but its execution would have postponed politically

the solution of the Slavic problems in a manner intolerable to Germany,

and would undoubtedly have put off the possibility of peace with Russia.

Germany had no possible choice. The condition of the political world

had become inflexible and, since the two last Balkan crises, had only so far

developed along its general and unchangeable lines as to give the coalition

of Germany’s enemies, after England joined the Franco-Russian alliance,

a diplomatically and militarily interwoven coherence in its conferences and

preparations. A retreat from our position, up to that time firmly held in the

1 Letter to Lord Salisbury, November 22, 1887.
2 Prince v. Biilow, Deutsche Politik, p. 60.
3 Speech in the Reichstag, December 3, 1912.
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face of the menace of war—a retreat at the sacrifice of Austria-Hungary,

—

would have meant our being torn down without a struggle from our own
position in the world. When we assured Austria of our faithful conduct in

the new crisis, we were observing a German interest, the acknowledged in-

terest of upholding Austria-Hungary as a Power fit for our alliance.

Was Austria’s place as a World Power threatened? From 1902 until 1908

Austria was still able to act in the Macedonian question as a partner of

Russia among the Balkans. That was at the time of the general plans for

Macedonian reform, of the Miirzsteg program of 1903—the time when
Russia, chiefly because of her eastern Asiatic plans, desired to keep the fire

in the Balkans unfanned, seeking and finding the means thereto in the not

particularly active Balkan policy of Count Goluchowsky. Although it is

true that throughout these years Russia was not entirely quiet in the Balkans,

Austria was able to hold her own there during the Count Lambsdorff-Count

Goluchowsky period. 1908 saw the development of a lively activity in the

Balkans on the part of both Iswolski and Ahrenthal, when Iswolski raised

the Dardanelles question in Buchlau, and Ahrenthal took advantage of the

opportunity to bring about a clarification of Austria’s position in Bosnia,

made necessary by a political upset in Turkey. For awhile the Austrian

policy was in the lead, thanks to the continued military entanglement of

Russia. The general Macedonian affair came to an end, after Baron v.

Ahrenthal had announced the plan for the construction of the Sanjac rail-

road in January, 1908. This evidence of Austrian activity was greeted in

Serbia by a tremendous uproar. But Mr. v. Iswolski came to an under-

standing with the English statesmen, in Reval, about a Macedonian program.

And when, on the 5th of October, 1908, the annexation of Bosnia and

Herzegovina was declared, England stepped openly into the lists against

Austria. The Entente had extended itself to the Balkans. Its power to

strike was, however, still restrained by many considerations. Iswolski per-

mitted the Panslavic chorus to rave unchecked, it is true, but he was not in a

position himself to take any political action. Russia’s military situation

compelled her to step softly. England, though not ready to accede to

Iswolski’s wishes in the matter of the Dardanelles, blew the fire so hard,

nevertheless, that warnings were issued even in Paris.

So the crisis finally ended, as Germany and Austria stood shoulder to

shoulder, with a distinct diplomatic success for Austria and the personal

downfall of Iswolski. Nevertheless, as a result of the crisis the balance was

perceptibly weighted to the disadvantage of the Central Powers. The

Balkans again became the chief object of European attention. It had be-

come evident that in the Balkans the Entente still faced an uncovered front.

The supposition that the policy of isolation had gone to pieces on the rocks

of fact, proved, as matters took their course, to be a mistake. The Entente

applied a new lever, rather, by mixing ever increasingly into the relations
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resulting fremtthe proximity^ bE SerbiaNfd* 1Austria. The Greater-Serbia

scheme found open support on the part of Russia, and on the part of the

western Powers, at least no plain repulse. The southern-Slav question be-

came the subject of active Entente politics. One of its busiest promoters

was, from this time on, Iswolski. His diplomatic fall made him an impla-

cable foe ofAustria-Hungary, and finally one of the authors of the World War.
The declaration attributed to him, “ Cest ma petite guerre

,

” may be true or

false, but it agrees exactly with his Paris report of those most crucial days,

of which we acquired information through the Bolshevist publications.

I return to the development of the relations between Austria and Serbia.

The year 1903, that of the removal of the Obrenovitch and the elevation of

the Karageorgevitch dynasty to the Serbian throne, marks in this develop-

ment a radical step. Even on Austrian soil, while on his way to Belgrade.

King Peter was greeted with the significant cry: “ Hail to the King .of Croa-

tia!” The continuous radical growth of the southern-Slav movement can

be measured by countless indications. A copious amount of literature has

been written about it, which explains how far the danger had progressed up
to the time of the annexation crisis in 1909. The Serbian Government
avowed a program the accomplishment of which indicated the destruction

of Austria. As early as 1904, the principal aim of the program declared in a

memorandum prepared at the instigation of Pashitch was: “Agitation in

Bosnia in the interest of annexation to Serbia; the discrediting of the

Austro-Hungarian administration there by systematic publicist propaganda

;

and the nurturing of discontent among the orthodox and Mohammedan
population of Bosnia and Herzegovina.” 1 At New Year’s, 1909, the then

Foreign Minister of Serbia, Milovanovitch, had the presumption to assert

in the Skupshtina: “Austria must cease to be one of the Balkan States.”

The leader of the Old Radicals, Protitch, went even farther: “There can

only be peace and neighborliness between Austria-Hungary and us, if

Austria-Hungary will renounce all claim to being one of the Great Powers.” 2

The national aspirations of the Serbs did not content themselves with Bosnia;

they reached out after Croatia and Dalmatia, even to the inclusion of Carni-

ola. The behavior of the Serbs became so wild that even the Paris Temps
spoke of “intolerable” provocations. It was only with reluctance that

Serbia submitted to the Powers, who at that time were unwilling to go to

extremes, when she pledged herself to Austria-Hungary (March 31, 1909)

“to alter her present policy toward Austria-Hungary and from then on to

live with the latter on the basis of friendly and neighborly relations.” But
this declaration did not alter the actual behavior of Serbia in the slightest

;

on the contrary, the political agitations in the Slav provinces of Austria-

Hungary continued as unchecked as ever.

1 For particulars, see Mandl, Osterreicli-Ungarn und Serbien, pp. 15 et seq.
2 Quoted by Th. v. Sosnosky, Die Balkanpolitik Osterreich-Ungarns, vol. 11, pp. 204 et seq.
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The organs of the Greater-S^rLua propaganda were, as is well known, cen-

tered in the Narodna Odbrana, which 'had the closest understanding with the

Serbian administration, and, in connection with a whole network of unions

and confidential agents, carried on the work of revolutionizing the southern

Slav provinces of Austria with every means provided by secret organization.

The work was prosecuted particularly among the student bodies and in the

intermediate schools. The Young Men’s Association of the Omladina was
of older origin. The hotbed of all these activities lay in Belgrade. The
Serbian Government has itself admitted that since 1903 it held in its own
hands all the threads of the unification movement in Austria-Hungary. 1

Within these organizations, political assassination was preached as a per-

mitted means towards attaining Serbian unity. From 1910 on, attacks on

prominent and particularly hated personages succeeded each other with but

brief interruptions. 2 The assailants were young fanatics who were in un-

questionable association with the center at Belgrade. It was members of

the same circles to which these young men belonged who in 1914 perpetrated

the murder of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand with Serbian bombs. It is

worth noting that during the war a French author stated in a book on Serbia

:

“ Mr. Pashitch attempted secretly to inform the Ballplatz that the Archduke

would expose himself to danger during his journey to Bosnia. On the 21st

of June the Serbian Minister in Vienna notified the ministry in Vienna that a

rebellion had been organized in Bosnia. The Chancelor attached no weight

to this hint.” It has been later shown through Count Berchtold that the

Serbian Minister in Vienna never took this step, which naturally leaves it

open to question, whether or not he had received and ignored instructions

from Pashitch to do so. 3 Whether Pashitch had foreknowledge of the

Serajevo attempt or not, he did nothing in the way of offering atonement to

Austria after the murder until the presentation of the Austrian note. The
Serbian press broke out in badly concealed jubilation at the death of the

heir to the Austrian throne.

How little the Entente intended to permit Austria to enjoy in peace the

success won in the annexation crisis has been taught us by the documents

found in the state archives of Serbia. 4 Evidence has come to light from

every capital of the Entente to show how, together with the admonitions

as to calmness that the circumstances called for, the Serbian emissaries were

sent home with consolations not to be misunderstood concerning a near and

auspicious future. It is also noteworthy that the Serbian ministers could

discuss with the statesmen of the Entente in open fashion the near necessity

1 Cf. Mandl, Die Habsburger und die serbische Frage, p. 97.
2 A list of the attacks on the Satraps of the Hapsburg Lords is given by Kossitsch, among

others, in Die Sudslawenfrage, pp. 40 et seq.
3 More details are given by Mandl, Die Habsburger und die serbische Frage, pp. 150 et seq.

4 White Book concerning the Responsibility of the Authors of the War (large edition),

pp. 73 et seq.
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of war. 1 England had even sought, directly after the annexation crisis, to

bring about an understanding between Serbia and Bulgaria. 2 But Iswolski

had considered the formation of the Balkan Alliance to be his principal

duty. The change in the Petersburg Foreign Office and the transfer of

Iswolski to the Paris Embassy effected no alteration in these intentions.

Paris and St. Petersburg worked only the better, hand in hand, especially

from the day on which Poincare moved to the Quai d’Orsay. To voice

from the Serbian documents an echo of this more acute French public

feeling, there may be cited a report from London dated September, 1911,

according to which Paul Cambon then set the prospect of the great war

for 1914 or 1915.3 For the whole fabric of Russian diplomacy it is sig-

nificant that Russia had come to an understanding with Italy at Rac-

conigi in the fall of 1909, which gave Italy a free hand in Tripoli in return

for her consent to the opening of the Dardanelles. The character of this

interview, as will be remembered, came to the knowledge of the Austrians

through the fact that the Czar was made to travel to Racconigi by a wide

detour to avoid crossing Austrian territory. Two years passed before

Italy drew on this bill of exchange. In contrast to the behavior of the

Entente in regard to the Austrian ultimatum, the fact is notable that at the

opening of the Tripolitan War after a sharp 24-hour ultimatum, which did

not conceal the predatory character of the war, not one of these same Powers

took any exception. The Tripolitan War is of interest only in so far as it

played the prelude to the Balkan War, at the conclusion of which the

radical remodeling of the Balkan situation was completed to Austria’s

disadvantage.

The history of the Balkan Alliance plainly shows the growing menace to

Austria. Russian diplomacy had at first conceived the Balkan confedera-

tion as a union of all the Balkan Powers, Turkey included, in opposition to

Austria. Its development then took another road, and the first link in the

confederation, the Serb-Bulgarian compact, was aimed at the appropriation

of Turkish territory. But it bound Bulgaria to come to the help of Serbia

with 200,000 men in case of an attack by Austria or an inroad into the Sanjac

Novipazar. The strong defensive front provided by this compact against

Austria, was, according to Serbian views, to be changed into an offensive

front. The partition of Turkey was to be only the first step, after which
the advance against Austria was to follow. It was attempted to keep this

agreement a secret from the Central Powers, and Mr. Sazonoff failed to

open his heart when Secretary of State v. Kiderlin, with knowledge of the

proceedings, spoke to him about it at the time of his sojourn in Berlin. The
English Minister at Sofia had immediately received confidential information

1 White Book concerning the Responsibility of the Authors of the War (large edition),

pp. 83 et seq.
2 Ibid., p. 97. 3 Ibid., p. 101.

3
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of the arrangement from those concerned in it. And the French Govern-
ment was initiated into the plans of the confederation from the beginning.

In the fall of the year 1912 Russia, urged by France, gave England
official notice of the compact between Serbia and Bulgaria, and of her

cooperation. It is not understood that England raised any objection to the

tenor or object of this agreement. On the other hand it was just about this

time that that episode took place at Balmoral Castle, of which Sazonoff

informed the Czar in the words: “Grey declared, without flinching, that if

the occurrences in question (i.e., the European War) should take place,

England would make every effort to deal German power the most decided

blow. And simultaneously came the remark of the king, reported by
Sazonoff in the words: “We shall sink every single German merchant ship

we get hold of I” 1 It is worth laying stress on the fact that England held out

the prospect of her taking part in the war against Germany without any
regard as to who might be responsible for the war. Of what salient impor-

tance, in case of a general collision, a diversion of the united Powers of the

Balkans against Austria-Hungary would have been considered, appears

from a report of Iswolski’s of August 30/September 12, according to which

Poincare informed him that the French military experts, considering this

case among others with reference to such a diversion, estimated Russia’s

chances “most optimistically.” 2 The great danger of the Balkan combina-

tion, as it had been far-sightedly created by the Entente, is thus affirmed.

When the war in the Balkans broke out, France and Russia came out into

the open with the formula of desinteressement absolu
,
in order to block any

interference by Austria. The objective of the diplomatic battles which

were carried on by and between the Great Powers contemporaneously with

the armed quarrels of the Balkan peoples was twofold, one being Russia’s

successful striving, in view of her own Dardanelles plans, to keep the Balkan

armies at a distance from Constantinople, the other being to eliminate Aus-

tria and Austrian influence from the Balkans. Against this effort Austria

set her declaration to the effect “that the legitimate interests of the mon-

archy should suffer no damage through a reordering of affairs.” 3 And once

more it was made possible, by the intervention of German aid, to safeguard

to some extent Austrian interests in the settlement of the Adriatic coast ques-

tions. As contrasted with the other changes in the Balkan situation, this was,

however, of small benefit. The result of the Balkan wars, as established at

the London conference, was a strong repression of the influence of the Central

Powers in the Balkans. At the time of the Second Balkan War the influence

of Russia had, as deserves to be remarked, made itself felt in a manner that

astonished Bulgaria; it was Russian advice, supported by that of France,

1 White Book concerning the Responsibility for the War, pp. 175 et seq.
2 Ibid., p. 132.
3 Disclosure of Count Berchtold of Nov. 5, 1912.
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which had determined Roumania to attack Bulgaria. Petersburg wanted

to keep control of Serbia, the outpost toward Austria, and to strengthen her

as much as possible. Serbia could only be satisfied, since she had lost her

hold on Albania, at the cost of and through pressure on Bulgaria, with the

provision of future restitution to Bulgaria when the Balkan confederation,

strengthened if possible by the accession of Roumania, should be turned

against Austria to find booty in the Slavic portions of the ruined monarchy.

This was what Russia reckoned on. The following declaration is reported

as having been made by the Russian Minister v. Hartwig: “We need a strong

Serbia. After Turkey it is the turn of the Austrian problem, and Serbia

will prove our best tool. You Bulgarians will get Macedonia on the day on

which Serbia again gets possession of Bosnia and Herzegovina." 1 The Peace

of Bucharest (August 10, 1913), was nowhere considered as a final settle-

ment, but was accepted solely as a temporary armistice. Serbia, excited by
her successes, listened only to the voice that called to further conquest and

extension, and was certain of Russian assistance when she undertook the

decisive move against Austria.

But what immeasurably increased the danger for Austria, was the fact,

soon beginning to stand out clearly, that the Balkan wars had not merely

moved the weight within the Slav world across the border of Austrian terri-

tory. By reason of her victorious rise and through the unconcealed patron-

age of the Entente, Serbia had won over the Slav elements of the Monarchy
an influence which was bound seriously to damage the structure of the

State. The idea of a Greater-Serbian realm became realizable, and the

'‘Piedmont" of the Balkans hastened to meet its “historic destiny." The
strengthened national buoyancy of Serbdom swayed now in full conscious-

ness toward the Austro-Hungarian domain. “Lu premiere manche est

gagnee ," said Pashitch after the signing of the Peace of Bucharest,
“ main-

tenant il faut preparer la seconde manche contre VAutriche'"1 At this same
time Air. Pashitch expressly acknowledged to the former Serbian agent in

Berlin, Mr. Boghitschevitch, that even during the First Balkan War he

could have brought about a major European war, in order to acquire

Bosnia and Herzegovina. He had, however, preferred to assure for Serbia

the possession of Macedonia, “in order then to be able to take steps for the

securing of Bosnia and Herzegovina." 3 With such plans in the heads of the

Serbian leaders, the moment was imminent when Austria would have to

fight, unless it wished to retire before its Serbian neighbors and accept

dissolution as its fate. Should Serbia retreat in the face of Austrian deter-

mination, and could Austria preserve its position without war, so much the

better. But, opposed to a people which considered an appeal to arms as a

1 Quoted by Th. v. Sosnosky, Die Balkanpolitik Osterreich-Vngarns, vol. n, p. 358.
2 The first game is won; now it is necessary to prepare for the second game against Austria

Boghitschevitch, Kriegsursachen, p. 65.
3 Ibid.
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lawful right and had of late twice made use of it, Austria could not hesitate

before the contingency of war.

Now it appears from the memorandum transmitted on the 5th of July,

1914, that Austrian policy had by no means left out of consideration the

possibility of a diplomatic restoration of Austrian influence in the Balkans.

A far-sighted program had been evolved which underwent modification only

on account of the occurrence at Serajevo.

After this murder the Austrian statesmen were necessarily brought face

to face with the question whether they would, on the whole, have time to

carry through their broadly concerted Balkan plans by diplomatic means, or

whether the Serbian desire for action would destroy the scheme. Under
pressure of circumstances not considered in the plan, they came to the

weighty decision to commence the adjustment of the Balkan problems

according to the Austrian conception, by the overthrow of Serbia. So

strong a stroke against Austro-Hungarian authority demanded a sharp and

immediate return. We agreed with our allies in this conception of the

situation. The choice of means we left to them without thereby expressly

precluding war with Serbia.

The murder of the heir to the Austrian throne was the point of explosion

of the Greater-Serbia propaganda. There can be no doubt that the authors

of the crime, wherever the outside and intellectual responsibility may lie,

counted on and intended the rolling up of the curtain on the southern-Slav

question. However Austria-Hungary might act in reply to this murder,

the Serbs counted on an advantage for their cause. Should Austria-Hungary

permit this political assassination to go unavenged, then the Slav element

in the Monarchy would raise its head the higher and continue its conspiracies

with the Serbians of the Kingdom with so much less embarrassment.

Should Austria, however, arm to protect herself, then the Serbs counted on.

the outbreak of a European war, in which they risked much but also stood

to win much.

How plainly the Serbian statesmen realized that they were the actual

assailants, is further shown by a declaration made by Pashitch in the Serbian

Skupshtina on the 12th of August. He stated: “We have struck at the

most favorable moment for the realization of our ideals that could possibly

have been conceived.” Who could explain more creditably than the Serbian

Prime Minister how seriously Austria was threatened by the aggressive

Serbians, how exclusively she was on her guard in a position of self-defense?

Serbia drew strength for her defiant attitude not alone from her ideals

but from the encouragement and support she found in Russia. A docu-

mentary example of the year 1913! The Serbian Minister reports in April r

“Again and again he (Sazonoff) said to me that we must work for the future,

when we shall acquire a great deal of territory from Austria-Hungary. I

replied to him that we would give Monastir to the Bulgars, if we got Bosnia
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and other territories.” 1 See how openly the Serbs could speak of their

aspirations in Petersburg, aspirations that reached out not only for Bosnia,

but for “other territories,” Croatia, Dalmatia, Carniola.

Of conclusive significance in this matter is the audience which Pashitch

had on the 2d of February, 1914, with the Czar. 2 No monarch could

speak more significantly to a minister in time of peace. After this audi-

ence Pashitch knew that Serbia would not be alone when the drums began

to roll. The final words of the Czar were verily a solemn promise: “For

Serbia we will do everything. Greet the King from me and tell him,

‘For Serbia we will do everything!’ ” This occurrence is seen in its full

importance when considered in connection with the fact that at the begin-

ning of 1914 there were commenced in Petersburg the deliberations about the

great Dardanelles plan, which, according to Sazonoff, could not be under-

taken “without a European war, in which Serbia was to throw Ter whole

might against Austria”
;
that on the 2 1st of February the plans for the “sei-

zure and retention of the straits in the near future” were debated; that

according to Sazonoff ’s instant report on this debate, it became the “task of

the Foreign Office to work for this well-understood project ” to lay a “favor-

able political foundation” for the straits program. 3 To fire the Serbian im-

pulse to unite all branches of the Serbian-speaking peoples against Austria

was the principal preparatory task of Russian policy in working for the well-

understood project. It was the preparation for the World War which the

Russian rulers believed necessary in order to become masters of the Darda-

nelles. This was the situation into the midst of which the catastrophe of

Serajevo fell on the 28th of June, 1914. The question of her existence being

put up to her, Austria was compelled to answer it. Germany also was placed

face to face with an unavoidable decision.

I shall add to my survey of this great and deadly danger which had de-

veloped for Austria on her Serbian border and had now suddenly risen to its

full fearful height, a few words about the means chosen to combat it. The
absolute faithlessness of the Serbian politicians was recognized in Vienna.

From mild measures nothing more was to be expected. Promises were made
with the intention of breaking them at the first favorable moment. Should

Austria let herself be deceived by these commonly practised Serbian tactics,

the moral disruption of the Austro-Hungarian State would be perfected.

The last possible moment had arrived in which to restore Austrian authority

over the world of the southern Slavs. If that moment was not to be irrevo-

cably lost, it was necessary to take immediate and energetic action. War
with Serbia was possible and even probable as a result. We did not exclude

its possibility in our instructions, but we neither demanded nor urged it.

However, we did advise quick action, because that appeared to offer the

1 White Book concerning the Responsibility for the War, p. no.
2 Ibid., pp. 1 14 et seq. 3 Ibid., pp. 152 et seq.
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best means of avoiding world complications. Only by allowing Austria a

free hand in the choice of means, did we preserve the possibility of inter-

vening to prevent the fray from growing into a European conflict.

Our policy of localization was not adopted without a purpose, however
harshly it was later judged, however skeptically and ironically it was com-
mented on, even while we were pursuing it, by a number of foreign statesmen

and even by one German ambassador. If this policy was to remain possible,

we had to have our hands free for purposes of mediation. We should have

tied our hands, had we assented to and controlled Austria’s proceedings

against Serbia in all their details. Furthermore, it must not be overlooked

that for our ally it concerned, to begin with, the question of her very exist-

ence. That Power must decide on ways and means whose life is in the

balance. We could not relieve the Austrian Power of the responsibility

for its decisions.

The unchaining of a European conflict was neither the intention of this

policy nor its necessary consequence. Quite the contrary. World peace

would have been served, would have been assured for a long time, if the

Greater-Serbia machinations could have been thrown out of gear. The
European conflict arose principally from the war spirit of Russia, which

had decidedly helped to create the situation, eagerly seized the opportunity,

was encouraged by France, and was not restrained by England.

This section of the picture of the state of the world, which I have drawn
in the foregoing observations, was not as clear to me in every detail at the

time when we had to decide on our action as it is today. Our knowledge of

the Russian plans was not based on such demonstrable documentary foun-

dations as the later revelations from the Russian archives have afforded. We
knew only too well, by means of secret reports, about the Russian dealings

in the Balkans; we also had knowledge of the Russian negotiations with

England concerning a naval convention, which shed a particularly bright

light on the ever-tightening union of the Entente. What we lacked knowl-

edge of was the fact that the military-political plans of Russia had already

crystallized into such complete and clear considerations regarding the

violent freeing of the Dardanelles under cover of a European war. All

knowledge acquired since the event has but filled out this picture, which had

to be sketched in rough strokes from the facts that at the time had become

known to us. It was the picture of a European situation growing ever more

menacing, one which made a duty of our faithful affiliation with our ally, did

we not wish to stand entirely alone in the openly threatening storm.

Even if our materially correct judgment of the situation had been com-

pleted by various details, the import of the decisions forced upon us in July

would have remained the same. The compulsion of the situation in which

we stood would only have evidenced itself so much the more clearly. Even

then it would have been for us to decide whether it was best to attempt to
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maintain the status of the Central Powers by repelling an attack perhaps

possible at first to prevent, or whether it was already too late therefor, and

that we must acquiesce in the ruin of Austria and in our own diminution as a

result.

The pacifism of 1920 and a wide popular opinion which sees only the

unfortunate outcome of the war, agree that a policy which includes the risk

of a European war must be avoided at all costs. This view fails to realize

that a policy of forbearance on the part of the Central Powers in no way
obviated the warlike tendencies on the other side. If Austria, in default of

German assistance, had retreated before Serbia, an Austro-Serbian war

would, it is true, have been avoided for the moment, but the general situation

in Europe would not have been one iota more peaceful, while it would have

become infinitely more dangerous for Germany. What recipe would

pacifism have had for this state of affairs? Certainly none which could

have been accepted except at the cost of Germany’s world status. While,

in German pacifist circles, the 5th of July is represented as marking the

boundary between two epochs—before this period crimes of thought, after

it crimes of action, the crimes of thought laid to the Entente, the crimes of

action, however, laid to the charge of the Central Powers,—the facts of

history at hand constitute a palpable contradiction to this construction of

history. It was with plain, provable acts that the Entente created the

world’s political situation of 1914. The Entente never courted pacifist

ideals. All of our opponents in the war have considered and used war as a

legitimate measure during a period in which Germany remained wholly

peaceful. America conducted the Spanish War, England the Transvaal

War, Russia the Japanese War, France countless colonial wars, Italy the war
with Tripoli. Before none of these wars were any of the Great Powers

given an opportunity to intervene for the purpose of adjusting differences;

in none of these cases was it permitted to bring the dispute before a forum of

the Great Powers; no one even ever tried it, for the reason that it was well

known that England, America, Russia, Italy, would have refused all such

efforts. None of these Great Powers has suffered pacifist doctrines to

prevent it from using arms to effect what appeared to it a lawful right or was
demanded by its interest. Even in 1914 war was not yet condemned as a

legitimate means of national self-assertion. That war against Serbia was
contemplated for the solution of the Austro-Serbian difficulties may be

theoretically condemned by the adherents of pacifism, but, except by way of

repudiation of their own history, can not be branded as a crime by those

governments whose statesmen appended their signatures to the Treaty of

Versailles.

v . Bethmann-Hollweg.
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2. SECRETARY OF STATE v. JAGOW
I must preface my answer to the questions propounded by saying that I

can only base my statements on my recollections as they remain fixed in my
mind after five and a half years crowded with events and impressions, and
in part as they have been refreshed by examination of the documents now
published. I have no written record of my own of those days. Because of

the time that has passed since then, as well as because of the strain of in-

tensive work, both then and later, many details have become dim and
obscure; others, on the contrary, depending on the importance and intensity

of their impressiveness at the moment, have remained entirely clear.

I will remark first of all that I only returned to Berlin from my leave on

July 6. His Majesty the Emperor had already left Berlin.

As to No. I. In order to reply to the questions, and particularly to the

first question, it is desirable to throw a little light on the situation as it

existed for Austria-Hungary and Germany at the beginning of July, when
Vienna approached us with her request.

For years one Balkan crisis had followed another, seriously threatening

the peace of Europe and allayed only with difficulty. Serbia and her rela-

tions to the Danube Monarchy had almost always been both cause and
center of these disturbances. Though Serbia, who owed her establishment

at the Congress of Berlin chiefly to the support of Austria-Hungary, had in

the time of King Milan been on a friendly footing with the Hapsburg realm,

and had been recognized even by Russia as belonging to the Austrian sphere

of influence in the Balkans, this relation had undergone a fundamental

change under Milan’s successors, his son Alexander and Peter I Karageorge-

vitch, and with the rise of the radical party.

Even from the Austrian side, economic interests—chiefly Hungarian—had

contributed to the change.

We had always advised our Vienna ally to pave the way for a more

friendly relationship with Serbia and to strive for a community of interest.

But the murder at Serajevo—-the fruit of the Greater-Serbia propaganda—
which threw a brilliant side-light on the intentions of the neighboring

States, proved even to us the impossibility of such rapprochement.

The solemn promises which Serbia had made after the Bosnian crisis were

in no wise adhered to. Even the satisfaction of the Serbian desires after the

Peace of Bucharest only increased the greed and the arrogance of the Serbian

nationalist politicians. The dispatches of the Serbian diplomats lay bare

time and again the aims of the policy of expansion fostered at Belgrade.

This policy was supported by Russian diplomacy, and the Russian Minister,

Mr. v. Hartwig, was recognized as its most zealous abettor. 1

1 Even from London Sazonoff was repeatedly warned of the “imprudent behavior” of

this Russian representative (see Pokrowski, pp. 182-3 of the White Book concerning the

Responsibility for the War). Sazonoff for his part wrote to Mr. v. Hartwig on April 23, 1913:

“I hear from all sides that if any voice can have any real influence in Belgrade, it is yours.”
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Petersburg diplomacy had forged the Balkan Alliance, the designs of which

were directed first against Turkey, but ultimately against Austria-Hungary.

The above-mentioned dispatches offer also evidence to show how Russia

constantly urged Serbia to arm and prepare for the coming reckoning with

Austria. The Russians looked upon “a conflict with the German race as

inevitable”; then it was the plan of Russia to unchain and loose the Serbian

question. The xMbanian crisis was to be “regarded merely as a stage; the

end of the journey.was to be Serbia.” Serbia was to be “at least twice as

large.” Sazonoff said on the 12th of March, 1913, that Serbia must “work
for the future, when it should receive much territory—Bosnia and other

districts—from Austria-Hungary.” And on the 23d of April he wrote to

Hartwig: “Serbia’s promised land lies in the realm of the present Austria-

Hungary. It is of vital interest for Serbia to place herself in readiness for

the inevitable future struggle.” How the Belgrade statesmen received these

admonitions is shown by the words of the Prime Minister, Pashitch, spoken

on the 2d of February, 1914, to the Czar: If his daughter should marry the

Serbian Crown Prince, “she could be the Czarina of the Southern-Slav,

Serb-Croat people.” “The Czar,” reports Pashitch, “listened to these

words with evident pleasure.”

The object was the rearing of a Greater-Serbian realm by the disruption

of portions of the Austrian dominion. The Greater-Serbia propaganda

served as the means thereto. And to it the heir to the Austrian throne fell

a victim. The murder at Serajevo had an effect that far exceeded the

average significance of the murder of princes. The tie that bound together

the peoples of Austria-Hungary, so various in their nationality, was the

dynasty. This was expressed by the very term used to designate the

united mixture of countries gathered under the Hapsburg scepter, “the

Monarchy.” The attack on the Grand Duke, the reliance of the future,

threatened the continued existence of the realm itself. To the aged Emperor
remained, in all human probability, but a few years more of life; the next in

line after the heir to the throne was a youth who had scarcely stepped into

the light of publicity, and who was wholly unpractised in affairs of State.

The murdered Franz Ferdinand was known as a friend to the Slavs, and

from him had been expected a solution on federative lines of the deeper

problems that perplexed the Hapsburg body politic; at his death these

expectations sank to earth.

In 1908 Iswolski remarked to the Serbian Minister Milovanovitch

:

“After Russia had settled her extra-European problems he was going to

direct her again toward her European aims.” What were these European

aims?

An unimpeded outlet to the Mediterranean Sea could be viewed as of vi-

tal interest to the Russian nation; German policy never opposed it. But it

was not the right of free passage through the Dardanelles that constituted
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the design of Russian policy
;
its inherent principle was territorial expansion

—

it was directed toward the control of Constantinople and the straits. The
papers made public since the Russian revolution have established this fact.

The protocol of the conference held on the 21st of February in Petersburg

and the appurtenant report to the Czar describe ‘The mastery of the straits

and the fight for Constantinople” as the “historic mission of Russia, which

probably can only be accomplished at the time of a European war.

The possibility of the development of events which might affect the status

of the straits, must perhaps be looked for in the near future.” The prepara-

tion preceded the council.

Russia further sought to establish her hegemony over the Balkans with

the aid of the local Slav or orthodox States and at the expense of Austria-

Hungary. That meant the cutting off of the Central Powers to the south-

east, the supreme domination of Russia as far as the Adriatic, and the

destruction of the Monarchy of the Danube. “Serbia,” said Iswolski,

“would thereby become a weighty factor as the backbone of the southern

Slavs.” Belgrade was the hotbed of this Balkan policy directed against

Austria.

Russia even sought to draw Roumania into the net. As was subsequently

brought to light, Russian negotiations concerning an agreement were

conducted with Bratianu (without the knowledge of King Carol) even

before the outbreak of the World War. 1

In the spring of 1914 these aggressive tendencies were showing themselves

more and more plainly in Russia. Persecution of Germany had commenced
in the press. The Minister of War had published in the Birschevija Wjedom-

osti an article entitled: “Russia is ready.” The French press seconded the

molestation. In my address to the Reichstag on the 14th of May, 1914, I

had directed a serious warning to the Russian press. The Belgian Minister

in Berlin reported to his government on the 16th of May that diplomatic

circles perceived therein a warning to the Russian cabinet itself. Russia

had also, with the aid of French diplomacy, proposed a naval agreement to

England, and negotiations had been entered upon, though the agreement

had not yet been concluded.

The consideration of this situation necessarily guided the German Govern-

ment in coming to a decision when Vienna imparted to us her intention of

taking action against Serbia’s disturbance of the peace, and appealed to us

as her allies.

The alliance with Austria-Hungary had been from the time of Bismarck

the main-spring of our policy. To be sure, it did not extend to entering the

field in behalf of every Austro-Hungarian special interest in the Balkans.

But in this case it was not a matter of some special Balkan problem of Aus-

1 Confidential telegram of the Russian Minister at Bucharest, July 30, 1914, published in

the Pravda of January 31, 1918.
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tria’s, not a matter of the extension of her power and sphere of influence there,

but a matter of the status as a World Power of our ally herself, and of her

defense against an aggressive Serbian policy that threatened the state of

the realm and the security of her southern borders. It was an act of self-

preservation to quench the fire that continuously threatened the home of a

neighbor and all Europe with a conflagration
;
and for Austria it was a ques-

tion of life itself. Security could only be attained when the necessary guar-

antees for future good behavior had been promptly and energetically extorted

from Serbia, the hearth of all these firebrands. What the inevitable disrup-

tion of the Hapsburg Empire, brought about by the continuation of the

Greater-Serbia insurrectional activities, would have meant for us and for

Europe, has been shown by present events. “ A permanently weakened and

finally crumbling Austria could no longer have remained for us—as it is

expressed in our White Book of 1914—an ally with whom we could reckon

and on whom we could depend.” Germany’s isolation would then have

been complete. We should have been delivered to the mercy of the

Entente’s political play: Russia’s urge for expansion, France's passion for

revenge, and the jealousy of England's rivalry. Thus were we, too, face

to face with a question of vital interest. 1

In any case it was necessary to reckon with the possibility that Russia

would not remain indifferent with regard to a war with Serbia. But in

this case we could not refuse our help to Austria; the casus foederis was
involved. Germany had no choice; not merely because of romantic loyalty,

but out of consideration for her own position, she could not let Austria fall.

Such were the considerations that led to the decision of principle arrived

at in Berlin.

We fully approved, for the reasons submitted, the spontaneous deter-

mination of Vienna to proceed against Serbia. We also deemed energetic

measures and the enforcement of thoroughly adequate guarantees necessary,

as simple promises had, after the experiences of 1909, shown themselves to

be insufficient.

That the conflict might react upon the relations of the Powers was, it

is true, to be feared. In order to prevent an aggravation and a general

conflagration, which the European system of alliances seemed to make
1 Bismarck wrote to Gortschakow in 1876 (before the alliance with Austria): “We could

not allow it to come to the point where one of our friends should be so wounded or weakened
that her position as an independent Power having a say in the affairs of Europe, should be
endangered.” In 1879 he stated in a memorial directed to Emperor William I : “The German
Empire can not afford to let it come to the point where it will find itself left isolated on the
continent of Europe between France and Russia and next to an Austria overthrown and
deserted by Germany.” And he wrote to Lord Salisbury in 1887: “We will avoid a war
with Russia as long as is consistent with our honor and our safety, and as long as the inde-

pendence of Austria, whose status as a World Power is for us a necessity of the utmost
importance, is not threatened.

“ When we consider that, were Austria conquered, weakened, or turned against us, we
should stand isolated on the continent of Europe against Russia and France . . . the
continuance of Austria as a strong, independent Great Power is a necessity for Germany.”
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possible, we made every effort to confine the conduct of the struggle to

Austria and Serbia—-to ‘'localize” it.

We assumed this position from the first and clung to it, even by leaving

it to Vienna to determine what measures she might find necessary to adopt

against Serbia. It was an Austro-Serbian, not a German-Serbian quarrel;

we did not wish to assume the responsibility for mixing in, either with

regard to Austria or to the other Powers. To take part in the decision as

to the Austrian procedure would have prejudiced our future stand and
deprived us of freedom of action for an eventually necessary mediation

between the Powers.

But we did advise our allies to act quickly
,
and at the same time to gather

the material evidence to prove that the threads of the conspiracy centered

in Serbia and make it known to the Powers in advance. Should the action

of Austria then follow upon the fresh impression of the murder, which had

filled all the world with horror, it would be so much the more reasonable to

expect that the Powers, even Russia, would scarcely deny Austria’s right

to take steps, and would therefore refrain from intervening. The same
holds with regard to the moral complicity of Serbia.

We also desired to be informed in advance of Austria’s resolutions and of

the measures she proposed to take.

The instructions sent to the Imperial Ambassador at Vienna were based on

these views. The instructions will be found in the records. It is not within

my knowledge that Mr. v. Tschirschky’s attitude did not agree with his

instructions, that—as was later asserted in certain quarters—he transcended

them. In regard to this matter I may refer to the letter of Ambassador

Count Wedel of September 5, 1917. 1

As to No. II. I returned to Berlin as I stated, only on the 6th of July,

and was then informed by the Chancelor and by Under-Secretary of State

Zimmermann, who represented me during my absence, of the state of

affairs that had developed in the meantime.

I did not see Count Hoyos again in Berlin. Nor did I meet the Austrian

Ambassador, so far as I can remember, on the day of my return. No
military or political transactions, in which I took a part, occurred.

As to No. III. I repeatedly interrogated the Austrian Ambassador about

the investigation and urged its acceleration. See also my telegram of

July 11 to our Ambassador in Vienna and his telegram of July 13.
2 We

were each repeatedly told that the investigation had not been completed,

and also that it was developing plenty of material.

We had no knowledge of the contents of the telegram of Section Chief

v. Wiesner of the 13th of July. 3

As to No. IV. On the 20th of July His Majesty the Emperor issued an

1 Appendix ix, vol. iv, German Documents. 2 Nos. 31 and 40 of the Documents.
3 No. 17 of the Austrian Red Book.
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order to hold together the fleet, which was on a cruise, so that it could

speedily obey instructions to break off the cruise. The reason for this was

to secure our fleet from a possible attack by the English fleet. 1 No other

military preparations or movements took place before the presentation of

the note, to my knowledge. The policy of the government was against

such premature preparation, which could only compromise our effort to

remain aloof from the conflict.

As to No. V. On the 20th of July the managing director of the Hamburg-
American Line, Ballin, and the director of the North German Lloyd, v.

Plettenberg, were informed, most confidentially, of the imminent presen-

tation of the note in Belgrade, that they might make timely dispositions

for steamers abroad, in view of the possible consequences.

Whether it was before or after the 23d of July that a conference on eco-

nomic questions was held by the Chancelor with a few heads of departments,

I can no longer remember. It was attended besides by the aforementioned,

representative of the Department of the Interior (whether it was his Excel-

lency Mr. Delbrlick himself, I can not remember), the Secretary of State

of the Treasury, the president of the Reichsbank, and myself. The im-

mediate reason for the conference was, so far as I can remember, rumors

and reports of extraordinarily heavy purchases of horses in East Prussia

on the part of Russia, and a Russian prohibition against the export of

horses.

Further discussion was had concerning our stocks of grain, particularly

in Alsace and Lorraine, the possibility of increasing them, the condition of

the Reichsbank and our gold reserve. To my knowledge, no other special

economic or financial preparations were made.

As to No. VI. About the prospective substance of the ultimatum—Count
Berchtold describes it as a demarche with a time limit, 2— I knew only as

much as appears in our records.

Of the events that transpired in the ministerial council in Vienna on the

7th of July we were informed only in so far as Mr. v. Tschirschky’s telegrams

of July 7 and 8 3 contain accounts of it.

On the other hand, unofficial rumors from Vienna gave the impression

that the people there were hesitating, unable to make up their minds, which,

from previous experience, did not seem impossible.

Time and again I asked Count Szogyeny, who came to me almost daily,

about the intentions of his government, and begged him for information.

He appeared on the whole, to be only slightly informed. On the 9th of

July he had promised me that we should immediately be informed of the

decision that was to be made, that the time depended only on the outcome
of the investigation at Serajevo.4 On the 10th of July Mr. v. Tschirschky

1 Nos. 82, 101, hi, 1 15 of the Documents. 2 No. 66 of the Austrian Red Book.
3 Nos. 18 and 19 of the Documents. 4 No. 23 of the Documents.
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reported that Count Berchtold thought that, among others, certain definite

demands, stated in the report, might be made on Serbia and a respite of

48 hours granted for the answer. 1

On the 14th of July our ambassador reported that Count Tisza had
admitted the conviction that an energetic decision was demanded, and said

that complete agreement and determination controlled the situation. That
the note was not yet put into its final form, as great care had to be taken

with its wording, inasmuch as it must be intelligible to the people at large,

and to lay the blame clearly and definitely on Serbia. 2 A further telegram

from the Ambassador received the same day contained similar expressions

of Count Berchtold’s. The Minister had also said that, after settling on

the text and even before its submission to his Emperor, he would instantly

transmit the note to the German Government. 3

On the 19th of July, I telegraphed to Vienna and asked for an immediate

communication of the note (after its terms were established). Prelimi-

nary enlightenment on the material points of the proposed procedure was

desired. 4

See further the telegrams and letters of Count Szogyeny of the 21st of

July. 5 •

As to No. VII. When the ultimatum was handed to Mr. v. Tschirschky

in Vienna, I do not know. According to the telegrams of Count Berchtold

of the 2 1st and 22d of July, 6
it would appear that it did not actually occur

until early on the 22d. Mr. v. Tschirschky’s telegram of the 21st of July, 7

however, and his report of the same day 8 inform us that its presentation

in and remittal from Vienna took place on the afternoon of the 21st, and

that its receipt in Berlin followed on the afternoon of the 22d.

That Mr. v. Tschirschky did not send us the text by telegraph I attribute

first to a cautious desire not to compromise our code, and next to the con-

sideration that, in view of the length of the contents and the time it would

take to put it in cipher and then decipher it, the note could scarcely have

reached Berlin earlier, even by telegraphic transmission. It was late in

the evening of the 22d, after the visit of the Austrian Ambassador, that I

learned from the Under-Secretary of State of the arrival of the document

from Vienna.

While the Secretary of State received for his information and disposal

carbon copies of the incoming telegrams, after their deciphering, written

reports were, according to the ordinary routine, laid before the Under-

secretary for his vise. Then they were brought to me with his appropriate

annotations.

Count Szogyeny came to me on the evening of the 22d—as I remember

1 No. 29 of the Documents. 2 No. 49 of the Documents.
3 No. 50 of the Documents. 4 No. 77 of the Documents.
6 Nos. 39 and 41 of the Austrian Red Book. 6 Nos. 46 and 47 of the Austrian Red Book.
7 No. 103 of the Documents. 8 No. 106 of the Documents.
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it, about 7 o’clock—to bring me the text of the Austrian note. (According

to the instruction of No. 30 of the Austrian Red Book, this should have

occurred early on the 24th. 1

) After considering it I told the Ambassador

that both the form and contents of the note appeared too severe to me.

I believe I emphasized especially that there were too many demands. The
Count replied that it was too late to do anything about that. The note

had already been sent to Belgrade and would be delivered there the next

day—tomorrow, as he mistakenly asserted. I expressed to the Ambassador
my great surprise that the information arrived so late, that no opportunity

was offered us to act upon it. After the Ambassador had left me, I learned

,

as I have already stated, from the Under-Secretary that the text had also

come in from the Embassy at Vienna. The Chancelor also thought the

note too severe. But we had to consider that it was in fact no longer

possible to bring about reconsideration in Vienna, and that any steps taken

for such purpose would be of no use.

It was now our duty to do everything to prevent the conflict from spread-

ing to other Powers and from disturbing the peace of the world.

As to No. VIII. I know nothing about it.

As to No. IX. The calling together of the Committee of Foreign Affairs

of the Federal Council was the duty of the chairman, Count Hertling. To
my knowledge, no motion for such a meeting was made.

Nor was any opposition to such a meeting manifested. The Berlin

representatives of the federated States concerned were supplied according

to their requests with complete information on the situation.
*

3. SECRETARY OF STATE ZIMMERMANN
As to No. I. According to my notes, I addressed a private communi-

cation to Mr. v. Tschirschky on July 6, 1914, the day on which Mr. v.

Jagow returned from his leave of absence. I informed him in this letter

that Count Szogyeny had asked my opinion regarding the demands Austria-

Hungary was entitled to make of Serbia on account of the Serajevo assas-

sination. I had declared myself disqualified to reply to this question and

had confined myself during our discussion principally to the suggestion

that, in view of the provocation, I conceived an energetic communication

on the part of Austria-Hungary a matter of course; but I warned him
against the making of humiliating demands on Serbia in order that his

government might not forfeit a universal sympathy. His Majesty had,

before the Chancelor and myself, and, in fact, of his own initiative, adopted

the attitude, before the perfectly calm and matter-of-fact audience of

1 And according to the book of Dr. Roderich Gooss (p. 140), Count Szogyeny appears to

have reported to Vienna the making of his communication as having occurred not before
the 23d.
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July 5, 1914, that the questions in dispute between Austria-Hungary and
Serbia were no business of ours. The Chancelor had expressed himself in

a similar sense to Count Szogyeny, as Mr. v. Tschirschky had been officially

informed. The maintenance of this attitude, already communicated to

Ahrenthal, was especially advisable in order that the government at Vienna
might not later hold us and our counsel responsible, in case the Serbian

difficulty attained a solution not conformable to their wishes.

Nevertheless I can not testify that this letter was sent to Vienna. For

when I was clearing out my office desk, at the time of my leaving the service

in August, 1917, I found in a drawer with other papers a letter written

and directed by me to Mr. v. Tschirschky, which, according to my memory,
was identical with the letter described. Evidently I had not at the time

turned the letter in question over to the office for transmission to Vienna,

but had accidentally left it lying in my desk.

I wrote no further private letters to Mr. v. Tschirschky during the period

between the assassination at Serajevo and the outbreak of the war. I

know or remember nothing regarding any private efforts to influence the

Ambassador from other German political or military sources.

'As to No. II. On the 5th of July Emperor William received the Austro-

Hungarian Ambassador and accepted from him the holograph of the Em-
peror Franz Joseph. Neither the Chancelor nor any representative of the

Foreign Office was present at this audience. About the same time Count

Hoyos handed me a copy of this autograph letter. He told me when he

did so, that this time his government was going to act energetically on the

Serbian question. According to his view, Serbia must be destroyed. I

replied to him that I, too, considered an energetic communication to Serbia

on the part of his government a matter of course, in view of the provocation.

That even the Entente Powers could scarcely avoid regarding the matter

in the same light, considering the revolting character of the deed at

Serajevo.

On the afternoon of the 5th of July the Emperor received the Chancelor

and myself in the park of the New Palace at Potsdam. After Mr. v. Beth-

mann-Hollweg had briefly rehearsed to the Emperor the subject-matter of

the Austro-Hungarian dispatches, already made known to the latter by

Count Szogyeny, His Majesty spoke without waiting to hear the Chancelor’s

propositions. The Emperor stated quite calmly and positively that the *

great danger to Austria-Hungary arising from the Greater-Serbia propa-

ganda was not to be under-estimated; that the proposal to attract Bulgaria

toward the Triple Alliance had his approval, but that Roumania was under

all circumstances to be retained as an ally. Whatever the measures taken

by Austria-Hungary against Serbia as the result of the Serajevo crime

might demand, we should refrain from all suggestion or incitement in this

regard. It was Austria’s affair for her to settle in her own way, and it was
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not our business. But we must naturally express our intention of remain-

ing faithful to our ally at this juncture.

Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg agreed with these pronouncements of the

Kaiser. The audience was with the Chancelor and myself alone.

On the 6th of July Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg received in my presence

the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador and Count Hoyos, and expressed

himself to the Ambassador in similar terms. The instructions to Mr. v.

Tschirschky prepared by me on the same day 1 again repeats substantially

the same opinion.

To my knowledge, no further political transactions took place either in

Berlin or Potsdam on the 5th and 6th of July. I know nothing about any

military activities on these days.

As to No. III. I inquired regularly of Count Szogyeny at our frequent

meetings for news of the investigation at Serajevo, and requested him to

keep us in touch with its progress. I also gave frequent expression to the

expectation that his government would not confront us with accomplished

facts.

As to No. IV. I know nothing about any military preparations or move-

ments before the presentation of the ultimatum to Serbia.

As to No. V. To my knowledge, no special financial or economic prepa-

rations were inaugurated by the Foreign Office, or were carried out.

As to No. VI. We heard through Mr. v. Tschirschky on the 10th of July

that Count Berchtold was considering the establishment of an Austro-

Hungarian agency in Belgrade to observe the Greater-Serbian intrigues,

the dissolution of the unions and the discharge of several compromised

officers. According to my recollection, no further or more particular in-

formation concerning the probable contents of the ultimatum reached us

during the time up to the 22d of July.

As to No. VII. The ultimatum was communicated to Mr. v. Jagow by
Count Szogyeny late in the evening of the 22d of July. At the same

time the ultimatum reached us through a report from Mr. v. Tschirschky.

Mr. v. Jagow called on me as I was reading this report just brought to me
from the Central Bureau, and told me that Count Szogyeny had just com-

municated the ultimatum to him. He had found its terms excessively

severe—in this I could only agree with him—and had stated this opinion

to the Ambassador at once, receiving, however, the reply that any alteration

was impossible as the ultimatum would be delivered the very next morning

in Belgrade and published officially at the same time in Vienna. Mr. v.

Jagow was of the opinion that under these circumstances we could unfor-

tunately accomplish nothing more in Vienna.

As to No. VIII. The Foreign Office did not notify the governments at

Munich and Dresden directly. The representatives of both governments,
1 Telegram No. 113—Vienna.

4
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nevertheless, made regular appearance at the Foreign Office and were
kept in touch with affairs. 1

As to No. IX. I do not remember that a convention of the Committee of

Foreign Affairs of the Federal Council was proposed from any quarter.

ZlMMERMANN.

4. PRINCE LICHNOWSKY
At the time of the outbreak of the war

,
German Ambassador in London

Replying to your kind favor of the 5th instant I have the honor to

remark in connection with No. I of the questionnaire that the attitude in

Vienna of Ambassador v. Tschirschky, who pressed Count Berchtold to

energetic measures against Serbia, appears inexplicable to me in the absence

of corresponding instructions from the Foreign Office. I have known Mr.

v. Tschirschky since his entrance into the diplomatic service, and considered

him to be a most conscientious, perhaps even a rather timid and pedantic

official, who would certainly never have adopted a truculent attitude of

his own initiative or have placed himself out of agreement with superior

authority.

I consider the recently published statements of Count Berchtold on this

point as entirely correct, while Count Czernin, who also testifies to the

German Ambassador's urgent arguments in favor of war, asserts in his

book the view that he went beyond his instructions.

The reports of the Entente ambassadors, as published in the color books,

also agree that Mr. v. Tschirschky pursued a war policy in the most un-

mistakable fashion. The Counselor of Legation, v. Bethmann-Hollweg,

is said also to have talked openly in Vienna in those critical days after the

same fashion as his chief. No further special evidence is necessary to

prove that the weak Austria would not have dared to risk a war with Russia

without our unconditional support.

The official instructions transmitted to Mr. v. Tschirschky were not

imparted to me, but the records, except for the private official letters,

which are probably in the possession of the widowed Mme v. Tschirschky

and could be had from her, should give ample information. Finally, I

should like to remark that, as appears from subsequent publications, Mr.

v. Tschirschky was still counseling caution in Vienna on the 30th of June,

1914, so that the thorough change in his attitude must have resulted from

instructions higher up.

In answer to all the other questions I should like to refer to my memorial

which appeared in the publication The New Fatherland
,
the observations

in which still represent my views. Prince Lichnowsky.

1 These facts are significantly supplemented by the information Councilor v. Lossl (re-

tired) was able to give from the records in the Bavarian archives. See post
, p. 91.
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Adding to my written statement of the 13th instant I should like to be

permitted to refer to the recently published Austrian Red Book (Vienna,

1919), Part I, Nos. 3, 10 and 15 of which leave no doubt that Mr. v. Tschir-

schky was in full agreement with the Berlin Government when he urged on

the Vienna Government, after the murder at Serajevo, the utmost possible

energy and held forth the prospect of the unconditional support of its

German ally.

Lichxowsky.

5. BARON v. FREYBERG
At the time of the outbreak of the war, Naval Attache in Vienna

I. I concerned myself in Vienna with politics only in so far as it was
absolutely necessary to my service as naval attache, and can therefore

give no information on the political attitude of Mr. v. Tschirschky.

II. No attempt was made from naval quarters in the German Govern-

ment to influence the Ambassador. Whether and in what manner influence

in his direction may have been attempted from other quarters, I have - no

knowledge.

Baron vox Freyberg,

Captain.

6. COUNT KAGENECK
At the time of the outbreak of the war, Military Attache in Vienna

To the letter of December 5. 1919, and the attached questionnaire I can

answer that as military attache I was not initiated into the particulars

of all the diplomatic notes that passed from the Foreign Office or the Chan-

celor to the late Ambassador Mr. v. Tschirschky in those critical days.

However from all the conversations that I had toward the end of July, 1914,

with the Ambassador. I have retained the recollection that, having a thor-

ough knowledge of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, he fully recognized

the prospective peril. Hence the now oft-repeated reproach that Mr. v.

Tschirschky urged Austria on to war and overstepped the line of his author-

ity is, in my opinion, entirely unjustified.

It ought not to be difficult for an unprejudiced judge to answer the

question, Who planned and contrived the offense that led to the World
War? France, which in the recent years of peace had loaned to her ally

Russia a round 24 billions for the building of strategic railways on its western

border, or Germany, which during the same period had not even requested,

not to speak of pressing, its ally Austria-Hungary to build up its (Austria-
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Hungary’s) very much neglected means of defense? That the Entente

knows exactly where the parties really guilty of the World War are to be

found, their repeated refusal of our proposition of an international investi-

gation commission sufficiently proves.

Count Kageneck,
Former Military Attache at Vienna.

7. AMBASSADOR BOTHO COUNT v. WEDEL
The First Committee of the Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry has

requested me by a letter dated December 5 of last year to state in writing

my opinion of the attitude of Ambassador v. Tschirschky in the critical

weeks of 1914. I was appointed to Vienna at the end of November, 1916,

after the death of Mr. v. Tschirschky, did not give my attention to Austrian

matters in the Foreign Office, and therefore was not able to observe Mr. v.

Tschirschky’s attitude. After my arrival in Vienna I perceived in official

circles there a tendency to lay the responsibility for the breaking out of

the war as much as possible on Germany, and particularly on Mr. v. Tschir-

schky. This inclination arose, in my opinion, from the war weariness

which was at that time on the increase. I received no definite information

in reply to my questions regarding the matter. Reference was made to

alleged warlike speeches of the late Ambassador, notably in conversations

with non-official persons. I was told later in Berlin that Count Czernin

had declared that Mr. v. Tschirschky had urged Count Berchtold to strin-

gent proceedings, that he had even threatened another orientation of

German policy, thus actually exercising pressure. Thereupon I asked

Count Berchtold himself about it. He denied that any such representation

had been made by him. He answered my question, whether Mr. v. Tschir-

schky had exercised pressure, with “No,” the Ambassador had exercised no

pressure, he had simply declared that the German Government regarded

a determined procedure as “desirable.”

I have no knowledge of military instructions or of influences exercised

on Mr. v. Tschirschky. His political instructions are to be found in the

records.

B. Count von Wedel,
Privy Councilor and Ambassador

,
Retired .

8. DR. VICTOR NAUMANN, LL.D.

It appears to me to be from its very nature an impossibility ever to

determine from documentary evidence the question of who was responsible

for the outbreak of this war. For the true cause does not lie upon the
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surface; it is not to be found in the records or memoranda of statesmen,

politicians, or diplomats; it is unattainable and must remain so. For this

war can only be explained from the point of view of eternity. Men will

only be able to interpret it, cosmically or metaphysically, according to

their comprehension of finality. At any rate we can determine this:

Every great phase of development which is universal, which is of equal

importance to all nations, which always indicates an advance, is ushered

in by great upheavals, by long drawn out revolutions or wars. Such are

the birth-throes of a new era, an era which adds to the spiral ascent of

human development a new upward curve. And, like all throes, they have

to be painful. The history of the individual and the history of the world

are absolutely similar in this respect. Statesmen, parliaments, and peoples,

it is true, think they can act of their own free will, but they lack both free-

dom of will and of management, they are moved about by a higher power

like pawns on a chess-board.

As, therefore, we can not and shall not be able ever to sound the farthest

and deepest cause of the tremendous catastrophe, because the ignorabimas

will always count, we must content ourselves by making clear its secondary

causes. These secondary causes are, in the last analysis, nothing but the

conflict of two world-conceptions, both of which were forced to the extreme

and which stood inimically opposed to each other, and were therefore con-

strained to clash with each other. On one side stood individualism, which

recognized the ultimate purpose of the State as the freest possible form of

existence for the individual. But this individualism had become an in-

dividualism of class, and counted only for capitalism; it had its seat in

Western Europe, notably in England and in France. Diametrically opposed

was the other doctrine, which I may describe as Roman-Prussian-Japanese,

and which maintains that even the most highly gifted individual and his

accomplishments are worthless, in so far as they are not devoted exclusively

to the common service, that is, the State. The State became the ultimate

as well as the objective purpose of every effort. This doctrine also—correct

as it may appear—erred in the last analysis. The Treitschkean view,

that the State is its own objective purpose, can not be permanently main-

tained, however great may have been the results accomplished during the

course of the centuries by the strict pursuit of the doctrines developed from

the theory. In addition to this the solid structure of the Prussian-German

State, erected on the foundation of this philosophy, was threatened with

being undermined by the rapid development of capitalism in Germany.
Therefore its protagonists, looking into the future with concern, became
determined to use every means to bar the irruption of a strange doctrine.

Everything which its opponents falsely term militarism—for the splendid

training and devotion to duty of the Army was merely one of the evidential

consequences of the doctrine—rests on the fundamental principle indicated
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above. It was to be expected that capitalistic individualism would not

hesitate, provided it had the power, to come to a reckoning with a system

that endangered its establishment. It is evident that the state of affairs

was fast approaching a catastrophe.

In addition must be considered the genesis of Germany, which was
becoming a source of uneasiness to the other Powers. From the modest

Power Prussia had evolved Germany, the strongest of the Great Powers

of Europe, and under William II its development, economical and finan-

cial, made ever more rapid strides. The agrarian nation became almost

the greatest industrial State in the world, the necessity of the too thickly

populated land for expansion forced the Great Power to become a World
Power. The alarming increase in the export and import figures of the

German Empire, its more efficient methods of industry, and the more
inferior methods of foreign business, were endangering the world power of

England, and she had long watched with concern the growth and invig-

oration of the new Power that was developing.

In order to count as such, oversea possessions were necessary. But the

world was pretty well divided up, and thus Germany had to content herself

with scattered colonies in Africa, in Oceanica and with one on the mainland

of China; she lacked a compact colonial empire. In order to make up for

this it was necessary to protect her trade, and for this purpose the con-

struction of a powerful fleet appeared necessary to the administration.

Besides that, it had to acquire spheres of influence. Now the bad part of

all this was, that the unsettled foreign policy of Germany undertook too

much at one time. It wanted to gain a dominating influence in Turkey,

worked at the same time to get into Morocco, cast glances at the Portuguese

colonies, sought to enlarge its prestige in China—in short, the striving for

direct or indirect expansion was everywhere noticeable. And because no

one scheme was carried to a conclusion before another was attacked, the

country was brought into conflict not only with one, but with several

Powers: with Russia, England and France in Asia Minor and Mesopotamia,

with France in northern Africa and Kamerun, with England on the whole

African continent, with Portugal in Africa, with America in Oceanica and

with Japan and England and America in China. The world was turned

against us, without really having a good reason therefor, for it was, after

all, comprehensible that we wished to reap the fruits of a labor almost too

great. But the road to this goal was unfortunately such as must involve

the possibility of conflict with many Powers.

When two business firms are injuring each other by competition, the

world of affairs offers a means of putting an end to this two-sided damage—

•

combination or the formation of a trust.

In political relations this measure can be made use of only in a restricted

manner, in the form of alliances or ententes. English statesmen have
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recognized this fact, and Chamberlain brought it to such a point that

Germany was twice interrogated (1899 and 1901) whether it would be

agreeable to her if England should enter into an entente connection with

the Triple Alliance. The condition was naturally stipulated that England’s

mastery of the sea should remain uncontested; that we should desist from

plans for a great navy. In the time of Bismarck and Salisbury the order of

the day was: “You on the land and we on the water.” This was apparently

again to be the situation, according to the desire of the British statesmen.

At the time of the second interrogation it was suggested by England that

she could not remain in a state of splendid isolation if Germany refused, i.e.

,

a hint was given that in that case she should have to approach the Dual

Alliance.

Why the German political chiefs of the time showed themselves unre-

ceptive to this idea of an alliance, which was accepted by Japan in spite of

all that had preceded it, still remains a wholly unsolved riddle. This

action is doubly incomprehensible when it is remembered that Italy’s value

to the Triple Alliance would be equal to nothing, should England be found

in the camp of the enemy. It was hard enough, anyway, to hold Italy

fast in the Triple Alliance, on account of her ancient enmity to Austria.

The north African rivalry with France would have been relieved, for France

would have had to pay this price if it were certain that Italy would at least

stand by to watch a European conflict with her arms ready at her side.

But if England should join the Dual Alliance or get into close connection

with it, it would be impossible for Italy to carry out her contractual obli-

gations, as had been often announced from Rome, even in Triple Alliance

negotiations which took place long before the critical moment. Italy’s

geographical position itself forbade that she become an enemy of England.

On that account German policy should only have shown itself deaf to

England if it could have organized another combination strong enough to

face victoriously an attack by the western Powers. A Russian alliance

might have made this possible, and it seems doubly remarkable that Em-
peror Nicholas, when, during the Boer War he made a definite reference to

a coalition against England and even pretended to be able to speak for

France, should have met with a cool refusal in Berlin. German policy

was trying to sit on two chairs at once, and such a position is never com-
fortable. But it was bound to become a very dangerous one, if some
strong, reliable ally could not be found. But the sole German ally was
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and to fight with her against three or

four or even five Great Powers would only have been possible if Austria-

Hungary had herself actually been a Great Power of the first rank, and if

there had been sufficient raw material and foodstuffs within the two Central

Powers to enable them to hold out through a war of long duration.

It was not to be denied, and it is erroneous when in these days of incom-
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prehensible Masochism we attempt to refute it, that English policy, after

the rejection of English advances to Germany, did its best to render harm-
less by other means her rival, who, besides, was then engaged in building

a strong fleet. King Edward hoped, perhaps, to isolate Germany, without

bloodshed, by a ring of Great Powers, through the formation of a chain of

alliances and ententes. I would like to mention here that Count Czernin

is right when he states, on page i of his book Im Weltkriege
,
that King

Edward VII attempted (and, as a matter of fact, in the year 1908 while on
a visit to Ischl) to shake the fidelity of the Emperor Franz Joseph toward

his ally. He met with no receptive ear, but with a sharp refusal from the

aged Monarch. I was told at once of the occurrence, in court circles at

Vienna. I have also repeated it openly in Germany on many occasions,

but my words were not listened to. Apparently nobody in Berlin liked to

discuss the matter, which certainly imposed on Germany a new and weighty

obligation toward Austria.

But was Austria-Hungary really a strong Great Power, capable of use-

fulness in alliance? During the last ten or fifteen years of the reign of

the Emperor Franz Joseph the internal conditions of the Dual Monarchy
had become very trying, all the more trying because, on account of the

Monarch’s advanced age, the government was administered more for his

benefit than for that of the peoples. A one-man rule of over sixty years im-

plies stagnation. This had set in over Austria-Hungary in the highest de-

gree, and also throughout all the dominions. In Hungary attempts were

made to weaken still further the loose bond that bound the one monarchy to

the other. The government was conducted at Budapest almost independ-

ently and a policy was carried on against other nationalities that promised

to become perilous for the foreign policy of the joint government. The
agrarian interests of the Magyars led to an industrial policy that sought to

undermine Serbia’s welfare. We can not comprehend how important a

role the Serbian swine industry played in the deliberations of the Belgrade

politicians. The Hungarian statesmen adopted a policy toward Austria

that bordered closely on extortion. The least concession for the Army or

the fleet had to be purchased with the utmost deference. And thus it came

about that Austria possessed an army commensurate neither in numbers

nor in armament with the importance of the country, that its fleet was

small and scarcely sufficed for the protection of its coasts. So far as con-

cerned Austria, the nationality strife increased to an extent that became

unbearable: Germans, Czechs, Slovenes, Poles, Italians, and all the rest of

the different peoples were at violent odds with each other, and prevented

all progress on the part of the State. And the danger lay in the fact that

the German Hakatistic policy continually heightened the prejudice of the

collected Slavic elements of the Dual Monarchy against attachment to the

Empire. The strong hand, which perhaps could have improved matters
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was lacking. And it appeared questionable whether the Dual Monarchy

could weather powerful foreign storms.

It is true, there was a resolute and far-sighted politician at hand—for

so one must call the archduke and heir to the throne, Franz Ferdinand,

despite all his failings, wanted to end the strife of nationalities; he wanted to

make the most of the economic advantages of the Empire and of the Dual

Monarchy, he wanted to strengthen the land and sea power of Austria.

But on him lay the curse of being heir to the throne. Only in his very

last years did the aged Monarch permit him a restricted sphere of activity,

keeping him, as far as possible, out of affairs. Archduke Franz Ferdinand

looked, to begin with, toward a strengthening of Germany and Austria by

a new triple-empire-alliance, and had labored long in behalf of this plan.

He never believed in Italy or her fidelity.

This alliance, however, proved itself impossible. It was, I might say, a

fatal misfortune for Austria that in the last years before the war she had at

the helm of her foreign policy a highly gifted statesman, Count Ahrenthal.

Ahrenthal committed a fault common to many a highly gifted man : because,

by his diplomatic cleverness, he was able to triumph personally over his

enemies, he considered these triumphs true victories. That was a fatal

error. The administrative head of a second-class State can perhaps suc-

ceed with Count Ahrenthal’s policy; but for a great power it is a question,

in the last analysis, of that State’s relative strength as compared with

other Great Powers, and Austria’s strength was such that it was forced

anxiously to avoid a conflict with any Great Power, especially with Russia,

its ancient rival. For it is a tragic accident— if one may really speak of

accident—that Germany had very few causes of friction with Russia and

very many with England, while Austria had none with England, but very

many with Russia. Thus there was no such thing as a homogeneous interest

of Austro-Hungarian and German foreign policy.

Count Ahrenthal believed that Russia had been so weakened by the

Japanese war that he could act more freely in the Balkans than before.

He won temporary victories over Iswolski. But through them he not only

won for himself the deadly hatred of that able man, who was wholly unscru-

pulous, but had worked harm to his country, in spite or because of his great

gifts; for as soon as Russia had partially recovered herself, she was bound to

burn with desire for the opportunity of holding a final reckoning with

Austria.

The stone was next set rolling by the Young Turk revolution. Austria-

Hungary now faced the question whether she was to lose Bosnia, held by
occupation for thirty years, or whether she could repair the error made
by Andrassy at the Congress of Berlin by now annexing Bosnia and Herze-

govina. Long conferences were held at the time in Vienna, and the army
chiefs declared that only by finally annexing both territories could Bosnia
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and Herzegovina be maintained against the advancing Serbian agitation.

This annexation was in itself no such dreadful political deed. When a

State has possessed a territory de facto through thirty years, has invested

billions for its benefit, has inspired it with the beginnings of cultural develop-

ment, no one ought to take exception at its refusal to be robbed of its posses-

sion. Surely England and Russia were never so modest as to be governed

by any such consideration. But it had long been the custom in the concert

of European and World Powers to permit anything to any State except

Germany and Austria. This had been accomplished by influencing public

opinion on a grand scale through the French, American, English, and

Russian press; and so this annexation, which was, to be sure, questionable

from the juridical point of view, roused throughout the world a commotion
greater than might have been expected.

Belgrade had become the seat of anti-Austrian agitation ever since the

accession of the Karageorgevitch dynasty in Serbia, ever since the inception

of the Hungarian industrial policy directed against Serbia. The Greater-

Serbia idea, which had never come to flower under the Obrenovitches, now
burst into bloom with unexpected rapidity. Long years of Russian and

Anglo-French labor of late had assisted this consummation. It is significant

that the best work-horse Russia had in her political stables, Mr. v. Hartwig,

refused every other important post in order to be able to continue work at

Belgrade. To deny that the old Ignatieff method of conducting politics in

the Balkans was being most busily pursued by Mr. v. Hartwig would argue

a great simplicity. And it can scarcely be doubted that he found friends

and helpers in King Peter and his sons, as well as among the Serbian intel-

lectuals. Any one who knew the past of King Peter to any extent, who
knew that this man had permitted the planning of attempts to blow up his

own stepfather, could hardly conceive him as so shy in regard to his great

neighbor as to maintain toward that neighbor the innocent attitude of a

twelve-year-old girl, after he had been assured of Russian support. For

this very reason Archduke Franz Ferdinand most heartily condemned the

Hungarian policy displayed toward the Croats, and visioned as his ideal a

southern-Slav realm that should exist as one of the three or four States in the

union of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. In this manner he expected to

be able to satisfy all its national and cultural demands. Naturally enough,

this idea of his was the main cause of the animosity of King Peter and of

Russia against Austria. But at that time no important role was played by

such dreams of the future. The important part was taken by the Serbian

agitation, which became so threatening for Austria and Hungary that a

conflict between Austria and Serbia was expected as early as the year 1909.

The Entente Powers were not prepared for it, and instead of pouring oil

into the fire, allayed it. So it came to the declaration of Serbia in 1909, in

which she solemnly vowed that she would live as a good neighbor to Austria
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and desist from all agitation among the south-Slav provinces of the Dual

Monarchy. This promise had scarcely been given before it was broken.

For, although use was made of forged documents at the subsequent Fried -

jung trial, only he who knows nothing of the circumstances would deny that

Serbia was constantly striving for the destruction of the Monarchy. That

Mr. v. Hartwig gave these proceedings his blessing can not actually be

proved from documentary evidence, but no one who knows the psychology

of the czaristic diplomacy can doubt it. Bismarck’s caution to the effect

that European conflicts might only too easily develop from Balkan disputes,

was again proved good. Under the aegis of Russia was evolved the Balkan

alliance against Turkey, which was easily overthrown. Germany and

Austria watched this development of events with the greatest anxiety, and

the fact that in their further course the paths of the two Great Powers

parted, was a new fatality.

When the war against Bulgaria broke out, when that State was attacked

by Roumania, the Ballhausplatz took the side of Bulgaria, clearly but

lamentably compelled thereto by the internal conditions of the Monarchy.

To let Roumania become the undisputed principal Power of the Balkans

meant in time the turning of the ambition of Roumania toward the posses-

sion of Transylvania. The policy of Budapest had not been able to pacify

the desires of Hungarian Roumania, and so the Ballhausplatz was forced to

seek a support elsewhere among the Balkans. This seemed to offer itself

in Bulgaria. The development of these events was watched from Berlin

with a certain concern. The Wilhelmstrasse fully recognized that the

policy forced upon the Dual Monarchy by Hungary might drive Roumania,

which had pledged itself to the Triple Alliance, into an inimical position;

and it was further feared that Russia would take immediate advantage of

the new state of affairs, which is just what happened. Russia began

making love to Roumania, with the assistance of the extremely clever

representatives of England and France in Bucharest. Just consider the

excellent service performed by Mr. Blondel. Germany took the part of

Roumania, and the Peace of Bucharest was concluded. But it was the

opinion in Vienna that no definite solution was reached by this agreement.

Scarcely had this danger passed than a new one appeared on the horizon.

The Albanian question had to be solved, and this solution proved how deep

were the differences which had arisen between Austria-Hungary and Italy.

The Italian attitude toward Vienna was the most inimical imaginable, and

a friendly sentiment was out of the question.

And, after everything else, it looked as if Montenegro wanted to toss a

firebrand into the European structure on account of the Scutari affair.

That time it was Germany and England who once more prevented the

misfortune through their intelligent and united policy, although the motives

of the two Powers were very different ones; but this is not the place to
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discuss motives. I should like to interpolate here that Count Berchtold

assured me, during a long conversation in November, 1913, that at no time

while the danger lasted was it felt that Russia really wanted a war at that

moment, while it appeared to be otherwise with France. French policy

had decidedly been working to accentuate the differences. Naturally I can

not know on what grounds the Count based his assertion.

Once again the danger passed; but that Italy suddenly attacked Turkey,

declaring war in order to assure herself of the possession of Tripoli, was even

before that a sign of warning. It was a situation doubly embarrassing for

Berlin, because the authorities at Berlin had been playing the part of the

protector of Turkey to the limit of their zeal, although less in the time of

Mr. Ividerlin than earlier. And now their ally attacked their old friend.

In the meantime it had become more and more plain during the course of

the years that the policy of England was carefully feeling its way forward

toward opposition to Germany, passionately supported by certain French

statesmen. Whoever passed much of his time during the last years before

the war in foreign countries could discover that the German diplomats no

longer stood in intimacy with the leading circles in foreign capitals. They
stood on the outside of the circle, and they were no longer seen in intimate

circles on official occasions—naturally, with some exceptions.

The favor of the world was turned against us by masterly press campaigns.

It was the cloud before the storm, and at the end of every year in which war

did not break out, we looked with anxiety toward the coming year. The
tremendous military preparations in Russia, the French loans that were

only made for the purpose of making possible the building of strategic

railways through that broad realm, the so-called trial-mobilizations which

constantly brought new masses of troops to the German and Austrian bor-

ders and created new garrisons from which the troops were only in part with-

drawn, showed what was happening. The new army plan was adopted in

France, and its excellent field artillery gave it a preeminence in that branch

of the service, even if howitzers were lacking. Added to that was the knowl-

edge that Russia was active in Italy through family connections in order to

assure safety there in any event. ' Definite news to this effect multiplied

constantly after the meeting at Rocenigro. The ghost of the German
peril stalked over England, Lord Northcliffe’s activities commenced, and

Lord Roberts was already demanding universal service to stand off German
greed. British military men and Belgian statesmen held their meetings

in Belgium to attempt to form an alliance. These did not come to any-

thing; at least, there is not a single circumstance to show that they did.

But that the attempt was made by England is unquestionable. The weight

of armament was, as a result, resting heavily on the civilized world; should

it continue to grow at the same rate! should the wretched race not halt its

course, the thunderstorm was certain to break some day.
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German diplomacy has been severely reproached from all sides and by all

parties. It has been described as incompetent, as foolish, as blind. These

reproaches are merited only in the smallest degree. Messrs, v. Bethmann-

Hollweg, v. Jagow, v. Stumm, etc., are not to blame; they found themselves in

a situation which could be altered into a peaceful, a finally peaceful state of

affairs only by a genius taking the lead, and only if an equal will to peace

should be demonstrated on the opposite side. So far as concerns Russia,

this statement must be qualified. The Czar was inclined to peace; the

military and Pan-Slavic party was determined on war. This was over-

looked in Berlin, in so far as it was believed that the will of the Czar would

decide the matter. What was the situation when Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

became Chancelor of the Empire? He inherited the unfortunate Morocco

question. It had lastingly cast a cloud over our relations with France,

which were just becoming tolerable. And England had taken prompt

advantage of the situation to make of France an ally suitable under all

circumstances for the coming war, in case she should be drawn into one.

The secret arrangements that were not even known to Parliament, date

from that time. Russia was expecting to come to a reckoning with Austria

in the Balkans, and dropped her political activities in the Far East to

recommence those near at home. Italian faith was more untrustworthy

than ever, thanks to the work of the Entente. Catastrophe was hanging

over the Balkans, English malignity and instigation were working against

us in America, and Japan had become our secret enemy since that foolish

act of German diplomacy of the old days, since the Peace of Shimonoseki

and Billow’s interpretation of the Manchurian agreement. The refusal of

the alliance offered us by. England in 1901 had soured her still more, and the

subsequent Anglo-Japanese Alliance for offense and defense threatened

us with new dangers in the Far East. In the year 1912 I said, during a

conference that I had with Mr. v. Kiderlin: “ If it is coming to a world war,

and apparently it will come to that some day, why do we not adopt a pre-

caution and give Kiaochow to Japan? By doing that we could make
Japan our friend; otherwise she will be our enemy.” Mr. v. Kiderlin

replied: “That is absolutely my view and the Chancelor's as well, but there

are other influences that unfortunately make this proper action impossible.”

It is evident that the work of the Chancelor of the Empire and of the

other German diplomats—to keep the world at peace—had become of

almost superhuman difficulty. It can not be denied that the gentlemen of

the Wilhelmstrasse at first applied the lever at the right spot and attempted

an honorable reconciliation with England—the most sensible thing that

they could possibly have done under the existing.circumstances. If England
remained on good terms with us, we had nothing to fear from the Entente,

provided that no unforeseen conflict between Austria and Russia should

break out. The zealous and faithful effort of the Chancelor and his chief
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advisers to attain the end in view, is recognized. I do not need to dwell on
it here; I will only state that in the winter and spring of 1914 the situation

seemed to be such that Mr. v. Stumm, in many conversations, and Mr. v.

Jagow, in one or two, ventured to assure me that we were over the hill; and
they asserted this with relief. Mr. v. Stumm informed me with real joy

that the Bagdad question was solved, that an African adjustment would
follow, and that peace seemed thereby assured for a long period. But that

if it should come to a European war, “we believe today that we can assume

that England will not take part in it at the beginning, at least. Whether
she will enter it later, remains to be seen.”

Mr. v. Stumm was wrong, but Wilhelmstrasse is not alone to blame for

his error. Downing street was equally to blame; for the march through

Belgium, insisted on by the General Staff, became a fact only after England’s

too tardy and weak intercession with Petersburg had failed of success.

Then, indeed, did we give her the desired excuse for entering the war. But
that does not alter the fact that the Chancelor, the Secretary of State and

his most distinguished assistants did everything they could to come to an

understanding with England and thereby to accomplish the best assurance

of peace, under the most difficult circumstances which had for years beset

German diplomacy. On this account we should be a little more careful

about blaming these men.

So far as concerns Austria, the situation had become for the past few

years worse and worse, as has been indicated. The Serbian provocation

had been most intensely active, not only in Bosnia, but also both in Croatia

and in the Slovene districts. Almost every day, according to the assertion

of Vienna, threads of conspiracy were uncovered, and it seemed very peculiar

that the Belgrade Government, which was otherwise strictly anti-Catholic

and had scarcely tolerated the presence of a single Catholic priest in the

whole country, should suddenly approach Rome with the request to arrange

a concordat. I said at the time to the Apostolic Nuncio in Munich, Fruh-

wirth: The application is only made to hasten the fall of the Austrian

Monarchy. Rome must act very cautiously, otherwise she will hurt her

interests more than she will help them. But the Nuncio was of the opinion

that the attempt should be made.

At the same time the Russian agitation among the Ruthenians in East

Galicia assumed tremendous proportions. Churches were built for them

with funds from unknown sources, their national spirit was raised against

the Galician Poles, who were admittedly handling matters in a very foolish

fashion, and Russian agents were traversing the entire country to make

everything ready. The pernicious activity of the Russian Count Bobrinski,

who during the war continued this activity officially in the then conquered

country, was noticeable everywhere. It even reached into Hungary, and it

is remarkable that in all the talk that has so far been made about the origin
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of the war, nothing has been brought up about the great Marmaras-Szigeth

case, which threw a brilliant illumination upon Russia’s underground maneu-

vers. Whoever acts as did the Russian agents, believes himself to be upon

the instant verge of war. Nor must the manner in which every Russian

military representative conducted himself in Vienna be forgotten, or that

these gentlemen were mostly compelled to leave Vienna after brief periods

of activity, because their efforts were so evident that, with all possible due

regard to their diplomatic character, they could no longer be tolerated.

The affair involving Colonel Redel of the Austrian General Staff was only

one of many that were carried on under cover. And even shortly before

the war were the Russian attempts to gain over Italy an influence dangerous

to Austria and to Germany more than ever apparent. I stated in Berlin as

well as in Vienna at that time (and in the first months of the year 1914, as

well) that the noteworthy journey to Rome of the Grand Duchess Vladimir

had a distinct political object.

I received this information from a relative of the distinguished lady, to

whom she had evidently expressed herself rather uncautiously. Add to

this the strengthening of the garrisons on the Austro-Hungarian border and

the amatory advances already mentioned as being made to Roumania by
the Empire of the Czar, and it can not be doubted whither the journey

tended.

This had certainly already been perceived by the heir to the Austrian

throne, and he had some time before reluctantly parted for ever with his

hope of an alliance with Russia. He recognized that Russia’s efforts

toward the destruction of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy were inspired by
her desire to become the unconditional mistress of the Slavs. And the old

guarantee against the Russian greed that Austria-Hungary had once pos-

sessed in the shape of its relations with the western Powers was gone for

ever. The Ballhausplatz hardly believed any longer in Italy’s fidelity, and

consequently viewed the situation with great anxiety.

I remember that in the late autumn of 1913 Section Chief Count Forgach,

who shortly before had been Minister to Dresden, told me how embarrassing

had been the meeting of the Archduke heir with a Russian grandduke at

the Leipzig Centennial celebration. The gentlemen had behaved more

than coolly toward each other. It was also a remarkable fact that at the

marriage of his daughter, Emperor William dispensed with the presence

of the heir to the Austrian throne. It was reported at that time in circles

that might be supposed to know, that this was done out of consideration

for the Czar, who wished to avoid a meeting with Franz Ferdinand.

But I must take this opportunity to expose a falsehood. It has been

stated that when he was last in Konopischt, Emperor William, who was
accompanied by Tirpitz, discussed war preparations with the heir to Austria.

I state emphatically that not only Count Czernin later declared to me that
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this was absolutely untrue, but that the same assertion was made to me
immediately after this visit by the most confidential friend of the Secretary

of State for the Navy, Dr. Schramm, Ministerial Director in the Naval

Office. The visit was purely a friendly one
;
political matters were certainly

touched upon, but of war discussions or arrangements there were none.

I would like also to mention here, what may be of historical interest,

that I was told directly after the assassination by two persons who stood in

very close connection to the Archduke and his wife—yes, if I remember
correctly, I was informed just before the assassination—that the Archduke

had received numerous warnings not to go to Bosnia and Herzegovina.

He himself had made the reply that the bullet which was to strike him had

long been moulded. But for that very reason he refused to abstain from

the journey. It did not belong to his character to move out of the path of

danger. And he believed that if he could not enter a country that had

been governed by Austria-Hungary for thirty-six years, quite incomprehen-

sible conditions must obtain there. But it was just these warnings that

determined the Duchess Hohenberg not to permit her husband to travel

alone; she wanted to share his every danger.

Such was the state of affairs when the bloody catastrophe at SerajevO'

occurred.

I must now talk of myself. For a long time I had been in close connection

with the ruling and many other political circles in foreign lands. I had

especially considered it a task well worth while to inform myself thoroughly

as to Austria-Hungary; for I found that we knew in general all too little

of the circumstances of the Dual Monarchy so closely allied to us. There-

fore for a number of years I had spent several months of each year in Austria-

Hungary; stood in intimate connection with the circles which were in

friendly touch with Franz Ferdinand, and also with the higher clergy and

with many political leaders of every party and nationality. Many times

I prepared for the late Archduke Franz Ferdinand, at his desire as trans-

mitted to me, treatises on political subjects, and even after his death I

received from one of his nearest confidants an expression of thanks for one

of my latest and more important labors. I wish to state definitely that all

my labors were performed of my own free will and were, of course, unre-

munerated; and that I considered it my patriotic duty to make use of my
social and political connections, which, as I have said, touched almost every

circle, for the acquisition of a well-grounded knowledge of foreign affairs,

especially of those of Austria-Hungary. I have always worked solely on my
own responsibility, and for many years, quite independently of the Foreign

Office. When Mr. v. Kiderlin learned this, at the time he became Secretary

of State, he got into touch with me through a mutual friend,, and I often

visited him at his villa to discuss Balkan and Austrian and Italian matters-

with him. I gave him accounts of my experiences which, he informed me.
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were both very welcome and very serviceable. But on his advice I kept

away from the German Embassy at Vienna as well as from all other German
legations, as he believed that if I had any connection with these offices they

would want to control my reports, which he did not desire. When Mr. v.

Kiderlin departed this life so suddenly, the same gentlemen who, at his

desire, had brought me into connection with the Secretary of State, brought

about similar relations between myself and Mr. v. Stumm. And during

the years 1913 and 1914 I had many talks with Mr. v. Stumm, and also

several with Mr. v. Jagow; and, when I was traveling, exchanged letters

with Mr. v. Stumm. At the wish of Austrian friends I also, from the year

1913 on, entered into relations with the Ballhausplatz, and had during the

fall of 1913 long conferences with Count Berchtold, with the First Section

Chief, Baron Macchio, with the Second Section Chief, Count Forgach, with

Count Alexander Hoyos, with Baron Musulin and with many other^gentle-

men engaged at the Foreign Ministry; and, at the wish of Count Berchtold,

continued in epistolary7 communication with Count Alexander Hoyos..

Count Berchtold said to me: '“Such a completely independent man as

yourself must be welcome to both sides alike, Berlin and Vienna. Both

sides can speak much more freely to such a man than to diplomatic repre-

sentatives, and one can always disavow you and yet know, on the other

hand, that you have told the truth.” Now on the 26th of June, 1914, I

went to Vienna. Count Berchtold had arranged with me for an early date a

conference on some Turkish question that interested both him and myself

very much, and which had aroused some little attention in Berlin. When on

that fatal Sunday the news of the double assassination and of its tragic

success arrived in Vienna, I wrote at once to Count Alexander Hoyos that

under the circumstances I should naturally forego making my appearance

at the Foreign Office and should only express my deepest sympathy. The
Count informed me, however, that the Minister wished to receive me, as he

hoped to confer with me on the situation, and that he wished to do this as

soon as he returned from making his report to the Emperor at Ischl. Count

Hoyos remarked to me that the deed had certainly had its origin in Belgrade,

and that the most serious consequences might result. I want to state here,

that I stood whole-heartedly and with entire sympathy on the side of Austria-

Hungary, and believed—as, indeed, I could do nothing else at the time,

especially after the declarations of almost all of my Austrian and Hungarian

friends—that the murderous act could surely be traced back to Serbian,

perhaps to Russian influences. It was the general opinion that Franz

Ferdinand, whose strong determination was well known and who seemed

particularly qualified, in case he should ascend the throne, to propitiate the

Slavs of the Monarchy and end the nationality quarrels by his triad idea,

was the real obstacle in the road of Russian and Serbian policy, and that,

therefore, it had been determined in Serbia to get rid of him. That officiaL

s
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circles in Serbia had a hand in the affair appeared certain; how far the

Serbian Government was involved no one could tell. And I must add here

that I am not convinced of the absolute innocence of the Serbian Govern-

ment even today.

The first question that Count Berchtold asked me was the very natural

question as to what Germany’s attitude would be in case a great conflict

should break out. I could answer no differently than I did, especially under

the circumstances of the moment: that Germany would in any case live up
to the obligations of her alliance. But as I, being only a private individual,

dared not take the responsibility of making any perhaps too strong pro-

fessions, in spite of my sympathy for Austria—as I well knew that my only

role at this juncture could be to play the part of telephone between Berlin

and Vienna, and knew that I had in no way the right to speak for Berlin—

I

wrote to Mr. v. Stumm, described to him categorically the state of affairs,

and begged him to give me instructions. Mr. v. Stumm, who was then, so

far as I remember, away on leave, replied to me on his return to Berlin as

follows: That Germany had no desire to see the outbreak of a European

war; on the contrary, that, as Germany had always been against the idea of

a preventive war, so she took today the view that war was to be avoided if

that could in any way be accomplished. That German diplomacy had just

succeeded in putting through one good piece of work in bringing the Bagdad
question to an end, that she would be able to settle the other outstanding

differences with England, and that therefore our interest lay self-evidently

in peace.

That every great Power had to decide for itself whether its vital interests

were threatened, and that only if this was the case, did Austria have the

right to go to extremes, and in no other. That only if its existence was

endangered should it determine to employ force, and only then. That it

was Vienna’s business to decide whether this was the case. And that it

must be remembered by the authorities at the Ballhausplatz what tremen-

dous responsibilities were also being undertaken for Germany, should it

come to war.

I must remark here that Mr. v. Stumm could truthfully state that he

was against the idea of any preventive war, as could also Mr. v. Jagow.

When, in February or January, 1914, I received from the most reliable

sources the news of new Russian preparations on a great scale, I gave Mr.

v. Stumm the information at once. But Mr. v. Stumm assured me most

earnestly that even if Russia carried her preparatory armament even farther,

Germany would never enter upon a preventive war. That no German

statesman could assume such a responsibility. That Mr. v. Jagow and

the Chancelor agreed with him fully. At that time Mr. v. Stumm did not

credit the reports, but told me at the end of May of the same year that he

had become convinced of their truth, as our former consul general in Moscow
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had become consulting counselor of the Ministry and had imparted the

same information. Nevertheless, he very properly maintained his original

point of view.

Then I explained in detail to Mr. v. Stumm in a long letter the Viennese

view of the critical situation of Austria. The Army would not stand for a

third mobilization; to be mobilized and then sent home without having

received any satisfaction, would prove an impossible grievance to it, accord-

ing to all the information that I received. The commanders were of the

opinion that the disorders among the Slavs in the Army, especially among
the Czechs, would then become so great that the military weapon could not

be counted on. That the agitation in southern Slavia would also increase

enormously, and that war could not be avoided in the future, and would,

perhaps, have to be waged under extremely unfavorable circumstances.

That, after the experiences of 1909, the Ballhausplatz was in favor of being

very strict with Serbia. But that nevertheless the hope was entertained

that Russia—inasmuch as the matter concerned a matter of monarchism

and that an appeal could be made to the feeling of mutual fellowship among
princes—might listen to reason; that it appeared to me as if even in Austria

they might hesitate before making the final move, especially in consideration

of the great age of the Emperor. Mr. v. Stumm replied to me in a second

letter to the effect that he hoped the trouble might be localized, and that

Germany still stood as it had stood before, on the ground described in his

first communication.

Mr. v. Stumm told me later that very similar instructions had gone to

v. Tschirschky. I will add to this statement that, when in the year 1915

the opinion spread abroad that Mr. v. Stumm had been one of the instigators

of the World War, I conceived it to be my duty to him to show his letters

to me to several important political personages, that they might convince

themselves to the contrary. Among others of these personages was our

ambassador to Berne, Dr. Adolf Muller.

I will also add that in January of 1915, during a conversation with Count
Tisza, in the course of which he happened to advert to the occasion of the

beginning of the war, he expressly declared to me that people would even-

tually become convinced of the wrong they did in representing the German
Ambassador in. Vienna as an instigator of the war. He and I are both

accused of this action, and we are both maligned. We were the persons

who at the beginning argued most for a peaceful solution of the quarrel.

Mr. v. Stumm also said to me himself— I believe it was in 1917, after

the death of v. Tschirschky—'“Poor Tschirschky has been bitterly wronged.

God knows he did not lift his voice for war.” Baron v. Tucher, the Bava-

rian Minister at Vienna, expressed the same opinion to me. The truth of

it is evident in Tschirschky ’s earliest reports. Therefore I can not under-

stand how Count Czernin, in his otherwise so discerning memorials, can
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look on v. Tschirschky as a promoter of the catastrophe. I do not see on

what facts he bases his opinion.

I will mention one thing more: In the Memoirs of Grand Admiral v.

Tirpitz is to be found a letter from the Chancelor of July 12, 1914, which

contains the information that Mr. v. Tschirschky had received from reliable

sources the news that the contents of the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia

were as follows: 1 To be sure it says: “He learned privately and

also from Count Berchtold.”

The Chancelor of the Empire indicates with three dots the content of

the ultimatum. In any event Telegram No. 85, Vienna, July 10, 1914,

was the source of the Chancelor’s information. I find, however, that the

ultimatum with its conditions is not positively referred to in this report,

but that it says: “Count Berchtold said that he would like to know what is

thought in Berlin about it.” It is, then, in the first place a query; probably

the Ambassador received private information besides. I can add, as the

result of my conferences at the Ballhausplatz, that to my knowledge, only

one thing had been definitely determined upon up to the 10th of July,

which seems justified, namely, to take the most severe measures against

Serbia, in view of the experiences of 1909. The ultimatum was in any case

not reduced to form by the 10th of July. This statement is based upon a

declaration of its author, that is to say, the man whose duty it was to put

it in shape, Baron Musulin, made to me in March, 1919. Baron Musulin

declared to me that it was set up and rewritten no less than five times,

the alterations being made to accord with the constantly changing condition

of affairs. I believe that nobody in Berlin knew of these proceedings, and

that certainly Mr. v. Tschirschky did not.

Before I left Vienna, on the 12th of July, 1914, I had had (on the 10th)

a conference with Count Hoyos, who certainly told me that the ultimatum

would have to be sharply worded. I remarked at the time that in that

case it seemed to me advisable to add to it a memorial which should clearly

show what was maintained in Vienna—that the threads of the conspiracy

could be traced to Serbian governmental circles. This memorial was then

drawn up. That it could not give absolute proof, has been shown. Never-

theless, circumstantial evidence was there, though nothing more than

circumstantial evidence.

That at least until the middle of July the affair was not viewed in Berlin

as tragically as in Vienna, is evident from the following fact: I traveled

from Vienna to Munich and went to my honored patron, Count Hertling,

to report to him my Vienna news. When I entered, he said to me: “What
good news do you bring me?” I replied: “Unfortunately, no good news;

the possibility of a world war seems to me to be at hand.” Whereupon he

answered: “That is impossible. The Berlin dispatches do not permit the

1 Tirpitz, p. 212.
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assumption in the least.” This talk took place on the afternoon of the 13th

of July, and in agreement with it is the fact that the Schon report was only

dated on the 18th of July. That, too, appears to me to be a proof that

Berlin both hoped and labored to avoid the extremity, despite the situation.

I wish to add that the Emperor's marginal annotations pointed to the

contrary opinion from the very beginning. But I do not hesitate to declare,

even if it is only my own personal idea, that these marginal annotations

were nothing but momentary expressions of temperament; that is evident

from the spicy words that were employed, and which in general contain no

guide for the Chancelor and the Foreign Office to measure their action by.

That Emperor William abhorred the idea of war from the bottom of his

heart is proved by a former statement of his, of which Air. v. Kiderlin told

me in 1912. Air. v. Kiderlin was referring to the Morocco affair, and said

that once, in order to influence Cambon, he made an indefinite threat of

war, which he did not even think of meaning. Air. Cambon replied to him:
“ Do not excite yourself, your Excellency. Your Emperor has assured me
that he will wage no war over Alorocco.”

There is among the published documents a very weighty remark of Air. v.

Bethmann's, commenting on how regrettable it was that all nations really

wanted to avoid war, and yet could come to it.

Mr. v. Bethmann was quite right. But one exception might be made to

this statement, namely, Russia, that is, not the Czar, but the military party,

appears to have wanted war. This is evidenced much less clearly by
Sazonoff’s statement to our Ambassador, than from the documents brought

to light by the Soviet Government. But the opinion was held in Austria

that if no satisfaction could be obtained from Serbia, the existence of the

Dual Monarchy hung in the balance. I might add that many statesmen

declare today that it was a fortunate thing that the Dual Alonarchy was
broken up; that it could not have been held together, and that therefore

our policy, which attempted to prevent the process of its dissolution, was
a mistaken one. Prince Bismarck declared Austria-Hungary to be a politi-

cal necessity, and it looks as if he might have been right, for even in Entente

circles the at least partial reconstruction of the Monarchy is considered, in

view of the more than Balkan-like tangle of nations, brought about there

by the peace. To discuss the matter today is like shutting the stable door

after the horse is stolen, however.

The real cause of the war was, in my opinion, the unhappy heritage which

left us Austria-Hungary as our only sure ally, and into which Air. v. Beth-

mann stepped. Had we separated from her, we should then have been

left to stand alone, and what would have happened under these conditions

is easy to conceive. It might have been possible that, for the sake of

separating Germany from Austria-Hungary, Serbia could have been induced

to give every satisfaction; or it would have been at the cost of having it
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said afterwards in Vienna: See what German faithlessness has done for

you, by leaving you in the lurch. If you had remained with us, this would
not have happened. We must not for a moment forget that there were

strong influences at work in Austria-Hungary with the object of attaching

her to the Entente. It was not only in the circles centering about Mr.

Kramarz and Mr. Masaryk, but there were also many among the high

aristocracy who were making eyes at England and France, and who had

nothing good to say of the alliance with Germany—even among the Austrian

diplomats. When I went to Vienna in the year 1913, Mr. Stumm said to

me: “When you talk with Count Berchtold, you may mention this, but

speak as if you heard it among court circles, and not from me. It is being

very unfavorably remarked here that members of the Austrian diplomatic

corps are talking in foreign countries very ambiguously about their alliance

with us, and are making approaches to the other side.” This remark leads

to various conclusions, and I can assert that there were wide circles ip

Austria in which opinions similar to those mentioned were held.

What would have happened, however, if we had withdrawn and stood

alone, it is not difficult to foresee. Even if England had been of a peaceful

disposition, the Dual Alliance would undoubtedly, at the urgency of France,

have taken advantage of our being enveloped.

The true and final cause of the war lay, as I have already mentioned, in

the discrepancy between the foreign policies of Austria and Germany.

Austria practised a Balkan policy that inevitably brought it into constant

conflict with Russia and with Italy, a policy which it could scarcely avoid

on account of the remarkable mixture of nationalities out of which it was

constructed. Germany was given to a policy that brought it specifically

in opposition to England. It was our misfortune that at the moment when
it seemed as if this difference could be overcome, the conflict between

Austria and Serbia broke out.

The efforts of the Berlin policy were then directed toward the localization

of this conflict. It was hoped thereby to avoid a European war. At first

these efforts seemed to be having some success, as England was at the time

exerting herself in the same direction. The mistake made by Vienna of

leaving Italy in the dark, a mistake made against the wishes of Berlin, thus

gave Italy a welcome excuse for repudiating the obligations of her alliance.

At the same moment in which England recognized that the conflict could

not be confined, an attempt was made to end it by means of a conference

in Italy. To this Austria did not agree, nor did Germany press her to do

so, because Austria said, rightly or wrongly, you can not appear together

with Serbia before the bar of Europe to hear its judgment there. Sir

Edward Grey, who rightly appreciated the danger of the situation, con-

sidered this scruple as immaterial. But let us take the case that the Prince

of Wales and his consort had been slain in northern India by Persian murder-
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ers and that London held the firm conviction that the seat of the conspiracy

had been in Teheran, and that the Russian Minister had known about it.

Can one really believe that England would have permitted a court of

justice to decide between Persia and itself?

Nevertheless, there was one moment at which the conflict might have

been banished from the world, namely, if the Austrian Minister at Belgrade

had not determined on instant departure. As he did, however, the matter

was decided. Now we know how strongly Berlin urged Vienna to avoid

going to extremes. Mr. v. Bethmann and Mr. v. Jagow saw themselves

forced either to the decision to support Austria, at the same time warning

her against too precipitate a resolve, which they did, or, on the other hand,

to the probable loss of their last ally. It was as serious a decision as has

ever been given statesmen to make. It is easy to condemn it after the fact,

but the Russian mobilization should not be left out of account, nor the

danger it threatened, before we condemn the deed. It is much more

incomprehensible to me that the General Staff apparently underestimated

the Russian preparations and considered the Austro-Hungarian Army as a

much stronger engine than it actually was. And, further, that, in the last

few days before the war, reports—later proved false—were spread by
military agencies, which were calculated to convince us all that the enemy
had already actually opened the war. Mr. v. Bethmann had to trust to

them, and he was unfortunately also compelled to agree that if we respected

the neutrality of Belgium, we were sure to lose the war. Naturally, as soon

as the war was upon us, it was no more the office of the statesman to speak,

but that of the general. The statesmen saw themselves forced to submit.

Mr. v. Stumm said to me in his time: “ It was flatly declared to us that if we
did not begin, we were going to be left behind. And cases of violation of the'

frontiers were continually being announced to the foreign office.” The
Russian mobilization was bound to start the stone rolling, and, unfortu-

nately, England, in spite of the fact that she apparently did not want the

war, failed to exert the necessary energy in Petersburg to prevent it.

In conclusion, I may remark, by the way: After the outbreak of the war
I was told by Count Berchtold that he originally had the idea that the

largest number possible of royalties should attend the funeral of the victims

at Vienna. He was convinced that, in the presence of the dead, they would
have listened to the warning plea of the aged Emperor, and that the feeling

of a common interest among monarchs might have brought them to permit

Serbia’s rendering Austria the required satisfaction. But he told me that

the Chief Master of Ceremonies had wished that no royal personages be

present, probably out of consideration for the health of the Emperor—the

declination of Emperor William was due to other reasons—so that his idea

had not been possible of execution.

At the commencement of my discourse I remarked that the original
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cause of the war could only be explained cosmically or metaphysically,

according to the philosophy of the individual. I believe that, with the most
honest desire to attain to truth and lucidity, no other conclusion can be
arrived at in the end. We set beneath our judicial decisions the words
“By virtue of Right.” The more modest Turks write beneath theirs,

“Allah knows better.” In the present case, and least of all in the present

case, shall we be able to find the Right. We, too, must content ourselves by
crying out: “Allah knows better!”

Victor Naumann, LLD.

9. BARON v. TUCHER
At the time of the outbreak of the war, Bavarian Minister in Vienna

DECLARATION

The political attitude of the late Mr. v. Tschirschky, Ambassador at

Vienna, after the assassination at Serajevo, was, as I observed it, composed
of the greatest caution, the severest conscientiousness and the serenest

judgment, uninfluenced by any prejudice, and completely adapted to the

deep seriousness of the circumstances.

I do not remember that Mr. v. Tschirschky made at that critical period

any remarks which indicated a conviction on his part that war was either

necessary or unavoidable, or that could be construed as either encouraging

or instigating war.

If Mr. v. Tschirschky had adopted an attitude provocative of war, I, who
was in almost daily touch with the Ambassador, would surely have noticed

it. I should have talked it over with my late Saxon colleague, Count Rex,

and should certainly remember it. I should also, convinced as I was from

the beginning of the great peril of undertaking war with such insufficient

diplomatic preparation, without question have considered such an attitude

on the part of the Ambassador as both doubtful and dangerous, and should

have made it the subject of my political reports. But my reports contain

not the slightest suggestion of such a thing.

On the other hand, I remember very clearly that Mr. v. Tschirschky

repeated again and again that it was for Austria-Hungary to judge of her

own vital interests, and to decide how and when to defend them. That

Germany would stand faithfully at the side of her ally and accept all the

consequences of the alliance.

This blank power of attorney that seems to us so ominous a thing today,

appeared to us at that time in Vienna, during the development of affairs after

the assassination, as not at all too comprehensive, but as perfectly natural—

•

indeed, the least that Germany could do. Our principal impression was
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that Austria-Hungary, of whose Balkan policy I by no means approve, was
vitally endangered by the Greater-Serbia propaganda, and that Germany
could not leave that ally in the lurch who had given her such evidences of

faithfulness (Algeciras, The Hague, Ischl). Her determined abstention

from interference bespoke a certain hesitation to influence the considerations

and conclusions of the Austro-Hungarian Government, induced by the

extreme sensitiveness of the Austrian and Hungarian statesmen, as well as of

public opinion in Austria-Hungary.

Nowadays we certainly see things in another light.

To return to Mr. v. Tschirschky’s attitude, I must state that from my
point of view I consider it unjust to represent the late Ambassador as an

inciter of the war, and to lay on his shoulders any material part of the

responsibility for the proceedings of the Austro-Hungarian Government
against Serbia.

I can give no information in regard to the matter of the influencing of

Mr. v. Tschirschky by either military or political circles of the German
Administration, as, notwithstanding all our intimacy, the Ambassador
told me nothing about his instructions. Our discussions were confined to

the progress of events and to the action of the Austro-Hungarian Govern-

ment, and were not about the affairs of the German Government.

The result of my investigations and observations I included, as was my
duty, and, I may say, exhaustively, in my reports to my government. Any-
thing that can not be found in them with relation to reasonably important

matters is matter that never came to my knowledge or cognizance.

Baron v. Tucher,
Former Bavarian Minister.

Munich, January 5, 1920.

10. DR. HUGO GANZ
At the time of the outbreak of the war, Vienna representative of the

‘
‘ Frankfurter Zeitung ’

’

The undersigned can only say of his own knowledge that the attitude in

Vienna of the German Ambassador, Mr. v. Tschirschky, after the assassina-

tion at Serajevo, was in no wise that of an encourager of war, as has so often

been stated. Mr. v. Tschirschky was convinced, as doubtless was also the

Foreign Office in Berlin, that Austria-Hungary would be able to count on
the support of the German Empire in the quarrel with Serbia which was
forced on her by the murder at Serajevo and by all that had preceded it, if

the alliance itself was not to be discarded. It is possible and even probable
that Mr. v. Tschirschky, of his own accord and perhaps acting on instruc-

tions from Berlin, advised Vienna to take sharp and determined action,
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because it was also to Germany’s interest to see that her ally was not treated

as if already defunct by the Greater-Serbia propagandists. It was Mr. v.

Tschirschky’s conviction that Serbia was being used by the Entente as a

battering-ram against Austria-Hungary, and was to be turned to the

destruction of German power in Europe, which stood in the way of the

Entente plans with regard to Asiatic Turkey. Up to the last day of his

life he was firmly convinced that the World War was the result of an infernal

plot of the Entente Powers against Germany, and was especially an act of re-

venge of Mr. v. Iswolski against the late Count Ahrenthal, who had wounded
his pride during the annexation crisis. Nevertheless, Mr. v. Tschirschky

advised cautious action, because he thoroughly realized the danger of a

universal catastrophe. He had no knowledge of the ultimatum to Serbia

before it was handed to him for confidential transmission to Berlin. He
faithfully delivered the German notes, which up to the last moment strove

to turn Austria-Hungary into the path of adjustment. Nor can I believe

that he contradicted them verbally. As I remember it, I met Mr. v. Tschir-

schky in the Embassy on the 31st of July [sic], 1914, as he was on the point

of driving to call on Count Berchtold to hand him over a note. He was in

unaccustomed official dress and had a portfolio under his arm. Knowing
that Berlin was striving to the uttermost to slow up the Vienna Cabinet,

which was already in full swing, I said jestingly to Mr. v. Tschirschky in

the words of Frundsberg to Luther: “Little monk, thou goest on a hard

journey.” He answered: “God knows I do!” I awaited his return to the

Embassy, and before I could ask him what the result had been, Mr. v.

Tschirschky said, as if relieved: “Thank God, Berchtold gave way.” It was

in those days my lasting belief, which has kept me immune to all the En-

tente legends about the causes of the war, that German policy, even though

it was willing to protect Austria-Hungary in an offensive resistance against

Russo-Serbian intrigue, tried to do its utmost to localize the conflict; and

that Mr. v. Tschirschky, who from the first had had in view the danger of

an Italian and a Roumanian defection, considered the chances of the Central

Powers far too unfavorable to permit him to believe so easily that the

opportunity for splitting or destroying the Entente had come and so felt

able to attempt to influence Vienna politics personally from this point of

view. Mr. v. Tschirschky was no pacifist; he was, if you will, somewhat

of an old style German imperialist; he saw things through “Vienna specta-

cles,” as they thought in Berlin; was very distrustful of Entente diplomacy,

which he regarded as in full offensive battle for the hegemony of Europe.

But he did not wish for war, and after its outbreak suffered severely on

account of it.

I could hardly, of my own knowledge, tell anything more or of a different

nature in answer to direct questions, and therefore submit to the high

committee the question whether it would not be willing to dispense with my
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personal appearance, which would involve my making an expensive and

inconvenient journey from Switzerland to Berlin.

Very respectfully,

Dr. Hugo Gaxz.

Hotel Wagner, Lucerne,

December 17 ,
iprp.

11. PRINCE zu STOLBERG
At the time of the outbreak of the war, Counselor to the German Embassy

at Vienna

With reference to your courteous letter of the 5th of the month and to the

questions attached thereto I have the honor to state as follows

:

As to No. I. Mr. v. Tschirschky, who as a result of his activity of many
years as Ambassador at Vienna had a fundamental knowledge of the in-

ternal conditions of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and of the national

differences that existed therein, and who followed with especial anxiety the

centrifugal convulsions in the southern Slav districts incited by a propaganda

becoming ever more dangerous to the stability of Austria-Hungary, was,

because of these facts and because of the conviction they enforced of a

serious situation for our ally and hence for the alliance itself, fully persuaded

of the necessity of stern action against Serbia, without being in the least in

doubt as to the critical consequences which might result from such action.

So far as I know, this attitude of Mr. v. Tschirschky corresponded exactly

with the instructions communicated to him. If our opponents show a

tendency to represent matters as if he had spurred on the war, this may be

explained by the fact that the Ambassador, in view of the reproaches which

were directed against German policy during the Balkan wars, to the effect

that it had not sufficiently exerted itself in behalf of the interests of

Austria-Hungary, conceived it to be his duty to uphold energetically in

the interest of the maintenance of the alliance, Austria's view-point in rela-

tion to external affairs.

As to No. VII. So far as I know, the customary memoranda on the

papers of the Vienna Embassy afford the necessary information.

With the assurance of my highest regard,

Prince zu Stolberg.

12. ADMIRAL v. MULLER
At the time of the outbreak of the war

, Chief of the Naval Cabinet

With reference to the letter of the 5th of December which I received

today, concerning: “It must be determined what political and military
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transactions took place at Berlin or Potsdam on the 5th or the 6th of July,”

I may remark that I was not present at any such conferences. My diary

for the 6th of July contains only the entry that “ His Majesty yesterday and
also this morning received representatives of the Minister of War, the

General Staff, the Admiralty Staff and the Imperial Navy Office to confer

about the situation which arises from the proposed advance of the Austrians

into Serbia.”

From whom I received this information, I no longer know. But it must
have been from one of the gentlemen of the Imperial suite on the journey

to Kiel, undertaken on the morning of the 6th.

Under these circumstances my appearance before the investigation

committee would be of no service, and I therefore beg to be excused from

appearing.

v. Muller,
Admiral.

13. NAVAL CAPTAIN ZENKER

I have the honor to inform you, in response to your courteous letter of

December 5, of this year, that I can give no information beyond that con-

tained in my report of the 8th of November, or which could not be framed

in verbal answers to direct questions.

In connection with the address for my summons, I beg to remark that I

have since been appointed Inspector of Naval Artillery with quarters at

Wilhelmshaven. My address up to the 4th of January, 1920 will be:

Berlin-Lichterfelde-West, Knesebeckstrasse 2; from that time on it will

be Wilhelmshaven, Naval Artillery Inspection Department.

Zenker,

Naval Captain .

14. ADMIRAL v. CAPELLE
At the time of the outbreak of the war

,
Acting Secretary of State in the

Imperial Naval Office

To the letter of December 5, I beg to make the following reply:

As to question No. II. At the beginning of October of this year I received

the following communication from the Foreign Office:

There has been found in the records of the Foreign Office a mem-
orandum written by Under-Secretary of State Baron v. d. Bussche,

according to which a conference of military officials was held with
Emperor William on the 6th of July, 1914, in which, among others,

your Excellency is said to have taken part. I should be grateful to
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your Excellency for the most complete information possible regarding

what, if anything, is known to you about the conference.

(Signed) Haniel .

I answered this as follows:

On Monday, July 6, 1914, between 7 and 8 o’clock a.m., I received,

as Acting Secretary of State—Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz was on leave—

-

a telephonic order to come at once to Emperor William at the Xew
Palace. I found the Emperor in the garden, ready to commence his

northern journey. The Emperor walked up and down with me for a
short time and gave me a brief account of the events of Sunday, the

day before. He added, according to my recollection of its purport
,

something like the following (about which, probably, neither private

nor official memoranda exist) : He did not believe that a great war would
develop. In his opinion, the Czar would not associate himself with
the murderers of princes. Besides that, neither France nor Russia
was prepared for war. The Emperor did not mention England. On
the advice of the Imperial Chancelor, he was going to start quietly on
his journey to the north, in order not to arouse any apprehensions.

Nevertheless, he wished to inform me of the strained situation, that I

might consider it further.

According to the above, a conference of military officials could not
have taken place at Potsdam on the 6th of July, inasmuch as the
Emperor commenced his journey to Kiel immediately after the con-

versation with myself.

Admiral v. Capelle.

Having returned to the Imperial Naval Office, I called together the

department heads and the Chief of the Central Division—according to my
recollection, Vice Admiral Behncke, Deputy Chief of the Admiralty Staff,

also took part in the conference—and informed them of the Emperor's

communication. We all agreed that, in view of the restrictions imposed

—

no political disquiet, no employment of extraordinary financial means in

the departments controlled by the Imperial Naval Office, namely, the

Navy yards (ship construction, etc.), torpedo workshops, artillery and mine

depots, fortifications (coast defense), equipment offices, commissary de-

partment, etc.,—no action was to be inaugurated.

According to my recollection, no official minutes were taken of this

conference, nor did I give any notice of it to be included in the reports or

make a personal record of it for myself. But, nevertheless, I certainly

ordered the Chief of the Central Division, Rear Admiral Hopmann, to

provide for the notification of the ' circumstances to Secretary of State

Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz, then on leave. This was in accordance with

the usual routine of the Imperial Naval Office.

To this notification are doubtless due the remarks of Grand Admiral v.

Tirpitz on page 209 of his Recollections.

As to question No. IV. Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz had been away on
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leave since the beginning of July, and I acted in his place until about the

end of July.

No military preparations or movements took place within the domain
of the affairs of the Imperial Naval Office during this time. According to

my recollection, such measures as I took in this regard, as suggested in my
answer to question No. II, were not afterward altered by Grand Admiral
v. Tirpitz.

With the assurance of my highest regard,

Admiral v. Capelle.

IS. MAX M . WARBURG 1

In courteously replying to your kind letter, permit me to make answer

as follows:

No such audience as you seem to surmise took place, nor any special

invitation to a conference on the part of the former Emperor. The Emperor
was accustomed to come every year to Hamburg before he went on to the

yacht races at Cuxhaven and Kiel. Thereupon it was practically the

annual custom to give a dinner at the residence of the Prussian Minister

on the evening of the day of the Emperor’s arrival, on the next day a break-

fast at Mr. Baffin’s, and on the following day a general luncheon at Cuxhaven
on board one of the steamers of the Hamburg-American line. Usually the

same gentlemen were invited to these gatherings, and the former Emperor
would converse in unconstrained fashion with the guests present, such

conversations taking on a more intimate tone from the fact that, as suggested

above, we saw each other quite often during these days.

I remember, in the year 1914, after a dinner at the Prussian Minister v.

Biilow’s, talking at length with the Emperor on the terrace of the Minister’s

gardens. The Emperor gave me the impression of being more care-worn

than usual. I remember that he spoke about the extensive armament
provisions in Russia, and about French plans for railway construction to

the Franco-German border, which in his opinion were being made for

military reasons. In all this the Emperor seemed to see the preparation

for a war with us, perhaps for 1916. Nor did he conceal that some circles

in Germany held the view that it would be better not to await the develop-

ment of the growing power of our opponents. But in spite of the serious-

ness of the occasion I did not receive the impression that theEmperor believed

in an imminent ivar; nor did he give me in any way the impression that prior

action on our side was to be taken in any form.

I did not go to Kiel after that, because for many years, whenever pos-

1 The statement refers to a meeting with the former Emperor shortly before the assas-

sination.
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sible, I have avoided the Kiel festivities. Nor did I thereafter speak with

the former Emperor again during the whole period of the war, save at

breakfast in the Hamburg City Hall in the spring of 1918. At that time

the former Emperor addressed me only very briefly, and very evidently

intentionally avoided discussing politics with me. He merely referred to

a previous conversation between us regarding the University of Hamburg.

As a result of his attitude I withdrew, taking no further part in the con-

versation which continued among a larger group.

I could not impart verbally any further information than I have here put

down in writing.

With my highest regards,

Max M. Warburg.

16. BARON v. LYNCKER
At the time of the outbreak of the war

,
Chief of the Military Cabinet

With regard to yours of the 5th of the month, received on the 18th of the

month, and as to No. II of the Resolution of Evidence:

Whether and what political transactions took place at Berlin or Potsdam

on the 5th and the 6th of July, 1914, I do not know. I only know that the

question was discussed between the Imperial Chancelor and the higher

court officials, whether His Majesty the Emperor should make his customary

northern journey or not.

No military transactions, especially any concerned with a prospective

war, took place to my knowledge during these days
;
at least, I can remember

no such. This would certainly have been the case, however, if anything

of the sort had happened and I had been present. I believe that I was
myself in the presence of His Majesty in the New Palace on the 6th of

July, to make my usual report on current military affairs, but I can not

state this with certainty, any more than I can say whether the Minister of

War or a representative of the General Staff was present on that same day.

It is certain, however, that in my report—if it was made at all at the

time—there can not have been a word about a prospective war or about

preparations for war. That I should naturally have remembered
;
it would

also have prevented me from accompanying His Majesty that year, as

usual, on his northern journey; it would, on the other hand, have compelled

me instead to remain in Berlin.

Baron v. Lyncker,
Colonel General.
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17. WAR MINISTER v. FALKENHAYN, RETIRED

To your request of the 5th, which reached me today, I have the honor

of replying.

As to question No. II of the Resolution of Evidence. His Majesty
the Emperor on the afternoon of the 5th of July, 1914, commanded my
presence at the New Palace—if I am not mistaken, over the telephone

—

and received me at once upon my arrival. There were present besides,

Colonel General v. Plessen and General Baron v. Lyncker. His Majesty

read me portions of the well-known letter of the Emperor Franz Joseph,

as well as portions of the equally well-known memorandum of the Austro-

Hungarian Government, pointed out how very serious consequences might

ensue from the evidently firm determination of Austria-Hungary to put

an end at last to the Greater-Serbia propaganda, and in conclusion asked

me the question whether the Army was ready for all contingencies.

In consonance with my conviction I replied briefly and unconditionally

that it was, and only asked on my part whether any other preparations

were to be made. His Majesty answered just as briefly that they were

not, and dismissed me.

Apart from the greeting and the dismissal, not another word was spoken

at the meeting.

As to question No. IV. No military preparations or movements took

place at my orders before the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia.

v. Falkenhayn,
State and War Minister

,
Retired.

18. LIEUTENANT GENERAL COUNT WALDERSEE
At the time of the outbreak of the war

,
Acting Chief of the General Staff

of the A rmy

In reply to the letter of the 5th of the month I have the honor to re-

spectfully remit my answers to the questions asked of me.

As to No. II. I know nothing of any political or military transactions at

Berlin or Potsdam on the 5th and 6th of July.

In my capacity as Chief Quartermaster I of the General Staff of the

Army, I acted for my chief, Colonel General v. Moltke, who was then

taking treatments in Carlsbad, in all matters of preparation concerned with

warfare. On the 4th of July I went to Hanover in connection with a death

in my immediate family. Up to that time no military conferences of any

kind had been directed from any quarter. I had left orders at my departure

to keep me notified by telephone of all important happenings and to recall

me at once in the case of eventual necessity.

I had word in Hanover that in the meantime General v. Bertrab, chief.
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of the Registration Division, as the senior general on the General Staff,

had been called to Berlin to receive instructions. The selection of General

Bertrab in itself was evidence that no conferences at Potsdam were in view,

as this general was not acquainted with matters concerning war preparation.

I, who was, could have been recalled from Hanover at the proper time.

After my return on the 7th of July General Bertrab informed me that he

had been briefly received by His Majesty the Emperor, to be told by him

that he, the Emperor, had promised the Emperor Franz Joseph to stand by

him in his difficulties with Serbia. General Bertrab was to inform the

chief of the General Staff of this. He had received no further orders and

he had not been asked for his opinion in any particular.

There was nothing for me, or even for the General Staff to attend to,

in connection with the audience that General Bertrab had in Potsdam.

And, so far as I know, it had no further result in any quarter.

As to No. IV. I can state most decidedly that on the German side, no

military preparations or movements took place before the delivery of the

ultimatum to Serbia.

None were initiated at the Ministry of War by the General Staff—and

through the former would have come the appropriate orders to officials

and troops. I did not hear that such orders emanated direct from the

Ministry of War. The General Staff would have had to have knowledge

of such matters.

On the evening of the 7th of July—thus, on the very day of my interview

with General v. Bertrab referred to above—I left Berlin. At the express

wish of the then Imperial Chancelor I was directed by Messrs, v. Jagow
and Zimmermann to enter on my leave of absence, already granted, for the

purpose of recuperation. General v. Moltke had expressed his agreement

to my departure. From these circumstances as well as from the fact that

I let myself be persuaded to leave Berlin, it must be plain that military

preparations and movements were at that time not even in contemplation.

I think it is worth while to emphasize the fact that with my conception of

duty nothing would have kept me away from my office if such important

matters as preparations for a war had been in view.

During my absence I was continuously kept in touch with affairs from

Berlin. Nothing concerning war preparations was mentioned to me until

the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia.

As evidence that even to the Army no news of war preparations had

penetrated, I would state here that I know it to be true that commanders
of the cavalry regiments on the border were off on leave until immediately

before the outbreak of the “threatened danger of war,” and were then

first recalled.

Count Waldersee,
Lieutenant General.

6
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19. VICE ADMIRAL BEHNCKE
At the time of the outbreak of the war

,
Acting Chief of the Admiralty Staff

II. It must be determined what political or military transactions took place at Berlin

or Potsdam on the 5th and the 6th of July.

1. On the afternoon of the 5th of July an order from the Emperor arrived

at the offices of the General Staff to the effect that I should report to him
at once in Potsdam. As I had gone out, Naval Captain Zenker went in my
place. I have in my possession no private memoranda concerning either

that period of tension in July or concerning the later period of the war.

As nearly as I can remember the report of Captain Zenker, His Majesty the

Emperor gave the following explanations and directions:

(a) Further complications may result from the Austro-Hungarian

quarrel in which Germany will fulfil the obligations of her alliance with

Austria.

(b) A war with Russia and France may arise from the situation. Even
if such a war is not probable, its possibility must be reckoned with from a

military point of view. England was not mentioned as a possible opponent.

(c) To avoid causing any concern or giving the appearance of attaching

too much importance to the political situation, the Emperor would go on

his summer journey to Norway as planned, and the fleet also was to start

at the present and make its cruise to Norway according to arrangement.

(d) The Chief of the General Staff was not to be recalled from his leave of

absence.

2. In a talk with Admiral v. Capelle on the morning of the 6th of July I

learned that he had received similar information from His Majesty the

Emperor early on the 6th of July. We were fully agreed that, with things

as they were, it was above all absolutely necessary to keep the affair secret,

and next, that no measures were to be taken that could occasion any uneas-

iness, and that only immaterial preparations should at the time be made for

meeting the situation of a possible outbreak of war. It was agreed that the

notice should be given personally and by word of mouth to the higher

naval commanders and the chiefs of the dockyards on behalf of the Imperial

Naval Office.

3. Further transactions with which the Admiralty Staff, then represented

by myself, was concerned, did not, to my knowledge, take place on July 5

or 6. Such more restricted measures as were undertaken up to the 23d of

July as a result of the information received on July 5, will be disclosed by

the answer to No. IV.

Paul Behncke,

Vice Admiral
,
and at the time Acting Chief of the Admiralty Staff.

Berlin, December 27, 1919.
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VI (sic ;
misprint for IV). It must be determined whether any military preparations or

movements took place before the deliver}* of the ultimatum to Serbia.

On the strength of the instructions given on the 5th of J uly by His Majesty

the Emperor and in full consideration of the comprehension and wishes of

the Foreign Office, with which we were in continuous and faithful accord,

no military preparations of any kind took place during the period from the

5th to the 23d of July. The measures undertaken by the General Staff in

consideration of possible warlike developments, were confined to:

(a) A test, suited to the circumstances, of the measures established by the

current mobilization practice. In making this test the case of a possible

war with Russia and France, without the participation of England, was
particularly kept in mind.

(b ) The making of a number of requisitions on the Imperial Navy Office

as a result of this test. These consisted of measures to insure the Timely

preparation of war-ships and smaller craft, and of their auxiliaries, without

going noticeably beyond the limit of peace measures or marking up a deficit

against our current peace budget.

(c) Direction of the movements of the high-seas fleet and of ships out of

home waters according to the Foreign Office's judgment of the situation.

The activities described in (a) consisted of work in the quarters of the

General Staff and of verbal transactions with the Imperial Navy Office and,

to a minor degree, with the commanders of the fleet and the dockyards.

These preparations everywhere were purely subjective.

The requisitions mentioned in (b ) were also presented to the Imperial

Navy Office by word of mouth. A written compilation of these requests,

enlarged by others of a similar nature demanded by further measures, went

to the Imperial Navy Office on the 25th of July.

This compilation covered particularly the following points:

1. The hastening to completion of new ships, torpedo-boats and U-boats

already almost finished and of such ships and small craft in service as were

laid up for repairs, as well as the preparing for war sendee of all ships and

small craft out of commission. The budget allowance was not to be over-

stepped.

2. The completion of the Kaiser Wilhelm Canal and a test trip through

it by a battle-ship.

3. Enlarging the provision of fuel, etc., to the necessary volume.

4. Preparations for the provision of a number of auxiliary and store

ships without incurring any immediate expense.

5. Putting into shape the naval flying forces.

As to the reference in (c) to the movements of the high seas fleet, these

were made to correspond exactly with the plans and wishes of the Chancelor

(Foreign Office). In order to avoid causing any political uneasiness, all

military’ scruples concerning the fleet’s leaving its home waters were set
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aside. Even if the Foreign Office believed it could count on British neu-

trality, it was nevertheless the military duty of the Admiralty Staff to

consider the possibility of an immediate participation by England, in view

of the unfavorable strategical position in which the German fleet stood,

while in Norway, as compared with the English fleet. As things were,

however, the Admiralty Staff felt sufficiently assured by the declaration of

the Foreign Office that political developments would under all circumstances

permit the timely return of the high-seas fleet—six days before the pos-

sible commencement of war with England. The high-seas fleet began its

northern cruise on the 15th of July, and entered Norwegian harbors on the

24th of July.

Of the vessels in foreign waters, those ships whose special situation or

position made it necessary were kept in touch with the current of affairs

and given special orders. Among these were the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau,

which, under the commander of the cruiser squadron, were on their way
to Samoa. They received orders on the 6th of July to remain in Truk
or Ponape, to make possible a certain and constant communication with

them. The Goeben had been ordered to Pola a few days earlier than had

been contemplated by her itinerary, for necessary repairs to her boilers.

Dockyard workers were sent to Pola in the middle of July in order to hasten

the repairs to her tubes. The Eber, which was lying at Capetown to be

docked and to have her boilers cleaned, was notified in order that the

necessary work might be adjusted to the political situation. The Dresden

received special orders for the first time on July 22. The rest of the ships

abroad were only notified on July 26.

It may be remarked that the Chief of the Admiralty Staff returned to

Berlin from his leave of absence early on the 25th of July.

On the whole, it is evident from these facts that during the time up to

July 23, no military movements were ordered or effected by the Admiralty

Staff, and that such orders and preparations as were put through came well

within the bounds of the ordinary measures for self-protection and within

the limits of regular peace outlays; so that, in taking military measures,

the most complete inconspicuousness and self-restraint was observed, up

to the very limit of military safety, in order to avoid anything that might

be seized upon as a sign of political nervousness or that might contribute

to the acuteness of the situation. The limited measures that were taken

were justified by the great dependence of the Navy on material supplies

and on the absence of its ships from home and from the source of their con-

veniences and necessities.

Paul Behncke,

Vice Admiral
,
and at the time Acting Chief of the Admiralty Staff.

Berlin, December 28, 1919.
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20. CONSUL GENERAL DR. EISWALDT 1

Among the ultimate causes that led the Vienna Cabinet to deliver the

so-called ultimatum to Belgrade in July, 1914, thereby inevitably hastening

the outbreak of the World War, the question of the responsibility of the

Serbian Government for the murder of the Archduke takes first place.

Public suspicion was immediately and generally aroused as to the question

of whether this responsibility really existed and whether it could be proved.

It is therefore not surprising that the Parliamentary Committee formed

to investigate the preliminary history of the war proposes to determine,

among other matters, whether and what measures were at that time adopted

by the Imperial Chancelor and his Secretary of State at the Foreign Office

to obtain information regarding the progress of the investigation at Serajevo

after the 5th of July, 1914.

Such a determination, whether it results positively or negatively, can

hardly bring about the desired elucidation; it will leave open the question,

what might have been ascertained concerning the progress of that investi-

gation on the part of the German interests, and what actually was ascer-

tained. It is the object of these remarks to add something to the elucidation

of this question. It may first be prefaced that the writer was during the

years 1912-18 consular representative of Germany in Bosnia and Herze-

govina.

Little as the majority in Serajevo competent to form an opinion doubted

after the murderous attack that the slayers of the heir to the Hapsburg
crown and their homicidal assistants were the tools of the Belgrade politi-

cians, especially of that portion of the officers’ corps which was affiliated

with Prince George, it was more than evident from the beginning to the

higher officials interested that it would be extraordinarily difficult, unless

aided possibly by a lucky chance, to be able to offer proof that the murder

had been conceived, arranged and seconded by the Serbian Government
itself. With this prospect in view, the investigation had to be carried on

with the greatest caution as well as with the most careful restriction as to

its initiates. That this was not at first effected, in no way proves that it

was not a necessity. Despite my complete realization of this necessity,

I requested in the most friendly manner those gentlemen of the district

government who were in charge of the investigation to keep me from time to

time and by memoranda in touch with its progress; in reply I was informed

just as amicably but most unmistakably that this would, unfortunately, be

quite impossible under the particular circumstances; that at the direction

of the Minister, information concerning the investigation was to be rendered

to him alone. One of the guiding considerations that led to this refusal

was that concerning the consuls of the other Powers, especially the consuls

1 Statement sent to the Investigation Committee by the author of his own accord.
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of allied Italy and of friendly England, but its particular occasion was the

view that the gathering of seriously important information of a foreign

political nature was the business of diplomatic representatives and not of a

consul.

Hence, to inform oneself with even reasonable reliability about the

progress of the investigation in its established direction was scarcely possible

in Serajevo. But there were plenty of rumors: it was a fact that the bombs
had come from the arsenal at Kraguyevatz; they were wrapped, it was re-

ported among other things, in the same kind of paper as had been those found

in 1912 at Brcka on the Save, whose Serbian origin had been incontrover-

tibly shown at that time. Also that the prime movers of the assassination

were to be looked for in Belgrade, and even that a Serbian staff officer and

a high official of the Serbian state railways had been identified as among the

accomplices, as well as the frontier commissioners at Schabatz and Losnitza.

Whether all this was no more nor less than coffee-house chatter, which

was at that time in full sway at Serajevo, could not be determined. On the

other hand, it appeared to be almost immaterial whether the instigators and

abettors of the murderer Princip and his associates were Serbian officers,

Serbian officials or Serbian politicians, for to everyone who was not struck

with blindness it was unshakably evident that they were first of all “royal”

Serbs, Serbs who knew that they were protected in Belgrade by government,

national assembly and crown. Later, after the advance into Serbia, re-

searches among the archives demonstrated the truth, as likewise was later

proved by the fact that the leading nationalistic organization in Serbia, the

Narodna obrana had carried on Greater-Serbia propaganda in Bosnia and

Herzegovina under apparently harmless designations through the medium
of the Prosjeta and other allied unions of an orthodox Serbian character,

thereby nourishing the fanatical spirit that took possession of a Princip, a

Gavrilow, and others, making it scarcely possible to ignore either persons or

acts concerned, and, indeed, in part bringing to light the support of the

district government of Bosnia and of its head at Vienna, Minister v.

Bilinski. This clever leader of the Polish Club could hardly have belonged

among those blind to what was going on. At any rate, a few weeks before

the murderous assault in Serajevo a conference of the Supervisory Informa-

tion Service for the Greater Serbia Irredenta had been opened; its pro-

ceedings must have opened the eyes of the Minister in question, if that was

any longer necessary. At this conference the chairman, who lacked neither

sympathy with nor comprehension of the many complaints, some of them

justified, of the Serbian peasants in Bosnia, nor respect for the intellectual

superiority of the Bosnian and Herzegovinian Serbs, declared in clear and

unmistakable terms that the supervision ought not to be relaxed for any

Serb in Bosnia, as not a single Serb loyal to the Kingdom could be found in

the country, but would have to be born first; that the whole country, young
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and old alike, was, without any exception, infected with the poison of

Greater-Serbia sedition! I have many times been assured that Minister v.

Bilinski had for years been receiving information of a similar nature, princi-

pally with the result of stiffening the backbones of the Serbian Irredentists.

The gentleman is today a power in Warsaw; in 1914, as joint Minister of

Finance, he was the head of the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

That he spoke in favor of a belligerent reckoning with Serbia and against

any amicable settlement at the ministerial council that preceded the delivery

of the ultimatum is perhaps explained by his special knowledge of the

Serbian insubordination in Bosnia. Did the Imperial Chancelor and Mr.

v. Jagow get in touch through the usual or through any other channels with

the chief of the Bosnian and Herzegovinian Government Bureau concerning

the ominous question of complicity in the fateful murder at Serajevo?

Mr. v. Bilinski was, more so than the conscientious Privy Councilor of

the Ballhausplatz, competent— I might well say that he alone in Vienna

was competent—to express himself with full and complete knowledge of

the facts about the progress of the investigation at Serajevo, so far as it

concerned the question of Serbian complicity. If they did get in touch

with him, so much the better; if they failed to do so, it would be no great

mistake and of but small disadvantage, for Mr. v. Bilinski was accounted

by very competent judges a master in the art of concealing thought in

words.

What intelligent circles in Serajevo thought about the question of “com-
plicity” in those critical weeks, I can make plain by concluding with a

personal reminiscence. In talking with a highly educated man who made
no secret of his sympathy for the Serbian people, I let fall the remark that in

the twentieth century assassination should not be negotiated in the chambers

of a Minister of State, even in the Balkans. I was here interrupted by an

observation to the effect that I apparently believed in the complicity of the

Serbian Government. ‘ 1 Then I will admit to you,
’

’ continued this gentleman,

“that politically over there (that is, on the other side of the Drina) nobody
is entirely innocent, but legally only a few are guilty, and certainly not one

of the ministers. For they are too clever, and, besides, stand in fear of the

moral judgment of Western Europe. They might deprecate, but beyond

that they would be silent.” I then asked the question: “So you do not

believe in the complicity of the Belgrade Government?”—and received the

significant answer: “From the standpoint of a judge, certainly not.”

Dr. Eiswaldt,

Consul General .
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21. MAJOR GENERAL TAPPEN
IV. It must be determined whether any military preparations or movements took place

before the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia.

STATEMENT
Except for the regular annual maneuvers and service preparation and

practice, no military preparations or movements of any sort took place,

to my knowledge, before the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia.

Tappen,

Major General.

22. COLONEL v. TIESCHOWITZ

I have the honor to reply as follows to the inquiry of December 5 of this

year.

I had been since April 1, 1912, senior Adjutant to the Chief of the General

Staff of the Army. As such it was my duty to assist in preparing for the

maneuvers. It was my duty first of all to prepare the Army lists for

the maneuvers and to inform all General Staff officers of their dispositions

for the maneuvers. These labors were completed in 1914, as always, on the

1st of April. From that time on until the day of the Russian mobilization,

I performed no mobilization duties. During the summer months, the officers

of our General Staff were, for various reasons, scattered in great measure

all over the country. The gentlemen of the Topographical Division, for

instance, were in the year 1914 at their work of mapping out the country in

East Prussia; others were at maneuvers or were traveling for the General

Staff in the west and south of Germany.

The first preparation for a mobilization would have been to recall the

officers of the General Staff from their distant stations. Nothing of the

sort occurred. Only when the Russian mobilization was in full flood were

the officers brought back.

But the most striking proof that the war came as a great surprise to the

General Staff lies in the fact that in July, 1914, the Chief of the General

Staff of the Army as well as most of the chief quartermasters and Division

chiefs had gone away on their regular long leaves. Even the Chief of the

Central Division, whose duty it was to arrange the personal duties of the

officers of the General Staff and to conduct the affairs of the Grand General

Staff had been granted leave of absence from the first of July to the first of

August. I acted as his deputy. Had any military preparations or move-

ments taken place before the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia, I should,

in my position, unquestionably have had knowledge of them.
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I can assure you on my honor and conscience that nothing of the kind

occurred.

VON Tieschowitz,

Colonel .
23.

COLONEL GENERAL BARON v. KRESS

In answer to Document No. 2 of the Fifteenth Committee, First Subcom-

mittee, Article IV, I attest that within the province of the Bavarian Army
Command no particular military preparations or movements of any kind

took place before the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia.

Baron v. Kress,

Colonel General-,

former Bavarian Minister of War.

24.

SECRETARY OF STATE v. TIRPITZ, RETIRED

To your letter of the 5th of December of this year and to the accompanying

Resolution of Evidence of the Fifteenth Committee of the German National

Assembly of the 6th of December, this year, I beg to state that I myself was
not in Berlin during July, 1914, but was in Switzerland. I returned to Berlin

only on the 27th of July, and up to that time was informed of matters only

by reports from my department.

Respectfully,

v. Tirpitz.

25.

LIEUTENANT GENERAL v. OVEN

To your letter of December 5, 1919, relative to the Resolution of Evidence,

No. 2, First Committee, I beg respectfully to inform you that from March,

1913, up to the outbreak of the war I was commander of the 165th Regiment

of Infantry in Quedlinburg, and as such had no knowledge of any financial

or economic preparations undertaken before the delivery of the ultimatum.

When I was appointed Director of the Department of Army Administration

at the Ministry of War in March, 1915, I found such a mass of work ahead

of me that I had no time for past occurrences that had happened in July,

1914. Therefore I am able to give no information in answer to the question

under No. V in the Resolution of Evidence referred to above.

Respectfully,

v. Oven,

Lieutenant General.
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26. PRESIDENT HAVENSTEIN OF THE REICHSBANK

To the question under No. V of the Resolution of Evidence, “ whether any
financial or economic preparations were made before the delivery of the

ultimatum,” I may reply as follows:

1. Since the year 1892 there had been drawn up every year by the in-

dividual institutions belonging to the Reichsbank a statement of the finan-

cial quotas to be held in readiness for the first thirty days of the year for the

purposes of the Army in case of mobilization. This account was made up
at the office of the Imperial Treasury. According to statements received

from the Imperial Treasury or to information concerning contingent altera-

tions, the directors of the Reichsbank then transmitted to the individual

Reichsbank institutions the necessary instructions.

As is known, the bill proposed for the national defense submitted to the

Reichstag in the year 1913 involved a considerable increase in the peace

strength of the Army. The putting through of this plan involved the

complete reconstruction of the scheme of the financial statements mentioned

above. The new quota scheme was presented to the directorate of the

Reichsbank in correspondence dated January 17 and February 25, 1914.

I had furthermore—as well as I remember, as a result of the Morocco

crisis—taken occasion, during the last years before the war, to bring up for

discussion at the directors’ meetings held by me once or twice a year about

the country, the question whether the regulations to provide for the con-

tingency of a mobilization, as prescribed in 1887 by the management of the

Reichsbank, were still adapted to all their purposes, in view of the develop-

ment of conditions that had since that date occurred. I had come to the

conclusion, as a result, that a reconstruction of these regulations, with the

elimination of their antiquated provisions, was necessary. A review of the

old provisions, undertaken in Berlin during the winter of 1913-14, further

confirmed the necessity of such a reconstruction. For the purpose of

carrying out this task, I sent, on the 3d of March, 1914, for the junior

managing director of the Reichsbank’s branch in Kattowitz, Bank Assessor

Gartenschlager, to assist the Reichsbank directorate in the work. The work

of reconstruction took a long time. It was only through the decree of the

15th of July, 1914, that the new provisions could be transmitted to the

banking institutions. They were confined throughout to such arrangements

as are necessary even in quite peaceful and normal times to facilitate the

smooth functioning of financial affairs at the contingent outbreak of war.

2. After the conclusion of the aforementioned business a test was made, in

view of the strong tension of the political situation which had developed in

the meantime, to see if all necessary preparations had been made for the

opening of government loan departments, the actual organization of which

did not devolve upon the Reichsbank, but the affairs of which, after their
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inauguration, were to be conducted by the Reichsbank. It developed at

this test that many necessary preparations in this line were lacking, it

especially appearing that forms, stamps and seals which were absolutely

essential to the opening of the loan departments had not yet been provided.

It was not without some difficulty that the Imperial Treasury, though equal

to the occasion, managed to provide these articles at a comparatively

reasonable expense. The order for the printing of the forms did not go to

the Imperial Printing Office until July 25, 1914.

' 3. It goes without saying that the Reichsbank was also burdened with

the obligation of seeing that legal tender should be provided at the earliest

possible moment, not only for the needs of the Army, but also for the

requirements of trade, shown by experience to be sure to increase enormously

at the outbreak of war. With regard to this matter the creation of fifty-

and twenty-mark notes had been determined on, as (at the time when the

law of February 20, 1906 was debated L

) was confidentially communicated,

with a detailed exposition of the object in mind, to a committee of the

Reichstag. After the necessary quantity of fifty- and twenty-mark notes

had been issued on the basis of this law, the quantity anticipated as neces-

sary for the contingency of war was sent to the individual banking institu-

tions. In the absence of other means of estimation three times the maxi-

mum sum needed to carry them through a quarter was laid down as the

estimated requirement for the individual establishments. It was on this

basis that financial provision for the banks was regulated in the year 1912.

The regulation determined on at that time was maintained in all its details

at the outbreak of the war.

4. The introduction and the acceptance of the Prussian Savings-Bank

law of December 23, 1912 2 was warmly urged both by the Reichsbank and

by myself personally, principally because of the opinion that in case of a

great war Germany would probably be restricted to her own financial

capacities and a strong holding of public securities would be indispensable

to put her in position to meet the heavy decrease in deposits that could

be expected, and to aid efficiently in financing the necessary war loans that

would reach up into the billions.

5. The policy pursued by the Reichsbank since about the time of the

Bank Inquiry (1908-9), pursued even more energetically since the Morocco
crisis (1911), of increasing its own security holdings and maintaining the

continued equilibrium of German economic life (through the elimination of

exchange from the control of the Reichsbank, a system for foreign bills of

exchange, intermediary balances and cash reserves for the banks, the

restriction of unsound bank credits, increase of cost of loan transactions in

quarterly rating of deposits, unrestricted issue of small notes, 3 increase of

1 Reichsgesetzblatt, p. 318. 2 Gesetzsammlung, 1913, p. 3.
3 Cf. the proceedings of the Reichstag of January 21, 1913, Stenographic Reports, p. 3089.
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the gold reserve, etc.) was not alone actuated by the intention of placing

and keeping our economic status, which was built very largely on credit,

on a sound basis capable of withstanding the effects of economic or political

crises. It was also dictated by the further purpose of assuring the Reichs-

bank itself as solid a foundation as possible from which to face economically

or politically hard times, especially in case of war, if we were not to be

spared therefrom, so that it might fulfil its function of acting as the financial

platform for Germany’s undisturbed economic progress and the indispen-

sable support of the tremendous credit requirements of the realm.

This policy, like all the other measures described in this statement, was
but the fulfilment of the duty of every central bank of issue—a duty similar

to that of the General Staff in the military jurisdiction, or of the railroad

management in the realm of transportation—to prepare ceaselessly for

financial mobilization in quiet as well as in unquiet times, and to make
itself as powerful as possible to that end

;
and it was guided by the hope—as

these measures were mostly carried on and put through in full publicity,

the necessity for healing and preserving our economic life by curbing-

excessive credit expansion was constantly emphasized—that not only if

we are financially and economically powerful but if our strength might

become more and more evident to peoples and governments inimical to

us, and if their estimate of our financial and economic weakness and ex-

haustion might be refuted
,
this refutation would prove a further and perhaps

a very potent pillar by which the hope of maintaining peace could support

itself.

5. By the law covering alterations in the financial held put through on

July 3, 1913,
1 at the same time as the defense measures, two precautions

were provided for that bore the character of war preparations, to wit:

(a) The increase of the Imperial War Treasury by 120 million marks

in gold, with the simultaneous increase of the Imperial banknote issue to

the same amount.

(b) The provision, to the extent of 120 million marks, of a volume of

silver coins sufficient to satisfy an extraordinary necessity.

The duty of carrying out these measures belonged to the Imperial Treas-

ury and not to the Reichsbank. At the outbreak of the war the Imperial

War Treasury, it is true, had been increased by the sum of 85 million marks

in gold. But of the provision for 120 marks in silver coin, not more than

6 million had been coined. The paucity of this supply made it impossible

to supply the banking institutions so that the suddenly and loftily mounting

demands of business could be properly served. A temporary but severe

financial stringency, eventually alleviated by the provision of municipal

emergency currency and loan-bank notes of 1 and 2 marks, was the result.

The failure to carry out the law of July 3, 1913, is, it seems to me, clear

1 Reichsgesetzblatt, p. 521.
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proof that the Imperial Government neither wanted, nor prepared for.

nor foresaw the outbreak of the war.

6. The bills concerning financial and currency affairs which were laid

before the Reichstag and adopted by it without alteration immediately

after the outbreak of the war, had been prepared years before that time.

They had, in all their essential points, finally been resolved upon in the

year 1906, at the instance of the Reichsbank and as the result of trans-

actions that reached as far back as the year 1902.

7. Toward the end of April, 1914, the Prussian Minister of Finance had

submitted to the Imperial Chancelor (Department of the Interior and

Imperial Treasury Department), as well as to the proper Prussian adminis-

trative officers (Minister of Agriculture, Minister of the Interior, Minister

of Commerce, and Minister of War) a memorial prepared by Privy Councilor

of Finance Dr. Meydenbauer and dealing with the permanent insurance of a

food supply for the population in case of war by means of grain storage, with

the recommendation to refer to it whenever the question of the ecomonic

mobilization of the German Empire should be dealt with. A copy of this

memorial was also brought to my attention. As the Reichsbank was con-

cerned in the matter only to the extent that it would have had to assist at

any necessary financing of the project, I had no occasion to institute any

action at the time the memorial was communicated to me. Of further

transactions in the matter I have no knowledge.

8. I myself started on the 19th of July, 1914, on the leave of absence

that was granted me, and journeyed to Switzerland. I was called back

by a telegram from my deputy, sent on the 25th or 26th of July, which

reached me at Zermatt on the 27th of July. On the 28th of July I returned

to Berlin. It must be evident that I should not have gone off on my leave

if I had foreseen the outbreak of the war.

In case the Committee of Inquiry should consider my verbal testimony

or any augmentation of this statement necessary, I should be glad to receive

a preliminary statement of specific questions.

Havenstein.

27. SECRETARY OF STATE v. DELBRUCK, RETIRED

It must be determined whether any financial or economic preparations were made before

the delivery of the ultimatum.

The form of the Resolution of Evidence leaves open to question whether
information is desired about any general financial or economic preparations

made before the delivery of the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia, or only such

preparations are referred to as took place after the assassination at Serajevo

and as a result of it, but before the delivery of the ultimatum. I assume
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the latter is the case, and, from my knowledge of affairs and so far as con-

cerns the activities of the Department of the Interior, which was conducted

by myself, must reply negatively to the question propounded.

Before I explain this in greater detail, I must preface my remarks as

follows

:

The events under consideration occurred nearly six years ago, and in

some cases longer. I kept no daily memoranda during the period of my
service. During the critical period, namely, from the 30th of June until

the 24th of July, I was away on leave, and only in Berlin casually and on

personal business from the 9th to the 16th of July. During this period I

did not take over the guidance of affairs, but only had a few conferences

with the Imperial Chancelor, Secretary of State v. Jagow, Under-Secretary

of State Dr. Richter and some other officials of my department. In May,

1916, I resigned my office on account of illness. After the condition of my
health had improved and I was again able to work, I made notes—chiefly

from memory, as I no longer had records at my disposal and conferences

with my former coworkers were impossible—regarding those points of the

economic preparation for the war that seemed to me of importance. These

notes are the basis of the following statement. When I was charged, in

January, 1918, with the formation and conduct of the Scientific Committee

for the Presentation of the German War Economic System, the question

came up, whether I should take part in the preliminary work, namely,

the administrative report of the Department of the Interior. I therefore

caused the body to which was delegated the drawing-up of this report,

the Scientific Council of the Department of the Interior, headed by Pro-

fessor Spiethoff, to apply for the records relating to the economic prepara-

tions for the war. It then developed that, owing to the subsequent sub-

dividing of the Department and the consequent transfer of the affairs with

which we were concerned among various offices, the records were scattered

and in part not to be found, so that it was necessary to that extent to re-

construct them. Whether this last was fully accomplished, I am unable

to say. I looked over in part such records as were remitted to the “Scien-

tific Council” and found nothing contrary to my own notes. Certain

proceedings I was not able to verify. The records were very confused.

A full review of them was made impossible on account of my appointment

as Chief of the Privy Civil Cabinet, and on account of the Revolution and

the circumstances that followed upon it. Before I could again take up my
labors, the records were recalled by the Industrial Department.

With this reservation relative to the completeness and reliability of my
account, which is the necessary result of these facts, I can make the follow-

ing statement:

I have already remarked above that, for the purposes of the investigation,

only those preparations are in question that were arranged for and made
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between the assassination at Serajevo and the delivery of the Austrian

ultimatum; in other words, between the 28th of June and the 22dof July;

not those that were already being undertaken before the 28th of June in the

course of the regular mobilization operations. I must, nevertheless, refer

briefly to these latter, in order that the occurrences in July on which I am
to report, may be understood.

When I took charge of the Department of the Interior in the year 1909,

the government offices concerned were occupied with many transactions

connected with a large number of problems related to an eventual mobili-

zation, among them several economic problems. The so-called financial

mobilization had been in its more important phases completely provided

for. Bills to be laid before the Reichstag for enactment in case of mobili-

zation, and the regulations that would have to be promulgated, had already

been framed. They had only to be kept up to date and supplemented.

But it was different with those problems which we group today under the

head of economic war preparations. Concerning these, many varying

opinions were raised between the departments concerned
;
official conferences

were held and notes were exchanged that led to no practical results. The
tediousness and futility of these transactions, and the tension of the inter-

national situation brought about by the Morocco and Balkan disturbances

led me to lay a proposition before the Imperial Chancelor. I proposed the

formation of a permanent commission to work concurrently on the solution

of all problems connected with mobilization which were not purely military

and which required the cooperation of the civil authorities. At the same

time I requested a decree that would make it the duty of all departments

concerned to act promptly in the furtherance of the proposed transactions.

The Chancelor approved of my proposition and signed the draft of the

decree which I presented to him. 1 Thus the permanent Mobilization Com-
mission came into being. I select, from the broad scope of its activities:

A. For provisory measures

1. The creation of a statistical system that shall, without making special

estimates, provide an account of the status of the most important crops for

set dates to be determined and to be kept up monthly.

2. Preparations for the purchase in neutral markets, especially Rotter-

dam, of available stocks of grain.

Both projects were at once carried out.

B. For definitive measures

I. The creation of an accurate system of provisioning statistics, based

on regularly recurring and on extraordinary estimates. For this purpose

1
I have not been able to find the decree among the records I was able to examine.
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was passed in the spring of 1914 the law concerning the statistical reporting

of grain supplies and other similar food products for man and beast, the

carrying out of which was at once undertaken. The first regular estimate

in obedience to this law was being made when the war broke out.

2. The creation of a permanent grain reserve for the case of war.

3. The providing of large cities and industrial districts with food supplies

during mobilization and concentration of the Army.

4. The provision of food supplies for the civil population in the fortified

places on the border in the event of a siege.

5. The provision of all ordinary necessities for army and people in case

of a blockade.

6. The provision of coal and raw materials for industrial purposes in case

of a blockade.

7. The provision of labor for industry and agriculture in case of mobili-

zation.

All these problems were thoroughly worked out in the appropriate depart-

ments and by the Commission. But they could be solved for the most

part, to get practical results, only by getting the opinions of experts in the

different branches of the inquiry and after hearings of the so-called Eco-

nomics Committee, formed of representatives of the agriculturalists, the

manufacturers, and the business men for the discussion of economic con-

ditions with the Department of the Interior. These hearings were retarded,

however, by the strained international situation, which, until the end of

the winter of 1913-14, caused the extensive discussion of measures which

might have been interpreted as preparations for an immediate war to

appear to the directors of our foreign policy as unprofitable. Not until

the spring of 1914 was I empowered by the Chancelor to commence these

transactions. After the experts had been heard by Under-Secretary of

State Dr. Richter, the Economics Committee assembled, with myself as

chairman, to discuss all the problems named above and many other matters

connected with them. There is a stenographic report of its transactions,

but unfortunately, owing to the warlike developments that so soon fol-

lowed, ic was not corrected by the individual speakers and was never printed.

The developments at the hearings of the Economics Committee, however,

laid the foundation for broad legislative and administrative measures that

were at once initiated and, naturally, were prosecuted with energy after

the assassination at Seraievo.

Of the time from the 28th of June until the 22d of July I have the fol-

lowing to report

:

The doctors had ordered me to take a four months’ vacation, on which,

as I stated above, I entered on the 30th of June. When I went to the

Chancelor to report before leaving, I again fully discussed the results of

the transactions of the Economics Committee and spoke of the plans for
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legislation they involved as matters for the fall. Then we separated, with-

out, as I remember it, having talked at all of the foreign situation.

When I returned to Berlin on the 9th of July, being called back by the

severe illness of my wife, I was informed that the Chancelor wished to

speak to me that very day. When I reported to him that evening, he

addressed me practically as follows. He would not have had me called

back, but as long as I was there, he wanted to inform me about the foreign

situation. Austria was planning to address an ultimatum to Serbia on

account of the murder of Serajevo. To my question whether that situation

did not compel us to put into execution at once the economic measures

arranged and prepared for the contingency of a possible war, especially

the purchase of grain stocks in Rotterdam, the Chancelor replied to me
that he did not know the text of Austria’s intended ultimatum, but that he

was agreed with Mr. v. Jagow that in case war developed between^Austria

and Serbia it would be possible to localize the conflagration; in any case it

was not advisable that any measures should be initiated on our side that

could be interpreted as preparations for imminent war. I could have a

talk with Mr. v. Jagow, but otherwise was to observe absolute silence to

everybody concerning our consultation. On the next day I had a long

conversation with Mr. v. Jagow, who merely confirmed what the Chancelor

had said to me. I gathered the impression from these conversations that

both statesmen were surely counting on the possibility of belligerent develop-

ments between Austria and Serbia, but still believed that they would be

able to prevent a general European war, and in any case had no intention

of using the Austro-Serbian imbroglio as an excuse for a preventive war.

After a few days the physician attending my wife informed me that her

condition was for the time no longer dangerous, and that I need not hesitate

to leave Berlin again. He strongly recommended to me not to forego the

opportunity of recuperation away from Berlin. The Chancelor and Mr. v.

Jagow assured me that the political situation did not make my presence in

Berlin necessary, but requested me, nevertheless, to choose a resort from

which I could reach Berlin in a few hours. I left Berlin on the 16th of

July, after I had taken opportunity again and again to go over all the

measures necessary in case of war with my Under-Secretary of State and

the Division chiefs concerned, and had particularly directed that they

should go ahead with the purchase of the grain stocks just as soon as the

foreign situation should make it advisable and possible. That the activities

and measures initiated before the 28th of June were prosecuted with energy,

goes without saying.

On the 24th of July my Under-Secretary of State besought me over the

telephone to return to Berlin, where I arrived on the afternoon of the 25th.

On my arrival I discovered that nothing had been done about the grain

purchases up to that time, and on that account went to the Secretary of

7
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the Imperial Treasury to ask for the necessary credits. He at first refused

them to me, and only put them at my disposal after the Chancelor, at my
request, gave him instructions to do so. These instructions came too late,

for, as I was shortly thereafter informed, the Rotterdam market had been

cleaned out. Nevertheless, the stock of provisions held there had mostly

reached Germany, as the wholesale dealers in the western part of the country,

instructed by the proceedings of the Economics Council, had opportunity

at that time to buy it and bring it in. The other preparations, especially

the provisioning of the industrial centers and military concentration centers

as well as that of the civil populations of the fortified cities, could still be

put through in time.

From this account it is evident that from the time of the assassination

at Serajevo up to the delivery of the Austrian ultimatum, no especial

economic preparations, so far as my sphere of activity was concerned,

were inaugurated by the Administration. The financial mobilization had,

as has already been related, been attended to long before. If or whether

any banking regulations were adopted by the Reichsbank during those

critical days, I do not know.

Delbruck.

28. DR. MEYDENBAUER
At the time of the outbreak of the war

,
Ministerial Director of the Prussian

Ministry of Finance

While the principal features of the financial preparation for war had been

practically settled for a long time—'changes in the banking laws, the passing

of a loan bank law, of a law regulating treasury certificates and bank notes,

of a law relating to alterations in the currency system—the governmental

departments had, up to the last few years before the catastrophe, formed

but a faint idea of the tremendous upheaval which war would bring about

in the economic life of the nation. I was never intimately occupied with

the purely financial problems of the technique of the currency question,

so that I can give no information on that subject. On the other hand, I

took part in most of the economic activities. In November, 1912, at the

instigation of Secretary of State Delbruck, a permanent commission was

formed, under the chairmanship of a representative of the Department of

the Interior, to test, of its own initiative or at the instance of the depart-

ments, the measures suggested by the economic problems arising from the

contingency of war, and to work out the proposed plans for an “economic

mobilization.” At the conferences which took place in November and

December, 1912, it very soon developed that a serviceable system of subsist-

ence statistics was lacking, and that special provisions for the inauguration
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of such a system of statistics were eminently necessary. Therefore a law

providing for the statistical recording of grain supplies and of mill-stuffs

in the shape of food for man and beast was drafted and proposed. I should

like to refer to this draft, unfortunately only enacted into law on the 20th

of May, 1914, and to its purpose.

The uncertainty as to the means of increasing such supplies was no less

than that concerning the quantity of such supplies available in the country.

Suspension of the duty on corn was considered among other measures;

furthermore, restriction of the industrial uses of potatoes, the promotion of

potato desiccation, and that of the system of corn and grain loans were

discussed
;
and debates were held on the question as to how imports could

be effected before a declaration of war. The question was also discussed

as to how food and fodder supplies could be prevented from leaving the

country before their export should be officially prohibited. In this con-

nection, arrangements with export houses and certain alterations in the

tariff laws were debated. But the principal problem was how to counteract

the unfavorable effect of the import bond system, which was driving our

eastern grain crops out of the country before the needs of the interior could

be protected until the succeeding harvest. Exhaustive debates were also

held on the question of the means by which grain could be bought up and

stored. Tentative transactions were inaugurated with trade associations

to learn under what conditions they would inconspicuously discontinue

export. This proposal brought up the question of the granting of cheaper

loan credits in commercial form through the Prussian Central Trades Bank.

The debates very speedily developed the fact that the Commission had

but little conception of the stocks held in our seacoast towns or of the

seasonal distribution of large grain movements. The exchange of opinions

without obligation on either side between the Commission and the agri-

cultural associations brought these transactions to no practical conclusion.

It was constantly and emphatically insisted on by the representatives of

the eastern trades associations that a high Reichsbank discount rate put a

premium on exports, and that the safest means to put a check on the outflow

of eastern grain-stuffs would be an export embargo. To shorten the term

of validity of export bonds would not assist materially. If it was desired

to keep home-grown grain in the country without putting an embargo on

export, the equalizing tariff would have to be restored. If that was not

done, the only alternative was the buying and storing of grain during the

period when it was offered for sale most eagerly, in January and February.

Its purchase would have to be made on commission, as would its storage

and care. The storage contractor would require a buyer’s commission and
the payment of a monthly storage charge. If prices went up, there would

be a profit for the Treasury; if it came to war, the Treasury would have it

on hand with which to curb excitement. Even if the quantity was not
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large enough to supply the people as a whole, it would nevertheless be large

enough to put a check on reckless speculation. If prices fell, the loss to

the government need not be particularly large, as it would always be better

instructed about the political situation than the grain trade. Even these

suggestions indicate that the question of grain policies was being taken

up in the circles of our agricultural trades-unions at that time with real

comprehension and energy.

Throughout all these conferences there were two causes of confusion on

which agreement could not be reached. For one thing, it was necessary for

everything to be carried out inconspicuously and kept absolutely secret

from foreign countries, an object that, naturally, could not be attained.

To put through a genuine, energetic grain-storing policy without anyone’s

taking notice of it, was then, as it is now, an impossibility. The second

difficulty was the money question. It was not possible to reach an under-

standing as to who should bear the losses of the contributions, the Empire
or the Federal States.

Of especial interest was the attitude of the Foreign Office, which, in the

face of the anxiety expressed by the other departments, declared itself

confident that England would respect the American flag and leave the

American ships that brought the grain unmolested. They considered

participating in the American shipping enterprises and the purchase of

American grain in Flolland. The confidence exhibited in the declarations

of the representatives of the Foreign Office was not generally shared by the

other departments.

The conferences resulted, as a whole, in no tangible result. A memoran-
dum of the Department of the Interior of January, 1914, contained a

thorough abstract of the measures so far determined on, and made it plain

that the Imperial Administration, in order to avoid occasioning any uneasi-

ness, had failed to take any effective measures. It had especially refrained

from altering the import bonding system, as it wished to sustain the indus-

trial policy and did not desire to disturb the favorable balance of the tariff.

It had also refrained from any alteration of the customs duties law.

At further conferences, conducted at the beginning of January, 1914, at

the request of the Prussian Interior Department on the subject of the

maintenance of the civil population in the seven fortified Prussian cities of

Konigsberg, Thorn, Graudenz, Posen, Breslau, Cologne and Wesel, the

question was studied as to by whom and at whose expense provisions were

to be supplied to the civilians in these fortress cities. It developed that the

military authorities could only care for a tenth of the civil population, and

that the city governments were incapable of looking out for the balance.

It was generally agreed that this problem could not be solved by the delivery

of supplies from time to time, but that adequate stores of provisions would

have to be laid in. The question of the responsibility for the expense
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arose in this case also, and the Prussian departments declared that the

expense should be borne by the Empire, as the defense of the whole country

was in question. The question of import bonds was also debated anew.

The Prussian Finance Ministry announced that it was prepared earnestly

to consider whether, notwithstanding all opinions to the contrary, it would

not be possible to abandon the import bonding regulations again. The
Prussian Ministry of Agriculture objected, although it had to admit that

the bonding system expedited the export of German rye. It insisted that

the increase in rye production resulting from the opportunity for export

was of greater importance.

On the 13th of March, 1914. the permanent Commission on Economic

Mobilization Questions was once more convened by the Department of the

Interior, and was given to understand that the Economic Committee would

be asked to come to an agreement on an opinion. The question of grain-

provisioning was again to be thoroughly gone over at the session. The
Department rightly laid emphasis on the fact that trade, industry, and

even the municipalities, had recklessly failed to take into consideration the

dangerous prospect of a war in their economic schemes, and that it was only

the winter of 1912-13 that had first brought many of them to a closer

consideration of this point. The department further expressed the fear

that the warning of the winter would again be forgotten as soon as times

were politically quieter, unless the Imperial Government and the govern-

ments of the Federal States should strive independently for a solution of

the questions involved in an economic mobilization plan.

The department was supported in its views by a memorial on the grain

provisioning of Germany in case of war drawn up by Schulze-Gaevernitz,

who emphatically pointed out the danger to which the sustenance of the

industrial city populations in the Mannheim maintenance district would

be subjected in case of the cutting off of supplies, and explained the hazards

of a blockade. He proposed the reinstatement of interest-exempt custom

credits. The Prussian Minister of Finance laid great weight on the pro-

posals of Professor v. Schulze-Gaevernitz, and urged in a memorial of

April 15, 1914, that the customs legislation provisions, which intentionally

hindered the accumulation of grain supplies in the interior, be abolished by
law as soon as possible; he especially requested the immediate abolition of

section 2 of paragraph 12 of the tariff laws, which forbade delayed duty

payments on dutiable grain and prescribed the payment of interest on the

duty due on grain stored in bonded warehouses and on which duty had not

been paid.

It is clear from these proceedings that in the spring of 1914, the questions

relating to an economic mobilization again came up for discussion. And
with them the question of the responsibility for the expense was again

opened. The Prussian Minister of Finance demanded the adequate storing-
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up of breadstuffs and fodder, and explained that, by cooperating with

reliable landed proprietors, agricultural associations, the grain trade, mill,

transport and warehouse industries and with the cities, sufficient supplies

must be maintained. The erection of cold storage plants was also to be

encouraged through subsidies. All these measures were to be taken in

behalf of the safety of the Empire, and should, therefore, be paid for by
the Empire, in fundamental accordance with Article 58 of the Constitution

of the Empire. 1 The Minister demanded agreement on the responsibility

for the expense, before further details were gone into. This exposition

met with opposition from the Imperial Treasury, which maintained that

making provision for the sustenance of the civil population was, leaving

out of consideration the uncontested connection between conducting a

war and providing for the general subsistence of the people, a duty required

by the public welfare, for which the Empire was not responsible. The
fundamental principle of Article 58 of the Constitution of the Empire was

fully carried out by military legislation and by the drawing up of the Im-

perial economic budget, so that no pertinent interpretation could be assigned

to this article. The sustenance of the civil population was in every sense

of the word a civic duty, for which the separate States were responsible.

Therefore the matter could not be taken care of by simply adding the

expense to the imperial economic budget; that could only be done by an

Imperial statute amending the constitution. The reserved rights conceded

to Bavaria by the federal agreement of November 25, 1870, made the

matter especially difficult in so far as it concerned that State. Most of

the Prussian departments took the side of the Prussian Minister of Finance.

No elucidation of this fundamental problem was arrived at.

In April, 1914, there were exhaustive conferences concerning various

alterations of the tariff laws, which also failed to accomplish a legislative

conclusion.

On May 26, 1914, the Economic Committee held a meeting, at which

a number of important questions were laid before it. The Department of

the Interior had made preparation for the session with a wealth of fun-

damental argument, which brought to light the facts that Switzerland had

since 1892 made thorough plans for the provisioning of the people with

grain, coal and salt in case of war. Switzerland, like Germany, had sub-

mitted these problems to renewed consideration in the years 1912 and 1913,

but, unlike Germany, had arrived at the determination of positive measures.

France also, since 1912, had thoroughly debated the problem of grain and

flour supplies for Paris. The municipal administration of Paris had acted

on the proposals of the national government in January, 1914, and had,

among other matters, made arrangements for the storing of a permanent

supply of flour. Russia too, since 1913, had taken a long step forward

1 In a communication of March 10, 1914. S. J. 112,
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in the direction of grain policies through corn-crop advances made by the

state bank. Later it became known through the publication of the W. T. B.

(unofficial, March 16, 1915), that a financial agreement existed between

France, England and Russia by which Russia, as special security for the

numerous necessary credits to be granted her during the war, had ordered

the grain stocks stored at Odessa to be put at the disposal of the money
lenders in Paris and London through bills of lading.

Feeling that the government authorities, though with the best will in the

world, would not achieve positive results with sufficient celerity, both for

internal and external political reasons—the desire to avoid causing any

concern, and regard for the existing economic policy—on April 25, 1914,

I submitted to my then chief, the Prussian Minister of Finance, an exhaustive

memorial on the subject of assuring the provisioning of the populace in case of

a war, a memorial based, in its numerous fundamentals, on calculations which

Professor Dr. Ballod, a member of the Prussian Provincial Statistics Office,

had at my request undertaken to make. The memorial proved by figures

the necessity for the adequate storing up of definite quantities of grain and

fodder in case of war on three fronts, in frank imitation of the grain policy of

Frederick the Great. I went into the question of expense as far as haste

then permitted, and offered conclusions on the constitutional questions

involved. All this soon showed that, without a thorough governmental

control of the grain business and of the development of grain prices, no

satisfactory results would follow. Future events unfortunately even

exceeded my apprehensions.

On the 29th of April, 1914, the memorial was transmitted to the depart-

ments, and influenced the Ministry of War to the extent that this department

declared with emphasis in an exhaustive communication issued on the 17th

of June, 1914, that the early guarantee of the sustenance of the population

in case of war was a matter of vital importance to the German people
;
that

the general public, far and wide, was prepared for action to this effect on the

part of the Imperial Government—was, indeed, expecting it; and that it was
therefore now all the more necessary to bring to a successful conclusion as

soon as possible the transactions that had been pending since November,

1912, and to enter upon the path of actual progress by laying before the

legislative authorities of the Empire during the winter of 1 914-15 the draft

of a law.

The Chief of the Admiralty Staff of the Navy also expressed the hope

that practical results would follow from the memorial (communication

dated June 25, 1914).

But nothing happened: at least, I never knew that the enormous problem

was ever seriously attacked.

In the middle of July, 1914, I went on my leave, and was called back by
wire on the 28th of July to take part in a conference at Hanover on the 30th
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of July, 1914, at which it was announced that the government had purchased

the wholly insufficient amount of 100,000 tons of wheat, of which, up to the

15th of August, 30,000 tons would be available at Duisburg. The balance

of 70,000 tons, was to be on hand at Rotterdam no later than eight weeks

thereafter. The apportionment among the Rhenish fortresses and the

industrial districts of the first 30,000 tons to be delivered was discussed, and

debates were held on the question of how far the State could take over the

possible prospective losses of the municipalities due to the use of breadstuffs

in case of independent purchase and supply. The conference clearly showed

that no organization of any kind existed; that nobody had any accurate

knowledge either of the need, or of the state of the grain stocks in storage in

the country.

I know nothing further about the economic preparations for the war.

Dr. Meydenbauer,
Ministerial Director

,
Retired.

29. KRUPP v. BOHLEN-HALBACH

After His Majesty the Emperor had informed me at Kiel at the beginning

of July that the political situation might become serious, in case—against

expectations—that Russia and England should extend their protection to

the Serbian regicides, I discussed confidentially, as was my duty, with the

two proper members of the directorate of the firm of Krupp the question

whether it was necessary to take any action toward the reinforcement of the

supplies of the firm in case of mobilization. I was told that it was the fixed

custom to maintain a sufficient supply of materials on hand to guarantee the

undisturbed continuance of the activities of the works even if fully shut off

for quite a length of time.

As, in addition to that, I was, through the course of the month of July

up to the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia, confirmed in my hope of a

peaceful solution of the conflict in question, no financial or economic prepara-

tions were made by the firm.

Nor do I know of any such preparations made in other quarters.

Most respectfully,

Krupp v. Bohlen-Halbach.

30. W. MUEHLON
At the time of the outbreak of the war, Director of the firm of Krupp ,

Essen

In answer to your letter of the 5th instant, I regret to say that, in reply

to question No. V of your query, whether any financial or economic prepa-
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rations were made before the delivery of the ultimatum, I can give no

information which seems to me of importance in helping you to the object

of your investigation.

W. Muehlon.
31.

HUGO STINNES

I know of no financial or economic preparations made before the delivery

of the ultimatum to Serbia. I can give no further information in the

matter.

Hugo Stinnes.

32.

SECRETARY OF STATE KUHN, RETIRED

"

I have the honor of informing the committee, in reply to No. V of the

Resolution of Evidence of December 6, 1919, so far as this relates to financial

war preparations, that before the delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia no

such preparations for the late war were made by the former Imperial

Treasury.

Such measures as had to be taken by the Treasury for the case of any

possible outbreak of war had long before been provided for. The first

steps taken as a result of this financial mobilization plan were taken just

before the war—on Friday, the 31st of July, according to my recollection.

Most respectfully,

Kuhn,
Minister of State

,

Secretary of State of the Imperial
Treasury

,
Retired.

33.

STATE SECRETARY DR. HELFFERICH, RETIRED

I have the honor to reply to your letter of the 5th of last month that I

should prefer to refrain from an answer in writing to the one question to

which I am asked to testify, but that I am at your service as far as regards an

oral answer.

Dr. Helfferich.

I hear from other persons from whom information is sought and who have

likewise received the request for a written reply to the questions formulated

by the Subcommittee, that the Subcommittee does not expect detailed and
specific replies, but merely brief statements of opinion. In that case I can

say in reply to the question addressed to me as a source of information, that
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during the weeks and months before the ultimatum was given to Serbia not

a single request, not a single hint from any official quarter regarding any
financial or economic war preparations to be inaugurated reached me in my
position as Director of the German Bank at that time.

Dr. Helfferich.

34. A. v. GWINNER
In reply to your letter of the 5th of December I may respectfully state

that any account of mine would not cover enough to make it worth while

laying it before you in writing.

I may add that on the 31st of March, 1919, I withdrew from the man-
agement of the German Bank to which I naturally belonged in July, 1914.

Most respectfully,

A. v. Gwinner.

35. UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE v. STUMM,
RETIRED

Replying to the questions directed to me in the addendum to your re-

spected letter of the 5th of the month, I have the honor to make answer as

follows

:

As to No. VI. My personal observations are limited to the time from the

1 2th of July forward. I returned on this day to Berlin from my summer
leave. No knowledge of the prospective contents of the ultimatum came
to me beyond what was contained in the records of the Foreign Office.

Nor have I any knowledge that the political administration of the Empire
received any particulars concerning the ultimatum other than through the

reports of Ambassador v. Tschirschky.

As to No. VII. According to the published records, the ultimatum was
received at the Foreign Office on the afternoon of the 22d of July. I can

give no more accurate information concerning the exact time of its arrival.

So far as concerns the attitude of the German .Government toward

the Austro-Hungarian Government with regard to the ultimatum, I beg to

refer to the account of Secretary of State v. Jagow in his publication con-

cerning The Causes and the Outbreak of the World War
,
and to the personal

letter of Count Wedel of September 5, 1917, to Under-Secretary of State

Baron v. d. Bussche, which is printed in Appendix IX of the published

Reports. To my knowledge, the stated position of the German Government

concerning the ultimatum was confined to the declarations of Secretary of

State v. Jagow to Count Szogyeny, as reproduced therein. I am unable to
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give any information as to the exact times at which these declarations were

made.

With the assurance of my highest regards,

v. Stumm,

Under-Secretary of State
,
Retired.

36. COUNCILOR OF STATE v. LOSSL, RETIRED

I can reply to the question as to when and how the Austro-Hungarian

ultimatum became known to the Government at Munich by stating that,

so far as I know, the verbal or complete contents of the ultimatum first

became known to the Bavarian Administration through the publication in

the newspapers on the 24th of July of the Austro-Hungarian note of the 22d

of July.

The Bavarian Government had, it is true, received information of the

intention of the Austro-Hungarian Government to . address to Serbia a

note fixing a term for reply, and of certain features of the note earlier than

that. In order to determine exactly the circumstances which, owing to

the failure of my memory I did not fully recollect, with the permission of

President Hoffmann of the Ministry I looked over the records of the Bava-

rian Foreign Ministry relating to the matter and made from them the

following extracts:

In a report from the Bavarian Minister to Vienna, Baron v. Tucher,

dated the 6th of July, 1914, it is written:

There is also talk of making the assassination a cause of war and
thereby making up for past neglect, as there is no other way of settling

the Serbian difficulty. But up to the present time no sufficient reason
for such action has developed. Violent measures against Serbia could
only be considered should Serbia refuse the demands which will be made
by Austria-Hungary after the results of the investigation at Serajevo;
for example, the dissolution of the Xarodna-Odbrana and other Greater-
Serbia unions, the punishment of the instigators and accomplices of the
assassins, etc. It is certain that Emperor Franz Joseph will take steps

that may lead to the outbreak of a European war only under pressure of

compelling circumstances.

On the 10th of July the Bavarian Minister at Vienna reports the results of

a joint ministerial council of the 7th of July as follows:

I learn under the seal of secrecy from a reliable source that all con-
cerned agree that the methods of administration of Bosnia and Herze-
govina up to the present time have been a mistake ; they were based on
the assumption that the Serbian element, which constitutes four
ninths of the population, could be won over to a loyal acceptance of

the constitutional government of the country, while it has now been
proved in dreadful fashion that the Serbs, with few exceptions, are de-
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voted to Greater-Serbia ideas. As the threads of these ideas run toward
the kingdom of Serbia and the propaganda can not be rooted out in their

own land without its destruction at its source, and as, furthermore, the
preparations for the assassination all point to Serbia, it is agreed that
such action against Belgrade must be taken as will offer full guarantee

. against any further cultivation of the Greater-Serbia idea.

Up to this point all are agreed. The majority in the ministerial

council were of the opinion that this guarantee could only be obtained
by force, and that therefore such action should be taken as would
result in a diminished Serbia; Austria-Hungary, however, must refrain

from extending its domain as a result, but, on the other hand, permit
the other Balkan States, including Roumania, to benefit at Serbia’s

expense. It is hoped that the approval of Europe can be obtained for

this method of punishment.
The minority believes that it could content itself with the indispen-

sable guarantees obtained through diplomatic methods, and that
military measures should only be advised if full satisfaction of the

demands from this side should not be obtained. To this view it is

opposed that a satisfaction on paper would only increase Serbia’s

immeasurable hatred, without offering any guarantee for the keeping
of promises that would be made.

A report of the Bavarian Minister at Vienna, dated July 14, 1914, states

further:

The move of the Austro-Hungarian Government against Serbia has
been somewhat delayed. First, they have been getting information

as to the developments of the investigation at Serajevo; now it is a

question of overcoming some opposition on the part of Count Tisza,

who wants the way to a peaceful accommodation left open, and of

coming to an agreement as to the wording of the note to the Serbian

Government. Count Berchtold wants to offer to the Serbian Govern-
ment conditions such as it can not accept, in order that a resort to

violent measures will have to follow. When the wording of the note is

determined on, it must be submitted to the Emperor at Ischl—by that

time the end of the week will have come.
Knowledge of these grave preparations is confined to a small group

of initiates; the great public has no idea how serious the near future is

likely to prove; there is only a feeling of great uncertainty, marked by a

severe and continuous fall of stocks on the exchange. The opinion is

expressed in many quarters that the matter will be arranged by the

exchange of a few diplomatic notes; even foreign diplomats accept this

view.

Germany’s attitude is the same as during the whole Balkan crisis:

that it is for Austria-Hungary to recognize what her own vital interests

are, and for her to decide how and when she has to protect them.
Germany stands faithfully at the side of her ally, and will accept all the

consequences of the alliance.

The reply of the Serbian Government to the Austro-Hungarian note

will depend on Russian counsels. The probability that the Serbian

Government, if it and not the military party is master of the situation,

will agree to all demands made by Austria-Hungary, is still to be
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reckoned with. Then it would be shown whether the intention of

partitioning Serbia, which is that of the majority of the ministerial

council, is inexorable. But they do not want to let it come to the
point of having to make this second decision; they want to word the
note so unacceptably that they will be compelled, after it has been
refused, to commence military action at once. This is supposed to be
the idea of the Foreign Ministry.

On the 1 8th of July, 1914, the Bavarian Minister at Vienna reported that

the Austro-Hungarian note to Serbia had suffered another delay (on account

of the visit of Poincare to Petersburg), and added:

The last reported determination of the local Foreign Ministry has
undergone no alteration. They say there with concern that a full

compliance on the part of Serbia would make the preparation for a
blow an embarrassing matter, and feel that if Russia is not going to

allow the struggle to remain localized in Serbia, that the present
moment is more favorable for a reckoning than any later time.

The Ballplatz notes with great satisfaction the change in the views
in Berlin concerning the punishment of Serbia, where the impossibility

of a neighborly relationship is now clearly recognized.

On the same day (July 18, 1914), as a result of conferences held with

Under-Secretary of State Zimmermann, and further with the Balkan and

Triple Alliance reporters of the Foreign Office and with the Counselor of the

Austro-Hungarian Legation in Berlin, the Bavarian charge-d ’affaires in

Berlin, Privy Counselor of Legation v. Schon, made that exhaustive report

on the proposed break of the Austro-Hungarian Government with Serbia

which has already been made public a number of times, and which is printed

verbatim in Volume IV of the German Documents concerning the Outbreak

of the War, page 126. It is therein stated that the note to be sent to Serbia

would contain the following demands, coupled with the condition of their

acceptance within a term of forty-eight hours:

1. The promulgation of a proclamation by the King of Serbia, in

which it was to be asserted that the Serbian Government had nothing
to do with the Greater-Serbia movement, and disapproved it.

2. The commencement of an inquiry to discover the accomplices of

the perpetrators of the murder at Serajevo, and the participation of an
Austrian official in this inquiry.

3. Steps to be taken against all persons having any part in the
Greater-Serbia movement.

According to a report from the Bavarian Ambassador at Vienna, dated

July 21, 1914, the note of the Austro-Hungarian Government, concerning

the contents of which full agreement had been arrived at, even with Count
Tisza, was to be delivered the next Thursday (July 23), or the next Friday

(July 24) to the Serbian Government.

Reports of the Embassies at Vienna and Berlin, dated July 23, 1914,
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next contained the information that the delivery of the Austro-Hungarian

note to Serbia was to take place on the 23d of July, either in the afternoon

or in the evening. The Vienna report added that the note had already

been made known to the German and Italian Governments, and that it

would be given to the press and to the signatory Powers the next day.

The reply was expected from Belgrade on Saturday evening, and if it was a

refusal, as the Ballplatz hoped, six army corps were to be put on a war
footing.

No closer description of the conditions of the ultimatum were contained

in the last-mentioned report from the Embassy.

So on the 24th of July appeared in the newspapers the text of the Austro-

Hungarian note of the 22d of July, 1914, to Serbia. The majority of the

conditions required of Serbia by the note were, so far as I know, unknown
to the Bavarian Government before its publication; I should also like to

mention that, so far as concerns the above-cited Embassy reports which

contained some of the stipulations, these were reports of the results of

special inquiries, and not of information directly vouchsafed by the Austro-

Hungarian Government or by the heads of the Administration. As to

how far verbal information in addition to these reports was received from

the Austro-Hungarian and Prussian Ministers in Munich, I have no knowl-

edge. The Bavarian Government was first officially informed of the

procedure of Austria-Hungary against Serbia on the 24th of July, the day

of its publication in the press, when the Austro-Hungarian Minister at

Munich read to Prime Minister Count Hertling the note which Austria-

Hungary had on the 24th of July directed to the ambassadors of the Triple

Alliance, the subject of which was the published ultimatum.

If, with regard to this statement concerning the communication of the

ultimatum, the question should be asked why the Bavarian Government

made no effort to check the war-like development of affairs, I do not know
whether Count Hertling did not actually take steps in this direction, perhaps

in private letters, perhaps verbally. As the records contain no information

regarding such a step, I would like to submit that the Bavarian Govern-

ment was not entitled to take part officially in the management of foreign

affairs. The foreign policy was, under the old constitution—just as it is

under the new one—solely the business of the Administration of the Empire,

and the Bavarian Government has always refrained from offering advice

on matters of foreign policy, inasmuch as it would thereby have laid itself

open to an equitable repulse. It is necessary in the nature of things that a

foreign policy should be directed from one quarter alone, as it is practically

impossible even to keep the separate federated state governments informed

of each rapidly succeeding step, not to speak of getting each separate

government to agree to each step,
.
especially during the development of

dangerous political situations, when every hour may bring about a new
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change. The constitution very properly assigned the conduct of foreign

affairs solely to the Imperial Government, which, therefore, assumes all

its responsibility. It is true that the old constitution created a Federal

Council Committee under Bavarian chairmanship for the consideration of

foreign matters, but the fact that Prussia was not a member of this com-

mittee is alone sufficient evidence that it was not created as an authorita-

tive body, but as an instrument intended principally for communications

from the Imperial Administration to the governments of the larger States

of the Confederation. It is a fact, however, that the Bavarian Government

was engaged in trying to win for this committee a position of more impor-

tance than it had enjoyed during the first thirty years of the Empire, in

which the committee was only assembled five times; and it was so far

successful, that since the year 1908 the committee had been regularly

assembled once a year at the opening of the budget council. During the

war the committee was for the first time convoked more often, and before

the opening of the rigorous U-boat war it even held a formal consultation;

but even then no formal decision was made.

The convocation of the Federal Council Committee for the consideration

of foreign matters was always regularly arranged beforehand by the Imperial

Chancelor and the Bavarian Prime Minister. Sometimes the one and

sometimes the other took the initiative. Whether any such initiative was

taken on the part of either before the outbreak of war in 1914, I do not

remember; the ministerial records say nothing about it. A convocation

of the Foreign Affairs Committee before the publication of the Austro-

Hungarian ultimatum was precluded by the very fact that its assemblage,

which could not remain a secret, would have aroused great attention and

would have militated against the secrecy concerning the event demanded by
Austria-Hungary. On the day after the rejection of the ultimatum, that

is to say, on the 26th of July, however, a notice from the Deputy Chancelor

of the Empire was issued, in which the federal governments were requested,

in view of the political situation, to take such measures as would insure the

representation of each government, in case a hurried assemblage of the

Federal Council should become necessary. It could thus be inferred that

a convocation of the full Federal Council was soon to follow, which would

have made a special convocation of the Committee for Foreign Affairs seem

scarcely necessary.

The question was brought up between the ministers of the Federal States

most concerned and the Deputy Imperial Chancelor whether the principal

ministers should also appear at the meeting of the Federal Council; as a

result of several telephone messages and reports from Berlin, Count Hertling

finally put aside the idea of a journey to Berlin. A further consideration

leading to this determination was the fact that a speedy return from Berlin

might not be possible. In this connection, I recollect a remark of Count
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Hertling’s to the effect that he considered his presence in Munich more
important in those days than his participation in the transactions at Berlin.

I believe that Count Hertling was convinced that the Imperial Adminis-
tration—with all its support of our ally—would use its utmost endeavors

to preserve Germany from the horrors of war. Count Lerchenfeld had
reported as late as the 29th of July:

The policy of the German Empire is directed toward getting its ally

out of the affair with enhanced prestige, but toward maintaining the
peace of the world at the same time.

SlEGMUND V. LOSSL,

Councilor of State
,
Retired.

37. MINISTER OF STATE COUNT VITZTHUM
v. ECKSTADT

As to No. VIII: When and how did the ultimatum become known to the

governments at Munich and Dresden?

The Royal Saxon Government first knew of the ultimatum through its

publication in the press. 1

As to No. IX, Part 1 : Why did the Committee for Foreign Affairs of the

Federal Council hold no meeting between the murder at Serajevo and the

outbreak of the war? Was a suggestion to call it together not complied

with or was it opposed?

The duty of calling the Committee together belonged to the Bavarian

Government, which conferred with the Chancelor in the matter of its

assemblage.

Therefore I can not say for what reasons it was not called. I can only

declare that the Saxon Government made no move in the matter.

Should an answer be desired to the question, why such an approach was

not made, I can make the following statement:

According to the view of the Saxon Government, the murder at Serajevo

and the satisfaction to be demanded therefor by the Austro-Hungarian

Government were entirely the concern of the Austro-Hungarian Govern-

ment. For the sake of the maintenance of peace it was to Germany’s

utmost interest not to let the circumstances develop into a European war.

If the Committee of the Federal Council had been called together at this

time, the fact could not have been concealed. The general public would

have gained the impression therefrom that the political situation was a

critical one, and that it was Germany’s intention to mix into the affairs of

Austria-Hungary. By doing that, the war intrigues of the Entente would

have been served. The Saxon Government was informed through the

1 Sachsische Staatszeitung, July 24, 1914.
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reports of its Minister in Berlin that everything was being done on the

part of the Empire to localize the Austro-Serbian conflict in order to main-

tain the general peace of the world.

VlTZTHUM.

38. MINISTER OF STATE DR. BARON v. DUSCH,
RETIRED

In answer to the question, why the Committee for Foreign Affairs of the

Federal Council held no meeting between the assassination at Serajevo and

the outbreak of the war, permit me to point out the legal character of this

committee. 1 After conditions had arrived at the point of the threatening

of war in July, 1914, there was no occasion for the convocation of the com-

mittee, which was not competent to come to authoritative decisions and

which existed chiefly to give information to the participating Federal

Governments concerning the status of and to exchange opinions about our

foreign policy. Current information was supplied to the governments in

the quickest and most complete fashion by means of the Federal Council’s

plenipotentiaries in Berlin. A consultation of the committee concerning

the situation, which, in those critical days was undergoing almost daily

change, would have compelled its presence in Berlin for some length of

time; it was scarcely feasible, and would only have served to embarrass the

activities of the Imperial Chancelor, who was alone responsible for the

conduct of affairs. For these reasons a convocation of the committee by
its president 2 was probably omitted.

Consequently no move to call the committee together was initiated by
the Government of Baden

;
whether attempts to initiate it were made in

other quarters, I am unable to say. For the same reason I can not state

whether any such move was “opposed.” But if the Imperial Chancelor

withheld his cooperation in the matter of convoking the committee at that

time, I should consider it reasonable, for the reasons stated above.

Dr. Barox v. Dusch,

Minister of State, Retired .

39. MINISTER OF STATE COUNT v. BASSEWITZ-
LEVETZOW

Since I had already resigned on April 1, 1914, as Minister of State of

Mecklenburg-Schwerin, I was not a member either of the Federal Council

1 Cf. Laband, The Constitutional Law of the German Empire

,

5th ed., vol. 1, p. 253, and
Dambitsch, Commentaries, etc., pp. 255 et seq.

2 Art. 8 of the Constitution of the Empire.
8
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or of the Foreign Affairs Committee at the time of the assassination at

Serajevo. Therefore it must be an error, if I am named in the accompanying

notice as one of those from whom information is sought.

Count v. Bassewitz-Levetzow.

40. MINISTER OF STATE DR. v. WEIZSACKER

To your letter of the 5th of December of this year I beg to reply that

I—named as a source of information relating to the questions under No. IX
on the questionnaire—can give no information that could not be afforded

by verbal answers to these questions. I do not expect to read any lengthy

report when I am called upon to testify orally. Nevertheless, I am ready

to put the brief reply I have to give in writing beforehand and remit it to

you, if this would help to simplify the proceedings.

With the assurances of my highest regard,

v. Weizsacker,

Minister of State, Retired.



ADDENDA

MARGINAL ANNOTATIONS OF MR. v. TSCHIRSCHKY, GERMAN
AMBASSADOR AT VIENNA, ON HIS INSTRUCTIONS

FROM THE FOREIGN OFFICE IN BERLIN

I

These are evidently notes made by the Ambassador during the conferences

at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Vienna.

Text determined with the assistance of the Princess Hatzfeldt, daughter

of the Ambassador, and of Prince Stolberg, counselor of the Embassy at

Vienna. A question mark was placed after words difficult to decipher.

Submitted to the Committee of Inquiry, First Subcommittee.

Max Count Montgelas.
Berlin, March 2, 1Q20.

To A. I., No. 1296.

Document 1 No. 150

Today a -thorough talk with Baron Macchio. Since it has been declared

in Rome that they can not bind themselves, it is natural that San Giuliano

does not feel easy. It is of the utmost importance, and Berlin lays great

stress upon it, that the ambiguities of the question of compensation between

Vienna and Rome shall at last be settled. With a theoretical disagreement

over the interpretation of Article 7 ,
there is no getting ahead. Besides, they

must feel here that Germany does not share the local understanding of it

—

regions des Balcans. Practical conclusions must be arrived at, for here

there can be no doubt that at the very moment in wffiich the Monarchy is

compelled to undertake extensions of territory, Italy wall approach Austria

with a demand for compensation, no matter how they deny here in theory

the legal basis for it. And it is of the greatest importance for all three

Powers of the Triple Alliance that such dangerous causes of irritation should

be eliminated at the beginning. I begged Baron Macchio to take the

matter up with Count Berchtold from this point of view. Baron Macchio

agreed to do so. He assured me that the theoretical differences concerning

the interpretation of Article 7 would lead to nothing. That they certainly

desired no extension of territory, but could not bind themselves in this

matter for all future time. But that it was indeed entirely clear to him
that Austria wmuld have to allow compensation to Italy if she extended

her own territory. “Only, the Italians can not demand that we cut the

compensation out of our own body.”

^‘Document” refers to The German Documents concerning the Outbreak of the War [the
complete collection of the documents assembled by Karl Kautsky].

99
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To A. I., No. 1297.

Document No. 156, Note 2

Provisional [occupation?] of Serbian territory with a reservation of com-

pensation Article VII. War is no provisional occupation. Further than

that, the Italian government proposed in the event of an armed conflict

to maintain a friendly attitude, consonant with its duty toward the alliance.

To A. I., No. 361.

Document No. 356

Friendly conversation between Szapary and Sazonoff.

No categorical declining of every conversation, but only about the note.

Some points to be altered, minimum of demands, on this point further con-

versation to no purpose. Ce serait tres utile de continue cette conversation.

Alors nous pourrons aussi causer de nos propres affaires. No categorical

refusal of that—also(?) Szapary, that a misunderstanding faces us: ex-

planation possible, even very useful to discuss Austro-Russian interests,

the several territories, Ukraine etc.—leave it to Szapary.

(S. Tel. No. 141.—A. I., No. 377.)

To A. I., No. 1372.

Document No. 385

Here they are determined to mobilize, as soon as Berlin has agreed to it,

strongly determined not to permit any further Russian mobilization.

Proposal: To ask Petersburg and eventually Paris to announce that if

mobilization is continued, a general mobi ization will commence with us and

in Germany.

As soon as German colleague has instructions, let Ambassador be notified

to make the demarche. Czar of Russia stands back of Serbia; no illusions

about the real intention of Russia. Serbia licensed to instigate as it likes.

To A. I., No. 1375.

Document No. 384

Only not discuss the note; otherwise talk.

Now war, first peace; the conditions naturally now different from before.

Error, that with 5 and 6 all points have been accepted.

Let Tankowitsch escape?

Conrad: Wall of defense against Russia not (/)
1 war; carry through to

Serbia.

1 The marginal note has in place of “not” the Gabelsberg stenographic character.
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To A. I., No. 1378.

Document No. 396

Conrad: He will tell Schebeko, no enmity, no cause of quarrel; security; no

threat; even less intent to attack.

Conrad this evening with His Majesty the general mobilization.

To A. I., No. 1414.

Document No. 436, Note 2

Szapary, July 31.

Sazonoff regretted (?) the mobilization. Niki has promised Willy that the

Army will not stir as long as a conversation aimed toward accommodation

is in progress in Vienna. As a matter of fact Austria, he said, had mobilized

first, which Szapary strenuously opposed, so that the Minister said : Laissons

cette chronologie. The Emperor could withdraw his army from the border

with a word.

To A. I., No. 1419.

Document No. 627

Everything possible will be done here. The southern corps will go north

(and go quite through?). When war is declared they will put things here

entirely on a military basis. Decision to assemble preponderant forces

against Russia.

To A. I., No. 1444.

Document No. 824

Russia this evening. The ships that have appeared in the Adriatic will

be treated as enemies.

II

In this addendum I submit:

1. A comparative table of the peace strength of the land forces of Ger-

many, Austria-Hungary, Russia, and France in the years 1905, 1907 and

1914.

2. Tables of the peace and war strength of the land forces of Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Russia, and France, as also of England, Belgium, and
Serbia in 1914; further, the man-power available for the Army in Germany
Austria-Hungary, Russia, and France; explanations for all the tables above-
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mentioned; finally, tables of the naval strength of Germany, Austria-

Hungary, Russia, France, and England in 1914.

Max Count Montgelas.

Comparison of the Peace Strength of the Land Forces in the
Years 1905

,
1907 and 1914

Country 1905 1907 1914
Increase
from 1905
to 1907

Increase
from 1907
to 1914

Germany
Austria-Hungary

622.000
382.000

629.000
382.000

761.000
478.000

7,000 132,000
96,000

Total Central Powers.. . . 1,004,000 1,01 1,000 1,239,000 7,000 228,000

Russia 1,215,000 1,254,000 a
i,445,000

b
i, 845,000

39,000 a i9i,ooo
b59 1,000

France 559,ooo c579,ooo 794,000 d20,000 215,000

Total Dual Alliance 1,774,000 1,833,000 a
2, 339,000

b
2,639,OOO

59,000 a4o6,ooo
b8o6,ooo

a Summer. b Winter. 0 1908. d 1905-8.

1. Peace Strength of the Land Forces in the Year 1914 1

Country

I

Germany
Austria-Hungary

Total I

II

Russia

France

Total II

Ill

Serbia
England
Belgium

Total III. . .

Infantry,

chasseurs
and

riflemen

Squad-
rons

Batteries

No. of men,
officers includedField and

mounted Heavy

669 547 633 210 761,000

684 353 413 28 478,000

U353 900 1,046 238 1,239,000

U344 724 622 24 a
i,845,000

b
i,445,000

673 378 705 58 c794,ooo

2,017 1,102 U327 82 a2,639,000
b2,239,000

100 16 45 16 51,600

U57 93 172 107 248,000

63 44 80 48,000

320 153 297 123 347,600

a Winter 1913-14. b Summer 1914.
0 Without the 86,000 native troops (non-commissioned officers and men in northern Africa, Morocco included)

and the Foreign Legion.

1 For explanations of the following figures see Annex 1, post, p. 107.
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From 1905 to 1907 Germany increased her army by 7,000 men, or 1.12 per

cent, Austria-Hungary increased hers not at all. The armies of France and

Russia grew by eight times that number, namely, 59,000 men.

From 1907 to 1914 Germany and Austria-Hungary increased their land

forces by 228,000 men, or 22.5 per cent. In France and Russia the increase

in summer was nearly double that number, namely, 406,000 men, in the

winter almost four times that number, namely, 806,000 men.

By percentage of populations under arms in time of peace:

In Germany, with a population of 65 million, 1.17 per cent.

In Austria-Hungary, with a population of 51 million, 0.94 per cent.

In France, with a population of 39.6 million, 2.0 per cent.

In Russia, with a population of 170 million, 1.09 per cent in winter; 0.85

per cent in summer.

2. Established War Strength of the Land Forces in 1914 1

Country

Division
Strength
including
officers

Guns of

field,

mounted and
mountain
artillery

Heavy guns
of field

army
Infantry Cavalry

I

Germany 851
50

1

1

2,020,000 4,998
2,370

564
168Austria-Hungary 11 1,338,000

Total I I 35i 22 3,358,000 7,368 732

II

Russia I 34
10

3.420.000
1.650.000

6,516
4,108

360
232France 6^

Total II l86j 44 5,070,000 10,624 592

Ill

Serbia 15 (il)

6
1 285,000 -i 80 40 (50)

24England if 132.000
1 17.000

462
468Belgium 6 1

Total III 27 (23) 3f 534,ooo 1,310 64 (74)O *3

3. Calculation of Man-Power Available for Army Service

The number of men available for army service was of more importance,

in case of a long war, than the established war strength of the military

forces. First to be considered were the men trained for service and still of

1 Only the troops of the first and second lines are considered; for explanations of the
f ollowing figures see Annex 2, post, p. 1 1 1

.
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military age. Their numbers amounted, as reckoned in Appendix 3 accord-

ing to the military service regulations and the annual levy calculations, to:

Of the Central Powers 7.86 million in-

in Germany 4.87

in Austria-Hungary 2.99

eluding about 1 million Austro-Hun-

garian substitute reservists mostly of

only 8 or 10 weeks of training.

in France

in Russia

4.98

570

Of the Dual Alliance 10.68 million, not

counting the French native troops and

not counting the Cossacks.

The surprising fact that in the year 1914 France, with a population of

39.6 million, was able to find available a somewhat greater proportion of

trained men, still of military age, is due to the following causes:

(a) For the calculation of men liable to military service only that part

of the population over 20 years of age comes into consideration, so that it

is not the population statistics of the last census year, 1913, that must be

drawn on for comparison, but the statistics of the early ’nineties. At that

time Germany’s population was 49.43 million, that of France 38.34 million.

The difference was thus much smaller.

(b) The low birth rate in France was in part compensated for by a lower

death rate among children.

(c) France made use of her male population subject to military service

in much greater proportion than did Germany. While in Germany only

from 50 per cent to 55 per cent of the men subject to service were taken into

the Army before the strengthening of the national defense scheme of 1913,

this proportion increased in France to 78 per cent under arms, and to 82 per

cent all told.

(d) As a result of the raising of the age of service to forty-eight years,

France made available the levies of three years more than did Germany.

In case of a war of long duration, it would be possible to draw on all

annual service classifications of untrained man-power from those of 17 years

of age, up. If one accepts this in Germany and France as constituting an

accretion up to 15 per cent, one in Austria-Hungary of 12 per cent, owing

to the heavy emigration and also in part to political unreliability, and one

in Russia only up to 10 per cent, owing to the difficulties of equipment,

the following figures result as indicating the available reserve for army and

navy:

Germany 9.75

Austria-Hungary 6.12

France 5.94

Russia 17.0

\

/

\

/

Central Powers: 15.87 million.

Dual Alliance: 22.94 million (with-

out the French native troops).
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4. Naval Strength in the Year 1914

Country
0 g 1 £

0 £
^0 t>

Torpedo boats
QJ

O w-— txC—^

a d.T
^ O cn Tab- C—' 77 ^

1—

CD +>
£ S
< u A w

HH

(d)

Large
(e)

Small

s
~"'cO p

r C
2 3-

0 c/: —
bo cl

I

Germany 35 (2) 13
a
4 i (2) 149 (11) 70 (70) 28 1,019417 17

Austria-Hun- (7 )

gary 15 3 (1) 9 (4) 33 (7 ) 53 (i 7 ) 6 247,860 3

Total Ia 50 (2) 16 (A 58 (13) 182 (18) 123 (87) 34 1,267,277 20

II

Great Britain. . . 60 (1) 43 73 (i 5 ) 256 (7 i) 33 (33 ) 77 (8) 2,172,190 29
France 24 (3 ) 22 (3) 12 (4) 84 Co) 150 (150) 55 (6) 702,240 10

Russia (Baltic

andBlackSea
fleet only) . . . 12 (4) 6 8 103 (21) 22 (22) 28 (11) 320,1 10

Total II 96 (8) 7 i (3 ) 93 (i 9 ) 443 (122) 205 (205) 160 (25) 3,194,540 39

a And 8 coast iron clads.

5. Estimate of the Equipments

According to the foregoing representation, the peace forces of the Franco-

Russian Dual Alliance were in summer nearly twice
,
in winter more than twice

as strong as those of the Central Powers. The draft on man-power for the

purposes of the army was twice as great in France as it was in Austria-

Hungary. The designed Franco-Russian war-strength was larger than that

of the other side by fifty per cent. Mobilization was thus made much
easier by the fact that the peace strength approximated the war strength

more nearly than was the case with the Central Powers. This fact, espe-

cially in Russia, smoothed out many difficulties arising from great distances

and the widely spread network of railroads. The number of trained men,

still of military age, was, in France and Russia together, thirtymine per cent

greater than in the other group of Powers. The Russian peace strength

alone, without any draft on the reserve forces, equalled the full war strength

of the Austro-Hungarian first and second line formation. It was not France

and Russia who were “insufficiently equipped,” but Austria-Hungary.

So far as concerns the naval equipment, the fleets of the Central Powers

hardly came to more than a third of the tonnage controlled by the Triple

Entente.

In regard to the increase of the land forces during the last few years before

the outbreak of the war, this difference may further be remarked

:

The increase of the annual contingents of recruits, as it was arranged in

Austria-Hungary, in Germany and above all in Russia, was a measure that
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could not attain to its complete effect on all annual classifications for a long

period, in Germany for twenty-four years, in Austria-Hungary and in

Russia for twenty years. On the other hand, the retention of a fourth

annual contingent for the winter in Russia, and the return to three-year

service in France were changes in army organization that immediately

increased the preparedness for war to the highest degree, inasmuch as they

rendered very much easier the completion of the peace forces up to war
strength. The long period of service in France, to which no exceptions

wrere made, meant such a sacrifice to the population, particularly to the

cultured and politically more dominant classes, that a long toleration of

this burden was improbable. Many saw in it an omen very unfavorable to

peace, as, for instance, the former Russian Minister Count Witte, who
expressed th’s view in July, 1914, to the Bavarian Minister at Stuttgart,

Count K. Moy, at Bad Salzschlirf. Baron Guillaume, the Belgian Minister

to Paris, said about it, in a report dated June 12, 1913:

It is evident that measures are about to be adopted by the French
legislature that the country will not be able to tolerate for long. The
burden of the new laws will prove so heavy for the people, the expendi-

tures that they will require will be so tremendous, that the country
will soon protest. France will then find herself facing the question
whether to renounce what she can no longer afford to bear

,
or to wage a

war at the earliest moment .

And again, on May 8, 1914:

One of the most dangerous omens of the present situation is the

return of France to the three-year service period. It was unconcern-
edly put through by the military party, and the country will not be
able to tolerate it. Within two years they will either have to renounce it

y

or go to war.

Nor is it reasonable to justify the enormous preparations of the Entente

by the claim that, after the position Germany took against all reductions of

armament at the Second Hague Conference in 1907, such procedure on the

part of the Entente was easily explainable. Much as we may disapprove

the attitude of Germany toward the question of the reduction of military

armament and the attendant expense, we must not overlook the fact that

even before that conference the comparative military strength of the two

groups of Powers, though not so very unequal, was yet far from being in

favor of the Central Powers.

The peace strength of the armies in 1907 was:

Germany 629,000
Austria-Hungary 382,000

Central Powers 1,01 1,000

Russia 1,254,000

France 579,000

Dual Alliance 1,833,000
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Finally it may be mentioned what Lloyd George had to say about German

armament before the World War:
On the 28th of August, 1908, hence a year after the Second Hague Con-

ference, he said in a speech at Queen’s Hall:

Look at Germany’s situation! Her army is for Germany what our
fleet is for us, her only defense against invasion. Germany has created

no “two-power standard.” Germany may have a stronger army than
France, than Russia, than Italy, than Austria

;
but she is situated between

two great Powers which, together, can raise a much greater number of

troops than Germany possesses. Do not forget that, when you wonder
why Germany dreads alliances and ententes, and certain secret in-

trigues that are illuminated by the press. . . . Suppose that we
faced a combination that left us open to invasion; suppose that Ger-
many and France, or Germany and Russia, or Germany and Austria had
fleets which, combined, were more powerful than our own; should not
we be seized with dread? Should not we arm? Naturally we would arm!

And at the beginning of the year that was to bring the World War, on

the 1st of January, 1914, that same Lloyd George wrote in the Daily Chronicle:

The German Army is vitally important not only for the existence of

the German Empire, but also for the very life and independence of the
German people themselves, since Germany is, as a matter of fact, sur-

rounded by other nations of which each possesses an army practically as

strong as that of Germany herself. We forget that while we rely for the
protection of our coasts on a navy 60 per cent stronger than Germany’s,
Germany possesses nothing approaching such superiority in relation to

France, and, moreover, has to reckon with Russia on her eastern
border. Germany has nothing that looks like a “two-power standard.”
Therefore Germany is disturbed by certain recent events, and is thus
about to devote large sums for the increase of her military power.

Such was Lloyd George’s justification, although he erred in estimating

the Russian Army as only equal to the German Army, of the German
defense proposal of 1913 and the defense contingent of 1914. For the

fever for armament was universal. One armed not only oneself, but

thought it perfectly natural that the next man should be arming. The
ministers of the British island empire saw things no differently from those of

continental military Powers.

ANNEX 1

Explanations of the Peace Strength Tables of the Land Forces of
the Year 1914

Germany

The Imperial program for 1914 provided for 800,648 men, including

officers. In this figure the one-year men are not included. If these are
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counted in and, on the other hand, the augmentation lists which were only

to be incorporated in October, 1914, are omitted, the number reached is

760,908, itemized as follows:

Reenlisted non-commissioned officers, including non-commissioned pay-
masters 105,868

Ordnance personnel, artificers, armorers, saddlers, and machinists 4,025
Reenlisted lance-corporals and privates 9,536
Third-year cavalry and mounted artillery contingents 21,408
One year volunteers and public school teachers 16,000
Commissary corps, one year service 1,800
Lance corporals and privates, 1st and 2d year a558,98o

Total b
7 1 7,61

7

For unarmed service:

Laborers and mechanics 4,472
Bakers and hospital attendants 3,070 7,542

Officers (including medical officers, veterinarians, paymasters, band-mas-
ters, ordnance, munition and fortress engineering officers 35,749

Total 760,908
Total in round figures 761,000

a This number can be verified, more or less, as shown by the following table.
b Exactly the number of armed troops given by Kuhl, The German General Staff, p. 12.

1912 1913
Drafted for armed service 220,610 285,445
Volunteers 63,682 70,959

Total. 284,292 356,404
One-year volunteers, public school teachers, commissary corps sol-

diers for one-year service, about 17,800 17,800

Difference 266,492 338,604
Decrease by death, unfitness claim, 9% 1912, 7% 1913 23,984 23,702

Balance 242,508 314,902

Total balance for 1912 and 1913 557,410

A ustria-Hungary

According to the conscription law of July 5, 1912, the recruit contingents

—

the total for 1911 was 134,840 (without the Tyrol, Vorarlberg, Bosnia,

Herzegovina)—were increased as follows:

Year
Army and

navy
Austrian
militia

Hungarian
militia

Total

1912 136.000
154.000
159,500

20,715
22,316

23,717

17,500
21,500
21,500

174,215
197,816
204,717

191^
I9i4-2^ a

Increased by a few thousand by a decree of March 20, 1914-
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The peace strength in the summer of 1914, minus the navy draft, but

including the Tyrol, Vorarlberg, Bosnia, Herzegovina, was reckoned as

follows

:

1912 contingent, about 178,000

1913 contingent, about 201,000

379,000
Decrease by death, unfitness, etc., 8% 30,320

Balance 348,680 348,680

Third annual contingent, 1912, in Austria, cavalry and mounted
artillery _ 8,000

Do. in Hungary (Orders of the Day, Laws of the Hungarian As-

sembly for 1912, Section VI, No. 30) 51,200
Reenlisted non-commissioned officers, to be replaced, so far as lack-

ing, on the Austrian Army list from the third annual contingent

(Conscription Law, July 5, 1912, No. 8c), about 34,000

Total non-commissioned officers and privates 441,880
Officials and officers 36,308

Grand total 478, 1 88

Reckoned by the German General Staff on May 1, 1914, as: 36,308 officers and officials,

441,551 non-commissioned officers and men.
Kuhl, The German General Staff, p. 103: 442,000 non-commissioned officers and men.
Rottmanner, Armies and Navies of All the Countries of the World, 1914: Only 34,300 officers

(part of the officials lacking) and only 380,000 men (apparently the third Hungarian annual
draft is lacking).

Russia

The strength of the Russian army was not published; the figures given

are estimated, and consequently are only approximately valuable. The
difference between summer and winter figures is explained by the fact that

the oldest annual draft was retained until the completion of the training of

the recruits, so that in winter four annual drafts were serving with the flag in

the infantry arm, and five annual drafts in the other branches of the service.

Thus the peace strength for the winter 1913-14 is reckoned as follows:

1909 draft in the cavalry, field artillery and technical troops, about
1910 draft

"I

r after deduction of about 9,600 men for the fleet
1912 draft

1

1913 draft
J

40,000
' 447,ooo

.
445,500

1
445,500

I 495,400

Total 1,873,400
Deductions for death, unfitness, etc., about 10% 187,300

Balance 1,686,100
Officers 42,000
Non-commissioned officers with longer service 44,000

Total 1,772,100
Cossacks (2,774 officers, 70,1 15 non-commissioned officers and men) 72,889

Total.. 1,844,989
Total in round numbers 1,845,000
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The summer peace strength of 1914 is arrived at by subtracting
from the number above the oldest annual draft

Deducting 447,000
Less 10% *44,700

1,845,000

a4QO,ooo

Balance 1,445,000

Kuhl, The German General Staff, says on page 63: Summer 1,580,000
Winter 1,980,000

a In round numbers.

Presumably his deductions for death, etc., were not made at the rate of

10 per cent, but at a smaller rate.

An apparently semi-official article, published June 13, 1914, in the

Birschewija Wjedomosti, gave the peace strength of the Russian army (in

winter) at the exaggerated figure of 2,320,000 men; this number was per-

tinent only in 1918, after four annual drafts of about 580,000 men (640,000

less deductions of 10 per cent) had been raised.

France

Actual peace strength of the French army in the year 1914, according to

the statements of Senator S. P. Doumer in his Note sur la reorganisation de

Varmee franqaise (submitted in 1919 to the Army Committee of the Senate in

the name of the Subcommittee for Strength and Equipment).

Classofi9ii 205,000 1 Without the volunteers, who
Class of 1912 210,000 i are classed with the reen-

Class of 1913 170,000 J listed men {Partie permanente).

Reenlisted men (non-commissioned officers and
men of the Home Army)

Of the Colonial troops
105,000 -

25,000

Without 26,000 reenlisted men
of the native troops in north-
ern Africa and the Foreign
Legion.

Auxiliary services 50,000
Officers 29,000

Total

.

794,000

The French war budget of 1914 reckons roughly 32,500 officers; by

accepting this figure, the total strength is raised to 797,500 men. Thereto

are to be added in North Africa (inclusive of Morocco) 85,700 men; full

strength then, 883,200 men.

The strength of 883,200 men agrees exactly with an estimate of the

General Staff ,
which, although arrived at in another way, reaches the same

result as Doumer. Deductions on account of death and unfitness were, it is

true, not considered in this estimate of the General Staff; but the error is of

minor importance for the reason that in France men not fit for war service

do not always require to be dismissed, but can often be transferred to the

auxiliary services.
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In the Reichstag papers of the War Ministry, of April 29, 1914, the peace

strength is given at 850,000 men without officers ,
which, including officers,

would give a total of 882,500, almost exactly the same figure as the estimate

of the General Staff.

Rottmanner, Armies and Navies of All the Countries of the World
, 1914,

on page 29, figures the actual strength to be "about 900,000 men.” But,

not to lay the foundation for too high an estimate, and to give expression to

the nervous strain of the people of the motherland, the figure of 794,000,

without counting the native troops, is used in the comparative survey, in

accordance with Doumer.

Kuhl, in The German General Staff, gives on page 10, "an average for the

year of at least ” 690,000 men armed, 45,000 unarmed, thus including 29,000

officers, 764,000 men.

England

The figure is taken from the budget of 1914-15. It gives the strength of

the regular English army, including those portions of that army stationed in

India, Egypt and other oversea possessions. It does not include the

English Territorial Army, the Indian native troops or the militia troops

existing in the motherland or the foreign parts of the empire.

Rottmanner, Armies and Navies: 258,000.

Almanac de Gotha: 252,000 men (including officers).

Among the 107 batteries of heavy artillery are included 81 batteries and
ompanies of coast artillery.

ANNEX 2

Explanation of the Designed War Strength of the Land Forces in
the Year 1914

Included in the Statement Left out of Consideration

Germany

25 active

corps =50 infantry divisions

14 \ reserve

corps =29
6 | mobile

depot
divisions = 6|

Total 85J

The higher staffs and special field

formations are included in the
strength given.

The two reserve divisions used for

garrison fortifications, and further
the Landwehr and Landsturm and
depot levies (except the 6| depot
divisions), the railroad, motor trans-
port and immobile fortification units,

and also the representative author-
ities.
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A ustria-Hungary

Included in the Statement

32 divisions of infantry
18 divisions of Landwehr and Hon-

ved troops

50 divisions of infantry.

The Austrian and Hungarian
Landwehr (Honved) were active

troops, although of very slight ef-

fective force and, from the begin-

ning, composed of two-year service

men.

Left out of Consideration

The Landsturm and depot units,

among them the 14 '‘marching
brigades” formed at the time of

mobilization, to make up at once
the deficiencies among the field

troops, and which followed the latter

into the field 14 days later.

Russia

Active divisions 70
Reserve divisions 38

19 brigades of riflemen 9J

Total infantry divisions. . . . 117^

A Russian infantry division con-

tained 16 battalions, and was thus J
again as strong as a German division.

Cavalry divisions and Cossack di-

visions, of the first levy .... 24
8 independent cavalry brigades

. 4
6 Cossack divisions, of the sec-

ond levy 6

Total cavalry divisions 34

Militia and depot troops, further-

more Cossack troops of the third

levy.

France

Active divisions 48
Reserve divisions 21

Senator Doumer mentions in the

report referred to in Annex 1 only 47
active divisions, since he reckons the

Colonial corps as only 2 divisions.

If the 20 Corps Reserve brigades

attached to the corps from I to

XVII and to corps XX and XXI
were to be counted, the number of

divisions would be increased by 10,

thus to 79.

The roster is, according to Dou-
mer’s estimate:

47 active divisions 1,032,000

21 reserve divisions 378,000
10 cavalry divisions. . . . 52,000
Heavy artillery, staffs,

etc 187,000

Total 1,650,000

6 (5 and two halves), according
to Doumer only four fortress divi-

sions, the Territorial Army, the

reserve of the Territorial Army, and
the depot units.
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Included in the Statement Left out of Consideration

It should be added that the

strength is given in round numbers
and that a division should be counted
as 18,000 men. But, in order not

to make too high an estimate, no
correction of Doumer’s figures has

been attempted.

England

Only the troops of the Expedi- All units not belonging to the
tionary Forces. Expeditionary Forces.

Belgium

Field army and garrisons of for-

tresses.

Belgian divisions contained from

3 to 4 infantry brigades.

The full roster was designed to

amount, after the carrying out of

the Army Law, to 340,000 men.
According to the estimate of the
German General Staff there were on
hand in 1914, 150,000 men in the

field army and 130,000 men in the

garrison troops. According to the

report of the Belgian General Staff,

however, the field army only reached
a strength of 117,000 men. This
more inconsiderable strength is cited

in this statement, and, to agree

with it, only 105,000 men instead

of 130,000 are reckoned as consti-

tuting the garrison troops, alto-

gether 117,000 + 105,000 = 222,000
men.

24 heavy guns were still lacking

to the field army.

Serbia

Field divisions and reserve divi- Reserve divisions of the second
sions of the first class. According class,

to Austro-Hungarian reports their

number was 15; according to Ger-
man reckoning, 11.

Germany

The obligation of military service lasted until the completion of the 45th

year, and men were subject to the draft in their 20th year. The oldest

All troops not belonging to the
field army, and, furthermore, the
several fortress garrisons.
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class subject to service in 1914, then, was that of the men born in 1869 and
drafted in 1889. Thus in August, 1914, the 25 draft classifications from

1889 to 1913 were available.

Year

Drafted

Enlisted as
volunteers

Total
For armed
service

For unarmed
service

1889 152,971 3,451 25,165 181,587
1890 175,779 3,715 24,532 204,026
1891 165,198 3,600 25,132 193,930
1892 161 ,660 3,598 29,409 194,667
1893 226,519 4,065 3 U 736 262,320
1894 226,276 4,499 35,563 266,338
1895 217,890 4,594 37,636 260,120
T896 214,541 4,447 4U3 I 5 260,303
1897 214,616 4 , 5 i 2 42,478 261,606
1898 211,349 4,574 43,443 259,366
1899 216,880 4 ,59 i 44,453 265,924
1900 222,667 4,608 46,372 273,647
1901 215,479 4 ,70 i 48,986 269,166
1902 209,201 4 ,4 i 3 53,535 267,149
1903 203,913 3,670 49,226 256,809
1904 206,709 3,842 50,205 260,756
1905 206,876 3,457 5 U547 261,880
1906 207,935 3 T 58 52,002 263,095
1907 209,564 3,097 53,902 266,563
1908 207,509 2,628 57,076 267,213

1909 205,032 2,730 59,521 267,283
1910 201,530 2,623 64,077 268,230
1911 207,741 2,712 63 ,3H 273,767
1912 220,610 2,616 63,682 286,908

1913 285,445 2,752 70,959 359T 56

Total 5 , 193,890 92,653 1,165,266 6,451,809

To this number of 6,451,809 must be added:

(a) Such men as had entered the Army in 1889 before completing
their 20th year, and had not completed their 45th in 1914;

(b) The men of the depot reserves, who from 1889 to 1892 had been
recruited for the then required training of the depot reserves and had
in 1914 not yet passed their 45th year.

These additions are not of great importance. On the other hand, the de-

ficiencies—collated as follows—weigh heavily against them:

(a) About 7/12 of the draft of 1889, who, at the beginning of August,

1914, had passed their 45th year;

(b) Those men of the draft years 1889, 1890, 1891, etc., who at the

time of their entrance into the service had already been 21, 22 and 23
years of age, and so forth;

(c) Losses through death, unfitness for service, emigration, etc.
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An accurate ascertainment of these gains and losses is not possible. They
resulted in a deficiency of 25 per cent, in round figures.

So far as figures were available:

6,451,809-1,612,952 = 4,838,857

there were left 4,838,857 plus some 30,000 trained depot reservists of the

classes of 1889-92 still subject to service, that is, 4,868,857 or, in round

figures, 4.87 million.

A ustria-Hungary

Obligation of militay service lasted to the completion of the 42d, liability

to draft began in the 21st year. Thus the men born in 1872 and drafted in

1893 composed the oldest class subject to service. So that in August, 1914,

the 21 annual classifications from 1893 to and inclusive of 1913 were avail-

able. The one-year volunteers were included in the account of the' recruit

contingent, but not the public school teachers.

Recruit Contingents for Both Branches of the Service (Army and Navy) as Well
as the Austrian and Hungarian Landwehr (Honved)

Year
According to the estimates

of the German General Staff

According to the Austrian
and Hungarian Law Gazette

1893-1903 11 X 126,000 = 1,386,000 11 Xi25,6oo = 1,381,600

1904-1907 4X130,650= 522,600 4X130,100= 520,400
1908 137,570 130,100
1909-1911 3 X 137 , 570 = 412,710 3X134,800= 404,400
1912 175,877 H4 ,

2 i 5

1913 200,402 197,816

Total 1893-1913 2
,835 T 59 2,808,531

The reason for the difference between the two figures could not be cleared

up; therefore the larger figure of 2,835,159 was accepted.

This figure contains the number of recruits for the navy which

must be subtracted annually, approximately 3,500

It does not contain, what consequently must be added to it, the

number of recruits from the Tyrol and the Vorarlberg (even in 1912

only 770), and the number of recruits from Bosnia and Herzegovina

(a yearly average of about 5.700) ,
altogether annually, approximately 6,500

So there must be added yearly about 3,000

Or from 1893 to 1913, approximately 63,000

2,835,159+ 63,000 = 2,898,159, or, in round numbers, 2.9 million.

From this figure must be subtracted:

(a) About 7/12 of the draft of the year 1893, who, in August, 1914, had

passed their 42d year;
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(b) The men of the drafts of 1893 and upwards who, at the time of their

entering the service had already passed their 21st year or upwards;

(c) Losses caused by death, unfitness for duty, emigration, etc.

In consideration of the heavy emigration, 30 per cent—instead of only

25 per cent, as for Germany—were deducted.

As a result of which, we have available: 2,835,159 — 850,548=1,984,548,

or, in round figures, 1.99 million.

To this number, however, must be added the depot reservists (those

sufficiently fit, those less fit, and those to whom special privileges had been

granted) who from 1882 had received eight weeks and from 1889 ten weeks

of military training, and who since 1912 had been obliged to undergo three

further drill periods of four weeks each. Some classes of the annual drafts

who had entered the service in place of the recruits at the time of the par-

liamentary conflicts over the magnitude of the recruit contingents, and such

as had been drafted to increase the peace strength of the so-called “mobiliza-

tions” of 1908 and 1912, had also received a superior training.

The number of the depot reservists assigned to the maneuvers is not

exactly known for every year. It is evident, however, from official reports

that for the replacement of a year’s draft of recruits, two years’ classes of

the depot reserves did not quite suffice. Therefore, if to the recruit contin-

gents another million of depot reservists be added, the number will certainly

not prove to be too small. Rottman, Armies and Navies of the World, 1914,

page 58, accepts a depot reserve of only 500,000 men. According to these

facts, there have been recognized as available: 1.99 million recruit contin-

gents plus 1 million depot reservists, or, altogether, 2.99 million men.

Russia

The obligation to military service lasted until the completion of the 43d

year, the draft liability began in the 21st. Thus the men born in 1871 and

Year

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903

Forwarded

No. of men levied Year No. of men levied

277,700 Forwarded 3,620,250
277,700 1904 336,800
285,700 1905 475,346
290,350 1906 469,780
294,700 1907 463,050
297,700 1908 456,481
302,500 1909 456,635
306,700 1910 456,635
312,800 19 1 1 455 ,ioo

318,800 1912 455,100
324,800 1913 505,000
330,800

Total 8
, 159,177

3,620,250
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drafted in 1892 composed the oldest class still subject to service in 1914.

So that in August, 1914, the 22 annual draft classifications from 1892 to

1913 were available.

From the number of %,i$OA 77
l are to be subtracted : The same deficiencies

as are noted in France under a
,
b and c

,
with the appropriate alterations of

the limits to the ages of military service and the years of the levies. Besides

these must be subtracted the navy recruits according to the figures submitted

(of late years 9,600 men annually).

In consideration of the heavy emigration, particularly of the so-called

“seasonal emigration” in summer, 30 per cent—instead of 25 per cent, as

in Germany—was marked off.

Thus there were available: 8,150,177 minus 2,445,153, or 5,705,124; in

round numbers, 5.7 million men.

It is to be noted that the Cossacks are not included in these -figures.

France

The obligation to military service lasted until the completion of the 48th

year, the draft liability began in the 21st, and from 1913 on, in the 20th.

Thus the men born in 1866 and drafted in 1887 composed the oldest class

still subject to service in 1914. So that there were available in 1914 the

28 annual draft classes from 1887 to 1913 (in this last year two classes).

The period of service covered up to and including 1889, five years, from

1890 up to and including 1905, three, then up to and including 1912, two

years, whereupon in 1913 the three-year period was again restored.

The figures not enclosed in brackets are for the levies of reserve recruits

for the army and the colonial troops, including the volunteer accretions. 2

The figures in brackets represent the estimates of the German General

Staff (corrected from the Annuaire statistique de la France) of those of each

annual class of men liable to service placed (affectes) by the draft bureau in

army service. Included in these figures are the reserve recruits for the sea

and land services who did not present themselves at the time of the draft

(:refractaires); on the other hand, the Algerian recruits and all recruits of

earlier classes subsequently enrolled, as well as all volunteers, are missing

from the estimates.

For the year 1913 the figures are only approximately determined. 3

To the number 6,677,810 must be added:

The men who before 1887 and before completing their 21st year had
entered the service, and who in 1914 had not completed their 48th

year.

1 See table on p. 116 .—Editor.
2 Estimates from Lobell’s Annual Reports taken from the yearly Compte-rendu des opera-

tions du recrutement. To years for which certain details were lacking, a question mark is

appended.
3 See table on p. 118 .—Editor.
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Year For service under arms For unarmed service

(.services auxiliaries )

1887 166,000 (176,000)
1888 160,000 (170,000)
1889 149,000 (231,000) (?)

1890 228,000 (218,000)

1891 213,000 (208,000) Free from all service in time
1892 206,000 (239,000) of peace up to and including

1893 245,000 (245,000) 1906; first compelled to serve

1894 272,000 (277,000) for the two-year period of

1895 246,000 (256,000) service even in time of peace
1896 255,000 (261,000) on the strength of the law of

1897 256,000 (?) (262,000) March 21, 1905.
1898 256,000 (?) (262,000)

1899 225,000 (239,000)
1900 238,000 (256,000)
1901 238,000 (?) (249,000)
1902 270,000 (275,000)

1903 229,000 (234,000)

1904 258,000 (263,000)

1905 • 253,000 (258,000)

1906 276,000 (279,000) 11,661 (24,798)
1907 255,000 (259,000) 24,798 (17,910)
1908 241,000 (248,000) 17,914 (16,619)

1909 245,000 (259,000) 17,344 (18,670)
1910 240,000 (258,000) 18,394 (17,681)

191 1 234,000 (243,000) 18,782 (18,688)

1912 238,000 (256,000) 11,917 (18,972)
I 9 I 3

a 440,000 (?) (445,000) 23,000 (?) (23,000)

Total 6,534,000 (6,826,000) 148,310 (156,338)

Grand total 6,677,810 (6,982,338)

a In 1913 two annual classifications, those of the men born in 1892 and 1893, were called to the colors to-
gether, on account of the advance of the age of service from the 21st to the 20th year.

On the other hand, there should be subtracted:

(a) About 7/12 of the enlisted class of 1887, who by August, 1914,
had passed their 48th year;

(b) The men of the classifications of 1887-1889, who at their enlist-

ment were already 22 to 24 years old

;

(c) Losses by death, unfitness for service, emigration, etc.

The number of the men to be added is too unimportant to be considered.

The deficiencies under a, b, and c shall, notwithstanding the wholly

insignificant emigration from France, be figured, just as in Germany, at 25

per cent, and for the first three classes at an extra 5 per cent.

Thus we get the result:

Whole number
Less 25 per cent 1,669,450

Less a further 5 per cent for the classes 1887-

1889 (altogether 475,000) 23,750

or, in round figures, 4.98 million men.

6,677,810

1,693,200

4,984,610
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In regard to the striking size of this figure, see the explanation in the text.

It may be remarked in addition that the native troops in northern Africa

(including the Moroccans) and the Foreign Legion are not included.

Ill

LETTER OF v. TSCHIRSCHKY TO v. JAGOW ABOUT THE
ULTIMATUM 1

Private Letter of Ambassador v. Tschirschky to Secretary of State
v. Jagow 2

Absolutely confidential. Vienna, July 11, IQ14.

Your Excellency:

I took the opportunity again today to discuss the proceedings against

Serbia with Count Berchtold, principally to impress upon the Minister once

more, emphatically, that quick action was called for.

The Minister expressed himself upon the matter as follows:

In order finally to obtain exact information as to what the investigation

at Serajevo had so far brought to light, a confidential agent had been sent

from here to Serajevo, whom he expected back Tuesday or Wednesday.

Count Tisza had also been summoned to Vienna for Tuesday. A closer

agreement had been arrived at since yesterday with the president of the

Hungarian Council concerning the note to be directed to Serbia, and he

hoped by Tuesday to be able to determine on the final version of this docu-

ment. So far as he could say today, the principal demands on Serbia would

consist of the requirement that the King should officially and publicly

proclaim, in a formal declaration and through an order to the army, that

Serbia discarded her Greater-Serbia policy; secondly, the institution of an

agency of the Austro-Hungarian Government to see to the strict keeping of

this promise, would be required. The term granted for the answering of

the note would be made as short as possible, say, perhaps, forty-eight hours.

If the reply is not regarded here as satisfactory, mobilization will take place

at once.

The question was now, at what time would it be best to deliver the note.

He believed that it would not be advisable to deliver the note at the time

when Mr. Poincare was in Petersburg, and thus give the French and the

Russians the opportunity of discussing their attitude together in Petersburg.

The note should be delivered at Belgrade, if possible, before the departure

of Mr. Poincare from Paris or after his departure from Petersburg. Some-

1 From the political records of the German Embassy at Vienna.
2 Received in Berlin on the afternoon of July 12, 1914.
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time, therefore, about the 18th, or on the 24th of July. The latter date

might perhaps be preferable on account of the fact that at that time the

harvest work in the Monarchy would be finished, lightening the difficulties

of mobilization and preventing great losses from an economic point of view.

With reference to the treatment of the foreign press, Count Berchtold

told me, upon my asking him, that he had already entered upon concerted

action with Berlin in the matter of exercising a united influence on the

English press. He would now turn his attention toward the Roumanian
and Italian press and see what could be done with money in Bucharest. The
Minister is disturbed over the recent energetic efforts of the Russian Govern-

ment to draw the Poles into a closer relation. These efforts would appear

not to have been wholly unsuccessful, to judge by the attitude of some of the

Polish papers.

I may conclude by saying that the Minister and Count Forgach, who was

present at this conference, begged me not to telegraph in regard to the

preceding and very confidential information, but to mention it only in

private letters, in order that absolute secrecy may be assured. I got the

impression that the gentlemen feared a leak here in Austria if I should

telegraph in cipher.

Your Excellency’s most obedient,

(Signed) v. Tschirschky.

Telegram No. 117 has this moment arrived. I will inform the Minister

of it at once.
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INTRODUCTION

The present report completes the inquiry into the peace move of President

Wilson in the winter of 1916-17, and therewith, for the first time, an official

German politico-parliamentary investigation.

At its session of August 20, 1919, the National Assembly appointed,

under the authority of Article 34 of the Constitution of the German Realm,

a committee of inquiry consisting of twenty-eight members, wdth the duty of

determining

:

1. What circumstances led to the outbreak of the war, caused its

prolongation, and brought about its losses; in particular—

•

2. What opportunities existed during the continuance of the war for

bringing about peace parleys, and why such opportunities were brought
to naught;

3. Whether, in the intercourse between the political offices of the
government, between its political and its military management, and
wdth the parliament or its representatives, good faith and probity were
observed

;

4. Whether, in the military and political conduct of the war, measures
not in accord wdth the law of nations or measures cruel or harsh beyond
any military" or political necessity were directed or permitted.

The Committee of Inquiry thereupon decided to appoint four subcommit-

tees, and to commit to the Second Subcommittee the investigation into the

possibilities of peace according to Article No. 2 of the resolution of appoint-

ment passed by the National Assembly.

This Subcommittee took the peace move of Wilson as the object of its first

investigation and opened at a public session on the 21st of October, after

a review of the pertinent documents at the Foreign Office through its official

recording secretary, Deputy Dr. Sinzheimer, with the examination of the

last German Ambassador to Washington, Count Bernstorff. The examina-

tion of the responsible German statesmen was carried through thirteen

sessions, at the last of wdiich, on the 17th of November, the committee made
knowm its intention to suspend for some time its public sessions after the

hearing of the representatives of the Army command on the following day.

The investigation of the documentary evidence was being carried on

concurrently wdth the hearings, and it appeared to be expedient to publish

the results of this documentary examination before the resumption of the

public hearings. In order to make possible the forming of an independent

opinion abroad which was not dependent upon the reports of newspapers,

simultaneous publication in German, French, and English was contemplated.

The first of the documents appeared in German and English, on the 22d of
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January, 1920, as Part I of the Supplements to the Stenographic Minutes.

The French edition had to be delayed on account of technical difficulties.

Parts II, III, and IV of the Supplements also were delayed, on account of

the Kapp coup
,
until April 22, appearing then in German and English.

Part V appeared on May 24, and Part VI is published simultaneously with

the present report.

For the purposes of this voluminous inquiry the documents of the Foreign

Office, the Chancelry, the Ministry of the Interior, the Admiralty Staff, the

General Headquarters, and the Ministry of War have been drawn upon.

By far the most important material came from the archives of the Foreign

Office, from which all documents published in the supplements are derived,

except when another source is indicated. To the heads of the office as well

as to their designated agencies are due the thanks of the committee for the

loyal manner in which they assisted and forwarded its labor, thereby making
its smooth progress possible.

The closing of the session of the National Assembly on the 29th of April,

contrary to its original expectation, as the result of the advanced election

date, made the resumption of the public hearings on a broad scale impossible.

Indeed, the committee believes itself justified in dispensing with them,

inasmuch as the mass of documentary material presented herewith in its

entirety in connection with the results of the hearings, offers a sufficient

answer to the questions which were the subject of its investigation. Even
if on some minor points complete elucidation has not been reached, these

points are without weight in the formation of a general judgment on the

question of the peace move. Some of the misunderstandings and confusions

that arose were cleared up at an open hearing of Ambassador Count Bern-

storff held on April 14. A series of likewise-deferred provisional hearings

failed to develop material useful to the peace move investigation, except

for the declarations of the former military attache at Washington, Major v.

Papen, which are embodied in Part V of the Supplements.

Thereafter it was possible to advance rapidly to the preparation of the

report, and at the session of June 8, 1920, the recording secretary, Deputy
Dr. Sinzheimer, presented a first draft. To this draft were added, at the

session of June 18, the circumstantial opinions of the four experts. After

hearing these opinions the committee on the same day constructed its

final report on the basis of the draft of the recording secretary. The mate-

rial additions to the draft are distinguished in the final report by italics,

and the cancellations made by the committee are printed as notes, so that

it is possible for the reader to find in the final report of the committee

the draft thereof on which the opinions of the experts are based.

The report is agreed to by six of the seven members of the committee:

Deputy Schultz-Bromberg, who, on the 8th of June had taken the place of

Deputy Warmuth on the committee, found himself unable to agree with the
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other members and set forth his views in the minority report published

coincidently. The committee was no longer able to take cognizance of this

minority report.

The committee has seriously endeavored to keep itself free from the influence

of party politics while engaged in its work. Proof of this is evident in the

choice of the experts selected, of whom two, the university professors Privy

Councilor Dr. Schaefer and Professor Dr. Hoetzsch, belong to the German
National People’s Party, and one, Professor Dr. Bonn, to the German
Democratic Party, while the party affiliation of former Minister v. Romberg
is not known to the committee. The opinions of three of the experts are

in substantial agreement with the draft of the recording secretary. In the

final draft of the report it was possible to give great consideration to such of

their scruples as seemed to be of importance.

Thus the committee may lay claim to having drawn up its report without

regard to the fear or favor of any political party.

Gothein,

Chairman .

Berlin, June 23, 1920.



REPORT ON PRESIDENT WILSON’S PEACE MOVE
OF 1916-1917 1

I. THE TASK

It can not be the purpose of the report to give a connected and literal

story of Wilson’s peace move. For this purpose reference must be made to

the official records and the investigations of the Second Subcommittee.

The purpose of the report consists in this, to collate the material results

of the inquiries which have been conducted, and thereupon to submit an
answer to the questions which have been propounded to the committee.

At the same time (and in this connection) the report must be limited to

facts which have a direct bearing on the Wilson peace move, and must avoid

all those subjects which have been made points of investigation in the

course of the inquiry into this move without standing in an absolutely direct

relation to it.

II. THE POINT OF DEPARTURE

Our point of departure is the fundamental fact that the peace move was
instigated by us and desired by us. The fundamental instructions regarding

the same were promulgated by the Chancelor acting in mutual accord with

the Emperor and the Supreme High Command in the summer and autumn
of 1916, following a more or less casual interchange of opinions regarding a

possible interposition by Wilson in connection with the peace question—on

the occasion, for instance, of the presence of Colonel House in Berlin—and

after Wilson had indicated, ever since the time of his peace note of August

10, 1914,
2 his willingness “to act in the interest of peace.”

There was, too, a community of agreement between Berlin and Washing-

ton with regard to the form of the peace move. Bernstorff announced that

Wilson desired to take no part in territorial questions and, on the contrary,

that his interest was limited to disarmament and the freedom of the seas;

that Wilson had in mind a conference at The Hague, at which the United

States and the other neutral Powers should only take part to the extent

required by the two questions above referred to; that Wilson wished to play

the part of the peacemaker; that he desired to win the distinction of having

1 The Report is to be read in connection with the draft submitted in the session of the

8th of June, 1920, by Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer. The material changes
adopted by the committee in the session of June 18, 1920, after the opinions of the experts

had been submitted, are characterized as follows: (a) Additions made to the text are in

italics; (b ) Cancellations are reported in the form of notes.
2 Wilson’s note (of August 5, 1914) is printed in the New York Times for August 6,

1914.—Editor.

128
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brought the belligerents to the point of being willing to enter into negotia-

tions with one another. 1 Accordingly, states the Chancelor. we should be

very willing to consider any interposition on the part of the President which

might lead to the commencement of peace negotiations between the belliger-

ents. He asks that the activities of the President directed toward this end

be energetically encouraged. He points out that it would be improper to

demand that we should commit ourselves to the acceptance of any peace

conditions by the mere fact of acceding to such interposition. He is of the

opinion that a general peace conference following in the wake of peace

negotiations conducted by the belligerents and not devoid of results, having

for its purpose the discussion of questions of international law as well as

those arising between nation and nation, in which the neutral Powers would

participate, would be acceptable if need be. 2

The Imperial Government clung to the thought of a peace move by
Wilson and constantly endeavored to influence him toward this end.s

Even on the 20th and the 26th of November, 1916, Wilson's peace move was

keenly desired. As a proof of the keenness of this desire to bring about

peace through the instrumentality of Wilson, particular reference may be

made to the telegram of the Chancelor to Bernstorff on the 14th of October. 4

This contained the proposal that Wilson cooperate with the Pope, the King

of Spain and the neutral Powers of Europe in order to start the peace move
in operation.

On November 21, 1916, Bernstorff announced that Wilson desired to take

steps leading to peace negotiations at the very earliest possible moment,
presumably between that date and the New Year, interposing the condition,

however, that during this period we should refrain as much as possible from

expressing ourselves either orally or in writing on the subject of peace

negotiations, in order to avoid the possibility of a premature opposition on

the part of our enemies. 5 According to Bernstorff, everything was set for

the peace move on the 4th of December, though the Ambassador expressed

an opinion that, taking Wilson’s character into consideration, it was still

doubtful as to when he would act; that the authorities in Washington were

in favor of the move, that it might come overnight, particularly if it were

possible for us to assume a conciliatory attitude in the matter of the Belgian

question. 6 Speaking in Wilson's behalf, the American charge d’affaires

declared to the Imperial Chancelor on December 5 that the President was
hard at work on an early and energetic move, the purpose of which was the

early establishment of peace, and to this end he asked the cooperation of the

German Government. 7

1
13, Supplements, pt. I, post, p. 979. 2

14, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 981.
3 For instance, 16, 19, 21, 23, 29, 34, 35, Supplements, pt. 1, post, pp. 983, 984, 986, 989,

99E 994, 996.
4
23, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 989. 5

33, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 993.
6
38, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 997. 7 210, Supplements, pt. vi, post, p. 1305.

10
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III. THE PEACE PROPOSAL OF THE CENTRAL POWERS OF
DECEMBER 12

,
1916

On the 12th of December, 1916, came the peace proposal of the Central

Powers. The question arises how, in the face of the negotiations with

America, and in opposition to the specifically expressed desire of Wilson that

the peace move which he had in contemplation should not he interfered with by

anything which we might do, 1 an individual peace move, of which Wilson had
not been informed, could have been initiated.

Bethmann-Hollweg called attention in the course of his examination to

the fact that it was not certain when or even whether the proposed peace

move of Wilson would become an accomplished fact; so that, for this reason

if for no other, individual action on the part of the Central Powers was
required by the situation, and all the more so because such action enabled

them to choose their own time. As a matter of fact it was doubtful when
definite action by Wilson would be taken. And, moreover, Bernstorffs

last communication that action on the part of Wilson was unquestionably

imminent, was still qualified by the doubt as to when Wilson’s purpose

would take the form of action. This delay was perhaps to be attributed to

Wilson’s temperament. But it was also certainly attributable, as the

reports from Bernstorff show, to the fact that incidents were constantly

occurring which made it appear to Wilson impossible to commence the peace

move which he had planned without having American public opinion

against him. This was due particularly to the various U-boat incidents

which were constantly occurring during the course of the negotiations for

Wilson’s peace move, and to the Belgian deportations, which created in

America an extremely unfavorable opinion against Germany. On this

point, Lansing’s announcement reported by Bernstorff on the 1st of Decem-

ber, 1916, is characteristic. 2 It reads as follows:

In conversation Lansing laid great stress upon the American protest

against the Belgian deportations. That on account of this the entire

Belgian relief movement was jeopardized and that, further, opinion on
this side of the water was becoming unfavorably colored and this at

the precise moment when it looked as if peace negotiations might be
undertaken. Lansing stated that it was his opinion that if the Imperial

Government could find a way to meet the protests of the neutral Powers
with regard to the Belgian question, this would create an impression

which would weigh tremendously in our favor, and that it would, in

all probability, result in the immediate possibility of taking up the

first steps leading to peace negotiations. That, unfortunately, up to the

present time, it has always happened that some obstacle came in the way.

Especially, however, does Wilson’s hesitation become really comprehen-

sible when we take into consideration Bernstorff’s reports. According to

1 Inserted in the draft of Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer, recording secretary.
2
37, Supplements, pt. I, post, p. 997.
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these reports, Wilson was willing to begin a move for peace only if it should

appear that the Entente were in a receptive mood. Bernstorff assumes, as

may be deduced from his testimony, that Wilson had come into touch with

the Entente on the question of peace. Bethmann-Hollweg too was depend-

ing on this. On November 27, 1916, he writes Hindenburg: 1

President Wilson has informed Count Bernstorff confidentially that

it is his intention to put forth an appeal for peace in the time elapsing

between now and the New Year. Whether he will really carry out his

purpose remains wholly uncertain. He is undecided and fearful of a

set-back. We must reckon on this, that he will only issue his appeal
if he no longer feels certain that the Entente will meet it with a curt

rejection, and that means if the Entente finds itself in a situation where
it would not be likely to meet a peace proposal emanating from us with
a curt refusal.

Therein lay precisely the great significance of Wilson’s proposecT move.

If it were to take place, it could certainly be assumed that he had been in

touch with the Entente or, at any rate, that his action was the outcome of a

reasonable hope that it would meet with a favorable reception.

Wilson’s hesitation alone could therefore hardly be considered as consti-

tuting a justification for action initiated solely by Germany. The prepon-

derating reasons for turning the scale in favor of the individual move were to

be sought in the general situation in which Germany was at that time, as

well as in the weight attributed to it by the political department of the

government. Beginning with the first of the year 1916 an urgent necessity

had existed for Germany to find as soon as possible some means of coming

to an understanding with the enemy.

According to the opinion of the highest authorities, the military situation

was such even at that time as to eliminate the possibility of a military

victory on land. Baron Burian’s appeal of October 17, 1916, directed to

the announcement of peace proposals, does not constitute the only basis

for the above assertion. 2 This is made particularly clear in the opinions of

the military leaders themselves. For example, Bethmann-Hollweg as

early as January 4, 1916, repeats an assertion of General v. Falkenhayn,

then Chief of the General Staff, according to which the war could not be

brought to an end by military blows inflicted by the land forces. 3 Beth-

mann-Hollweg expresses himself to the same effect in a letter to Secretary

of State v. Jagow on March 5, 1916. 4 Ludendorff takes the same stand, as

appears from a report of Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreign

Office of December 22, 1916. 5 Therefore, the weapon of unrestricted

U-boat warfare came under consideration as the sole means of accomplishing

peace through a military triumph. The Admiralty Staff, and the Supreme

1 86, Supplements, pt. 11, post
, p. 1068. 2

75, Supplements, pt. 11, post, p. 1053.
3
145, Supplements, pt. iv, post, p. 1116. 4

150, Supplements, pt. iv, post, p. 1139.
5
177, Supplements, pt. iv, post, p. 1200.
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High Command as well, believed in the certain success of this weapon. Be-

cause of this, the former had already long since been urging the commence-
ment of unrestricted U-boat warfare. The Supreme High Command had,

in any event, since the beginning of December, 1916, determined to pursue

the same course. Not only does this appear from the telegram of Counselor

of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office of December 1, 1916, 1 according

to which Hindenburg, in reply to Mr. v. Heydebrand, seems to have taken

a fairly firm stand in regard to an early inauguration of unrestricted U-boat

warfare, but especially indeed from the notes of the Hindenburg interview

with the Emperor on December 8, 1916, in which the commencement of

unrestricted U-boat warfare by the end of January was asked for. 2 As
opposed to this, the political branch took the stand that unrestricted

U-boat warfare would be fatal for Germany; that, in the words of Helfferich,

reasserted later by Admiral v. Holtzendorff, it would lead to ruin. 3

In the face of this situation it followed that, in any event, the task of the

political branch should consist in bringing about a friendly understanding

at the earliest possible moment, since there was no other military means in

contemplation competent to bring about peace by force of arms. The
political branch also and in particular had to determine the question of how,

if possible, the commencement of the unrestricted LT-boat warfare, which

was being urged by military circles, could be avoided by bringing about

peace negotiations. It was precisely this last question which claimed the

full attention of v. Bethmann-Hollweg in his deliberations concerning

further advancement along the line of peace. Bethmann-Hollweg recog-

nized the possibility that an answer might result from a German peace

proposal which would prove to be the loom on which the peace fabric might

be woven. As he states in his remarks before the committee, 4 “Such an

answer would have given the political department of the government the

opportunity to successfully combat that momentous decision which from

the year 1915 was suspended above it like the sword of Damocles and which,

as a matter of fact, constituted a still greater menace as the number of our

LT-boats increased and the technical arguments against the U-boats became

fewer and fewer—in short, I say, that such an answer would have put it

within the power of the German Government to successfully combat, by

invoking the possibilities of peace, that decision which was reached on the

9th of January and which it considered disastrous.” 5

Bethmann-Hollweg considered the course of a peace move on the part of

Germany as all the more justifiable, in that he could not perceive in such an

1 170, Supplements, pt. iv, post

,

p. 1181. 2
89, Supplements, pt. 11, post, p. 1071.

3 212, Supplements, pt. vii, post, p. 1317. 4 Stenographic Minutes, 4th sess., post, p. 334.
6 In the draft of Recording Secretary Dr. Sinzheimer, the following appears at this point:

“It may perhaps be assumed that the motive which most strongly impelled Bethmann-
Hollweg to carry on peace proposals by Germany herself, was the hope of diverting from
Germany even at the eleventh hour the unrestricted U-boat warfare and all that it might
bring in its train, and in this way to keep the path to peace negotiations free from obstacles.”
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individual peace proposal anything to interfere with the efforts of Wilson

for peace. The individual peace proposal might even, as Bethmann-Hollweg

believed, advance Wilson’s move and bring about cooperation. It was to

this effect that Bernstorff was instructed on December 9, 1916, with regard

to the meaning of the impending peace proposals of the Central Powers, for

the purpose of communicating them to Wilson. 1 Bethmann-Hollweg

believed, as he stated in his testimony, that by this means he would have

“two irons in the fire" in the interest of peace. 2

It must be assumed in any case
,
that Secretary of State Zimmermann did not

share this view of the Chancelor’s, for he stated later before the Budget Committee

that Wilson was to be eliminated as a peace mediator by the peace proposal of

the 12th of December .
3

IV. WILSON’S PEACE NOTE OF DECEMBER 21, 1916

As a matter of fact, the individual peace proposal of the Central Powers

did not interfere with the peace move of Wilson. On the 21st of December,

1916, the American charge d'affaires delivered to Secretary of State Zim-

mermann the official peace note of Wilson, to the terms of which further

reference will be made. 4 Its contents coincided with the general outlines

which had been contemplated in connection with a peace move on Wilson's

part, according to the negotiations between Berlin and Washington. The
virtual essence of the note was its appeal made to all the belligerent Powers

to make their war aims known so that they might be openly compared.

It may be (says Wilson) that the terms which the belligerents on the
one side and on the other would deem it necessary- to insist upon are not
so irreconcilable as some have feared; that an interchange of views
would clear the way at least for conference and make the permanent
concord of the nations a hope of the immediate future, a concert of

nations immediately practicable.

The President refrains from proposing a peace; he does not even offer his

interposition. He only asks, as stated in his note, “that soundings be

taken in order that we may learn, the neutral nations with the belligerent,

how near the haven of peace may be for which all mankind longs with an

intense and increasing longing.”

Wilson’s appeal to have the war aims made public received a special

impetus through a request of Lansing’s to Bernstorff which is made the

1
39, Supplements, pt. I, post, p. 998.

2 In the draft of Recording Secretary Dr. Sinzheimer, there is here inserted: “Whether
the peace proposal actually fulfilled this function, and whether the fundamental purpose
which was hereafter interbound with the peace proposal, was firmly adhered to, is to be
seen later on.”

3 Added by the committee to the draft of Reporter Dr. Sinzheimer.
4
44, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1002.
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subject of the Ambassador’s dispatch on the 21st of December, 1916. 1

Lansing announced to Bernstorff that the American Government was look-

ing for frank replies from the belligerents with regard to their individual

peace conditions. He added at the suggestion of Bernstorff that such

declarations could also be considered confidential and so lead gradually to

a conference.

Wilson’s appeal, as appears from the report of the Viennese Ambassador
of December 17, 1916, 2 received the official support of the Pope. According

thereto the Pope had commissioned the Nuncio at Vienna to inform the

Imperial German Government that “he had good ground to believe that

the Entente was inclined to peace negotiations, if we would disclose ‘some-

thing’ concerning our peace conditions; that the Entente was particularly

interested in a guarantee for the restoration and complete independence of

Belgium.”

In any event the Ambassador also mentioned reports, on December 19,

1916, 3 that Baron Burian characterizes the above-mentioned communication

of the Pope partly of no value and partly as a confirmation of “our impres-

sions.” What is meant thereby is not quite clear. In any event, Baron

Burian was reputed to be opposed to any peace negotiations through Wilson,

and this for reasons very frankly reported by the aforesaid Ambassador on

December 3, 1916. 4 Moreover, the significance of the papal communication

is emphasized by additional documents which, on account of neutral States,

can not be quoted from here. They have been submitted to the subcommittee
,

and it can not share the opinion of Expert v. Romberg with regard to the imma-
teriality of the papal action

.

5

If we analyze the situation as it reveals itself in connection with the

German peace proposal after the issuance of Wilson’s peace note, it can be

stated that Bethmann’s tactical purpose “to have two irons in the fire” was

as a matter of fact put into operation. Wilson’s peace note was so con-

structed as to place itself in an intimate connection with the German peace

proposal. This latter had only spoken about the war aims of Germany in

very general terms. The idea was to present them in detail on the occasion

of a conference. Wilson, on his part, volunteered to accept the disclosure

of these war aims and to prepare for a conference in which they should be

discussed. The answer to Wilson’s peace note was capable of bringing

about a further and more effective stride along the line of peace develop-

ment. At the same time the answer was, fortunately, the means of putting

in the background many an unfavorable impression resulting not only from

the manner in which the peace proposal was drawn up, but particularly

from a public speech of the Emperor on the 13th of December, 1916, which

1
45, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1004. 2

99, Supplements, pt. m, post

,

p. 1079.
3 100, Supplements, pt. m, post, p. 1079. 4 88, Supplements, pt. II, post, p. 1070.
5 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.
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was published as the result of an unexplained discretion, and making clear

to all the world, in no uncertain tone, particularly with regard to the Belgian

question, the existence of Germany’s desire for peace, which was almost

despaired of abroad.

Germany answered Wilson's peace note by its note of December 26, 1916.

This note avoided in diplomatic form the essential point of Wilson’s peace

note. The reasons for this action are to be found in pertinent documents.

Particularly in this regard shall we call attention to the orders and messages

of Secretary of State Zimmermann. 1

It is a significant circumstance that after the issuance of the German
peace proposal, the Embassy in Madrid as well as the legations at The
Hague, Berne, Copenhagen, Christiania and Stockholm were inaccurately

informed that at no moment during the conduct of the war had an attempt

been made to influence the United States in the direction of making pro-

posals for mediation.

2

But this can be explained by the fact that the German
Imperial Government did not wish to make known, for tactical reasons, the actual

facts with regard to the origin of Wilson's peace note, both on its own account as

well as in the interests of America, and because, as a matter of fact, a peace

mediation technically construed from the standpoint of international law, could

not be accepted as a subject of discussion. The meager and, to a certain extent,

inaccurate announcements of the public press after the fact of Wilson s peace

note had been made public, are surprising. His action was simply defined as

an autocratic meddling on his part in our affairs, which must be prohibited,

in spite of the fact that Bethmann-Hollweg had actually been instrumental in

bringing it about. 3 For the above we rely mainly upon the testimony of

Editor in Chief Georg Bernhard, whose accuracy in all material matters has

not been challenged by Secretary of State Zimmermann, who handled the mat-

ter in the press conference.4 Finally, it must be noted that the Ambassador
at Vienna, on the 26th day of December, 1916, was in a position to report

to the Foreign Office that, on the strength of a telephonic conversation with

Berlin, he had told Count Czernin that a telegram from Washington indi-

cated that Wilson was exerting himself to stop the calling of a conference in

order to get personal control of the peace move. 5 We have not before us

any Washington telegram of this description. Wilson’s peace move was in

keeping with the demands which we ourselves had made. His note of the

2 1st of December, 1916, is, according to its terms, drawn up with the purpose

1 105, 108, 109, Supplements, pt. m, post, pp. 1085, 1087, 1088.
2
91, Supplements, pt. ill, post, p. 1074. In the draft of Recording Secretary Dr. Sinz-

heimer, there was inserted the following: “To the same effect were the meager, and for the
most part incorrect reports of the newspapers after the peace note came to be known. The
peace note is not described as the result of spontaneous wishes consistentU carried out,
but as an autocratic meddling on the part of Wilson in matters in which he had a personal
interest, which could not be tolerated.”

3 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.
4 Stenographic Minutes, 5th sess., post, p. 405. 5 112, Supplements, pt. ill, post, p. 1089.
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of bringing about a conference, not of standing in the way of one. The
testimony of Secretary of State Zimmermann before the investigation

committee has not resulted in an explanation of all these events. We are

compelled to accept the view that the purpose of all these announcements
was to cover up all traces of the origin of Wilson’s call for peace, in order

not to become subjected to the disagreeable consequences resulting from

earlier individual plans which were the very ones that had made this appeal

a feature of the general peace plan.

Moreover, Zimmermann’s telegram to the Ambassador at Vienna of

December 23, 1916, 1 makes it perfectly clear that, in contradistinction to

the policy of the author of the answer to Wilson’s note up to this time, the

purpose for the future was to be the elimination of Wilson’s interposition.

The message characterizes Wilson’s peace move just as does a telegraphic

communication of Hindenburg’s of even date, 2 in a manner entirely wide of

the mark, in that it expresses the possibility that it was adopted in connec-

tion with an understanding with Great Britain, whereas the truth is that

it was due to representations made by Germany. The particular passage

referred to reads as follows:

It is possible that the peace activities of President Wilson are the
result of an understanding with Great Britain in order to make it easier

for the Entente to find a way out of the cul-de-sac in which it has
gotten as a result of the public announcements of its statesmen. We
have all the more reason for not allowing the initiative in the peace
question to be again taken away from us. A response given as soon
as possible, agreeing with the step taken by the President, will make
the answering of the note of the Entente easier for us, in case the latter

should be of the same tenor as the utterances of Lloyd George. An
answer, say, of the following import would also eliminate intervention

by President Wilson.

From this stand, it can be concluded as being beyond doubt that the

political branch of the government had changed its attitude with regard to

Wilson, and that the tactical purpose of having “two irons in the fire” had

been given up.

The reasons for the altered attitude of the Imperial Government are to

be found in this, that in the meantime the movement which demanded the

commencement of an unrestricted U-boat warfare for the purpose of bringing

about a termination of the war by a military victory had become dominant.

This movement had no interest in any peace move by Wilson, in fact looked

upon this peace move as an interference which should be rendered inopera-

tive. Only a short time after publication of Wilson’s peace note, Hinden-

burg had expressed himself to this effect in a detailed telegram directed to

the Foreign Office.2 The conspicuous change in the Imperial policy in the

1 105, Supplements, pt. in, post, p. 1085.
2
178, Supplements, pt. iv, post, p. 1201.
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face of a peace move on the part of Wilson can only be explained on the

assumption that the policy in question yielded to that sentiment. If this

is correct, it is obvious that the plan of breaking up the U-boat movement

by the interposition of an individual peace move was brought to naught,

and not only this, but that Wilson’s peace move which had been made the

subject of much effort was hereby made difficult in the extreme if not

rendered altogether impossible. For the answer which the peace proposal

of the 12th of December elicited from Germany's enemies created a situation

which subjected the working out of Wilson's peace move to an influence which

proved fatal. In this connection the subcommittee agrees throughout with the

views expressed concurrently in the opinions of Messrs, v. Romberg
,
Bonn

,
and

Hoetzsch in the premises .

1

V. THE NINTH OF JANUARY, 1917

In the meantime
,
Wilson continued with his efforts for peace .

2 On January

3, 1917, a telegram of Bernstorff of the 29th of December, 1916, 3 was received

in Berlin, according to which Colonel House, acting together with Wilson,

asked for confidential information concerning the conditions of peace. It

was not until the 7th of January, 1917—two days before the decision regard-

ing the opening of an unrestricted U-boat war—that Zimmermann answered

this new appeal. 4 The Ambassador was instructed to handle the question

concerning our communication of our peace conditions in a dilatory fashion.

He was to state that we were convinced that we were able to bring the war

to a victorious end, both from a military as well as a political or commercial

standpoint. In addition to this, it was to be announced that we were

inclined, after peace was concluded, to take part in a general conference

dealing with the settlement of international legal questions in which Wilson

was interested, and to state that, so far as Belgium was concerned, we
“shall not annex Belgium.”

We have reached the point at which it is proper to insert a brief remark

concerning the question of the expediency of communicating definite peace

conditions, because this question frequently played a prominent part at

the hearings. Bethmann-Hollweg in particular took the ground that either

an open or a confidential communication of definite peace aims would not

have been expedient, except in dealing directly with the enemy himself,

because such information would have disclosed our hand. On the other

hand, attention may be called to the following point: There are circum-

stances under which it would be injurious to give full information concerning

1 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording Secretary Dr. Sinzheimer.
2 This paragraph began as follows in the draft of Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer, the recording

secretary: “In spite of the determination to set at naught any further interposition on
Wilson’s part, the latter continued his attempt to proceed with the peace move.”

3
50, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1010. 4

53, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1012.
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such conditions if negotiations are just beginning or if the enemy is prepared

therefor. If he is not ready for negotiations, then the real question to be

considered is how he can be brought to the state of mind where he will be

ready for them. One method of bringing about such readiness for nego-

tiation is precisely the setting out of one’s own purpose, the practical working

out of which is the end and aim of the negotiations. For the rest, Beth-

mann-Hollweg finally, on the 29th of January, 1917, informed Wilson of

the conditions of peace. 1 By doing this, he himself finally recognized the

expediency of giving such information. 2 But already at the time of answer-

ing the telegram of the 29th of December, 1916, which had arrived on

January 3, 1917, Bethmann-Hollweg gives evidence of vacillation. The
records contain the draft of a telegram to Count Bernstorff written by the

Chancelor himself on January 4, 1917, giving him the power to communicate

to House and Wilson, under the conditions of the most absolute discretion

and in limited and literal outline, the main points of our peace conditions.

This instruction was not sent. It was supplanted by Zimmermann’s
message of January 7, 1917, already referred to, according to which here,

too, at the instance of the Supreme High Command and at the eleventh

hour, the pledge with regard to the provisional restoration of Belgium to

which we have referred above was stricken out.

If the German answer of the 7th of January, 1917, avoided the issue of the

American endeavors, these tactics do not, in the last analysis, hark back to

considerations of expediency of a general order, but to the decision regarding

the commencement of the unrestricted U-boat warfare which was imminent.

On the 8th of January, 1917, the military leaders had met in council with

Hindenburg and had determined unanimously upon the unconditional carry-

ing-out of the unrestricted U-boat warfare. It had been decided that in

case the Chancelor would not cooperate, a change of chancelors would be

undertaken. On the 9th of January, in Pless, the final determination was

formally taken to begin the unrestricted U-boat warfare on the 1st of Febru-

ary. All those who took part saw perfectly clearly that the result of this

determination would be war with the United States. “It must be. We
are counting on the possibility of war with America and have made all

preparations to meet it,” are the words of Hindenburg, and he adds: “We
are prepared to meet all emergencies.” From his point of view, the chief

factor to be observed was that the unconditional U-boat warfare should

not constitute an operation which “weakens us at any other spot,” speaking

from the military standpoint. The Chancelor offered no opposition to the

resolution reached. Not another word was spent in discussing Wilson’s

peace move or the fact that it was still in contemplation. 3

1
72, Supplements, pt. I, post

, p. 1048.
2 The draft of Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer, the recording secretary, stated at this point:

“That the communication of this information was without result, is attributable to the

fact that it occurred simultaneously with the announcement of the unrestricted U-boat war.”
3 212, 213, Supplements, pt. vii, post

, pp. 1317, 1320.
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VI. THE RESULT

For all practical purposes, Wilson’s peace move was destroyed by the

adoption of the resolution of January 9, 1917, with regard to the commence-

ment of the unrestricted U-boat warfare. Although the wish had heretofore

been entertained to reach peace through a peace move on the part of Wilson,

from now on the casus belli with America was furnished. This interpreta-

tion is voiced by the Emperor’s assertion reported on the 16th of January,

1917, that he placed no reliance upon Wilson’s peace move, and that in case

the break with America was unavoidable, “matters can not be changed; we
shall go ahead.” 1

Under these conditions, it was practically impossible that any attempt

could be made to meet the further step which Wilson in his message to the

Senate of the 22d of January once more undertook in connection with the

peace question. 2 For this newest attempt for peace on the part of Wilson

was also substantially made impossible by the draft of the note of the 31st of

January. 3

Helfferich, in particular, has asserted in the course of the hearings that

the reasons which led to this action with regard to Wilson’s message to the

Senate must be fountl in the waning confidence in Wilson’s honorable

intention to bring about peace and in the contents of the message itself

which, he says, were utterly unacceptable to Germany.

As regards Wilson’s peace intentions and our confidence in him, his

attitude at the Peace Conference of Versailles can give no final answer in so

far as rendering a judgment with regard to his policy during the peace move
is concerned. At that time, neither side had fought the war out to a decisive

victory. The Entente, too, had ample cause for not placing itself in a

position antagonistic to Wilson; the war spirit had not yet seized upon the

American people, and the ambition to bring about a just peace founded on

the spirit of reconciliation between nations was still a strong and mighty

element in the United States. That Wilson himself was ridden by the fear

that, if the conflict should continue, America might be drawn into the war

against Germany, appears not only from the words which he addressed to

the American Senate after the conclusion of peace, but was also suggested

in Bernstorff’s dispatch of December 21, 1916. 4 But it is precisely this

apprehension of Wilson’s which is not an argument against, but for, his

intention to bring about peace. For it results therefrom, and this is per-

fectly obvious, that Wilson did not feel himself swayed by common consider-

ations of humanity alone to attempt to oppose the continuation of the war

by means of a peace move, but from purely American interests as well.

These were the interests which must have presented to his constant con-

1 129, Supplements, pt. ill, post, p. 1106.
3 66, Supplements, pt. I, post, p. 1043.

2 61, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1021.
4
45, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1004.
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sideration the thought as to how he could spare the American people from

participation in the war. In any event,, it is a settled fact that the German
Imperial Government most earnestly desired Wilson as a peace negotiator

and encouraged him to undertake such a peace move; it is furthermore a

settled fact that, in spite of all the arguments which Helfferich marshals

against the purity of Wilson’s motives with regard to peace, the Imperial

Government even on the 29th of January 1 officially declared itself ready to

accept Wilson’s mediation for the purpose of bringing about a direct con-

ference between the belligerents, which had been confidentially submitted

to the government on the 26th of January, 2 and this contemporaneously

with a confidential report of its own peace conditions. Helfferich believes

that an outspoken and anti-German attitude is to be detected in the contents

of the message to the Senate; that Wilson is to be taken as having adopted

the cause of the Entente without qualification. Nothing is to be gained by
engaging in an argument as to whether Wilson, in the message, actually

referred to the conditions which were submitted by the Entente in their

answer to him as conditions capable of discussion, or only as a debating

point for the demands of the Entente as well as for the demands of Germany,

for the disclosure of which he continued repeatedly to call. In support of

the latter interpretation
,
we may call attention to the facts referred to by Bern-

storff in the course of his hearing
,
viz., that Lansing had brought to his attention

the fact that Germany should not be altogether loo moderate in her demands

.

3

Wilson, therefore
,
was taking into consideration the likelihood of renewed

demands on the part of both sides, and 4
it must be admitted that in material

points the message is directed very plainly against the interests of the

Entente. The Entente had announced that Germany must be conquered,

but the President stated the principle that a peace must be concluded with-

out the existence of conqueror or conquered. The note of the Entente had

denied that the German Empire was entitled to equal privileges in connection

with negotiations concerning peace. Wilson announced that only a peace

entered into between equals was capable of duration. In November, 1916,

the German Chancelor had submitted an answer of an acquiescent nature in

the main to a speech of Sir Edward Grey, in which the establishment of an

international court and the disarmament of land forces had been demanded,

but had added that he must broaden the plan in contemplation to the extent

of demanding a similar disarmament of sea forces and the freedom of the

seas. Wilson accepted both demands of the Chancelor. It follows that,

as a matter of fact, not only were fundamental contentions of the Entente

rejected in the message to the Senate, but fundamental demands on the part

of Germany accepted. In his testimony, Helfferich did not enter into an

1
72, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1048.

2 68, 69, 73, Supplements, pt. 1, post, pp. 1046, 1047, 1050.
3 Stenographic Minutes, 2d sess., post, p. 271.
4 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.
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analysis of these incidental points, important though they were. He
limited himself to taking as the starting-point for a basis of his interpreta-

tion Wilson’s stand on the question of an independent Poland. In the

process he has segregated the question from the connected whole of the

negotiations with Wilson. From these transactions, taken as a whole,

it is apparent that, according to communications had with Colonel House,

it was not Wilson’s intention to meddle with territorial questions. 1 We
must also bear in mind that, although Wilson undoubtedly did place the

Polish question decidedly in the foreground, he was prevailed upon so to do

by historical precedents in the premises, for Germany in the November
proclamation had been the first to suggest, with all possible formalities, the

independence of Poland, and it is not at all impossible that it was for this very

reason that Wilson took the stand that he did on the Polish question. The
discussion was in all probability directed against both Germany and Russia.

It can not be concluded from the words of the message that it was Wilson's

actual intention that the Germa?i Empire should be physically deprived of

portions of its territory? Bernstorff opposes this view
,
basing his opinion on

his interviews with House. Gerard in his memoirs reaches the same conclu-

sion? In any event, he appears to have been interested to a most acute

degree by the questions as to how foreign national communities belonging

to a numerical minority can be protected by international agreements, and

how countries which have no outlet to the sea can obtain it through

international agreement. Be that as it may, Wilson certainly had at

that time no definite program with regard to the Polish question, and it

would not have been an altogether over-difficult task to clarify this question

which at that time was still an apparently open one, by agreeing in the main

with Wilson’s message and at the same time supporting the German stand-

point in no uncertain terms. The important communication of Bernstorff

of the 27th of January supports this view.4 According to this, Wilson, on

the 26th of January, before the answer to his message to the Senate had

been dispatched, formally, earnestly, and in confidence, renewed his peace

offer on the basis of the message and indeed without any interposition in

the matter of the nationally domestic peace conditions.

This communication of the 27th of January must be taken as one of the

most important incidents of Wilson’s peace move, as is clear to anybody
who reads the text thereof. When it was received, a certain number of

U-boats had already left port under instructions to commence the unre-

stricted U-boat warfare. The Chancelor was informed that it was not

1 69, 73, Supplements, pt. I, post
, pp. 1047, 1050.

2 According to the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: “But that
Wilson’s expressions point unmistakably to the fact that he desired to sever a part of the
German territory from the physical limits of the Empire, can by no means be inferred from
the wording of the message.”

3 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.
4 69, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1047.
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technically possible to call them back into port. 1 In the light of subse-

quently proved facts, some doubt may be entertained as to whether this

information was really correct. It is of no further significance. In the

light of all that occurred, it must be presumed to be out of the question that

even if the recall of the boats had been mechanically possible, the commence-
ment of the unrestricted U-boat warfare would not have come to pass. It

was absolutely determined upon, and nowhere was there any visible agency

which would have had the power to recall it. Germany had definitely

discarded her formerly adopted policy based upon a peace move on the part

of Wilson. When in the autumn of 1918 she again turned to Wilson,

America with her inexhaustible resources in men and material which she

placed and could place at the disposal of the enemy without stint, had turned

the tide of war against us. A plea for the guarantee of an armistice had

taken the place of the attempt to set in motion, hand and hand with Wilson,

a peace move which could lead to a peace of understanding. Instead of the

peace without conqueror or conquered appeared the peace of Versailles.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The question is submitted to the investigating committee as to what
opportunities existed for peace parleys with the enemy, and if such opportu-

nities did actually exist, why they were brought to naught. The question

will be answered here with special reference to Wilson’s peace move. Before

we proceed to individual replies to these two questions, it is proper to

remark that the point from which today it is possible to approach the vital

occurrences of that critical period is a broader one than that which was

afforded at the time of those episodes themselves. Judgment can be

rendered today under conditions of simplicity and clearness which were not

available for those participating in the deeds of that prior time. Today
we may stand and look back upon the whole course of events, and we see

effects and counter-effects which naturally were not susceptible to the gaze

of those who took part in those events. Thus it happens that the “war

machine,” concerning which Bethmann-Hollweg has spoken (and correctly),

is no longer in operation today, although the passions of those earlier

political struggles still leave a tremor behind them. This “war machine”

created an atmosphere which subjected decisions to a certain given pressure

which today no longer exists. And for that reason it is necessary, when we
apply the standard by which judgments of past events are measured at the

present time, to bear in mind the circumstances under which these great

events passed into history. It will then be made clear that it can not be-

come with us a question of a moral judgment, but merely a question of

Stenographic Minutes, 4th sess., post
, p. 350.
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rendering a judgment as to how, at the present time, taking as a basis the

knowledge that we have today, the decisions which were reached shall

receive their political appraisement.

A. The Question of the Possibilities of Peace

When we speak of possibilities of peace, it is clear that reference is made
only to such possibilities as can be considered as such from the fact that

they might have been able to lead to peace negotiations. Such possibilities

can only then be considered as having existed if basic starting points are found

upon which to base a foundation for such possibilities. In this sense the

question of whether or not at the critical period the possibilities of peace

existed, must be answered in the affirmative. Facts are at hand which

show the existence of such a possibility, to wit:

1. It was supposed, during the course of negotiations concerning a

peace move on the part of Wilson, that he would undertake a move in

the direction of peace only if the situation were such as to justify the
conclusion that it would not be rejected by the Entente. 1 One basic

point of departure which can serve as a foundation for the idea that the

peace move undertaken by Wilson was not from its inception purpose-
less, but that it could lead to conversations dealing with peace questions
with the Entente, consists therefore in the fact of the peace move it-

self. This idea gains strength through the insistence and pertinacity

of Wilson’s endeavors on behalf of peace from December, 1916, until

the end of January, 1917- At that time also, as Bernstorff reports on
the 27th of January, 1917, he emphatically informed the Ambassador
through Colonel House that he was convinced that if Germany acqui-

esced in his aim, he could bring about both peace conferences, that “he
hoped with reason to be able to bring about peace conferences, and.
indeed, at such an early date that unnecessary bloodshed in the spring
offensive could be avoided.” 2

2. On the 17th of December, 1916, the Pope officially communicated
the fact that “he had good ground to believe that the Entente was
inclined to peace negotiations if we would disclose something concerning
our peace conditions; that the Entente was particularly interested in a

guarantee for the restoration and complete independence of Belgium.” 3

This official communication of the Pope is noted above under IV.

3. As a matter of fact, we know today that at that time the Entente,
particularly from a financial standpoint, according to the disclosures

of the English political economist Keynes, was in an extraordinarily

critical condition, and that, objectively speaking, there were at that
time, as a matter of fact, only two possibilities of which the Entente
could avail itself in this position: Either to draw America into the war,
even at the cost of an unrestricted U-boat warfare which at the time
constituted a very welcome instrument in its behalf, or, on its side also,

to give very serious thought to a peace of understanding.

1 Compare with above under III, ante, p. 130.
3
99, Supplements, pt. m, post, p. 1079.

2
69, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1047.
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4. It is established beyond any question of doubt that at that time a
strong financial pressure was exerted by the United States upon the Entente
Powers not to withdraw from the possibility of peace negotiations. The
Federal Reserve Board

,
by its warning

,
following hard tipon an under-

standing unquestionably had with Wilson
,
stopped the further purchase by

American banks of British securities. This step constituted the severest

kind of a menace for the financing of the English conduct of the war. For
England could not

,
like Germany

,
meet its shortage in foodstuffs and muni-

tions with the products of a domestic market
,
but was in the most unlimited

sense dependent upon the foreign and particularly the North American
market

,
where it could only pay in dollars. From the moment when the

American credit no longer existed
,
England could not hope to get sufficient

food material or war material from the United States. 1

In the face of these four points, no decisive weight can be attributed to

the note with which the Entente answered our peace proposal. It would

not be a far-fetched assumption that the Entente note was specially prepared to

bring about in Germany the resolve to commence unrestricted U-boat warfare in

order thereby to bring to naught Wilson s peace move and to bring America

definitely over to the side of the Entente. 1 It is easily understood that the form

and contents of the note under the conditions which existed at that time,

were bound to have an irritating effect upon the feeling of the German
people. If today we were again to analyze its contents with a quiet mind

and in connection with all prior happenings and occurrences, we would not

necessarily reject the view expressed by the Emperor Karl and by Czernin,

according to which the note was impertinent in tone, but would see that it

did not necessarily preclude the possibility of a continuance along the line

of peace. 2 However that may be, it is quite possible that there had never

existed so favorable an opportunity for Germany to win not only the accord

of the world but of the hostile States on the question of peace, as existed

precisely at the moment in which the tone and contents of the Entente note

appeared again to consign the thought of peace to oblivion. The excessive

demands of the Entente note had had an unfavorable effect among the

neutral Powers. If Germany had seized this moment for coming forward

with moderate war aims and with a peace aim which the world could justify

for Germany, together with an absolutely unambiguous declaration con-

cerning the unconditional return and restoration of Belgium in the sense of

the declaration of the Chancelor in the Reichstag on August 4, 1914, admit-

ting that Belgium had suffered injury and that it must receive full compen-

sation therefor, then, viewed from any standpoint, would the desire for

peace, even in the case of hostile nations, have been strengthened in such

a way as to bring a result hand in hand with a persistent and consistent

carrying out of the German policy along this principle; in a word, a result

which would not necessarily have constituted a diminution of Germany’s
1 Inserted in the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer by the committee.
2

1 13, 1 16, Supplements, pt. in, post
, pp. 1090, 1091.
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territory, but at the same time, things being what they were at that period,

could never have been such as to constitute in form what would have

amounted to a sacrifice on the part of the Entente. The communication

of peace conditions made in this spirit would have provided the means in

such a situation to awaken or to strengthen the willingness to negotiate

which had either not yet come into existence or was as yet still the object of

contention. It is no mere chance that Wilson, who had been approached by

Germany as peace negotiator, as well as the Pope, with whom later in the

year 1917 the basic principles of a peace move were discussed, made the

attempt in the same way and at the same time to prevail upon Germany
to make her peace conditions known. By a lucky combination, the way to

carry such a step out had been opened to Germany. Her own peace pro-

posal had been announced. The world 1 was making inquiries concerning

the conditions of peace of Germany, particularly with regard to a declaration

regarding Belgium. At this stage came Wilson’s attempt to have all the

Powers communicate their conditions of peace. From this time on, the

opportunity to have her own peace move brought to the highest pitch of

efficiency was not taken advantage of by Germany.

It could not be taken advantage of because the conditions of peace which

lay at the foundation of our peace offer and which have become known to

us through the documents which have been published were such that they,

like the peace conditions of the Entente, could only be carried out after a

complete overthrow of the enemy. 2 In particular it is to be observed that

no reference was made to a free restitution of Belgium in the sense of the

earlier declaration of the Chancelor. On the contrary, certain definite

guarantees were claimed on behalf of Germany, and in the absence of the

fulfilment of these guarantees an annexation of Liege with corresponding

strips of territory was demanded. It is true that Bethmann-Hollweg con-

sidered these peace conditions as constituting the maximum which would

be demanded and which would be subject to change in the proposed peace

negotiations. But with regard to the nature of the peace conditions, taken

as a whole, there was in no sense unanimity. Hindenburg opposed the

standpoint of the Chancelor and demanded an exact statement of the mini-

mum territorial demands upon which Bethmann-Hollweg must insist, in

view of the then existing war situation, and under all circumstances, even

at the price of the possibility of the continuance of the war. 3 And what
the Emperor thought about it all is to be deduced from the telegram of

Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office on the 2d of January,

1917, according to which the Emperor stated, after being informed of the

note of rejection of the Entente, that he, on his part also, was obliged to

1 According to the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer there appeared
here: “was struck by this peace proposal in its peace sentiment and.”

2 78-85, Supplements, pt. 11, post
, pp. 1059-1068.

3
1 18, Supplements, pt. in, post, p. 1095.
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modify our war aims; there could be no further question of any concessions

to France and Belgium; King Albert was not to be allowed to return to

Belgium; the coast of Flanders must come under our dominion. 1

With this set-back, any attempt to take further advantage of any supposed
possibility of peace was out of the question.

B. The Inquiry as to Causes

If we seek to inquire into the causes of Germany’s failure to take advan-

tage of the situation brought about by the Wilson move, in order to reach a

peace of understanding, the only answer that can be given, based on the

material made available by official documents and hearings, is that the

desire to end the war through a victory brought about by an unrestricted

U-boat war eliminated the possibility of peace so far as Germany was
concerned.

This desire made it impossible to bring about an intimate connection

between the individual peace move and Wilson’s peace note of the 21st of

December, 1916, through continuing along the line marked out by the

individual peace measure in a concrete and definite way. This desire was

the element which put into execution the order to commence the unrestricted

U-boat warfare, which made any further steps along the path of peace

perfectly useless at this time. And this desire made it impossible for the

formal acceptance of Wilson’s peace mediation of the 27th of January, 1917,

to have any timely effect.

The fundamental cause of this intention was the belief in the absolutely

certain and quick success of the U-boat warfare. This intention obtained

its strongest impetus from the heartfelt wish of a people engaged in a most

desperate conflict to end the war by an early victory
,
and from, the view which

,

in particular
,
was consistently announced by the Supreme High Command that

the enemy likewise was opposed to a peace of understanding. 2 It was the duty

of those who were conducting the Empire’s affairs and of those who counseled

them to determine exactly whether or not the adoption of the unrestricted

use of the U-boat weapon was really the suitable means for bringing about

this victory. The political branch, and particularly Helfferich, whose duty

it was to pass upon the commercial side of the question, were of the opinion

that this question was to be answered in the negative. The argument in

support of the memorial of the Chief of the Admiralty Staff of the Navy
on December 22, 1916, 3 and the position taken in agreement therewith by

the Supreme High Command, were victorious on this point. The result

which was prophesied in the course of these arguments “that ... in

1
1 15, Supplements, pt. ill, post

,
p. 1091.

2 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording .Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.
3 Supplements, pt. v, p. 1214.
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case ruthless U-boat warfare is carried on, England will be forced to sue

for peace within five months” 1 and even, as the Navy in particular asserted,

by August, 1917, at the latest, did not follow, severe though the losses

inflicted upon the enemy by the U-boat war were. The mistake was based

upon erroneous estimates. The following points are material in this con-

nection :

1. The assumptions, from the commercial aspect, of a successful

U-boat warfare were erroneously entertained, and especially was the
commercial assistance on the part of America underestimated.

2. The terrifying effect upon neutral shipping did not reach the

extent that it had been assumed would be reached.

3. Sufficient weight was not given to the effect of measures of a

military and technical kind which were taken against the carrying on
of an unrestricted U-boat warfare.

4. The military resources of the United States as an ally were fun-

damentally underestimated.

5. The military participation of America in the war in the shape of

extensive troop transportation was hardly taken into consideration on
account of the belief that the U-boats would be able to stop these

transports even if transportation were attempted.
6. The question as to how far the military and commercial equipment

of Germany would continue to be sufficient was limited to a considera-

tion of the immediate future, but was not examined from the standpoint
that peace might not have been obtained in the summer of 1917, and
that, through the entrance of the United States into the war, it could

be dragged out for a considerable length of time, and the issues thereof

become more acute.

All these errors of judgment must be designated as mistakes of the most

fatal kind. The effect of these errors is felt all the more heavily because

the preparation of the opinion above referred to was not entered into with

the care which was necessarily imposed by the tremendous importance

of the question; nor was the proper preparation made to instruct public

opinion along these lines with the necessary definiteness. The work of

scientific authorities of the first order would have been required to satisfy

the purposes of a fully comprehensive opinion, as well as the statements of

experts of the very highest type. As a matter of fact, the opinion was made
up and worked out by a Heidelburg professor who, by no means, could be

considered as an authority of particularly high standing with regard to

any question of world commerce or politics, together with several unknown
cooperators of inconsiderable reputation. The experts who were heard are

mentioned in the report itself. In no event were they leading authorities

in the matters of commercial or political relations which were in question.

Experts in matters which were of a peculiarly material nature, such, for

instance, as the shipping trade, were not called upon to testify at all. The

1 190, Supplements, pt. v, post, p. 1216.
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individuals who were heard were for the most part recognized champions
of the policy of unrestricted U-boat warfare. It is to be regretted that

steps were not taken which would have made it impossible for this memorial,

with its scientific make-up, to have thrust itself into the public view and to

constitute even for the purposes of parliamentary debate the only source of

information available. No care was taken to see to it that the opinions

which expressed an opposite view were likewise and at the same time

brought to the knowledge of the Reichstag. In particular, attention may
be called to the fact that the important reports of Albert and Haniel 1 which,

on account of the intimate knowledge possessed by their authors of American
relations, contained the most detailed and earnest warning against the

inception of the U-boat warfare, were not known outside of a small govern-

mental circle. It was
,
further ,

not known that Major v. Papen, the military

attache in the United Stales of America—as he has stated in his testimony of

the 16th of Aprif 1920—addressed in the capacity of military expert thefollowing

words of warning against the commencement of an unrestricted U-boat warfare

to the then Chief of the General Staff ,
General v. Falkenhayn: “If you do not

succeed in keeping the United States from joining the coalition of our enemies

,

you will lose the war; on this point there can be absolutely no doubt." 2 On the

contrary
,
the head of the Department of Informatio?i of the Supreme High

Command, Major Nicolai, prevented Major v. Papen from making an explana-

tory statement to the press with regard to the erroneous estimate regarding the

amount of material resources of the United States, in accordance with the

desire of the then Secretary of State v. JagowP

It was possible for the belief in the unquestioned success of the unrestricted

U-boat warfare to become current because the political branch refrained

from exercising further opposition against it. This occurred in the critical

period. Bethmann makes particular reference to the extraordinary difficul-

ties of such an opposition. But it is not clear that on account of these

difficulties the opposition in question had to be or should have been given

up. Bethmann and Helfferich called particular attention to the attitude

of the Reichstag. As a matter of fact, no majority existed at the critical

period in favor of the peace of understanding
,

4 and on the 7th of October, 1916
,

a resolution was passed according to the terms of which the Imperial Chancelor

was to base his attitude with regard to the U-boat question on the conclusion

reached by the Supreme High Command. By this means the decision was, as a

practical proposition, placed in the hands of the military authorities
,
inasmuch

as the resolution further declares that in case the decision to be rendered should

1 172, 173, Supplements, pt. iv, post, pp. 1183, 1186.
2 21 1, Supplements, pt. vi, post

,
p. 1307.

3 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.
4 In the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer there appeared at this

point the following: “A resolution had been adopted whereby to all intents and purposes
the decision as to the commencement of the unrestricted U-boat warfare had been handed
over to the military authorities.”
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be in favor of the unrestricted U-boat warfare
,
the Imperial Chancelor might be

perfectly sure that the Reichstag would agree with this conclusion .

1 Nothing

more is to be added to the severe words of the two statesmen with regard to

this attitude of the then majority of the Reichstag. At the same time, in

passing judgment on these events, it must be borne in mind that the Reichs-

tag had not been informed with regard to the true situation to such an

extent or in such measure as was necessary, if we are going to hold the

decisions of the Reichstag responsible for our national policy. The Reichs-

tag had no knowledge about the military situation of our land forces, as,

according to III,2
it was represented in the opinions of the military authori-

ties at that time. It had no knowledge of the momentous reports which

had been filed with the authorities with regard to the resources of the United

States and the prospects of an unrestricted U-boat warfare. And before

all, the Reichstag was absolutely without any knowledge that we had

incited the Wilson peace move, and it was ignorant of the reasons which

had led up thereto. This raises the question as to whether or not, even in

the winter of 1916 and 1917, a majority in favor of a peace of understanding

would have been found in the Reichstag if Bethmann-Hollweg and Helfferich

in the Reichstag had refused to accept the responsibility for further directing

the governmental policy and had submitted the question to the Reichstag

either to resolve to support Bethmann-Hollweg along the path leading to a

peace of understanding or to oppose him and take the road which led to

war with the United States.

So far as can be ascertained, the political branch offered no opposition

when the fatal decision was made after submission of the question to the

Supreme High Command with regard to the commencing of unrestricted

U-boat warfare. At this juncture, there was both inducement and oppor-

tunity to fight the point. The fight was not taken up. It is probable that

Bethmann considered that it would be useless from the very start. The
underlying reason as to why no opposition was offered is probably, however,

a deeper one. When we think of the way in which the peace conditions which

were really to be at the bottom of the peace proposal were drawn up, and

particularly when we realize that the political branch made no earnest

endeavors to leave the Belgian question outside of the discussion, so far as

can be ascertained by documentary evidence and from the hearings, we find

ourselves obliged to admit that the political branch does not appear to

have been actuated by a real desire to set up an opposition which should

have been maintained to the last. The inner consciousness of a definite

political object constantly borne in mind and not to be lost to view during

the varying fortunes of war, which measured up to the standard of Ger-

many’s strength and could stand as her justification, did not exist. The

1 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.
2 Ante, pp. 130 et seq.—Editor.
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political leadership was not only hemmed in between the juxtaposition of

certain existing necessities through the dualism created by the military

attitude and political insight—not only was a supreme authority lacking

which by a determined unity of purpose and a steadily consistent course

on the part of the State could and would overcome this dualism
;
but the

political leadership was above all not secure, not at one with itself 1 and not

ready to render a final decision. The historical guilt of the political branch

lies in this
,
that in the greatest and the most fateful question which has come

upon Germany
,
its representatives allowed that which they were assured was

injurious for the country to occur. At the same time
,
the Supreme High Com-

mand and the Admiralty Staff, both of whom continuously urged the commence-

ment of an unrestricted U-boat warfare, can not escape blame. With full

knowledge of Wilsons peace move which was still a possibility, and in the

certain consciousness that the commencement of an unrestricted U-boat warfare

would inevitably be followed by war with America, they “ played their hand,”

concerning which Helfferich said: “If it is not trumps, Germany is lost for

centuries 1

VIII. CONCLUSION

Herewith we present the conclusion, briefly stated as follows:

1. In the general situation which was brought about by the peace move
of Wilson in the winter of 1916-17, certain conditions existed which made
it possible to reach the point of peace parleys. The Imperial Government
did not avail itself of these possibilities.

2. The reasons why the above-named opportunities were not taken

advantage of are to be found in the resolution regarding the commence-

ment of the unrestricted LI-boat warfare of January 9, 1917. 2

Sinzheimer, Reporter Gothein Antonie Pfulf

Schucking Dr. Oscar Cohn Maxen
Schultz-Bromberg 3

Berlin, June 18, 1920.

1 Inserted by the committee in the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.
2 In the draft of Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer, there follows at this point:

“and in the events leading up to it.”
3 With the following reservation:
I protest against the certification of the report made by the majority of the investigating

committee, since it does not represent the facts objectively nor does it limit itself to the
reproduction of facts, but confuses a one-sided and arbitrarily grouped selection of facts

with individual judgments.
I reserve the right, after the completed report and the opinions of the experts, which to-

day are not yet available, have been entered, to submit a minority report to the records of

the Commission.



MINORITY REPORT OF DELEGATE SCHULTZ-
BROMBERG WITH REGARD TO WILSON’S

PEACE MOVE OF 1916-1917

On the occasion of the session of the subcommittee of the 18th instant,

I handed in the following statement in the nature of a protocol directed

against the report completed by the majority of the Second Subcommittee

of the parliamentary Committee of Inquiry with regard to the facts relative

to its investigations in the matter of Wilson’s peace move and the opening

of the unrestricted U-boat warfare: I protest against the certification of

the report made by the majority of the investigating committee, since it

does not represent the facts objectively nor does it limit itself to the repro-

duction of facts, but confuses a one-sided and arbitrarily grouped selection

of facts with individual judgments. I reserve the right, after the completed

report and the opinions of the experts, which today are not yet available,

have been entered, to submit a minority report to the records of the com-

mission.

In view of the time which remains at my disposal for the purpose of

submitting the present separate report, I am obliged to limit myself to

calling particular attention only to the most important points with regard

to which it appears to me to be proper either to supplement the majority

report or to submit a differing opinion.

In the first place, I hold that it is my duty to protest against the methods

as a whole used in the construction of the majority report. The require-

ments applicable to the report of a parliamentary investigating committee

demand, first of all, an ordered arrangement of the actual results of the

investigation
;
it must be made perfectly plain as to what facts have been

determined beyond any question and what facts still remain matters of

doubt. It is the province of such a report to hold itself free from purely

personal conclusions. To the extent that conclusions are drawn and judg-

ments rendered on the basis of the facts submitted, they must be made to

appear as such, in sharp contrast to the establishment of the facts them-

selves, and they are to be brought about in such a way as to make it perfectly

plain that the question at issue is not the establishment of facts, but the

drawing of conclusions and the rendering of opinions. The majority report

pays no attention to these elementary principles. The facts which have
been established through the investigating committee are almost without

exception taken into consideration to the extent only to which they fit in

with the conclusions and judgments of the majority of the committee, which
for the most part were fixed before the investigation by the committee.
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The establishment of facts is confused with conclusions of judgment to

support which no substantial evidence has been submitted, and, I may
add, which in part at least have not even been made the object of interro-

gation for the purpose of taking evidence. Finally, conclusions and judg-

ments of a most subjective kind have been continually interwoven in the

actual representations made by the report, without its being made apparent

in a manner sufficiently clear that the question involved is one of subjective

conclusions and judgments. The task of the investigating committee to

bring about an unbiased clarification of past events can not be fulfilled when
the methods adopted here are used. With regard to the subject matter

itself, I have to make the following statements by way of supplementing

and correcting the majority report.

I. THE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT
AND WILSON WITH REGARD TO A PEACE MOVE TO BE

MADE BY THE LATTER

The majority report begins with the proposition that the “peace move
of Wilson was instigated and desired by us.” It also asserts that agreement

had been reached between Berlin and Washington with regard to the form

of the peace move as well; that the Imperial Government had clung to the

thought of Wilson’s peace move and had constantly worked upon Wilson

in this regard. This “point of departure,’’ as the memorial of the majority

calls it, is based upon a one-sided and incomplete representation of the facts

which have been established in the course of the investigations made by the

committee.

In the first place, Wilson’s peace move was by no means instigated and

wished for by us one-sidedly. It was made perfectly plain by the statements

of witnesses and particularly from statements of Count Bernstorff, as well as

from public documents, that quite apart from and independent of any in-

ducements on our part suggested to President Wilson, he entertained the wish

at a comparatively early stage of the war to play the role of peacemaker.

Even at the commencement of the year 1916, this was made perfectly

clear by the presence of Colonel House in Berlin. The documents which

were submitted to the committee dealing with diplomatic relations between

Berlin and Washington begin significantly with the telegram of Count

Bernstorff to the Foreign Office on the nth of April, 1916, which is to the

effect that, according to a communication of Colonel House, President

Wilson, on the assumption that the case of the Sussex would be satisfactorily

settled, might bring about peace “in a few months,” whereupon Secretary

of State v. Jagow answered that this wish of the President was wholly at

one yvith Germany’s desires in the matter. 1

1
1, 2, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 971.
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In the second place, it is not correct to say that “an agreement had been

reached between Berlin and Washington with regard to the form of the

peace move.” The agreement was, as the actual course of events shows,

merely apparent and deceptive. The German point of view on the question

touching a peace move on the part of Wilson was from the outset announced

in the clearest terms. As early as the beginning of May, 1916, the Imperial

Chancelor himself was prevailed upon, in a telegram to Count Bernstorff,

in response to a telegram of Ambassador Gerard, to take the position,

communicated by Gerard to Washington, that we were ready to accept a

“peace mediation" on the part of Wilson. Bethmann-Hollweg qualified

this communication to the extent that Wilson could only be tolerated by us

in the light of an “unbiased peace proposer." In the further course of the

exchange of telegrams with Count Bernstorff, weight continued to be laid

with increasing emphasis on the point that the activity of Wilson must be

limited to “ bringing about peace negotiations between the belligerents";

that otherwise a participation by America and the remaining neutral

Powers in these peace negotiations would not be in accordance with our

wishes, and that, preferably, such participation by the neutral Powers would

be acceptable, if need be, only in the case of a “ general peace conference fol-

lowing in the wake of peace negotiations conducted by the belligerents and

not devoid of results.” The subjects of this “general peace conference " are

designated as “general questions of international law and questions arising

between nation and nation and those involving the freedom of the seas and

disarmament." It is true that Count Bernstorff repeatedly reports that

so far as he knows it is not the desire of Mr. Wilson “to intervene in any
way in territorial questions, but on the other hand to limit his interests to

the question of disarmament and freedom of the seas,” and that the United

States and the other neutral Powers should only take such part in the

contemplated conference at The Hague as was called for by a consideration

of both questions above mentioned. But in referring to these communi-
cations of Count Bernstorff the majority report should not have refrained

from pointing out that President Wilson, from the very moment that he

made an actual start along the path of peace, proceeded differently from

what might have been expected from his communications to Count Bern-

storff. If it is true that in the note of the 21st of December, 1916, Wilson

took the official stand that he did not wish to prescribe the manner to be

adopted and the course to be pursued by the methods employed for bringing

about a comparison of the conditions of peace—that, on the contrary, any
method at all was the right method for him if he could only attain the great

goal,—it is a fact that at the same time he had Count Bernstorff informed

confidentially of his wish to serve as a clearing house for the peace conditions.

In so doing, Wilson forsook at the first opportunity for real action the course

concerning which, according to the majority report, there existed “complete
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understanding between Berlin and Washington,” and sought for himself

the opportunity to meddle in the affairs of the belligerents with regard to

their individual peace conditions—an opportunity which had up to that

time been constantly refused him by Berlin. Not the least important is

the absence of agreement between Berlin and Washington touching the

form of the peace move—the opinion of the majority report to the contrary

notwithstanding—as a cause for the development of a situation which was
bound to result in rendering still more doubtful the chances for such a peace

move, already sufficiently slim even without this complication. How this

absence of agreement with regard to Wilson’s role in the peace question

came to be an established fact at the critical moment, in spite of Bernstorff’s

reports asserting complete agreement on the part of Wilson with our views

in the matter, remains unexplained.

Absolutely one-sided and incomplete is, finally, the statement of the

majority report to the effect that the German Government, before taking

its own step toward peace, unqualifiedly and in a manner bespeaking no

limitations “clung to the thought of a peace move by Wilson and constantly

endeavored to influence him toward this end.” Why, the version of the

majority report is such as to impress the ingenuous reader with the thought

that not even the attention of the German Ambassador in Washington had

in any way been called to certain premises of Wilson’s peace move and to

the possibility of a peace move on the part of the Central Powers.

The following is to be stated in answer to the above:

Wilson, who in the first part of April, 1916, had caused Count Bernstorff

to be informed that he expected “to bring about peace in a few months,”

proceeded, after the settlement of the Sussex case, in a dilatory way with

regard to the peace question. Count Bernstorff even went as far as to

telegraph to the Foreign Office on June 22, 1916, that it was certain that

Wilson’s peace move was to be expected in the course of the summer; 1 why,

even in a report to the Imperial Chancelor of the 13th of July, 1916, he

announced his conviction that the President “will make an appeal for peace

in the course of a few weeks” in case by that time the uselessness of the

offensive on the part of our enemies had been demonstrated. 2 But President

Wilson did nothing.

When the Imperial Chancelor again took up the question of Wilson’s

peace move in his telegram to Count Bernstorff of the 2d of September,

1916, 3 he called the latter’s attention particularly to the following: “Other-

wise the unrestricted U-boat war will have to be carried on in dead earnest.”

In view of the fact that Count Bernstorff replied that as the result of the

Roumanian participation, action on the part of Wilson would be without

effect; and that he, Bernstorff, was of the opinion that if Wilson were

1 12, Supplements, pt. 1, post

,

p. 979. 2
13, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 979.

3 16, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 983.
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reelected, his mediation was “very likely to occur before the end of the

year,” 1 the Imperial Chancelor answered him with the following frank

statement: 2 In view of the necessity of being forced to reckon on the war

lasting longer than had been expected, the Navy expects quick success as

the result of an unrestricted U-boat warfare; that the Supreme High Com-
mand must consider unrestricted U-boat warfare in connection with its

own measures; that this situation was subject to change if Wilson would

make his peace advances; “that some action of this kind must, however,

occur before long”; for a long-drawn-out continuance of the war would be

injurious to the military situation of Germany.

Thus, when the peace question was again taken up, Count Bernstorff

had his attention immediately called to the fact that a peace move on the

part of Wilson would have to follow shortly if there was going to be any

purpose in making it at all. In his telegram to Count Bernstorff of the

25th of September, the Imperial Chancelor even went as far as to assert

emphatically that if Mr. Wilso?i desired to wait until shortly before or after his

election
,
he would scarcely be left any further opportunity for taking such a step.

So Count Bernstorff was informed that the political branch attributed

only a problematical significance to any action toward peace on the part of

Wilson which should not be undertaken until after his reelection. To what
extent he made use of his knowledge of this attitude on the part of the

Imperial Administration in connection with Wilson and his confidential

agents, is a matter which has not been cleared up by the hearings before the

committee.

Even after Wilson had been reelected as President on November 7, 1916,

there came no news from Washington that he had made up his mind to go

ahead at this time. On November 16, Secretary of State v. Jagow tele-

graphed Count Bernstorff as follows: 3

Kindly ascertain whether the President is going to take steps in the
matter of peace mediation, and, if he is, what steps and when. Ques-
tion important for decision regarding other possible steps in the same
direction.

This telegram, which announced the possibility of individual action

independent of any action on the part of Wilson in case of a further delay

of his contemplated move, was sent almost four weeks before the peace

move of the Central Powers. It was followed on the 22d of November,
three weeks before the peace move of the Central Powers, by the communica-
tion that we intended, in so far as the military situation should permit it,

to announce with our allies in the near future a willingness on our part to

enter upon peace negotiations. 4

These facts are of such a nature as to present the “points of departure”
1
17, 18, Supplements, pt. 1, post, pp. 983, 984. 2

19, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 984.
3 28, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 991. 4

30, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 992.
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established by the majority report in a substantially different light. In

looking back not only upon the peace move of the Central Powers, but also

upon the commencement of the unrestricted U-boat warfare, it makes a

very decided difference whether the German Government kept urging upon
Wilson the necessity of a peace move utterly unreservedly and without limi-

tation—as it would seem to have done according to the representations made
by the majority report—or whether the administration (as was actually the

case) continued to assert with ever-increasing emphasis since September,

1916, that only such a move as should be quickly undertaken would be

of any value to us; that otherwise the unrestricted U-boat warfare would

become a necessity or that a peace move independent of and distinct from

Wilson would have to be considered. However, all the facts which go to

construct this picture of past events, which alone is the correct one are

simply discarded in the majority report.

II. REGARDING THE PEACE PROPOSAL OF THE CENTRAL
POWERS OF DECEMBER 12

,
1916

The majority report seeks to create the impression that at the beginning

of December, 1916, shortly before the Central Powers came forward with

their peace proposal, action on the part of Wilson was an assured fact and

unqualifiedly imminent. In supposed support of this contention, passages

are quoted from Bernstorff’s reports to the effect that, in any event, soon,

and presumably by the New Year, Wilson would take steps, or that “every-

thing is ready for the peace move.” 1 While it is true that the majority

report is unable simply to ignore the cautious announcement of Count

Bernstorff that in view of Wilson’s character “it is always a matter of doubt

as to when he will come out with his move,” it endeavors to destroy by

other assertions the effect of these reservations which, as a matter of fact,

plunged everything back again into a state of uncertainty.

With this purpose in mind, the majority report, with no qualifications

whatsoever, sets up a communication of the American charge d’affaires to

the Imperial Chancelor of December 5, 1916, to the effect that the President

was working out an early energetic move for the purpose of bringing about

a rapid conclusion of peace, and to this end requests the cooperation of the

German Government.

Thus, continues the majority report, according to the dispatches of

Count Bernstorff, Wilson was willing to initiate a peace move only if there

was reason to expect that it would be acceptable to the members of the

Entente; that Wilson’s hesitation in coming forward was to be explained by

the fact that Wilson, according to Count Bernstorff, had first come into

touch with the Entente. And to this assumption of Count Bernstorff the

1 Telegram of December 4, 1916.
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majority report adds the further assumption: '‘Therein lay precisely the

great significance of Wilson’s proposed move. If it were to take place, it

could certainly be assumed that he had been in touch with the Entente or,

at any rate, that his action was the outcome of a reasonable hope that it

would meet with a favorable reception.”

Such assumptions have no place in a document purporting to be a report

on the facts and, most emphatically, have no place when facts are at hand

which stand in sharpest contrast with these assumptions.

An example of such a fact suppressed in the majority report, is the dispatch

of the German Ambassador in Copenhagen, Count Brockdorff-Rantzau to

the Foreign Office, of December 19, 1916, concerning his conversation with

American Ambassador Gerard who had just returned from America. 1

According to this report, Mr. Gerard spoke as follows: “'The feeling of the

Entente Powers was unqualifiedly against a peace and that the war- spirit

in France was most bitter; that Ambassador Jusserand was incessantly

beseeching President Wilson not to undertake any peace mediation and

simply give the Allies time to drag Germany down; that Mr. Wilson could

not expose himself to a slap in the face from the Allies." Since Mr. Gerard

had left New York on the 4th of December and unquestionably had been

received by President Wilson before sailing, it follows from these assertions

of Mr. Gerard to Count Brockdorff-Rantzau which, moreover, are in full

accord with Gerard's statements in his book, My Four Years in Germany
,
that

in any event even in the first days of December, Wilson was far from adopt-

ing the resolution to finally come out with his peace move and that there

could be no talk of the possibility of a favorable reception by the Entente

of a peace move emanating from him.

The Imperial Chancelor proceeded, therefore, upon the supposition which

doubtless hit the mark, that he might be placed in the position of waiting

indefinitely for Wilson to make a peace move. (For the rest, one is justified

in entertaining considerable doubt with regard to the efficacy of any peace

move on the part of the Central Powers.) If we may venture to substitute

another assumption for the assumption of the majority report, which it is so

impossible to bring into harmony with existing facts, there seems better

ground for the assumption announced in the book America as an Enemy by
Professor Dr. Bonn, who was summoned before the investigating committee

in the capacity of an expert, to the effect that it was the peace proposal of the

Central Powers that ‘'spurred the President to quick action.”

The majority report passes over with the most complete silence the

reasons which Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg and his coworkers on the

occasion of their examination by the investigating committee referred to as

of controlling and compelling weight in connection with the selection of the

moment by the Central Powers for making their peace proposal, and
1 103, Supplements, pt. in, post, p. 1081.
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particularly the opinion that the fortunate ending of the Roumanian
campaign, which was then imminent, constituted a most favorable moment
for presenting a peace proposal, and one which might not be expected to

repeat itself in the near future. In the place of these reasons which, accord-

ing to the statements of the participants made under oath, were controlling,

the majority report attempts to substitute and place in the foreground an

entirely different point of view; that “the political branch in particular had

to determine the question of how the commencement of the unrestricted

U-boat warfare, which was being urged by military circles, could be avoided

by bringing about peace negotiations.” In any event, it can not be

doubted that the Administration had long been plainly convinced of the

fact that the unrestricted U-boat warfare would have to become a military

necessity in case of a further duration of the war. The Administration had

informed Count Bernstorff to this effect continuously from the beginning

of September, 1916, on. There is no occasion, however, basing one’s con-

tention on assertions which tend to move in this direction, to argue that the

administration did not make its peace move for the sake of peace but for the

purpose of preventing the unrestricted U-boat warfare which was desired by
military circles. The Emperor’s personally written message to the Chan-

celor of October 31, 1916, speaks against such an interpretation, which,

material as it is for the purpose of determining the reasons which brought

about the peace proposal of the Central Powers, has been suppressed by the

majority report and for that reason is reproduced here.

The proposal to bring about peace is an act of morality which is

necessary in order to relieve the world and also the neutral Powers
from the weight which burdens all. For the performance of such an
act there is needed a ruler who has a conscience and who feels himself

responsible to God, and has a heart for his own people and for enemy
peoples and who, untroubled by possible purposeful misrepresentations

regarding his step in this direction, has the will to relieve the world of

its sorrows. I have the courage to do it; I will risk it in the name of

God.

III. WILSON’S PEACE NOTE OF DECEMBER 21
,

1916

The majority report attempts to make the peace move which President

Wilson initiated with his note of the 21st of December appear in harmony

with the wishes expressed by the German Government to the President

himself. This attempt could admittedly be reconciled, so far as the bare

wording of Wilson’s note is concerned. The note requested a disclosure of

the war aims of both parties to the controversy, whereas the Administration

had up to this time, through the communications of Count Bernstorff to the

United States, steadfastly refused a definite statement with regard to

specific war aims before taking up the question of individual peace negotia-
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tions. But since Wilson’s note was emphatic in leaving open the method

in which the disclosure of war aims was to be made, the German Government

was in a position, without receding from its stand previously maintained

with regard to the disclosure of war aims, to pave the way for an immediate

convention of delegates from the belligerent States at some neutral point

for the purpose of bringing about a full and free exchange of opinion. This

result was, as a matter of fact, brought about in the note of response of the

German Government of December 26, 1916.

If the majority report takes the stand that “Wilson's peace move was in

keeping with the demands which we ourselves had made,” then the criticism

in that report of the German note of response was unjustified, for this

response merely held fast to the program which was set up by the German
Government at the start, and which, according to the reports of Count

Bernstorff, had likewise received the acquiescence of President Wilson, to

wit: Wilson limits himself to the act of inducing the belligerents to appear

at the conference table without himself in any manner taking part in the

negotiations concerning fixed peace conditions; that his participation would

commence only at the general conference concerning questions of inter-

national law and particularly questions concerning disarmament and the

freedom of the seas, which conference would take place after an agreement

was reached with regard to the conditions of peace.

As a matter of fact, according to Count Bernstorff s dispatches, Wilson

by his peace move was reaching for something more than that which had

been agreed upon between the former and Wilson’s confidential agent.

He was desirous, as above pointed out, of acting as a “clearing house” for

the peace conditions. This was merely another way of describing that

which, from the very beginning, the German Government had refused, to

wit, peace mediation in the true sense of the term.

If the German Government even now, when the question became a

practical one, was making efforts to “eliminate” this peace mediation of

Wilson's which it had avoided—and certainly on good grounds,—this did

not constitute, as the majority report asserts, an opposition to the policy

hitherto maintained by the Chancelor, but only an adherence to this policy.

This must be taken as settled regardless of one's opinion as to the expediency

of such adherence. So there is no real cause to seek mysterious reasons for

the altered attitude of the Imperial Government, and to find it to consist in

this, that “in the meantime the movement which demanded the commence-
ment of an unrestricted U-boat warfare for the purpose of bringing about a

termination of the war by a military victory had become dominant.” The
resolution with regard to the commencement of the unrestricted U-boat

warfare was first reached on the 9th of January, 1917, two weeks after the

response to Wilson's peace note; even on January 8, in the great General

Headquarters, everybody was entirely in the dark as to whether the Chan-
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celor would agree or not, as the minutes of the session held on that date in

the Headquarters of General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg show. 1 It is

therefore an absolute error to state that the answer to the Wilson note which
was already sent on the 26th of December, 1916, could have been influenced

by the supposed predominance of the movement for unrestricted U-boat
warfare.

IV, ANSWERS OF THE ENTENTE TO THE PEACE MOVES OF THE
CENTRAL POWERS AND WILSON

The notes of response by means of which the Entente answered the

peace proposal of the Central Powers on the 30th of December, 1916, and
Wilson’s peace move on the 10th of January, 1917, are to be classed as

among the most important documents of that period. It is worthy of note

that in the majority report which deals with the opportunity for peace which

existed at that time these two documents are scarcely accorded a single

reference as documents which characterize the total absence of any and

every desire for peace on the part of the Entente.

The comment made by the majority report with regard to the note of

response of the Entente Powers to the Central Powers which rejected our

peace proposal as a “proposal devoid of sincerity and meaning” and accom-

panied its rejection with scorn and derision, is to the effect that no particular

weight is to be accorded this note. The truth is that this report, instead of

concerning itself with the establishment of the actual contents of this note

and with the analysis of the reception with which it met even in admittedly

pacifist circles in Germany at that time, plunges at once into the assumption

that the Entente note was drawn up with the precise purpose of bringing

about in Germany the determination to commence an unrestricted U-boat

warfare for the purpose of driving America over on the side of our enemies

and in order to set at rest once and for all the possibility of any peace move
on the part of Wilson.

It is only quite incidentally and in the course of a polemic with Helfferich

regarding his interpretation of Wilson’s message to the Senate on January 22,

1917, that the majority report refers to the answer of the Entente Powers to

Wilson’s peace note delivered on January 10, 1917, the effect of which was

to destroy conclusively any remnant of illusions which we might still en-

tertain with regard to the readiness of our enemies for peace. It is for this

very reason that this minority report calls attention to the fact that in its

answer to Wilson the Entente not only cast all responsibility for the outbreak

of the war and for all the excesses which marked its conduct upon the

Central Powers, but that it refused to concede that the Central Powers had

the right to negotiate upon an equal footing, declared it absolutely impos-

1 212, Supplements, pt. vii, post
, p. 1317.
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sible to bring about the peace desired by it at that time, and finally announced

the existence of war aims which were mere forerunners of the peace of

Versailles. There is no other document which to a greater extent than this

note of response shows the absence of any willingness for peace. If, in spite

of all this, the majority report reaches the conclusion that ‘‘in the general

situation which was brought about by the peace move of Wilson in the

winter of 1916-17, certain conditions existed which made it possible to

reach the point of peace parleys, and that these opportunities were not

taken advantage of by the Administration,” we must assume that the com-

mittee has brought to light good grounds for supposing that Wilson was

resolutely determined to crush the war spirit which was expressed in the

note of response of the Entente.

The view that it was only through such action on Wilson’s part that an

opportunity for peace could have been brought about was put forward by
neutral statesmen of note, and at that time when matters generally were in

a state of uncertainty. Reports with regard to this were at the disposition

of the committee, which, however, could not be permitted to be made
public, in the interests of the statesmen of the neutral countries before

referred to. In view of the fact that the majority report refers to these

reports which can not be made public, it may not be improper to state at

this point that, according to the dispatches of one of our diplomatic repre-

sentatives, a neutral statesman of standing expressed the following opinion

:

That if President Wilson had really been in earnest in connection with his

peace proposal he should have given the Allies to understand in no uncertain

terms that their answer made the further prosecution of the war absolutely

unavoidable.

V. WILSON’S MESSAGE TO THE SENATE OF JANUARY 22
,
1917

Instead of rejecting the note of response of the Entente in such a way as

to call but for one interpretation, Wilson issued his message to the Senate

of the 22d of January, 1917. The majority memorial attempts by dint of

long drawn argumentation to belittle the effect of the evidence, particularly

that submitted by Helfferich in his testimony before the investigation com-

mittee, with regard to the significance of this message and to the impression

that it instantly made upon the authorities of the German Government.

Let me state as a fact that, standing in sharp contrast to the attempts of

the majority memorial to gloss over the matter, interspersed as they are

with numerous arguments, in no place does the message contain a clear-cut,

not to mention sharp, rejection of the war aims of the Entente which closed

the door to any negotiations, and that, rather, it treated as debatable the

peace aims of the Entente which, according to the words of Helfferich, were

absolutely unacceptable to the Central Powers.
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I quote the material part of the message to the Senate in order to contrast

it with the doubt expressed by the majority report:

The Central Powers united in a reply which stated merely that they
were ready to meet their antagonists in conference to discuss terms of

peace. The Entente Powers have replied much more definitely and
have stated, in general terms, indeed, but with sufficient definiteness
to imply details, the arrangements, guarantees, and acts of reparation
which they deem to be the indispensable conditions of a satisfactory
settlement. We are that much nearer a definite discussion of the peace
which shall end the present war.

The majority report undertakes to make a similar attempt at glossing

over the position on the Polish question taken by Wilson in his message to

the Senate.

Without any occasion therefor, Wilson, in his message, took sides on this

question which was for Germany so delicate a one, in that he stated “ I take

it for granted that statesmen are agreed that there should be an independent

and autonomous Poland." In connection therewith, attention may be

called to a further passage in the Senate message which spoke of the necessity

of giving to all great nations a direct outlet to the sea, and in cases where

this could not be done by the cession of territory, through the neutralization

of direct rights of way under the general international guarantee.

It was President Wilson himself who insisted upon this proposition which

was absolutely irreconcilable with the idea of the territorial integrity of

Germany—he who had continually caused the German Ambassador to be

informed that he did not desire to meddle in “territorial questions.”

For the purpose of rendering a correct judgment with regard to what we
had reason to expect as the result of a practical working out of Wilson’s

peace negotiations, these actual contents of Wilson’s message to the Senate

are of greater importance than all the general terms of speech the real

meaning of which is revealed by what happened in the peace of Versailles

to Wilson’s fourteen points, which were so solemnly guaranteed to us.

Wilson’s real attitude toward Germany is shown not only in his subse-

quent actions at the time of the Paris negotiations with the Entente Powers

with regard to the conditions of peace and at the time of the negotiations

with the German representatives at Versailles, which, in solemn truth, were

no negotiations at all, but they were also announced by him with a frankness

which could scarcely be surpassed on the occasion of the hearing of the

senatorial Committee on Foreign Affairs in August, 1919. Over this

evidence, of such supreme importance for the purpose of judging Wilson’s

peace move and, together therewith, the possibilities of peace which existed

in the winter of 1916-17, does the majority report ride roughshod to the

conclusion that it was precisely Wilson’s fear that America might be drawn

into the war against Germany which constituted “not an argument against
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but a basis for his peace aims.” Let us compare a literal report of this

hearing of Wilson’s with these bold assumptions which again far overleap

the bounds of established fact:

Senator McCumber : Would our moral conviction of the unrighteous-

ness of the German war have brought us into this war if Germany had
not committed any acts against us, without the League of Nations, as,

of course, we had no League of Nations at that time?

The President: I hope it would eventually, Senator, as things have
developed.

Senator McCumber: Do you think if Germany had committed no
act of war and no act of injustice against our citizens that we would
have gotten into this war?
The President: I do think so.

Senator McCumber: You think we would have gotten in anyway?
The President: I do.

If, then, the German political branch and the Supreme High Command
no longer believed in the possibility of peace after the answer of the En-

tente to the peace proposal of the Central Powers, after the answer of the

Entente to Wilson's peace proposal, and finally after Wilson’s conduct

itself, then the further development of circumstances constitutes a justifi-

cation for their interpretation of the situation.

Absolutely no reason can be put forward of such a nature as to justify a

doubt of the correctness of this conclusion.

It follows, therefore, that there appears to be no justification for explain-

ing the attitude of the Administration with regard to Wilson’s attempt to

carry out his peace move in a manner menacing to German interests and

fundamentally different from the principles originally conceived, on any

other basis than the reasons which were submitted by the former members
of the Administration under oath, consisting in their conviction of the

fruitlessness of any further attempts to bring about peace in view of the

attitude of the Entente and their lack of confidence in Wilson’s intentions.

And above all, there has existed no real basis for the assertion on the part

of the majority report that the attitude of the Administration toward

Wilson’s renewed attempt to take up again and prolong his peace move
was dictated by the decision in favor of the commencement of unrestricted

L-boat* warfare. All the testimony taken from the persons who were

summoned by the subcommittee and who bore either a political or military

responsibility at that time in Germany tends rather to establish the fact

that the decision reached in favor of unrestricted L -boat warfare was with-

out doubt brought about through the conviction that the German attempt

to bring about peace had failed utterly, and that so far as Wilson was con-

cerned, no peace which would be acceptable to Germany could be expected.
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VI. THE OPENING OF THE UNRESTRICTED U-BOAT WARFARE

The majority report gives a picture of the attitude of the political branch

of the government with regard to the U-boat warfare which must create

the impression that the political branch looked upon the commencement of

the unrestricted U-boat warfare as fundamentally and with no qualification

whatsoever, destined to failure. It is perfectly true that, in very emphatic

fashion and upon numerous occasions the political branch of the government

pointed to the tremendous risks of the U-boat warfare and that the political

branch, after the reports made by their representatives, had concluded, and

this only with a heavy heart after the complete failure of efforts for peace,

which failure had been regarded in January, 1917, as permanent in nature,

that the use of this instrumentality of warfare was no longer to be success-

fully opposed. On the other hand, no proof has been submitted to show
that the political branch had looked upon the U-boat warfare as being so

devoid of possible success as to justify its complete rejection, even taking

into consideration the situation which had come about through the failure

of the peace moves, and in the face of the compelling military reasons

announced by the Supreme High Command for having recourse to this

instrument of war.

It is true that the majority report states that “in the words of Helfferich,

reasserted later by Admiral v. Holtzendorff,” the U-boat warfare would

lead to ruin; but Helfferich was positively not asked when and where and

under what circumstances he made the statement. Likewise does the

majority report refer to the phrase which was actually used by Helfferich

at the conferences of the main Committee of October, 1916, that if the

unrestricted U-boat warfare did not constitute a card which, when played,

was trumps, then Germany would be lost for centuries. But if the majority

report desires, on the strength of this phrase, to base an argument to the

effect that according to Helfferich’s view the U-boat warfare must neces-

sarily and under all conditions lead to ruin, this would be in flat conflict

with assertions made by Helfferich in the same speech, namely, that the

technical situation for carrying out successfully an unrestricted U-boat

warfare had noticeably improved and would, as far as could be seen, con-

tinue to improve in the future, particularly in view of the poor harvest

which had been gathered in the countries of our enemies and in those regions

which were providing them with sustenance. To be weighed in the balance

against the great risk was the prospect of success in combination with the

equally great risk of our continuation of the war without the employment of

this fatal instrumentality of warfare forced upon us against our will, after the

efforts to obtain peace had failed.

The majority report makes, here again, no reference to the extent to

which, as a matter of fact, the prospects of a successful result of the un-
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restricted U-boat warfare seemed to point, to the narrow margin by which

we failed to achieve success as a result of unrestricted U-boat warfare, or

to what internal events hampered most fatally the efficacy of the U-boat

weapon. It makes no reference, either, to the statements of the American

Admiral Sims, which were made the subject of comment in the course of

the proceedings before the investigation committee, with regard to his con-

versation with the British Admiral Jellicoe, from which may be ascertained

to what extraordinary extent the U-boat warfare really was efficient, and

that the British Admiral seriously considered the possibility of the loss of

the war by England. Nor does it make any reference to Bethmann-

Hollweg’s statement that:

The entrance of America into the war finally resulted in our ruin;

and yet in the course of your investigations you will constantly come
into contact with facts which indicate that even after the entrance of

America into the war it did not inevitably follow that yiecessarily this should

spell disaster for us. Even during my tenure of office ,
toward the end of

the first half of igiy
,
it appeared as if opportunities for negotiations were

opening up.

The investigating committee discontinued the discussion of these later

opportunities for peace in the course of the line of questioning which it next

initiated, and postponed their consideration until a later time.

A conclusive judgment in regard to the peace move of Mr. Wilson and the

opening of the unrestricted U-boat warfare and all questions concerning

them can be rendered only when those later steps have been fully and effec-

tively explained.

The majority report anticipates the final decision, in fact to the extent

that on the one hand every point which speaks in favor of the policy of

President Wilson is brought into prominence, and on the other hand every-

thing is emphasized which can in any way serve to expose to criticism the

policy followed by Germany. In a report such as this, it is not to be expected

that a clarification of the causes of the misfortunes of our country can be

materially advanced.

Finally, I most emphatically call attention to the fact that the taking of

testimony which was ordered by the investigating committee was not even

carried through to the extent that the majority of the committee itself

considered necessary. Thus, the testimony of General Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg and General v. Fudendorff was not carried to a conclusion, but,

on the 1 8th of November, 1919, merely suspended according to the state-

ments of the chairman of the committee on account of the fatigue of the

witnesses. But no further examination of these two most important wit-

nesses took place. The taking of testimony was not carried to a conclusion

either with regard to these witnesses or with regard to other points. If the

announcement of the judgment of the majority is to be regarded as per-
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missible in the case of a parliamentary report of this kind, it can in any

event only be considered on the assumption that complete examinations of

witnesses have been made. These elementary principles, applicable to the

very premises on which the rendering of a judgment depends, have been in

this case grossly neglected. The taking of testimony which was commenced,

but which was in no way terminated, was suddenly discontinued so that,

for instance, not only was the completion of the testimony of Ludenaorff and

Hindenburg not accomplished, but one even went so far as to leave uncom-

pleted the examination of Minister Helfferich, to whose statements the

report makes constant reference, to the extent of failing to examine him

with regard to the occasion and significance of the remarks made by him.

If this had been done, it is quite certain that the meaning to be attributed

to his statements would have been viewed in a light quite different from that

on which the report seeks to base its arguments with regard thereto.

Even the most experienced judge can not render a correct judgment

without a clear conception of the facts which are to form the basis of his

judgment. The committee which was called upon to investigate one of the

most difficult problems of the World War—the significance of the peace

move of Wilson—failed to exhaust the possibilities of the most important

sources of evidence which were placed at its disposal, quite aside from the

fact that according to the unanimous opinion of the experts, in the absence of

knowledge of the acts and projects of our enemies, an acceptable answer to

the question submitted to the committee would seem to be impossible.

Accordingly, the report of the majority of the committee which, to the

detriment of its own country, and looking at the matter from one side only,

underscores and emphasizes all those facts which appear to be derogatory

to the policy of Germany, does not deserve the name of an objective judg-

ment. It consists of nothing more than an assertion based on mere party

politics and parading in the guise of a parliamentary announcement of the

guilt of Germany, to the effect that those of its agencies which governed at

that time are responsible for the prolongation of the war; an assertion which

uncontradicted testimony of foreign origin is not the last to challenge.

Schultz-Bromberg,

Member of the National Assembly.

Berlin, June 23 , 1920 .
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OF JUNE 18, 1920

I. PROFESSOR DR. DIETRICH SCHAEFER

Two general remarks should precede the report. In the first place:

The Reichstag majority of the legislative National Assembly which, on the

20th of August, 1919, determined upon the institution of a parliamentary

committee of inquiry, proceeded upon a mistaken assumption. This

majority was of the belief that, by means of a purely objective investigation

into all of the activities of the German Government bearing on the war, the

opinion of foreign Powers, particularly those of the hostile Powers, cQuld be

influenced in favor of Germany and of its new order of things—that we
could expect the “purifying effects of truth." This purpose was not accom-

plished and can not be accomplished within any definite period.

Again, it was perfectly clear at the beginning that the material which

would be made available to the investigating committee in the prosecution

of its work would be insufficient to base judgments of a conclusive kind upon.

In order to accomplish this result, the cooperation of all the Powers which

had participated would have been necessary. This circumstance increased

the danger of making the most of the results of the investigation to the

detriment of our own country. This danger has become realized to a

notable extent.

The absence of material made itself similarly felt on the occasion of the

hearings of the Second Subcommittee with regard to Wilson’s peace move.

In order to obtain a well-founded judgment, it was absolutely necessary

to have clear insight into the aims of the American policy directed by the

President. Without such knowledge it is difficult to ascertain with cer-

tainty what weight to give to the probabilities of peace—if they in fact

existed. The discussions which were undertaken for this purpose have not

met with satisfactory' results. The Washington Ambassador answered the

questions which were put to him in this connection in such a way as to

render it a matter of doubt as to whether he himself has come to entertain

any fixed opinion on the subject. In the absence thereof, it is impossible

to conclude a definite judgment with regard to the peace discussions which

were carried on from April, 1916, up to January, 1917. It is highly essential

that a fixed opinion should be found, and it is my contention that it is possi-

ble to do so with the help of the facts which have been made known.

No one can entertain the slightest doubt that the feeling of by far the

greater number of the inhabitants of the United States was hostile to Ger-

many at the time of the beginning of the war. There are numerous facts
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which prove this; but for present purposes it will be sufficient to refer to the

statement of Professor Eugen Kiihnemann of Breslau who for two and

three-quarters years during the war was on the other side, and who made
not less than one hundred and twenty-one speeches in English and two

hundred and seventy-five in German, all having the war for their subject,

and this in one hundred and thirty-seven different cities in the Union. It

is certain that this opinion was based in part upon the English propaganda

of lies which was at once and most energetically set in motion under the

direction of James Bryce, who was until 1913 the British Ambassador in

Washington and Knight of our order Pour le Me-rite

;

and in part this

feeling was due to community of race. However, the existing world condi-

tion and American interests furnished a strong and firm background for

this feeling.

A whole array of American works dating from the last decades, par-

ticularly those appearing in the period following the Spanish-American War
of 1898 and the difficulties with Castro of Venezuela in 1902 and 1903,

express not only a dislike for, but actual hostility toward, Germany. This

feeling was continually strengthened through the fact of the commercial

superiority of Germany over the United States with regard to South and

Central America. The Monroe Doctrine in the last generation has gone

through a most extraordinary broadening process. Germany was even

accused of a desire for conquest. Wilson and his Ambassador Gerard

worked along this line of opinion; one of the two last exchange professors,

Archibald Cary Coolidge, issued a warning against Germany’s projects with

regard to Brazil in his book, The United States as a World Power.

Next came the South Sea question. The trip of the American fleet in

1907 had shown that the Anglo-Saxon inhabitants of the shores of the

Pacific Ocean were filled with similar feelings with regard to “the Yellow

Peril.” This caused England to remove from the treaty with Japan of

1911 so much of what in 1905 had constituted a threat against the United

States. In case of any complications with Japan, the Union could count

upon the cooperation of Great Britain. This would have been impossible

if England’s fleet was tied down to European waters. But that would have

been the inevitable result of a German victory. Even before the war,

England had considered the necessity of concentrating her fleet in home
waters and had not been without concern regarding her position as a World

Power.

This situation must be borne in mind if one is desirous of forming a judg-

ment with regard to America’s relations to Germany during the war.

America did not want a German victory and believed that she would not be able

to tolerate the results of one. The ruling popular feeling demanded a victory

for England. It would be an insult to the intelligence of our leaders to

assume that the situation was not more or less clear to them.
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The situation was already made perfectly recognizable by Wilson’s answer

to the Imperial letter of the 8th of September, 1914. If in spite of all this,

America’s mediation was desired, this is to be explained by the general

situation of the German policy which, moreover, could never quite throw

off a feeling of lack of confidence with regard to Wilson’s ultimate aims.

Before the war, Bethmann-Hollweg persistently strove for an under-

standing with England. He was perfectly willing to make concessions

with regard to the question of the fleet in order to obtain this result. And
when this policy, according to his own statement, had fallen like a pack of

cards, even then he did not give up his intentions. He placed narrower

restrictions upon the use of our war craft than the experts held to be justifi-

able. It is perfectly true that he is responsible for the declaration of the

U-boat war on commerce of the 4th of February, 1915; but as a concession

to America’s claims with regard to the Lusitania and again after the case

of the Ancona
,
he delivered to the use of this weapon a crippling blow in

sharpest contradiction to the attitude of the Minister of the Navy. The
thought of a conflict with America, but also the fear of introducing features

into the war with England which would make an understanding impossible,

were elements which brought this about. He rejected the request of

Colonel House after the commencement of the U-boat war on commerce in

the year 1916 with the remark that he could not allow his most powerful

weapon to be wrested from his hands, and, at the urgent request of the Navy
Department and under pressure of public opinion, on the 8th of February,

1916, he announced the so-called intensified U-boat war and the placing

of armed enemy merchant ships on the same basis as war-ships; however, on

the occasion of negotiations in Charleville on the 4th of March and after

the case of the Sussex
,
he again made concessions and answered the protest

made by Gerard on the 20th of April, 1916, with the note of May 4, which

concluded with the suggestion that the Government of the United States

endeavor “to bring about an observance of the laws of humanity by all the

belligerent nations.’’ At this time, Gerard sent word to Washington that

the German Government was ready to accept the President’s peace media-

tion.

The condition in question was curtly rejected on the 10th of May. Amer-
ica was unwilling to tolerate any interference when insisting upon the

rights due her citizens by binding herself in any way to influence the attitude

of any other government. It was an answer which was wholly harmonious

with the attitude heretofore observed. That the United States handled its

own question of neutrality in a way which was friendly to England and
hostile to Germany can not, according to my convictions, be questioned.

That Wilson himself was not willing to raise his hand for the purpose of

doing away with the difficulties which arose from the U-boat war against

commerce, is to be observed from the fact that he prevented the passing of
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the resolution to prohibit taking passage on vessels of the belligerent Powers
in favor of which an overwhelming majority of the speakers both in the

House and in the Senate had expressed themselves. By means of a prohibi-

tion of this kind, America would have been able to remain practically free

from any losses. However, Wilson knew that the U-boat weapon might

well become fatal, so far as England was concerned, and he did not desire

England to be defeated. The opposition against the U-boat war readily

assumed formally and outwardly the appearance of a fight on behalf of

humanity; it was carried on under a slogan which came easily to the use of

all of Germany’s enemies. That Wilson sympathized with the wish of Ger-

many for negotiations is easily understood. He had long since recognized

that the World War had sounded America’s hour; he was determined that

its termination should be used to America’s advantage. Those at the head

of the political branch of our government have scarcely attributed enough

weight to this fact. Even if here again the welfare of humanity were placed

in the foreground, this plea is too well known an instrument of diplomatic

art to leave open to discussion the question of whether Wilson, when he made
it, did so in a spirit of honest conviction. In any event, it was absolutely

essential in order to gain the necessary backing for his policy at home.

The activities entered into for the purpose of bringing about negotiations

made further headway in the autumn of 1916. It is worthy of note that

their progress was not interfered with to any appreciable extent by further

U-boat incidents. Even a certain kind of agreement with regard to the

form of the mediation was reached. So far as Wilson is concerned, his

only desire was for the time to bring the belligerents to a point where they

would negotiate; on the part of Germany care was taken to avoid the

suggestion of becoming committed on the question of peace conditions by
accepting mediation. General questions involving international law were

to become the subjects of a conference in which the neutral States were to

participate only in case the peace negotiations should not have proven

devoid of results. Among these questions, the freedom of the seas occupied

a position of the utmost prominence. The more Germany pressed for a

beginning of negotiations, the more America hesitated; among the reasons

assigned for this hesitation, the presidential election was cited as the most

important which, on the other hand, in the opinion of the German Ambassa-

dor, should at times have served rather as a stimulus toward hastening on

the negotiations. 1 On December 4, 1916, the Ambassador reports to

Berlin that everything is ready for the peace move, but that at the same

time, in view of Wilson’s temperament, it is a question of doubt as to when
he will actually set the machinery in motion.

But in the meantime, the situation in Germany had undergone a change.

Roumania had entered the war; and simultaneously the Supreme Command
1 12, 13, Supplements, pt. 1, post

, p. 979.
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of the Army had changed hands, and this change had at the time not re-

mained without influence upon the differences of opinion entertained by

the military and political leaders with regard to the U-boat war. In view

of the burden of the new enemy to be opposed, the danger of the entrance

of the Union into the war which might possibly lead to similar action by

Denmark and the Netherlands, had to be considered from all angles with

the greatest care. When the victories won over Roumania and the prepara-

tion and establishment of a force sufficient for the guarding of the boundaries

of both countries above named, called for a renewed estimate of the situa-

tion, the new Supreme High Command began to urge the question of the

handling of the U-boat weapon without regard to consequences. It ap-

peared to those now in command of the military branch, as it had to their

predecessors, to constitute the only instrumentality whereby the war might

be brought to a successful issue by military means.

It was at this juncture that America indicated that the Belgian deporta-

tions constituted an element of obstruction. The Pope too, at the same

time, thrust the Belgian question into the foreground at Vienna. As a

matter of fact, it was the crux of the whole war. During the period when
the Sussex case was still unsettled, on the 5th of April, 1916, Bethmann-

Hollweg, as the leader of the Center party and supported by the great ma-

jority in the Reichstag, had announced that he had understood that Belgium

must remain under German control politically, commercially, and from a mili-

tary standpoint. A claim was thereby set up which, if carried out, would

necessarily have brought about such a weakening of the power of England

as America was not willing to tolerate. It would also have given Germany
such a position as a World Power as to have made it extremely difficult, if

not actually impossible, for the Union to displace Germany's influence in

South and Central America. At the end of the year, the Supreme High

Command still held, generally speaking, to the demands which the Imperial

Chancelor had made in the first days of April. And moreover it was natural,

having in mind the negotiations conducted with the United States for the

purpose of bringing about mediation, that the desire should exist not to

leave the world in a condition of doubt with regard to Germany’s wishes

concerning the peace. And in addition to this came the suggestion by
Austria-Hungary which was energetically supported by the allied Central

Powers. This resulted in the German peace announcement of the 12th of

December. This announcement does not constitute an intentional thwart-

ing of the desired interposition on the part of the CTnited States for peace

purposes.

And as a matter of fact, according to BernstorfTs testimony, it was not

so regarded in America. In view of the vacillating course pursued by
Wilson, Germany could not afford to wait, since it was obvious that time

played into the hands of her enemies. If Bethmann-Hollweg wrote on the
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27th of November that Wilson would in all probability launch his appeal

only if he had no cause to expect its curt denial on the part of the Entente,

this conclusion could have no other effect than to strengthen the determina-

tion to bring about a decision. Bethmann’s words are of no assistance as

evidence on the point as to whether or not the United States was actually

in touch with the Entente with regard to the peace question. 1 Even if

such contact had actually existed, it would have constituted no inducement

to Germany to hold back with her own peace move. If Mr. Sinzheimer

states in his report that at this time there existed the urgent necessity of

bringing the war to a close by political rather than by military means, this

is not correct. The only question is, whether or not the object of the war,

with regard to which both the political and military leaders were in general

accord, was to be followed up at this time by the use of the political or the

military arm. Should it turn out that political methods were impracticable,

then, at least in the opinion of the war department, nothing remained but

a U-boat war carried on a Voutrance. Bethmann-Hollweg and Helfferich

even at this time, when the peace proposal met with no result, did not

withdraw from the opposition which as early as February and March they

had directed against Holtzendorff’s memorial, but they finally acceded

after the peace proposal had proved fruitless.

In his peace note on the 18th of December, 1916, Wilson emphatically

denied any connection with the advances made by Germany. But his

announcement went beyond the limits reached in the course of former

exchanges of opinion. Its “characteristic essence” consisted of the appeal

addressed to the belligerent Powers to disclose their respective war aims,

in order that it might be made possible to submit them to an open compari-

son. By this demand he called the belligerents before the forum of neutral

nations. Up to this time the only question had been one of the bringing

about of negotiations concerning the material parts of which it would be

the purpose of the belligerents to reach a mutual understanding. Now the

idea of the clearing house was to be substituted. On the 29th of December,

House requested from Bernstorff confidential information with regard to

the conditions of peace. 2 The brief German answer of the 27th of December

made to Wilson’s peace note harks back once more to the “direct inter-

change of opinions.” 3

Wilson had reason to know that his request would meet with serious

objections. This anticipation was met by the Entente in its announcement

of the 1 2th of January, 1917,
4 in such a way as to exclude the possibility

of further negotiations. Germany, on its part, did not follow it up in any

way. On December 30, the Entente sent a reply to the German peace

note which utterly destroyed the opportunity for further negotiations.

1 86, Supplements, pt. II, post
, p. 1068. 2

50, Supplements, pt. 1, post
,
p. 1010.

3
47, Supplements, pt. 1, post

, p. 1006. 4
55, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1014.
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This answer reviewed the old accusations, based on gross misrepresentation,

and announced that Germany was unworthy of belief and declared that

every attempt at negotiation was perfectly useless. 1 Although Emperor Karl

and Czernin, in spite of this, believed that such an attempt was feasible, 2

Germanv was quite right in failing to put any faith in such a possibility.

On the 9th of January, 1917, the policy of an unrestricted U-boat war was

adopted.

The report of Mr. Sinzheimer criticizes the manner in which the opinions

concerning the possible outcome of such a war were obtained. On the

other hand, we may point to the fact that Holtzendorff’s reply to Helfferich's

adverse expert opinion of February, 1916, lays particular emphasis on the

point that, in the nature of things, neither military’ nor political conclusions

could be considered as absolutely guaranteeing the certainty of a successful

outcome, and that in any event it was a question of the taking of hazards.

Whether the best experts were summoned to pass upon political and com-

mercial questions is to no small extent a matter of opinion. For an official

body to consult persons who are known to be in sympathy with its views is

such a common occurrence that it can not simply be thrown into the discard.

In view of America’s attitude toward England’s starvation policy, the

military department was confronted with the choice of either allowing

Germany to bleed to death, drop by drop, or to risk all on one throw. If
«

this hazard had not been undertaken
,
our enemies would have been in the posi-

tion to impose upon us a peace of their own making; they knew this
,
and America

would not have stopped them.

It must also be pointed out that Mr. Sinzheimer's report is incorrect in

asserting that the Embassy in Madrid, as well as the legations at The Hague.

Berne, Copenhagen, Christiania, and Stockholm received misinformation of

a definite kind in the shape of reports to the effect that no attempt had ever

been made during the war to persuade the United States to make a proposal

with regard to mediation. The mediation proposal concerning which

Zimmermann’s note of the 14th of December 3 speaks is one which concerns

peace conditions and not the preparation for negotiations. This is shown

by the Times article of the 12th of December, the effect of which it was the

purpose of the announcement to destroy. The further criticism in the

report of the course taken by the German Government at this time loses

weight through the fact that Wilson's peace move was not such as the fore-

going transactions had caused to be anticipated. There was good reason

for speaking of “an autocratic meddling on the part of Wilson in our own
affairs.” With regard to the question, whether or not the communication

of definite conditions of peace was expedient in view of the existing situation,

I agree thoroughly with the stand expressed by Bethmann-Hollweg during

*48, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1006. 2 113-16, Supplements, pt. m, pp. 1090-1093.
3
91, Supplements, pt. Ill, post

, p. 1074.
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the investigation. That on the 29th of January, 1917, he surrendered it

in the course of confidential communication with the United States, hap-

pened under the pressure of circumstances and was a step which was bound,

under existing conditions, to result in nothing and which therefore would
have remained better untaken. It was self-evident that there could exist

no longer any possibility of a peace move.

Two explanatory incidents occurred between the reaching of the decision

to carry on unrestricted U-boat warfare and the actual commencement of

this policy, which throw a clear light on the situation, to wit, the Entente’s

answer to Wilson’s peace note of January 12, 1917, 1 and Wilson’s message

to the Senate of the 22d of January. 2

The answer of the Entente, also, postpones the discussion of details to

the time when negotiations should be actually taken up. But in its remarks

about the '‘liberation of peoples” it leaves no room for doubt that it was its

intention to destroy the German, Austro-Hungarian, and Turkish Empires.

If the Entente denies having entertained the intention of destroying the

German peoples (it takes cognizance in accordance with its attitude main-

tained during the whole war only of German peoples, not of the German
nation), this must be recognized as merely designedly calculated talk. It

declares it to be impossible to obtain a satisfactory peace at this time,

reasserts the old calumnies with regard to Germany’s and Austria-Hungary’s

desire to be the aggressors for the purpose of securing their overlordship in

Europe and with regard to their commercial control over the entire world,

and solemnly protests against being placed on the same basis with the

Central Powers, so far as credibility is concerned.

Wilson’s message to the Senate deduces from the announcement of the

Entente a step in the direction of peace. Did he really believe that the

Central Powers would make their own ruin the subject of negotiation?

According to his own announcement, there must be ‘‘a peace without

victory.” Does the destruction of the Central Powers set the stage for

such a peace? Can he be considered an honorable peace negotiator who
finds no word by which to appropriately restrain the savage lust for violence

exhibited by the Entente? Wilson demands a united, independent, au-

tonomous Poland and for every great people a direct outlet to the sea. I

must reject, as failing utterly to meet the mark, what the report has to say

with regard to these announcements. With the exception of Poland, there

existed in Europe no great nation which did not already have a direct outlet

to the sea. We can not say that Switzerland, Serbia and Luxemburg are

to be classified as great nations; and certainly Wilson did not have them

in mind. We would insult American statesmen if we were to assume that

it was not perfectly clear to their leader that Poland could obtain a direct

outlet to the sea only at the cost of Germany. I do not doubt for a moment
1
55, Supplements, pt. 1, post

, p. 1014. 2 61, Supplements, pt. 1, post, p. 1021.
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that it was perfectly plain to him and to those who counseled him that

herein was to be found an easy channel of traffic leading into the heart of

Europe, of which the American spirit of enterprise might obtain the benefit.

Proofs of the existence of familiarity on the part of America with European

relations are certainly not few in number. The unfortunate declaration of

the Emperors of Germany and Austria of the 5th of November, 1916, cer-

tainly did not point to the existence of a purpose prescribed by Wilson.

Helfferich is absolutely correct when he interprets the message to the

Senate as an expression of a standpoint thoroughly hostile to Germany.

This message stands in crass contrast with Bernstorff’s dispatches of the

1 6th and 19th of January, 1 that Wilson was possessed by no other thought

than to bring about peace and that he believed that it could be reached on

the basis of the principle announced by Germany of the equal claim by all

nations to equal rights and privileges. It was all merely a questiom of an

empty twisting of words in order to win time; after all, it was impossible

really to know what the results of the unrestricted U-boat warfare would

be, and every delay .placed further obstacles in the way of a German success.

That the freedom of the seas and the disarmament of sea forces which

Germany demanded were mentioned in the course of Wilson’s broad amplifi-

cations with regard to the future reorganization of humanity on the basis

of the law of nations, is wholly without meaning. The years that have

followed have shown what his real opinion was with regard to disarmament

of sea forces and the fact that the freedom of the seas can not be assured by
international agreements was certainly as plain to him as to any thinking

man.

That the resolve of Germany reached on the 9th of January was justifiable,

is shown by the answer of the Entente of the 12th and by Wilson’s message

of the 22d of January. Although the news reached us from America that

Wilson considered the demands of the Entente to be mere bluff, Bethmann-
Hollweg was perfectly right in not participating in this view. It was plain

that Wilson’s negotiations could not lead to an acceptable peace; it was our

duty to have recourse to our last resort. That was not only the opinion

of those in power, but of the great majority of the German people. To
assume that temperate conditions of peace put forward by Germany would

cause a good impression among the neutral nations would be counter to

every experience of their judgment and attitude during the war. America

was the only neutral Power which was in a position to develop an inde-

pendent policy; but the Union certainly would not have stirred a finger to

save Germany from being slowly bled to death in case she had decided to

carry on the conflict without using all possible weapons which lay at her

disposal.

The opinion is expressed in the report that detailed reports to the Reichs-

1 59-60, Supplements, pt. 1, pp. 1020-1021.
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tag concerning the negotiations which had been carried on with America and
concerning the military situation, would have brought a majority of that

body to a condition of mind in which they would have favored opening

negotiations for peace. It must be remarked in respect to the above that

such communications, a common knowledge of which could not have been

prevented, would have only resulted in making the Entente more obdurate

in its desire for destruction. The answer the Entente made to Wilson’s

peace note on the 12th of January merely expresses the desire which was
entertained by the Entente from the beginning of the war. I must enter a

denial with regard to the point that in the winter of 1916-17 the possibility

existed to bring about successful peace parleys. Count v. Wedel, Germany’s

Ambassador at Vienna, is correct when he says that it was not the fact of

the U-boat war of itself, but the knowledge that it would lead to the defeat

of England, which was the cause for America’s participation in the war.

He who would argue that it was the resolution of the 9th of January, 1917,

which cast the die in the matter of the fate which ultimately became Ger-

many ’s, is to be met with the statement that there are other elements to be

considered in the matter.

Schaefer.

2 . OPINION OF MINISTER BARON v. ROMBERG

In view of the limited time which has been allowed the experts in which

to deliver their opinions, I regret to state that it is not possible for me to

take sides on the general results of the investigation before the committee

duly submitted by the Reporter, fascinating as it would be for me to pass

upon his impressive account in detail. In rendering an opinion, I am
forced to limit myself to the observations made in conclusion of the report.

The recording secretary records the questions which are to be answered by

the investigating committee as follows:

1 . What opportunities existed for bringing about peace parleys with
the enemy?

2. If such opportunities were in existence, why were the opportu-
nities brought to naught?

In my opinion, it would be more accurate to phrase the first question

thus:

Were opportunities in existence for bringing about peace parleys

which would have held out to Germany and her allies the assured

prospect of maintaining intact their territorial sovereignty?

It is quite possible to assume from the context that the recording secretary

entertains the same conception or a similar one with regard to the possibili-
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ties of peace. At the same time, it seems to me necessary to express this

thought plainly.

It seems to me to be impossible to give a definite answer with regard to

the question put in this form, since without any knowledge of American and

enemy documentary evidence and purposes, we can scarcely be in the posi-

tion to determine what progress a peace move would have taken under

given conditions. Recognizing this circumstance, the recording secretary

puts the first question within the following limits: Whether basic starting

points are found upon which to base the proposition that opportunities of

such a nature as to justify the assumption that they would have led to

actual negotiations, were not lacking. In this way, the recording secretary

finds himself in a position to answer Question 1 in the affirmative and gives

as evidence three such basic points. In my opinion, arguments exist which

are at least equally applicable and which necessarily lead to an answer of

Question 1 in the negative.

The first point, according to which Wilson was only willing to undertake

a peace move if there was reason to believe that it would not be rejected by

the Entente, does not seem to me to be altogether convincing. Has it not

come within the experience of us ourselves that scarcely a word was spoken

at Versailles concerning Wilson’s fourteen points, in reliance upon which

we agreed to the armistice? And do not Count Bernstorff’s assertions with

regard to Wilson and his lack of familiarity with European affairs indicate

strongly that he would have been just as unprepared and as unsuspicious

and just as devoid of backbone if he had continued with the peace move, as,

according to the impressive picture drawn by Keynes, he was during his

activities at Versailles? For this reason, I can not find in the conduct of the

peace move itself sufficient evidence to justify the conclusion that it opened

up the opportunity of success.

Another point on which to base the assertion that the opportunity for

peace existed is seen by the recording secretary in the communication of

the Papal Nuncio reported by dispatch from the Vienna Embassy. As the

recording secretary informs us, there is in evidence also a second dispatch

from Vienna which denies any significance at all to the communication

above referred to. Unfortunately the investigating committee failed to

proceed further with this incident—a matter all the more to be regretted

because it was publicly used for the purpose of showering the sharpest

reproaches on the former government. Unexplained as it is, the incident in

question is not in my opinion entitled to weight as a basic point of inquiry,

and all the less so because, according to my sources of information, further

investigation would have brought to light material of a very convincing

nature, in that the second message from Vienna would have received full

confirmation.

The third basic point, which, to be sure, was unknown to us at the critical

13
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period, namely, the financial difficulties of the Entente, is undoubtedly the

strongest and the one most deserving of our consideration. At the same
time, when all is said and done, I can not believe, taking into consideration

the tenacity of the English and the burning patriotism of the French, that

at a time when it was basing its conviction of victory on such certain grounds,

the Entente would have been daunted at the task of carrying out their war
aims on account of financial difficulties and would not have been equal to

the same sacrifices to which Germany was brought in connection with its

financial arrangements.

I shall now present the arguments which I offer in support of my opinion

that question No. i should be answered in the negative. The grounds

therefor as I see them are to be found in the cold attitude of non-receptivity

on the part of the Entente toward the peace moves of the winter of 1916-17,

and then again in the perfectly justifiable uncertainty which might well be

entertained as to whether Wilson was at once able and willing to force the

acceptance of his interposition by exerting the necessary pressure on the

Entente.

It is probable that throughout the war no German representative in

foreign parts was more often so situated as to follow up peace possibilities,

in the sense of the term as used by the recording secretary—i.e., situations

which might serve as the basis for the existence of opportunities for peace

—

than I. And I have become convinced by the results of my numerous

experiences and disillusionments in this field that the Entente, with the

exception of a few moments of weakness which were absolutely unknown
to most of us, never swerved from its conviction of ultimate victory which

found its expression in the following language: Les Allemands gagneront les

batailles
,
mais nous gagnerons la guerre. It is, moreover, well known that

the Entente repeatedly informed neutral governments that it would look

upon a peace mediation as in the nature of an unfriendly act. With regard

to the so-called opportunities for peace, these must be considered mostly as

combinations or fumbling attempts on the part of mediocre personalities

who desired to do something for peace and who with this point in view

sought to prepare the ground in advance. But as soon as these efforts

claimed the attention of the leaders of the Entente, the result was inevitably

a curt dismissal. Not once were we ever able, in spite of our continual

efforts, to bring about an exchange of opinions between unofficial represent-

atives of both parties which should commit neither party. I repeat that

the Entente also had moments of weakness when it would have perhaps

felt inclined to negotiate, but in my opinion the winter of 1916-17 is not to be

considered as one of those occasions. And this is supported, too, by the

bluff tone of mockery in which the Entente rejected the opportunities for

peace at that time. I can not agree with the conclusion of the recording

secretary, who accords no particular significance to the forbidding attitude
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of the Entente. If there really had existed the slightest willingness to enter

upon negotiations on the side of the Entente, then it is hardly believable

that it would have done everything possible to crush such a tendency

throughout its territories, and have rejected our offer and Wilson’s note in

such a way as to make perfectly certain the destruction of the possibility of

the further progress of the move. Moreover, the Entente made a habit of

paying very little attention to the attitude of the neutral Powers, for it knew

that so far as the neutrals were concerned it had at its disposal means which

would enable it to bring unquestionably effective pressure to bear.

At this juncture, the conclusions of the recording secretary with regard to

the question of the public disclosure of definite peace aims call for remark.

It seems to me that he has not accorded the requisite weight to the signifi-

cance of this point. For my part, I took the stand again and again during

the course of the war that an unmistakable declaration should be made with

regard to Belgium. I did this, however, merely as the result of a conviction

that the annexation of Belgian territory would have been a positive misfor-

tune, and because I considered it a dangerous thing to strengthen our people

in such desires for annexation; moreover, because as each day passed I

realized what tremendous harm the Belgian question was doing us in foreign

countries; and, finally, because I knew that no neutral would for a moment
have anything to do with a peace mediation before taking measures for

holding himself free from the reproach that he might in any way become

identified with the “ Belgian crime.” And I see plainly in this last situation

the real reason why everybody who wanted to do anything for peace de-

manded from us as a preliminary an announcement concerning Belgium.

But I have never entertained the belief that we would have succeeded in

bringing any of the Entente Powers to a point where they would have been

willing to entertain the peace idea by offering them a satisfactory announce-

ment with regard to Belgium, with the exception perhaps of Belgium herself.

To have brought about such a result, it would have been necessary to proceed

upon the premise that the war was being waged on Belgium’s account,

whereas it certainly does not need to be demonstrated with proof that the

Entente Powers prosecuted the war for very definite and very personal war
aims, for the accomplishment of which they worked from the very first day
of the war with a persistence which was not to be shaken, which called for

the greatest admiration, and in which they had their peoples behind them
in overwhelming preponderance of numbers. Aside from its effect upon the

neutrals and upon the unfortunately very weak pacifist party in the hostile

countries, I could have wished, from the standpoint of domestic policy, for

the announcement of moderate war aims, in order to prevent the boundless

ambitions of our annexationists among the German people from obtaining

the upper hand. But looked upon from the standpoint of their effect upon
the enemy, there is absolutely no doubt that moderate war aims were con-
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sidered as an indication of weakness on our part, and in this way encouraged

our enemies and had the effect of prolonging the war, particularly after we,

to our own disadvantage, had forsaken the original plan of a war purely of

self-defense. I remember that the Americans themselves, according to

Count Bernstorff’s report, counseled us not to take too modest a stand

before the Entente with regard to war aims, and warned us above all else

not to appear to be weak.

Again, I can not attribute to our individual peace program of the winter

of 1916-17 the qualities so menacing to peace as the recording secretary

does in his final remarks. I am rather firmly of the opinion that as soon as

we should have taken our seat at the conference table, at least in the year

1916, we would never again have drawn the sword in defense of a single one

of our demands regarding annexation, and the Emperor would have been

the last one who would have made up his mind to do so. Unless I am very

much mistaken, this consideration was also of controlling influence for

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann in making concessions to the military

heads on the occasion of determining upon war aims.

But our enemies likewise employed this same line of reasoning, and on that

ground they unintermittently exerted themselves against the necessity of

taking a seat at the council table, whereas we always repeatedly showed our

readiness to ourselves assume this risk. The statement of the Emperor
referred to by the recording secretary and reported in the telegram of

v. Griinau on the 2d of January, 1917, has not the elements of an official

program, but is merely the spontaneous expression of dissatisfaction and

disillusionment concerning the blunt and mocking rejection of our peace

proposal which was offered in good faith.

I return now to the basic points which speak both for and against the

existence of possibilities of peace, and particularly to the significance which

is to be attributed to the Entente’s answer to our peace proposal in this

connection. In this regard too, as, generally speaking, in estimating the

results of our peace proposal, I take a different view from that of the reporter.

He places no particular weight to the answer of the Entente to our peace

proposal, just as, generally speaking, he calls no attention to any detrimental

effect of our offer; in fact he credits it with having rendered a service to the

extent that, he says, it accelerated Wilson’s move. Even in December, 1916,

I opposed the general plan of our peace proposal, and experience has taught

us that, as a matter of fact and considered from the standpoint of foreign

politics
,
it was a grave tactical mistake for the Central Powers, in contrast

with the Entente, to publicly announce their readiness for peace, however

much this action may stand to their credit. I am thoroughly in agreement

with the recording secretary with regard to the motives which lay at the

bottom of our peace proposal. Although some have gone so far as to assert

that our peace proposal had for its purpose the thwarting of the American
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mediation, it has been definitely proven as the result of the investigation

that the Imperial Government would have preferred the American move,

so that the German peace proposal had only the significance of a second

iron in the fire. I can bear witness myself that as the result of my personal

experience at that time our peace proposition was not looked upon as a

move in opposition to Wilson’s move, but that it was considered in Berlin

as a suitable method for bringing about peace negotiations, and that great

hopes were attached to it. It is true that the recording secretary finds it

difficult to bring intentions such as these into harmony with the instructions

which the Foreign Office sent to the foreign missions after the issuance of

the peace proposal, and in further harmony with the communications of

Secretary of State Zimmermann to the representatives of the press. I

must' admit that the statement made by Secretary of State Zimmermann
in the presence of the committee has not wholly cleared up the seeming

conflict. The explanation for his attitude at that time seems to me quite

obviously to be found in the following considerations. The Imperial

Government desired under no conditions that it should become known
that it had had anything to do with Wilson’s move. This the government

certainly owed to Wilson, whose peace efforts were doomed to failure from

the very start, once the Entente was informed of the fact that he had been

approached by us. But at the same time the Foreign Office had to take

into consideration the sharp feeling of resentment which existed against

Wilson throughout broad circles of the German people. To have made
known the existence of any cooperation between the Imperial Government
and Washington would, therefore, have called for the most vehement dis-

approval, and at the same time would have affected unfavorably the pros-

pects of Wilson’s move. Different opinions may well be entertained with

regard to the appropriateness of the choice of methods by which the seem-

ingly necessary privacy was obtained.

Although the motives which lay at the foundation of the peace proposal

appear to have been clearly defined, it has still not been explained why the

Imperial Government, in spite of the favorable outlook for a peace move
on the part of President Wilson, decided to take this step. The represent-

atives of the former Imperial Government have in their hearing before the

investigating committee given as the grounds therefor that they entertained

serious doubts as to whether the President’s move, constantly put off from

time to time, would really ever be made, and, if it were made, whether it

would open favorable opportunities for Germany. In view of the vacil-

lating reports from Washington, we could not decide to let the favorable

juncture of the defeat of Roumania pass over without taking advantage of

it and removing the second iron out of the fire, although we might well

have argued that our peace offer might result in affecting Wilson’s move
unfavorably. If it is true that the Imperial Government did not perhaps
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sufficiently estimate this last danger, it can call attention to the fact, and

not wholly without justification, that even the Ambassador in Washington
had not expressed an unfavorable opinion with regard to the contemplated

action of the Central Powers. He had already been informed several

weeks in advance that the Central Powers had a certain plan of action in

view in case the constantly deferred move on Wilson’s part was not finally

made. The Ambassador did not react to this information .

1 It is certain

that the dangers of our peace proposal did not escape the attention of so

shrewd a judge of the world situation as Count Bernstorff has proven him-

self to be. Like other foreign representatives of ours, it is quite certain

that he did not indulge in any very strong hopes with regard to the success

of our action, and it is equally certain that he did not overlook the fact

that our move might well interfere with the American mediation move,

which was so eagerly sought by him and which he conceived to be the only

means of keeping America out of the war; and, further, that our action might

bring us into the disrepute, so far as Wilson was concerned, of a government

engaged in carrying on a policy of duplicity. If in spite of all this he main-

tained silence, in my opinion the only explanation that can be offered is

that he himself at that time—that is, at the critical moment—did not foster

so firm a belief in the initiation of action by Wilson as to enable him to

assume the responsibility of recommending to the Imperial Government
to take its second iron out of the fire. In any event, whether I judge the

motives of Count Bernstorff rightly or wrongly, the effect of his silence upon

the Berlin Government must have resulted in strengthening it in its resolve

which, according to my conviction, was a fatal one. The damaging effect

of our peace proposal with regard to Wilson’s action must be considered as

1 Count Bernstorff remarked as follows with regard to this: The first reference which
reached Washington with regard to “possible further steps” in the peace question in con-
nection with Wilson’s action is to be found, according to the public documents, in the
inquiry of Jagow’s of November 16, 1916, telegram No. 114. The obviously immediate
answer which followed is contained in telegram No. 154 of November 21, 1916, which, in

connection with telegram No. 153, describes Wilson’s mediation as imminent. The con-
dition was added that as little as possible should be spoken by us about peace mediation.
From the reference which reached Washington, it could not be inferred that the Adminis-
tration was entertaining the plan to issue a peace proposal. Washington was informed for

the first time by telegram No. 116 of November 22, 1916, which went off before the arrival

of this answer that “it is our purpose, acting in conjunction with our allies, to announce
forthwith our willingness to enter upon peace negotiations.” Nothing is said about the

form of the announcement, and an error has been committed if Bethmann-Hollweg an-

nounced on November 4, 1919, that “on November 22d the Ambassador was already
informed that we are making our plans to announce our readiness for peace publicly.”

Even on November 26, 1916, immediately after the arrival of telegram No. 154 in Berlin,

the announcement was retracted: “We would be glad to give Wilson’s peace move the

preference over our action referred to in our telegram No. 1 16 of November 22 but Wilson
should act soon. The Embassy was thus instructed to the effect that individual action

was set back in favor of Wilson’s, and was again instructed by telegram No. 123 of December
1, 1916, that Wilson’s peace move must be initiated promptly and answers with regard to

this question on December 1 and 4 (telegrams Nos. 164 and 169). That in accordance with
our wish, we could depend upon the fact that Wilson’s action would be taken at the opening
of Congress. (28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, Supplements, pt. 1, post , pp. 99U 992, 993, 994,

996, 997.)
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being beyond question. It is true that in spite of our move Wilson under-

took this step; it is even certain that he did not vary from his original

project. But, on the other hand, it has been learned from other sources

how deeply he was annoyed by the fact that we anticipated him, and, above

all, that on this account he was placed in the unpleasant position of defending

himself against the reproach that there must be some connection between

his move and ours. But what appears to me to be by far the most injurious

consequence is that our peace proposal called forth the offensive rejection

of the Entente which destroyed every hope of bringing about peace through

political means, and at the same time every belief in the possibility of a

favorable result from any mediation which Wilson might undertake. The
conclusion will be found in connection with the answer to the question as

to the reasons why the mediation move failed. Here the conclusion pri-

marily to be reached is, in my opinion, that the position taken by the Entente

with regard to our peace proposal affords the weightiest reason for concluding

that the ‘‘possibilities of peace” expressed above did not exist.

As a further reason for this interpretation, I have referred to the doubts

which were entertained as to whether Wilson would exercise himself suffi-

ciently to bring the Entente to accept his efforts in behalf of peace in such

way as to guarantee our territorial integrity. It is not my desire at this

point to again open the question of whether or not Wilson was entitled to

the confidence placed in him, a point which has been so widely discussed

in the hearings before the investigating committee. Nevertheless, it has

been clearly established that the distrust toward America in that critical

period had a very great effect upon the policy pursued by the Central

Powers, and that this feeling was not altogether without cause has been

nowhere indicated in as clear a manner as in the statements of Count

Bernstorff, according to whom it was precisely this mediation by the CTnited

States which would have constituted the only means of keeping America

out of the war.

In the second part of his closing remarks, the recording secretary answers

the question inquiring into the reasons why Germany did not take advantage

of the situation which was created by the Wilson move, to bring about a

general understanding, his answer being to the effect that it was the willing-

ness on the part of Germany to bring the war to a close by the military

means of the initiation of an unrestricted U-boat warfare, which destroyed

the possibilities of peace. As I regard the matter, this answer is not satis-

factory. Who was it that entertained this desire? Without doubt it was
the fleet, moved by the very natural ambition to bring about victory. And
to a certain extent the Supreme High Command of the land forces, which

naturally preferred to have the end of the war brought about by military

means rather than by political endeavors. But to attribute such a desire

to those who were responsible for the Imperial policy is, in my opinion, to
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go completely astray. On the contrary, here we find the announced desire

to arrive at an understanding with the enemy. Even the recording secretary

expressly recognized in the course of our debate the conscientiousness with

which the Imperial Government caught at and followed out every oppor-

tunity for peace or even for a rapprochement which offered itself. It is

certain that, in the last analysis, the initiation of the U-boat war destroyed

the possibility of peace, but the Imperial Government only reached the

determination to pursue this course with a heavy heart and after it had

come to realize beyond any question that, as the result of the scornful

answers of the Entente, the political understanding which it was so urgently

striving for at that time was simply not to be had. And, moreover, the

political leaders did not entertain the intention of “bringing their opponents

to their knees” and to dictate a peace to them; they only clung to the hope

that the U-boat weapon would bring about what their peace proposal and

Wilson’s note had failed to bring about, to wit, a readiness on the part of

their adversaries to negotiate. I certainly do not care to pose unqualifiedly

as a champion of the decision reached by the political leaders, and have, in

particular, nothing to suggest in connection with the remarks of the recording

secretary with regard to the insufficiency of the information which was

accepted as a reason for the resolve to enter upon the unrestricted U-boat

war, true though it may be that the last word in this regard can only be

spoken after it has been possible to get a perfectly clear conception of the

political effects of the U-boat war on the possibilities of peace. The in-

vestigating committee has left itself open to attack in this connection,

since it has failed to take up this point. I think, however, that justice

demands that the tragic and compelling situation in which the authorities

found themselves when making their decision should be set out in a manner

absolutely clear-cut and free from doubt in undertaking the task of answering

the question, why the possibilities of peace were destroyed, which situation

Professor Bonn characterized aptly as follows: We should not forget that

the authorities had to reach their decisions with a watch, so to speak, in

their hands. We must try to picture the situation in the light in which

it would have had to be considered by the Administration at that time in

case it should have decided against the unrestricted U-boat warfare—

a

situation which would have been positively the best which could possibly

have been conceived, speaking from the standpoint of the Entente. The
battering effect of the war then being waged on two fronts would have

continued—a war which, in the opinion of the Supreme High Command
of the Army, we were no longer able to endure. Our military situation

would have grown weaker with the passing of each day. Simultaneously

an exchange of notes with regard to the possibilities of peace would have

been instituted which it would have been absolutely within the power and

to the interest of the Entente to drag out as long as it chose. The weaker
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our military position became, the less likely would be the opportunity of

any success on Wilson’s part. We must entertain no doubt about the

fact that a decision amounting to a refusal to go ahead with the U-boat

war would even at that time have had the significance of a military capitu-

lation. In these days it was wholly impossible to foresee that the Russian

revolution, not the United States, would have rescued us from this terrible

situation.

It is perhaps unnecessary to call attention to the fact that precisely that

witness, Count Bernstorff, upon whose statements, dispatches, and counsel

the investigating committee has with thorough justification placed the very

greatest weight, was not informed about our military situation at that

critical time and, according to his statement, constantly proceeded on the

false premise that we could not be conquered unless America entered into

the war, and as the result of this that we would have had time to let an

American peace action run its course.

The recording secretary reproaches the Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann
in the course of his concluding remarks, on the ground that he, in concert

with the Reichstag, did not continue the fight against the unrestricted

U-boat warfare. In my opinion, the recording secretary here fails to give

sufficient consideration to the situation which existed at that time. What
prospects did such a controversy hold out? Did not the rejection on the

part of the Entente destroy every basis for such a conflict? When all is

said and done, the Reichstag would have been confronted with the following

alternative: Capitulation, or the putting into operation of an instrumentality

of warfare which had been described by our military authorities as absolutely

effective. Can it be doubtful how this question would have been determined

in view of all the circumstances? But in spite of all this, it may be suggested

that the Imperial Chancelor was bound as by a moral duty to take up the

fight. This view, however, overlooks a very important point, to wit, the

effect on the enemy, a point which is all too often overlooked by the critics

of today, but which was peculiarly obvious to the representatives in foreign

countries who, like myself, spent the war period in neutral States. The
effect which such a controversy between Bethmann and the Reichstag, on

the one hand, and Hindenburg and Ludendorff, on the other, would have

had upon our enemies, can be judged by the manifestations of glee with

which the objectively correct Reichstag resolution of the summer of 1917

and the reasons therefor were received by our enemies. As we of course

are aware, the existence of such a controversy and of its causes could not

by any possibility have been kept from the knowledge of our enemies. The
result would necessarily have been the prolongation of the war.

If I may venture to adduce another statement applicable to the report

generally, it is the following. In my opinion, the report does not distinguish

with sufficient definiteness between the situation which was presented to the
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consideration of those in power in the winter of 1916-17, and that situation

submitted to our view today. It is true that, in direct connection with this

circumstance, the recording secretary has announced in a spirit of loyalty

that there can be no talk of the rendering of a moral judgment upon the acts

of the government existing at that time, and that the task of the investi-

gating committee can only be that of clearing up facts. But in my opinion,

the German people have less interest in the establishment of historic proof

(which as a matter of fact is not possible today and may perhaps never

become so) than they have in being able to form a judgment as to whether

or not the government was at fault. For this reason, it seems to me to be

the chief task of the investigating committee—and this, too, in the interest

of the authorities in charge of the conduct of the war—to reconstruct the

situation to the utmost possible point of exactness, as it existed at the time

those great events occurred; and from case to case to differentiate between

what was a matter of knowledge at that time and what has not become
known until the present time, so that everyone may be in a position to put

the question to himself as to how he would probably have acted if he had

been occupying a position of responsibility.

I am at the point of concluding, and am perfectly aware of the fact that I

have fallen far short of carrying out the task which should have been mine

as an expert, of rendering an expert opinion with regard to Wilson’s peace

move. It was a physical impossibility in the short time available to prepare

so exhaustive an opinion. If in spite of this I decided to take the stand

with regard to what appear to me to be the most material features of the

concluding remarks of the report which is before us, this is done in the hope

that the committee may perhaps have opportunity to amend or amplify

the report in regard to this or that item. My suggestions in the matter may
be stated in the following concrete form:

1. Question 1 should be more definitely stated, as, for instance: Did

possibilities for peace negotiations exist of such a nature that the expectation

of Germany and her allies with regard to maintaining the integrity of their

territorial possessions might be met?

2. Replying to this point: This question can be definitely answered

neither in the affirmative nor in the negative, since there exist basic grounds

which could serve as the foundation for either conclusion.

3. The causes which resulted in the failure of the Wilson move are to be

principally attributed to the non-receptivity of our enemies.

4. A reference to the fact that the investigation could not be extended

to include the political and military results of the U-boat war, and that

therefore even today the resolve of the Imperial Government with re-

gard to carrying out the unrestricted U-boat war can not be exhaustively

studied.

Romberg.
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3 . OPINION OF DR. M. J. BONN

In view of duties of an urgent nature which have been assigned to me, it

has not been possible for me to work out a specia
1

expert judgment. I have

had to limit myself to setting down a few notes, since in the ten days which

were granted us I should not have been able to write the book which I would

have had to write in order to do full justice to the questions arising in the

course of the discussion.

I give my unqualified approval to a number of the basic principles an-

nounced by Councilor Schaefer. That a complete and perfect picture

can not result from our investigations, is a matter which is beyond question;

and it is equally true that for this purpose a knowledge of American affairs

is above all things requisite. To the extent that this knowledge can be

obtained from the material which has been placed at our disposal, I believe

that I can lay claim to be so informed. But I desire to state that even that

does not mean that the last word has been spoken. On this account, my
statements will, viewed from this standpoint, prove to be much less positive

in nature with regard to many matters than those of Councilor Schaefer

who, although he has emphasized the lack of reliability of the material

before us more positively than any of us have done, has nevertheless deduced

results of a decidedly more definite nature.

I

1. The first question appears to me to be this: Were we, at the critical

period, desirous of making peace, or did we believe that the prolongation

of the war would bring about better results? To this question there can

be, in my opinion, but one answer, x*\n early peace was desired in all circles,

military as well as civil. Therein consists the tragedy of the entire peace

move. His Excellency Mr. Romberg just cited a remark which I made,

namely, that those who undertook the peace move stood from beginning to

end with a watch in their hands. It was in the fall of 1916 that the convic-

tion had been reached that the war could not be won on land by military

means. (Interruption: Already in January, 1916!) Certainly, but it was
energetically reasserted in the autumn.

2. Now there were two available possibilities. We could either obtain

peace through negotiations by use of political means, or we could play our

card, which consisted of the U-boat war—a card which Helfferich designated

as the last in case it was not trumps. At the very moment when we came to

consider the last-named possibility seriously, the necessity, based on calcula-

tions which are before us, arose of successfully bringing about peace negotia-

tions by the first of February, 1917. For the reasoning of the supporters

of an unrestricted U-boat warfare was as follows: It was on February 1 that

the U-boat war must begin. If it did not, then England would have the
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necessary time to bring in her supplies; then the matter would not be
finished by the first of August, and we would be forced into a new winter

campaign which we should not be able to endure. I believe that I have
stated these arguments correctly from an objective point of view. Now
this meant that a limited time only was given to every attempt to obtain

peace through political ends. It is perfectly obvious to everyone familiar

with political matters that peace negotiation, quite irrespective of what its

material prospects were, would probably come to naught as the result of this;

for it is not possible to conduct politics with a watch in your hand. (Inter-

ruption: One often plays in luck, your Excellency, but you can not rely

upon it.)

3. A new element enters here. There was general agreement with regard

to the purpose about reaching a peace, but not over the kind of peace to be

reached. We had to be perfectly clear on the point that if political methods
were used we could obtain nothing but a peace of understanding. By all

means, a peace of understanding meant a clear-cut solution of the Belgian

question. Any man who, urged on by no matter what motive, considered it

necessary to exceed the status quo
,
above all regarding matters in the west,

simply could not believe in the successful outcome of a peace of understanding.

As the result of examining the peace conditions which were submitted to us,

I am not inclined to reach such far-going results as the recording secretary

has arrived at. I believe that the political leaders would have been abso-

lutely disposed to limit themselves on the whole to the question of a simple

peace of understanding, once they had taken their seats at the conference

table. At the same time, I am quite in agreement with the recording

secretary when he finds that the military authorities were opposing this

idea with might and main. If the political authorities had been successful,

they would only have been able to attribute this result to the use of the

same methods which we were anxious to employ with regard to our oppo-

nents. The idea was to bring the parties to the conference table because

of the conviction that the military authorities of the Allied Powers, as well

as those of Germany, would then no longer be in a position to go beyond the

modest demands which a peace of understanding held out.

4. If what was wanted was a peace of understanding, there were of course

two methods available. We could either ask for it directly or we could

make use of mediation. Matters had gone so far in this war that with the

exception of America there was no Great Power which was not arrayed

on one side or the other. The bitterness of feeling was such that peace

could not have been brought about as would have been possible in the days

of the past, that is, by the method of having a neutral Power address soothing

remarks to two governments. Let me present a simile to you in this connec-

tion. The war had become on both sides a war of the people, and he who
was desirous of bringing about peace had to handle the belligerents as you
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handle two fighting bulldogs when you separate them; he had to be in a

position to sprinkle pepper in their noses. He was bound to have the means

of exerting pressure. Therefore it was quite obvious from the start that

secondary neutral Powers could accomplish nothing. The only Power

which could do it was America.

As a matter of fact, there were very many weighty reasons why we should

have made use of the American mediation. We had constantly had disputes

with America which had only been half settled. We were perfectly well

aware that America would not be in a position to exercise true neutrality

with regard to both sides, either practically or formally, after matters had

developed up to a certain point. Therefore it was essential to overcome

the difficulties in the way that President Wilson once expressed: That he

hoped to be able to offer us a sensible peace; that that would be much
easier (I am quoting from memory) than a restoration of international law

in its entirety, also with regard to England.

II

The second question which we have to consider is this: Did Wilson desire

peace mediation, that is, the arrangement of a peace which did not under-

mine the conditions of Germany's existence? With regard to this point,

matters were as follows

:

i. From the very first day of the war, President Wilson entertained and

expressed the desire to negotiate for peace. His step of August io, 1914,

is well known. Besides this, we are informed by documentary evidence

that a web was constantly being spun over Constantinople by Ambassador
Morgenthau in the fall of 1915. We further know that House came to

Europe on missions again and again. It is evident from the whole nature

of the President and from all the policies previously expressed by him (for

the purpose of rendering a judgment having a bearing on the years 1916 and

1917, it is necessary to take as the basis of judgment his previous policies

and not those subsequently adopted by him), that he was a man who had

made the idea of the juridical determination of disputes and of the settlement

of conflicts by means of mediation the guiding star of his foreign policy.

The note of idealism which he sounded drew him along this path. But he

was drawn along it by some very real interests of the practical politician as

well. In this regard, his is a very complicated make-up. He is without

doubt a man subject to the influence of general ideas who frequently

knows but little about details, and who, in spite of all learning, is lacking in

knowledge of things not American, an attribute common to the American.

But he certainly is not a dreamer walking with his head in the air, partic-

ularly with regard to domestic American questions. As has always been

said about him :
“ He keeps his ear close to the ground ” in order to hear what

the public opinion of America has to say.
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developed in such a way that it was henceforth impos-

i a breaking off of relations with Germany, if not a

declaration of war, unless peace should be concluded at an early date. I

will not again go into the question as to how the U-boat war came about, or

picture the long list of differences. But in any event, Wilson had put

himself in a position where he was bound to break off relations with Germany
if Germany engaged in another U-boat action, unless he was to make him-

self a laughing stock for all time. It is without doubt that this move would

then have been followed by a declaration of war, in view of the existing

circumstances, especially if those circumstances were not altered. Further-

more, he was bound by the purely selfish reasons of a party politician to

attempt to prevent the recurrence of the unrestricted U-boat war, in order

not to be driven into declaring war himself—for he had been reelected as the

one who had “kept us out of war” and not only out of war with Germany
but out of war with Mexico. Therein lies the real meaning of the statements

of Count Bernstorff, that war with America would have come except for

some move in the direction of mediation. This does not mean that America

would have declared war in any case—for instance, because her pride had

been injured—if the mediation move came to nothing; but it does mean
that the unrestricted LJ-boat war would have been renewed if the mediation

move did not prove successful, and that the resumption of the unrestricted

U-boat warfare must lead to war.

3. But (and this is the third point) the only right thing for President

Wilson to have done as a patriotic American was to bring about the end of

the war in such a way that no far-reaching fundamental disturbance of the

balance of power in the world could occur. When he spoke about a war

without victors, he was not simply playing in a sentimental vein; on the

contrary, from the American view-point he was standing on firm ground;

he was advocating peace, he was advocating adjustment, he was advocating

disarmament, not because America was not in a condition to arm, but

because he wished to spare his people the expense of armament and the

difficulties attendant upon militarism in a democracy.

4. In this effort he was without any doubt whatsoever (and this is my
fourth point) supported by the opinion of the American people as it had

come to develop itself in the fall of 1916. We can ask whomsoever we please

—anyone who was over there and is vested to even a small extent with polit-

ical understanding—it is always reported that in 1916 the attitude toward

Germany had become materially more favorable. That does not mean
that the Americans had become pro-German; simply that they were no

longer passionately pro-Ally. They never were pro-British; that can be

seen today, when the anti-British feeling is more pronounced than ever.

But they were pro-Belgian and pro-French—pro-Belgian from sentimental

recognition of an injustice done, and pro-French partly as a result of old
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traditions and partly because there were not many Frenchmen in America;

and because a man is accustomed to hold in higher esteem that nation which

he has had less opportunity to study than the nation which, has,, furnished

him with many opportunities for observing its nationals.

Ill

At the same time, it must be thoroughly understood that from the stand-

point of the German Government it was justified in having a feeling of the

greatest distrust with regard to President Wilson.

1 . Whether he was anti-German or not in his inmost being, nobody knows.

We could not know what he was thinking, and his whole temperament is,

moreover, leaving aside for the moment the purely political, opposed to ours.

It is further not to be denied that during the course of the entire war he

endeavored to maintain the forms of neutrality, but that he did not keep

neutral in spirit.

To these was added the third reason, to wit, that he was a vacillating

character. He only acted when he was absolutely convinced that public

opinion was with him and that success was certain. He is unusually capable

of so manipulating public opinion as to have it reach a given point at a given

moment in accordance with his desires. But he who is accustomed to

calculate upon the effects of public opinion knows that it will not do to

work with a watch in his hand. It requires time. And it was always a

question of requiring more time, since incidents one after another kept

coming up continually to prevent Wilson from acting.

2. This distrust is very fully justified through another and more deep-

rooted cause. It was evident, according to Wilson’s statements, that he

had far-reaching designs for a reconstruction of the world. At the same
time, we are not to understand by this that he was willing to trouble himself

to any appreciable extent with regard to the details of the peace program.

If Versailles has proved anything, it has proved the following : That President

Wilson was of the opinion that the idea of the League of Nations and of the

new world order was of far greater importance than the actual fundamental

' principles which should form the basis for this new order of things. In

Versailles, Wilson showed no particular interest for details, although he had

there at his beck and call a staff of experts of unusual ability. He never

listened to them. This we learn not only from Keynes, but I know it as

the result of statements from individuals. They simply did not interest him.

It was his league of nations that interested him. Naturally, before he had
his experts about him, his information was much slighter still.

We must also admit that the inquiry as to whether or not it was expedient

to entrust the mediation move to Wilson, was a question which we might

well call doubtful, if we take into consideration Wilson’s character and the
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entire field in which he moved. This is a question which should have been

answered before any agreement was entered into with President Wilson
concerning a mediation move. But from the moment at which we entered

upon this move, when we—if I may be allowed to express myself bluntly

—

had bestridden the horse of our choice, we had to maintain our seat. If we
had not done that, our entire policy would have described a zig-zag course.

3. Now it came to pass that through circumstances attributable not

only to his own character but to other happenings, the Wilson move was
constantly delayed. First came the declaration of war by Roumania.
He who is endowed with even a little common-sense knowledge of men
must admit that Wilson’s peace mediation, or any other peace move, would

surely have been destined to failure if it had been submitted to the Allies

at the very moment when a new army was placed at their disposal. Of

course he could not do that, and we do not need to make this point the

subject of further comment. When matters had proceeded to the point

where the Roumanian hand no longer played trumps, the American presi-

dential election was so imminent that Wilson could not undertake anything

else. Under conditions which existed at a time quite definitely antedating

the election he would have been able to use his peace move as a plank

in his election platform—it was concerning this that Count* Bernstorff

expressed himself. But when once it occurs that political parties stand

over against each other in ordered battle array, then it is too late to inject

a new and important question without the danger of setting everything

topsy-turvy. So it was necessary for him to wait until after the election.

Then came the Belgian deportations. There is no question but that

they outraged public opinion to the greatest degree.

So I admit the fact that the Imperial Government had every reason to

be suspicious. It had very weighty reasons for its anxiety lest Wilson

would not come forward at the right time with his peace move. Then came
the question as to what it was to do. In this connection v. Bethmann-

Hollweg said to me that to indicate to Wilson that we would take other

measures if he did not come forward with his mediation within a definite

time, would have been folly. I must admit that I am less convinced of that

fact today than I was at that time. If we desired the mediation of President

Wilson—and it had been as a matter of fact accepted—and if he who had

undertaken the task hesitated all too long in his attempt to put it into opera-

tion, the only recourse left was to give him the sign “quickly, please.”

I am convinced that Count Bernstorff would have found ways and means

to present the matter to President Wilson in such a way that he would have

bestirred himself; for the idea of the peace mediation lay close to his heart.

This appeared later.

4. Now it is very characteristic that the distrust in the mediation activ-

ities of President Wilson rose to its height when he had actually moved in
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the matter. After he, urged on by the German peace proposal, set his own
plan in motion, he made no further stops by the way. He proceeded from

stage to stage with absolute consistency and. in fact, with astounding rapid-

ity for a man of his characteristics. I remind you of Count Bernstorff’s

various telegrams bearing upon this course of events. I remind you that

Wilson did not allow himself to be warned off by the policy of rejection

adopted by the Allies, that he came out with his message of the 226. of

January, and that even after that he submitted his mediation in a far-

reaching and even semiofficial form. I believe, then, that we must admit

that this distrust of Wilson was justifiable. And justifiable, too, was the

displeasure caused by his hesitating methods. But from the moment when
we determined to work in conjunction with him, we were bound to do so in

actuality, or we were bound, if he delayed too much, to give him to under-

stand that matters could not proceed on this basis. To allow him to keep

on calmly negotiating after we had given up belief in his mediation activities

and in his desire to mediate was intrinsically an inconsistency of logic.

5. Concerning which we may remark: This inconsistency is due to the

fact that Wilson proceeded over and beyond the mark which he had origi-

nally set for himself. But, I believe, that is not quite correct. It is not a

question of whether or not Wilson had the intention of meddling in the

details of European affairs; this can not be too strongly stated. He was not

acquainted with them and he did not want to trouble himself about them.

He wanted to be the great messenger of peace who would give the world a

lasting peace. Perhaps in the peculiar intermingling of sober thought with

imagination which is his, he dreamed that sometime he would stand before

the world in the position of his predecessor, George Washington, to whom
Americans refer as being first in war, first in peace and first in the hearts of

his countrymen. It is wholly probable that he hoped that people would

say of him, “first in peace, first in the hearts of men.”

But if he desired to limit the part which he was to play, and not to co-

operate to any material extent in the matter of working out the details of

the peace agreement, but was willing to be satisfied to guarantee, through a

league of nations, the new order of things which had come into existence

between belligerent and belligerent, it naturally followed that, first of all,

the readjustment of Europe must be made to assume such a form as to

give promise of permanence. For this reason, Wilson was under the obli-

gation of bringing the participants to the conference table. And in this

connection this was the situation : We were unwilling to announce outright

our peace conditions, because we proceeded on the fundamentally correct

theory that once we sat about the conference table a way would be found

for everything. The Entente on its part was just as clear on this point as

we. The Entente knew that from the moment when we should have taken

our seats together at the conference table, no power on earth could have
14
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brought its peoples out into the trenches again, any more than our people.

Accordingly, they did not wish to take their places at the conference table,

and it was Wilson’s task to direct them there. He could attain his ends by
the use of various methods. Of course the simplest method would have
been for him to have said to the English: “The Germans are ready to take

their seat with you at the round table. Are you willing to do that also?”

But it was absolutely put of the question that matters would proceed in

any such manner as this. He could only hope to get results on the condition

that the Belgian question, which in a sense would have to be in the nature

of a credit delivery at any and all conferences, was cleared up. Hence it is

quite easy to understand that Wilson sought information about the German
conditions—he was already acquainted with those of the Entente—and

offered his services as a clearing house. By doing this, he decidedly did

not overstep the part of a mediator. He who is acquainted with the most

elementary principles of international law knows that mediations of this

kind can not be made in the following form: “A is ready to speak with B;

let me suggest that this room is at your disposal; the gentlemen will meet

there”—but that there is always quite a group of preliminary questions to

be met. Wilson’s plan was to have the starting point of these conferences

consist, on the one side, of the conditions which the Allies had referred to

in the most arrogant manner in their announcements and, on the other side,

the conditions which we were then to announce to him. The mere fact that

we were advised by him not to be too modest is a certain indication of the

circumstance that he was of the opinion that the Allies were demanding too

much. It seems to me that Wilson’s wish, to proceed further with the

matter, must not be looked upon as an indication on his part that he desired

to meddle unduly in the material conditions put forward. On the other

hand, the wish to know more about things may perhaps have been indis-

creet. Nevertheless, it is in any case an indication that Wilson desired to

proceed in an energetic manner, after he had once made up his mind to

undertake the negotiation of a peace.

I believe that there is no need for entertaining any doubt about the

existence of the good will to bring about a peace at that time—a peace

without victory, as is stated in the message of the 22d of January.

And I am also of the belief that in the case of so astute a politician the

announcements which President Wilson made before the committee of

Senators, in answer to Senator McCumber, must not be taken too seriously.

It is a characteristic of all politicians to declare after the fact: “
I pursued

my purpose in all consistency; it was bound to come out so.” And moreover

it is apparent from our documents op file 1 that these statements made to

the Senate were of so cautious and ipjalified a nature as to admit of any

conclusion. Their purport is in the main simply this, that Wilson assumed

1 Stenographic Minutes, 3d sess., post
, p. 308.
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in 1919 that things were bound to take the course that they later did. This

is the usual justification by means of a hypothetical approach to the question.

And when Minister of State Helfferich declares with the utmost abandon of

pathos: The Wilson of Versailles is really the Wilson of 1916, I should not

like to be the one to turn the tables and inquire as to whether Mr. Helfferich,

the author of the opinion against the U-boat war of 1916-17, was really the

Helfferich who testified before the investigating fcofnmittee. In a gathering

of serious-minded politicians we really should not be obliged to discuss

these matters in detail. It is quite clear that if the policy carried out by a

man as anxious to have his own way as Mr. Wilson is, did not bring about

the results which he wished to be brought about, he hates with all the hate

that his soul can contain those who have made it impossible for him to

effect it.

IV

A different question appears to me to be of much greater importance.

Was it possible that in the year 1916-17 Wilson entertained the hope that

he would be able to bring the Allies to a peace of understanding? I believe

that we must all be perfectly clear about one thing; in the political field,

it is for the most part impossible to represent exactly even an occurrence

which has taken place, for the motives are very frequently different from

those which are assigned. It is naturally very easy to assert, but never to

prove, that that which was never carried out would undoubtedly have met
with success. I agree with his Excellency v. Romberg on the point that I

would not go so far as to state so emphatically that, since Wilson was only

willing to act if the outcome was certain, the conclusion must necessarily

(be drawn that since he did act the outcome was assured. This conclusion

is not wholly convincing for the following reason. On the 18th of December,

Wilson was no longer acting in the capacity of an untrammeled man. At that

time he was put in a more or less difficult position as the result of our pro-

posal. But we should not forget one thing. As a matter of fact, America

had at that time tremendous resources, and even then—it must have been

in December, 1916—had already made the attempt to exercise this power

in the realm of finance. Even at that time the Federal Reserve Board,

which was the American central bank, had warned the banks not to buy
English securities. That was no mere accident, but a very definite political

move. We are informed not only by Keynes, but we have known since the

year 1917, as the result of announcement of the then Chancelor of the

Treasury, Bonar Law, that without American financial aid, the situation of

the Allies would have become difficulty in the extreme.

This statement can not be deprived of its force by pointing to the situation

in Germany. Germany could finance itself because it had the money to

pay for its own production. It could, therefore, pay either with treasury

r*-
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securities or with bank notes. The entire war market of the Allies was
situated in the United States and in other parts of the world. It was only

by having credit in those localities that the war material could be paid for.

This situation must be made clear. If America was opposed thereto, the

matter of providing foodstuffs, as well as war material, was absolutely out

of the question. Without the help of American financiers, financing in

South America, as well as in part at least in the English colonies, would

have been quite impossible.

It is only necessary to call to mind again the agitation which took place

in America when the first Allied loan in the United States went through.

How did this loan come to be made? The banker for the Allies, vested with

supreme powers in the matter, was the banking house of J. P. Morgan &
Company. The entire American industry made deliveries only on a cash

basis, and the cash had to be immediately forthcoming. It was provided

by Morgan. The day came, however, when the obligations were so tremen-

dous that even a house like the Morgan house could no longer carry the

burden. So it came about that the attempt had to be made to shift the

burden of the banks, which up to that time had given the credits in question,

onto the American public. That was the cause of the great Allied loan of

August, 1915, which had no marked results. For it is true that up to the

present day foreign loans have never met with great success in the United

States, and for a very simple reason. You can take out a mortgage on any

American farm, which earns 8 per cent interest, and then you can pass every

day and look the farm over and see how safe the money is. Why should they

give the European debtors credit on the strength of a poor security and at

5 per cent—the Americans despise the Europeans and particularly do the

common people despise them—if they can get 8 per cent at home? Thus it

was quite out of the question that the Allies would be in a position to carry

on the war unless the financing of the Allies in the United States had been

carried on with the most reckless energy.

This should above all convince those who take the ground that England

is a cool and calm calculator, and was not to have been forced to her knees

through the U-boat war but only brought to the point of being made so

“reasonable” as to realize that “the business is getting bad and I refuse to

participate any more.” He who entertains this opinion must admit, without

further argument, that through the mere denial of American credit, the

opportunity was afforded for causing such a slump in business as to result

in the English being brought very quickly to these views, provided that

they were accessible to them at all. It was not likely that America would

take sharp embargo measures against England, because that would have

jeopardized enormous American interests, although even that was perfectly

possible in view of the public opinion prevailing at the time. For it was

then that the great increase of prices began in America, it was then that
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it became difficult to erect new buildings, because steel and iron, which

play a far more important part in American building than they do in our

country, had risen in price to a tremendous extent. At that time the poor

harvest the world over had driven the cost of living up to the sky. In a

word, the situation was such that even an embargo on exports would have

been conceivable. However, it did not appear likely. So far as a limitation

on credit was concerned, President Wilson would have had practically all

America on his side without making an effort; for the credit rates had been

advanced with regard to everybody as the result of the war.

The situation, then, was as follows: During the critical period it was safe

to assume that Wilson desired to bring about, through mediation, a peace of

understanding at which the United States would have taken no part in

territorial questions; and this assumption could have been safely maintained

until the 27th of January. For at that time he again made the effort and in

fact in an unusually far-reaching manner. We were also justified in assum-

ing that he would have had sufficient power back of him to have his efforts

bring some results.

V

But suppose I take the following position and state that, assuming that

we remained distrustful, what should our proper course have been? It is

perfectly obvious that under those conditions the German peace proposal

was not the proper step. On this point I am in entire agreement with his

Excellency v. Romberg. I consider the German peace proposal in the

light of a ruinous mistake—mistake, I say, not guilt. For in the capacity

of an expert who made it his constant rule to express his views with regard

to these things in an unabashed way, even prior to the meeting of the com-

mittee, I have always maintained the ground that in the political field the

word “guilt” should be eliminated as far as possible—because, if I may
make use of a homely form of speech, lack of capacity is a misfortune, but

no crime. In any event, this peace proposal (Delegate Schultz-Bromberg:

Of the 12th of December)—of the 12th of December—was for the following

reasons a terrible mistake:

1. Whether it insulted Wilson personally or not, is a question which I shall

not pursue. We could have well said at that time: It is no longer a question

of running the risk of hurting Wilson’s feelings; we must go forward ourselves.

That is an argument which, so far as it goes, is worthy of consideration.

2. But as regards the following considerations the situation is quite

different. We were informed by America that a German peace proposal

would be looked upon as a sign of weakness. At the moment I have not

the document at hand, but if I am incorrect my memory must be very much
at fault. (Expert v. Romberg: Should not speak of peace, that is the only

thing.) I have simply paraphrased a cautiously asserted announcement in
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clear-cut terms, for it is quite apparent that if we were not permitted to

speak of peace and the word peace were not to be mentioned, the fact that

we were making a peace proposal would go much further and be a much
more serious matter. I do not believe that there will be any resulting

difference of opinion.

This error was not made good by the fact of our coming out with a peace

proposal at the time that the military situation was favorable, because the

people to whom it was addressed, i.e., our Allied opponents, were at least as

well able as we to make a true military estimate of the situation. It might

have made an impression upon German newspaper readers, but not upon

the Supreme Command either in the case of the French or the British.

These commands looked upon the situation in the light in which it actually

existed, to wit, as had, of course, already been recognized by us at that

time, that while it was true that the situation in Roumania had been saved,

we had not by as much as a single step thereby approached the ultimate

decision. The very fact that this peace proposal assumed more or less the

form of a challenge made its rejection by our opponents all the easier. It

was possible at this time to work up a psychological disturbance on the

part of the belligerents through their statesmen to an extent quite different

from that which had formerly been the case. (The Chairman: The Emper-

or’s speech!) The Emperor’s speech operated naturally along the same

lines.

Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg has emphasized the fact that it was his wish

to have two irons in the fire. In my opinion, the situation existing at that

time was such that one iron operated as a hinderance to the other. lam
willing to admit without further argument that in the absence of the German
peace proposal of the 12th of December, it is possible that Wilson would

not have come out with his move on the 18th of that month. We can not

prove, however, that this is or is not the case. But even if Wilson was not

held back by the German peace proposal, yes, even if it is possible to argue

that his move was stimulated by it, the chances of the success of his media-

tion were to such an extent broken up that they could not be again restored.
*

In this way we played into the hands of the Allied war party.

3. But there is another point which seems to me to be worthy of con-

sideration. Assuming that the position was taken by us that it was not

within the power of President Wilson to bring about the peace even if he

were inclined so to do, in what other way would peace have been brought

about? Would we have accomplished this by sounding a general peace call?

The Roumanian victory was a fact the significance of which was recognized

by the Allies exactly as it was recognized by us, regardless of whether we
should make a peace proposal or not. If we were convinced that President

Wilson could not make good in the affair because, in spite of his good inten-

tion to do so, he simply lacked the power (we must do him the justice of
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assuming that he had the good intention as long as we were working hand

in hand with him), where were we to obtain the means of making the Allies

ready for peace as the result of any declarations that we could make?

4. But in addition to this, there is still another very important point to

be considered. This announcement followed immediately on the heels of

our peace proposal: “The Germans are making this proposal simply to use

as a spring-board from which they may again take up unrestricted U-boat

warfare.” It is well known that it was from time to time a matter of debate

as to whether the U-boat war could or could not be resumed after the re-

jection of a peace proposal. Since the entire U-boat debate in Germany
had been carried on behind closed doors, but still in such a way that, on the

whole, everyone always knew how the current was heading, it is natural

that that, too, did not remain a secret. It is without doubt that the cir-

cumstance that we came forward with a peace proposal gave our opponents

the opportunity of saying “this is only a feint."

5. All of this resulted in the fact that Wilson’s peace move of the 18th to

the 2 1st of December was, so far as we can tell, very much more unfavorably

received than it would have been received otherwise. I am therefore of

the opinion that the German peace proposal of the 12th was the decisive

error which was made. And in accord with the statements of his Excel-

lency v. Romberg, whose exact knowledge with regard to these matters

comes from his personal experience, and precisely because our belief in the

results to be expected from the peace proposal was so great, the following

conclusion must be reached: The issue before us does not consist in the

placing of blame on anybody, but in determining the existence of a ruinous

political mistake. It can be properly said that the possibility of peace

became extinct at that moment when the German peace proposal was sent

out. It led directly to the result that, outwardly at least, Wilson's move was

received very much more unfavorably than it would have been otherwise.

.The consequence of this was that our hope of being able to bring the war to

a conclusion by a peace of understanding was for the time being banished.

The last responses of the Allies had not even reached us before we were

assuring each other that “this card is not trumps, our only trump is the

U-boat war.” The currents of opinion, which had alternated between the

question as to whether to attempt to bring about the termination of the

war by a peace of understanding or to bring it to a victorious end by means
of the U-boat warfare, settled at that time definitely in their course in the

direction of the U-boat war. The result was that Wilson proceeded with

his peace move, that it was our opinion that this peace move—it was prob-

ably on the 7th of January—should be handled in a dilatory fashion; but

that we gave up our belief that a peace of understanding could be expected

in the near future, and deliberately determined to go ahead with the U-boat
war. And then came the 27th of January, the date on which Wilson actually
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provided us with the proof that he did not deserve to be treated with the

lack of confidence in this matter which had been felt toward him. He
pressed his peace negotiation with energy and expressed the hope, or at any
event House did so, that he would be able to bring the peace to a conclusion

within a comparatively short time. At that time the die had already been

cast. Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg attempted to interrupt the course of

events once more. But he allowed himself to be satisfied by a technical

opinion coming from the Navy, the effect of which was that it would be

impossible to recall the U-boats. I am not of the opinion that these tech-

nical opinions covered the situation in its entirety, and that it would have

been impossible to make the attempt to recall the U-boats. And I am,

above all, not of the impression that, even if this attempt had not met with

complete success, in the face of all this, the breaking off of relations with the

United States would necessarily have come. But these are assumptions

which can not be submitted to the test of proof.

6. To my mind, it is perfectly conceivable that Imperial Chancelor v.

Bethmann-Hollweg hesitated to take the responsibility of halting both

Army and Navy with the exclamation “You have got to wait,” after the

peace mediation had developed to such an extent as to show that a tangible

result could not be expected by the 1st of February. For in this case he

would have been held responsible for the fact that the U-boat war, which

even then might have begun a few months later, might have failed to bring

results on account of this delay. The old arguments as well as additional

appeals would have been brought to bear, such as those that are even today

dinned into our ears—that the U-boat war would have been successful if it

had been carried on in the year 1916—an assertion which, submitted to

logical analysis, simply amounts to the statement that the U-boat war would

have brought about the most successful results just at the time when we had

the fewest U-boats. But I believe that, speaking from the political stand-

point, Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, and with him Mr. Helfferich, should

logically have declared: “We can not be responsible to the world for the

fundamental change from that policy which we have advocated up to this

time.” He would have had to resign. I am perfectly clear in my own
mind that he was acting very largely under the inspiration of patriotic

influences when he stated that his resignation could have been looked upon

as indicating that he entertained some doubt about the possibility of the

success of the U-boat war, and that he did not wish to express his disavowal

of the military policy in thaf critical hour. I am, however, of the opinion

that this extreme conscientiousness was wasted, as the records themselves

indicate. For the military authorities were perfectly reudy, as is shown by

the protocol of the 8th of January, 1917, to accept the retirement 'of Mr.

Bethmann-Hollweg as part of the bargain if he had stuck to his point; and,

on the other hand, if he gave in to them, to hold him up to all the world as
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a champion of their course. But they were, as was made perfectly plain

during this conference, perfectly ready to let him fall or, better yet, to force

him out if he failed to meet their wishes. 1

It is obvious that he would not have been responsible if he had been forced

out from another side. But I do not believe that the question as to who
would have been responsible for the retirement of the Imperial Chancelor

is material, but that the real point is, how would his resignation have affected

military operations? And in view of the fact that the military authorities

apparently were of the opinion that his resignation could in no way have

resulted in any injurious effect upon military operations, I must state that I

very deeply regret the fact that he did not at that time draw the conclusion

above referred to.

For us who, after the event, take our seats about a green table, it is com-

paratively easy to indulge in reasoning of this kind. But I am .of the

opinion that if Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg had reached this conclusion,

the entire situation of the German Government would, at the time of the

resumption of the U-boat war, have been entirely different from what it

was, so far as foreign nations were concerned. But here, too, I should like

to announce emphatically what I have already stated more than once:

to estimate a political situation incorrectly, can constitute a national mis-

fortune which can and must be made subject to a political penalty, that is,

retirement politically, deprivation of the further exercise of political power.

That is the consequence in all States subjected to parliamentary rule.

But in my opinion the erroneous estimate of a situation does not entail

either moral or juridical consequences. No one of us can assert the claim

that he will always recognize the correct thing to do in every situation, and

that if he visualizes as correct that which is erroneous, and proceeds accord-

ingly, he subjects himself to being penalized to that extent.

The result of my arguments, which have occupied so much space because

on account of other engagements I have been obliged to speak practically

extemporaneously, seems to me to be this:

I believe that in the year 1916-17, an opportunity for peace was offered

or that—'I will express myself still more cautiously—there existed the pos-

sibility of setting in motion a real peace mediation by America. If America

had taken hold of this move fully and effectively, and it had come to naught

as the result of the opposition of our enemies, and not as the result of our

mistake, that alone would have been a great political victory. The reason

why this peace mediation was bound to fail consisted, on the one hand, in

the necessity which constantly forced us to make rapid decisions—and good

results need careful reckoning. But above all else it is definitely established

that it was the manifestation of this quick decision which we reached, to wit,

the peace proposal of the 12th of December, 1916, which materially lessened

1 212, Supplements, pt. vm, post, p. 1317.
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the chances of success resulting from a peace mediation undertaken by the

Americans with the Allies.

Bonn.

4 . OPINION OF PROFESSOR DR. OTTO HOETZSCH

Gentlemen, I too have lacked the time to submit an opinion which has

been prepared word for word, and on this account I ask the usual permission

to be allowed the opportunity of making verbal changes in the protocol.

Naturally, I should not undertake to make any material changes in the

text.

I shall confine myself strictly to the two questions which have been

submitted to the investigating committee and for the purpose of answering

which the experts have been summoned. The first question: Did op-

portunities for peace—Chat is the expression of the committee of the National

Assembly—exist, so far as America and Wilson were concerned? And
the second question: If this was the case, why is it that they were not

taken advantage of by the German Government—-by the German political

branch?

I believe that the task of rendering an expert opinion can be limited

to an analysis of the period ending with the final failure of the peace

negotiations, that is, the end of January, 1917, and I do not agree that a

complete expert opinion dealing with “errors with regard to the results of

the U-boat war, etc.,” has been rendered in the course of the Committee’s

report, column 8. 1 These things, do not, in my opinion, come within the

province of the work of this investigating committee. In any event, I shall

not take sides on this point.

It is precisely in this connection that the expert must, in his capacity as a

historian, be completely familiar with the limits within which his judgment

is to be contained and approach it with acuteness and foresight. The stand

which I take with regard to the material which is before us is the following:

For the most part, the material which the German side could submit in

answer to the questions of the Second Subcommittee consists in the printed

information and in the statements of witnesses now clearly spread before

us. I have compared everything wdiich I made the object of study and

which I heard on that occasion, with my personal recollections set out in

writing and would scarcely be able, so far as the German side is concerned,

to base another material question on the subject matter. The situation is

less clear with regard to the material connected with the Austrian policy, in

connection with which a number of questions still appear to me to remain un-

explained. It of course follows that we are most in the dark with regard to

the other side, that is, the hostile side, and to an extent which makes a

1 Report, ante, p. 147.
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final judgment quite out of the question. It follows that I can base my
judgment merely on the results of my own observation of things and on my
study of the American papers which I was in a position, during the year 1915,

to carry on with unusual care; and, further, on what has been told us from

the dispatches of such experts as Professor Bonn, who was in America,

Count Bernstorff, and other gentlemen who were on the other side. But a

great mass of questions remain unanswered, such as questions concerning

the political currents in America itself, the commercial situation, the rela-

tions with England, the interplay of political currents between London and

Washington, and finally the great conundrum of President Wilson’s

character.

With these premises, to which I call attention most emphatically and to

which I naturally return at the end, I beg to submit my judgment with

regard to two questions, in all brevity, as follows:

As to the first question : Opportunities for peace. I submit my conviction

that the term “opportunities for peace” seems to go too far, but that—and

in this connection I agree with the expression of Dr. Sinzheimer—basic

points of departure which might have served as the foundation for peace

parleys unquestionably existed up to January, 1917, as between Germany
and the United States. Three circumstances, or rather three combinations

of circumstances, are to be considered in connection with this first point.

First, the relation of President Wilson to the point in question. If we
examine his attitude from 1914 until 1917, when the final failure came, even

as early as the spring of 1915, from the time of the first visit of Colonel

House to Berlin in March, 1915, the political branch of the government

could entertain no doubt that the President of the United States would

authoritatively participate in the reestablishment of peace in Europe, and

desired and was determined that his will should be carried out. By that

visit of Colonel House in the spring of 1915 among other things the political

branch of the government was unqualifiedly informed about the existence

of this desire. Too little weight was paid to these announcements, not only

by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg but by Mr. v. Jagow.

Reference has already been made to the fact that Wilson carried on the

presidential campaign of 1916 from the standpoint of one who, although

he might not have been the one who had brought peace to the United States,

was the one who had maintained peace and would continue to remain so.

Accompanied by the slogan “He kept us out of war,” the presidential

campaign was carried to a successful conclusion by the democrats. Judging

as far as is possible from without—I can get no glimpse of the baffling inner

personality of Mr. Wilson—everything indicates the adoption of a deliberate

policy to take a predominating part in the restitution of a European peace.

We do not know to what extent this desire was expressed in confidential

communications with the English or perhaps also with the French political
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leaders. We know that he expressed himself to the German political

leaders, as the result of the quite complete list of authentic documents which
lie here before our eyes. Therefore the possibility of consulting with the

United States with regard to arranging for an early peace through President

Wilson—for to bring peace quickly was naturally the chief aim of the

American executive—must be conceded to have existed.

At the same time, the question, whether or not it would have been possible

for the German political leaders, without doing irreparable violence to the

conditions on which the existence of Germany depended, to agree to the

course which Wilson expected would result from the establishment of such a

peace in Europe, is naturally open to every doubt. It is impossible to

render today a final judgment as to whether he merely pursued the program

“no victor and no vanquished.” Equally impossible is it to reach a definite

conclusion based on the material before us with regard to the greatly debated

point of what Wilson actually desired with regard to Poland. On the other

hand, every lack of confidence in Wilson’s character, and all the distrust in

the American policy, which was bound to increase to an extraordinary degree

in the course of the delay of his move from month to month, is necessarily

justified, but I repeat there is no doubt with regard to the fact that the

United States was inclined to peace from 1915 until January 1917, and that

as a matter of fact this desire for peace constantly increased in intensity.

The first question which was put to us is, in my opinion, to be answered in

the affirmative, if presented with these limitations both as to wording and

meaning.

The second combination of circumstances applicable to this first question

is that the German Imperial Government received perfectly lucid informa-

tion regarding the situation in the United States which was brought to its

attention. This is to be found in the dispatches of Count Bernstorff and

his subordinates, which are now, as a whole, available for examination.

Whatever may be said with regard to the diplomatic representation of

Germany in Washington, it is in any event not to be contested that from the

very beginning it announced itself in two fundamental propositions asserted

in clear-cut terms, and did not leave the political branch of the Imperial

Government in doubt with regard to their deep significance: First, the

declaration of the unrestricted U-boat warfare would automatically lead to

war with the United States, and, secondly, the resources of which the United

States could avail itself, both material, financial and in man-power, must be

considered as inexhaustible. Although—if I may venture to suggest a

point of personal recollection—it is undoubted that isolated members of

the budget committee of the Reichstag entertained the thought that Amer-

ica would merely break off relations and not declare war—an impression

which doubtless was based on expressions of opinion of officials of the

Imperial Administration—it is nevertheless the fact that this impression
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was a mistaken one. This impression was created—-at that time the

dispatches of Count Bernstorff were not available to official circles outside

of the political branch—although the latter had been informed fully and with

no qualifications whatever, in clear-cut terms with regard to the seriousness

of the situation, and even by an unbroken line of dispatches covering the

years 1915 and 1916.

The third group of facts bears upon the question, what attitude the

political branch took with regard to the possibility of the conclusion of a

peace with the assistance of the United States. The documents which

have been made public and, in part, the statements of witnesses, and my
personal recollections as well, establish the fact that the political branch,

that Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, was from an early date impelled by, and

busied himself with, carrying out the purpose of keeping in reserve and

holding fast to the United States as a peace mediator, so to speak. In the

face of all the arguments raised against it—the delivery of war material,

the growing financial connection between the United States and the Entente,

etc.—the political branch (and this was one of the fundamental reasons for

its opposition to the early attempts on the part of the fleet to increase the

severity of the U-boat war) clung fast to the proposition that “it is possible

that we may need the United States as a peace mediator. We must hold

this possibility open for our use; the peace move which may be expected to

come from the other side should be turned to our advantage.” This became

stronger in the year 1916 as the German situation became more serious.

The terrible danger of Germany’s position during the whole of the year 1916

made its strongest and even terrifying impression upon me—which I did not

feel to such an extent in 1916—as the result of information received from

documents which have been submitted to our inspection. And this impres-

sion created by the documents of 1916 corresponds absolutely with all the

subsequent revelations of the military and political leaders of this period.

The situation was such that the attempt either had to be made to reach an

early peace or the last instrumentality of war of which we could avail our-

selves, the unrestricted U-boat war on the sea, would have to be used.

The following are the combinations of facts which in my opinion are to be

considered in connection with the first point: The attitude of President

Wilson and of American political leaders, the true representation of the

situation by the German diplomatic representative, and the appreciation of

the seriousness of the situation which induced the political branch, in spite

of the great opposition which existed against a peace mediation on the part

of the United States, to propel this mediation idea along its course with

constantly increasing impetus. From all of which it is to be concluded that,

even if the peace mediation was not definitely initiated by us—in my opinion

this expression on the part of the report goes too far,—it was at least most

certainly desired and encouraged by us, and, in fact, to an ever-increasing
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degree, the more serious the situation appeared to the responsible parties

in Germany.

Now the second question: Why were these opportunities which served as

bases for peace parleys brought to naught by the German side?

In this connection, I too must state that the question of guilt, either in a

moral or juridical sense, is not thrown open to discussion. A most careful

study of the records has convinced me, as had my personal knowledge of

these matters already convinced me, that the question of negligence, of

personal culpability, does not enter here. On the other hand, the historian

can not, in my opinion, set aside the conception of blame
,
as Professor Bonn

has done. The question of historical guilt will have to be raised, and the

historian will have to answer the question, whether it exists and why, with

particular reference to the point as to who is to blame. My judgment from

the outset is that the blame for not having taken advantage of the oppor-

tunity afforded for peace parleys is to be attributed to the political branch,

and indeed to Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg personally. Mr. v. Bethmann-

Hollweg has always, previously to and also during the entire hearing, main-

tained the proposition that, so far as he was concerned, he would accept the

responsibility for these occurrences in its entirety. He has never from the

start availed himself of the opportunity of pointing out that the stupendous

mass of burdensome tasks which are placed upon the shoulders of an Im-

perial Chancelor demand relief, eventually a less burdensome position such

as the secretaryship of state for foreign affairs, etc. During the course of

events, he has constantly claimed this responsibility for his own, he has

even held it clutched in his hand with anxious care, and he has always

thereafter continued to claim it as his own. For this reason, he must

reconcile himself to the fact that history will, in rendering her verdict, lay

the blame, historically speaking, at his door—but always with the reserva-

tion which I announced at the outset.

That peace move which was contemplated by Wilson, and which was

doubtless supported and assisted by us, did not run its course. What were

the reasons which, on the German side, prevented this from taking place?

Primarily, the ignorance of the force of American feeling, which to a certain

extent could have been understood in Germany, and, even more than this

ignorance, the erroneous psychological estimate of the United States. The
seriousness of the situation, which already in 1915 had been brought by

Colonel House to the attention of the political branch, was not given the

consideration it deserved. Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg and his associates

did not succeed in realizing entirely that a European peace would not have

been possible without the United States, irrespective of who emerged

victorious from the war, and this, I take it, is the result of an insufficient

estimate of the American political situation, an insufficient knowledge of

American psychology, of its relations to England, etc., etc. It doubtless
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was assumed in a casual sort of way that in the end the Americans would

keep out of it, and would be glad if the whole affair resulted in good business

for them, and that they would leave Europe to manage her own affairs.

At the same time, there could be no real doubt that the United States would

take part in the termination of the war. How? remained an open question

;

that peace could be concluded without the participation of this tremendous

commercial and politican entity which was constantly coming into closer

relations with the war in Europe, could never be seriously believed.

The next reasons why this action was blocked are to be found, speaking

from the German side—I am making no reference to the American—in

various U-boat incidents and in the theory of Bethmann-Hollweg regarding

his two irons in the fire and— I shall use a harsh term—in the fact that the

German statesman overrated his own powers. He ventured, when occupy-

ing a position the delicacy of which was known to him, to carry out a dqlicate

diplomatic double negotiation—on the one hand, with the American Presi-

dent and, on the other hand, by means of the German peace proposal. I

shall never forget the impression made upon me when I heard the speech of

the Imperial Chancelor on the peace proposal of December 12, 1916. I

felt as if I had received a blow; I had the instinctive feeling that a fatal

error was being made. If we take further into consideration all the infor-

mation which we have only just received from the records, the information

with regard to the American peace mediation which, let me repeat, was

followed up in full agreement with us and received our continued support,

and in relation to which Ambassador Count Bernstorff doubtless did full

justice to the intentions of Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg—if we take into

consideration this information, which only later came to our knowledge

but of which v. Bethmann-Hollweg, in December, 1916, and in connection

with all phases of the question which bore on the conclusion reached by us

with regard to our peace proposal, had full knowledge, it appears even more
plainly to what monstrous extent this peace proposal was an error. It was
necessary that a perfectly unbelievable psychological underestimate, not

only of the American President, but of an American President of Wilson’s

vanity, should enter into the situation, in order to permit the belief that the

German Imperial Chancelor could carry off the palm in this diplomatic

conflict. And with this would have ended the play with the two irons—

a

game which, in this ticklish situation, even Prince Bismarck himself would

not have undertaken.

It came to such a point that, so far as practical details were concerned,

this peace move was handled by the German statesmen as if the very

purpose was to bring it to ruin. That is the misfortune of Mr. v. Bethmann-
Hollweg. He is, in my opinion, one of the most unsullied characters on

earth, but he has succeeded in bringing himself, his policies, and the policies

of the German Empire into a position of disrepute before the whole world,
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so that they are looked down upon as standing for that lack of frankness,

for equivocation, and double-dealing against which we are obliged today to

battle to the full extent of our power. We know that it was not a conscious

absence of honorable dealing on the part of Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg,

but we know that it was his lack of determination, his weakness, and a

certain Machiavellism with which he played, that led to his over-estimation

of his diplomatic capacity.

The most characteristic manner in which this is shown is in connection

with that element which was the natural pivot for these negotiations,

namely, the conditions. If Germany’s situation was what it appears to

have been, so far as the records show—if Germany had any interest in

having the peace action of the American President run its course, it was
essential to inform the other side in some way of the conditions under

which Germany would be ready to enter upon peace parleys. Mr. v.

Bethmann-Hollweg did not do this, whereupon the other side had a certain

right to entertain doubts as to the desire or, shall we say, the distinct readi-

ness, on the part of the German political branch really to make peace.

Now for the last point, concerning which we are in accord: That is, that

the announcement of the unrestricted U-boat war definitely extinguished

the peace movement when, it seemed, it was about to reach the point of

its first practical effect, consisting of the well-known declaration of Mr.

Wilson, which was communicated by Count Bernstorff, when, according to

the view of the political branch, it was too late. It results from an exami-

nation of the records and from the testimony, that the political branch

never presented to the Emperor the full seriousness involved in the decision

of the question which it itself looked upon as of the most tremendous diffi-

culty and as fraught with fatal possibilities. In the second place, it is

established that the political branch did not give the military branch suffi-

cient detailed information on this question which, as I repeat, it considered to be

fraught with fatal issues. The chapter of the relations between the military

and political branches, as familiar to these gentlemen as to me, was clarified

through the testimony and the publications, which showed that the infor-

mation given to the military branch by the political branch was insufficient.

And the blame attaches in this connection to the political branch which,

from the very beginning, was unconditionally bound to see to it that generals

of the General Headquarters should have attached to their staffs a member
of the political branch equal to them in rank, authority and experience,

and not a young counselor of legation. To my own personal knowledge,

a change of this relation originating with the military branch would hardly

have met with difficulties. For instance, it would have been possible to

suggest Zimmermann, who was on very good terms with Hindenburg and

Ludendorff, and who would have been in a position to maintain the liaison

which was essential. Irrespective of where or how we take our stand with
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regard to this point, this fact will still remain, that General Field Marshal

v. Hindenburg, as well as General Ludendorff, had full reason to complain

that they were not sufficiently informed concerning the situation. I should

like to refer to the fact that Field Marshal v. Hindenburg expressly states

in his memoirs that he knew absolutely nothing about the proposal of the

27th of January . And this fact is, thirdly, again established in its application

to the Reichstag. There is no question that the Reichstag was not suffi-

ciently informed about all these occurrences. Even the circumstantial

testimonial statements given in the presence of the committee have not

altered the picture in this regard. It certainly was one of Mr. v. Bethmann-

Hollweg’s characteristics to keep things as much as possible to himself.

This finally reacted with a vengeance. Lastly, the political branch held

the resolution to enter upon the U-boat war to be fraught with fatal con-

sequences because it jeopardized the relations with America. I believe that

the terms in which Professor Bonn has just pictured the situation do not

exactly describe it: “In this case. Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg should have

given up his office and retired." Of course he should have done that. But

it is not in this fact that the historical blame is to be found, but, as I repeat,

in the circumstance that before he reached this conclusion he failed to present

the decision, in all its seriousness, to the Emperor, the military branch, and

the Reichstag. And neither does the above lose force by a reference to

motives, spotless as they may be of themselves, that, when the determination

was reached, he did not resign his post out of patriotic considerations, which

I naturally respect. In my opinion, later historians will express the severest

condemnation with regard to this capitulation of Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

in the critical days before the determination to enter upon unrestricted

U-boat warfare.

I sum up with the following points: First, according to my conviction,

the question as to whether basic points of departure which might have

served as a foundation for the possibility of peace, that is to say, as a foun-

dation for discussions with regard to the termination of the war, etc., existed,

is to be answered in the affirmative. Secondly, neither at that time nor

today is anybody in a position to answer categorically the question, whether,

if such conferences had actually been held, these conferences would have

brought about the result sought. With regard to the obstacles which can

be suggested as standing in our way, such as the rejection by the Entente,

its lust for destruction, the distrust of Wilson, and all similar moving con-

siderations, I consider them all naturally entitled to the greatest weight.

. In the third place, considering all sources of information in their entirety,

and basing my conviction in the matter on a study of documents, as well as

on my participation in the hearings, and on my personal recollection, I

conclude that as the result of weakness, the lack of powers of decision, and

the incapacity on the part of the political branch, in other words—since the
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responsibility is placed beyond any question of doubt—on the part of Im-
perial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg, these opportunities for bringing

about peace parleys were not taken advantage of to the full extent afforded,

and not to the extent of reaching an unbiased and definite judgment as to

the consequences of success or failure.

If I express this opinion, I may add that the judgment which I should

render would be practically the same if the investigation by this committee

of the Polish-Russian question had been possible. During the entire year

of 1916, I made the following estimate with regard to the matters in question

:

basic opportunities for peace parleys in this field (now substitute Russian

for American) existed beyond doubt. In the second place, no one can tell

with certainty whether these opportunities could have resulted in success.

But, thirdly, in view of Germany’s situation, it was necessary for the states-

man to strain every nerve to use such basic opportunities to the fullest

advantage. And, fourthly—this was my attitude at that time, and I

disclosed it to Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg,—to wit: had the negotiations

(with Wilson or Russia) come to naught, then the possibility would have

existed for the statesman to issue a call to the whole nation to unite in a

fight for life and to announce in clarion tones to every class of society that

the only possible recourse was the U-boat war, and to fight it out to the

death. My judgment, then, is, that I find not moral but historical guilt

in this connection—repeating the distinction which I made at the outset.

I may now be permitted, in view of the fact that Dr. Sinzheimer’s report

will be used as a basis for the final report, to add a few remarks in the course

of which I differ from his report.

Referring in the first place to the assertion in column 3, paragraph 1 :

1

It may perhaps be assumed that the motive which most strongly

impelled Bethmann-Hollweg to carry on peace proposals by Germany
herself, was the hope of diverting from Germany even at the eleventh

hour the unrestricted U-boat warfare and all that it might bring in

its train, and in this way to keep the path to peace negotiations free

from obstacles.

This conclusion is not justified by the historical course of events.

It is stated in column 5:
2

In case the Chancelor would not cooperate, a change of chancelors

would be undertaken.

Professor Bonn has agreed with the above assertion. But all that we

have in the way of supporting authenticated statements are merely state-

ments thrown out in the course of casual conversations between Holtzendorff,

Hindenburg, et al., and I can state as a matter of personal recollection that

the determination to force a resignation by the Chancelor was never deci-

1 Report, ante, p. 132, n. 5.
2 Report, ante, p. 138.
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1

sively reached. For my part—if I may speak from the standpoint of states-

manship—I looked upon this very circumstance as an error on the part of

the military branch, in that it failed to transmute the deep-felt desire into

action and carry it out. For that reason, I desire to eliminate the sentence

in question.

Then, column 6: 1

But that Wilson’s expressions point unmistakably to the fact that

he desired to sever a part of the German territory from the physical

limits of the Empire, can by no means be inferred from the wording of

the message.

The above refers to the Polish question. This conclusion, although

cautiously enough worded, goes too far, in my opinion.

Column 8

:

2 This is the decisive point of difference resulting from the

methods which have characterized my opinion

:

If we seek to inquire into the causes of Germany’s failure to take
advantage of the situation brought about by the Wilson move,- in order

to reach a peace of understanding, the only answer that can be given,

based on the material made available by official documents and hear-

ings, is that the desire to end the war through a victory brought about
by an unrestricted U-boat war eliminated the possibility of peace so

far as Germany was concerned.

According to my conviction, this is incorrect, for on the contrary this desire

was the secondary cause. The first was the attitude of the political branch

of the government, already so designated by me, and for this reason, in

my opinion, the question as to who was responsible is, according to Dr.

Sinzheimer’s conception, distorted in a fashion which, historically speaking,

can not be justified.

It follows that I shall have to remonstrate against the conclusions reached

regarding columns 9, paragraphs 1 and 2. 3
I agree as to point 1, as I have

already stated—the historian will have to admit that fundamental points

of departure existed on which it was possible to predicate success in the

matter of peace parleys.

But the reasons why the opportunities before referred to were not taken

advantage of are, beyond question, not to be found in the determination

concerning the commencement of the unrestricted U-boat war of January 9,

1917. The failure to make use of these opportunities goes back to a date

far in advance of this period—it extends over the whole year of 1916, and

even through the year 1915. For this reason I have adopted the other

conclusion, that which traces back the failure to take advantage of the

opportunities which might have resulted in peace parleys, and which pre-

sented themselves on repeated occasions, to the weakness, lack of ability

1 Report, ante

,

p. 141, n. 2. 2 Report, ante, p. 146. 3 Report, ante, p. 150.
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to reach a decision, and incapacity on the part of the political branch, in

other words, on the part of the person responsible therefor, the Imperial

Chancelor, v. Bethmann-Hollweg.

Otto Hoetzsch.

[Here follows an Index of the Publications of the Second Subcommittee,

which is not printed because it is identical with the Summaries to the two

following sections of this translation.]
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FIRST SESSION

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1919

The session was opened at 10:17 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: Ladies and gentlemen, the session is opened.

The Committee of Inquiry was created by an act of the National Assem-

bly, in accordance with Article 34 of the Constitution. Its purpose is to

clear up a number of designated questions concerning the time leading up to

the war and the history of the war itself—in a word, questions of prevailing

political interest. In this connection, the task assigned to the Second

Subcommittee, which is meeting here, is: “The investigation of all oppor-

tunities which existed for bringing about peace parleys with the enemy, and

an explanation of the reasons why such opportunities or plans and resolu-

tions adopted to meet that end on the part of Germany were brought to

naught, and, particularly, if such parleys took place, why it was that they

were unsuccessful.”

The Second Subcommittee has applied itself first of all to the task of in-

vestigating Wilson’s efforts towards mediation.

And now, at the outset, I should like to make a request of the gentlemen of

the press. It is that they will be good enough to exercise a certain amount of

caution in the expression of their judgment until the taking of testimony

has been completed with regard to every point at issue; for it is only by so

doing that a decisive judgment becomes a possibility. All the original

documents which are in any way material will be introduced at these hear-

ings, and all the witnesses shall be heard. It is only when this has been

completed that a definite picture can exist which is susceptible to the exer-

cise of judgment. And it is further to be borne in mind that the purpose of

this investigating committee is simply to establish the existence or non-

existence of facts, not to render a final judgment. The province of render-

ing a judgment in cases where, perhaps, the subject-matter would seem to

cumulate unfavorably against a given individual, is that of the national

court, provided of course that the law looking toward the establishment of

a national court is extended to include such matter within its operation. .

Of course, the press has always proceeded on the theory that it is a point

of honor in court matters to withhold its own opinion until judgment is

rendered. The situation here is analogous, and I hope that my appeal will

be met by the gentlemen of the press.

We shall now proceed to the real business of the committee. His Excel-

219
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lency Count v. Bernstorff has been called as a witness, and I shall ask him
to remain here during the present proceedings and to listen to the preliminary

statement which will be made, since it is precisely this statement which will

give him the opportunity of calling attention, in his later statement, to this

point or that, or to clear up this point or that.

But first of all, I shall administer the oath to the experts who have also

been called, in order that they too may have an opportunity at every stage

of the proceedings, and even, if necessary on the occasion of the preliminary

statement, to inject possible questions and answers.

Privy Councilor Dr. Schaefer, Professor Dr. Hoetzsch and Professor Dr.

Bonn are called. I will ask the gentlemen to step forward in order that I

may administer the oath for experts. Privy Councilor Schaefer is not yet

present, so far as I can see, but he will make his appearance; there is still

time.

(Experts Dr. Bonn and Dr. Hoetzsch take the oath for experts. In the

meantime, Expert Dr. Schaefer arrives and he is also administered the oath.)

I will now retire in favor of Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer in order that he may
make the preliminary statement.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Ladies and gentlemen,

the Chairman has already designated the work of this committee as “the

investigation of all opportunities which existed for bringing about peace

parleys with the enemy, and an explanation of the reasons why such oppor-

tunities or plans and resolutions adopted to meet that end on the part of

Germany were brought to naught, and, particularly, if such parleys took

place, why it was that they were unsuccessful.”

In carrying out this task, the immediate subject of the deliberations of

this committee will be the so-called peace proposal of President Wilson.

All the secret records of the Foreign Office have been made available to the

committee, and your recording secretary, as well as the members of this

investigating committee, have been given the opportunity of acquainting

themselves with all the records which have any bearing upon this peace

move. The records of the Admiralty Staff, of the War Department and

of the General Staff have, it is true, not been submitted, but they will be

produced at a later stage of these hearings and their production will be

found perfectly practicable. The statement which I have the honor to

make at the present time will, therefore, refer merely to the records of the

Foreign Office.

It seems advisable to consider the material which forms the basis of these

deliberations in its application to four distinct periods.

The first period which interests us here is the time included between the

outbreak of the World War up to the Sussex note issued by the German
Government which, as is well known, was addressed to President Wilson

on May 4, 1916.
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The second period deemed necessary for the purposes of classifying the

material is the period from May 4, 1916, to December 12, 1916. The 12th

of December was a historic date of the peace proposal of the German Gov-

ernment addressed to its enemies for the purpose of bringing about direct

negotiations concerning peace between the belligerent Powers.

The third period for us to consider is the period extending from December

21, 1916, to January 9, 1917. On December 21, 1916, Wilson proposed to

us and the other belligerent Powers that we consider a peace move. This

period is to extend up to the 9th of January, 1917; on January 9, 1917, it

was decided at the Headquarters in Pless to launch the so-called ruthless

U-boat war.

The fourth and final period begins at this date and extends to the begin-

ning of the ruthless U-boat war which commenced on January 31, 1917.

On the 31st of January, 1917, Wilson, through the medium of the American

Ambassador Gerard in Berlin, was handed the note in which Germany
announced her intention of launching the ruthless U-boat war. On January

31, the breaking off of diplomatic relations between the United States and

Germany immediately followed.

These, ladies and gentlemen, are the four periods which must be clearly

kept in mind if a classification of the material before us is to be undertaken.

Taking up immediately the first period, that space of time which, as

before stated, ends with the delivery of the Sussex note on the 4th of May,
we may state that, according to the records, there is no mention of any

definite peace move during this period. It is perfectly true that general

conversations of a theoretical or practical kind with regard to the possibili-

ties of peace and the conditions of peace, took place between the Emperor
and Ambassador Gerard, and between representatives of the Imperial

Government and Gerard. Count v. Bernstorff, too, announced on various

occasions during this period that Wilson was interesting himself in the

cause of peace; and above all, even at this time and particularly in the

winter of 1915-16, there were various conferences between Colonel House,

who was sent to Berlin for this purpose, and representatives of the govern-

ment. The records contain only two entries on this point: One report by
the then Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr. Solf, about a conversation

which he had with Colonel House, and again, a report of a conversation

which the then Imperial Chancelor, Mr. v. Bethmann, had with Colonel

House. We shall have the opportunity of referring to these reports in the

course of the proceedings; it does not seem necessary at the present prelimi-

nary stage to go into the contents of these resumes. I can only state, gen-

erally speaking, that these resumes give no evidence of a definite peace

move, but that they are limited to general discussions of possibilities of

bringing about peace and mainly on the basis of international regulations

having a particular bearing on the question of the “freedom of the seas.”
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I now come to the second period, a period which is far more important

and far more significant, which commences with the 4th of May, the day
that the Sussex note was delivered, in which, as we all know, Germany
announced her willingness to limit the operations of the U-boat war to the

methods of the so-called war on commerce, so far as the neutrals were con-

cerned, and that President Wilson on his part should persuade England to

desist from her blockade measures which, in the opinion of our government,

were in violation of international law. In this period, running from the

4th of May to the 12th of December, the day on which our peace proposal

was made, came the development of the preliminary steps to a definite

peace move on the part of Wilson. On the one hand, we have, as is made
plain by the public records, the instructions of the Imperial Government
to our Ambassador in Washington, Count v. Bernstorff. In the course of

the hearings, occasion will arise for making known in detail the contents of

these instructions, all of which lie before us; in the course of this preliminary

statement, I shall, therefore, limit myself to a general statement of the

contents and the spirit of the instructions of the Imperial Government to

Count v. Bernstorff.

In the course of these instructions, and after a certain amount of vacilla-

tion, which appears particularly in an instruction given by Secretary of

State v. Jagow and which we shall be able to examine in greater detail, the

Ambassador was informed and instructed to bring about an appeal for

peace on the part of Mr. Wilson. The main instructions to this effect can

be traced back to a definite conference with the then Emperor, who par-

ticularly authorized instructions to the effect that this peace call was to be

suggested and encouraged. This encouragement and instruction to bring

about a peace call on the part of Wilson is repeatedly and most urgently

renewed in the course of numerous instructions which were sent to Count
Bernstorff. In one instruction, the former Imperial Chancelor Mr. v.

Bethmann even went so far as to bring it to Count Bernstorff’s attention

that, if Wilson should hesitate to do this, it should be suggested to him to

bring about an appeal for peace by joining with him the King of Spain and

other neutral Powers. Count v. Bernstorff, on his part, kept us fully in-

formed from America about the possibilities of peace and laid emphasis

upon the fact, from the very start, that President Wilson was willing to

mediate in the cause of peace, that public opinion in America desired peace,

and that continually incidents and facts kept making their appearance

which kept turning public opinion against us. In particular was attention

called to the Belgian deportations and to the fact that all such methods and,

especially, too, the result of the U-boat war, constantly changed public

opinion, once it had turned our way, into an attitude inimical to us. Count

v. Bernstorff points out that, in the conferences which he had with Colonel

House, the desire existed to bring about a move for peace. And it is true
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that, in answer to an instruction which required Count v. Bernstorff to

exert his efforts in the direction of such a move, he stated that, as long as

the election contest was in progress in the United States and was undecided,

it was not to be expected that President Wilson would undertake such a

peace move or could undertake it; that a definite proposal would have to

be made to President Wilson to take steps toward the mediation of peace.

To this Mr. v. Bethmann answered at that time that he was unwilling to

make such a proposal
;
that what was really expected was that Wilson would

simply issue a peace appeal to the belligerent Powers, but that it was not

desired that Wilson himself should take part in a peace conference with the

belligerent Powers, but, at most, take part in a peace conference to follow

the real peace conference between the belligerent Powers, which should have

for its purpose the settlement of only such international questions as would

be of general interest to the whole world. Particularly did the Imperial

Government constantly cause it to be recognized that the thing to be avoided

was for Wilson to make definite proposals of peace, particularly such as had

any bearing on territorial matters. Mr. v. Bernstorff stated in reply that

Wilson had no idea of exercising any influence with regard to regulations con-

cerning territory; that he, too, had no desire to take part in the real peace

conference of the belligerent Powers, but that he agreed with us thoroughly

that his participation was to be limited to a peace conference following

the real peace conference, which should have to deal with questions of a gen-

eral international nature, such as freedom of the seas, disarmament, etc.

We now come to the step leading to our peace proposal of the 12th of

December, and these peace proposals hark back to a conversation which

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg had with Baron Burian at the

Headquarters at Pless on October 18. This conversation between the

Imperial Chancelor and Baron Burian on the 18th of October laid the foun-

dation, according to the records, for our peace proposal of the 12th of Decem-
ber. In the course of this conversation, concerning which there is to be

found in the records a detailed resume by the then Imperial Chancelor,

Baron Burian pointed out the fact that we could not expect that the war
could be decisively terminated by the use of the military arm, and that the

time was fast approaching for taking up the question of peace negotiations

of some kind. As is further shown by the resume
,
Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

was fully agreed on this point, welcomed the suggestion, accepted it, and

let it be understood that he himself at an earlier date had entertained this

idea.

As time went on, these preparations became more concrete in form.

Various different questions concerning which the statesmen entertained

different views, an examination of which must be gone into in the course of

the proceedings, were satisfactorily settled, and, as the result of these pre-

liminary negotiations, which led to our peace proposal, Count v. Bernstorff
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was informed at the beginning of December (even at the end of November)
that such a peace move was in contemplation, and he was instructed to do
his utmost to have Wilson take at the earliest possible moment some step

having a bearing on the peace move which he had in view. There follow

dispatches of Count Bernstorff’s, in which he announces in the most definite

terms (on November 25) that a peace move on the part of Wilson is to be

expected by the New Year at the latest. As is well known, it followed on
the 2 1st of December. A further communication from Count v. Bern-

storff reached this country at the precise moment before our peace proposal

of the 7th of December, to the effect that everything was in readiness for

the peace move. Shortly thereafter, Count v. Bernstorff was informed

that our peace move would take place on the 12th of December, and did

take place. As you all know, it was taken up in the Reichstag on December
12 and made public.

Ladies and gentlemen, it will not be necessary for me to recapitulate the

details of this peace move which we undertook on the 12th of December; it

is fresh in the recollection of everyone here. For, as I have stated, it was
an historical occurrence of the greatest import, and was so looked upon by
us at that time. In discussing the peace proposal of the 12th of December,

various questions will have to be taken up here. It is in this connection

that we are concerned with a particularly close investigation of the question

as to whether and how it can be explained that, in spite of Wilson’s peace

move which we ourselves suggested and in spite of the information which

had been sent in by Count v. Bernstorff, that a peace move by Wilson was
practically imminent, our peace move of the 12th of December was un-

hesitatingly pushed through by us. I believe that this question must be

one of the chief questions which we shall be called upon to settle during the

course of the proceedings, that is, in what relation this peace proposal of

the 1 2th of December stands to that peace move on the part of Wilson

initiated by us and which was then in prospect.

I now come to the third period. This includes the time from December

21, the day that Wilson’s proposal of mediation in the interests of peace

was handed over to the belligerent Powers, up to January 9, the day of the

resolve or of the determination reached at the Headquarters at Pless with

regard to the launching of the unrestricted U-boat warfare. Ladies and

gentlemen, it is uncalled-for to recapitulate here facts which are of common
knowledge; I assume that the contents of Wilson’s proposal of the 21st of

December for mediation in the interests of peace are clear in the minds of

all present. The material essence of this proposal for mediation in the in-

terests of peace is that Wilson made no definite proposal, that, particularly,

it was not his purpose to participate in the real peace conference, that his

proposition was merely an appeal for peace, and that he was merely an-

nouncing his interest primarily in questions of general international law.
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The main feature of Wilson’s proposal was the request directed to the bel-

ligerent Powers to communicate concrete peace conditions, because it was

only by being informed of these concrete peace conditions that the question

as to whether the possibility existed of bringing the belligerent parties to-

gether could be tested, and because peace could only be reached by means

of a compromise between the interests of those on both sides of the conflict.

The members of this audience remember the answer which was officially

given by us on the 26th of December in the form of a note of Secretary of

State Zimmermann. President Wilson was thanked in most courteous

terms; but this note of the 26th of December did not meet the President’s

request of disclosing concrete peace conditions; such a communication was

not sent, either officially or unofficially, at that time.

And at this point I have an important statement to make: in addition

to the reports of Count v. Bernstorff that the feeling in America was strongly

in favor of peace and that public opinion supported Wilson’s peace pro-

posal, on the 1 8th of December a communication was received in Berlin

from one of our Ambassadors who gave us news of an official announcement

made by a neutral Power, which it would not be proper for me to mention

here, according to which there was good prospect of a peace appeal being

issued by Wilson, and that the Power in question had good ground “to

believe” that the other side as well was inclined to peace negotiations if

we would be willing to give “some” information regarding our peace con-

ditions, with particular reference to the guarantee, restoration and com-

plete independence of Belgium. This official step taken by the neutral

Power was, as has already been stated, known here in Berlin on December

18, immediately before the official receipt of Wilson's note on December 21.

On December 26, there followed, as you know, Zimmermann’s reply to

which I have just referred, consisting in this, that it could not agree to the

main point of Wilson’s peace proposal, namely, to communicate concrete

peace conditions. One of the main tasks of this committee consists in go-

ing into the question as to why these peace conditions were not communi-
cated to Wilson at that time.

And in this connection, two questions are material: The first question

is the following: What were those concrete peace conditions upon which

our views of peace of the 12th of December and later, were based? A defi-

nite answer to this question is provided by the records. The peace con-

ditions are set out in the record
;
but at present I shall not go into a reading

of them because it is absolutely essential to examine, in connection with

our investigations, the significance and nature of the peace conditions which

were drawn up and on which our peace proposal was based, and which had

been agreed upon between us and Austria with the approval of the Emperor
and the Supreme High Command of the Army. The mere reading of these

peace conditions which were agreed upon might give the impression that
16
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a wrong significance had been attributed to these matters of agreement,

and we therefore desire to communicate these peace conditions and to make
them known as soon as the opportunity to take up this question is afforded,

through the testimony of the witnesses on these points. But I remark that

it appears from the records that specific agreements with regard to our

peace conditions, which are more definitely set out in the records themselves,

lay at the bottom of our peace proposal. Whether these peace conditions

were those of the status quo, as has been publicly asserted, or whether they

were other peace conditions, will be made plain if they are examined in

connection with the statements which will be made by the witnesses who
will take the stand. So I say that the first question which is to claim our

attention in connection with the investigation of the answer of Secretary

of State Zimmermann of the 26th of December is the question as to the

contents and the significance of the peace conditions which at that time

were already drawn up by us.

The other question which is to explain the reasons why we did not com-
municate the exact peace conditions, is whether or not influence was at that

time brought to bear upon the answering of the peace note by the military

establishment. It appears from the records that such influence was
brought to bear. But we should not discuss at this time the amount or the

significance of this influence, basing our remarks upon the documents

alone; on the other hand, even in this case we shall examine these records

only in relation to the statements of the persons to be examined in con-

nection therewith, in order to throw the right light upon the significance of

these expressions of opinion indulged in by the military. For it is only

possible to have the right light thrown upon the significance of those com-

munications as they lie before us in the records, by examining them in

connection with the statements to be made—and by this I mean to study

the matter from the objective view-point. A mere communication of the

contents of the documents in question might give the impression of an

existing intention on the part of the committee to adopt a one-sided view,

and for this reason we will take up the question of this document too only

in connection with examining the witnesses whose statements have a direct

bearing on the document in question.

I stated that this period comes to an end on January 9, a date which

brought about the determination regarding the launching of the unrestricted

U-boat warfare. In the meantime, Count v. Bernstorff had repeatedly

made the most energetic attempts to bring the Imperial Government at

least to the point of communicating its peace conditions confidentially to

Washington. He reported his conversations with Colonel House, in the

course of which Colonel House repeatedly requested at least a confi-

dential statement of the peace conditions. Thus, in spite of the official

attitude regarding the peace move which refused to communicate concrete
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peace conditions, the United States continued its attempt, through nego-

tiations with Count v. Bernstorff, to induce us at least confidentially to

communicate our peace conditions. At that time, Secretary of State Zim-

mermann was the one who carried on the exchange of correspondence with

Count v. Bernstorff. He gave no immediate reply to Count v. Bernstorff’s

suggestion. The first answer is wholly general in terms. In the third

answer, of January 7—the unrestricted U-boat war was settled upon on

January 9—he requests Count v. Bernstorff to handle the question of the

confidential communication of the exact peace conditions “in a dilatory

manner.’’

And so this period comes to an end. On January 9, the unrestricted

U-boat war was determined upon, and the final period, that is, the period

from January 9 to January 31, the date of handing over the announcement

of the unrestricted U-boat war, commenced. During this period, Count

v. Bernstorff takes particular pains to announce repeatedly and in the most

earnest manner, that the declaration of the unrestricted U-boat war means

a break with the United States, and this after he has been informed on

various occasions that the announcement of the U-boat war was imminent.

This opinion had already been asserted by Count v. Bernstorff on previous

occasions and in the most energetic way, and continued thereafter to be

stated by him, namely, that the announcement of the U-boat war—in other

words, the withdrawal of the guarantees contained in the Sussex note of

May 4—would without any question mean a break with the United States;

and it may be mentioned here, in passing, that these assertions sent in by
Count v. Bernstorff, made in detail and constantly reiterated, are supported

by various reports in the records, reports of a most detailed nature and very

well-founded, emanating from the present Under-Secretary of State Albert

and Under-Secretary of State Haniel; they point out in most earnest fashion

that the announcement of the unrestricted U-boat war means war with the

United States; and, most particularly, in the opinion which, according to

the records, was furnished by Under-Secretary of State Albert with regard

to this question, attention is called to the limitless resources of the United

States, which were inexhaustible and must be reckoned with in considering

the question as to whether the unrestricted U-boat warfare should be

launched against America.

On January 16, Count v. Bernstorff was informed that the determina-

tion had been reached to launch the unrestricted U-boat warfare, and that

he was to perform the service of making the necessary official statements

to this effect on February" 1. Count v. Bernstorff telegraphed repeatedly

that this meant a break with the United States. The matter was gone

into no further in the instructions which followed. It would seem that

Count v. Bernstorff from now on worked with redoubled energy; for it is

now that the significant act makes its appearance which is partly a matter
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of public knowledge. On January 27, Count v. Bernstorff telegraphed

(the telegram arrived here on the 28th of January) that Colonel House
approached him at Wilson’s express instructions, with the information that

Wilson was again coming to us and proposing to take still further steps in

the direction of peace; that it was not his purpose to interfere in territorial

questions; that the Entente had announced impossible conditions, and that

he asked first of all that our conditions be communicated to him confiden-

tially.

You know, perhaps, from the statements which the various gentlemen

who took part therein have made, that at this point Mr. v. Bethmann
visited Headquarters where there resulted a conference regarding Count

v. Bernstorff’s communication, the outcome of which was that former

Imperial Chancelor Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg informed Count v. Bern-

storff by telegram that it was too late, and that Wilson should have come
out sooner with such a move (it will have to be explained what the term

“sooner” means, for, as a matter of fact, moves in the direction of peace

had taken place before), and that it was no longer possible to recede from

the position taken on the U-boat war because it was simply physically

impossible to recall the U-boats which had already gone to sea; but that he

might make the following announcement, that the German Government

was, however, ready to communicate its peace conditions to him in confi-

dence. These conditions were communicated to Count v. Bernstorff on

the 29th of January, with the instructions to bring them confidentially to

Wilson’s knowledge. On this point we shall have to examine word for word

the report of Count v. Bernstorff of the 27th of January and hear the reply

of Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg; this will occur in the course of Count v.

Bernstorff’s hearing. I note that, on examining the dispatch of the Imperial

Chancelor, it does not appear that the peace conditions which he communi-

cates are the conditions on which he is ready to conclude peace, but that it

appears from this dispatch, as you will later see for yourselves, that the

conditions there mentioned are those under which Germany “would have

been” ready to conclude peace on the 12th of December if the enemy had

accepted our peace proposal.

Whether this answer meets Wilson’s request is a question which depends

upon further discussion and deliberation and upon the decision of experts.

And now, on the 31st of January comes the delivery of the note announc-

ing the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, and at the same time the

handing over of the peace conditions. You know the result. America

broke off diplomatic relations with us.

I have now concluded, and only desire to make two more statements.

Wilson obviously hesitated about going into the war. Two facts, which

are to be deduced from the records, make this clear. One is that he kept

secret that announcement made by the Austrian Ambassador Tarnowsky
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which was identical in terms with our U-boat note; he did not wish to

face a declaration of war with Austria because he desired to keep the Austrian

road open, as the Austrian Ambassador informed Count Czernin, in order

to continue with his peace move. Count Czernin thereupon went into the

matter, expressed his satisfaction, and stated that it was advisable to bring

about such a move in the nature of peace mediation, that they, he and the

German Government, took the common ground that a peace without con-

querors and conquered would be desirable. Ambassador Wedel informed

the Foreign Office of this communication of Count Czernin, and Secretary

of State Zimmermann thereupon wired that he did not accept the view an-

nounced in the Wilson platform “peace without victory,” but that he stood

for the principle of peace with victory7
;
adding that he was convinced that

the U-boat war would make this possible for us. I shall later refer to this

note of Secretary of State Zimmermann.
In addition hereto, the German Government was at that time informed

by way of Switzerland that Wilson was endeavoring to proceed further in

the way of bringing about peace; that he only desired a statement on the

part of Germany that she would not contemplate launching an unrestricted

U-boat war against America, or that she withdraw from the stand if taken.

On our part, we answered these various Swiss communications (I can speak

of these Swiss communications, for they were published by the press, and

gentlemen who followed the press in those days will recollect the fact) to

the effect that the conduct of the unrestricted U-boat war made it essential

that we make general use of all available instrumentalities in conducting

the same in an unrestricted way, and that a one-sided announcement ap-

plying to the United States was impossible. This is followed by denials;

and finally this trail, too, is lost.

War was later only declared after the so-called Mexican telegram of

Secretary" of State Zimmermann was published, which had already left

here in January. This is all I have to say.

The Chairman : We shall proceed immediately to the

—

Testimony of His Excellency Count v. Bernstorff

I shall request your Excellency to step forward and be sworn.

(Count v. Bernstorff is sworn as a witness.)

The Chairman: It would be advisable for your Excellency to give us a

connected picture of everything within the range of your knowledge con-

cerning the peace move and the peace mediation. We would suggest to

your Excellency to follow historic lines, that is, the order of events which

has just been set out by the recorder, and at the same time to observe the

division into the four groups. I shall endeavor not to interrupt you by
questions, and shall request you to state to us, as a connected whole, what
you know, and perhaps to speak of events which preceded the first period
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which, according to the statement made by the recorder, begins with the

Sussex note, if you feel it necessary to go into occurrences of an earlier date.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I should prefer at the start to go a little

more in detail into matters of the first period, because the policy which Mr.
Wilson carried out during the entire war, and was desirous of carrying out

consistently, had already been manifested at that time. At the beginning

of August, 1914, immediately after the outbreak of the war, Wilson made'a
first attempt at mediation looking toward peace, which mediation was de-

clined by both parties to the conflict. Then, in September he had Secretary

of State Bryan come to me in a second attempt, which failed because the

Entente did not even answer it. At least, I never heard anything about

such an answer; it is possible that an answer reached the American Govern-

ment, but in any event I never received any. Then, too, President Wilson

issued a proclamation in August to the American people, in which he adjured

the Americans to remain neutral because, even at that time, feeling in the

United States was so high that even personal relations were to a certain

extent disagreeably affected by it, and he believed that serious differences

might result in the United States if he did not caution everyone to be neu-

tral. It was in this proclamation that Wilson stated that the American

people were the only nation which would be in a situation to end the war if

it remained outside of the conflict, and that the Ernited States constituted

the sole great Power which would have sufficient strength and influence to

bring about this result. This had been Wilson’s policy during the entire

period. When the second peace proposal handled by Bryan had proved a

failure, he thought that it was necessary to hold himself more aloof, be-

cause he believed that nothing could result therefrom. But in spite of this,

he sent his friend Colonel House to Paris, London, and Berlin in the winter

of 1914-15 (he was in Berlin in the month of March), in order to prepare

the way for peace mediation by Wilson. When the former returned from

Berlin on that occasion where, so far as I know, he had spoken with all the

government authorities, he said to me that the time had not yet come, and

that nobody was ready to take up the question of peace; but that he would

return to Europe at a later date as Wilson’s representative to find out

whether anything was to be done.

President Wilson himself spoke with me about peace for the first time

when I asked for an audience with him after the Lusitania occurrence, be-

cause at that time the danger of war with Germany was very great and for

this reason I desired an opportunity of expressing myself at length. At

that time, Wilson (perhaps I may be allowed to read this excerpt from my
telegram) said:

We should make an appeal to morality by giving up the U-boat war,

since the war could only be definitely decided by an understanding, and
not by the use of arms. If we would give up the submarine warfare, he
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would press for the cessation of the English starvation policy. Accord-
ing to reliable sources from London, the present cabinet would agree to

this. Wilson hopes that this will lay the foundation for a peace move
on a great scale, which he would like to initiate at the head of the neu-

tral Powers.

The Chairman: What is the date of the telegram?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The telegram is dated June 2, 1915. The
telegram was the result of the first interchange of notes about the Lusitania.

The notes are well known. An answer had been returned to the first note

by Germany, which neither made any concessions nor gave any definite an-

nouncement, but simply sought to supply the motive for or to explain the

sinking of the Lusitania on the ground that the Lusitania was an auxiliary

cruiser, armed and provided with munitions of war. After this first ex-
'

change of telegrams about the Lusitania
,
war seemed to be unavoidable.

For this reason, I went to Wilson and, in order to gain time, requested that

a gentleman who was then active with the Red Cross in the L^nited States,

the present Under-Secretary of State Meyer-Gerhardt, should go to Berlin

in order to explain the contents of this telegram here orally and in detail.

Wilson agreed to this, and besides promised at that time that, until the

mission of Mr. Meyer-Gerhardt had met with some kind of result, he would

take no serious steps which could lead to a break.

The exchange of notes in the Lusitania case went on without leading to

any positive result. In the meantime, another British ship, the Arabic
,
was

torpedoed. For the second time, we were on the verge of war. In this

case, however, we made concession to the extent of agreeing that passenger

steamers would not be sunk without previous warning.

The Chairman: May I be informed with regard to the mission of Mr.

Meyer-Gerhardt ?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: He went to Berlin for the purpose of

discussing Wilson’s plans further over here by word of mouth. But I am
not able to say what the result was, for I never heard anything more about

him afterwards.

After the first danger of war on account of the Lusitania and the second

scare on account of the Arabic had passed over, the American Government
believed that it could begin to work out its program. It sent the first note

to England, which, according to my recollection, bore the Washington date

of the 1 8th of October and the London date of the 5th of November, in the

terms of which the English blockade was denounced as illegal and inde-

fensible. Soon after the sending of this note, negotiations were again taken

up in Washington concerning the final settlement of the Lusitania question,

which for the third time brought us to the verge of war, because the United

States demanded that we should recognize the fact that the sinking of the

Lusitania was illegal. This word “ illegal” was unconditionally rejected
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on our part. We almost went to war again over this word. But finally

Wilson gave in on this matter, and stated that without this it would be
sufficient if we should state that, while reprisals were proper (for it was as

such that the sinking of the Lusitania was characterized), at the same time
neutrals should not suffer as the result thereof, and that recourse to repris-

als was only justifiable if neutrals were not injured as the result thereof.

This arrangement had just been concluded, and Secretary of State Lansing

and I were just about to exchange the requisite documents, when the in-

tensive U-boat war was declared. As the result, nothing came of this

settlement of the Lusitania question. So it became absolutely impossible

to further Wilson’s greater plans to any extent.

The Chairman: The intensive U-boat war is, of course, not the ruthless

U-boat war?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, the intensive U-boat war was an

intermediate phase whereby it was declared over here that armed merchant

ships should be attacked without warning, but only armed ships. If they

were armed, the principles of the unrestricted U-boat war were to be ob-

served.

Shortly hereafter occurred the torpedoing of the Sussex, and as the result

of this occurrence a definite agreement was entered into by both govern-

ments, the result of which was that in the future the LT-boat war should be

conducted according to the principles of war on commerce.

The Chairman : That was the note of May 4; shall we have it read now?
Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It is not necessary.

The Chairman: It has been published. If your Excellency would like

to have a document read, or if you need a document in order to refresh your

memory on the point of the terms employed, I hope you will let me know.

I have practically all the documents in question before me.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It was only by virtue of the agreement

reached by the Sussex note that a free field was provided for negotiations

with the United States concerning the freedom of the seas and the eventual

concluding of a peace, as the recorder has already stated.

In the course of the winter, Colonel House went to Berlin for the sec-

ond time; he was here in January, 1916. When he came back from Europe

the second time, he told me that, judging from his experiences, the main

opposition to peace at the present was still in Paris, that he had found a

certain willingness in England and that he had been told in Berlin, too, that

at the proper time we would be ready to go into the question of peace

mediation by the United States. But none of these statements were bind-

ing assurances; on the contrary, they were simply general conversations.

I heard for the first time about the willingness on the part of the Imperial

Government to take steps in the direction of Wilson’s wishes by a telegram

which Ambassador Gerard had sent to Washington after the settlement of
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the Sussex affair. According to what Mr. House told me, it was stated

in this telegram that the German Government was now ready to take up

the question of peace mediation with Wilson. I thereupon inquired in Ber-

lin as to whether this understanding was correct, and received a telegram

in reply, to which the recorder has already referred. It was stated in the

telegram that, in view of the excited state of public feeling in Germany, a

certain amount of time would have to pass, but that in general the wish

that Wilson might undertake peace mediation existed. Had we better not

read this telegram?

The Chairman: What was the date of the telegram?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It must be sometime in May, 1916.

The Chairman : It is probably the telegram of the 4th of May, your Ex-

cellency’s telegram to the Foreign Office. It reads as follows: “House in-

formed me that Gerard had telegraphed that we were willing to accept

peace mediation by the President and that House’s visit to Berlin for this

purpose was looked upon with favor. Nothing is known here about the

settlement of the submarine question. Peace mediation naturally depends

on whether the road is clear. This could be brought about most easily by a

temporary cessation of the submarine warfare during negotiations.”

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That was my telegram.

The Chairman: That is your telegram. Now comes the answer.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: v. Bethmann to Count v. Bernstorff, dated

May 6.

The Chairman: Bethmann’s dispatch reads, in its material portions as

follows

:

We hope that our note and great concession have finally put an end to

the state of distrust and have opened an era of relations of mutual con-
fidence. Public animosity on this side against Wilson on account of

tone and contents of his note and on account of the impression that he is

taking sides against us, is in every event so marked that some action

against England openly recognizable as such must be taken before he
could be accepted by the German people as an unbiased person sub-
mitting his good offices in favor of peace. To this extent, Gerard’s
telegram premature. In the absence of some such action on Wilson’s
part, there is danger that animosity toward him will grow and possi-

bility of peace mediation be relegated to remotest future. Of course in

the last analysis adoption of means leading to peace is always wel-
come.

This dispatch also contains the following: “A visit from House very wel-

come at any time.” This is Bethmann-Hollweg’s answer to Count v. Bern-

storff of May 6. Please continue.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It is to be observed from the date of

this telegram that it was sent off two days after the agreement had been

reached in the Sussex question. In our note of the 4th of May we had re-
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served the right to have a free hand in case America should not succeed in

forcing England to recognize the principles of international law. This res-

ervation, it is true, was not recognized by the American Government, but,

nevertheless, it was on the ground of that reservation that it was later pos-

sible to base the declaration of the unrestricted U-boat war without revoking

antecedent promises. Colonel House, who desired always that Wilson

should bring about peace, is the individual with whom I carried on nego-

tiations during the entire period. It is perhaps remarkable that I carried

on these negotiations with a private individual. But the reason for this

is to be found in existing conditions in the United States, since Colonel

House was the most intimate friend of President Wilson and since it was
absolutely essential to keep all the negotiations with regard to peace abso-

lutely secret. For to keep negotiations secret in Washington was utterly

impossible. If I drove to the State Department or went myself to see the

President, I could be certain that both buildings would be surrounded by
newspaper men and that questions which I could not avoid would constantly

be addressed to me. It made no difference how I answered them; under

any and all conditions something would be twisted out of them in the way
of information of some kind, and if I subsequently denied it, it was abso-

lutely certain after all that something would finally come out which was

not supposed to come out. For this reason, it was President Wilson’s

wish that I should negotiate these absolutely confidential questions con-

tinuously with his friend Colonel House, who lives in New York, and whom
I was able to visit in his home in that city and negotiate with for months

at a time, without its being known in America, I believe, even up to the

present day. He told me at that time that, as matters had turned out,

Wilson no longer had the power to compel England to adhere to the prin-

ciples of international law. That the reason for this was that American

commerce was so completely tied up with the interests of the Entente that

it was impossible for Wilson to disturb these commercial relations without

calling forth such a storm of protest on the part of the public that he would

not be able to carry out his intention. On the other hand, that Wilson was

in a position, and had the power, to bring about a peace without victory;

that he had the intention of using this power as soon as the opportunity

arose. But in view of the fact that such a step would be characterized as

being pro-German in the United States, where the Entente propaganda was

very strong, he could only undertake such a step if public opinion in the

United States became somewhat calmed down with regard to relations with

Germany. For this reason, he proposed that an intermission might be

created during which we should neither negotiate nor in any way speak

about German-American relations, so that the press, too, might calm down.

He told me at that time that by the end of the summer he thought it quite

certain that the movement in the direction of peace might be initiated.
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Then I did not see Colonel House for two or three months, and expected

that Wilson’s peace mediation would follow sometime in September. In

the meantime, Roumania entered the war. I then went to see Colonel

House in the country and visited him there.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Roumania did not enter the war until August,

1916. I believe that the following is of importance: The fundamental

instructions of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg followed on the

1 8th of August. It might be of importance to hear what the original

text of this instruction is. It was agreed to by all hands and was personally

authorized by the Emperor. If the Chairman is willing, it might be read.

(Interruption: read it all, please.)

The instruction reads as follows:

We would be glad to accept mediation by the President, with a view
to initiate peace negotiations between the belligerents. Kindly encour-

age the President in his activities along this line. Of course the ac-

ceptance of such mediation is not to be considered as binding us to

any concrete conditions of peace resulting therefrom. A general peace
conference in which the neutral Powers will participate and which will

consider general international questions, questions arising between
nation and nation, and questions of the freedom of the seas and disar-

mament, will be acceptable, if need be, provided it follows peace nego-
tiations between the belligerents which have been successful.

This is followed by further communications which will be analyzed in

the course of the hearing.

The Chairman: Please continue.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: At the beginning of September, after

this instruction, the contents of which I communicated to Colonel House,

House told me that a mediation by Wilson would now be impossible and

would have to be postponed because, as the result of the entrance of Rou-

mania into the war, the Entente was absolutely certain of victory and con-

sequently Wilson’s advances would be rejected.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Count v. Bernstorff, a telegraphic inquiry

of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann of the 2d of November preceded. It

seems to me that it would be worth while to have it read here. For what
you were just saying.

Consul Muller: The telegram to which his Excellency Count v. Bern-

storff just referred appears to be dated the 18th of August.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: No, what he just said was the 12th of Sep-

tember.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That must be a wrong date.

(Consul Muller hands the Chairman a document.)

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: The telegram has been taken from the records,

it is the answer of the 18th of August—what you just stated was of the
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1 8th of August—the answer to the instruction of Imperial Chancelor v.

Bethmann, which I have read.

ft Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe this telegram which, according

to the records, is dated August 18 must have been so dated by mistake; for

the telegram says: As the result of Roumania’s entrance into the war.

The Chairman : That had not yet taken place.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: For that reason, I wanted to read the answer

to the telegram. On the 2d of September, after the entrance of Roumania
into the war, a telegram was sent by Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann to

you, which reads as follows:

Our west front holds fast. The east front is naturally somewhat jeop-

ardized by Roumania’s declaration of war. Rolling up of the front or
collapse of Austria not to be expected. Turkey and Bulgaria to be re-

lied upon. . . . Hope to conclude peace before winter as the ex-

haustion of Russia or France by the war is lessened by this development.
In case no major catastrophe should occur in the east, would peace medi-
ation by Wilson be possible and successful if we were to guarantee Bel-

gium’s unconditional restoration? Otherwise, unrestricted U-boat war
will have to be carried on in dead earnest. I ask merely for your per-

sonal opinion without side references of any kind.

Your telegram is in reply to the above.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I return to the occasion when Colonel

House said to me that Wilson’s peace mediation would have to be postponed

because the Entente was certain of victory as the result of the entrance of

Roumania into the war, and for this reason Wilson’s advances would be re-

jected. This announcement of House’s to me seemed to be particularly im-

portant later on, because I assumed, as the result of this earlier announce-

ment, that when Wilson really came out with his offer to mediate, he was

definitely convinced that his offer would be accepted by the Entente, whereas

he had stated previously that there was no prospect of its being accepted.

The Chairman: I ask that that telegram, too, which arrived here on the

1 2th of September, the date of dispatching of which, however, is not to be

found in the record, be read.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: “ Wilson’s peace activities

have been postponed because at the present moment they would lead to

nothing on account of Roumania’s entrance into the war, and because of

the confidence of victory on the part of our enemies resulting therefrom.

Wilson believes that he will not be able to accomplish anything more before

the election because England is playing a waiting game, pending the arrival

of election day, and, if he were not reelected, she would give him a cold re-

fusal. But if Wilson wins the election, the prospects of which are now
favorable, and if up to that time there is a lull in military operations,

the President will immediately take steps towards mediation. He believes
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that then he will be strong enough to force a peace conference. Wilson

considers it important to i\merican interests that neither belligerent should

win a decisive victory.”

The Chairman: Now, please continue.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not know to what extent I am de-

sired to go into the different telegrams which were dispatched from Berlin

and which instructed me to hasten peace mediation by Wilson. The most

important of these is a memorandum which was written by the Emperor

himself and was to be given to Mr. Gerard when he went to New York on

leave. It is to be found with the records. I do not know whether the

recorder desires to have it read.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It is in English as it is

filed with the records. According to the records, it does not seem to me to

play any particularly important role. For this reason, I did not refer' to it

in my preliminary statement.

The Chairman : Is your opinion the same, or is there anything more to be

added concerning it?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I should like to suggest that, according

to my recollection— I am speaking only according to recollection—it was

precisely this memorandum which made the deepest impression in the United

States.

The Chairman : Then I ask that you state whatever you can find to say

about this memorandum, according to your recollection.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer : It is here.

The Chairman: Perhaps it can be read in English.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Let me give the details of it. Mr. Ger-

ard came to America on leave. Before his departure, the Emperor had

prepared a memorandum in which he, so far as I can remember it

—

The Chairman: Let me hand it over to you. It is in English. Perhaps

it can be translated at once.

(Interruption: The date!)

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It went through on the

9th of October.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, on the 9th of October. It was, as

I was informed, written by His Majesty himself, and was to remind Mr.

Gerard that, when in Charleville, he had then held out the prospect of the

President mediating in the interest of peace. It reads as follows

:

Your Excellency informed His Majesty, in the course of your confer-

ence at Charleville in April, that President Wilson would be ready to-

ward the end of the summer to proffer his good offices for the purpose of

bringing about peace. The German Government is not informed as to

whether the President still adheres to this idea or as to the date on which
it is his desire to undertake this step. In the meantime, however, the
conduct of the war has taken such a form that the German Government
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foresees the time when it will find it necessary to regain that freedom of

action which it reserved for itself in the note of the 4th of May and that,
in such case, any action on the part of the President might be interfered

with. The German Government believes that it is its duty to inform
your Excellency of this, in case you might consider it possible to expedite
the contemplated action of the President so that it might not take place
at a time when the year was so far advanced.

Such is the translation of the English text. This memorandum was to be

delivered to Mr. Gerard before he came to New York. But he had already

left, and for that reason it was telegraphed to me at Washington. I was to

give it to Mr. Gerard if I found it opportune to do so, but I was left at liberty

to make different use of the memorandum. At that time, and for personal

reasons, into which perhaps there is no necessity of my going, I did not give

it to Mr. Gerard, but gave it to Colonel House who delivered it to the Presi-

dent. This memorandum was later mentioned once in the press here. It

was then recognized in Washington by a semiofficial newspaper communique

that the memorandum had been handed over to the President. In the

course of the conversations which followed this, I was constantly informed

that there was no possibility for the President to take any step in the direc-

tion of peace before the election. The election took place on November 7.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Let me interrupt for a moment. Count v. Bern-

storff said that this memorandum had made the greatest impression in

America.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The greatest impression upon the Govern-

ment. The public knew nothing of it.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Perhaps Count v. Bernstorff is in position to tell us

in what manner this impression manifested itself.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: To the extent that from that moment
those in America were firmly convinced that the German Government would

be ready to accept mediation by Wilson. In this connection, it was very

important.

(Interruption: What was the date?)

The Chairman : The memorandum is of the 9th of October. Please con-

tinue.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: On November 7 there took place the

election which was so extraordinarily closely contested that on the first night

it was believed in New York that the Republican Party had won out. It

hung by such a thread that even a week afterwards it was not definitely de-

termined which party had won, since absolutely exact counts had to be made

in some of the Western States. I mention this detail because in it is the

explanation of why President Wilson was absolutely not in a position to

take a step in the direction of peace before the 15th of November.

At that time, as I was confidentially informed, President Wilson, say
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about the 15th or 16th of November, wrote the peace note which he sent off

on the 1 8th of December, but did not send it off, holding it, rather, in his desk,

because at that time another wave of anti-German feeling went over the

United States on account of the Belgian deportations. At that time,

Colonel House told me that we could not proceed along the path leading to a

proposal of mediation in the interests of peace because, in view of the existing

feeling, the President could not answer the demands of public opinion.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: When did this communication from Colonel House

take place?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: This can be told from a glance at my
telegram. Probably about the middle of November.

The Chairman (after examining the records): Yes, on November 15.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff : I do not know whether any such telegram

is contained in the records. I am relying on my memory for the state-

ment.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Is it perhaps No. 36 of the 4th of December:

According to Lansing, peace mediation put off on account of Belgian
deportations. Bernstorff to the Foreign Office, December 1, No. 36,

page 6 above.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Page 53 of the 21st of November:

Wilson’s reasons are as follows: He believes that he will be able to take
up the matter of his mediation only if public opinion on this side con-

tinues as favorable to us as it has been during the course of the last

months. For this reason, he deplores the so-called Belgian depor-
tations.

The Chairman: Shall we read further, in order to get a complete picture

of the situation? For the whole answer is certainly very material. Your
Excellency probably has it in your hands. I ask that it be read from the

beginning.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff:

Wilson instructed House of his own accord to inform me in strict con-

fidence that at the earliest possible moment he would take steps in the
direction of his peace mediation, presumably between this time and the
New Year. In this connection he imposes as a condition that up to that
time we express ourselves on the question of a peace move just as little as

possible either orally or in writing, in order to block a premature rejec-

tion on the part of our enemies, and that, further, we carry on the U-
boat war in the strictest conformity with our promises, and allow no new
controversies to come up.

Wilson’s reasons for the above conditions are as follows: He believes

that he will be able to take up the matter of his mediation only if public
opinion on this side continues as favorable to us as it has been during the
course of the last months. For this reason, he deplores the so-called

Belgian deportations.
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The Chairman: Your Excellency, I will continue with the reading in

order to spare your voice

:

Each new U-boat controversy would make the feeling against us increase,

whereas, on the other hand, if this question can be, to all practical pur-
poses, disposed of, the coolness with England will be increased. The
British answer dealing with the black lists, together with the expressions
of the English press concerning Wilson’s election, have put government
circles on this side very much out of humor. But unfriendly glances are

again and again levelled in our direction as the result of the U-boat ques-
tion. Wilson still hesitates to come forward with his peace mediation
because the State Department expects a refusal from our enemies, where-
as House is pushing the matter hard and is full of hope. In accordance
with the instructions which I have received I have encouraged him as

much as possible by telling him that in my opinion our enemies simply
could not refuse to take up negotiations; beyond this Wilson expects
nothing. House seemed to me to be very much impressed when I re-

minded him that the British Government, during the course of the entire

war, had constantly attempted by its lying methods and diplomatic tours

de force to bring public opinion over to its side. This house of cards,

founded on lies and misrepresentations, would at once fall to pieces if our
enemies should reject the idea of negotiations, and by so doing openly
admit that they entertain the lust of conquest. I stated that what I

feared as much more likely to occur was that England would enter into

negotiations in form only, and in the course of these negotiations would
endeavor to put us in the wrong. I selected this line of argument be-

cause Wilson fears above all else the humiliation of having his advances
rejected. If it really does come to the point of negotiations, even to ne-

gotiations devoid of result, Wilson will have to record the greatest kind
of success.

I believe that the conclusion is immaterial and that we can dispense with

further reading thereof.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I add one comment.

What you have just introduced is supplemented by a telegram of the 1st of

December. I shall read that part of your telegram which has a bearing

thereon and which arrived here on the 4th of December:

In conversation Lansing laid great stress upon the American protest

against the Belgian deportations. That on account of this the entire

Belgian relief movement was jeopardized and that, further, opinion on
this side of the water was becoming unfavorably colored and this at the

precise moment when it looked as if peace negotiations might be under-

taken. Lansing stated that it was his opinion that if the Imperial Gov-
ernment could find a way to meet the protests of the neutral Powers with
regard to the Belgian question, this would create an impression which
would weigh tremendously in our favor, and that it would, in all prob-

ability, result in the immediate possibility of taking up the first steps

leading to peace negotiations. That, unfortunately, up to the present

time it had always happened that some obstacle came in the way.
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I must now refer back to additional instructions on the peace question

which were sent to you from here before your telegram was dispatched.

First of all, I should like to call your attention to the fact that on the 26th

of September a set of instructions was sent to you by Imperial Chancelor v.

Bethmann-Hollweg. In the course of this instruction, attention is called to

the fact that the navy promised early success as the result of the unrestricted

U-boat warfare, which would make England feel more inclined to consider

peace terms in the course of a few months, but that the general situation

would change in case Wilson, following out those purposes which he had indi-

cated, should make a proposal of mediation to the Powers in the interests of

peace. Action along these lines would, however, have to follow quickly.

*And now the Imperial Chancelor continues in these terms:

Your Excellency will cautiously discuss the matter with Colonel
House in order to learn what Mr. Wilson’s purposes are. A peacemove
by the President, which would have to appear as spontaneous to those
viewing it from without, would be given the most serious consideration

by us; and this very circumstance would probably have some effect on
the result of Mr. Wilson’s election campaign.

This instruction, of the 26th of September, was supplemented by an in-

struction of the Imperial Chancelor of the 14th of October, and this consti-

tutes the answer to your communication, that for the present it was impos-

sible for Wilson to take any action in the direction of peace mediation on

account of the situation in the Balkans; that the question of peace mediation

will have to be specially presented. Whereupon, the Imperial Chancelor

answered as follows:

As before stated, definite proposal for peace mediation by Wilson im-
possible on account of his continued favorable attitude toward the

Entente and after the speeches of Asquith and Lloyd George. A spon-
taneous appeal for peace, toward the making of which I request that he
be further encouraged, would be gladly accepted by us.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: When was that?

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. SiNzheimer : This occurred on the

14th of October. Now comes that to which I referred in my preliminary

statement. That is, the message continues in these words:

If he can not make up his mind to reach this decision alone, he should
put himself in touch with the Pope, the King of Spain, and the European
neutral nations.

Those were the instructions of the Imperial Chancelor, to which you re-

plied that such a concerted move was not possible according to the American

judgment, and that action on the part of Wilson alone could be considered.

I now desire to quote from a personal letter which Secretary of State v.

Jagow sent to you on the 20th of November. He writes as follows:

.

T 7
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As you have seen from other instructions which have been sent you,
we are sympathetically inclined toward the peace suggestions of Presi-

dent Wilson, as before. His activities exercised in this direction are to
be very definitely encouraged. But of course his suggestions with re-

gard to mediation should not go so far as to take the form of concrete
propositions (because these would, of course, be unfavorable so far as we
are concerned).

But as early as the 16th of November, it had been indicated to you that

further steps were to be taken in connection with the peace question, and on

the 22d of November—two days after the Jagow letter—you were informed

that, in connection with our allies, we were about to announce ourselves

ready to take up peace negotiations. On the 24th of November, a telegram*

was received from you, which reads as follows:

I urgently request that no change in the submarine warfare program
be allowed to take place until it is decided whether Wilson will come out
with his peace mediation. I consider this will occur in the near future.

This telegram of the 24th of November finds an important supplement in

the form of a telegraphic report which was received here on the 25th of No-

vember and which seems to me to be essential. The wording thereof is as

follows

:

Wilson instructed House of his own accord to inform me in strict con-

fidence that at the earliest possible moment he would take steps in the

direction of his peace mediation, presumably between this time and the

New Year. In this connection he imposes as a condition that up to

that time we express ourselves on the question of a peace move either

orally or in writing, just as little as possible, in order to block a prema-
ture rejection on the part of our enemies, and that, further, we carry on
the U-boat war in the strictest conformity with our promises and allow

no new controversies to come up.

So this was unquestionably before our peace move of the 12th of

December.

The Chairman: I now request your Excellency to express yourself with

regard to the matters which the recorder has just taken up, in order to deter-

mine whether these matters are confirmed by your statements under oath.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I invariably talked over all these in-

structions with Colonel House and expected that the peace move would

follow, in any event, during the month of December, when I received the

news that the Imperial Government was intending to make a move of its

own. But I have never received any instructions—I have just looked

through the papers to make sure, and have found none—to the effect that

the instructions from Berlin as late as November 25, to encourage Wilson,

had been revoked. Thus, I believed up to the last that, while it was true

that we did not want Wilson to interfere in negotiations concerning territo-
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rial questions, and that we did not want Wilson to sit in with us at the peace

conference at which the European questions would be discussed, a sec-

ond conference of all the nations of the world was, on the other hand, to

take place in which those questions in which Wilson had a special interest,

such as a league of nations, arbitration, etc., would be taken up; whereas, the

territorial and other European questions would be settled by the belligerents

themselves. I therefore interpreted all later instructions to mean that I was

always to emphasize the point that these were the principles on which we
proceeded. Wilson always agreed to this view. He never requested to

take part in the first peace conference, but he did say “ I do not believe

that such a conference will be held unless it is possible for me to bring it

about.”

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You just said “I have never received any in-

struction in connection with that November instruction, under the terms of

which the orders given me to encourage Wilson in bringing about a peace

move were revoked.” That is true. In fact, the very opposite is the

case. You were again encouraged to proceed further. I call attention to

an instruction of Secretary of State Zimmermann, dated November 26,

which reads as follows:

We would be glad to give Wilson’s peace move the preference over our
action referred to in our telegram No. 116 of November 22. At the
same time, it is our urgent wish that Wilson will decide to take early

steps in the matter; if possible, by the time Congress opens or, in any
event, soon thereafter.

According to my recollection, Congress opened in the middle of December.

So that Wilson’s peace move was to be continued in spite of our intention,

already determined upon, to make a peace move on our own initiative. In

any case, we shall have to hear what Secretary of State Zimmermann has to

say on the point.

The Chairman : In any case, it was still Wilson’s desire to play the peace-

maker, a fact which you have stated yourself in your dispatches.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The peacemaker, so far as the concrete

conditions of peace are concerned, and thereafter a second conference was to

follow, which was to take up general questions.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: Was Colonel House continually informed of the

literal terms 'of these instructions which you received, so that he himself

reached his own conclusion as to whether or not there was a change of

attitude in Berlin?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: He was constantly informed by me with

regard to the contents of my instructions, but certainly not in any way to

the effect that we no longer desired peace mediation on the part of Wilson.

I never told him that.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: That is to say, that he himself was never shown the
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actual wording, so that he could not reach his own conclusion, basing it on

the literal contents.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No.

The Chairman: Please continue.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I may state at the outset, as is well

known, that our peace proposal followed and that the note of Mr. Wilson

was thereupon sent out. After this note left, I visited Lansing in order to

ask him what they thought of the modus procedendi; and then the records

contain one of my telegrams, in which I state that it would be considered of

the greatest importance in the United States if both parties to the contro-

versy were to announce their conditions of peace, and as a matter of fact the

term “clearing house” is used in the telegram.

Delegate Katzenstein : I should like to know whether the German peace

proposal of the 12th of December was considered by the American Govern-

ment as a help, or as a move which jeopardized its move in the direction of

peace.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It was looked upon as jeopardizing it.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: In form or substance?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It was looked upon as a menace—that is

what Colonel House told me on behalf of the President—because our peace

proposal was considered in the United States to be a confession of weakness

on our part.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Gerard is supposed to have expressed himself

here to the effect that it was an excellent move. Gerard is further supposed

to have been satisfied with the further negotiations which took place.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can not understand that, since, accord-

ing to my recollection, Gerard was still in the Lhiited States at the time.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The documents contain such an expression of

opinion. But I see that this refers to our reply note of the 26th of December,

which is not as yet applicable here.

Count v. Bernstorff: Oh, our answer! I am speaking of our peace

proposal. At that time, he had not yet returned.

The Chairman: And do you think that this peace proposal of December
should, rather than not, be regarded as jeopardizing the prospects of peace?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I simply say that in the United States

this attitude was considered to be the attitude of Wilson and of Colonel

House.

The Chairman : Certainly; it is not your personal opinion, but simply the

opinion of the public mind in the United States.

Expert Dr. Bonn : I should like to put the following questions: As to when
your Excellency was informed that our peace move was going to be taken,

and as to when you communicated this information.

W itness Count v. Bernstorff: According to the records, there are two
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telegrams on the point. One, if I am not mistaken, is of the 26th of No-

vember.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Of the 16th of Novem-
ber. Secretary of State Jagow’s telegram reads as follows:

Kindly ascertain whether the President is going to take steps in

matter of peace mediation, and if he is, what steps and when. Question
important for decision regarding other possible steps in the same direc-

tion.

That is the first indication which was wired to America, having any bear-

ing on our peace proposal of the 12th of December. The communication

which precedes the peace move did not arrive until the 9th of December.

Thereupon, Under-Secretary of State v. Stumm telegraphed that the peace

move was going to be made.

Delegate Dr. Cohx: Still another telegram of the 22d of November must

be considered.

Expert Dr. Boxx: If these dates are correct, it follows that you were left

no time to call to the attention of Berlin that, under existing conditions, our

German peace proposal, of the existence of which you were informed on the

9th, might have a detrimental effect upon the American move. This is, if I

am correct, the question which is for the moment before us.

Witness Couxt v. Berxstorff: According to my recollection, I did not

have time to telegraph over here. The exact facts should be shown by the

records, but I can not recollect that I took any step in opposition to our

peace move.

Delegate Dr. Cohx: On the 22d of November, a telegram is supposed to

have been sent by v. Jagow, by the terms of which you were informed that

the Central Powers were contemplating a peace proposal. Perhaps the

Chairman will permit this to be read.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Up to the present time,

I have refrained from calling attention to the fact that, in addition to the

general communication of the 16th of November, Secretary of State v. Jagow
sent you a message on the 226. of November, containing the following terms:

Strictly confidential.

Exclusively for your Excellency’s personal information.
Provided the favorable military situation justifies it, it is our purpose,

acting in conjunction with our allies, to announce forthwith our willing-

ness to enter on peace negotiations.

Thiswas sent from here on the 22d of November. You must have received

it. For on the 25th you answer, and this seems to me to be important:

Wilson instructed House of his own accord to inform me in strict con-
fidence that at the earliest possible moment he would take steps in the
direction of his peace negotiation, presumably between this time and the
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New Year. In this connection he imposes as a condition that up to

that time we express ourselves on the question of a peace move just as
little as possible, either orally or in writing, in order to block a premature
rejection on the part of our enemies.

I must ask you: What is the meaning of the clause "peace mediation is

not to be mentioned"? Does this mean that it was simply Wilson’s peace

mediation that was not to be mentioned, or that mediation having peace in

view was not to be mentioned at all? I think it is important to find out

whether, in the face of America’s request to keep silent, we made the peace

proposal.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It will be seen from other dispatches and

telegrams that the Americans always took the view that a peace mediation

could only be successful if undertaken at a time when Germany was in a

particularly advantageous position, for otherwise, the Entente would not

accept; and, consequently, I was always told from the American side to

exercise my influence at home to the end that neither in the press nor by the

government nor in any way should peace be mentioned by us; for, every

time that we started any peace talk, the chances of Wilson’s being able to

mediate along the lines of peace would be lessened.

Delegate Katzenstein: The information which the Count has given us

is particularly interesting, because the general impression which has certainly

existed up to this time is that the German peace proposal had a deterring

effect upon the hostile Powers as the result of the proud tone which charac-

terized it and by its enumeration of the German successes. Now you, Count

v. Bernstorff, state the exact opposite to be the case, in saying that the im-

pression of weakness was created in the United States by the very fact that

our willingness for peace was announced. I should like to have this fact

definitely established.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have a precise recollection of the con-

ference which I had with House after our peace proposal, and where he ex-

pressed himself as especially deploring the fact that we had made a peace

move, because he believed that this would have a detrimental effect upon

any peace mediation by Wilson, since it would be considered a sign of weak-

ness; but that in spite of this it was possible that, after all, he would carry

out his peace move, and that it was his intention to request Mr. Wilson to

do so. Then, to the great and general surprise, Wilson’s peace move was
announced in Washington four or five days after ours.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: On the 18th. You mentioned the peace

proposal of the 12th of December in a later telegram of the month of January.

You state that it had not been taken seriously in the United States because

it had been made without being accompanied by any concrete peace condi-

tions. Would you be good enough to tell us whether these statements in

our telegram are correct. As above stated, this refers to a later period, the
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month of January. But in this document you are reporting the impression

which this peace proposal made in the United States.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe that this last expression of

opinion only refers to public opinion, not to the government, and public

opinion wras constantly strongly influenced by the telegrams which came

from London; for, invariably, it wTas possible to have our news published in

the press only after the telegrams from London had already made their im-

pression, so that the American press was constantly being strongly influenced

from London.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But the question is still material: Will you

kindly state once more whether our peace proposal of the 12th of December

was looked upon as being in conflict with Wilson’s views, or not?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Not as being in conflict therewith, but

as embarrassing them; not as being in conflict therewith, for, otherwise,

Wilson wrould no longer have continued with his peace move.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Did you not inform the Government or Colo-

nel House to the following effect: “A German peace proposal w~as being

made for such-and-such reasons”? Or did that come quite unexpectedly?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I must depend upon my memory for the

answer. But, so far as I know", I did not mention our peace proposal to Colo-

nel House because it was communicated to me in absolutely strict personal

confidence and, in so far as I remember, the telegram stated that it depended

upon the military situation, so that it was impossible up to the very last

moment to know* wdien it would take place.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Did you so construe the telegram as meaning

that you were absolutely forbidden to communicate its contents?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff : I did not mention it in any w"ay.

Expert Dr. Bonn: We are dealing with twTo distinct questions. First,

w'hether you spoke with Colonel House about the matter before the 12th of

December. Of course it is perfectly clear that you wrere not in a position to

do this. And, secondly, wdiether after the 12th of December, you talked

the matter over wTith him in order to determine what impression the German
proposal had made. You have already answered this question. I believe

that w"e are talking of tw"0 quite distinct things.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I talked over the German peace proposal

with House between the 12th and the 18th of December. I can not re-

member the exact date; nor does it appear in the official documents. But
I certainly did discuss it with him. I knowr this to be a fact, because I have

a perfect recollection of the conversation, in the course of which he told me
that, in his opinion, it w^as to be hoped that, in spite of all, President Wilson

wTould come out wdth his peace move.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Count v. Bernstorff, you said a little wdiile ago that

Colonel House had told you that America or he personally construed the
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peace proposal of the 12th of December as tending to give an impression of

weakness. Did Colonel House or any other person in official circles tell

you what effect the peace proposal of the 12th had upon the Entente

Powers—not upon public opinion, but upon the Entente governments

themselves?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can not recollect any particular com-

ments which I could quote.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Another question. Did you get the impression that

anyone whatsoever on the American side was dissatisfied with the peace

proposal of the 12th of December— I might say, due to reasons of prestige,

on the theory that, on account of the German peace proposal, a possible

peace proposal on Wilson’s part would be deprived of its effect upon the

world in general only because it was a concurrent move?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I got the impression at that time that

the American Government was decidedly disappointed because it had been

deprived of the opportunity of taking the first step.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that we are again treating two distinct ques-

tions at once. First, with regard to what you stated a short while ago, to the

effect that Colonel House informed you that we should make no peace pro-

posal because that would be regarded as a sign of weakness. This happened,

as we know, before the 12th of November. It was a warning that we should

not interfere with the course of the American move. After December 12, did

not Colonel House, if I have correctly understood the testimony, say to you:

The German peace proposal which has now been announced will be looked

upon by us as a sign of weakness? Did he state this to you, or not?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: He did state to me once on the occasion

of the interview between the 12th and the 18th, that Wilson’s peace move
had been embarrassed thereby, that the impression existing on the part of

the Entente was that we would not have made the peace proposal if we had

not been hard put to it for peace.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Count v. Bernstorff mentioned this fact in a

telegram of the 14th of January, 1917. In this telegram you state:

Public opinion is mainly occupied with the consideration of the
question as to why the President sent his note immediately following the
German peace proposal. It is well known that the note had been pre-

pared for quite awhile and would have been sent at Christmas time, irre-

spective of any move on our part, although this is not so absolutely
certain, if we take into consideration the hesitating character of Mr.
Wilson, whose inclination is to handle all questions in a dilatory manner.
I believe that the President’s impelling motive was his urgent wish to

assume the role of intermediary—a prospect which, it would seem,
would have been jeopardized if our enemies had undertaken to enter
upon direct negotiations with us. The selection of the moment, which
was taken in very bad grace by our enemies, so far as Mr. Wilson was
concerned is explained by the existence of this impelling motive.
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And you say that Wilson was looked upon as a partisan of the German
policy by the anti-German papers because he followed up our note by his

own steps looking toward peace.

The Chairman: Will you express yourself again on this point?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have nothing more in particular

to say.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: A note from Secretary7 of State Zimmermann is

said to have left on the 1st of December, which perhaps can be gone into

later on. It. would appear that you were instructed in this note to call

attention to the fact that Wilson’s peace move would have to follow shortly,

since the Xavy was insisting upon taking steps against armed freight steam-

ers. Was that your recollection?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: And can you state what you did in connection

therewith ?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can not exactly

—

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Perhaps—excuse me for interrupting you, Count

—

we can read first this note of the 1st of December. It involves two notes

of the 1st of December, one concerning the Mississippi and another about

peace mediation, of Zimmermann and Bernstorff.

The Chairman: I will read the complete note:

For your Excellency’s personal information: The Navy is urging
with great earnestness a revision of the American memorandum of

March 25 with regard to armed merchant ships, with particular reference

to the demand that their character as instrumentalities of offensive war-
fare will have to be shown in each particular case. In order to avoid
this question being opened in accord with your Excellency’s proposal,

Wilson’s peace move must be initiated very shortly.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: What inference did you draw from this telegram,

Count v. Bernstorff?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It is very difficult to state at this time

what inferences I drew out of individual telegrams, since I was in constant

conference with Colonel House about these questions, so that in every case,

when I received an instruction, I went to him anew and talked it over with

him. But if there is no telegram containing an answer from me, nothing

resulted of any particular importance.

The Chairman : The files will be once more searched to see whether we
can find a telegram.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Do you remember, Count Bernstorff, after you had

been informed by Secretary of State Jagow for your own personal informa-

tion, and only for your own personal information, that the Central Powers

were contemplating a peace proposal, whether, in your negotiations with

Wilson or with Colonel House, you got into touch with Berlin and advised
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that no peace move be undertaken at the time, or whether you did nothing,

merely receiving the information?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not believe that I ever did anything

else than is shown by the telegrams before us—any more than to repeat

that peace mediation by Wilson was to be expected any day, and since at

the same time I had been instructed from Berlin that Berlin yielded the

preference to a peace move by Wilson, I naturally always believed that

perhaps even then Wilson’s peace move would take place before ours. But

I can not recollect that I sent a special telegram on the point.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Let me ask you a final question, Count v.

Bernstorff. Unless I am mistaken, we have come to the 12th of December,

so at present we have not yet spoken about any answer of ours to Mr.

Wilson’s note of December 21 concerning mediation by Wilson in the

interests of peace. Now, I would like to ask you for an answer on the

general point: Did you understand the instructions which were sent to you

to mean that you were to encourage or influence President Wilson through

Colonel House to undertake a peace move in our favor?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Was Wilson willing to meet this wish?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Was he ready to meet our wishes within the

limitations imposed, such as declining to go into territorial questions; to

have a peace conference involving international questions only; no concrete

proposals?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.

The Chairman: We shall then adjourn the hearings for today, and,

because it is necessary to conduct them along connected lines, continue

them tomorrow at 10 o’clock in the same place of meeting.

The session closed at 12:30 o’clock.
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The session was opened at 10:20 o'clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: The session is opened.

Before we take up the business of the committee, I should like to say a few

words in reply to the complaints which have appeared in the press with re-

gard to the insufficiency of space in the room in which we meet, to the effect

that there is far too little room for the public and the press. This ^unques-

tionably the fact. I can, however, assure our critics that we were prompt

to take the greatest pains to obtain a place of meeting sufficient for the per-

fectly justifiable demands both of the press and the public. The hall of the

main committee could not be placed at our disposal, because it would have

been necessary for us to make certain alterations which in the course of a few

days probably would have been shown to be wholly unnecessary, since, as

has been stated, we were looking for another hall which was suited in all ways
to all the demands to be made upon it. And I may state further that it is

our fixed intention to obtain even by the time of the next session, a meeting

place more especially adapted to our needs. I refer to the convention hall

of the Herrenhaus. We have already obtained the permission of the Minis-

try of State; and we only have a few insignificant formalities to go through

with in order to be able to obtain possession of this hall. It was wholly un-

called for, however—and I desire to call particular attention to this—for a

local paper to have attributed to our President Fehrenbach the intention of

throwing obstacles in the way of giving these proceedings the greatest pos-

sible publicity. This is absolutely incorrect, and I refute the suggestion.

Our best intentions could not be carried out up to the present time because

of difficulties.

I now proceed to the actual business of the meeting, and will first give

Doctor Quarck the opportunity of putting a question which he desires to

ask of Count v. Bernstorff.

Delegate Dr. Quarck: Count v. Bernstorff, yesterday in the course of

his remarks, made the extraordinarily significant announcement— I quote

the reported statement as it appears in the press
—

“that Wilson no longer

had the power’’—so he was informed by House—“to compel England dur-

ing the critical period 1916 to adhere to the principles of international law,

because American commerce was so completely tied up with the interests of

the Entente that it was impossible for Wilson to disturb these commercial
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relations without calling forth a storm of protest.” This proves to me very

plainly how Wilson’s hands were tied in the course of his efforts for peace by
American-European commercial relations, and particularly by those re-

lations resulting from the war trade with England and France. I consider

this point so overwhelmingly important for purposes of forming a judgment
with regard to the entire course of Wilson’s peace move that I would like to

ask the witness to go more into the details of his own opinion with regard to

this subserviency, and perhaps, as the result of his long experience acquired

personally as the representative of German interests in the United States,

to furnish us with proofs of these conditions and to go into this matter more

in detail.

The Chairman: Please, Count v. Bernstorff, let us hear from you on this

point.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I made this remark because I had already

referred to my telegram touching my interview with President Wilson after

the sinking of the Lusitania. I remarked, with regard to this interview,

that Wilson would at that time have been ready to take his stand on the

question of the freedom of the seas, and in fact had gone so far as to express

himself to the effect that he believed at that time that he could bring about

this freedom of the seas; but at that time he had demanded as a condition

precedent that we should give up the U-boat war. It is well known that,

from the day of the sinking of the Lusitania up to the sinking of the Sussex
,

and our subsequent agreement about the Sussex case, the moment never

came in the United States when we were free from a German-American

controversy. During the entire year from May 7, 1915, up to May 4, 1916,

one German-American difficulty followed another. Each time we believed

that we had really accomplished something over there, there occurred an-

other sinking or an intensification of the U-boat war, or some other incident

which brought all negotiations in the United States to naught. During this

time, and I can state this fact as one which is well known, the entire American

trade had concentrated on the Entente. All the endeavors which we made
in the United States to rouse up those commercial circles in America, and

particularly the cotton interests, which up to that time had sent most of their

exports to Germany, simply attracted no attention, because the exportation

to the Entente countries had become so great that the profits which they

could have made by serving us would have been in the end but a drop in the

bucket. The situation was such that it was entirely to the interests of

American commercial circles to maintain their trade with the Entente. If

Wilson had taken steps to interfere with these commercial dealings, he would

have had public sentiment in the United States against him. I remember

that in the course of our negotiations cases came up in connection with which

it was said that he ought to place an embargo upon exports, and that on

those occasions Wilson invariably said that he simply could not do it, for he
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could not afford to go against public opinion. This played a particularly

important part afterwards in the question of the armed merchant ships. It

was claimed at that time that Wilson should keep the armed merchant ships

outside of American harbors and should consider them war craft. He always

refused to do this because, he said, the result would be that the whole

American trade would lie fallow for the reason that there were scarcely any

merchant ships which were not armed; at that time, as is well known, the

Americans had no merchant marine and were dependent upon the merchant

marine of the Entente.

I believe that in this way I have answered Dr. Quarck’s question in the

main.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: On April 5, 1916, the Imperial Chancelor an-

nounced our war aims in the Reichstag for the first time, the effect of which

was, so far as Belgium was concerned, that never again should Belgium be

allowed to play the part of a bulwark in the hands of our enemies against

us. Delegate Spahn of the Reichstag, in his capacity as chairman of the

Center party, summed up these statements in the announcement that,

if Belgium was not to operate as a bulwark in our enemies’ hands, this

meant neither more nor less than that Belgium, from the political, military,

and economic point of view, would have to be completely in our power.

This was during the time when the U-boat war, as is stated in the govern-

ment’s announcement of the 14th of March, was being carried on in in-

tensive form; it was announced on the 14th of March that the intensive

U-boat war was in full swing. Now, I should like to know how the Ameri-

can political authorities, and how Wilson in particular, looked upon these

German demands. This must be made just as apparent to the public as

Count v. Bernstorff’s testimony can possibly make it. In the second

place, the Imperial Chancelor should be asked

—

The Chairman: I ask that this question be postponed.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: Very well, I limit myself to the question as to what
the attitude of the American authorities was toward these German demands.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: May I amend the foregoing question: Is it

true that the Count is of the opinion that the swing of commercial inter-

ests in the direction of England was so strong on the part of America in the

spring of 1916 that Wilson was not in a position to take effective action in

the face of public opinion?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Certainly.

The Chairman: Let me ask that an answer be given to the remarks of

Professor Hoetzsch, taken in connection with those of Privy Councilor

Schaefer.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Throughout the entire war, the Belgian

question was the one which interested Americans most and which was most
effective in working up American public opinion against us. Up to the
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time of the Lusitania
,
there was absolutely nothing else in the entire mass

of anti-German propaganda in America, except what bore upon Belgium.

I have not the slightest doubt but that the Americans, even in connection

with peace mediation, would, under all conditions, have insisted upon the

complete restoration of Belgium and that they never dreamed of anything

else except that such a restoration would take place, and would never have

consented to act as mediators to bring about peace under other conditions.

The Chairman : I find in the records quite a number of instructions

which went out to you, which have to do directly with the Belgian question,

and which made it incumbent upon you to so exert yourself as to bring

about the conviction on the part of Wilson that we had absolutely no in-

tention of considering any annexation of Belgium in the course of the

peace negotiations which were to take place. Is it your opinion that this

alone would have satisfied President Wilson, if a proposition of this kind

had been made to him? Or do you think that he would have demanded
something more definite, and that he would have made guarantees of the

restoration of Belgium a condition precedent to taking part in any way in

the peace negotiations?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe that he would have accepted

our announcement that we did not desire to annex Belgium, as sufficient at

least to justify him in starting a mediation in the cause of peace. Had this

not been the case, he would not have made his speech to the Senate of the

22d of January.

The Chairman : So that this definite assurance which had been received

from the Foreign Office with regard to the Belgian question was well known
to him, and it was in any case primarily satisfactory so far as he was con-

cerned. -

Delegate Dr. Schucking: If I remember correctly, Count Bernstorff

told us that, generally speaking, the American people, too, were inclined

toward mediation in the cause of peace, but that this inclination for a peace

mediation by the United States was from time to time constantly being

dissipated. I would like to ask Count v. Bernstorff what occurrences,

aside from the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, the Lusitania

case, etc., and, too, the deportations of the Belgians, entered into the case,

which so affected the American attitude that the American people lost their

inclination for peace by mediation.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Well, there were certainly incidents

which occurred which were not directly connected with the question of a

peace mediation which we have under discussion, but which assuredly

had an influence upon public opinion. I refer to the so-called German
conspiracies in the United States. It was stated by those who were issuing

the enemy propaganda, and, I am forced to admit, is looked upon as proven

as the result of the investigation by the American Senate, that conspiracies
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were instigated by Germany in the United States which were in conflict

with American laws.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Of what nature were these conspiracies, pray?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In my opinion, there were no conspira-

cies. I take the ground that nothing ever occurred which appeared to

justify the expression “conspiracy.” There were only individual transac-

tions, which, as a matter of fact, were in violation of the laws of the

United States but with which we over there, or at least I personally, never

had anything to do.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Do these incidents represent the perpetration

of ordinary felonies out of political motives, such as incendiarism, for

instance?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The judgments were rendered in all the

various trials which took place after I left the United States. The judg-

ments in the case of both the German consuls affected, as well as in that of

Mr- Rintelen’s case and most of the others, were rendered after I left.

So I do not know of what offenses these gentlemen were found guilty.

I know, it is true, that several of these gentlemen were supposed to have

carried on sabotage. To what extent these gentlemen were actually con-

victed, I can not say.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: In this connection, according to my information,

it has been alleged on the part of the Americans, that the military or naval

authorities which Germany had in the United States participated in those

acts to which you have referred, or in deeds of a similar character. Do you
know that claims of this kind have been made and, if so, whether the claim

is correct?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can vouch for the claim, in view of the

fact that the naval attache and the military attache were withdrawn on the

ground of such accusation, that is to say, their recall was required by our

government, and on this occasion it was said that these gentlemen were com-

promised through the activities of such agents.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Such agents? What agents?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff : I see that it is necessary for me to go into

the most important of these cases which brought about the compromising in

question, and this is the case of the mission of a certain Commander Rintelen.

The Chairman: Please give us the details.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: One day there came to me in New York,

at my hotel where I generally stayed, a certain Commander of the Reserves,

Rintelen. I asked him why he was calling upon me and what his business

was in America, whereupon he answered me that he was not permitted to

say. Thereupon I told him that I would make inquiries concerning him in

Berlin, and would have nothing further to do with him. To my inquiry in

Berlin I received no response. Thereafter, Rintelen came to see me once
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more in Washington
;
he asked my assistance and said that he was connected

with the war department. I told him at that time that I would telegraph

to Berlin and ask whether the war department knew anything about him.

Once again I received no answer. I do not know whether the telegrams

arrived or not; I can not say. Later, I believe— I can not swear to it; I

should be cautious about doing so—Rintelen was, at the request of the mili-

tary and naval attaches, removed when in the United States and arrested in

England. He announced in England, that he was an agent of the German
Government. Thereupon, I telegraphed once more to Berlin and received

a telegram in reply, signed by Secretary of State v. Jagow, in which the

following was stated: You are authorized to deny categorically that we
have ever had anything to do with Rintelen.

Delegate Gothein : I would like to ask whether these acts of sabotage

covered simply German property, more particularly speaking, ships, piers,

etc., or affected American property at the same time, such as ammunition

factories, etc. It might be worth while to establish at a later period in the

proceedings whether, in spite of the announcement which the Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs made with regard to the activities of Mr. Rintelen,

to the effect that he was no German agent, he actually had been so designated

by the military authorities. For we have known something of the kind to

happen in Norway. Does your Excellency perhaps know anything about

this?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not know even today who it was

that sent Rintelen to the United States and what his mission was.

(Interruption: The sabotage question.)

With regard to the sabotage question also, I can only say that I do not

know even today whether, as a matter of fact, acts in the nature of sabotage

of any kind were performed by Germans. It is true that it was alleged in

the United States that bombs had been laid on the merchant ships of all

nations, and that ammunition factories had been blown up, etc. But I can

state here under oath that I do not know whether such cases actually

occurred or whether they have been proved.

The Chairman : Not to say that these acts were in any way performed on

behalf of the German Government, or that the German Government stood

behind these acts of sabotage in any manner whatsoever!

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I should have to have this question very

carefully put. Who was the German Government?

The Chairman : Let us say the Foreign Office.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Certainly not the Foreign Office.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Did you know of these agents, particularly

Mr. Rintelen, having been provided with money and provided, indeed,

with generous amounts of money?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: With regard to the recall of naval
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attache Captain Boy-Ed, I was officially and subsequently informed by the

American Government that the reason, which it had hitherto refused to

give, why Captain Boy- Ed’s recall had been demanded was that proofs had

been submitted to the effect that Rintelen had received a half million dollars

from him.

(Interruption: From Boy-Ed?)

Yes.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Is your Excellency aware that an investigation was

conducted by the ETnited States covering this whole matter and that, if I am
correctly informed, while it is true that this investigation was conducted on

somewhat vague and general lines, a very bulky volume dealing with these

matters is in existence, which is probably already to be had in Germany in

some form or other?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: I read the report myself, but y*as not

able to form a definite conclusion as to whether or not, as a matter of fact,

any of these acts with the responsibility for which we have been reproached

had occurred.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Does your Excellency know whether American

newspapers—at what date I am uninformed—published the facsimiles of

checks which were supposed to have been drawn in favor of agents of that

kind by Mr. v. Papen or Mr. Boy-Ed, the military and naval attaches?

Count v. Berxstorff: Mr. v. Papen left the United States under a safe-

conduct, and consequently believed that he could take anything with him

that he wanted; in any event, he had his check-book with him. Since the

military and the naval attaches were on a completely independent basis in

the Pffiited States, I could not testify on this point, and would suggest that

Mr. v. Papen be called in person. I can not say what he paid or what he

did not pay. I do know, however, that his check-book was taken away from

him.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : My question was as to whether you were aware of

the fact that American newspapers published facsimiles of checks bearing

the signature of v. Papen.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: I am aware of that.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: When is that supposed to have happened?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: The recall of both gentlemen was re-

quested at the beginning of December, 1915. Mr. v. Papen was arrested

in England, I should say in January, 1916. It must have been around

February, 1916.

The Chairman: This belongs to a phase which, at the present, has not

come up for discussion in the form of a hearing. It goes back somewhat
further beyond the 12th of December.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: No, it was a year earlier.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I have still another question to put along this line.

18
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I seem to recollect that there was a great polemic campaign in the news-

papers here in Germany with regard to America, touching the question of

influencing Austro-Hungarian laborers, particularly Hungarian laborers.

Do you know anything about this, as to its general connection and its effect

upon the feeling and willingness of the American authorities with regard

to peace? I have in mind this story about the Hungarian and Austrian

factory workers who were supposed to have been taken out of the factories

or been driven away by violence. I can no longer remember definitely how
these matters were corelated.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff : It is well known that both the Embassies,

the Austro-Hungarian as well as the German, were completely shut off from

Europe by the blockade. It followed that we were limited to the use of

certain facilities, and we put everything in cipher which we sent across.

I say this at this time because the question will certainly be put to me later

as to how it came about that our cipher became known. This is probably

explained by the great quantity of dispatches and reports sent in cipher by
us. The Austro-Hungarian Ambassador had entrusted, in September, 1915,

a report to an American newspaper man named Archibald, who was going

abroad, in which he submitted a petition on the part of a Hungarian jour-

nalist who requested that money be provided by the Austro-Hungarian

Government in order that strikes might be worked up among the Hungarian

workmen—I believe it was in Toledo and in connection with the Bethlehem

steel works. This man Archibald let the English take from him this letter

which was not in cipher, and thereupon the request was made upon the

American Government to ask for the recall of the Austro-Hungarian Am-
bassador.

The Chairman: That answers this question.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I have one last question to put in this connection.

The activities of a certain Mr. v. Igel are also mentioned in this connection.

I am interested to know whether that was, perhaps, an isolated piece of

work and not in any way connected with the activities of Papen and Boy-Ed.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: When Messrs, v. Papen and Boy-Ed

were recalled, it was necessary for us to have the affairs in which those

gentlemen had participated wound up by somebody. So far as military

matters were concerned, Mr. v. Igel represented the military attache. At

the present moment, I do not remember who took over the naval affairs.

In any event, Mr. v. Igel took over the military affairs, and he had an office

in New York, the only purpose of which was to close up matters which had

been left at loose ends. This office was raided one day at the moment when

Air. v. Igel was at his open safe and when documents were lying upon the

table. The officials took these documents away with them. I was afterwards

requested to acknowledge these documents as records of the Embassy, in order

that Mr. v. Igel might be identified as a member of the Embassy.
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Delegate Dr. Cohx: Who requested this?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: The United States Government. It

had confiscated these documents and requested that, in return for giving

them up, I should acknowledge them to be records of the Embassy. I re-

fused to acknowledge them as records of the Embassy, because I had not

had anything to do with these matters. As the result, these documents

are still in the hands of the American Government, although this occurrence

took place a year before the breaking off of diplomatic relations.

Delegate Dr. Cohx: You mentioned an office, your Excellency, which,

if I understand you correctly,, was established for the winding-up of these

affairs—or was it the old office?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: It continued the existence of the office

of the military attache in New York.

Delegate Dr. Cohx: What was the firm style of this office? Office of

the Military Attache? Or did it have a more specific designation?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: So far as I remember, it simply continued

to be carried as the office of the military attache of the Embassy.

Delegate Dr. Cohx: If it was the Office of the Military Attache of the

Embassy, was so called, and, in addition thereto, was publicly designated

as such, were you not then called upon, your Excellency, to protest against

this breach of exterritoriality?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Yes, and I did protest against it. But

the United States Government met this protest with the theory that Mr. v.

Igel was being prosecuted for a criminal offense, and consequently it could

not be clearly established whether or not he was entitled to claim exterri-

toriality under these circumstances. This controversy went so far as to

keep up during the whole year, and it was never settled as long as I remained

in the United States. I believe that it was never carried any further by
the i\merican Government, since at that time the peace move came, and

all controversies were purposely avoided.

Delegate Dr. Cohx : Was the criminal offense designated by the Ameri-

can Government?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: It consisted in the alleged conspiracies

which were attributed to the military attache.

Expert Dr. Bonn: It is at least evident that the so-called conspiracies

did not lessen the difficulties of your task, so far as public opinion was con-

cerned. I believe, however, that it can be correctly gathered, as the re-

sult of the entire episode, that, on the other hand, the following is estab-

lished: that you denied any knowledge of these “ conspiracies ”
;
that so

far as you were concerned, your denials were given complete credence; and
that, in spite of these “conspiracies,” your personal relations with Colonel

House, as you stated yesterday, were those of mutual confidence. Is this

true?
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: On the day when Secretary of State Lan-
sing requested me to call upon him to take up with me the question of the

request to have both Messrs, v. Papen and Boy-Ed recalled, I at once put

the question to him whether I was in any way compromised by the acts

attributed to these two gentlemen. I stated that if the American Govern-
ment was of the opinion that I had been compromised by these dealings, I

would at once request my government to recall me, since it was impossible

for an Ambassador to remain at his post who did not have the confidence of

the government to which he was accredited. Secretary of State Lansing

gave me the following categorical answer: “You are in no way included in

this episode, and we should look upon it with extreme regret were you to

leave us, because you are at present entrusted with those important negoti-

ations.” This announcement of Secretary Lansing’s was reiterated to me by
Colonel House two days later in still more emphatic terms.

Expert Dr. Bonn: This brings us to December, 1915. This expression

of confidence continued unaltered, however, if I have understood correctly,

up to the beginning of 1917, or is this not the case?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That is at least my assumption, for,

otherwise, they would probably not have dealt with me on a basis of mutual

confidence.

Delegate Gothein : I have understood from the statements of Count v.

Bernstorff that the military attache was absolutely self-dependent and that

he was in no way subject to the orders of the Ambassador. I should like to

ask whether, generally speaking, not simply in Germany’s case, but in the

case of other embassies, the rule was that the military attache occupied a

position of complete and individual responsibility and that he was not sub-

ject to the instructions of the ambassador or minister.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The position of the naval and military

attaches has always been two-fold, and somewhat difficult to define. They
are directly subordinated to their superiors in all military questions, whereas

reports of a political nature invariably went through the ambassador’s hands,

and he had, moreover, the right to hold these up or to request the gentlemen

to make alterations in them. During the war, however, the situation had

somewhat changed, since—I think I can state this now—there were a num-

ber of military questions to be handled in New York City which made it nec-

essary for the military and naval attaches to go to New York and give up

their residence in Washington. Consequently, during the war, my influence

upon these two gentlemen was only manifested now and then on the occasion

of conferences with them in New York, when I went to that city. For the

rest, they operated completely on their own responsibility during the war;

they were not authorized to apply to the embassy for money but had their

own funds.

Delegate Gothein: I asked the question as to whether Count Bernstorff
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knew that similar relations existed between the ambassadors and military

attaches of other Powers, or whether this applied to Germany only.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Similar relations were the general rule,

for, in the course of my diplomatic experience of many years, I have on nu-

merous occasions come into contact with a situation where military attaches

were recalled by their government on account of espionage or similar reasons,

and where, by no possibility would anyone have dreamed of connecting the

ambassador with the matter in question.

Delegate Gothein: Count Bernstorff has told us that the reports of the

military attache concerning all political affairs would invariably have to pass

through the embassy. In view of the separation of the military and naval

attaches from the embassy seat—for I have just heard that during the war

they were located in New York—did the possibility arise of exercising any

kind of supervision of the question as to whether, independently of the

embassy, they sent in reports of a political nature, and was this control

practicable in any event? Of course it is always a very doubtful question as

to what is a political matter or what is a purely military matter.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Absolute control was impossible. But

in view of the fact that for two years I had worked with both gentlemen in

complete harmony, I do not believe that they would have sent in reports cov-

ering political matters of which I had no knowledge. I do not know this as a

fact, but still I do not believe they would.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did the American State Department never express

any objection to these two gentlemen who, after all, belonged to the diplo-

matic personnel, removing their official headquarters from Washington to

New York?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, nothing was ever said about this.

This question never came up.

The Chairman : I believe that this question had better not be discussed

any further, because if we do so we shall find ourselves embarked upon a

sea without a shore.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Is it true that, during the time that we were

still at peace with the United States, and your Excellency was endeavoring

to bring about mediation by the United States, Wilson complained in a mes-

sage to Congress, in so many words, concerning the criminal activities of

Germans on American soil?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Wilson did speak of criminal activities

in his message to the Congress, just about the time when our military and
naval attaches were recalled. But, according to my recollection—I would
have to have the message before me—the message referred only to Americans

of German, Austrian or Italian, of foreign descent, not to Germans. At that

time—I believe it must have been somewhat later— I made an official an-

nouncement, with the consent of the Foreign Office, that Germans residing
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in the United States would, under all conditions, have to abide by the laws

of the land.

The Chairman : We will now hear Professor Schaefer with regard to an
entirely new question, since the present one is settled.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: In the peace note of December 18, 1916, which
was handed over here on the 21st, Wilson mentioned the smaller and weaker
•peoples which must be protected against violation of their rights and against

oppression on the part of greater Powers; stating that that was a chief aim.

I should now like to know—we naturally think of Belgium first of all

—

whether it was possible for Count v. Bernstorff to take up this question with

Wilson or Lansing or House, and to inquire whether Wilson had other States

in mind, such as Greece or, perhaps, even Portugal. I think that we should

understand Wilson’s pronouncements correctly—what he meant and what
he intended to say thereby.

The Chairman: As a matter of fact, this question applies to a subject

which is to come up later. The date limit set to the consideration of these

prior matters was the 12th of December. We should lose ourselves com-

pletely. It is better for us to postpone this question for the present. It is

very possible that it would lead to further questions. Otherwise, we shall

not get ahead.

I should now like to put a question which refers to the period which was
discussed in the session of yesterday. Your Excellency stated at the com-

mencement of your remarks of yesterday, that as early as August, 1914, a

proposal on the part of Wilson, looking towards mediation in the interests of

peace, had already taken place, that Mr. Gerard had had the opportunity of

talking with the Emperor along these lines; that the Emperor replied there-

to; that Gerard had requested that it be put in writing; and that this aide-

memoire
,

if we may so call it, reached Washington through Gerard. The
committee would like to be informed .somewhat more in detail about this

question, with particular reference to the impression which the statement of

the Emperor created in Washington, both upon the government and upon

the people as well.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I referred to this memorandum which

—

The Chairman: Of August, 1914. You referred to it at the beginning of

your statement yesterday— I assume that that was the one which you had

in mind—when you stated that at the beginning of August and immediately

after the outbreak of the war, Wilson made his first attempt to take steps in

the direction of peace.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In August, 1914, before I was in Amer-

ica? For I was on leave when the war broke out, and arrived back in the

United States only on the 23d of August. In the beginning of August,

Wilson issued a general appeal to all the belligerent States, but I should have

to consult the records again to see the form in which this was done, for I was
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not personally in Washington and can not state it as a matter of memory.

In any event, it constituted an attempt to restore peace, I do not know in

what form. It was in August. After I had come back to the United States,

Secretary of State Bryan for a second time attempted to bring about a peace

mediation. That was about the 6th or 7th of September, I believe.

The Chairman: So you are not at present in a position to go into detail,

particularly with regard to the Emperor’s reply and with regard to what he

caused to be set down in writing; you would have to be informed first as to

details?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not believe that it involves an

announcement by the Emperor; I believe that it was an official reply of the

German Government.

The Chairman: This is the way it was announced in the press at that

time, so far as we can recollect it. Perhaps we are thinking of two different

things.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff : I believe that there is a misunderstand-

ing. The Emperor sent a telegram to Wilson, in which he asked him to make
some announcement concerning the Belgian atrocities.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : And this was done also?

The Chairman : That is another matter. This meeting is supposed to

have taken place in the Lustgarten
,
according to Gerard’s book. That is

what Gerard said. In any case, you know nothing about it?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, I never heard that.

The Chairman: Then this item is concluded.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I would like to ask another question. Does your

Excellency know whether, by means of cooperation with, and perhaps at the

request of, the Americans, a Belgian relief work was organized?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Certainly.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Do you know whether the application of the money
which was subscribed, of the food, etc., was carried out to the satisfaction of

the Americans, or whether differences arose with the American Government
on account of this relief work which might possibly have been detrimental

to the desire for peace?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Personally, I am practically not at all

informed with regard to the relief work in Belgium; this all took place in

Europe. But I never heard over there that any disagreement of any kind

had resulted therefrom.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Thank you.

The Chairman : Your Excellency, there is another important matter con-

cerning which the committee would like to be informed. Dr. Sinzheimer,

please.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It relates to the following: You stated in

answer to a question, that in governmental circles in the United States our
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peace proposal of the 12th of December had been characterized as a sign of

weakness and, on this account, constituted an obstacle to Wilson’s peace

move, because the Entente assumed from this that we were in a weak situa-

tion and, on this account, were making a peace move on our own initiative.

I would like to ask you whether or not you reported the fact that this peace

proposal of the 12th of December had emanated not only from the Foreign

Office but in full agreement with the Supreme High Command of the Army
which had before it the note of the 12th of December and took part in draw-

ing it up—or was this fact wholly unknown to you?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The negotiations on this point, so far as

I recollect, were entirely limited to the American Embassy over here. The
peace proposal and everything that had anything to do with it was tele-

graphed to us in Washington
;
but I had no instructions whatsoever to supple-

ment it with reports of any kind. This matter was not handled through the

Embassy at all.

The Chairman : Then we come to the further

—

Delegate Dr. Cohn (interrupting) : Shall we not determine definitely

whether the question of the previous speaker is substantiated in the records

in the form in which he has put it?

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I can assert, basing my
assertion on the official documents, that this peace proposal of the 12th of

December was made in full agreement with the Supreme High Command of

the Army, and that the Supreme High Command of the Army had before it

the draft of the peace proposal, and that this draft was amended by it and

authorized as well.

The Chairman : I ask, now, that you will continue with your statement

where you left off yesterday. You left off yesterday with the peace proposal

of the 1 2th of December, which was sent out by us, and what we now have

to take up first is a discussion of the American peace proposal, that is, to take

the time of the 21st of December as a starting point. Kindly commence with

this period.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: As I called to your attention yesterday,

Wilson had sent off his proposal in the nature of a mediation in the interests

of peace—-for we in Washington always considered it as such, and it was

likewise so considered by public opinion—in spite of the fact that it had been

preceded by our peace proposal
;
and precisely on this account Wilson’s peace

proposal attracted a very great deal of attention in America, since, because

it followed so directly upon the heels of our proposal, the impression was

created that it was his intention to support our proposal. Consequently, at

the last moment he had inserted in his note the statement that his proposal

had nothing to do with the German proposal, and that he had been contem-

plating sending it off for a long time. American public opinion, as the re-

corder called to our attention yesterday during the reading of a report, con-
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sidered the step taken by Wilson as absolutely pro-German. Articles to

this effect were published in all the journals, and the feeling in Washington

was generally to this effect, as I stated yesterday. Thereupon, I called upon

Secretary of State Lansing to ask him what course he was considering as the

result of this note, and thereupon occurred the conversation to which, also,

reference was made yesterday, in which it was said that the American con-

ception was that of acting as a clearing house for the peace conditions, and

thereupon followed the German answer already alluded to. From the

moment that this German reply was received, it is certain that a contradic-

tion arose between the conception which I had of the meaning of the German
reply and the interpretation attributed to the German reply over here, as I

am now bound to assume from the contents of the records and from public

statements which have been made of late. I assumed that the German note

meant nothing more than that I was again to emphasize the pointThat we
were desirous that Wilson should take a hand only to the extent of making a

conference possible, and that the belligerent Powers were to negotiate directly

with one another concerning individual points at issue. It was thus that

I understood the note at the time, and I did not believe that it meant that

the idea of a mediation by Wilson in the interests of peace should be given up.

As the result of matters which have been made public lately, and as the result

of my present examination of the public records, access to which was made
possible for me day before yesterday, I am bound to reach the supplemental

conclusion that the purpose of our answer of the 26th of December was to do

away wholly with the possibility of a peace mediation by Wilson. But this

was not communicated to me, so that I continued to assume that the peace

mediation of Wilson was desired and continued to mention Wilson’s media-

tion in telegrams, whereupon a controversy arose as to what the peace

mediation of Wilson was. For instance, I have seen a telegram in which the

Emperor telegraphed to the Foreign Office and asks why I should still be

talking about a peace mediation by Wilson, whereas, as a matter of fact, no

such thing existed.

The Chairman : I should like to interrupt here in order to give you an

opportunity of giving your reasons more in detail, as to how you reach the

conclusion that it was the intention of the German Government to desire

to ignore any peace mediation such as was referred to in Wilson’s peace pro-

posal. Wilson states emphatically in his peace proposal that he is proposing

no peace; that he does not even offer to mediate; he only suggests that feelers

be thrown out with regard to neutrals and the belligerent States, and so

forth and so on. In other words, simply a suggestion that feelers be

thrown out, not a peace mediation, is what is announced by Wilson him-

self in this peace note. Consequently there would be no reason for the

German Government to look upon this step as a move in the direction of

mediation in the interests of peace. How does it, then, happen that you as-
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cribe to the German Government the attitude of looking with disfavor upon
a peace mediation? And I should like once more and quite particularly, too,

to point out that two stages of progression in the direction of peace are in-

volved : the first consisting of a general arrangement in connection with ter-

ritorial questions with which Wilson was to have nothing to do under any
circumstances, and the second, in this second convention which, to be sure,,

plays a more important part, and toward which, in any case, so far as I can

determine from the original documents, the German Government showed

itself to be strongly inclined. It is urged again and again to work along this

line; it is continually stated: We are ready to take up with all these things,

the freedom of the seas, the peace league, etc., because Wilson assured us of

his cooperation in this connection in due course. Kindly give me a still more
detailed interpretation of what you have just stated, from this standpoint,

your statement being that you failed to see any desire on the part of

the German Government to have Wilson take steps in the direction

of peace.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I looked upon Wilson’s note as a step-

in the direction of a peace mediation for this reason, because this was neces-

sarily to be deduced from all earlier negotiations. It was the note which

had been announced to me in advance by Colonel House, and I considered

the mode of expression which Wilson selected—if I may venture to say so

—

very uncertain and groping, because it was his purpose, by this means, to

make it impossible to reject it. Had he stated frankly the first day: “This

is a peace mediation,” then they would perhaps have answered him:

“We do not want it.” But the note was so drawn that a rejection was
practically impossible.

The Chairman: Have you finished with your remarks, Count Bernstorff?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I should like to come back to the other

question. At that time, I was thoroughly convinced that our note of the

26th of December in no way indicated the change of attitude from that pre-

viously maintained by the government, and that, consequently, everything

remained the same as before, with the exception that the government wished

to emphasize anew the point that we did not want any intermeddling by
Wilson in territorial questions. This note changed nothing, in my opinion.

I merely referred just now to the fact that I now entertain a different opinion,

because I have learned from the publication of Field Marshal v. Hindenburg’s

letter that the purpose was to reject a peace mediation by Wilson. For, only

a few weeks ago, a letter of Field Marshal v. Hindenburg’s was published

in which he goes into these matters.

The Chairman: But this has nothing to do with your own opinion?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I simply desired to say that my inter-

pretation of this note is different today from what it was at that time.

The Chairman: Then we are to be at least certain, are we not, that, in
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any case, Wilson did not attach decisive importance to our providing him

with our exact peace conditions—that the refusal to do this did not signify

a break, so far as he was concerned?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It did not mean any break, so far as he

was concerned, because he simply kept on negotiating. There is no doubt

that he always assumed that he would finally induce us to announce our

conditions.

The Chairman : Certainly, but not that our refusal had, in itself, any such

significance as you attribute to it today.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: We must reach some

conclusion on that point. The essence of Wilson’s note of the 2 1st of Decem-

ber consists in the plea directed to all belligerent Powers to announce their

concrete peace conditions. I shall venture to read this briefly. I believe

that it is essential to have the note literally before us. The passagein point

reads as follows:

The President suggests that an early occasion be sought to call out from
all the nations now at war such an avowal of their respective views as to

the terms upon which the war might be concluded and the arrangements
which would be deemed satisfactory and as a guarantee against its re-

newal or the kindling of any similar conflict in the future as would make
it possible frankly to compare them. He is indifferent as to the means
taken to accomplish this. He would be happy himself to serve, or even
to take the initiative in its accomplishment, in any way that might prove
acceptable, but he has no desire to determine the method or the instru-

mentality. One way will be as acceptable to him as another if only the
great object he has in mind be attained.

And then he says in another part of the note:

And yet the concrete objects for which the conflict is being waged have
never been definitively stated.

He ends with the statement that he is not proposing peace, that he is not

even offering mediation, that he is merely proposing that soundings be taken

in order that it may be learned “how near, perhaps, the haven of peace may
be.”

In the note which we sent by way of answer to this request on the 26th of

December, no reference whatsoever was made to Wilson’s desire to be in-

formed concerning our peace conditions. The information is not given.

Thereupon, you (to the witness) constantly report that Lansing was now
requesting that, since we had refused to announce our peace conditions pub-

licly, they might at least be divulged in confidence. Again and again do
you report this urgent wish on the part of Wilson.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Perfectly true.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Is that now correct?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.
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Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then I should like to put another question

to you. You have just referred to a letter of Hindenburg’s.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That is a letter which was published in

the Lokalanzeiger some six weeks ago.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I find no such letter in the records. If I rec-

ollect aright, an explanatory statement of Secretary of State Zimmermann
was attached to this letter.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That I did not read.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then Hindenburg’s letter is no longer

material here.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No. I simply assumed from the letter

and from my study of the files that, in view of the note of the 26th of Decem-
ber, it was generally assumed here in Berlin by the Imperial Government
that the peace mediation on Wilson’s part was finished. I assumed this as

a result of these publications; for that would explain the difference which

apparently existed between my conception and that of the government in

the month of January.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Now, I should like to establish another

point. In reply to your transmission of Lansing’s request to communicate

the concrete conditions confidentially, at least, Secretary of State Zimmer-

mann replied to you, on the 7th of January—two days before the declara-

tion of the U-boat war—that you were to handle this question, literally, “in

a dilatory manner.” Do you remember that?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I remember that; and it was for this

reason, too, that I assumed that all remained as it was before except for the

fact that I was to handle this question in a dilatory fashion.

The Chairman : At that time you were emphatically instructed in that

very communication that you were urgently and most emphatically to

insist with all zeal that the conditions of this second convention would be

guaranteed by us to the very fullest extent.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In support of your recently acquired inter-

pretation, you referred to a telegram of the Emperor as an indication of

the fact that Wilson’s peace move was positively not desired at this time.

This telegram must be read. The telegram is dated January 16, and was

transmitted by Secretary of Legation v.—

•

The Chairman (interrupting) : Excuse me. It is in the—

•

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I simply wanted to fix the contents of the

telegram, in view of the fact that it was referred to by Count v. Bern-

storff. It is dated January 16, 1917, and is addressed to the Secretary

of State. It reads as follows:

His Majesty thanks your Excellency for your information.

I will explain in a moment just what that information was.
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His Majesty remarked, in regard to the telegram, that he placed
“absolutely no” reliance on Wilson’s peace move. In case the break
with America was unavoidable—

Which you (to the witness) have announced,

—'matters can not be changed; we shall go ahead.

The Chairman: But this is a question which can only be gone into for

the first time when we reach the period in question, that is, at least the time

following the 9th of January, after the announcement at Pless. At the

present time, I shall not go any further into this question; for, even during

today’s proceedings we shall reach it in due course.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Excuse me. If I have understood Count v.

Bernstorff correctly, he wanted to interpret this telegram to mean that

absolutely no intention ever existed, even at an earlier point of time, to

accept any peace move on the part of Wilson. Is that correct?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No. I conclude at the present time, and

from my present knowledge of the situation, that the purpose of the German
note of December 26 was to put a stop to Wilson’s move in favor of peace.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: On the basis of this telegram?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, and on the basis of the various

statements made public which I have read since that time.

The Chairman : In any event, the exchange of correspondence between

you at that time and the Foreign Office, or the authorities on this side, did

not result in giving you that conviction?

Count v. Bernstorff: No. At that time, I believed that Wilson’s move
in the direction of peace was to be allowed to proceed undisturbed, and

that nothing was to be changed.

The Chairman : And you were given instructions as to how to proceed, to

work definitely along these lines?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That was at least my understanding.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That telegram of the Emperor’s referred

back to a report of Count Bernstorff’s which had been submitted to the

Emperor’s consideration. In the course of this report, the witness mentions

a “peace mediation” on the part of Wilson. Thereupon, the Emperor
asks what was meant by this “peace mediation;” that he was of the opinion

“that a peace mediation on the part of Wilson has never been in contem-

plation.” Thereupon, Secretary of State Zimmermann replies as follows:

Be kind enough to inform His Majesty that the expression used by
Count Bernstorff “peace mediation of Wilson” does not exactly apply
to existing circumstances. As His Majesty states, a peace mediation
by Wilson has, as a fact, never been contemplated. Count Bernstorff
has not been left in error with regard to this, and has obviously merely
made misuse of the term. In my opinion, the Ambassador merely has
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in mind the peace move set on foot by Wilson in his note to the bellig-

erent Powers, which, in the meantime, was wholly brought to naught by
the answer of the Entente. The telegram of Count Bernstorff left

before this answer of the Entente reached Washington.

But in the meantime, you had always reported, in connection with your

earlier instructions, that the moves for peace which had been suggested by

us would go ahead, and that the concrete peace conditions could be dis-

closed in connection with bringing about further endeavors in this direction.

Is this conception correct?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believed that Wilson’s peace media-

tion had begun and that it was to continue. 1 always believed that.

Expert Dr. Bonn : I believe that I can assert that all the Emperor’s

statements and the exchange of correspondence with Secretary of State

Zimmermann which has just been read to us, was not brought to your

knowledge in Washington?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Therefore, in my opinion, the possibility of obtaining

information from you with regard to these matters and their results vanishes

completely, so far as our program is concerned. It is not possible for you to

give information with regard to matters of which you have no knowledge.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That is positively correct. I only

thought that, in view of the fact that I am testifying under oath, I ought to

explain that I entertain a different opinion today concerning the note of the

26th of December from that which I entertained formerly. In those days

I considered this note as a continuation in the move toward a peace media-

tion by Wilson, and am forced to assume that Gerard took the same view of

it after he had spoken of the note in the highest terms, whereas today, in

view of what has been made public with regard to the situation, I conclude

that the purpose of this note was to terminate Wilson’s efforts in behalf of

peace. I simply wanted to make this point clear because, otherwise, I

should have made statements which I could not have made under oath.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: The essence of this kind of American media-

tion was, was it not, that America simply wanted to act as a clearing house,

in contrast with taking part in an actual mediation? Is it not true that

you, Count Bernstorff, most painfully failed to detect in the Berlin reply

under these conditions, a statement that, on our side, we were willing to

disclose our peace conditions—a transaction to which the idea of the clear-

ing house was essential?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: This note was not communicated to me
at all, but followed the usual telegraphic route through the Embassy in

Berlin. It is certainly true, and I admit this, that I regretted the note at

that time, because it did not make the concessions required for the nego-

tiations I was carrying on over there. But after my instructions of the 7th
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of January told me that I was to handle the question in a dilatory fashion,

I assumed that the peace mediation had not been given up and that, as a

matter of fact, nothing was changed.

The Chairman: I believe Professor Bonn wished to supplement his

question with another.

Expert Dr. Boxx: I simply wanted to observe the following: It is, of

course, to be understood that the witness must inform us if his opinion

with regard to a situation has changed. But I believe the matter should

end there. For this situation, which can be changed by the presentation

of new documents, can naturally not be determined by an opinion enter-

tained by the witness. The important point seems to me to be the follow-

ing: Was your Excellency informed of the concrete peace conditions of

Germany before the 29th of January?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Xo.

Expert Dr. Boxx: Were the German peace conditions communicated to

you in an indefinite form?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: With the exception of the telegram

which has already been read, in which it was stated that we would not an-

nex Belgium and that, moreover, we agreed to the freedom of the seas and

compulsory arbitration, etc., no. In addition to this, I received nothing.

The Chairman : It was always said that the peace conditions would be
“ moderate/'

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Yes. The expression “moderate" is

the term used, I believe.

The Chairman : They are in any event, contained within reasonable

limits, and constitute a contrast with the unreasonable conditions which

the Entente proposed. But, at any rate, you were never informed of any-

thing definite, anything concrete, before the 29th of January?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Xo. I was merely continually in-

formed that the conditions would be very moderate, and the Belgian ques-

tion was always referred to. I recollect this in particular in connection

with an interview with Secretary of State Lansing, because this interview

brought out very clearly the difference in the points of view. Lansing asked

me why it was that we refused to make our peace conditions public, and

then I told him, in accordance with instructions, that we were of the opinion

that our conditions, which were so moderate in contrast with the conditions

of the enemy, would give rise to an impression of weakness, and that, as a

result, we did not intend to make them the subject of public announcement.

Then Lansing said to me, “ I do not understand it; I can not conceive it.

Why do you not demand as much as the rest do? For, after all, a middle

point will be agreed upon. I can not conceive why you are submitting

moderate conditions; on the contrary, do just as the other side does, and

then we shall meet upon a middle ground."
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Expert Dr. Bonn: Do you remember, your Excellency, that not only

the American Government, but public opinion as well, was clamoring for

the announcement of peace conditions?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, the entire press, and in fact every-

body, expected that we were going to announce our conditions; this was
quite general.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Do you, perhaps, remember too that the American

papers attempted to form a conclusion with regard to our peace conditions

by snatching at things which they had heard here and there—from their

conception as to the meaning of the word “moderate,” and similar expres-

sions used in connection with Belgium; that, at that time, if I recollect

correctly, it was announced that the German peace conditions were included

in an article—or, I believe, two articles—in the Evening Mail ?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: An extraordinarily large number of

cases came to my notice in which the newspapers announced that they had

received information from me or from other sources with regard to the Ger-

man peace conditions. I can, however, unqualifiedly state that I never

announced official German peace conditions to anybody in the United

States before the 29th of January, 1917. It is perfectly true that I did

mention the subject in the course of private interviews; this is readily

understood, since, otherwise, diplomacy could not be carried on. But

that I at any time told anybody that certain definite conditions were

those which the German Government was going to propose, is simply not

the case.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Count Bernstorff, were you afterwards informed of

the conditions of Germany, on which the peace proposal of the 12th of

December was founded?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: They were officially communicated to

me on the 29th of January.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Oh, officially. Did you let them go any further?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I got them simultaneously with the

declaration of the U-boat war and transmitted them at the same time.

The Chairman: You are referring to those conditions which we dis-

cussed yesterday, of the 29th of January, to wit: “We inform you of the

conditions under which we would have been willing to enter into peace

negotiations in case the Entente had accepted our peace proposal of De-

cember 12.”

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Certainly.

The Chairman: I should like to introduce the closing paragraph at this

time, in order to clear matters up on this point, because these telegrams

might be possibly such as to suggest the idea that, so far as we were con-

cerned, the moment for peace conditions had definitely passed. The clos-

ing paragraph states expressly:
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As is to be observed in the instructions governing the intensive U-boat
warfare, we are always ready to do justice to the necessities of the United
States as far as in any way possible. We beg the President, in spite of

all, to take up and continue his efforts, and we declare ourselves per-

fectly ready to discontinue the intensive U-boat warfare as soon as we
receive satisfactory assurances that the efforts of the President will lead

to a peace which would be acceptable to us.

I take it that this telegram is directly related to your report of the 23d of

January, in which you emphasize the very point which you have just ex-

pressed here, that as a result of disclosing peace conditions it was possible

that an unfavorable impression might result in Germany, on the ground

that these peace conditions were too reasonable; you suggested at that time

to go somewhat further, in fact, in connection with these conditions by
announcing the desire that it might, perhaps, be inserted that we, Jn our

capacity as conquerors, would demand an independent Ireland. This is

correct; this connection—it was on this account that it occurred to me to

clear up this ambiguous term “would have been”—exists.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Count Bernstorff, you stated sometime ago that

you were of the opinion that the desire for a complete restoration of Bel-

gium had constituted the most important feature of the American peace

mediation or suggestion, we might almost say, was a conditio sine qua non;

and now you just said that Lansing said to you: “Why are you making
such moderate peace conditions; make them more severe, and then we shall

meet upon a middle ground.” Do you believe that there is a certain con-

tradiction between these two remarks of yours, or do you think that your

first statement that “the restoration of Belgium was a conditio sine qua non

so far as the Americans were concerned, so far as all the questions brought

up by America were concerned,” should also be applied to Lansing’s state-

ment “make them more severe; we shall meet upon a middle ground.”

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I never applied Lansing’s remark to the

Belgian situation, because I was perfectly convinced that an American peace

mediation without the restoration of Belgium was absolutely out of the

question, so far as American feeling was concerned.

Recording Secretary Dr. Sinzheimer: I wish to remark that these dis-

cussions do not represent correctly the formulation of the peace conditions,

and I must claim the right to turn to the records themselves in order to find

the requisite proofs. In my opinion, this is made necessary by the present

state of the proceedings. The peace conditions which formed the basis of

our peace proposal of the 12th of December, and which were not communi-
cated at the request of Wilson, were carefully agreed upon with Baron Burian.

I wish to remark—

-

The Chairman : We are at the present time engaged in hearing the testi-

mony of Count v. Bernstorff, and there is no reason for me to permit the in-

19
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jection of supplementary remarks by the recorder. I believe that it is in

every way proper that we should first conclude with the testimony of Count
v. Bernstorff and then these supplementary statements of the recorder can

follow.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then I must state, with

regard to the proofs which are here offered, that the peace conditions which

were communicated to Wilson on the 28th of January were quite different

from those peace conditions on which our peace proposal of the 12th of

December were based.

The Chairman : We shall naturally take up this point in time.

Expert Dr. Bonn : I believe that we must follow right along on the course

which the Chairman has designated. We are not concerned with the fact

as to whether the peace conditions which were communicated to Count v.

Bernstorff were the right ones or not, for the only question at present before

us is: What were the peace conditions which were communicated to Count v.

Bernstorff on the 28-29 of January, and what did he do after he got them?

The witness is limited to this ground in this respect. It is of course under-

stood that later on, when other witnesses testify concerning other matters,

we shall have to investigate the question as to whether there is an agreement

or not. I believe, however, that it would be simply a waste of time if we
were to ask Count v. Bernstorff concerning matters which he can not answer

except by examining the records and reading them. And it is certainly not

the province of the witness to tell things which he has read somewhere, for

he is only required to bring out matters which, as the result of his own expe-

rience, he knows better than anybody else, or better than the files.

The Chairman : I propose to proceed in this way.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Count Bernstorff, after your return to Germany, did

you learn that the conditions which were communicated to you on the 28th

of January for transmission to Lansing were different from those which were

decided upon shortly before the 12th of December at a joint conference held

by the Supreme High Command, the Imperial Chancelor, the Emperor, and

others?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, I am learning this today for the first

time; and, so far as I am concerned, I can perhaps simplify this particular

question by stating at the outset that the peace conditions played absolutely

no further part in the United States, since I received them on the same day

that the unrestricted U-boat war was declared; and because the unrestricted

U-boat war necessarily was bound to bring about the breaking off of diplo-

matic relations, since on the occasion of the exchange of notes with regard to

the Sussex
,
the American note of the 18th of April, 1916, was an ultimatum

which stated that “if Germany persists in carrying on the U-boat war accord-

ing to the rules hitherto adopted, I must sever diplomatic relations.”

So, as a matter of fact, a diplomatic situation was created which left the
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American Government no other possible choice than to break off relations

unless it was willing to designate as white today that which it had described

as black previously.

The Chairman: But as a matter of fact, even after the U-boat war, Wil-

son declared himself further prepared to enter into negotiations with us and

to reach a friendly understanding. I will not, however, refer to that pre-

maturely; I should like to maintain the chronological order. That is, how-

ever and in any event, a question which I shall put when we have reached

this point, the discussion of which is of the most extreme importance, because

it will be conclusive on the question of whether the U-boat war, as a matter of

fact, destroyed all possibilities of negotiations with the United States.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I have still another question.

The Chairman : I should like to take matters up again regarding the

2 1st of December, in order that we can get ahead.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : I believe that the present would be the best time, be-

cause the witness has already testified concerning this period
;
but I shall

wait.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: What we have to do is to settle that most im-

portant question as to why our concrete peace conditions were not commu-
nicated on the 2 1st of December at Wilson’s request. The proof does not

consist merely of the statements of witnesses; it consists also in the contents

of public documents, and for this reason I must reserve the right to commu-
nicate the contents of these documents which under all conditions, have a

bearing on the peace conditions. For it depends upon the nature and the

kind of those conditions as to whether or not they were, as a matter of fact,

adapted to being made public at that time. From the very nature of the

conditions the reply to the question as to why—
The Chairman: It is perfectly obvious that we shall and must go into

that question. The comments to be made concerning it will be in no wise

restricted. That is settled. But, I repeat, it has no place in connection

with the giving of testimony by Count v. Bernstorff, and for that reason we
exclude it.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Just one question, which I desire to ask. Count
Bernstorff, kindly answer the following question: The conditions which were

handed over to you on the 28th of January were characterized to you by
Finder-Secretary of State Zimmermann as moderate. If you will now con-

sider the situation at the time directly preceding the breaking off of diplo-

matic relations, and fix your attention upon the nature of the conditions im-

posed, I will now ask you the following question : Bearing in mind the general

situation, including the breaking off of diplomatic relations which was known
to you to be imminent, did those conditions when you had them before you
at that time, seem to you still to be moderate?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The conditions which were communi-
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cated to me, I considered moderate. But I am bound to repeat that I attrib-

uted no further value to the conditions; for I was then perfectly well aware

that diplomatic relations would be broken off, and that they would be of no

further value.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: You handed them over, if I understand correctly,

together with the U-boat note?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That is not quite correct. The handing

over took another form, since all the peace negotiations had been carried on

between myself and Colonel House, and the U-boat question with Secretary

of State Lansing. Therefore, on the 31st of January, at 5 o’clock in the

afternoon, in accordance with instructions, I handed over the U-boat note

to Secretary of State Lansing, but already, on the morning of the 30th, I

had had the peace conditions handed over to Colonel House personally be-

cause I hoped that he would come to Washington at once—as he actually

did—and perhaps even then something might be done.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: One question which I have already put, and which

I would like to repeat now, in view of the fact that it belongs to the period

which is now under discussion. The thing which seems to me most impor-

tant is to determine, not only what was said, but what was meant. Whom
did Wilson probably have in mind in his peace note of the 18th of December
when he spoke of lesser nations which he desired to protect from violations

of their rights, and from forceful oppression? Did Count v. Bernstorff have

the opportunity of speaking with Wilson and of finding out whether Belgium

only, or perhaps other small States like Greece, for instance, were in con-

templation.

The Chairman: Mr. Councilor, we shall come to that later.

(Interruption.)

In any case, it is a matter which can be settled at once by question and

answer.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: Then another question, referring to the message

of the 22d of January.

The Chairman: That will come later. May I ask you, Count v. Berns-

torff, to reply to the first of Professor Schaefer’s questions.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I never spoke in detail with him or with

Colonel House, with regard to the question as to what States he had in

mind. I personally assumed that he meant Belgium by this language, and

that he simply made use of a method of expression of which he was accus-

tomed to avail himself to a very great extent, which consisted in referring

to a number of things at one and the same time, and leaving it to the reader

to form his own opinion of what he wanted to express.

The Chairman: We shall now proceed, and I believe that the most

fitting thing for us to do is for us now to take up the note of the Entente

which rejected our offer, and to consider the impression which it made in
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the United States, particularly upon Wilson, and as to how he estimated

the situation with regard to the possibilities of peace after this blunt re-

jection of peace by the Entente. We want to go into the question with

particular care as to whether he considered it a bluff or not. The rejection

by the Entente is contained in the note which directly followed the note of

the 26th of December.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as concerns my negotiations

with representatives of President Wilson, he always stated to me that he

considered that the conditions of the Entente which followed upon our

note, as well as those which followed upon Wilson’s note, were not to be

taken seriously. He stated in so many words that he considered it a bluff,

and said that it was his opinion that the Entente probably intended to pre-

vail upon us in this way to enter upon the U-boat war, and by this method

to draw the United States into the war. That was the opinion which was

entertained by the authorities in Washington.

The Chairman : So he did not think it was so powerful an obstacle as to

make him think that it could cause his efforts in behalf of peace to come to

naught.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You say, Count Bernstorff, in a report of

the 26th of January, that the conditions of the Entente were not only

characterized to you in the United States as a bluff, but that Colonel House

in so many words spoke to you of the “impossible conditions” of the En-

tente?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as I recollect, that is probably

right. It is certainly right, since I reported it; but what I mean to say is

that, for the moment, I can not remember the circumstance.

The Chairman: Perhaps Dr. Sinzheimer will read it to you in order

that you may refresh you recollection.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You report on the 27th of January as follows:

House related to me in detail the following line of reasoning of the
President: That our enemies had publicly announced their peace con-
ditions, which were impossible of acceptance; that, in direct opposition
to this, the President had thereupon announced his program; that from
now on we too were under the moral obligation of disclosing our peace
conditions; because, otherwise, our intentions with regard to peace
would not be looked upon as genuine.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I would like to add another question. You referred

to the fact that it had been stated on the part of the E'nited States that

the Entente was attempting, by means of unmeasured peace conditions,

to entice us, so to speak, into a U-boat trap in the broadest sense of the

term. Was this a general opinion, or did you have very definite influential

persons in mind?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I had in mind my negotiations with
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Colonel House, who always discussed with me confidentially all the ques-

tions and possibilities which presented themselves, and on these occasions

the view was more than once announced that the Entente would attempt
to provoke a war between Germany and the United States in any event,

and in this way bring about a situation which could result in the war ter-

minating in its favor.

Expert Dr. Bonn: What we are discussing, then, is a statement by
Colonel House.

The Chairman: I now ask you, Count v. Bernstorff, to inform us as to

what you may know further with regard to the period extending up to the

9th of January, since I assume the 9th of January to be the date of the con-

ference at Pless. Kindly tell us what was done during this period in order

to strengthen Wilson’s inclination to bring about peace.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not know that anything in partic-

ular did happen in those days. It is true that, since I still believed at

that time that by so doing I was acting in accordance with the desires of

the government, I expended every effort to further Wilson’s peace media-

tion so far as public opinion was concerned. I should like to emphasize

this point particularly, because I was subsequently attacked by a certain

portion of the German press on the ground that I had carried on a separate

policy which was not the policy of the government.

The Chairman: As far as you were able to do so, did you exert your-

self to incline Wilson to this matter of peace mediation?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I announced in all the papers to which

I had access, and in the course of all my utterances, that Wilson ought to

mediate in the interests of peace.

The Chairman: On many occasions, you were told by Under-Secretary

of State Zimmermann from the Foreign Office in Berlin, to lay particular

stress upon the point as to whether or not it was possible to have a vigorous

pressure brought to bear on England by Wilson in the form of embargoes

upon foodstuffs and war materials. You referred to this some time ago,

and stated that he was not able to do this on account of considerations in

respect to American commerce which were too powerful to be opposed.

I should like very much to hear something more definite on this point, for

one would certainly think that trade considerations would be considered

as matters of secondary importance by a man like Wilson, who had striven

so earnestly on behalf of peace, when compared with the question bringing

about peace which, for him, was a much more vital matter.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The situation in the winter of 1916-17

had become changed to that extent with regard to the question of commerce

(which is here to be considered as synonymous with the question of industry),

since Wilson had been reelected on the ground, first, of having maintained

peace and, secondly, of having increased the preparedness of the United
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States for war. By the term
‘

‘ preparedness for war,
’

’ Wilson did not under-

stand simply an increase of the army, but the creation of a great fleet, and

also, as was pointed out emphatically in his proclamation, the creation of a

great merchant fleet. Consequently, industries in the United States were

bound to assume that at the moment when peace was made, activities in in-

dustries would get such an impetus that they could in no way lose as the re-

sult of the conclusion of peace. Therefore, the feeling in American industries

came to be less hostile to the conception of a peace favorable to us than it

had been before. In addition to this, I must point out in this connection the

first positive step which Wilson took to force the conclusion of a peace, and

which, neither at that time nor, so far as I have been able to ascertain, in the

course of public statements which are being made in these days, has been

made the subject of comment—I refer to the fact that the Federal Reserve

Board, which corresponds in the United States to our Imperial Bank, made
the announcement in December, shortly before Wilson’s proposal for peace

mediation, that no loans should be made on foreign unsecured paper. The
situation which, therefore, actually came into existence, was that the Ameri-

can money market would have been closed to the Entente, since it is not to

be assumed that Americans would have purchased, to any far-reaching ex-

tent, additional amounts of paper of this kind which could not be negotiated.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: You also reported this to Berlin. Now, two

more inquiries, which are most important for the determination of the ques-

tion as to whether, speaking from the objective standpoint, a possibility of

peace existed. I should like, therefore, to address the following question to

you: As a matter of logical premise when applied to existing facts, was there

reason to believe that the Entente would meet Wilson’s proposals for peace?

Do you know whether any contact of any kind took place with the Entente

on this point, from which Wilson could conclude that the Entente at that

time would have been willing to make peace, in opposition to the contents of

their official note?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: I assume that an actual contact took

place. But I can not swear to it. I have always assumed this to be the case,

because Wilson had sent word to me that he would only take up the

question of peace mediation if he had well-founded cause for believing that

it would bring results.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: And your conclusion is that, because he made
the peace proposal, the assumption that this prospect existed was actually

entertained. But that is just a conclusion which you are drawing, is it not?

Witness Couxt v. Berxstorff: Nothing but a conclusion; I can not

swear to it. The facts are not known to me. I simply know that Colonel

House was constantly negotiating in New York with English parliamenta-

rians in the matter; but more than this I can not say.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: It is further material for us to establish here,
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to the extent that we are able to do so, the question as to whether an actual

intention to bring about peace really existed. Recently, Wilson was sub-

mitted to a cross-examination in the Senate, and in the course of this the

question was put to him as to whether, if we had not launched the unre-

stricted U-boat war, he would, even in such case, have gone to war with

Germany. According to press reports, he answered this question in the

affirmative. Are you acquainted with the original report of what actually

took place? What significance do you ascribe to this announcement?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: If the Chairman will allow me, I must

state that we are herewith entering completely into the domain of psychology

and that, naturally, I can not state under oath what the President’s opinion

on this point was. I can only state what I believe to be the case, and the

situation, in my judgment, appears to be as follows: Senator McCumber’s
remarks in the White House were more or less the following : “Mr. President,

do you believe that our moral conception with regard to Germany’s blame

for the war would have brought us into the war if Germany had not attacked

our citizens and our commerce in an illegal manner?” Whereupon the

President answered, “I hope it would.” Thereupon, Senator McCumber
said: “Do you think if Germany had committed no acts of war against us

that we would have gotten into this war?” Whereupon, the President an-

swered: “I do think so, as things developed.” That is the conversation.

The Chairman : Now, I would like to ask you another question. What
is your own opinion? You certainly know Wilson. Let us enter the domain

of psychology, as you have quite correctly called it. According to your opin-

ion, was the fact that the unrestricted U-boat war was declared, the reason

which induced Wilson thereupon to break off relations with us? Do you

personally believe that that was the main motive, so far as he was concerned,

or do you believe that there were other motives which influenced him jointly,

or, perhaps, individually influenced him?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: To the extent of breaking off diplomatic

relations?

The Chairman : Certainly, to the extent of breaking off diplomatic rela-

tions and later declaring war.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: My personal opinion has invariably

been—and I so set it down on uncounted occasions in the course of my re-

ports and telegrams—that the breaking off of diplomatic relations meant
war, and that, at the moment when diplomatic relations were broken off, war

was simply a question of days or weeks, depending upon whether the United

States was prepared for it or not, but that the war was an absolute certainty

from the day of breaking off of relations for the following reason: Because,

in the United States, we were engaged in a bitter fight with hostile propa-

ganda which had absolutely no other purpose than to bring about war be-

tween Germany and the United States. At the moment when the German
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Embassy ceased to exist as such in Washington, we were delivered over,

bound hand and foot, to this propaganda, and there was no longer any doubt

that it would prevail.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that various matters have been mentioned,

into which we ought to go. Above all, it is necessary that we should have

the English report of this interview which Count v. Bernstorff has repeated

to us from memory. It is to be had in the Foreign Office. It is a very7 long

report. We must examine the whole matter before we express ourselves

finally concerning it.

The Chairman : Then I would suggest that we postpone that point for the

time being. Consul Muller can get the English text for us from the Foreign

Office by tomorrow.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Now for a second point. It seems to me that the

question as to whether Wilson desired a real peace or not should not be con-

sidered at this time; for the message of the 22d of January, which spreads out

Wilson’s program far more openly before us, had not yet made its appear-

ance
;
we must go into this in great detail later. And now I would like to ask

your Excellency another question. You are, without doubt, well aware that,

as the result of announcing his peace proposal of the i8th-2ist of December,

Wilson immediately gained the reputation of being strongly pro-German,

and that a very7 lively7 controversy* took place. If I am correct in my recol-

lection, this was an occasion upon which, for once, Lansing made quite a

serious slip. In order to smooth down the matter, he stated to the news-

paper men, who were pushing him rather hard: “Yes, the President had to

do this, for if we did not succeed in bringing about peace at a very* early* date,

the unrestricted L-boat war would be launched; and if the unrestricted

U-boat war comes, this means war with Germany7
. That the President did

not want a war.” Lffiless I am mistaken, similar statements by7 Gerard

had already been made on board ship to the representative of the New York
World, who has also set that down in his book. I simply* wanted to refer

to these matters generally and to ask y*our Excellency* if you could give us

any definite information concerning it.

The Chairman : Please, your Excellency*—or perhaps tomorrow, if it is

difficult for you at present to answer the question.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: We are reverting now to the question of

the psychological moment for peace mediation on the part of the President.

As I already stated yesterday, the President always entertained the opinion

that peace mediation could be consummated only7 on the basis of a peace

without victory*. Therefore, he wanted to seize the moment when neither

one of the belligerents was indulging in the hope of being able to win the vic-

tory*. Therefore, as the result of the entrance of Roumania into the war, he

had put off his peace mediation because it was believed at that time that the

Entente would win. On the other hand, he made up his mind that, as long
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as the Entente hoped to be able to draw the United States into the war on its

side and against us, he would certainly not take up the matter of a peace pro-

posal. Consequently, he always said: “I can not initiate any peace pro-

ceeding as long as there is a controversy with Germany; for as long as one

exists the Entente will constantly entertain the hope that the United States

will join in a war against Germany.”

Therefore, that statement to which Professor Bonn just referred, that

there was danger of a war with Germany, was looked upon by the President

as jeopardizing his peace move, and it was for that reason that Secretary

Lansing was immediately called to the White House and, in the afternoon,

took back his statement at the order of the President and explained it away.

The Chairman: This question has thereby been satisfactorily answered.

I would like to take up another matter. The U-boat war, even the unre-

stricted U-boat war, was announced to be a counter-measure taken against

the hunger blockade and also against the ruthless pressure which England

was exerting upon the neutrals in connection with commercial traffic, etc.

Was it not possible for these two features to be a sufficient weight in the eyes

of Wilson to make him understand our step in launching the unrestricted

U-boat war? For he was the one who, in his message to the Senate and in all

possible addresses, played the part of the man who was standing up for hu-

manity and justice. \t seems to me that it is most probable that you also,

your Excellency, took steps to influence Wilson along these lines through the

medium of Colonel House, and I should like to know how Wilson expressed

himself, or what attitude he took with regard to these purely humanitarian

points of view.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: These negotiations go back to an earlier

period. This question was very often touched upon by me, as, for instance,

in the negotiations concerning the questions of the Lusitania and the Arabic,

the Lusitania question when it came up for the second time, and the Sussex

case. After the agreement was reached in the Sussex case, I made no further

reference thereto in the course of my negotiations, because President Wilson

was of the opinion that the general situation had been so changed that he was

no longer in the position of forcing England to conduct her war according to

the rules of international law. At the time of the Lusitania incident, on the

contrary, Wilson always stated : “If you will meet me on the question of the

U-boat war, I shall do my best to put an end to the hunger blockade which I,

just like you, consider illegal and indefensible: but I can only do this if the

U-boat conflict with Germany is put completely out of existence.”

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I would like to ask you the general question

with regard to an intention to bring about peace: Do you believe that Wilson

really intended to mediate in the cause of peace?

Witness Count Bernstorff: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Do you believe that, in this connection, he
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would have taken German vital interests into consideration, or would it have

been a peace in favor of the Entente?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I accepted literally Wilson’s program of

the 22d of January, 1917, in which he distinctly spoke of a peace without

victory, and I assumed that it meant a peace without victory and that Ger-

many would maintain its position in the world in full measure.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That is to say, not a peace in favor of the

Entente; not a mediation for the purpose of staying our hand. Do you be-

lieve that he had the guileful intent of bringing about a mediation for the

sole purpose of preventing us from making use of our military successes at a

time when our military successes were at their height?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: If I believe that personally?

The Chairman: In other words, was he, in your opinion, an honorable

mediator, or not?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: At that time, I considered him an abso-

lutely honorable mediator. In those days, as a matter of fact, I personally

did not believe in the existence of such wonderful military successes on our

part; when all is said and done, they were never decisive.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Another question, then, which is connected

with the Foreign Office’s conception of Wilson. We have a remark of Secre-

tary of State Zimmermann before us, appearing in the dispatch of the 6th

of February to Ambassador Wedel. It is here stated: “As a mediator, he

would exert all his influence against us.” In your opinion, was this judg-

ment of Wilson correct?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It is perfectly clear that this conception

was, in a word, the one which was generally entertained here; and it is made
even more plain by the fact that we did not accept peace mediation by Wil-

son but launched the U-boat war instead of so doing. But since I have been

asked my personal opinion, I will state perfectly frankly that, under all the

circumstances, I should have accepted a Wilsonian peace.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Do you consider that the judgment of the

Foreign Office concerning Wilson’s intent, which I have just read, in the form

of the opinion of Secretary of State Zimmermann, is correct or not?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: My personal opinion is that it is wrong.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Based on your American impressions?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Based upon my negotiations.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Based upon your personal dealings with

Wilson, House and Lansing?

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that it serves no purpose to have witnesses

here give their judgments concerning the statements of other witnesses

before we have heard the latter. I believe that we should immediately

proceed to the 22d of January, for it was then that Wilson’s policy is spread

before us in its entirety.
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But, since I have the floor, I should like to ask his Excellency another

question. Your Excellency will remember that, in the summer of 1916,

Wilson gave his consent to a number of war steps of a commercial nature

being taken against the black lists, etc., of the Entente. These were very

complicated affairs; they did not go far enough, but at all events we will

have to consider as established that he actually made the attempt to work
out commercial methods to be applied in the process of forcing the Allies.

This, together with the policy with regard to the Federal Reserve Board,

shows that, as a matter of fact, he attempted to prepare himself for exerting

pressure.

And there is another feature which comes into this question, which clearly

can not be fully explained by us. For it is well known that Sir Edward
Grey retired in the late fall of 1916. That has always been looked upon

as an event which unfavorably affected peace mediation on the part of the

United States, if I recollect correctly. I should like to have some informa-

tion with regard to this point too.

The Chairman : I believe that the thing for 11s to do is to continue along

chronological lines. I will ask you to do this and, therefore, to testify

concerning all these positive facts which you have to submit to us which

occurred before and up to the 9th of January, and from thence onwards

to the time of the message to the Senate, and then introduce the latter.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I know of nothing else which would be

of interest in this question, up to the time of the message to the Senate.

The Chairman : Then let us take up the question of the message to the

Senate.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: On January 22, 1917, Wilson sent a

message to the Senate, in which he referred in detail to the “peace without

victory” as he pictured it to himself. This message acquired a peculiar

value as a public document, because President Wilson, before making his

speech, had the message, word for word, telegraphed to Europe and handed

over to the foreign governments on the same day that he made the speech.

In this way, it became a quite unusually solemn act of the government of

the United States.

But I must interpolate something at this point which, perhaps, is not

directly related
;
for, before that day, I had already been informed that we

were to launch the unrestricted U-boat war. I received this communica-

tion on the 19th of January. So that at that time I was exerting my efforts

to cause the unrestricted U-boat war to be put off, in order that Wilson’s

peace mediation, which I now felt was being much more energetically han-

dled than hitherto, could continue its course. I constantly telegraphed to

Berlin along these lines. I personally entertained the hope that the delivery

of the message on the 22d of January might have already had the effect in

Berlin of having the order for the unrestricted U-boat war put off. But
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that was not the case, and, as is well known, my telegrams did not have

that effect. Thus the whole situation, from a chronological standpoint,

has been submitted to you.

The Chairman: You then returned to Berlin?

Expert Dr. Schaefer: Count Bernstorff has just said that the news of

the U-boat war, which was set for February 1, 1917, reached him on the 19th

of January. The message to the Senate followed on the 22d of January,

and, as he has just stated, had already been completed and had been very

widely communicated. At the time that President Wilson drew up the mes-

sage, did he or did he not know of the intention on the part of the German
Government to launch the U-boat war on the 1st of February?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Personally, I do not believe that Wilson

had received news of the U-boat war. I have no reason to suppose that he

knew about it before 5 o’clock in the afternoon of January 31, when I in-

formed him thereof. I am all the less ready to indulge in this assumption,

since the American Ambassador Gerard made a speech here which would

have been absolutely impossible for him to have made if he had not still

entertained the opinion that, in accordance with his instructions, he was to

do everything in his power in order to bring about a peace mediation by
Wilson.

Expert Dr. Schaefer : Then it is a very peculiar fact that, in his message

of the 22d of January, Wilson announced conditions which, so far as Ger-

many was concerned, were perfectly impossible for her to meet. First of all,

it appears in these conditions that there is to be a united, independent and

autonomous Poland. Now, to be sure, the proclamation of November 5,

1916, had been issued, but this proclamation of the two rulers was by no

means such as to make a united Poland, and by no means such as to create

an autonomous and independent government. If that was to be brought

about in accordance with the terms of the message, this proclamation would

have to go much further than it was primarily intended to go. Complete

independence and a united Poland was certainly not to be agreed to by
Germany. My personal view of the situation is that the present order of

things is incompatible with the existence of the German Empire. That is

my personal view.

Now, it is further stated in this message that access to the sea must be

guaranteed every State. This access to the sea has, up to the present

time led to a great extent through foreign territory in the case not only of

various States, but in our own case as well. We have been obliged to send

our imports and exports for the most part by way of Antwerp; Bohemia
has been similarly situated with regard to Hamburg. There was no occa-

sion—the proclamation of November 5 established this on Poland’s ac-

count—there was no occasion for stating anew such a demand. Then there

were additional demands which were obviously drawn up for the purpose
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of injecting something into the discussion which could not be agreed to by
Germany. So far as I am concerned it is perfectly clear to me that there

was no doubt in Wilson’s mind on the point. And you will also— I may
add this—observe in the negotiations which took place between the 4th

October and the 9th November 1918, how he constantly injects something

new into the negotiations, and goes further and further with each succeed-

ing note. So that I can simply express as my opinion, the fact which I

am convinced has not been clearly enough brought out as the result of the

nature of the questions which, on the whole, have been put in the course

of this hearing; to wit, that we should not simply depend on the words

used, but that we should put the following inquiry: What were the purposes

and the inclinations which the man entertained? And in this connection

I should like to put further questions, more in detail, since Count v. Berns-

torff, as the result of his experience, must be better informed than any

other man on the question of purposes and shades of feeling in the United

States.

The Chairman : I should like to remark, in view of the fact that you
have assumed a corrective attitude toward the questions of the Chairman

and others in this connection, to the effect that we have gone into the

psychological feature to an insufficient extent, that I have put these ques-

tions to Count Bernstorff repeatedly.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: Not psychologically! The question concerns the

whole situation. Wilson is a statesman and desired to reach the goal which

would insure advantages to his country. And I also consider the question

as to whether Wilson was an honorable mediator or not as too sharply put.

The question can not properly be put in this alternative. During the first

part of the war, Wilson was anxious for peace, a peace which was not ex-

actly in favor of the Entente, but in any event a peace which should not

result in Germany’s being in a position which would have to be looked upon

as constituting a menace to England. That could be harmonized with the

idea of an indecisive war, but not with that of a decisive German victory.

The Chairman: That is simply an expert opinion rendered by you con-

cerning the whole political situation, which seems to me to have very little

to do with the giving of testimony by Count Bernstorff. Or is it your

purpose that the Count shall now give his opinion as to what Wilson prob-

ably thought of the situation himself, judging it in connection with the

general political outlook at that time, as to whether, as an American, he

should act in the interests of America, or as to whether or not he was con-

sidered an honorable mediator so far as Germany was concerned?

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I would request that these questions be finally

put to Count Bernstorff, but not at this time.

The Chairman : Then, perhaps, we had better prepare these questions

in advance, since we will be obliged to continue the hearings tomorrow.
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I am perfectly ready now.

The Chairman: We have only five minutes’ time. Dr. Sinzheimer

wanted to put one more question.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I am speaking of the message to the Senate,

of the 22d of January, which took place in this period. The assertion is

made a matter of public comment that this message to the Senate was un-

acceptable, so far as we were concerned, for the reason that Wilson stated

that the conditions of the Entente were such as could be discussed. I have

the text of the message to the Senate before me, and can find no such

passage to this effect. He says:

The Central Powers united in a reply which stated merely that they
were ready to meet their antagonists in conference to discuss terms of

peace. The Entente Powers have replied much more definitely and
have stated, in general terms, indeed, but with sufficient definiteness to

imply details, the arrangements, guarantees, and acts of reparation

which they deem to be the indispensable conditions of a satisfactory

settlement.

Are you acquainted with any other announcement of Wilson’s, to the

effect that he characterizes the conditions of the Entente as being capable

of submission to discussion?

The Chairman: May I ask your Excellency to make your statement?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, I never heard that he considered

them capable of being discussed from our standpoint. He always stated

that we should reach an agreement among ourselves with regard to con-

ditions and that he only desired to bring us to the point where views could

be exchanged.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That was the one question: the basis of dis-

cussion. But the Polish question was just suggested to you. It is stated

that, on account of Wilson’s expression that a united and independent Po-

land must be restored, this demand would be unacceptable to us, because

Prussian territory also was to be made the subject of consideration. Now,
in my opinion, it is important, with regard to explaining this announce-

ment in his message to the Senate, to examine your report which was sent

in immediately thereafter in which you state expressly:

Wilson offers in the first place, in confidence, peace mediation based
on his message to the Senate, that is, without interfering in the matter
of the territorial conditions.

Do you interpret the situation to be that hereby he did not desire to

take the stand unconditionally that Germany should be required to give

up parts of her territory?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The telegram which has just been read

refers to the conversation which I had with Colonel House two days after
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the message. He requested me by wire to come to New York and offered

a peace mediation officially on the part of Wilson, on the basis of the mes-

sage to the Senate, and then made the statements contained in this telegram.

But I can assert in the most positive manner that there was never any nego-

tiating with me from the American side with regard to a peace where the

slightest suggestion was made to me of any giving up of German territory.

The Chairman: We shall adjourn the hearings at this point. The next

session will convene tomorrow morning at io o’clock in this same place,

since I have no definite assurance that the Herrenhaus hall will be ready

for our occupancy tomorrow. We are confidently expecting, however,

that this will be the case next week.

The session closed at 12:30 o’clock.
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The session was opened at 10:30 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate'

Warmuth.

The ChairmJ&j : The session is opened.

An erroneous conclusion has been variously announced in the press, and

a number of inquiries have been directed to me along the same line, which I

should like to answer briefly before we enter upon the proceedings. In the

order of business it is expressly provided that every member of the investi-

gating committee has an independent and unlimited right of inquiry, a

circumstance which must be obvious from the very purpose, end, and duties

of the committee.

I shall now pass on to the proceedings themselves, and at the outset

would like to refer back once more to a remark which was made at the end

of the last session. Your Excellency told us that, during the time that

Wilson’s peace move in the nature of mediation in the interest of peace was

still in contemplation, no one ever mentioned the possibility of Germany’s

territorial integrity being in any way attacked under the terms of the treaty

of peace. Will your Excellency confirm this statement as correct?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Certainly.

The Chairman: Now, it is stated verbatim in Wilson’s message to the

Senate of the 22d of January:

I take it for granted that statesmen everywhere are agreed that there
should be a united, independent and autonomous Poland.

And in another place, he remarks: “So far as practicable, moreover,

every great people now struggling toward a full development of its resources

and of its powers should be assured a direct outlet to the great highways of

the sea. Where this can not be done by the cession of territory, it can no

doubt be done by the neutralization of direct rights of way under the general

guarantee.” It seems to me that there is a conflict here, for, if the first

mentioned consummation were to be brought about, to wit, a united Poland,

and, moreover, simultaneously with a corridor to the sea or through the

neutralization of distinct areas of German territory, let it be noted, the

territorial integrity of Germany would, beyond any possibility of doubt, be

impaired. So we have here a contradiction, and I note that this message

was sent off on the 22d of January, that is, at a time when diplomatic rela-

tions were still fully maintained, and you yourself, your Excellency, were

28920
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still in Washington. May I ask you for a few words of explanation on the

subject?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have not the slightest doubt that

President Wilson wanted the restoration of Poland, but whether this res-

toration of Poland should be carried out to such an extent that Prussia, that

is to say, Germany, would have to cede territory, is a question which, accord-

ing to my opinion, would have to be entered upon for the first time in the

course of the negotiations, and in any event, would, perhaps, have to be

considered in connection with compensation. So the “ peace without vic-

tory” was, according to my view, not necessarily to be interpreted un-

conditionally as meaning that German territory should remain exactly the

same, but that a sort of status quo would result where, so to speak, in no

case would any cession of rights or territory take place without corresponding

compensation.

The Chairman : Is that your personal opinion, your Excellency, or is that

the way you sum up the conversations which you carried on at that time-
say, with Colonel House?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It expresses my conviction resulting

from the negotiations had at that time.

The Chairman: Resulting, then, from the negotiations had at that time?

Then, did remarks made by Colonel House as to the conception with regard

to the peace tend to indicate that the territorial integrity of Germany was
not to be understood literally as meaning that the status quo ante should in

reality be maintained, but that eventually a policy of compensations should

be adopted, so that, in this special case, one piece of territory or the other

should be ceded to Poland, or that a given territory should be subjected to

neutralization, say, for instance, Danzig, and that Germany should receive

a corresponding quid pro quo
,
so that, looked at in this aspect, an unimpaired

Germany should remain?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as I was concerned, that necessa-

rily followed if the program “ peace without victory” were to be maintained,

for if Germany were to have been forced to take part in a one-sided cession

of territory, that would no longer have constituted a “peace without vic-

tory.”

The Chairman: Yes, that is a conclusion which you draw, your Excel-

lency, but, as I stated beforehand, I would still like to find out whether

House expressed himself in terms to this effect.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It was always assumed, in our negotia-

tions—orally—that mutual compensation was not to be barred.

The Chairman: Was not to be barred. Mr. Gothein!

Delegate Gothein: It is stated here: “Where this can not be done by

the cession of territory, it can no doubt be done by the neutralization of

direct rights of way under the general guarantee.” But this would certainly
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make it possible that Danzig as well as the direct rights of way, that is, the

Vistula on the one side, the Marienburg-Mlawa railroad— I think—and the

branch roads, would remain completely German for their own purposes,

but that an agreement would be concluded by which this zone would be

neutralized to the extent that Poland would be fully guaranteed the right of

passage, just as is done elsewhere. But, too, the other possibility of an

outlet for Poland to the sea would be made available by the fact that the

road across Lithuania to Libau in Courland would be placed at their disposal.

Did this question, by any chance, come to be discussed?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: We did not go into detail to this extent,

for, historically speaking, the course of events so shaped themselves that the

message of the President was delivered on the 22d of January. If I am not

mistaken, I then received a telegram from Mr. House on the 23d; it may,

however, have been on the 24th of January—the records do not establish

this date precisely—in which he asked me to come to Xew York to have a

talk with him. I thereupon went to Xew York and on that day he officially

tendered the offer on behalf of President Wilson to mediate for peace, gener-

ally speaking, on the basis of the message of the 22d of January. I there-

upon telegraphed the circumstance to Berlin, and that was my last conver-

sation with Colonel House. So from that time off, let us say the 24th day

of January, I had absolutely no further political interviews in the Lffiited

States, if I except the handing over of the declaration of the U-boat war,

which was immediately followed by the breaking off of relations. So that

it is probable that my last official telegram is the one which contained the

official offer of mediation in the interests of peace by President Wilson.

The Chairman: Yes. Professor Schiicking!

Delegate Dr. Schuckixg: In view of the fact that there was no talk of

any neutral corridor, but only of a '‘neutral way,” did your Excellency not

think that it was probable that what was meant was in reality only an

international servitude?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: To the extent that I ever had any con-

versation with regard to the matter, the only comment made at that time

dealt with the access to the sea by means of railroad connections or the

like.

The Chairman : In other words, not a neutralization in the sense that the

territory was to be withdrawn from German sovereignty?

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: Count v. Bernstorff just stated that Wilson always

wished that Poland could be restored. Let me ask whether this problem,

which was certainly vital so far as Germany was concerned and a certain

solution of which had already been contemplated in the proclamation of

Poland, was not the subject of numerous conferences between you, Wilson,

House, and other American statesmen, which would certainly seem called

for? And, secondly, if this was the case, did you get the impression that the
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American Government was clear on the point as to how Poland was to be

restored, and did the Government actually entertain a distinct intention on

this point?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It is certainly the fact that no clearly

defined program with regard to the restoration of Poland existed, so far as the

American Government was concerned, and it was again and again empha-
sized in conversations with me, that these negotiations were such as would

have to be carried on between the belligerents themselves; America was
satisfied with asserting the principle that Poland would have to be restored.

Expert Dr. Bonn: If I correctly understand you, your Excellency, the

purport of your conferences with House was not that one belligerent should

engage with the other belligerent in a matter of mutual bargaining, in the

course of which was to be established: “What do I get and what do you

give?” but, on the contrary, that the main point of the efforts consisted in

bringing about an opportunity for the exchange of views between the bel-

ligerents. Consequently, the situation was naturally quite different from

what it was, for instance, in 1918, for if we are going to discuss the year 1918,

we shall have to deal with Wilsonian peace conditions imposed by Wilson

as a belligerent. I assume, your Excellency, that you recognize this as a

correct differentiation.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, I take the ground that the peace

mediation or the peace move by Wilson in the year 1917 had absolutely noth-

ing to do with that of 1918, and the fact that Wilson failed at Versailles has

nothing to do with the time when he felt absolutely differently about Ger-

many from what he felt in the year 1918. These are two completely distinct

courses of action which, in my opinion, make it logically impossible to hark

back from one to the other.

Expert Dr. Bonn : From my point of view, it is most important for us to

be perfectly clear on the point as to what the fact at issue was in the course

of this entire move on the part of Wilson. Therefore, I would like to

ask, in the process of summing up, whether my recapitulation is correct:

(1) After a long period of hesitation, Wilson took a step in the direction of

peace and in this connection actually spoke in generalities on the 18th, or

say the 21st, of December; thereupon, after the replies of the Entente had

come in, Wilson went ahead another step. He had received peace conditions

from the Entente, he had received no peace conditions from us, according to

what we have just heard. Thereupon, he made an attempt to create some-

thing which has been characterized as “grounds of action.” Yesterday, the

term “capable of discussion” was used. This is not the point at issue; the

real point is—and I should like to have this confirmed, that is, whether I

have the right idea—whether Wilson meant thereby a ground which could

serve as a basis of discussion for the belligerents. Is that the correct view?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have always been of the opinion that
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the message of the 22cl of January was a program on the basis of which

parleys could take place, and nothing more.

The Chairman: And this agrees with the note which you sent to the

Foreign Office on the 27th of January in due course, in which you state

expressly that:

The President would be particularly pleased if at the same time your
Excellency would state that we were prepared to enter upon the con-

ferences on the basis of his message to the Senate.

Expert Dr. Bonn : Then I would like to take exception to the use of the

word “program,” and ask whether it was not really a question of “funda-

mental principles,” general lines of conduct. A program is of itself some-

thing positive. When we come to the fourteen points—and this will of

course happen later—we shall then be able to speak of a “ program. u But

between a program and general principles, there exists—and we all know it,

very much to our sorrow—a great difference. Did you conceive this message

of the 22d to represent “general principles?”

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I interpreted it as the telegram reads,

that is, as a basis, as constituting general fundamental principles. I am in

entire agreement with the expression “general fundamental principles.”

Expert Dr. Bonn : So that, if one has before one this message and nothing

more, one can draw absolutely no conclusions with regard to modalities of

any kind in the application of these fundamental principles, unless, as you

stated a moment ago, they are interpreted backwards.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I am entirely of this opinion.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I believe that the question of neutralization which

is discussed here in connection with the announcement of the 22d of January,

can be explained and answered in very many different ways. One might

even be led to believe that nothing further was in contemplation than is

involved in public law in connection with German imports and exports by
way of Belgium, or the same on the part of Bohemia by way of Germany, or,

again, the same with regard to us by way of Austria (Triest), as I already

suggested yesterday. But that this was the exact meaning of the terms

employed, I do not consider to be altogether probable, and I scarcely believe

that, as a matter of practice, such a neutralization could have been brought

to pass without there being necessarily involved some arrangement with

regard to these territories.

But on top of this, we find that a “united, independent and autonomous
Poland” is made the subject of discussion, and a requirement of this kind

is obviously incompatible with the existence of the German Empire; I should

like to lay the greatest weight upon this point. And then, besides, there

is further talk about “compensation.” We can only consider such com-
pensations in connection with the western and the northern boundaries; to
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discuss them in connection with the eastern boundary would be simply to

involve the idea of a loss. So that a compensation could only occur as above
indicated, and we were perfectly satisfied with regard to the situation on

both of those frontiers. No reasoning man in Germany ever demanded an-

nexations on the west which included the whole of Belgium
;
only the mineral

deposits of Longwy and Briey and the western slope of the Vosges, including

areas small in extent, came under discussion
;
it would only be a question of

such areas as these. But I would like to call attention to another point, and
ask your Excellency if you can make any suggestions with regard thereto,

and that is as to what Wilson’s method of reasoning probably was when he

said that people ought not to be shifted from one sovereignty to another,

like pawns. If that was not to be the case, we are confronted with the

question as to how the compensation theory could be carried out if, by this

method, compensation in the shape of territory was barred and, conse-

quently, people could not be shifted about.

The Chairman : Are we not really calling for an opinion from Count v.

Bernstorff which is actually outside of the limits of the examination? The
Count is limited to a mere statement of facts. If we are going to proceed,

in the main, along lines in the course of which we ask witnesses for their

opinions on all manner of subjects, I believe that we shall not be carrying out

the purposes for which we are sitting.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: But this is material for the purpose of interpreting

the message.

The Chairman: Perhaps, after all, it is admissible when considered from

this standpoint. So I will ask your Excellency to express yourself with

regard to these remarks which Privy Councilor Schaefer has made.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In my opinion, one of the most impor-

tant questions is, what were we going to do with this peace mediation of

Wilson’s if we had been willing to have him act? The only thing that I ever

had in mind was that a conversation between the belligerent Powers was to

take place, with Wilson’s assistance, which, as I hoped, would lead to some

result as soon as the representatives of the belligerent Powers should have

actually engaged in conference face to face, because up to that time we had

never been able to bring this about. As to the result, that naturally was

a question which the negotiations themselves would determine. It could

not be foretold. We shall come later to the question as to whether Wilson

would have declared war in the absence of the U-boat war which we initiated.

But, quite aside from the wish to bring matters to a pointwhere peace negotia-

tions might be commenced, my personal reason for desiring Wilson’s peace

mediation to be accepted was, mainly, that thereby the entrance of the

United States into the war would be avoided. So far as I was concerned, that

was one of the principal reasons for accepting peace mediation on the part of

Mr. Wilson—and I believe that the recorder will confirm the fact that this is
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set out with the utmost clearness in my reports and telegrams—because I

was always of the opinion that the U-boat war would automatically bring

about the breaking off of relations with us. And, moreover, as a result of

breaking off relations, war with the United States would follow as a matter

of course, and, to my mind, war with the United States meant that the war

would be lost to Germany. Consequently, the whole end and aim of my
two and a half years’ activity in America was confined to efforts to prevent

the United States from entering into the war. On the other hand, I was con-

vinced that all the efforts of the Entente were exclusively directed to bring-

ing the United States into the war and in that way assuring victory for the

Entente. Consequently, so far as I could see, there was nothing else for us to

do except to accept Wilson’s mediation. Therein consisted the only possi-

bility of keeping the United States from entering the war. If, as the result

of mediation by Mr. Wilson, we kept the United States from taking part in

the war, quite apart, in my opinion, from the question as to whether Wilson

was favorably or unfavorably inclined toward us, peace would have resulted

in any event, since, without the assistance of the United States, the

Entente would never have been able to defeat us. Had we been successful

in stopping the United States from entering the war, in the course of time

and as the result of negotiations, perhaps not in a fortnight, perhaps not in

four weeks, or even perhaps not in six months, a peace of understanding

which, in my opinion, would have constituted a German victory, would

have been brought about in any event had the United States not entered

the war.

The Chairman : We shall take the opportunity later on to go into this

precise question as to whether or not a war between America and Germany
would have come about in any event, and in this connection we shall be

particularly called upon to examine Wilson’s statements made to the Com-
mittee for Foreign Affairs of the United States Senate, which was already

touched upon yesterday. This question can, perhaps, be again examined
later.

For the time being, I should merely like to call attention to the fact that

Wilson refused in so many words to take part in these peace conferences with

the belligerent Powers having to do with territorial questions, and that the

matter which was always of the utmost importance to him was to take part

in the second convention—

•

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.

The Chairman : —in the negotiation which had to do with the league of

peace, the question of disarmament, freedom of the seas, etc. And here, too,

seems to me to be an obvious contradiction, existing in the fact that

right here in the Senate message he does actually take a hand in these terri-

torial questions, and not merely in the sense of simply suggesting, as it were,

what the course of the belligerent Powers should be, as between them-
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selves, on the occasion of the final peace negotiations, but, on the contrary,

in the sense that he makes his entire cooperation in the question of bringing

about peace conditioned on the fact that Germany shall recognize this partic-

ular point made by him in his message to the Senate. Is this not so?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, but we ourselves had already

created a restored Poland.

The Chairman : But not in such a way as in any manner to impair the in-

tegrity and national sovereignty of Germany, whereas, we expressly were of

the opinion that a very decided attack was made upon our national sovereign

rights, particularly where the demand of neutralization was the mildest

form contemplated.

Delegate Gothein: With regard to the question as to whether Wilson

changed his position : is the fact that he now came out with a program, to be

explained by this, to wit: that the disclosure of the peace conditions on the

part of Germany to him had been denied?

In the second place, I would like to ask whether we are to understand by
the words “a united Poland” that all the territories where the inhabitants

spoke Polish were to belong to this Poland in question. We speak and,

before the war, used to speak of a united Germany, although there were ex-

tensive territories not included within the territorial limits of Germany,
where the population speaks the German language. Now we are discussing

the German provinces, the Ostmark, regions where two languages are spoken,

regions which are not purely Polish. Does your Excellency believe that, in

using the terms he did, President Wilson meant that these provinces, in

which more than one language is spoken, would also necessarily have to be-

long to a united Poland?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not believe that he had any such de-

tailed conception at that time with regard to the boundaries of this Poland

which was to be created. I do not believe so. I believe that he simply had

in mind that the negotiations would settle remaining details. I do not

believe that he had any definite ideas on the point.

Delegate Gothein: Then the other question: Whether you think that

he drew up his independent program because we refused to divulge our peace

terms to him.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: My opinion was rather that he intended

on the following day to do what he did, namely, to make us a formal offer of

peace mediation, and that, consequently, he desired to submit a preliminary

working basis, or, as Professor Bonn has just stated, general fundamental

principles, as the result of which we could know what his peace mediation

meant.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: I should like to be enlightened concerning a con-

tradiction which, according to my notes, exists between something which

the Count stated yesterday, and the statement of today. If my recollec-
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tion is correct, you stated yesterday that nobody in America had ever

suggested to you to enter into a discussion which should suggest in the

slightest way the cession of any territory at all on the part of Germany,

and today you stated, in answer to my question, that although no definite

stand with regard to Poland had been taken, you had been informed by the

United States Government that the provinces inhabited by Poles were in-

cluded in the decision. Now, of course, there were provinces inhabited by

the Poles within the territorial limits of the German Empire. Logically

speaking, we have a demand which involves a cession. These two remarks

are not quite compatible. I should like to be informed whether I made a

mistake in the notes of the testimony which I have put down.

The Chairman: I believe you are mistaken.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have positively and repeatedly stated

that never in the course of the negotiations was any suggestion made to

me concerning a cession of German territory. As a matter of fact, I never

had anything to do with the details concerning Poland, because, as I re-

peat, the message of the 22d of January was never made the subject of

negotiations. I would certainly never have conducted any negotiations,

and never did so in the United States, without having very clear instruc-

tions on the point from Berlin. Since I had received no instructions what-

soever with regard to the message of the 22d of January, and, so far as I

can recollect, the only answer made to the message consisted in the declara-

tion of the U-boat war, in the introduction to which it was stated that the

German Government, generally speaking, agreed with the program of the

22d of January—for it was to this effect that the introduction read—
The Chairman: Yes.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I never received any instructions with

regard to the message, and so never made it the subject of negotiations.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: The question does not concern negotiations

covering the message. However, you yourself said a little while ago that

it was true that negotiations with regard to Poland had taken place, though
not formal or of binding force, for the question was a very serious question

which, as you yourself state, was of unusual interest to the United States.

On these occasions, some idea must certainly have been expressed as to

the intentions entertained in the United States concerning the establish-

ment of the Polish boundaries.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That was expressed only in very general

terms, but never to the extent of telling me that Germany must cede so-

and-so much territory to Poland. That was never said.

The Chairman: But merely as you yourself have already stated.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In a very general way.
The Chairman: In a very general way. To repeat, this took place only

up to the time of the message; as a matter of fact, after the day the message
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was sent, there was, with regard to these questions between yourself and

House—

•

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I only had a comparatively short con-

ference, which is set out in my telegram of the 27th.

The Chairman : I have that before me and it will be read later. In any

event, this conference in no way touched upon these questions which are

before us at the moment.
Delegate Dr. Cohn: Count v. Bernstorff, when did you learn that a

proclamation of November 5, 1916, was to be promulgated in Berlin?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The Polish proclamation?

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Yes. Or did you first learn of that from the news-

papers?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: According to my recollection, I learned

it in the usual way in which we received most of our communications. As
you gentlemen are well aware, communication with the United States was
extraordinarily difficult and, as the result, we only received official com-

munications in case instructions were to be given. Matters of common
interest were always communicated to me by the open transoceanic tele-

grams which came in every day. I believe—I should not like to make an

erroneous statement on this point—but, to the best of my recollection, I

received word of the proclamation with regard to Poland in the usual man-

ner and by means of such a transoceanic telegram.

The Chairman: There is no communication on this point in the files.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: According to your recollection, was it later com-

municated to you by way of instructions or in writing?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not believe so.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Did you take any steps to notify Berlin of your

opinion of the effect of the proclamation concerning Poland upon pourpar-

lers in the interests of peace.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, not that I recollect, nor have I

discovered anything in the files on the point. I believe not.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Were you at that time of the opinion that the in-

tention announced in the proclamation of the 5th of November, 1916, to es-

tablish a kingdom of Poland and at the same time to maintain intact the

territorial sovereignty of Prussia and possibly that of Austria, but certainly

of Prussia, would be possible, or are you perhaps of the opinion—

•

The Chairman (interrupting): What connection, may I ask, is this

supposed to have with Wilson’s peace program?

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Why, because it might show the attitude taken by

the witness with regard to the negotiations.

The Chairman: But I beg of you! In any event, this matter is not in-

volved, even to the faintest extent, in the files.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can not remember that this procla-
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mation played any part of any kind in the negotiations or had the slightest

influence upon them. It is to be understood that it was the subject of

very active comments in the American press, and those newspapers which

reflected the anti-German view stated that this proclamation was not made
in good faith, and by the other papers it was claimed that this constituted

an evidence of our desire to recognize the principle of the self-determina-

tion of peoples. But it played no part of any kind in the negotiations.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did you not, according to your recollection, dis-

cuss this point with Colonel House?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Not according to my recollection.

Expert Dr. Bonn: It has already been stated that there are two things

to be decided: What Wilson wanted before the 31st of January, and what

Wilson wanted later. For the time being I will leave the second question

completely out of consideration. If we do not do this, matters may" easily

become confused. If I have correctly understood Professor Hoetzsch’s

comments, he has, for instance, made use of a formula taken from the

fourteen points and assumed that it was already announced in the message

of the 22d.

For the time being and for the purposes of this question, I should like to

restrict matters within the limits of the 31st of January, and now put the

following inquiry: What did Wilson want before the 31st of January? The
break had not happened before the 31st of January; so we must assume that,

up to that time, he was still adhering to his old policy. I should now like

to put the question once more: Was Wilson following up the sense of his

message of the 22d of January in offering you a proposal for mediation

through Colonel House on the 23d or 24th of January? Is that correct?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff : Certainly.

Expert Dr. Bonn: An official offer to mediate. There are, then, a num-
ber of facts to be established progressively: First, generalities on the 18th

of December; then, definite fundamental principles on the 22d of January,

and then, proceeding on the same line, a positive mediation proposal. Is

this right?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Certainly.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Now, did Wilson, when he made his proposal for

mediation and when he announced his message of the 22d of January, re-

spectively, want to participate at the conference table as one endowed with

equal powers, or was he satisfied simply to bring the belligerents together?

Witness Couxt v. Berxstorff: In response to this question, I can

simply repeat what I have already said, that President Wilson continually

sent word to me that it was his desire to bring the belligerents together at

a conference. He always mentioned The Hague or some other neutral

place, and that, simultaneously or afterwards, according to how it might
come about, a second world conference could take place in which Wilson
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desired to participate, together with all the nations of the world, for the

purpose of settling questions of the freedom of the seas and others of a

general nature.

Expert Dr. Bonn : In the first conference, which might be designated

as the peace conference, he neither wanted to be represented nor to an-

nounce definite material demands.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: He always stated this in so many
words.

Expert Dr. Bonn : Then it necessarily follows from this that, if the

two belligerent parties had come to an agreement on a somewhat different

basis from that announced in the fundamental principles of the message

of the 22d of January, Wilson in any case might have been able to accom-

plish something at the second conference, but not at the first.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That was the thought constantly en-

tertained, and, so far as I recollect, there is something to the same effect to

be found even in the message, to the effect that he might even accept a

different basis. At least, it is to be found in one of his speeches.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that it is in the first note of the 18th of

December.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In one of the two, it is unqualifiedly

stated that: “I attribute no significance to sharply defined formulas; the

Americans would agree to another method.”

Expert Dr. Bonn: Very well. If I understand the situation correctly,

the point is that, as a matter of fact, Wilson wanted a peace based upon

definite fundamental principles, in order that it might be a lasting peace,

but that he had no particular interest in the shaping of the details of indi-

vidual peace conditions, provided the others were in agreement.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: He announced this again and again.

He constantly had me informed that he only had an interest in those ques-

tions which caused a deep feeling in the United States. First and fore-

most among these, of course, was Belgium and, for the rest, the question

of the freedom of the seas, the league of nations, the court of arbitration,

and, above all, disarmament.

Expert Dr. Bonn: From this, then, as I stated at first, it would result

that Wilson had no clear-cut and carefully-thought-out Polish policy.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have always assumed this to be the

case.

Expert Dr. Bonn: And, secondly: Let us assume, for the sake of argu-

ment, that the participants in the first peace conference had reached an

agreement without his assistance. Would he have raised great difficulties

if the Polish question had been decided otherwise?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have always assumed, and it has

been my view, that he would not have done that.
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Expert Dr. Bonn: Of course, it is impossible to answer this question

definitely. But, since so many other questions have been put concern-

ing the Polish question which it is just as impossible to answer, we have

to put it in this form. So it seems that the point was that Wilson, up to

the 31st, was desirous of putting the belligerents on the track by which,

if they followed it up, they might bring about an exchange of views, and

that he would have been satisfied if the exchange of views had brought

about a result.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That is how I estimated the situation.

The Chairman: But this unconditional demand which is made precisely

for the benefit of the lesser and oppressed States, as he terms it—the demand
as expressed in so many words as having a direct bearing upon Poland

—

certainly seems to be in contradiction to the fact that all he wanted to do

was to provide a road which all could follow. This certainly appears to

have existed here as a conditio sine qua non.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: If I may say so, I would state that I

would also assume that Poland was a conditio sine qua non; but that was

exactly what ultimately turned out to be the case for us after we had re-

stored Poland.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Have you reason to believe, your Excellency,

that when President Wilson announced his Polish program in the message

of the 22d of January, he and his immediate advisors even as much as

knew of the existence of the peculiar conditions which characterized the

populations of the Prussian-Polish provinces with their mixed speech?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I am convinced that these conditions

were not known. (Laughter.)

Delegate Dr. Spahn: Do you believe that Wilson changed his mind in

the period from the 22d of January, 1917, to the 4th of July, 1918?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I am convinced of it.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: It is very noticeable; in his speech at Washing-

ton’s tomb he announced his attitude in the form of such very distinct fun-

damental propositions that it is surprising that he did not adhere to these

fundamental principles during the whole war. Have you available the

speech of the 4th of July, 1918? If not, I will hand it to you.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The one after the breaking out of war?

Yes, I remember that one.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: On the basis of this speech, I assumed that his

whole attitude throughout the entire period had been based upon these

guiding principles. It is obvious that you do not take this view.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have always assumed that, on the 31st

of January, 1917, a complete change came about in Wilson’s attitude which
I can account for on psychological grounds. In this connection, I must
again go into the great question and, if I may say so, into the slogans which
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were used during the war, into the differences existing between a peace of

understanding and a so-called German peace. I am convinced that on the

31st of January, Wilson changed his attitude with regard to us, to the extent

of assuming that we wanted no other than a so-called German peace; in such

a German peace, he thought he saw the proof of a plan for world dominion
which the Entente had always ascribed to us, and consequently became con-

vinced that Germany really desired to obtain world dominion. He acted

accordingly. I believe that that is the psychological explanation for Wil-

son’s entire behavior.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: On what day did you leave America, Count v.

Bernstorff?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: February 13, 1917.

The Chairman : This answers the question which I put. I shall now beg

to continue with the proceedings at the point where we left off yesterday.

Your Excellency will now be good enough to make a statement on the events

which took place after the message to the Senate. This would involve con-

versations which you have had with Colonel House. We shall take up the

peace proposal which directly followed, and shall later consider your report,

and the reply to the report from Berlin.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: As I have already stated, I received a

telegram from Colonel House, I do not know exactly whether it was on the

23d or the 24th. In any event, it contained the request to come to New
York as quickly as possible.

The Chairman: Your answer is dated the 27th of January.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Since the telegram was sent from Wash-
ington, it was on one of these days. Then it was that the conference took

place with regard to which I rendered a telegraphic report. I shall venture

to ask the recorder to be good enough to read the report.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer:

House asked me of his own accord and on Wilson’s behalf to call upon
him and gave me the following message from the President, stating it to

be official:

Wilson offers in the first place, in confidence, peace mediation
based on his message to the Senate, that is, without interfering in

the matter of the territorial conditions of peace. He said that

Wilson did not consider as confidential his request, simultaneously
addressed to us, for a disclosure of our peace conditions.

House related to me in detail the following line of reasoning of

the President: That our enemies had publicly announced their

peace conditions, which were impossible of acceptance; that in

direct opposition to this, the President had thereupon announced
his program; that from now on we too were under the moral obliga-

tion of disclosing our peace conditions, because, otherwise, our in-

tentions with regard to peace would not be looked upon as genuine;
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that after your Excellency had informed Mr. Wilson that our peace
conditions were of a moderate nature and that we were willing to

enter upon the second peace conference, the President was of the

opinion that his message to the Senate was in accordance with our
views; that Wilson hoped that we would disclose peace conditions

to him which could be made public both here and in Germany, in

order that they could become openly known throughout the entire

world; that, if we would only trust him, he was convinced that he
would be able to bring about both peace conferences

;
that he would

be particularly pleased if at the same time your Excellency would
be willing to state that we were prepared to enter upon the confer-

ences on the basis of his message to the Senate; that the reason for

our announcement could be explained by the fact that Wilson had
now asked us directly for our peace conditions; that the President

was of the opinion that the Entente note to him was a bluff and,
for this reason, need not be taken into consideration; that he hoped
with reason to be able to bring about peace conferences and, indeed,

at such an early date that unnecessary bloodshed in the spring

offensive could be avoided.

To what extent your Excellency is willing or is able to meet
Wilson can not be judged from this side. In the meantime, I ur-

gently beg leave to make the following suggestion: If the U-boat
war is commenced forthwith—

•

I may remark at this point that Bernstorff was confidentially informed on

the 1 6th of January that the unrestricted U-boat war had been decided upon

and that, on the 31st of January a note relating to the launching of the U-

boat wTar was to be handed over to the American Ambassador.

-—the President will look upon this as a slap in the face, and war
with the United States will be unavoidable. The war party on
this side will gain the upper hand, and we shall not be able, in my
opinion, to tell when the war will end, since the resources of the
United States are, in spite of all statements to the contrary, very
great. On the other hand, if wre meet Wilson’s proposition and if,

in spite of that fact, these plans are brought to naught by the obsti-

nacy of our opponents, it will be a very difficult thing for the Presi-

dent to undertake a war against us, even if we were then to start

the unrestricted U-boat warfare. Thus, at the present, all we need
is a brief delay in order to improve our diplomatic position. In any
event, my view of the situation is that at this time we can get a

better peace by means of conferences than if the United States

should join our enemies.

Then follows a comment concerning prompt reply.

The Chairman: The report is dated January 27.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Received here January
28th.

The Chairman : May I ask your Excellency to tell us about the reasons

underlying this report?
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Thereupon, I received a reply, so far as

I remember, on the 30th. Then I simultaneously communicated our peace

conditions.

The Chairman : The answer went off on the 29th and should have reached

you on the 30th.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Then I communicated the peace terms

at once to Colonel House, handing over the announcement of the unre-

stricted U-boat war on the next day, and had no more conferences with any-

body because diplomatic relations were broken off two days later.

The Chairman: It would be advisable to read the answer at once. I

shall ask the recorder to read us the reply of the then Imperial Chancelor, v.

Bethmann-Hollweg.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer:

Kindly express the thanks of the Imperial Government to the Presi-

dent for his communication. We offer him our full confidence, and ask
him to give us his in return. Germany is ready to accept a mediation
which he offers in confidence for the purpose of bringing about a direct

conference of the belligerents, and will recommend the same to its

associates. We ask that our acceptance be regarded as strictly confi-

dential, as was the proposal. The public disclosure of our peace con-

ditions is now impossible, since the Entente has publicly announced
peace conditions pointing to the degradation and destruction of Ger-
many and its associates, which have been characterized by the Presi-

dent himself as impossible.

We can not look upon them as being in the nature of a bluff, since they
are in entire accord with the utterances of the enemy authorities, not
only before, but after their publication, and fit in exactly with the pur-

poses for which Italy and Roumania entered the war; and, moreover,
so far as Turkey is concerned, correspond to the assurances made by
England and France to Russia in treaty form. As long as these war
aims of our opponents continue to be freely and frankly maintained, the

public disclosure of our peace conditions would be inadvisable, inasmuch
as it would indicate a weakness which does not exist, and would only

lead to a prolongation of the war. In order to give President Wilson a

proof of our confidence in him, we inform him herewith, but absolutely

for his own personal information, of the conditions under which we
would have been willing to enter into peace negotiations in case the

Entente had accepted our peace proposal of December 12 of last year.

And now come the peace conditions:

Restitution of that part of Alsace now occupied by France. The
obtaining of a boundary which would protect Germany and Poland
against Russia, strategically and economically. The restitution of our
colonies in the form of an understanding which would assure to Germany
such colonial possessions as are adapted to her population and the

importance of her economic interests. The return of French territory

occupied by Germany, under reservations concerning the establishment
of strategic and economic boundaries, as well as financial compensation..
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The restoration of Belgium under certain guarantees assuring Ger-

many’s safety, which would have to be reached by negotiations with

the Belgian Government. An economic and financial adjustment on
the basis of an interchange of the territory conquered by both sides

which is to be returned on the conclusion of peace. Indemnification of

German undertakings and private persons who have been injured by
the war. The renunciation of all economic agreements and measures
which would, after the establishment of peace, interfere with normal
trade and commerce. Agreements on this point to be concluded in the

form of commercial treaties covering the subject. Guarantee of the

freedom of the seas.

The peace conditions of our associates are in due proportion to and
in agreement with our views.

We are further prepared to take part in the international conference

which President Wilson is seeking to bring about after the termination
of the war, on the basis of his message to the Senate.

Your Excellency will deliver this communication to the President at

the time that you hand over the note regarding the intensive U-boat
warfare, and will accompany this with the following announcement:

If his proposal had only been made a few days earlier, we would have
been able to put off the commencement of the new U-boat war. Inform
him that, at the present time, in spite of the best will in the world, it is,

unfortunately, too late on account of technical reasons, since far-

reaching military preparations have been decided upon from which we
are no longer in a position to recede, and because the U-boats have al-

ready left port with new instructions; that the form and the contents
of the enemy’s note answering our peace proposal and the note of the
President were so blunt that, in view of the newly-announced fight for

life and death, we could no longer delay putting to full account those
instrumentalities of warfare best adapted to a rapid termination of the
war, nor have been able to answer to our own people for our failure to

do so.

As is to be observed in the instructions governing the intensive U-boat
warfare, we are always ready to do justice to the necessities of the
United States as far as is in any way possible. We beg the President,

in spite of all, to take up and continue with his efforts; and declare our-

selves perfectly ready to discontinue the intensive U-boat warfare as

soon as we receive satisfactory assurances that the efforts of the Presi-

dent will lead to a peace which would be acceptable to us.

That is the note.

The Chairman : I will ask your Excellency to tell us in detail how you
complied with these instructions which accompanied this answer.

VY itness Count v. Bernstorff: As I stated yesterday, I carried out

these instructions in two ways, in that, I immediately communicated to

Colonel House everything which had to do with peace, so that it was made
possible for him to inform the President thereof before the American decision

with regard to the steps which were bound to follow our U-boat note had
been taken. As I remember the facts, Colonel House, too, came immedi-
ately from New \ ork in order to confer with the President, but, as I stated
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yesterday, the whole situation in the United States was such as to make it

absolutely impossible for any discussion whatsoever to have any result after

we had once announced the unrestricted U-boat war. The entire situation

in the United States, taken as a whole, made it absolutely impossible to

take up any negotiations of any kind after this announcement had once been

made.

The Chairman: As a matter of fact, no negotiations followed. And
you, on your part, made no further attempt to bring a negotiation—

•

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I tried it to this extent, that I continued

dealing as before. I wrote to Colonel House and asked him to be good

enough to tell me whether he would be willing to talk the matter over with

me, and then inform me as to what might follow. But nothing further

happened after this.

The Chairman : And then your Excellency—I believe we have come to

this period now—-returned to Germany?
Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It was not until the 31st of January,

in the evening, that I handed over the U-boat note. And you can imagine

how firm my conviction was that there was no other possible way out of the

situation, by the fact that as early as the morning of the 31st of January I

sent out word to have the German merchant ships destroyed, which I was to

send out in due course, because I was certain that, by the evening of the 31st,

there would be no opportunity left for carrying out the order. I gave the

order on the 31st of January at 10 o’clock in the morning, to destroy the

German merchant ships, and they were already in the hands of the American

police at 7 o’clock in the evening. So it would not have been in any way
possible to carry out this order if I had not sent it off in advance.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That they were expecting a break with the

United States over here is made plain by the fact that, on the 18th of Jan-

uary, a telegram was sent to you by Under-Secretary of State Zimmermann,
in which you were asked to designate the Embassy which should take charge

of the interests of the Germans in the United States in case of a break with

the United States.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I always took it for granted that it was

expected in Berlin, but of course I can not swear to it as a fact. I can not

state as a fact what the government in Berlin believed, but I received exactly

the same impression from the telegram as you did.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You replied that, in this case, Switzerland

should take over the interests of the German Government.

The Chairman: Is there any particular significance to be attributed to

the fact that this was considered, or was it not called for as a matter of ordi-

nary prudence; or did you construe it that Germany, as a matter of course,

should consider imminent an early breaking off of relations with the United

States?
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Witness Count v. Berxstorff: I was bound to assume this. In view

of the fact that, for the past twelve months, I had invariably been telegraph-

ing the same message, to wit, that the U-boat war would mean the breaking

off of diplomatic relations, I assumed that they would believe me. But I

can not state as a fact what was believed here.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer : There is no question but that this was assumed

here to be the case. On January 16, the Imperial Chancelor, v. Bethmann-

Hollweg, sent you an instruction. It concludes with the following

words

:

I know full well that by taking this step we run the danger of bringing

about a break and possibly war with the United States. We have de-

termined to take this risk. But I request your Excellency to advise me
as to any possible means likely to afford an opportunity for taking steps

to diminish the danger of a break.

Of course, efforts were made to avoid the break, but it appears that they

counted definitely here both on the possibility and the probability.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: I can only testify at second hand with

regard to whatever happened in Berlin.

The Chairman : Certainly. I want to get cleared up with regard to this

question into which we have already gone in the course of yesterday's pro-

ceedings. It is the statement which President Wilson made to the Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs, the original English of which was not available

to us yesterday. I believe that it would be advisable for Professor Bonn

—

I believe you handed it over

—

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: I have the translation here.

The Chairman : Please be good enough to make your statement, based on

the original document.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: According to a copy which was placed at

my disposal by the Foreign Office, the translation is somewhat as follows.

It is prefaced by a short statement. Wilson's idea that the League of Na-
tions created a moral obligation on the part of the States members thereof

to proceed jointly against a country which should be guilty of violations of

international law, came under discussion. Senator Harding, one of the

bitterest opponents of the League of Nations, made the suggestion during

the debates that the United States, in the capacity of a sovereign State,

could not permit a separate entity, to wit, the Council of the League of

Nations, to dictate to it what its moral obligation was in any kind of an inter-

national conflict. Wilson, driven into a corner, of course had to admit this,

but he said that, nevertheless, this did not in any way detract from the need

for a league of nations. He said: ‘‘The American Republic, if I interpret it

rightly, does not need a suggestion from any quarter to fulfil its moral

obligations. But it steadies the whole world by its promise beforehand that
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it will stand with other nations of similar judgment to maintain right in the

world.”

In this connection, Senator McCumber now undertakes to destroy Wil-

son’s theory by a practical reference to late historical occurrences. He
points to the late war, during which no league of nations was in existence,

and the following dialogue takes place

:

Senator McCumber: Would our moral conviction of the unright-
eousness of the German war have brought us into this war if Germany
had not committed any acts against us, without the league of nations,

as, of course, we had no league of nations at that time?
The President: I hope it would eventually, Senator, as things de-

veloped.
Senator McCumber: Do you think if Germany had committed no

act of war or no act of injustice against our citizens that we would have
gotten into this war?
The President: I do think so.

Senator McCumber: You think we would have gotten in anyway?
The President: I do.

The comments follow.

The Chairman: Have you personally any remarks to make?
Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: When you left the United States, were you
accused by the American press of being two-faced? Will you kindly express

yourself on this point?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: A part of the American press, particu-

larly later, voiced the charge that the peace negotiations with Wilson had

only been carried on for the purpose of concealing the preparations which

were being made for the U-boat war. This charge was applied to me per-

sonally, and the further charge was made that I had known about this and

had engineered matters with this knowledge in mind.

The Chairman : Only as putting things off in a certain way.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: But from everything that I have stated,

it must at least be clear to every unbiased person that I unconditionally be-

lieved in this peace mediation and—a fact which I am particularly anxious

to emphasize—believed up to the last that, in so believing, I was reflecting

the intentions of the German Government.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In an article in the Demokratisches Deutsch-

land
,
you say that all questions had been dictated in Berlin, either by the

civil and political authorities or by the military authorities, or represented a

compromise between the two parties. What did you mean by that?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That is my personal opinion resulting

from all the telegrams received, and also was well known in the United States

and the view constantly expressed in the course of all the negotiations with

the American Government; a conviction which, moreover, House had come
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to entertain in Berlin, that in Berlin there was a constant conflict between

two parties, of which one wanted the U-boat war and the other did not; as

the result one looked forward to the break with the United States, and the

other did not wish the break.

The Chairman: Did you get this impression after your return to Ger-

many, that is, for instance, as the result of the manner in which you were re-

ceived? I would like to be particularly clear on this question. Of course,

when you came back to Germany, it was your idea to report at once to the

Emperor and to visit Headquarters.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: As a matter of fact, I had not really en-

tertained this view since the Sussex case. The impression of which we are

speaking now was one which I entertained mainly during the period-—and
this is what I meant by what was said in that article at that time—extending

from the date of the Lusitania incident to the date of the Sussex incident, be-

cause at that time it was always a question as to which policy would prevail.

It is true that after the Sussex case I believed that the policy with which I

was in perfect harmony, namely, that of not launching a U-boat war and of

negotiating with the United States, had definitely gained the upper hand.

And I continued to be of that opinion from that time on.

The Chairman : And you thought that you recognized this policy as pre-

vailing among the military and naval circles?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Certainly.

The Chairman : And now we shall come back again to the point which we
have already touched upon. Were you in any way induced to believe as a

result of the manner of your reception at Headquarters after your return to

Germany, that you were entitled to draw conclusions which confirm that

which you have just stated with regard to the particular influence of a cer-

tain policy?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Since I am questioned under oath, I

must state that I certainly got the impression that the announcement of the

U-boat war was a complete victory for the military policy. This is the im-

pression which I gained.

The Chairman : Will you be good enough to tell us in what way, after

your return to Germany, you were given the opportunity of officially bring-

ing your judgment as Ambassador to the knowledge of the proper authorities,

for instance, the highest authority?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: On the first evening after my return—

•

I returned, I believe, on the 13th of March

—

(Interruption: On the 14th of March.)

—well, then, on the evening of the 15th of March, I had a conference with
Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg.
The Chairman: And at this time you made a report of the situation.

Now, what happened in the course of this conference, particularly with re-
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gard to the nature of the conference, which would have a material bearing on

this question now before us?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe that it would be better for Im-

perial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to testify himself with regard to the

reasons which he gave me at that time. But of course I am ready to state

what he said to me that evening.

The Chairman : Kindly state it.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg told me at

that time what his reasons were for not having accepted mediation on the

part of the United States. According to my recollection, he specifically

stated two reasons. The first reason was that mediation by Wilson was so

unpopular in Germany that he was of the opinion—I believe that I can quote

his words literally: “I would not have been able to have those in the

Reichstag agree to a mediation by Wilson
;
only the Social Democratic Party

would have agreed to it, no other party.” The second reason given by Mr.

v. Bethmann-Hollweg was that he did not believe that he would be able to

conclude the so-called hollow peace without having made use of the last in-

strumentality, the last weapon which was regarded by the German people

as the most effective and the best, and by them was believed to be such as

would lead to victory. We shall be able to determine later whether I have

repeated his words correctly.

The Chairman: During later hearings, your Excellency, we shall prob-

ably be obliged to call upon you again on one or more occasions, and con-

sequently your presence at subsequent hearings when testimony is being

taken will be considered necessary.

Delegate Katzenstein: You have stated that Wilson expressed himself

to the effect that he believed—he made use of the peculiar expression that he

hoped—that, even without the perpetration of unrighteous acts by Germany
against the persons of American citizens, that is, even without a U-boat war,

the break between the United States and Germany would have come. Does

that not permit the existence of a doubt, I will not say as to the good faith of

Wilson’s peace mediation, but at least as to whether Wilson himself believed

that his peace mediation would be effective?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Well, this naturally takes me back again

to the domain of psychology, where it is very difficult to make statements

under oath. I can simply state as my personal view that, in my opinion,

before the declaration of the U-boat war, Wilson was not morally convinced

of the unrighteousness of the German war, and that, consequently, all infer-

ences which are to be drawn from these later comments of Wilson’s are com-

pletely unreliable.

The Chairman : How long was it, your Excellency, until you were received

by the Emperor after your return?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff : Six or seven weeks. It was the 4th of May.
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The Chairman : Did that not seem to you to be a rather unusually long

space of time, above all, in view of the importance of the mission which had

been assigned to you in the United States?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, it did seem so to me at that time.

(Laughter.)

The Chairman: Do you believe that you can give us any reasons for this;

reasons, perhaps, which might have to do with the personality of the Em-
peror?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: At that time, reasons were suggested to

me, which, however, I did not consider as carrying much weight. I assumed

that the reason why I was only received by the Emperor after six or seven

weeks was to be found simply in the differences of political opinions.

The Chairman: Are those reasons such that they are worth your men-

tioning here?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: If I were asked about them

—

The Chairman: Please let us hear about them.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The two reasons which were suggested

to me

—

The Chairman (interrupting): By whom?
Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The two reasons, one of which was made

the subject of detailed comment by the Emperor himself in Constantinople,

are as follows: The first reason refers to the circumstance that the Swedish

M inister, at the time that we were leaving New York, had a box filled with

records and of which we knew nothing, put on board our vessel. I believe

that they were Swedish dispatches to his government, but I can not swear to

the fact. Afterwards, as is well known, we were held up for twelve days in

Halifax and the ship was thoroughly searched. On this occasion, this box

with the Swedish records was commandeered by the English and—what I,

moreover, did not know at that time—was transported from Sweden to

London and opened there. The English papers represented the case at

that time as if a box of dispatches had been taken away from me. This

impression was pretty broadly published, and I believe that at that time

it was supposed that dispatches of the Embassy were contained in that box

and that, for instance, the secret of the Mexican dispatches, became known
in this way. I believe that that was one of the reasons why it was so long

before I was received by the Emperor. In any event, the Emperor believed

that I had not exercised sufficient care with regard to a box of dispatches.

That is the way the matter was presented to me.

Then the second reason to which I must refer, if I am to tell everything,

and with regard to which I spoke with the Emperor later in Constantinople

in the course of an interview of considerable length, was, the Emperor told

me that I was to blame because such a man as Gerard had become the

American Ambassador here. I answered at that time that the appointment
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of Ambassador Gerard had only been communicated to me after he had
been selected and that at that time I had, consequently, seen very little

reason for bringing up a renewed disagreement resulting from my recom-

mending the rejection of an ambassador who had already been selected for

the post. And, moreover, before the war, and taking the whole situation

into consideration, I had certainly considered that Gerard’s personality was
by no means a dangerous one, particularly in view of the fact that at that

time I could not know that the war was coming.

The Chairman: So these are the reasons?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Count v. Bernstorff, did you have any reason

for supposing that your activity in attempting, during the course of a whole

year, to bring about mediation by the United States, was looked upon with

disapproval by those who were working in favor of the unrestricted U-boat

war here; more specifically, did you have any reason for supposing so as the

result of personal conversations which you had with General Ludendorff

in the Headquarters after your return?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, as the result of my conversation

with General Ludendorff on the 4th of May, I was obliged to assume that

my activity in this direction had not been looked upon by him with sym-
pathy, and had been undesired by him.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Will you kindly describe this conversation to us?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: According to my recollection, and so

far as I can state under oath, the conversation which took place was more
or less to the effect that General Ludendorff received me with these words:

“Well, you wanted to make peace in America, did you? You probably

thought that we were at the end of our rope.” Whereupon, I answered

him: “No, I did not believe that we were at the end of our rope, but I did

want to make peace before we reached that point.” Whereupon, General

Ludendorff answered me: “Yes, but we did not want to, and, moreover,

we are going to end the business now by the U-boat war inside of three

months.” (Laughter.)

Thereupon, I asked him whether it was certain that the war would be

ended in three months. He told me that on the morning of that same

day he had received very definite information that England could, under

no conditions, prosecute the war for more than three months longer, and

this, on account of the shortage of foodstuffs. The General then asked

me if I believed that America would bring to the war resources of a really

serious nature. I thereupon answered that this would occur within a

year’s time; and so, if he was expecting to terminate the war by means of

the U-boat war, he must do so before this year had run its course. There-

upon, the General said to me again: “We do not need a year; we shall

have finished, by means of the U-boat war, before that time.”
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Expert Dr. Bonn: I would like to put a short question in connection

with the commandeering of the Swedish box. Did you hear this story of

the Swedish chest a long time after your arrival, or immediately upon

your return?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: To the best of my recollection, I heard

of the Swedish box for the first time through the announcement by the

London press.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Was there no investigation of any kind?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, no investigation took place.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Was there—and this is a much more im-

portant matter—an investigation into the fate of the Mexican dispatches?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, an investigation did take place

in that instance.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: And what was the result of this investigation,

so far as your activities came into question?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as I know, no result was ac-

complished by the investigation. But subsequently I came to have no

doubt upon the point that all our dispatches were decoded by the British

and placed at the disposal of the Americans.

Expert Dr. Bonn: By this, you mean to say that this dispatch was
caught between Germany and the United States, and that the decoding

was not the result of transmitting the message to Mexico from the United

States by land?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: According to what I learned later,

I assume that the British decoded all the telegrams which came over the

English cables.

Expert Dr. Bonn: We shall have to go into this matter more carefully

later on.

The Chairman: Yes, but for the present we will close the matter here

writh this.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: Secretary of State Zimmermann will give us in-

formation later concerning the question of the box. The statement which

we have received from him on the point differs from yours, your Excellency.

But he will tell us about it himself.

So far as concerns the dispatch to Carranza, the complaint has been

made that there was no change of code, and that the old cipher was used,

which had been known for a long while; that it was in this way possible

for the dispatch to be decoded. How about this?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Naturally, the code was changed much
less during war time than was otherwise the case, but that was due to the

fact that it was impossible to send us new ciphers. The last time I re-

ceived new ciphers was by way of the U-boat Deutschland. . . . Twice,

on both the trips of the U-boat Deutschland I was sent new ciphers.
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Delegate Dr. Spahn : Then a further question—your conversation with

General Ludendorff suggests it to me. Were you acquainted with the re-

port which Haniel made with regard to the strength of the United States

and the menace which America’s participation in the war would contain

for us, because America was invincible, before it was sent over here?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I always worked in the greatest har-

mony with Mr. v. Haniel in Washington, and he entertained my opinion

absolutely with regard to this question. Three weeks before the break-

ing off of diplomatic relations, he wrote—he told me this himself a few

days ago, and his testimony will probably be taken here—to his relative,

Count Monts, and to two other gentlemen— I believe to Mr. v. Treutler

and others; they were private letters to the same effect as my reports. He
showed me all those letters at that time, or told me of their contents, which

I do not remember exactly; in any event, I was perfectly informed as to

what he had written.

Delegate Dr. Spahn : So these were not official communications?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It has always been our custom to sup-

plement official reports by private letters. That is a custom which was
constantly observed in the diplomatic service.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Perhaps I should con-

firm that by reference to the files.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: Did General Ludendorff know about this?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That I do not know, but I believe that

a private letter of Haniel’s was sent to the Field Marshal by Count Monts.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The files show that a

considerable portion of a private letter of Haniel’s was delivered here

officially, I believe, through Count Monts, unless I am very much mis-

taken. The contents of this letter were brought to the attention of General

Ludendorff. The same was the case with regard to the equally important

and detailed opinion of the present Under-Secretary of State Albert. In

this opinion, particular emphasis is laid upon the fact that America’s re-

sources', even of a military nature, were inexhaustible. This report—-it

was a direct report—was, I believe, forwarded by his Excellency Helfferich.

His Excellency Helfferich, so far as I recollect, forwarded this report to

the Foreign Office.

The Chairman: Consul Muller has the floor for the purpose of making

a statement on behalf of the government.

Consul Muller: I simply desire to state, in connection wdth the ques-

tion of the Mexican dispatches, that a careful investigation has been made
in the Foreign Office with regard to the loss of the Mexican instructions.

I believe, however, that the examination of this question will be put off

until later.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: The Mexican matter is of great interest to me.
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and I should like to put a question from a standpoint formerly suggested

by Professor Bonn. Professor Bonn mentioned the fact, Count Bern-

storff, that after your departure from Washington you were accused in the

American press of having carried out a double-dealing and two-faced policy.

Do you believe that it was the proclamation of the Mexican incident which

should be considered as the cause of this accusation being made against

you and also as having the effect of increasing the weight of evidence not

only against you but, above all, against the German people?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That the Mexican dispatches were made
capital of as propaganda against us, is absolutely beyond doubt. But the

Mexican incident did not have a conclusive influence upon the course of

history, because the war would have come in any event.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did you speak with General Ludendorff before

you spoke with the Emperor, or vice versa?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Vice versa, I first spoke with the Emperor.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did you speak with other gentlemen of Headquar-

ters?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I spoke with Field Marshal Hinden-

burg as well.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did you speak with gentlemen of the political

department?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: With anybody else?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No.

Consul Muller: I should like to state, since the Mexican instruction

has been mentioned, that it resulted from the investigation in the Foreign

Office that in all probability it was not known in America before the breaking

off of relations between America and Germany, but only considerably later.

The Chairman : So this agrees wholly with what his Excellency v. Berns-

torff says.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Did you consider the reasons which were

given you as explanatory of why you were not received by the Emperor,

to be excuses or the actual reasons? At that time, there was very much
publicity given the matter.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I would say that the expression “ex-

cuses” is too strong. I believe that these reasons had their effect. But
I have assumed, at least personally, that the underlying cause was to be

found in differences of political opinion.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Have you reason to believe that perhaps

certain circles had influenced the Emperor not to receive you, because you
might, perhaps, have given more detailed information about the peace move?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, I have no reason to believe this.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It appears in the telegram which I read yes-
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terday, that the Emperor asked for information with regard to Wilson’s

peace move in considerable astonishment, so that we must find out whether

he was informed concerning your activities. Do you know of any facts

justifying a belief to this effect?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, I have no grounds on which to

base such a belief.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Let me refer back to the conversation with

Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg. You just stated that Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

told you that a peace brought about by Wilson would be unpopular with the

German people. Did you know that, as a matter of fact, the German press

had characterized peace obtained by mediation on the part of Wilson as un-

popular; and did you not ask whether it would not be possible to inform the

press to a certain extent with regard to the instructions which the Imperial

Government itself gave you? In one of your reports, you complain of the

attitude of the press.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I certainly assume that the press had

made a very strong inspired fight for the U-boat war. I certainly assumed

so much and, in view of the fact that these inspired activities in favor of the

U-boat war were to a great extent tinged with attacks upon me personally,

I very naturally knew of most that was taking place along this line. But

whether the government was in the position to influence this press campaign

with regard to a policy which the Foreign Office was contesting almost as

earnestly as I was, I certainly could not judge from the standpoint of my
activities in the United States.

The Chairman: You were just speaking about an inspired moulding of

opinion.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I considered it inspired.

The Chairman: On what grounds? It was quite possible for it to be a

perfectly natural development of opinion, particularly since it could be ex-

plained by the situation as a whole.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I admit that. But from my standpoint

I have always considered this agitation to be artificial, and I admit that even

today I still consider it to have been artificial, because today I still believe

that if public opinion had been placed in the position of choosing between a

possible peace of understanding and the U-boat war, and if it had been cor-

rectly informed with regard to the situation, it would have chosen the peace

of understanding.

The Chairman: You are, therefore, still assuming that this inspiration

process is to be attributed to a third party. For this reason, I repeat my
question, your Excellency, whether you have a definite point of departure

for your belief that we have to do here with something which was inspired,

or is that simply a matter of pure personal impression on your part? If you

can not reply to this question, the point is settled.
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Witness Count v. Berxstorff : I can not give a categorical answer to the

question, but I have always taken it for granted that a certain attitude

announced by the press was artificially nursed along by the party in favor

of the U-boat war.

The Chairman: Then we are through with the question.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I may, perhaps, revert back to another point. When
you spoke with General Ludendorff on May 4, was that the first time that

you discussed the American situation with the Supreme High Command of

the Army, or had you had occasion to do this before that time?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff : That was the first time that I had spoken

with those in authority about it.

Expert Dr. Bonn : You arrived here on the 14th of March. At that time,

diplomatic relations had been broken off. All kinds of possibilities, vague

possibilities, were in the air, as we know from those dispatches which have

already been read to us; but nevertheless we were not yet in a state of war.

If my recollection is correct, the state of war did not commence until April 2.

Was no attempt made by the persons in authority during this period to re-

quest you to make your personal report?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: It is possible that I may be mistaken as

to dates, but, so far as I know, all these questions in all their varying phases

had been settled the day I arrived. I am still personally of the opinion that

my delay in Halifax by the British was brought about in order that I might

have no opportunity of bringing back here anything more to report. I have

always been of the opinion that the unnecessary delay in Halifax was brought

about for the purpose of making any communication from me impossible.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I should like to submit the following question: It is

probably known to you, is it not, that in some of the pamphlets which were

distributed as a feature of the American propaganda, it is definitely stated

that the declaration of war was put off because it was desired to give you,

who had the reputation of desiring to maintain friendly relations, the oppor-

tunity of conferring with those in authority.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Whether that was really the intention of

the Americans, I do not know. I read it in the newspapers.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Can you give us no information with regard to this

point?

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: With regard to this point, I can give no

information, because after the breaking off of diplomatic relations, with the

exception of a few friendly steamer letters, I received no further word from

American statesmen nor did I have any further talk with anyone.

Expert Dr. Bonn : It is, however, the fact that the British held you up in

Halifax at least twelve days longer than was necessary, that you arrived here

on the 14th of March, and that then there was a further delay on the part of

those in the highest positions of authority', from the 14th of March up to the
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4th of May, although the declaration of war took place as early as the 2d of

April. Is that correct?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The fact is correct.

Expert Dr. Bonn: It is not my wish to draw conclusions.

Now, on the occasion of the conversation with General Ludendorff when
he reproached you—that is the way I interpret it—with having desired to

make peace, you gave him to understand that these endeavors on behalf of

peace had been no unnecessary diplomatic play on your part, but that, in so

doing, you were acting in good faith and with the intention of carrying out

the policy of the government?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I told him that that was the case. And
I also remember a remark which, up to the present time, had slipped my
mind. I remember that General Ludendorff told me, in response to my re-

mark that I had desired to make peace before we came to the end of our rope

:

“Moreover, you were very well justified in believing that we were at the end

of our rope; for your instructions, a great many of which I have read, were

such as certainly to give the impression that we were at the end of our rope.”

I have a distinct recollection, even at this time, of this answer.

Expert Dr. Bonn: On the occasion of the interview which you had with

General Ludendorff, did you give him detailed information with regard to

the steps which you had undertaken on behalf of peace?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In detail, no.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Did he know at that time that, after the 22d of Jan-

uary and even on the 24th, Wilson had submitted the offer of peace

mediation through you, or was he ignorant of this fact at that time?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: He was aware of it.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Count v. Bernstorff, this conference, this audience

with the Emperor was had, as I assume, in accordance with the custom that

a diplomat returning from his post must present himself to the Emperor, or

was it the case here that you or the Chancelor had in view the unusual situa-

tion created by the war, and that this situation gave matters the aspect of a

special case?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It was the custom that we should always

report when we came to Berlin
;
and, most particularly after a breaking off of

foreign relations, when we returned from a foreign country. So I simply

took it as a matter of course that I should report to the Emperor.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Did you speak about this on the occasion of your

first conversation with Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe that on that occasion the Impe-

rial Chancelor did say to me either that I would probably be received very

shortly, or that I ought to confer with the Emperor. On this point, I have

no exact recollection. I only know that there was some talk of my seeing

the Emperor.
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Delegate Dr. Cohn: I am interested in the formal steps leading to such

an interview.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The formal steps? One had to be

announced at Headquarters by the Foreign Office.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did this announcement take place at once or later?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: According to my recollection, it occurred

at once.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: So the reasons which you gave us beforehand were

not first of all brought forward by the Foreign Office, but originated from

another quarter?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I was officially informed of these reasons

later on when I inquired concerning the delay.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: But who was it that gave these reasons? You are

of the view that the Foreign Office immediately took the proper steps for

your audience with the Emperor?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: According to my recollection, yes.

The Chairman: And this is to be seen further from the fact that you

could give no other reasons for this delay than those which you have given.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Now, this conversation with General Field Marshal

Hindenburg and General Ludendorff—did this take place only by chance,

or was it brought about more specifically in any other way? Did you, or

the Imperial Chancelor, or the Foreign Office arrange for such a conference?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It was the result of the then-existing

situation. I received a telegram which was communicated to me by the

Foreign Office, stating that I was to report to the Emperor at Kreuznach on

the 4th of May. The Field Marshal and General Ludendorff were at the

breakfast table and afterwards, purely from a sense of courtesy, I felt called

upon to visit both gentlemen.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Very good. I understand you perfectly, Count

Bernstorff, to the effect that the Supreme High Command of the Army did

not even consider it necessary to confer with the returning Ambassador from

the United States.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, I received no invitation for any such

purpose.

The Chairman: But, immediately after your return, you sought a con-

ference with the then Secretary of State of the Foreign Office, Mr. Zimmer-
mann. On the occasion of this conference, there was, was there not, as I

naturally assume, some talk about Wilson’s peace mediation, and were you,

perchance, informed of the attitude which the Foreign Office entertained

with regard to these peace moves on Wilson’s part, touching the question

of their sincerity, etc., etc.?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as I recollect, I lunched on the

day following my arrival, with Secretary of State Zimmermann and the
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Austrian Ambassador, and there was a general conversation covering the

whole situation, the main purport of which, so far as I can remember, was to

no other effect than what I have already explained to be the attitude of

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg.

The Chairman: So nothing special took place in this conference?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The same view, expressed perhaps in

different words, but, in general, the same.

The Chairman : Generally speaking, exactly the same.

Delegate Gothein : Your Excellency stated a short time ago that you
had received the impression that the attitude of the press had been inspired.

Were you aware of the existence and of the activities of the War Depart-

ment News Bureau and of the censorship which, of course, influenced

strongly the attitude of the press?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have spoken with the caution that I

employed on the occasion of my earlier statements, because, as a resident in

the United States at that time, I could have no exact knowledge of actual

conditions. I did believe, however, that the newspapers were influenced in

favor of the U-boat war mainly by the naval authorities. I believe that to

be the case today, but I can naturally not give positive proof of it.

The Chairman: That answers this question.

Delegate Dr. Petersen: Your Excellency, if my recollection is correct,

you stated that you were at once received, upon your return, by Imperial

Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg, and you then described briefly what was

stated in the interview.

Of course the Imperial Chancelor was the sole responsible director of our

German policy. Did you avail yourself of the opportunity afforded by the

occasion, to suggest in any way that attempts of any kind be made at that

stage, in spite of all, to come into touch with Wilson or with the American

Government with regard to further activities in behalf of peace? Or, as the

result of a conviction that all further attempts would be useless, did you

make no further suggestion on your part along those lines?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: At that time I made no further sug-

gestions of any kind, because I considered the matter completely closed.

As to whether or not the United States would declare war within eight

or fourteen days was a matter which I did not consider material, because

I was absolutely convinced that war would be declared.

Delegate Dr. Petersen: But in any event, it is certain that you made
no more suggestions in the course of your conference with the responsible

director of our policies, which were not followed at that time, and not

only this, but you no longer desired, on the occasion of this conference,

that further attempts be made to take up again further negotiations with

the United States?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Perhaps the conversation lasted an
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hour. At this date, I really can not remember definitely what was actually

said at that time. But, in any event, I do not remember that I made
any further suggestions.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I will now revert once more to the question which

Delegate Gothein put to your Excellency sometime ago. It was to this

effect: Did you know of the establishment of the press conferences and of

the War Department News Bureau?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I knew that it existed, from decrees,

newspapers, and other communications.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: And did you know to what purposes these in-

stitutions served, not the war department news bureau, but the press

conferences which were established by the War Department News Bureau?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, I knew that.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: To what purposes they served and how they were

administered, and to the extent that they were handled?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I knew that in a general way.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Did it occur to you that, during that time

in which the Foreign Office was desirous that Wilson should make a peace

move, a certain portion of the press maintained the sharpest kind of a

fight against Wilson and in favor of the unrestricted U-boat war?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: This occurred to me.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That is to say, two elements of the govern-

ment publicly took an obviously different attitude on a given matter.

On the one side, they wanted Wilson, and on the other side they opposed

him.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff : Was this officially done? I just assumed

that those circles which were calling for this mediation had no influence

whatsoever on the press.

The Chairman : The taking of testimony covering this period is here-

with closed.

We will adjourn. The next session will take place on the 31st of October,

at 10 o’clock in the morning, probably in the convention hall of the Herr-

enhaus. In the meantime, definite information will be given with regard

to the place of meeting. His Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg will be

requested to appear at this hearing. And I shall also ask Count v. Bernstorff

to take part at this session, since, in all probability, it will be necessary

for us to take comparative statements. Count v. Bernstorff will, then,

receive an official summons.
The session closed at 12:11 o’clock.

22
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The session was opened at 10:20 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: The session is opened.

We will begin with the

—

Testimony of his Excellency Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

I ask your Excellency to step forward in order that I may administer the

oath.

Your Christian name.

Witness v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Theobald.

Chairman: Your age.

Witness v. Bethmann-Hollweg: 63 years.

The Chairman : Under the constitution, you are at liberty to take the oath

with the religious form, or without it. Which does your Excellency prefer?

Shall I administer the oath with the religious formula, or without it?

Witness v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I will be sworn in the manner in which

Count Bernstorff took the oath the other day.

The Chairman : That is, with the religious formula.

(Witness Former Imperial Chancelor Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg is sworn.)

The general subject is well known to you. We are now concerned with

Wilson’s peace move. We shall have to establish what the policy of the

government was with regard to Wilson’s peace move, and what the reasons

were which guided the government’s policy. So far as time is concerned,

your Excellency, I shall limit you in no way whatsoever. In making your

statement, you may refer to occurrences as you choose, as far back as in your

opinion is necessary. But I ask that you will keep in mind three very definite

fundamental questions, the answers to which are necessary to the purposes

of the committee.

These fundamental questions are as follows:

(1) What were the reasons which caused the peace proposal of the 12th

of December to be launched by the Central Powers, in spite of the fact that

Count v. Bernstorff’s communications held out the certain prospect of a

peace move on the part of Wilson by the end of December at the latest?

(2) What were the reasons why Wilson was not informed of our exact

peace terms, either—

-

(a) publicly, as was suggested by his note of the 21st of December, or

322
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(b) confidentially, in spite of the request of Colonel House and Lansing,

communicated to Count Bernstorff.

(3) Why was it that the political departments of the government did not

continue to assist the peace move of Mr. Wilson, but, on the contrary, agreed

to the conduct of the unrestricted U-boat war?

These, then, are the questions which the subcommittee has drawn up in

the form in which I have read them.

I should like to add, personally, that, by way of illustration, you will be

called upon to answer these questions: Did you consider Wilson's offer of a

peace mediation to have been made in good faith? What definite grounds

did you have for supporting the opposite assumption? Or, did you consider

that Wilson’s endeavors, assuming them to have been made in good faith,

were accompanied by the prospect of success, or, on the opposite assumption,

that they gave no promise whatsoever of success, as the result, say, of the

attitude of the Entente to Wilson’s peace note, or for any other^ similar

reason? Did the Supreme High Command of the Army or of the Navy
oppose Wilson's peace move? What reasons did these departments have for

carrying on the unrestricted U-boat war, and for having set about doing so

at the early period that they did? Above all, the conferences at Pless of the

9th of January will play an important part. And now, your Excellency, I

will ask that you discuss matters which have a bearing upon the general

theme which I have announced, and that you will do this in connected form

;

I shall endeavor not to interrupt the statement by questions.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: I should like, at the outset, to

make a short statement of the facts which, as it seems to me, have been es-

tablished here in the proceedings up to the present time, which are not con-

tradicted, and which will be conceded by me to be correct.

After we had placed ourselves on record during the first period which has

been characterized by the recording secretary as such, and had shown by
general conferences with regard to the possibilities of peace, that the matter

of negotiating for peace was one which was acceptable to us, the beginning

of the second period was marked by a move on our part, instituted for the

purpose of having President Wilson direct an appeal for peace to the bellig-

erent Powers. Our desire consisted in this, that President Wilson should

bring the Entente to the conference table. If this effort was successful, then

the direct relations between the belligerent Powers should be entered into

under regulations personal to them alone, and without any participation on

the part of Wilson. It was only in a supplemental conference, in which Presi-

dent Wilson should take part, that general international questions, such as

freedom of the seas, disarmament, courts of arbitration, etc., would be made
the subject of agreement. President Wilson was not only in agreement with

these features, but, as a matter of fact, never laid claim to the right of exer-

cising any other activity. This point must be sharply emphasized. Who-
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ever characterizes the part which the President was to play by the term

“peace mediation ” is apt to lead to the erroneous view that it was our desire

that President Wilson should take an actual part in deciding the question of

what the peace terms would be. But that was just what was not the case.

If, and to the extent that our files state that no peace mediation is desired on

the part of Wilson—such cases came up for discussion on the second day of

Count v. Bernstorff s hearing—-these statements are to be limited in their

application to a peace mediation in the ordinary sense of the term, that is to

say, a mediation which includes participation in the actual construction of

the peace terms. What are not meant are steps of the kind which it was
thought the President’s endeavors constituted. I desire to designate such

endeavors by the term “peace move,’’ in order to avoid all possibilities of

misunderstanding, and to differentiate between the term “peace mediation’’

in its ordinary sense, and the term “peace move.’’

If actual occurrences running from this date up to the end of the second

period, that is, up to our peace proposal of December 12, 1916, have been,

as it seems to me, clearly and without contradiction established in the pro-

ceedings of this committee, the first so-called critical point is coincident

with this peace proposal of ours. If I have observed correctly, the record-

ing secretary has designated as a question calling particularly for discussion;

nay, as a fundamental question—and the Chairman has just referred to

it as one of the three fundamental questions—the question as to whether

and how we can justify the circumstance that we made a peace proposal

ourselves, although we were urging the issuance of an appeal for peace by

the President, and although Count v. Bernstorff had stated the prospect

to be that Wilson would issue such an appeal by the end of December at

the latest. With this question, we forsake the field limited solely to the

establishment of facts, and pass over quite frankly to the question of the

political justification of facts already established. For this reason, if we
are to estimate correctly, we must keep the subject matter clearly in mind.

It is, of course, perfectly plain that the contention that, by means of our

peace proposal, we interfered with and jeopardized President Wilson’s peace

move, is what lies back of that fundamental question. In reply to which

I state: The appeal for peace which it was President Wilson’s desire to

issue, and the imminent announcement of which had been stated by Count

Bernstorff to be in prospect, is contained in President Wilson’s peace note

of the 1 8th of December. As is emphatically pointed out by Count Bern-

storff in his testimony, this note of President Wilson’s was written in the

middle of November. According to the same witness, the wording of this

note remained unaltered from the middle of November up to the 18th of

December, except for the provision that the note should not be in any way
connected with our peace proposal. In the middle of November, we cer-

tainly had made no peace proposal, and President Wilson did not know that
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we even had the intention of making a peace proposal. The clear and in-

evitable conclusion is that neither did our peace proposal hinder the Presi-

dent in the matter of his peace move, nor was it influenced by it in any

particular. If Wilson was annoyed because we did not wait for his peace

to come, it is at least certain that his annoyance had no influence upon

his undertakings.

And now, if we are to take up the question of an injurious effect created

by our peace note, we can only ask whether it was our peace proposal which

induced the Entente to answer Wilson’s peace note of the 18th of December

in such a way as to amount to a rejection; whether I, if this was the case,

was bound to have known this, or to have foreseen it, and, in the presence

of this knowledge, to remain expectant, waiting to see whether the President

himself would actually undertake the peace move which was in contem-

plation.

But in this connection we enter upon a complexity of problems, of which,

after all, the American corelated occurrences which are here discussed

form but a comparatively small part. The military situation of those

days at the various fronts of this war, which stretched over nearly the en-

tire world, domestic conditions here at home and in the countries of our

allies, the aspirations of the different political parties, the points of view

of the statesmen representing the different governments, their subjective

and often widely-differing estimates of the general situation— I can not

name all the varying elements which must be taken into consideration if

we are to succeed in reaching a decision even approximately correct. But

even if we can grasp within the range of our vision these various elements,

far-flung in their interlacements and inextricably interwoven as they are,

we can at best take in but one side of the question. The other side, and

really the decisive side, involving the history of what went on from the stand-

point of our enemies, is hidden from us in its most important aspect, and, I

venture to say, will long remain a mystery to us. At least I have not as

yet gathered the impression that the Entente Governments are now ready

to throw their archives open and make the contents thereof public.

It would be only under such conditions as these, as, indeed, is true with

regard to all questions of the war as well as of the subject matter before us,

that we would be able to form a conclusive judgment concerning the op-

portuneness of our peace proposal of the 12th of December. Our discussions

here with regard to the attitude of the Entente toward Wilson’s peace note

of the 1 8th of December are nothing more than mere conjectures.

I now come to the reasons which induced us to anticipate by our own pro-

posal the prospective peace move on the part of President Wilson, and not

to await it further. I am forced to represent in their entirety, and so far

as I am able to do so today, these motives which underlay the whole com-
plicated fabric of the World War. The reasons which could be used as
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arguments in favor of waiting for Wilson to act have been clearly brought

out in the investigation which has been carried on up to the present time.

Much could be said in their favor, undoubtedly, and particularly today,

since the proofs with regard to this problem have not been applied, and

the field is open for conjecture of all kinds. At the same time, they re-

quire, it seems to me, to be supplemented from the negative side; that

is, they require an accentuation of those features which spoke against a

decision on the part of the highest authorities to wait until the President

should act.

In the first place I shall endeavor to present those factors and then pass

to the positive reasons for the other alternative, namely, our peace offer.

Perhaps, when I speak of the factors which militated against waiting for

Wilson, I may observe the following order, speaking first of the personal

aspect, then of the experiences which we had previously had with American

policies and the American attitude toward the Entente, and finally taking

into consideration the possibilities of political ties between the United States

and us.

I am far from making the statement that President Wilson was not deal-

ing in good faith when he held out the prospect of his peace move. But

the Central Powers at Berlin were confronted with a great number of facts

which made it seem very doubtful as to whether and when he would come
to the conclusion that he was able to carry out his resolve.

And now I would like to make a remark on the purely personal side, to

the effect that, according to the reports sent in by Count v. Bernstorff, there

was a certain trait of hesitation in President Wilson’s character, which, up

to the present time, has not been sufficiently emphasized. For instance, on

the 14th day of January, Count Bernstorff informs us as follows:

It is well known that the note had been prepared for quite awhile and
would have been sent at Christmas time, irrespective of any move on
our part, although this is not so absolutely certain, if we take into con-

sideration the hesitating character of Mr. Wilson, whose inclination is

to handle all matters in a dilatory manner.

The leaders at Berlin had already been made plainly aware of this hesitant

trait of the President by experience along many lines and before this

report of the Ambassador came in. And I believe that I can recall to

mind that, according to reports which came in right at the end of December,

even neutral statesmen entertained some doubt as to whether the President

had serious thoughts of peace.

And, moreover, President Wilson was, so to speak, handicapped by his

and his country’s relation to the Entente. The trend of feeling in the

United States or, rather, the extent of feeling in favor of our opponents,

was an uncertain quantity during the course of the war, particularly in

its first year. We can not look within the soul of the President himself.
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At all events, I will not attempt to do so. But even if he did have friendly

inclinations towards Germany—Mr. Clemenceau, who certainly knows

him well, recently announced in the French Senate with great solemnity,

the reverse to be the case—he was not under any and all conditions inde-

pendent of the public opinion of his country. Whether or not it was his own
conception, or whether it was regard for the public opinion of his country,

that brought it about, it is certain that the facts are not such as to allow

us to assume the existence of such inclinations on the part of President

Wilson, as the result of which we could feel certain that our cause would

be furthered at all safely.

Right at the beginning of the war, our representations against the use

of bullets by our enemies in violation of international law met, to speak

mildly, with a cool reception. The uncompromising tone of all the Ameri-

can representations made against the submarine warfare which, of course,

was held as not permissible by the United States, stood in very sharp

contrast, it must be admitted, with those protests which took only the

form of words which the American Government addressed against the

arbitrary domination of the sea by the English, which that government

itself had characterized as being in violation of international law, whereas

there lurked behind the notes addressed to us the most unequivocal threat

of a breaking off of diplomatic relations, if not of war.

Let us think in terms of international law as much as we please with

regard to the delivery of weapons and munitions of war by the Americans,

the fact is that, as matters stood, they constituted acts in favor of our

enemies without which, in all likelihood, the war would have come to a

much earlier end. We were always told that, for reasons of international

law, President Wilson could take no steps towards putting a stop to these

deliveries. But it must be said that it is very doubtful whether he would

ever have taken action, even in the absence of this excuse. Count v. Bern-

storff has given us here the transcendently important information that

after our Sussex note President Wilson immediately informed him, through

Colonel House, that he could take no steps against the measures taken

by England on the sea in violation of international law, because the public

opinion of his country would not permit it on account of the close inter-

weaving of interests between American commerce and that of the Entente.

From two standpoints, this communication seems to me to be of funda-

mental significance. Once—I will simply state this here as a matter of

fact—Wilson had announced to us that, in case we would refrain from

conducting the unrestricted L^-boat war, he would bring England back

to the terms of the Declaration of London. Well, by our Sussex note,

we had fulfilled Wilson’s conditions. Thereupon, the communication of

Colonel House proves that the President’s hands, after all, so far as any
and all negotiations with regard to England were concerned, were fastened
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in the shackles which had been drawn tight about them by the close com-

munity of business interests existing between his country and England.

It is clear that under these conditions Wilson was exceedingly limited

in his capacity to act, even with regard to his contemplated peace move,

and that it would have been unsound and reckless for us idly to await his

peace move, and to put it down as a certain factor in the sum total of our cal-

culations. For this not only involved the question as to whether Wilson was

going to make a peace move but, very particularly too, the question as to

when he was going to make it. This “when,” however, ladies and gentle-

men, had a very material significance from the military side. This waiting

upon the President, upon whose political restrictions and hesitating charac-

ter (as Count v. Bernstorff says) I had to calculate, could not be indulged

in to the extent of having the possibility of the other alternative struck

from our hands.

I need not introduce any arguments here to support the contention that

a peace proposal could only be made by us when we were in an advanta-

geous position from the military standpoint, if we were to avoid giving

the appearance of weakness so easy to attribute to such a move. If this

moment went by, the opportunity for a peace proposal might absolutely

vanish for an indeterminable length of time. If in the fall of 1916 we
considered a peace proposal fundamentally necessary, then it was neces-

sary that we be in a position to determine unhampered the time for its

announcement, and we could under no circumstances rely upon the chance

that Wilson would also choose this precise point of time. For that reason

and at that time, we managed to have our peace proposal announced at

the very moment when the decision of the Roumanian campaign in our favor

was recognized as such by all the world.

It is in this connection that reasons appear, on account of which I have

felt obliged to differ somewhat from Count v. Bernstorff regarding Presi-

dent Wilson and his policy. The assertion that the central government

must always bring the reports of even the best of ambassadors into line

with its own judgment and the conclusions which it draws from political

occurrences taken as a whole, will not sound like a presumptuous thing to

say. In the case before us, I constantly complained of the fact that our

mail and telegraphic communications with Count v. Bernstorff during

the war were always limited to the very narrowest extent—I am now
coming to the third point which I desire to discuss; otherwise, the estimates

which were formed over there in the center of American affairs, and here

as the result of the general European situation, would have been more

easily reconciled by a poligy of mutual emendation. But as a matter of

fact, matters were such that we simply did not have at our disposal an

uninterrupted telegraphic line of communication between Berlin and the

Embassy in Washington. The German cables had, of course, been ren-
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dered ineffective at the very beginning of the war, and, naturally, we did

not have the use of the English cables. The wireless service was soon

taken over under censorship regulations on the American side, as the

result of pressure exerted by the English and not on account of any

obligation imposed by international law. and did not permit the sending

of messages in cipher, that is, the intercourse which is essential in the

political held. A channel of communication not devoid of obstacles and

not free from objections could be made use of only in the case of short and

occasional messages, and in the process of using which a week or more was

necessary for question and answer to pass. Besides this, at certain times

the American Government had permitted us to make use of their embassy

here for the purpose of correspondence in cipher; but the embassy insisted

upon a certain control of the contents of these dispatches. Ladies and

gentlemen, imagine what absolutely extreme difficulties would attend a

move involving any detail, any move which would have had to be carried

on from Washington. Under such conditions, we would in any case have

been, from the physical aspect, at a perfectly hopeless disadvantage with

the hostile participants.

This aspect of the case, superficial as it may seem, is significant in still

another direction. The difficulties of our correspondence with Washington

were due, in the main, to demands made by England, in no way to be sup-

ported by international law, which the American Government tolerated;

and it was the American Government itself which, probably likewise out of

regard for England, imposed extremely strict restrictions upon our inter-

course with Count v. Bernstorff. Matters would have been equalized to a

certain extent if the American Government had made it possible for its

representative here, Mr. Gerard, to keep me constantly informed with regard

to the intentions of the President in connection with the peace move. But

instead of this, Air. Gerard was simply the deliverer of unfriendly notes.

Right at the most critical moment of the winter of 1916-17, he assured me
repeatedly that he was not informed in the matter of Wilson’s peace move
and was without instructions.

The combination of all these features was such that it was not possible to

get a perfect conception of Count v. Bernstorff’s basic estimate of the situa-

tion. I will refrain from referring to the later attitude of the President as

having any evidential bearing upon the correctness of my view. But it is

still worthy of comment, it seems to me, that the celebrated fourteen points

of President Wilson wer^announced in January, 1918, that is, at a time

when the U nited States was in an active state of war with us. and how would
the treaty of \ ersailles have looked had it been drawn up in harmony with

the promises of the President?

In one of the earlier sittings, the cross-examination to which President

Wilson was submitted in the middle of August of this year, in Congress, was
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offered here. A translation of the material passage in this cross-examination

has been read. In the course of a dramatic climax, the President solemnly

and unqualifiedly announced as his conviction that America would have

entered the war even if we had perpetrated no kind of hostile act against the

United States or against American citizens. To put it mildly, this is a

striking announcement. Every attempt has been made on the part of

Germany to deny that it is entitled to any evidential weight for the purpose of

reaching a skeptical judgment with regard to Wilson’s policy. I will not go

into it any further. President Wilson is the only one who knows what he

meant by it. But, on the other hand, there are opinions in the American

press entitled to great weight, which have been rendered on the matter of this

cross-examination, which are in decided contradiction to the German inter-

pretation which has been published here. I believe that I have covered

herewith the entire field of causes which can be urged in favor of the decision

of the authorities against waiting for President Wilson to act. However, I

once more call special attention to the uncertainty, not only of the “if,”

but particularly of the “when” and the military significance of this “when.”

I now come to the other side of the question, that is, the combination of

causes which speak in favor of the alternative, the selection of which found

expression in the peace proposal of the 12th of December. And since here,

too, it is a question of motives, numerous and protean and intimately inter-

woven with the whole situation as it then existed, I will now differentiate

between those more subordinate features of the Austrian suggestion and

the reasons of domestic politics entertained by our allies, and between the

purpose of tying the hostile governments up in negotiations and of working

upon the desire for peace entertained by the hostile peoples.

First of all, the impulse from without. In the summer of 1916, Baron

Burian had suggested a peace proposal on the part of the Central Powers.

In my opinion, Baron Burian had some doubts about the possibility of win-

ning the war exclusively by force of arms, but believed that the time was

coming when the situation of the Danubian Monarchy, taken as a whole,

would be such that it would no longer be capable of further efforts, either

materially or morally. Since, up to that time, all the feelers on the question

of a possibility of peace which had been put out had come into contact with

nothing at all, and since, nevertheless, Baron Burian was convinced that it

was absolutely essential that the willingness of the Central Powers to make
peace be made a matter of public record, in order that the morale of the

Danubian Monarchy might be maintained, he suggested a public peace

proposal from which he himself expected good to come, even though the

enemy might reject it. It is, of course, readily understood that, quite irre-

spective of this, the desire for the earliest possible termination of this human
butchery existed at this time, even in enemy countries.

It would have been out of the question, even if I had not been able to
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recognize the basis of his deduction, to set at naught entirely this conclusion

of our ally. Those motives of domestic politics which were of importance

for our ally had a very definite meaning for us as well
;
at all events, they did

not constitute arguments against, but rather for, a public peace proposal.

With us in Germany, the rift between those parties who believed that the

future security of our country depended upon the attainment of war aims of

more or less scope looking towards annexation, and those circles which were

opposed to such measures, had become constantly deeper and wider. In its

extreme form, this difference led to the most bitter mutual accusations,

which, in my opinion, constituted a serious menace to the resisting power of

far-reaching circles of society. Time and time again, the defensive char-

acter of the war was emphasized in official announcements and in my
speeches, and the passionate hatred with which the so-called annexationists

pursued me could scarcely leave any doubt as to the attitude that I took in

the matter. But, nevertheless, the constant reiteration of the fact that the

war was not being carried on for fantastic purposes was shown to be not

only practical, but necessary, from the standpoint of domestic politics.

But if, nevertheless, that movement which split the people, against which I

warned, and of which probably all who are in this hall are aware, succeeded

in taking its course, this very fact is proof that it was at all events advisable

to combat it by every obvious means.

After these introductory remarks, I come to that group of arguments

which speak materially in favor of the peace proposal, namely, motives

arising from foreign politics. In this connection, I admit, I must discuss

general considerations which affected my policy and which, at first sight

although merely apparently so, seem to go beyond the limits of the questions

which are here under discussion. I was of the opinion, not only in those

months which preceded the German peace proposal, but before this and after

it too, that attempts should be made to bring about peace, consisting not

only in attempts to sound out the attitude of the enemy governments with

regard to the proposition, but in working upon the subjects of the enemy
States themselves. It has been the general fate of this war that the freedom

of movement of all governments, even of the Czar’s, was most extraordi-

narily limited in the matter of the question of peace. The States, forced

to urge their people on to the extreme of exertion, energy, and resolution,

and to preserve intact that morale which seemed required of them from the

military standpoint, have in part brought about and in part evoked forces

of passion and feelings of hatred from which they could not have shaken

themselves loose even if they had desired to do so. In all countries, there

were established associations of war passion built up in part on political

parties, upon organizations characteristic of the modern national and com-

mercial life, and supported particularly, in the very nature of things, by
those powers in the nation upon which the military interests devolved.
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This machinery of war morale, for so I shall call it, restricted the freedom

of movement of governments in our case just as it did in the cases of the

other Powers. I thought at a very early date and, moreover, stated to

His Majesty the Emperor, who had a complete understanding of this aspect

of the situation, that those governments which depended upon parliaments,

newspapers, and all of this kind of machinery, would find a very difficult

task in making peace unless the peace feeling was dominant amongst the

people themselves.

If you read the speeches which I made in the Reichstag before and

after the peace proposal, then you will find that this thought of working

upon the emotions of the peacefully-inclined minorities in the enemy coun-

tries occurs again and again, though of course very greatly limited by the

restrictions which were imposed upon me by the military interests on the

one hand, and, on the other, the majority views in the parliament and in

public opinion. Rather was I, consciously, not only in words alone but

in my actions as well, always on my guard not to have my freedom of

movement restricted by arousing forces and passions that later could not

be controlled. The hostile governments did not do that. Ladies and

gentlemen, you would find many proofs of this in the files of the Imperial

Chancelry and of the Foreign Office, and also proofs coming from our

enemies themselves with regard to the unwelcome effects upon them of

my speeches, and particuarly of those launched against the reckless war

spirit of our enemies. For me, the peace proposal of the 12th of December,

1916, was a link in this chain.

If you go more deeply into my motives, I ask that you will distinguish

between the purpose, wherever possible, to involve the hostile governments

in negotiations and start the stone rolling, and the thought that an official

and public proposal on the part of the Central Powers could not help but

affect deeply the desire for peace felt amongst the enemy peoples. I will

give both groups of motives particular consideration.

It is readily understood that I am today no longer in the position of

completely reconstructing the first group in detail. This committee has

already, in the course of its proceedings, referred to the cabinet crisis which

broke out in England shortly before our peace proposal, in the course of

which, after many vacillations, the Asquith cabinet was supplanted by

the Lloyd George cabinet. I must lay stress upon certain features of the

circumstances leading up to this crisis.

As early as the 28th of September, when Lloyd George gave his Boxer

interview, certain indications of divergences of opinion were noticeable.

After his interview, Lloyd George was attacked by the pacifists on account

of the insulting tone which he had used in connection with the neutral

Powers. Lloyd George is said to have defended himself with the argument

that he had good grounds to see to it that, as War Minister, he was taking
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steps to prevent himself from being bothered by a premature move for

peace during the conduct of the war. Grey’s banquet speech in October,

1916, was generally looked upon by his adherents as a disavowal of Lloyd

George. On the 27th of November, the Manchester Guardian stated that

the rumors of a coming change in the cabinet were connected with the other

rumor that Grey, Balfour and Lansdowne were in favor of a peace by ne-

gotiation. On November 30, the Labor Leader published the same rumor,

and added the names of Runciman and MacKenna. On December 1,

Lloyd George wrote the letter to Asquith which precipitated the crisis of

the 6th. On December 11, Lloyd George’s cabinet was formed. The

12th of December was the date set for our peace proposal as the result of

mature deliberations with our allies and with the military authorities.

On December 13— I found this by chance in the papers—the Morning

Post announced that a general feeling of relief was passing over the country,

due to the fact that the British cabinet crisis had come and been, settled

before the German peace proposal. Undoubtedly, the same impression

existed in Germany in those months preceding the peace proposal which

gave Lloyd George the occasion first for his Boxer interview of the 28th of

September, and then for his attack upon Asquith, namely, that various

opinions on the peace question were causing wrangles in the British

Cabinet.

Conditions in Russia were similar, where there was considerable hesita-

tion on the part of the cabinet, which was composed of men from the right

wing, to take steps in the interest of peace on the ground of domestic pol-

itics and through fear of the revolution—a cabinet which, to be sure, exer-

cised nothing but an extreme minimum of freedom of movement, since

the parties of the center, the Liberals, and the combined organization of

commerce, industry and the press in opposition to the lower classes and

in connection with Entente influences, were fighting on behalf of an impas-

sioned war theme.

I admit that the German policy might have worked for the purpose of

eventually entering into negotiations with governments inclined towards

peace, and this, too, by means of a peace move on the part of President

Wilson, if it had really come to pass. But, aside from the uncertainty

which, in spite of all, the authorities at Berlin were justified in feeling after

the experiences which they had with regard to President Wilson’s utterances

up to that time, and aside, too, from the further uncertainty as to whether

this peace move of the President’s, if, indeed, it was to follow at all, would

be made at a time favorable to the military situation; aside, in a word,

from all these considerations, it was the second group of motives, namely,

the plan for encouraging the desire for peace on the part of the enemy
peoples, and particularly on the part of the lower classes, which combined

to make me believe that the public peace move of the 12th of December
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would be better and more to the purpose than a peace move by President

Wilson, coupled with the feature of waiting for him to make it.

It is readily understood that neither I nor my coworkers were able to

draw such shrewd conclusions with regard to the presumable results of this

peace move and its effects, as my critics are able to draw today. The peace

proposal was unanimously rejected by our enemies. Yes, ladies and gentle-

men, you know that today—but we did not know it at that time. If you
will read the newspapers of those days and recall to mind, so far as possible,

the occurrences of those weeks in the countries of our opponents, you will

inevitably see that every single one of the hostile countries, the coalition

taken as a whole, and the men who were talking war had some pretty uncom-
fortable weeks. Mr. Briand hastened to warn the country against being

poisoned by the German peace proposal, and spoke about maneuvers and

traps, but it was significant that the conference of Paris socialists demanded,

in a resolution which was passed by a very great majority, that this peace

proposal be not thrown on the scrap heap without consideration. The
Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs showed great haste in cutting off the

possibility of any public discussion of the peace proposal by an immediate

and categorical rejection, and promulgated prohibitive orders of censorship

of the strictest kind. Apparently, he had no time to reach a prior under-

standing with his allies
;
for the blunt rejection on the part of Russia appears to

have had a very uncomfortable effect, so far as the governments and war
parties were concerned, upon the feeling of the peoples of the western Powers.

Of course, it is very possible that the reply of the allies, when subjected to a

pressure exerted from below, might at least have resulted in becoming tem-

pered to the extent that it might have been possible for us to continue spin-

ning the thread of peace, and, finally, to succeed in involving the antagonisti-

cally inclined and war-seeking governments of our opponents in negotiations.

Such an answer would have given the political department of the govern-

ment the opportunity to successfully combat that momentous decision which

from the year 1915 was suspended above it like the sword of Damocles and

which, as a matter of fact, constituted a still greater menace as the number
of our U-boats increased and the technical arguments against the U-boats

became fewer and fewer—in short, I say that such an answer would have

put it within the power of the German Government to successfully combat,

by invoking the possibilities of peace, that decision which was reached on

the 9th of January and which it considered disastrous.

All these possibilities, which you can discard today because they did not

come to pass, you must take into consideration here if you are to answer the

questions which have been put. Yes, ladies and gentlemen, it is altogether

practicable and simple to assume that what occurred was bound to occur,

and that what has actually come to pass as a matter of history was formerly

discernible as a probability. The peace proposal constituted the attempt
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to reach the hostile peoples and, through the peoples, the governments

themselves. In discussing at that time the different methods to be followed

in transmitting such a peace proposal, we decided upon an immediate and

unexpected announcement of the fact, in order that the Entente govern-

ments might not be in a position to keep this news a secret from their peoples

by censorship measures taken in advance, or, by corrective measures taken

in advance, to weaken the effect thereof. It is perfectly true that this

effect— I do not deny this and I have never denied it—was detrimentally

affected by the form of our peace proposal, which was due to our anxiety

on the point of giving an appearance of weakness and which represented

a compromise between the military and political points of view.

This peace proposal appears today in the light of a mistake as the result

of its rejection by our enemies and because it did not lead to peace. In

spite of this, its after effects remained long impressed upon the hostile coun-

tries, and this effect might have been strengthened, increased and maintained

by quietly proceeding along the same lines, that is, by following out the

tactics of a frank working-up of the desire for peace manifested by the hos-

tile minorities.

In those days, I personally kept to the beaten path and within the limits

of the possible, both in regard to external and domestic politics. It is well

known that in July, 1917, for the first time in the Reichstag, a majority

voted in favor of this method, and, according to my recollection, in my
address to the budget committee of the Reichstag, shortly before my retire-

ment— I believe it was on July 7, 1917— I took occasion to reply to the

motion resulting in the peace resolution of the Reichstag, that I had no

objection to this idea per se for the very reason that it was simply a step in

the continuation of the policy which had been carried out by me up to that

time. Until July, 1917, this policy had lacked the support of a majority

in parliament and of public opinion. It was my peculiar fate—and ladies

and gentlemen will allow me to make this frank statement here—that my
fall was brought about by a combination on the part of the parliament with the

military authorities at the very moment when (raising his voice) for the first

time it was made possible for me to defend my policy, supported by a majority

of the parliament—not only to defend it by groping in the dark to oppose the

forces which were attacking it from all sides, and by fighting it with half-way

measures, but actually to carry it out to an effective conclusion. I have

deplored—you will permit me to inject this, I am sure—the circumstances

under which the Reichstag resolution of July came about—not at the acme
of military successes, as was the case with our peace proposal of the 12th of

December, but as the result of the sensational establishment of the fact

that the U-boat war had failed in its purpose, which nearly brought about

a panic and was accompanied by the publicly announced victory of the

military party over the moderated policy of the Imperial Chancelor; and
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all of this, too, at a time which, in spite of all, bore many indications of the

possibility of negotiations. It was these surrounding conditions which did

the damage, and for this reason it was that, a few days preceding my fall, I

warned the budget committee: “Let us have no flabby resolution.”

If it is your desire, not only on the occasion of this investigation with regard

to the American mediation, but in the ordinary course of your investigations

concerning the possibilities of peace, to probe not only individual occurrences,

but the great interconnected whole, I venture to call your attention once

more, and as the result of my own experiences, to the extraordinary fatality

which rested like a weight on the external and internal history of every country.

It is open to great doubt that our peace proposal of the 12th of December
would have led to a different result had it not been preceded by the British

cabinet crisis of the 6th and nth of December.

It is possible, and perhaps even probable, that that English ministry

which was overthrown by Mr. Lloyd George for no other reason that it was
simply suspected of toying with the peace idea, might have been overthrown

after the 12th of December by the power of that great machine of war-pas-

sion which has already been characterized as such, and that the peace pro-

posal also would have been rejected. Count Czernin has lately informed

us that, shortly before the overthrow of the Czar, the Russian Government
made its first secret attempt to sound the question of peace at Vienna. It

is certainly one of the characteristic fatalities of the course of the World

War that this move did not take place a few weeks earlier. But the history

of the Russian revolution of March, 1917, certainly suggests the thought

that, even if this attempt had been undertaken at an earlier date, it would

have been shattered by the machine of war-passion. For, after all, the

Russian revolution of March, 1917, was a success because the bourgeois

parties who were the advocates in Russia of the war idea as the result of the

influence of the ideas of the Entente, not without the cooperation of the

English policies, turned against the Czar, his entourage and his ministers

who were suspected of entertaining inclinations in favor of peace.

I could cite further instances to show that this fatality found its source in

that force which I have characterized as the machine of war-passion. I

myself see the doom of German policy during the period which is under

discussion, in this, that the curt rejection of the Entente to our peace pro-

posal deprived the political branch of those arguments by virtue of which

alone it could have made headway against the decision of the 9th of January

in view of the conditions prevailing in Germany at that time. »•

To sum up, the “if” and, particularly, the “when” of Wilson's peace

move appeared to the authorities to be doubtful. In order not to go beyond

the point of time essential to military necessity, and in order to reach the

peoples of the Entente by a move publicly announced, they gave the pref-

erence to an openly announced peace proposal of their own.
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I assume that the question which the recording secretary has characterized

as a principal question, and which the Chairman has described as a funda-

mental question, are answered herewith.

The Chairman: Your Excellency does not desire to go into further detail

with regard to point 2?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No, I beg to be allowed to con-

tinue; I have about half finished my statement.

The official answer of the Entente to our proposal is contained in its joint

note of the 30th of December. The preceding announcements of the enemy

statesmen had prepared the world for this document. It was a completely

unambiguous refutation of any desire to negotiate. The tone of the note,

as curt and insulting as it could possibly have been made, gave it a doubly

decisive significance. I could not imagine that any authoritative opinion

at that time, whether on our part or on the part of our allies, could possibly

have considered that the note was a bluff, and that it could have been con-

sidered as announcing a willingness to negotiate in veiled language, under

conditions which at that time the German people could have accepted. I

am not going too far in stating that, after the joint note of the 30th of De-

cember was made known, the opinion that it was to be taken as indicating

the absence of any willingness to reach an understanding, was general.

In the meantime, we had answered President Wilson’s peace note of the

2 1 st of December. That his suggestion met with a warm welcome was the

necessary result of our desire for a negotiated peace, and was in line with

the policy which had brought about our suggestions in Washington, and our

own peace proposal. Likewise was it in consonance with the fundamental

principle which had been agreed upon, and according to which President

Wilson should only issue an appeal for peace, and was not to be a mediator

on behalf of peace, when we stated that, in our opinion, a direct interchange

of views between the belligerents themselves would bring the quickest

results. A public and formal discussion of the peace aims of both parties to

the conflict before it was established that the readiness of both sides to enter

into negotiations was a fact, would have constituted a method of proceeding

which, according to my conviction, would have stifled preparations for

negotiation at birth. As proof of this, we may point to the enumeration by
the Entente of its war aims in the reply sent to Wilson’s peace note. Noth-

ing was so adapted to the relegation of the possibility of a peace of negoti-

ation to the remotest future, as this catalogue of annihilation and destruc-

tion. ' And Avith regard to this, Colonel House’s announcement, which was
reported here by Count v. Bernstorff

,
was amazing, to the effect that he was

surprised because we, too, did not submit extravagant war demands, for,

in such case, a middle ground of agreement would be reached. This may
be good advice where the parties in interest negotiate, inspired with the

earnest wish to reach a final agreement, and where they bargain between
23
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themselves, but here the question was, first of all, to bring about a bona fide

willingness to negotiate at all. We would have reached the opposite result

if we had announced to all the world war aims which even approximated

the standards announced by the Entente.

In those questions which have been submitted to me, we must include

the inquiry as to why we did not communicate our terms confidentially to

Washington. I note by the files that, around Christmas time, a communi-
cation reached us from our Ambassador, drawn up in general terms, ac-

cording to which one would be inclined to lay great weight upon wholly

confidential conferences preliminary to the preparation of possible nego-

tiations. The answer which was sent out was at least partially mentioned

here by the statement that the question of the communication of our peace

conditions was to be handled in a dilatory fashion. That constituted a

confidential instruction to the Ambassador, and not an answer to a question

which was put to us. At that time, we were not asked to give our peace

conditions in detail. In the telegram in question, Count v. Bernstorff

designated the following general peace guarantees as essential from Wilson’s

point of view: disarmament on sea and land, arbitral tribunals and a peace

league. We answered this point in a manner which Wilson himself has

specifically recognized as satisfactory in every way. And, going further

in this reply, we designated our conditions. The Ambassador was author-

ized to state that our actual peace terms were very moderate and, in con-

trast with those of the Entente, were confined to thoroughly reasonable

limits; and that this was particularly the case so far as concerned Belgium,

which we had no desire to annex. Details followed and, together with them,

the announcement that the Alsace-Lorraine question could not be discussed

by us.

What was the result of these communications? Wilson informed us that

our announcement was extremely valuable from his point of view. You
will see from this that there was no neglect with regard to this item. I

may remark that, at that time, nothing in the nature of real mediation had

been proposed by Wilson. These events took place before the 22d of Janu-

ary, and it was not until this date, that of the message to Congress, that the

peace move was changed into a peace mediation. It was not until the very

last stage before the break was reached that the definitely expressed request

for a confidential statement of our peace conditions makes its appearance.

You know that we gratified the wish expressed at that time, and how we
did so.

I shall inject here a short remark with regard to the question of war aims

in general. Before making our peace proposal of the X2th of December, we
reached an understanding with our allies with regard to our mutual war aims.

We informed President Wilson, confidentially, on the 29th of January of

Germany’s war aims which, in many respects, differed from those of Decern-
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ber. As a matter of fact, the recording secretary has already emphasized

that point. In files of later dates, still other and different war aims and

assertions are to be found voiced by the Germgji departments. I need to

make merely passing reference to the feeling which marked the conflict in

the press and between the various political parties with regard to war aims.

Unless it was our desire to keep on fighting at all costs, until certain definite

minimum war aims were reached, all these statements of war aims would be of

little or no practical value. If this was not desired—and it was not my wish

—

a decision as to whether and on what basis we were willing to negotiate or

might be forced to negotiate, could only be made at the moment when the

possibility of entering into negotiations presented itself—and this would

depend upon the general situation existing at a given time. It would then

follow that, confronted with the changed conditions of this general situation,

all earlier statements of war aims would be dissipated into thin air. And that

was the simple and necessary consequence of the fact that we were 'engaged

in a battle for our existence and that we were carrying on a war of coalition

of such proportions as the world had as yet never seen. Opportunities for

negotiation of such a nature that the German people could have accepted

it, had never come into existence at the period of which we are now speaking.

If, during the winter of 1916-17, our enemies had given evidence of a bona

fide willingness to negotiate, then, on the occasion of the first indication

thereof, it would have been our task to form a picture for ourselves of what
appeared to be attainable, and then, for the first time, reach definite con-

clusions with regard to the matter. The inside understanding which took

place before our peace announcement of the 12th of December could, there-

fore, in the main, have no further significance than this, that first of all an

agreement should be reached as a result of our deliberations, in the course of

which the maximum which the political department could demand would be

assimilated with the least which the military situation allowed us to concede.

I return to the chronological course of events. The situation on the 9th

of January, when the unrestricted U-boat war was decided upon, was as

follows: The Navy confidently asserted that England would be forced to

consider peace by the new harvest if the unrestricted U-boat war were com-

menced on the 1st of February. The 1st of February was designated as the

very latest date if the U-boat war was, as a matter of fact, to be successful;

if England was enabled to restock herself by the transportation of grain

which was scheduled to take place in the month of February, then the possi-

bility of making full use of this instrumentality of warfare would be gone

for another year. The Supreme High Command of the Army demanded
that the U-boat war be undertaken with the utmost resolution, stating it to

be a mode of warfare which was imperatively demanded by the general war
situation. At the same time, emphasis was laid upon the point that we
could no longer answer to the troops which were fighting at the Somme if
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the British ammunition transports were any longer permitted to cross the

Channel without hindrance. In support of the demand made by the

Supreme High Command of the Army stood a powerful portion of the people

which, probably for the past year, had argued themselves into a state of

honestly believing that the U-boat war was absolutely bound to bring us

victory. This belief was so firmly and so deeply rooted that people worked
against me, making use of underhanded methods and of the most infamous

calumnies, because they knew that I did not share this belief. A prepon-

derating portion of the press set itself to work at high pressure along this

same line. Repeated requests to bridle the press had remained devoid of

result because the U-boat war was desired by a majority in the Reichstag

in addition to the Army and Navy. In October, 1916, the Center party

stated, in the name of all its leaders, that while I alone was responsible

to the Reichstag for the political decisions made with regard to the

conduct of the war, my decision would, at the same time, have to be

materially dependent upon the determination reached by the Supreme High

Command; and that, if the decision was to the effect that the unrestricted

U-boat war should be carried on, I might be certain of the support of the

Reichstag. This meant that the Imperial Chancelor is officially respon-

sible, but, in case he differs with the Supreme High Command of the Army,

he can not count upon the support of the Reichstag, for the Reichstag will

follow the Supreme High Command of the Army. In this way, since the

conservatives and national liberals had already, from an earlier date, been

unqualified and urgent supporters of the U-boat war, the parliamentary

ring was drawn; the Reichstag had assumed a responsibility for the course

of events from which it can now no longer escape.

It is now alleged on the part of the military branch that I enticed the

Supreme High Command of the Army into the struggle concerning the

U-boat war very much against its will. This statement is incorrect. The
U-boat war meant the application of an instrumentality of warfare which

necessarily meant a break with the United States and, possibly, compli-

cations with other Powers. It was from this fact that my competence and

responsibility in the matter arose. But an instrumentality of warfare—and

that was what the U-boat war was—could only be brought into operation

upon the orders of those who were responsible for the operations of war, and

this means the Supreme High Command. In the course of the war, the

Supreme High Command took this stand very insistently. In its commu-
nication to me of the 26th of December, 1916, it was stated:

But since our points of view appear to be markedly divergent, I shall

be obliged to announce, in defense of the attitude of the Supreme High
Command of the Army, that your Excellency claims, it is true, the final

responsibility as Imperial Chancelor, but that I [the Field Marshal]

shall, very naturally, to the extent of my power and with the feeling of

complete responsibility for the successful outcome of the war, insist
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that those military measures be taken which I consider appropriate for

that purpose.

When I arrived in Pless on the 9th of January, the decision had already

been reached de facto. The Supreme High Command and the Admiralty

Staff were, for their part, determined to carry on the U-boat war. The
Emperor stood behind them.

In comparison with the spring and summer of 1916, when I had prevented

the U-boat war from taking place, the situation was completely changed.

At that time I was able to have my views accepted because the authority of

General v. Falkenhayn was, after all, not sufficient, in view of the obviously

insufficient number of U-boats (we had on March 1 only 35 large U-boats

ready for action), to put through a measure which, although it was popular

with those circles who were under the influence of the conservatives, the

national liberals, the pan-Germans, and the Navy, was still looked upon

with a skeptical eye by a majority of the Reichstag. Now, the number of

the U-boats had increased to such an extent that, on account of the poor

harvest the world over in the year 1916, a successful result of the U-boat war

seemed, it must be admitted, more probable. The decisive factor now was

that Field Marshal Hindenburg and General Ludendorff were in supreme

command of the Army. The confidence in which these generals were held

by all the people, from the humblest up to the highest, was absolutely un-

limited, and was based upon the fact that again and again had they saved

their country from destruction. The majority of the Reichstag had made
it plain that they would look upon Hindenburg’s vote as decisive of the

question. If these two generals demanded the U-boat war as an essential

method of conducting the war; if they confirmed the arguments of the Navy
and declared that they were strong enough to bear all the consequences of

the U-boat war, even of war with the United States, for such time as was

stated by the Navy was necessary for the attainment of the success guar-

anteed, I would certainly have to be in the position to base my opposition on

absolutely clear and conclusive grounds. Did I have such grounds?

The Admiralty Staff had supported the success which they were predicting

for the U-boat war with detailed statistical calculations made by men who
considered themselves authorities on national economics. Of course, these

calculations could not take the place of proof, but it was equally true that

the uselessness of the U-boat war could not be statistically proven. The
U-boat war remained an experiment, whether we launched it or refrained from

doing so. When the Supreme High Command of the Army asserted, with

all the impressiveness which befitted its dignity, that a successful termination

of the war demanded the U-boat war as an essential condition, and guar-

anteed its success as a result of the assurances of the Admiralty Staff, which

had been accepted by the Supreme High Command of the Army, I had to

have some tangible reasons with which to support my view that without
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a U-boat war, it was possible to bring the war to an end in some way that

would be acceptable to Germany, Vague and unsubstantiated arguments

were bound to come to naught in the face of the conviction, backed up by
the full authority of the Supreme High Command of the Army, that the

military situation as a whole imperatively demanded the U-boat war, and
that to delay the U-boat war was equivalent to renouncing it entirely. In

the beginning of 1917 even this last deduction could no longer be dismissed

with a flat denial. It would have been untenable in the spring and summer
of 1916; and even if Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz now asserts that the U-boat

war should have been launched in 1916, that 1917 was too late; in 1916 we
did not even have approximately the necessary number of U-boats and, from

the military point of view, we would in no way have been able to follow up
the results of the U-boat war. At that time, the entrance of the United

States into the war would have occurred at a moment when the general

military situation was staggering under the tremendous burden of the failure

of the attack upon Verdun, and the menace of the eastern and southeastern

fronts on account of Roumania’s attitude. But in 1917, thanks to the lead-

ership of the Supreme High Command of the Army and the bravery of our

troops, the situation was quite different. Roumania was prostrated. In

the west, particularly through the construction of rear line positions and by
strengthening the ammunition supply, a situation of much greater security

had been created. And in spite of this, the time was against us. Even

the most determined will to victory and the most unshaken confidence in

victory could not eliminate the cold fact that, as the superior number of our

enemies increased, our man-power diminished and deteriorated as the result

of the blockade. A U-boat war put off until 1918 would no longer have had

the time required to make it effective, even in the opinion of those most opti-

mistically inclined. The responsibility of having prevented the use of an

instrumentality of warfare which was demanded by such preeminent au-

thorities for reasons given, and which was looked upon by the great masses

of the people at home and in the trenches and by the majority of the chosen

representatives of the people, as the only but also certain method of saving

us from destruction—this responsibility was the tremendous and terrible

burden, the enormous dead-weight which bore down upon me in those days

and hours. Now, ladies and gentlemen, was I in the position on the 9th of

January to state that there was prospect of a peace by negotiation within

a determinable period? For determinable the period had to be, unless the

launching of the U-boat war was to be put off beyond the 1st of February.

I have already pointed out that I was bound to interpret the answer of the

Entente to our peace proposal as an unqualified refusal, so unqualified that

I did not expect any reaction from Wilson’s peace note of the 21st of Decem-

ber. On the 9th of January, it was absolutely impossible for me to say:

“No, we will not launch the U-boat war, I will guarantee that we shall enter
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upon peace negotiations in the immediate future.” Every word of the

joint note of the Entente of the 30th of December would have closed my lips;

why, I should not even have believed what I was saying myself, for I did not

have and I could not have confidence in the fact that, even if President

Wilson had so desired, he would have been in a position to act as our charge

d’affaires, so to speak, in forcing the Entente to the conference table and to

give up their exorbitant war aims.

I could not even hold out the prospect of other possibilities of negotiation,

for we by no means cover the situation when we consider Wilson’s peace

move. The Russian revolution had often been prophesied, and its coming

was altogether possible as a result of the general situation in Russia. But

the time when it was to come was not to be stated beforehand. In this

situation, it was not possible for me to give the Emperor any advice on the

9th of January other than that I gave him, which was that I could not coun-

sel him to oppose the votes of his military advisers.

I have been attacked for the reason that I did not resign on the 9th of

January. So far as I was personally concerned, my resignation would have

been a simple and easy solution of the situation. Had I been able to assume

that, as the result of my resignation, the policy which I had championed

would in any way have benefited thereby, I would never have hesitated for

a moment to place my post at the Emperor’s disposal. But I could not see

things in this way. The telegraphic correspondence with the Supreme High

Command was such as to leave me in no doubt that, from that side, the reck-

less launching of the U-boat war would be carried on with the most desperate

determination. As soon as Lloyd George’s speech of rejection of the 19th

of December became known, a telegram came to the Foreign Office from

General Ludendorff, in which, as the result of personal impressions gained

at the west front, he expressed his conviction as being that, from now on, a

U-boat war should be launched in dead earnest. A suggestion by the For-

eign Office, calling attention to the serious objections that stood in the way,

was met with the reply that the General did not wish to insist upon the

unrestricted U-boat war before our peace move was completed; but this was
followed up immediately with the very definite statement that, without the

unrestricted U-boat war, we would lose the campaign. That with the end

of January the time would have arrived. That the Field Marshal would
no longer be responsible for the outcome of the campaign in case the govern-

ment did not accede. So it was that already at this time, the 22d of Decem-
ber, an open threat was expressed by the Army leaders with regard to chal-

lenging the cabinet. On the following day, the 23d of December, I received

a telegram signed by the Field Marshal in person:

The Entente is proceeding with the war with all the means at its dis-

posal. There is no doubt of this, in view of the fact that we have been
so roughly repulsed by every parliament. Even Wilson’s efforts can
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accomplish nothing unless our opponents are willing to give themselves
the he. I believe that Wilson’s proposal was evoked by England. In
my opinion, we are not able, for national reasons and in view of our
strong military position, to go into the question at present. It would,
therefore, be a dangerous omission, one not to be justified from a mili-

tary standpoint, if we were to allow ourselves to be held off in any way.

The telegram referred to the morale of the Army in strong terms, which

was awaiting the ruthless application of all arms. To my answer, which

did not agree with him, there followed, on the 26th of December, a telegram

from the Field Marshal, curt in tone, in which it was stated:

In my telegram, I had laid weight upon the necessity of early and
energetic operations by sea, since, to me, they are the only means where-
by we shall be enabled to bring the war to an end promptly. Your
Excellency believes that you are not able as yet to support this course.

However, our military situation is such as not to permit negotiations of

any kind to divert from their course military measures which have
finally become recognized as correct, and thereby to cripple the ener-

getic conduct of the war.

The Field Marshal expressed his feeling of complete responsibility for

this demand: this is the passage in the telegram which I have already read,

which bore on the responsibility of the Field Marshal. Against the political

responsibility of the Imperial Chancelor, which he did not deny, he arrayed

the responsibility of the Supreme High Command of the Army. The un-

qualified necessity of taking certain military measures was set up against the

possibilities of diplomatic negotiations and, from the point of view of the

Supreme High Command of the Army, unqualifiedly set above them. Can
we assume for a moment that the Supreme High Command of the Army
could have been inclined by any method of persuasion to adopt a different

view with regard to this situation? Our negotiations with the United

States were known to the Supreme High Command. The essential point

was the weight which was to be given to these negotiations. I was not in

possession of pure matters of fact which could have contributed to their

value in any way. Up to the 9th of January, nothing had transpired to

increase the probability of bringing peace any nearer by means of diplomacy.

I was wholly powerless to dissipate the deep distrust of the Supreme High

Command of the Army for President Wilson, since I was not without skep-

ticism myself on the point. But it was perfectly clear that, by deciding to

launch the unrestricted U-boat war, we were making impossible any further

activities on the part of the President for the purpose of bringing about peace.

The U-boat war meant a break and, later, war with America. It was on

this point that for years the arguments between the military and the political

branch had turned. The decisive point was that the Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army from now on was absolutely determined to assume the

responsibility of the risk which an American war meant and that, in this con-
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nection, it was perfectly willing to let matters come to the point of a trial of

strength with the political branch.

And as a practical proposition, my retirement would not have brought

about the slightest change in the situation. The decision with regard to

the unrestricted U-boat war was bound to stand. Even if the Emperor had

desired to do so, it would not have been possible for him to retain a chancelor

against the vote of Hindenburg. But a chancelor who would have assumed

the formal political responsibility therefor would have been all the easier to

find, because he could have entered upon the duties of his office supported by
the great majority of the people and of their representatives and by the joint

desire of the Army and Navy. But I had to bear the following in mind.

From the moment when the unrestricted U-boat war was agreed upon, the

point of the matter was no longer the fact that the Supreme High Command
of the Army had obtained its wish of taking the risk of a break with the

United States and that it should now be left to act as it might; omthe con-

trary, the point now at issue was that the risk was that of the German Em-
pire, and the stake, the weal and woe of the German people. Was I to

venture to do anything which might interfere with the decisive move that

was now no longer to be stopped? Was I to venture to spoil any chance?

I knew that in Vienna they would, by no manner of means, join with a

light heart in this new turn which the war took. My resignation would

have plunged our allies into still darker doubts and would, perhaps, have

brought about fatal differences. And how was it with us? I know per-

fectly well that a considerable, a very substantial part of the public

would have shouted with enthusiasm if, with my resignation, a detested

personality had retired from the leadership of the affairs of the Empire.

But I ventured to assume that I was still held in a certain amount of con-

fidence among other circles of the people, and that, if I withdrew, this con-

fidence would be lost to the detriment of the common cause of the nation.

I felt that after my retirement the entire power, speaking both from the

standpoint of external as well as domestic politics, would have inevitably

gone over to what I have described as the machine of war-passion and that

the final split which would take place among the people, which I had endeav-

ored to prevent, and which I have after all prevented, would have come
about and that this split was bound to lead to evil in the further pursuance

of its course. It certainly was not love of power or any other personal

motive which induced me to stay at my post.

It was finally our doom to have the United States enter into the war and,

in spite of this, in continuing with your investigations you will come into

contact with facts which indicate that, even after the entrance of the United

States into the war, it was not absolutely essential that our road should

necessarily lead to ruin. Even during my incumbency and toward the end

of the first six months of 1917, it looked as if possibilities for negotiation
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might be shaping themselves. I took them up, but was not able to follow

them out beyond the period of my defeat.

But I will break away from this line of thought and return to the 9th of

January. How did the then plight—and it was a plight—come about? I

recall to mind, first of all, something that is well known: how, as far back as

December, 1914, at a time when we only had a relatively insignificant equip-

ment of U-boats, Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz, in the well-known interview,

which was given out, by the way, without my knowledge and even without

the knowledge of the Admiralty Staff, introduced the thought of the U-boat

blockade to the people, and how the imagination of the people was fired to

such an extent that they were no longer able to dismiss the thought, until

the broadest circles of our population were in the grip of the honest convic-

tion that the U-boat war was the key to our salvation and that he who op-

posed it was a traitor to the people. It was this honest belief which gave the

agitation the strength that it possessed. And how this belief was sustained

by the just pride in the brilliant and deathless exploits of our U-boats! And
it was shared by every person in authority in the Navy.

In the memoirs of Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz, we read how he opposed all

decisions, decisions that were actually taken, with regard to the U-boat war:

The U-boat war of February, 1915, was wrong (in this case, the Grand Admi-

ral is probably right); a U-boat war should have been carried out in 1916;

in 1917 it was too late. And still, the name of the celebrated creator of

the German fleet was able to be and remain proof against all attacks. You
know that when Tirpitz resigned in the spring of 1916, it was almost as if

a cry of despair was echoed from great masses of the people. And you will

further remember how intrigues became mingled with honest conviction

—

intrigues which seem to be inseparable from all agitation brought about by

demagogues; how by reference to navy circles a perfectly fantastic numerical

statement of our U-boat strength was noised abroad; how America, which

(as had been wholly obvious since the time of the Lusitania and the Sussex)

would have declared war upon us in case we were to launch an unrestricted

U-boat war, was treated as a quantite negligeable by papers which were in the

confidence of the Navy, by taking unscrupulous advantage of popular

conceptions.

Now, my repeated and confidential corrections of these fantastic figures

could not be made public, and for this reason could not be brought to the

realization of the people, because, otherwise, I would have disclosed to our

enemies the relative weakness of our U-boat forces. Moreover—and I will

only mention this in passing—the power of the military censorship was not

applied for the purpose of putting an end to this agitation, but, on the con-

trary, was used to the end that every effort of a serious kind, exerted in

opposition to the agitation in question, was silenced. The representations

made for the purpose of making it appear as if all that was necessary to
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bring about an energetic and successful public agitation against the U-boat

propaganda was simply a sign given by the political branch, is a conclusion

reached after the event. It is not based upon convictions or facts, or upon

a comparison of the degrees of influence exercised by various sources of

authority in those days.

So far as America is concerned, the antagonism of the people, particularly

as the result of the deliveries by the United States of arms and ammunition,

and on account of what may be designated as the, at least, unfriendly tone

of so many of the American notes, was so strong, and this antagonism was

so deep-rooted among the great political parties, that all my warnings

against underestimating the United States were continually met by that

charge of weakness which was such a favorite and which, throughout the

course of the entire war, was encouraged by powerful influences.

This did not prevent me from taking up arms again and again against this

agitation to the full extent of my power. Occasionally I was successful in

obtaining a reaction against this agitation. But again and again were the

old arguments presented anew in favor of the ruthless application of the

U-boat weapon, arguments which took their root deep down in that in-

vincible and unlimited confidence in the U-boat weapon which was one of

the phenomena of the war. The state of hypnosis into which our people

were thrown was of itself an offense against them. Whether the U-boat war

could have been carried on, or whether we were to refrain from doing so, was

a question fraught with such mighty consequences that it was not befitting

that its solution should in anyway be affected by the passions of the people.

The contrary, however, was the case. The national conviction constituted

an element which, when a Hindenburg announced that the U-boat war was
required on the ground of military necessity, could not be ignored without

leaving for all eternity, thrust deep into the soul of the people, the thorn of

doubt whose sting would tell them that their future had been sacrificed by
their cowardice.

And now I have come to a second general consideration. The national

government, as it operated in times of peace, provided (the exaggerations of

our enemies notwithstanding) for a close and uniform cooperation on the

part of the administrative and political branches. Everything underwent

an immediate change when we entered the war. The Army made its au-

thority felt in the affairs of the civil authorities in a thousand different ways.

In a war which called to the colors the last man capable of bearing arms, and

in the course of which it was necessary to concentrate all the powers of the

country in the sole effort to assist the armies in the field to win the victory,

the extension of the military jurisdiction was unavoidable. And it was
further unavoidable that this development should increase step by step, the

longer the war continued to call upon the nation for its every last resource.

Military necessity” was the term which, to an ever-increasing extent,
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was urged in justification of every act of the increasing preponderance of

war department authority, until the point was reached when even demands
not of a military nature were based on the argument that, unless met, the

responsibility for the further conduct of the war could not be borne.

It is possible that sufficient opposition was not offered, either in time or

with sufficient energy, to this military preponderance. It is possible that a

man of the qualities and of the power possessed by Bismarck, even after the

successes of 1866, might have been able to secure unity in the conduct of the

war. In the presence of our unspeakable collapse, which was only possible

because of the short-comings of all of us, I am not undertaking to shift blame

from my own shoulders to those of others, but nevertheless, I must establish

the facts. When Field Marshal v. Hindenburg and General Ludendorff were

called to the Supreme High Command of the Army, nearly all the civilian

population of Germany was convinced of the fact that the question as to how
the war should be carried on and as to how it should be terminated was one

whose decision rested with them alone. It was convinced that the political

branch had to consult them even in matters which were not of a purely

military nature. In the Reichstag—not to mention the parliament of the

largest individual state—the majority of the chosen representatives of the

people acceded in advance to future decisions of the Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army. How this happened, and how, particularly, it came to

pass in the matter of the U-boat question, I have already pointed out. From
this time on, there was no question of any further off-sets in the struggle

against the authority of the Imperial Chancelor, which was quite openly

carried on. There was never a time— I am naturally speaking of the period

of my incumbency—where, if I had put the question of the predominance of

the views of the political branch to the test, I should have been able to obtain

a tenable majority. I could, of course, have loosed an internal quarrel.

But at no time would it have been ended in any other way than by destroy-

ing the initial steps which had been taken or by creating a wide and ever-

widening split among the people. It must be stated freely and frankly that

the majority of the German people and of their legal representatives were

anxious for the preponderance of power to lie with the military leadership.

The results which followed are obvious.

At the same time, I will admit one thing: That a parliamentary govern-

ment might, perhaps, have been intrinsically stronger. The incompleteness

of our political system became our curse.

And in this connection, too, there are evidences of neglect to be found, but

even here, perhaps, a collective guilt. A complete parliamentary entity

can not be made by the stroke of a pen, even if the desire to do so existed. It

develops along with the political development of the people. Subsequent

conjectures as to how matters would have gone if, right at the beginning of

the war, we had established a parliamentary cabinet, would be to no purpose.
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I believe, and subsequent observation has justified the conclusion, that even

in this case a dualism would not have been avoided. This dualism was, in

its final analysis, attributable to the fact that the military authorities were

provided with certain claims to dictatorship as the result of the attitude

taken by great masses of the population, that they were the ones vested with

the authority on all questions which came up for decision.

This is no place for discussing these great problems, even in passing. But

we can not overlook them altogether if we are attempting to estimate cor-

rectly the course of historical events. He who seeks for the historic proof,

and by this I mean the whole truth taken in its entirety and not merely truth

with regard to individual occurrences, will have no complaint to make, either

of those who were not able to crush the opposition which was raised, or of

those who themselves raised this opposition, without taking into considera-

tion the psychology which has resulted from the development of the German
people and its political parties. I will probably be permitted to say this, I

who have been called upon to bear the brunt of all the tremendous compli-

cations of the events of this World War.

If I return to the events which took place in January, I find that there is

little left for me to say with regard to occurrences which took place after the

9th of January^. First, the answer of the Entente to Wilson’s peace note of

the 1 8th of December. This answer asserts that there exists a sharp distinc-

tion between the Entente and ourselves; that the Entente was absolutely

innocent, so far as the world was concerned, and that we alone were to blame.

On this account, they protest against the possibility of our being placed upon

the same footing with the Entente in negotiations which might be brought

about. It was precisely those peace conditions which are now set out in the

peace treaty of Versailles which were pictured in great strokes as territorial

conditions absolutely essential to the establishment of peace. The Entente

assumes the ground that President Wilson would accept the view that we
were not parties to the issue, vested with equal rights, but that we were the

accused who were to be punished
;
in other words, it is taken for granted that

the peace mediator will be biased from the very start. I realized from this

answer which the Entente made that on the 9th of January I was wrong in

thinking that I was giving up in despair an existing or future willingness on

behalf of the Entente to negotiate.

Wilson’s attitude is characterized by his message to the Senate of the 226.

of January’. In connection with the questions which are here considered,

three features appear to characterize this message: first, that which has

already been made the subject of comment of this committee, the change

from a peace move to a peace mediation. Next, no defense of us against

that disqualification which the Entente desired
;
rather, an assertion recog-

nizing the fact that the reply of the Entente indicated a step in the direction

of peace, whereas our own reply was designated as insufficient at that time.
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And finally, with reference to the peace conditions, the announcement of

very elastic basic ideas, as the result proved them to be. Next, the demand
of a united, independent and autonomous Poland, with a corridor leading to

the sea. According to the impression received by Count Bernstorff, the

significance of the Polish question had not been clearly appreciated by the

American Government.

The general impression which I received with regard to the message was
that, in his capacity as peace mediator, which he assumed from this time on,

President Wilson would not be inclined to take a stand, on the occasion of

peace negotiations, against those demands of the Entente which I have

already described, and that peace negotiations entered upon on such an

understanding would have led to results which would have been rejected by
the German people. And this impression of mine justified my views of the

9th of January. Finally, on the 28th of January, came Count Bernstorff’s

dispatch, according to which President Wilson now desired to mediate in

the interest of peace, and hoped that he would be able to do so; whereupon,

in spite of my skeptical estimate of the situation, I attempted to put off the

U-boat war. My attempt failed as the result of the unqualified announce-

ment by the Admiralty Staff that postponement would be impossible because

a great portion of the U-boats which had been sent out could no longer be

reached for the purpose of communicating later orders. There remained

nothing else for me to do but to communicate our peace conditions to Pres-

ident Wilson, and to assure him of our promise to discontinue the U-boat

war as soon as the President had been successful in bringing about a situation

which promised results for peace negotiations.

In order to make the attitude of the Reichstag perfectly plain, I will bring

out the fact that, when the peace conditions which we had communicated to

Wilson were confidentially communicated to the committee, the majority of

the members of the committee expressed the desire that if, after all, we should

be successful in bringing matters to the point of negotiating for peace, I

should not consider myself bound by the program which had been communi-

cated to Wilson, because it was too moderate.

I have reached the end of my statement. I ask your indulgence for my
prolixity. This has been exclusively due to my desire to have the truth

established, at least as concerns the main points at issue, to the extent that I

am able to do so.

The Chairman: We, of course, understand that your Excellency needs a

rest. Consequently, we shall adjourn the proceedings at present and con-

tinue at 4 o’clock.

(Recess from 12:16 o’clock until 4 o’clock.)

The session was reopened at 4:19 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.
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The Chairman: We shall continue the hearing.

In your statement, your Excellency drew a sharp distinction between
“ mediation” and “move,” with reference to the peace activities of Wilson.

We deem it necessary to be enlightened upon this point: whether by the

term “mediation,” you refer to the activities of a State expressed in the

exercise of “good offices,” to use the language of international law, or whether,

on the other hand, you consider that it should merely be termed “move”;
that is, whether the fact that a State succeeds in bringing the belligerent

parties to a conference table (in this connection, the word “clearing house”

has constantly been used) is considered by you not as an act of mediation,

but merely as a move outside of the limits of a mediation. I should like to

ask your Excellency to explain to us your conception of it.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: When, this morning, I made my
statement with regard to the difference which I ascribed to the use of the

word “peace move” as compared with the word “peace mediation,” it was

only for the purpose of avoiding misunderstanding such as it seemed to me
has occurred in the sessions up to this time. Of course, even President Wil-

son’s activities, which were to consist in bringing the belligerents into confer-

ence, is, in the broad sense of the term, a peace mediation—that is obvious

—

and it is permissible when speaking about these matters, even under these

conditions, to apply the term “peace mediation.” My purpose in making the

distinction was only to differentiate sharply between various forms of activity.

It had been emphatically stated, in the sessions held up to this time, and by
Count v. Bernstorff too, that in the preliminary stages President Wilson had

never claimed the right, on the occasion of concluding peace, to participate

in the actual regulation of matters, especially matters of a territorial nature,

between the belligerents; that he merely claimed the right to take an active

part on the occasion of the study of general international questions, such as

disarmament, freedom of the sea, arbitral tribunals, league of nations, etc.

The part which President Wilson played underwent a change, which fact has

also been established here in the course of earlier proceedings. As has

already been pointed out, indications of such a change began to manifest

themselves to a certain extent in the peace note of the 18th of December,

1916. This change as a fact first came clearly into the foreground in the

message to the Senate of the 22d of January. If I am not mistaken, this is

a point to which Professor Bonn called particular attention in the course of

his interrogations, the fact that the situation changed on the 22d of January,

when President Wilson, on his part, drew up very definite peace conditions,

conditions essential to the establishment of any peace whatsoever. In so

doing, he stated that, in the course of his peace mediation, in the course of

his peace activities, if you like, he desired to take part in the regulation of

these matters, and in their direction as well. A special case consisted in the

united Poland, the corridor to the sea. Now, in order in the course of the
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hearing and in the course of further proceedings, not to confuse the activities

of President Wilson, the activities which we ascribed to him in the beginning

and to which, alone, in the beginning he laid claim, with the change which

was brought about by the message to Congress of the 22 cl of January, I

suggested making use of the terms “peace move” and “peace mediation”;

we could have chosen any other term, any other word. So it was simply a

suggestion on my part with regard to the description of a term, so that when
I make use of the term “peace move,” I mean the activities which we as-

cribed to President Wilson, whereas the use of the term “peace mediation”

in the course of my statement was for the purpose of describing activities by
which the peace mediator plays his part in the actual settlement of peace

conditions. That alone was the purpose of my remarks on the point.

The Chairman: Well, that answers the question.

I now refer back to the occasion of Gerard’s return to the United States

in September, 1916, and I shall, in connection therewith, inquire, your Ex-

cellency, as to whether, at that time, you had communicated peace conditions

to Gerard which he was to submit to the proper authorities in Washington,

and whether, your Excellency, Gerard was provided with instructions, also

emanating from you, which were such as to make it possible for him to form

a judgment, or to give him a real conception of the various currents of feeling

which existed in Germany at that time.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: This is a double question. May I

answer the last question first?

The Chairman: Certainly.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: In numerous conferences with

Ambassador Gerard—and he came to see me rather frequently— I repeatedly

spoke of the different currents of opinion which were manifesting themselves

among the German people with regard to the U-boat war. Ambassador

Gerard, too, had made his own observations concerning them and, in the

mutual conversations which had taken place, there was substantial agreement

with regard to the views expressed. I repeatedly assured Ambassador

Gerard that the pressure for the El-boat war was increasing. A blind man
could have seen that it increased from the autumn of 1916, on. ‘ Ambassador

Gerard expressed himself to this effect. I told him—of course, one can not

repeat the exact words which are used in conversation with another diplo-

mat; moreover, the occasion is too remote—that I agreed with the result of

his observations. Among other things, Ambassador Gerard repeatedly

informed me that, as the result of his observation, he could see how my per-

sonal attitude in the matter was constantly being contested more and more,

and on this point too we spoke in the same way—naturally using the lan-

guage of diplomatic intercourse, well, just as one speaks about such things.

Naturally, I am no longer in a position to state what these individual expres-

sions were.
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The Chairman: Naturally.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: So far as the first part of the ques-

tion is concerned, whether I disclosed our war aim conditions to Ambassador

Gerard, so far as I know I did not disclose to him concrete war aim condi-

tions. In the course of the conversations which I had with him on various

occasions and for various reasons, it so happened that we discussed what I

had said with regard to war aims in my addresses at the Reichstag. But, so

far as I know, nothing more than that ever took place.

With regard to this question, I would like to make a general statement.

I am in a position, and only in a position, to reveal to the committee informa-

tion with regard to the motives and purposes of my actions, with regard to

the forces which, according to my impressions, worked for me and supported

me, and with regard to those forces which were opposed to me, just as I did

this morning. But I desire to state that it is absolutely impossible for me to

answer at this time isolated special questions where dates are made th£ means

of possible identification. I should like to have the committee please bear

in mind that, for nearly two years, I had not even glanced at the files until

barely a week ago, when I was accorded access to them. Possibly about five

days ago I was furnished with a collection of the files which, I believe, is also

before the committee and, yesterday morning at 1 1 o’clock, with an additional

collection accompanied by copies of the documents themselves, which are

very interesting. Now, gentlemen, it is quite inconceivable that I should be

expected to make statements here under oath including the contents of the

documents in detail, the literal contents of the dispatches and their dates.

Moreover, these records would be far from sufficient. I already gave you

to understand this morning that I can not limit myself to the German-
American relations alone in passing upon all the questions which are ad-

dressed to me in such numbers. I have endeavored to point out how it is nec-

essary for me in this connection to pass in review the complications of the

World War as a whole. If I were to speak as one having full knowledge of

the contents of the records, I should be obliged to call for countless docu-

ments from the Foreign Office, and from the Imperial Chancelry, in order

to reconstruct the conditions under which such-and-such a dispatch went off

on a single day, what special occurrences, what political deliberations, what
considerations of a tactical nature—which you may be sure are items of

unusual importance in the political field—-were in existence and constituted

the reasons why precisely such-and-such wording was used. It is quite

impossible for me to reconstruct this here. I should, therefore, like to re-

quest the committee that, if they believe it necessary to ask me special ques-

tions of this kind, they draw up the questions and communicate them to me,

and give me the time required, at least in so far as is possible, to obtain such

information from the records as is proper and fitting when one is testifying

under oath in answer to such inquiries. But I should like to repeat: During
24
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the war, such a mass of cares and duties came crowding in upon me that

today, a little less than two years after I have retired from office—yes, it is

more than two years—

-

(Interruption: Two and a half years.)

-—it is a sheer impossibility for me to give information in detail at this time.

I can simply tell you, according to my best conscience, what my intentions

were during the war, with regard to individual phases, and for what I strove.

It is only with regard to such matters that I can give you information.

The Chairman: It is quite obvious, your Excellency, that if I ask you
questions which are not merely related to the motives and the purposes

which you have in mind—’that if I, for instance, call attention to cer-

tain occurrences and request a definite answer from you with regard

to these occurrences, it may well be the case that you are unable to give

a definite answer at the present time. This will be given due consideration

by us and, as far as is possible, we shall at once endeavor to refresh your

memory by reading from the pertinent documents, or by going into detail

with regard to the occurrence to the extent that those details are known to

us. In this case, you will give us a definite answer to the particular ques-

tion at a later session. To proceed in this way is a duty which is all the

more incumbent upon us, since your statements here are made under oath.

So that, in accordance with your request to present you with questions duly

drawn up, this is the method which we will adopt.

Has the direct question which I put to you with regard to Gerard been

fully answered by you?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: So far as my recollection extends,

I did not disclose peace conditions to him in any other form than that which

I have related to you. But, if I may be allowed to emphasize this point, I

did express myself to him with regard to the general nature of the war aims

for which I was striving, and which I had made the subject of speeches in the

Reichstag, at the same time, to be sure, accompanied with expressions of

varying points of view.

The Chairman: But in any event, your Excellency did not communicate

concrete peace conditions to Gerard?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: So far as I can recollect, no.

The Chairman: I should then, your Excellency, be pleased to request

that you give us information as to what extent Austria was kept informed

with regard to Wilson’s peace move, that is to say, whether the Supreme

High Command of the Army and Austria were in constant cognizance of

Wilson’s peace move, to the extent that it was known to us, particularly

through Count v. Bernstorff’s dispatches.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I can merely state in reply to this

question, that, in so far as I recollect the matter at the present moment,

Austria was kept informed. It was a continual process of keeping her in-
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formed
;
the process of keeping her informed on matters of detail was a mat-

ter to be handled by the Foreign Office and was not directly under the Chan-

celor. Just how this orientation was brought about, it is absolutely im-

possible for me to state at the present moment.

And perhaps on this very occasion I may be permitted to revert to

the former question, in order to show how it is actually impossible, in

answer to questions which are suddenly submitted to me, to reconstruct

affairs to such an extent in my mind that I can give you complete informa-

tion concerning them. Therefore, in order to avoid saying anything that is

not true, I recollect a talk that I had with Ambassador Gerard. I believe,

too, that he refers to it in his book—1 believe so. I had said once in the

Reichstag that we must take care, so far as Belgium was concerned, that it

should not be used by the Entente as a battering-ram against us— I do not

know exactly what word I used

—

(Interruption: Bulwark.)
-—as a bulwark against us. I said once in another speech: “What the

guarantees are to be”—on this occasion I expressed myself negatively

—

“upon which we must insist in order to bring about this result, gentlemen,

I can not state.”

That is approximately what was said in my speech. And I can only

repeat it in approximate terms; I may be mistaken. I remember that Ge-

rard once put the question to me : “What is your personal opinion concerning

the guarantees?” And that I, in reply, made some statement to him as to

how guarantees could be thought out, which could stop Belgium from being

put to a commercial and political use by the Entente and prevent the

Entente taking advantage of the situation from a military standpoint, etc.

According to my recollection, we talked this over, and, so far as I know, Mr.

Gerard has made references to this conversation in his book which, according

to my recollection at the time the book appeared, which was far more close

in point of time to the occurrences than is now the case, was looked upon by
me at the time as absolutely false. So far as I know, I issued a denial of

these comments in Gerard’s book. Where and how I issued the denial, how
I represented the case, it is impossible for me to give information at the

present moment unless I am able to collect the necessary material—I do not

know whether I have it at home.

But in order not to appear unreliable and put myself in the light of making

uncertain assertions here, where I am bound to make statements under oath,

I should like to repeat the following: It is possible that other occurrences

took place which are not now present in my mind. I assume, however, from

the statements of the chairman, that the committee is ready to submit ques-

tions of that kind to me in written form, and to allow me time to search my
memory or, perhaps, papers or newspapers—I have no documents at home;
I took no documents with me at the time that I retired from office. I
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should like to state and to lay stress upon the point that I did not do that;

it is, moreover, prohibited that officials should do this, and I did not want to

set a bad example. I have nothing but copies, have kept nothing but alto-

gether accessible matters; matters of a confidential nature are not in my
possession.

This is simply by way of supplement to my first statement, in order to

show how really devoid of results it is to suddenly put such questions as

these to me. I simply wanted to give you an evidence of my willingness

to answer as I did, and to say that I would like to have the questions drawn
up and to answer them in the next session.

The Chairman: Your Excellency will be given the opportunity in the

next session to supplement the statements which you have made today. I

may possibly be able to refresh your memory with regard to the question of

the getting into touch of Austria and Germany, in recalling to your mind
that Baron Burian stated on the 5th of December that it was his desire that

Wilson should not act as peace mediator. It would seem as though Burian’s

personal inclinations figured very prominently in this incident.

Does your Excellency know anything about this, and is it possible that

this suggestion can serve to refresh your memory on the point that negotia-

tions had already been under way with Austria with regard to these peace

proposals?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No, I state that it is entirely im-

possible for me to testify on this point. I would involve myself in conjec-

tures and assumptions which would be without basis or support.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: On the 18th of October, at the Headquarters

at Pless, you spoke with Baron Burian with regard to the possibility of reach-

ing a peace. It was here that the foundation of our peace proposal of the

1 2th of December was agreed upon. We have before us a detailed resume

on this point with regard to which reference was made in our preliminary

statement. In this resume there is no indication that Baron Burian was
informed that, in addition, the political department had already suggested the

question of a peace move on the part of Wilson. Do you remember, your

Excellency, whether or not Baron Burian was, from the start, when the

means and methods of bringing about peace were being discussed, let into

the secret that such a peace move on the part of Wilson was being suggested

by us?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No, I can not say that; I no longer

remember definitely how and in what form I spoke with Burian about the

matter. In view of the fact, however, that the resume will be examined by

me, I should like to make a statement concerning it. I have not yet seen

this resume in the records, but I would like to express my opinion with regard

to the nature of such resumes. Resumes which I made of the files in this

way were aide-memoires for me, and I suggest that the committee picture to
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themselves the way in which such resumes came to be drawn up frequently

during the war. In the turmoil and flood of business, I very often made
hasty memoranda concerning a matter which, in my opinion, called for it so

that it should not later entirely escape my memory. But these resumes are

not documents; they are personal aide-memoires which could not claim to

be absolutely reliable.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That is the way we look at the matter here

also. But the question as to whether Burian was informed that we had

suggested to Wilson that a peace move be brought about is a question which

is of interest to us.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : I have already stated that I should

be given time in which to answer this question. I would suggest that the

question of the reply be taken up in one of the next sessions, when it will be

possible for me, after examining the records and conversing with my cowork-

ers—for of course I did not do everything myself—to refresh my memory
to the extent of informing you how the matter occurred, according to my
best knowledge thereof.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Your Excellency, may I assist your memory with

the following, taken from the writing of the i8th of October? It begins with

these words: “Baron Burian submitted the following to me yesterday in

Pless”; and now come the contents of this communication from Baron

Burian. It is stated here:

We should not invoke either one or all of the neutral Powers to offer

peace mediation, because such an arrangement would probably en-

counter an attitude on the part of the intermediary not altogether favor-

able to us. What we should do is to request the neutral Powers to ex-

ercise their good offices in submitting to our enemies on our account a
peace proposal expressed in definite terms. This request should be
directed to all neutrals, America, Spain, Switzerland, Holland, and the

Scandinavian States, and should be made publicly, simultaneously,
and in the same terms. He said that the Pope. . . .

Now, America is mentioned here first among the neutral States named.

Now, after I have read this to you, can you recollect whether, in the course

of the conversation with Baron Burian, the talk was not only concerning

America, but concerning the other neutrals as well, and more or less in some
such connection as this, that “this neutral Power is already engaged in the

matter of a peace move or will become engaged therein”?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I can only repeat that I request to

be allowed to give information in answer to the question which has just been

put to me in one of the next sittings, after I have had the opportunity of

talking this thing over with my collaborators, and particularly with the

Secretary of State of the Foreign Office. I should like, however, to make
the following remark with regard to the conversation with Baron Burian.
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According to the best of my recollection, the form of our peace move of the

1 2th of December differed in two ways from the proposals of Baron Burian.

Baron Burian had in contemplation the handing over of a peace proposal to

our enemies by means of the neutral Powers; in other words, no public peace

proposal, so far as I recollect. I believe, too, that this contains an indication

of what was said with regard to neutrals.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Yes, but why did you at that time set down Baron

Burian’s communication in the following terms: “This request should be

directed to all neutrals and should be made publicly, simultaneously, and in

the same terms”?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Why, of course it should be direc-

ted to all neutrals publicly. There is always the difference as to whether

this peace proposal should be publicly communicated to the neutral Powers,

or whether, as happened here with us, it was communicated in a session of

the Reichstag. Early this morning, I mentioned the reasons which appeared

to us to call for such public announcement of the peace proposal in a session of

parliament. We wanted to prevent the Entente from stopping, by means of

prohibitive censorship measures, a real announcement of the peace proposal

—the proposal by means of which we intended to influence the attitude of

the various peoples. I spoke about that this morning, too. And I am
inclined to believe that the proposal made by Burian was somewhat trimmed

down along this line.

And there is another point of difference; but it is of little interest at the

present time. Originally, Baron Burian was of the opinion—I do not know
whether any mention is made thereof in the resume—that the peace proposal

should be accompanied at the same time by a statement of our peace condi-

tions. I did not consider that practicable. And this morning I made
general comments covering the reasons therefor.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Without desiring to push you at all with regard to

this statement, your Excellency, I should still like to call your attention to

one thing. This resume contains remarks concerning similar action on the

part of a certain neutral State or neutral sovereign. In this connection, is

anything further called to your recollection?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I repeat my request to be allowed

to answer this inquiry on the occasion of the next session.

The Chairman: In the next session we shall get definite and detailed

information with regard to it, so that it is unnecessary to put any further

questions along this line.

I should like now, however, to speak of a fact which may possibly have

been of some value in the process of reaching your conclusion with regard

to Wilson’s peace move, but which was not touched upon this morning.

This fact has to do with former Secretary of State Bryan. Soon after the

outbreak of the war, the newspapers took occasion to report rumors of dis-
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agreements between Wilson and Bryan. As a matter of fact, after about

a year’s time, Bryan resigned his post and Lansing took his place. Now,

Bryan, so far as the press has informed us on the point, has given reasons

for his resignation to the effect that Wilson’s policy was no longer such as

he could agree to, because it would inevitably lead to war with Germany,

and that he, as an out-and-out pacifist, would not take part in this policy.

Does your Excellency know anything definite with regard to this fact, and

did not this circumstance influence you in your judgment of Wilson?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : I beg to be allowed to answer this

question, too, in the next session.

The Chairman: Very well. I now come to a question which we desire

to have cleared up, and which is based on a marked discrepancy, consisting,

on the one side, in the wish which you appear to have entertained to have

peace actually come about by means of a mediation by Wilson, and, on the

other, of the fact that you refused to grant Wilson’s wish to have his peace

proposal precede ours; on the contrary, you wanted to have our peace pro-

posal precede Wilson’s. I note that also your activities in relation to

the neutral Powers took the form, particularly in the case of Spain, of at-

tempting to further Wilson’s peace move. On the other hand, isolated

acts and expressions of yours are such as to indicate the existence of still

another intention. I should like to have you make matters clear to us

along this line.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: This morning I set out the advan-

tages of a peace move by Wilson, and the advantages of a peace proposal

emanating from ourselves, and weighed them one against the other. I can

simply repeat what I said this morning. And, moreover, I thought that in

this matter it was best to have two irons in the fire.

The Chairman: But Wilson’s express wish had been announced. We
had been informed by Count Bernstorff that we were not to come out with

our conditions, because it was possible that this might have an unfavorable

effect upon Wilson’s peace move, that this was not suited to Wilson’s char-

acter, and other things of this kind. Can your Excellency perhaps give us

an exact answer as to why we were to consider it necessary to ignore this

particular wish of v. Bernstorff’s?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I beg to be allowed to answer this

question at the next session.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: This morning you gave us quite a detailed

characterization of Wilson, which did not speak in favor of his bringing

about peace. Will you give us the reasons which induced you and the

Foreign Office to suggest that a peace move be made by Wilson, in spite of

these characteristics?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Because the war was such that all

chances had to be given a trial, even if they were slight.
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The Chairman : On November 26, a note from Secretary of State Zimmer-
mann was sent to Washington, to the effect that we should give Wilson’s

peace move preference over our peace proposal, and on the 27th of November
a note went to Hindenburg from your Excellency—we have the documents
in our hands— to the effect that we were to come out with our peace proposal.

So we have here, and coming to pass within two successive days, a contradic-

tion between plans of action, to be sure, not contradictory acts on the part

of the same person, since it is true that one note was sent by Secretary of

State Zimmermann, and the other was sent by your Excellency. Is your

Excellency in a position to explain this contradiction to us?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The contradiction is to be ex-

plained, in my opinion, by the answer which I have already given, that we
had two irons in the fire and that we wanted to have them in the fire. Tac-

tical motives may have caused me to consider that the one iron was the

better for the one side, and the other for the purposes of the other side.

These are tactical considerations which come up in politics every day.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But on the 26th of November, Washington

was definitely informed by Secretary of State Zimmermann’s note that the

Wilson move should be withdrawn.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I suggest that, so far as this note

is concerned, which, according to what I am told, is described as having

emanated from Secretary of State Zimmermann, it be made the subject of

inquiries addressed to Secretary of State Zimmermann who will soon be

heard. I have worked in complete accord on all points with my highly

esteemed collaborator, Secretary of State Zimmermann, and I should like

to emphasize this at the present moment. But should I be asked concern-

ing the motives which inspired Secretary of State Zimmermann to draw up

this dispatch? It seems to me that his statement would be more to the

point.

The Chairman : Of course, the testimony of Secretary of State Zimmer-

mann will be taken by us; but we must assume that from the beginning

there was a certain general agreement with regard to such important notes.

The cdntradiction, then, is simply explained by the fact that you desired to

have two irons in the fire, as you have already stated more than once.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: If, on the 27th of November, Count Bern-

storff was informed that he was desired to urge that Wilson’s peace move
be carried into effect, and if Wilson was not informed that on the 12th of

December a peace move on our own part was to follow, was that not bound

to have such an effect upon Wilson as might well be unfavorable under all

of the circumstances?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I ventured this morning to state

that President Wilson’s peace move was in no way detrimentally affected

by our peace proposal. He carried out this peace move, which is contained
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in his peace note of the 18th of December, and, as a matter of fact—and this,

too, I have made the subject of detailed remarks—was written in the middle

of November and underwent no change until the 18th of December. I

can only repeat this here.

The Chairman: Is that a fact which is absolutely known to you, Excel-

lency, that this note which was with Wilson for a number of weeks was not

altered in any shape or manner?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : Count Bernstorff has lately

testified that, with the exception of the one supplemental statement which

the President made—I believe in the second paragraph—that his note was

not to be in any way connected with our peace move, the note remained

unchanged in all further particulars. That is the impression I got from his

testimony. Naturally, I do not know what Wilson did.

The Chairman: No facts of any other kind are at your disposal on this

point?

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: I should like to know, your Excellency, why
Wilson was not informed, and why some kind of arrangement was not arrived

at with him, to the effect that on the 12th of December an outline of a peace

program on our part would follow, so that it would have been absolutely

impossible to connect the two.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-EIollweg: The whole purpose of our peace

proposal of December 12 consisted in taking people by surprise—I have also

explained that—on account of the effect upon the various peoples. It was

impossible for me to allow that to be known to the world beforehand. It

was also agreed to by our allies that it was to be kept secret. I kept

it secret here. So far as I know, even the Reichstag was very much taken

by surprise on the 12th of December, and very few people knew anything

about it. The point is, that I considered it necessary. I can say no more

about the matter than that.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I should like to call attention to the fact that at

bottom there is no contradiction between the communication of Bernstorff’s

on the 26th of November and the communication of the following day. One
method might be better than the other. For this reason, it might well have

t

been desirable for the other road to be chosen. There is no contradiction.

The Chairman: It has already been explained how the disagreement as

such is to be interpreted.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: You stated, your Excellency, that Wilson’s move
was not detrimentally affected by the peace proposal of the Central Powers.

And now, perhaps, the following question can be put: Do you assume that

some authorities in Germany desired such a detrimental effect to occur?

In other words, that it was their intention to have the peace proposal appear

at the time it did so that it would conflict with Wilson’s move?
Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: No.
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The Chairman: Let Dr. Bonn be heard on this question.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that we must differentiate between two
things: The subjective effect upon President Wilson, and the objective effect.

It is perfectly conceivable to me that President Wilson, who, without the

slightest doubt, was a vacillating character, was at last forced by the German
peace proposal to act, if he really desired to act at all. For this reason I

can perceive no difficulty, in spite of the fact that I can perfectly well under-

stand how, on the other hand, it happened that President Wilson may have
looked upon this occurrence with a certain amount of annoyance. But the

other question seems to me to be much more important than this, and that is

whether the effect of Wilson’s peace move was not detrimentally affected by
the fact that we anticipated him. So far as America is concerned, I can

confirm that from my own memory. For, at the very moment when Wilson

came out with his move after we had made a peace proposal, the appearance

was that of a game played hand in hand with Germany. The reproach of

such cooperation would have been easy to bear if it had actually existed.

But it has been very emphatically shown to be the fact that this was not the

case. It is beyond any question that, as the result, Wilson got the reputa-

tion in the United States of conducting a pro-German policy. For in the

previous session it was already established that Gerard, even on shipboard,

and Lansing, in an interview by no means ably conducted, sought to eradi-

cate this impression. In the United States, therefore, the question is settled.

I believe that the question, whether or not the possibilities of a peace move
by Wilson were not diminished in the enemy countries, ought also to be

put.

The Chairman : Does your Excellency wish to give any further informa-

tion with regard to the point?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I would like to remind Professor

Bonn that already this morning I have made a number of comments on this

point, quite special comments, in fact. I ventured to state that, subjec-

tively, President Wilson was perhaps annoyed by our peace proposal, which

was announced without his knowledge, but that he permitted his annoyance

to have no influence upon his course of action. I proved this to be the case.

And my view in connection with the matter was that the question should

really be put thus: Did our peace proposal result in having the Entente

answer Wilson’s peace note of the 18th of December in a form which con-

stituted a rejection and in a different manner than it would have had, had we
made no peace proposal? In other words: did our peace proposal so dis-

please the Entente that it was for this reason that it refused to accede to the

peace move which Wilson suggested? I stated that to be the fact, and I

ask that this be eventually read as part of my remarks; and I added finally

the following observation: “Yes, we could only give an answer in the

matter if we knew what had taken place on the part of our enemies.” But
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the opinions which we might voice with regard thereto would remain nothing

but conjectures for, as I said, I am not under the impression that the Entente

is inclined to throw open its archives. I believe that I discussed this ques-

tion this morning.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Allow me to call your attention to the following

in connection with this: The resume which has already been the subject of

discussion with regard to the communication of Baron Burian, is dated, I

believe, October 18, 1916. On October 1, 1916, you sent a telegram to

Baron v. Griinau which, so far as the material passages are concerned, reads

as follows:

You will hand the following telegram to General Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg and a copy thereof to Admiral v. Holtzendorff.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff has just informed me in strict confidence

that, according to information which had reached him today from the

General Headquarters, it was intended to begin the U-boat war around
the 1 8th of October, in which case the boats would have to leave port on
the 10th of the month with the necessary orders.

I can not conceive of a final decision being taken on this question, and
of my being merely informed thereof by the Chief of the Admiralty
Staff, without an agreement sanctioned by His Majesty being reached
on this point with me, and I desire to make the following comments in

the premises:

It is well known that we have promised the United States to carry on
the U-boat war under the rules of prize. We can recede from this prom-
ise only after an impressive statement of our reasons therefor, and after

providing for the lapse of a period of time in which the United States

would be enabled, in theory at least, to prevent the sailings of American
ships and passengers to England. At the personal command of His
Majesty, Count Bernstorff has been instructed to approach President
Wilson on the subject of issuing an appeal for peace. In case Wilson
is prevailed upon to do this, the probable rejection of the appeal by
England and her allies, in connection with our acceptance, will constitute

good grounds for us to withdraw the promise which we have made to the
United States, and to do so in a manner morally justifiable to the world
at large, particularly justifiable in the eyes of the European neutral

Powers, and will thereby have an effect upon the attitude which they
will probably assume later on. Count Bernstorff has not yet replied to

the proposal, which was immediately communicated to him by telegram.
Before the situation is cleared up in this respect, an announcement of

the U-boat war, to be followed by steps for the purpose of carrying it

into execution, according to orders of His Majesty, is absolutely im-
possible. And before this is done, I am scarcely in a position to obtain
an agreement thereto of our allies.

My question is now put in connection with the foregoing, and along the

following lines : At that time the matter of a peace proposal by the Central

Powers had not as yet been taken up, but there had been discussed, on the

contrary, the matter of an instruction to be issued to Bernstorff at Washing-

ton, from the German side, that is, emanating from the Foreign Office or
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from you, the purport of which was to take up with Wilson the issuance of

an appeal for peace; and in connection therewith, even at that time (the

first of October) the possibility was discussed of withdrawing from a promise

previously made to the United States to carry on the U-boat war under the

rules of prize, on the assumption that England and the rest of our opponents

would, as seemed likely to be the case, reject the appeal, whereas it would
be accepted by the German side. To repeat my question, it is to this effect:

Did certain authorities entertain the intention in any event, of connecting

the peace proposal with a change in tactics with regard to the U-boat war?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I do not know. I can only testify

as to what my intention was. What other authorities may have desired, I

do not know.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: What you desired, your Excellency, is made plain,

I believe, from the telegram of the ist of October, 1916 to Baron v. Griinau,

the representative of the Foreign Office at the quarters of the Supreme High

Command of the Army. I ask that if I misinterpret this telegram, I be

corrected. It states: We can recede from this promise to carry on the

U-boat war only in accordance with the law of prize “only after an impres-

sive statement and after providing for the lapse of a period of time”; Count

Bernstorff is to suggest to the President the issuance of an appeal for peace;
“ in caseWilson is prevailed upon to do this, the probable rejection of the appeal

by England and her allies, in connection with our acceptance, will constitute

good grounds for us to withdraw the promise which we have made to the

United States, and to do so in a manner morally justifiable to the world at

large.” “Will”! Who is the person to whom the rejection of the appeal is

to furnish the moral justification for the revocation of a promise, and in

accordance with whose desire is this to be done?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It seems to me that the matter is

a very simple one. In the Sussex note we had promised to conduct the

U-boat war only in accordance with the rules of prize, but we inserted in

so many words the following condition: we shall be released, if our expecta-

tions—of course I can not recall to mind the exact wording—if our expec-

tations were not fulfilled that the United States would bring England back

to an observance of the Declaration of London. It was obvious that the

point would have to be established by some subsequent occurrence; and that

the time had now come, in our opinion, when we were released. And some

such occurrence would consist in a possible rejection of Wilson’s peace move
or of our peace proposal by the Entente.

I should like to suggest at this point: Dr. Cohn has said that by the first

of October a peace proposal on our part had not as yet been discussed. I

had been turning the matter over in my mind all the summer, and trying to

plan how I could carry it out.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Pardon me your Excellency, I merely said that the
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suggestion of Baron v. Burian had as yet not taken place. In this connec-

tion no reference has been made to your intentions with regard to peace or

to what your plans may have been with regard to a peace proposal. But

let me call your attention to this fact: the revocation of the promise to the

United States as announced in the Sussex note was at that time, just as you

have stated, conditioned upon whether the United States would be unsuc-

cessful in its attempt to bring England back to our conception of the laws

governing war at sea. But you will note that here quite a different reason

is alleged as a ground for the revocation of the promise, namely, the rejec-

tion of the appeal for peace. According to my belief, these two things have,

intrinsically, absolutely nothing in common. They can, then, be brought

into connection with one another only in case nothing more nor less than

the very intention was entertained to bring about an appeal for peace for

the purpose of making the rejection serve the purpose of bringing some war

aim into existence, or of furthering some war aim.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: I shall venture to state that I con-

sider that a false conclusion. After we took the well-known stand in the

Sussex note, which I have just described, it was necessary for some sort of an

incident to occur which would enable us -to take the stand with the United

States to the effect that “the matter is now closed, we now have a free hand.”

And such an incident—it might have been other incidents—was to be found

in the expected rejection of a peace proposal, or in the rejection of an appeal

for peace made by Wilson. This telegram of the 1st of October from myself

to Mr. v. Griinau, was moreover— I should like to state this fact which will

be revealed by the files—occasioned by a false communication by the Ad-
miralty Staff or by a communication which was falsely construed, to the

effect that the U-boat war was to start on the 18th of October. So far as I

know, the later records will also show that there was a misunderstanding.

The Chairmax: This appears also from the introduction.

Delegate Dr. Hoetzsch: Basing his answer upon a remark of Colonel

House, Count Bernstorff replied in very definite terms, in response to the

question concerning the effect of the German peace proposal in the United

States, that while this peace proposal did not operate as a thwarting—that

was the expression which the recorder used—of the American peace move, it

certainly made it more difficult. Count v. Bernstorff stated, further, that the

American Government had been disappointed in having the matter thus

taken out of its hands. From the answer which your Excellency has made
to Professor Bonn, I believe that I may venture to draw the conclusion that

your Excellency does not share this opinion of Count Bernstorff.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: I already stated this morning

that, if President Wilson was annoyed by our peace proposal—and he was;

I know that he was annoyed—this fact did not stop him from carrying out

his move.
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Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: So that your Excellency does not consider that

Count Bernstorff’s opinion on this point was correct?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : So far as I know, Count Bernstorff

stated that it was his opinion that his peace move had been made more
difficult for President Wilson. Is it not a fact that that was the impression

which Count v. Bernstorff had? The facts are these: that our peace propo-

sal went out on the 12th of December, and that President Wilson, on Decem-
ber 1 8, issued his appeal for peace in a form which he had already selected

in the middle of November and before the peace proposal.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I should like to be informed upon one more
point. On November 25, Bernstorff telegraphed that Wilson’s peace move
was imminent or was to be expected very shortly, but only on the condition

that, up to that time, we should have as little to say as possible on the ques-

tion of peace mediation. This communication, which was officially pre-

sented by Colonel House, was not met with the reply: “We propose, never-

theless, to discuss peace, namely, in the form of our proposal.” Is it not

possible that this might have even gone so far as to give Wilson the impres-

sion of a rebuff?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It is possible that it may have

given President Wilson the impression of a rebuff. I revert to what I am
saying now, I believe, for the fifth time, that, in spite of it all, President

Wilson carried out his peace move in the way that he had already prepared

to carry it out in the middle of November.

The Chairman: This question, too, seems to me to have been answered.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I merely wanted to state that, in accordance with

my recollection, Count Bernstorff stated that the difficulty consisted in this,

that, by so doing, an appearance of weakness on the part of Germany had

been given, and that it was on this account that the proposal for mediation

on Wilson’s part had been made more difficult with the Powers, because they

saw that they could carry on the war successfully. It was in this way that

the difficulties, according to Count Bernstorff’s statement, came into being.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that we may put aside as answered the ques-

tion as to what effect the German peace proposal had upon Wilson. All

those to whom we have put the question and who have answered it are in

agreement on the point, but to me that does not seem to be the real point at

issue. The point is this: In connection with this peace proposal, surely

something was expected to result therefrom
;
of that there is not the slightest

doubt—it is not even a matter of conjecture, and to show this we need not

refer to our files; a glance at the press of the allied countries is sufficient;

should not the question be put thus: The fact that Wilson went limping

along after a peace move made by Germany gave the impression that his

move was one that went hand in hand with it. In this way, if I may be

allowed to use plain language, he appeared, both in the United States and in
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the eyes of our enemies, to be acting as an agent for Germany. And in this

way it was made possible for the great machine of hatred, of which his Ex-

cellency spoke this morning, to be again set in motion in quite a different

way from what otherwise would have been the case. I believe that this is

the fundmental point here—not Wilson’s state of mind, which, on other

occasions, naturally played an important part.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: If I may be allowed a remark, it

is certain that Professor Bonn is right in many respects. I have also called

attention to the fact that, in my opinion too, the question to be asked is,

whether the rejection with which the Entente met Wilson’s appeal for peace

is to be taken as the result of our peace proposal, and in connection with a

judgment of Wilson’s peace move, in its relation thereto. That President

Wilson may possibly have met with difficulties in the United States as the

result of people saying to him: “Why, you are hobbling after the Germans”
may well be true. For the rest, I believe that in all the countries of the

Entente the inclination of the United States in favor of the Entente—the

quite considerable inclination; I express myself with all caution—was so

well known that it is pretty difficult to assume that President Wilson’s

supposed friendship for Germany could have had any serious results.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: I agree with Professor Bonn. The question as

to the effect upon President Wilson’s mind has been answered. But the

question has not been answered as to whether the American move, which

was set in motion by the instructions of your Excellency, was cramped in

its effect as the result of the German peace proposal, if not actually crippled;

in other words, whether, speaking practically, it would not have been better

to have let the American-German plans run their course before Germany
came out with its effort. This is a question which, it appears to me, has

not as yet been answered.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that I may venture to

refer to my statements of this morning. This morning, I analyzed the rea-

sons which were in favor of our peace proposal. I stated, to recapitulate

briefly, that, as the result of my estimate of President Wilson’s policy and
state of mind, I was left with no assurance that he would actually issue an

appeal for peace, and, again, I had no assurance as to when he would do so.

This question of when, however, was of vital importance; for an effective

step in the direction of peace can only be made at the time when military

successes are at their climax. If we were to observe this principle, it was
we who would have to determine whether military successes were at their

climax. In view of President Wilson’s uncertainty, we could not depend
upon the fact that he would avail himself of the point when our military

superiority was reached for proceeding at once with his peace move. That
he would not have selected the beginning of December, when we had cap-

tured Czernawoda and Bucharest, would seem to me to follow from Colonel
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House’s communication that he would have considered a peace proposal

by us as an indication of weakness. Now then, if America believed that

we were so weak at that time, President Wilson, on his part, would not have
issued an appeal for peace, for he certainly must have been aware of the

fact that the Entente would not have agreed to an appeal for peace if it

believed that we were in a very bad situation.

Moreover, I pointed out this morning those reasons of domestic and ex-

ternal policy which persuaded me that a proposal coming from us would be

helpful, and not only helpful but in some respects essential; and that, if I

were to rely upon President Wilson with his vacillations—if I may be allowed

so to express myself—I should not have known whether the time of our

military superiority would be passed over or not, and the possibility of a

peace move be adjourned ad kalendas Graecas
,
a circumstance which, for

the reasons I have stated, I should have considered detrimental.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: If I may be allowed to sum this up in a few words,

your Excellency’s stand is this: That, in December, 1916, you were, to a

certain extent in a forced situation which was determined both by the con-

dition of domestic politics, and by the fact that Germany could not afford

not to avail herself of the advantage of having reached a climax from the

standpoint of military successes. In this forced situation, your Excellency

considered it more advisable to issue the general peace proposal, and were

willing to reckon with the fact that the move which had been initiated on

the American side might be hampered; in other words, you estimated that

as being of but secondary importance in its potential effect. Have I stated

the matter correctly?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No, you have not stated it correctly.

It seems to me we are simply traveling around in circles of conjecture. As-

sume now that President Wilson would have issued his peace move in the

last days of November, whereupon I will assume that we should have re-

linquished all claim to our peace proposal. I would have accepted as part

of the bargain that we would have lost those good features of our own peace

proposal, of which I spoke early this morning, and would also, to a certain

extent, have been pleased to have obtained the advantage of the good

features of a peace appeal by Wilson. For this reason, I, acting through

Count v. Bernstorff, continued to urge the continuation of the peace move
by Wilson, although we had made up our minds to make a peace move our-

selves, because I did not know on what day President Wilson would an-

nounce that he was ready to do this, or the form which it would take.

Every new political incident, such as a peace move on the part of President

Wilson, reconstructs the political field anew by fitting together new fractions

of the whole hitherto unused. I consider that it is utterly useless to attempt

to reconstruct the picture now, after the event.

Delegate Katzenstein: Your Excellency, you told us today why you
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felt that it would be inadvisable to make the peace conditions known. Now,

the withholding of the German peace conditions

—

The Chairman: That is a matter, Mr. Delegate Katzenstein, which we
will not touch upon until later.

Expert Dr. Bonn: If my recollection with regard to what Count v. Bern-

storff said is correct, there was in reality no difference between the American

conception and the German conception that a peace mediation or— I will

choose my terms with care—a peace move, could only be fruitful at a time

when we were in a favorable military situation. If my recollection is correct.

Colonel House stated this to Count v. Bernstorff in so many words. The
remark made by Count v. Bernstorff, to the effect that our peace proposal

would be looked upon by the Allies as a sign of weakness, should, it seems to

me, be thus construed: At the moment when the German Government came

out with a peace proposal it became far less likely that the American Govern-

ment would meet with success; for the Allies would say: “The Germans are

in a terrible hurry.” Now, there is no question about it but that a peace

move, whether a German or an American peace move, would have to depend

upon a favorable military situation in order to bear fruit. On this point

there will probably be no difference of opinion. But a favorable military

situation is, after all, not a matter of three or four days. It existed after the

Roumanian campaign. There is no question of doubt, after all that we have

seen, that President Wilson must be considered a vacillator. This, then, was
the question which presented itself : was there no way of shaking him out of

his vacillating mood without jeopardizing his peace move? Would it have

been—and this is the question which I would like to put to his Excellency

—

would it have been impossible to send a warning to Washington more or

less as follows: “If something is not done soon, we shall have to try other

methods”?

That is the one point. The other point which was touched upon by Pro-

fessor Hoetzsch seems to me to be this. I am perfectly well aware of the

fact that the question as to which was the better of the two, an American

peace move or a peace proposal of our own, was duly considered. But here,

too, it seems to me, the fact was that no real decision was reached, but that,

if I may use a familiar mode of speech, it was attempted to handle the mat-

ter along the lines of the proverb, “ It is well to have two strings to your bow.”

I should like to be informed with regard to these two points.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : I have already stated with regard

to the second point that it was our purpose to have two irons in the fire, and
I shall adhere to this. The choice was to depend on whether one took a

better temper than the other.

In the second place, Dr. Bonn expressed the opinion that the reaching of a

military climax was not the question of a short time. I would request you
to look back over the history of our war and recall to mind how, through the
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offensives which we were called upon to meet on the West front the war pic-

ture, or at least the fortunes of war, changed, in any event, in the opinion of

our enemies, within a comparatively short space of time.

In the third place I may add that, if we are now discussing which

alternative was preferable, I will admit that our peace proposal had certain

disadvantages when compared to the American peace move; but it also

had certain advantages when compared to the American peace move. The
really deciding feature was, however, what Professor Bonn designated it to

be, that Wilson was a vacillating character, a great vacillator. I could not

count upon what he was going to do or when he was going to do it, as con-

stituting reliable factors. I do not think that I should designate as exactly

shrewd, from the political standpoint, Professor Bonn’s suggestion that I

might have had Wilson informed that, if he did not hurry, we ourselves

would decide to act differently.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: If I recollect correctly, your Excellency, you stated

today that your doubts of Wilson’s sincere desire to bring about a conclusion

of peace had been increased by the fact that the American Ambassador

stated, when you asked him, that he knew nothing about Wilson’s intentions.

Now, to my knowledge, the American Ambassador was in the United States

from about the middle of September until around Christmas. To what

point of time does your statement refer?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It was exactly this point which

amazed me. When Gerard returned from America, I had expected that he

was going to tell me what it was, exactly, that Wilson proposed to do further.

It was during the next two or three days—as a matter of fact, it was before

January 9—that he gave me his answer accompanied by a certain embarrass-

ment: “I have no instructions from the United States, I do not really know

what was going on.” He told me in a general way, just as he did on the

occasion of the dinner to which there has been such frequent reference, that

the relations were very good; but he further told me, during the first half of

January, and his statement was more or less in the nature of a complaint: “ I

do not know what the matter is in Washington; I receive no telegrams at

all.”

Delegate Gothein: I should like to ask whether this absence of instruc-

tions on the part of Ambassador Gerard was not to be attributed to the fact

that, in the meantime America had been confronted with a new situation,

because we ourselves had come out with our peace proposal

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I have simply the following general

impression on this point—and I submitted my statements thereon this

morning early. Our means of communication with the United States were

extremely poor; this I called attention to separately. The impression which

I received was that, if Mr. Wilson was so taken up with the idea of pushing

his peace move and of bringing the war to an end, he might well have so
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instructed his ambassador in Berlin, with whom he could communicate

quite easily, so that some of the necessary negotiations might have taken

place in Berlin and not in Washington; and from the very fact that this did

not occur, I drew further conclusions which nourished my feeling of skep-

ticism.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Your Excellency, do I understand you correctly;

this skepticism was an incident which came into existence after those ex-

periences of the 22d of December and later dates, but not, however, from the

first?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I beg to call attention to the fact

that this morning I gave a good number of reasons which brought about my
feeling of skepticism.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Your Excellency, you stated today that it had been

impracticable to put off the German peace proposal any longer. On the

other hand, the United States, through Count v. Bernstorff, hekEout the

prospect of the peace move being taken at the end of the year, at the very

latest. Was there any particular reason for Germany not to continue to

wait during the period running from the 12th of December until the 31st of

December, and if there was, what was it?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: On the 12th of December, we
found that we had reached a climax so far as military operations w^ere con-

cerned. I have already set out the reasons which induced me to have the

peace proposal made. It was my purpose to meet the requirements of this

situation of military superiority. If I had put it off until the 31st of Decem-
ber, who knows what would have happened in the meantime or if it was
really Wilson’s intention to act on the 31st of December or before? Oh, I

know this was Count Bernstorff’s impression, but I have ventured to do

some analyzing, and it was very interesting from my point of view, that Dr.

Bonn confirmed my impression that Wilson was a great vacillator. How
much could have happened meanwhile!

Delegate Dr. Cohn: You said today, your Excellency, that the form of

the peace proposal was based upon a compromise, with the terms of which

you were not wholly agreed. What were the opposing views which had to

be reconciled in the drawing up of the compromise?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that General Ludendorff

has expressed himself with regard to this question in his book. He made
the point that he was called to be present at the drawing up of the compro-

mise, and had emphasized the fact— I can not remember the exact terms—

-

that stress should be laid in our peace proposal upon the victorious position

in which we found ourselves. I believe that that was done in a somewrhat

too pronounced way.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Did this have reference to the army order which wras

issued at the same time: “In the consciousness of victory”?
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(Interruption: No, to the note itself!)

The Chairman: We have now come to quite a different question. The
committee would like, your Excellency, to obtain a statement from you as

to what possibilities were at the disposal of the government with regard to

public enlightenment, as to what the political branch of the government

desired to accomplish. The purpose of the German proposal of the 12th of

December was to tone down the desire for war. Now, were steps toward

public enlightenment taken by those in supreme control of governmental

affairs, steps which actually were such as to tone down the desire for war?

As a matter of fact, did such possibilities exist, and to what extent were they

taken advantage of? To what extent, for instance, did the censorship au-

thorities bestir themselves in order not to work at cross purposes with the

aims of the government?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Holiaveg: I did not quite understand the

question. Do you mean, what was it that we did, so far as domestic public

opinion was concerned?

The Chairman: Yes, so far as domestic public opinion was concerned,

in order to make it as harmonious as possible with the aims and purposes of

the government.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: With this purpose in view, I made
my Reichstag speech at the time the peace proposal was introduced, and

naturally took steps, as far as was possible to do so, to see that the press

hewed into the same notch, but the committee is well aware that even at

that time, nay, from still earlier times, the greater part of the press was not

very strongly inclined to develop the themes which I had announced.

The Chairman : So that the most effective results were brought about by
you, your Excellency, by speeches made by you in parliament and speeches

which, as is naturally understood, were subsequently further commented
upon and further distributed by means of the press; for the influence which

the highest governmental branch exerted upon the press, was small at best,

as you have just stated.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that I have been mis-

understood. It goes without saying that the machine which existed for

the purpose of supporting my policy, and also to encourage the lines of

thought which I expressed in my speech, was set in motion. As to par-

ticulars, I, of course, as Imperial Chancelor, had no knowledge.

Delegate Gothein: On the 5th of February, 1916, your Excellency sent

a telegram to General v. Falkenhayn, at that time Chief of the Supreme

High Command of the Army, in which you complained that the censorship

authorities gave the press free scope, particularly the Deutsche Tageszeitung,

the Kolnische Volkszeitung and the Kreuzzeitung
,
papers which, in the

role of instigators, called for an early resumption of the U-boat war under

more rigorous circumstances than before, and demanded this, and, in utter
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ignorance of the dangers involved in a breaking off of relations, were thwart-

ing, by these methods, the attempt to bring about a settlement of the

Lusitania controversy; and that your Excellency requested at the same

time that instructions should be issued to those in authority in the censor-

ship bureau to have an end put to such methods.

While General v. Falkenhayn’s answer to this telegram is, in the main,

in agreement therewith, he is, however, unable to conclude that the attitude

of these papers is in any way dangerous, and is of the opinion that it is very

objectionable to put a stop to any one party and its views. From which it

necessarily appears that there was a clear-cut issue between your Excellency

in person and the military branch with regard to the censorship. Up to

the present time, I have not been able to examine the other documents. I

wanted to ask whether there were, on this point, frequent complaints on the

part of the government with regard to the administration of the censorship.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I ventured to express myself this

morning, in that part of my statement in which I spoke of the agitation with

regard to the U-boat war, to the effect that I had repeatedly taken such

steps as lay within my power to put down this agitation. That was done in

the case of this telegram, and it took the form of oral discussions when I

met at Headquarters with General Falkenhayn and other persons. It

happened repeatedly. I have gone into details with regard to the reasons

why, in spite of all, this agitation constantly manifested itself in continuous

recrudescence, and, as I should like to repeat here, the most powerful of

those reasons consisted, in my opinion, in the fact that broad circles of the

German people were honestly convinced that the U-boat war would save us,

and was the only means of our salvation. That was the most powerful

reason; for no censorship can kill off such a conviction without bringing

about the most disastrous results. So, with regard to this particular tele-

gram, I have no further information to give you. I can only repeat once

more that I constantly took steps against this form of propaganda, that I

did so with the censorship authorities and explained my reasons to those in

control, and that, nevertheless, for the reasons which I have stated, this

propaganda never ceased to revive.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Your Excellency spoke this morning of the

machine for war morale which constituted an equal menace to all the coun-

tries. If we had desired to overcome this machine, it would have been

necessary to agree upon a platform which would have been acceptable to

all the peoples who were involved in the war. Such a platform would, in a

certain sense, be found in the idea of a league of nations and, if I recollect cor-

rectly, your Excellency, in November, 1916, in an address to the budget com-
mittee of the Reichstag, spoke in favor of the thought of a league which should

assure the peace of the world. Is your Excellency aware of the fact that,

after you yourself had expressed this view, all publications in Germany
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which had to do with these ideas, even when considering them from a purely

scientific standpoint, were supressed under the censorship rules? Was
your Excellency aware of the fact that those who conceived such ideas were

forbidden, under penalty of arrest and imprisonment, to express themselves

with regard to these thoughts, even in a purely theoretical form, and that

these military measures were still continued in force even when the Reichstag,

in its resolution of July, 1917, demanded international guarantees of law?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I must state that it is not quite

clear to me how this question is connected with the point at issue, Wilson’s

peace move.

The Chairman: Probably Professor Schiicking means that the desire for

peace in the country would have received an impulse and that, again, for

this reason, our own peace move, in the form in which it was prepared by us

and was announced on the 12th of December, would have been materially

supported thereby. I assume that this was the motive lying at the back of

these statements of Professor Schiicking.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Certainly.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: For the rest, I am not informed

at this time with regard to the details of the matter which Professor Schiick-

ing has referred to. And I do not believe that it would be possible for me
to get any more information from the files themselves. I remember that;

I believe that it was Professor Quidde who was subjected to certain hard-

ships^

—

(Interruption: Professor Schucking too!)

— I believe that he wrote me about it. I believe that I gave him an interview

myself. I believe that he was also received by Secretary of State Zimmer-

mann. This is the way it strikes me; but I do not know it as a fact. I

do know that these persecutions, which may have taken place at that time,

were not in accordance with my desire. So far as I know, I took some steps

in Professor Quidde’s case. But it is naturally impossible for me to give

any information here concerning details.

Delegate Gothein: I would like to ask once more, whether it was abso-

lutely impossible for the political branch to issue orders or instructions to the

censorship direct, or whether it was necessary for those authorities to take

the master up first with the Supreme High Command of the Army.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That, too, is a question, one

inquiring as to the details of the organization at that time, which I can not

answer under oath today. I should like to have you bear in mind that

whatever of this nature occurred later was brought to my attention by my
colleagues, and was eventually submitted for my signature, but that, after

all, these were questions which I myself could not work out, involved as I

was with all the worries of the World War. Therefore, it is not possible for

me at the moment to give any more definite information on this point.
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Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The really important thing seems to me to be

this: During the time that you were engaged in the Wilson peace move,

neither the press nor the Reichstag was. so far as I can learn from the files,

informed of your relations with regard to Wilson. So it naturally happened

that your move was constantly being interfered with by public opinion

which had no information on the subject. For this reason, it is essential

to know what you did in order to bring to the attention of the press and the

Reichstag what you had in mind.

Witness Dr. v. BETmiAXX-HoLLWEG: I believe that that, too, was a ques-

tion—it is here put in most pregnant form—but it is a general political

question which can only be answered by general statements. We have

had to face, I believe, even from the beginning of the war, an antagonism

directed against the United States both by the political parties and by public

opinion. In the course of confidential conversations with representatives

of the Reichstag, I repeatedly pointed out the dangers which were involved

in a further growth of this antagonism against the United States. I also

gave instructions, the purpose of which was to have a quieting effect upon

the press in this connection. But I should like to call to your attention

—

and this is, moreover, a point to which I have already made reference

today—that all my efforts to bring it about that this antagonism of the

public toward America, which was perfectly comprehensible to me, should,

nevertheless, be confined within certain limits invariably met with the re-

proach of being an indication of weakness. Those who are present here

certainly know how, as a result of political activities—once in the Prussian

house of deputies— I was charged with the fact that my failure to proceed

sharply and energetically against the United States was to be ascribed to

timidity. These were general currents of feeling among the people, against

which I had to strive; but to ask me now for details as to what I did to

make headway against these currents—it seems to me that that is not

—

that that is difficult to answer.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: There is, I think, no

doubt that even at that time you were pessimistic or anxious about the out-

come of the war. You stated this morning that General Ludendorff him-

self declared that the war could not be won without the U-boat war. Was
it not possible for you, above all things, to win over the press and the Reichs-

tag to your policy by giving them full information at all hazards, by militant

methods, and, particularly in the case of the Reichstag, if you had no ma-
jority, to make one for yourself?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: I should like, in the first place,

to deny the statement of the recording secretary, made in the course of

characterizing my attitude, to the effect that I was a pessimist. I was not

a pessimist. I should like to establish this fact with emphasis at this time.

I would not care to have my presumed attitude to be considered as having
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been established by the assertions of the recording secretary made in this

way. From the very first day of the war, I took a serious view with regard

to our situation, a serious, a very serious view. But seriousness and pessi-

mism are two quite distinct things.

And now I am requested to answer the question, why I did not explain

the full seriousness of the situation to the people. Why, is it by any chance

not known that I had to put up with the very sharpest opposition coming

from political parties, and from public opinion itself, precisely because they

said about me: “He considers that our situation is serious”? (Raising his

voice.) That is the precise point which was made out against me, that I

did look upon the situation as serious. I would like to remind those gentle-

men of the Reichstag with whom I spoke confidentially about the matter,

that I never painted the picture in bright colors for them—never. I know,

for instance, that Delegate Bassermann, now deceased, made the following

complaint: “When I have gone personally to see the Imperial Chancelor,

I have gotten a very serious view of things there.” So that, with regard to

the situation, with regard to the seriousness of the condition in which we
found ourselves, with regard to the fact that I considered matters serious,

I never made a secret of this attitude in confidential talks. If I had played

the part of a pessimist in the Reichstag—indulged in that pessimism of

which the recording secretary has spoken (striking the table), we would

have collapsed at once, gentlemen. At that time, I kept people’s courage

up to a high pitch, as it was my duty to do. That was my duty with regard

to the people, and it was my duty with regard to the Army. And at the

same time— I would like to have my speeches reexamined on this point

—

although I spoke in terms of pride and self-reliance, I never held up golden

visions to the view of the German people.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I should like to make the following concrete in-

quiries with regard to the influencing of the press.

Your Excellency is well aware of the establishment of the press confer-

ences. According to my knowledge, they were first administered by Major

Deutelmoser, a major on the Grand General Staff. Later, the administra-

tion was taken over by another gentleman, also an officer. But Major

Deutelmoser was called away from the press conference and given a position

in the Foreign Office, that is, that of chief of the press division or of the

political division If, now, those differences between the political and

military departments existed to which you have again made special ref-

erence today, how did it happen that a man who was bound, necessarily

and primarily, to be influenced by his own military view-point and who
would be bound to approach the press in the press conferences from this

standpoint, was called in to the Foreign Office by the civil department

of the government, although he could represent nothing other than the

military points of view?
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The Chairman: But this has nothing to do with the issue.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: On the contrary, Mr. Chairman, I believe that this

is essential here as a concrete example of the conflict between the military

and civil authorities, of which Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

has complained, and which is to be considered in close connection with the

assertions and information given to us by him. As indicative of the ne-

cessity of this inquiry, and of its relevancy to the issue, I should like to

make this further statement to the Chairman. Up to the present time, we
must assume from the statements of Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg that he

believed that, up to a certain point, it was necessary to accept a condition

of affairs inevitably brought into existence by the war, not excepting the

preponderant participation of the military arm in matters of governmental

policy. In reply, I should like to ask definitely why it was that the then

Imperial Chancelor deliberately allowed the influence of the military author-

ities upon the Foreign Office and publicity as well to be increased- by ac-

cepting in the Foreign Office a man of this past experience and of this point

of view.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The influence of the military

branch was not increased by Mr. Deutelmoser’s assignment, and I considered

Mr. Deutelmoser to be an official qualified for the post which he was called

upon to fill. I agreed to his assignment at the suggestion of the Foreign

Office. I believe it is not necessary for me to state, when giving my present

testimony, the reasons which induced me to take this step.

Minister of State Dr. David: Your Excellency stated that, at that time,

there was a general strong feeling against America and Wilson, and that

this universal attitude against the United States constituted another reason

for issuing our peace proposal on the I2th, before a move by Wilson.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No, I did not say that.

Minister of State Dr. David: The Supreme High Command of the Army
was informed that Wilson was being approached on the question of a peace

move by the political branch. This was going on in the fall of that year.

At the same time, this hatred of America and of Wilson was, from day to day,

being injected into the people by the Supreme High Command of the Army
and by their publicity machine. Were any steps taken by the political

branch, addressed to the Supreme High Command of the Army, to call to

their particular attention that the political move itself, which was intended

to bring Wilson to the point of a peace move, was being thwarted by these

measures, or, at least, was being most seriously menaced by them? Was the

Supreme High Command of the Army not requested to use its publicity

machine for the purpose of putting a stop to this thwarting of the con-

templated move by putting public opinion on the wrong track, as was being-

done by means of the press conferences, and to give them a correct view of

the situation, in order to lay the foundation for the success of Wilson’s move?

*
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Secondly: Did your Excellency not consider the question, whether or

not it would have been possible at that time to inform the party leaders,

or at least the leaders of those parties which he had reason to assume were

inclined to follow his policy of reaching a peace of understanding, at least

in a most confidential way, that such a move with Wilson was being pre-

pared—this for the purpose of bringing public opinion back into the proper

channels?

The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency!

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The antagonism against the

United States was not a reason for our peace proposal. I believe that Mr.

David has not clearly understood my comments in this connection. To the

best of my recollection, I did not assign the antagonism of the German people

as a reason for making our own peace proposal.

Minister of State Dr. David: An accessory reason, an accessory motive!

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that I have not even

represented it as a motive today, I believe not.

That the Supreme High Command was informed with regard to our steps

in the United States, goes without saying. Moreover, this appears also in

the telegrams which I read today.

The question finally put was, whether I did not believe that, by means of

confidential information communicated, namely, to the members of those

parties in the Reichstag who were inclined to support my policies, whether

by means of taking them into my confidence, I could have increased the

potency of that peace move of President Wilson’s which we were expecting.

I would like to venture the statement that it was not necessary for the Ger-

man Government to increase the potency of Wilson’s peace move. In the

course of replying to Wilson’s peace note, we thanked him in warm terms,

and accepted his appeal for peace without letting ourselves be affected by
the antagonism which prevailed among the German people.

Delegate Gothein : According to the recent statement of Ambassador

Count Bernstorff, your Excellency said to him, after his return from the

United States, that if you, instead of making use of the U-boat weapon as a

last resort, had attempted to obtain a peace negotiated by the United States,

you would not have received the support of the Reichstag in the process of

the endeavor, or, at best, that you would have been supported only by the

Social Democratic Party in the Reichstag. Was your Excellency not aware

of the fact that the progressive People’s Party which, I freely admit, jointly

with the Social Democratic Party, would not have constituted a majority,

was fighting the unrestricted U-boat war for the very reason that it would

lead to a war with the United States?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: This last-mentioned point was

certainly well known to me, and as concerns my conversation with Count

Bernstorff upon his return, I desire to state the following: I have at present
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no further recollection of what I stated to Count Bernstorff in detail. Count

Bernstorff has testified as to what I said to him, and his testimony is un-

doubtedly correct as to what I did say. It was my duty—and this is a

thought which I touched upon this morning—after the unrestricted U-boat

war was finally determined upon, I was under the obligation of not raising a

doubt in any way in the minds of any of those with whom I came into con-

tact, with regard to the efficiency of the U-boat war; it was my duty to

state, at this stage, that we would get some results from it. And for this

reason, in my talk with Count Bernstorff, I did not open my innermost

thoughts to him—there was no necessity for so doing—but I gave him those

details which were in favor of the U-boat war.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Let me come back to the question which I

have already put to you and which, in my opinion, has not been quite fully

answered. You knew that General Ludendorff had stated that he had no

intention to push the Imperial Government into the unrestricted U-boat war

before our peace move had been completed; that he must again state, how-

ever, that his view was that we would lose the campaign if we did not push

the unrestricted U-boat war. That his impressions on the west front had

confirmed him in this belief, and that the sinking of armed merchant steamers

would not be sufficient. Now then, Ludendorff looks upon the military

situation as hopeless if the unrestricted ET-boat war is not launched. You
stated this morning that you recognized the danger of the unrestricted

U-boat war and that you did not desire it. The campaign could not be won;

the means of war which were still available were not, in your opinion, such

as would lead to success. Was it not your task, then, to bring about a limi-

tation in the matter of war aims, at least, by making use of this information?

Did not that constitute a means of working successfully against the “war
machine”? Was it not essential, under these conditions, to do something

decisive, on the political side?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I can not quite see the connection

of this question. I myself read this morning the dispatch which the record-

ing secretary has read. The standpoint of the Supreme High Command
was simply this: “The U-boat war is essential; otherwise, we shall lose the

campaign.” In my opinion we would not absolutely lose the campaign if

we launched the U-boat war. I have already stated today that it seemed

possible to me, even after the United States came into the war, to have it

reach some other termination than that which it has reached today. I had

only the great danger in mind, and I had no faith in the calculations of the

Navy to the effect that we would, beyond any question, force England to the

point where she would be ready for peace by the next harvest. So that the

risk which we took was, in my eyes, enormous. But I have already de-

scribed to you the enormously difficult situation in which I found myself in

attempting to stop the application of an instrumentality of warfare which
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was demanded by such powerful authorities as those of our Supreme High

Command of the Army on the ground that it was absolutely essential to the

winning of the war. I pictured this morning the enormously difficult situa-

tion in which I found myself, and I should like to be excused from going into

it again.

Delegate Katzenstein : Your Excellency, you have described the tremen-

dous danger which was involved in the U-boat war. General Ludendorff

announced that the campaign would be lost without the U-boat war. You
must, your Excellency, have considered the danger which would result

from the entrance of the United States into the war as greater than those

perils which were described by General Ludendorff for, according to Luden-

dorff’s view, the campaign would have been irrevocably lost without the

unrestricted U-boat war. I should like to know what those reasons were

which induced your Excellency, in spite of this conclusion of Ludendorff’s,

to be a definite opponent of the unrestricted U-boat war.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I have defined my position with

regard to the U-boat war today so completely and in such detail that I ought

to be excused from going into the discussion of individual questions on the

point, all over again.

Delegate Heile: In reaching the conclusion with regard to the U-boat

war, this involved the taking into consideration of the attitude of public

opinion as it existed at that time. The question as to what extent public

opinion in Germany was artificially created is material. As a matter of fact,

I myself, at that time, and I, too, am engaged in newspaper work, had the

experience of being subjected to the prohibitions of the military censorship

when I attempted to sustain and defend in the press the attitude of the then

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg. And when I called attention

to the fact—-and many others in the press had the same experience—that all

I was doing was sustaining the policy of the Imperial Government and that

I had written an article for no other reason than to sustain the policy of the

Imperial Government, the military censorship authorities informed me that,

so far as they were concerned, it made no deuced bit of difference to them

(das sei ihr furchtbar egal) and that they were in no way interested. (Com-

motion.)

As things stood, there is not the slightest doubt that a struggle was going

on for the control of public opinion between the political department and

the military establishment. I would now like to ask the question, whether

the former Imperial Chancelor knew that the military censorship exerted

all its power, not only in such an individual case as the above, but continually,

in order to thwart the policy of the Imperial Chancelor, and if the Imperial

Chancelor knows whether or not it was possible to take any steps against

this and, if so, what those steps were and whether they were taken.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That the Supreme High Command
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of the Army intentionally instructed the censorship authorities to thwart

my policies is wholly unknown to me.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: In connection with this, I should like to ask your

Excellency: Do you, perhaps, remember the case of Professor Dr. Hans

Delbriick who, as early as the autumn of 1914, was rebuked by the Supreme

Command at Berlin because he had written an article with regard to the

future relation of Germany to England; and that, when he replied that he

was amazed that he was being asked for an explanation, and that he had

written the article in direct agreement with the Imperial Chancelor, the

reply he obtained was as follows: “So much the worse for the Imperial

Chancelor, that does not change my view in the matter.” Did you know
of this event?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That Professor Hans Delbriick

got into difficulties at that time, I know. But I do not know what answer

the censorship authorities gave Professor Hans Delbriick.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: One more question. Reference was made this

morning, I believe, but the fact may also be established by reference to the

files, that on December 18, 1916, a neutral Power sent word to Berlin that

the Entente was inclined to meet Wilson’s proposals if Germany would obli-

gate herself to the restoration of Belgium.

Then, in connection with the general question of the relation existing be-

tween the civil and military authorities, I should like to ask the following:

You referred this morning to persons who considered themselves authorities

on national economics and who had recommended that the U-boat war be

launched. Did you have their statements confronted with the statements

of other authorities, so that, in other words, the judgment of the civil and

political authorities of the Empire was not simply based on the opinion of

authorities who had been furnished by the military branch, or such persons

who so considered themselves?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I referred the various memorials

of the Admiralty Staff with regard to the conduct of the U-boat war, to-

gether with their statistical and scientific supplements, in due course, to

those who were working with me in the departments, with the request that

they give me their expert opinion thereupon; and on this occasion, still other

experts in these departments were, for all I know, brought in, in order that

they might give me their personal views and their calculations, which could

be compared with the point of view taken by the Admiralty Staff.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: One last question on this point, your Excellency.

You announced the view that it might, perhaps, have been possible at a

given point of time to have brought greater forces to bear in the effort to

hold down the growing preponderance of military power. Are you of the

opinion that the claim to the exercise of preponderating military authority

was limited to the military arm, or do you believe that civil authorities, too,
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held this preponderance on the part of the military to be the right thing, and,

to that extent, did not fully support your policy?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That is a question concerning

which I can not inform you.

The Chairman: The list of questions is now probably covered, to the

extent that they are material to the first fundamental question, and to the

extent that your Excellency is in the position of answering them today. In

the next session we shall have to come back to individual questions and

their answers.

I shall now ask his Excellency Mr. Spahn to put a particular question

which lies outside of this field of inquiry, and which he would like to settle

today.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: Your Excellency, you testified today concerning

the document which the committee of the Center party had sent to you,

and you characterized it so that one might believe that it was intended to

be a proclamation of military dictatorship. Now I do not share this view.

However, this characterization does not interest me. It only causes me to

put the question, in order that the picture be not distorted, whether you

have any reason to believe that the contents and the spirit of this document

were taken into consideration in the course of the conferences which the

Emperor had with the Supreme High Command of the Army at Pless with

regard to the U-boat war.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I have no reason to believe this.

I merely stated this morning—and this is still my personal opinion—that

I interpreted this document of the Center party in this way: It shall rest

with Hindenburg as to whether he considers the U-boat war necessary; it is

our desire that the Imperial Chancelor will adopt his opinion; in any case,

he will have the support of the Center party if he does this.

The Chairman: That answers this question.

We will now adjourn. The next session is set for Tuesday, November 4,

at 10 o’clock. Your Excellency is again summoned to be present at this

session, as is also his Excellency Count Bernstorff, so that, if necessary, com-

parisons of statements may take place. We shall not therefore, send a

special summons.

The session is adjourned.

The session closed at 6:19 o’clock.



FIFTH SESSION

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
,
1919

The session was opened at 10:23, by the Chairman, Delegate Warmuth.

The Chairman: I should like to take up first the administration of the

oath to his Excellency v. Romberg, in his capacity as expert. This has not

been done up to this time. Your Excellency v. Romberg, kindly give your

Christian name and your age.

Expert v. Romberg: Gisbert, Baron v. Romberg, born 1866.

The Chairman: Does your Excellency desire that I administer the oath

for experts to you with the religious formula, or without it?

Expert v. Romberg: In the form in which it has been administered up to

this time.

(The oath for experts is administered to Expert v. Romberg.)

The Chairman: We will now continue with the hearmg of his Excellency

v. Bethmann-Hollweg: With regard to question No. : of the fundmental

question which reads as follows:

What were the reasons which caused the peace proposal of the 12th of

December to be launched by the Central Powers, in spite of the fact

that Count v. Bernstorff’s communications held out the certain prospect
of a peace move on the part of Wilson by the end of December at the
latest?

there were some points still left unfinished in the last session, which your

Excellency desired to take up today. In this connection, and without desir-

ing in any way to anticipate your Excellency with regard to what your Excel-

lency desires to submit here by way of supplementing your former statement,

speaking in the main, the answering of the following questions will probably

be involved.

To what extent did Bryan’s retirement affect your judgment as to whether

or not Wilson entertained a real desire to bring about peace by mediation?

On the occasion of his departure in September, 1916, was Gerard informed

of the peace conditions?

To what extent was Baron Burian informed with regard to negotiations

with Wilson?

Why was the German peace proposal launched, in spite of the fact that

Wilson had conditioned his move upon the circumstance that, up to the time

it was made, there should be no talk about a peace mediation?

As has already been stated, those are the most important questions. But
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we do not mean by this that the discussion of other questions shall in any way
be barred.

May I now ask your Excellency to make your statement on these points?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: So far as the first question is con-

cerned, it is obvious that Bryan’s resignation, made under the political

exigencies of the time, was the object of my close scrutiny from every view-

point. Its effect upon me was simply to increase that feeling of skepticism

which, so far as I was concerned, developed more and more with regard to

Wilson’s policies as they unfolded in the further course of events.

So far as the disclosure of concrete peace conditions to Ambassador Gerard

is concerned, I believe that I stated in the foregoing session that I had never

disclosed concrete peace conditions to Ambassador Gerard. Moreover,

there was no occasion for me to do so. It is clear that, in the course of my
frequent conversations with Ambassador Gerard—it was his custom to visit

me after every session of the Reichstag, etc., and on these occasions we dis-

cussed the matter— I did not conceal my point of view with regard to possi-

ble peace conditions and the peace programs which were submitted and

which, generally speaking, in my opinion, went too far. I do not believe

that Ambassador Gerard, in view of everything that I said to him, could

ever have received any impression other than that the peace conditions

which I had in mind were thoroughly moderate in tone.

Now as to the question of whether or not Baron Burian was constantly

kept informed with regard to our peace move in Washington, it will be

readily understood that, on the occasion of my repeated conversations with

Baron Burian, as well as of my talks with the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador

here, the possibilities of peace, as well as the chance of a peace brought about

by President Wilson, were discussed. It was a matter of common knowledge

that the President was moved by the desire to play the part of the bringer of

world peace. Wilson, as a mediator of peace in the more restricted sense in

which I have lately characterized the term, seemed to Baron Burian little

to be desired, on account of his obvious inclination toward the Entente,

which was the subject of comment here. Although I was bound to agree on

this point with the Austrian statesman, in the course of my conversations

I constantly took the stand that, in view of the fact that we both desired

peace negotiations to be initiated at the earliest possible moment, we could

look upon an appeal for peace on the part of Wilson in no other than a favor-

able light; a fact which, according to my recollection, was never disputed by

Baron Burian. Whether or not Baron Burian was also continuously in-

formed of all our individual steps in Washington, will be made evident to the

Committee by the files wdiich are here at its disposal. I could not venture to

give a detailed answer on this point from my recollection.

The Chairman: In connection with this question, Mr. Sinzheimer would

like to make a remark.
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Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The point at issue seems to us to be whether or

not Baron Burian was informed that Count Bernstorff was instructed to

bring about an appeal for peace on the part of Wilson. In other words,

whether the connection between the Imperial Government and Count Bern-

storff and the endeavor to bring about a peace movement on the part of

Wilson, were brought to his knowledge.

Witney Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I would like to call attention to the

fact that, even as between allies, such exact orientation with regard to the

- outcome of what we were endeavoring to bring about, is not usually the rule.

To my mind, the important point would seem to be that, as the result of our

conferences, Baron Burian was bound to be perfectly clear on the point that

an appeal for peace on the part of Wilson w'ould be very welcome to me, that

is, to German policy. To my mind, that would be the requisite so far as the

allied relations were concerned: that Austria-Hungary should know that

Germany would welcome an appeal for peace—an appeal, not a mediation

in the particular meaning of the term, which I lately ventured to explain.

If I may pass over to the next question which is still unanswered, I should *

like to make the following remark. The Chairman made the statement that

my desire to actually bring about a peace by means of mediation by Wilson

found, to a certain extent, at least, no echo in my actions. For instance, I

had not met Wilson’s wish to have his peace proposal precede ours, but, on

the contrary, had preferred to have our peace proposal anticipate Wilson’s

move. My answer to this is that what I had in mind was to bring about

peace. I stated Friday morning in detail those reasons which persuaded me
to adopt the policy of an individual peace move. I will not repeat now the

statements which I made at that time. It was in view of the fact that

Wilson’s peace call had not been issued by the time when we were forced to

come out with our peace proposal, if we really intended to come out with it at

all, that we decided to issue our peace proposal.

The Chairman has, furthermore, inquired why I ignored the President’s

wish, communicated to me by Count Bernstorff, not to come out with our

conditions before he had come out with his peace move. My reply to this

is as follows: When we issued our peace proposal, we did not reach the point

of announcing conditions of peace; instead, we merely announced in a very

general way those bases on which we were willing to enter upon peace nego-

tiations. We declared that the proposals which we would present on the

occasion of the peace negotiations, the purpose of which was to guarantee

the existence, honor, and freedom of development of our peoples, would,

according to our conviction, form a foundation adapted to the restoration

of a permanent peace. Once we made a peace proposal—and I have already

pointed out the reasons for this—then at the very least we were obliged

to point out the general basis on which we were prepared to enter into

negotiations.

26
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I should like to avail myself of this opportunity to make a few remarks

which, it is true, are not based upon the questions which have been prepared,

but which, nevertheless, are connected with lines of thought which have

been touched upon in the proceedings up to this time. It is plain that the

views entertained in many quarters, that, by announcing our peace proposal

simultaneously with carrying out a move in the interests of peace in connec-

tion with America, we were not only pursuing a double course of action, the

results of which were bound to be injurious, but one which was unjustifiable

as well. The newspapers have made reference to duplicity. In support of

this view, two telegrams have been mentioned: one of November 26, ad-

dressed to Count v. Bernstorff, in which it is stated that “we would be glad

to give Wilson’s peace move the preference over our action referred to in our

telegram No. 116 of November 22,” namely, our announcement of our will-

ingness to take up peace negotiations; and the other, dated the 27th of No-
vember, that is, on the day on which mention was made to General Field

Marshal v. Hindenburg of the psychological moment for issuing a peace

proposal of our own, a message to which reference has already been made
here. It is necessary to read the pertinent passages of both the telegrams

in question. The Ambassador in Washington was telegraphed as follows:

We would be glad to give Wilson’s peace move the preference over
our action referred to in our telegram No. 116 of November 22. At
the same time it is our urgent wish that Wilson will decide to take
early steps in the matter; if possible, by the time Congress opens or, in

any event, soon thereafter. Should this be put off until the New Year
or later, the lull in military operations during the winter campaign
would moderate an inclination to peace on the part of public opinion in

hostile countries and, on the other hand, would make essential further

military preparations for the spring offensive, the carrying out of which
would presumably strengthen existing military opposition to the peace
move. Please urge these points cautiously and without impressment,
and as representing your personal opinion in your talks with House, and
keep me continuously informed by telegraph with regard to the situa-

tion.

The passage in question in the telegram to the Field Marshal reads as

follows:

President Wilson has informed Count Bernstorff confidentially that

it is his intention to put forth an appeal for peace in the time elapsing

between now and the New Year. Whether he will really carry out his

purpose remains wholly uncertain. He is undecided and fearful of a

set-back. We must reckon on this, that he will only issue his appeal if

he no longer feels certain that the Entente will meet it with a curt

rejection, and that means if the Entente finds itself in a situation where
it would not be likely to meet a peace proposal emanating from us with
a curt refusal. I leave open the question of whether our position at the

council table would be more favorable if the negotiations had been
brought about as the result of an appeal by Wilson, than if they had
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resulted in consequence of a peace proposal made by us. However
this may be, it is certain that our situation would be better were the

Entente to reject the offer to enter into negotiations made at the in-

stance of Wilson, than if it were to reject a proposal coming directly

from us. For this reason, the unpopularity with which an appeal made
by Wilson would, to a great extent, be met in our country, must not be

allowed to have an overwhelming influence upon our decision. On the

other hand, in view of the uncertainty which, until the last moment,
will characterize Wilson’s actions, and in view of the probable growing
disinclination on the part of our enemies to enter upon peace negotia-

tions as the winter season passes by, we will not be justified in letting

the psychological moment for a peace proposal on our part escape,

irrespective of any hope we may entertain with regard to an appeal by
Mr. Wilson.

There is nothing in these two telegrams which in any way can serve as an

argument for the existence of duplicity. At a certain stage of preparation,

considerations are submitted and conditions are discussed, which' it was

necessary to submit and which had to be discussed. Neither is the possibil-

ity of the American move excluded by the one telegram, or that of our move
excluded in the other. There is no contradiction between the two dispatches.

If it is asserted on the supposed ground of these two telegrams, that I prac-

tised duplicity with regard to the Supreme High Command of the Army
and with regard to Washington as well, by an inconclusive handling of the

peace question, I shall have to deny the truth of such an assertion as having

no foundation.

How is it now with the second version, which is to the effect that I am
supposed to have practised duplicity against President Wilson, because I

pursued both of these courses at the same time? To that, the immediate

answer is that there is no doubt whatsoever that our Ambassador was kept

informed with regard to both possibilities. On the 22d of November, our

Ambassador was already informed that it was our plan to announce publicly

our willingness for peace. If, according to the then existing situation in the

United States, this public announcement of our willingness to negotiate was
such as could have affected Wilson’s action detrimentally, or have disturbed

his friendly attitude, our careful Ambassador would certainly not have failed,

with his intimate personal knowledge of leading American authorities, to

have sent insistent warnings to Berlin. There would have been plenty of

time to do this. I do not remember, and I have found in the files no reason

to suppose, that this was done. The recording secretary was absolutely cor-

rect in stating that, so far as was possible to do so, it was my duty to use

both the irons of which I have spoken to mutual advantage. It seems to me
that this attempt consisted in sending these two very dispatches, and that

there was no real ground to believe that one iron would interfere with the

other.

That, as a matter of fact, this did not occur is made plain from the further
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course of events. I have already mentioned it, and will only call attention

to Count Bernstorff’s communication, the purport of which was that our

peace proposal had a very favorable effect upon the pacifist element in the

United States and that the majority of this pacifist element was very ma-
terially in favor of Wilson’s attitude. The reproach of having engaged in

a disloyal and double game would justly have been applicable to me if I had

been seeking to bring about the U-boat war simultaneously with urging on

the Wilson peace move. But I did not do this. On this point it is necessary

for me to make no further comments. I believe that I have recently made
my attitude thereon sufficiently plain, and my entire labors along the line of

a peace move by Wilson were directed to the very purpose of making it un-

necessary to carry on the U-boat war, which was then threatening, by bring-

ing about a well-timed peace move which, naturally, would have had to offer

some prospects of success.

And right here I must call attention to the fact that the American Govern-

ment was not in the dark with regard to the situation which was developing.

In our Sussex note, we had stated in so many words that, if the steps which

the American Government was taking with regard to the freedom of the seas

should not lead to any results so far as England was concerned, the German
Government would find itself confronted by a new situation, concerning

which it would be forced to reserve for itself complete freedom of action. The
American Government was well aware that, in view of the existing failure of

its negotiations with England with regard to the laws of the sea, at least to

the extent that any such negotiations had taken place at all, we were at

liberty to conclude any day that we should make use of our freedom of

action. America, as the result of the aide-memoire of the Emperor which

Count v. Bernstorff was authorized by me to deliver, and which, as he has

recently stated, was delivered by him, knew of the danger of the approaching

decision with regard to the U-boat war. In my conversations with Ambas-
sador Gerard, I repeatedly mentioned the conditions and those forces among
the people which urged the initiation of the U-boat war. He himself did not

conceal his point of view, which was that the pressure in favor of the U-boat

war was constantly increasing, and that my personal attitude was one which

was constantly being subjected to increasing attacks. I shall ask you to

compare this statement with what Gerard himself has to say in his own book.

Finally, on the 21st of December, that is, directly following Wilson’s call

for peace, Secretary of State Lansing declared, in an interview which excited

a great deal of attention, that Wilson’s note had been issued because America

itself was approaching the threshold of war. So it was that the United

States was perfectly informed on the point as to what was in the wind. It

would seem as if the American Government had instructed its embassy to

watch with the greatest care for any signs of a coming alteration of our policy.

This, too, shows that it was under no misconception with regard to the
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development of the situation. Mr. Gerard states in his book that he ob-

tained information from his naval attache with regard to the resumption of

the U-boat war which appeared to be imminent, that this information had

been confirmed by influential German authorities, and that he, after the

dinner to which so many references have been made, had immediately no-

tified his government to that effect. I am calling all this to your attention

in order to make it plain that Washington was in no way deceived with

regard to the situation, let alone the suggestion that we attempted to deceive

the United States.

Now, had I put myself in Wilson's hands by urging along a peace move by

him? That could only have been the case if we had made him, so to speak,

our business manager, and had bound ourselves to refrain from taking any

action of any kind which might possibly have interfered with a peace appeal

which might, perhaps, have come in the future—which might perhaps have

come in the future. That did not happen, and I gave the reasons why it

did not happen, at the preceding session.

We were confronted, then, by the following situation: Our peace proposal

had been rejected in such a way as was bound to convince us that the Entente

would reply to Wilson’s peace note also in such a way as to shut out every

possibility of a basis of negotiation which would be acceptable to us, and

that, consequently, there was no prospect of a willingness on the part of the

Entente to negotiate within a determinable length of time. The Entente’s

note of the 12th of January, in answer to Wilson’s peace note, constituted

the proof that our estimate was correct. But with the situation as it was,

and in view of the fact, as I have explained, that we had not made Wilson

our business manager, we were now left with entire freedom of action, and

(with raised voice) we had to have it, if we were in any way still to play an

independent part in this war; military necessity left us no choice. If from

that unwillingness to negotiate which had been made plain our Supreme
High Command of the Army drew the conclusions which it did and of which

I spoke Friday, and if the circumstances which I have also analyzed made
it impossible for me to prevent the U-boat war, that constituted a logical

sequence of events, but (raising his voice) not duplicity.

I believe that, by means of these explanations which, perhaps, it is true, go

somewhat beyond the limits required by the questions which have been

drawn up, but which I have considered necessary to make in reply to many
comments which have been made—not in this hall, but elsewhere—I have
made matters clear, even with regard to this point; and I believe that in so

doing I have supplied the answer to those questions which were put at the

former session to which no reply was given at that time.

The Chairman : Thanks, your Excellency!

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: I should like to have a still more definite answer

to the question which was put to your Excellency by the Chairman with
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regard to Ambassador Gerard. In the first place, did your Excellency

take advantage of the journey on which Ambassador Gerard started at the

end of September, 1916, by making it serve as a mission of peace? Your
Excellency will remember that this was the interpretation given to it in the

neutral and enemy press, and that in the German press, too, there were

many announcements, either colored by party feeling, conjecture, hope, or

apprehension, to the effect that Gerard was, to a certain extent, carrying

out a peace mission on behalf of your Excellency. May I ask that these

questions, which are put in a very definite form, be answered by a simple

yes or no?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It stands to reason that I could

not request Ambassador Gerard to undertake a journey on my behalf. That

was a matter for the exercise of his own free will. Following hard upon our

Sussex note, I had had all those conversations with Ambassador Gerard

—

you will find the matter commented upon in his book, which I will ask you

to examine—the Ambassador went at that time to the General Headquar-

ters—and, as goes without saying, I was present at the time of his interviews

with the Emperor. I told him—so Gerard reports, and I have no reason to

doubt that he is stating facts in this case—Gerard says—I can not give the

exact terms, but only the general sense: “The Imperial Chancelor told me,

when the Sussex note was agreed upon and drawn up :
‘ Now, President Wilson

will have a free hand for a great move in behalf of peace.’ ” I have stated in

detail, in the course of the previous hearings, why it was that I, skeptical as I

was, considered it of a certain importance, if it should succeed, to bring

President Wilson actually, and at the right moment, to the point of making

an appeal for peace. When Ambassador Gerard disclosed his purpose to me,

to go to the United States—this probably happened in September—I nat-

urally maintained the stand to which I had held fast up to that time, and

adapted my conversations with him, the contents of which I naturally can

not give word for word, to the point of again making it perfectly clear to the

Ambassador that of course, if the President should direct an appeal for

peace to the belligerent Powers at the earliest date possible, that could give

me nothing but satisfaction. I believe that, in the intercourse of diplomacy

and politics, and particularly in the case of the ambassador of a foreign

Power and a Power which had already plunged us into many difficulties, such

a conversation could not well have taken a different form. To repeat—

•

and that is my understanding of your question, Professor, whether I had

given him instructions of any kind—I was, I say, naturally not in a position

to give a foreign ambassador instructions. I could only attempt to create

in him by my attitude, by my talk, by the way in which I spoke, the impres-

sions which I hoped that he would reflect when he reached the United States.

Delegate Dr. Hoetzsch: One question in connection with this. Did

Ambassador Gerard take with him to the United States, as the result of
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these conversations, a clear picture of those conditions which your Excellency

has described in general as moderate? I may call your attention to the fact

that your Excellency, in the course of a public polemic against Gerard,

showed in a negative way that there must have been some pretty detailed

conversations about the course of events. Your Excellency states, in speak-

ing of Ambassador Gerard, that he simply passed over altogether Germany’s

aims in the east. The questions having to do with the west were those which

appeared to interest him exclusively. Therefore, I may ask as to whether

Ambassador Gerard, as the result of these conversations, took back with

him a plain and definite picture of the conditions which your Excellency

foresaw as essential to the conclusion of peace.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : I will give a very exact answer to

this question, which is put in such exact terms. So far as the east was con-

cerned, Gerard declared, with a wave of the hand: “The eastern situation

does not interest us in the United States.” We did not speak together at

all with regard to that feature, but his interest was concentrated on Belgium

and, in the course of these conversations, I reminded him of earlier state-

ments which I had made. I said to him: “Your Excellency, you know what

I said about that in the Reichstag; I refer to that.” I also said—and this is

a case which was made the subject of further public comment; I have not

the speech here and can not cite it verbatim; we should have to have the

verbatim report before us—but I said once in a speech: “Of course, it is our

wish to see to it that Belgium is not used in the future as a bulwark by the

Entente and to the injury of Germany”—and I added in the Reichstag:

“What guarantees”—I believe that is the first time that the word “guar-

antees” was used, which afterwards caused so much bewilderment in the

world
—“What guarantees we have individually in mind, I can not myself

state; that goes without saying.” I believe that it was in this manner that

I addressed the Reichstag, and I reminded Ambassador Gerard of this

comment of mine. And I said to him, too: “Yes, I can not go into any
greater detail on the point; that depends absolutely upon the future outcome
of the war.” And that I hoped that it would be possible to end the war by a

peace of understanding was made perfectly plain to the mind of Ambassador
Gerard.

He then attempted to insist: “Well, what do you think about Liege?”

So far as I recollect—and I had very many conversations during the war
with persons occupying most important positions, and I can not today, as

you can readily understand, remember this in such complete detail as to

repeat it word for word, and particularly where I am making my statement

under oath—but, as I recollect, Mr. Gerard said to me: “Surely we could

discuss the question of Liege.” I believe that I called attention to that in

my denial. But I have not my denial before me.

Then he attempted to insist still further. I remember that at that time
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there was much discussion on the question of the coast of Flanders. As is

the case in conversations of that kind, my expressions had to be more or

less indirect. But Gerard knew well that I, speaking now very candidly—
I pray that, if only for the sake of brevity, this be not gone into too deeply

—

he was well aware of the fact that I was no annexationist. All Germany
knew this, in fact. It was exactly for this reason that I was opposed with

that bitterness of which Ambassador Gerard was a witness. So it was that

Ambassador Gerard was wholly aware of the fact that I was endeavoring to

bring about a peace of understanding, and that I was seeking to obtain

moderate peace aims. And he knew, moreover, that it was exactly because

of these two reasons that a bitter fight was being waged against me by
political parties and the press, which fight had given him the impression

that I was constantly getting the worst of the struggle. I believe that,

with this statement we have a clear picture of the situation of that time.

I was convinced that Gerard was fully informed as to this matter. If, in

his book, which was written after war was declared—and for this I need not

go into any detail—he brings out in sharper contrast those points which do

not speak in favor of Germany, that is perhaps a natural phenomenon, which,

in view of the war psychology developed in the course of this war, manifested

itself in forms which one could well wish had never come into existence.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: Did your Excellency use the American Ambassa-

dor, who, most assuredly was a very important link in the chain of relations

with the United States, and particularly on account of the difficulties in the

matter of communication—did you, if I may make use of the expression,

use the Ambassador in the capacity of a convenient instrument for this peace

move?
Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : I would like to recall to your mind

what I have already stated in the course of the preceding session, to wit,

that one of the points which claimed my particular attention was the cir-

cumstance that I had gathered the impression from all my conversations

with Ambassador Gerard, that he was without definite information regarding

the intentions of his President. As the result of this purely impersonal

impression, reached quite apart from estimates based upon personal judg-

ment, with regard to which I have no occasion nor desire to express myself

here, the standard by which I measured Ambassador Gerard’s actions was

the outgrowth of these purely objective considerations.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: Is it proper to put this question to Count v. Bern-

storff? If so, I shall ask him whether he, too, was of the opinion that the

American Ambassador over here was insufficiently informed as to the pur-

poses of his own government. Count v. Bernstorff says, in a confidential

report, that he has been intimately acquainted with American Ambassador

Gerard for many years, and I assume that you have a definite opinion with

regard to him.
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I would assume that, as the result of

my experiences, American Ambassador Gerard was not informed up to the

time of his trip to the United States, but that he was informed after his

trip.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : May I not express myself, too, on

this point? I can only repeat that I am in full agreement with Count v.

Bernstorff’s view that Ambassador Gerard was not informed up to the time

of his trip, and, so far as the question of his being informed after that trip is

concerned, I can only repeat that, in the course of those very January days

of 1917, at a time when—and this, too, after the U-boat war was determined

upon—it was obviously essential for me to know as soon as in any way possi-

ble, whether any move by President Wilson was in prospect and whether it

was such as to hold out the likelihood of results at a time when it might still

have been possible to postpone the U-boat war—it was vital to me—at this

time I repeatedly attempted to sound him on the point, for he visited me
often— I asked him: “How are things in the United States?” Whereupon,

he himself stated to me—I repeat it—in a manner which, in a way, conveyed

a reproach against his government: “I have no information; I do not know;

I am sent no instructions; they do not cable me.” It seems to me that this

last certainly goes hand in hand with that description of President Wilson

which, apparently is generally accepted in other quarters, and, unless I am
mistaken, has also been furnished by Count v. Bernstorff, namely, that

President Wilson was not inclined to give any information with regard

to his intentions to those who were not included in his most immediate

circle of confidants. This characterization of President Wilson has been

vouched for by countless Americans in conversations with me, both during

the war and after its close. In many ways President Wilson has been

looked upon, even in the United States, as no more nor less than a sphinx,

and I am inclined to believe that the extent to which he has been so

regarded has been manifested by American judgments passed upon his

demeanor at Versailles and on the occasion of the so-called cross-examination

of which we have lately made mention. So, although not desiring to pre-

judge in any direction whatsoever, it is perfectly clear to me, and it was also

apparent from Mr. Gerard’s personality, that he was not one of those inti-

mate confidants of President Wilson to whom the latter was willing to open

his heart.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, the real question seems to

me to be whether Wilson could assume that we were desirous of having him
act as peace mediator. And, in this connection—and this was probably in

Professor Hoetzsch’s mind—Count v. Bernstorff telegraphs from Washing-

ton: “House informed me that Gerard had telegraphed that we were willing

to accept peace mediation by the President and that House’s visit to Berlin

for this purpose was looked upon with favor.”
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The question, then, is this: Was Gerard definitely informed as to whether
we desired Wilson for a peace mediator, or not?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: My impression is that I have really

answered this question already, in the course of the comments made by me
today, as well as those of Friday. I made reference today to what I told

Ambassador Gerard directly after the Sussex note: “So now, Mr. Ambassa-
dor, we have made such concessions that President Wilson will have a free

hand for his move.” That constitutes, in my opinion, the strongest indica-

tion that it was my wish that he should make a diplomatic move. Matters-

can not be differently expressed in diplomatic intercourse. Matters can not

be discussed in definite terms; the thing to do is to try to have your man
receive an impression. And it is absolutely beyond question that Wilson,

quite aside from this, must have gotten the impression that I hoped that he

would make a peace move, and that, as the result of the conversation which

I had with Ambassador Gerard before he went to the United States, and

which I have already attempted to describe, Wilson’s impression was made
even stronger. And this impression must, moreover, have been strength-

ened by the instructions which we sent Count Bernstorff. But I beg, after

all, to keep this one point in mind—and with regard to this, too, I had re-

peated talks with Mr. Gerard: that the bitterest kind of antagonism existed

against the United States throughout the whole of civilian Germany and in

all circles of civilian Germany, and also in the Army—an antagonism which,

on account of the American shells, bit every day deeper into the heart of the

people. I remember that the leaders of important parties in the Reichstag

said quite openly that the German people would decline with thanks, a peace

which should come from Wilson. It goes without saying that this attitude

was also well known to Ambassador Gerard, and he knew that precisely

those classes who most bitterly voiced this animosity were my most out-

spoken opponents. Gerard was also bound to take these complications

into his reckoning, and they were bound to influence and impress his esti-

mate of the situation, which was to develop as the days went on. It could

not be otherwise. As is invariably the case in political life, and was par-

ticularly the case in this war, a tremendous number of different currents,

elements, and forces came into existence, all so intermingled that it is im-

possible to attempt to concentrate these problems within the confines of a

quite simple, pointed, and pertinent question and its answer.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency stated that it would have

been desirable for Wilson’s peace move and our own to have been mutually

complementary. Of course, the first thought that occurs in connection with

this is that we should have sent the following communication to President

Wilson: “We are making a peace move on our own account, and hope and

desire that Wilson will take up and carry on this move in one direction or

another.” But, on the contrary, Count Bernstorff was definitely instructed
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to consider our intention to make our own peace move as strictly confiden-

tial and as a matter for his own exclusive personal information. The object,

then, was to see to it particularly that President W ilson should not be in-

formed that a peace move was being contemplated by us. As for the ques-

tion of duplicity, it seems to me that the possible justification for the sugges-

tion is to be found in the fact that Wilson was to be given no information

that we were endeavoring to bring about a peace move on our own account.

In my opinion, that is the point on which those rely who assert the existence

of duplicity.

Witness Dr. v, Bethmaxx-Hollweg : I should like to make the following

remarks with regard to this phase of the problem. What kind of a situation

would probably have resulted if I had instructed Count Bernstorff to say:

“President Wilson is to refrain from every appeal for peace of any kind;

I am going to make it myself”? That would have had to be based upon the

premise that I had already made Wilson our business manager—L have

already made use of the term. That was not and could not be the case.

What would have happened if it had been said that the Imperial Chancelor

had yielded the whole matter of the future action of Germany to the discre-

tion of President Wilson? I would have been swept out of my post on the

same day. The mutual complementing of both moves, which I have char-

acterized as intrinsically desirable, would unquestionably have been assisted

by our informing President Wilson of our intention to make our own peace

proposal, if we could have afforded to do that. But it could not be done,

assuming, as I did at the outset, that I would have had to deliver myself,

bound hand and foot, over to President Wilson. But in spite of this, the

mutual complementing of the two moves did take place as far as was possi-

ble. I have already called particular attention to the fact that, on the 22d

of November, we notified Ambassador Count v. Bernstorff of our intention

to make our own peace proposal, and that Count Bernstorff let this dispatch

go unanswered, whereas, of course, if there had been some vital objection

to what was being contemplated by us, he would unquestionably have sent

me a telegram warning me in urgent terms to make our own peace proposal

under no circumstances, as, if we did, it would cause the plans in the United

States to collapse.

I have further called attention to the fact that, in the opinion of Count v.

Bernstorff, our own peace proposal had favorable results among the pacifist

groups in the L nited States. If we take into consideration—and I have

already mentioned this, too—to what an extent President Wilson was de-

pendent upon public opinion in his country, how it was precisely on account

of this public opinion that, according to his own statements communicated
to Count Bernstorff by Colonel House, he was stopped from taking effective

measures of any kind against England, it certainly must have been of the

greatest importance to him that the pacifistic element, which constituted a
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counter-balance against this portion of public opinion—this pro-English

portion of public opinion,—became strengthened. The platform upon
which President Wilson had just been reelected to the presidency was that

very peace platform, in connection with—what is the technical English

expression? (interruption: preparedness for war!)—-yes, with the “pre-

paredness for war.” If, now, one of the planks of this platform, the peace

plank, was strengthened by our peace proposal (and that is what happened,

according to Count Bernstorff’s testimony) this did not mean that the peace

move of the President was thwarted, but that, on the contrary, it was
supported.

The Chairman: In connection herewith, I would like to ask Count v.

Bernstorff to give us some information on this point. Your Excellency, on

the 22d of November, 1916, v. Jagow sent you the following telegram:

Provided the favorable military situation justifies it, it is our purpose,
acting in conjunction with our allies, to announce forthwith our willing-

ness to enter upon peace negotiations.

Then, on the 26th of November, a further telegram was sent to you by
Secretary of State Zimmermann, the material part of which has just been

read by his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg. It begins with the words:

We would be glad to give Wilson’s peace move the preference over
our action referred to. Please keep me continuously informed by
telegraph with regard to the situation.

May I ask your Excellency what dispatch you sent back to Berlin in reply

to this communication? There is nothing to be found on this point in the

files. Did you take any steps of any kind in consequence hereof? What
was your understanding of this telegram? What was your understanding

of this peace move which was contemplated by us, and which, therefore, was

connected with a peace move by Wilson?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe that I already stated in my
first declaration, that, after receiving this first telegram, I did nothing, but

that I continuously kept in touch with Colonel House. I looked upon this

telegram of the 22d of November at that time as constituting the announce-

ment of a fait accompli with regard to which there was nothing more to be

done, for the telegram contained these words: “It is our purpose, acting in

conjunction with our allies, to announce forthwith our willingness.” There-

fore, I assumed that an agreement on the part of the Quadruple Alliance

had actually been reached, and that there was simply nothing more to be

changed with regard to the matter. Moreover, I never assumed that our

peace proposal was going to interfere with the mediation by Wilson. It is

true that I lately stated that Wilson’s diplomatic situation was made difficult

by this fact, but I did not state that it constituted an obstacle. The state-

ment which I made on the occasion of the first hearing merely had reference
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to Wilson’s diplomatic position in connection with the peace proposal, and

with regard to the effect upon the Entente; but I never believed that Wilson

would be stopped from going ahead with his mediation.

The Chairman: Therefore, you did not consider it necessary to send back

a special warning to Berlin?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff : No.

The Chairman: On the other hand, your opinion that, after all, an in-

terference would be involved, might have, perhaps, been sufficient to induce

you to call this to the attention of Berlin in some way. But you undoubtedly

considered this feature too insignificant to make it the subject of a special

dispatch to Berlin.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I repeat, I believed at that time that

this telegram of the 22d of November constituted the announcement of a

fait accompli
,
of a situation thoroughly worked out, with regard to which

there was nothing more to be done, and I may add that at that time I had no

reason to believe that our peace proposal would interfere with Wilson’s

peace mediation; my late remark referred to a subsequent conversation

with Colonel House. It is difficult to give an ex post facto opinion, because,

now we see the situation as a whole, and at that time I acted in accordance

with the impressions of the moment. At that time, I had not spoken with

House about our peace proposal, and really saw no reason why our peace

proposal should interfere with Wilson’s peace mediation. It is true that,

afterwards, House told me that from the President’s standpoint Wilson’s

peace mediation had been interfered with, because the President was afraid

that our peace proposal would result in the Entente being less inclined than

before to accept peace mediation by him.

The Chairman: Then that point is finished.

Now I shall ask his Excellency Mr. Zimmermann to take the stand.

What is your Christian name?
Witness Zimmermann: Arthur.

The Chairman: Your age?

Witness Zimmermann: Fifty-five years.

The Chairman: Will you take the oath with the religious formula?

Witness Zimmermann: Certainly.

(The witness is sworn.)

The Chairman: Your Excellency, as is stated in an article in the Vossische

Zeitung, you remarked, in so many words, in a confidential conference with

the leading newspaper men, which you yourself called shortly before the

issuance of our announcement with regard to peace: “We are issuing this

peace proposal in order to anticipate a peace move on the part of Wilson,

which is expected to be announced in the near future.” In this way, the

intention to anticipate Wilson’s peace move, which was known, was ex-

pressed. May I ask your Excellency to tell us about this?
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Witness Zimmermann: I recollect that I did make a statement of that

kind to the press. If I did make it, it was because I allowed myself to be
guided at the time mainly by considerations of internal politics. It was
well known everywhere that a peace move on the part of Wilson would, at

that time and to the greatest degree, have been unwelcome to the German
people—to the majority of the German people and to the Reichstag. On
the other hand, I could not avoid a feeling of anxiety that our peace proposal

might not only be considered in foreign parts as a plea for peace and as a

sign of weakness, but that, above all, and even throughout broad circles within

the territorial limits of the country, namely, those circles which based high

hopes on the prosecution of the U-boat war, it would receive especial con-

demnation; the government would not be spared the reproach that we had
made the peace proposal for the very purpose of making it unnecessary for

ourselves to reach the dangerous conclusion of launching the U-boat war.

From motives at once of a domestic policy, as well as of a policy applied to

external affairs, I was particularly interested in seeing the German people

and the German press, present, as nearly as possible, a united front in sup-

port of the policy of the government. In this way I expected to assure that

no opportunity would be given the outside world, that is, the neutral Powers

and our enemies, to allege that the German people were not upholding the

peace proposal. It was to be desired—I can emphasize this—that, if possi-

ble, the whole of Germany’s public opinion should be back of the peace

proposal. For that reason and in order to bring this about, I availed myself

at that time of the opportunity to say to those gentlemen: “According to

my conviction, or, in accordance with my anticipation, what we are to expect

and what is really imminent, is not a peace proposal, but a peace mediation

by President Wilson; in case such a mediation is offered, it is of course obvi-

ous that we shall not be able to reject it; by so doing, we would injure the

President’s feelings and make this mighty neutral Power our enemy; I know,

and I do not need to emphasize the point particularly, that such a peace

proposal, gentlemen, is extremely unwelcome to all of you or to a great por-

tion of you, and also to a great portion of the German people; and it is pre-

cisely for the purpose of avoiding this very unwelcome step that we have

made up our minds to announce our peace proposal, so that, in a way, we
may anticipate the President.” Those were the motives which guided my.
actions at the time when I made that announcement to the press.

The Chairman: As a matter of fact, then, they were not the motives on

which the Chancelor based his course of action?

Witness Zimmermann: No, they were not those motives. I considered

that the moulding of the press devolved upon me as a duty in this case, and

the aim that I sought was to bring from within a general concensus of agree-

ment in the German press and to have our peace proposal, if possible, receive

the backing of the entire German press.
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The Chairman: This was, then, a tactical measure, nothing more.

Delegate Gotheix: Does your Excellency remember that a few weeks

later you announced, at the session of the main committee, that we did not

want Wilson as a peace mediator and that we made this peace proposal in

order to eliminate him as a mediator? And did the thought eventually

come to you that something might come out with regard to what had oc-

curred at the press conference, even prematurely, at a time when the Wilson

peace mediation was still a possibility; or that it might be published in the

United States, with the result that this attitude, to put it delicately, would

be looked upon as inconsistent?

Witness Zimmermann : Certainly, I made a statement of that kind to

the budget committee. Why it was that I was against a peace mediation

by President Wilson, in the sense that the President was to call a peace con-

ference and preside over it as an arbitrator or unbiased negotiator, I will

explain to you gentlemen at once, if you so desire it. I take the stand that

we did not want a peace mediation by President Wilson in the sense that he

was to play the part of an unbiased negotiator; but I did want a mediation

by Wilson in the sense that he would initiate peace negotiations and bring

our enemies to the council table. In this connection, our instructions were

consistent from A to Z, and it would be impossible to discover an incon-

sistency in them by referring to the files. I have just lately examined the

files. Therefore, in the Reichstag, too, and in the budget committee, I de-

clared that we certainly did not want Wilson to act as an arbitrator in a

peace mediation. I have already stated that I made a remark of this kind

to the press conference, and explained why I made it. I believed that I

could rely upon those gentlemen to consider the matter as strictly confiden-

tial. I believed that I was at liberty to assume that they would not make
my strictly confidential remarks public, because the gentlemen were known
to me as men upon whom I could rely.

Delegate Gotheix : But at the time when your Excellency was making

these communications to the press, the question had not yet arisen as to

whether Wilson desired to play the part of mediator. At that time, so far

as we are informed, Wilson's only purpose was to bring the parties to the con-

ference table and he had no desire whatsoever to take part in the first con-

ference which was to be the scene of the real peace negotiations.

Witness Zimmermann : Certainly, the moment had not come at that

time; Wilson had not yet come out with his wish to mediate directly. At
the same time, there was always reason for apprehending and for fearing

that he might come out with some such wish as that. In any event—and I

must repeat this—my statement was made at that time in pursuance of

motives of internal policy; it was my desire that the press should be united

in its support of our peace proposal, a peace proposal concerning which I as-

sumed that it would be looked upon as a sign of weakness by very broad cir-
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cles of society. If I had said that President Wilson was only going to make
a suggestion of peace, this would not, in my estimation, have satisfied the

press; I had to say that President Wilson was going to mediate and play the

part of arbitrator, that that was what we had to avoid, and that it was for

this reason that we were anticipating him. So it was, then, a tactical

maneuver.

The Chairman: I announce at this point that his Excellency Dr. Spahn
is representing Mrs. Schmitz.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency states that it was a tactical

maneuver. Now, you knew that we had initiated a peace move by Mr.
Wilson. You stated that unanimity on behalf of the press was to be es-

tablished. Was it not destroyed thereby? And did you not influence the

press to take a position opposed to Wilson, whom we ourselves had per-

suaded to bring up the question of peace? In other words, was not a feeling

brought about by a representative of the Foreign Office which the Imperial

Chancelor has already characterized as being extremely troublesome, a

sentiment against Wilson on whose behalf we needed good feeling in order

to lessen the effect of those prejudices or conclusions in consonance with the

policy of the Foreign Office?

Witness Zimmermann: As you know, Wilson had procrastinated. He
had not made up his mind to take a step in the direction of peace which, so

far as I was concerned, would have been particularly welcome to me; nor

had he come to the point of taking the first step in the direction of peace

negotiations. It was precisely for this reason that we had made up our

minds to come out with our peace proposal. It was essential from my point

of view'—and I have repeatedly made this statement—to bring public

opinion into a receptive mood for the purposes of our peace proposal, and

to bring about a unanimity of feeling on the part of our press in behalf of this

step in the direction of peace. In view of this situation, considerations

having a bearing on President Wilson were thrown into the background
;
and

that, so far as the press was concerned, I was particularly called upon to

present a brief on behalf of President Wilson, I can not see—I can not admit.

At that time the press was extraordinarily opposed to President Wilson.

It was just for this reason and in order to create a perfect understanding

with regard to our peace proposal, that I suggested that we should anticipate

this welcome peace move on the part of President Wilson.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer : I did not say, your Excellency, that it devolved

upon you to take up cudgels for Wilson, but for the Wilson move which

the government was carrying out. We may ask whether the latter was not

destroyed by the information which was given to the press whose antagonism

toward Wilson might well have been dangerous at the very moment when
Wilson was to become active in the interests of the Imperial Government.

Witness Zimmermann: After we had made up our minds to issue a pro-
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posal, we proceeded to look upon the matter as concluded, so far as we were

concerned.

The Chairman: So that, for you, it was a matter of first importance to

create a unanimity of feeling with regard to the peace proposal which we
had in contemplation.

Witness Zimmermann : Absolutely.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: Just to make one thing clear

—

The Chairman: Excuse me. Statements on behalf of the government

have precedence, Mr. Minister of State David.

Mr. Minister of State David: After we had already made up our minds to

proceed with our own peace move, the fact remains that, by means of the

telegram above referred to, Count Bernstorff in the United States was in-

formed that we would prefer it if Wilson would precede our peace move by

his. But it seems to me that your remarks to the representatives of the

press meant the opposite. They were to the effect that we were toJead off

with our move and that we did not desire that Wilson should make his before

we made ours. The following certainly appear to be in direct conflict, to

wit, your statement at the press conference, and the communication to

Count v. Bernstorff. Now you stated that that was a tactical maneuver.

Let me put this question: Were you really at heart in favor of the policy

which was restated in the terms of the telegram to Count Bernstorff, to

wit, that it would, after all, be more advantageous to us if Wilson came out

first with his peace proposal; and did you really do violence to your own
convictions when you made that communication to the press, at the same

time doing violence to the policy which had been set on foot by the Imperial

Chancelor?

Witness Zimmermann: Mr. Minister David does not seem to me to

distinguish between the dates on which those instructions went out to Am-
bassador Bernstorff, and the day of my statement made to the represent-

atives of the press. I issued the instructions to Count Bernstorff, I believe,

on the 26th of November.

The Chairman: Yes, on the 26th of November.

Witness Zimmermann : At that time, I stood absolutely upon the ground

that a move by Wilson should precede our peace move and, as a matter of

fact, for the following reasons: I have already indicated that I was afraid

that any peace proposal which we might issue would be looked upon as a

plea for peace, as an indication of weakness, not only in foreign countries,

but here in our country as well. On the other hand, I believed that, in any

event, it would be an easier matter for the Entente to reject a peace proposal

which we might issue than to avoid a suggestion leading toward peace which

President Wilson might issue, and even if Wilson’s peace proposal were to be

rejected by our enemies, this still appeared to me to be more advantageous

for us, because in this way our position would be strengthened in the eyes of

27
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the President and of the entire world. We would have freed the President

of his prejudice against us, and would have induced him to take a definite

stand against our enemies. I expected that, and I took it for granted. For
this reason, I sent the instructions to Washington, to the effect that I gave
precedence to a peace proposal by President Wilson over a move by Germany.
I stuck to this standpoint later, and I remember that, still later, when the

question of the armed merchant ships came up for discussion, I issued an
instruction. I stated at that time that, if we were to avoid this discussion

and the development of these questions, it would be necessary for President

Wilson’s peace proposal to come along soon. I hoped that the President

would be quick to make up his mind with regard to the matter. But then

came the conversation with Lansing, which is reported by Count Bernstorff.

On this occasion, Lansing declared once more that the Belgian deportations

had given rise again to a very great antagonism against us, and in all ways
had so detrimentally affected public feeling that the situation, of itself favor-

able for a peace proposal, had again taken a change for the worse. I con-

sidered this as another relegation of affairs ad calendas Graecas. Even in

the telegram which reached us here on the 25th of November, and in which

Count Bernstorff reported that it was to be expected that President Wilson

would make up his mind to take his step by the New Year, Count Bernstorff

accompanied his statement by the remark that it was, nevertheless, still a

doubtful question, whether or not the President would conclude to do so,

since he had to take public opinion into consideration, or believed that he

had to take it into consideration, or something of the kind. All these cir-

cumstances indicated to me that we could not rely with any certainty upon

a peace move by President Wilson. But, on the other hand, it was essential

for us to bring about such a peace move at the earliest possible moment.

The reasons have been stated in detail by Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-

Hollweg; they are also given in one of my telegrams. We wanted to avoid

another winter campaign. We believed that, if this peace move was not

made soon, or at least before Christmas, it was possible that the desire for

peace and the longing for peace on the part of our enemies might be dimin-

ished by a cessation or a lull in the war operations, but, that if the reverse

were the case, our preparations for a new campaign might induce our mili-

tary and naval circles to insist upon the continuation of the war.

The Chairman: Is that set out in the telegram of the 25th of November?

Witness Zimmermann: It is set out therein in detail. That was the

point of view by which we were guided. We wanted to come to the point

of a movement in the interests of peace as early as possible and in any

event. And if I finally made up my mind in favor of our peace move, in

spite of the fact that I believed that, looked at from without, it was suscep-

tible of being interpreted as a sign of weakness, the following considerations

were those which weighed with me: First, the fall of Bucharest was an event
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which did not fail to leave its impression upon the whole world, and after

such an event it was a difficult thing for our enemies to make and justify

the assertion that we were coming out with a peace proposal at a moment
of weakness or of collapse. In the second place, I did not close my eyes to

the point of view which was precisely the one taken by the authorities of

the interior departments, and particularly, too, by the Imperial Chancelor,

that it was necessary that we should give the people—who, in general, were

called upon to suffer very heavily as the result of existing war conditions—

•

some proof that we, the government, would be glad to bring about peace,

and that, if the bloodshed was to be continued, we were not the ones to

blame. That was the reason which finally induced me, also, to agree to this

peace proposal of the 12th of December. And, then, I took this view in

connection with the press—to be sure, as I shall have to emphasize again for

the benefit of Mr. Minister David, at a decidedly later date, namely, not

until the 12th—and I took it for no other reason than purely tactical ones.

There may well be a contradiction between this attitude toward the public

and this attitude toward the press. But, gentlemen, these are just the

methods of which the politician must avail himself if he expects to gain

his point, and Minister of State Dr. David probably knows this just as

well as I.

Minister of State Dr. David: His Excellency Mr. Zimmermann has

already pointed out that, on account of communications made by Mr. Lan-

sing, it had become very doubtful as to whether Wilson was going to make
any peace move at all, or that in any event, the whole matter had been rel-

egated once more to the far distant future. But it is precisely when we
undertake to start on this premise that it is not easy to understand how we
could say to the press: “We want to hurry up with our peace move so that

we can anticipate that of Wilson”
;
for, if Wilson’s move was put off, this was

not the moment which called for haste. For there was absolutely no reason

to fear that he would anticipate us. It does not seem to me that this point

has been cleared up. The reason for precipitation would seem to have been

eliminated by these very circumstances.

Moreover, Mr. Secretary of State Zimmermann, if I have understood him
correctly, has once more stated that, for reasons of foreign policy, he would

have considered it of greater importance for Wilson’s peace move to have

preceded ours. And that is obvious. Even if Wilson’s peace move had

come to naught, if Wilson had at the same time found us on his side, and if

he had not been turned against us by any acts of ours, this would certainly

have constituted a powerful political point in favor of that consummation,

much more to be desired than the peace move itself, to wit, keeping the

United States neutral. Wilson would have been our ally throughout the

course of the entire peace move (laughter)
;
yes, and we would have been

Wilson’s allies in the course of this move, which Wilson would have under-
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taken for peace. Wilson would have made the proposal and we would have
declared, “Certainly, we accept it; we are with you, Mr. President.” The
Entente would have been on the other side and would have opposed the

Wilson move. If that had occurred—-I repeat it—that would have created

a situation psychologically in our favor, which would have prevented the

United States from throwing off its neutrality and entering the war against

us on the side of the Entente. What I mean is that, after all, that was the

very highest political aim which, in those days, it was incumbent upon us to

attain.

Therefore, I understand, I repeat, that it was announced on the part of

the Imperial Government that we would prefer to have Wilson’s peace move
precede ours. If I understand Mr. Zimmermann aright, he, too, took this

stand later, and so it is inconceivable from my point of view how, in spite of

this, he could urge our press to proceed along a line which was bound vitally

to jeopardize this whole arrangement with the United States.

Witness Zimmermann: Dr. David, I have already stated the reasons why
I was not willing to do so.

The Chairman: I should consider this question as having been answered.

Witness Zimmermann: I also consider that Dr. David’s comments have

been answered by my comments. As to what could have happened and

what could have possibly occurred if we had taken or failed to take this or

that step, these are considerations for the field of politics. In this way, we
again enter into the domain of conjecture. What we want to do here is to

establish facts. I can simply state, in answer to Dr. David, that I would

have given the preference to a peace move on the part of President Wilson

for the very reasons which he himself suggested. But the peace move did

not come, and we believed that we were no longer able to wait for it. And
so, when we had made our peace move, I considered that the matter was
therewith settled. I hoped that President Wilson, in case he really desired

to work in behalf of peace, would work in connection therewith, and I be-

lieved that he would do this, too, without it being necessary that our press

here would come out for him in a particularly friendly or favorable manner.

He had hesitated for a very long while, and consequently had no right to be

astonished when we determined for ourselves to make a peace move on our

own initiative. I hoped then that the President would back us up, but if, in

the press conference, I took the stand which I have already described, I can

only repeat that tactical considerations of national policy induced me to do so.

Was this absolutely the right thing to do? Dr. David would perhaps

have handled the matter differently. I, for my part—and on this occasion

I desire once more to emphasize the point particularly—was indeed skeptical

from the outset, so far as a mediation by President Wilson was concerned.

The reasons which caused me to feel this way may be briefly expressed.

The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency!
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Witness Zimmermann: Even the first exchange of telegrams which took

place between Emperor William and President Wilson, and which was

occasioned by the use of dum-dum bullets by our enemies, gave us, as you

know, cause for serious thought. When we had turned to him, the President

had given us an answer which was cool, repelling, you might almost say,

out-and-out unfriendly. Then came the attitude of the President on the

submarine question. From the very start, we had announced and continued

to announce that we had made use of our submarine weapon only for the

purposes of reprisal against those acts committed in absolute contempt of

international law and which constituted a crass violation

—

The Chairman: Your Excellency, I believe—excuse me if I interrupt

you—that we are going too far afield. We really must limit ourselves to the

theme which is provided by this information given to the press. I shall

still have an opportunity of taking your Excellency’s testimony later on,

and in this case it would be better to discuss this question from the broad

standpoint of your statement taken as a whole. You see, it is of material

interest to the committee to learn the exact effect wrought by your state-

ments made at that time, to the effect that it was our purpose to anticipate

Wilson’s peace move, and since, as I see, we have present one of the main

participants at the interview, Mr. Bernhard, who was also the writer of this

article in the Vossische Zeitung of the 23d of October, I should like, in ac-

cordance with the determination of the committee, to hear what Mr. Bern-

hard has to say as a witness in this case. May I ask Mr. Bernhard to step

forward?

(Witness Bernhard steps forward.)

What is your Christian name?
Witness Managing Editor Bernhard: Georg.

The Chairman: Your age.

Witness Bernhard: Forty-five years.

The Chairman: Do you care to take the oath with the religious formula

included, or without it?

Witness Bernhard: With the religious formula.

(Witness Managing Editor Bernhard is sworn as a witness.)

The Chairman: Mr. Bernhard, you are the writer of this article; it is, in

any event, signed with the well-known Bhd. You will find, therefore,

stated in this leading article, what I have already mentioned. It was fur-

thermore stated here that it was the purpose of the announcement that the

peace proposal should be anticipated; “It was given in that hearty, jovial

tone of good-fellowship peculiar to the former Secretary of State.” May I

ask you to give us further detailed information with regard to the contents

itself, in so far as it is still known to you, but above all, with regard to the

effect which it had concerning what you took to be the meaning and purpose

of the expression of the Secretary of State?
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Witness Bernhard: I should like, in the first place, to correct a false

impression which appears to be prevalent here at the hearing. The Secre-

tary of State’s statement was not made on an occasion of the so-called press

conference, but it was made on the occasion of a special and confidential con-

ference which, if I recollect correctly, occurred in the small conference cham-
ber of the Foreign Office.

Witness Zimmermann: That is true.

Witness Bernhard: And on that occasion there were present only—it

maybe that I am mistaken in the number—between ten and twenty represent-

atives of the press, in all
;
there were present only the editors in chief of the

great journals, and very few representatives of newspapers elsewhere. This

meeting took place as the result of a sudden special call to conference, I be-

lieve, on December 12, shortly before the Imperial Chancelor delivered his

speech in the Reichstag. (Witness Zimmermann indicates agreement.)

I had retained in my memory the train of thought followed in the Secretary

of State’s speech, only in a general way, as I reproduced it. In order, how-

ever, to make certain that it agreed with the facts and that my recollection

was not deceiving me, before publishing the matter I spoke at that time with

one of my colleagues who had been present, and he agreed with me in the

impression that I had received from the remarks made and, in addition

thereto, repeated the words uttered in the form in which they had remained

in his memory. I can not state, however, whether the wording is correct

or not. But the wording which was repeated to me by my colleague was in

exact accordance with the meaning, as I remember it. As I understood the

remarks of the Secretary of State at that time, they were so worded: “We
are threatened with a peace move on the part of Wilson.”

The Chairman: Threatened?

Witness Bernhard: Yes, threatened. I mean to say that that was my
understanding of it. As I looked upon the political situation, I was very

skeptical with regard to all peace moves which might emanate from Wilson.

I believed that, for a number of economic reasons, America’s interests were

so closely allied to those of England that it would be impossible for the Pres-

ident of the United States to play an unbiased part. It was with this con-

ception that I listened to what the Secretary of State had to say. In his

words, I saw a confirmation of my interpretation of the political situation.

I assumed that the Secretary of State entertained the same view, to wit, that

President Wilson, for some reason which was unfavorable so far as Germany
was concerned, was contemplating a peace move, and that we were making

our German peace proposal in order to stop this from coming to pass. That

was bound to be my opinion and my impression, so far as the words of the

Secretary of State were concerned. These words constituted for me a con-

firmation of my opinion. It was not until much later that I learned, and in

fact not until Count Bernstorff had returned, that it was we who had initi-
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ated peace moves on the part of Wilson, and that it was at our suggestion that

the President of the United States made up his mind to take up the matter

of a peace move. Immediately after having received knowledge of these

things, I published an article in the Vossische Zeitung, in which I called at-

tention to the fact that entirely new situations had been brought about as a

result thereof, and that we were confronted with duplicity which I, person-

ally, considered most objectionable. But I did not know that before; on the

contrary, I got from the Secretary of State’s speech at the time that he made

it, the impression which I have just described to you. After I learned what

had taken place in the United States, I was most certainly greatly alarmed

at this communication, at the real meaning or—let me say—at the double

meaning of the communication of the Secretary of State.

The Chairman: We should like to know whether you personally recol-

lect the actual words of his Excellency Zimmermann’s statement, used at

that time.

Witness Bernhard: I do not remember the exact words.

The Chairman : Did you establish the fact in your conversation with your

colleague, that this was the meaning?

Witness Bernhard: Yes, my colleague went so far as to give the words

themselves. But I can not testify under oath that they are correct.

The Chairman: The actual wording is not personally known to you?

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: What was the wording which your colleague

repeated to you?

Witness Bernhard: He told me that Secretary of State Zimmermann had

spoken more or less as follows: “We would fix it so that Wilson would not

have his finger in the pie.”

The Chairman: That is just the meaning, not the actual wording?

Witness Bernhard: Yes, that is what my colleague said to me—that that

was the wording which he remembered. That is what I desired to suggest

when I wrote in the Vossische Zeitung about “the jovial manner” of the

Secretary of State. But it is just as possible—after my colleague told me
what the wording was, I myself remembered that something similar to the

wording given had been said.

The Chairman: Who was your colleague?

Witness Bernhard: My colleague Baecker, of the Deutsche Tageszeitung.

The Chairman: Is he present?

(Voice: No.)

He is not here. I shall ask the witness to continue.

Witness Bernhard : I should like to state that it was impossible for me to

indulge in any other assumption at that time. I am very much amazed at

the information which Mr. Zimmermann has given us here today, to the

effect that at that time he gave the press erroneous information. I can cer-

tainly conceive how, for tactical reasons, some circumstances may exist
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under which it is permissible to manipulate public opinion in a way which,

perhaps at the moment, does not quite reflect the fact. What I can not

understand, however, is that one can go as far as to withhold from the press

the motives which prompt such action. And especially did it never occur

to me that, upon calling together a number of the leading newspaper men
under the seal of the strictest secrecy

—

The Chairman: Come, Mr. Witness, this is going too far. You are

exceeding the limits of what we desire to hear from you in the capacity of a

witness; for that would be simply giving us a critical opinion, which is not

pertinent.

Witness Bernhard: I ask to be excused. It goes without saying that I

would not permit myself, as a witness, to express a critical opinion. But
the point here is to have it understood why it was possible for me to receive

only the impression at that time which I have described. I was bound to

assume that what I said to you represented the absolute facts. A number
of the leading newspaper men were called together and sworn to the strictest

secrecy, and I could not believe at that time that all of this was done for the

purpose of misleading these men.

The Chairman: Well, of course, that is different; if that is what you want
to show, that certainly comes within the limits of what you are supposed to

testify to here. So you assumed that what Mr. Zimmermann had said was

absolutely correct and you saw no tactical maneuver in it.

Witness Bernhard: No.

The Chairman: So far as I can see, the examination of this witness has

been covered.

Delegate Gothein: Is it the witness’s idea that if such a conference of the

leading newspaper men was held, on the occasion of which the Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs communicates to them the reasons why a policy is

followed, the press, even if such matters are confidential, is to work along

these lines and to express these views if, finally, the expected incident comes

to pass—in this case, a mediation in the interests of peace by Wilson? In

the witness’s opinion, was that the general purpose of a conference of that

kind, and did the press avail itself of the information given it by the Secretary

of State to this effect?

Witness Bernhard: My view of such a confidential conference is this,

that the press learns about the real motives which inspire the government,

and makes such announcements as it considers right, according to its per-

sonal convictions and its party affiliations, but on the basis of the actual

motive which inspires the government.

Delegate Gothein: Well, was the question handled by the press along

the lines desired by the Secretary of State?

Witness Bernhard: At the moment, I can not say. But I hardly believe

that anyone would have published an article stating that it was our purpose
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to anticipate any move by President Wilson by our peace proposal. For in

this case we would have violated a confidence.

The Chairman: I will ask Mr. Bernhard to retire.

We can now at once take up the question of the Belgian deportations.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Another question with regard to his Excellency

Zimmermann’s attitude. After the United States had broken off diplo-

matic negotiations with us, or had entered into the war, another conference

of the budget committee took place in this hall. As the result of the dis-

cussion, I remember one more remark that you made, your Excellency,

which seems to me to be of importance at the present time for the purpose

of establishing your attitude toward the whole question of a peace move and

toward our peace proposal with regard to Wilson. At that time, you

expressed yourself thus, to give the approximate meaning of your remarks

and, in part, the literal wording: “The good thing about the break with the

United States is that we have finally gotten rid of this person as peace

mediator.”

Witness Zimmermann: I do not remember this remark, but it is quite

possible that I made it. I was of the opinion that something had to be

said to the main committee, and I was, as will be readily understood, very

deeply wrought up by this break and by this war with the Edited States;

I regretted it extremely, for I had always entertained the hope that our

instructions, which we had sent off on the 28th of January to our Am-
bassador to be communicated to President Wilson, and which, certainly

from our standpoint, were drawn up in such a way as to go very far to meet

President Wilson’s wishes, in that we accepted, in so many words, a peace

mediation by Wilson, might have resulted in influencing the President to a

certain extent. I had taken it for granted that President Wilson—assuming

that he had a certain amount of good feeling toward us and that his attitude

was, to a certain extent, neutral,—in case he had not actually gone absolutely

against us and become our enemy, might even then have gone into the

matter and considered that he was not absolutely called upon to decide to

break with us. I also deplored the fact that the President had not received

the Ambassador personally, in order that the two points of view might be

analyzed and compared, and that the further steps which we had taken to

meet his wishes and our willingness to meet them might have been gone into.

But, as is well known, the President broke off relations at once. Count
Bernstorff had already talked the matter over with Colonel House on the

29th. Colonel House had naturally come in touch with the President, and,

in view of the importance of the question, it would have only been natural,

and we might well have expected it to be the case, that the President would
have found an opportunity to talk the matter over with our Ambassador.
But he simply made up his mind to break with us. I was, as can readily

be understood, very much disappointed by this occurrence, and believed that
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I was at least justified in assuming that my skeptical judgment—the judg-

ment which I had always had deep down in my heart—the doubt which I

had always felt with regard to the President’s neutrality, was now completely

confirmed. I believed that I was bound to assume that the President was,

in fact, our enemy, and that therefore, on the whole, it was best that we had

done without peace mediation on his part. That was what I certainly had

in mind if I said anything of the kind, and that was my idea with regard to

the situation.

Delegate Gothein: Your Excellency states that you were very much
disappointed by the attitude of President Wilson after our declaration of

the U-boat war. This is, in a way, contradicted by the contents of the files,

according to which the Foreign Office as well as the Imperial Chancelor,

with regard to whose intentions the Foreign Office must assuredly be deemed
to have been advised, had invariably taken the view that the declaration of

the unrestricted U-boat war would lead not only to a breaking off of diplo-

matic relations, but to a declaration of war by the United States as well.

Witness Zimmermann: Certainly we took this view; but this instruction,

this new aspect entered the situation through Count Bernstorff’s communi-
cation which was based upon Colonel House’s statement that President

Wilson was now offering his peace mediation in earnest, and that, for this

purpose, he desired to know what our war aims were. At that point, our

action took the form of sending a telegram which, in my opinion, contained

concessions of a most extraordinary nature, really going as far as it was

possible to go under existing conditions. We were quick to seize this last

chance which was offered us for avoiding the danger of a break and a war

with the United States; and if we examine and have this telegram read here,

it will very generally, I believe, impress everyone as being drawn up in a

most conciliatory way and as having expressed our honest desire to come to

an understanding. In the telegrams we, moreover, stated expressly that,

unfortunately, we could not block the use of the U-boat weapon immedi-

ately, because this was a physical impossibility; the Navy stated to us that

the orders had gone out; we could not block the U-boats, but we were ready

to call a stop to the U-boat war as soon as the President offered us the possi-

bility of entering upon peace negotiations upon a reasonable basis. That

was our position, and we believed that, if the President really desired to

bring about peace and had not definitely taken a stand against us, he would
,
as

a matter of fact, be able to accomplish it and put it through; and, in my
opinion, he could have put it through if he had wanted to do so.

The Chairman: It will be better to postpone further statements on this

point until after the general testimony. I desire now to take up a point

which I would like to have answered by his Excellency Mr. Zimmermann.

The question involved is that of the deportation of the Belgian workmen to

Germany. I believe that his Excellency Zimmermann is better informed
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with regard to this question than his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg.

In this connection, I refer to a telegram of the Ambassador at Vienna, Count

Wedel, of December 21, 1916, in which he expressed himself more or less as

follows

:

Gerard is of the opinion that it is of the most vital importance that
• the deportation of Belgian workmen to Germany be stopped. That the

good impression created by the speech of the Imperial Chancelor, in

which he openly stated that Belgium was not included in any of the war
aims of Germany, had been almost entirely destroyed by this measure,

and that a quite indescribable feeling of indignation had been aroused

in the United States thereby. That this policy carried out against

their Catholic coreligionists had made an extremely deplorable impres-

sion even upon the Irish. That for this reason many of them had en-

tirely changed their attitude and gone over into the camp of the Entente.

. . . The Ambassador hoped that he would be successful in this,

since, according to his knowledge, neither Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg
nor Baron v. Bissing were supporters of this measure.

Baron Burian (this is what is stated in conclusion) made the following

comments: To the suggestion of Ambassador Gerard with regard to

representations which he proposed to make in Berlin concerning the

Belgian workmen, he had nothing to add, as he took it for granted that

your Excellency in person would be able to weigh the advantages and
disadvantages of this regulation.

I was able to perceive on this occasion (he concluded) that here, too,

wrong ideas are entertained with regard to the carrying out of the plan
for the deportation of Belgian workmen. It might be a good plan
for more emphasis to be laid by the press on the considerate methods
employed by the German authorities, the good maintenance provided
for the Belgian workmen and their families, etc.

May I request your Excellency to take up here this communication from

Count Wedel, which, after all, is of the greatest importance in connection

with the entire feeling all over America, and to state what you suggested as

the result thereof and how you sized up all those conditions connected with

the Belgian deportations, etc.

Witness Zimmermann : The question of the Belgian deportations was a

matter which in no way directly concerned the Foreign Office. It was a

domestic measure. From my standpoint with regard to Foreign Affairs,

I naturally was a bitter opponent of the whole business. Such measures

were bound to have an extraordinarily bad effect from the standpoint of

foreign policies, and I never ceased to set forth my views on the subject to

the proper authorities. Still, reasons of military necessity were imperatively

conclusive for the authorities within whose competence the matter came.

I was not in the position to stop these measures. When the telegram

arrived from Vienna, I took up the matter once more and attempted to have

these deportations checked or, at least, carried out in the most considerate

way possible, in order that I might be in the position to say to our enemies
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on the outside, who were always declaring that we were perpetrating new
cruelties and unheard of atrocities: “ Voila, the matter is not so bad as you
think. We have done so-and-so.” Naturally, I looked upon the affair as

peculiarly unfortunate from the standpoint of foreign policy.

The Chairman: Your Excellency, could you not have exercised all the

power that was in you, in view of the fact that you had in contemplation

Wilson’s peace move which, after all, was to lead to a consummation greatly

to be desired, so that the Belgian deportations, of the bad influence of which

upon the United States you were well aware and which was particularly

brought to your attention by Count Wedel’s telegram—what I mean to say

is, could you not, in your capacity as Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

have impressed your views with still greater vigor upon the military authori-

ties under whose sole jurisdiction the deportations came, impressed these

views to the end that a stop be put to the deportations or that they be carried

out in a manner which should prevent, or nearly prevent, the rendering of

any unfavorable judgment in the matter?

Witness Zimmermann : I can only repeat that I made what use I could of

this information and that I followed it up very energetically and impressively.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I would like to say a few general

words on this subject. To me, too, from the standpoint of statesmanship,

these deportations were unwelcome to the greatest degree. The military

branch claimed that they were matters of necessity, regulations resulting

from a forced situation, essential for the purpose of carrying out the Hinden-

burg program, required in order to carry it out at all. So far as I know, it

was not possible to carry out this program even then; but the argument of

inexorable military necessity always confronted me. In spite of this, I

attempted, in full agreement with Governor General Baron v. Bissing, to

use all means at our command to do away at least with the severity which

characterized the regulations. I personally requested Governor General

Baron v. Bissing to come to Berlin. Baron v. Bissing came at once; I talked

the matter over with him in detail. I remember perfectly well that at that

time he showed me all the letters, his correspondence which he had had with

the Supreme High Command of the Army. We discussed individual cases.

I thought, in view of existing circumstances, both material and personal,

the best thing to do would be to have General v. Bissing take the matter up

further by personal interviews with Field Marshal v. Hindenburg and

General Ludendorff. That seemed to me to be the best way of coming

quickly to the point desired. The Governor General—it is well known that

he was a man advanced in years and that his health was such, unfortunately,

as to leave much to be desired at that time—went to Pless that same evening

—he had left Brussels in the morning—and brought about certain mitiga-

tions in matters of practice. At that time, in my opinion, that was the

thing which promised most success, and it was done.
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And thereafter I was busied in continually working along the lines of put-

ting an end to or mitigating those severities which had been brought to

light. The files bearing on this situation must be most copious and part of

them must be in the foreign office. The whole incident came up in connec-

tion with an order of Governor General Baron v. Bissing, looking toward the

forced occupation of those persons in Belgium who were without work and

who were unwilling to work, and as the result of whom it was feared that the

safety of the entire occupied territory was jeopardized. According to my
recollection, negotiations were taken up with the Foreign Office for the pur-

pose of determining to what extent such an order would be in accord with

general principles of international law. And then, too, there should be, in

my opinion, a very extensive correspondence touching this matter in the

office of the Interior Department, within the jurisdiction of which the mili-

tary government of Belgium also came, among the records of the Supreme

High Command of the Army as well, and, as I must assume, also in the War
Department, in connection with the subsequent accommodations of the Bel-

gians who were deported. I am of the opinion that if the committee desires

to obtain a perfectly clear picture of the whole episode, it will be necessary

to call for all of these records in their entirety.

As a matter of fact, a contradiction existed here too, and characterized

the whole episode, consisting in the fact that a measure which was designated

by the Supreme High Command of the Army as being a forced measure of

military necessity, went hand in hand with political results of an unfavora-

ble nature, as has been the case in the many experiences which have come
about in this war in connection with situations of the most varied kind;

and, as will be readily understood, as far as it was possible I opposed those

conditions which were described to me as essential to military aims, with

political counter-arguments. This is self-evident.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, was the deportation ques-

tion—and it is only to this extent that it is of interest to this committee, for

in what measure the deportation was or was not in violation of international

law will be determined by another committee—a question of higher states-

manship, the settlement of which was important in the extreme, if a desire

for peace was to be created in the neutral countries and in the United States?

This question was made a question of higher statesmanship at the moment
when the United States made its formal protest; and, if I am not in error,

Switzerland, too, presented a formal protest coming from the neutral coun-

tries, against the deportation of Belgians for the purpose of being put at

forced labor, and if I now understand you correctly, the political branch was
convinced that, for political reasons, the measure should be revoked. As
the case stands, then, is it a fact that the political branch was not able to

impose its political will upon the military authorities with regard to a ques-

tion of higher statesmanship? Is that your idea? What you wanted was
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to smooth over the matter, to put an end to it. The demand of higher

statesmanship came to naught when opposed to the military arm. That is

what I gather from your statement. I should like to ask you if my inter-

pretation is correct.

Witness Zimmermann: Naturally, I looked upon the matter as one of

higher statesmanship, and hoped that the view-points which I had expressed

would be met. On the other hand, military necessities, as I have already

told you, led to a point of view diametrically opposed, and it was not possible

for me to insist upon the carrying out of my political views in opposition to

these military necessities.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Perhaps I may suggest something

which may help to bring the contradiction of which the recording secretary

has spoken, into the right perspective. Most certainly it was a matter of

higher statesmanship, and military necessities were opposed to political

interests. But in this connection, I desire to point out—as I have already

shown in my earlier statements—that, as a matter of fact, Wilson’s peace

move was not interfered with, but that it was carried out to the full extent

of the intention existing in the middle of November of the year 1916. And
here, too, would probably be material, the question whether the deportations

of the Belgian workers had the effect of having the Entente not only reject

our peace proposal so curtly, but to answer Wilson’s peace note, even, in a

way which looks to me like a rejection. It is certainly very possible that

the indignation or the excitement which resulted from the deportations of

the workers from Belgium played its part in bringing about this result. I

should like, however, to remark, that the hatred, the slandering of Germany
by characterizing it as a nation of barbarians—for we were known by no

other name in England than that of Huns, and the nickname “Bodies” in

France was not exactly an affectionate characterization of German attributes

—this hatred, I say, had of itself reached a high point. There were so many
lies and calumnies spread abroad concerning the supposed atrocities alleged

to have been committed by our soldiers everywhere and generally, not as

exceptional cases here and there evidenced by war, which occasionally calls *

into existence brutal passions in man, but we were very generally estimated

to be people of this kind. Whether or not the deportations of Belgian work-

men was a conclusively decisive feature, I am inclined to doubt, in view of

the attitude in the hostile countries.

And then, again, to come back to the question of the conflict between the

military and the political branches: I am of the opinion that if, when Belgian

workmen were brought into Germany for the purpose of labor there, the

actual carrying out of this policy had not been characterized by measures

which were simply such as to find no justification in individual cases; if this

had not happened, but if the policy had been carried out in accordance

with the original plan of Governor General Baron v. Bissing, not only would
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this matter not have invoked questions of international law, but the entire

uproar would have been avoided. And in this matter, too, we should empha-

size the German standpoint very strongly—at least, so far as I am concerned,

I consider it a duty to do so. In sharp contrast to the importation by the

Entente of enormous and unlimited amounts of ammunition, with the

thought of which the Allies could comfort themselves, we were cut off from

the importation of raw materials and had to rely absolutely, throughout the

period of the war, upon our labor resources, which were no longer numeri-

cally sufficient. The fact that under these conditions the military authori-

ties, whose entire military responsibility for the future was daily before their

eyes in connection with every operation which they undertook, now took the

stand that we must stop at nothing in order that we might have at our dis-

posal the necessary" man-power for the purpose of the manufacture of ammu-
nition, together with everything necessarily connected therewith, is perfectly

easy to conceive and, moreover, constitutes a fact which I, as Imperial.Chan-

celor, was called upon to recognize. Those elements against which I had to

take measures, and those occasions upon which I had to take them, were

merely abuses incidental to administration. The disadvantageous results

with regard to the overwrought feeling of the Entente in whose opinion, do

what we would, we were bound to remain the barbarians and the Huns who
were to be overwhelmed and punished—that was a matter of conviction

with the Entente once and for all—these consequences were what we were

bound to accept as part of the bargain. If—I repeat it—the measure had

been carried out in accordance with the intention which had existed in the

mind of Governor General Baron v. Bissing from the first, whose activities

aroused my highest esteem in connection with his government of Belgium,

and this, too, in connection with matters political—if these abuses had been

done away with, it is very probable that the howl in the foreign countries

would have been raised anyhow. But we would have been able to meet it

much more easily, and we would have been able to say here in this hall and

at this time : The incident was not characterized by brutality and hardships

which were avoidable. Unfortunately, we are not altogether in a position

to make this statement. I took my measures against those objectionable

things which did occur.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Did your Excellency know that at that time

thousands of people died? Were you, further, aware of the circumstances

that, when Belgians were being brought over here by the thousands, as a

matter of fact there was no opportunity for them to be put to work, and
under these circumstances was it not important as a matter of higher states-

manship to do away with this indignation which perhaps was considered

justified by the nations on account of these circumstances, in order to leave

the road clear for the desire for peace to return to these peoples, if such

desire really existed? Was that not the task to be fulfilled by the statesman
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at a time when a peace move was being prepared and where, too, it was
necessary to mould public opinion, on which the acceptance or repudiation

*

of such a peace move depended?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Naturally, what the recording

secretary has stated is absolutely to the point. I simply permitted myself

to refer to the fact that in the course of this war the necessities created by
the war conflicted with one another to a great extent and that it was impos-

sible to carry out the plans which were considered sound from a political

standpoint, quite aside from obstacles otherwise encountered. That is a

matter of general knowledge. Military necessities often made themselves

felt in such cases. Moreover, these are matters, Mr. Recording Secretary

—

I may well call this to your attention—this dualism which we have already

mentioned was in principle also present during the years 1866 and 1870.

And what little pigmy wars these were as compared to this great struggle

between nations where, as all must understand, the element of dualism, the

conflict between the necessities and requirements of the political and mili-

tary branches, must inevitably be much stronger. So when judgment is to

be rendered in cases where these two forces have been in conflict with one

another, I suggest that you bear in mind that, after all, the one did not come
into conflict with the other as the result of malicious intent, but was due to

the conviction that the responsibility which either the one or the other force

had to assume must be borne, and that the demands imposed must be carried

through—the demands which carried with them the responsibility for our

people, the .salvation of our people, the salvation of our Fatherland. I

request that this be taken into consideration.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But the situation certainly existed, your

Excellency, in which either the military point of view or the political point

of view was right, and where a fusion of both was no longer possible.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: We are discussing here the great

questions which are to be submitted to me. The one question appears to

me to have been settled in the main in the committee, and that is the ques-

tion of the double move consisting of our peace proposal and of Wilson’s

peace move. The second great question is the 9th of January. There the

ideas of the political side and the military side came into conflict. The
question of the Belgian workmen, serious as it has been and much as I have

deplored it, is, in comparison with the other questions, merely a side issue.

The Chairman: Were the military authorities not informed that it was

possible that the peace move would be definitely jeopardized by this action?

Were they informed of this fact, and in reply thereto, did the military

authorities say yes, but that either our move or the Wilson move would go

ahead? There was no necessity to quibble about terms in order to show that

the latter would be put in great jeopardy thereby. Did the military authori-

ties express themselves in reply to this question?
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Witness v. Bethmann-Hollweg : Whether this circumstance was set

out in such sharp-cut terms or not, the files will show, and since I am appear-

ing merely in the capacity of a secondary witness—at least, that is what I

suppose my part is—it is not possible for me to institute a search into the

records. I do not believe that the comparison was made in such clear-cut

terms. That the deportation of Belgian workmen caused great excitement

in the world was to be seen by a glance at the newspapers, and the Supreme

High Command of the Army knew that. The Supreme High Command of

the Army knew that when Governor General Baron v. Bissing took the

matter up with them himself. He probably stated that he Tad come from

the Imperial Chancelor, who absolutely agreed with his point of view. We
can readily understand that these conflicts existed. I must, in any event,

admit without hesitation, if I am to express myself on this question of the

deportation of the Belgian workmen, my object was to take prompt steps

to do away with existing cruelties. I could say nothing in opposition to the

principle announced by the Supreme High Command of the Army that we
needed more Belgian workmen to carry out our Hindenburg program. That

would have been to go beyond the limits of my responsibility. I could not

say: “No, I forbid that.” I would then have received the answer: “Then
we shall not finish with our Hindenburg program.” We must bear clearly in

mind the situation which we occupied with regard to these military questions.

I would now like to come back to one point. I believe that it was Delegate

Gothein, or was it the recording secretary?—it was probably the recording,

secretary who asked me whether I knew that thousands of persons had died,

that the Belgian workers found no place in the barracks and, furthermore,

found no work. I do not know how many Belgians died. I do not know
whether the numbers are accurate or not; I should not like to say that

thousands have died. That people did die, that sickness and cold were

in their midst, is well known to me. I also know that more people were

deported than for whom, for the time being, there was enough work. Ac-

cording to my best recollection, probably General Groener still had charge of

the matter at that time. I remember perfectly plainly that I said to the mil-

itary authorities, or at least gave orders for them to be told: “Now, see to

it that the Belgians who are here and who can not be kept busy, and who
are suffering under the conditions which exist here, or who are not person-

ally adapted for the work, be brought back at the earliest possible moment.”
Delegate Gotheix: Was not the Foreign Office already amply provided

with authority in this matter, in view of the fact that the deportation of the

Belgian people was against the rules of land warfare adopted at the Hague
Conference? And I would ask you, too, as to whether representations with

regard to this question were not made to the Foreign Office by other neutral

Powers in addition to Switzerland, and whether the United States of America
did not voice a direct protest against it?

28
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Witness Zimmermann : That must appear from the files. Without a

knowledge of what is in the files, I can say nothing. Protests came from

the United States. I do not recollect that any other Power except Switzer-

land protested. I do not know whether the recording secretary has found

anything in the files.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Allow me to interrupt you. Reports with

regard to the injurious effect of the measure came in from many ambassadors

in foreign countries, as in the case of Ambassador Count Brockdorff and

particularly in the case of Count Bernstorff.

Witness Zimmermann: There is not the slightest doubt about it; this is

the stand which I always took. I said that it was regrettable, that some-

thing must be done to deprive our enemies of this reason for inciting others

against us. It goes without saying that this was the standpoint which I

took as one dealing with foreign affairs, and that is the stand that I always

took.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The main point is that at a time when we
were trying to pave the way to a peace, this stumbling block was allowed to

lie in the way.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: May I add a few words? I have

already stated that it would have been the right thing to do from the stand-

point of logic and statesmanship, if we had been able to remove this stum-

bling block. But let me again call your attention to the situation. We
had, on the one hand, the demand of the Supreme High Command of the

Army, unqualifiedly based upon an absolute war necessity; on the other

hand, skepticism, the grounds for which I have already mentioned. But at

the same time it is always necessary to keep clearly in mind the actual con-

ditions affecting our own peace proposal and Wilson’s peace move, those

conditions which would result in case both peace proposals were rejected.

In such case, war wrould once more burst into flame. For this eventuality,

too, we had to prepare. In this way, the demands of the military branch,

based upon the forced war situation, become entitled to great weight.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Basing your remarks upon reasons of foreign

policy, your Excellency argued at the time against the “Auxiliary Service

Act” being passed before the peace proposal was made. I mean that in

that case you availed yourself of reasons of foreign policy. Might that not

have been done in the case of the deportation question as well?

The Chairman: There are still two questions on the call list, which have

been submitted by Delegates Gothein and Dr. Sehiicking. Have they been

answered in the course of the discussion?

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I should like to call attention to the following

feature of the Belgian deportation question. The war began with a state-

ment on the part of the Imperial Chancelor that the injustice which had been

done to the Belgian State would have to be made good. It is well known
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that the entire conduct of the war was carried on under the disadvantage

that, in the mind of the world, it was bearing the burden of an injustice per-

petrated against Belgium. Now comes the peace move, and it is ushered in

with an act which is looked upon as an enormity of injustice perpetrated

against the Belgian people. Was this combination kept in mind and, as the

result, was an effort made to nullify this renewed act of injustice against

Belgium under any and all circumstances before a peace move was under-

taken?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Dr. Cohn, of course, these consid-

erations were weighed by me. It goes without saying that I hoped that

our own peace proposal, as well as Wilson’s peace move, should not be

thwarted thereby, or by other preceding incidents of the war. But, and I

have already given the reasons for this, it was even for the Imperial Chan-

celor a matter of immense difficulty, if not of impossibility, to do away with

a measure concerning which the military authorities said: “If this measure

is not carried out, we shall simply be unable to win the war.”

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Allow me to make the following remarks. War,

representing as it does the highest form of a national undertaking, must,

according to the principles of international law, only be carried on by means

of instrumentalities which are part and parcel of the nation. Now, leaving

the question of the invasion of Belgium quite aside, the Belgian incident

stands forth in sight of all the world in crass relief as evidence of the fact that

it was the intention of those conducting the German side of the war to carry

it on, not only by means of its own resources, but at the expense and by the use

of the resources of the population of the occupied territories. This was the

thought which, from the standpoint of Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, must

have dominated the political direction of the war, and this was the thought

which must have been influential in bringing about that view-point which

Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg has announced here on a number of occasions

—

that he was limited, in the scope of his activities, to bringing about a mitiga-

tion of the methods in which it was carried on, but that he had nothing to do

with the general principle involved. Did not these two conflicting forces,

the military view-point and the national political view-point, directly and

inevitably come into conflict, and did it not devolve upon the Imperial

Chancelor to fight the matter to a finish three or four months before January

9, 1917?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Of course the question can be put

in this theoretical form after the fact. It is true that we had to deal with an

anomaly of international law. I ask that this be shown by the records of

the Foreign Office. I am not in a position to do this. I should like again, as

amicus curiae of the committee, to consider it my duty to assist in reaching

the truth, and not personally to reconstruct the records, which have cer-

tainly been at the disposal of the committee for a far longer period, and in
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far greater detail than has been the case with me. The records of the For-

eign Office will show to what extent the order—I believe that it was in the

month of August—of General Baron v. Bissing with regard to the employ-

ment of the unemployed can be considered in harmony with the rules of

international law. I am not in a position to give information with regard to

these details, and I can not really be expected to have been informed with

regard to all these points. I remember that his Excellency Mr. Kriege, who
is extraordinarily familiar with all these questions, conferred with me re-

peatedly with regard to the matter. At that time, I was well informed

about it, but today, after three years have passed, I do not believe that the

committee will expect that I am still just as definitely informed with regard

to these considerations.

The Chairman: May I interrupt? Consul Muller finds that he has a

remark to make with regard to this point.

Consul Muller: The records of the Foreign Office contain copious data.

Since the fourth subcommittee is probably busied with the details of this

deportation question, the data of the Foreign Office are not compiled at this

time.

The Chairman : Then I will ask your Excellency to continue.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The anomaly of international law

was unquestionably to be found in the execution
;
but this plea, I believe, will

not be denied me: Are we forever to talk of nothing but our own sins, even

those consisting in the anomalies of international law, we who stand face to

face with an anomaly of international law like England’s blockade through

which (raising his voice) our people have been relegated to an existence of

misery for generations? (Loud applause from the spectators.)

The Chairman : That closes the matter.

One question, which the committee would like to have answered, bears

on the Emperor’s speech which was made at Miilhausen on the 13th of

December, that is, on the day after the date on which our peace proposal

went out—a peace proposal which you, your Excellency, earnestly desired

might really bring about peace. The question which we now have to ask

you, your Excellency, is whether the publication of this speech through the

W. T. B. took place with your knowledge and consent.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The speech was not presented to

me before it was made public.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Was it in accordance with the general order of

things, that imperial addresses of this kind had to be submitted before they

were published, and who is finally to blame for the fact that this speech was
not submitted to your Excellency before it was published, in view of the

great political significance which the speech had?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I should like to request that in this

connection, too, the general situation be kept in mind. Probably every time
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that His Majesty went to the front, which very often took place, he had

troops assembled and addressed them. These addresses had, it goes with-

out saying, military aspects. Political questions were more remote. It is

likely that these addresses were then given to the press. In this connection,

I repeatedly instructed the representative of the Foreign Office at the Gen-

eral Headquarters—for I did not personally accompany His Majesty on these

trips to the front—as follows: “ Please see to it that if such speeches are made
to an unusually large assembly of troops and contain any unusual features,

they are submitted to me before they are made public; if they involve

matters of political significance of any kind, see to it that you get into touch

with me before they are made public.” This provision existed. I remember

a speech of the Emperor's— I do not know where the address was made but

it was in the east—which contained expressions which, from the political

standpoint, I should have preferred not to have been made public; the rep-

resentative of the Foreign Office was of the same opinion. Consequently,

certain corrections were made in this speech. Subsequently, the original

wording of the address was, after all, I do not know how, published in the

press, and this led to difficulties. So much is certain : I warned the represent-

ative of the Foreign Office in the General Headquarters, who was generally

present on such occasions—and, moreover, he invariably obeyed this instruc-

tion to the letter and conscientiously to the extent that it was possible for him

to do so,—to prevent addresses which might have a detrimental political

effect from being published without having been previously submitted to me.

With regard to the Miilhausen speech, I must answer the question put to me,

in the negative.

The Chairman: It naturally followed that this speech, as appears at

more than one point in the records, did not have a good effect. The various

ambassadors, from the most widely separated neutral States, stated that the

impression was a bad one and that something must be done in order to

eradicate this impression. Was anything ever done along this line?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg : That is a detail. I really can not

answer that at the moment. At that time, an instruction went to Berne,

in which it was explained to the Minister there what stand he was to take to

tone down to a certain extent the comments of the press. I do not know
whether you have this instruction in mind; you will in all probability find

such an instruction in the records.

The Chairman: That is right. But it is of no further consequence.

Witness Zimmermann: The instruction is as follows:

Telegram of December 18, 1916. I beg to call attention to the
expressions of the Imperial Chancelor in the course of his Reichstag
speech of the 12th instant, according to which the world is indebted,
above all, to our Monarch for our peace move.
The move will be carried on by us with the earnest desire to bring it

to a favorable issue.
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But if our efforts should come to naught as the result of the desire of

our enemies to destroy us, we shall continue to carry on the fight to the
limit of our energy and strength. The natural result of a rejection of

our peace proposal was expressed by His Majesty in language which
was suited to the temper of the purely military establishment, without
involving the idea of a threat against our enemies.

I sent similar telegrams to Berne, Copenhagen, The Hague, Stockholm,

and Christiania.

The Chairman: We now come to the second fundamental question, to

which we must give some time, since it has not as yet been fully cleared up
by the statements which his Excellency has made up to this time. It is

necessary, first, to read the conditions which were drawn up by us in the

course of an agreement with Austria to set forth the peace conditions which

we would presumably demand. May I ask the recording secretary to read

them.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Dr. Burian knew that

an agreement was to be reached with regard to the peace conditions which

were to lie at the bottom of our peace proposal of December 12. I will now
read the agreement which was reached as a result of the cooperation of the

Supreme High Command, the political branch, and the Emperor. The
conditions are as follows:

1. Recognition of the kingdom of Poland.
2. Annexation of the territory of Courland and Lithuania in such a

way that, including the kingdom of Poland, a good strategic frontier

against Russia will be obtained, extending from north to south.

3. Treaty of commerce with Russia and, in this connection, economic
advantages.

4. Guarantees in Belgium which, if possible, are to be established as

the result of negotiations with King Albert himself. In case sufficient

guarantees should not be obtained, the annexation of Liege with cor-

responding areas.

5. Evacuation of the French occupied territory, with the exception

of Briey and Longwy, in return for the evacuation of that portion of

Alsace-Lorraine now occupied by the French, and strategic boundary
adjustments for us in Alsace-Lorraine, as well as war indemnities or

compensation.
6. Return of the colonies with the exception of Kiaochow, the Caro-

lines, and the Mariana Islands, under a general agreement regarding

colonial possessions; the acquisition of the Congo State or a part there-

of.

7. Indemnification of Germans living abroad and of German foreign

possessions to the extent of damage done thereto.

8. Incorporation of Luxemburg into the German Empire. This
would seem to be necessary in case we should not 1 acquire Briey and
Longwy.

According to a correction of these minutes in the minutes of the fifteenth session, this

passage should read: “should acquire,” etc. See note, post, p. 905.
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These are the conditions which received the Emperor's approval, were

proposed by the then Imperial Chancelor, and were agreed to by the Supreme

High Command of the Army.

Austria’s conditions are as follows:

1. Integrity of the Monarchy.
2. Slight modifications of the boundary against Russia.

3. Strategic boundary modifications against Roumania (of the Iron

Gate and possibly also the Valley of the Bistritza).

4. Restoration of the kingdom of Serbia, involving the following

cessions

:

(a) The territory promised to Bulgaria;

(b) The Albanian territory to Albania;

(c) The Matshwa and Belgrade to Austria-Hungary.
In order to satisfy Bulgaria, Baron Burian will possibly concede it more
territory than is contained in that above referred to. The restored

remainder of Serbia is to be closely connected with the Monarchy from
the economic point of view.

5. Restoration of the kingdom of Montenegro, involving the cession

of certain tracts of territory to Austria-Hungary and Albania.

6. Establishment of an independent Albania under an Austrian
protectorate.

7. Strategic boundary modifications against Italy, which simply
involve isolated and barren mountains and therefore do not amount
to an annexation.

In this connection, I may call attention to the fact that, according to the

records, his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg considered that the conditions

of Austria-Hungary went too far, and, in so doing, stated that the Russian

enemy had gotten a foothold deep in Galicia. I further call attention to the

fact that the demand that Briey and Longwy be annexed was characterized

by his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg, in a letter to General Field Marshal

v. Hindenburg, as not constituting a conditio sine qua non. In a later draft

this demand of annexation was not set out in definite terms, and only general

‘'‘strategic and economic frontier adjustments as well as frontier extensions
"

were demanded of France. I call further attention to the fact that there is a

memorandum according to which these conditions are to be looked upon
from the outside as maximum conditions and from the inside as minimum
conditions, and that the details were to be reserved for the peace negotia-

tions. As I have stated, these conditions were established, according to the

records, with the agreement of the Supreme High Command of the Army.
General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg took exception to one point only; that

is, he demanded that England should pay a war indemnity in return for the

restoration of Belgium, provided that no annexations and no guarantees

should be considered. His Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg opposed this

demand of General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg by pointing to the fact

that it was England herself who was demanding restitution and that, con-
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sequently, she would certainly not be ready to pay damages; at all events,

Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, to be sure, states in this letter to Hindenburg
that he was not prepared “to discuss in any way the question” which

involved a demand for reparation on the part of England.

Witness Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg: On what points

Is information requested from me in this connection?

The Chairman: Is it correct that these peace conditions were actually

drawn up as we have shown to be the case by the records?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Of course, if it is so set out in the

records, they must establish the fact. If I may make a statement myself

with regard to the matter, I would say that in the course of my general

expose on Friday morning I gave my views with regard to the weight to be

attributed to an agreement reached concerning war aims. I stated on that

occasion that, during the entire period of the war—and later, too— I con-

sidered this establishment of war aims, this general agreement on war aims,

as labor that led to nothing, as long as the possibility of negotiations did not

exist, as long as the opportunity was not afforded to make negotiations pos-

sible by the announcement of war aims. This agreement on war aims which

was reached between ourselves and Austria, in other words, between us and

our ally, had merely one object, and that was to establish a certain agreement

between the opposing aspirations of the participants, to the extent that they

were in conflict. The recording secretary has called attention to the fact

that there is a memorandum of mine in the records. Naturally, at the pres-

ent time I do not know what it contains. But I may state, for instance,

that it was perfectly plain to me that the war aims of Austria went altogether

too far and appeared to me to be impossible at a time when the Russian

armies were planted in the heart of Galicia. The theoretical purpose of this

exposition of war aims is made apparent from this very circumstance. And,

so far as our own war aims are concerned, I ventured to state last Friday that,

in my opinion, assuming that negotiations could have been made possible,

matters would have taken the following course: That if the readiness to

enter into negotiations had been once established, as a result of a mutual

sounding of each other’s attitude by the statesmen taking part therein, we
could have said, bearing in mind the military situation and the situation in

its entirety: “What can I get at this time, or what must I concede? How
does my case stand?” It was not until then that a definite program could

be drawn up. Upon how much I was going to insist, to what extent I was

willing to go beyond those terms, to what extent I could insist upon them

afterwards, to what extent I could announce that this or that was to be

considered a conditio sine qua non—why, these things simply depended upon

the general situation at the fronts and at home; it was these circumstances

which would have dictated the attitude to be adopted at the time. There-

fore, I should like once more— I have already done so very recently—to
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request that an importance be not attributed to a setting out of peace con-

ditions or of war aims to which, under the circumstances of the case, they

are absolutely not entitled.

The Chairman: So far as I am concerned, question No. 2 is fully answered.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, in your statement on the

first day of the hearing, you described the peace proposal as a means, as a

handle to be used in fighting the aims of annexation. Now, these peace

conditions have been read aloud. In part, at least, they involve annexation.

How, then, is it that, according to your view, you are in a position to oppose

desires for annexation coming from other sources? Moreover, it is stated in

the peace proposal which we announced publicly that the rights of other

nations are not to be infringed upon. These peace conditions, this annexa-

tion of Liege, this annexation of Courland, of Lithuania, etc., would certainly

seem to constitute an infringement upon the rights of other nations. So I

shall ask you to give us still another explanation on this point. The- Congo

State ! Luxemburg

!

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Certainly. Of course, of course!

I would, however, like to call your attention to another statement that was

made on Friday. By the setting out of these war aims, a maximum of the

political war aims was brought into contact with a minimum of the military

war aims. It goes without saying that, in questions of this kind, a compro-

mise is involved. Viewing the matter from this standpoint, the Supreme

High Command of the Army looked upon certain acquisitions in the east as

essential from the standpoint of strategy. I had my own ideas with regard

to these strategic necessities. I will talk to you quite frankly on the point.

I recently objected to having been called a pessimist. And I spoke of this,

that, even after the entrance of the United States into the war, a peace

would have been obtainable by us at any time which, indeed, would not

have been a good peace, but under the terms of which we would unques-

tionably have been able to preserve our existence and to have maintained

our position in the world as a great Power. In my opinion, this possibility

always existed. I was never a pessimist. But to return to what I was
speaking of : It is true that I was of the opinion, with regard to these strategic

necessities, that if the war were to end along any lines which could be endur-

able so far as we were concerned, as I myself hoped would be the case even

after America’s entrance into the war, then, after the war, the world would
have been granted a proportionate respite of peace. It is pretty hard for

me to believe in an everlasting peace, particularly when I consider the state

of mind of the Entente, and the measures adopted by it at Versailles for the

purpose of establishing a perpetual peace. But I believed that we would
have peace for a time, at any rate. But how could we at that time foresee

strategic necessities in case a future war were to break out? That always

seemed impossible to me, in view of the incredible advances of science which
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leave the conduct of the next war, and the method in which it is to be con-

ducted, wholly in the dark. I always took this point of view.

And, what is more, these peace conditions were nothing but a compromise
between the political and military authorities. And to puzzle our heads at

this time, after the event, with regard to these peace aims which were agreed

upon at that time with Austria, now when we are actually in the midst of

this disaster which has overcome us, after the war aims of our opponents

have thwarted our aims in this disastrous manner, seems to be nothing

more nor less than useless. I beg to be excused from any further detailed

statement with regard to the point.

To revert to what the recording secretary has just stated, that is, that a

contradiction is to be found in the fact that though I just stated that it was

my purpose, on the one hand, to exercise an influence on the pacifistic ele-

ments in the foreign countries, I had, on the other hand, actually set up *

these war aims of annexation myself—well, gentlemen, we did not make
^public at that time, in any way or in detail, those war aims which we had

agreed upon, but we took our stand upon the general platform of equal

rights to all, etc.—the recording secretary had the kindness to make a point

of this,—just as is stated in our peace proposal. So that, after all, ip discuss-

ing the compromise which was actually necessary in order that the whole

business should not fall to pieces prematurely—of course, subsequently it

did fall to pieces—we are not justified in saying that there is a contradiction

here, particularly when it is known that I, who fought hard to bring about

a peace by negotiation, would not have made negotiations depend upon the

acceptance of demands of annexation.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I put another question?

The Chairman: If you please!

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Was not an absolutely unhampered statement

with regard to Belgium a condition precedent to any possibility of arriving

at a peace by negotiation? That was, even at that time, the main problem.

Is your Excellency not aware of the fact that it was precisely at that time

that numerous reports came in here, with regard to some of which we shall

probably be obliged to deal in secret session, which most urgently pressed

upon the government to draw the conclusion to be inferred from the Chan-

celor’s declaration that “we have done wrong and are willing to make repara-

tion ”—and this in the hope that, by so doing, the Entente might be brought

to the point where it would be willing to negotiate? Those were the words

which America was waiting to hear, which the other neutral countries were

constantly looking forward to, and which were never uttered. I ask your

Excellency why it was that, at least in connection with the Belgian question,

and from the very start and in accordance with the first announcements

made, every intention to overpower or oppress in any way whatsoever,

whether in the form of guarantees or of annexations of territory, was not
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absolutely eliminated from the outset, so that the Belgian question would

have been placed completely outside of any question of war aims. It seems

to me that that is the question which is to be cleared up here.

Witness Dr. y. Bethmaxx-Hollweg

:

If we are to go into the discussion

of this general question, it is necessary to summon up before us the situation

in its entirety as it developed here in Germany during the whole course of the

war. I would like to be excused from a detailed representation thereof at

the present time. Probably full opportunity will be given in the course of

further proceedings, to come back to this question. I would simply like to

state that now, after the event, it is of course very easy to say that everything

that I did was wrong. I was not successful; I ought to have done this; I

ought to have done that; I ought to have opposed the invasion of Belgium

at all cost; I ought to have prevented the U-boat war at all costs; I ought to

have said at the start that war aims involving annexation were simply out

of the question, that we would not only restore Belgium but that we would

pay her an indemnity and make reparations. All arguments of this kind,'*

since the war has terminated as it has, are within the reach of anybody, can

be picked up on the street, are begging to be picked up. But I believe that

it serves no purpose to involve ourselves in conjectures as to what could have

been accomplished if we had done this or had done that.

If I am to speak of the Belgian question only as it existed at the time

covered by the statements here before the committee, in other words, at the

time of Wilson’s peace mediation, particularly in December and January,

I should suggest that this, at least, be considered: That we were confronted

by the speeches of enemy statesmen and then by the joint note of the Entente,

which made it plain to us that our enemies were willing to enter upon peace

negotiations only on a basis which looked toward the destruction and anni-

hilation of Germany. Was I at this time, when our enemies were making us

the subject of the most injurious comments possible, to come before the

world with the following: ‘‘We are going to be good children now, we are

going to give Belgium back again and, besides this, we are going to indemnify

Belgium"? Well, gentlemen—ladies and gentlemen—I must ask to be

excused; I have not gotten quite accustomed yet to the new era. (Laugh-

ter.) Was I to do that at that time? To make use of a rather strong ex-

pression and to argue according to the views of the individual political

parties in the Reichstag—for one can only do in politics what is politically

possible,— I should have been kicked out of the door of the Reichstag,

considering the opinion of the German people, who were justly indignant

at the way in which the Entente had talked about us and at the manner in

which it had rejected our peace proposal. That was not the moment for me
to say: ‘‘But here is Belgium. You will get that, of course. We demand
nothing at all." These are, when all is said and done, political necessities,

as I stated awhile ago. If you are desirous of reaching a proper conclusion,
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keep on investigating the question of the state of mind of the German people

from day by day, what effect the experiences and occurrences of the war had
upon its development. Unless we constantly put ourselves back again in

the situation which existed at the given moment, I do not believe that we
can obtain a clear idea of the preponderating motives of the particular

moment in question.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Your Excellency, so far as concerns the state

of mind of the German people with regard to Belgium, which we all know as

a matter of personal recollection, was not this state of mind brought about

in part by subsequent announcements which sought to prove what was
incapable of proof, namely, that Belgium, in common with our enemies,

entertained hostile intentions against us? And how was it possible for these

announcements to be made to the public in this way?
Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Certainly, various views were

entertained with regard to this subject, and they continued to be maintained

still further, although now I believe that, due particularly to the work which

has been done by Colonel Schwertfeger, this Belgian matter has been cleared

up to a certain extent. At that time the conviction existed that the Belgian

public records were such as to prove that the Belgians, as the result of their

negotiations with England at that time, had completely sacrificed any claim

to neutrality. I remember that I personally touched upon the matter once

in the Reichstag. But I may call attention to the fact that I never followed

up this phase of it either in my speeches or in any other official utterance.

It is certain that those publications were not without their effect upon the

feelings of the parties and organs of the press who were convinced that the

Belgians had, prior to that time, already sacrificed every claim to their

neutrality. But I beg that too great importance be not attributed to this

circumstance. Had I desired to further uphold the view that we had done

Belgium no injury, since she had put herself in the wrong, I would have

clearly retracted my speech of the 4th of August, on account of which I have

been so bitterly attacked. But that did not occur. I passed over the

matter. And in this connection, too, there came up questions of political

opportuneness, of tactics. Once those semiofficial announcements regard-

ing the discoveries in the Belgian archives had been made, it was a very

questionable procedure to have semiofficial retractions take place shortly

thereafter. In spite of this, I stood fast by my statement of the 4th of

August and, as is well known, was on that account the subject of the most

violent attacks during the entire period of the war.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: I should simply like to know, your Excellency,

who is responsible for the extraordinarily peculiar manner in which these so-

called Belgian documents were exploited for the purpose of misleading Ger-

man public opinion.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That is a special question which
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I can not answer. In view of the large number of coworkers who were as-

sociated with me in the war, I would run the risk of making a mistake if I

indicated that any particular authority had done so.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Your Excellency, I assume from what you

have said that during the war you were, as a matter of fact, a constant

champion of the principle: “ Injustice and reparation.” And now I ask

myself: Are not these conditions which were drawn up (guarantees and a

possible annexation of Belgium) certainly in conflict with that principle, in

undeniable conflict therewith?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg : I shall state quite unequivocally

that I took my stand on the principle of the restoration of Belgium. I was

already concerned with this matter at an early" date and, moreover, I had

informed those who were engaged with me in myr work that in the end we
would have to pay7 Belgium back a great number of billions. I must admit

that a restitution such as was decided upon at Versailles, did not come into

myT mind. I adhered to the principle, but I have already7 ventured to state

that I attributed no practical value to the agreement regarding war aims

which took place before our proposal of the 12th of December, considering it,

in the main, a compromise between the military7 and political views.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: But, according to all the reports which came
in, the public announcement of y

Tour stand that Belgium was in no way to be

injured, would, after all, have had practical value.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: Certainly. But I have already

ventured to point out that at that period of which we are now speaking— I can

not speak of the entire period from the 4th of August, 1914, up to the day7 of my
retirement; that is impossible; I refer to the period of the Wilson peace

move, that is, the time from December to January—the brusque attitude of

the Entente made it impossible for me to select this moment in which to

make a statement with regard to Belgium.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: The peace conditions were drawn up on the

8th of November, when the announcements of the statesmen of the Entente

had not as yet been made.

The Chairmax : We will close the hearing, to be continued tomorrow
morning at 10 o’clock. I shall ask Admiral Koch who, I believe is here

present, to come tomorrow too, since it is likely’ that tomorrow we will hear

him on the subject of the U-boat war.

The session closed at 1 124 o’clock.
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The session was opened at 10:25 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: We will continue with the hearings. I should like, first

of all, to get information with regard to a matter which, up to this time, has

been made the subject of little if any comment, and which involves the fact

that the feeling in the United States toward Germany was poisoned to a

quite extraordinary extent by the activity of the press, and by films, that is,

moving pictures. I should also like to find out to what extent the German
Embassy bestirred itself to put a stop to this influence, whose effect was to

poison public opinion and which unquestionably had an important bearing

upon Wilson’s attitude, since a strongly manifested anti-German feeling in

the United States must, as a matter of course, have resulted in his policy of

vacillation; whereas, had the reverse been the case, a strong manifestation

of pro-German feeling would possibly have put an end to his hesitating

methods and would have induced him to come out with his peace mediation

more strongly than was the case. It is thought necessary to question

Count v. Bernstorff with regard to these particular matters, and I ask his

Excellency Count Bernstorff to inform us as to what extent it really is true

that the press, as well as the moving picture concerns in the United States,

worked against Germany; that the press, above all, appeared to come under

the direct influence of England; and to state, further, what efforts were

made on your part to put an end as far as possible to these injurious in-

fluences.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The fact is that, as the result of the

blockade of Germany, very great technical difficulties stood in the way of

bringing our side of the question to the attention of the American public.

We tried to oppose the influence of the Entente in every way; but it was, as

a matter of fact, technically impossible to do so always with success.

The Chairman: Why technically impossible?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Because our cables were destroyed, and

the British cables could not be used
;
so the wireless was the only method of

communication of which we could avail ourselves. Every day, we received

as many transoceanic telegrams as it was physically possible to send us.

And as soon as it was possible we always turned these over to the American

press, but we were, of course, at a disadvantage on account of being late.

It goes without saying that the fact that the English press was always acces-

430
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sible to the Americans in the original language, was a cause of great difficulty

to us, and consequently it was easier for the Americans to get full informa-

tion with regard to the Entente's side of the question than it was with regard

to our own.

The Chairman: But a special German press existed in America, did it

not? And if it was not actually published in the German language, but in

English, it was, nevertheless, specially recognized as German-American.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Partly in the German language too.

The Chairman: Yes, and a press which, I may well venture to assume,

was quite specially provided with points of view and with information in

favor of Germany by the Embassy.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: That was the case; but we endeavored,

above all, to provide the real American press with news because, after all,

in so far as public opinion in the United States was concerned, the German-

American press—the press which was published in the German language

—

hardly reached the public at all.

The Chairman : It was quite important that, above all else, the American

press as such should be influenced. But as a matter of fact, there were an-

nouncements concerning supposed German atrocities in France, etc., which

were published far and wide, I believe under the supervision of the bureau of

public information in New York and under the direction of the English

journalist George Creel, which, from the start, must have made apparent

the necessity of taking steps against it and of putting some curb to the imag-

ination of this editorial staff.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: But this official American publicity

bureau did not come into being until the United States had entered the war.

It was not in existence at our time.

The Chairman : From my point of view, it is very important to determine

whether—and it is precisely upon this point that I naturally lay weight—
whether that happened before America’s entrance into the war, because it

goes without saying, as I have already stated, that the public feeling in the

United States before the war must have reacted upon Wilson to our dis-

advantage if it was influenced adversely to Germany. It is for this reason

that it seems so important to me to determine to what extent the poisoning

influence existed in the press and in moving picture shows, and to what
extent the German Embassy, which at that time could operate with a free

hand, took steps to counteract this influence.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: That happened to a very great extent,

but I shall have to admit that, owing to the technical facilities which lay at

its disposal, the British propaganda was superior to our own. At that time

there was no official American publicity bureau, but the British propaganda

and the German propaganda confronted each other; and in this connection I

repeat and frankly admit without qualification, that the British propaganda
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got the best of us as a result of all those means which were at its disposal,

and because we almost invariably came tagging along behind.

The Chairman : By your statement that there was no official propaganda,

you appear to give the impression that you might have been able to have

obtained results in the case of official propaganda, but that the private press

and the film concerns were entirely beyond your reach, so that it was not

possible to make an impression upon them by any methods—

•

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.

The Chairman: —which you, acting in your capacity as ambassador,

would have been able to have used to advantage by representations made
through the authorities of the American Government.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Personally, in order not to endanger my
official position in any way, I kept myself almost completely apart from any

propaganda. But we established our own propaganda bureau in New York,

which was first put under the management of former Secretary of State

Dernburg, and, when he left, was managed by Privy Counselor Albert and

Dr. Fiihr. With the exception of some conferences which took place, how-

ever, this propaganda was purposely carried on in the form of a private

enterprise, in order that the official activities of the Embassy might in no

way be compromised. I must go into detail. Secretary of State Dernburg

was at that time the chief of our propaganda in New York City. When so

engaged, he at first developed activities which brought about most extraor-

dinary results, and took the form of written articles and the spreading of

news, etc. Then came the time when he began to speak in public as well.

In this capacity, he was looked upon with disfavor by the American Govern-

ment because that government considered him an agent whose particular

purpose was to start a movement of the German-Americans against the

government. For this reason, it was impossible for me, officially situated as

I was, to take any personal part in these activities, because the result would

have been that I would have placed myself in a position of opposition to the

American Government with which I had to deal. So I had to keep aloof

from these matters. Afterwards, when Secretary of State Dernburg had to

leave, we continued all these efforts, particularly under the guidance of Dr.

Fiihr, who is still in the Foreign Office. We formed our own moving picture

company as well as a news bureau, and did everything which could be done

along these lines, but we kept it free as much as possible from any appearance

of official German support.

The Chairman : So that your activities were very definitely limited by

the obligations of your official position?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: My personal activities were very greatly

restricted, because I could not afford to enter the limelight and have a

quarrel every day with the newspaper men. If I had done so, I would have

injured my usefulness as an official.
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The Chairman: But by the use of subterranean methods, so to speak,

it would have been possible, would it not—and I am convinced that it did

happen—to exercise your influence to prevent this unfavorable effect upon

the press assuming excessive proportions?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Naturally, I always attempted to come

into contact with the newspaper men.

The Chairman: There were many indignation meetings held by the

German-Americans, were there not, held precisely on account of these press

reports, on account of these envenomed films?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It was precisely from the act of taking

part in any public meetings in the United States that I was absolutely

precluded during the war.

The Chairman: Absolutely out of the question. As I have already

stated, it is obvious that the only influence which you could exercise is one

which would not appear upon the surface; to the extent that you could-do so,

that influence was exerted.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: With reference to the critical period, perhaps,

say, between June, 1916, and January, 1917, it would be essential to know
the attitude of the great American press with regard to a favorable accept-

ance of the Wilson peace move, particularly, the attitude of the Hearst papers,

which have such a great influence over there? We have reports from you

concerning them, encouraging reports. Will you be good enough to tell us

what the attitude of that powerful press was at this time? Pro-German or

anti-German, for a peace move or against it?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: President Wilson was reelected on the

strength of the slogan that he had kept the country out of war, and the opin-

ion generally current under the surface was, that he would then try to bring

about peace. Quite aside from the pro-German or anti-German attitude of

individual newspapers, I believe that it can be stated without exaggeration

that almost the entire press of the United States was at that time in accord

with the idea that Wilson should make the attempt to bring about peace, the

Hearst papers naturally taking this view entirely. But even such papers as

the Times and the Tribune
,
and other papers which, generally speaking, were

anti-German, were nevertheless ready to support the President in his

attempts to bring about peace.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In your reports, there is a statement to the

effect that Wilson specifically approved of the attitude of these Hearst papers

which, we understand, were for the move—Wilson himself.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That was the case at that time. I

remember the report. Colonel House told me once that these Hearst

articles had received the approval of the President.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Another question. Secretary of State Zim-

mermann stated in a report that this mediation in the interests of peace by
29
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Wilson was being carried on subject to English influence. The same state-

ment was made by General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg in his telegram of

the 23d of December, which was read by his Excellency Bethmann at that

critical time when Wilson’s peace move had been made; it was stated that

this move must be rejected, because it was due, after all, to British influence.

Will you kindly state whether that view is shared by you as the result of

your knowledge of the situation, whether at that time Wilson’s peace move
actually had the reputation of having been made as the result of British

influence?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The very opposite view was taken in the

United States.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Was that your opinion?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: From the outset, from the moment when
Wilson came out with his note touching on peace mediation, or, as is stated

here, with his peace-move note, he was very generally characterized by the

Entente press as being unde'r German influence.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Do you suppose that Mr. Secretary of State

Zimmermann based his view on special reports, by chance? Do you know
anything about that?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I must request you to ask him personally.

(Laughter.) I know nothing about it.

Witness Zimmermann: Why, certainly, gentlemen, I had very special

reasons for proceeding as I did in the matter. You are probably provided

with them also. In order not to violate any confidence, I shall not state

what the source of the report was. It is to be found, however, in title 5 of

the compilation, to be exact, on page 14, and takes the form of a conversation

between one of our ministers with a neutral minister for foreign affairs.

Our minister proceeded to telegraph us as follows:

The Minister added, by way of explanation, that Wilson’s proposal

was not clear. According to a telegram from London, reported today
in a local paper, Wilson’s step is characterized in London as meaning
that the President’s purpose in making his move was to force the

Central Powers to disclose their conditions in favor of England’s in-

terests. The Minister stated that he was unwilling to allow himself to

be made use for the purpose of such maneuvers.

That is the basis upon which I founded my opinion.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: In a report of an English agent dated either July

or August, 1916, and which was addressed to Sir Edward Grey, it is stated

that England must see to it that a new Lusitania case is brought about.

That would result in having the American attitude, which was thoroughly

inclined toward Germany, take an exactly opposite trend. I should like to

ask the Count if he ever heard anything in the nature of such a statement or

such views in the United States.
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I am firmly convinced of the fact that,

since the time of the Lusitania
,
the British have never ceased to wish that a

new Lusitania incident should occur as often as possible and as soon as pos-

sible; for the entire British policy was exclusively directed to the end of

drawing the United States into the war against us. In my opinion, that was

the chief end and aim of the British policy from the time of the Lusitania

up to the final break with Germany, and, so far as I was concerned, that was

always the main reason why I looked upon it as the chief end and aim of my
policy to keep the United States out of the war under any and all conditions.

Delegate Gothein: Secretary of State Zimmermann relies upon the

report of a minister regarding a conversation with a foreign minister. This

report is, however, dated the 24th of December; but Secretary of State

Zimmermann had already, at a materially earlier date, taken his stand

against the United States, and the suspicion that the entire American move
was a move on behalf of England was entertained by him a number of days

preceding the date of this report. I should like to ask him to explain this

difference.

The Chairman: If you please!

Witness Zimmermann : I had already acquired this precise impression

some time before the Minister expressed it. This was only a confirmation.

I found the confirmation—perhaps I did not express myself so very clearly

before—the confirmation of my unfavorable judgment in this point of view

which the neutral minister had developed. When is this supposed to have

been the case? I am not quite clear on the point as to when I expressed it.

If you gentlemen will have the kindness to assist me, I might, perhaps, be in

a position to give you more detailed information regarding the matter.

The Chairman: February, 1917.

Witness Zimmermann: February, 1917? Oh, that is very definitely

later.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: May I put a question?

The Chairman: Later. First Mr. Gothein.

Delegate Gothein : I may call attention to the fact that the announce-

ment made to the leading newspaper men had taken place at an earlier date,

before the 24th of December, and now Secretary of State Zimmermann claims

that even at that time he was of that opinion with regard to the meaning
of the move.

Witness Zimmermann: That is not so.

Delegate Gothein : Kindly let me finish what I had to say. I would
like to state, in this connection, that he now makes special reference to that

report of the minister in which it is stated that “ the Minister added, by way
of explanation, that Wilson’s proposal was not clear. According to a tele-

gram from London reported today” (that is, on the 24th of December)
“in a local paper, Wilson’s step is characterized in London,” etc. As I
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understand it, the conference with the press, which we considered yesterday,

took place on the 12th of December or some days before. So that, in any
case, at that time Secretary of State Zimmermann could have had no knowl-

edge of this report of the Minister.

Witness Zimmermann : But, gentlemen, at that time Wilson’s move had not

yet taken place and I gave the reasons for my action to the representatives

of the press only. I made use of the methods which in my opinion seemed
proper from a tactical standpoint, in order to have them adopt a unanimous
attitude with regard to putting our move into effect. It was a tactical

maneuver. I explained that yesterday in considerable detail. I can not

see how it can be interpreted as a contradiction. I can not see that.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Mr. Secretary of State, it surprises me that

you rely upon this report of a foreign statesman, whose name appears in

the files. Just about this time, on the 22d of December, the following

report came in from that statesman:

The American note which was made known here today, has .

surprised . . . that statesman. He stated that he had “not
expected so much from Wilson”; the agitation of the English press

shows how unwelcome the President’s move had been to the Allies.

Mr. . . . considers of peculiar significance the announcement
which Lansing made by way of supplementing the note. Mr. . . .

expressed himself in the following words: “If we could rely somewhat
more upon the United States of America” (Hear! Hear!) “and the

American Government had not disappointed us so often” (Hear!
Hear!) “we would be justified in interpreting Lansing’s announcement
as a threat addressed to the Allies.” In any event, it was possible that

the move could serve in the interests of peace, and we must wait and
see what happens. That the peace parties in France and England were
materially strengthened thereby was beyond doubt; it was true that the

feeling in Russia seemed at present very much in favor of war, but it

could change quickly under the abnormal and corrupt conditions exist-

ing there.

So this same statesman says here that he has been agreeably surprised.

The Allied press would oppose Wilson’s move.

Witness Zimmermann: Gentlemen, certainly, I had my conference with

the press on the 12th, and at that time I took my stand and gave the reasons

for it yesterday. Here is a telegram of the 22d of November which deals

with Wilson’s peace move. In this telegram, the Minister impressively

emphasizes and very skeptically emphasizes the following: “If we
could rely somewhat more upon the United States of America” and “if the

American Government had not disappointed us so often, we would be

justified.” I certainly found here, in the words of a neutral minister, a

confirmation of my great skepticism with regard to the President.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I put my question in connection with the

statement which you made later, that the proposal had been made at the
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suggestion of England. Then, in support of your statement, you relied

upon the remark of that statesman. You still owe me an answer to this

question.

Witness Zimmermann: When did I make that assertion?

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In February.

Witness Zimmermann: Did I make the assertion in February? Then
it was very definitely later. Then we had already received the information.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You are relying upon the assertion of that

statesman. The assertion was different.

Witness Zimmermann: In February I had a complete view of the entire

situation, and the reports from foreign countries were actually before me.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I will submit the assertion to you later. It

is in agreement with still earlier assertions which you have made.

Witness Zimmermann: If you will be good enough to do so!

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then I should like to put another question.

Why was it that, at that time— I assume that the fact is known to you

—

precisely at that time (on the 2ist), Wilson’s peace move was most violently

opposed by the French Nationalists, Clemenceau, and others?

Witness Zimmermann: That was probably a tactical maneuver of our

opponents, just as we supposed it was after following it up and observing it.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You consider that a tactical maneuver?

Witness Zimmermann : I am naturally unable to explain to you here the

reasons which prompted Clemenceau and the rest. (Very true!) In con-

nection therewith, I can merely limit myself to a guess.

The Chairman: Privy Councilor Schaefer! Will you handle this special

case? Otherwise, we shall postpone the question.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: My question is limited to the question which I put

before.

The Chairman : Then we will postpone it.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Count Bernstorff, was the Embassy in continuous

communication with the Consul General in New York?
Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Certainly.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: You know whether special political reports went in

from there?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as I know, no special political

report was made, except the dispatches which I saw and, therefore, were not

political.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Did the dispatches which you saw confine themselves

to the same political views as yours?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Probably not entirely.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : And on what points and in what way did they

differ?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In the idea which was just discussed
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here a moment ago. In the interpretation of the political attitude of the

United States, taken as a whole; whether the United States would declare

war upon us and whether Wilson’s peace move promised results or not.

Those are the two main questions about which developments were centered.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : Did the dispatches of the Consul General take a

different view both with regard to the judgment passed upon Wilson person-

ally and with regard to his personal intentions?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes.

Minister of State Dr. David: I should like to refer back to the question,

why Secretary of State Zimmermann believed that he was justified in

assuming that Wilson’s peace move was suggested by England. It was only

shortly before that the following had occurred in England:

Grey and Asquith had been eliminated, Lloyd George had taken command.
This circumstance was attributed to the fact that Grey and Asquith had

toyed with the idea of a peace without victory, and Lloyd George, on the

contrary, wanted to see the war carried on until Germany was overthrown.

At that time he made a “ knock-out ” speech. In the course of this “knock-

out ” speech, there was a passage addressed to the neutral Powers, more or less

to this effect: That they should beware of any intervention on the part of the

neutral Powers, for the time therefor had not come. We in Germany
interpreted this to be a warning addressed to Wilson, and we were, aside

from this, of the opinion that the fall of Grey and Asquith was occasioned by
the fact that, from their point of view, they had looked upon intervention by

the United States with favor.

That was the situation. As I interpreted Lloyd George, what he said was

wholly opposed to this assumption that he had encouraged Wilson to make
a peace move. This understanding of Secretary of State Zimmermann is of

extraordinary importance, because General Field Marshal Hindenburg

shared this view, as his telegram showed. Moreover, it was in conflict with

the existing fact that Wilson had actually been urged by us to take up this

peace move. We knew all that, and therefore it is so much more surprising

for the General Field Marshal to have taken the view that Lloyd George

encouraged the peace move.

I ask: Did the General Field Marshal know that Wilson’s peace move had

been suggested by the German political branch?

The Chairman: Before answering this question, Consul Muller, who has

something important to say to us, will take the floor.

Consul Muller: I asked to be permitted to say a few words. I should

like to refer back to the discussions which have just taken place and which

have a bearing on neutral States; that is to say, to events which took place

in neutral States and concerning the reports sent in from neutral States.

It has been recognized here as a fundamental principle that there are some

matters which can not be dealt with in the presence of the public, and I
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should like to state that, as the result of statements which have hitherto

been made in the course of these discussions, it would be easy for those

present to draw erroneous conclusions since the whole of the subject matter

has not been submitted to them. I would therefore request that the prin-

ciple be strictly observed, of refraining from handling such cases in a hearing

before the public, because erroneous conclusions might well result therefrom.

The Chairman: The committee recognizes the justness hereof, and will

ask the public to retire until this special case has been decided. I must ask

the public to retire, because it seems to me a delicate matter; certain con-

clusions might be drawn in individual neutral States; unfavorable or, in any

event, incorrect opinions could be formed.

(Objection by Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.)

I can not know whether the further replies which his Excellency Zimmer-

mann will give us will jeopardize our position. Consequently, I shall

exclude the public until this special question has been settled. I ask those

present to leave the hall.

(A secret session follows.)

The public hearing was reconvened at n :i6 o’clock.

The Chairman : Privy Councilor Schaefer has the floor.

Delegate Dr. Schaefer: In the dispatch whose contents we have drawn
upon, mention is made of the fact that difficulties might arise for England

from the increasing power of the United States and, likewise, that that

might be the case with the growing strength of Japan. And then the ques-

tion is further discussed as to the steps necessary to be taken which would

involve the successive conquering of one great Power by another. I should

like, primarily, to ask the Count if he knows whether such plans and discus-

sions ever found expression in the American press, plans with regard to the

possibility of differences resulting from the attitude of the three great Powers

which, beyond question, did not have identical interests in all matters.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I must ask that this question be put to

me in more definite form, for it goes without saying that the different politi-

cal aims of the great Powers were the subject of discussion both in conversa-

tions dnd in the press. But I do not know just what question I am to an-

swer. Is it, whether I took any advantage of this? Or in whatway I did so?

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I should very much like to know whether a sus-

picion was entertained that the alliance of the Americans or their joint

action with England might, under certain circumstances, result disadvan-

tageously to them, and that they would not forever be protected by an

alliance with England, but that, with regard to certain questions, they

might come to be arrayed against England as her enemy. Were such ideas

spread abroad? Did you perhaps know that such a suspicion with regard to
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England was entertained in broad circles of society? For it is generally

assumed—and this is doubtless correct, according to my view too—that up
to a certain point England and the United States would be bound together

by common interests in the Pacific Ocean. This was, of course, made mani-

fest by the voyage of the fleet in the Pacific Ocean in the year 1908 and by
the change in the British-Japanese treaty which was effected in July, 1911.

These facts made it perfectly clear that such interests exist, but, in spite of

these common interests, which have more than once been the subject of

discussion, have the Americans ever taken the possibility into consideration

that to pursue a joint course with England might have serious results, so far

as they are concerned, and might bring them into difficulties?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: All these questions were discussed in the

press over there, very naturally, but I can not recollect that they ever had

any particular effect upon the situation which we are discussing today.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: In this connection, I should like to ask the follow-

ing question: Was anything ever done by the Embassy in the way of taking

advantage of such lines of thought, or of bringing about their acceptance,

either directly or indirectly?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as activities along the line of

propaganda are concerned, it goes without saying that lines of thought of

every kind were taken advantage of, but I can not just see how this becomes

material for the moment, for of course the subject could well come up for

discussion as to whether England, in case of a conflict between Japan and the

United States, would take the side of Japan or the side of the United States.

It goes without saying that this question was also discussed. But, it really

did not come up for discussion at that time; for the point then was, whether

the United States would take part in the war against us on the side of the

Entente, and, as we all know, the Entente included England and Japan at

that time, so that this question was really not acute.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: In the report to which we have referred, mention

is also made of Professor Miinsterberg of Harvard University. As is well

known, he rendered great service in the way he represented German interests,

and for this reason he was a thorn in the side of all people who were pro-Brit-

ish. And attempts of different kinds were made to eliminate him, too.

The person making the report deplores the fact that this did not come about.

Finally, after he has stated in great detail that he has spared no pains, he says

in so many words: “As in the case of Delarey, something must be left to

Divine Providence.” Does Count Bernstorff know anything about this?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Well, I know this much, at any event:

That during the two and a half years up to the entrance of the United States

into the war, the Entente availed itself of every possible, conceivable means

to get us all out of the United States, beginning with me and ending with

every other German. Every possible intrigue was tried. Every method of
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personal slander, every act of inconvenience which could be thought up

against us, was undertaken in order to get us away and to bring about war

between Germany and the United States. That is absolutely true. But I

would not go so far as to answer the statement of the Expert, which hints

that Miinsterberg was murdered, by saying that that actually was the case.

I do not believe that. I believe that he simply succumbed to a stroke which

came upon him in the midst of his activities on account of overwork or some

other form of exhaustion. I do not believe that anything else happened in

this case. The fact is, however, that during the entire period of the war

Professor Miinsterberg was subjected to an unfriendly boycott in Boston

and Harvard. But that was actually the case with all of us. For those who
were opposed to us in the United States tried to engineer a regular boycott

system against us. The attempt was made to isolate us socially as well as

politically.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I would like to add that, naturally, that was not

my expression or my conviction, but that it is the literal expression of the

report of the British Agent as it was handed over to Lord Grey, to the effect

that something must be left to Providence, as happened in the Delarey case.

I had no thought at all as to how Professor Miinsterberg came to die—either

as regards the nature or manner of his death. This thought only occurs to

me now in connection with what Count Bernstorff has just said.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: We have discussed the question of the public

feeling in the United States, and the extent to which it was influenced by us.

This question has been answered. The inquiry was then further pursued to

cover the point as to whether Wilson issued his peace note as the result of

British influence, as the result of an agreement with the British, and I there-

upon stated—'I am now in a position to assert this—that Secretary of State

Zimmermann’s remark which was brought out by me was made on the 23d

of December and not in February, and that by this assertion the view was
expressed that it was possible that President Wilson’s peace move had been

brought about as the result of an understanding with England. I would

like to have a definite answer from you. Do you, who, of all men, were in

closest connection with American affairs, entertain the opinion that this

note of Wilson’s was drawn up as the result of an agreement with England?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: My unqualified belief is that it was not

drawn up as the result of an agreement with England. But in order to

avoid any misunderstandings on this point, I should like to state that it is

always possible that information was acquired beforehand for the purpose

of determining whether the British would possibly take part in the peace

mediation thereafter and whether they would accept it. I consider that

possible.

The Chairman: But you are not provided with definite facts on this

point?
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: My impression has always been that

this peace note was extremely disquieting to the British.

The Chairman : And consequently, can not, of course, have been inspired

by them.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I put a question to his Excellency Zim-

mermann? Do you remember that a conference was held in the Depart-

ment of the Interior with regard to this Wilson move and the Wilson ques-

tion? A conference with the press? Among others, there were present

Theodor Wolff, Maximilian Harden, and, I believe, Bernhard too. Do
you remember about such a conference having taken place in the Depart-

ment of the Interior?

Witness Zimmermann: One at which I was present?

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Yes, you personally, as the representative of

the Foreign Office.

Witness Zimmermann: At what time?

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It is supposed to have taken place in May,
1916.

Witness Zimmermann: In May, 1916? Yes, I remember that I even

presided on one occasion over a session of this kind. At that time, if I am
not mistaken, I gave out some information with regard to the Sussex note.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Yes, with regard to the Sussex note.

Witness Zimmermann : At that time I wanted to give the reasons for our

stand. I remember that at that time the conference chamber of the Depart-

ment of the Interior was placed at our disposal.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You heard Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg’s

statement yesterday, that at that time he was proceeding, in his conferences

with Ambassador Gerard, on the basis that the time had then come for

Wilson to take a great step forward in the matter of peace. Very generally

so. Were these efforts known to you?

Witness Zimmermann : Why, certainly they were known to me.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Now, we are informed by those who partici-

pated in this conference that you expressed yourself in very bitter terms

against Wilson. According to the reports given us by the participants, you

are said to have expressed yourself as follows: “Gentlemen, there is no use

wasting words about Mr. Wilson’s shamelessness and impudence, but we
have torn the mask away from his face.”

Witness Zimmermann: I do not recollect that I made any statement of

that kind. And I do not believe that I did make it in the presence of so

many people. It does not recur to my mind. There were at least fifty

newspaper men there, and I do not believe that I would have expressed

myself in such strong language.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You have no recollection of it?

Witness Zimmermann : In any case, I have no recollection of this expression.
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Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Well, we will then have to take the testimony,

eventually, of Maximilian Harden and Theodor Wolff, who heard this

remark.

The Chairman: I now come back to the examination of his Excellency v.

Bethmann-Hollweg, and would like first of all to have you tell us briefly,

your Excellency, about the reasons why Count Bernstorff was not received

when he came back to Germany, and whether you know anything about

possible influences which may have made themselves felt at that time.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I assume that we have now before

us a subject which is more or less in the nature of an episode, when compared

with the statements bearing on higher politics which have just been made.

The Chairman: Not exactly, your Excellency; there is still a connection

with the question of higher statesmanship.

Witness v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I may, perhaps, be permitted to state

why I think so. Count Bernstorff’s return was at once announced to His

Majesty the Emperor, and the representative of the Foreign Office at the

General Headquarters was instructed to take the necessary steps looking

toward the personal reception to be given the Ambassador by the Emperor.

Besides this, I gave the Emperor a detailed account of what Count Bernstorff

had stated to me in the conference which we had had together, so that the

Emperor was, therefore, fully informed. Count Bernstorff had made no

further proposals to me with regard to our future attitude toward the United

States and, according to his own testimony, had no suggestions to make.

Consequently, there was no occasion, politically speaking, to insist upon his

immediate reception; a reception did take place at a later date. Whether,

as the result of outside causes or from any other reason, his reception was
delayed, is a point with regard to which I can give no definite information.

At any event, I am still of the opinion, even today, that the fact that his

reception was delayed had no effect upon the further course of political

events.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Count v. Bernstorff, when you were examined you

told us about conversations which you had had with the Field Marshal and

with General Ludendorff as well, and also that you had been received by the

Emperor. What impression did you get as the result of your conversation

with the Emperor, with regard to his attitude toward the United States, and

toward peace proposals, as well as concerning the future course of German
politics with respect to America?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: When I was received by the Emperor at

the beginning of May, this question had actually become so thoroughly

settled that there was no occasion for me to insist on having it made the

subject of conversation. I can not remember that anything at all was said

in the course of this interview which would be of any political significance in

this connection.
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The Chairman : That terminates the inquiry on this point.

We now come to the important question of the ruthless U-boat war, to the

reasons which were conclusive in respect to the governmental policy. Every
thing which can possibly be stated with regard to the question of the ruthless

U-boat war must be probed to the bottom and told in detail. I shall cover

this U-boat war from the beginning, to the fullest extent possible. For this

purpose, it seems to me to be essential for your Excellency to tell us about
the possibilities of, and the necessities for, the ruthless U-boat war, beginning

with the moment when this question actually made its first appearance upon
the stage. Perhaps for the purpose of making your answers less lengthy,

and also for the purpose of refreshing your memory, I may begin with the

memorial which you yourself drew up on the 29th of February, 1916, and
point out quite briefly the main grounds set out in this memorial by you
against the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war.

You state in this memorial that the question of estimating how many
ships could be sunk by the submarine war in contemplation was one for the

naval experts, but that, in view of the difference existing between the views

expressed by Admiral v. Holtzendorff on the one hand and Admiral v. Tir-

pitz on the other, this estimate was very doubtful. You pointed out that

the effect of modern methods of defense against the U-boats might well make
the question of the efficiency of our ruthless U-boat war a very doubtful one,

that the increase in new shipping was one which could not be deemed incon-

siderable, that the taking possession by England of German merchant

tonnage lying in neutral ports, which she would be quite free to do so if the

United States broke with us, was a circumstance of no mean importance;

that, for the above reason, it was beyond question that, even if 4 million

tons should be sunk inside of six months, the tonnage which would be avail-

able for England would not be diminished by this sum, but by an amount
which could be safely assumed to be considerably less; that, according to

your opinion, England had at her disposal some 13 or 14 million tons, but

that, with this tonnage at her disposal, even if it were to be diminished by
some 4 million tons by fall, it was not likely, much less certain, that the

U-boat war would have the ruinous effect which in certain quarters was

assumed would be the case.

You further stated that England would be able to overcome completely

the effect of those economic difficulties which undoubtedly she would be called

upon to bear as the result of the U-boat war, by making better provisions

concerning the available shipping space, by limiting importations to those

articles which were absolutely essential for the purpose of feeding the people

and, further, by a notable increase in shipping space which would be at her

disposal if the Saloniki project were given up. You said that an absolute

blockade of England was out of the question as the result of the restricted

number of the U-boats and the natural limitations which characterized
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their fighting capacity as battle units. You stated that the net which was to

be drawn around England would always be one with broad meshes, and that

it was not to be conceived, particularly when one took into consideration

that the arrival of four or five ships daily was sufficient to keep England in

foodstuffs, that an actual food shortage in England could come about; that

it would seem that, all things considered, while it was perfectly true that the

expected decrease in England’s tonnage would cause her injury, its effect

could not be deemed such as to make it impossible for England to continue

the war up to, say, fall; and that, in addition to this, taking into considera-

tion the character of the people as a whole and the danger with which

England’s supremacy at sea was being menaced, she would sacrifice her last

man and her last penny.

Finally, you called attention to the serious danger, which you perceived

as the result of having America enter into the war on the side of England,

that is to say, on the side of our enemies
;
that, as the result of this, you would

not only expect that the British confidence in victory, that is, the confidence

of victory entertained by our enemies, would receive powerful moral support

;

you also looked forward to the manifestation of a certain tenseness in our

relations to our allies, since our allies, Austria as well as Turkey and Bulgaria,

were positive in their opinion that the ruthless U-boat war would not turn

out to our advantage. And in America’s cooperation you foresaw serious

material objections, because the efforts of the Entente to finance themselves

in the United States, which up to that time had only yielded very modest

returns, would become immediately successful to the advantage of England.

You stated that the provisioning of Belgium and northern France with

American grain-stuffs would cease, as well as the steps being taken to relieve

Poland; that if America should enter the war, the war material which would

be at the disposal of the Entente would be available to a far greater extent

—

to the greatest conceivable extent. You point to the fact that the sporting

spirit was very prevalent and pronounced in the United States, which might

well result in having the army reinforced very strongly by American volun-

teers; that, as the result of all these objections, you felt that the unrestricted

U-boat war was a measure against the adoption of which the most urgent

warning should be issued.

Then, in a conversation at Charleville which you had with the Emperor,

you again particularly expressed these views which had already been ex-

pressed in the memorial—for the memorial itself had also been submitted to

the Emperor—and on this occasion you constituted yourself the particular

opponent of Falkenhayn and Holtzendorff, who were present at that very

conference. The Emperor stated at that time, without any reservation

whatsoever, as you say in a letter, that our U-boat forces were insufficient

to overcome England, and that, as a matter of fact, England could not be

overcome; that if we challenged England to a fight to the finish on the sea
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after a break with the United States, every Englishman would give his last

shirt before he would capitulate; that he himself still hoped that the

calculating business sense of the English would finally make clear to them
that they would gain nothing by a continuation of the war. Subsequently,

in the castle at Pless, on August 31, 1916, another conference was held over

which the Emperor presided, and in which all the civil, military and naval

authorities participated. The protocol drawn up as the result of the con-

ference, which reports the opposition between the civil and the military

authorities and, above all, the naval authorities, is so important as almost to

call for a complete reading, although it is fairly lengthy. I will, however,

postpone that for the time being, as it may, perhaps, become necessary in the

course of further proceedings. In any event, the summing up which was
made by your Excellency at the time is important. You state:

I had intended to issue a call to the Reichstag next week. The
parties themselves have certain objections, but I shall not be able to do
otherwise than to summon the leaders of the parties into conference.

They will doubtless take up the question of the U-boat war. I shall tell

them in reply, without revealing the details of the conference of today,
that the question has been searchingly considered by all the competent
authorities, but that, in view of the present war situation, we have
decided that the decision must be put oft until later, since Field Marshal
v. Hindenburg has stated that he will have to await the developments
of the Roumanian campaign before a definite policy can be adopted
with regard to the question.

It is, moreover, essential, to refer to a document of the 23d of December,

1916, in which you make a communication to General Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg with regard to the U-boat war, and in which, above all, you

assert that it devolves upon you alone under the constitution to assume all

responsibility in the matter of the decision to be made with regard to the

ruthless U-boat war, and that this responsibility is not susceptible of being

delegated for the reason that this war enters directly into the domain of our

relations with neutral States, since it constitutes an act of foreign policy.

In concluding this letter, you state:

Concerning the question of the unrestricted U-boat warfare, the

stand which I have maintained up to the present time is that such a

step can only be discussed if our military situation is such as to permit

us to rely with certainty upon the fact that the European neutrals can
be prevented from taking up arms against us. Your Excellency is of the

opinion that this time will have come by the end of January, 1917. I

therefore venture to assume that your Excellency will be in a position

at that time to concentrate the necessary troops at both the Dutch and
the Danish frontiers. On this condition, and to the extent that I may
find myself able to agree with your Excellency that the advantages of

an absolutely ruthless U-boat war are greater than the disadvantages

resulting from the United States joining our enemies, I shall be ready

to consider the question even of an unrestricted U-boat warfare.
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Here, then, we already find the sentiment expressed, in sharp conflict with

what has gone before, that after all your Excellency admits the existence of

the possibility that the advantages of the ruthless U-boat war might out-

weigh the disadvantages. Now, from my point of view, it is essential for us

to determine what those arguments were, so far as you were concerned

—

true, this is partially shown in your statements, but I should like to hear them

once more and to have them stated succinctly—what the reasons were

which caused you to recede from the position which you had taken against

the U-boat war, which you had described in so many words as disastrous,

and which you had designated as an experiment, the reasons which caused

you to recede in favor of those authorities who supported the launching of

the unrestricted U-boat war and which, as I recollect your having stated,

consisted in the main of the Supreme High Command of the Army, the

Supreme High Command of the Navy, the majority of the Reichstag, and

the majority of the people, as this last manifested itself in the general ex-

pression of opinion presented by the press. You have told us that you

had no conclusive arguments to present against the U-boat war, that is,

conclusive arguments of so powerful a nature as to have killed the idea of

the unrestricted U-boat warfare at birth, so to speak. But, just the same,

you had powerful reasons at your disposal. I have purposely summed up and
presented all these reasons on which you have already stated that you have

relied, and it is now essential to know and to determine what those reasons

were during December, 1916, and January, 1917, the time that we are now
discussing, which were considered by you sufficient to cause you apparently

to recede from entirely, or to qualify, your earlier view. Will your Excellency

be good enough to state your view once more with regard to these points?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The very copious records covering

the U-boat war are at the complete disposal of the committee. I can only

assume that the committee has received from these records a clear idea of my
stand on the U-boat war in its various phases. I do not understand that my
task consists in reconstructing from memory a very complicated situation,

so to speak, a situation which is already known to the committee as a matter

of record. I can only assume my task to consist in this, that I am to supple-

ment that knowledge which the committee has, by virtue of the records

before it by answering those questions which the committee may ask me on

points where they believe that they are faced by a gap with regard to my
attitude. I would suppose that these individual points would have to be

clearly identified, for if this is not the case I run the risk of having to make
an oral statement of such a nature as to call for a study on my part of the

records, for which, it would seem, some weeks would be required. I believe

that the committee itself must have been impressed with the fact that the

questions concerning the U-boat war were, in their various phases, extremely

complicated.
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Now, the Chairman has had the kindness, as I understand him, to ask me
at present only for a statement with regard to my attitude in the winter of

1916-17.

The Chairman: Yes.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Well, let me refer to the statements

which I made last Friday. I am today still of the impression that I set

out in detail at that time all the reasons which determined my attitude on the

9th of January, and I should consider it objectionable to repeat now, in the

course of an extemporaneous address, statements which I made at that time,

based upon careful consideration and which were then made in careful and
precise form. I can not supplement them.

I may, perhaps, venture to repeat again the most important passages

taken from my statements made at that time. The stenographic notes of

the session of last Friday are before me. I believe that the questions which

the Chairman has just put to me will be found to have been answered there.

The situation on the 9th of January, when the unrestricted U-boat war
was decided upon, was as follows:

The Navy confidently asserted that England would be forced to

consider peace by the new harvest if the unrestricted U-boat war were
commenced on the 1st of February. The 1st of February was desig-

nated as the very latest date if the U-boat war was to be successful. If

England was enabled to restock herself by the transportation of grain

which was scheduled to take place in the month of February, then the

possibility of making full use of this instrumentality of warfare would
be gone for another year. The Supreme High Command of the Army
demanded the U-boat war be undertaken with the utmost resolution,

stating it to be a mode of warfare which was imperatively demanded by
the general war situation.

If (I am omitting connecting passages) these two generals demanded
the U-boat war as an essential method of conducting the war; if they
confirmed the arguments of the Navy and declared that they were
strong enough to bear all the consequences of the U-boat war, even of

war with the United States, for such time as was stated by the Navy
was necessary for the attainment of the success guaranteed, occurred,

I would certainly have to be in a position to base my opposition on
absolutely clear and conclusive grounds. Did I have such grounds?

I then proceeded to show that, according to my opinion, the success of the

U-boat war could no more be considered as proven by the statistical calcula-

tions of the Admiralty Staff, by means of which it sought to establish the fact

that the U-boat war would be successful, than could the necessary failure of

the U-boat war have been demonstrated by a criticism of these arguments.

The U-boat war (I stated) remained an experiment, whether we
launched it or refrained from doing so. When the Supreme High
Command of the Army asserted, with all the impressiveness which
befitted its dignity that a successful termination of the war demanded
the U-boat war as an essential condition, and guaranteed its success
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as the result of the assurances of the Admiralty Staff, which had been
accepted by the Supreme High Command of the Army, I had to have
some tangible reasons with which to support my view that, without a
U-boat war, it was possible to bring the war to an end in some way that

would be acceptable to Germany.

I was convinced on the 9th of January that I did not have this possibility

to offer. I have told you how I interpreted the Entente’s answer to our

peace proposal, the joint note of the 30th of December, as an unqualified

denial of the willingness to negotiate—so unqualified, in fact, that I had

considerable doubts as to whether the answer of the Entente to Wilson’s

peace note of the 18th of December would allow me to take a different view.

It is true that the answer of the Entente to Wilson’s peace note was not

given until after the 9th of January; but—and I have recently given my
testimony on this point and also the reasons therefor—the reply of the

Entente to Wilson’s peace note, made after the 9th of January, was not

such as to convince me that I was wrong on the 9th of January when I based

my attitude upon the proposition that I could not argue that the Entente

would be willing to negotiate within a determinable period. I further

stated that, leaving aside the advent of peace through the United States, I

could not hold out other prospects, and I took up on that occasion the

question of the uncertainty of the time of the Russian revolution, which was,

perhaps, to be expected, judging from the general situation in Russia. ” In

this situation,” I said,” it was not possible for me to give the Emperor any

advice on the 9th of January, other than that I gave him, which was that I

could not counsel him to oppose the votes of his military advisers.”

I can not see how I can add any material feature to these statements at

this time.

I should like, however, to bring up one point. As the Chairman has said,

last Friday I stated that I considered the decision arrived at a disastrous one.

Certain it is that a tremendous fatality hung over this decision—this must

be clear to every human being; for if—and I discussed this too on the 9th of

January—if the U-boat war was not successful, it meant the disaster of

Germany. But I repeat today that the U-boat war was an experiment.

The records on this point are not even yet complete as to the effects actually

brought about by the U-boat war. We shall learn this later from Entente

sources. I am of the impression that the results were far-reaching. I can

not escape the feeling that in May, in June— I can not be absolutely certain

as to definite periods of time—-England’s anxiety due to the effects of the

U-boat war was intense, and I am convinced that, as time goes on, we shall

receive further proofs of this from the Entente. This feeling of anxiety was
so intense, in my opinion, as to have made it possible to bring about oppor-

tunities for negotiation toward the end of June or the 1st of July.

I will not go into minute details, for, as it appears to me, we are dealing.

30
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here with a question which can not be concluded now or by this committee.

But in making this statement, I would like to call attention to the time when
Lloyd George sounded in Paris his anxious call for help: “Ships, ships are

needed.” At the beginning of the war, it was the silver bullets which were
going to win; now it was the ships. And if the leading English statesman,

if a Lloyd George was the man to make such a statement in Paris, it was a

significant circumstance and threw a bright light upon the actual situation.

I remember—4 shall probably have occasion to speak of it at some other

time—-that I looked upon Lloyd George’s Glasgow speech of June 30 as a

feeler, although it had many earmarks of his “knock-out” policy—as a

feeler which might, perhaps, have made it possible for us to develop a will-

ingness to negotiate by taking up certain questions, and in a public way, too.

I believe that, in many circles of society in Germany, the results of the

U-boat war were represented as being greater than was justified by the

existing political situation. If England saw that the U-boat war was really

menacing her existence, she would not have waited for the time of actual

collapse. Long before such time came, she would have held out oppor-

tunities to serve as a basis for negotiations, although, of course, they would
not have consisted of announcementsdeclaring the necessityfor capitulation.

In my opinion, that moment existed. It came as the effect of the U-boat war.

But nevertheless, it was fatal, for, since these opportunities, just as was the

case with later opportunities, did not bring us to the point we sought, we
were ultimately confronted with the circumstance of having America landing

countless troops in Europe and of facing overwhelmingly superior numbers
which, accompanied by the collapse of our allies, brought about that very

military situation which actually existed in the fall of 1918.

Thus, to sum up again briefly, I do not know what I can possibly say

further to confirm the forced situation in which not only the political depart-

ment was on the 9th of January, but (with raised voice) the military branch

as well. At that time, the military authorities were convinced that we could

not bring the war to a favorable end without the unrestricted U-boat war;

and I was convinced that “ I can not hold out any prospect to you that I can

terminate the war in any other way.” Under these conditions, something

had to be done; some decision had to be made. And I have told you that,

confronted with the attitude of the majority of parliament, confronted with

the conviction entertained by the very broadest circles of society, and based

upon an honest belief that failure to undertake the U-boat war would be

tantamount to sacrificing the future of the nation to timidity—in this

situation—-and I am still of the opinion today that I acted correctly—

I

stated “Your Majesty, I can not counsel you to oppose the vote of your

military advisers.” That to have retired from the situation, myself, would

have accomplished nothing—'that is the all-important point—4 have

already explained to you.
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The Chairman: Is your Excellency certain that the Entente, with their

brusque answer, shut the door that led to peace?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That was my conviction.

The Chairman: That conviction was not altogether shared by the other

States. For instance, the Emperor Karl and Czernin took the stand that,

although the Entente note was impertinent in tone, it was not such as to

absolutely exclude a continuation of the negotiations; and in the United

States the view was very generally entertained by the authorities, as appears

from Count v. Bernstorff’s statement, that we had to deal with a case of

bluff. But I want to establish the following, that it was in any event your

personal opinion that it was not possible at that time for us to meet with

the Entente at the conference table. There remained, then, the unre-

stricted U-boat war as a last resort, according to the judgment of military

authorities, and in view of the unfavorable military situation of the war

on land.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It was my view that the door to

peace had been closed, and I might add that this view represented the over-

whelming opinion of the German people, even including those upon the Left,

that is, the Social Democratic branches. I remember, without being able

to give the statement literally, a speech which Mr. Scheidemann made, in

which he stated that it was the Entente, which by its answer to our peace

proposal, finally forced the unrestricted U-boat war upon us. Something

of this kind was said. I have not the exact words here, but something of the

kind was said. This conviction was not my personal conviction only; far

from it. It was the conviction entertained by the great mass of the German
people.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Did the great mass of the German people,

particularly the Social Democratic Party, and all the groups which were

calling for a peace of understanding, know that at the same time Wilson had

stated to House that he was ready to renew conferences in favor of peace,

and that he had already asked twice at this time that the peace conditions

be communicated to him, at least confidentially? Did the German people

—

the mass of the German people—know that this entire move had been made
at the suggestion of the German Government?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Whether the German people had

any knowledge as a whole of our move in Washington? It had no notifica-

tion thereof; that is true. And it would have been an evidence of the

greatest lack of political sagacity on my part if I had informed the mass of

the German people about it. For, in view of the antagonism which existed

against America, these proceedings which I had initiated in Washington

would have made me an object of contempt and hatred. I could not do that

;

that would have been no measure of statesmanship.

Now, with regard to the renewed peace moves of Wilson, I must repeat,
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gentlemen, that I hav7e characterized Wilson’s note to Congress of the

22d of January and have clearly set out the three points which—

•

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That was later.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : That was not later.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The 9th of January.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Wilson’s actual request, his actual

announcement containing the statement that he hoped that now he would be

in a position to bring about a peace conference, and asked for the confiden-

tial communication of our peace conditions, was contained in a telegram of

Count Bernstorff’s of the 28th of January. Earlier, to be sure, he stated, and

even suggested, that we might make confidential disclosures to him. But
that, too, is, to my knowledge, a point which has already been discussed. I

can not find it for the moment; unless I am mistaken, I made a statement

concerning it Friday afternoon. I stated— I shall venture to call the record-

ing secretary’s attention to the fact—that at the time when the President

asked us for a confidential disclosure of our peace conditions, we told him
that our conditions were moderate. We stated in so many words that we
had no intention of annexing Belgium. We made announcement covering

the general great international questions. And I may repeat, as is certainly

an important point, in my opinion, if we are going to consider individual

documents of record, that President Wilson told Count v. Bernstorff through

Colonel House that these communications which we had sent him were

extraordinarily useful to him.

In my opinion, the situation was simply made more difficult for us by the

message to Congress of the 226. of January. The first definite message from

Wilson that it was his intention to go right ahead with his efforts for peace

was only made known to us for the first time by Count Bernstorff’s dispatch

of the 28th of January. But, for reasons which I have also stated in detail,

it was then simply too late. If it had occurred earlier, then we would per-

haps have been able to do something.

In this connection I will call your attention to the fact— I do not know
whether I have already done so in my comments made up to this time;

probably I have, though—’that Ambassador Gerard has specifically stated

in his book that already, at the beginning of January, he knew that we were

going to launch the unrestricted U-boat war—'not, perhaps, in these precise

terms, but that he had knowledge of it—and, so far as I know, all the Ameri-

can newspaper reporters here spoke of it. And further along in his book,

Gerard says that he had, of course, notified his government about it. I

shall make this the basis of no conjectures; but it is, after all, very possible

that Wilson knew on the 22d of January, just as he knew it on the 28th, that

we had made up our minds to launch the U-boat war.

It has been stated, moreover—I believe that Count v. Bernstorff gave the

information—that he later became convinced that our entire dispatch
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correspondence had been deciphered by England. Is not that so, Count

v. Bernstorff?

The Chairman: Yes, by England.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Count v. Bernstorff gave no

information, nor could he do so, on the point as to whether this deciphering

had already taken place by January, 1917, or whether the deciphering had

been accomplished so quickly as to permit the deciphered telegrams to be

made use of by England at this time. We have no absolute proof on this

point. But, nevertheless, we can not discard the idea—at least we can not

discard it as impossible,—that both the message to Congress of the 22d of

January and President Wilson’s move of the 28th of January took place at a

time when the conclusions which had been reached here were known.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, I am talking of the time

preceding the 9th of January, before a decision with regard to the U-boat war

was reached. We have two telegrams of Count v. Bernstorff to the effect

that Wilson had no other thought than peace, that he was hoping for the

confidential disclosure of the peace conditions and trusted to bring about the

peace conference. First question: Did you inform the Supreme High

Command of the Army about this?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: May I ask that these dispatches be

read in order to refresh my memory?
Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Yes.

First, the dispatch of December 21:

Several days ago Lansing wired me concerning Wilson’s peace note
and told me that the American Government finds its position more and
more intolerable on account of the continued violation of its rights.

For that reason it was hoping for frank statements from the belligerent

Powers with regard to their peace conditions. In answer I stated as my
personal opinion that this would be very difficult to bring about except
at a conference, on account of the press, etc. Lansing replied that
disclosures could be confidential and might, little by little, lead to a
conference. It would accordingly seem that the opinion which has
become general here is correct, that Wilson would like to serve as a
clearing house for further steps toward peace. He is strongly supported
by public opinion on this side, with the exception of some of our quite

rabid opponents, who characterize Wilson’s note as pro-German.

Now I should like to refer to the other telegram preceding the 9th of

January. It is dated December 29:

House told me that in Wilson’s opinion a peace conference could not
be brought about in the absence of preliminary confidential negotiations,

since our enemies, as things are now, would reject the proposal by
making its acceptance dependent upon the existence of certain con-
ditions. This communication on the part of House was accompanied
by an invitation for us to take part in absolutely confidential negotia-
tions, a knowledge of which should be limited to Wilson, himself, and
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myself. Under these circumstances, we could count upon absolute
discretion, since Wilson and House are both fairly able to keep se-

crets. . . .

I do not believe that you desire me to continue with the reading of this

telegram; I would, however, continue therewith except for the fact that it is

not relevant to this point.

These were the two telegrams which preceded the 9th of January. After

the 9th of January, the request for confidential communications is made in

still more urgent form. Count Bernstorff tells us that he communicated the

intention not to annex Belgium. He says that House made use of this

communication; that he had said that Wilson considered this announcement
on the part of the Imperial Government as being of value; that he could say

nothing that was definite about the further course of Wilson’s move, but that

at least so much was certain; that for the moment the President had no

other thought than to bring peace about, and that he would attempt to

carry out this intention to the extent of his powers and of the means at his

command
;
that an announcement by Wilson in the form of a message was to

be expected in the immediate future. Bernstorff said, further, that appar-

ently Wilson would call upon the American people in this message to help

him bring about peace; that at least the first newspaper articles which had

expressed this view had been received with approval.

On January 19, Bernstorff stated that war was unavoidable if the plan

which was in contemplation and which was announced on January 16th

was actually carried out; that Wilson believed that peace could be brought

about on the basis of equal rights to all nations, which we had proclaimed;

that House had stated that Wilson was going to take his step in the imme-

diate future, since, as the result of our announcement with regard to a future

peace league, he considered the time favorable for a peace conference.

Now, you just stated: “The U-boat war might mean our ruin.” To this

extent, it was to be looked upon as involving the possibilities of disaster.

At this point, this question occurs: On basis of these communications, was it

not possible to make one last attempt with Wilson to get peace mediation by

America, rather than war with America? That is the question which, in my
opinion, goes to the essence of the problem.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : That is a question which, I believe,

I have already answered in the statements which I have hitherto made.

(Very true.)

Count v. Bernstorff’s communications, his conviction as to the fact that

Wilson wanted to make peace, Wilson’s suggestion to disclose our conditions

to him confidentially—these facts are here characterized as being, alone,

decisive on the point. From my point of view, the joint note of the Entente

of the 30th of January was the deciding factor. Why I thought so, I have

stated at length and in detail, so that I do not need to repeat the reasons at
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this point. The joint note of the Entente destroyed the prospect, so far as I

was concerned, that the Entente might be ready for peace within a determi-

nable time.

If, aside from this, I may refer to a telegram which the recording secretary

has read to us here—a telegram of Count v. Bernstorff of the i6th or 17th

of January, in which he says that the President would come out with his

peace move in the immediate future—it appears that this step followed in

the shape of the message to Congress of the 226. of January, and I have

already expressed myself to the effect that I did not interpret this speech as

a step in the direction of a peace acceptable to us.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer : The question, whether the Supreme High

Command of the Army was informed of this communication of Count Bern-

storff's, has not yet been answered.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : I will ask you to search into the

records. My memory is not such as to enable me to state whether this

dispatch was communicated or was not.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But the assertion has been made that the

Supreme High Command of the Army was not informed thereof.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Then I ask that we accept the

fact as asserted. It is impossible for me to make from memory a definite

statement with regard to a situation which must be clearly evident from

the records at the disposal of the committee.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Was it not possible, by publishing this com-

munication on the 9th of January, to determine whether or not we over here

could discover the possibility of arriving at a peace basis in some other

way?
Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No, I can simply repeat that I

would have done violence to my own convictions if I had said, on the 9th

of January: “We shall not launch the U-boat war; I can offer you the

possibility of peace negotiations.” Every word in the joint note of the 30th

of January would, in my own conscience, have given me the lie.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then, on the 9th of January you were in

favor of the U-boat war?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I have said all I have to say on the

point (raising his voice). I ask that I be not forced again to make a state-

ment with regard to matters which I have discussed in a formal and deliber-

ate way and thus possibly establish a conflict between my statement of today

and what I have already said. (Approval and commotion.)

The Chairman : I shall ask those present to refrain from any manifesta-

tion of approval or disapproval; I am perfectly clear with regard to the

essence of our question. So far as I am concerned, we have completely

exhausted this point.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I just spoke with feeling. I am
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far removed from the desire to make reproaches of any kind. I simply

wanted to make it plain to the committee how difficult my situation is. I ask

that it be borne in mind that I am making my statement under oath and am
constantly in danger of being reproached with the remark that “you have

not taken your oath to the committee seriously.” I am not moved by the

suspicion that this reproach may be made to me here. It is possible, how-

ever, that it may be directed against me, and the thought is unbearable.

What I mean to say is that if, to the best of my knowledge and in accord-

ance with my conscience, I have explained the situation in its main aspects—

•

and I hardly believe that I can be expected to go beyond its main aspects in

my analysis of it—-I should be truly grateful not to have questions repeatedly

put to me with regard to which I have attempted to show in my present

statements that I have already answered them. If, then, I answered the

last question to which my somewhat heated remark related—-and I am
willing to admit that it was heated,—if I answered the question, whether

these individual communications of Count Bernstorff were brought to the

knowledge of the Supreme High Command of the Army, with the reply:

“That must appear in the records,” that is simply a statement of actual

conditions. Today, after the passage of three years, I am really not capable

of making under oath a definite assertion on the point. I am well aware

that the Supreme High Command of the Army has taken the stand that it

was not sufficiently informed about President Wilson’s peace move; and on

the other hand, the dispatches which I read Friday show that the High

Command was informed thereof.

In connection with this matter, I should once more like to emphasize the

fact that the main point, the decisive factor on the 9th of January was that,

doing justice to my good-will and my conscience, I could not have held out

the prospect that the possibility of negotiation was to be expected. That

was a question of the point of view, an extraordinarily vital question of

conviction. But that was what my conviction was at that time, and I can

do no more today than state that that was the case. I see no reason for the

charge: “You should not have entertained that conviction; we can see no

conclusive reasons for your doing so.” If it is true that Emperor Karl and

Count Czernin took a view of the joint note of the Entente of the 30th of

December different from mine, I have ventured to state that the prevailing

opinion of the German public—-that opinion which prevailed throughout

the broadest circles of the nation—-was the one which absolutely agreed

with mine. I am, of course, ready to give any information of which my
memory is now capable. Nothing concerns me more intimately than to

support the committee—that is my task,—to explain conditions, and to

get at the truth. Naturally, this is what I am striving to do, because I

believe the German people are entitled to know how matters were handled.

But, as I have stated, I am of the impression that, after all, I have done
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everything that it was possible for me to do in the way of making explanatory

statements with regard to the U-boat war.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I should like to call attention to one point,

and that is that the investigating committee has no desire to involve you in

contradictions. The question was the result of the general representation

that it was against your will that the U-boat war was carried on. The
statements which have been made today give rise to a different conception

;

and I recognize to this extent the fact that you have answered it.

In connection herewith, may I put another question to you? On January

8, that is, before January 9, Secretary of State Helfferich sent you a telegram

and pointed out therein that the commencement of the U-boat war on the

1st of February would bring about injurious results, that the fact was that

the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war at this time would, if the United

States entered into the war, not only fail to injure England economically,

so far as her grain imports were concerned, but that, on the contrary,

England’s position would be improved by the establishment of a policy of

food control in the United States applicable to grains, even if 600,000 tons

a month were sunk. I would like to ask you whether you turned this com-

munication of the Secretary of State to any account. Did you take up this

point of view when the situation was being subjected to its last analysis on

January 9?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: So far as I know, I did not put

this telegram to any account on the 9th of January. I can not state this

with certainty. I can simply repeat that, in the face of the unqualified

demands of the Supreme High Command of the Army, in the face of the

very decided views expressed by the Navy, that the U-boat war would have

to be launched on February 1, such an objection as was contained in the

telegram which Secretary of State Helfferich sent me was, in my opinion,

lacking in conclusive and convincing force, so that, if I was to get any results,

I would have to put forward something definite, and not deal simply with

arguments which would be again opposed by new arguments on the part of

the Navy and the Supreme High Command of the Army.
Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But Dr. Helfferich was, after all, recognized

as a leading authority in matters of political economy—this without refer-

ence to the political situation. If I am not mistaken, questions of national

economy and expert opinions were treated and rendered by gentlemen who
can scarcely, I believe, measure up to the qualifications of Secretary" of

State Dr. Helfferich in matters of judgment or interpretation. We shall

subsequently consider the question of who drew up these opinions. They
were not, in the main, experts on political economy. Was it not, then,

proper to say: I shall check up these economic arguments which the Ad-
miralty was not competent to make, and I do not recognize them as authori-

tative?
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The Chairman: It would seem to me that all these objections—if I may
be allowed to anticipate his Excellency’s reply—when confronted with the

existing situation, are met by the fact that the war was undertaken as a

last resort, and that in view of the fixed determination on the part of the

Entente to close the door to peace, which you assumed to be the case, there

was nothing else left to be done.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: My view is as follows: The question, whether

or not the U-boat war could be successful, was the vital question—not,

whether the U-boat war was the means which had to be adopted at that

time. What the U-boats could accomplish was the essential feature—not

merely what they could accomplish in the way of sinkings, but their economic

and political results as well. The question of what results they could bring

about was, in my opinion, the vital question on the 9th of January. That is

my opinion.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It is not to be denied that the

recording secretary has touched upon an important and interesting point.

The only thing is that, on the 9th of January, these considerations for which,

intrinsically, much may be said, could lead to nothing on the 9th of January.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Why not, your Excellency?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I have already ventured to explain

in detail my attitude as opposed to the attitude of the Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army which, on its side, supported and accepted the views

expressed by the Navy. I shall ask you gentlemen to consider this point:

If the Supreme High Command of the Army was absolutely convinced, and

convinced by reasons having to do with the war situation in the various

theaters of war, that we would lose the war if we did not adopt the unre-

stricted U-boat war, and if the Imperial Chancelor was not in a position to

say that he could offer them a possibility of ending the war, consisting of

methods other than those used in the theater of war, the result is that we
have before us a dilemma against which objections to the effect that the

statistical calculations concerning political economy presented by the Ad-

miralty Staff would not hold water, could make no headway. What I

believe is that the great questions which came up for decision altogether

outweighed and put in the shade these considerations, which, true enough,

were significant, but which at that time were reduced to the position of side

issues.

Minister of State Dr. David: If I correctly understand the statement

of his Excellency Mr. v. Bethmann, its meaning is this: That, on January

9, he withdrew his opposition as the result of the dilemma in which he found

himself; that is, when confronted by the power of the Supreme High Com-
mand and of the Navy, which had announced that the war could not be

won by Germany unless the U-boat war was launched. If this dilemma had

not existed at that time he would, as the result of considering the arguments
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pro and con in connection with the intensive U-boat war, have reached the

following conclusion : That the arguments against it would have won the day,

for, if the U-boat war was launched, it would be at the price of America’s

neutrality, and if America entered the war on the side of our enemies, it

would probably or certainly be lost, from Germany’s standpoint. The
forced situation in which he found himself confronted with a power which

seemed to him to be the stronger of the two, would according to his last

remark as well, seem to have lain also in the fact that he no longer had back

of him, in his fight against the unrestricted U-boat war, the majority of

parliament, since this majority had disappeared because one of the struc-

tures of which it had been composed had tottered, and since, for this reason,

he no longer had the backing which enabled him to maintain successfully

his stand when opposed to the strength of the Supreme High Command of

the Army. Now I should like to ask the following question: Would it not

have been possible to bring the strength of parliament definitely over to the

side of the Imperial Chancelor and, in fact, to have had it maintain a firm

and determined front against the unrestricted U-boat war? It had been so

during a whole year. For one whole year the Imperial Chancelor had

succeeded, with the support of a compact majority of parliament which was

opposed to the unrestricted U-boat war, to hold off the demands of the

Supreme High Command of the Army and of the Navy, on the one hand,

and of those political groups which sailed the same course, on the other.

So that this parliamentary majority had been sufficiently strong to prevent

the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war up to that time, and if it had

been held intact, it would certainly have been sufficiently strong to have

continued to do so. Was it not, then, incumbent upon the Imperial Chan-

celor to make the effort to prevent the disintegration of this element of

strength and, moreover, to have done this by having informed those parties

which had the same political end in view, through their party leaders, of the

real situation?

The leaders of these parties were not informed that the announcement of

the ruthless U-boat war would automatically put an end to America’s

neutrality and bring her into the war on the side of our enemies. The
leaders of those parliamentary groups which I have in mind knew nothing

definite concerning the communications which Count Bernstorff had made
to this very effect; nor did they know about Count Bernstorff ’s telegrams

during the course of January. The impression which was entertained in

parliamentary circles was that it was very likely that America could be kept

neutral, even if the unrestricted U-boat war were declared. That the ques-

tion as to whether the United States could be kept out of war—not the fate

of the peace move—was the vital question. The knowledge that, if it

came to the point of such a war, we would lose the war, was the really deci-

sive factor so far as we were concerned. I am convinced that if the parlia-
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ment had known at that time that there was no hope of keeping the United

States neutral if the unrestricted U-boat war were to be declared, this parlia-

ment would have stood like a stone wall on the proposition: No, we will not

play this win-all lose-all game. My party, the Social Democratic Party, in

spite of all, held fast to that view because it very seriously apprehended that

the United States would participate. We were left, however, with one

gleam of hope, since we had not been informed of Count v. Bernstorff’s

communications. Therefore, in my opinion, if the representatives of the

German people had been unqualifiedly informed of the enormous risk which

was involved in the unrestricted U-boat war, this would have been sufficient

to make a solid parliamentary majority and to provide the Imperial Chan-
celor with that support which he needed to enable him to prevent the

unrestricted U-boat war; and if it was not sufficient to stop it absolutely, it

would at least have postponed it beyond the critical moment, that is, until

Wilson himself would have said: “My peace move was wrecked on the rock

of the opposition by the Entente, but Germany was willing.” Then, I say,

given certain conditions, the situation would have been a more favorable

one. This postponement would certainly have obtained the votes of parlia-

ment and, if the Imperial Chancelor had given parliament this information,

he would have had the solid weight of popular representation behind him.

For this reason, I ask him why it was—for what reason he did not inform

the representatives of the people, or those who, to his knowledge, agreed

with him in his peace policy—why did he not inform them of the situation

before this disastrous decision was acted upon?

The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency!

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I should like to state at the out-

set that I do not believe that Minister of State Dr. David’s conception

of the situation is correct, since he construes the dilemma which I have

made the subject of comment as a dilemma which existed only for me
as against the opposing views of the Supreme High Command of the Army.
Of course, I can not speak for the Supreme High Command of the Army

;
but

I assume that the unqualified demand made by the Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army, that the unrestricted U-boat war be launched, resulted

from a certain dilemma on the military side—from the dilemma which con-

fronted the military branch as the result of the fact that, according to their

own view, it would be impossible to obtain a victorious termination of the

war merely by activities in the theaters of war on land without the assist-

ance of the U-boat war. I should like to emphasize this point, in order not

to create the impression that I was the only person to be confronted with

so momentous a decision as that which faced me on the 9th of January. It

seemed to me that the military branch was also faced with the necessity

of deciding a question which was momentous for it, as well.

Now, Minister of State Dr. David asks why I did not inform the parlia-
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ment of the dangers of the U-boat war which would result in the United

States entering the war. I am of the belief that no doubt existed either in

the minds of the public on the whole, or in the minds of the political parties,

that the U-boat war would ultimately bring the United States into the war.

(Very true.)

I received this impression from the attacks upon my policy, the purpose

of which was to avoid the entrance of the United States into the war, which

attacks were based on the ground that I was weak. It is quite probable

that the hope was openly expressed in the budget committee by one member
or another, representative of the government, that “ perhaps we shall still

be lucky enough to keep America neutral; they will break off diplomatic

relations, but it may be that they will not go so far as to reach the point of

war. But I think that every statesman who bore in mind the consequences

of the Lusitania and the Sussex incidents, and the way in which these cases

were finally settled, was bound to know that the launching of the unrestricted

U-boat war would bring the United States into the war; as to how soon or

how late, that would remain a question. By our answer of the 30th of

January to Count Bernstorff’s dispatch of the 28th of January, we still

continued to make the attempt—and this is recognized, particularly by the

members of Minister David’s party—to so construct this answer, both in

form and contents, as to prevent the United States from entering into the

war. It is perfectly true that, as the result of my estimate of the American

situation, my hope that her entrance into the war might be avoided, was

slight. In view of the situation on the 9th of January, which I have repeat-

edly described, I should by no means have considered that, had a majority

in parliament opposed the U-boat war, this fact would have turned the

scale.

In my statement of last Friday, I attributed considerable importance to

the attitude of parliament in that I said that not only a great portion of the

people, but even the majority of the Reichstag, had decided that the final

decision with regard to the question of the U-boat war would be the one

announced by the military branch; and I laid special emphasis upon this

attitude of parliament in order to make it clear that such hosts had answered

the question of launching the unrestricted U-boat war in the affirmative,

that it was impossible for us not to avail ourselves of this instrument of

warfare without leaving in the soul of the nation the bitter feeling that it

had put to no use an instrument of warfare which the majority of the people,

the parliament, and the leaders of our Army and Navy, considered right and
necessary simply because at the last moment its use had been opposed by
a timorous and pusillanimous attitude on the part of the political branch.

I ask that this moral aspect of the question be not underestimated. It is of

lasting significance. It was not the absolutely conclusive feature, but in

this question we find elements of the most widely differing kind, concentrated
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into a most far-reaching and complicated whole, elements, each one of which
has its particular significance, and no one of which can be overlooked if we
are to reach a correct judgment with regard to that whole.

Minister of State Dr. David: This moral side of the situation was, it is

true, a very strong psychological factor which could be injected into the

people. We might have said: “The one instrument which would have
helped us on our road to an early and brilliant victory was not made use of,

and those who stopped us from doing so are to blame because we did not

succeed in winning that brilliant victory which was guaranteed us by this

instrument.” That would certainly have been a powerful psychological

factor. There was but one power which was able to bear the weight of it.

That was the power of popular representation. The majority of the popular

representation in a parliamentary State where it is kept in full touch with

the course of events, could have assumed the responsibility if it had said to

the opposing party: “Yes, but the use of this instrument does not guarantee

the certainty of victory; on the contrary, it involves a game where every-

thing depends upon a single throw, and includes the possibility of bringing

us down in dreadful ruin,” which, as a matter of fact, it has done. So

that the only power which was capable of maintaining this psychological

struggle was the power of popular representation and, if I look back today,

I find that just at this point, there was an omission. It is for this reason

that I put my question. Did it not occur to the Imperial Chancelor to

invoke the assistance of parliament, to call upon those powers which the

parliament possessed, in order to stop this win-all lose-all game?
And now, the Imperial Chancelor further states that no doubt could be

entertained that the United States would enter into the war if we announced

the launching of the U-boat war; that every statesman was bound to know
that if this was done there was an end to America’s neutrality. I can not

agree to this, and, in support of my view, I point to the proceedings which

took place in this hall in the main committee on January 31, 1917—those

proceedings which nobody who took part therein will forget—on the occa-

sion of which the attitude of parliament with regard to the decision of the

Supreme High Command of the Army on the question of the unrestricted

U-boat war was to be announced. At that time the matter seemed in no

way to be settled, so far as America was concerned. The hope that America

would stand aside was a very pronounced element at the time and one which

was essential to a certain compliance on the part of a majority of parliament,

and this hope was strengthened by the remarks made by Secretary of State

Zimmermann who, at that time, described the scene which had taken place

between himself and Ambassador Gerard, when he told him what had been

decided with regard to the unrestricted U-boat war. At that time, Gerard

—

so Secretary of State Zimmermann told us—by no means looked upon the

matter as tragic, and he (Zimmermann) is supposed to have said to him:
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"Now, Mr. Gerard, Mr. Wilson can show us once for all whether he is really

ready to announce himself in favor of an understanding and in favor of

Germany and whether, in spite of this, neutrality will be observed.” And
Mr. Gerard is said to have remarked: “All right,” and to have left without

the slightest appearance of indignation. We at once expressed our doubt

upon the point as to whether Mr. Gerard had really taken the matter so

lightly and had assumed such an easy attitude with regard to it. But I

simply refer to this as an incident.

And, so far as the Imperial Chancelor was concerned, too, the hope that

the United States would stand aside was, in spite of this, not given up en-

tirely. And it was this thought, that we had not absolutely lost the neu-

trality of the United States, that the entrance of America into the war would

not be the inevitable result, which at that time still influenced strongly

the majority of the parliament. For my part, I already felt the likelihood

that the United States would proceed against us sufficiently strongly to

cause me most urgently to protest against taking this step.

So that I can not concede that there might not have been a way out of the

difficulty if, with all the earnestness called for by the situation, parliament

had been informed down to the last detail concerning the whole terrible

consequences of this decision; and had also been informed about the negotia-

tions which were being carried on with Wilson. But of this, too, we knew
nothing. It is from this point that we might have started building up an

organization which could have enabled us to refuse to accept this disastrous

decision or, at least, to postpone it. The Russian revolution was approach-

ing. The whole situation became changed, and we would have been saved

if the war had been postponed.

The Chairman: Your Excellency Zimmermann, I presume you wish to

make a statement on a question of fact.

Witness v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: May I say a word? For the Minister

of State has taken certain exceptions with regard to my testimony.

The Chairman: Perhaps I had better ask his Excellency Zimmermann
first for a short statement.

Witness Zimmermann: I have a very distinct recollection of the words

which I spoke at that time in the main committee regarding my conference

with Gerard. When Gerard called upon me and I translated our note and

handed it over to him, I asked him : “How do you think it will be received in

Washington?” and he then said to me: “I don’t know what they want in

Washington, you may be all right,” or “ It might be that you are all right.”

I then requested him, in case the matter might not be favorably received, to

be good enough to exert all his influence in order to bring about a favorable

feeling toward us and, if possible, to avoid pressure being brought to bear,

and he added: “Certainly, I will do my best to avoid friction.” Those
were the words, and it is in this sense that I addressed the main committee.
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But I believe, however, that I also added on that occasion: “These are

Gerard’s words; how the matter will come out, I do not know.” For I

believe that, on that very occasion, I expressed myself to the effect that I

was somewhat skeptical with regard to the information which the Ambas-
sador had received from his government. I believed that he was not very

completely informed. I had already stated so on an earlier occasion. A
striking proof of this had come up once before, when I, in cooperation with

the Ambassador, on the occasion of the Lusitania incident, had worked out

plans for settling any further differences with the United States, the Ambas-
sador had received them warmly, and had stated to me: “We are now
through with our difficulties.” He himself telegraphed the message to

Washington, and, as I understood, accompanied it with strong recommenda-
tions; for, as a matter of fact, it was in the main his own work; and at that

time he received an answer entirely in the nature of a rejection. Even then,

and as the result of that episode, it seemed to me that the Ambassador was
very poorly informed with regard to the wishes and views of his own govern-

ment.

If, on the occasion of that session, held at a time when there was no change

which could be made in the situation—for the matter was closed—I per-

sonally struck perhaps an optimistic note, or if my speech at the time was
such as to allow a suggestion of optimism to be read between the lines, that

circumstance could not alter the facts. Perhaps it was, after all, quite

essential for me not to paint black in black. We had made up our minds

to carry on the U-boat war, and it did not seem to me to be quite fitting to

say at this moment, right at the outset: “Now, we can certainly expect a

break with the United States; now we are sure to have war with the United

States.”

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : The Minister of State referred to

the fact that on the 31st of January I had still maintained the hope that

America would not take part in the war. In this connection, I should like to

make a statement similar to that which has just been made by Mr. Secretary

of State Zimmermann. Even if I were personally convinced of the fact

that the United States would come into the war, it would have been impossi-

ble for me, under circumstances where the U-boat war had been determined

upon, and that determination was no longer revocable, to state to the main

committee that America’s entrance into the war was an absolute certainty.

The Minister of State—and this is the main reason why I have again re-

quested an opportunity of saying a word—says that the entrance of the

United States into the war was not such a certainty after all. My memory
would, however, be playing me false indeed if, in the repeated proceedings

of the main committee concerning the U-boat war in its various phases,

those reasons against the launching of the U-boat war—and I do not refer

to the technical reasons such as an insufficient number of U-boats—had not
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been mentioned by me when constantly referring to the fact that the un-

restricted U-boat war would lead to a war with America. I believe that my
memory does not deceive me on the point that this feature of the question

was constantly emphasized before the budget committee during the varying

phases of the U-boat war in the summer of 1916, and also, I believe, in the

autumn of 1916, so that I do not think that, in this connection, I can be

deemed to have laid myself open to the charge of negligence.

The Minister of State has recognized the psychological factor of which

I spoke, and has expressed the opinion that a majority of the parliament in

a State subject to a parliamentary government would have been able to

carry the weight of opprobrium which would have resulted from having

ignored the existence of the psychological factor. But these conditions

were not those which confronted us, and the majority of parliament had

already made it perfectly plain that the decision of the Supreme High

Command of the Army concerning the U-boat war would be confirmed by

it. The decision in favor of the U-boat war, I mean. For my- part, I

should not care to use the term “win-all, lose-all game,” of which the

Minister of State has availed himself. In my opinion, the decision of the

9th of January did not constitute a game of va-banque. I have already

ventured to state that I am quite willing to believe that the U-boat war
did have its definite effects, that it brought about certain possibilities.

Delegate Gothein : His Excellency v. Bethmann has referred to the fact

that the conception penetrated far into the ranks of the extreme Left, that

the brusque answer of the Entente had shut the door which led to peace and,

as a proof of this, relied upon a speech of Delegate Scheidemann. Can not

this speech be also interpreted as meaning that the forces in Germany which

were supporting the unrestricted U-boat war got the upper hand from the

time that the Entente gave their curt reply? The position taken by the

Social Democratic Party in the session of the budget committee of January

31, 1917. as well as that taken by the Progressive National Party at the

same session, would seem to support this view beyond question.

And in this connection, there is perhaps another matter to be considered

—

and I shall ask the Imperial Chancelor to examine this point once more,

—

whether, after the unrestricted U-boat war was actually declared and the

Reichstag was powerless to effect any changes with regard to the matter,

since, according to the laws and constitution then existing, questions of the

conduct of war were matters over which the Emperor and the Supreme
High Command had jurisdiction—whether the inclination was not evinced

to support the government and the Supreme High Command of the Army,
and not subsequently to criticize the measures which were taken. With
regard to the Progressive National Party, I at least am well aware of the

fact that, after it was impossible for that party to alter the existing situation,

it took no further steps in opposition to the course adopted.
31
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Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It was perhaps incautious of me
to make my prior reference to the speech of Delegate Scheidemann, since, of

course, I am not called upon to interpret what Delegate Scheidemann

meant to say while using the words he did. It is quite possible that the

interpretation which Delegate Gothein has just placed upon it is the applica-

ble one; needless to say, I will not quarrel over the question.

But, nevertheless, I should like to state that, according to my impres-

sions—and I should have to be shown proofs to the contrary if it were to

be alleged that my impressions are wrong—the conception that the joint

note of the 30th of December constituted a curt rejection of our peace

proposal, and held out no hope whatsoever, was the idea entertained by the

great majority. If that were not the case, I should be bound to assume

that, in reply to the expressions of the press, which were all in agreement

that it was a curt rejection, other powerful factors, such as political parties,

would have stated: “that is an absolutely wrong interpretation of the joint

note; it certainly offers us possibilities for negotiation.” But so far as I

can recollect, this was not the case. Today I can only state that, as the

situation appears to me, viewed in the light of today, my impression of that

time concerning the meaning of the joint note and its significance was shared

by the majority of the public and of political parties.

Delegate Gothein: I should like to make a further comment. It is

doubtless the fact that at that time the public looked upon the joint note of

the Entente as a curt rejection, but, nevertheless, in the meantime, Wilson’s

peace move had taken place, and then—if I remember correctly the public

opinion expressed in the press—the idea was entertained throughout broad

circles of society that a new situation had been brought about and that the

Entente Powers would probably not be any longer in a position to maintain

an attitude of refusal when confronted with a request by the United States.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: So far as I remember—naturally,

what I say today must not be taken as final—the impression made upon the

neutral countries was that the joint note of the 30th of December indicated

a hopeless rejection of our peace proposal; and I do not recollect that it was

stated in neutral countries that the answer of the Entente made to Wilson’s

note opened up new avenues leading toward peace. Nor do I recollect that

it was only in the neutral countries that this general impression prevailed;

in individual cases, the contrary opinion may have been expressed.

The Chairman: In any event, some embassies sent in reports from

neutral countries to the effect that they considered this note a bluff.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: We have a report before

us ,we can tell today noon from whom it came—according to which it was

assumed that the purpose of the curtness was to inveigle Germany into

launching the unrestricted U-boat war, because it was upon this fact that

England based her hopes of having the United States join the Entente. On
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the other hand, we have a report to the effect that the neutral States looked

with the greatest approval upon Germany’s peace proposal, particularly

because it was to be assumed that, in spite of its rejection, the desire for

peace among the various nations would be given an impluse by this peace

note. But others expressed contrary views.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: This last point which the recording

secretary just had the goodness to bring out constitutes a strong confirma-

tion of what I said on Friday, to the effect that it was our purpose to influ-

ence the point of view in the hostile countries by means of our peace proposal,

and that we would give an impulse to the desire for peace existing in the

hostile countries; and it is interesting to hear— I had forgotten it, but now
when this report is again mentioned to me, I remember it—that this impres-

sion was also created in the neutral countries.

But the point which seems to me to be important at the present moment
of this discussion, is the presentation of a counter-proof—-of course it does

not present itself in such form—-a counter-proof or the grounds 'for such

counter-proof, against my opinion that the joint note of the 30th of Decem-
ber constituted so brusque a rejection of our peace proposal as to make it

impossible to depend upon any opportunity for negotiations in the imme-
diate future—a proof that this idea of mine was by no means wrong. But
I have not really heard anything of this kind which could constitute a

ground therefor.

Delegate Gothein : I referred particularly to President Wilson’s message

to Congress, and it created— I had particular reference to the domestic

situation, not to neutral foreign countries—an opinion very generally held

in newspaper circles, that the opportunity was hereby afforded for further

negotiations. This was, of course, sometime after the 9th of January.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That was long after the 9th of

January. I ventured to give my interpretation of the message to Congress

of the 22(1 of January, which, to be sure, differs in many respects from that

which seems to be given by Mr. Gothein. But in connection with all these

questions, the query will always be, I believe, one of ascertaining how one

party or the other interpreted the political situation. Of course, I can do

nothing more, even if my view is not accepted, than to make plain here

what the view was upon which I proceeded at that time.

Delegate Gothein: Your Excellency then stated that it was impossible,

according to your testimony, for the political parties to entertain any doubt

upon the point that America would not remain neutral if we announced the

unrestricted U-boat war. I will certainly admit that in earlier proceedings

this view was expressed by your Excellency as well as by Secretary of State

Helfferich—that the view was expressed that it would be very easy to come
to the point of war with the United States, but that it was impossible to say

how we would come out of it again, on what terms we would make peace
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with the United States. But later, if I recollect correctly, this point of

view was abandoned and the danger of the United States entering the war
was represented to us as not at all momentous. As a matter of fact, we
were told in the budget committee that, from the military standpoint, the

entrance of the United States into the war would have absolutely no effect.

Does your Excellency know that? According to this, the view that the

political parties had been sufficiently informed with regard to the danger

would not seem quite correct.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Different parties attributed

different degrees of significance to the entrance of the United States into

the war. It is possible that I, personally, looked upon America’s entrance

into the war as a more serious matter than other authorities considered it to

be. But even though it is true that different views were expressed on this

point in the budget committee, it still seems to me that the perspective of

America’s entrance into the war was so plainly presented to the view of those

participating in the session of the budget committee when the case of

the U-boat war was being considered that I am hardly going too far in

asserting that this perspective must, in turn, have been placed before the

eyes of the politicians in the Reichstag after my communications made in

committee.

Delegate Gothein: It is perfectly true that all these matters were wholly

convincing, so far as I was concerned, but apparently not so far as all others

were concerned. Now, your Excellency has stated that the Supreme High

Command of the Army did not consider a victorious termination of the war

possible as the result of land operations, and for that reason insisted upon

the unrestricted U-boat war. The records show us that this opinion had

been that entertained in the circles of the then Supreme High Command of

the Army ever since January, 1916. But it would be a matter of great

interest to find out when this view began to be first adopted by the Supreme
High Command of the Army.
Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that the records show

this as well, and in the statement that I made last Friday I ventured to

refer thereto. I referred particularly to the dispatches which General

Ludendorff sent to me at the end of December and in which he stated that,

according to his personal impressions received at the western front, the

U-boat war should be launched at once. Thereafter I read and referred to

still other dispatches in the course of my statement. I can see how thor-

oughly right I was in the view which I originally expressed, that there would

be great objection to my repeating in the form of an extemporaneous state-

ment, remarks which I have already formulated with great care, and ex-

pressed with due deliberation. And with regard to the expression which I

have already used, to wit, that the Supreme High Command of the Army
did not consider that the war could be brought to a victorious end by means
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of operations in the theaters of war on land alone and without the assistance

of the U-boat war, I should like to add that I do not know whether this

expression exists in so many words in the dispatches and comments of the

Supreme High Command of the Army.

(Interruption: Yes.)

In order not to give any false information in this connection, which pos-

sibly might be justly criticized by the Supreme High Command of the Army
as a false statement, I should like simply to refer to what I read last Friday,

literally from the reports themselves.

Delegate Gotheix: I remark that this expression, as a matter of fact,

appears repeatedly. But above all, I referred to the fact that, ever since

January, 1916, the stand was taken by the then Supreme High Command of

the Army, that is, General v. Falkenhayn, that the war could not be carried

on to a victorious end as the result of our land forces alone. But it would

seem that this view had already prevailed at an earlier period in military

circles, and my point is that it would be interesting to know when this

conviction was first entertained by the Supreme High Command of the

Army, that is, by that Supreme High Command which preceded that of

General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxn-Hollweg : I should like to suggest that this

question could, perhaps, be answered by taking the testimony of the mem-
bers of the Supreme High Command of the Army. It is readily understood

that I am hardly in a position to state when this conviction first prevailed

in the Supreme High Command of the Army.
Delegate Dr. Cohn: The fourth part of these exhibits begins with a

resume of the 4th of January, 1916, in your handwriting, and this repeats

what Air. Gothein has just said. In the second paragraph of this memoran-
dum, it is stated:

On the 2d of January, General Falkenhayn had a rather long confer-

ence with Secretary of State Dr. Helfferich on this question. On this

occasion his view was more or less as follows, so the latter informed me.
He stated that he could not bring the war to an end by military blows
delivered on land: that Helfferich and I had repeatedly expressed to

him the opinion that our financial and economic resources would not
last much longer than the autumn of 1916, and that it was also possible

that the morale of the people would not hold out. If the war was to be
ended before that time, the Navy would have to take a hand.

I should like, in connection with Air. Gothein’s inquiry, to put the question

this way: Do you know, your Excellency, that as early as September and
October, 1914, the military branch expressed the opinion to various authori-

ties belonging to the political branch of the government, that it would be

impossible to win the war by military methods, and that political methods
would have to be adopted? That was after the collapse on the Marne.
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Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That is a special question, to

answer which would be extraordinarily difficult for me. Of course, repeated

conferences took place between me and the Supreme High Command of the

Army with regard to the fortunes of the war. What statements were made
by one side or the other in the course of these conferences, which took the

form of conversations in which the parties exchanged their views and, per-

haps, advocated views at the commencement of the conversation different

from those which they entertained at the close, after one or the other of the

parties was convinced as to a certain matter, I am really in no position to

repeat today.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Your Excellency, my question was certainly quite

clear-cut. I did not askwhether such conversations took place, butwhether,

as the result of the retreat on the Marne, following upon the collapse of the

war plans in September, 1914, the military branch approached the political

branch with the request to proceed to measures looking toward the termina-

tion of the war by other than military means, or to lay the foundation for

proceeding to do so.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I do not know whether or not the

records contain any information to the effect that any such communication

was sent to me by the Supreme High Command of the Army.
Delegate Dr. Cohn: It is quite possible that a suggestion was made by

word of mouth. The question is a very general one, your Excellency, and

is simply, whether it is in any way known to you that such suggestions had

already taken place at that time.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It seems to me as if General v.

Falkenhayn and, generally speaking, the Supreme High Command of the

Army had always taken the following stand: “Certainly, our naval forces

must help us in order that we may bring the war to a favorable termination.”

That thought, I believe, is one which was expressed to me by General v.

Falkenhayn and, later, repeatedly, by the Supreme High Command of the

Army under General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg. I would have to

assume, however, that, if special action by the fleet was the necessary

action which may be supposed was meant, an understanding would have

been reached at first by the Supreme High Command of the Army with the

Admiralty Staff and with the naval branch, since to proceed by way of

myself would have attracted attention, and it is possible that further details

are to be found in the records of the Admiralty Staff and of the Supreme

High Command of the Army. I am not in a position to give an absolutely

precise reply to the question of Dr. Cohn which has been very precisely put.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I fear that I have been misunderstood once more.

My question was of this nature: The tertium comparationis of the situation

of September, 1914, with the situation of January, 1916, which you have

reproduced in your resume, consists, according to my question, in this: That
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the Supreme High Command of the Army declared as far back as September,

1914, that it was not able to bring the war to an end by the employment of

the military arm, particularly in view of the impression which the collapse

on the Marne had made upon the War Department, and that at that

time—that is my question—the military branch had approached the

political branch with the suggestion or the request to end the war in some

other way.

The Chairman: But, Dr. Cohn, we are here limited to a consideration of

the Wilson peace move. Since I can see no connection here, I will ask that,

after his Excellency has, perhaps, given us his reply, this line of questioning

be dropped. In any event, I leave it to your discretion, Excellency, to

reply if you will.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : I can not recollect, at the moment,

that the Supreme High Command of the Army came to me in the fall of

1914 with proposals or statements such as Dr. Cohn has just formulated.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: I should like to ask the Imperial Chancelor

to give us his impression of the forced situation with which he was confronted

on the 9th of January, from another point of view.

In this connection, I will take the stand of the Imperial Chancelor that a

mediation by the United States was no longer to be hoped for in view of

the attitude of the Entente. Then, the following alternative would have

existed: Either to give up the war as lost, or to try the experiment of the

unrestricted U-boat war. Now, it is quite conceivable to me that different

views could be entertained with regard to this question. I could see, for

instance, how the following view would be entertained: If this experiment

contains only a small percentage of the probability of success, it must be

carried out; our honor demands that we do this before we give up the war
as lost. In this case, if the Admiralty Staff of the Navy demanded the

U-boat war, technical details of deduction touching the economic results

of the destruction of British ships would have been of secondary importance.

But I can, too, readily understand how still another point of view might be

reached, namely, the point of view that, bearing in mind the tremendous

danger which would necessarily result from a failure of the experiment, this

experiment ought only to be undertaken if, by methods of human calcu-

lation, the chances would be at least 50 per cent on the side of the proba-

bility of success. And I could also imagine how this question would be

weighed carefully, cool-headedly and with a calculating deliberation, and
how, with this end in view, one might obtain the opinion of all experts on

the subject within reach who were capable of furnishing information, with

regard to the results upon the economic situation of the nation of the sink-

ing of so-and-so many hundred thousand tons of shipping. I would, there-

fore, request that the Imperial Chancelor tell us whether he stood on the

point of honor in this matter of refusing to give the war up as lost under no
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condition, as long as there was any available means of any kind, or whether
he took for his basis scientific calculation.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I probably did not take my stand

on the point of honor, in the sense in which Professor Schticking has de-

veloped the idea. On the 9th of January, I was not able, basing my opinion

upon the general war situation, to see before me a clear-cut alternative to

the effect that, if it were not decided to carry on the U-boat war, the result

would be immediate capitulation with the request to our enemies to stop

the war and the submission of ourselves to any and all conditions. In my
opinion, judging the matter either from the political or the military stand-

point, that alternative did not confront me, so that I should like to have

the point of honor eliminated from the question. To my mind, the tech-

nical point of calculations with regard to economics could not of itself be

conclusive. At that time I was of the impression that the desire to prove

by the use of statistics that England could be made ready to discuss the

question of peace, in other words, could be forced to do so by difficulties

of food shortage, etc.— I was always of the opinion that this was not a

matter susceptible of proof. During the course of the war, individual

statisticians have repeatedly proved to us by means of statistics that feed-

ing the German people must cease to be a possibility at a given date. For-

tunately, we have always been able to continue to do so. But, on the other

hand, I was likewise of the opinion that it was impossible to prove by means

of statistics that the U-boat war was bound to fail. The terrorizing feature

did play its part in the effect brought about by the U-boat war; it simply

did not continue to do so for as long a period as the Navy had hoped. Mat-

ters of internal politics in England, such as the increase of the difficulty of

feeding the nation, difficulties in the matter of imports, etc., played their

part too. In my opinion, nothing can be proven by statistical calculations

in these premises, either pro or con. What I mean to say is, what I have

designated as the dilemma—it is possible that the expression may have

led to a not quite correct conception of what I meant—this dilemma con-

sisted precisely in this, that we who were deprived of any prospects of peace

were forced to do something. To sit absolutely passive, staring into the

future, and to endure that defeat in war which lay before us, according to

the judgment of the military branch, and, at the same time, to have in one’s

hands an instrument of warfare which had not been tried out, and which,

when all was said and done, held out certain prospects of success—well,

we had to make use of this instrument; it was not to be avoided. That

is what my attitude was with regard to the situation which existed on the

9th of January.

Delegate Heile: If we look at these questions of pro and con with regard

to the U-boat war on the 9th of January, the following question comes up

for consideration: What was actually done in order to make this instrument
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of war, which was to be made use of as a last resort, so efficient that the

chances of success were greater than the risks of failure? It is known at

present that as long as Secretary of State Tirpitz was in office, more was

certainly done in a negative way than in a positive way to further the

construction of U-boats to the extent required. It is also known that, in

the case of Mr. v. Tirpitz’s successor—at least, in the first period of his

incumbency—the situation was not handled with sufficient energy to make
obvious the tremendous risk which was to be assumed. It is known—and

I am now coming to the question which I desire to put—that only after

Secretary of State Tirpitz had left, was the first contract of any considerable

proportions for the construction of U-boats supposed to have been given

out by the direct interposition of the Imperial Chancelor, v. Bethmann-

Hollweg. I should now like to ask whether the change in attitude which

the then Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg agreed to on the 9th

of January, in finally deciding definitely for the U-boat war, is in any way
connected with the possibility that, in the meantime, he had become con-

vinced that, as the result of his interposition, the U-boat construction had

increased to such an extent that the chances of success were now greater

than they had been before.

Witness v. Bethmann-Hollweg: May I answer the question quite

briefly? The chances on the 9th of January, 1917, were naturally quite

different from the chances in March or June—those, I believe, were the

decisive months—of the year 1916. The number of our U-boats had

increased to an extraordinary amount, and the continued increase of the

U-boats had received a tremendous impulse. I believe, however, that

these questions could only be fully answered in connection with an exami-

nation of the gentlemen of the Navy Department or of the Admiralty

Staff.

The Chairman: That will take place tomorrow.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I will state quite briefly and for the purpose of

clearing up the question which has been put as to what extent the Imperial

Chancelor gave out information at that time as to why he opposed the

U-boat war; I will state that on the 14th of September, 1916, the Imperial

Chancelor had a rather lengthy conference with a number of gentlemen,

of whom I myself was one, and gave as the main reason against launching

the U-boat war the ground that it would doubtless lead to a war with the

United States and that, thereafter, the United States, acting conjointly

with England, would shut us and all neutral Powers off from all imports,

and, by so doing, would force our neighboring neutral States into war
against us. Those are the reasons which, at that time, on the 14th of

September, 1916, the Imperial Chancelor proceeded to give us, and I can

not help but think that, if he had occasion to express himself elsewhere

with regard to these questions, he did express himself in this way.
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Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that no question has

been addressed to me.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, you are aware of the

fact that, in the various memorials of the Admiralty Staff, it has been

expressly declared that Mr. v. Holtzendorff did not hesitate to state that

we, under the conditions then existing, would be able to force England to

accept peace in five months by the use of the unrestricted U-boat war.

That is what all those memorials say. They made their appearance in

great numbers. These memorials, in which a great mass of material has

been compiled, were marked strictly confidential. Did you know, your

Excellency, that these strictly confidential memorials have, to a very

great extent, become public? So that this is an example of how it has

come about that the general public could entertain the firm belief that it

had been scientifically proven that the unrestricted U-boat war was bound
to succeed. You speak of the hypnosis which was brought about by the

U-boat belief. Did you know that these memorials had found their way
into the hands of the public?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that we shall have to

differentiate between the memorials, for different memorials were drawn up.

A memorial was prepared in the spring of 1916. This, so far as I know, was
brought to the knowledge of a limited number of persons. To what extent

the memorial of December 22, 1916, came into the hands of the public, I do

not know, and, in this case too, I should like to leave it to the discretion of

the committee to inquire of the Admiralty Staff, from which the memorial

emanated, to what extent this memorial was circulated or made public. I

would not be able to give any definite information on the point.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The memorial of the spring of 1916 came into

the hands of the public, as you assume to be the case. I may state that,

according to the records, you objected in the sharpest possible manner

against the publication and circulation of the memorial. It must, therefore,

have come into the hands of the public, and, in so doing, have been of great

weight in favoring this “foundation of scientific proof” for the U-boat

hypnosis.

The Chairman: I have still one short final question to put. In your

telegram, your Excellency, which you sent to Count Bernstorff at the end

of January, and in which you give him information to be announced at the

time that the note concerning the intensive U-boat war is to be delivered to

the President, you say:

If his proposal had only been made a few days earlier, we would have
been able to put off the commencement of the new U-boat war. At
the present time, in spite of the best will in the world, it is, unfortunately,

too late on account of technical reasons, since far-reaching military

preparations have been decided upon from which we are no longer in a
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position to recede, and because the U-boats have already left port with
new instructions.

I simply want to put the question from whom you received the informa-

tion that, for technical reasons, the U-boat war could no longer be postponed.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg : This communication could only

have been made to me by Admiral v. Holtzendorff or by his Excellency

Admiral Koch.

The Chairman: Then, this will be taken up in tomorrow’s session.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: In all these U-boat matters, I

dealt, to a very great extent, with Admiral v. Holtzendorff and, in individual

cases, with his Excellency Koch as his representative. I can not, however,

state at the present moment who made this announcement.

Witness Admiral Koch: It must have been in the Headquarters.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: Then by Admiral v. Holtzendorff

at the Headquarters.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: May I add a question? Did your Excellency

inquire what those instructions were which were given to the U-boats when
they left port, with respect to possible messages from home?
Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: No, I made no inquiries along

that line. In my opinion, a purely military question was involved which I,

on my part, could not follow up.

The Chairmax : The examination of his Excellency v. Bethmann is

herewith closed. There remains but a very short conference which, how-

ever, in view of the fact that it concerns a neutral Power, must be carried

on behind closed doors. Consequently, I must exclude the public from

this final phase of the examination. I ask those who are not members of

of the committee to leave.

I can, however, give the following information with regard to further

proceedings : Tomorrow morning at io o’clock, we shall continue the hearings

and shall begin, in fact, with the examination of Admiral Koch, and possibly

additional witnesses. I shall ask that Admiral Capelle and Secretary of

State Helfferich be present at the session, so that, if possible, they may be

examined. Mr. Secretary of State Zimmermann, likewise, will be present

for the purposes of the session tomorrow.

The public session closed at 1:44 o’clock; the secret session followed.
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The session was opened at 10:23 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: The session is opened. Before we proceed to the testi-

mony of Admiral Koch, I should like first to give his Excellency v. Romberg
the opportunity of putting an inquiry to Count v. BernstorfT. If you please,

your Excellency v. Romberg!

Expert v. Romberg: After looking over the transcript of the testimony of

Count v. BernstorfT, at the taking of which I was not present, I should like

to ask Count BernstorfT for certain information of a rather more technical

nature, and which, I believe, may be of assistance in clearing up the situation.

It has been noticeable that, during the whole of the critical period which

we have considered here, quite material differences in the matter of esti-

mating important factors existed between the Embassy in Washington and

the home office in Berlin, and in particular with regard to the estimate of

those important elements, the personality of the President and his actual

intentions. Count BernstorfT stood, and still stands, absolutely upon the

ground that President Wilson was deserving of our fullest confidence and

would have brought about for us a comparatively favorable peace. In

Berlin, on the contrary, there existed the greatest distrust. I have gained

the impression that, as between the Embassy in Washington and the home
office, the mutual understanding called for at this critical period did not

always exist, and that more than once, in a certain sense—-I might say

—

they telegraphed over each others’ heads. This circumstance might well

be attributed, first of all, to the difficult conditions under which the Em-
bassy in Washington was working, and to the obstructions and the obstacles

which were put in its way. I believe, too, that this point has also been

touched upon by his Excellency v. Bethmann. For this reason, it is, in my
opinion, necessary to reach a conclusion with regard hereto, because the

American Government was, to a very considerable extent, responsible for

the existence of these conditions, a government unable to protect an ambas-

sador accredited to it from being subjected to such difficulties and, on the

other hand, not even represented in Berlin by an official to whom it gave its

confidence and who would have been in a position to take steps which would

counterbalance the effect of the difficulties in question. I would, therefore,

like to request Count v. BernstorfT to tell us in detail what form these diffi-

culties in matters of communication took, what effect they had upon

476
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his activities and, in particular, whether he was in a position to take a

trip to Germany occasionally, or, if he was not able to do that, at least

to send representatives of the Embassy over here who would have been

able to get complete information with regard to the situation in Germany,

and, besides this, to do efficient work in connection with his policies by

coming into contact with the influential government circles in Germany.

This was done repeatedly and successfully in the case of other German
representatives in foreign countries who were not cut off from return. And
I should further like to ask him to tell us what steps he took with regard to

the American Government for the purpose of doing away with these ob-

structions, and what the attitude of the American Government was on the

question.

The Chairman: Please, your Excellency!

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It is well known that the only cable

in existence before the war which we made use of was destroyed by the

British at the beginning of the war. It is, moreover, well known that the

blockade stopped all written intercourse, in view of the fact that all vessels

had to touch at a British port, so that it was always no more nor less than a

piece of luck if dispatches came through, and, moreover, that these dis-

patches had to be drawn up in cipher. And such correspondence had to

be kept from assuming too great dimensions, in order to prevent it from

attracting attention. So that, as a matter of fact, communication by means

of wireless was the only course left open to us.

At the beginning of the war, the American Government took the stand

that the wireless stations had not been in full operation before the war, and

that, consequently, according to the rules of the Hague Convention, could

no longer be operated by us. And another point came up, which was that

the title to these wireless stations was not quite clear. These stations had

been established before the war by various private corporations, acting

jointly and, for instance, French capital had also participated. Conse-

quently, the French shareholders at once demanded that the stations be

shut down. It would have been very easy for them to have obtained an

injunction, and in this way the entire wireless intercourse would have been

broken up. In order to avoid this, the American Government itself took

over the wireless stations, but insisted that they should be fully informed of

all the telegrams which were sent by this route. It was true that we were

allowed to send messages in cipher, but we had to file the cipher with the

American Government. This brought about the result that the American

Government knew the contents of all our dispatches which, of course, were

kept secret from the Allies. Whether this was invariably the case I can not

state under oath. Actual personal intercourse with Germany was only

possible under a safe-conduct, which was granted, as I have already pointed

out, in the two cases of Secretary" Dernburg and Privy Councilor Meyer-
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Gerhardt; but it was out of the question for members of the Embassy at

that time. The intention was entertained in October—I may well be mis-

taken about this; for it may have been earlier, in September—the intention,

then, was entertained in September, to send the present Under-Secretary

of State Albert, who always worked along with me in complete harmony
and maintained substantially the same views that I did, back to Berlin by
the submarine Deutschland in order that he might be able to give an oral

picture of the entire situation. But this journey, unfortunately, was not

undertaken on account of certain objections that were made by the company,

and because the company stated that it was not permitted to take anyone.

We had completed our preparations for having Under-Secretary of State

Albert take the journey. The journey was, however, given up on account

of objections submitted by Captain Konig, who referred to instructions

from Berlin. I would, however, have to get definite information as to why
the journey was given up. I can not be absolutely exact on the point, as

a mere matter of memory. In any event, I know that we intended to have

Under-Secretary of State Albert return to Berlin on the Deutschland in

order that he might make the entire situation clear upon his arrival, and

that nothing came of this journey. I, of course, could not leave, for the

Entente would, under no conditions, have allowed me to go through. The
American Government, to a certain extent, attempted to make up for these

conditions, first, by calling back American Ambassador Gerard to the United

States. For this leave of Ambassador Gerard which was taken at that

time was taken upon order of the United States Government.

Furthermore, the American Government permitted me, throughout the

entire course of the negotiations, to send telegrams in cipher, without the

contents of the same being made known to it. Those are the only positive

acts of assistance which were tendered us by the American Government.

To be sure, it would seem that, in accordance with statements which have

been made by those gentlemen who were in Berlin, Ambassador Gerard’s

journey did not bring about the results which I had expected and which,

too, in view of the statements made by the American Government, were

to be expected. I am not certain whether this answers practically all of

the questions which I have been asked.

The Chairman: Has your Excellency any further questions?

Expert v. Romberg: I may, perhaps, venture to ask his Excellency

Zimmermann to what extent the difficulties in communication existed

here in Berlin. According to my recollection, telegrams were permitted to

be sent by way of the American Embassy only if their contents were di-

vulged. I am not exactly informed on this point, and I believe that it

would be important for us to know about it.

Witness Zimmermann: It goes without saying that we deeply deplored

the difficulties of communication, and I personally had many conferences
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with Ambassador Gerard in which the point was taken up as to whether it

would not be possible for him to obtain further concessions from his govern-

ment in respect to the transmission of our correspondence, and in order to

make it possible for us to communicate with our Ambassador in Washington.

Gerard stated to me that it was absolutely essential for his government to

maintain the outward forms of neutrality
;
that the Entente would be touchy

upon the point; and that, in any event, the Entente would not allow it to

pass unnoticed if we made use of the American cable too frequently. There-

fore, we were under the obligation of making our correspondence with the

Ambassador as restricted as possible. The wireless method of intercourse,

of which Count Bernstorff has already spoken, was placed at our disposal,

but in connection with the use of a cipher which was known to the Americans,

and it was naturally not particularly desirable from our standpoint and, as a

matter of fact, seemed to us wholly unadapted to the transmission of secret

messages; for we suspected that our cipher telegrams might, after all, be

immediately made known to the Entente. We had no other direct method

of getting into liaison with our Ambassador. Of course, we could— I will

point this out—take a very circuitous and different route by way of various

neutral States, but even this was possible to us only where the case was an

extreme one; and, in order not to compromise those authorities which

accommodated us in this connection, we took advantage of this method

only very seldom and, as a matter of fact, were but very seldom able to

do so.

Of course, we were extraordinarily anxious to get into personal touch for

the purpose of an exchange of opinions with the Ambassador. Equally

desirable would have been the transmission of personal impressions on the

part of the Ambassador and, with this end in view, we discussed very

seriously with Secretary’ of State Dr. Helfferich whether or not Lender-

Secretary of State Albert should come here to make a personal report—it

was precisely Secretary of State Helfferich who was in favor of this move

—

and to give full information with regard to the economic situation in the

United States. But Ambassador Count Bernstorff has already explained

why it was that the Lender-Secretary of State did not undertake his journey.

I believed that it was the company, the corporation, which was afraid that,

if it should permit a passenger to be carried, it would expose itself to diffi-

culties and complications on the part of the American Government, and

that it was possible that, as a result, limitations might be imposed upon
future trips to the LTited States, or the opportunity to make such trips

might be taken away altogether.

I believe that that is all I have to say on the point.

Delegate Dr. Schuckixg: Count v. Bernstorff, for the reasons which

you have just explained to us, and as the result of which you were limited

in the use of the cables, did you have no ground for suspecting an unfriendly
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feeling in the attitude of Wilson or the American Government in the

premises?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: At the beginning of the war, the wireless

situation was the subject of month-long negotiations, from August, 1914,

at least until, I believe, March or April, 1915; and we continually main-

tained that the attitude of the American Government was wrong. But
that was a question of international law which was not settled. We took

the ground that the restriction was wrong, whereas the American Govern-

ment took the view that, according to the Hague Convention, the matter

could be handled in no other way.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: May I be permitted at this point to ask a question

concerning the ciphers and cipher keys?

The Chairman: That would seem to be connected with the point at

issue, and in any event we shall hardly have an opportunity later on to go

into it.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: I would like to ask Count Bernstorff to make us a

brief statement covering the use of the ciphers, the key to the ciphers, etc.

It is well known that complaints have been made in respect to the use of

the cipher. The Count said something with regard to the matter during

the first session.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It is readily understood that, under the

conditions which I have described, the cipher was not changed as often as

would have been the case under normal conditions. In all probability, if

communications had not been interrupted, we would have received new
ciphers every month or every other month, so that they could not have

been found out so easily. To the extent that my memory serves me, the

only occasion upon which we received new sets of ciphers were on the two

trips of the Deutschland. To the extent that it was possible to do so, we
operated the existing ciphers by means of keys; but I learned later, as I

already stated in giving my first testimony, that the British decoded all

our telegrams.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: How do you explain the fact that the English

were able to get such a knowledge of them?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I am no cipher expert, but the cipher

experts now state that there is absolutely no cipher which they can not

decode. I do not know how right they are in this, but, in any event, the

experts say that there is absolutely no cipher which they can not decipher,

provided they have before them a sufficient number of telegrams. And this

result, particularly in the case of the United States, was probably due to

the fact that circumstances were such as to force us to make use of an

extraordinarily large number of ciphered messages, and we often sent our

reports and telegrams in double or triple form, in the hope that in some way
they should reach Germany. Consequently, the British must have had an
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enormous amount of material in the way of cipher dispatches of ours, and

in this way it was possible for them to decode all our ciphers.

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch: So that, according to your conviction, the question

of treachery or carelessness is not involved in the matter?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can state under oath that I do not

believe that there was any treachery or negligence.

The Chairman: Then, in my opinion, this question has been completely

answered, and I shall now ask Admiral Koch to step forward.

I shall now swear your Excellency as a witness.

Your Christian name, your Excellency.

Witness Admiral Koch: Reinhard.

The Chairman : Your age?

Witness Admiral Koch: 58.

The Chairman: Do you desire to have the oath administered with the

religious formula?

Witness Admiral Koch : Certainly.

The Chairman: Then I shall ask the gentleman to rise.

(Witness Admiral Koch is sworn as a witness.)

May I ask your Excellency to be seated.

Your Excellency, we have noted how, ever since the spring of 1916—our

earlier proceedings, as well as the proceedings of the subcommittee, have

shown this to be the case—a strong movement for the unrestricted U-boat

war became apparent. Nor does this movement lose in strength as the

result of the opposition with which on the other hand it was confronted by

the civil authorities. In this connection, the Pless conferences of the 31st

of August, 1916, in which Admiral Koch took part, as I note from the list

of those present, is of great significance. I may, perhaps, take the oppor-

tunity of having the comments which were made by Admiral v. Holtzendorff

on that occasion, read at this hearing, and shall certainly do so if your

Excellency feels that this would be desirable for the purpose of refreshing

your memory.

The information which we expect you to give us is included in the replies

to these three questions:

1. What was the cause of this clamor for the unrestricted U-boat war?

That is, what was the general situation which appeared to make this neces-

sary?

2. What justified the confidence in the results expected from the unre-

stricted U-boat war?

3. What was the reason that this result, so confidently taken for granted,

did not come to pass?

And, finally, we shall have to take up the subsidiary question, which

after all is a very vital one, as to what physical possibility existed for stopping

the U-boat war when it had once been launched? This, of course, involves

32
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the well-known respite question which became acute at the close of January,

1917. As I have stated, we will consider that question, however, at the

close of the hearing. At present, I should like to have you answer the

questions in the order in which they have been put to you.

Witness Admiral Koch: Gentlemen, you are all well aware of the fact

that, from the commencement of the war on, the British fleet kept its dis-

tance from German waters. With the exception of the isolated sallies on
the part of light fighting craft into the German gulf, there was absolutely

nothing to be seen of the enemy. So, against all expectation, England
refused a sea fight; for it certainly could not be expected that the weaker
German fleet would hunt the enemy up on his own coasts and offer him
battle under tactically unfavorable conditions. On the contrary, we were

bound to believe that the more powerful England would hunt us up, because,

as long as it continued to be in existence, the German fleet represented,

after all, quite a marked element of danger. Nor did England proceed to

initiate a blockade in accordance with the principles of international law,

because she was perfectly conscious of the fact that she would probably

lose a great part of her fleet in the blockade service and would finally, after

all, be forced to use her battle-fleet for the purpose. So England satisfied

herself with holding her battle-ships far back from the areas of war, with

keeping them safe in protected harbors, with posting patrols, and with

carrying out a blockade which, far from being a blockade in accordance with

rules of international law, was a parody upon the law of nations. The broad

entrances of the North Sea were closed by means of light-armed battle

cruisers and by auxiliary vessels of all kinds, as was also the case with the

Channel, the purpose being to force the German people to sue for peace by
starving them physically and economically and, at the same time, to estab-

lish a policy of oppression with regard to neutrals. In this way, there came
about the so-called hunger blockade which has entailed such heavy and

terrible suffering upon the German people. It was an example of English

brutality, and showed her contempt of every principle of international law.

Hardly a single principle of international law and of the laws of the sea was
left in force as time went on. With sovereign contempt, England stopped

at nothing. Ever since the autumn of 1914, England’s hand has been at

our throat, and Germany was practically powerless in her grasp.

Things being at this pass, Germany found the U-boat weapon an instru-

ment which could, perhaps, strike an annihilating blow against the support

of the entire economic life of England and, finally, against its political power—

-

against the means of the Entente’s carrying-on of the war, to wit, its shipping

space. I believe that, at this point, I may give a brief description of the

U-boat. The strength of the U-boat lies in its capacity to attack the enemy
under water and to destroy him by means of its principal weapon, the

torpedo. The U-boat is small, and, generally speaking, easily handled and
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invisible. Its weakness consists in the ease with which it is damaged when

it comes to the surface. The boats are not armoured, though of late we
have succeeded in covering them to a certain extent. So that any single hit

can quite possibly put the boat out of action and, above all, make it impossi-

ble for it to submerge. As the result of this last-mentioned weakness it is at

once apparent that, when opposed to armed merchant ships—and the use

of such ships took place constantly on the part of the Entente during this

war—it was impossible to come to the surface and to attempt, as was

normally the case, to make sure of the ship’s colors and then capture the

ship. The door was left wide open, in this way, for a misuse of colors. A
further result due to these individual characteristics of the U-boat is to be

found in the fact that the U-boat can bring about a permanent result com-

mensurate with its capacity only if no restrictions are placed upon its being

allowed to sink every ship within the territory assigned to it without coming

to the surface. And from this, too, it again becomes apparent that it is

impossible to attempt to make a difference with regard to neutrals and that,

consequently, a straining of the relations with neutral Powers can not be

avoided.

It was on account of the peculiarities of the U-boat that, to a certain

extent, we were given the opportunity for the first time, and without having

control of the sea, to “put the axe to the root of the British sea power.”

But the use of this instrument depended upon the extent of the military

necessity and, moreover, upon the significance to be attributed to the

relations with the neutral Powers. Gentlemen, as a matter of fact, these

points of view always remained decisive with regard to the use which we
actually did make of this weapon; in fact, they constitute the real reason

for the great vacillation which has occurred in connection with the use of the

weapon. In August, 1916, and even in the course of the summer of 1916, it

had become more evident that the physical and economic resources of

Germany and, above all, those of our allies, would dwindle within a deter-

minable period of time as a result of the war of exhaustion and the hunger

blockade. The prospect of a favorable decision by means of war operations

on land could hardly be said to exist. The only remaining instrumentality

for bringing about a favorable termination of the war was the U-boat, in

favor of which, in the opinion of the Admiralty Staff, considerations for

neutral Powers would have to be relegated to the background. The memo-
rial of the Admiralty Staff, which went to Headquarters on the 22d of

December, represents the view maintained by Admiral v. Holtzendorff with

regard to this point in its direct relation to the ETnited States. On page 32

of this memorial, 1 the following appears:

I have considered it appropriate to set out the reasons for and against
the unrestricted U-boat war, and to consider in detail the results of a

1 Page 1269 of this print.
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declaration of war by the United States before taking up the question
of the general political reaction of a break with the only remaining
neutral world Power. It means the complete isolation of the Central
Powers from overseas traffic, and it will immediately enkindle anew
the courage of our enemies, which is now at a low ebb. But I must
state that I do not look upon this last-mentioned moral effect as per-

manent. The long duration of the war has led to the result that such
impressions based on moral support break into pieces when brought
into contact with hard facts. The nations have become more cool-

headed and now content themselves with looking upon the actual

course of the war as it is, with realizing what military successes, hunger,
and financial and economic exhaustion really mean so far as the present

and future are concerned. Since the war can be brought to an end
only by the use of an instrumentality in connection with which we must
accept the prospect of a break with the United States, and since, on the

other hand, the war must by all means be brought to an end for the

sake of our self-preservation, it is only right that we should quietly

weigh in the balance the results of a declaration of war, even by the

United States. We are left with the choice between two evils, so that

we are obliged to decide, although reluctantly, in favor of the lesser

one rather than adopt the alternative of certain destruction. By
entering into the war, the United States Government will give up by a

single move the sources of that commercial prosperity which has given

it the towering political prominence which it now occupies. It stands

face to face with the Japanese peril
;
it can neither inflict material damage

upon us, nor can it be of material benefit to our enemies; and the U-boat
war will menace its own ocean traffic—a danger of which the Americans
are no longer unaware since the raid of the U-53.

The U-53 went over at that time in order to take part on the American

coast in a war on commerce against our then enemies, and remained at sea

about two months.

If England is once brought to her knees, then an understanding will

have to be brought about with the United States as well, by virtue of

which alone will she be able to recover her commercial prosperity, and
which will not necessarily result in political sacrifices on her part. The
deciding factor which remains unchanged is the following: We must not

lose sight of the American peril, because we must fight our way to

victory, and an early victory too, inorder to preserveour national existence.

And all the more so after the answer to the German peace proposal has

made it plain, both by the terms and spirit of the document, that our

enemies are still bent upon the political destruction of Germany. I

guarantee that, on its part, the U-boat war will lead to victory.

The other reasons which induced Admiral v. Holtzendorff to launch the

U-boat war at the earliest possible moment were more or less the following.

He stated

:

Time is now working against us, not for us. The situation is no
longer such that the war can be won by the Army on land, since the

war of exhaustion foretells an unfavorable termination.
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Moreover, the Supreme High Command of the Army requested the assist-

ance of the Navy. Any inclination on the part of the Entente to join

in any peace which might, in any way, be acceptable to us, was, so far as the

writer was concerned, out of the question. Our enemies’ reply to the peace

proposal gives ample proof of the correctness of this view. And, moreover,

the Chief of the Admiralty Staff, likewise and even as far back as the occasion

of the many conferences which I had with him early in 1916, began to

entertain serious doubt as to whether Wilson had the earnest intention of

bringing about a really neutral peace. This opinion of his actually grew

stronger from month to month.

The Chairman: May I inquire at this time as to whether Admiral v.

Holtzendorff knew that Wilson’s peace move had been suggested by Ger-

many, and that, between the 12th of December and the 1st of February,

influence was being brought to bear upon Wilson to the same general effect?

Witness Admiral Koch: I also asked myself this question, and I can not

reach an exact conclusion on the point. He was almost continuously at

Headquarters and, when there, negotiated directly. But I assume

—

The Chairman: You yourself, Excellency, have no definite reason for

believing that it is the case?

Witness Admiral Koch: No.

The Chairman: You merely assume it?

Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : May I be allowed to speak?

The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency! The question is very

important. It was left open yesterday; we would consider it well if it could

receive a definite answer today.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: On the occasion of the many
conferences which I had with Admiral v. Holtzendorff with regard to the

U-boat question and in respect to Wilson’s attitude toward a peace proposal,

I repeatedly informed him that we were doing what we could to have Wilson

issue an appeal for peace. He always received my communications with

those expressions of doubt which have just been made the subject of com-

ment by Admiral Koch, to the following effect: ‘‘But will Wilson negotiate a

neutral peace which we will be able to accept?” This attitude of the

Admiral was perfectly well known to me, but it did not cause me to refrain

from stating that, from my point of view, we were entirely willing that a

peace appeal be issued by President Wilson and we were doing what we
could to have Wilson make such an announcement.

The Chairman: In this connection, I should like to ask whether the Su-

preme High Command of the Army was also put in full cognizance of the

fact that a peace move on the part of Wilson had been suggested by Germany,
and whether the Supreme Command was kept informed.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: In this connection, I should like
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to do what I did yesterday—make direct reference to the contents of the

record. Those contents will show what communications were made by the

political branch to the Supreme High Command of the Army with regard

to what steps we were taking at Washington in the interests of peace.

The Chairman : So your Excellency feels that you are not in a position

to give a definite answer to this question based on your own knowledge, and

that you can do no more than merely to refer to the records?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I should not like to speak from

memory in this connection, since the records contain what we want, and

because, as I have already indicated yesterday, I consider it of the utmost

importance that I be not put in the position of contradicting the contents

of the records by statements based upon memory, a circumstance which, of

itself, would be quite possible, because after three years have passed since

the occurrence of the incident in question, I might well make use of expres-

sions which would not be in perfect accord with the very carefully drawn up

statements in the records.

The Chairman : But we are speaking now about a matter of so distinctive

a nature that I should really be inclined to believe that your Excellency

ought to be able to say something definite concerning it based on your

recollection. The fact that Wilson’s peace proposal was suggested by us,

and was nursed along by us is something that stands out so sharply in the

whole handling of the peace question that I can not refrain from saying that

it would seem that it might have remained so firmly fixed in your Excellency’s

memory that your Excellency would still be able to make some statement

concerning it based on recollection. It is, of course, possible that a contra-

diction may be found between what your Excellency states here on the

stand and what is actually contained in the records, but, on the other

hand, it goes quite without saying that all that we can receive from you in

the way of an answer at this time is what your memory tells you at the

present moment. So that any hesitation which comes to you in connection

with the idea of failing to meet the obligations of your oath are, in every

respect, beside the question. The only thing which we can take as submitted

to us is what your memory reveals to you at the present time, as being that

which you knew concerning this peace move on Wilson’s part which was

suggested by us at that time, and to what extent it was brought to the

knowledge of the Supreme High Command of the Army and of the Admiralty

Staff. For these reasons, I should like to put this question once more.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The remarks which have been made
by the Chairman justify me, I believe, in restating my fundamental concep-

tion of the situation which I occupy today, and which I described yesterday.

I have been requested to attend in the capacity of a person from whom
information is to be obtained, and have been examined after taking my oath

as a witness. My task, as I conceive it, is limited to this, to provide the
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committee with information in those cases in which the records which are

before it are unable to give information with regard to my attitude—in

other words, to supplement the contents of the record—and, as a matter of

fact, this supplementing which I assume to be called for consists in the main,

as I take it, in my explaining the causes and the purposes of my actions.

I can not, on the contrary, assume it to be my duty to furnish the committee

at this time with a statement of facts and events as a matter of memory
which the committee has before it in the form of the documents. So that,

to use the present concrete case, if I am asked the question: “How, according

to the best of your memory, did you inform the Supreme High Command of

the Army with regard to the steps which you took in Washington on behalf

of the issuance of a peace call by President Wilson?”—if this were the ques-

tion, the following, according to my opinion, should be the way in which

the matter should be put to me by the committee: “It appears from the

records that you informed the Supreme High Command of the Army in this

way or that; but so far as the records are concerned, they are not clear on the

following points. Are you in a position to give us information, based upon

your recollection, with regard to these matters—to fill up these gaps in the

records?” I believe that if the matter is presented in this way, it at once

becomes plain that I am a person who comes before this committee for the

purpose of being of assistance to it, and that is what I conceive my position

to be. For the time being, at least, I am not here in the capacity of an

accused person, but I am here in the capacity of one who has information to

give and in the capacity of a witness, and I certainly lay great stress upon

the proposition that a sharp distinction be maintained in this connection.

We are engaged in a very unusual procedure. I may venture to empha-

size this point upon this occasion. We are now engaged in establishing a

fact on the faith of my testimony given under oath, as the result of which

it is possible that I may have to appear before the national courts in the

role of one accused. This is an interpretation which is wholly incompre-

hensible from a juristic standpoint. It goes without saying that this

situation would not prevent me from withholding one word of the truth in

the course of my statements. As I see it, it is my obligation to state con-

scientiously and to the best of my knowledge what has taken place. Wheth-
er, as the result, I am proceeded against as an accused, will in no way affect

what I have to say. That is out of the question. But since this is the case,

let me renew my request. Kindly do not assume the task of forcing me to

undertake a reconstruction of facts on the basis of my recollection, facts

which are already made known to the committee by the records themselves,

but kindly limit your questions to filling out the gaps which you find to

exist in the records. And I repeat, that I do not believe that I will be

expected, as the result of my former position as Imperial Chancelor, to

give information here with regard to the details of the execution of directions
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which I gave as such. It was in order that these directions might be carried

out that I was given my collaborators, that I was given the various branches

of my department, who worked with me and who, I believe, always directed

their efforts in full cooperation with me in the desire to carry out instruc-

tions. It goes without saying that I gave my personal attention to the

execution of orders, and that, in the course of having these orders carried

out, many documents were brought to me for signature, but, in view of the

tremendous complications of this world war, I can only give you the main
features, particularly when I am addressing you as I am today, and it seems

to me that, if we really want to get a correct idea of the entire situation, it is

essential, above all, to get a clear idea of these main features and to deter-

mine what the then Imperial Chancelor wanted, why he wanted it, and what
means he employed in order to have his intentions executed.

I repeat that whatever I can testify here, I will testify, in order to assist

the committee in getting a complete conception of the situation.

My attention is just called to a document, taken from the records and

which, of course, is before the committee. In Part IV, page 192, 1 there is a

telegram of October 1 ,
directed to Baron v. Griinau

:

You will hand the following telegram to General Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg and a copy thereof to Admiral v. Holtzendorff.

To Admiral v. Holtzendorff, too! So this question is answered, which

was formerly put to me. This telegram says:

At the personal command of His Majesty, Count Bernstorff has been
instructed to approach the President on the subject of issuing an appeal
for peace.

Well, then, the situation is entirely cleared up by this. This telegram is

before the committee. The committee knows that the Imperial Chancelor

even on the 1st of October instructed his representative in the Foreign

Office to once more expressly communicate to the Supreme High Command
of the Army, as well as the Admiralty Staff, the fact that Count Bernstorff was

taking these steps in Washington by command of His Majesty the Emperor.

Further, I have just been handed a telegram from the second part of the

compilation of the records, of November 27, which was sent by me to

General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg. It is stated therein:

President Wilson has informed Count Bernstorff confidentially that

it is his intention to put forth an appeal for peace in the time elapsing

between now and New Year.

On November 27! On October 1 I had had the General Field Marshal

informed that Count Bernstorff was taking the necessary steps in Washing-

ton by the Emperor’s command.

1 Page 1168 of this print.
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It seems to me that the question has been cleared up by these two tele-

grams which I can offer, naturally, only as a fragment from the contents of

the records and to which I can only refer as a fragment. The situation w^as

known.

Now, this is the way I look at it: If the committee believes that, in spite

of these communications, the situation is not cleared up, then further

definite questions must be put to me for the purpose of filling the gaps left

in the record. It is possible that I may make the request that these ques-

tions be put to me, definitely drawn up, and that I be given time to study

the records for this purpose. It is possible that I may be able to answer the

questions at once. That is a result of asking me quite special questions and

of forsaking what appears to me to be the correct general principle of asking

me only questions concerning the main issues of the situation.

So I believe that I have in the first place made perfectly plain my main

conception of what my duties here are, and I should be greatly obliged if

the chairman will be good enough to state whether I am right or whether the

committee’s idea is different from mine. So far as the particular point is

concerned, I have probably answered the question which the chairman put

to me, by referring to the two telegrams.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: This information conveyed by the records

establishes what the Imperial Chancelor has just stated to be the fact. But

a communication of the 10th of December calls for further attention, as it is

germane to General Ludendorff’s knowledge of the situation. Here, Gen-

eral Ludendorff is informed in so many words by Admiral v. Holtzendorff,

who was told by means of the present communications that the peace move
was impending and had been initiated by us, that “I am in doubt as to

whether it is now opportune”—he means the revocation of the announcement

made to the United States
—“on account of the peace move which we

expect on the part of the United States,”—but also for different reasons.

Wherefore it results that, according to these documentary proofs, General

Ludendorff had knowledge of the fact that a peace move was under way and

was impending.

But further on, there is another fact established by the records which

calls for attention. This refers to a later period. According to the records

of the Admiralty, on January 25, 1917, General Ludendorff was sent by
Secretary of State Zimmermann an important telegram of Count v. Bern-

storff in which it was stated that the prospect was that Wilson would re-

double his activities on behalf of peace. So that, therefore, at that time,

the fact that steps by Wilson on behalf of peace were intended and were in

actual prospect was, according to the records, a matter of which General

Ludendorff had been made cognizant.

But there is one question which is necessary in order to make the record

proof complete, your Excellency, and that is the question wdiich I allowed
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myself to put yesterday. The point is, whether, during the critical period

when preparations were undertaken for the purpose of launching the U-boat
war, that is to say, in the period running from about the 26th of December
to the 9th of January, those telegrams of Count Bernstorff which, in my
opinion, are so important and which stated that Wilson was willing to

continue with his peace move and asked for confidential disclosures con-

cerning the peace conditions, were communicated to the Supreme High
Command of the Army and to the Admiralty Staff. On this point there is

nothing to be found in the records. For this reason, I believe that, if you

can possibly give us an answer from memory, in order to fill out this gap,

your reply would be very valuable.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: That is to say, this present question

has a direct bearing on the point as to whether, during the period which

elapsed between the 26th of December and the 9th of January, the Supreme
High Command of the Army and the Admiralty Staff were informed of the

contents of the dispatches which had been sent by Count Bernstorff, if I

understand you correctly. I venture further to assume from what you
have said—it was not quite possible for me to get every word—that the

records throw no light on the subject as to whether the contents of these

dispatches were transmitted.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Certainly.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Relying upon my memory, I can

only say that, so far as the Supreme High Command of the Army is con-

cerned, I am not in a position to assume that the contents of the dispatches

were communicated, either verbatim or fully, to the Supreme High Command
of the Army. So far as I recollect, I conferred but once with the Supreme
High Command of the Army during the period running from the 26th of

December until the 9th of January; so far as I can remember, it may have

been more than once; in any event, on the 29th of December. I do not

believe that the question came up on this occasion—on the 29th of December.

I am not in a position to say anything absolutely definite at the present

time. I do not know where Admiral v. Holtzendorff was during the period

running from the 26th of December to the 9th of January, or whether he

was in Berlin
;

I believe that he was in Berlin—

-

(Witness Admiral Koch: Yes.)

—At that time, I had repeated consultations with him with regard to the

U-boat war and the steps which were contemplated. In view of my personal

relations with Admiral v. Holtzendorff, it is likely that I told him of the

general contents of Count Bernstorffs dispatches. I can say nothing more

definite about the matter.

Witness Secretary of State Zimmermann: May I make a remark which

may fill in this gap? It goes without saying that I had all these telegrams

which came in here immediately presented to Admiral v. Holtzendorff in
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great detail and called particular attention to their contents. It is stated

in the first communication, which is contained on page 10 1 of this compi-

lation, that:

Referring to the conversation which I have just had with your Excel-

lency, I respectfully transmit herewith the answer of the Imperial

Ambassador at Washington to our instructions.

When this telegram came in fromWashington and had been brought to me
from the cipher bureau at first in an informal version, I had

—

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: What was the date of this telegram?

Witness Zimmermann: The 226. of January.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: That is not the critical period.

Witness Zimmermaxx: Ah, yes, the time before.

Delegate Sixzheimer: You are telling us about something entirely differ-

ent, the instructions for the U-boat war.

Witness Zimmermaxx: That is true. So far as concerns the preceding

period I should like to state that, if the records do not make it plain that the

telegrams were sent to the Supreme High Command of the Army, I have no

doubt whatsoever that I took up all these dispatches which came in from

Washington with my representative at the Headquarters, Baron v. Griinau,

went into them very much in detail over the telephone, and very naturally

communicated these matters to him for no other purpose than that he

should take them up with the Supreme High Command of the Army, and

with the Emperor. I talked with my representative, Baron v. Griinau,

almost daily over the telephone, and I took up everything and anything

that arrived with the Headquarters. Naturally, I did not communicate it

simply for the purpose of information to Baron v. Griinau, but, as I have

already said, in order that he might take it up with the Emperor, the

Supreme High Command of the Army, and the Chief of the Admiralty

Staff if he was there. This all goes without saying.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: I should like to put another question to his

Excellency Bethmann. Could we go so far as to assume that the Emperor

was informed in respect to those telegrams of v. Bernstorff, particularly

before your conference of the 9th of January?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: In respect to what telegrams?

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: In respect to the telegrams which I read

yesterday.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: The course of affairs leading up to

the situation would indicate in a general way that this was the case. And
I believe that the Secretary7 of State for Foreign Affairs, within whose

jurisdiction this phase of the matter would come, will confirm this. A
great number of those telegrams which came in were sent to the Headquar-

1 Page 1108 of this print.
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ters in order that they might be literally placed before His Majesty the

Emperor. Another portion of the dispatches which came in were—if I was
not at Headquarters, in which case I personally informed the Emperor of the

contents of the incoming telegrams—'another portion of the incoming

telegrams, as Secretary of State Zimmermann has just told us—and by these

I mean the telegrams which came into the Foreign Office—were made the

subject of telephonic conference with his representative in the General

Headquarters, who was also my representative. I refer to Baron v. Griinau,

and it goes without saying that these conferences were always accompanied

with the general instruction to take up the contents of these telegrams with

the Emperor, provided that critical and important considerations were

involved.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: In this connection I have to add that the

records contain varied information concerning such telephonic conferences

and the reports sent in by Baron v. Griinau with regard to what was done

in consequence of these conferences. But I can find nothing in the records

which has to do with any communication of this particular period of time.

I do not know whether his Excellency Zimmermann can state definitely

that the contents of this exchange of telegrams was made the subject of

these communications over the telephone
;
they were not transmitted by wire.

Witness Zimmermann: In my opinion, I did transmit them by telephone.

Naturally I can not state with certainty that these particular telegrams

were transmitted. But, in view of the significance of the telegrams, I must
take it for granted that their contents were communicated. I had not the

least reason to withhold the contents of such important dispatches; on the

contrary, the authorities who were concerned had, in my opinion, to be

informed with regard to this matter under any and all circumstances.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Your Excellency, you probably telephoned

these communications to Vienna. There are different bits of information

on this point. Did you correspond with Wedel by telephone, just as you

did with Baron v. Griinau?

Witness Zimmermann: Yes, I telephoned constantly to Wedel.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Then I must call to your attention a telegram

which Wedel sent on the 26th of December and which is certainly of some

importance in this connection. Wedel wires as follows:

On the basis of our telephone conversation of yesterday, I told Czernin

that a telegram from Washington indicated that Wilson was attempting
to prevent conference and to centralize the peace move in himself; so

that complete agreement as to our plan of action was all the more
important.

The telegram which, presumably, was to block the conference is dated

December 25, and its contents are not to this effect, but quite to the contrary,

in that our Ambassador telegraphs from Washington:
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Several days ago Lansing wired me concerning Wilson’s peace note

and told me that American Government finds its position more and
more intolerable on account of the continued violation of its rights.

For that reason it was hoping for frank statements from the bellig-

erent Powers with regard to their peace conditions, etc.

Where did you get the impression—for we have now heard all of Count

Bernstorff’s telegrams—that Wilson was endeavoring to block the confer-

ence, whereas, as a matter of fact, it was made perfectly plain by the ex-

change of telegrams that he did not want to intermeddle with the direct peace

negotiations, that he did not desire to make any proposals with regard to

mediation, and that the only part that he desired to take was in connection

with the later peace conference concerning international questions? So that

if this information was further transmitted to Baron v. Griinau, then, in

my opinion, misleading information was transmitted which most certainly

could have been very dangerous.

Witness Zimmermann : Why, I got this meaning from the following words

of Count Bernstorff:

In answer, I stated as my personal opinion that this would be very
difficult to bring about except at a conference, on account of the press,

etc. Lansing replied that disclosures could be confidential and might,
little by little, lead to a conference. It would accordingly seem that the

opinion which has become general here is correct, that Wilson would like

to serve as a clearing house for further steps toward peace. He is

strongly supported by public opinion on this side, with the exception of

some of our quite rabid opponents.

What we wanted was a conference with our enemies, and we wanted it

quickly. And we did not want a clearing house in which Wilson could

confer in respect to our peace conditions with our enemies and, as we feared,

little by little go over to the enemy’s point of view and accept this enemy’s

point of view with regard to us with all the force which he could exert as

President of the L'nited States. That was what was giving us concern.

For this reason, we wanted no clearing house; for this reason we wanted a

direct conference with our enemies, and it was to this conference that we
desired to submit our peace conditions.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Did you ever speak with General Ludendorff

at that time?

Witness Zimmermann: That I really can not say.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: For General Ludendorff telegraphed the

King of Greece at that time, as follows:

In spite of all peace blasts, the war will be carried on with all means
available.

That was on December 25. So that the purpose of the Supreme High
Command of the Army appears to have been—it will, of coarse, have to be
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established by testimony—to proceed no longer on the assumption of any
peace move on Wilson’s part but to look upon it as a dead issue in the light

of our peace proposal.

Witness Zimmermann: I do not recollect that I had a conversation at

that time. I was in Berlin, and I do not believe that General Ludendorff

was here at that time.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : The records will reveal the fact

that the skepticism of the Supreme High Command of the Army, both with

regard to President Wilson personally and also to his policies, was quite

tremendous and went far beyond the skepticism felt by me. As a result

of this skeptical attitude, taken in connection with the comments of the

hostile statesmen upon receipt of our peace proposal, even before the reply

in the joint note, I assume that General Ludendorff came to the point

of sending telegrams very similar to the one which has been read by the

recording secretary, and I assume that the knowledge of the fact that Presi-

dent Wilson always kept wanting to mediate more and more, as the dis-

patches say, was wholly powerless to affect the general impression which

General Ludendorff had, because it was on account of this skepticism and

of the attitude maintained by the Entente that he took this view of the

situation.

But I am of the humble opinion that this whole matter can only be taken

up after having the committee take the testimony of a representative of the

Supreme High Command of the Army and, if certain conflicts should pos-

sibly arise, to have them cleared up by statements subsequently submitted

by both sides. I am afraid that we are involving ourselves in conjectures

with regard to what the Supreme High Command of the Army is supposed

to have believed, without any statement having been made on its behalf

up to this time—a point which seems to me to be of extraordinary importance

in order to clear up the entire situation.

The Chairman: It is my opinion, too, that it would be better to let this

question lie until the occasion of General Ludendorff’s testimony, which

we expect to take on the 14th. I should, therefore, like to know whether

the gentlemen have any objections.

(No objection.)

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I should like to put this question to Secretary of

State Zimmermann: At that time, in addition to the reports of the Ambas-
sador, did you have any other source of information in the United States,

and in particular, did you have any exchange of correspondence with the

Consul General?

Witness Zimmermann: I had no personal exchanges of letters with the

Consul General, but it is true that I received information from the Consul

General. Letters were sent to an official of the Foreign Office, and this

official put me in touch with this correspondence.
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Delegate Dr. Cohn: I assume that that was an exchange of political

correspondence, was it not?

Witness Zimmermann: It was news of a political nature.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Generally speaking, was the trend of these letters

received from the Consul General in New York different from the policy

which Count Bernstorff recommended to you and himself advocated?

Witness Zimmermann: Certainly, it was different.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: And what was that trend?

Witness Zimmermann: So far as I remember, a very different estimate

was placed upon President Wilson in this correspondence from the estimate

of Count v. Bernstorff, and, according to my recollection, attention was

called in the report to the fact that the opinion held by the writer of the

letters was shared by the greater part of the German colony in New York

—

more particularly, that the unfavorable opinion concerning President Wilson

was entertained by these people.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: If I understand you correctly, we w'ould be charac-

terizing the contents of these letters correctly in saying that they v~ere of

such a nature as to increase the feeling of skepticism which wras entertained

by many authorities in Germany with regard to President Wilson’s views.

Witness Zimmermann : Without a doubt.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: And, first, did you mention the contents of these

reports in your conferences with the Imperial Chancelor, and, secondly,

did you make use of them in your interviews wdth the representatives of the

Supreme High Command of the Army and Navy?
Witness Zimmermann: I discussed the reports with the Chancelor, but

I do not believe that I did so with the Supreme High Command of the Army
or with the Admiralty Staff; in any event, I have no recollection of it.

I merely read the reports through hurriedly, and then handed them back

to the gentleman who showed them to me. I do not believe that I caused

them to be entered in the files. Since they were not official reports, but

reports which the gentleman in question sent to a colleague, if I may so call

him, in the Foreign Office, I did not care to have them entered in the official

records.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Is it possible that these reports may have contained

other features, perhaps the suggestion that the United States would, under

no circumstances, go to wrar with Germany, no matter wrhat Germany did?

Witness Zimmermann: I regret to state that I can not remember that;

I do not know. Perhaps the reports are, after all, in the records.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: There are very many there.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: They are not before the committee.

Witness Zimmermann: If you would be good enough to show them to

me, I should be greatly obliged to you. At that time, and so far as I know,
I did not personally enter these reports in the records. If you knowr about

/
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them, then you have no right to ask me such questions. In so doing, you
are leading me, perhaps even to the point of perjury. I have not the

slightest intention of concealing anything. Whatever took place, I will

tell you.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: There was no occasion for ascribing this intention

to me, and I state again, emphatically, that these reports are not before the

committee. It is possible that the recording secretary has looked into these

matters
;
but in those compilations which contain extracts from the records,

there is nothing of this kind before the committee.

The Chairman : I can only confirm this.

Minister of State Dr. David: I would like to ask Secretary of State

Zimmermann if these reports played their part in bringing him personally

to the view, as early as the 28th of December, that the unrestricted U-boat

war should be launched at the earliest possible date and, if possible, even

on the 2d of January.

Witness Zimmermann: I beg to call to the attention of Minister of State

Dr. David that on this occasion we were not considering the unrestricted

U-boat war, but the U-boat war against armed merchant ships; and I

certainly advocated this war against the armed merchant ships. I often

had interviews with Admiral v. Holtzendorff at that precise critical period,

and my obvious desire was to avoid the unrestricted U-boat war. Admiral

v. Holtzendorff said to me—and I have a very plain recollection of this

fact—•“ If I am only permitted to proceed in ruthless fashion against the armed

merchantmen, that will be enough for me.” Consequently, I had a very

careful memorial drawn up in the Foreign Office dealing with the question

of the armed merchant ships, and I believe that the exact points of view

which we advocated in this memorial would meet with recognition in the

United States. I remind you that in January, 1916—I believe it was

January 18, 1916—Secretary of State Lansing addressed to the belligerents

a communication of a very important nature, which attracted a great deal

of attention and in which he discussed this question of armed merchant ships

in detail. He took the general ground that merchant ships which were

armed would, in any event, have to be looked upon as cruisers, and that,

in case our enemies did not accept this point of view, the Government of

the United States would be forced to consider the taking of steps for in-

structing its competent officials with regard to the stand which it had

taken, namely, that, in case such ships were to be found in ports of the

United States, they would be subject to the provision governing war vessels.

According to my recollection, in his comments he called particular attention

to the fact that these armed merchant ships constituted a great menace to

the light under-sea boats.

These considerations induced me to assume that, in view of the attitude

taken by the United States with regard to this contention with respect to
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the question of the armed merchant ships, which was exactly what we were

putting forward at this time, we would probably come to an understanding.

And it so happened that we were able, in drawing up this memorial, to

point to a large number of steps which had been taken, particularly to a

conference held on the subject by the English statesmen and over which,

I believe, Admiral Jellicoe presided, with regard to the arming of the mer-

chant ships. In the course of this conference, it had been definitely stated

that all the merchant ships should be armed, and detailed instructions on

the point were given out in advance, containing information as to how
these merchant ships would conduct themselves in case they came into

contact with a submarine; detailed instructions as the result of which we
were bound to assume that the ships were ordered to attack immediately.

This memorial was worked out with extreme care and in great detail, by the

then director of the Foreign Office, his Excellency Kriege, and our point of

view was, in my opinion, most convincingly represented therein. And so

I hoped that, if this memorial were presented to Secretary of State Lansing

in the United States, we would be understood, and that from then on the

Americans would no longer take it ill of us if we conducted this campaign

against armed merchant ships; in any case, that they would not make it an

excuse to break with us. As I have already stated, I hoped continuously,

even at that time, that we might end by avoiding the ruthless L'-boat war

altogether.

Minister of State Dr. David: I assume that you expressed your view

to the military" authorities as well, that the unrestricted LT-boat war against

armed merchantmen would not interfere with our peace move—in other

words, that it could be launched. Is this correct?

Witness Zimmermann: Undoubtedly, so far as the Admiralty Staff was
concerned. We were dealing with a subject which was very generally

a subject of discussion between myself and the Admiralty Staff. Admiral

Holtzendorff was generally here; consequently, it was easy for me to come
into personal touch with him.

Minister of State Dr. David: I can then take it that I am stating the

fact when I say that his Excellency the Imperial Chancelor and Secretary of

State Helfferich did not share this view

—

(Former Secretary of State Helfferich: I have not as yet been sworn;

I will express my views on this point later.)

—but were of the opinion that even this unrestricted E^-boat war against

armed merchant ships was bound, politically speaking, to have the most
dangerous consequences.

Witness Zimmermann: As appears in the instructions which were sent

to Washington, I acted with caution in this question. I requested the

Ambassador first to take up the matter confidentially with Mr. Lansing.

I did not wish to confront Mr. Lansing with a fait accompli. I wished
33
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first to go over the ground and make things as smooth as possible in con-

templation of our step. And then, as is well known, in the replies from the

Ambassador, etc., to the effect that, if we were going to proceed along the

lines set out in this memorandum, we would certainly have to expect a

break. But I believed—and this will appear from my instructions—that

I might come to an understanding on the matter of the armed merchant
ships with the United States as the result of this communication.

The Chairman: Well, this feature of the discussion is probably settled.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I only desire to call attention to one thing.

These reports are not to be found in the excerpts which have been submitted

to the consideration of the gentlemen, and for the very simple reason that,

when I examined the record, I did not personally attribute any particular

weight to them. There are many such reports coming from many different

persons of note; from America, from Europe, from delegates and non-

delegates, from the delegates of all parties, etc., from great industries and

small industries, from professors and non-professors. If I had had to gather

all these things into the records, then the files themselves would have had

to be submitted, and not extracts from the files in accordance with the

resolutions of the investigating committee. That was the reason why
these particular reports, which were not official reports, were not included.

The Chairman : The reply which I should like to make to his Excellency

v. Bethmann, in answer to the general question which he put to me—a reply

as to whether the view of the committee was in consonance with his view,

to wit, that our committee is an investigating committee which, generally

speaking, looks toward the taking of testimony from the witnesses who
testify here for the purpose of supplementing the records, and to the extent

that those records which are before us do not give full information on the

subject, has already been answered in part by the statements made by Dr.

Sinzheimer. So I can only assure his Excellency v. Bethmann that his

interpretation of the duties of the investigating committee is absolutely in

accord with our own. Of course, it will be practically impossible to avoid

addressing a question to a witness in one case or another, which has already

been answered by the records themselves. This is on account of the very

nature of the subject matter, since it is impossible to have every detail of

this great mass of material constantly before one’s mind. On the other

hand, the inquiry which I made of his Excellency remains unanswered, so

far as the records are concerned, and constitutes a gap which was to be filled

by means of the precise question which I ventured to address to his Ex-

cellency.

For the rest, I should like to administer the oath to his Excellency Helf-

ferich, since I believe that it is now necessary to call upon his Excellency to

be ready to take part in one way or another in the proceedings.

Your Christian name, your Excellency?
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Witness Dr. Helfferich: Karl.

The Chairman : When were you born ?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: 1872 .

The Chairman: Do you wish to be sworn by the religious formula?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Certainly.

(Witness former Secretary of State Dr. Helfferich is sworn as a witness.)

The Chairman: Dr. Cohn, on the order of business.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I should like, after all, to state the following with

regard to Mr. v. Bethmann’s remarks, and in respect, too, to the Chairman’s

decision: The fundamental question which Mr. v. Bethmann has brought

up has not come up as yet in the committee and, so far as I am concerned,

I can not answer it broadly, as Mr. v. Bethmann has done, by saying that

it is the duty of the investigating committee to furnish itself with a picture

of certain past events by reference to the records, and to conduct an exami-

nation of witnesses merely on the theory that their statements are to be made
to us for the purpose of helping us out, and only to the extent of filling gaps

left in the records.

That is not my view. According to the constitution, the task of the in-

vestigating committee is to obtain a picture of certain past events by means

of testimony taken face to face from witnesses, by means of statements of

experts, and by original documents, and all other modes of proof imaginable.

Under the constitution, we have not met here for the purpose of studying

records, but for the purpose of creating a picture as the result of living

testimony taken face to face.

The Chairman : What Dr. Cohn has said can not cause me to change my
opinion; on the contrary, both our statements proceed along the same line.

Methods of comparison are certainly essential, not only in the sense that we
are to examine witnesses in such cases where it appears to us that there are

gaps left in the records, but we are to hear witnesses with regard to matters

which are contained in the records. In my opinion, this goes quite without

saying, because this will result in having the actual picture of what occurred

stand out in bolder relief than could be the case if we limited ourselves to

the cold words of the record. It may very well be the case that what the

records contain may gain a decidedly increased value as the result of state-

ments of witnesses, for, after all, the statement of a witness under oath is of

greater value than original documents. But I believe that it would be

better to have this question of order of business referred to private session

for further discussion.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Just one more remark with regard to Mr. v. Beth-

mann-Hollweg. I should like to put my objection to his view-point in the

following form: The witness is not a means of corroboration for the records,

but, on the contrary, the records constitute a means of corroboration of,

and are supplemental to, the statements of the witness.
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Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : If I may be allowed to speak. I

should like to contradict that last remark. I can not interpret my task in

this way. That would assume that I am supposed to have full knowledge

of the entire contents of the records. I called attention a short time since to

the fact that, only for the past week or so have I been permitted to have

recourse to the records. I have not looked at them for two years. It is

utterly impossible for me to provide you with a reproduction, at this point,

of those phases which come into question here—a faithful reproduction of

those incidents to the extent that I participated in them. I must maintain

my view that the committee, which has formed a picture of the situation as

the result of its examination of the records—a colorless picture, it is true,

in many cases a thoroughly colorless picture—that the committee obtains

a supplemental statement in the process of asking me: “What were your

motives on this occasion? What were your purposes?” These elements

are not to be found in the records, and that is what seems to me to be the

material thing. To that extent, I believe that I have a very material duty

to fulfil. But I can not look upon it as devolving upon me to erect a living

reconstruction of the entire contents thereof, and to reproduce an actual

situation as is the case when the testimony of witnesses is taken in a judicial

proceeding. In order to do this, I should probably need to study the records

for months; and in order to carry out such a study, I should have to be

given assistants. Then, perhaps, I might be in a position to reconstruct

the entire situation for you by giving you a description by word of mouth.

In my opinion, the committee fulfils its purpose absolutely by asking me:

“What did you want in this case? What were you trying to bring about?”

The Chairman: We shall now return to the examination of his Excellency

Admiral Koch. Please continue. Or does one of the gentlemen desire to

put some particular question?

Delegate Gothein: Your Excellency stated sometime ago that the great

vulnerability of the U-boats was such as to stop them from coming to the

surface and from visiting armed merchantmen for the purpose of search,

and that, consequently, for this reason, no different methods could be

adopted in dealing with neutral Powers. Now, Secretary of State Zimmer-

mann told us that Admiral v. Holtzendorff would be satisfied if he could

be allowed to proceed against armed merchant ships. In my opinion, we
have a discrepancy here. I have understood up to this time that the

comments which your Excellency made in respect to the nature and manner
of the use of the U-boat weapon represented views which the deceased

Admiral v. Holtzendorff had accepted as his own. If this is the case, how
was it that he stated that he would be satisfied to limit himself to a U-boat

war directed against armed merchant ships, if he was of the view that the

U-boat would be at once dangerously exposed when it came to the surface,

if it should attempt to visit and search an armed merchant ship?
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Witness Admiral Koch: The weakness of the submarine consists in this,

that it can not afford to come to the surface. It can not see well under

water. It can only see well with the help of the periscope

—

(Delegate Gotheix: Only with the periscope!)

—At that time, in the so-called intensive E~-boat war, it was a question of

attacking only armed steamers. We were convinced at that time that

more than 50 per cent of all enemy steamers were armed. At one time,

the arming merely consisted in having one gun of no particular caliber,

fully exposed either on the stern or at the bow. This the U-boats could see.

But afterwards, everything was concealed, everything was behind bulk-

heads, and these, in turn, were covered by some kind of superstructure

which was removed at the last moment, and then they were ready to fire.

For this reason, it was of the utmost importance for us at least to be allowed

to attack armed steamers if the fact of their armament was established

without question.

The Chairman : I shall now request you to proceed with your general

statement.

Witness Admiral Koch: In my statement of yesterday, I had reached

the point where I was discussing those reasons which induced his Excellency

v. Holtzendorff to endeavor to bring about the launching of the ruthless or

unrestricted U-boat war. Finally, those conducting the naval war, that is

to say, Admiral v. Holtzendorff, came to the full recognition of the fact

that the German people were subjected to unheard-of suffering because of

the inhuman hunger blockade maintained by the British. He knew that

the tremendous offensives of the Entente which had destroyed so many
precious human lives in our army were only possible on account of the

streams of war material, artillery, shells and aircraft which had been pouring

in uninterruptedly from the time the war began, coming from America to

France, or, by way of Archangel, to Russia. Consequently, he concluded

that it was his duty to launch the submarine war as soon as possible and to

conduct it to a finish.

This was his argument, so far as the question of time was concerned:

If we want to finish up by the end of the year 1917— I talked all these

matters over with him personally, and for this reason am well prepared to

state his views—-if we want to finish up by the end of 1917, I must decide

upon the most crucial moment, so far as the economic life of England is

concerned. That would probably be the time when the new harvest had

not yet been brought in and when the old harvest was nearing a point of

depletion; in other words, when the influx is at its lowest mark. That is

August. He said: The U-boat war will have to be given six months time,

for the boats will need one month to get into position, and one month will

be needed for preparing for the step. Therefore, the unrestricted U-boat

war must begin early in February, at the very latest. It would be better
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for it to begin earlier, for, in this case, I may be able to proceed against the

vessels coming from Argentina with all the greater security, at the most
favorable period of the year, that is, before winter sets in—the season during

which U-boats suffer severely. These were approximately his reasons.

At that time, we were quite strong enough to await the results which we
expected and for which we hoped; but, as I have already made plain, quick

action was, above all, necessary. Basing our calculation on those results

which had been gained up to that time by the U-boat war which had been

carried on as a war on commerce under the rules of prize, we could calculate

the extent of losses in shipping space which would occur monthly as the

result of the intensive U-boat war and the unrestricted U-boat war, which,

to be sure, had only been in operation for a very short time, and could do

so by taking as an element of our calculation the number of the U-boats

which would be at our disposal, and the means of defense against U-boat

attacks which were already in existence and which could be expected within

a determinable period.

The Chairman stated sometime ago that it would be well for me to give

certain data with regard to the U-boats. I have not the material with me.

If it is desired that I give estimates with regard to the number, I shall be

glad to do so, and perhaps tomorrow to bring to the hearing a statement of

the figures in question.

The Chairman : It seems to me to be very necessary to do so, and I will

ask you to be good enough to make a report in writing, so that we may have

written compilations of the events which took place in the spring or the

autumn, which are the most important points of time with which we have

to deal. We should be greatly pleased to have them at our disposal.

Witness Admiral Koch: The Admiralty Staff has ceased to exist, and

none of the old personnel have remained
;
the records are in the Admiralty.

We would need considerable time in order to submit decisive data.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The situation is different, so far as the records

are concerned. We have statements made by Chancelor v. Bethmann-

Hollweg, according to which, in March, 1916, there were about 38 U-boats

available, and in May, 1916, about 50.

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: According to the statements of the Chancelor,

which perhaps can be later confirmed by his Excellency Helfferich—

I

believe that his Excellency Helfferich is well acquainted with the figures—

•

those are the figures which his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg himself

noted in the records as the result of inquiries; much correspondence passed on

the matter; in March, there were 38, and in May, 54. But these 38 boats

were not all ready to go to sea, but only a portion thereof. It was necessary

to hold back the others, and, besides this, a number were still undergoing

repairs, etc. That is the gist of the memoranda which are to be found
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in the records of the Foreign Office. The number of the U-boats on the 1st

of February is the next important point. At that time, no definite number

was given. Strange to say, we had no exact estimates at that time. At

best, we can infer by implication that, by the 1st of February, there were

120 boats available, but that all of these were not seaworthy, only a portion

meeting the requirements in this regard. That is the picture which is given

us by the records of the Foreign Office. I can not say to what extent the

records may not agree with the views of the Admiralty—for these views

were, to a certain extent, disputed by Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz—and

statements still have to be made by the representatives of the Navy, which

might fill in the gaps. I can only say that this is what is ascertained by

relying upon the memoranda of the Chancelor in the Foreign Office. This

conclusion was reached as a result of conferences had with Admiral v.

Holtzendorff.

Witness Admiral Koch: But, Mr. Recording Secretary, I only need to

be told how many boats were present on such and such date, and how many
were ready to leave, etc., and I will give the estimates.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: We now come to March, 1916. In March,

1916, the Navy insisted upon the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war

with the most unqualified determination. At that time, Tirpitz supported

this desire, and even today he takes the ground that that was the only

proper time to do so. It would be best to mention at this point the number
of U-boats of the 1st of March: About 38 U-boats. The second point is

the 1st of February. For the purposes of the inquiry of the effect of the

U-boat war, we naturally need to know how many boats were available

at that time. The only conclusion that we can reach from the various

memoranda is that there were about 120. The main argument which the

Chancelor used against launching the unrestricted U-boat war in March
was the small number of U-boats in March, and at that time he was success-

ful in having this view sustained. This is shown by the records themselves

—

(Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly.)

—A later argument which was submitted as a reason why he withdrew his

opposition consisted in the circumstance that, at that time, the number of

the U-boats had increased to the extent herein set forth. And the point to

be determined is, whether the naval authorities considered that this state-

ment contained in the records of the Foreign Office is correct. A represen-

tative of the Navy will give us his opinion on this point.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow : I should be greatly obliged if we could get a

copy. It could be compared with the data that we have in the Admiralty

to see whether it agrees or not.

Consul Muller: The comparison will be made.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: I desire to call attention to the fact that in the

main committee there were constant differences between the Admiralty
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and individual members with regard to the number of the U-boats. The
members were constantly informed by the Navy Department itself. During

the last few weeks, perhaps during the course of the last fortnight, new
analyses have been made. In the Frankfurter Zeitung there is a statement

of Delegate Dr. Struve, who at that time was well informed on the subject.

Delegate Gothein: I have the article here, it has just been handed to

me by Dr. Cohn. I note that the figures for the individual critical periods

were, in the main, given correctly to the budget committee by the Secretary

of State for the Navy, who is present, and that various corrections which

were made by Delegate Struve and myself, as well as differences of opinion

touching the reliability of the figures which were compared at that time,

were made the subject of debate. So that, as a matter of fact, the figures

are, generally speaking, to be had in the records of the budget committee.

The Chairman: Is his Excellency Helfferich perhaps in a position to

make a definite statement on this point?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I can confirm the fact that the opinions ren-

dered with regard to the number of the U-boats were, in part, in conflict.

This was probably due to the fact that, on one side or the other, different

opinions were entertained as to what could count as a U-boat. Estimates

were made, in which the mine U-boats were listed as such, and then again,

estimates which omitted them; further, there were estimates of the number

of U-boats which included those boats which had come off the ways and

were still undergoing their trials, and further estimates which did not

contain these boats which were undergoing their trials. It is in this way
that the individual differences which have thus come up for comment can

be explained.

The Chairman: His Excellency v. Capelle calls attention to the fact that

he is in a position to tell us something about this. For this opinion I should

like to administer the oath.

The Chairman: Your Christian name, your Excellency?

Witness v. Capelle: Eduard.

The Chairman: Your age?

Witness v. Capelle: 63 years.

The Chairman: Does your Excellency desire to take the oath under the

religious formula?

Witness v. Capelle: Certainly.

(Witness v. Capelle is sworn.)

The Chairman: I shall now ask his Excellency v. Capelle to give his

opinion.

Witness v. Capelle: Gentlemen, estimates with regard to the number

of U-boats available are extraordinarily difficult for all laymen to under-

stand. I expect that we had perhaps as many as ten types: large, medium,

and small U-boats, U-boats which were fitted out for torpedo warfare
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alone, and U-boats which were fitted out for the mine war alone. Of these

U-boats, a certain portion was under construction, some were being received

by the commissions, some were being used for the training of personnel,

some were on duty at the submarine points of support where they were

getting the finishing touches in the way of military preparation before they

took up their duties in foreign waters, and some were engaged in such duties.

In connection with such duties, we must differentiate between the out-

bound trip, their presence at the station where they were to engage in

active warfare, the return trip, and, finally, repairs. Then we would have

again to differentiate between minor repairs and major repairs which would

spread over a period of several months, so that if the number of U-boats is

estimated, the laymen can perhaps get no complete idea therefrom.

If, on the other hand, we give an absolutely complete answer with regard

to all these different classes, the person asking the question would become,

for the most part, so confused as not to understand it at all. I refer to

the fact that I was asked a number of times in the budget committee—

a

number of the gentlemen are here—not to give a complicated representation

of the matter, and only to give definite figures for the purpose of comparison.

I have often spoken about the matter in the budget committee, and my
speeches on this subject are to be had in the stenographic reports in the

records of the Reichstag.

I would, therefore, be inclined to think that the compiled statement of

the U-boats which the investigating committee wishes would give no accu-

rate idea. For my own personal use as Secretary of State, I kept a very

detailed list carried on from day to day. Yesterday afternoon I looked for

this list in the Navy Department, and was unable to find it. But I did

succeed in finding another list which, it is true, begins only with September,

1917, that is, a date which is subsequent to the critical period.

Delegate Gothein : I can only say that the statements which were made
to us in the budget committee constantly left much to be desired in the way
of clearness, and that as a result of these statements views could be formed

at that time in such a way as to cause a certain amount of confusion. We
did what we could even then to clear up the matter. This confusion, as I

remember it, was due, above all, to the fact that we were always given a

total number of U-boats in connection with which, however, no distinction

was made with regard to the number of U-boats ready for the front. In the

course of these proceedings, I always laid decisive weight upon the fact

that the number of U-boats actually ready for the front should be communi-
cated to us. The great difference between the figures given by Secretary

of State v. Capelle and by me in the budget committee was to be explained

in this way, that I gave the number of those U-boats ready for the front,

whereas the Secretary of State sometimes included in his figures the other

U-boats, and occasionally failed to deduct the U-boats which had been lost,
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a circumstance which was revealed only as the result of further discussions.

The Chairman: That there arose much confusion with regard to the

number of U-boats ready lor the front and those which were not, appears

also from what follows. I have here, for instance, a letter written by Mr.
v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Mr. v. Jagow in March, 1916, in which reference

was made to a conversation with the Emperor, on occasion of which it is

stated, with regard to Holtzendorff, that he gave the number of available

U-boats but that, at the same time, the number of those which were ready

for the front was confused with those which were building, and that no

clear conclusion could be drawn even with the aid of the questions which

were put to him. That is a situation which, as I recollect, occurred again

and again in the proceedings of the main committee.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Does the witness know that the very highest

officials of the Navy made a point of having the number of the U-boats

kept a secret from such authorities as were asked for their opinion whether

the U-boat war should be launched or not—that this happened, for instance,

in the case of German ministers who returned to Germany from foreign

countries, and who were asked to come to Berlin and to give their opinion

with regard to the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, and that those

authorities w'ho were to give their opinions on this point were told that it

was forbidden to tell them how many U-boats there were—that this was a

purely military matter with which the civil authorities had nothing to do?

The Chairman: May I ask his Excellency v. Capelle to answer the

question?

Witness v. Capelle: Gentlemen, the expression “U-boats ready for the

front” of itself included two great classes: First, the class of U-boats which

is on the way. This class is again divided into thirds, one-third of which

is composed of U-boats on the trip out to the west coast of Ireland, a third

at the west coast, and a third on the way back. So that those are the

U-boats which are ready for the front and which are on the way. Then,

those which are ready for the front

—

Delegate Gothein : But U-boats which are on the return trip are certainly

no longer ready for the front.

Witness v. Capelle: U-boats which are ready to go and are waiting at

points of support. At one time, there was considerable discussion in the

budget committee with regard to the question as to what was the right

thing to do: To send all that we had out at the same time, or to divide the

U-boats in equal parts. The views expressed on these points differed very

greatly.

Now with regard to the question of Professor Schucking, as regards

keeping matters strictly confidential, I can only say that as long as I con-

tinued to be Secretary of State, I personally exerted every effort to keep

the budget committee and, in individual instances, the party leaders only,
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completely informed with regard to the entire situation. As a matter of

fact, I always exerted myself in opposing extreme views. I shall, perhaps,

have the opportunity during the course of my examination to offer you

proof of this, taken from my speeches, if the committee desires to go to

these lengths. I was made the subject of constant reproach by the Navy as

well as by the Admiralty Staff, on the ground that I said too much, and,

as the result, I was to a certain extent ignored by the Admiralty Staff.

With regard to the third point, that ministers in the diplomatic service

came here, from whom the number of the U-boats was kept secret, I have

never had occasion, at least, to discuss this point with German ministers

from foreign parts. The probable fact is that these gentlemen called upon

the Admiralty Staff. In doing so, they certainly went to the right source

—

the source from which naval operations were carried on. My office was not

the right place.

Witness Admiral Koch: May I add a statement?

The Chairman : If you please, your Excellency.

Witness Admiral Koch : I believe that the relations of Admiral v. Holtzen-

dorff with his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg were such that I should

have considered it out of the question that the former would not have given

the Imperial Chancelor absolutely complete information with regard to all

the figures. His Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg will be able to testify

to this himself.

It is quite possible that a minister in the diplomatic service may have

knocked at our door and have gotten no reply. Why did he not go to his

superior? He was the only one who could judge whether or not it was
necessary to instruct the particular party. That is my view of the situation.

So many gentlemen came to the Admiralty Staff that we not only could

not express ourselves confidentially to each and every one, but we were not

allowed to do so.

The Chairman : The recording secretary desires to make a statement.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In regard to this last statement coming

from the Admiralty Staff, I should like to show by the records that it was
precisely v. Bethmann himself who was obliged to have a struggle with the

competent authorities in order to get a clear and direct statement with

regard to the number of the U-boats, and that it came to the point of a

personal difference between v. Holtzendorff and the Chancelor—to the

point that Holtzendorff reproached Bethmann because his Excellency v.

Bethmann asked him to give him definite information with regard to the

number of the U-boats. The stand taken by Mr. v. Holtzendorff at that

time was that he was under no obligation to do so, and it was necessary

to exert unusual pressure before his Excellency v. Bethmann finally obtained

information with regard to the number of E
T
-boats. And it was on this that

he based his opposition to the unrestricted U-boat war in the spring. This
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exchange of correspondence between v. Holtzendorff and his Excellency v.

Bethmann is in the records and might possibly be read.

Witness Admiral Koch: In any event, I got the impression—and Admiral

v. Holtzendorff told me so frequently—that he talked over everything with

the Imperial Chancelor.

The Chairman : I will ask your Excellency to proceed. At the same time,

I shall voice the request for us not to delay by interrogations the testimony

which is to be given, but to defer putting our inquiries until his Excellency

Koch has finished.

Witness Admiral Koch: Taking as a basis the results which had been

obtained up to that time in the U-boat war against commerce, that is, in

the war on commerce under the law of prize and as the result of the in-

tensive and unrestricted U-boat warfare which, to be sure, had only lasted for

a short time, we perfected our calculations regarding the probable monthly
result. After most carefully considering the attendant conditions and
circumstances, the Chief came to the conclusion that the net military results

would be about 600,000 tons per month, a number which was maintained

in the first year of the U-boat war. It was obvious that the enemy would

be hard hit by the loss in tonnage; but that alone would not suffice, for the

Chief considered it essential to endeavor to ascertain, on. the basis of in-

formation carefully selected, whether England would be able to support

this loss for any length of time, or whether she would collapse economically

to such an extent as to incline her toward peace. It was in this connection

that the memorials of the Admiralty Staff came into being—these memorials

which are so well known to you gentlemen,—a work which was carried on

in the economic and political division of the Admiralty Staff as the result

of long observation of English commercial life as a whole, the disruption

of which had, under these circumstances, become the chief task of the Navy,

particularly that of those conducting naval operations. I should like to

state with regard to these memorials, that the sources which were utilized

above all others were official English sources. There is no reason for

my referring to them in detail; I must, however, emphasize the fact that

we are not considering in this connection work casually performed, but that

the memorials were the result of information and actual experience submitted

in its totality to a most painstaking process of analysis. The official

British material was available to us up to the commencement of the U-boat

war. After the U-boat war commenced, it was no longer available to us.

In order to guarantee to the greatest possible extent the correctness of the

contents of the memorials, they were submitted to the consideration of a

number of persons whom we considered experts, almost all of whom expressed

themselves in agreement therewith. The memorials were sent to the gov-

ernment departments for the purpose and in the hope that they would be

submitted to the expert criticism of these officials. This resulted in a
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criticism by his Excellency Helfferich which, however, in so far as I remember

it, had nothing to present in the matter of figures, but in which, to be sure,

different conclusions were drawn. As the result of these careful preparations,

the establishment of still further facts became necessary. I suggest that,

perhaps, the recorder be heard upon this point.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Let me state the following, your Excellency.

As the result of these careful preparations, the views expressed by his

Excellency Helfferich, who had opposed the conclusion reached by the

memorial on the economic situation ever since spring, was maintained. The
records reveal the names of the following persons who cooperated: There

was a Captain Vanselow, there was an acting bank director, Dr. Fuss, and

there were some other bank directors whom I do not need to name—perhaps

his Excellency Helfferich will have occasion to do so—and, besides, Professor

Levy from Heidelburg. How does it happen that you gave the preference

to these gentlemen, part of whom are wholly unversed in matters^ having

to do with matters of national economics, part of whom only had a domestic

commercial education—how was it that you gave these men the preference

in the Navy Department over the statements of his Excellency Helfferich

which, after all, are entitled to very great weight, and which, moreover,

were supported by an expert opinion of Mr. v. Treutler, which also was made
available to you gentlemen, and, in addition, an expert opinion of a Mr.

Simon with regard to the fixing of the date when there would be an actual

shortage in cargo space, in which he took issue in detail with the propositions

of those various bank directors, etc.? Did you see no occasion, particularly

in view of the fact that such an authority in political economy as Dr. Helf-

ferich had opposed your view, to call upon other experts of Germany,

recognized political economists, to pass upon so vital a question instead of

limiting yourselves to what Dr. Fuss, Professor Levy, and the other gentle-

men, bank directors, etc., had given you in the way of arguments in support

of their estimate of the economic situation?

Witness Admiral Koch: We submitted the first memorial to a number of

experts and scientific men too.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: What are their names? Who are they?

Witness Admiral Koch: They are named in the memorial of the 22d of

December.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Not in the memorial.

Witness Admiral Koch: In the memorial of the 22d of December.
Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Admiral Koch, on page 2 of the opinion of

December 22d, it simply states that certain gentlemen were asked certain

questions in February, 1916. The vital question is, however, Who drew up
the memorial, and how was the information that these gentlemen gave used?

Witness Admiral Koch: Well, there is no doubt that their opinions were
used.
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Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Yes, but who used them? Who was it that

worked up the memorial?

Witness Admiral Koch: Dr. Fuss, mainly.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Who is Dr. Fuss?

Witness Admiral Koch: He is a directer of the Diskontogesellschaft

in Magdeburg.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: How did you come to select Dr. Fuss? He is

not known in the science of political economy.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: Admiral v. Holtzendorff’s memorial drawn up
on the 12th of February, 1916, was supported by nine authorities

—

(Admiral Koch: Twelve.)

— I know only nine. Among these there is a bank director named Salomon-

sohn. There are six North Germans and three South Germans. These
gentlemen are by no means only bank directors, but people who are prom-

inent in commercial affairs. And in part, industrial experts of the first water.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But are they people who are capable of judging

the effects of political economy, of world economy?

Expert Dr. Schaefer: That is precisely what they do know and what
they stated. They are experts. For the moment, I can not state specifi-

cally who they were.

Witness Admiral Koch: I can tell you now. In the memorial of the

12th of December, 1916: Imperial Councilor W. Fink, head of the bank-

ing house of Merk, Fink & Company, in Munich; Chief Privy Councilor

of Finance Waldemar Muller, president of the board of directors of the

Dresden Bank in Berlin; Dr. Arthur Salomonsohn, business manager of

the Diskontogesellschaft in Berlin; Max Schinkel, business manager of the

Norddeutsche Bank in Hamburg, president of the Chamber of Commerce
in Hamburg; Privy Councilor of Commerce Zuckschwerdt, head of the bank-

ing house in Beuthen, etc. Those are the financial men. From commerce:

Privy Councilor of Commerce Englehard, member of the First Chamber
of the Constitutional Estates at Baden and president of the Chamber of

Commerce in Mannheim; from the industries: Privy Councilor of Mines

Doctor of Engineering Beukenberg, Director General of the Phoenix Stock

Company for Mines and Foundries; Commercial Counselor Doctor of Engi-

neering Reusch, director general of the Good Hope Foundry; Commercial

Counselor Doctor of Engineering Strickhorn, director general of the Hoesch

Iron and Steel Works Stock Company; from agriculture: owner of Manorial

Estate v. Kries; Privy Councilor of Agriculture Sauberlich, president of

the Chamber of Agriculture of Anhalt at Grobzig; and Councilor of Agri-

culture Schmidt, member of the First Chamber of the Constitutional

Estates of Wtirttemburg at Platzhof in Ohringen.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I should like to ask your Excellency for what

particular reason this selection was made. The president of the Chamber
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of Commerce in Mannheim to represent the commercial side! There are,

I believe, other presidents. And why did you not call upon the outstanding

authorities in political economy, such as Schuhmacher, Professor Max Weber,

Brentano, and perhaps others; they may even be in the present gathering.

Why were no representatives of science called upon? Why were only a few

persons selected for the purpose of having inquiries addressed to them?

And why was the writing of the memorial turned over to a gentleman who,

I may well venture to say, is unknown in the scientific field? But I should

be glad to be corrected. I do not know Dr. Fuss, nor do I know upon what

Mr. Schinkel’s reputation as an authority in science and in the field of

political economy is based. Nor do I know where the representatives of the

industries obtain their knowledge concerning England’s grain provision

—

(Interruption: Iron supply.)

—Will you kindly express yourself on this point?

Witness Admiral KocA: Henry Newman in Hamburg was questioned

about the grain supply and, in addition to him, Weil, in Frankfurt.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Well, we can perhaps call upon them to appear,

in order that the gentlemen here present may be able to form a personal

opinion. (Laughter.)

Delegate Gotheix: I should like to observe that high finance was very

well represented! It is extraordinary that no representative of the science

of political economy, with the exception of Hermann Levy, the one who drew

up the memorial, was present. Hermann Levy was, to be sure, a member
of a British agricultural corporation and had published some works upon

the English agrarian situation. But in any event, his name was not so

authoritative that it was fitting to rest satisfied with his opinion alone as

the representative of science in so important a question. For we certainly

have in Germany in the scientific field of political economy, experts of the

first water on English conditions. And the selection of experts from amongst

those engaged in the grain business was, comparatively speaking, very

restricted, in view of the fact that one grain dealer from Hamburg and

another grain dealer from Erankfurt were all that were called upon, while,

as a matter of fact, the main grain centers are situated in other places,

particularly in Mannheim

—

(Interruption: Berlin.)

—and in Berlin, and indeed to a great extent in Hamburg. But it certainly

seems peculiar to me that even in this instance they limited themselves to a

single individual.

And I would also like to put the question touched upon by Admiral Koch,

that as almost all the experts expressed themselves as being in full agree-

ment with the memorial, which experts did not express agreement?

Witness Admiral Koch: I have not the expert opinions before me, I do

not know. I can not say.
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The Chairman : Will it perhaps be possible for you to do so tomorrow?
Delegate Gothein: Perhaps his Excellency Helfferich knows about it.

Witness Dr. Helfferich : I do not remember, either. However, the agree-

ments were made more or less with reservations. What weight is to be

attributed to the reservations is a matter to be decided by him who reads

the expert opinions. The reservations were generally inserted and, very

naturally, were in connection with the technical efficiency of the U-boat war.

But as to who made strong or mild reservations, or who failed to make any
at all—you certainly can not expect that, after more than three years have

passed, I should have retained these facts in my memory. In any event,

these opinions are probably before the committee; its members have the

opportunity to convince themselves by examining the original.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: The commission hasn’t them; if it had, the entire

inquiry on the point would be useless.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I haven’t them either.

Witness Admiral Koch: May I venture to say that I have just been

informed that Professor Harms, then Rector of the University at Kiel,

published the result of investigations made at that time, which were in-

dependent of ours and led to the same conclusions?

In any event, as the result of the study which had been made of the eco-

nomic effects which were to be expected from the sinkings and which found

their last expression in the memorial of December 22, 1916, Admiral v.

Holtzendorff came to the conclusion that he could, in accordance with his

duty, make the announcement that the U-boat war would make England

accept peace after five months.

And then we were confronted with the task of convincing England, by

means of these sinkings and their economic effects, that she could endure

this blood-letting for a limited time only and would not be able to hold out

as long as Germany. Gentlemen, you must bear in mind this fact that, as

the Imperial Chancelor suggested yesterday, aside from the physical and

material effects of the U-boat war, a certain moral effect had also to be

obtained. It is perfectly obvious that, in order to bring about this last result,

it was essential that during those critical months, particularly when they

came to a close, no doubt should manifest itself in England as to the ability

of Germany to hold out, both from the military and moral standpoint.

In this connection, things would have to remain as they were in Germany
in December, when the decision was reached to launch the U-boat war.

The hoped-for result did not come about at all, much less in five months.

Where was the mistake in our calculations? It was not the U-boats that

left us in the lurch. On the contrary, the expectations of those conducting

naval operations were more than reached in this respect. Gentlemen, in

my opinion, the economic calculations contained in the memorial can not

be properly tested at this time. The foundations thereof are lacking today.
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And whether or not it will later become possible to discover a mistake or

mistakes, is a question.

But we have toda}^ evidence from the lips of our enemies, forming a

judgment on the general effect of the U-boat war after the first three months.

I refer to Churchill and Sims. Certainly we can attribute some importance

to the opinions of these two gentlemen. May I, perhaps, venture to read

Sims’ statement?

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: We know it.

The Chairman: Please read it.

Witness Admiral Koch: At the beginning of his report Admiral Sims

tells us how, in March, 1917, he was called back to Washington from New-

port, where he was stationed in command of the Naval War College, and

given his instructions to proceed at once to London and to get into touch

with the British Admiralty there.. The Admiral, together with his adjutant,

made the journey under an assumed name and in civilian clothes on the

American steamer New York, which ran onto a mine upon entering Liver-

pool but was only slightly damaged. His report concerning his arrival

in London and his contact with the men in whose hands was placed the

control of the British fortunes, is so interesting as to call for a literal repeti-

tion. The Admiral tells us with what optimism he had looked upon the

situation of the Allies up to that time, basing his view upon newspaper

reports, and then proceeds: 1

And yet, after I had spent a few days in London, all these illusions

vanished. The British Admiralty gave me facts and figures which they
had not communicated to the press. These documents put me face

to face with the amazing fact that Germany was in the process of win-
ning the war and, in fact, at a speed which in four or five months must
lead to the unconditional surrender of the British Empire. 2

On the day of my arrival in London, I had my first interview with
Admiral Jellicoe whom I had known personally for many years. After
exchanging the usual greetings. Jellicoe took a roll of paper out of a
drawer and handed it to me. It was a report of the shipping losses of

the last months, and showed that the German L’-boats had sunk 436,000 3

tons in February, that the number had risen in March to 603,000 tons,

and that the sinkings in the first days of April were such as todead us to

expect a further rise in figures up to about 900,000 tons. These losses

were three or four times as high as one was led to expect by the delib-

erately inexact reports of the press. I would be speaking too mildly
if I stated that I was surprised by these revelations; I was absolutely
staggered. I had never imagined anything so dreadful, and I made no

1 The German text of the following passages from Admiral Sims’ book, The Victory at Sea
(New York, 1920), which appears in these minutes, does not always conform with the orig-

inal English. It has therefore been literally translated.

—

Editor. Cf. Sims, op. cit., pp. 7
et seq.

2 This paragraph is briefer than the English original. It is a summary but gives the sub-
stance.

—

Editor. Cf. Sims, op. cit., p. 7.
3 The original English gives 536,000 tons.

—

Editor. Cf. Sims, op. cit., p. 9.

34
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secret of my amazement to Admiral Jellicoe. “ You see,” he said quietly,

as if we were talking about the weather and not about the future of the
British Empire, “it is impossible for us to continue with the war if these
losses continue.” “What will you do,” I asked. “Everything that we
can do. We are increasing the number of our fighting craft in every
way we possibly can, for the purpose of fighting the U-boats; we are
putting in every ship that we can find, we are building destroyers, mine-
sweepers, and other ships as quickly as possible, but the situation is

very serious and we need everything that we can get.” “It looks as if

the Germans were on the way to win the war,” I said. “They will win
it if we can not check these losses, and do it very quickly.” “ Is there

any other solution of the problem?” said I. “Absolutely none, so far

as we know at present,” declared Jellicoe. 1

I discovered (continues Sims) that the reports with regard to the sink-

ing of countless German U-boats were not true. From the beginning
of the war, they only knew of 54 German submarines which had really

been sunk, and Admiral Jellicoe told me that the German shipyards
turned out three new U-boats a week. In the press, articles had been
published about cases where individual German U-boats had volun-
tarily surrendered. These reports had no foundation, for not one
single case of a German submarine having surrendered voluntarily had
been proven. These reports were simply published for no other reason
than to undermine 2 the enemy morale. I was able to discover how
even an English government officer, who really should have known
better, and even naval officers, believed at that time that many captured
German U-boats were lying hidden in the harbors of Portsmouth and
Plymouth. In view of this fact, that the figures of the monthly loss of

tonnage was approaching the million mark, it was an easy thing to cal-

culate how long the Allies would still be able to hold out. The best

informed circles calculated that about the 1st of November, 1917, would
be the extreme limit in point of time to which they could endure. In

other words, unless a new method were immediately discovered which
would constitute a successful defense against the U-boats, Great Britain

would have to lay down her arms before a victorious Germany. 3

I talked over the situation with the members of the British Cabinet,

for instance, Balfour, Lord Robert Cecil, and Sir Edward Carson.

Their attitude toward me was very different from the attitude which
they assumed toward the public. Of course, these men allowed nothing

to appear in their speeches 4 which might have resulted in raising the

morale of the enemy. But in their private talks with me, they repeated

everything that Jellicoe had said to me.
The seriousness of the situation finally induced Balfour to send the

British mission to the United States. What a dark moment that was
for the Allies’ cause! Not only were the German U-boats sweeping

1 On the whole this paragraph is accurately translated in the German. Cf. Sims, op. cit.,

pp. 7, 8, and 9. Over a page of the original is omitted after the first sentence of the para-

graph.

—

Editor.
2 This word in the original English was “depreciating.”

—

Editor. Cf.,Sims, op. cit.,

p. 10.
3 On the whole the German translation of this paragraph is accurate.

—

Editor. Cf. Sims,

op. cit., p. 10.
4 Sims, op. cit., p. 13, gives “in the newspapers.” The original of this paragraph is found

on pp. 12 and 13.

—

Editor.
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the British commerce from the sea, but the German armies were also

gaining victories in France over the English and French armies. The
climax in the results of the U-boat war was reached exactly at the time
when General Nivelle’s offensive on the west front failed .

1

And then Admiral Sims goes on to tell how Lloyd George was the only

member of the British ministry who took an optimistic view. His further

remarks have nothing to do with the present issues.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Let me ask your Excellency a question. We
often talk nowadays with Englishmen— I am convinced that other gentle-

men do too—who were there during the critical period and who state that

there was never any real shortage in England. I would like to ask you:

There was never at any time any ration system adopted for bread in Eng-

land. Would not that indicate a different conclusion with regard to degree

of danger existing at the time?

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes, if this is the case, the British unquestionably

at that time released their shipping space wherever possible. We can

assume that either the transport of troops or the blockade between Scotland

and Iceland was, for the time being, allowed to lapse, and that they said to

themselves, “Well, we will slack up a little on the blockade for a few days

and, to make up for it, we shall put our ships on another course.”

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I wanted to cite, in connection with the esti-

mates of the effect of the unrestricted L"-boat war, that, as a matter of

fact, England was never brought to the point where any control of the

bread supply was necessary; a fact which would, after all, have to be con-

sidered an indication that her plight could not possibly have been as bad

as ours.

Witness Admiral Koch: Perhaps because the British laid particular

weight on the bread supply no effort was spared in order to bring in bread

first of all. But they paid’for it in other ways. For instance, they obtained

no fat for months; in the course of the first months, no fat got in at all. They
must have suffered in very many respects, but not to the extent that we did.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: According to my knowledge, England did

introduce a system of bread rationing, but based upon a very different

plan from ours. They had no bread cards, but the grain which was available

was made the subject of uniform control and was distributed in definite

amounts to the individual counties, etc., and then by a voluntary system

individual purchasers were given only limited quantities of bread and meal.

So that the bread rationing system was carried out differently from ours.

But that it did exist in England, is a matter which we know to be the case.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Do you know, your Excellency, what the

size of the bread ration and of the meat ration was under this system?

1 This paragraph is a free and incomplete translation of the original.

—

Editor. Cf. Sims,
op. cit., p. 13 .
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Witness Dr. Helfferich: It is impossible for me to know this because

the system was more elastic than ours and did not call really for a definite

ration; everything was divided that was available, so far as I can judge the

matter.

Minister of State Dr. David: Admiral Sims’ reports are obviously looked

upon by Admiral Koch as statements which should be taken literally. Was
it not advisable for the English statesmen and for the chief of the British

Navy to paint the matter in just as dark and menacing colors as it was
possible for them to represent it? For what was under consideration at

that time, what they had in mind at that time, was to arouse America, to

persuade America to build at once, with all the energy at her command,
ships, ships, ships. And that was the motif of the speech which Lloyd

George made in Paris, which sounded the cry: “Ships, ships, ships, or else

we are lost.” The political purpose of these communications of the British

to the American press is obvious, and it is from that point that the real

object of these communications must be estimated. Do you not agree

with me, Admiral?

Witness Admiral Koch: I consider that absolutely out of the question.

Admiral Sims is an outspoken enemy of the Germans. He was already

retired, and yet he was sent for quite particularly from Washington to go

to England for the purpose of sizing up the situation there. My firm

conviction on the point is, therefore, that Admiral Sims was told frankly

and without any arriere pensee everything just as it existed and just as it

was necessary to do in order to convince him that the time had now come
for the United States to take part in the war.

The Chairman: I see that various memoranda are before you. It is

possible that their contents may have an effect upon your answer.

Witness Admiral Koch: Here is a statement by Churchill of January 12,

1919. Churchill speaks as follows:

If I may say so, we barely succeeded in coming through. The more
we learn about the conflict, the more clearly do we recognize by what
a little, thin, and perilous thread our success hung. France was nearly

annihilated at the first onslaught. Just a little more, and the sub-

marine war against commerce would, instead of having brought America
over to our side, have forced our country to an unconditional surrender

by starvation. Even after the 21st of March, the danger which threat-

ened Paris was extremely great, just as it was for the Channel ports.

It was a tremendous race up to the very end. But we came through
safely at the end, because the whole nation worked together with a

single intention, because our people were sound at bottom in all those

affairs which called for solid, manly qualities, and because we had back
of us the sense of justice of the world. Let us be thankful. Let us

always compare the inconveniences and irritations with which we have
to contend at present with that which could so easily have come upon
us if we had been beaten and if the war had lasted for one year longer.
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Delegate Heile: Speeches and articles appearing in the year 1919 could

certainly not have been used by the Navy at that critical time for the

purpose of forming its judgment. As a matter of fact, they have relatively

little value at this time. I should like to inquire whether the advertising

columns of the English papers were not read at the time when we believed that

England was suffering from shortage. It could always have been concluded,

as the result of reading the advertising columns, which, surely do not contain

misrepresentations—for what was offered there really existed—that whereas,

in Germany, nothing but substitutes, and a great dearth of substitutes, was

shown to exist, over there everything was announced as being of good quality.

In this connection, this would at least have been just as important, from

the standpoint of forming a judgment with regard to the situation.

The Chairman: But all this has much more to do with the examination

of his Excellency Helfferich which we shall take up later. What concerns

us here is rather a purely technical question.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I should like to limit myself to the following question:

Admiral, at that critical period, that is, during the first six months of 1917,

did you, perhaps, have any occasion to talk with people who came from

England and who had formed an opinion there as the result of observations

made in connection with their private homes concerning the existing eco-

nomic conditions?

Witness Admiral Koch: Personally, no.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Had you, by any chance, received reliable informa-

tion from others who had themselves spoken with such persons?

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes, we must have received quite a number of

such bits of information.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Do you remember whether or not the people making

these reports stated that they were able to buy at that time, for only slightly

increased prices, each and every article of food and clothing in the open

market, from rice to boots and clothes—everything?

Witness Admiral Koch: I did not know that.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Do you know anything about the supplying of

England with rice?

The Chairman : But these are all questions which we can take up and

settle later when Dr. Helfferich is examined. I should like to have the

present hearing carried on, above all, on the technical side. And, primarily,

we still have to consider the great question of the extent to which the U-boat

war could not be postponed beyond the close of January. For that is a

matter of the most outstanding importance and one with which I should

like to finish today.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, you just read us Lord
Churchill’s statement. In this connection, I should like to have this state-

ment submitted to us in the original, in the English text, in order that we
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can get an exact knowledge of its contents. If I am not mistaken, this is an

excerpt from the entire article or speech. I would like to ask that the

original, in English, of this article be submitted to us in order that we can

determine, by reference to the context, what the real significance of his

remarks was. Moreover, does it not occur to you, Admiral, as you refer to

this as a piece of evidence, that Lord Churchill was, in his capacity as a

statesman, very strongly interested, after the war, in painting in the most
favorable colors and for the benefit of the people, the course taken by the

British Government, and the endless amount of energy which it had shown?
If you think of this, can you really attribute any value to this statement as a

piece of objective evidence?

Witness Admiral Koch: I certainly believe that the English actually

conducted themselves during this time as stated. It is well known that the

British will put up with anything, if I may say so, when their sporting

spirit is aroused. That they endured to the extent that we did, I certainly

do not believe. At the same time, I believe that in this instance the British

came out very strong, simply because it was absolutely necessary for them to

keep their grip on their tonnage, and that all of this, in turn, was required

for their military operations. It was absolutely impossible for them to

permit things to come to the point of having their tonnage still further

diminished, so far as the years to come, the future, was concerned. That

is exactly the vital point. It was not our intention “to force England to her

knees.” This expression was not coined in the Admiralty Staff. What we
wanted to do was to bring her to the point where she would accept peace

negotiations, and we believed that the U-boat war was the very instrument

to bring about this result.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Admiral, I have a technical question to put to

you at this point. We find in the records which have come to our knowl-

edge in this connection, and in which it is shown that the Headquarters

were working in behalf of the unrestricted U-boat war, a document, in which

it is stated that Ludendorff was of the opinion that the unrestricted U-boat

war would have to be launched, among other reasons, so that the transports

loaded with ammunition and bound for Franee would no longer be able to

be convoyed across the Channel. And it is obvious that this was one of the

main purposes in mind. Was it possible, as a purely technical matter, to

stop the transportation of ammunition from England across the Channel by

the unrestricted U-boat war?

Witness Admiral Koch: I gave instructions yesterday touching the

precise question of furnishing a compilation dealing with war material

which was sunk. It has not been possible for me to bring the figures here

today. I know that the figures exist, for I made use of them myself in

connection with my reports at Headquarters—figures which deal with the

amount of material which was sunk at this time.
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Delegate Dr. Schuckixg: Was it not rather, on the contrary, a notorious

fact that, in defiance of the unrestricted U-boat war, the transports continued,

completely unchecked, to hold their course across the Channel?

Witness Admiral Koch: I do not believe that they did so wholly un-

checked, or, if they did, it was only over the short courses across the Channel,

because at such points they used all of their defensive material; first, ships

equipped with listening apparatus and, behind them, light ships, and behind

them, again, two lines of scout steamers armed with guns. So that between

the narrowest points of the English Channel the U-boats could not operate.

At these points, it is true, little steamers acted continuously as transports;

but these operated as such only by night, for in the day-time even they

could not travel on account of the U-boat danger.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: How did it happen, your Excellency, that

you were not able to stop the transports which came from the United

States, either wholly or in part or to any material extent? Did you not

examine this question beforehand? For, of course, we had to calculate

upon this contingency, that great masses of American troops would come
over; and we had to ask ourselves whether it would be possible to stop the

transports. xVs a matter of fact, no transport was stopped. That certainly

does not speak in favor of a fundamental efficiency on the part of the U-boat

war.

Witness Admiral Koch: I believe that the fundamental efficiency of

the E-boat war is to be shown in the amount of tonnage which was sunk.

It was impossible for a LT-boat to be sent out to attack one or two transports.

The LT-boat works within its own area and, as I have already stated, must

handle everything that enters its area, whether transport ships or anything

else. If the U-boat had been left free in the matter of choosing the ships

against which it was to proceed, it would naturally have chosen the transport

first of all.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Your Excellency, in this connection we again

come face to face with an important point. In that session of the Reichstag

of the 31st of January, in which final measures were taken, Secretary of

State v. Capelle stated clearly and flatly as follows: “We do not need to

worry about the United States; not one ship or its complement of personnel

will reach this side; that is why we have the U-boats; that is just the kind

of prey that we want to hunt.” That was the expression used. The
committee would be greatly interested to hear what you have to say about it.

The Chairman : Does your Excellency care to make a statement with

regard to the matter? If not, we could postpone the reply until tomorrow.

The point is, then, that it was officially stated that we had no cause to fear

transport steamers.

Witness Admiral Koch: Just as it was not possible for us to cut off

direct intercourse of all steamers headed for English ports and England—as
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the Chancelor has already said, we could not seal England hermetically—we
could not absolutely block the coming of transport steamers.

Delegate Gothein : We have been informed that just one American troop

transport was sunk, in all. This fact is in violent conflict with the complete

destruction by sinking of all transports bringing troops, the prospect of

which was held out to us on January 31, 1917. I should now like to ask

the following question: After the crest of the sinkings was reached in April

or May, 1917, the amount of the tonnage sunk proceeded to diminish little

by little and very steadily until, in the year 1918, the number of ships sunk

was quite inconsiderable. So it would certainly seem to be useful to deter-

mine once for all the reason of this failure of the U-boat weapon, the reason

why the longer it was in use, the less efficient it became. Is that to be

attributed to the convoy system applied to the transportation of troops,

which was carried on so systematically by the Americans by means of war-

ships, swift cruisers, etc., which particularly protected and covered the

transports? Or is it to be attributed to the fact that it became possible

to detect clearly the proximity of U-boats by means of vessels fitted out

with listening apparatus, etc.?

Witness Admiral Koch: We will probably not be able to answer this

question fully, because at the present time we are not able to tell to what
extent and how the situation was brought about. We are, however, of the

opinion that the English counter-measures were made effective above all

by inventions which had been perfected in the meantime, particularly by
the ships armed with listening apparatus, swift vessels, by reason of which

the U-boats were continually forced to remain under the water and con-

sequently suffered heavy losses. Moreover, the system which the Ameri-

cans and the British, too, initiated, and which in the main consisted of

convoys and the constant shifting of the routes taken by the vessels, as well

as changes made with regard to arrivals and departures, were of very great

effect. For this reason, we constantly suffered correspondingly increasing

losses. The U-boats themselves did not cease their efforts.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Admiral, you probably have a legal department

in the Navy. Consequently, there is no doubt that the question of law was

considered when the expert opinion was drawn up. Now, in every text

book which deals more extensively with international law there is a chapter

entitled “The Law of Angary,” and there it is stated that, according to

an old principle of the laws of naval warfare, a state which is engaged in a

naval war has the right to commandeer the neutral tonnage which is found

in its harbors upon making proper compensation. This principle, which

was of tremendous political significance in view of the fact that, in reliance

thereon, England took over millions of neutral tonnage, was, so far as I can

see, made the subject of absolutely no attention whatsoever in the memo-
rials. Do you know anything about this?
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Witness Admiral Koch: Why, I certainly believe that it was considered.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: That England could at once lay claim to

neutral tonnage?

Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly, the matter of the control of neutral

shipping will be found to have been dealt with in the official compilations.

So that it must have been made the subject of consideration.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: According to newspaper reports, it was first

spoken of on the occasion of the peace resolution in July, 1917, and it was

asserted in the Reichstag that the effect of the unrestricted U-boat war was,

to a very great extent, counterbalanced by the fact that England was taking

over the neutral tonnage.

The Chairman: The memorial of the Imperial Chancelor of the 29th of

February called particular attention to this feature, and it goes without

saying that this memorial was brought to the attention of the Admiralty.

It necessarily results that, as a matter of fact, this feature was given con-

sideration.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, you stated that the Navy
had never gone further than to assert the intention of bringing England to

the point where she would be willing to entertain the idea of peace. I have

before me the memorial

—

Witness Admiral Koch: To force her to accept peace.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: This concludes this question, then, for it is

stated here that “as conditions are now, we should be able to force England

to accept peace by means of the unrestricted U-boat war within five months.’’

Still another question. You know that at that time the press was always

announcing in very lofty tones how we were going to force England to her

knees. That is no official expression, but simply an expression used by the

newspapers at that time. Now, you had the authority to censor. Was it

not possible for you to curb these expectations, which were exalted to such a

terribly dangerous extent and which, consequently, had to be submitted

to such final revulsion-—to curb these expectations by exercising the author-

ity of censorship which you had in your hands? Was it not possible for

you or your department to do this?

Witness Admiral Koch: The censorship authority was not in any way
vested in the Admiralty Staff, but, so far as censorship was concerned, we
were referred to the Supreme Command here or to the Supreme High

Command of the Army. There was no other possible method available to

us. It is true that articles which dealt with naval matters were sent to us,

but in this connection we acted merely as experts, and the articles were then

turned over to the censorship authorities there. I do not know whether

this expression was officially opposed. So far as I know, my associates

never used the expression “to force her to her knees” in private conversation

between themselves or at my office. I took pains, so far as I was concerned,
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and I can state this with direct reference to his Excellency Holtzendorff,

that he, too, took pains that this expression should not be used. It came
automatically into being and automatically disappeared.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I put another question to you? Do
you know, your Excellency that, through the participation of the naval

authorities, a movement was deliberately brought about in favor of the un-

restricted U-boat war?

Witness Admiral Koch : I have had the reporter for the press come to see

me. I will ask that I be permitted to reply to this question later, for I

have not been able to confer with him. I was not aware of the fact that an

active propaganda on behalf of the U-boat war had been carried on by us.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, were you aware of the fact

that the memorial which was marked strictly confidential had been very

broadly distributed amongst the population, and that the people had been

prepared by means of “scientific” arguments to accept this very dangerous

conception of the unrestricted U-boat war? Did you know anything about

that?

Witness Admiral Koch: No.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Only that the memorial was published?

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes, I knew that, but later; if we had known at

the time how it was being published, we would certainly have taken steps

to stop it. The memorial, and even the first memorial, was only sent to the

government departments, and to those experts who had been selected and

of whom I have spoken, and, besides this, to the military authorities, the

commanding officers of vessels, etc.
;
only to military authorities.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, were these experts bound to

secrecy, too? Among these gentlemen, there were a number who had a

frank way of talking.

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes, the memorial was sent back by these

people with the expert opinion. We required that.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But perhaps they kept copies. That would

not have been prevented by this proceeding.

Witness Admiral Koch: As this was what took place when the first

memorial was sent out, we marked the second memorial numerically and

delivered a certain-numbered copy provided we were given a receipt for it.

The last memorial of all, to Hindenburg, was issued, I believe, to the extent

of only a very few copies.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: So that, in some way, the copies must have

“disappeared” and have come into the possession of the people by the

thousand?

Witness Admiral Koch: I do not believe that the last memorial addressed

to Hindenburg—the one in which, I believe, the expression “five months

period” was used—was in any event given out in numbers exceeding six or
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eight; and, as a matter of fact I believe only one copy to Hindenburg, one

for his Excellency the Chancelor, and then, subsequently, a few copies were

requested from us. With the exception of the above, absolutely no copies

were given out by us.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Admiral, you said that the Admiralty Staff only had

recourse to the press by way of the Supreme Command, and the Supreme

High Command of the Army?
Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: It is possible that other views may have been enter-

tained upon the subject. Let me call to your attention the following

telegram. On January 11, 1917, the representative of the Imperial Chan-

celor and of the Foreign Office with the Supreme High Command of the

Army telegraphed as follows:

General Ludendorff suggests that until the 1st of February our press

should be held under strict check touching arrangements for the L~-boat

war. He believes that Reventlow and Rippler can be persuaded to

keep still, either by the Navy or—or!—by the Supreme High Command,
if they are personalty and confidentially informed of our plans.

And he proposes additional unimportant measures
;
they do not interest us

at this point. In any event, General Ludendorff would appear, according

to this, to have assumed that the Navy had access to the press. All that

the Navy needed to do was to send for Reventlow or Rippler, and to give

them confidential information. Do you not know, Admiral, that such

modes of access existed?

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes, I know it.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : And did you know, in particular, that Count Revent-

low enjoyed direct, permanent, and personal relations with certain higher

authorities of the Navy-—

•

Witness Admiral Koch: No.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : And wrote his articles as the result of direct informa-

tion received?

Witness Admiral Koch: I did not know that. I know of one individual

case which concerns myself. But this case was precisely to the opposite

effect. I personalty requested Count Reventlow to call upon me, and told

him about the L^-boat war and requested him to engage in no propaganda

and, as a matter of fact, to postpone such publicity, and this, in fact, at the

request of his Excellency Zimmermann.
Delegate Dr. Cohn: About when did this occur, Admiral?

Witness Admiral Koch: It can only have occurred during the time

running from the date, or shortly before the date on which the decision with

regard to the U-boat war was reached, up to the date at which it was started.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: That is, then, the period of time referred to in the

telegram.
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Witness Admiral Koch: I am wholly unacquainted with the telegram;

however, I did talk with his Excellency Zimmermann at that time. His

Excellency Zimmermann asked me: “You know Reventlow, do you not?”

As a matter of fact, he had once been my first officer. “Will you be able to

put the brakes on Reventlow for a while?” to which I answered: “Why, yes,

I think I can do so.” I had him come to see me, and the result followed as

the facts show.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Just so, your Excellency. I believe that this

happened as the result of this telegram. The telegram is dated January n,

1917, and is addressed to Secretary of State Zimmermann.
Witness Admiral Koch: In this way, yes, his Excellency Zimmermann

asked me about it at that time, and I told him that I would do so.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Quite right. It was sent by Counselor of Lega-

tion v. Grtinau, addressed to the Foreign Office. Mr. v. Griinau was
the representative of the Foreign Office with the Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army. So it is presumed that we are talking about the same
incident.

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes. But that is no propaganda; on the con-

trary—how shall I say it?—that is counter-propaganda.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Of course it is. I am simply drawing the natural

inference from the fact that General Ludendorff says here that the Navy
will probably be able to prevail upon Count Reventlow and Rippler to hold

their peace—

4

draw the inference that it was at least assumed at the Supreme

High Command of the Army that access to the press was a very simple

thing for the Navy, and did not exist simply by means of the circuitous

route by way of the Supreme Command at Berlin and the Supreme High

Command of the Army.
I have still another question with regard to the effects of the U-boat war.

I understood you to say, Admiral, that the purpose was never entertained

of attacking individual and distinct transports—that that would not have

been practicable—but that the purpose was to control certain areas which

would be traversed by these transport ships and in so doing—this is how I

understand you—to produce an effect which would result in a general

diminution of tonnage—

•

(Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly.)

—Now, when this matter was taken up in the budget committee, this view

was not so very clearly expressed by Secretary of State v. Capelle. On the

contrary, in answering the doubts which Dr. David, then delegate, ex-

pressed with regard to the military effect of the entrance of the United

States into the war, he expressed himself in far more favorable and confident

terms. But perhaps I might be allowed to put this question to Secretary

of State v. Capelle. In the report of the session of the 1st of February, 1917,

we find the following:
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And finally, Delegate Dr. David made certain statements involving

the military effect of the possible assistance which the United States

might give. Gentlemen, I certainly also belong to those who would
look upon the entrance of the United States into the war on the side of

our opponents as a serious blow to our interests. But my apprehen-
sions are not based on military considerations, but on quite different

considerations, which have already been stated in full. Looked at from
the military standpoint, I consider that the assistance which will result

from the entrance of the United States into the war on the side of our
enemies will amount to nothing.

(Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Indeed!)

In the first place, the hundreds of thousands of American volunteers,

of which we have heard so much, will have to be found.

In England, the universal service obligation has been introduced.

The war has now lasted more than two years, with the result that many
a man has become skittish. Whether they will be able to find many
volunteers in the United States who will be willing to allow themselves
to be brought to the theater of war, I very much doubt. But I will

assume, for the sake of argument, that they can be found. But in this

case, they would, first of all, have to be organized and then trained.

And then he goes on to say that, after they had been trained, they will

have to be transported. Then he proceeds:

But that is by no means the crux of the matter. So far as I am con-

cerned, let us assume that hundreds of thousands of people are recruited,

organized and trained in the United States. How are they going to

get over to England? I will ask the gentlemen to realize what is

necessary for the transportation to this country of an army with its

trains, etc.!

And now the figures follow. 400,000 tons for 100,000 men. That is

the decisive point: that is, that 100 ships of 4,000 tons are required.

But where, in view of the existing shortage in cargo space, are they
going to get these hundred ships? If they really could succeed in

getting them together, we could not possibly imagine any game that
would be better hunting for our U-boats on the high seas.

The committee report notes that a '‘bravo” was heard at this point.

So that the American peril, I repeat, so far as the millions of volunteers
are concerned, amounts to nothing, looked at from our military stand-
point.

Now, this certainly seems to be a contradition, Admiral Koch, which is

very difficult to explain away.

The Chairman: Do you desire to make a statement at once upon this

point, Admiral?

Witness Admiral Koch: Well, in any event, we on the Admiralty Staff

did not underestimate the military importance of the United States. That
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there was practically nothing more to be expected from the United States

in the way of an increase in the amount of munitions of war which it would
send over—I believe that, after all, everything had been accomplished in

this respect in the United States that could have been accomplished, even

before its entrance into the war. The personnel, as his Excellency v. Capelle

has already stated, would first have to be trained. That in spite of all this

we would have to make the greatest possible headway in working to attain

our goal, was a point to which we gave the most painstaking consideration.

This is beyond any question and is shown by the extracts which I have

already read from the statements made by Admiral v. Holtzendorff in which

he unhesitatingly admits it. Moreover, I may perhaps add the following—

1

have just received the figures: In the course of one year from the 1st of

February, 1917, until December 31, 1917, 565 vessels loaded with war
material, of which 57 vessels were loaded with ammunition, were sunk.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: How many sailed in all?

Delegate Dr. Cohn : One question more. Do you know the exact number
of American soldiers who were brought over on the transports?

Witness Admiral Koch: No; in any event, I can not remember the

number. I have heard it, but I am not in a position to testify about it.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Do you, perhaps, recollect that it was about 800,000?

That is what one authority gives as the number.

Witness Admiral Koch: I heard that the number was somewhat greater.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : And you reckoned on four tons per man, did you not?

Witness Admiral Koch: On this point, Admiral v. Capelle knows how
the calculation of four tons per man was reached.

The Chairman : I believe that we shall get further ahead with the reply

if we hear Admiral v. Capelle on the point.

Witness v. Capelle: Ladies and gentlemen, during the course of the entire

years during which the question of the U-boat war was a living issue, the

view was most emphatically entertained by those in charge of the conduct of

the war upon the sea, the Admiralty Staff, that the unrestricted U-boat war

would bring about the termination of the war within five or six months.

The course of this thought can be plainly traced throughout all the memorials

presented and all the speeches made, and throughout the proceedings in

the budget committee as well. My statements with regard to the United

States had reference only to this limited period of time consisting of from

five to six months; that is, reference to what the United States could do in

a military way in the course of six months, but not to what America could

do in the course of from one and a half to two years. So far as what could

be done from a military standpoint during the first six months, the state-

ments which I made at that time have not been shown to be incorrect.

There was never any discussion in the budget committee as to what America

could perform if the war were to last two years more. The possibility that,
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in spite of the unrestricted U-boat war, the war could last two years more,

was probably never seriously considered by anyone at that time.

Gentlemen, I had to rely upon the arguments in the well-known memorial

of the Admiralty Staff for what I said with regard to the military importance

of America. In this memorial it was declared impossible that an American

Army could come over within five or six months. That idea was actually

inbred in us. And, as a matter of fact, only a very few soldiers came over.

Now, with regard to the failure to sink the American transport ships,

one of the gentlemen of the committee has already stated here that I said

no ships would come over. Delegate Dr. Cohn has read what I said.

A possible embarkation within these six months would (and now I

will make a small addition in order to make this clearer) be concentrated
in the last six months, and then about too ships would be required.

Where, in view of the existing shortage in cargo space, are they going
to get these hundred ships? If they really could succeed in getting them
together, we could not possibly imagine any game that would be better

hunting for our U-boats on the high seas.

I naturally was of the opinion that we would be able to torpedo very many
of these ships which were part of these hundred ships which were to bring

the troops across. I believe that I shall have to admit that the Navy, in-

cluding myself, and the Supreme High Command of the Army as well,

made a mistake in this connection. I believe that we were all of the opinion

that we would have said the same with regard to the transportation of

American troops in large amounts, if it were actually undertaken—and I

shall ask you not to forget that, as a matter of fact, nobody really believed

that this would be possible, because we were calculating on a period of from

five to six months, and that many ships would fall a prey to us— I believe

that every one of us who may have been asked the question would have

made the same statement. As to why American transport steamers w~ere

not torpedoed in great numbers, is a matter to be explained by those wrho

conducted naval operations.

The Chairman: We will terminate the session at this point. We shall

continue tomorrow morning punctually at 10:30 o’clock.

The session closed at 1:33 o’clock.
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The session was opened at 10:34 o’clock, by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: The session is opened.

The name of Mr. Gothein is first upon the list of those who are to put

questions. I shall ask Mr. Gothein, then, to proceed.

Delegate Gothein : I should like, first, to put a question to Admiral Koch:

He stated that, in compliance with the wish of General Ludendorff, he was

successful in prevailing upon Count Reventlow and Editor in Chief Rippler

not to publish articles about the unrestricted U-boat war; and, as a matter

of fact, if I have understood him correctly, this occurred during the period

running from Christmas up to the end of January, so that they did not

publish articles during this period with regard to the unrestricted U-boat

war. I should like to ask, first, whether this is the date of his intervention

with regard to Reventlow and Rippler.

Witness Admiral Koch: It must have been during this period, certainly.

Delegate Gothein: Now, was it not the object of this move of inducing

them to keep silent with regard to the whole question of the U-boat war,

to lull the enemy powers into a certain sense of security, based upon the

belief that the unrestricted U-boat war would not come to pass; and was

that more or less the task which your Excellency undertook, namely, to

make it plain to both of these editors in chief that, if the U-boat question

was made the subject of serious discussion at this time, the results might be

disadvantageous?

Witness Admiral Koch: In the first place, this did not occur as the result

of the suggestion of the Supreme High Command of the Army, but at the

suggestion of his Excellency Zimmermann. And moreover, the intention

which you have expressed here did not exist. His Excellency Zimmermann
asked me merely to exert my influence upon Reventlow to the effect that

he should not start an agitation on behalf of the U-boat war at this time by

means of curt or acute methods; that he was to hold himself in leash, to a

certain extent. That is what I did, and I was successful. I have never

received the second gentleman. I am not in any way acquainted with him.

Delegate Gothein: Then this point must be considered as covered.

Now, your Excellency stated that the censorship authority was not

vested in the Admiralty Staff, but was exclusively here under the juris-

diction of the military authorities. But in the records we find a telegram of

528
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former Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg, in which he states that

the authority to censor in matters having to do with the Navy was trans-

ferred from the Secretary of State for the Navy Department over to the

Admiralty Staff. This occurred shortly before v. Tirpitz retired as Secretary

of State for the Navy Department. The complaint which had been made
was that the censorship power as it had been administered by that office,

actually thwarted the political move which the Imperial Chancelor was

making. And that was the reason, according to the records, why the

censorship authority was taken away from the Navy Department and

transferred to the Admiralty Staff. I should like to ask what your Excel-

lency knows about this incident, and how it can be brought into agreement

with the statement which was made yesterday.

Witness Admiral Koch: The censorship jurisdiction, so far as I know,

was vested here in the Supreme High Command of the Army or with the

Supreme Command. A preliminary powder of censorship in matters affecting

the Navy was vested in the Admiralty Staff. Even if we wanted to issue

an order, we had to confer with these authorities. It goes without saying

that, if articles concerning the Navy, whether they had to do with submarine

warfare or had reference to any other subject, came up to be censored, they

were sent first to us and then we could submit them for further action.

We had no power of direct censorship. For instance, upon the occasion of

a request by the Imperial Chancelor, we asked the Supreme High Command
of the Army to see to it that nothing was published concerning the U-boat

war. That was carried out for months. I can tell you nothing more about

it. With regard to the details, we would have to take the testimony of

former representatives of the press.

Delegate Gothein : As a matter of fact, the situation was this, was it not,

that every article which touched upon these questions had first to be sub-

mitted to some particular individual for censorship by the Admiralty Staff?

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes.

Delegate Gothein: And that man was Captain of the Navy Boy-Ed,

after his return from the United States?

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes.

Delegate Gothein: Now, your Excellency stated in respect to the publi-

cation of the confidential memorials, that these memorials wrere kept strictly

confidential. But we find in the records a complaint made by the then

Imperial Chancelor Mr. v. Bethmann-Holhveg, to the effect that at least

the Tirpitz memorial of February, 1916, had been published in great numbers
and sent to officials who had absolutely nothing to do with it and who in

no manner guaranteed that it would be kept confidential. As a matter of

fact, very many people became acquainted with the contents of this memo-
rial. But the other memorial, too, the one which was worked up by Dr.

Fuss, the memorial which formed the basis of the announcement of the
35
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unrestricted U-boat war, the Fuss-Levy memorial, leaked through in pretty

generous numbers. For instance, I knew what its contents were, in the

main, before it came out. Is your Excellency in a position to state the

names of all those who obtained a copy of this memorial? Possibly you
may not be able to do so at this time, but it might perhaps be possible to

give an indication of the authorities who received copies of the memorial.

Witness Admiral Koch : I believe I answered that question yesterday in

detail. The first memorial in question was sent to the Imperial Chancelor

and to the other departments. Before this, it was sent to those gentlemen

whom we have named here as experts, and then all the military authorities

received a copy.

Delegate Gothein: To what extent did the military authorities get them?
Witness Admiral Koch: All the higher authorities, down to the com-

manders of vessels.

Delegate Gothein: Of the U-boats, too?

Witness Admiral Koch: I do not believe that all the U-boat commanders
got them, but in any event the U-boat flotilla chiefs did.

Delegate Gothein : In any event, it was a pretty broad circle.

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes, a circle of military authorities. When we
thereupon came to know at that time, and as a matter of fact were so

informed by the Imperial Chancelor, that some officials were handling the

matter indiscreetly, the next time we issued the memorial, we numbered it,

designated it as “ strictly confidential,” and limited the number given out

to the narrowest field. The last memorial, as I have already stated, was,

if I am not mistaken, published only to the extent of four copies, and was

sent to the Imperial Chancelor and to General Field Marshal Hindenburg

himself. I do not know whether the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

received any at the same time. In any case, subsequently, several copies

were requested from respective sources.

Delegate Gothein: Was the memorial printed?

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes, it was printed, but was constantly kept

in the possession of the person who had charge of it, and was also provided

with numbers.

Delegate Gothein: Secretary of State v. Capelle in an article in the

Frankfurter Zeitung, attributed the heavy losses in U-boats to poor material

and inferior crews, both of which constantly became worse with the course

of time. After the armistice, it was discovered that there was a great supply

of spare metals and various kinds of higher iron products in the then imperial

shipyards. It is quite true that the U-boats were not built in the govern-

ment shipyards, but in private shipyards. But it would certainly have

been possible, if there was a lack of material, to have placed these finer

materials which were in the government shipyards at the disposal of the

builders. Is your Excellency aware of the fact that Delegate Dr. Struve
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and I always insisted that the materials and, particularly, the spare metals

and the higher grades of iron should be used precisely for U-boat construc-

tion, and that we took the ground that when it was determined to proceed

no further in the construction of fighting craft of the larger kinds, it would be

better to use that material for U-boat construction? Did the Admiralty

Staff exert itself to the same end, and, if this was not done, why was it not

done? Was the Admiralty Staff still hoping for a second naval battle?

Witness Admiral Koch: It is undoubtedly true that the Admiralty Staff

cherished the hope that the fleet would be sent in once more. When this

was to occur, I can not say.

With regard to the other question in respect to the spare metal, I do not

know whether or not we took steps in that direction. To see that the

material was distributed in the shipyards was the duty of the Secretary of

the Navy Department.

Delegate Gotheix: Is Secretary of State v. Capelle in a position to inform

us with regard to this point?

The Chairman: May we ask that we be given this information at once, if

you please, your Excellency v. Capelle?

Witness v. Capelle: When a larger order for U-boats had been placed,

it was preceded by complicated negotiations with the division of war raw

material of the War Department, in order to provide the necessary material.

Our instructions always were to the effect that we should take a certain

portion of the material from our older battleships and, if necessary, from

our supplies on hand. That always occurred. We were bound to comply,

for, otherwise, we would have obtained nothing from the war raw material

division. I did not know that a considerable amount of spare metal was

found in the imperial shipyards at the end of the war; I have been retired

from the service for some time; it is, however, possible. Our shipyards

which had very much to do in the line of repairs, always had to keep a reserve

of spare metal in order to make these repairs.

Delegate Gotheix: But a regulation had been issued at that time to the

effect that it was most important to have that material used for the U-boats.

I believe that this regulation was, however, not issued until the fall of 1917.

Witness v. Capelle : By far the greatest amount of the repair work which

was done in our imperial shipyards was done on the U-boats. Besides the

U-boats, there was a number of other and smaller craft in the service, such

as mine seekers, torpedo boats, etc. Again, there was the entire fleet, which

was in service and which had to be kept in condition. The material which

was on hand was used wherever it was needed.

Delegate Gotheix : Were those authorities who had charge of the material

in the imperial shipyards subject to the jurisdiction of the raw material

division, or did they have nothing to do with it?

Witness v. Capelle : The raw material division had nothing to do with it.
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It attempted to do so on many occasions, but it could not be carried through

as a practical proposition.

Delegate Gothein: So that it had no knowledge of the materials which
were there?

Witness v. Capelle : I do not believe that it had a current knowledge of

the material which was there.

Delegate Gothein: As a matter of fact, a surprisingly great amount of

supplies were found.

Witness v. Capelle: Where?

Delegate Gothein : In Kiel, as well as in Wilhelmshaven.

This question is closed.

Now a few questions to Admiral Koch: Your Excellency stated that the

British fleet continued, against expectation, to avoid the German coasts,

refused to offer battle at sea, as well as to establish a close blockade. It

remained in its harbors and closed the more distant approaches by means of

its light sea-craft. The result was that all the estimates which were made
and upon which our naval armament was based, were really false. Now,
General Ludendorff states in his war memoirs:

Ever since the maneuvers of the fleet in the years 1910 and 1911,
there have been indications that England has had in mind a blockade
at a distance.

That is to say, a blockade which barred approaches at a distance. There-

fore, we would not have been far from the mark at that time if we had

assumed that the English fleet would not have allowed it to come to the

point of a battle with our fleet which was, as Secretary of State Tirpitz has

said, a fleet built on a gamble; there were indications which showed that the

British were not proceeding along any such line as this, but had merely a

war of commerce in mind, which was to result in our being shut off from

imports. But only the U-boats, on the one hand, and the swift cruisers, on

the other, could be used with success in opposition to this war of commerce.

Is it a fact that the large cruisers which were authorized by the Reichstag

were so constructed as to constitute battle-ships to all effects and purposes?

Witness Admiral Koch: The great cruisers were most certainly to take

part in battle. We hoped to be able to delay the war for a few years in

order to have the battle fleet of quite different dimensions, that is, different

in the way of numbers, so that we should then have been in a position our-

selves to seek a decision off the enemy’s coasts. Unfortunately, the war

overtook us. Had we—this is my personal opinion—had we gone over in

the first days of the war or on the very first day, I believe that even then

we would have been successful.

Delegate Gothein: So far as delay is concerned, accompanied by a con-

tinued increase of armament, the fact remains that the English would have
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continued to increase their fleet by twice the amount, plus io per cent, and

the relative strength would have remained the same.

Secondly, was the rate of speed of our battle-ships, and also of the large

cruisers, less than that of the British fleet?

Thirdly, was the range of our guns less than that of the English guns?

Witness Admiral Koch: So far as I know, answering the last question

first, our guns were not inferior to the British in the matter of range, but

merely in the method in which our center batteries were mounted, in so far

as this affected elevation. But we made the requisite changes in a very

short time.

Our battle cruisers were certainly inferior to the British battle cruisers in

the matter of speed, but, on the other hand, undoubtedly superior to them

in fighting capacity, as was proven by the battle, and particularly so with

regard to the quality of all the material used. If the war had come a few

years later my personal conviction is that we would have worked out the

“gamble” idea with the most brilliant success. We would have been able

to approach the English coast with our fleet completely equipped and to

have given battle under favorable conditions.

Delegate Gothein: Your Excellency stated that there was some difficulty

with the mounting of the batteries, that is, that the angle of elevation of the

pieces could not be made so great as to get the extreme limit of range.

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes.

Delegate Gothein: I believe that it has been repeatedly manifested that,

also in the Skagerrak fight, the range of our pieces was shorter by two

kilometers than that of the British. Is that correct?

Witness Admiral Koch: I can not give the exact figures.

Delegate Gothein: At that time, when I took up this question in the

budget committee, we were informed that the matter had less to do with

the mounting of the batteries than with the fact that the ports in our armor

were not such as to permit the higher angles of elevation to be reached, and

that the armor-plate was too hard for the ports to be enlarged. I believe

that at that time I was the first to call the attention of the Navy Department

to the use of the oxvhydrogen torch for burning out the ports, so that the

change that was made “in time” came about, above all, at the suggestion

of the budget committee. But is it true that the matter had less to do with

the mounting of the batteries than with the unfortunate construction of our

ports?

Witness Admiral Koch: That is a construction matter concerning which

his Excellency v. Capelle could inform us.

Delegate Gothein : Information on this point was given the committee

at that time. It was said that our battle cruisers were inferior in speed.

This holds good, in all probability, for the other fighting craft, does it not?

Under these conditions, would it not have been a great gamble on our part
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to have undertaken a naval battle off the coast of England? For when our

ships retired as the result of the English superiority in numbers, we would
have been subject to the very greatest losses during the pursuit, on account

of the slower speed of our ships.

Witness Admiral Koch: On the return trip, I do not believe so, for that

would have taken place, doubtless, after the fight which would have lasted

all day. Only smaller vessels would have been used, and I do not believe

that the difference in speed of one knot or half a knot would have had any
effect.

Delegate Gothein : If the battle had been fought off the coast of England,

the result would have been that the British would have been able to assemble

their overwhelming numbers very quickly, and would have been in a position,

after we had been obliged to withdraw, to pursue our fleet, in the course of

which pursuit they could certainly have used their greater speed to good

purpose.

Witness Admiral Koch: It is to be hoped that the fleet would not have

been so entirely shot up as to be unable to return in some kind of formation.

And besides, the others would have to assemble first.

Delegate Gothein : Well, anyway, the statement that you made yesterday

is to the effect that all of your estimates as to how the war on the sea was
going to be carried on, have been shown to be groundless on account of the

policy adopted by the British.

Witness Admiral Koch: No, if we had been stronger, we would have

carried the war to the English coast under any and all conditions, which

plan we did not carry out under the existing conditions. That was the

difference.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: I am in a position to make a statement with

regard to the range of our guns in the Skagerrak fight.

The Chairman: If you please!

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: I can state that, during the entire Skagerrak

fight, our batteries were at all times able to get the enemy’s range, so that

the mounts and the range were sufficient for that purpose.

Delegate Gothein: But this is certainly in conflict with the statements

which Secretary of State v. Capelle made to the budget committee at that

time, to the effect that the British squadron opened fire at a distance of two

kilometers greater than the distance at which we opened fire, and that our

batteries were not able to open the fight at this distance.

Witness v. Capelle: I believe that the connection in which this was said

was different. According to my recollection, I made comparatively few *

statements concerning the Skagerrak battle; on the contrary, I had Captain

Briininghaus, who was in command of one of the first ships to take part in

the Skagerrak fight, make these statements. The facts to which Privy

Councilor Gothein refers relate, I believe, to a different incident. Before
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the Skagerrak fight took place, there was a fight between cruisers—perhaps

Admiral Koch may know the date—between large cruisers both on the

English side and on our side, when the weather was abnormally clear, as

clear as it is but seldom known to be in the North Sea. When this contact

was made, there was an exchange of gunfire at distances of which we in the

German Navy had scarcely ever dreamed, up to that time, and I believe that

this is true so far as the British Navy is concerned. In any event, the result

was that, partly on account of the ports in the armored turrets, and partly

due to the mounting of our batteries, our range was less than that of the

English. That is a fact which I admitted at that time.

The Chairman: This would seem to close these points of inquiry.

I shall now ask Admiral Koch to make a further connected statement

and, in doing so, to continue your testimony given at the last session.

Speaking generally, your remarks will, in the main, probably center about

the reply to the question as to what it was that justified the view of the

naval authorities that an unrestricted U-boat war launched on th£ 1st of

February must result, after the expiration of some five months, in making

England ready for peace. So that it will be, generally speaking, necessary’

to give us once more, to the extent that it has not yet been done, the number
of the available U-boats, the amount of tonnage sunk, and, finally, quite a

general statement with regard to the fighting capacity of the U-boats.

Witness Admiral Koch: I must, then, begin by recapitulating the general

trend of thought expressed by me in my former remarks. I had started by
pointing out the situation in which Germany found herself as the result of

the hunger blockade initiated by England, and how Germany had, in the

U-boat weapon, the only means for striking perhaps an annihilating blow

against the carrier of the whole economic life of England, to wit, its shipping

tonnage. I then gave a description of the U-boat, setting out the manner
in which it could be used, placing particular emphasis on the fact that it

was not possible to differentiate in the treatment of enemies and neutrals.

We could lay the axe to the root of British overlordship of the seas. The
use of this instrument of warfare was, however, dependent upon the measure

of militaiyT necessity and was to be, besides, determined by the importance

placed upon the maintenance of the relations existing with neutral Powers.

I then stated in detail the reasons which induced the Chief of the Admiralty

Staff, Admiral v. Holtzendorff, to plan the launching of the U-boat war
either in the fall of 1916 or the spring of 1917. I went into the matter of

the investigations made with regard to the results to be expected both from

the military point of view and in respect to the influence of these results

upon the economic life of England. I further stated that Admiral v.

Holtzendorff became convinced, as the result of these considerations, that

it was in accordance with his duty to announce the fact that the U-boat war
would force England to accept a peace within five or six months; but that,.
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hand in hand with these military and economic results which were to follow,

we must bring about such a moral effect in England as to leave no doubt in

the English mind as to the capacity of Germany to hold out, both from the

military and the moral points of view.

The hoped-for result of the U-boat war did not come about. Speaking

from a purely military standpoint, the expectations were more than met,

and we have not been able to show that the memorial was wrong, since the

bases for such demonstration were lacking. I had come up to this point

in the course of my remarks. And by reading a statement made by Admiral

Sims to the effect that England was in a dangerous situation as the result

of only three months of U-boat war, I substantiated my statements. In

the following months, the results of the U-boat war remained practically

the same, over 600,000 tons, due in the main to the excellent leadership and

spirit of self-sacrifice on the part of the personnel. It is true that the

enemy had made advances in their methods of defense, and that the activi-

ties of the U-boats were greatly interfered with as the result; but, on the

other hand, we did not suffer great losses during this period.

The Chairman : You mean during the five months, do you not? You are

referring only to those five months subsequent to the 1st of February?

Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly, to these five months. But over and

beyond this period, the losses were not great either. The increase in losses

did not set in until a later date. We can not establish the fact that there

was a falling-short in the working program of the fleet, and we must seek

for the cause and find it in other fields. It is possible that the British, by
the employment of the powerful means at their disposal, forced neutral

shipping into their service to a material extent and in this way filled in some

of the gaps in their tonnage.

Gentlemen, I am here under oath and am to fail to reveal nothing which

is material to the issue. It was not the purpose of the U-boat war to starve

England, as many have erroneously assumed to be the case; the purpose of

the war was to inflict such losses upon British tonnage that England would

be brought to the point of saying: “It is better for us to make peace now,

since time is now working against us.” The term, to force England to her

knees by means of the U-boat war, was not coined in the Admiralty Staff,

as I have already stated. Rather was it the purpose to convince England,

as a result of the U-boat war, that Germany was now in a position to hold

out longer than she, and that Germany intended to do so.

As we have seen from Admiral Sims’ statement, the U-boats were at that

time in a very fair way of convincing England that she was no longer in a

position to endure their pressure.

But to convince England that Germany was able to hold out for a long

time and intended to do so, was not a matter which had to do with the

Navy alone, but from the military standpoint was the Army’s affair as
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well, and was the task which devolved upon all Germans and faced us in

all other ways. How the Supreme High Command of the Army met the

obligations of this task in the spring and summer of 1917, we all know, and

we look upon their performance with admiration. But it certainly was a

fatality that, just at the time when the U-boat was striking hard at the

nerves of the great sea Power, at the time when the shortage in England’s

cargo space had reached such a height that, as the Imperial Chancelor

believed and stated here under oath, the possibilities of negotiation were

actually in the process of development, at a time when, as our former

Ambassador in Vienna, Count Wedel, states in his article published in the

Hamburger Nachrichten, Lloyd George and Ribot were already planning to

go to Rome in order to confer with their Italian colleague about the question

of a peace of understanding—it was a fatality, I say, that an unhappy
chance placed in the hands of the Entente that dispatch of Count Czernin's

to the then Emperor of Austria, painted in absolutely gloomy colors, which

caused the official circles of the Entente to raise their heads again in joyful

anticipation. It was believed, as a result of this report, that Austria, and,

perhaps, even Germany, were standing at the brink of a collapse. It was

believed that victory' was assured the Entente and, on this account, the idea

of a peace of understanding was definitely discarded.

If, a short time after such a preparation of the Entente, a new peace move
had been set in motion by that branch of the government which expresses

the people's will, I can not imagine that, by means of such a peace announce-

ment at a time when the military7 activities of the U-boat were still in full

swing against the shipping tonnage of England, any other effect would have

been brought about than that which followed the peace proposal of the

allied monarchs in the preceding December. The power of resistance of

our enemies was given a mighty impetus thereby and, in their eyes, we were

already lying prostrate upon the ground. I would like to bring this to your

attention, both because it expresses my firm conviction and because it is

material to the point at issue here, namely, the rendering of a judgment as

to the results of the U-boat war. The U-boat war justified all expecta-

tions, both in efficiency and in results. It was not a scatter-brained un-

dertaking, it was no win-all lose-all game. If, at the end of the period at

which the result was expected to take place, Germany gave her enemies

reason to expect that our capacity for resistance was diminishing, then the

inference which, in my opinion, should be drawn is that this instrument

of warfare should have been brought into play at an earlier date; for, when
faced with the ever-increasing methods of defense, and exerting their efforts

to the utmost as they were, the L -boats were no longer in a position to

inflict such wounds upon the enemy as to have him wonder whether, after

all, he was more capable of continued resistance than Germany.
The Chairman : Colonel v. Mertz, the representative of the War Depart-
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ment, asks to be given the opportunity of making a statement which is

directly connected with the present point at issue.

Colonel v. Mertz: I have not been sworn, Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman: You will speak in your capacity as representative of the

War Department and hence as representative of the government.

Colonel v. Mertz: Gentlemen, yesterday a statement of Admiral Sims
contained in his journal was read here, dealing with the effect of the U-boats.

Minister of State Dr. David raised a doubt as to whether Sims—I might

almost say—stated the actual facts, or whether he colored these facts for

political reasons. I can characterize this statement of Minister of State

Dr. David’s as unqualifiedly valid if, in so doing, I can call attention to the

fact that Sims was not publishing the substance of a report, but the contents

of a journal. That is essentially different.

And then a speech of Churchill’s was read, and on this occasion, too, the

doubt was raised as to whether Churchill merely spoke formally, or, shall

we say, did not speak altogether as a patriot. Gentlemen, it was really

the fact that, in the summer of 1917, we of the Supreme High Command
of the Army had an absolutely definite and clear reason to believe that the

U-boat war was having its effect. That this matter was not announced by
the Navy is probably due to the fact that all these communications have

disappeared in the records and are slumbering there. Whether these records

have been as carefully examined as, in my opinion, it would be absolutely

necessary in order to clear up this question, I very much doubt. In those

days I took a certain part in this matter. One day, so far as I recollect,

in June, 1917, I received a wireless message. This message was caught

between Rome and St. Petersburg. Apparently the Foreign Office in Rome
was proceeding on the theory, which was also adopted by other foreign

offices, that we were not able to decipher ciphered dispatches. Gentlemen,

ever since November of 1914, so far as I know—for at that time I was
personally employed in this field—we were able to decipher all the British

wireless messages. We had at all times a perfectly clear idea of what the

British were sending by wireless. And so, little by little, we came to have

a complete picture of the ciphers which were used between the enemy
governments. Why they used wireless between Rome and St. Petersburg

and did not telegraph by the perfectly safe cable method, I do not know.

Well, this wireless was received by me, and the clear and positive statement

contained therein was that the question of food supply in England had

become so acute as the result of the devastating effect of the U-boat war

that they would probably be obliged at least to limit the extent of the

Saloniki project, if not to desist therefrom altogether. It was necessary to

withdraw troops from there. But the significance of this, gentlemen, at

once becomes clear to you. To give up the Saloniki project was to hand

over Greece to us. If Greece were handed over to us, we would be able to
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establish our U-boat points of support to the south of Greece and to make
it impossible for England to engage in any traffic in the Mediterranean. By
so doing, the British expedition to Syria would fall to the ground. Our

military situation would in this way be relieved of a tremendous burden.

How great this relief would have been, is made evident by Bulgaria’s collapse

in September, 1918. The further course of events on the Macedonian front

was, so far as I recollect, as follows. Italy had lodged her objection against

limiting the extent of the Saloniki undertaking, or against giving it up in

any way. And she was right, naturally. For she was apprehensive about

her position in Albania and worried about her situation in Valona. Italy

knew perfectly well that, if the Saloniki undertaking were given up, Greece

would simply fall into the hands of the Central Powers.

Now, it is interesting to follow along, step by step, I might say, and see

how the bad situation improved. From the impressions which we have

received by this time, the supplying of the Saloniki undertaking with the

necessary foodstuffs appears to have been made possible by the fact that

the British commandeered the entire wheat crop of the Greeks in Thessaly

for their army, regardless of consequences. Whether Greece starved or

not was a matter which gave England no concern; its army was fed. In

this way, the first danger was avoided. Then it appears that, little by

little, the English succeeded, by establishing communications by way of

Brindisi and Santa Quaranta, to again put the Saloniki undertaking on a

sound footing.

And further, gentlemen. I remember—and I do not believe that I am
mistaken—that it was in these summer months that I got the information

by listening in on the telephone wires at the Macedonian front, that the

British batteries would have to be extraordinarily careful in the use of their

ammunition. I believe that it was an order which was sent to an artillery

observation point, an order which we picked up with our listening-in appara-

tus. This order stated that the requests for ammunition should be limited,

for it was no longer possible to continue to furnish ammunition to the extent

to which it had been done up to that time. So that the Supreme High

Command of the Army got the impression at that time that the U-boat war

was undoubtedly having a very decided effect; and it was at this juncture

that I talked the matter over repeatedly with General Ludendorff, from

every point of view. I remember that I personally drew up a telegram to

General Scheckoff, in which it was stated that he should at once start

reconnoitering in force, in order to find out whether troops were being

withdrawn and whether or not the enemy ammunition was really giving

out, little by little. The Supreme High Command of the Bulgarian Army
did nothing in the matter, for reasons which I can not state here. At that

time, we again deliberated as to whether it would not be possible to find out

what the exact situation was by making an attack in force—whether, per-
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haps, it might not even be possible to make the Entente give up the Saloniki

undertaking by force of arms at this extremely ticklish moment. We were
obliged, however, to refrain from doing this for reasons which are not at all

essential for the purposes of this hearing.

That was the picture which was before the eyes of the Supreme High
Command of the Army in June. I can not definitely state at the present

moment where the telegrams in question are to be found. I should have to

have the records in the government archives thoroughly searched. It is

probable that they are there.

Minister of State Dr. David: So far as concerns what has been said with

regard to Admiral Sims’ journal, the representative of the Minister of War
probably misunderstood me yesterday. I stated that it was probable that

the British authorities, Jellicoe and those leaders who had talked with Sims,

had every reason to paint the effect of the U-boat war in the darkest possible

colors in order to make a great impression upon the United States, so that

it would exert all its efforts toward coming to the help of the Entente with

all its resources as speedily as possible. That was the meaning of my
remarks.

And then, the representative of the War Department proceeded to show

that, as a matter of fact, the U-boat war had been so very effective as to

bring the Allies to the point of considering that they might have to give up

the Saloniki project. I believe that, on the other hand, we can assert that it

was not effective enough to make the Entente really give up the Saloniki

project. And that was the decisive thing. The Entente stuck to this

“check to the king” which it had announced at Saloniki, until the moment
came when it was made possible, from the military standpoint, to cut the

artery to Constantinople and to tumble our entire eastern policy into ruins.

And Admiral Koch, too, developed the point that, as a matter of fact, the

U-boat war was so effective that its end and aim, which was to make England

ready to accept a peace of understanding, would have been reached had it

not been for the fact that, in July, 1917, the Entente became convinced that

the Central Powers could go no further and that, for this reason, they had

forsaken their idea of a peace of understanding and had continued with the

war. That for this, the resolution of the Reichstag was to blame. That,

therefore, the Reichstag had, in a certain way, prevented the Entente from

being brought to its knees by means of the U-boat war.

I can not understand this logic. And therefore I should like to have it

explained by further questions addressed to the Admiral. If England

actually came to the point of saying to herself: “The U-boats are tearing

at my very existence to such an extent that I can no longer hold out, that I

must come to the point of making peace, or else I am done for,” would we
not, as a matter of psychology, have to reach this conclusion: that the

English would have used this golden bridge which we built for them in order
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that they might escape from their dilemma rather than to go down in defeat?

(Laughter and commotion.) I believe that that is not far from the mark.

But Admiral Koch, as we see, draws the opposite conclusion: that it was

on account of the peace resolution that they did not use this golden bridge.

But under these conditions, what was the fate of the British bound to be?

According to Admiral Koch, they had been brought by the U-boats to the

point of recognizing the fact that they could do no more. In this case, the

next step must necessarily have been a collapse. For the peace of under-

standing did not materialize. That must be the real logic of the situation.

The resolution with regard to the peace of understanding by no means

stopped the U-boat war; on the contrary, it was stated in the resolution that

we would continue the fight with all the means at our command until we
brought about this peace of understanding. And the fact is that we con-

tinued to fight, and continued to do so with all the means at our command.

So that the truth is that the British were not forced to their knees, in spite

of the fact that we did continue to fight. Consequently, the conclusion

which he draws must be wrong. As a matter of fact, we did not bring the

British to the point where they were willing to make peace; we were not able

to prevent the Entente from getting the ammunition which it required for

its great offensives in the west; and we did not bring the British to the point

of starvation, although we continued the U-boat war for more than a year;

we did not bring about their collapse; and we did not prevent the United

States, with its enormous resources, from finally entering the theater of war

on the west. This being so, it seems to me that his conclusion that, as

early as July, 1917, we had actually succeeded in bringing the British to the

point where they themselves realized that they could do no more, that they

were being smashed by the L^-boat war—this being so, I say, it seems to me
that his conclusion is absolutely erroneous.

The Chairman: The statements of Minister of State Dr. David all take

it for granted that the Admiral, on his part, has said: “England—that was
our end and aim—must be forced to her knees in five months.” But, so far

as I can sum up the statements of Admiral Koch, that is not the case. But
I believe that you (to witness Admiral Koch) are correctly understood as

having said that the only point was to have the British admit, after five

months had passed, that it was a bad business for them and that they would

not continue to carry it on.

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes.

The Chairman: That is the important point, that is the end and aim
which you had in mind, namely, that the British should, at the end, consider

from a purely business standpoint the question, whether they were for peace

or against it.

Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly.

The Chairman: Therefore I believe that, by confirming my question, you
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at the seme time have given the reply which Minister of State Dr. David
wished you to give.

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes.

The Chairman: Or would you care to make further statements in this

connection?

Witness Admiral Koch: No, that is my absolute conviction on this

point.

Minister of State Dr. David: We, too, took the view that the British

would, by the end of July, have been brought to the point of saying: “We
shall not keep this business up, because we can not keep it up any longer.”

But they did keep it up, and they have given us ample proof that they

could continue to keep it up for a much longer period. Does the Admiral

admit this?

Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly, but how did they come to do so?

That is what I have just been talking about, how they happened to do so.

If we had shown that we were strong and that we were willing to hold out

with everything at our command—(Very true!)—then we, too, would have

come through. (Very true!)

The Chairman: I shall again ask those present to refrain from any

indications of approval or disapproval.

Secretary of State Dr. David : But the English did see that we were willing

to hold out. We did hold out.

Witness Admiral Koch: No, they did not see that. That is exactly the

point. They learned that our allies were no longer able to hold out. How?
In this way. By coming into possession of reports which were intended for

others. They were bound to see that, as a matter of fact, if they held out,

in the end they would finally come to the point of exhausting us, a thing

which they finally succeeded in doing.

Minister of State Dr. David: Of course, it would have been possible for

the British to have reached the false conclusion as the result of these reports,

that we and our allies could hold out no longer. But the course of events

was bound to result in a change of this point of view, for what they actually

did see was that we were able to hold out for another whole year. And if

they themselves had not been able to hold out, if the U-boats had actually

been able to bring about this result, then they certainly must have been

obliged to give in, in view of the fact that we actually did succeed in holding

out for another year. So that I am not yet in a position to understand this

logic.

Delegate Gothein: Admiral Koch stated that the purely military results

expected of the U-boat war, at least during the first five months, had been

exceeded. And in this connection, no doubt on this point was ever enter-

tained by those who opposed the unrestricted U-boat war. Does your

Excellency know that I prophesied in the budget committee that the amount
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of tonnage which would be sunk in the first month would be far greater than

the 600,000 tons? But the question was, what permanent result would be

reached and whether it would be sufficient to bring England to the point of

calling a halt.

It would be very desirable if we could have before us the exact number of

the sinkings by months during the entire course of the war from February,

on. And the period preceding is of importance, too. According to my
recollection, 435,000 tons were sunk in January, 1917, that is, in the last

month of the war on commerce. These figures naturally increased materi-

ally with the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, but probably be-

cause there were more U-boats sent to the front in February than was the

case in January.

I should further like to have a statement as to whether the result was not

bound to increase with the increasing hours of daylight during the following

months. Attention has repeatedly been called to the fact that it was

hardly possible to sink a ship at night, since the U-boats could not see

sufficiently clearly under those conditions, although this was not necessarily

so in all cases. But it was, of course, a matter of greater difficulty during

the long winter nights than it was during the summer nights.

Now, it has been stated further that during the first five months, and

beyond the termination of that period, we suffered no great losses in U-boats.

I should request that in this case, too, we should be given the figures of the

losses which occurred month by month, but that we should not terminate

the list with July, but should carry it on into the succeeding months. So

far as I recollect—I ask for information on the subject, however—the

months of August and September were particularly unfavorable to us. I

believe that in July or August we probably lost twelve U-boats. I should

like to be informed as to whether this number is correct.

At the same time, I should like information as to what increases took

place in the number of U-boats which were ready for the front at this

time, a statement of these increases from month to month, and also to be

informed as to how these figures compare with those of the new U-boats

which, it was stated, were to form part of that increase. According to my
recollection, the actual numbers were notably less than the increases which

were promised. Is it true that this is mainly due to the fact that the ship-

yards were forced to make deliveries within periods of time which were

altogether too short? It was at that time stated in the budget committee

that it was quite impossible for the shipyards to deliver the boats within

the time that they were forced to promise that deliveries would be made,

because these delivery periods were so calculated that, if a series of boats

had been contracted for and the last U-boat was completed in full accordance

with specifications, and duly delivered—let us say in nine months time

—

then, I say, not only was a shorter time for delivery for every boat made a
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condition of the contract for the next series, but, from the outset, shorter

delivery periods were insisted upon for boats of later types and materially

greater in size, so that this whole calculation must, from the outset, have
been erroneous.

The Chairman : I should like to ask whether Captain Bartenbach who, we
were told, could give us detailed information with regard to all these ques-

tions, has already come. You were going to notify him, Admiral v. Billow.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow : Captain Bartenbach is here.

The Chairman : Perhaps we had better have you step over here at once,

Captain Bartenbach, in order that you may take part in the hearing at a

moment’s notice.

(Witness Captain Bartenbach takes his seat at the witnesses’ table.)

Witness Admiral Koch: A complexity of questions has been put to me.

It is impossible for me to answer these questions. Formerly, when I was
acting Chief of the Admiralty Staff, I had all this material at my fingers’

ends. It follows that the figures which I have been asked for will be found

in the records. I do not know where the records are. I have already

stated that the Admiralty Staff is broken up. They are somewhere, they

must be in the Admiralty, and they can be brought from there; but I can

not bring them.

I have, however, just been given this memorandum which contains a

list of the U-boats. I can not answer under oath for the correctness of

these figures. The memorandum, however, has been placed at my disposal

by the Commissioners of the Admiralty.

Period U-boats at the front Sinkings (in tons) U-boat losses

In February 103 781,500 2

In March 121 885,000 6
In April 124 1,091,000 2

In May 128 869,000 7
In June 131 1,016,000 3
In July 130 811,000 7
In August 123 808,000 4
In September 132 872,000 9
In October 134 874,000 9

I can say, generally speaking, that the efficiency of the U-boats certainly

increased with increasing hours of daylight. For the rest, the increase in

U-boats during the individual months is to be seen from the lists which

have been read. Captain Bartenbach may, perhaps, be able to give in-

dividual details in the subject matter.

The Chairman: I believe that we can do that later, for at the present

moment it is not, in my opinion, part of the matter before us. I would

refrain from doing so at this time.
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Witness Admiral Koch: Captain Bartenbach will, perhaps, be able to

make it clear that it was not so much a question of the number of U-boats

as it was a question of the possibilities afforded for making the U-boat work

effective. Captain Bartenbach has always had to do with U-boats; he

himself has been a U-boat commander and was later Chief of Flotilla in

Flanders and, consequently, is competent to give any kind of information

on the subject.

The Chairman: With regard to their capacity for action? With regard

to the question as to how often these boats can leave port, as to how often

they can enter upon their field of effectiveness? That is a question which

we shall have to have answered soon. I should therefore like to administer

the oath to Corvette Captain Bartenbach as a witness in these matters.

(Witness Captain Bartenbach steps forward.)

May I ask your Christian name?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: Karl.

The Chairman: Your age?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: 38 years.

The Chairman: Do you wish to take the oath with the religious formula,

or without it?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: With the religious formula.

(Witness Captain Bartenbach is administered the witnesses’ oath.)

The Chairman: I will, then, ask you to inform us with regard to the

capacity of the U-boat for action, as the question just came up at the

close of the preceding remarks.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: The fighting capacity of the U-boat is,

naturally, not entirely dependent upon the U-boats themselves, but upon the

antagonist in the theater of war, that is, the enemy. The less the opposition,

the greater the results obtained. Counter-measures were at their lowest ebb

when the war commenced, and gradually began to develop, month by month
and year by year, proportionally to the extent to which the opponent learned

the U-boat game. Counter-measures were so insignificant in the year 1915

that a U-boat at sea could go to work exactly the way that a pike goes to

work in a carp pond. There was hardly any element which could really

seriously threaten the safety of the U-boat if it was only careful to submerge

in time. No advance of a material kind was registered in the course of the

year 1915. At the commencement of the year 1916, likewise, the situation

at sea was comparatively simple and there was still comparatively little

offered in the way of counter-measures. There was one feature which,

in particular, had not yet come to light, but which later in the course of the

war played a very devastating part, so far as the boats were concerned.

That was the mine peril. In the years 1915 and 1916, English mine material

was so scant that the U-boats were able to discover no serious danger so

far as the British mines were concerned. Let me give an example. At ebb
36
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tide, the British mines floated by the thousand on the surface, so that at any
time the presence and extent of the mine field could be detected by a flier

or by the U-boat itself at this stage of the tide. And the mines could be

shot down with rifle fire by rows, a thing which occurred in hundreds and

thousands of cases.

The second danger which, up to that time, had not been developed to

any extent, was the danger from the enemy U-boats themselves. By a

vigorous use of their U-boats against our U-boats, the British destroyed a

great number of boats, in part en route and in part by cooperating against

U-boat attacks. The English boats were, at the beginning of the war,

naturally inexperienced in the matter of attacking enemy U-boats; and

besides this, the number of the British U-boats was comparatively small,

when compared with the tremendous amount of sea which they had to cover.

The third counter-measure was danger from fliers. This danger developed

to a particularly marked extent in the course of the year 1918. And you

could find enemy fliers away off at sea, and not only in proximity to the

coast. As is generally known, the flier weapon was only developed in

England during the course of the war, and in the year 1915 and 1916, the

English fliers out at sea were very little to be feared. It is true that they

were to be seen in the vicinity of the enemy coasts, but they had not as yet

been trained in the attack of U-boats; they did not see the U-boats in time,

and they were particularly poor in bomb-throwing.

The next counter-measure, which was the greatest detriment to the

efficiency of the UT-boat in action, was the arming of merchant ships. It

was obvious that as long as the steamers had no guns, they were absolutely

at the mercy of the smallest U-boat, which carried only a 5-centimeter gun.

If the boat could only, in some way, come to the surface in the vicinity of
*

the steamer, since not even a great steamer could afford to be permanently

disabled and at the same time lose some of those on board, it had, as a

matter of fact, to surrender right away. The arming of steamers was

carried out systematically by the British. Even at the beginning of the

war, there were armed steamers, since the British had already given some

thought to this question before the war. This arming, however, could only

be done little by little, according to the progress made in the way of mount-

ing the pieces on the steamers and providing the guns themselves, and this

was a comparatively slow piece of work. It so happened that the industries

of England were at the same time under the necessity of turning out artillery

sufficient for a very large army, and that, in particular, the kind of piece

which was adapted for purposes of defense against U-boats, that is to say,

light pieces of 10 centimeters caliber and less, were used to an enormous

extent by the field army in the main conflict. This arming of steamers

was carried out to such an extent that, finally, at the close of the year 1917

and in the year 1918, it was practically no longer possible to dispatch
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steamers unsubmerged, because the steamer would open fire under all cir-

cumstances.

Then another counter-measure was adopted by our opponents which was

developed only at a comparatively late period and which, to all intents and

purposes, did not exist in 1916, since at that time it had not passed from the

experimental stage. That was the listening apparatus. Our enemies—and

we too have developed the listening apparatus—our enemies developed it

to a great extent; as a matter of fact, towards the end of the war they could

hear U-boats at practically every point in the English Channel. The
enemy had scattered all over the coast listening stations which heard and

discovered the presence of the U-boats even when they were submerged

and, in so doing, sounded the alarm to the other agencies on guard. This

particular mode of defense had positively not reached any practical point

of development in the year 1915, and in 1916 was in such an elemental

stage as not to constitute a defensive measure. These were the chief

measures which were directed against the fighting capacity of the U-boats

by those of our enemies facing us upon the sea.

The Chairman : Was it impossible to foresee the full result of the develop-

ment of these measures of defense, so that they could be taken into con-

sideration in the course of calculating the probable effect of the unrestricted

U-boat war within a definite period of time?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: It goes without saying that we had to in-

clude in our calculations, and did include, the circumstance that the methods

of defense which our opponents would employ would increase, and that they

would perfect themselves in matters of defense to the same extent that we
ourselves had done in our own case. The second point upon which the

capacity of the U-boat in action depends, is the technical output efficiency

of the repair docks. It is clear that a U-boat which with its comparatively

delicate machinery has been working out at sea, let us say, for two weeks,

needs at the end of this time what we in the Navy call an overhauling, an

inspection of all its technical parts. A trained personnel is necessary for

this purpose, and moreover, the crew which has, up to the present time,

handled the boat, must cooperate with them; besides this, highly skilled

workmen for making technical mechanical repairs must be called upon.

The efficiency of these centers of technical repairs was, at least in 1915 and

1916, extraordinarily good so far as the work turned out by the mechanics

was concerned. But it was quite evident that, in view of the shortage in

materials, which was coming about little by little—raw materials could no

longer be used to the extent that they had been, substitutes had to be

introduced and repairs were less to be depended upon, and it was natural

that the working efficiency of the workmen should diminish as the result

of a decrease of nourishment—it resulted that we could, to be sure, still

calculate upon comparatively brief periods allowed for repairs in the year
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1916 just as in the year 1915; but as time went on, it became noticeable

that the work which was done in repairing the boats dropped off very gener-

ally in efficiency, particularly in the shipyards at home. It was impossible

for the performance in this regard to be what it had been in the years 1915

and 1916. It was, above all, necessary to economize, and night-shifts had

to be done away with; a halt had to be called on working overtime, and the

men had to lay off on Sundays.

All these features proved very plainly that the height of efficiency of the

U-boat could be reached only by putting in the U-boats and using them to

the greatest advantage at the earliest possible moment and before conditions,

as a whole, had grown worse, so far as we were concerned, and that—and

I consider it today much more important—this efficiency could be obtained

by using a smaller number of U-boats, all of which could be used to complete

advantage against an opponent who was not so used to the game and not

so well prepared, rather than by using a greater number under less favorable

circumstances.

The results to be obtained from a greater number opposed to more ex-

perienced opponents, were bound to be, in the long run, less than the results

which we were able to obtain with a still smaller number in the preceding

years.

The Chairman : Did any intention on the part of the workmen on the

docks to slack up in their work, manifest itself in any way?
Witness Captain Bartenbach: No, I can not state that as a fact.

The Chairman: Did we have to deal with cases of treachery, or were

there instances of treasonable dealings? Were U-boat secrets given away?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: No, we can not say that.

The Chairman : Then I shall ask you to proceed, or have you finished with

your statements?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: I might answer definite questions put to

me.

Delegate Gothein : What is the situation with regard to the proof of

sunken tonnage? This tonnage could scarcely be proven by the estimates

which the commanders of the U-boats entered in their books. Did not

imagination play a large part in this matter? The results which now
appear to be the case, coming from British and other enemy sources, touch-

ing the amount of the tonnage which was sunk, are, after all, far behind the

amounts which have been given us by the reports of the U-boat commanders.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: Of course, we took into consideration

from the outset the psychological factor resulting from the circumstance

that the commander would be loath to return to his home port having

accomplished too little. I will tell you how we went about it when a com-

mander returned. When he reported to me, my first question was: "How
many steamers; how many tons?” Thereupon, he would give me his
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figures, and I would ask him: “ How can you prove that? I mean, what was

the length of the steamer, according to your estimate? What was her breadth?

Did you see her head-on? Did you see the number of the boats? Did the

steamer have superstructures? How many smokestacks did she have, and

what was the number of the crew that you saw?” This last point, in partic-

ular, gives, as experience will show, a fairly good picture of the size of the

steamer, if the steamer involved was a freighter. The commander had to

answer these questions. Then we would say to him that we were willing

to believe that he put such-and-such an estimate upon the steamer. The
commanders were careful from the outset, because they knew that they had

to go through this cross-examination. And in this connection, let me say

something more. For several years, it was possible for us, by listening in

on the enemy wireless, which we could hear perfectly clearly and which we
could also decipher, before the U-boat commander ever reached home, to

know exactly what steamer he had sunk, because either the steamer itself

sent out this wireless call for help or enemy wireless from their stations on

land made the announcement that “Here are people saved from the steamer

so-and-so,” or “Where is steamer so-and-so?” From these wireless mes-

sages, we knew pretty exactly what were the names of the steamers. In

all the cases in which we could not get with sufficient clearness the details

which I have mentioned, we made an arbitrary cut of io per cent on the

estimates of the commander, and, in order to assure ourselves against

excessive estimates, we listed each steamer which was unknown to us and

whose name it was absolutely impossible for us to determine, especially all

steamers which ran upon mines, at i,ooo tons. That is certainly a figure

which was far smaller than that of the average steamer which ran against

mines. And, besides this, it came to be thought advisable, in order to

correct errors in the estimates of commanders, to observe a figure to repre-

sent the average tonnage of the steamers which we knew plied in a given

theater of war. So that it was an extraordinary circumstance to have an

unknown steamer of io or 15 thousand tons in the English Channel. Gener-

ally speaking, the steamers which plied there were smaller. And, on the

other hand, we could not, as a rule, estimate a steamer traveling the courses

of the Mediterranean as being under from 4 to 5 thousand tons. So that we
deliberately endeavored to have our estimates as modest as possible; for

it was quite clear to us that we would make laughing stocks of ourselves if

we constantly announced the sinkings in large figures which the enemy would

later fail to confirm.

Now, as to what the gentleman asking the question has just said, to the

effect that the British are supposed to have made, and particularly are still

making estimates materially different from ours, this does not quite repre-

sent the facts. At the beginning of the armistice, as I was told by one of my
U-boat commanders a few days ago, English officers and the head of the
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British commission of control with whom he had conferred in great detail

with regard to this question, told him plainly and unqualifiedly that the

exact figures of the British Admiralty had shown that the U-boat command-
ers had only erred in the matter of their estimates, on an average, to the

extent of from 7 to 10 per cent. I should like to state that whoever knows
anything about ships will admit that an error of only 10 per cent is most
unusually good. Even an old and experienced seaman is likely to err to

the extent of estimating a steamer of 3,000 tons at about 3,500 or 3,600.

I should like to add another point. We had on all our U-boats a very

large number of people who had followed the sea and a great number of

reserve officers who had spent their lives on steamers and, in many cases,

were personally acquainted with the steamers. All the statements of these

men were conscientiously made use of in efforts to identify steamers. The
commanders deemed it of great importance to call such a man up on deck

and to show him the steamer and to say to him, “Do you know that steam-

er?” And then he would say: “It is a steamer of such-and-such a line; I

have already traveled on her, and she is of so-many tons.” And then we
were glad to get such information.

Witness Admiral Koch: These figures, reached in this way and sent to us

in reports from Flanders and from all points, were compiled in a particular

bureau of the Admiralty Staff. So that we were not only by no means

satisfied to take these figures without further proof, but a fully equipped

bureau handled reports of the enemy, whenever they were available, or

reports which came in to us from our information service, from other foreign

newspapers, or from any other source whatsoever, and conducted detailed

investigations for the purpose of ascertaining whether steamers were prop-

erly identified and whether they could be listed as an enemy loss. The
investigation was kept up until the steamers in question were identified;

they were then entered, and it was then for the first time that we added all

together and announced the figures.

Delegate Gothein: At this point of time, over a year since hostilities have

ceased and when the British and our other enemies have, therefore, no

particular interest in misrepresenting figures, the figures of the losses

sustained by torpedoes, that is, by means of U-boats, which the British,

French and Italians have submitted are materially less than those of the

tonnage sunk according to the reports which were furnished us. What is

the explanation of that? There is no question here of any differences of

from 7 to 10 per cent, which of course would be easily understood; but it is a

question of very much greater differences going as high, according to my
knowledge, as around 33J per cent.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: This is to be explained in this way, that,

in calculating the tonnage of sunken merchant ships, the British have left out

of the reckoning all those ships which were acting as auxiliary cruisers and
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were in the service of the Admiralty. This is a very important point. For

instance, all the coal transports which were in the service of the Admiralty

and which we, naturally, would look upon from the outside as ordinary

steamers and list as such, were not included. Moreover, the British natu-

rally did not include in their list of sunken merchant ships any of those

vessels which were salvaged in a damaged condition and with regard to

which we were justified and bound, in certain instances, to assume that they

would never reach their home port—and this in spite of the fact that they

remained missing for months. MIoreover, they deducted all the ships which

they succeeded in raising and in salvaging, ships which had run ashore on

the coast in a sinking condition, and there were a good many of these; as a

matter of fact, the British simply included that tonnage which consisted of

purely private merchant shipping and which went to the bottom and was not

raised again.

Delegate Gotheix : May I ask whether this refers merely to war time, or

applies to the figures which have been published at the present time in

England? For, in my opinion, the British have absolutely no reason to

underestimate their combined loss, and not to include the coal transports, etc.,

which were rated as auxiliary cruisers of the Navy. For they certainly haveJ mi J mi

an interest at this time in establishing the damage inflicted in its entirety.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: Naturally, I can make no statement

under oath in answer to this question in my capacity as an expert. But

I might possibly state my personal view.

The Chairman : Perhaps his Excellency Helfferich has something to say

on this point, as I note that he is ready to speak.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I may, perhaps, call your attention to the fact

that the English Government published an exact statement some time ago.

If my memory is exact as to the figures, it is announced in this statement

that nearly 8 million tons were sunk, and that over 8 million were salvaged,

making a total of about 16 million.

Delegate Gotheix: Including ships which ran into mines?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Including those which ran into mines, just as

losses by mines were calculated by us. The 15 or 16 million tons are notably

more than the number of tons of English shipping which our people an-

nounced had been sunk, so that the figures which are given here would seem

to be thoroughly plausible.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: I would be very grateful if I might be given the

figures which Delegate Gothein mentions. I do not understand what he

means. It would be of use to us if we could obtain these figures and com-

pare them with our own.

Delegate Gotheix : I recently read these figures in the newspapers, and so

probably did his Excellency Helfferich. It was announced as coming from

an English source, and gave the source, and is, therefore, in all probability
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free from bias. It occurred to me that the number of ships which were lost,

which wTere lost by running upon mines, was greater than those which were

stated to have been lost in the course of torpedo attacks by U-boats.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: If I have understood you correctly, ac-

cording to these reports, the number of steamers which were sunk by contact

with mines was notably greater than those which were torpedoed. That, of

course, is absolutely out of the question. It is quite impossible. It can not

be brought into agreement with the number of mines that were laid. The
number of ships which were torpedoed must be far higher.

Witness Admiral Koch: During the first months of the U-boat war,

when these high figures of sinkings were sent in, we always said that we
would take into computation the losses in steamers which were reported to

us, and the remainder, if there was any, would have to be assumed to have

been sunk by contact with mines—a fact, of course, of which we could not

be certain. If I am not mistaken, calculating on an average, there were

over 100,000 tons, and often a still greater number of which we could not

dispose, and from this we again deducted a certain percentage, and when,

in May, the announcements wrere still not made, as long as the efficiency of

the mines remained the same, we put down by way of estimate 100,000 tons

as a loss by mines. When thereafter some of the mine U-boats failed to

return, and activities in mine methods became distinctly less, we made
another deduction and went down to 80,000 tons. This method of com-

putation was absolutely dependable and such as only the conscientious

German would have made. The Englishman would not have done it.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Captain, I understand you to have expressed your-

self as follows: During the first years of the war it was possible for you, by

virtue of the control which you exercised over the enemy wireless, to deter-

mine the loss of a steamer before you received your report from your U-boat

captain. Am I correct in this?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: How long did this possibility continue?

Witness Captain Bartenbach : We were not deprived of this possibility

during the full extent of the war. But it will have to be said that, in the

course of the year 1918, it became so difficult to decipher messages that, to a

great extent, we were able to decipher the wireless messages only after a while

and after great delay, and sometimes we were not able to decipher them at

all. As a matter of fact, we did decipher these wireless messages up to the

last day of the war. But our work was no longer as dependable as it had

been, because, naturally, in the course of time, the British developed a very

intricate system of cipher. At the initial period of the war, they sent

everything in plain language by wireless, so that we got the enemy wire-

less messages every day in great numbers, and were able to read them for

our own information without any further difficulty.
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Delegate Dr. Cohn: One more question. In connection with that point

of time with which we have to deal, that is, the first nine months of the year

1917—and Admiral Koch, too, has mentioned this period—the following is

of material interest to me: What were the steps which characterized a

U-boat attack? At what distance was it made? What did the U-boat do

after delivering fire? I mean, of course, in the average case.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: In this connection, we must distinguish

between a surface attack and an attack under water. Mainly with the idea

of saving ammunition, and because an attack by gunfire is much more

simple and much more easy and, in many cases, much more practicable

than is the attack by the torpedo, every U-boat sought to make a surface

attack. This was done more or less along the following lines.

Let me point out first that of course this depended invariably on the

region in which the U-boat happened to be. Let us assume that we are at a

certain point where we can eliminate from our calculations the existence of

any enemy auxiliary craft in the neighborhood. The LLboat sights a

wreath of smoke, gets it in line, that is, gauges it and attempts to determine

whether the steamer, which is still below the horizon and whose smoke is

the only thing to be seen, is in such proximity as to permit him to overtake

her. It can quickly determine whether it is going to the right or the left,

or is approaching or receding. He then selects the course by the holding of

which he will approach the steamer. If he succeeds in approaching and if

the weather permits the use of his gun, he will order his gun crew into action.

For reasons of personal safety and from the greatest distance possible, he

will fire a warning shot at the steamer. If the steamer is innocent, it will

stop right away; if it is not innocent, it will apparently pay no attention to it

and allow the U-boat to come nearer. From this moment on, everything

will depend upon what the steamer does. If it acts as a real non-combatant

craft should act upon meeting the representative of a belligerent, it will stop

and hoist the proper signal. Then the U-boat signals “All hands leave

ship at once.” The crew gets into the boats, the U-boat approaches the

steamer and sinks the steamer either by shell-fire if the weather and the

situation permit it, or has one or two of the crew lay bombs in the hold, or,

if the weather is bad, the bombs are attached outside. The steamer is sunk

and the U-boat proceeds on its way.

But if the steamer, after a short time, opens fire herself; that is, if there is

to be an artillery duel, the LT-boat will wait for a while to find out how the

enemy shoots. As soon as the enemy’s shots land in the vicinity of the

boat, it must submerge at all hazards. Commanders are under the strictest

orders to submerge at all hazards and do no more shooting, for the loss of a

valuable U-boat against an ordinary merchant steamer does not pay. If

the U-boat is so successful, as happened in many cases, as to put the steamer

out of commission by a lucky shot, then the steamer is handled in exactly
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the same way, except, to be sure, that the U-boat takes the precaution of

submerging again and then approaching the steamer and examining it care-

fully to see whether there is not a concealed gun on board, as has happened
in many cases. Thereupon, the steamer is torpedoed.

The attack under water is done in this way: First of all, the U-boat deter-

mines whether or not it is in close enough proximity to the steamer to reach

it with its torpedo. To fire the torpedo, it is necessary to be ahead of the

steamer, because the torpedo needs a certain time in which to complete its

course and the steamer must cross the track which the torpedo will take.

If the officer in command of the submarine concludes that the steamer is

within reach, he dives, approaches it, fires his torpedo and awaits the result.

If the steamer sinks, the next thing depends upon whether help appears on

the scene or not. In any event, after firing his torpedo, he first waits until

the steamer has sunk, then comes to the surface and attempts, by inquiries

addressed to the crew in the ship’s boats, to find out what steamer it is, what
her cargo was, and what her destination was; then he goes on.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : At what distance is the steamer hailed? In this case,

you will probably have to differentiate between clear weather and thick.

The Chairman: Is this question material here?

Delegate Dr. Cohn: It is of interest in connection with how certain the

estimates are. That is why I am putting the question.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: The signal to stop, in the shape of a shot,

results in stopping the steamer, let us say in the average case, at a distance

of from 5 to 6 thousand meters. But if the ship is held up for the purpose of

forming an estimate—this steamer which is held up and which stops—why,

you afterwards come alongside, and then you know the name and everything

else.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: In view of the continued arming of steamers and

providing them with better methods of defense by gunfire, did the number
of underwater attacks increase in comparison with the surface methods?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: With the exception of the seat of war

on the Mediterranean and the seat of war on the open ocean, the surface

methods became practically impossible in the year 1917. From the end of

1917 up to the end of 1918, the only work done was done by means of tor-

pedo fired without warning, because every steamer answered warnings which

were given, by opening fire.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: So that, so far as this period of time was concerned,

every possibility of making an estimate disappeared.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: But you could see the steamer by means

of the telescope.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Could you get a complete view of her?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: You could see her just as well with the

telescope as you could with the naked eye.
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Delegate Dr. Cohn: And when the steamer was torpedoed under water,

was the U-boat always ordered to wait and observe the effect?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: Why certainly, that is a matter of per-

sonal interest to the officer in command. He can always hear a hit, any-

way. In many cases, the U-boat, if there were protecting ships—for the

steamers were, to a great extent, convoyed—had to submerge at once to a

great depth, because the destroyers, which followed the steamers at 50

meters, attacked the U-boats at once with depth bombs.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Admiral, we have heard the statements

giving the enormous figures of tonnage sunk. How do you explain the

fact that, in spite of it all, England was able to stand her ground, that is,

that she continued to exist in spite of this enormous amount of sunken

tonnage?

Witness Admiral Koch: In the Admiralty Staff we always reckoned on

the possibility of overestimating the tonnage sunk, and only placed the

amount at 600,000 tons, in order to be able to guarantee this amount with

absolute certainty. You must realize that we are not doing an example in

mathematics. If I simply had to multiply and divide, that would have been

very lovely, but it would not have been possible. We could estimate this

effect for the first five or six months. As a matter of fact, I stick to my
assertion that the effect which we intended to bring about was brought

about. We wanted to wear them down.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You said, your Excellency, “to wear them
down.” I may ask, why “wear them down”?

Witness Admiral Koch: To make them ready to accept peace.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Ready to accept peace? I should like to know
what kind of a peace they were to be made ready to accept? Do you

believe that England was at that time so far below par as to have been

willing to sacrifice Belgium in favor of Germany?
Witness Admiral Koch: Mr. Recording Secretary, I am under no obli-

gation to answer that question.

The Chairman: Nor does it seem to me that this question is called for,

because the sacrifice of Belgium, in the sense that Belgium was to be given

up for annexation, was never made a point of the negotiations and was
never made the subject of discussion in the course of serious debates as to

the nature of the peace which Germany would accept.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I would like to say a word on the order of business.

If we stick to the word “annexation” in the sense of incorporation into our

national territory, it is possible that the Chairman is right. But if we
consider the veiled form of annexation together with political, military,

financial and economic penetration, together with assimilation in the matter

of the railway system and in the promulgation of laws—and that was a

subject of general discussion both in the government departments and in
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parliament—then it was, as a matter of fact, just this form of disguised

annexation against which England announced herself at every turn.

The Chairman: However that may be, it is a question which calls for

the expression of an opinion on the part of the witness, whereas the business

of the committee is to take the testimony of witnesses for the purpose of

getting from them information with regard to facts only.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I am of the opinion that the question, whether

a country is inclined to make peace, involves an expression of opinion. I

should like to know what view the witness entertained with regard to the

kind of peace toward which England was to be inclined. That was the

purpose of the question.

I should like to put another question to his Excellency. Your Excellency

commented upon the fact—in itself, it falls into a later period—that England

had reached the stage where she was inclined toward peace, but that the

publication of Count Czernin’s report had put an end to this inclination.

Do you believe, your Excellency, that without this report the Entente, by
means of her thousand agents which she had in Austria, was not perfectly

well informed with regard to the situation actually existing in Austria-

Hungary, and that it was only the publication of the Czernin report, result-

ing from '‘indiscretion/’ that suddenly brought about this turn of affairs?

I am putting this question to you on the assumption that, as a matter of

fact, a readiness to make peace existed at that time, and that this inclination

was brought to an end, an assumption for which, up to the present time,

there is no justification.

Witness Admiral Koch: I know nothing about it but can easily imagine

it to be the case. But when I receive an official report dealing with these

conditions, addressed by the Minister for Foreign Affairs to his Emperor,

then, so far as I am concerned, these thousand other agents do not mean to

me as much as this single report.

Delegate Gothein : Is the witness aware of the fact that in the spring,

nay, even in the winter of 1916, and in January and February as well,

General v. Falkenhayn, who was then Chief of the Admiralty Staff, was of

the opinion that, at best, our allies would only be able to hold out for the

year 1916?

Witness Admiral Koch : I can not make a statement under oath on that

point.

The Chairman : Nor is that possible.

Witness Admiral Koch: If I knew it, of course I would say so.

The Chairman: That suffices. The question has been put to you,

whether you knew that matters had gone so far, and the question has been

answered by you in the negative. I should like to ask your Excellency the

question, whether the assumption that a ruthless U-boat war would attain

its objects within a comparatively short space of time, in any way affected
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building activities, experiments looking toward the improvement of l -boat

efficiency, or the taking advantage of such experiments, if they were actually

found to be feasible, that is, to the extent that full use was not ultimately

made of them because of the belief that the U-boat war was bound to come

to an end within a short period of time by attaining its purpose of bringing

England to the point where she would be inclined to accept peace. In

order to express myself more briefly, did the assumption that the U-boat

war would attain the objects for which it was launched, result in restricting

construction activities?

Witness Admiral Koch: No.

The Chairman: Did it result in not applying improvements which could

have been taken advantage of for the U-boats, etc., because to do so would

have required a certain amount of time?

Witness Admiral Koch: No, so far as I know, that was not the case.

The Chairman: I find here an article in the Deutsche Tageszeitung of

yesterday, which I would like to have considered in the course of this dis-

cussion for no other reason than that it might well call for speculation on

this point. It is there stated that a German business concern had ap-

proached the Navy Department in September, 1917, in order to take up a

matter involving an improvement in U-boat construction. The reply

given reads as follows:

The . . . submitted by the firm has been given a careful

examination by this office. . . . The further development which
would be necessary in connection herewith . . . would likewise

call for the expenditure of an amount of time running into months, so

that the result of the experiments could not, in all probability, be taken
advantage of during the present war.

Naturally I can not expect that your Excellency will be able to give me
a reply which has a bearing on this particular case. It would only throw

a light upon the policy which was possibly maintained in the Navy De-

partment in connection with the submission of improvements in matters

of U-boat construction, and, in this connection, your Excellency can tell

me whether we are to take the view that this article was erroneous.

Witness Admiral Koch: So far as the Admiralty Staff is concerned, we
know nothing about it. It is possible that his Excellency v. Capelle can

give us some information about it.

Witness v. Capelle: I have not been informed of those matters referred

to in the Deutsche Tageszeitung nor of the special case referred to by the

Chairman. I can simply point to the fact that we in the Navy Department
were swamped with inventions. On one occasion, and for the purposes of

the budget commission, I had the figures bearing on these inventions com-

piled, and I believe that the number reached was from 600 to 800.

The Chairman: If I may interrupt you, the matter before us involves an
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invention concerning which the reply states that it has been made the

subject of detailed examination, but that the further development which
would be essential in this connection would call for the expenditure of time

reaching into months, so that the benefit of the experiments would not be

able to be taken advantage of during this war. This means that it was
taken for granted, at the outset, that the war must soon come to an end,

and that there was no further purpose served by continuing to work along

the particular lines at that time; that, for that reason, the experiments

could not be put to any account.

Witness v. Capelle: I do not recollect that I ever signed any such letter;

such documents were not submitted to me.

The Chairman: Then this means that it is not possible for you to give any
information with regard to this particular case?

Witness v. Capelle: May I ask who signed that?

The Chairman: That does not appear. It will, perhaps, be well for me
to hand the paper over to your Excellency in order that an investigation

may be made for the purpose of finding out whether any opportunity was
let slip to actually take advantage of really valuable inventions during the

U-boat war, and whether inventors were not discouraged by the fact that

it was assumed by the authorities of the Navy that the U-boat war was
bound to come to an end within a short period of time.

Delegate Gothein: Is your Excellency aware of the fact that your prede-

cessor in office, v. Tirpitz, is stated to have himself announced in January,

1915, that every U-boat which was completed after May, 1915, was of no

interest to him?

Witness v. Capelle: No, I do not know that.

Delegate Gothein: But this statement went the rounds of the press.

I should like to ask Captain Bartenbach the following question. He
stated that we ought to have sent the U-boats in early, even though we had

a smaller number of them, because it was not so much a matter of the

numbers, but of the time at which this was done, and when the defensive

measures had not reached such a process of development.

According to a statement which General Ludendorff makes in his war

memoirs, Admiral v. Tirpitz is said to have been opposed to the U-boat war

in February, 1915, because he considered that this would have been prema-

ture. When in the witness’s opinion was the proper time for launching the

U-boat war?

Expert Dr. Schaefer: In Tirpitz’s memoirs it is stated that, on the 27th

of January, 1915, v. Tirpitz had a long interview with v. Bethmann-Hollweg

and, in the course of this interview, had explained that the U-boat war

could not be commenced at this time because of the absence of a sufficient

number of U-boats; and that in any event, when the war was launched, ex-

perimental attacks not in full force should be made at first, and that the best
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thing would be to launch these attacks at the mouth of the Thames, but not

in full force; and it is stated, in so many words, that v. Tirpitz was dum-
founded when, on February 4, a few days later, the U-boat war was an-

nounced, and announced by v. Bethmann-Hollweg at that; he states that

Pohl and Bethmann-Hollweg had submitted the matter to His Majesty and

had obtained the decision that the U-boat war should be launched. You
can read that in Tirpitz’s memoirs.

I have not called attention to this up to the present time, and I believe

that there was no occasion to have this contradiction cleared up. There

are a great number of discrepancies also in the reports covering February

and March. I now call attention to the fact that this contradiction exists,

and that later, when the U-boat war was launched, Tirpitz always took the

view that it should be rigorously prosecuted; and that Tirpitz took the

stand in the Lusitania case that we should not give in, and, again, that he

took a similar stand in the case of the Ancona. Austria-Hungary sent a

curt answer at first, and only submitted a second note which contained

concessions, because persuaded to do so by Germany.

The Chairman: Privy Councilor Schaefer, I believe that we shall come
to hear of this from v. Tirpitz himself. It will, of course, be necessary to

take his testimony.

Delegate Dr. Spahn : At what time do you assume that the U-boats were

so developed technically as to acquire the radius of action which we devel-

oped in the year 1917? Progress in U-boat construction came about, as

you know, by degrees. Originally, the sphere of action was, of course, not

so great as in the year 1917. Will you inform us as to when that point of

development in U-boat construction was reached at which we could have

conducted the U-boat war with full effect? Will you tell us whether this

point of time had been reached by 1915, or in 1916 or only in 1917?

Witness Admiral Koch: I can state that the radius of action, generally

speaking, did not increase, that the U-boats of the 20th class already had a

sufficient radius of action, and, in part, as a matter of fact, a greater radius

than those boats which were built later. And this, again, was the case

partly because certain U-boats were built for use on near-by war areas. It

was precisely those boats of the 20th class which, primarily, were sent to the

Mediterranean. These had the most extensive radius of action of the

boats which we had at that time.

Delegate Gothein: I had put the question, when, in the Captain’s opinion,

we should have commenced the U-boat war.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: I am familiar with v. Tirpitz’s opinion

that the U-boat war of February was undertaken in too much of a hurry and
too early. And I know what the reasons were in this instance. They
were all based on purely technical grounds. In February of 1915, the

little boats which were constructed for Flanders were not ready; they were
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not ready until April, 1915. And then, too, some of the boats which had
already been in construction in peace times, U-31 up to U-41, and which,

up to that time, were our best and latest boats, were still in the stage of

being tried out, that is to say, the crews had not become entirely familiar

with the boats. I myself was of the opinion that the announcement which

was made in February was made too early.

I should feel quite confident in saying that the date should have been

set for the 1st or the 15th of April, 1915.

Delegate Gothein: Can you state how many U-boats we had at that

time?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: I can not give the number under oath.

I estimate that it was around 30 boats.

Delegate Gothein : Up to the present time, we have been given different

numbers for the boats which were actually at the front. Our figures began:

February, 1917, 123, etc. And here, too, I seem to see a difference in the

opinions as to how many boats were ready for the front and how many were

not. I should like to ask that Dr. Struve be called as a witness on this

point, since the numbers are at such great variance from those which were

submitted to us from various sources at the time these questions were taken

up by the budget committee.

The Chairman: Yes, but at present, let us finish with this inquiry. Dr.

Struve’s examination can take place later.

I should like to have one question answered, which as yet remains un-

answered, namely, the question whether it was physically possible or im-

possible, at the close of January, that is, by January 29, to revoke the

unrestricted U-boat war which had been launched. It will involve the

determination of the fact of how many U-boats left port at that time, as

to whether they left port in great numbers or in small numbers. It will

further involve the determination of the question whether all U-boats were

provided with service instructions touching the receipt of wireless messages

which made it possible at that time to desist from their activities to the

extent that these activities involved them in taking part in the unrestricted

U-boat war; and other questions of this kind. Of course, I do not need to

set all these things out in detail.

Witness Admiral Koch: It was naturally physically possible to send off a

wireless message, an order of recall. The boats were provided, according

to their class, with a good receiving station. And all the means for decoding

secret telegrams were at their command. All that needed to be done was

to send the order out to the world by wireless from one of the large stations,

Nauen, Eilvese, or Wusterhausen. Of course, no absolute guarantee could

be given that the telegram was received and was understood, since the

confirmation of its receipt was an impossibility, and this on account of the

lack of range of the sending apparatus and on account of the danger which
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would result to the boats by bringing enemy defensive elements to the

scene. But there were other circumstances, too, which practically assured

the absence of receipt. For days at a time, and particularly at the hours

when messages could be sent, the boats were kept under water; they were

in no position to receive a wireless message. The impossibility of exposing

the antennae for the purpose of receiving messages, or of replacing the

antennae if they were carried away, is another reason. Moreover, the

receiving station might not be absolutely in tune. And, finally, a failure

in efficiency on the part of the personnel, and meteorological conditions

likewise were shown, as a matter of experience, only too often, to be re-

sponsible for a failure to receive wireless messages. On account of this

uncertainty of communication, it was an accepted principle that connection

was established with U-boats only if it was absolutely essential; and even

then it occurred only if we were lucky.

Let me give an example of this. Before the beginning of the U-boat war,

the Foreign Office approached us with the request to permit the Dutch to

have a considerable number of Dutch steamships off the west coast of

England pass unmolested through the restricted area by a certain course

to the westward. At first, on account of the uncertainty of the transmission

of orders, we flatly denied the request to permit the trip to be made before a

period of six weeks had passed, since it was only in this way that it could

be made in absolute security. It was only in this way that the boats at

sea would be only those which were provided with the new orders in writing.

On account of the insistence of the Dutch, and then, too, for political rea-

sons, we finally reached the point of agreeing that the steamers might

come through after a few days had passed. But I laid special stress upon

the point, in my communication at that time, that the ships would sail at

their own risk, since we could only offer them a qualified security as the

result of transmitting the orders by wireless. The particular order was

sent day in and day out at the sending hours of the morning and the after-

noon, in order that we might do everything possible for us to do; for it was

then a very essential matter for us to have the Dutch ships molested as

little as possible. The result of our concession was this, that a certain

number of boats—how many, I do not know—failed to receive the order,

and that seven steamers were sent to the bottom by a single boat. The
political consequences were very serious at this time; in fact, they were

much more serious than the result of refusing to yield to the insistence of

the Dutch would have been. And our action was not approved by the

competent authorities in Germany.

I therefore repeat that it would have been a careless act if the Admiralty

Staff had pledged itself unqualifiedly to transmit such an important order

to the U-boats. Such action might very well have resulted in serious

consequences. As I have already pointed out, we could not guarantee

37
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absolute security, and, moreover, if the government had made any pledges

of security to Wilson, the chances would have been altogether too much in

favor of the fact that an American citizen would be sacrificed to the purposes

of the U-boat war, as the example of Holland shows us, and that would
certainly have been regarded in the United States as a real slap in the face.

An offer of compensation would have done nothing to help the situation.

But, to my knowledge, the thought of compensation was never in any way
brought to the attention of the Chief of the Admiralty Staff. Even if this

had been done, I do not hesitate to state that the Chief would have made
the strongest kind of protest against it; for any favors shown to the Ameri-

cans would, in short, have had to be extended to all the remaining neutrals;

and when such favors were once extended, it would have been extremely

difficult to revoke such a concession later. The scaring-off of neutral

shipping from the trade routes to England—a very important factor, from

the standpoint of the U-boat war—would have been sacrificed from the

outset in favor of a peace move on the part of the President which, in view

of those incidents which we had every reason to expect would occur, was
hardly to be expected

;
nor could we expect any such action from the Entente,

the prospects of which were far slighter still. 8

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, when the incident with

Holland occurred, how much time did you have in which to reach the

U-boats by wireless?

Witness Admiral Koch: I can not say exactly, but I believe that it was
about six or seven days.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: According to the records of the Admiralty

which I have before me, during the critical period running from the 29th of

January up to the 7th of February, that is, the day on which neutral shipping

could be attacked, there were 10 U-boats at sea and no more.

Witness Admiral Koch: No more? 21 U-boats were at sea.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In the period running from the 29th of January

up to the 7th of February, there were 10 U-boats out of harbor.

Witness Admiral Koch: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: On the 29th of January, these U-boats were at

sea, but on the 7th of February they were back again in harbor. So that

there were 11 U-boats to transmit orders to.

Witness Admiral Koch: No, they were at sea from the 29th of January,

on, and on the 7th of February they returned again to their various ports.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That is correct; I understand that to be the

case too.

Witness Admiral Koch: So that 21 U-boats were at sea.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Certainly, but of these 21 boats, 11 returned

on the 7th of February, that is, on the date on which we were to proceed

against neutral shipping. They cleared, and so they did not need to be
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communicated with by wireless. But, even if you include the 1 1 boats, your

Excellency, then only 21 of all the U-boats, which were estimated at 120,

were outside. The time which was at your disposal for notifying these 21

U-boats was the time which extended from the 29th of January up to the

7th of February, in other words, 9 days. You said that you could not

undertake any guarantee in the matter. Was this a fact, even when the

period was nine days long?

Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Could it not be assumed that, during this

9-day period, at least a great majority of the U-boats could be reached by

wireless?

The Chairman: Whether or not the attempt could have been made?

Witness Admiral Koch: I was absolutely in no position to know that.

Moreover, I did not know how many boats failed to receive the message at

the time of the Dutch incident. A single boat which happened by chance

to be there might have sunk all those steamers, for the reason that it had

failed to get the wireless message.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But at least the possibility existed to reach a

great number of the boats by a message sent by wireless during those nine

days.

Witness Admiral Koch: That is true, but it can not really be stated as a

fact that it could actually have been done.

The Chairman: The possibility must have existed because, -otherwise,

your Excellency would not just have made use of this expression.

Witness Admiral Koch: Certainly. In the case already referred to, I

happen to know that the receiving apparatus of the U-21 was never tuned up

during the entire period, so that it was absolutely impossible for it to receive

any wireless message.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That was a mere chance. But look at it from

the standpoint of the normal course of events.

Witness Admiral Koch: The normal course of events would have been

that the boats would not have received the wireless message. Wilson’s

offer of peace mediation had been received; we were face to face with the

tremendous question, whether we would issue the recall by wireless. It

was not practicable; we could not leave the receipt of the message to chance.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The normal, average case?

Witness Admiral Koch: Taking it from the standpoint of average, I

must say that the U-boat would have received no communications and that

it would have sunk every ship with which it came into contact.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: One U-boat, or a number of U-boats?

Witness Admiral Koch: No, a number of U-boats.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Well, all could not have been with certainty

gotten into touch with from land, so that, perhaps, it is an open question
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whether the following communication could not have been sent to Wilson:

“U-boat orders have been given but rescinded. It is possible that we can

not reach them all; we send this communication at the outset.” It is an
open question as to whether such a possibility existed at that time.

Witness Admiral Koch: The risk remains always the same. As I have

already pointed out, the same situation confronted us in the case of the

Dutch. We stated to them that we could not give any guarantee whatso-

ever and, after doing this, we proceeded to sink seven of their steamers on

the coast of England. Feeling was wrought up to such a pitch in Holland

as a result of this incident that our Ambassador at that time sent an urgent

telegram to the Foreign Office asking how it was possible that such a thing

could have occurred.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: One more point, your Excellency. We had

much bad luck in this war. Could not we possibly have hoped for a piece

of good luck for once? (Prolonged laughter.) It is a fact that no American

ships were torpedoed until quite a time subsequent to the 7th of February.

That is a matter of fact. So that fortune would have smiled upon us.

The Chairman : I believe that I can sum up your remarks, your Excellency,

in stating that the possibility that you could, perhaps, have succeeded in

getting into touch with one or more U-boats that had started on their trips,

can not be denied, but that this possibility was, as a matter of fact, so ex-

tremely remote as to justify its elimination from consideration as a possibility.

(Indication of assent from the witness.)

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Kindly tell me whether I am correct in the

statement, that as a matter of fact, it was not until long after the 7th of

February that any American ship was torpedoed.

Witness Admiral Koch: That, I can not say.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But it is the fact. So that in this case fortune

would have smiled upon us.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Captain, one question. You received the reports

made by the captains.

(Witness Captain Bartenbach: Yes.)

And kept informed of the British situation by means of the reports. Did

you ever, by means of newspapers which were found on board the

steamers, by means of other reports of the press, or by means of statements

from the crews of the ships which were stopped, become acquainted with

the economic situation in England, more particularly, the situation regarding

England’s food supply?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: It goes without saying that I read all the

press reports which were accessible to me—and they were very numerous

—

and that I also read all the items dealing with economics. Besides this, I

received the news which was compiled by the Admiralty Staff, as well as

the statements of the prisoners who were brought in or the reports of the
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U-boat commanders based on conferences with the crews of ships which

were sunk, all of which were naturally submitted to me. The report was

often made to me—of course, I can not remember the times, to the extent

of giving the exact dates—that the ships were very poorly supplied with

rations. That was quite noticeable.

In the years 1915 and 1916, when our U-boats, as goes without saying,

replenished their supplies from those of ships which they sent to the bottom,

they found very considerable amounts of bacon, good white bread, flour,

sugar, coffee, and the like. But these supplies became constantly less and

less. The fishing vessels which had previously been well stocked, had no

potatoes and nothing but turnips, so that our people who desired to increase

their own supply found nothing. They had no more bread and no more

bacon, and the crews themselves complained about the shortage of pro-

visions as well as the lack of variety with which they were furnished for

sea voyages

—

(Interruption: Englishmen or neutrals?)

—Englishmen and neutrals.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did you have the English newspapers themselves,

or only extracts therefrom which were given out in the form of information

from the Admiralty Staff?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: That varied. I have received entire

newspapers and excerpts as well, and compilations drawn up by the Ad-

miralty Staff; and naturally, since we were in a way subject to the Army, I

saw the summaries of press reports of the Army.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did you examine all the newspapers thoroughly?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: Certainly.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Did you take particular notice of certain columns,

which were constantly in the English papers during the entire year of 1917

and continued to appear there until far into the year 1918, consisting of

the official reports of the government auctions of raw material of all kinds

and of many articles of food?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: No.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Lard, tallow, hides, wool, and everything, were to

be had in the open market in unlimited quantities. There were many
reports to this effect. I even remember having read once or twice, in

reports telling about public lard auctions, the statement that the supply

on hand could not be disposed of owing to the scarcity of buyers. Did
you ever see anything of that kind?

Witness Captain Bartenbach : I never read these compiled statements of

auction sales.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Well, did you examine the advertising columns of

the newspapers, for instance, the dry goods store advertisements, for the

purpose of getting an idea as to what could be bought in the country?
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Witness Captain Bartenbach: I probably read them, but I can not say

that I followed up these matters.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: One question. We were just speaking about

the possibility of getting into touch by means of the wireless. I am not

sure, but I should like to ask you whether the possibility of conveying

information by direct contact existed. Were these U-boats at definite

stations?

Witness Admiral Koch: No.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Or were they stationed at all?

Witness Admiral Koch: No.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: So that the news could not be delivered by
means of U-boats which left port?

Witness Admiral Koch: That would have been a mere chance if they

had met, because they were assigned to definite fields of operation within

the limits of which they were free to move from place to place.

Witness Rear Admiral v. Bulow: In reply to a remark made by the

recording secretary in respect to the recall question, I should like to add that

it was not the sinking of an American ship that was the point at issue, but

that no American citizen should come to his death or should be injured.

Think of the Lusitania. It was not a question of having this American

citizen on an American ship. The result would have been just the same
for an American citizen to be on an English ship.

Witness Admiral Koch: That is perfectly true. For after the Sussex

was sunk, we got a note from the United States in which it was stated that

“if the life of an American citizen is lost,” this would be looked upon as an

unfriendly act.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: When was the first neutral ship sunk after

the 7th of February? You will find that this occurred at a much later date.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: We had heard originally that the defensive

measures against the U-boats were of very little consequence. Was it not

a great mistake, politically, that in a well-known interview, Grand Admiral

v. Tirpitz made our intention to cut England off entirely by means of the

U-boat war, public property to the extent that he did? Must that not

have had the inevitable result of inducing England to provide herself with

defensive measures? Was it advisable for us to announce the U-boat wTar

in such impressive terms at a time when we were absolutely unable to carry

it out?

Witness Admiral Koch: From a military standpoint, I must say, yes,

I wrould not have given this interview, but, on the other hand, I do not

consider it so very harmful. I am convinced that Admiral v. Tirpitz

probably gave this interview merely in the hope that the U-boat war would

be launched very shortly. For, after all, he himself was of the opinion that

the U-boat war would have to be fought through to a finish as soon as pos-
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sible, although, to be sure, not at that precise point of time. He has made

this perfectly clear in his memoirs. I have not talked this over with Admiral

Tirpitz. But he had in view an approximate time in the future when he

wanted to begin operations. So he told himself that measures of defense

could not really increase in efficiency in the meanwhile.

The Chairman : The committee has determined to hear the statement of

Dr. Struve on the subject which has already been mentioned by Mr. Gothein.

I shall ask Dr. Struve to step forward.

What is your Christian name?

Witness Dr. Struve: Wilhelm.

The Chairman: Your age?

Witness Dr. Struve: 45.

The Chairman : Do you wish to take the oath with the religious formula

or without it?

Witness Dr. Struve: With the religious formula.

(Witness Member of the Prussian National Assembly Dr. Struve is sworn

as a witness.)

The Chairman : We are going to call here upon your knowledge, as the

representative from Kiel, in which capacity you undoubtedly had the

opportunity of discussing with the authorities questions regarding the

number of the U-boats which were ready for the front during the various

critical periods, and also questions involving U-boat construction.

So I will ask you to proceed to make a statement to us concerning the

number of U-boats which were ready for the front.

Witness Dr. Struve : The number of the U-boats ready for the front

during the year 1915, 1916, or 1917? -

The Chairman: We shall probably have to discuss all phases. So I

shall ask you to begin with the year 1915. The most critical period is, of

course, the period of January, 1917, and. the spring of 1916, respectively.

Really we can limit ourselves to those periods

—

(Agreement.)

—We will begin with the spring of 1916.

Witness Dr. Struve: In the spring of 1916, on the 28th and 29th of

March, we received from Secretary of State v. Capelle, at a session of the

budget committee, an official statement with regard to the condition of the

actual strength of our U-boats at sea engaged in the conflict against England.

Since a motion had been made in favor of the immediate commencement of

the unrestricted U-boat war by the Conservatives—the Heydebrand and
Count Westarp resolution—a closed session of the budget committee was
held. On that occasion we were informed by the newly-appointed Secretary,

v. Capelle, that if this U-boat war was to be successful, it would have to be

carried on along the west coast of England, westward of Ireland, and that

at least three stations would have to be established: the North Irish Sea,
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the South Irish Sea, and the southwestern outlet of the Channel. That all

three stations were occupied by one U-boat, that three U-boats were con-

stantly stationed to the west of England, out at sea, covering a distance of

600 sea miles. Such was at that time the formal announcement made by
Secretary of State v. Capelle.

The substance of the matter is, as Admiral v. Capelle stated yesterday,

that the number of the U-boats of itself stands in such contrast with the

number of the boats which are on the high seas—take, for instance, the

terms “ready for use at the front,” “ready for the front,” “U-boat in

transit”—that everything is so complicated that it is extraordinarily difficult

to give a complete picture unless the U-boat figures are specially and care-

fully computed with reference to a particular point of time. On the 28th of

March, 1916, this remark was made by Admiral v. Capelle; it is not to be

found in the Reichstag protocol, but you can find it in the statements made
by the party leaders. All parties then announced that we would not be

able to carry on the U-boat war with U-boats which we did not have. At
that time—according to my knowledge at Kiel in March, 1916—11 U-boats

were outside in the North Sea, and at Kiel 22 large U-boats were stated to

be ready for the front for all U-boat points of support.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : With the exception of the 1 1 ?

Witness Dr. Struve: No, the 11 were a portion of the 22.

The Chairman: Where were the 11?

Witness Dr. Struve: The 11 were in the North Sea. That would agree

exactly with what Secretary of State v. Capelle explained to the government

and to the Reichstag with regard to our actual forces. For if 11 were in the

North Sea, then from 2 to 3, and that is what was said, 2 to 3—I always

gave the larger figure, 3, afterwards—then from 2 to 3 could constantly

remain outside to the west of England, the rest be on the outward trip and

the others on the return trip.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Were five always needed for the occupation of a

station?

Witness Dr. Struve: In those days it was said that, in order to occupy a

station with safety and permanence, we would have to count upon five

U-boats for each individual station. And this was not a political estimate,

but was actually a correct estimate, and well estimated according to naval

requirements, a fact which can be illustrated, for instance, by another set of

figures.

In January, 1917—which was another critical period for our foreign

policy—when we were deliberating as to whether the unrestricted U-boat

war should be launched, Secretary of State Capelle came to Kiel, and he was

told in Kiel—I can refer to the old records, it is all old material—that there

were 20 U-boats at the front. That did not constitute 20 per cent, but

only 12 per cent. So that the March estimate was no political estimate
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made for the purpose of blocking the unrestricted U-boat war, but an actual

estimate. At that time, 20 per cent was the number calculated.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: What does that 20 per cent mean?

Witness Dr. Struve: Just what you said, Delegate Dr. Cohn. I must

have 5 on the ground if I am going to promise that one U-boat is going to do

certain and effective work. So that from 2 to 3 could be to the west of

England during the year 1916, for 11 were in the North Sea. In January,

1917, there were in port 45 in the process of undergoing trials, for training

purposes, for repairs, and for armament, 57 in the dockyards, leaving 30

obsolescent. So that we had 152 U-boats at that time—these were the

figures which were given to us afterwards and I shall come to that point

shortly—whereas there were only 20 at the front. Then of these 20, we
had to deduct 20 per cent which were constantly pursuing their work of

destruction outside at their station.

In 1916, we who were at that time in the old Reichstag, heard here in

Berlin, if I am not mistaken, that Admiral v. Tirpitz had in the Bundesrat,

through Mr. Lohlein, given 203 as the number of U-boats. This figure

brought about disagreement in the Bundesrat, and this disagreement was

not harmonized by the corrective statement subsequently made, that of

these 203 U-boats, 54 were ready for the front. At that time, no more

detailed information was given to the Bundesrat for the same reason

that the Navy Department had privately and personally forbidden us in

the budget committee to make any statements of any kind about the number
of U-boats. Even the party leaders, who subsequently were given the fig-

ures on the occasion of personal interviews, never mentioned these figures,

even to the budget committee. The number which at that time had been

given to the Bundesrat was 203, and from 2 to 3 were at that very moment,
in March, 1916, outside, engaged in the war against England. What a

difference between 203 and from 2 to 3! Perhaps this very compilation

will make plain to the gentlemen of the investigating committee what
complicated forms the question can take, and, on the other hand, how very

simple it is if one is only willing to state the numbers engaged outside.

On January 15, 1917, Secretary of State v. Capelle was officially informed

in Kiel that 20 U-boats were ready for the front. So that the surprise of

the budget committee must have been all the greater when, on the 31st of

January, 1917, the information reached the Reichstag that the unrestricted

U-boat was already decided upon and would be carried into operation—

I

believe I am not mistaken; memoranda on the point are available; I could

make a comparison of them right here in a moment—and when v. Capelle

spoke of 160 U-boats.

It must have given the delegates the impression—'and this was actually

the fact—that our U-boat strength had increased since 1916 in an absolutely

incomparable manner. It would have been just as easy to have said at
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that time: there are 20 ready for the front, and, of these 20, 5 or 6—I do not

know how many on that particular day—are to be sent into action west of

England.

And moreover, the statement of Secretary of State v. Capelle, that only

about half of the completed U-boats were capable of being used against the

enemy, is in such extraordinary contrast with what the Secretary of State

had learned only fourteen days before in Kiel, that I can not explain it.

These figures—20 U-boats; we spoke today of 21 U-boats, if I am not

mistaken, for January and February of 1917—increased afterwards to a

certain extent. Afterwards, they became 36, 43, 47 U-boats. I could

give the figures exactly.

The Chairman : Perhaps it would be a good plan to give the exact figures.

Witness Dr. Struve: In a letter which was sent by me to the then Im-
perial Chancelor Michaelis and by Delegate Gothein to General Ludendorff

in 1917, we stated that, as a result of an investigation, there were in March,

41 U-boats, in April, 47, in May, 47, in June, 53, and that the average from

June to October was about 45. The numbers of the boats at the front

were given this morning by the Navy. I have no further remarks to make
with regard to figures. This difference which existed between the U-boats

which were actually outside, and the numbers which were given us in the

budget committee was apparent, not only at that time, on the 31st of

January, 1917, when it appeared to me to be particularly gross, but even

at an earlier date.

Secretary of State v. Capelle, on the first opportunity that we had to go

into the question of U-boat construction in detail—and that must have been

during the period when Mr. v. Capelle was Secretary of State, for during

the long tenure of office of Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz the Reichstag never

had budget committee sessions dealing with the state of the Navy which in-

volved discussion of these questions, so far as I know; for Admiral v. Tirpitz

had formed a habit of having both leaders, the gentlemen from the Center

Party and Social Democratic Party, talk the matter over with him before-

hand—Secretary of State v. Capelle stated in a speech that a good many
complaints were being made by the “Kielers.” Mr. v. Capelle knew that

shortly after he had entered into office I had written to him and had told

him that his promise which he had made to us in the spring of 1916, that

U-boat construction would be different now and would be pushed along

to a greater extent than it had been under Tirpitz, had not been kept. I

have in mind those extraordinary proceedings in the course of which we
listened to an unusually sharp criticism from the lips of Mr. v. Capelle

with regard to the whole policy of naval construction followed by Secretary

of State v. Tirpitz. To my surprise, I was forced to the conclusion that,

in spite of all this, construction was not proceeding very rapidly, and it

was for this reason that I wrote these letters early in the spring of 1916.
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It was for the purpose of disarming these criticisms from the outset that the

Secretary of State gave the number of U-boats which we had at about 400.

I was subsequently able to point out that, even if he had included all the

U-boats that were lost, we would not have reached this figure of 400; and

that even if we included those U-boats which were not even in course of

construction but which had only just been ordered, even then the number

would only have amounted to 300, and not 400. And we were just as erro-

neously informed when we were officially told by the Secretary of State

that, right at the beginning of the war (as really should have been the case),

U-boats had been ordered by series and, among the various series, for

instance, the series U-C 1 to 60; and in this case, too, it turned out that the

Secretary of State did not base his statement upon orders which actually

existed, but, on the contrary, perhaps upon orders which would have been

just as pleasing to him at the moment, from the political standpoint, as

they would have been to us.

In order to get a definite standard of measure whereby the number of

U-boats ordered may be computed, I believe that the most accurate way of

approaching the subject is to find out the U-boat tonnage ordered even*

month. The U-boat figure can not come into question here in any way,

since, after the outbreak of the war. Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz ordered, sim-

ultaneously with orders placed according to a program which had already

been prepared beforehand, a number of the small U-boats, of 127 tons,

of 173 tons, the so-called Channel fleas, which subsequently rendered

extraordinary service under the command of Captain Bartenbach in

Flanders, so that no correct conception would be given if we were simply to

count U-boat for U-boat, since, later on, we ordered U-boats of from 1900 to

2100 tons. Thus the number of U-boat tons must be depended upon as a

factor of comparison in order to serve as a criterion to determine what was
ordered. Now, if we were able to place orders over a period of twenty
months—and v. Tirpitz was Secretary of State for the Navy for that length

of time, from August 1914 up to March 1916—I believe that that period is

sufficient in order to admit of a more or less definite estimate being made.

In the course of these twenty months, 80,455 tons were ordered—I can not

keep the tens and the units exactly in my head.

That makes 4,000 tons a month.

The orders placed by - Secretary of State v. Capelle cover, again, about

twenty months. I calculate that the incumbency of Secretary of State v.

Capelle began with March, 1916, and I do not know the exact date of its

termination. About 14,000 tons a month were ordered during the time

that Mr. v. Capelle was Secretary of State. This contrast, of itself, shows
that these periods of time were not sufficiently taken advantage of—and,

in fact, the only periods of time in which (before the war, U-boat construc-

tion had not been pushed at all) a real purpose would have been served in
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doing so. Our industries would have been able to complete far more than

4,000, even more than 14,000 tons per month. Before the war—and I am
just taking the two figures—in the year 1913, only three U-boats were
ordered, and in the year 1914, up to August 1, 1914, only one U-boat. But
at the time when Secretary of State v. Capelle was ordering U-boats, on

the 5th of July, 1917— I believe that I am giving the date correctly,—we
were told by Secretary of State v. Capelle, and were told in a session of the

budget committee of the Reichstag, that he had been given the political

pointer by the Imperial Chancelor that the Imperial Chancelor was depend-

ing upon the U-boat war lasting a great deal longer than the five or six or

seven or eight months which it had been assumed by the Admiralty Staff

that it was going to last, and that Mr. v. Capelle should, then, temper his

orders to meet this point of view of the political department. Then, in

June, 1917, one order of over 60,000 tons went in on one day. The figures

are here before us and even in greater detail. They give us 63,506 tons.

The entire number of U-boat orders placed by v. Tirpitz during the entire

year of 1915, amounted to about 50,000 tons. And this comparison, too,

shows to what a poor extent our industries were utilized at the right time.

When this order was through and I was able to go into this matter with

Under-Secretary of State Wahnschaffe, I could not assume that congratu-

lations were due because we had succeeded so quickly in ordering new
U-boats, for I was bound to say to Mr. Wahnschaffe that the times were such

as to demand—since the war had certainly lasted long enough and the land

forces could not terminate the war, and since it was for this very reason

that we had launched the U-boat war,—it was obvious that, at present,

our whole naval construction plant and our entire industry would have to

be set to work. Mr. Wahnschaffe stated that the government was of the

opinion that everything had been done; that to place more orders was

impossible. Then I at once took pains to obtain the data to show that

even in 1916 and 1917 sufficient orders had not been placed.

As early as the spring of 1916, at a time when, I believe, Mr. v. Capelle

was already Secretary of State, the Vulkan Company, the Weser Company,

the Germania Company, and the Blohm and Voss Company, came out

with bids stating that they could build 102 medium-sized and 37 large

U-boats. In May, 1916—and this means Mr. v. Capelle—24 medium-

sized and 32 large U-boats were ordered. That gives a total of 56 U-boats

as against 139 U-boats which the shipyards had declared that they were

ready to build. In the middle of the year 1916, the Weser Company
notified us that, in spite of the new orders, gaps would take place in the

deliveries. I will come back to this question of gaps. The Weser Company
asked for permission to construct still further medium-sized U-boats in

accordance with plans which were at hand and which were to be delivered

by December, 1916, or January, 1917. Rejected! The Vulkan Company
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asked for orders for B -boats which, likewise, were to be delivered at the

beginning of 1917. The Vulkan Company wrote: “ In order to make quick

and good deliveries, orders must be given in series.” And then came a

notice of July 17, 1916, from the Secretary of State: “For the time being,

we will refrain from ordering any more U-boats; a cessation in orders is

desirable in order to make it possible for the construction yards to be able

to push Navy contracts which have been made up to this time, and to put

them in shape to undertake emergency jobs.” The U-boat inspection, too,

repeatedly pushed the Navy Department to place orders. No results!

At the end of September, 1916, Blohm and Voss got a contract for 5 B-boats,

the Weser Company got a contract for 8 B-boats, but both shipyards were

obliged to assure the Navy Department that the cruiser construction in

the yards should in no way be interfered with. In October, 1916, the

Weser shipyard wrote that it was having difficulties in getting material,

and that it desired to be informed at once whether four additional boats

were going to be ordered. It asked that permission be granted them to

place orders for construction material at once. In February, 1917, Schichau

and the Imperial yard at Danzig asked to be allowed to construct two more

boats, and Howald-Kiel offered to take on three more boats. Rejected!

In May, 1917, the Imperial shipyard at Danzig again urgently requested

that U-boats be ordered. It is stated that too much time has been allowed

to pass in doing nothing. In order to avoid having to let out workmen,

the yard would have to be provided with new contracts by the middle of

June at the latest.

At that time, we took it absolutely for granted that the time for launching

the unrestricted U-boat war had been made the subject of mature consider-

ation, that, by February* 1, 1917, the Navy was actually prepared to meet

all emergencies and that the monthly increase, which is of course necessary

for the purpose of replacing losses, was safely provided for under any and

all circumstances. They certainly had had time enough to prepare to meet

the situation, so that we could now have a feeling of certainty that the

shipyards had their affairs in order as well. But Blohm and Voss did not

deliver a single U-boat in January, February, March, April, or May of

1917, when we were in such urgent need of increase; the Vulkan yard, no

boat in the months of February, March, April, or May of 1917, the Germania
yard, nothing in June, 1917, and the Imperial yard, nothing in July, 1917.

In February, 1917, only three new U-boats were put in commission; in

Alarch, 4; in April, 4; in May, 6; in June, 8; and in July, 10 boats; that

is, not much more than 1 per cent increase per month of those boats at the

front.

As early as autumn, 1916—if I am not mistaken, at the close of September
or at the beginning of October—we had been told by Secretary of State v.

Capelle when, for the second time, the question of the unrestricted U-boat
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war had been discussed in the Reichstag from A to Z for about a week, that,

from a purely naval and technical standpoint, the Navy was prepared to

meet all contingencies. As a matter of calculation—and at that time, as is

the case today, we invariably went into the question on the basis of what
the records contain—that was a fact. Forty-eight boats of about 32,900

tons were supposed to be ready. As a matter of fact, only 35 U-boats,

amounting to about 22,860 tons, were made ready. That means 30 per

cent less than was estimated. Now, I shall probably be told that we could

only be guided by the budget, that our budget was such-and-such, and that

the Navy could only base its statement according to the budget. But in

the course of one of these speeches, in the speech of defense made in answer

to my charges, we were told by Mr. v. Capelle that 116 boats would be

ready by the end of 1917. This occurred at the close of April, 1917, perhaps

on the 30th of April. It can be read in the reports. As early as the first

day of Easter, I was able to write the Imperial Chancelor—when we had

received the Easter proclamation of the Emperor, and I had taken advantage

of the opportunity of making new political coinage of the Easter procla-

mation—that, at best, 80 boats would be finished by the end of the year.

Nor could I make this number a matter of mere estimate, because I had to

study the question from the ground up in order to make no error in figures

or in lists submitted. As a matter of fact, 78 boats were finished, whereas

at that time I had written the Imperial Chancelor that there would be 80.

So I am inclined to believe that other experts not belonging to the Navy
must have been engaged in the yards, who were in a position to get such a

clear idea of the entire U-boat construction as to result in their conclusions

being, as a matter of fact, nearly without error. And all the more did we
deplore the fact that all the boats of which we constantly heard in the

budget committee were never put in commission because, unfortunately,

they were never delivered.

A few hours ago, Delegate Gothein, as a member of the investigating

committee, referred to the fact— I heard the remark in my capacity as a

spectator and not quite distinctly; it has not been answered as yet, or made
the subject of comment in any other way—that the shipyards which were

engaged in U-boat construction—that is, if I am not mistaken, and I ask

to be corrected if I am wrong—that, in the case of the new contracts, in

spite of the fact that the boats were so much bigger, and had increased from

800 tons to 1400 and 1600 tons, the time for construction was, nevertheless,

so cut down as to make it, from the outset, physically impossible to keep

within the limits of this construction period. In any event, both Delegates

Gothein and Struve made this matter perfectly plain to General Uuden-

dorff at that time, and supported their representation by technical reasons.

It is true that I have not this letter with me. Mr. Gothein probably has it.

Uet me call attention to another statement. On July 1, 1917, the Imperial
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Chancelor, v. Bethmann-Hollweg, held his last session with the party leaders,

and at that time Mr. v. Capelle gave the assurance that 158 U-boats would

be finished and that 240 U-boats were building; that all complaints, there-

fore, that U-boats had not been ordered in sufficient numbers, were ground-

less. But, as a matter of fact, only 150 U-boats were being built, and the

other 90 had only been ordered. And we may point out, moreover, the

fact that it was only perhaps at the close of 1917 that the construction of

these boats began. We had to go through the same performance all over

again, of finally succeeding, after many delays, and after the committee

chairman assembled in conference had refused to submit Gothein’s resolu-

tion in full session, in having the Reichstag itself call for a report on the

situation of the U-boat construction and have a committee wait upon the

Imperial Chancelor. It was thought that we could not venture to have

the question made a matter of debate in the Reichstag, on account of the

political effect both external and domestic. When this committee met

finally with the Imperial Chancelor, the statements made by Captain

Briininghaus bearing upon the contracts made at that time were not in

consonance with the facts, to wit: “All the shipyards are full up to the neck

and, in all, 479 boats are in process of construction.” I was able to point

out, on the 3d, 10th, 15th, and 16th of July, 1918, in the sessions of this

committee, that in this number 479, not less than 190 boats were included

which had only been ordered, and that not even all the remaining 289 were

actually in process of construction. The U-boats which were in process of

construction at that time were as follows: with Schichau-Elbing, 2; with

Vulkan, 7; with Blohm and Voss, 10; with the Germania, 19; with the

Weser yard people, 15; with the Kaiser yard at Danzig, 5; and with the

Bremer Vulkan Company, 23.

These figures are far from making a total of 289, and even in these figures

the number of U-B boats and U-C boats which were also in construction at

these yards, is lacking. I gave these numbers also at that time.

So it is, that from the first statements of Secretary of State v. Capelle

down to this last official communication, there has always been a great

discrepancy between the actual conditions and that which we were authori-

tatively told represented those facts. The first words which Secretary of

State v. Capelle said to us on the 28th of March, 1916, were these: “All the

shipyards except two are building U-boats—on the 27th of March, 1916

—

and I will try and see”—these were Capelle’s words
—

“whether we will not

be able to include these yards likewise.” Unfortunately, all the shipyards

were not employed in U-boat construction even in 1918; there were 5 in 1916,

and later there were 11. We can see from that fact alone how little Mr. v.

Capelle’s statements are in agreement with the facts. I have no intention

of making the charge, in saying what I do, that we are dealing with anything

except a deplorable mistake; for I have been forced to reach the conclusion
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that Secretary of State v. Capelle was far less informed with regard to the

facts, even than we came to believe him to be, as far back as 1916 and 1917.

But it is certainly deplorable; for it necessarily was bound to create the

impression that, as a matter of fact, everything was being done that could

be done in the way of U-boat construction, and so the most favorable

period was allowed to go to waste. I do not doubt for a moment that, if

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg and the Supreme High Command
of the Army had been informed about this state of affairs earlier, U-boat

construction, too, would have been given an energetic start at an earlier

period and would have been pushed ahead with judgment.

The Chairman : I naturally assume that Delegate Struve’s statements

are bound to call for a reply on the part of the Admiralty Staff. But at the

present moment there is not time to do so, and, consequently, we will

adjourn.

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: I ask, please, to be permitted to make a

short reply.

The Chairman: If the reply is to be brief, kindly proceed.

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: Gentlemen, Delegate Struve has made
two charges against me in the course of his remarks: In the first place, the

charge that I failed to give the budget committee sufficient information

and even failed to give it exact information, and the second charge is that I

did not build as many U-boats as were we in a position to build at that time.

I will now proceed to answer the first charge. In this connection, I

consider it necessary to read at least the outstanding passages from the

speech which I first made in the budget committee in connection with the

fact that those conducting naval operations rejected the idea of the unre-

stricted U-boat war at that time. I said, on the 28th of March:

I shall endeavor, by setting out the military situation, to state

clearly the possibilities of the U-boat war in order that you may be
able to form a picture of it for yourselves and reach your own judgment
about it.

The decisive war area for the U-boat war is the west coast of England,
the northern and southern approaches to the Irish Sea, and the westerly

entrance of the Channel. These are the highroads of the commerce
of the world. The Admiralty Staff has divided up these areas into

three stations, and has issued instructions that these three fields be
constantly occupied by one U-boat. It assumes, on the basis of past

experience, that each U-boat will have a daily average of one hostile

ship of an average tonnage of 4,000. The three U-boats which are

permanently on their stations will, therefore, sink three ships a day,

or 90 ships a month. This will mean that, in this area, there will be a

diminution in tonnage of 360,000 tons a month. One who has had
occasion to observe the traffic over this area in times of peace, or one
who has only seen the traffic on the Elbe, will be perfectly able to

understand that it will be impossible for the U-boats, whose activities

bring about the above results, to limit imports bound for England to
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the extent of hanging an iron curtain, so to speak, about England’s
west coast.

The next question is, how many U-boats will be necessary in order

to occupy permanently the west coast of England by three U-boats.
In order to occupy one station permanently with one U-boat, five

U-boats are required. Taken on the average, the U-boats spend four

weeks en route, a third of the time on the outward trip, one-third of

their time at the station, and one-third on the return trip. That means
three U-boats. Two more U-boats will be under repair at the yards.

So that, all in all, 15 U-boats are required to cover the three stations

on the west coast of England. In view of the weather conditions

which predominate at that locality, and in view of the demands of a
military nature which they are called upon to meet, only U-boats of a
quite modern type can be used. Of these U-boats, 20 are available

at the present time; in other words, a number sufficient in itself to bring

about a permanent occupation of the three stations.

In order to save time, I will be brief. So that the above agrees with

—

The Chairman : It will not be possible to hear this question through to its

close. I believe that you yourself, your Excellency, will want to make a

detailed answer. I simply wanted to give you an opportunity of making a

few remarks at the present time, in order that Dr. Struve’s statements

might not be left without any answer on your part, from your point of view.

But we shall have to close at present with this matter. We shall have to

take it up at the next session. We shall meet again Tuesday at 10 o’clock,

and I shall ask that all those gentlemen who have testified up to this time,

and above all, Dr. Struve and also his Excellency Helfferich
,
be present.

The session closed at 1:34 o’clock.
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The session was opened at 10:22 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: The session is opened.

There are a few preliminary remarks which I have to make at this time.

I have received a telegram from Professor Harms (Kiel) the contents of

which are as follows:

I declare that the statement made by Privy Councilor of the Ad-
miralty Koch as reported by the newspapers, is erroneous, provided
he did make it. Before the unrestricted U-boat war was proclaimed,
my opinion was neither requested by official circles nor did I express it

unsolicited. In reply to questions put to me in a private capacity,

the attitude which I took was to refuse definitely to answer them,
basing my policy on the ground that the rendering of a judgment as

to whether the conviction could be entertained that the U-boat war
would be successful was a matter which concerned the military authori-

ties alone. It was not until March 5, 1917, after the U-boat war had
been in progress for one month, that I announced my views in a speech
made in my capacity as President of the University, as to the economic
results which would follow a successful blockade of England, but in so

doing, I laid stress upon the fact that it was not incumbent upon me to

render a judgment even concerning non-military questions. I leave it

to your discretion to call me for examination concerning the U-boat
war and its accompanying phenomena, since I believe that I might be
helpful in clearing up these points.

We concluded, from the stenographic reports, that Admiral Koch appears

to have been actually of the opinion that Mr. Harms was heard in the

matter before the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, or, in any

event, that Mr. Harms’ opinion was taken into consideration in this con-

nection. Therefore, in any event, this idea is shown to be erroneous.

And since Mr. Harms’ speech concerning particular features of the economic

developments attendant upon a successful blockade of England, which he

made as university president and to which reference is given, was not

delivered until March, 1917, a point of time, therefore, subsequent to the

launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, the committee does not feel

called upon to examine Professor Harms on this point. We have, therefore,

decided to refrain from taking his testimony.

I now come to a second point, which calls for definite comment. Admiral

Koch’s statements with regard to the political effect of the unrestricted

U-boat war in the summer of 1917, that is to say, his remarks with regard

578
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to England’s preparedness for peace, and the fact that this desire for peace

was brought to an end as the result of an indiscretion, have been accepted,

in part, by the press as being final, and as closing this phase of the question.

In this connection, it must be stated that we are dealing, primarily, with a

personal opinion. To what extent this personal opinion corresponds with

the fact is a matter for determination by the committee which, in accordance

with its order of business, still has to make this question the subject of

special investigation.

So far as concerns the economic results, Admiral Koch laid great stress

upon two reports, namely, the reports of Sims and Churchill. But neither

can these two reports lay claim to have fully cleared up the situation, and,

again, along this line, the committee, as I take occasion to state emphati-

cally, will carefully investigate all that abundant material which is before

it, and this, too, will serve as a basis for the hearings concerning the pos-

sibilities of peace in the summer of 1917. For these reasons, the question

of the political results of the unrestricted U-boat war, as they manifested

themselves in the summer of 1917, will be, for the present, entirely eliminated

from consideration during these proceedings. So the subject matter with

which we have to concern ourselves consists, in the main,, of the technical

question which has come into particular prominence as the result of the

last statements made by Dr. Struve.

I shall now give Admiral v. Capelle an opportunity to answer in detail

the statements made by Dr. Struve.

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: Gentlemen, Dr. Struve made two serious

charges against me in the course of the testimony given by him in the last

hearing. The first charge was that, in the course of my incumbency, I

had not built a sufficient number of U-boats, and the second charge was to

the effect that I deceived the Reichstag in the speeches made by me in the

budget committee.

I shall take up the first charge, for the present, and should like to give

you here the figures of the U-boats ordered built. After the last hearing

of the investigating committee, I had the Admiralty give me the latest

compilation of the U-boats which were ordered built during the war and

immediately before the war. This statement of the Admiralty, which

bears the date of May, 1919, shows that the total number of U-boats con-

tracted for before the war and during the war was 810. Of these 810

U-boats, 45 were contracted for before the war. Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz

contracted for 186 U-boats, and during my incumbency of about two years

and a half, I contracted for 579 U-boats. Gentlemen, I should think that

these numbers would really speak for themselves. The number of U-boats

contracted for by me may be subdivided according to years, as follows:

In the nine months of the year 1916, when I was Secretary of State for the

Navy, I contracted for 90 U-boats; for the year 1917, 269, and in the nine
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months of 1918— I left the service in September, 1918—

1

contracted for

220 more U-boats. As you gentlemen will see from this compilation, the

year 1916, the year which was of most decisive significance, is poorly repre-

sented. I will now go into details on that point.

The reason for the paucity of construction in the year 1916 was, above

all, attributable to the political situation. In the first place, we had the

year 1915 behind us. In February, 1915, as we all know, the U-boat war
was declared for the first time. In the course of the year, as the result of

the exchange of notes with the United States, the war was practically

throttled. In the autumn of 1915, the Admiralty Staff issued a secret

order, to the effect that the U-boat war on commerce should for the time

being be entirely abandoned on the west coast of England and that the

U-boat war on commerce should continue to be kept up, under the law of

prize, in the North Sea. At the beginning of 1916, a great push was made
by the then Supreme High Command of the Army under General v. Falken-

hayn, and by those conducting naval operations under Admiral v. Holtzen-

dorff, to put through the resumption of the unrestricted U-boat war. The
negotiations on this point were submitted to the decision of the Emperor

on March 4, 1916, by a joint representation in which the military branch

and the political branch took part. The decision reached was, in the main,

to the effect that the unrestricted U-boat war should be postponed. As
the result, Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz submitted his resignation. On March

15, I was appointed Secretary of State for the Navy.

The postponement of the U-boat war, in other words, the decision of

March 4, together with the resignation of Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz, caused

great excitement among the German people. This excitement found

expression in resolutions taken by all the political parties with the exception,

I believe, of the Social Democratic Party, all of which expressed themselves

as more or less in favor of the U-boat war. These resolutions were referred

to the budget committee of the Reichstag. Toward the close of March,

long-drawn-out proceedings took place in the budget committee, in the

course of which the whole question was discussed very much in detail. The
result of these conferences was the unanimous joint resolution of the Reichs-

tag from Heydebrand to Scheidemann, that the just interests of neutral

States were to be observed in the conduct of the U-boat war.

Gentlemen, this joint resolution of the Reichstag meant a unanimous

rejection of the unrestricted U-boat warfare in the interests of the neutral

Powers—well, that was exactly the point to be kept in mind in connection

with the unrestricted U-boat war.

Closely connected in point of time with these proceedings came the

Sussex case. On May 4 we sent out the celebrated— I believe I may use

the term—Sussex note to the United States. The principal passage in this

Sussex note, I shall proceed to read in brief. It reads as follows:
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Guided by these considerations (namely, to maintain the good rela-

tions existing between Germany and the United States) the German
Government informs the Government of the United States that in-

structions have been issued to the German war-craft to observe the

general principles of international law covering the question of visit,

search, and destruction of merchant ships, and not to sink merchant
ships, even inside the restricted war zone, without warning, unless they
take to flight or offer resistance, and to observe the care necessary for

the preservation of human lives.

Gentlemen, with this Sussex note, the U-boat war up to the year 1916

was

—

The Chairman: Your Excellency will allow me to interrupt you for a

moment. You see, we are now speaking of the technical side, and I shall

ask you to devote your statements, in the main, to this issue; otherwise,

we shall involve ourselves again in political matters, which is neither our

duty" nor our intention at the present time.

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: Mr. Chairman, the technical side! I am
to explain why, during the year 1916, I did not set up a U-boat construction

program on a great scale

—

(Very true.)

—And the reason why I did not father a U-boat program on a great scale is

due precisely to political reasons : to the fact that the attitude of the govern-

ment and the attitude of the Reichstag was that the unrestricted U-boat

war should be relegated to the background. That was my main reason.

The Chairman: Then I shall ask you to proceed.

Witness v. Capelle: I repeat: With the Sussex note, the unrestricted

E^-boat war was condemned to death for the year 1916, too. It was only

in the autumn, and after Hindenburg and Ludendorff went to the head of

military affairs, that it was revived in the form of a war on commerce.

Now, as the result of the political developments of the U-boat war in the

year 1915 and 1916, can anybody expect of me that, in my capacity as

Secretary of State for the Navy, I could, in the face of this situation, ini-

tiate a U-boat construction program on a great scale? In standing for such a

U-boat construction program on such a great scale, I would have put

myself in flat conflict with the governmental policy which, of course, was

binding so far as I was concerned, quite aside from the fact that, as

Secretary7 of State, I should never have been able to succeed in putting

through such a program.

But there was another reason for my reaching my conclusions, a reason

of a more technical nature, or, rather, there were a number of marine ques-

tions of a technical nature, the effect of which resulted in a slowing up in

the construction of E^-boats.

The first reason was that, on the occasion of my entrance into the serv-

ice—and let me inject at this point the fact that I had been out of service
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for a year and had had, formerly, nothing to do with U-boat construction or

with the entire technical side—that when I entered the service, all the U-boat

types were undergoing a process of new construction. Our main U-boat type

used in the war against England, the medium UB-boat, had been entirely

reconstructed and had just about doubled. Large U-boats of 1200 tons

had been taken under construction, whereas the largest U-boats up to

that time had been only from 800 to 900 tons. I will not go further into

these technical details at this point.

The second reason was that, in the course of the year—on the 1st of

July-—the Skagerrak battle had taken place. The Skagerrak battle netted

us a great number of cripples which, necessarily—which most urgently,

not necessarily! most urgently—required repairs. It was natural that

these repairs pressed down hard upon U-boat construction. We had to

take away a number of the workmen from the U-boats in order to put our

ships in shape again after the Skagerrak battle.

And now comes the main reason, the technical reason. In 1916, the

British had begun to sow the North Sea area confronting the mouths of

our river, “the so-called wet triangle,” with mines on a gigantic scale.

Gentlemen, hereby we were confronted with a new danger; the danger

consisted in this, that not only would our battle fleet be bottled up and no

longer able to come out, but, above all, the U-boats would be bottled up

and no longer able to come out. For that was the object of those tremen-

dous measures taken by the British. This sowing with mines resulted in

having the cry come up from all sides for more mine-seekers. And I should

like to give the gentlemen a rough idea of the statements made by me at

that time to the budget committee, showing how matters stood. I shall

quote briefly from the stenographic report of my remarks made to the

budget committee.

Gentlemen (of the budget committee) are constantly making the

mistake of believing that the whole question now is one of U-boats.

We are faced with a great number of other necessities which we must
also meet, and, above all, small mine-seekers, small torpedo-boats,

patrol-boats, etc. For the purpose of showing you to what extent

this necessity exists, I may say that you can assume that, if not every
day, at least every week, I am sent most urgent messages from the

front to contract for more and more mine-seekers, small torpedo-boats,

patrol-boats, motor-boats, and everything else in the nature of small

craft, whereas I am not urged from the front to contract for more
U-boats. Generally speaking, the Navy has now adopted the view
that it is, above all, necessary for us to finish first with the U-boats
which are now under construction and not to constantly give out

contracts for new U-boats which, perhaps, can only be finished early in

1919 or at the end of 1918 at the earliest.

Gentlemen, it is, of course, easily understood that very different

representations are made to you constantly, views either expressed by
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gentlemen who can not form a correct opinion of the circumstances or

who are either directly or indirectly influenced by the yards. All the

yards are, in these days, at each others’ throats in order to get U-boat
contracts. All the yards promise to perform the impossible, and are

setting proportionally short building periods. They impose only three

conditions: that of obtaining the necessary expert workmen, no strikes,

and the supply of the necessary material and coal.

That was what I said in those days to the budget committee. I wanted

to give the gentlemen here a picture of how things looked at the front and

how they looked to us.

Now, in 1917, after the unrestricted U-boatwar had'actually been launched,

I had to provide for the utmost demands made by the U-boat war, in spite

of the “ 6-months” prophecy. Let me restate the figures briefly. In 1917

I had contracted for 269 L^-boats and in 1918—which meant only nine

months to me—I had contracted for 220.

And now I must show up another fairy tale, which is to the effect that I

did absolutely nothing on my own initiative, but that I was always forced

to the point of ordering L^-boats only by the exertions of the Imperial

Chancelor and the Supreme High Command of the Army. Imperial

Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg had three opportunities—the first time was

really no opportunity, as I will explain shortly—to talk with me concerning

L"-boat orders. First, a memorial was sent to Imperial Chancelor v. Beth-

mann-Hollweg by the then Delegate Dr. Struve, which announced the

writer’s anxiety in warm patriotic terms because we were not building

enough U-boats, and supported this with an exhaustive amount of material.

I had absolutely no knowledge of this memorial. This memorial was first

brought to my attention later by Imperial Chancelor Michaelis as a supple-

ment to the Michaelis memorial. That was the first time when I was

absolutely not informed of the question.

The second time, the Imperial Chancelor, about the summer of 1917,

when the unrestricted U-boat war had reached its highest pitch of efficiency,

sent me a written statement in which he expressed the view that I could

not afford to overlook the making of preparations for the construction of

new L^-boats for the year 1918, since he, the Imperial Chancelor, looked

forward to a long war and to long-drawn-out armistice negotiations. So
far as I was concerned, this document did no more than break down open

doors, as very heavy L^-boat orders had either been placed at that time or

were actually about to be placed. However, I filed this document at once’

with my budget documents, because I then intended to read this letter to

the budget committee at the proper moment, in order to protect the Imperial

Chancelor against the never-ending charges which were made against him,

as if he, the Imperial Chancelor, were not showing sufficient interest in the

U-boat war or were not taking proper steps to meet it. Later on, I did put

this document to this very purpose. And, it is probable that, because I
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did so, gentlemen erroneously got the impression that I had been pressed

very hard by the Imperial Chancelor.

The third time occurred under the following circumstances. The Im-
perial Chancelor telephoned me one morning that Delegates Fischbeck and
Wiemer had been to see him and had expressed themselves as extremely

apprehensive on the point that we were not building enough U-boats. I

thereupon went immediately to the Imperial Chancelor in order to make
a statement to him concerning the situation. After I had made this state-

ment, the Imperial Chancelor spoke to me more or less to the effect that

his mind was easy on the point and that he could see clearly that everything

was all right. That is the pressure which the Imperial Chancelor is supposed

to have exercised upon me in order to have me issue contracts for more
U-boats. Imperial Chancelor Michaelis and Imperial Chancelor Count
Hertling never spoke a word to me about U-boats.

Delegate Dr. Struve had also sent a detailed memorial to the same
effect, to Imperial Chancelor Michaelis, which the latter handed over to me
one day in the budget committee, without a word. That represents the

steps taken by the three Imperial Chancelors with regard to whom it has

been asserted that they constantly had to force me to take steps towards

U-boat construction.

Now, for the Supreme High Command of the Army! Gentlemen, so

far as I can remember—and I am certain that I am not wrong—the Supreme
High Command of the Army never said one single word to me with regard to

U-boat construction during all these years. Nor did the Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army need to do so in any way, for the Supreme High

Command of the Army was in constant communication with those who
were conducting naval operations, who were, of course, completely informed

on all points. But I believe that I can offer you here an interesting addi-

tional feature in connection with this question. Delegate Dr. Struve had

sent to General Ludendorff also a very detailed memorial, technically well-

grounded and prompted by patriotic motives, asking him to exert his

influence to have more U-boats built; and Delegate Gothein had also, at

that time, sent a letter to Ludendorff, in which, according to my recollection,

he said that he supported the statements made by Dr. Struve in every

detail. I will now read briefly the reply which General Ludendorff sent to

Dr. Struve. This reply is dated at the end of 1917, and reads as follows:

To the Honorable Mr. Struve, M.D., Member of the Reichstag:

You assume, in your memorial of the 4th of November of 1917* that the

U-boat is one of the most effective weapons and that, for this reason,

its construction should be carried on to the greatest extent. This
view is shared by the Supreme High Command of the Army, the Navy
Department, and the Admiralty Staff. The only difference between
you and the aforesaid military branches of the service lies in this, that

you consider that LT-boat construction is capable of being increased.
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In this connection, I (Ludendorff) must, on the contrary, adhere to the

view expressed in my answer to Mr. Gothein, that at present an in-

crease of output is no longer possible in matters pertaining to general

armament industries and other commercial pursuits adapted to meet
the needs of war. An investigation recently made by the Navy
Department with regard to the yards, and at which a representative

of the Supreme High Command of the Army took part, has resulted in

again furnishing proof of a nature which was sufficient to show me
(Ludendorff) that it was unbiased, and that my opinion is still correct.

(That is to say, that further construction was impossible.) It is not

affected by the fact that individual shipyards appear to have stated to

you that, by increasing their number of workmen, by building in series,

etc., still more U-boats could be laid upon the ways. In face of the

obvious fact that workmen are hard to find, and that coal is hard to

get, etc., this view will hardly hold water. The question of construction

in series was also discussed with the shipyard people. Of course,

contracts in series, so far as they go, would, from the outset, bring good
results. The continued changes and improvements in types have
undoubtedly had an unfavorable effect so far as the number of boats
which can be turned out completed is concerned. But these improve-
ments and these changes were absolutely essential, and the results

have shown that the way which was taken was, generally speaking,

correct. The decision as to the extent to which, in the future, certain

types are to be constructed in series, is a matter which must be left to

the discretion of the competent and expert authorities in Berlin. I

should like to state once more, in closing, that the economic plan of all

our industries must be conceived as a unit, and that the effective

establishment of lines of demarcation for individual fields of interest

can only come about by the closest cooperation on the part of the
various arms of the military and naval service participating in the

effort. This cooperation exists. That questions of labor, substitute

material, raw stuffs and coal, play an important part in reaching
decisions, goes without saying. That individual representatives of

industries wish to be still more efficient, and believe that they can be
still more efficient in their particular branch, is an encouraging sign of

German efficiency. And we would ask no more than to have them
announce their intentions in order that we may put them to the test,

and that abuses may be recognized and avoided. But with regard to

LT-boat construction, the question is, in my opinion, absolutely settled

for the present.

The Chairman: Your statements, your Excellency, make it necessary for

me to obtain various explanations from his Excellency v. Bethmann at this

point. May I ask your Excellency v. Bethmann to take up the following

matter. We have been talking here of a memorial of Delegate Dr. Struve

directed to your Excellency in the year 1916. According to what has been

stated here, this document went no further, and, in any event, did not reach

the hands of Secretary of State v. Capelle. Why did this happen?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It is impossible for me to make a

statement on this point today. I assume that this will be found in the
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records. But I believe that at this time I can reconstruct the reason for it..

I was never of the opinion that Secretary of State v. Capelle failed to push

sufficiently the U-boat construction. Secretary of State v. Capelle has.

stated how it was that I came into touch with him in connection with the

question of U-boat construction. I can simply add to Secretary of State

v. Capelle’s statement that in the letter— I do not know the date—which

I addressed to him as the result of representations made to me by Delegate

Dr. Struve, it was unnecessary to take up the question of attempting to

overcome arguments submitted by the Secretary of State for the reason

that, on the contrary, he agreed with me in the question of U-boat con-

struction.

I desire to add one thing. Secretary of State v. Capelle had reference

to an oral report which he made to me as the result of representations made
to me by Delegates Fischbeck and Wiemer. In this interview with me
Secretary v. Capelle analyzed those reasons which influenced him in the

matter of his policy with regard to U-boat construction and which he has

restated here today. At that time I obtained the impression that this

U-boat construction policy of Secretary of State v. Capelle’s was well

founded. If the memorial of the year 1917 was not forwarded by me to

the Secretary of State, that may have been due, so far as I am able at the

present time to recall the situation by thinking back step by step, to no

other than the excellent reason that I was of the opinion that Secretary of

State v. Capelle was doing what was necessary in the way of U-boat con-

struction.

The Chairman: It was stated in the remarks made by Secretary of State

v. Capelle, that the concessions of the government in matters pertaining

to the U-boat war of 1916 had resulted in materially holding back the

Navy from building any more U-boats. Would your Excellency, perhaps,

be able to make this a matter of comment at the present time?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I do not know that I have any

comments to make with regard to the matter. My general attitude toward

the U-boat war was thoroughly known to Secretary of State v. Capelle,

with whom I held frequent conferences on the subject. The view which I

took undoubtedly found expression also in the Sussex note, and if Secretary

of State v. Capelle reached the conclusion therefrom that it was my earnest

desire to avoid the unrestricted U-boat war, he drew the correct conclusion.

The Chairman: I should like to ask the question once more, since it does

not seem to me that it has been answered by the reply your Excellency has

given. Concessions made by the Imperial Government in matters per-

taining to the U-boat war of 1916, deterred the Navy from building more

U-boats. Is that correct? Did the concessions of the Imperial Govern-

ment have a definite effect; that is, did it result in bringing about a pause in

U-boat construction?
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Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No, absolutely not. At that

time, I had no dealings whatsoever with Secretary of State v. Capelle with

regard to the U-boat question. So that the conclusions which he has

drawn with regard to U-boat construction, and with regard to which I

just stated that a reference to the question of the U-boat war and my
attitude toward the U-boat war were absolutely correct, are his own affair.

The Chairman: Then I should like to have a definite answer from Mr. v.

Capelle once more on this point, in order to avoid any misunderstanding.

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: Gentlemen, I exerted myself to point out

that it was a combination of circumstances which sufficed to convince me,

who, after the resignation of Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz, had entered the

office completely unfamiliar with it, that, if I did not intend to go against

the Imperial Government, the Emperor, the Imperial Chancelor, the

Sussex note, and the Reichstag, it would be wholly out of the way and, as a

matter of fact, impossible of accomplishment, to initiate plans for a U-boat

construction program on a great scale in connection with this wholly, so

to speak, negative complex of circumstances. In my opinion at that time,

which I maintain today, that would have amounted to greeting the course

of events with a slap in the face; for, on the one hand, the retreat had been

generally sounded by the political branch and, on the other hand, along

would have come the newly-appointed Secretary of State with a U-boat

construction program on a grand scale. The reproaches which were gener-

ally voiced against Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz were centered on exactly the

one point, which was that he had carried on his own individual policies.

Would that not have been carrying on an individual policy? Would it

not have constituted a repetition of the same mistake, if, in view of these

events, I had undertaken a U-boat construction program on a grand

scale?

Delegate Gothein: I would like to put a brief question which goes back

somewhat further. Your Excellency stated that Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz,

at the time of his incumbency before the war, had placed contracts for

45 U-boats in all, including the 28 which were probably finished, and, in the

course of the 20 months in which he still remained Secretary of the Navy,

186. I should really like to know how these separate constructions can be

divided up and applied to each individual year. Was your Excellency

aware of the fact that, according to the mobilization plan which already

existed in time of peace, for instance, our greatest U-boat yard, the Germania
yard, had to build 12 U-boats and, in fact, had to undertake to carry out

the contract at once upon mobilization, but that, immediately after war was
declared, half of this order was cancelled?

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: No, I did not know that. But in the time

preceding the war, I had nothing to do with U-boat construction and was
not even informed upon the point. During my entire time of service in
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the Navy Department, I never had anything to do in this line; but the

recorder is sitting close by, who can, perhaps, explain the matter.

The Chairman: If you please, Captain Bartenbach!

Witness Captain Bartenbach: In answer to the question which Delegate

Gothein has touched upon, regarding the withdrawal of the order to' build

six boats according to mobilization plans, which order was given to the

Germania shipyard, I am in a position to give definite information; for it

was I myself who carried on the correspondence with the Germania ship-

yard at that time. The situation with the Germania shipyard was that it

was absolutely full to the top with what still remained of the boats which

had not been delivered in accordance with peace orders, so that it was
impossible for the Germania yards to take over more than six boats, because

it had not yet finished with the series U-31 to 41 which was to have been

delivered, complete, during the past year, and because, aside from this,

there were still five Austrian boats which likewise were not in a state of

completion and which we naturally took over right away, and, in addition,

one Norwegian boat. But it happened at that moment that the six boats

were not given up altogether, but that they were handed over to the Weser
yard, so that the number of the 12 boats provided by the mobilization order

should be kept intact, and, in addition to this, we obtained the further

advantage of setting to work another U-boat construction yard which, up

to that time, had not been building. Another point was that, at that

moment these boats, for which a construction period of 20 months in the

middle of the entire series had been provided, did not seem to be so essential

to us on the 1st of August, 1914, as the completion of those boats belonging

to series U-31 to U-41 which were approaching completion, for the reason

that we—and I include myself—felt that, in all human probability, viewing

the matter in August, 1914, these boats which might in 24 months come
into action against the enemy, would hardly come to the point of being put

in commission. That was the reason why the 6 boats of the Germania

yard were transferred to the Weser yard.

Delegate Gothein: Let me put a question in this connection. So far as

I know, the yard never stated that it could not deliver these boats. Is it

not true that the delays which took place in the delivery of the boats may
have been due to the fact that the building program was too extensive in

the number of different types required? At that time, I pointed out in

the budget committee that the Germania yard had either 9 or 12 different

types to construct— I do not now know which of the two it was—and that,

since a yard can turn out great amounts only if it has to deal with standard

types, an extraordinary delay took place in construction. Everyone who
is acquainted with industrial methods knows that a large output can only

be obtained if construction is limited to the most uniform types possible.

It might be desirable to take the testimony of some representative of the
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yards on this point. Is the Captain able to testify as to whether the Ger-

mania yard was engaged in building different types at that time?

Witness Captain Bartexbach: No, at that time we only had one single

boat type, that of the ordinary large-sized U-boat, at that moment repre-

sented in the Germania yard by the series U-31 to U-41. At that moment,

there were absolutely no new boat types in Germany.

Delegate Gotheix: May I add another question? Is it true that, on

October 1, 1914, the contract for the 6 boats which had been taken away
from the Germania yard was transferred to the Weser yard?

Witness Captaix Bartexbach: At that particular moment, I was no

longer in the Navy Department. I do not know whether it was exactly in

October. I do know, however, that there was at least a delay of some weeks.

Delegate Gotheix: Well, then, to proceed: It was not until November
that other yards were called in, that is, the Vulkan yard representing the

only one in November, 1914

—

(Witness Captaix Bartexbach: Certainly.)

—The next new yard to be included was that of Blohm and Voss, in April

of 1915. Is that correct?

Witness Captaix Bartexbach: Certainly.

Delegate Gotheix: So that it was not until April, 1915, that is, three-

quarters of a year later, that another shipyard was included. Is it true

that at that time bids to build U-boats made by Reiherstieg and Schichau

were turned down by the Navy Department?

Witness Captain Bartexbach: I can not in my capacity as an expert

inform you exactly on this point. I would call attention, however, to the

fact that we are now taking up the question of his Excellency v. Tirpitz’s

construction policy.

Delegate Gotheix: But emphasis has been laid upon the point that

Admiral v. Tirpitz gave out contracts for such an extraordinary number
of U-boats to be built,

(Witness Captain Bartexbach: That is true, too.)

and I have just expressed the wish to have it definitely settled as to when the

orders for this amount of construction were actually given, and, if these

yards were not taken over until so late a date, that would explain why, up
to April, 1915, no further notable orders had been placed. I took up the

matter in due course in the budget committee; and no contrary view was
expressed. Then it is true, is it, that later on no new yards were taken over

until the spring of 1917, and that the one to be taken over at that time

was only the Bremer Vulkan?

Witness Captain Bartexbach: Certainly.

Delegate Gotheix: So that, altogether, at that time, the Germania yard,

the Weser yard and, from the outset, the Imperial yard at Danzig, the

deliveries from which were, however, quite insignificant, and, in addition
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to these, the Blohm and Voss yard, but lately included, were all which were
taken over at that time. Up to the spring of 1917, other yards had not

been taken over, and it was only then that the Bremer Vulkan was added
to the list. It was only at the close of 1917 that the Schichau and Elbing

yards were taken over. Is that correct?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: Certainly.

Delegate Gothein: The Tecklenburg, not until the beginning of 1918?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: Certainly.

Delegate Gothein: The Seebeck, the Atlas works and the Neptune-

Rostock yards, not until the spring of 1918?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: That is true.

Delegate Gothein: All the others, such as the Stettiner-Vulkan, the

Oder yard, the Liibeck yards, etc., received, as a matter of fact, no orders

at all?

Witness Captain Bartenbach: True.

Delegate Gothein: At that time—-and perhaps Admiral Capelle will

remember this—when the Secretary of State for the Navy announced that

it was impossible to give out any further orders for U-boats, I gave him the

names of 16 different yards which, up to that time, had received no orders.

That was on May 5, 1917. So that this would all agree.

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: So far as Privy Councilor Gothein’s

statements applied to my term of office, I should like to state the following:

In the year 1916, the first year of my incumbency, U-boat construction was

limited to comparatively few yards. In 1917, after the U-boat department

was created, the number of docks was increased. I have already pointed

out that, in the year 1916, we were under heavy pressure to provide, above

all, mine-seekers and small torpedo-boats. Those yards which were included

for the U-boat construction program only in the year 1917-18 were at that

time mainly busy with the construction of these mine-seekers, and my
expert adviser at that time fought with all the power at his command
against these yards receiving any further U-boat orders, stating that other-

wise everything would simply collapse. He stated also that we would have

to divide up and have some of the yards handle U-boats and the rest, mine-

seekers. This seemed so comprehensible to me that I could do no more

than confirm and approve.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: I should like to make one point clear in

respect to the question of taking over additional yards. To have to take

over a further yard is always disadvantageous. For it was in the matter

of this very U-boat construction that we came to learn that all those ele-

mentary preliminary questions which had been traversed up to that time

with success in the case of the other yards would have to be worked through

a certain stage in the case of every single yard, and that, in this way, by

not taking over any more yards than we did, it is absolutely impossible to
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show to what extent U-boat construction was actually increased. The
only point is this: How many boats were actually made the subject of

orders, and how many boats were delivered? As to which yards had a

hand in the matter, is a question of absolutely secondary significance and,

as I have stated, to obtain the greatest number of yards possible constituted

no advantage for the U-boat construction program, but an actual disad-

vantage.

Delegate Gothein: To this I should like to remark that, of course, the

production capacity of the yard rests on the matter of U-boat construction

and that Secretary of State v. Capelle definitely stated at that time that no

new contracts could be given to the old yards because they were already

overburdened with U-boat construction to such an extent that it would

have been quite impossible for them to take over the new contracts and to

delay carrying out their old contracts as a result. Is not this true? So

that, at that time—and the Secretary of State will probably remember this

too— I explained that the delays in U-boat construction in the old yards,

particularly in the Germania yard and the Blohm and Voss plant, were to

be traced back to the unfortunate construction program which had been

heaped upon these yards, since the Germania yard was called upon to

build 12 different types, and the Blohm and Voss yard, 8 or 9.

Witness v. Capelle: Gentlemen, Privy Councilor Gothein has stated a

number of times, in the course of his remarks, that the yards—he has just

specified the Germania yard and the Blohm and Voss yard—-were forced to

take over the construction of different types. The situation is just the

reverse; the yards fought tooth and nail for the different contracts. Each
time, when new orders were placed and new types were demanded, the

yards did all that was humanly possible to obtain as many contracts as they

could, even those involving the building of these new types. The main
theory which Privy Councilor Gothein has constantly supported, namely,

that it is a practical proposition in U-boat construction to allocate the

same type to the same yard, as a part of a definite series, is naturally correct.

We carried out this theory in the last period of the war, when the situation

had become clear. But we were unable to do that at first, and the yards

fought for contracts tooth and nail. It was not we who insisted upon this;

it was the others, the yards, who did the insisting.

Delegate Gothein : Does the Admiral know that this division of work
and the distribution of types of a single kind to the individual yards only

took place in 1918, and that we had already insisted upon this as early as

1916?

Witness v. Capelle: I am very familiar with the fact that a more prac-

ticable distribution of the types to the individual yards only became possible

during the last part of my incumbency. I should have been very glad to

do that earlier. I constantly held that the contentions of the gentlemen
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were, technically, absolutely justified, and I constantly recognized them as

such. The only point was that it was not possible for me to do so.

Delegate Gothein : Let me now take up the question of the 5th of May.
Your Excellency gave us to understand that, when you took over the post

of Secretary of State for the Navy, it was impossible for you to initiate a

U-boat construction program on a big scale, since this would have been

running counter to the whole political situation of that time. Further,

you announced that on this occasion, resolutions were adopted by all political

parties in favor of the unrestricted U-boat war. I did not know that any
organization worthy of the name belonging to the Progressive National

Party ever did anything of the kind. Do you know anything about this

subject?

Witness v. Capelle: Gentlemen, I carefully refrained from stating that

all the parties had demanded the ruthless U-boat war. I no longer have

in mind at present what the individual parties demanded. At that time,

the public in general, public opinion, had not at all the right idea of the

ruthless U-boat war. I merely stated that all parties had introduced

resolutions in favor of the U-boat war—quite generally stated. But these

resolutions are to be found, of course, in the records of the Reichstag and

can be obtained very promptly.

Delegate Gothein : I do not believe that you will be successful in finding

that such a resolution was made by the Progressive National Party.

Witness v. Capelle: But a resolution was introduced, was it not?

Delegate Gothein: No. At that time, at the spring session of 1916,

your Excellency stated that it was impossible to carry on the unrestricted

U-boat warfare to a successful issue, because we did not have the necessary

number of U-boats for that purpose.

Witness v. Capelle: Gentlemen, at that first session at which I took

part and at which I made that long speech which has been so often quoted,

I did not express that meaning; as a matter of fact, I repeatedly expressed

myself to the opposite effect during my incumbency. Of course, I had

naturally gone over very carefully in my own mind what I wanted to say

and what I did not want to say. With regard to the question, whether the

unrestricted U-boat war was or was not the proper step to be taken at that

time, whether it was possible or impossible, I took absolutely no position,

or at least an extraordinarily cautious one. I limited myself to explaining

to the members of the budget committee the facts as they actually existed

at that time, and in as full detail as possible. There was only one thing

against which I expressed myself very definitely and to which I objected.

I repeated twice, and both read and announced, that I could not bring

myself to the conviction that a U-boat war carried on for six months, with

forces which might perhaps be just sufficient but which were by no means

abundant, would succeed in forcing England to be ready for peace, a peace
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which, by accepting, England would have declared that she had lost the

war as well as the dominion of the seas. According to my conscientious

conviction, we needed more than we had for this purpose. Gentlemen,

this announcement answers Privy Councilor Gothein’s question. I stated:

‘‘With forces which might perhaps be just sufficient,” and so I could not

have said: “Our forces are insufficient.”

Delegate Gothein: I should like to call attention to the fact that, in the

first place, a literal reproduction of Admiral v. Capelle’s statements was not

to be found in the report of that session in the records of the Reichstag and

that they were long sought for in vain. It is a very interesting thing that

the Secretary of State is now able to read us this report word for word,

when it is not to be found in the records of the Reichstag. In the second

place, I should like to ask him whether he remembers that the impression

made by his statements, particularly the impression that still more boats

were necessary, caused so well known an advocate of the unrestricted

U-boat war as Delegate Groeber was at that time to give up the idea of

launching the war under existing conditions, and that he closed his speech

with the words: “We simply haven’t them! The Nurembergers do not

hang a man until they get him.”

Witness v. Capelle: Gentlemen, it was only two days ago that I was

informed by Captain v. Gohren, my adviser of the budget division, that

the speech that I made at that time was not taken down by the official

stenographers—as I had imagined to be the case until two or three days

ago—but that Captain v. Gohren took it down in shorthand. So that,

up to a few days ago, I believed that my speech was a part of the records

of the Reichstag. It was for this reason that I was never exactly able to

understand various remarks which were made by Delegate Dr. Struve,

because I was firmly convinced that this speech was available in the records

of the Reichstag. It was not until now, as the result of great pains taken

by me to put my hands on this speech, that I was informed by Captain v.

Gohren: “Why, I was the one who took the speech down in shorthand.

Here it is.” So I have obtained it thus for the first time.

Delegate Gothein: I should like to call attention to the fact that the

Reichstag bureau repeatedly requested the Navy Department to make
this speech a part of the records and that the speech was, as a matter of

fact, never delivered for this purpose.

Witness v. Capelle: I should like to state, in reply to the last remarks

made by Privy Councilor Gothein that this request of the Reichstag was
never brought to my attention; that it was handled by my subordinates,

the budget division, etc. I myself was extremely anxious for the speech

to be embodied in the records of the Reichstag. If this had come to my
knowledge, I should have insisted that it be made a part of the records of

the Reichstag. As a personal matter, I consider it of great importance
39
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that this speech be included in the Reichstag records. Now for the second

point. Delegate Gothein has asked me whether I remember Delegate

Groeber’s speech. I remember that speech very plainly. I know very

well how Delegate Groeber, who was the leader of the Center party, began
his speech. I can even give his words. He spoke in a humorous way
about cooking, saying that we take what we please, but that it is essential,

after all, and we have to have it. I was extraordinarily surprised at this

speech of Delegate Groeber’s, since it was to the effect that I had said that

we had not enough U-boats to begin the ruthless U-boat war.

Delegate Gothein : He did not state that.

Witness v. Capelle: I know that very definitely, even at this time;

I can swear to it.

Delegate Gothein: There is nothing to be found in the records upon the

point.

Witness v. Capelle: I should like to make an additional brief and very

general statement with regard to this matter. Gentlemen, the situation

of the ruthless U-boat war was quite different from that of the war on land.

If I determine to make an offensive when conducting a campaign on land, I

need to have a definite number of forces. Without this amount of forces, I

can not undertake to make any offensive at all. But, if I desire to commence
a ruthless U-boat war, it is not necessary that I should have any particular

amount of forces at my command, for I can begin with just a few U-boats or

I can start with many. As a matter of fact, among the marine experts

themselves, there was a surprisingly large number, the most active leader of

which was Admiral v. Tirpitz, who felt that the number of U-boats that we
had would be absolutely sufficient. And it was my view, too, that our

number would have fully sufficed to begin the ruthless U-boat war. The
only thing to be really considered is the result, the effect. (Laughter.)

And I may make the following statement here: Gentlemen, it is well known
that there was published in England before the war a pamphlet which

described U-boat warfare in an absolutely masterly manner and which

attracted a great deal of attention. This was a pamphlet written by Conan

Doyle. According to this pamphlet, a successful U-boat war was carried on

against England, by eight LT-boats.

The Chairman: The U-boat question seems to me to have been fairly well

covered from the technical side by the statements which have been made.

I have before me a number of requests to be heard, and of course the gentle-

men making these requests will be given an opportunity to speak, but

I believe that, in view of all that has been stated, the remarks should be

brief.

Witness Dr. Struve: Secretary of State v. Capelle complained at the

beginning of his remarks, that I reproached him with not having developed

U-boat construction to a sufficient extent. Admiral v. Capelle has not
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answered the other charge which I made against him, which was that he

gave the Reichstag figures which were different from those which we had

expected.

Witness v. Capelle: I had not yet arrived at that point.

Witness Dr. Struve: I have, however, to substantiate the other charge

which I made when terminating my statement of the 7th of November, that

the Secretary of State, even as early as 1916, seemed to us to be very scantily

informed with regard to U-boat construction. Secretary of State v. Capelle

has gone into these matters today in the same affable manner which he has

observed all through the years and has manifested even with regard to those

delegates who opposed him. He has stated, as the facts show, that he took

over the office of Secretary of State, entering it from another department

and without any prior opportunity to become informed concerning U-boats

and U-boat construction, and that this occurred after he had been retired

from office for a year, and that he did so, of course, from patriotic motives^and

a love of country.

Even at that time, this situation seemed to us to call for concern in the

case of Secretary of State v. Capelle. We did not know how the leading

authority of the Navy Department would get his experience, and this at a

time when every day of the war was so valuable.

Last week, Secretary of State v. Capelle heard from my lips the long list

of statements of a technical nature affecting U-boat construction. We
learn today for the first time that the Secretary of State knew of my earlier

memorials which were transmitted to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-

Hollweg and, afterwards, to Ludendorff by Gothein and to Michaelis by
myself. We have heard Capelle’s judgment of these memorials, which was

to the effect that they contained a large number of technical proposals,

proposals which, at that time, even, were submitted to criticism, but which

are not contradicted today—proposals which, according to Capelle’s

statements, emanated from patriotic motives alone.

So that I can show by this that the views which we entertained as early as

1916 and 1917 have stood their ground in the face of all earlier criticism as

well as the criticism of today. So that they were not such as to be laid

aside as the private opinions of a mere delegate but were views which have

not been overthrown as the result of any criticism to which they have been

subjected up to the present time.

Secretary of State v. Capelle has, furthermore, been good enough to

state that even he had to admit that he held our views always to have been

technically correct, but that the only thing was that it was impossible for

him to act in accordance with these propositions and representations. He
further admits that our charges involving the questions of why so many
different types had been assigned to the individual yards, and why there

were no orders in series, were of themselves sound, and that, towards the
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end of his incumbency, he was able, to his great personal satisfaction, to

proceed in accordance with both these propositions. That it was not until

the last period of his incumbency that he succeeded in doing what we had
desired to be done from the first. We could furnish him with propositions

and with ideas, but not with the power to put them through.

Of ii yards which were taken over for U-boat construction, only 5 found

it possible to deliver the U-boats. Six of these U-boat yards delivered not

one single U-boat. It was not until that date that the Navy Department
found it “possible” to place orders—and I am speaking from an entirely

impersonal standpoint. So that the proven fact is that all these beautiful

big figures which we have heard Admiral v. Capelle give today exist only in

the records of the Navy Department. As a matter of fact, only 5 yards out

of 11 made deliveries.

The difference which, as a technical matter, exists between us, and which

must be explained today, since I have already made my statements in writing

about these matters, is the following: Admiral v. Capelle, I have not calcu-

lated the year 1918 as belonging to your incumbency in connection with the

U-boat matter. In January, 1918, I came very near receiving a reproof

in the budget committee because I stated that you were Secretary of State

in name only. In the autumn of 1917, our wish that a U-boat department

be established was finally fulfilled at the insistence of the Supreme High

Command of the Army, as was said at that time—as was said at that time!

And at the same time—and I will ask the other gentlemen who are experts

in these matters to check this—in the autumn of 1917, the big orders began

to come, which, however, were unfortunately never delivered. But it was

only then that the desire to build sufficient U-boats took form—'the desire

which my political friends, ever since 1900, and I, ever since 1907, when
I entered the Reichstag, urged upon the Navy year in and year out. I

venture to call to Admiral v. Capelle’s attention that, although he did so

against my advice, he made the following announcement to the budget

committee in 1916:

I must admit to the gentlemen of the Progressive National Party,

Messrs. Leonhart, Struve, and Gothein, that they were correct in the

attitude which they already expressed with regard to the great neces-

sity of U-boats, correct in opposition to all expert experiences up to

that time. I am glad to admit that this is and can be a matter of great

satisfaction to those gentlemen, this great confidence in the U-boat
weapon was undoubtedly at least founded upon the fact that the gentle-

men had greater confidence in the unlimited possibilities of our develop-

ment along technical lines than we did
;
but perhaps, and I should like

to think that this is the case, it was only instinctive after all.

In order to assist your memory on this point, Admiral, I will recall to

your attention the fact that you personally stated to me at that time: “In

your case, Doctor, it certainly was your unerring instinct which led you to
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take this view.” This was the friendly remark with which you closed the

explanation which you had just made to me.

I will now revert to the fact that, in the autumn of 1917, the new spirit

was carried through to manifestation, and finally orders came in sufficient

numbers.

Our letters to Ludendorff are before you; if they are to be read, we are

at any time ready to do so. And since they also were before the Navy
Department, this fact shows that, up to the present day, their contents were

such as to maintain their full power and effect in the face of the criticism

of the Navy Department. Then we have the excellent and diplomatic

reply of General Ludendorff, to the effect that “cooperation" at present

exists. The phrase “cooperation exists” was enough for anybody who had

been enabled to go through as many experiences, year after year, as I had

on account of the “diplomacy” of the Navy Department; I did not allow

myself to become in any way irritated by the spirit of rejection wjiich

characterized other phrases. I learned later that immediately, in spite of the

fact that General Ludendorff wrote us that new yards could not be taken

over, or something to that effect, an order of 132 U-boats, which came to

93,996 U-boat tons, followed. I regret it extremely that I have remained

even at this time so very* technical as to always talk in U-boat tons, because,

as a matter of fact, U-boat tons make computations for the purpose of

comparison much better criterions than the numbers of the L"-boats them-

selves. So that General Ludendorff was only doing what we wanted.

Afterward came the great program which was called the Scheer program.

Mr. Secretary of State v. Capelle, we do not credit this to your incumbency—

•

the so-called Scheer program of 361,720 tons, consisting of 124,170 tons

placed in June, 1918, and 237,550 tons a few months later. We do not

credit your incumbency with this amount. It is to be credited to the

account of the L^-boat division, of Ritter v. Mann. There we have LT-boac
orders of 40,000 tons in a month. And you admitted, too, that Imperial

Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg took up the matter of an increased L’-boat

construction in the spring—of course, this too in the most amiable way,

just as these things are handled between two friendly ministers. Remember
that you said this morning that you were just at the point of starting prep-

arations yourself, so that the suggestion made by the Imperial Chancelrv

was nothing but a pleasant incident. But I did not understand your

remark when you said that it was only day before yesterday that you were

informed that your speech of March 28, 1916, was not in the Reichstag

report. Not once, many times, over and over again, did I make a point

of this in the Reichstag. “Mr. Secretary* of State, you are mistaken. I

have not found your speech.” And then when you continued to stick by
your assertion, I said: “The speech is no longer in the Reichstag records;

it may have been in the records, but it is no longer there." And we were
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bound to consider this all the more extraordinary when, in the year 1918,

Count Westarp asked you what you meant and asked you in your capacity

as a responsible Secretary of State, in these words:

Then all the naval authorities (and it is for this purpose that I ask,

not for the purpose of getting the historical truth—for that has been
established long since—but in order that finally, and once and for all,

we may have a truce to this political mintage such as we are used to in

these matters) all responsible authorities of the Navy were, then, as far

back as March, 1916, in favor of the unrestricted U-boat war?

to which you answered along these lines: “Yes, that is what I stated in my
speech, and it is in my speeches of the 28th and 29th of March, 1916.

It was this confirmation of yours which Count Westarp then made use of in

his speech against me, and it was extraordinary

—

The Chairman : Dr. Struve, I should like to call to your attention that it

is your duty as a witness to take up matters here which are in any way
material in shedding light upon the U-boat war, but that everything must
be omitted which smacks of criticism. All the statements which you have

just finished making appear to me to go quite definitely beyond the limits

of what is necessary here and of what can be considered proper remarks

from a witness. I shall ask you to govern yourself in your further state-

ments, accordingly.

Witness Dr. Struve: With great pleasure. My purpose simply was—

*

and I believe it to be my duty, unless I am mistaken—to call to the attention

of the cowitness, to call to Secretary v. Capelle’s attention the fact that he is

mistaken. In Count Westarp’s speech of March 29, 1916, it is stated that

the Imperial Chancelor, as well as Secretary of State v. Capelle, had on the

previous day expressed a contrary opinion—contrary to the opinion of

Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz—to the effect that this U-boat war would not

bring about these results within six months. Count Westarp’s speech is

literally as follows:

It is said that Admiral v. Capelle took an opposing view yesterday.

It was known, however, that Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz had expressed

the opinion that success was to be expected. He (Count Westarp)
must admit that Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz’s opinion had conclusive

weight so far as he was concerned.

I consider it my duty, because it is an extraordinary and a material difference,

and because Secretary of State v. Capelle had made many references to

motives of patriotism which have inspired me throughout the war, because

we have all been in the same trenches and are all now a suffering, hungry

people and, for this reason, should not emphasize differences unnecessarily

but should attempt to get them out of the way—for these reasons, I con-

sider that it is my duty to make these remarks at this time.

I need to add nothing of a technical nature, since it is now a matter of
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judicial notice that not only my statements of Friday morning, but also the

views which I expressed with regard to U-boat construction during the

course of the years which the war lasted, have held up against all criticism

to this day.

The Chairman: If the committee has considered it its duty up to this

time to go into the conditions of the U-boat war to such an extent as to get

beyond touch or else to maintain very slight touch with the question which

is really before us, namely, the question of Wilson’s peace move, I will at

least ask you all to bear in mind that that is the material point by which we
hold our course and that other features are bound to be only of more or less

secondary importance. I shall ask the gentlemen to bear this in mind in

the course of these examinations.

Does your Excellency desire to make a special answer to these remarks?

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: Gentlemen, I should like to make a general

statement which I hope will somewhat clarify our outlook concerning the

question which is at issue and which will also, in part, constitute an answer

to the remarks of the last witness. In March, 1916, against my express

protest, I was appointed Secretary of State. This protest was based

mainly upon the fact that it was 20 years since I had served in the line and

had practically nothing to do with the technical side. I was, consequently,

dependent upon my departmental director, whom, on account of his wealth

of experience, I held in very great esteem. He had been director in chief of

shipyards and enjoyed my entire confidence. This departmental director

constantly expressed the view to me, with great energy, that the entire

construction should be under the control of a single hand—new construction,

repair construction of large and small craft, of the war-craft, and of the

vessels requisitioned from the merchant marine. Only one person would be

able to oversee everything and to make the proper distributions at the yards.

This point of view seemed to me so clearly correct that I agreed with it from

every standpoint. In the meantime, matters came more and more to a

head, and I was informed by the Chief of the Admiralty Staff that very

definite opposition was being made to the departmental director whom I

have mentioned. He was generally looked upon, so to speak, as the person

who put all the obstacles in the way of a reckless prosecution of U-boat

construction. I therefore came to the conclusion that I would have to make
a fundamental change in Navy Department conditions—and this was my
own opinion and not the result of outside pressure—and that I would have

to segregate U-boat construction from all the rest of the naval construction.

In this way, it came about, as the result of my initiative, that the U-boat

department was born. This U-boat department had nothing to do except

to further U-boat construction. The inevitable happened. It was not

long before the U-boat division was at odds with all other departments,

which were then being pressed to the wall. I was constantly making
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decisions in order to reach a peaceful solution, and I invariably decided in

favor of the U-boat division. I consciously pushed all the other construc-

tion interests into the background—the creation of the U-boat division

occurred about the autumn of 1917—when I saw that the six months would

not be sufficient to end the war. From that time on, the U-boat division—

•

it was directly under my orders and I was responsible—set out upon a much
more energetic construction policy with my assistance and support, as

appears from the figures which I have already given. Those are the facts,

and that is the course of progress in the development of the policy of U-boat

construction during my term of service.

The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency Spahn!

Delegate Dr. Spahn: Your Excellency, we have been, time and again,

obliged to assume as the result of what you have said, that decisions with

regard to the U-boat war and, particularly, with regard to the postponement

of the unrestricted U-boat war, took place with your knowledge and consent.

May I ask you to state your own idea as to the effect of the U-boat war in

its various stages, starting with the time that you were put at the head of the

Navy Department?

The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency!

Witness v. Capelle: Gentlemen, this question of the U-boat war did

not come under my control as Secretary of State for the Navy. As
Secretary of State for the Navy, I had absolutely nothing to do with the un-

restricted U-boat war. The question if and when concerned me not at all

as Secretary of State for the Navy. I had no influence upon it and no

inquiries were made of me when the great decisions were made, either by
the Imperial Chancelor, or by the Emperor, or by the Supreme High

Command of the Army, or by the Navy. Now, his Excellency Spahn has

asked me for my personal view. My personal view is as follows: When I

was appointed Secretary of State, in 1916, I had been in the service about a

year. At that time, I considered that our war situation was still compara-

tively favorable, and I could well afford to agree with the decision taken by

the Emperor that the ruthless U-boat war should be postponed. I was

never doubtful about the existence of the great danger which the ruthless

U-boat war might mean in the political field, from the point of view of the

neutral Powers. Therefore, it was an easy matter for me to champion the

cause of the decision which had been rendered in the Reichstag. In the

meantime, my insight into the war situation became more and more clear.

About the end of the year 1916, I shared the opinion of the Supreme High

Command of the Army, the Imperial Chancelor, and of those conducting

naval operations, that our situation was at least very serious. It was my
opinion that there was really nothing more left for us to do except to make
use of our last instrument of war for the purpose of rescuing us from defeat

or from an unfavorable peace. And I was all the more inclined to this
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view, since the ruthless U-boat war, in my estimation as in the representa-

tions made by the Admiralty Staff in the course of its well-known memorial,

offered us at least a very great chance to bring the war to a favorable

termination, so far as we were concerned.

And at this point I may venture to make a small digression. Dr. Sinz-

heimer read to us from the well-known memorial of the Admiralty Staff

that the Chief of the Admiralty Staff spoke of ‘‘forcing [England] to accept

peace.” That is true. But that is probably to be attributed to a somewhat

careless preparation. For, in the really important part—I believe that Dr.

Sinzheimer has the memorial in his hand and will, perhaps, turn to page 26 1—

•

(Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Yes.)

—we shall find the view of the Chief of the Admiralty set out in spread type,

and which reads at the close of this article in spread type, as follows:

I confidently expect this success within a period of five months at the
longest. The success obtained will be such as to incline England to

accept a useful peace.

To incline England to accept a useful peace! Gentlemen, I have been

asked for my opinion; I have always been of the opinion—and I have

expressed it in a small circle—that the unrestricted U-boat war will incline

England to accept a useful peace.

The Chairman : Dr. Sinzheimer’s statement, with special reference to this

memorial.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I should like, Admiral, to make the following

statement with regard to this memorial. Above all it is the conclusion of

this memorial which calls for our attention. It was stated, and by Admiral

Koch, too, that the intention was to incline England to accept peace, and
that there was no question of bringing England to her knees. Now, this

is what that conclusion says:

If England is once brought to her knees, then an understanding will

have to be brought about with the United States as well, by virtue of

which alone she will be able to recover her commercial prosperity, and
which will not necessarily result in political sacrifices on her part. The
deciding factor which remains unchanged is the following: We must
not lose sight of the American peril, because we must fight our way to

victory, and an early victory too, in order to preserve our national
existence. And all the more so after the answer to the German peace
proposal has made it plain, both by the terms and spirit of the document,
that our enemies are still bent upon the political destruction of Ger-
many. I guarantee that for its part the U-boat war will lead to

victory.

The accompanying memorial of the 226. of December, 1916, expresses

exactly the same idea.

1 Page 1259 of this print

.
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So that there is no mention of having England brought to the point of a
peace by negotiation through agreements entered into at the conference

table, but it is said that England is to be conquered by means of the sub-

marine war. And in addition to the above, I desire to make another asser-

tion which, it seems to me, is of importance, in view of the fact that you
have made reference to the memorial. I am now speaking of the session

of the main committee of the 31st of January. On that occasion, Count
Westarp spoke as follows:

After the step has once been taken, we must be perfectly clear on
the point that no recession of any kind will occur in this matter, or can
occur, before a complete victory over England is won.

He then continues as follows:

When England feels the results of the new war by personal contact,
then England will probably or possibly be willing to enter into such
negotiations, and then the great danger will consist in the fact that
attempts at mediation on the part of President Wilson and on the part
of our enemies will be employed for the purpose of persuading us to a
premature cessation of the U-boat war.

He proceeds:

For this reason, I should like to emphasize the point at this time,

that, in my opinion and in the opinion of my political friends, no halt

in the conduct of the U-boat war should occur, even when such attempts
at negotiation are actually taking place.

All the representatives of the government were present at this session, and

I state as a fact that nobody contradicted this view of Count Westarp

concerning the complete victory and the warning issued in connection there-

with, not to meet any willingness on the part of England to negotiate.

(Laughter and commotion.)

The Chairman: Does your Excellency wish to say something?

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: Gentlemen, but all these questions have

nothing to do with my office. As Secretary of State for the Navy, I took

no part in these great political questions. I have just been asked here by

the investigating committee for my personal view-point and I gave my
personal view under oath, stating it to be that I had always believed that the

U-boat war would bring us to a useful peace—and in this connection the term

“useful” is, of course, vague; that is naturally clear to me—would bring us

to a useful peace or to a peace of understanding. That has always been my
personal opinion. I could take no stand with regard to what the other

gentlemen said. That was not my duty. I was a spokesman for those in

charge of the conduct of the war. My duty was to represent and defend the

interests of the military branch in the Reichstag as their spokesman.

The Chairman: Minister of State Dr. David!
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Minister of State Dr. David: It is a matter of great importance to be

perfectly clear on the point of what the Supreme High Command of the Army
and those in command of the affairs of the Navy expected from the U-boat

war. According to the statements of Secretary of State v. Capelle and the

recent statements of Admiral Koch, it would seem that the Supreme High

Command of the Army and the Navy authorities were simply looking for-

ward to a certain psychological softening on the part of England, and had

held this idea in contemplation. I do not believe that this view is in accord

with the facts and that, if it remains uncontradicted, it will lead the judgment

astray which attempts to estimate the situation as it then existed.

If the phrase is contained in the memorial of the Admiralty Staff “to

incline England to accept a useful peace,” we are bound primarily to con-

clude that, judging from all the remarks which at that time came from the

Right, a “useful peace” meant nothing else than the so-called German
peace of the sword, a peace which we could saddle upon England after

winning the victory. What those on the Right rejected even in connection

with Wilson’s mediation move, was a peace without victory. We do not

want that, they said, but we must have a peace after having won a victory

—

a peace which we shall dictate to our opponents. That is probably the

meaning of a “useful peace.” But if we wanted to get that kind of a peace

from England, it was not sufficient to bring about a softness on England’s

part, psychologically speaking; on the contrary, we would have had to make
it impossible for England to carry on the war any further. And it was to-

ward this end that all those indications which were given us during those

days in the Reichstag, pointed, namely, that the U-boat war was going to

result in the destruction of the necessities of life for the Entente and, par-

ticularly, in the destruction of any further ability on the Entente’s part to

proceed with the conduct of the war. It is to this effect that the documents
which were officially published by the Admiralty Staff expressed themselves.

I have in my hand a bit of writing from official sources : The Effects of

the U-boat War Officially Represented
,
completed in xVugust, 1917. The

purpose is there set out in more or less the following terms: That it was
essential to deprive the Entente of its cargo space. That in this way “the

keystone of England’s national economy would be undermined.” That, by
so doing, the supplying of the English people with foodstuffs and raw
material would be paralysed and, in the third place, the enemy would be

deprived of the possibility of providing his army and his fleet with rations

and war material. To what a degree the shortage in shipping space, the

impossibility of providing themselves with necessities of life or with war
material to a sufficient extent would actually take place, could be left in

abeyance. The actual wording is this:

At what particular point the shipping space would begin to break
down, whether at first in the matter of supplying the English civilian
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population with food, or whether it would fail to meet the needs of
conducting the war or to meet the needs of England’s allies, in any
event, at this point the foundation on which the capacity for continuing
the war on the part of the Allies is based would become unsteady; we all

see the limit of endurance approaching.

So that what we are dealing with here is not a question of reaching a psy-

chological stage, but it is a question of actually reaching a radical aim, the

aim of making it impossible for England to continue with the war. And
what is more, it reflected in every way the entire mental attitude manifested

from this side, which was not that we were to obtain a peace of understanding

as the result of negotiations with our enemies, but that we were only to

obtain peace by making it impossible for the enemy to continue the conduct

of the war.

That was the radical aim.

I have here an article which was also published officially by Captain

Bruninghaus, the departmental director in the Navy Department, who is

here present. This article was given in the form of an address in various

cities, and was published officially and printed in the Admiralty Staff of the

Navy. Put briefly, it is there stated:

The economic and military difficulties of our opponents will be in-

creased by the U-boat war and become sharper than ever; in the battle

between ship construction against U-boat construction, the latter is

bound to win. Piracy can put off the collapse of our enemies, but can
not prevent it.

So it is the military and economic collapse which is the end in view, and

not a mere psychological yielding.

And it is further stated in this document: “The high material and personal

efficiency of the U-boat weapon, which is established for a long time to

come and is already in a state of permanent development, the inability of

our enemies, in spite of all their efforts to master the U-boat situation,

constitute our certain guarantees that we shall reach our aims by means of

the U-boat war.”

Bearing these facts in mind, I should like to put the following question

to Secretary of State v. Capelle: Did you not also know at that time that

the real purpose of those conducting naval operations was to make it im-

possible for the Allies to provide themselves with foodstuffs and to make
the further conduct of the war impossible by preventing the importation

of ammunition to the western theater of war, and that this was recognized

by them to be the real end and aim of the U-boat war?

The Chairman: Mr. Minister, I did not interrupt you, although the

comments which you have made are far afield from the issue which concerns

us at present, namely, the task of clearing up technical questions concerning

the U-boats. So that I ask that if, in spite of this, I permit a reply to be
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made to the Minister’s question, it be expressed in the briefest possible

terms. I shall, thereupon, and in any event, close this line of discussion

and leave our investigation open at this point to the sole consideration of

the technical questions involving U-boats. Otherwise, we shall make no

progress whatsoever.

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: Gentlemen, the thought was never enter-

tained by the Navy, or at least by the authorities of the Navy, to cut Eng-

land off by the use of, so to speak, radical methods, from the importation of

food supplies, or that we could prevent the importation of ammunition

across the Channel. I repeatedly expressed the thought in the budget

committee and, particularly, in the course of a debate with Minister of State

David, that we should drop these radical views. I remember very well

having answered Minister, of State David on one occasion, more or less in

the following sense: That we should keep quiet, so far as the question of

reducing England to starvation was concerned, for, as a matter of fact,

nobody had that in mind. This was before the last period when the situ-

ation became so uncommonly difficult so far as the world crops were con-

cerned. I constantly pointed to the fact that the only question was one of

solving the problem of shipping space as a whole. And then I made various

statements of considerable length with regard to the importation of ammu-
nition by way of the Channel. I read yesterday in the Berliner Tageblatt

that Delegate Dr. Struve had reproduced these remarks of mine which

certainly expressed a very pessimistic attitude with regard thereto.

But now I should like to ask the Chairman to let me make a reply which

will cover the point of view of the Navy.

The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency!

Witness Admiral v. Capelle: This certainly appears to me to be of a

very definite significance. I have before me a speech that I made in 1916,

and I should like to be allowed to read it:

Delegate Stresemann put the question yesterday—and these words
were quite to my liking

—

(The Chairman: What was the date of this speech?)

March 29, 1916.

and I hope that I shall reproduce its meaning correctly: Where does
this term “to bring England to her knees” actually come from? That
is an unfortunate phrase.

That is what Delegate Stresemann says.

Nobody wanted to be the one first to have made use of this term, and
here it was suddenly with us. Gentlemen, the term “to bring England
to her knees” can be interpreted in different ways. In connection
therewith, one can imagine England prostrate upon the ground, pleading
for peace, admitting that she lost the war and once and for all renouncing
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her dominion of the seas. That is what the term would mean from the
radical point of view. But, again, one could think of it in the connec-
tion of England having become exhausted and tired of war as the result

of U-boat struggles which had lasted for six months, to the extent of

becoming more inclined to the idea of peace negotiations. And, gentle-
men, on account of the close relations which, for many years,
have brought me into close personal contact with Grand Admiral v.

Tirpitz, I frequently discussed the question of the U-boat war—not
during the very latest period, because I was sick and, consequently, not
in the service, but formerly—and as a matter of fact, I was never con-
scious of the circumstance that my view-point differed in any way from
that of Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz. Of course, we probably both used
in our conversation the expression “bringing England to her knees.”
I can go as far as to state that, on these occasions and in many cases,

I thought that the chances of the U-boat war were better than the very
cautious Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz considered them to be. And now,
recently, the question of “bringing England to her knees” has become
acute. The question of what this means has, to a certain extent,

become the regular point at issue. In the course of the few days which
have passed since I have again stepped into office, I have had the
opportunity of talking over this matter with various officers. Grand
Admiral v. Tirpitz was not among the number, but the Chief of the
Admiralty Staff was. And whenever I asked the gentlemen: “What do
you understand to be the meaning of the term ‘to force England to her

knees’?” and whenever I spoke of the radical interpretation, these

gentlemen answered me to this effect: “ I did not understand that in that

way; that was never my meaning.” So that was the experience which
I had with these various gentlemen, and I believe that if we were able

to call together the senior naval officers and ask them about this in

conference, we would find that this view was shared by the vast majority.

I asked myself yesterday whether, anyway, I would go into this question

in the course of my remarks, but I said to myself that, in view of the

fact that this question has really come up as clear-cut as is the case,

I can not very well avoid taking it up. But, by way of caution, I

scrutinized very carefully what I said yesterday and have read it word
for word. I shall ask you to allow me to read this to you once again.

I stated: “I can not force myself to the conviction that a U-boat war
lasting six months with perhaps just enough, but by no means abundant
forces, would be sufficient to force England to the point of peace, that is,

to a peace by which England would recognize that she had lost the war
and the dominion of the seas. According to my conscientious convic-

tion, more would be needed to bring about this result.” And, on the

other hand, I stated that I was fully of the opinion that a U-boat war
which lasted six months would strike the economic existence of England
a staggering blow. And I said yesterday, too, and I can venture to

repeat it again, that I do not consider this blow of any less importance
than does the recorder, Delegate Bassermann. I am convinced that

England will become exhausted, as the result, and tired of war. When
I made these remarks yesterday, I thought at that time, although I

did not express the thought, that England would, as the result, be
obliged to become more inclined toward the idea of the general peace.
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Gentlemen, I have read this in order to make perfectly plain my personal

view, which I was asked to give, and also to make plain the attitude of the Navy
as it existed at that time, so far as the higher naval authorities were concerned.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Admiral, that was in March, 1916, when

you opposed the idea of the unrestricted U-boat war. But the point at

issue is as to what the Admiralty had in mind on the 22d of December,

when the memorial came out and was published. You have stated: The
Navy never took the ground that England should be, as it were, reduced

to starvation. I beg that you take up the memorial of the 22d of December,

the short accompanying memorial. It is stated herein:

The suggestion that England may already have in the country a

sufficient amount of foodstuffs to tide over the crisis until the next
harvest, is shown in the enclosure to be absolutely without merit.

And it is stated in so many words, in the same document:

If we can succeed in breaking the backbone of England’s resistance,

the war will immediately be terminated in our favor.

That was the point of view of the Navy on the 22d of December, just as

it was set down. There is nothing here to the effect that England was to

be psychologically prepared to enter into peace negotiations. But I must

call attention to still another matter at this point: What was the opinion

of the political branch? And in this connection, it is perhaps of importance

to point out that on the 25th of June Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann,

who had complete knowledge of the situation, expressed himself in the

following terms

:

Representations made concerning the rapid and conclusive effect

of the U-boat war have come to be realized as exaggerations. And thus
the certain expectation that the war would come to an end even before
autumn, which was announced broadcast and was kept in existence by
means of interchange of information between the front and home, has
collapsed.

That was in June, 1917. On June 1, 1917, England was to lie prostrate

upon the ground. And in addition to this, I call to your attention the

fact that, when the U-boat war commenced, the point of view of the Foreign

Office was certainly approximately that expressed by the memorial. For,

in the well-known Mexican dispatch of Mr. Secretary of State Zimmermann,
it is stated that:

The prospects were good that England would be forced to accept
peace within two or three months.

Such was the point of view. Those are the facts.

The Chairman: Does your Excellency wish to answer? If not, we will

drop this phase of the question.
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Witness Secretary of State v. Capelle: I would only like to make one

more explanation. Gentlemen, so far as the question of starving England

is concerned, that term is not to be taken literally, but as only meaning
that England was to be placed in difficulties so far as food supply was
concerned. So that the situation in the spring of 1916 and that of the

spring of 1917 were fundamentally different, as, perhaps, Secretary of State

Helfferich will take occasion to point out further on. In the spring of 1917,

as is stated herein in detail, we had behind us the most wretched world

crop which had ever occurred. For this reason, the chances in the year 1917

that England would meet difficulties, so far as the food supply was con-

cerned, and as the result of the U-boat war, were greater than they were

in 1916. I simply wanted to call attention to this feature.

Then, besides, I would like to defend myself against another charge, to

the effect that I have deceived the Reichstag.

Expert Dr. Bonn: (On the order of business.) It is impossible for the

experts here to cooperate, as their duty requires, in covering the subject

matter, if certain separate fields of inquiry are entered upon in opposition

to the instructions of the Chairman and which go beyond the limits of the

actual issues before us. For if we are to participate, then we, too, must

go beyond these limits and then the result will be that, in opposition to the

wishes of the Chairman, the whole discussion will be launched upon an

endless sea; either this, or it must be made possible for a question to be

dropped if this question is taken up, even if it is partially answered, and to

lead the discussion back to the original inquiry. This, of course, would

not mean that a witness would be kept from answering questions to be put

later. For this reason, I asked leave to speak before his Excellency v.

Capelle can reply to the further questions put to him, because I should

like to put a few questions which, perhaps might assist in clearing up matters

to which he has already referred.

The Chairman: Well, then, we shall finish with this question, although

it has atcually nothing to do with the real technical question which concerns

us. There is nothing else for us to do, since it appears that it is the definite

desire of the experts to take part in the field of inquiry which has just been

opened

.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that the Chairman has failed to understand

me. It is not at all my purpose to enter into questions of this kind. I

should prefer to stick to the technical questions. I should simply like to

ask that, in the future, we be given the opportunity to speak in connection

with the questions which are the subject of discussion, so that we be not

forced to the alternative of either keeping silent or of referring back to the

particular matter later in the hearing.

The Chairman: In the future, we will proceed in this way. And do you

now desire to go into this question?
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Expert Dr. Bonn: In connection with these matters, I should like to

ask the Admiral a question or two.

The Chairman: Certainly. But for the moment, his Excellency would

like to take up a special matter having to do with the Reichstag. If you are

willing to give way on this point, I shall at once go into these technical

matters and, for this purpose, give Dr. Bonn the floor.

Witness Admiral v. Capelle : I should like to have Professor Bonn take

up the technical questions at once.

The Chairman: We shall, then, drop this line of inquiry and revert

exclusively to the technical questions which I would like to have answered

systematically as they come up. I shall no longer permit questions which

tend to wander from the domain of these purely technical questions, to

retard the course of the hearing.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Your Excellency stated that, for political reasons,

it did not seem possible to you to make any notable increase in the num-
ber of U-boats in the summer of 1916, since you were of the opinion that

the unrestricted ET-boat war could not be carried on because of political

reasons. I believe that I have understood you correctly. And, in this

connection, I should like to put just one question. The political decision

which was reached certainly did not mean that we were to refrain from any

and every U-boat war, but it simply meant that the U-boat war was to be

carried on in the form of a war on commerce. Now, I am almost forced to

assume, as the result of your statements, that the U-boat war, conducted

as a war upon commerce, was absolutely ineffective. Is this correct?

Witness v. Capelle: At that time, in March, 1916, the general view of

the naval authorities was, in all probability—this is more a matter for the

Admiralty Staff than it is for me, but I may venture to say this, too—that

the war on commerce would bring about no results of any kind. The
chief authority in the matter of conducting a war of commerce against

England was the chief of the high sea fleet, and the chief of the high sea

fleet always took in the most energetic manner the standpoint that a war
on commerce would not justify sending the U-boats in; that more U-boats

would be lost than, in short, would be counter-balanced by the results

obtained. He was a very strong opponent of the war on commerce, and

did not conduct a war on commerce with the fighting craft under his com-

mand. At the close of the year, in October or November, the chief of the

high sea fleet was forced by the Emperor to desist from this attitude and to

launch the war on commerce.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Does this not contradict in a certain sense the sta-

tistics which were published and from which it would always seem that

the U-boat war had great results? And, if I recollect correctly, it was
determined by calculation, moreover, that the diminution of the British

fleet by means of the unrestricted U-boat war carried on for a 5-months
40
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period would, I believe, amount to 39 per cent, and, on the other hand, by
means of a war on commerce, to 18 per cent.

Witness v. Capelle: Gentlemen, the war on commerce was carried on
in the Mediterranean outside of the restricted area, and notable results

were constantly obtained in the Mediterranean for the simple reason that

the counter-measures adopted there either amounted to absolutely nothing

at all or, at any rate, were very slight, whereas effective counter-measures

were put into operation around and about England, and it was for this

reason that we did not count upon any success at all. When, therefore,

the war was carried on around and about England, I, I believe—of course,

I am speaking of myself personally—was very much astonished at the

general results obtained. I believe that Professor Bonn was in error when
he stated that statistics pointed to greater results. That was only following

the close of 1916. Prior to that time, it was really not the case—
(Expert Dr. Hoetzsch : Since October.)

—when, at the command of the Emperor, the war on commerce was taken

up by the fleet as well. The passage from the memorial of the Admiralty

Staff in which it is said that the war on commerce would diminish the

British tonnage by 18 per cent only, whereas the unrestricted ET-boat war

would diminish tonnage by 38 per cent, is due to the fact that, in the war on

commerce, neutrals were spared and as long as the neutrals were spared,

the intimidation feature diminished, because the British had the oppor-

tunity of flying neutral flags in bad faith. Hence the view of the Ad-

miralty Staff, that the war on commerce would bring no results whatsoever.

But this is really a matter which entirely concerns those conducting naval

operations. I am constantly being asked questions which do not concern

me.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: A statement that you made some time ago is

not clear to me. You said that you believed that you were obliged to work

in unison with the purposes of the political branch of the government, and

that it was due to this conception that you held off from carrying out a

U-boat construction program on a broad scale, primarily in the spring of

1916. But the Imperial Government had, by no manner of means, un-

conditionally given up the U-boat war; even in the answers which had been

sent to the United States, the definite reservation had been expressed of

the right to return to U-boat war methods. Did it, then, not devolve upon

us to prepare for the possibility of the U-boat war, and was it not necessary

to place orders immediately for a considerable number of ships? How
much time was consumed at that stage in the construction of a U-boat?

Witness v. Capelle: I believe, gentlemen, that in one respect I have not

been correctly understood. I did not intend to state that the political

situation had been such as to induce me to proceed in opposition to existing

policies. For I did build 90 U-boats, and I did at once place orders for
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50 U-boats. It was not my desire to drop below prior standards. I am
still of the opinion today that, politically speaking, the impression which

would have been created would have been more than peculiar, after we had

sent the Sussex note to the United States, if the Secretary of State for the

Navy had entered upon an excessive and magnificent program of U-boat

construction with a great blowing of trumpets. What I wanted to say was

that each quarter I continued to carry on the system which had existed up

to that time—let me call it the small packet system. Even today I can not

possibly imagine how I could have done otherwise. In all probability, I

should not have remained Secretary of State for the Navy for two weeks

if I had acted otherwise.

The period required for the construction of the ET-boats differed greatly,

according to size, and even for boats of the same size; construction periods

differed according to different stages of the war. I can state, however, that

the construction of a large U-boat took two years or longer, whereas The
construction of a small or medium-sized U-boat took about a year.

The Chairman: Is Rear Admiral Briininghaus still in the hall?

(Voice from the audience: Here!)

Admiral, you expressed the desire to reply to certain statements made by
Dr. Struve, and to have your testimony as a witness taken.

Witness v. Capelle: Before this is done, may I ask .to say a word in

connection with Admiral Briininghaus?

The Chairman: I shall administer the oath to Admiral Briininghaus

first. The committee has decided to hear you as a witness. Please give

your Christian name.

Rear Admiral Bruninghaus: Franz Willi.

The Chairman: Your age?

Witness Bruninghaus : 49 years.

The Chairman: Do you wish to take the oath with the religious formula?

Witness Bruninghaus: With the religious formula.

(Witness Rear Admiral Briininghaus takes the oath as a witness.)

The Chairman: In what way do you desire to. be heard, particularly in

answer to what Dr. Struve has said? I shall ask you to limit your remarks

in all respects to this field.

Witness v. Capelle: I should like, first, to make a statement.

The Chairman (to Witness Admiral v. Capelle): Your Excellency de-

sires, for special reasons of which I have no knowledge, to address us first.

I shall accede to this wish and ask you, your Excellency, to tell us what you

have to say. We shall thereafter take Rear Admiral Briininghaus’s testi-

mony.

Witness v. Capelle: Dr. Struve has made this charge against me, that I

have deceived the Reichstag or, perhaps, to put it in somewhat more gentle

form, that I had caused erroneous views to be entertained or had taken part
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in bringing this about, and this is probably based upon the speech which I

made one day before the commencement of the unrestricted U-boat war.

The purport of Dr. Struve’s remarks was that I had given, as the figure of

the completed U-boats, the number 160, but that, in doing so, I had failed

to disclose the fact that, of these 160 U-boats, there was and could be but a

comparatively small number in sea service. Now, I did not give the number
160. That is, however, irrelevant. I stated— I have the speech before me,

—

that we had twice as many U-boats as the year before, and that made
about 160.

The other question, how many U-boats could be and were actually in

the water, has one general aspect, and one which is applicable to this special

case. I should like, first of all, to say a few words about the fundamental

aspect of the matter.

In the case of Dr. Struve and of other gentlemen who adhere to the

same point of view, it is obvious that the ideas which they have formed are

false and erroneous; they assume that a constant relationship always existed

between the number of U-boats which were in sea service and the number of

completed U-boats, as if the number of U-boats in sea service increased

with the increase in the number of U-boats, as if, to put the matter graphi-

cally, it constituted, to a certain extent, a constantly increasing curve.

This point of view is fundamentally wrong. The number of the U-boats

actually in sea service differs very greatly from time to time, even when
the U-boat force remains the same. If I were to represent this graphically,

I should draw a strongly marked zig-zag curve and not a constantly in-

creasing curve. I have before me a record memorandum, with the help of

which I should like to show this by a few examples. I will give the maxi-

mum figure and the minimum figure of the U-boats which were actually

in the water during the first five months of the unrestricted U-boat war.

In February, the minimum number of the U-boats in the water was 25,,

two weeks later, 44; in the month of March, the minimum figure was 32, and

a week before that, 57; in the month of April, 39 and 58; in the month of

May, 36 and 58; in the month of June, 49 and 66. So that the numbers

of the U-boats which were in sea service differ very greatly within a short

period of time. The idea that the U-boat efficiency is dependent upon the

number of the U-boats actually in sea service is not even theoretically

correct. It can be imagined that where a small number of U-boats are on

sea duty, all of these U-boats are in the actual theaters of war and that,

consequently, a very great efficiency will be reached. But one can also

imagine the reverse, that where the majority of a great number of U-boats

which are on sea duty are actually on the outward trip or on the return trip

and where a few only are in the theater of war, the efficiency must be very

small. So that the claim that the number of U-boats which are on sea

duty at a definite point of time is of conclusive significance, is incorrect.
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Now, I have discussed these conditions frequently in the committee. On
the occasion of my first address, I explained that, in order to occupy a war

station with but one boat, five U-boats had to be at the front: one U-boat

at the station, one U-boat on the outward trip, one U-boat on the return

trip, and two U-boats undergoing repair. Moreover, in my first statement,

I pointed out that a very considerable number of U-boats which were

completed were constantly engaged in making trial trips. At that time

I gave figures. Then, thirdly, I pointed out that the U-boat school needed

for its purposes a considerable number of U-boats, which are to be deducted

from the number used in the war on commerce. What more was I to say?

If certain gentlemen have failed to understand me, and this unfamiliar

material failed at once to be infused into their flesh and blood so far as they

were concerned—well, that is certainly not my fault. (Laughter.) I

pointed these things out in the greatest detail. How can we then talk about

having deceived the Reichstag?

Now I shall come to the special case. Delegate Struve says that, in the

middle of January*, 1917, during the L^-boat inspection, a conference had

been held on the occasion of which I had been informed that we only had

20 U-boats at sea: that, according to Dr. Struve’s idea, I should have men-

tioned this fact in my speech in order to avoid deceiving the Reichstag.

The conference took place. The purpose of the conference was quite

different. It was my desire, as Secretary* of State for the Navy, to make
the acquaintance of the gentlemen of the U-boat inspection force, and the

gentlemen were to make my acquaintance. That was the purpose of the

conference. It is possible that the fact was mentioned that there were so-

and-so many L’-boats on sea service. Since I considered this circumstance

of no importance, it did not imprint itself on my memory*. But, if you will

excuse the expression, it is a piece of stupidity to suppose that, on the 15th

of January*, I should cause myself to be informed as to how many L’-boats

were to be on the water on the 1st of February*. You gentlemen have

already seen, from the figures which I have just read to you, the extraor-

dinary extent to which these figures vary*. If I had desired to get informa-

tion on this point, I would only have had to cross the corridor to the Ad-
miralty Staff. That was the office which had jurisdiction—not the U-boat

inspection department. I do not know whether the latter knew anything

about it; it certainly was none of its business. Gentlemen, when the unre-
t

stricted L~-boat war was to be announced, it was a fact which had to be

communicated to the budget committee. If I had considered as an unfavor-

able circumstance the fact that for the moment there were only 20 L^-boats

on the water, then I am free to state that I would certainly not have made
that announcement to the Reichstag committee. But it was nothing but

an wholly transitory* incident, even if I were bound to assume that the

Reichstag might perhaps not estimate it at its true value. I will ask you
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gentlemen to put it to yourselves: Immediately before a great military

move, say, like the breaking through at Gorlice or a great offensive on the

western front, or an advance into Italy or into Roumania, or any other

similar event, the Minister of War communicates the fact to the budget

committee. Can anyone believe that the Minister of War pursues the

policy of making this announcement and then continues with the statement:

‘‘Gentlemen, I have no choice but to tell you that we are faced also with a

number of unfortunate incidents. A number of our divisions are not up
to their full strength because they have fought to a standstill or have

suffered with diseases; our artillery has not been thoroughly supplied with

new guns, for part of them have been destroyed by the enemy; we are in

great difficulties so far as our ammunition supply is concerned; an air

attack had been made upon a railroad concentration point.” Gentlemen,

do you really believe that a Minister of War would make such a statement

as that to the Reichstag? Would somebody thereupon have stood up and

stated that the Minister of War had deceived the Reichstag because he had

not given them this information? For my part, I can not conceive how
people can think such things.

But the fact as to how many U-boats were at the front had absolutely

nothing to do with it; the only question was, what results had we obtained

in the way of sinkings? That was the point, and, in this connection, the

Admiralty Staff and I personally reached definite conclusions in the form of

definite sinking estimates. These sinking estimates were 600,000 tons.

In the month of February, when conditions were still unfavorable—the

month had only 28 days instead of 30, and contained, moreover, periods of

grace for the neutral Powers. Here we more than fulfilled our promise

which we had given to the Reichstag and which was to form the basis of its

own judgment: we sank 750,000 tons, and in the next four or five months

we sank, on an average, 900,000 tons. How can I be reproached for having

deceived the Reichstag? I am simply at a loss to understand it, and I

express the hope that Dr. Struve will withdraw this severe charge.

The Chairman Delegate Warmuth : Does Dr. Struve desire to answer at

once? But, please, the Rear Admiral first!

Witness Rear Admiral Bruninghaus: Dr. Struve, in the session which

was held here on Friday, has not only not hesitated to reproach Secretary of

State v. Capelle with having deceived the Reichstag, but he has scored me
likewise, to the extent that he said— I have only been able to get my informa-

tion from the papers—that in a session held on July 3, 1918, I had given

false information with regard to the U-boats actually in construction, to

the committee which was to pass upon contracts involving war deliveries.

Dr. Struve did not content himself with doing this, but at the same time

went still further with the matter and in contributions to the Demokratische

ParteAkorrespondenz has anticipated any decision which the investigating
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committee may make, stating that it has now been established here that

I deceived one of the committees of the Reichstag and, in fact, as appears in

the article of the Demokratische Parteikorrespondenz
,
that this was not done

unintentionally, but that, on the contrary, I intentionally deceived the

committee as to the number of the U-boats actually in construction. The

facts are as follows:

On July 3, at the session of the committee in question, I made a short

statement concerning the general condition of U-boat construction. At

that time, and because the chief of the U-boat division was not present, I

called particular attention—

•

The Chairman: What year was that?

Witness Bruninghaus: 1918. I called particular attention to the fact,

on account of the absence of the chief of the U-boat division, that I was not

in a position to give absolutely definite information with regard to all the

figures, but would simply submit a short resume which had been given to me
by the U-boat division as the document on which I was to base my remarks.

I took pains to add that I thought it was essential for the chief of the U-boat

division to be present at these sessions but that, unfortunately, he was on

leave. I requested, however, through the Secretary of State, that this

gentleman be present at the next session in order that he might address them

and answer such questions as they might have to put. It is stated here in so

many words

:

Captain Bruninghaus: I should like to call attention to the fact

that the Chief of the U-boat division, whose presence at the session

is greatly to be desired, is absent from Berlin at this time and will not
return until the 18th of June. I can, of course, represent him in person,

but I am, naturally, not as well informed on these matters as he.

Then, taking as a basis the written notes which had been compiled for me by
the U-boat division, not as Captain Bruninghaus, as Dr. Struve likes to

represent it, but as the official representative of the Secretary of State for

the Navy, I made the statements in question. However, in connection with

passing upon this entire question, I would ask that an additional feature be

kept in mind, and that is the following: The committee met at the request

of the Progressive National Party. It was intended that this committee

should examine into the point, going into the minutest details, as to whether

it was possible to improve the situation in the yards in the way of labor

arrangements, etc., so as to hasten and increase U-boat construction.

It was intended to call a large number of experts from the yards, which

actually occurred later. The situation was the following: The committee
had to determine, on the basis of information which the chief of the U-boat
division was to give, to what extent U-boat construction could be increased.

At that time, according to my recollection, I read as follows: There are in

construction—and it is to this that Delegate Dr. Struve takes exception

—
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there are placed in construction 479 boats. I should dike to refer to one
point briefly. “ Placed in construction ” (in Ban gegeben) is a technical term
which has the same significance as “place an order.” Delegate Dr. Struve

showed in the course of his answer made in the following session, that he en-

tertained the layman’s view that it was necessary for a boat to actually lie

upon the ways in order to be characterized as in construction. That is a con-

ception which is quite untenable from a technical point of view. Technically

speaking, the situation is this: if an order for the construction of a U-boat
is given to a yard by the Navy Department, it is not simply theoretically,

but practically, in construction on the following day, to speak of the most
extreme case imaginable. Under these conditions, one is not in a situation

where the keel-plates, the ribs, and the other many thousand parts which
are used in putting the boat together on the ways, rain down from heaven

in order to be put together, but all these things must, in the first place, be

provided from all different kinds of workshops. Even in southern Germany
we had some thousand contractors for U-boat construction. The practical

end of the business is this: the Navy Department gives the order for the

U-boats. This order goes to the yards, and in well -organized yards—and
our yards were all very well organized—matters move so that you press

a button and inside of 24 hours the sub-contracts for machinery, etc.,

have been awarded to the various firms. The boat, therefore, is now “in

construction.” That is the technical expression. I will not quarrel as

to whether I said that the boats were “in construction” or whether they

were “placed for construction.” At that time, it was not put down in

the record. The only point is that my statement that 479 boats had been

placed for construction is in complete accord with the facts. Delegate

Dr. Struve states that that amounted to misleading the then committee.

I maintain that I neither intended a deceit nor perpetrated one. The boats

were, as a matter of fact, placed for construction. And the fact is not

altered by the circumstance that a small portion of the boats had been

placed for construction only a short time before. I might say that I would

have been downright stupid to have made false or misleading reports pur-

posely or unintentionally to a committee whose very task it was to determine

whether, in view of all the circumstances existing in the yards, it would not

be possible to construct more boats. I would really have believed that

Dr. Struve himself, the former delegate to the Reichstag, would have

known me better and would have attributed a greater amount of intelligence

to me.

If Delegate Dr. Struve voiced his objection during the next session to

my statement that the 479 U-boats had been placed for construction, the

chief of the U-boat division, who had been brought back at my request, said:

I will state in reply that all that the Navy Department meant by
giving this number, was to show how many U-boats had been placed.
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For you can not put all the U-boats which have been ordered on the

stocks at one and the same time.

If the then Delegate Dr. Struve could possibly have believed, on the

occasion of the second session in July, 1917, that I intentionally desired

to deceive the committee by stating that 479 U-boats had been placed for

construction— I will concede that for a moment, although it is false—he

could have had no further doubt whatsoever as to what was meant after

the chief of the U-boat division said to him in so many words: “You have

misunderstood Captain Briininghaus. Captain Briininghaus, as the rep-

resentative of the Secretary of State and as my representative, merely

desired to state, and did state, that these 479 U-boats were placed for con-

struction." This being the case, Dr. Struve has no ground for the excuse

now that he did not know what I meant by that. I assert in so many words

that, if Delegate Dr. Struve accuses me in all publicity and through the

press of having given false information to the then committee, or, in good

German, of having lied, that is a wholly untenable stand for Delegate

Dr. Struve to take.

Witness Captain Bartexbach: Touching Dr. Struve’s remarks, first, with

regard to the statements made to the many propositions which turned out

to be practical in the course of time, I would like to state that, of course,

these many propositions were absolutely material, had been long recognized

as such by the Navy Department and by naval experts at that time and had

been proposed as such, and simply could not be adopted by the Navy
Department at this moment because of many conceivable reasons which

opposed their adoption.

Secondly, with regard to Dr. Struve’s statement that the number of

U-boats which Secretary of State v. Capelle gave in the session held prior

to the commencement of the U-boat war, was inexact, I desire to make
the following statement.

Secretary of State v. Capelle gave the number as double as many as we
had at our disposal for the purpose of conducting a U-boat war at the

point of time in the year 1916 when we sought to conduct it. As a matter

of fact, the Navy had 154 U-boats at the commencement of the unrestricted

U-boat war. That was very nearly double what we had at that period

of the year 1916. Dr. Struve subdivided the total number of the U-boats

in all conceivable ways, and the public was very much in the dark as to

the actual number of U-boats in usable condition which were at our disposal.

I should like to state that the total number of the U-boats can be subdivided

only according to the following classifications: First, U-boats at the front,

and that means boats which are with the front divisions, and, secondly,

boats which are in the reserve. At the commencement of the U-boat war,

there were 109 boats at the front.

Second point. Dr. Struve said that the Secretary of State had made
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misleading statements, in that he placed the number of those boats which
were ready for use at too high a figure. Secretary of State v. Capelle

stated at that time that we could depend upon from 40 to 50 per cent of

the boats being engaged in work writh the enemy. If we add the 40 per cent

which represented an estimate which referred to the future, 50 boats on the

average would have had to be steadily at work—50 per cent of the average

number of boats which wre had—and I may add that there were, on the

average, 1 27 boats at the German U-boat front during the whole U-boat war.

As a matter of fact, during the 19 months of the U-boat war, there were,

on the average, 47 boats engaged in the work. So that the estimate placed

by the Secretary of State was extraordinarily exact.

Now to come to the third point. This deals with the charge that, at the

beginning of the unrestricted U-boat war and on the 1st of February, 1917,

we had but 20 boats capable of going to the front. The following was the

situation: People are inclined to the view that the 1st of February, 1917,

is to be looked upon as if it represented a moment which, to a certain extent,

characterized a new phase of war for the Navy, and marked the beginning

of a new operation. That was not the case. Ever since February, 1915,

neither our U-boats nor the Navy Department desisted from the plan of

undertaking every month to deliver a vigorous cut at the arteries of Eng-

land’s economic existence in order to disgust England with its operations

at long range against Germany and with the war that lasted year after year,

and to show England that, just as the throttling process worked against us,

the constant gnawing at the source of England’s economic life worked against

her— I say that, in spite of all obstacles which had developed in the course

of years, the Navy had never desisted from this plan. The U-boat war was
actually in existence and was only being carried on under different rules,

and the U-boats which left port on the 1st of February only differed from the

U-boats which had gone out four weeks before by virtue of the instructions

under which they operated. The number which, on the 1st of February,

was outside, can normally not have been greater than 40 per cent. That

was probably about 40 boats. That, as a matter of fact, only 20 boats

were outside, is strange. That is due to the fact, however, that during

those days, in the days of January and February, if the gentlemen will

remember, the situation in the North Sea as well as on the coast of Flanders

was extraordinarily difficult on account of ice conditions. The North Sea

was so covered with ice that the plan was contemplated of having all the

boats from the North Sea come over to Flanders. The boats had received

injuries from the ice, and it was in this way that the small number of 20

boats is accounted for.

The Chairman: You speak of certain instructions which the U-boat com-

manders received after the opening of the unrestricted U-boat war. I

should like to ask whether, after the unrestricted U-boat war was launched,
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instructions agreed upon with regard to the course to be followed by the

U-boat commanders underwent any change, for instance, such as sparing

certain types of vessels which were plying between England and the United

States. Perhaps Admiral Koch can give us information on this subject.

Witness Admiral Koch: Aside from the periods of grace, there was not a

word changed in all the orders given.

Delegate Gothein: Ladies and gentlemen, I can freely concede to Ad-

miral v. Capelle that, in his first speech regarding the possibility of the

uses to which our U-boats could be put, he gave full information, and that

the number of the existing U-boats, expressed in terms of percentage, which

could actually take an active part in operations, that is, in undertakings

against the enemy, was clearly stated. But, as I have said, his speech

had disappeared; it was not to be found and the efforts of the Reichstag

bureau at the Navy Department to get it—they went to the Secretary of

State himself—were finally discontinued; and I must state that a more

than peculiar light is thrown upon conditions which existed in the Navy
Department when we find that the repeated attempts of the Reichstag

bureau to have the Secretary of State furnish his speech for the purpose

of the records was altogether a case of love's labor lost and that these

matters did not even get to the ear of the Secretary of State himself
;
for,

as a general thing, the Secretary of State, as we all know from other steno-

graphic reports of his speeches, exercised the very greatest care in the course

of making corrections in such stenographic reports. I assume that, like

myself, Dr. Struve has always been fully cognizant of the difference between

those U-boats which are at the front, as we used to say at that time, or, as

we say now. were engaged in undertakings—a distinction which was brought

out by the Secretary of State as the result of a recent question of mine

—

and those U-boats which are on the return trip, which certainly are not

to be considered as being at the front, but in the later remarks of the Secre-

tary of State these distinctions were by no means so clearly brought out.

Now, Rear Admiral Briininghaus has stated that the misunderstanding

was to be explained in the following way: That he had stated that the 479
boats had been placed for construction. Well, so far as the technician

is concerned, there is, after all, a great difference between that which is

placed for construction, which means something that has been ordered,

and that which is actually in construction; for he was perfectly right in

pointing out that it is a matter of months before an order gets as far as to

enable the actual construction to be undertaken, because the order must be

placed with the foundries and subcontractors.

As a matter of fact, we might perhaps get the impression from all the

statements which have been made, that it was really wholly immaterial

how many boats were actually needed for the unrestricted U-boat war.

The Secretary of State has said: ‘‘The number is quite immaterial if one
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desires to declare a ruthless U-boat war; it is simply a matter of the effect

produced.” But for the others, the effect was certainly decisive; for the

effect was a vital matter with us, and, so far as the effect was concerned,

the number of the U-boats which were actually in existence and could be

brought into contact with the enemy played an absolutely leading part.

And in this connection I should like to call attention to the following. The
Secretary of State will doubtless admit to me that he himself, on the 1st of

February, 1917, stated in the budget committee:

When I became Secretary of State, all the yards and all machinery
and motor factories were filled to the brim. Therefore, it was at first

impossible for me to place further contracts. For the rest, it was my
duty to order as many U-boats as the domestic yards could possibly
furnish.

That was what the Secretary of State declared at that time. In doing

this, he admitted that when he entered upon the duties of his office, he was
not in the position—according to his own conviction—to give out more

contracts for U-boats than already existed, and I should now like to add

that he stated at that time that there were twice as many U-boats in exist-

ence as when he entered upon his office, and not only that, but that they

were also superior in quality, material and personnel.

But now the question to be considered was whether more U-boats could

be delivered. It has already been pointed out that, as a matter of fact,

only five yards got to the point of delivering U-boats, because others were

not given work in time. And still more extraordinary is the question of

the taking over of the motor factories, for the U-boats could do us no good

if they had no motors. I will now ask the Secretary of State whether he

remembers that, on the 5th of May, 1917, he stated to us that he could

build no more U-boats because there was no yard which could take over

additional contracts and that I designated to him at that time 16 yards by

name which had received no U-boat contracts. Whereupon the reply was

made by his departmental director, Rear Admiral Krafft, that it might well

be possible to keep other yards busy, but that it was impossible to obtain

motors, that the motors could not be delivered. We at once informed him

that that was not the case, because the leading motor factory, the Munchen-

Augsburg-Niirnberg Motor Manufacturing Company, was able to deliver

him twice the amount and, in a few months, three times the amount, and

that various great factories had tried in vain to get contracts for motors.

Among these, I mentioned the machinery plant at Breslau, which had done

extraordinarily good work in manufacturing and turning out motors for

aircraft and was preeminent in the automobile industry—Daimler, etc.

—

but that they had received no answer at all in response to their bids. Now,

I should like to ask what were the rules which were adopted, as a matter of

fact, in connection with the placing of orders for motors? One of the few
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motor factories which had taken over contracts in peace times for the

motors for U-boats was the Germania yard, which itself built a number.

Did the Secretary of State know that, directly after the mobilization

order, the 24 motors which the Germania yard had under contract were

cancelled

—

The Chairman: I ask that private conversations be carried on outside.

Delegate Gothein:—so that for over a year it lay absolutely idle and

merely continued with the further construction of U-boats which were

already in course of construction for Austria and Norway? I can well

imagine how this question will be answered. I shall be told that this

factory, just as was the case with the Miinchen-Augsburg-Niirnberg Motor

Manufacturing Company, was building the two-cylinder motor at this time

and that the Navy had suddenly come to the conviction that this two-

cylinder motor was not as good as the four-cylinder motor, and that, for

this reason, this factory was prohibited from building the two-cylinder

motor which it was only allowed to continue to build for the Austrian

U-boats. Why, did people never pause to consider at that time that, as a

matter of fact, by doing this, they were bringing about an extraordinary

fall in the industry of motor construction, in causing the most important

center for motor construction to come to an absolute standstill? It was

only later that we came back again to the construction of the two-cylinder

motor, which, as a matter of fact, is just exactly as efficient as the four-

cylinder motor. In any event, the Munchen-Augsburg-Niirnberg Motor

Manufacturing Company was made to lie idle. What were the reasons

for this, for making these motor factories lie idle and throttling U-boat

construction in this way, a policy which was bound to be dangerous in the

extreme, if the purpose of taking up a great U-boat war on commerce was

entertained? It was only at a very late date that the Navy came to the

point of supplying additional U-boat motor factories with work, and it

became apparent then that their versatility of production was great.

The Secretary of State announced at that time that the increased losses

which we would have to face had been fully provided for. He stated once,

in a session in the autumn of 1916, that we were not to expect a material

increase of losses of over two a month, since England had accomplished all

that could be accomplished in the way of counter-measures, and that noth-

ing, either in the way of armament or anything material to further develop-

ments in the line of defense, was to be expected. On January 1, 1917, he

said: “We are prepared to meet notable increases in counter-measures.”

This is in contradiction to what he said on the 7th of October, when the

actual words he used were as follows: “Speaking generally, the present

measures of defense have now reached their height and can not be increased

to any further material extent. And, moreover, we have already made
our concessions to this increase. I have estimated the number of from
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2 to 3 U-boats as the future monthly loss, in contrast to the present loss of i\

U-boats a month.”

The Chairman: Gentlemen, I will repeat my request; please carry on
your private conversations outside. The noise is extremely disturbing to

our present proceedings.

Delegate Gothein: In spite of his announcement that we were prepared

to meet notable improvements in counter-measures, he announced a monthly

loss which at that time amounted to two U-boats but which might increase

to three. Perhaps the Secretary of State will remember this. As a matter

of fact, it amounted to seven already in May. In the face of this, the

Secretary of State still announced on May 17 that the U-boat yards could

deliver no more boats, since any increase was out of the question.

Now the Secretary of State has said that our memorials had absolutely

no effect upon the increase of orders. The peculiar part of this is that, on

the 5th of May, 1917, the Secretary of State announced in the budget

committee that it was impossible to place a single contract for more U-boats

because the yards were overcrowded to such an extent; and his depart-

mental director stated that the U-boat motor factories, too, could turn out

no more—that this was quite impossible. At our representation, and upon

our demand that experts be heard and that a conference of experts be

called—as the result of this demand made by Delegate Dr. Struve jointly

with myself in the memorial directed to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-

Hollweg at that time, a conference of experts was thereupon called. This

led to a further contract for 92 U-boats being placed on the 27th of June.

So we find this difference coming within seven weeks, that, in the first place,

it was announced on the 5th of May that no more contracts could be placed

for a single U-boat, and that seven weeks later, 92 U-boats were contracted

for.

In the memorial which I, not Dr. Struve, transmitted to General Luden-

dorff and to which I received the stereotyped answer that all was being

done that could be done, it was also stated that, in view of this answer,

nothing could be done. And after that, at the close of December, when
Dr. Struve received that answer from General Ludendorff in which he, too,

was told that everything was being done and that, as a matter of fact, new

contracts could be placed, the second memorial is followed—I believe in

the course of ten or twelve days—with a new order of 117 boats. I ask

that these extraordinary contradictions be cleared up and that it be made
plain how it is possible, when an answer of this kind is given in complete

agreement with the Secretary of State for the Navy, that a few weeks or

days afterwards these great mass orders suddenly follow, after it has been

unqualifiedly stated before that it was absolutely impossible to place orders

of any size.

The Chairman: Will your Excellency be good enough to answer and to
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clear up this mass of contradictions which has just been characterized with

particular emphasis?

Witness v. Capelle: With regard to the measures of defense of our oppo-

nents, I have always stated on those various occasions what the attitude of

those who were conducting naval operations was, as well as what reflected

my personal views. I could not say anything else. It is a fact that these

measures of defense finally succeeded in bringing about greater losses than

we had anticipated.

So far as our losses are concerned, I made the following statement in the

session which preceded the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war

:

The loss in the past year, that is, the year 1916, amounted to only

25 per cent of the monthly increase. Of course, losses are dependent
upon a large number of external circumstances, and can not be distrib-

uted evenly over the individual months. But the fact is that the

increase in U-boats, according to the experience of the past, has been
four times as great as the decrease; it is possible that, during the present

year, the figures may be less favorable to us as the result of the increased

efficiency of the measures of defense taken by our enemies. On this

point, we shall be obliged to wait and see.

Now as to the question that I have said on numerous occasions that the

U-boat yards could carry no more traffic, and that, in spite of this, more and

more U-boats were placed for construction. Gentlemen, there are two

reasons for this. One reason was, naturally, that a number of U-boats were

constantly reaching completion, as the result of which, to a certain extent,

place was made for more. I have already explained the other reason: that I

changed the system. During the first year, I operated under the system of

having the entire construction kept in the hand of one man, and in the

second year I adopted the system of creating a separate U-boat division

which crowded all others to the wall. That is the reason, pure and simple.

So far as the question of motors is concerned, I have no information

whatsoever in respect to the period preceding my incumbency. But Captain

Bartenbach, who at that time was in charge, will be able to go into that

matter thoroughly. During my incumbency, Admiral Krafft was in charge

of the motor question. I personally was not very well informed on the

subject. Admiral Krafft who, I am convinced, was unusually skilled in

these matters, had to do this.

Witness Captain Bartenbach: What we now have to consider is the

point that it is alleged that the Germania yard was forced to get four-cylinder

engines from Augsburg and to install them instead of the two-cylinder

engines which had always been built here in connection with the six mine-

sweeping boats which were contracted for. This was the reason why the

two-cylinder motors which the Germania yard had been delivering up to

that time were not, as a matter of fact, absolutely ready for the front. The
two-cylinders had not only brought about a delay of a year and a half in the
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construction of a series of 15 boats in all, for the simple reason that the

engines were not completed, but up to that time they had been shown to be

extraordinarily undependable when used upon the boats in which they had

finally been installed for work at the front. So the fact was that this risk

would simply not be taken—the risk of installing these six boats with six

more of these engines. And I should like to add that the Germania yard

itself, even before the war, stated that it was perfectly ready to take over

and install the four-cylinder engines at Augsburg instead of the uncertain

two-cylinder engines. There can be no question at all of bringing the motor

manufacture of the Germania yard to a standstill. If the Germania yard

wanted to do so, it was at liberty to go ahead and build four-cylinder engines;

it could also continue with the construction of its two-cylinder engines. As

a matter of fact, it continued to construct them and to deliver them as well.

So that there was no standing still on the part of the Niirnberg works or the

Augsburg machinery factory or the Germania yard, in the way of motor

construction.

The Chairman: Dr. Struve has expressed the desire to be again heard

as a witness. The committee has passed upon the question, and I shall

ask Dr. Struve to testify once more. But I shall ask him to consider the

lateness of the hour and be as brief as possible. It is my desire to termi-

nate with the technical side of the U-boat question, in order that we shall not

be forced to revert to it at later hearings.

Witness Dr. Struve: It is my duty, first of all, to answer the remarks

which Captain Bartenbach has made. He has probably forgotten that

the remarks which I made against Secretary of State v. Capelle were based

literally upon statements of his which Secretary of State v. Capelle himself

gave in the Frankfurter Zeitung. On October 12, 1919, under the title

“ U-boat figures,” he stated as follows: “Today we have at our disposal

more than double the number of completed U-boats: 160 instead of 80.”

Your first misstatement with regard to the number 160

—

(Secretary of State v. Capelle: In parentheses.)

—well, if it is in parentheses, the number is and remains 160.

The second misstatement: Secretary of State v. Capelle stated in the same

article—and this, Captain Bartenbach, you certainly did not know:

In order that the gentlemen may get a correct idea (that means the

gentlemen of the Reichstag), I must point to the fact that, of the

. completed U-boats, only about one half can be used against

the enemy.

(Secretary of State v. Capelle: Can.)

As a matter of fact, half of our U-boats were never used against the enemy.

And then the figures: “20 in February, 1917” are verified, so far as I am
concerned, by Captain Bartenbach’s statement that, at that time, the move-

ment of the ice and the weather kept the number down to quite an extraor-
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dinary extent. But with all this, the statement itself is in no way affected,

namely, that, as a matter of fact, there were only so few U-boats outside at

that time. Captain Bartenbach himself certainly did not contradict the

number given, and simply gave as the reason therefor the ice and climatic

conditions. I believe that he is probably convinced that I wTas obliged to

answer the author v. Capelle, who writes the article in the Frankfurter Zeitung,

exactly on those lines along which v. Capelle has proceeded in the course of a

brief summary made of his announcements in the Reichstag. So I have no re-

traction to make so far as v. Capelle is concerned. Every charge remains.

But I should like to put the question to Captain Bartenbach: What is

your attitude with regard to the criticism which, on April 10, 1918—at

which time you were still outside at Bruges—you yourself addressed to his

Excellency Admiral Dick. It wras published in Tirpitz’s book, where you

are quoted as follows:

Concerning the taking over of additional yards (page 524) the' de-

mands of Str. (that means Struve) have, in the main, been justified.

And did this actually happen? Were additional yards taken over? We
have discussed that point this morning.

The arguments which Mr. v. G. has submitted (that is probably
Mr. v. Gohren)

—

(Witness Captain Bartenbach: v. Gamp.)
— (Mr. v. Gamp, then) are not in point. There is not much further use
in keeping matters of the U-boat construction secret, since the British

have a number of boats in their hands. Motors are being built in the

yards, such as, for instance, the Blohm and Voss yard. Development
was a question for the Navy.
At the present time, the matter of having existing types reproduced

in great numbers by the factories is more important than the question
of further development. I may add for your Excellency’s information
that, since about the beginning of 1917, the construction policy of the
Navy Department has been the subject of much sharper attack by the
people at the front than by Mr. Struve. But this has nothing to do
with the Grand Admiral (that is, v. Tirpitz).

On the contrary, we feel the lack of his broad ideas and energy at
every step. All the last building contracts have been materially in-

creased at the sharp insistence of those at the front, and, to an extent,

greater than the Navy Department originally stated was at all possible.

For this reason, I wrould suggest that we continue to meet Struve’s
attacks only in so far as they affect the Grand Admiral personally and
his construction policy before and during the commencement of the
war.

I shall ask Captain Bartenbach to be kind enough, if he no longer holds

by these opinions which he officially expressed in Bruges in 1918, to say so.

Now, so far as Captain Briininghaus is concerned. Captain Briininghaus

has stated in so many wTords that he read a newspaper report—as a matter
41
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of fact, he heard not a word of my testimony; that the basis of the state-

ments which he made, I must say, of a most extraordinarily lively nature,

was an article of mine in the Demokratische Korrespondenz.

(Witness Bruninghaus: Not at all!)

This is what I wrote:

Captain Bruninghaus succeeded in first giving a sketch of, and some
informatory remarks concerning, the U-boat construction. As is

easily understood, his object was to defend his Navy Department and
to furnish proof that Gothein’s charges and mine were without founda-
tion. The more he went into detail—this was the opinion of one of

the delegates on the Right—the easier would our work be; otherwise,
we would have gone into the next session knowing just as little as we did
today. (Those were the sessions of the investigating committee at the
office of the Imperial Chancelor in July, 1918.)

Thereupon Captain Bruninghaus spoke long and mightily; he made
an excellent impression upon the gentlemen who knew nothing at all, or

very little, to the effect that before them stood the Navy Department in

its pride, the idea being that “all we needed to do was to listen in peace
and thankfulness.”

But so far as what Captain Bruninghaus said was concerned, on this

point we may turn to the confidential detailed report in which, as a
rule, all the figures are openly announced concerning U-boat construc-

tion, U-boat losses, U-boat types, and U-boat plans, and find the brief,

but this time very significant remark: “ B. gives confidential information
concerning U-boat construction.” So, after all, it is best if the address
and the activities of Mr. B. in the Navy Department are covered over
with the mantle of love. When we lifted up our voices in criticism, the

answer was short and sweet. “All the yards are full up to the neck
with U-boats which are building; 479 U-boats are under construction,

what more do we want?”
Unfortunately, this statement which Mr. B. made was not in accord

with the facts. In the number 479—I quote from my answer—190
boats were included which had only just been ordered. Not a single

one of these 190 is as yet under construction. Not even all of the

remaining 289 boats are under construction. At the present time they

are working in the yards, as follows: At Schichau, 2 U-boats; at the

Vulkan, 7 U-boats; at the Blohm and Voss yard, 10 U-boats; at the

Germania, 19; at the Weser yard, 15; at the Kaiser yard at Danzig, 5;

and at the Bremer Vulkan yard, 23. Those are the U-boats which are

under construction. And besides these, there is still a number of UB-
and UC-boats in construction the figures of which I also gave.”

I do not believe that Admiral Bruninghaus was absolutely bound, as the

result of this article which, as he has himself said, was the basis of his testi-

mony of today

—

(Contradiction by Witness Admiral Bruninghaus.)

—I heard you say it with your own lips, that you were quoting an article

which I had written in the Demokratische Korrespondenz—
(Witness Admiral Bruninghaus: Then you heard wrong.)
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—to say that I had stated that you had deceived, that you had purposely

led astray; and afterwards, in some connection or other, with your state-

ments, you made use of the word “lie.”

(Witness Admiral Bruninghaus: Very true.)

I am not in a position to criticise your personal modes of thought, for

that does not concern me at the present moment. But I have read my
testimony word for word; and there is no personal remark made against

you contained therein.

It is true that afterwards Vice Admiral Ritter v. Mann said to me: “All

the U-boats which have been ordered can not be put upon the stocks at

the same time; Bruninghaus simply meant, by giving this number, to state

how many U-boats had been ordered.” But it is just as material to find—if

you will read one page further (on page 14)—that Delegate Gothein stated

as follows:

There is a tremendous difference between U-boats being ordered
and U-boats being under construction. If 190 U-boats of the 479
U-boats were only ordered the week before, it simply means that they
are not under construction.

You then stated that the situation was such on the docks, where every-

thing was functioning at the highest point of efficiency, that 24 hours passed

at the most, that a button was pushed, and that that was all that had to

be done.

(Witness Admiral Bruninghaus: When conditions are ideal.)

You never said a word about ideal conditions, but only stated 24 hours.

Why, I could even call attention to your words, to your expression “per-

taining to the layman,” or something of the kind. But I shall not do so.

It certainly is not easy—v. Capelle has admitted that on numerous

occasions today—to get such prompt or such trustworthy information in

Berlin concerning U-boat construction as could be obtained by those men
at the front day in and day out, who were able to get the actual facts every

day from people who were in the yards and who were constructing and

building U-boats day after day.

Then, again, of the UF-boats which—Captain Briininghaus’ report was
made on the 3d of July, 1918—were ordered in December, 1917—these are

statements which I made on July 10, 1918—of these UF-boats, the following

were in construction at Schichau and Tecklenburg in the Atlas yards and

the Neptune yards and in Geestmiinde at Seebeck: at Tecklenburg, by the

middle of June, there were only 4 boats on the stocks, only 4 boats at the

Atlas yards, and the first plates had just been laid. As yet, the Neptune
yard had no boat on the stocks. So great was the time which passed

between the date of order and of construction! It is deplorable that at

this time we had only gotten as far as having provided work for these

docks too.
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So that the order was placed in December, 1917, and as late as June, 1918,

they were at work on only 4 boats on the stocks at Tecklenburg—4 of

the 12 boats which had been ordered. That was the actual fact. That
was a matter of our own knowledge; that was the only difference in all the

statements made, the reason why we always were bound to take different

points of view: on the one hand, being provided with the facts, and, on the

other, the lack of knowledge of the facts. So for this reason it was absolutely

inconceivable, from the standpoint of one who knew the situation, how
anyone could tell us that 479 boats were in process of construction, as we
were officially informed on July 3, 1918.

And it is, further, not the fact that at that time Captain Briininghaus

desired to make a mere casual statement, as he told us this morning was the

case. It was not his desire to limit himself to a short statement on behalf

of the chief of the U-boat division, for, on the contrary, at the very beginning

of the session, he asked leave to do so. On page 9 of the report, I read as

follows: “For the rest, I venture to make the suggestion that it might be

expedient for me to give the gentlemen a brief sketch of the U-boat con-

struction.”

The Chairman: These are criticisms, Dr. Struve, and we must call a

halt to them. There is no purpose in going into these matters here. They
far exceed the purpose of your examination which, alone, was to provide

us with facts.

Witness Dr. Struve: The Chairman stated that it would be expedient

for Captain Briininghaus to make his statements, and he thereupon made
them. Even today I do not know why these statements which Briininghaus

made are not included in the report. The only thing in the report is as

follows: “At the request of the Chairman, Captain Briininghaus gives

confidential information with regard to U-boat construction.” Our sub-

sequent critique is at the disposal of the court. The memorial lies before me.

Witness Admiral Bruninghaus: Gentlemen, Delegate—former Delegate

Dr. Struve

—

The Chairman: He is still a delegate to the Prussian National Assembly.

Witness Admiral Bruninghaus: Delegate Dr. Struve of the Prussian

National Assembly closed his remarks with a statement that the critique

of the facts which I, as representative of the Secretary of State and of the

U-boat division, by the use of official figures, not with figures which Admiral

Bruninghaus submitted in any way, but the figures which the U-boat

division gave me, that these figures of the Navy Department are contained

in the 114 pages. This critique of the Imperial Navy Department and of

the U-boat division is put in the following words by Delegate Dr. Struve:

My colleague Mr. Gothein has been obliged to leave and has re-

quested me, speaking for him personally, to express to the chief of the

U-boat division my special thanks for the steps taken by him in further-
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ance of our U-boat construction which are recognized on all hands as

being both thorough and such as are adapted to the ends sought. I

join in these thanks, with thorough conviction.

And the chairman of that committee, Under-Secretary of State Lewald

—

or, as I have just noticed, Dr. Kapp, of the Right—summed up the whole

situation in the following conclusion

:

Gentlemen, I welcome the fact that we are able to state that the

result of our conference of yesterday and today is that the anxiety
expressed by Delegate Dr. Struve and his political friends with regard

to the furtherance of U-boat construction must be looked upon, even
from his own standpoint, as without justification.

Delegate Dr. Struve distorts the vital issue of the whole question. He
has charged me with having intended, by announcing the report of the

U-boat division, that is, giving the official report of the Imperial Navy
Department to the effect that there were 479 U-boats in course of construc-

tion—perhaps he did not want to give this impression, but I must assume it

to be the fact, in view of the nature and manner in which he has attacked me,

even in the press—that it was my intention to mislead, by means of these

figures, the gentlemen with whom it was our duty to consult and to consider

plans in detail as to how we could make the shipyards more efficient.

It is not the fact that I insisted upon addressing these gentlemen at

length; it never occurred to me. I did state that it would, perhaps, be quite

expedient to make a short statement to the gentlemen of matters which I

had before me at that time, so that they would be, to a certain extent, in-

formed prior to taking part in the next session at which the chief of the

U-boat division would himself participate. Of course, I added at the time

that the official statements which I made at that time would then come up

as subject for discussion.

These circumstances would certainly be enough to convince any thinking

man, without going any further, of the fact that Delegate Dr. Struve’s

statement that I wanted to deceive the members of the committee and lead

them astray by means of this report, was far from the mark and absolutely

untenable.

And I have already added—this fact appears to have escaped the memory
of Dr. Struve—-that it was possible, perhaps, for him at that time to have

entertained the view that I might have intended to say something to these

gentlemen which was false. But thereupon the chief of the U-boat division,

that is, another officer of the Navy Department—and the Navy Department
is composed, not, as Delegate Dr. Struve appears to believe, of Messrs, v.

Mann, Briininghaus and v. Gohren, etc., but, on the other hand, of men
who, like us, are nothing more than a link in a chain; we all pull together—

•

that is, the gentleman who relieved me, Vice Admiral Ritter v. Mann, told

Delegate Struve in so many words that the number of 479 U-boats, which
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was given him by Captain Brtininghaus as an official basis of computation,,

was to be understood as meaning that these boats were placed for construc-

tion and that there was nothing more to be said about the matter. In spite

of all this, Delegate Struve has succeeded in again coming forward here

before this investigating committee and in the press with the statement

which Vice Admiral Ritter v. Mann had already refuted. And so I con-

sider it no more than right to have this proceeding on the part of Delegate

Dr. Struve most definitely recognized here for what it is, a matter which

affects me very deeply. I should like to state to Delegate Government
Architect Gothein

—

(Delegate Gothein: Please omit titles; they are not correct anyhow.)

—you stated that I myself said that months passed before construction

began in the case of the individual boats. That is exactly the great differ-

ence between your conception and mine, which has been characterized by
Delegate Struve as that of a layman. I take the stand—and this is the

stand taken by those versed in navy technique—that if a U-boat order is

placed, we in the Navy Department say: This boat is placed for construc-

tion. For, as a matter of fact, construction begins. The question when
the individual parts are actually assembled has absolutely nothing to do

with the case. Precisely what Delegate Gothein always insisted on, that

we should build in series, can only be done if the following telegrams are

sent to all the factories after the orders have been placed, to wit, such-and-

such types are being built. You are to provide ribs, stern-posts, engines,

and other lower parts, in order that the parts may be assembled in the yards.

So that the construction of a U-boat begins at the very moment when the

order is placed
;
otherwise, matters will not proceed correctly. I regret the

fact that Delegate Struve has so little confidence in my technical knowledge

—

for he certainly knows that I have been a naval officer—as to suggest that I

am ignorant of what goes on in the yards. That is a very serious error. I

have had very much to do with matters pertaining to yards, perhaps even

more than Delegate Struve, and my knowledge was certainly not provided

by people who during the war, ran to him with all these matters both treach-

erously and treasonably, but my knowledge came to me from navy circles

and from people who were absolutely unbiased
;
and the report which I made

to the committee at that time simply consisted in my making a short address

based on a document which was given to me by the U-boat divisiori, the

proper authority to do so.

The Chairman: The committee considers that the U-boat war question

has been covered and completed, so far as the technical side is concerned, and

states that this feature is closed.

Delegate Gothein desires to make a statement of a personal nature.

Delegate Gothein: Rear Admiral Briininghaus has quoted the closing

words which Delegate Struve spoke on the occasion of the conference of
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experts which was held either in June or July, 1918, and in which I requested

Dr. Struve to extend my thanks in my name to the director of the U-boat

division, who was Vice Admiral v. Mann. I may state that the fact which

caused me to express my thanks was that, as a matter of fact, in the course

of that session our wishes which we had announced, and our construction

program which we had had prepared for years were met in every detail, so

that we—not, it is true, until July, 1918—were convinced that, from then on,

and under the direction of later Secretary of State v. Mann, then Admiral

Ritter v. Mann, anything and everything would be carried out which we had

for years been requesting to be carried out. These assurances were made to

us on the occasion of that session but, unfortunately, too late.

The Chairman: Dr. Struve will make a statement of a personal nature.

Witness Dr. Struve: I must protest in the most vigorous terms and, in

this connection, ask the protection of the court—

-

The Chairman: We are not a court, but only a committee.

Witness Dr. Struve: I beg your pardon. I need no protection. I can

provide it for myself. For a certain Mr. Briininghaus to go so far even

today as to

—

The Chairman: I must definitely protest against such expressions. Dr.

Struve, it is not permissible. We are not sitting here as in parliament

below, where a certain freedom of expression is permitted, but our com-

mittee as a body has in some ways a strong similarity, and is strongly

analogous to a court and, consequently, those conventionalities which

apply to courts must be held to apply fully by analogy here before this

committee, and pointed personal remarks can not be thrown out in the way
in which I believe that Dr. Struve had the intention of doing.

Witness Dr. Struve: I have thoroughly observed court conventions

throughout the course of my examination. I just asked whether I might

be the recipient of the protection of the court. I was told that it was no

court. I then attempted, in as polite a way as it appeared to me that I

was called upon to do, to answer the unparalleled charge that matters had

been brought to me treacherously and treasonably and that I had made
use of this information treacherously and treasonably

—

The Chairman : Mr. Briininghaus did not say that.

Witness Dr. Struve: That people had run to me with matters treach-

erously and treasonably

—

(Witness Admiral Bruninghaus: Certainly! Of course!)

—If matters had been brought to me treacherously and treasonably and I

had then made use of these matters, I would be oppressed with a sense of

guilt today. There is, however, not the slightest ground for this assumption.

I should have thought that Mr. Briininghaus's expression would have been

rejected in some way.

Mr. Bruninghaus is absolutely right. In July, 1918, he did nothing more
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than to read a piece of paper which, as he himself says, he received from

the U-boat division and which gave the figures in accordance with instruc-

tions. That is exactly what I said.

I knew Mr. Briininghaus in 1918 well enough to know that he was quite

right when he said that, even at that time, I did not take issue with Briin-

inghaus as an individual, but with the Navy Department and with the in-

formation which it gave out. The fact that the 479 U-boats were not in

course of construction remains a proven fact.

The Chairman : Rear Admiral Briininghaus will be heard on a personal

matter.

Witness Admiral Bruninghaus: I must, unfortunately, make a brief

personal remark, the purpose of which is to deny that I stated that Delegate

Dr. Struve ever did anything treacherously or treasonably; that was far

removed from my intention. I merely stated that the information which

Delegate Dr. Struve obtained to a bountiful extent during the course of

the war and which had to do with the deepest secrets of the Navy could,

after all, only have been furnished to him by people who, in so doing, ac-

cording to my conviction—and from this opinion I do not propose to let

myself be dissuaded by anyone—perpetrated an act of treachery to their

country. That was all I said.

And then Delegate Dr. Struve has just stated—-of course, merely a

personal remark on his part—that he never had any intention of attacking

Mr. Bruninghaus in any way, even at that time; that he had merely attacked

the director of a governmental department. Ladies and gentlemen, in

the article which Delegate Dr. Struve is always bringing up, the following

is stated:

So, after all, it is best, if the address and the activities of Bruninghaus
in the Navy Department are covered over with the mantle of love.

I really do not know how anyone could make a more personal remark.

Delegate Gothein : Rear Admiral Bruninghaus has stated that those

who furnished Delegate Dr. Struve with secret information of this kind

acted with treasonable intent.

Witness Admiral Bruninghaus: I did not say “intent.”

Delegate Gothein: Well, then, acted treasonably. The same kind of

information was brought to me, as Rear Admiral Bruninghaus very well

knows; for I presented it in committee repeatedly, just as did Delegate Dr.

Struve. I protest solemnly against the charge that the gentlemen who
provided me with information of that kind followed the dictates of any

motive other than that of pure patriotism. In view of the fact that they

could not make any impression upon the Navy Department, they sought

to give an impetus to U-boat construction by giving confidential information

to their representatives, and we brought this actually about, but by means

of confidential sessions only.
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Witness Dr. Struve: And Mr. Briininghaus well knows that information

of the most confidential sort was transmitted to him by me in the room of

the Navy Department, in his office room, and that he expressed his thanks

for this information; at that time the question was up concerning the great

amounts of repairs made on U-boats in Pola, and afterwards the necessary

instructions were issued by the Navy Department. I can simply testify,

as did Gothein, that the information which we received came from con-

scientious patriots as the result of motives of the purest patriotism; that

this information was correct from A to Z and, up to the present time, has

not been proved wrong in the case of a single figure given.

The Chairman: I will now close the present session. Tomorrow’s

session will open at io o’clock. Dr. Helfferich’s testimony will be taken.

The session closed at 2:03 o’clock.
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The session was opened at 10:22 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate*

Warmuth.
f

_

The Chairman: The session is opened.

Before we start with the testimony of his Excellency Dr. Helfferich, I

should like to address two questions to his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg.

The first question is as follows: By whom and in what way was your

Excellency informed with regard to the question of the possibility of post-

poning the unrestricted CT-boat war? May I ask for a reply on this point?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Even prior to the 29th of January r

Admiral v. Holtzendorff had repeatedly and positively informed me and

Secretaries of State Helfferich and Zimmermann that the ET-boat war could

no longer be postponed, since the U-boats were already at sea and a large

number of them could not be recalled. Admiral v. Holtzendorff, on the

29th of January, categorically repeated this assertion to me personally and

to Secretary of State Zimmermann, when we requested that the U-boat war

be postponed in view of the telegram which we had received from Count

Bernstorff. It was wholly impossible for me personally to make a technical

verification in the matter of the possibility of communication with the

U-boats.

The Chairman: So that it amounted to an absolute impossibility of

performance.

Rear Admiral v. Biilow wishes to make a special statement touching upon

this question.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: In connection with the recall incident, a false

conclusion with regard to technical matters has been drawn, which calls

for correction. We asserted recently that the sinking of an American ship

was not precisely what was required in order to destroy the peace move,

but that the same result would follow if an American citizen came to grief

as the result of the U-boat war. Now the fact was that we were engaged

in the U-boat war on commerce before we entered the unrestricted U-boat

war. Each fitted into the other absolutely, and the transition from the

one to the other was made without a break. From this fact, two inferences

are to be drawn. First, that the fatal incident in question could have

happened, let us say, as early as the 28th, 29th, or 30th of January. It

was, therefore, not only essential to furnish the 10 boats which remained

at sea until after the 7th of February with counter-orders, but it was neces-

634
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sary to furnish with counter-orders all boats which, counting from the 28th

of January, were so situated as to sink ships during the ensuing period.

So that not 11 boats, but 21, would have had to receive the counter-orders.

Secondly, we thought recently that we could safely assume that a period

of nine days would have remained open in which the recall could have been

effected, and as a matter of fact, we reached this conclusion because the

American ships could not be sunk before the 7th. But if, as I have just

pointed out, the mishap in question could have happened just as well on the

28th, it turns out that, to a certain extent, there was no period of grace at

all in which the recall could have been made. The mishap might well have

happened on the 28th or 29th, that is, an American citizen might have been
*

injured or even killed on the 28th or 29th as the result of the U-boat war.

The Chairman: So that if, up to this time, it has been constantly stated

in the course of the proceedings that a period of grace, of three or nine days,

that is, up to the 9th of February, was provided, that was, then, an error.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: It was a false conclusion, because we had in

mind the sinking of American ships. But that was not the point involved,

but what was involved was the possibility of an American citizen being

injured. And this possibility existed just as well on the 28th as it had on

the 27th or the 26th, etc.

The Chairman: Then this danger existed not only in connection with

the unrestricted U-boat war, but with the war on commerce as well, because

you could never tell whether or riot you were going to take an American

life on board ship, even in' the case of a war on commerce.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: Certainly.

The Chairman: And we said to ourselves: We want to have clean decks,
\

and then to pass the word out immediately concerning the unrestricted

U-boat war likewise, so that the unrestricted U-boat war and the war on

commerce would be on the same plane with regard to the danger to which

these ships exposed American lives anyway.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: Certainly, so that the counter-orders would

have had to carry further than we had thought up to that time. An absolute

cessation of activities would have had to take place. But the matter which

most closely concerned me was to point out that the physical impossibility

of having these counter-orders reach their destinations existed to a far

greater extent than we recently believed that we could venture to assume.

The Chairman: Very good!

Professor Bonn!

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that this matter is quite different, when we
look at it from the political side. I understand nothing of these technical

matters. What has just been stated seems to me to express a false con-

clusion, looked at from the political side. For the facts were as follows:

As long as we sent out even one U-boat, the possibility existed that an
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American might be killed—by chance. That was an incident which could

have occurred during any day that the entire peace move lasted. And, as a

matter of fact, if I remember correctly, it did actually happen in the autumn
of 1916. At that time, since Wilson was anxious to bring about peace,

he overlooked accidents. But we are not talking about accidents which

could have happened prior to the 1st of February. What concerns us is

the circumstance that, on the 1st of February, a conscious change of policy

came about. As the result, we were faced with an entirely new situation.

An accident could have been overlooked, and since Wilson at that time was

interested in bringing about peace, it is probable that he would have helped

us out in such a contingency. But the situation was quite different when
it came to the point of a conscious alteration of policy.

Now, I should like to ask Count Bernstorff the following question in

connection with these matters: Let us assume that we had given the Presi-

dent the following information: “Your peace mediation proposal came too

late. It is true that we have done our utmost to recall our U-boats, but we
do not know whether we shall succeed in doing so in every case; but we want

to give you time, so that this new peace move which you have just started

may run its course.” I should like to put the question to Count Bernstorff

as to whether he believes—in matters of this kind, it is always a case of

believing, only—that Wilson would, in spite of this, have curtly broken off

relations.

The Chairman: I will accept the question put by Professor Bonn and

put it personally to Count Bernstorff and ask him for a reply.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: If I have understood the question cor-

rectly, I am to state what would have happened if, on the 29th of January,

instead of having given the answer which we did give to the American

Government, which as yet knew nothing about the U-boat war—and it was

not publicly known that the U-boat war was going to be launched—we had

replied to Wilson as follows: “We intend to accept the peace mediation, and,

for this reason, to give up the submarine war which we are actually con-

templating.” This is the question, is it not?

The Chairman : That is certainly the way I understand the question.

Expert Dr. Bonn: To postpone the war.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: If this reply had been given, I am con-

vinced that the peace mediation would have gone further.

Expert Dr. Bonn : In order to make myself perfectly clear, I should like to

emphasize the following: If, in spite of one or more U-boat mishaps, if I may
express myself in this way—if the President had been informed as follows:

“ But some of the boats have already gone out, and we do not know whether

they will be able to get instructions in time,” do you believe that you can

still maintain your opinion that, in spite of this, the peace move would have

progressed ?
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: We should, naturally, have been obliged

to say that it was possible for such a case to occur. But since, as I recollect,

there were at the time some four or five similar cases on the list which had

been put off on account of the peace mediation, I do not believe that one or

two new cases would have stopped the course of the peace mediation if we
had declared that we were ready to accept the mediation in question.

Delegate Gothein: In this connection, I should like to call Admiral v.

Bulow’s attention to the fact that the war on commerce was carried on by us

under the rules of international law, and that a mishap occurred by chance

only now and then. If the war on commerce was carried on according to the

rules of international law and even then an American citizen lost his life, that

fact would certainly not have given America occasion to break off diplomatic

relations with us. That matters of that kind often came to pass, Count

Bernstorff has just explained to us. I remember that, in December, just

at the time when Wilson’s peace move was at its climax, no less than 4454)00

tons were sunk by our U-boats, etc., while carrying on a war on commerce.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: The form which this inquiry has taken has once

again plainly shown how the different aspects of the question are interwoven

with each other, the technical with the political, and the political with the

military. But the fundamental question still remains: “How could the war
have been conducted to a favorable termination so far as we were concerned ?”

It was not only that political and technical interpretations were involved in

the consideration of the then situation, but, above all things, interpretations

adopted by the military authorities. For this reason, I should like to put

the question to the representative of the Navy, whether the idea at that

time was that the results to be obtained by the unrestricted U-boat war

would suffer as a consequence of its further postponement, or were we in a

position to accept the view that a postponement of the unrestricted U-boat

war, in the form that it was to be launched on the 1st of February, would

weaken and jeopardize the entire operation? That is the question which,

to my mind, was the most important.

The Chairman: Professor, this question will be made the subject of a

separate discussion when we go into the question of the effect of the unre-

stricted U-boat war: how it actually developed and how it was considered in

prospect. It will be gone into quite specially on the occasion of Dr. Helf-

ferich’s hearing.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I simply wanted to have the committee reminded

of it, because I do not consider it proper to separate all these different

phases one from the other.

The Chairman: The question will, of course, be kept intact. But first

of all, we had a special case to cover and we would certainly be going too far

afield if we sought to finish with those ramifications which you, Professor,

are connecting with the main question.
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Admiral v. Biilow, do you care to make a remark? Continue, if you
please.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow : Certainly. In reply to what Delegate Gothein
said, I should like to state that the U-boat war on commerce was conducted

with ever-varying phases. For instance, a new phase was introduced in

January by the case of the armed merchant ships. On January 9, the

Imperial command was as follows: “From the 1st of February, all merchant

ships which are recognized beyond question as carrying armaments are to be

made the subject of instant attack. Up to this time—that is, prior to the

1st of February—only armed freight ships shall be attacked without warn-

ing.” So that an intensification of the U-boat war on commerce had already

been initiated in this way; between the 9th of January and the 1st of Febru-

ary, armed freight ships were subject to attacks without warning, whereby,

of course, the possibility of an incident was increased.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I should like to add a question. In this connec-

tion, are we speaking of armed enemy merchant ships or of all armed mer-

chant ships? If we were dealing with armed enemy merchant ships, then

it was the conception of the intensive U-boat war, which was declared on

the 8th of February, 1916, in contradistinction to that of restricted U-boat

war. But if the only subject of this order which was given was the armed

merchant ship, then nothing else would have happened than that, on January

9, 1917, the situation would have been restored which was declared as exist-

ing on the 8th day of February, 1916, and which came to an end as the

result of the Sussex note. During the entire interim, under these circum-

stances, a U-boat war would have been carried on which would not, by any

means, have approached the intensive FT-boat war.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: The only armed merchant ships, and this

means armed freight ships, involved were those belonging to the enemy. We
received no word concerning armed neutral freight ships.

The Chairman : So that all that happened was that the old conditions of

February 8, 1916, came again into being.

Delegate Dr. Bonn : I believe that we can get this question settled very

easily. That was an objection which could have been entertained on the

9th of January. But, according to my recollection—Count Bernstorff will

be able to verify it—complications of this kind, namely, new cases, did not

come up between the 9th of January and the 29th of January. It follows

that we did not have to concern ourselves on the 29th of January with

the question whether, as the result of the order issued on the 9th of Jan-

uary, anything would happen between the 9th of January and the 29th

of January. The only question was, whether something would happen

during the two days preceding the 1st of February and what the situation

would be on the 1st of February.

Delegate Gothein: And after all, we were in just as good a position on
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the 29th of January to again change the new order which had been issued

on the 9th of January—in just as good a position as we were to change

the instructions concerning the unrestricted U-boat war. So that exactly

the same effect which would have resulted with regard to the unrestricted

U-boat war following the withdrawal of the instructions, would have

possibly resulted with regard to the intensive U-boat war as well.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: In answer to Professor Bonn’s statement that

such an intensification actually came into being in this way: that the boats

which began to leave on the 9th did so under such orders with respect to an

intensification of methods. Thus, the order would begin, little by little, to

become effective, increasing more and more until, finally, all the boats which

were out would be provided with the order. Therefore, I should not care to

state that the Navy and those in charge of naval operations were entitled to

conclude from the fact that between the 9th of January and the 28th of

January nothing in the way of a case which might give rise to war with the

United States had resulted from this intensification of method, that there

was not a very definite danger that such a case might arise in the imme-

diate future.

I should like to state, in reply to what Delegate Gothein just said, that

it is obvious that such a contingency might occur. The only purpose of all

the remarks which I have made today is to show that those conducting

naval operations saw very definite difficulties in having the order trans-

mitted to its destination, and looked upon that as an element of danger, so

far as the peace move was concerned. An attempt could, of course, have

been made to revoke any orders as such. But the difficulty lay in having

the revoking order reach its destination. It was for that reason that those

in conduct of naval operations were bound to inform the Imperial Chancelor

that they could not venture to offer any guarantee that an order would go

through; it emphasized the physical impossibility.

The Chairman : If the order was not transmitted to its destination, then

the peace move would receive a severe blow anyway, if not a death blow.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: Then the move would be greatly jeopardized,

since an incident might occur.

Expert Dr. Bonn: We have simply the following question to deal with:

The problem to be solved was the following:Was it still possible, on the 28th

or 29th of January, to postpone the unrestricted U-boat war? Nothing
which had happened before the 29th of January could have any further

significance in regard to the question. Of course, it could happen that,

between the 29th of January and the 1st of February, some unfortunate

incident or other might occur as the result of the order of the 9th of January.

I admit that. But this, after all, was the point: Could we stop the U-boat
war from beginning on the 1st of February, or could we not? If I under-

stand correctly, the Navy pointed to the physical difficulties of the operation.
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Of course, I have not the remotest intention of going into these technical

questions. But the problem, after all, is this: In spite of these technical diffi-

culties, was it possible at any event to make the attempt to further pro-

mote the peace move, or was it impossible? This is no technical question;

this is no question of can or can not. For this, the Navy is in no way
whatsoever responsible; it is simply a question of the desire of the political

branch to do so. The only question was this : Did the Imperial Government,
in spite of the difficulties, feel that it could make the attempt to permit the

peace move to pursue its course? Now, Count Bernstorff has just informed

us that he believes that, in spite of the technical difficulties, and even if one

or another unfortunate incident had occurred, the peace move would have

continued to develop. It seems to me that that is the decisive point.

The Chairman: No further speakers are announced in connection with

this question. We shall, therefore, close on this point.

I shall now put the second question to his Excellency v. Bethmann:Why
did the proclamation with regard to Poland, on the 5th of November, 1916,

occur at the time that the peace move which was initiated by us was in full

swing? Did we have in mind the unfortunate impression which this proc-

lamation was bound to make upon Russia? I remind you that it was
Russia who was the first nation to reply to our peace proposal with the

sharpest kind of an answer. I do not know whether it is possible for your

Excellency to give us an exhaustive reply to this question at present, or

whether your Excellency needs an extension of time in order to recall to

memory in detail the occurrences of that period. For these reasons, I

should be satisfied with a brief answer at the present moment and put off a

detailed discussion of the question to a later date.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The Polish question is by far too

complicated a thing for me to speak of here more or less as an incidental

point in reply to a question injected in this way. The fact that there have

been striking differences of opinion concerning the course which the incident

has taken, makes it imperative that any statement made should be in strict

accord with events as the latter are recorded. It is impossible for me to

make any such statement today. I would therefore request the committee

to reserve this subject for special treatment at a later date.

The Chairman: We will postpone the hearing on this point.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Of course, the Polish

question must be taken up in connection with the Eastern problem. That

is undoubtedly right. But there is a question which seems material to us

at the present time and which, perhaps, after all, can be answered. The

peace move was initiated by us on the 18th of October. Now the question

which concerns us is, what were the political preparations which were to

usher in this peace move. And in this connection the question comes up

—

since the existence of the Kingdom of Poland was proclaimed on November
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5 and the first wrathful answer to our peace proposal came from Russia

—

whether this answer is in any way to be connected with the autonomy of

Poland, which was shortly before proclaimed. Our peace proposal was

initiated on the 18th of October. So that the proclamation took place

within the period of preparation for our peace move. Of itself, that com-

plexity of questions having to do with the East is not connected with this

question. It is a question of the political steps taken to prepare the way for

our peace proposal.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxn-Hollweg : The whole Polish question was not

only a problem having to do with the Eastern question, but was a problem

involving the question of our relations to our Austrian allies and one having

to do with the war on the whole. I state that it is impossible for me to

attempt to single out and treat individually a single phase of the problem,

as the recording secretary would like to have me do, without discussing

the other phases of the problem. I believe that it is quite impossible, in

this political connection, to put the questions antithetically as they" have

been put here. That would result in giving an absolutely incomplete

picture of the matter and one which in no way would tend to assist in

clearing up the actual situation.

The Chairman : When does your Excellency think that you will be in a

position to give us a complete picture of all the Eastern questions of which

the answer to the question which I have put does not only form a part,

but upon which it will have a particular bearing with reference to the

principal theme which we are working out here: the matter of Wilson’s

peace move? When does your Excellency think that you will be in a

position to do this?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxn-Hollweg: I should consider it of great

importance to talk over these questions personally with the then Secretary

of State v. Jagow, who cooperated with me in all features of the Polish

problem, which was very definitely taken up in the course of the nego-

tiations of August, 1916, which were carried on with Austria. Since, at the

present time, it is impossible for me to give you any definite information as

to when Secretary of State v. Jagow, who lives in Munster, in Westphalia,

will be able to come here, I regret to state that I can give you no idea as

to when I shall be able to give you the information which you ask.

The Chairman: We shall, of course, have to hear what Mr. v. Jagow will

say on this question. I believe that a preparatory period of two weeks

will suffice.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: In the capacity of expert, in which I have been

called upon to act here, I should like to avail myself of the present occasion

to state publicly that I do not consider that this method of picking things

to pieces and selecting individual points in this or in that connection, is a

method which can bring about the result which we are supposed to attain

42
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by means of this investigation. These questions are intimately interwoven,

and they are questions of the greatest import, involving the existence of

our government and of our people. These questions can not be answered

by juristically segregating individual points. They must be answered in

their entirety and in their proper connection. I feel that it is my duty as

an expert to express my opinion in this way, because I have had some
experience as to how historical truths are to be arrived at.

The Chairman : Professor, I can simply answer that it is impossible to

go ahead on any other method than that which we are following, and that

is, the method of covering, one after the other, the various questions which

we consider important for clearing up the entire situation. We can do

nothing else but push our investigation of individual questions to a termina-

tion, because the replies to these individual questions bring us back again

to the questions, taken as a whole, the answer to which will lead to the

solution of the entire problem. I can see no possibility of proceeding in

any other way than we have done.

I will now pass to the examination of his Excellency Helfferich. Although

I expect that your Excellency will present us with a connected story by the

answers which you will give us, nevertheless I should like, first of all, to

submit to you a number of questions, points of view, which are very im-

portant to us. So, your Excellency, you will be called upon to tell us what

your opinion is with regard to the operation of the unrestricted U-boat war

in its various phases, and, in particular, what effect you expected it to have

upon the economic conditions of England, as well as upon England’s capacity

to continue the fight and her inclination to accept peace, and what, according

to your opinion, actually were the economic results of the unrestricted

U-boat war which was launched on February 1, 1917, particularly, those

results which constitute for you the reasons why the unrestricted U-boat

war, although the sinkings exceeded the estimated monthly amount of

600,000 tons, failed to bring about the result expected, which was to in-

cline England to accept peace. Then, your Excellency, you will be requested

to give your opinion concerning the effect of the U-boat war upon our re-

lations to the neutral Powers, particularly with regard to the United States

of America, and state whether you expected that, as the result of the an-

nouncement of the U-boat war at the beginning of the year 1917, the peace

efforts of Wilson would be brought to naught. And I call your particular

attention to the fact, your Excellency, that you will be called upon to

explain how it was that your attitude, after the decision with regard to the

U-boat war, was in conflict with the attitude which, up to the time of this

decision, you had maintained with regard to the unrestricted U-boat war,

and what the reasons were which led you to defend the unrestricted U-boat

war after the decision of January 9, 1917. And in this connection, I will

read the telegram which you yourself sent to the Imperial Chancelor on
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the 9th of January, 1917, and then the speech in the main committee which

you made only a short time thereafter, in which your changed attitude

stands out in sharp relief. I consider it necessary to set out these matters

in full, in order that it may be made possible for you to justify in detail

the change of attitude which you manifested a short time thereafter. I

will read the telegram which you sent to the Imperial Chancelor on January

9, 1917, and which was forwarded by his Excellency Wahnschaffe

:

Secretary of State Helfferich telegraphs your Excellency as follows:

1. The gist of the new memorial submitted by the Admiralty Staff

is the comparison of the effects of an unrestricted U-boat warfare
upon the shipping which is now operating with England, with the effect

of the present U-boat war on commerce (Xo. 5 of the attached docu-
ment). It is stated that a ruthless U-boat war would diminish British

sea commerce by about 39 per cent in the course of five months, whereas
the U-boat war on commerce, on the contrary, would reduce it only to

the extent of 18 per cent; that the diminution of 39 per cent would be
sufficient to make England's situation unbearable, whereas the loss of

18 per cent would not be such as to force England to sue for peace.

The calculation of the 39 and 18 per cent is based on the following

reasoning:

It is assumed that the ruthless U-boat war would result in a monthly
loss of 600.000 tons, whereas the war on commerce would bring about
a loss of 400.000 tons. The effect of the unrestricted U-boat war
would be heightened by the frightening away from England of two
fifths of the neutral tonnage now available, whereas the continuation
of the U-boat war on commerce would not result in the frightening away
of any enemy tonnage.

I beg to call attention to the fact that the loss of a certain amount of

the neutral tonnage on account of intimidation has already come to

pass as the result of even a U-boat war on commerce carried on accord-
ing to the rules governing cruisers. The memorial of the Admiralty
Staff calls impressively to our attention, on pages 22 and 23, the tem-
porary stagnation of trade between Holland and Great Britain and
the stoppage of the trade between A'orway and the Murman coast.

A vigorous continuation of the U-boat war on commerce will doubtless
go far to bring about ‘the tying-up of neutral tonnage, or at least its

discontinuance on English trade routes, even if the intimidating effect

of an unrestricted E’-boat war would not be equalled. At any rate

the difference between 39 and 18 per cent would decrease.

On the other hand, the following point of Hew should, in my opinion,

be thoroughly tested: If the effect of the unrestricted E'-boat war is

to bring seafaring neutrals into the war on the side of England, the
intimidating effect of the E'-boat war would at least be eliminated
to a very definite extent. In such case, the voyage to England would
no longer mean a mere act of commerce for the neutrals in question,

to be undertaken or avoided after weighing the advantages and dis-

advantages, but a war move in connection with which resulting losses

and deaths would play no particular part. Of course, we can not
submit any proofs of the amount of percentage in losses which England
will be able to endure in her merchant trade before coming to the point
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where she can hold out no longer. For example, if the domestic food
situation were critical, it would require a shorter time and a less

paralyzing grip upon her commerce to bring this about than it would
if the domestic food situation were favorable.

2. The estimates of the Admiralty Staff with regard to England’s
present supply of foodstuffs, and the possibilities of future imports,
are moderate. In my opinion, they are favorable, rather than unfavor-
able to England.

In my opinion, England at the present time has only enough wheat
on hand to last from eleven to twelve weeks, whereas the memorial
of the Admiralty Staff counts on a fifteen-week supply; and again,

according to the estimate submitted by me to the budget committee
at the end of September, 1916, England was at that time supplied
with cereals for four and one-half months, or, in other words, for about
nineteen weeks. The English stock on hand will steadily decrease
through January and February, on account of the difficulties of im-
portation. England, and with England, France and Italy, are approach-
ing a food crisis, to increase the dangers of which I know of but one
effective method; the imposing of restrictions upon the consumption
of the products of the great producing countries, especially the United
States. The latter needs for its own consumption an amount which
is given in the memorial of the Admiralty Staff, page 34, at 623
million bushels (about 17 million tons), according to Snow. The
unrestricted U-boat war will, on the one hand, still further restrict

imports which, as it is, are already very greatly reduced—more so than
the limited U-boat war on commerce.
On the other hand, in the process of weighing advantages and dis-

advantages, a point which up to the present time has been neglected

should not be overlooked. If the unrestricted U-boat war results in

the entrance of the United States into the war, America will be just

as much interested in England’s being victorious as she would be in a

cause exclusively her own. If it is true that England’s defeat can only
be avoided by providing her with a sufficient grain supply, then America
must and can make sacrifices to this end to an extent which, in the
capacity of a neutral State, it would not consider, that is, by the limi-

tation of its own consumption of cereals in favor of England. This
limitation will by no means necessarily bring about the imposition
of a system of short rations applied to American bread consumption;
the result would undoubtedly be reached by means of great purchases
made by the government and, possibly, by means of forced purchases.

Since the Union has more than twice as many inhabitants as England,
every per-capita restriction of the American population in the matter
of grain consumption means more than a double gain per capita for the

English population. If the outcome of the war were dependent
thereon, I would not consider it at all impossible that the United States

would be able to bring about a 10 per cent restriction on its normal
consumption in favor of England, whereby 1.7 million tons (8.5 mil-

lion quarters) would at once be released to meet an English shortage of

three months. And if a half of this amount were to be sunk in the

voyage to England—a percentage far outstripping the possibilities

estimated by the Admiralty Staff—such a step would be of invaluable,,

or perhaps decisive, assistance to England.
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Paradoxical as it sounds, it is not altogether impossible, therefore,

that, compared with the limited U-boat war on commerce, the unre-

stricted U-boat war would not, in the last analysis, have a harmful
effect upon the supplying of England with breadstuffs, but would
rather operate in favor of such a supply.

3. The considerations brought out in Nos. 1 and 2 show how impor-
tant it is to the results sought by a U-boat war, to have the neutral

Powers held off from participation. Whether this will be possible if

ruthless methods are adopted in the U-boat war, we shall be able to

judge better in the course of a few weeks, when the answer of the En-
tente to Wilson and its results are before us, than we are today.

There is no occasion for reaching precipitous decisions since, at the

present, time is working for us and not against us in the matter of

England’s food supply. January and, particularly, February are, for

obvious seasonal reasons, unfavorable months for importing cereal food-

stuffs to England. During the years 1909-14, the average monthly
imports amounted to 8,670,000 hundredweight; the January average
was only 7,050,000 hundredweight, the February average only 5,87^0,000

hundredweight, whereas the March average was 7,513,000 hundred-
weight and, again, the April average 9,251,000 hundredweight. This
time, as I prophesied would be the case, basing my opinion on the crop
situation, the falling off of the grain imports began as early as September.
In spite of England’s efforts and of the terrific prices which she paid,

the amount of imports for the four weeks in December, 1916, has only
reached 1,410,000 quarters, as against 1,955,000 quarters in the preced-
ing year. All signs indicate that this situation will continue until

March and April, when the Argentine and Australian crops will begin
to arrive.

If, for the reasons above set out, we put off for a few weeks our
decision with regard to launching the unrestricted U-boat war, then
when our decision is made, prospect of having the English grain supply
decreased to a point materially lower than a twelve-week supply will

be good. The lower the supply at the commencement of an unre-
stricted U-boat war, the more certain will our results be and the quicker
will they be attained.

I have hastily set down the above in written form in the brief time
available to me under the circumstances. I should, therefore, ap-
preciate it if your Excellency would make use of these notes for your
own personal information only, and would be good enough not to

release them in written form.

Helfferich.

Now, in the main committee (I believe on the 31st of January) your

Excellency made a speech, the material contents of which I shall ask the

recording secretary to give us.

Recording Secretary Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: This speech to the

main committee was delivered following certain statements made by Dr.

David who asked that at least the unrestricted U-boat war be postponed,

or that, in any event and above all, the decision to launch the unrestricted

U-boat war was to be deplored and to be opposed, particularly in view of
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the United States and of its military resources. Then you, your Excellency,

answered as follows:

Dr. David has stated that it was impossible for him to share the hopes
which we mentioned yesterday; that he was afraid that the decision
which had been reached would result in great disaster to the Fatherland
and that for this reason he deplored this resolution. If I ask for your
indulgence and that you hear me once again with regard to the economic
aspect of the entire question, I do so because it is a matter of extreme
importance to me to dispel the anxiety to which Dr. David has given
expression. I should like to believe that, in particular, the attitude
which I have maintained up to the present time with regard to the
U-boat war question and, above all, the views which I hold concerning
the significance of an attack by the United States, must have impressed
Delegate Dr. David with the idea that I am not one who runs blindly
to the support of any proposition, and that it is my custom to pass
upon questions with a quiet and, if you choose, skeptical mind.

It is not that my attitude has been changed in the sense of one who
was against it yesterday and for it today. That is not the way
things are. I should like to recall to the mind of Dr. Stresemann our
talk when these matters were last discussed. At that time, in Septem-
ber of last year, he told me that what I had said meant the word" never

”

to him, and I answered him, stating that I could not concede that my
remarks could be construed as meaning "never,” and that I, just as

was the case with the Imperial Chancelor, was only speaking pro
tempore. And I further answered in this way: "It is a quite different

matter for us to begin the U-boat war at a time when our opponents are

in a favorable situation from the standpoint of food supply, when
England has stocked up within her own territorial boundaries suf-

ficient supplies to last from four and a half to five months, from what
it would be if we were to begin the war at a time when England has
only enough of her own grain in the country to last her from two
and a half to three months.” That is the point at which we have
arrived today. The development of events since last September has
brought me, too, to the state of being honestly and firmly convinced
that the time for commencing the U-boat war has now arrived, and so

convinced as to make me feel that its commencement will not brook
any further delay.

We have studied all the elements of the case—and I have followed

up especially, with the utmost scrutiny, the economic factors of the

past two years and, as the result of so doing, have reached the conclusion

that now is the time. To take upon ourselves the responsibility of

not launching an unlimited U-boat war would be a far greater burden
than to accept the hazards of the U-boat war—and I admit that it

is a question of hazards.

So that I should like to express and lay before,you these matters as

points which weigh especially heavily in the balance.

And then there follow economic and technical statements concerning

wheat supply, wood for mines, metals, and foodstuffs, which, in the main,

it will perhaps be best for your Excellency yourself to take up in connection
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with your general remarks, so that I need not anticipate you in this con-

nection. However, I may, perhaps, call particular attention to the words

with which these remarks of yours close

:

The conclusion to which we have come is the result of a fundamental
consideration of all those factors which enter into the matter, partic-

ularly all the economic factors. Even those gentlemen whose views
Delegate Dr. David has announced would, I believe, be impressed by
the facts which I have permitted myself to set out.

Then, perhaps, I may remind you in this connection of a statement

which you made in your book which, in turn, goes back to a remark which

you made to the budget committee in October. This reads as follows:

If the cards of the unrestricted U-boat war are played and they do
not trump, then we are lost; then we are lost for centuries.

That was the view which you expressed in October. Your views of the

9th of January are set out in the telegram, and I have just read to you what
your view on the 31st of January was.

The Chairman: May I now ask your Excellency to make a statement to

us of everything which you may have to say upon the matter, giving special

attention to the items to which I have called your attention, particularly

to what has just been stated by Dr. Sinzheimer and myself.

Witness Secretary of State Dr. Helfferich: Mr. Chairman: Before I

make here any statement to the committee with regard to this matter, I

should like to make a few remarks with regard to the oath which I have

here given. The Chairman during the first session of this committee called

attention to the fact that the purpose of the committee was simply the

establishment of facts. But back of this committee stands the national

court. The Chairman himself, if I have correctly understood him, stated

at the same time, on the occasion of the first session, that, in case the facts

here established should prove to be such as to reflect unfavorably against

a given individual, it was possible that an accusation might be filed against

such person before the national court still to be established. I consider it

necessary, just as was the case with Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg in the course

of his hearing, to call attention, so far as I too am concerned, to the peculiar

situation resulting from the circumstances under which we are summoned
here to give our statements under oath. In view of the parliamentary

history* of this committee and, I mayT venture to state, in view of the nature

of the questions put by* a number of the members of this committee, there

is no doubt whatsoever as to who those persons are who shall be summoned
to answer charges before the national court. It is certain that there will

be no question of whether they* will be representatives of the present govern-

ment or their revolutionary predecessors; it is certain that no such thought

was entertained, but that former representatives of the Imperial Govern-
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ment are those who are had in mind. So that the former members of the

Imperial Government are here, more or less in the position of accused

persons whose testimony, given under oath in the course of a preliminary

inquiry is directed against themselves. I desire to have this abnormal

situation definitely brought out in the minutes.

In spite of this, I have taken the oath which I was requested to take,

and, on the basis thereof, I propose to speak the pure truth, no more than

the truth and no less than the truth, so far as possible in view of the scope

of the investigation. It was all the easier for me to take this oath since,

holding my convictions, I was not willing to put myself in the position of

having availed myself of the otherwise ordinary legal privilege of refusing

to testify and in that way to subject myself to the imputation of having

followed a course of action punishable according to the tenets of the written

law, or those of the still unwritten law of the national court. Having made
this statement, may I now take up the matter before us?

The Chairman: Let me make a remark at this point. It is unquestion-

ably true that the situation is a very peculiar one; particularly is it fraught

with very abnormal possibilities from the legal standpoint, when we con-

sider that a person is making a statement under oath which may possibly

result in bringing him later before the national court. This, however, is

established by the constitution itself
;
and we are bound by its terms and

must hold fast to them. But, over and beyond this, it is not to be doubted

that this proceeding has for its main object what is indeed the purpose of

the entire committee, namely, the establishment of the actual facts. The
statement made under oath is, of itself, full and sufficient guarantee that

the picture which we desire to be reconstructed from events of the past will

actually be so reconstructed.

Since your Excellency has made the statement that the way in which

questions are put has occasionally shown a distinct tendency, and that

individual questions which have been asked have been somewhat too

strongly colored by individual feelings, I must answer you by stating, on

behalf of the members of this committee, that we must refuse to concede

the charge that the character of the questions asked shows a definite bias.

Every single member of this committee is anxious to reach the point of

having matters shown up in their true light. If, as the result of the political

views of one member or the other, it might seem that the personal attitude

injects itself into the situation, that is an impression, superficial in nature,

which is hardly to be avoided in one case or the other. But that does not

in any way stand in opposition to the fact that the only purpose of every

single member is the establishment of nothing but the truth.

The recording secretary also would like to make a statement.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, the Chairman has stated

that your view that we are confronted here with something abnormal in
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law, is, under the circumstances, one to be shared. For my part, I venture

to call to your attention the fact that the conflict of which we have spoken,

and which, moreover, has probably occurred to no one here, can be avoided

by you at any time by the exercise of your well-known right to refuse to

testify with regard to matters concerning which you might possibly assume

that your statement thereupon might be made to your disadvantage.

And I may, perhaps, further call to your attention that the institution

which is officiating here is, I might almost say, a European institution

common to all democratic States, and that it is not known to me that the

point of view which you have just expressed regarding investigating com-

mittees in other countries has ever been mentioned by statesmen or military

leaders.

The Chairman: So far as the question of the witness’s right to refuse to

testify is concerned, it is very doubtful that it could be availed of in the

present instance, on the analogy of the right of refusing to testify in criminal

proceedings. It is true that the right of a witness to refuse to testify exists

in the case of crimes to which penalties would be meted out at the present

time by the existing criminal courts. But it is a very great question,

whether it would be possible for us to admit that a witness had the right to

refuse to testify in connection with the idea of the national court, because

at the present time we are totally ignorant of how this national court

will be established, of the offenses over which it will have jurisdiction, of the

penalties which it will impose, and of what those penalties will consist.

These are all matters which are absolutely unsettled for the time being,

and it is on this account that, in my opinion, the absolute conclusiveness of

the answer to the question of how matters stand with regard to the right of

the witness to refuse to testify, falls to the ground.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I do not propose to enter into the discussion con-

cerning the future position in which witnesses may find themselves so far as

the national court is concerned. So far as I am concerned, I do not expect

that any proceedings will take place before the national court. I am,

however, very confident that light can be thrown upon the facts, so far as

the proceedings of this committee go. In connection with this process, I

have no definite purpose except to lay before the German people and the

public, by means of the testimony of the persons who have appeared here

as witnesses and by means of supplemental inquiries, those facts which the

representatives of the old government have, to the highest degree, concealed

and kept secret. The facts must be cleared up, the facts which the German
people must know in order to appreciate the situation to which they have

been brought through the representatives of the old government.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I should like to take exception to a remark made
by Dr. Sinzheimer: He has stated that a ruling characteristic of foreign

investigating committees has always been the honest desire to get actual
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facts, and that they entered upon their tasks absolutely unbiased. For my
part, I must state that, from what I have seen of the establishment of foreign

commissions of investigation, this remark is not to the point, but that they

are always affected by political aims.

The Chairman: Excuse me, Professor, for interrupting you, but this

altercation seems to me to be far from the mark, since, to the extent that I

followed Dr. Sinzheimer, I was not aware that he made this statement.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I did not say that. I stated that, in the

case of committees of investigation as they are usually established in all

other countries, it was not known that foreign statesmen and military

leaders in these committees had raised the objection that his Excellency

Helfferich raised.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I shall be satisfied to have my remarks set

down in the minutes. For the rest, I have stated that I am ready to testify

without limitation.

The Chairman set forth the questions which I am to answer. I assume

that I shall be allowed to designate the order in which I shall proceed to

take up individual points; this order would differ somewhat from that

proposed by the Chairman:

The Chairman : The order is a matter which is left entirely to your

discretion

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The point which the Chairman mentioned

last of all will be the one which, generally speaking, I shall put off to the

last—the point that my position on the 9th of January, 1917, with regard to

the Imperial Chancelor, was different from the position taken by me on

January 31, 1917, toward the main committee of the Reichstag. This

change of view was, of course, based upon the complex whole of the phenom-

ena which will be the subject of my remarks to you. But at present,

I shall establish just three facts which entered into the situation between

the time of my telegram of the 9th of January and my attitude of the 31st

of January or the 1st of February, 1917. These facts are: first, the resolu-

tion to launch the unrestricted U-boat war, a resolution to change which

was a matter with which I had nothing to do and which created a new

situation for the representative of the Imperial Chancelor to meet. Sec-

ondly, the rejection by the Entente, on January 10, of President Wilson’s

peace note, the contents of which are well known to you and the contents

of which I have no need to repeat to you here. One word will suffice: This

note is the peace treaty of Versailles. Thirdly, President Wilson’s note

of the 22d of January, which I, not only today, but even at that time,

interpreted very differently from the way that Count Bernstorff, some

of the members of the committee and expert Professor Dr. Bonn have

interpreted it. Those were three new facts of the greatest historical im-

portance, as it seems to me, which came into being between the 9th and the
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31st of January and which I will mention first, in order to avoid the thought

coming up at the outset that, perhaps, other than real and patriotic purposes

had moved me between the 9th and the 31st of January.

The Chairman has made an excellent differentiation in the matter of the

two great sets of questions which divided the opinion of the responsible

authorities and officials in connection with the decision rendered concerning

the unrestricted U-boat war. That is, we have, first, the effect of the U-boat

war upon our enemies, particularly upon England, and, secondly, the effect

of the E’-boat war upon our relations to the neutral Powers, particularly

our relation to the United States. And, as a matter of fact, the process of

estimating and weighing both these results constituted of itself the pivot

around which centered the various points of view of those authorities who
participated in the decision, and which, as is well known, developed into

sharp conflict of opinion; it was around this process of weighing and

estimating both these results that the fight centered in the main com-

mittee of the Reichstag, in the public press, and in public opinion. And
I should like to add, at this point, that it was around this process of

estimating and weighing effects that the battle raged in the soul of each

and every one who participated in the ultimate decision of these portentous

questions.

The question of the unrestricted U-boat war could not be and could not be

allowed to be a question of principle; could not be and could not be allowed

to be handled and judged as a question of principle. It was a question of

the political and military conduct of war. It was not a question of a dog-

matic doctrine having its true believers and its faithless backsliders, but a

question of expeditious action—action with regard to which changing

grounds of expediency alone could, according to their nature, be binding.

It was a question of fitting the method to meet the situation. Those who
were called to share the responsibility of this decision upon which the fate

of our country depended, were constantly required to weigh the pros and

cons and the cons and pros, and to sift their validity in the most conscien-

tious manner; they were called upon, from the moment when the question

of the U-boat war was submitted to them, to constantly take counsel with

themselves and to constantly test their stand by the development of all the

elements that came into play, by the march of military and political events,

by the changing forms of economic conditions at home and abroad, on our

side and on the side of the enemy, and by the technical development of the

L -boat weapon, etc. All these things made it necessary for us to decide,

again and again, the most portentous questions which have ever been sub-

mitted to the decision of a statesman, general, or admiral, in the history of

the whole world.

This tremendous responsibility, equally heavy—and I emphasize this

point—whether the result was to refrain or whether it was to go ahead,
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made itself felt at every conference. There was no such thing for anyone
as a win-all lose-all game, which expression has also been used here in this

very hall. Everyone of those who participated was fully aware of the

enormous responsibility and advocated whatever steps he felt bound,

according to his conscience before God and his people, to take for the rescue

of his country. He who speaks today of a win-all lose-all game has no idea

of the faithfulness to duty and of the conscientiousness with which all the

great decisions were finally reached during this war. He who today speaks

of a win-all lose-all game—and I may well venture to say so—participates in

the proceedings of this committee with an attitude which is incapable of

doing justice, even in the remotest degree, to those motives which lay at the

bottom of the great decisions taken during this great war.

Now, to come to the point! On account of the decisive part which the

United States ultimately came to play in this war, allow me to take up at

first our relations to the United States and their influence upon the U-boat

war. I need not waste a single word to point out how important it was not

only to keep the United States out of the war, but to keep the United States

in a position of honest neutrality which would not put us at a disadvantage

in comparison with our enemies. You have been told by Count Bernstorff,

who is certainly not biased against the United States or against President

Wilson, of the conclusive extent to which the policy of the United States, in

spite of all the idealistic speeches of President Wilson, was influenced by
material interests during this war. I may call to your attention the fact

that Count Bernstorff told you that, following the great concessions which

we had made to America in the Sussex note of May 4, 1916, President

Wilson’s confidential man, Colonel House, told him, Count Bernstorff,

in May, 1916, that Wilson could do no more then, after we had steered our

U-boat war methods back into the paths of international law, toward induc-

ing England to observe the principles of international law regarding

maritime warfare, that is, to give up her commercial and hunger blockade

—

and, forsooth, for the reason that the commercial and financial relations

between the United States and the Entente countries had assumed too

large proportions and had turned out to be too lucrative to be terminated.

That was the confession of a noble soul, and one which we must bear fast

in mind, an admission which is more important for the decision of the question

with which we are confronted, namely, whether we could expect a peace

move from President Wilson which held out prospects of being acceptable

so far as we were concerned, which is more important for the determination

of this matter, I say, than all those details which have been taken up during

these long proceedings.

Wilson, who already in May, 1916, admittedly subordinated the sacred

principles of international law and of treaties to the interests of commerce,

but whose lips, as before, continued to proclaim the sacredness of inter-
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national law and of treaties, is the man with whom we have to deal. I ask

you to keep this in mind above all else.

The material development of the United States along lines leading to the

interests of the Entente was something which we had to apprehend from

the very beginning of the war. From the beginning, we were at a disadvan-

tage with the Entente. The closing, in violation of international law, of all

intercourse by sea between Germany and the outer world and of intercourse

by sea with neutral States, particularly with reference to wares which were

not on the contraband list, and also of the intercourse by sea of non-

combatants—all this was bound to bring about a development of com-

mercial and financial conditions in a way which favored the countries of

the Entente.

At the same time a counter-effect in our favor would have been possible

if such counter-effect had been looked upon by the authorities of the Union

as a consummation to be desired and had been fostered by them. But from

the very beginning that was not the case. It is true that attempts were

made to bring about this counter-effect. The committee could take the

testimony of witnesses on this point. Soon after the commencement of the

war, former State Secretary Dr. Dernburg was instructed by the Imperial

Government to go to America and to act more or less as a personal point

d'appui for our interests over there, and particularly to represent our finan-

cial and commercial interests in that country; moreover, one of the very

best officials of the Interior Department, Mr. Albert, the present Under-

secretary of State in the Chancelry, was sent over for the same purpose.

And moreover, great private concerns made such attempts. For instance,

at my suggestion the Deutsche Bank
,
of which I was one of the Directors at

the outbreak of the war, sent one of its acting directors to New York vested

with full powers, in order that he might be of assistance over there when the

difficulties, which we fully expected, should occur in the matter of news

communication. But all these gentlemen met difficult obstacles at the

very beginning, not only in the matter of public opinion, but obstacles

attributable to the general national feeling as well as to the attitude of

official circles.

The action taken with regard to our wireless communications, which has

already been mentioned here, is significant. Count Bernstorff has already

testified that after the outbreak of the war and at the direction of the

American Government, we were only allowed to send telegrams in cipher,

for, which the American Government had the key, by our own wireless

station in the United States; and they were German companies. The fact

that our enemies owned a small interest can not alter the situation in any
way. In order to improve our news communication with the United States,

immediately after the outbreak of the war I got into touch with the wireless

company and with the Foreign Office on the point of creating new wireless
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communication for the purpose of supplementing the work of the two
stations which we had and which were not very efficient. The establishment

of a new and efficient wireless communication would have been technically

possible and would not have taken an excessively long time at that; but

the plan had to be given up as the result of the unfriendly attitude of the

American Government toward our stations, whereas the Entente was
allowed to send over on their own cables which, after all, were attached to

American territory, all the telegrams, ciphered or not ciphered, that they

desired; the governments, as well as private parties, were allowed to do this.

On the other hand, during the entire war, we had to depend upon the meager

and controlled communication maintained between these two wireless

stations, which often failed to operate, and upon occasional favors granted us

by the American Government, so far as our exchanges were concerned; and,

further, upon circuitous routes which we had to obtain by way of neutral

countries by the exercise of great efforts and marked by constantly increasing

difficulties. If America had been neutral from the start, I ask here why
should there have been any objections to having our wireless communication

with the United States instantly developed on the greatest scale? What
principle of international law could stand in the way of the American

Government permitting the carrying out of such improvements in the com-

munication between Germany and America, a neutral country?

Then, too, the endeavors to interest the American business world in us,

financially and commercially, were exerted in vain. The view has been

expressed by the public, from time to time, that America’s attitude toward

us would have been different if, like France and England, we had, from the

very start—to use a vulgar expression
—

“gotten things on tick” in the

United States; but we in Germany were too proud for this, and we had made
it a matter of personal pride to have all our loans taken up at home. Ladies

and gentlemen, I remember that this question was occasionally referred to in

the budget committee of the Reichstag. I remember that, in the beginning

of May, 1916, in the main committee, a delegate congratulated me— I was

at that time Imperial Treasurer—on the ground that I had not been obliged,

as the British and the French had been, to look for money in America. In

reply I stated at that time that the gentleman was decidedly overestimating

my virtuous abstinence in money matters, and that I should be very glad

indeed to obtain money from the United States if I could only get it. But

the result of all efforts made in this line was pitiable. With the exception

of a rather large amount of war loans, which an active propaganda in German-

American circles had taken up over there, we were only successful in one or

two instances, to a ridiculously small extent, in placing treasury notes of the

Empire in the United States, and even these treasury notes had to be with-

drawn from the market within a short time. None of the great banks, which

had no scruples about entering into operations with the Entente, were
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available to operations with Germany. These insignificant deals had to be

closed with one of the medium-sized banks.

And to just as little extent were we successful in seriously interesting the

American business world in the matter of reviving commercial relations.

It was only by dint of the greatest exertions that a few experimental cargos

of non-contraband were sent on neutral ships, and on these occasions the

risk was secondarily assumed by the Government. These attempts failed

because the American Government did nothing to prevent the taking and

detention of these ships in violation of international law, and the Americans

interested were satisfied to accept money compensation, the prospect of

which was held out to them by the British.

In the summer of 1915—I was still Secretary at that time—I hoped that

I could stir the great American cotton interests into life in our favor, so that

conditions in this field which otherwise might result in great injury to us,

might be improved. During the first stages of the war, the absence of the

German market had at that time made itself severely felt in the American

cotton market. There was a drop in the sale of cotton and in cotton prices.

Mr. Lohmann, the merchant financier of Bremen, who, unfortunately, has

died since that time, was negotiating at that time with American business

friends for the purchase of a large amount of cotton, conditioned upon deliv-

ery in German harbors by American or neutral ships. I was prepared, as

Secretary of State for the Treasury, to make it possible for the Government

to take over the risk of this enormous business. But the closing of the bar-

gain was brought to naught because England, in violation of international

law, put cotton upon the contraband list. The ETiited States, in spite of its

great interest in cotton exports, did not raise a single objection to the putting

of cotton on the contraband list; at least, not at that time and so far as my
knowledge goes.

But not only that. The patience of the American Government and of the

American business world toward the Entente went still further; it was
stretched even to the point of overlooking the infringements in which Eng-

land permitted herself to take part on American soil. England took upon

herself to permit only such American dealers to ship cotton to Europe as

were members of the Liverpool cotton exchange and bound themselves not

to deliver cotton to Germany, even indirectly by means of any neutral

Power. As with cotton, so it was with copper and other metals.

So that if the material interests of the American producers and dealers

were crippled so far as Germany was concerned, and if the material interests

of the American producers and dealers were developed to the extreme with

regard to the Entente, this was not only permitted to happen, but was
encouraged by the American Government, Mr. Wilson’s Government.
Therefore the dilemma in which Mr. Wilson found himself and to which

Colonel Etouse called attention in May, 1916, in his conversation with
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Count Bernstorff, was the result of the unneutral attitude of the American
Government from the outset.

In this connection, I can not let the question of the delivering of ammu-
nition to our enemies by the United States pass unnoticed. Perhaps it is true

that, from the standpoint of international law, the question is open to doubt;

it could not be open to doubt so far as Mr. Wilson himself was concerned.

According to my information, Wilson, shortly before the outbreak of the war,

himself furnished a precedent. In February, 1914,
1 that is, six months before

the outbreak of the great war, President Wilson based the prohibition issued

by the American Government against the delivery of arms and ammuni-
tion to the two belligerent parties in Mexico on the following reasoning:

Since Carranza has no ports and, on the contrary, Huerta has ports
through which weapons can be brought in, it is our duty as a nation
to place both on the same footing if it is our desire to carry out the
true spirit of neutrality and not a mere neutrality on paper.

Such a view, brought to its logical conclusion after the outbreak of the

World War, would have naturally meant the issuance of an embargo on

the exportation of arms and ammunition to the belligerent countries; for

the case was exactly what it had been in Mexico; munitions could be brought

to the Entente, but not to us. But in this case, which was, we shall cer-

tainly admit, a good bit more important than the Mexican incident, Wilson

renounced the “true spirit of neutrality” and decided upon a course of

action which, six months before, he himself had characterized as a “mere
neutrality on paper.” This paper neutrality prolonged the duration of

the war for years, cost the lives of millions of human beings, crippled mil-

lions and extended the limitless ocean of blood and tears. And why?
Colonel House gave Count Bernstorff the answer, an answer, the meaning

of which is this: Because Mr. Wilson did not want to disturb or could not

afford to disturb business, which fundamentally existed in turning the blood

and tears of Europe into American gold. (Bravo! from the audience.)

The Chairman: I should like again to request most earnestly that all

expressions of approval or disapproval are to be restrained. I can not permit

such expressions to be heard here. I admit that, in individual cases a

person may feel the desire to express himself as the result of some statement

which touches him very closely. But we must not forget that this is a

proceeding which is thoroughly analogous, in its outward form, to that of

a court. And just as it is a matter of general understanding that every

effort must be made in a court room to refrain from any loud expression of

feeling which could in any way interrupt or trouble the proceedings, so must

it be understood that this is also the case here. I most earnestly request you

once more to refrain from any action which is in conflict with this principle.

1 The proclamation of February 3, 1914, revoked the proclamation of March 14, 1912,

prohibiting export of arms to Mexico.

—

Editor.
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Delegate Dr. Cohn: Mr. Chairman, I would very greatly appreciate it if

the witnesses could be informed that it would be advisable for their state-

ments to be made in a form not too much in conflict with our purpose of get-

ting at the truth.

The Chairman: I must leave it to the discretion of each witness to

express himself as his feelings prompt him. If he observes the proper con-

ventions in tone and form, each witness is at liberty to say what he deems

proper.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: If I may be allowed to proceed, the German
people came to sense the development of events, very largely through

instinct. They sensed them correctly, until, at a later date and to their

undoing, their sound common sense became confused by those who spoke

in Wilson’s praise. The German people during the first years of the war
were fully alive to what was opposing them over there in the way of mis-

understanding, double-dealing, and cold-hearted commercialism. IU was
lately stated here before this committee that the feeling against the United

States was injected into the German people by artificial agitation. That
can only be stated by one who was not in touch with the people, and es-

pecially with the fighting armies. Who is there amongst us all who has

never heard our boys in gray at the front express their rage at American

shells, American poison gases, American barbed-wire, and American

fliers?

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: No, that is a mistake, your Excellency. It

was stated that the enthusiasm for the U-boat war was, in part, inspired.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: “Artificial provocation” was the term used.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: My recollection was that an artificial working-

up of the feeling against America was what was mentioned.

The Chairman: Yes, that was what was mentioned.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I should like to state that there can be no

talk of any such artificial working-up of public opinion. The feeling against

America was absolutely genuine and elemental, and— I will say it today

and here, too—it was justified. The authorities did not work the people

up; there was not the slightest necessity to work them up. I have been

engaged long enough in public positions to state that if, in any way, we had
anything to do with the feeling of the people against the United States,

we tried to temper this feeling at various times when it seemed necessary

and right for political and compelling reasons. For politics is an unsenti-

mental business, and it can not be worked on the basis of feeling. When
the proper time comes, those who are moulding policies can make use of

feelings of the masses, but they must not allow themselves to be led by
them. And moreover, at the proper moment, they must be able to make
headway against the stream. We all knew that, we who had to carry on

these various phases. And I believe I can state that in matters involving
43
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the United States the governmental departments acted on the basis of these

principles. Great as was the burden which this attitude of the United

States, fundamentally unneutral as it was, inflicted upon the Government
in its fight for life and death, the Government was, nevertheless, clearly

alive to what the entrance of the United States into the war would mean
for us. I myself invariably opposed, whenever I got the opportunity to do so,

the viewwhichwasvery wide-spread, that the helpwhich the still formally neu-

tral United States was giving our enemies could not be increased and exceeded

even if the United States entered the war. I considered that that view

was wrong, and have always very emphatically said so. On the basis of my
knowledge of America’s resources as an ally, I fought against this view in the

confidential conferences which were held with the Supreme High Command
of the Army and with those who were conducting naval operations, just

as I opposed it here in this hall at the conferences of the main committee

of the Reichstag. As far back as March, 1916, when I was obliged to take

the office of Imperial Secretary of the Treasury in place of Secretary of

State of the Interior v. Delbriick, who was then incapacitated, I emphasized

this point of view very strongly. I stated at that time: Selfish and proud

as the American is, he will do all that he can, if it comes to war, to have

the war terminate with our prostration. I took this ground in the con-

ference of the 31st of August, 1916, at the General Headquarters, a report

of which is in the hands of the Committee, and did so with equal emphasis

in the memorandum written for the Supreme High Command of the Army,
in which I stated:

The difficulties which today confront the Allies in the matter of

American loans (difficulties had come up in passing) would disappear if a

break with the United States should come. In that case, the United
States would throw into the balance on the side of the Entente the entire

weight of that financial strength of hers which has increased to an
amazing degree during the war. It follows that America will be able

to increase to a marked extent and without the slightest doubt the mu-
nitions industry which it has carried on up to the present time. The
steel production in Germany is about 14 million tons, as compared
with a production in the United States of about 40 million tons. And
finally, in a war in which the factor of numbers available to either side

is of such enormous importance, we can not afford to ignore a country
of 100 millions of inhabitants who belong to a cultured and hardy
race, viewed from a purely military standpoint. The example of the

British in the present war, as well as the example of the Union in the

Civil War, shows what can be accomplished by such unschooled forces

at a time of crisis.

I set that out at that time in the form of a memorandum addressed to

the Supreme High Command of the Army, in connection with the conference

at Pless.

In October of 1916, I spoke to the same effect before the main committee
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of the Reichstag; and in connection therewith I referred to the possibility

of the transportation of American troops, and stated as follows:

It is true, of course, that the transportation of a million men is a

matter of enormous difficulty. That is an advantage for us. Whether
this advantage would continue to prove so in the case of a war with
the United States, unless we are able to force England to accept a

peace within a brief period of time, is an open question. My optimism,

at least, does not go as far as to doubt that, in case of war, the United
States will be able to bring over here very considerable numbers of

troops. And this, too, even if we were to sink a good many transport

steamers. It is said that there are at least 400,000 men at Saloniki.

This entire army was taken over there on transports and is receiving

its supplies in the way of men, ammunition and foodstuffs in spite of

the fact that our U-boats are active in the Mediterranean. The fact

is that troop transports are much safer in making such a voyage than
other steamers.

So that I certainly did not underestimate the danger of a war with the

United States. It was then that I addressed to the committee of the

Reichstag the words which the recording secretary has already quoted

:

If the cards of the unrestricted U-boat war are played, and are not
trumps, then we are lost; then we are lost for centuries.

And I added:

If the condition of neutrality actually ceases to exist in this war,
then the Entente’s dream of today will be able to come true, namely,
the commercial war after the war; in that case, for years to come will

we play the part of the boycotted dog from whom no human being in

the world will accept even a piece of bread.

Again and again did I refer to these points. They got rather tired of it

in the main committee, and I met their impatience in this way:

What we want to do is to see clearly at this point, what we want is

exact knowledge of how things are; and if the U-boat war were to be
launched, then we want no one amongst us who, afterwards when
chances may appear to get pretty slim, will say: “But if we had only
been told this or that—if only those who were in the responsible posi-

tions had told us about this or that!”

You see from this, ladies and gentlemen, that I actually anticipated this

subcommittee, as well as certain statements which we have heard up to

this time.

But what was the effect at that time of my statements, and of the state-

ments of the Imperial Chancelor along the same lines? I will place the

document down on the table here: the announcement of the Center party

of October 7, 1916, of which Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg has already spoken.

I must read it aloud once more in this connection

:
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In the name of all (in bold type: all!) the members of the Center party
of the budget committee, the following resolution is announced:

The Imperial Chancelor is alone responsible to the Reichstag for

the decision of political questions concerning the conduct of the war.

—the announcement of a principle which, as you will see, is made inappli-

cable for this single case by the following phrases. The resolution con-

tinues:

The decision of the Imperial Chancelor shall, in the main, be based
upon the decision of the Supreme High Command of the Army.

If the decision is to the effect that the unrestricted U-boat war
shall be launched,

—that is, it does not say that it is immaterial whether the decision is

for or against; but “if the decision is to the effect that the unrestricted

U-boat war shall be launched”

—

then the Imperial Chancelor will be certain of the support of the
Reichstag.

Here is the resolution. By this resolution, the largest political body,

that subdivision which in the U-boat question formed the tongue of the

scales—the term “tongue” is a very modest expression to use in connection

with this great body—announced that it left the decision concerning the

unrestricted U-boat war in the hands of the Supreme High Command of

the Army, and in advance held the Imperial Chancelor harmless for the

purposes of this decision, so far as his political responsibilities were con-

cerned, provided the decision which was made was in favor of the unre-

stricted U-boat war. And, moreover, at the outset it eliminated the Reichs-

tag, so far as it could be eliminated, from participation in further dealings

with the U-boat question, by this agreement that the unrestricted U-boat

war should be launched, which it thus announced in advance. At that

time, Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg—I can bear witness to this—took the

ground that nobody in the whole world, not even the Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army nor the resolution of the most powerful political party

of the Reichstag, could relieve him of his responsibility—not his political

responsibility, for of course the Reichstag could do that by giving him full

power, but his responsibility in the eyes of God, in the eyes of his Emperor,

and in the eyes of the German people. If there are people today who
raise a loud outcry against the former political department on account of

the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, and the results of that measure,

but who at that time took part in issuing this resolution, I would in private

life characterize the attitude of these people as the very acme of hypocrisy.

In any event, and speaking now as a private individual, I absolutely deny

the right of those people who today are so loud in their reproaches and

who now desire to play the part of judges, to thus deport themselves, and I

do so on the basis of this resolution.
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My attitude in the matter of the U-boat war was, from the first day to

the last, just as long as the struggle for the decision was going on, as

follows—and I am speaking in quotation marks:

We shall only be in the position to launch the unrestricted U-boat
war with the prospect of success if we are able to deliver our blow
against England so surely and so quickly as to force her to sue for peace

before the United States can throw the great weight of its financial

and industrial strength and that of its population into the balance.

That is how I described the most important of all conditions essential to

launching the U-boat war, in a definite opinion addressed to Field Marshal

v. Hindenburg in the autumn of 1916. To me, that was the cardinal point

of the whole question, and my view was shared by the Imperial Chancelor.

This attitude was not the result of personal feeling: not by personal feelings

were they ever so justified. It was merely the result of a consideration of

actual conditions which had to be coolly and carefully calculated over and

above any question of personal feeling in this battle of life or death.

Xor was our standpoint dictated by far-fetched speculations. If, for

instance. Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz in his memoirs connects my attitude

toward the U-boat war with a memorial which was published in the summer
of 1916 and addressed to the German princes, supposedly by me, in which

it was recommended that we get into touch with England, and in which,

further, objections are made to an understanding with Russia—then the

Grand Admiral was simply wrongly informed. Even at that time, I very

energetically repudiated that memorial. And the Imperial Chancelor

v. Bethmann-Hollweg, too, had nothing to do with this memorial; he had

no knowledge of it. It was then—I received it from another party—that

I submitted it to him. So that Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

had not the slightest thing to do with this memorial, and its contents were

just about the reverse of the views which were announced by me at that time.

But my conviction that England was the soul of the coalition of the

enemy Powers, and my burning wish, too, to strike a blow at the very

vitals of England, were just as powerless to cause me to forego a practical

and cool-headed examination of what the prospects were in connection

with the use of the U-boat weapon as were my feelings with regard to the

very injurious and unneutral attitude of the United States.

I have now given a brief statement of the main views which I entertained,

and now ask to be permitted to go briefly into the individual phases of the

developments which actually came to pass, to the extent that I was called

upon to participate in them. (Interruption.)

The Chairman : I think it best for us to continue immediately.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The U-boat war upon commerce, which was
launched at the beginning of February, at the time when I was designated

to take charge of the Imperial Treasury, and upon which I, too, had set
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great hopes, turned out to be a failure. I do not know how great the amount
of the tonnage sunk monthly was. It was not, I believe, given out at that

time; in any event, I have no memoranda covering the point. But the

effect upon the British imports and exports—for those figures were certainly

made public at that time—was astonishingly small.

Then it was that the Lusitania case brought us to the first sharp clash

in the course of our relations with the United States. The tangible results

of the U-boat war as it was carried on at that time did not appear to me to

justify the risk of a break with the United States. Since President Wilson

at the end of July characterized a repetition of the perpetration of acts by
German U-boats which resulted in injuries to the rights of American citi-

zens, as a “distinctly unfriendly act”—a very definite threat—but at the

same time offered to cooperate in restoring the freedom of the seas even

during the war, and against all opposition whatsoever, I took the view that

the attempt ought to be made to bring about a clarification of the situation

by clasping and holding the proffered hand, the hand which was held out to

us, be it in good faith or only apparently so. It seemed to me that this

could be brought about by a temporary .cessation of the U-boat war, from

which I, as I have already stated, in view of the result which had been

brought about up to that time, could not otherwise expect any notable out-

come in our favor.

However, before a decision was reached on this point, the Arabic sinking

followed that of the Lusitania
,
and on this occasion, again, American na-

tionals lost their lives. As a matter of fact, the U-boat war had, at that

time, been very definitely limited as to methods, partially so even before

the sinking of the Arabic
,
since instructions had been issued that passenger

vessels, the so-called “liners,” could only be sunk after warning previously

given and if measures were adopted to secure the safety of the non-

combatants. So that the stage for the cooperation suggested by Wilson in

connection with the restoration of the freedom of the seas was set as the

result of these arrangements, provided the other side was acting in good faith.

And then, in November, 1
1915, the President had had a very detailed

note sent to England, a note which in places was very sharply put—a note

in which he declared that the United States “unhesitatingly assumes the

task of championing the integrity of neutral rights and to the accomplish-

ment of that task it will devote its energies.” You see, these are very bold

words. But for the threat which was constantly resurrected against us—the

threat that any acts on our part would be looked upon as “unfriendly acts”

and that diplomatic relations would be broken off—for such a threat you

will look in vain in this note which pretends to be sharply worded..

At the same time, it certainly looked then as if the Government of the

United States was actually desirous of pursuing a course which would

1 Letter of Robert Lansing to Ambassador Page, October 21, 19 15, last paragraph.—Editor.
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result in the Entente observing not only the precepts of international law

in general, but the individual rights and interests of the United States.

The indication of this was that, on the 18th of January, 1916, Secretary of

State Lansing, who directed the foreign policy of the United States, ad-

dressed to the representatives of the Entente in Washington that note

which has already been recently referred to here, in which he proposed that

the U-boats should limit their methods to the principles of a war on com-

merce, but that, on the other hand, the merchant marine of the belligerent

States should refrain from arming itself in any way. And Lansing added

that his government was seriously considering the view that, for the future,

all armed merchant ships should be regarded as auxiliary cruisers.

Ladies and gentlemen, this proposal was of preeminent importance.

The carrying-out of this proposal would have placed our U-boat war upon a

plane which was quite new and altogether acceptable to us—upon a plane

which would have permitted an effective method of warfare thoroughly

measured to meet the character of the U-boat weapon, and upon a basis

which, above all, would, in all human probability, have eliminated further

friction with the United States. That is the significance of this note of Lans-

ing’s to the representatives of the Entente Powers, the importance of which

can not be overestimated. But what was the further history of this note?

It suddenly turned out that this document was a personal expression on the

part of Mr. Lansing. Something happened of a quite extraordinary nature,

something which has not been explained to me up to the present time, and

which can, perhaps, be cleared up by the gentlemen who were in the United

States at that time. When we ourselves, acting absolutely in accord with

the spirit of Lansing’s proposal, announced at the beginning of Lebruary

the so-called intensive U-boat warfare against armed merchant vessels—in

other words, when we did exactly that thing which had been characterized

by Lansing as justifiable and which he had designated as a way out of our

difficulties in the future, President Wilson personally intervened by a letter

to Senator Stone, the chairman of the Senate Committee for Loreign Affairs,

in which he protested with the greatest vigor and in the sharpest possible

manner against our intensive U-boat war. On March 25 the American

Government revealed its new attitude in the matter of armed merchant

ships, in a memorandum communicated to the Powers which was in conflict

with the view expressed by Lansing two months before, the upshot of which

was that the belligerents were bound to admit the existence of a presumption

on the high seas that an armed merchant ship was only armed for purposes

of defense and, consequently, only had the character of an ordinary mer-

chant ship. That an armed merchant ship could only be considered as

part of the armed forces of the enemy if the evidence was such as to show
positively that it was armed for purposes of attack; that is, if she let loose

with her guns.
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In doing this, the American Government played the game of England

without England having, even in the slightest degree, prior thereto or

thereafter, receded from her methods of conducting the war in violation of

international law. There was no further whisper of American pressure

being brought to bear upon England to restore the freedom of the seas.

On the contrary, even before this change of attitude, Lansing had again

taken up the Lusitania case—the case had never been quite settled; it was
always held in reserve in order to be resurrected at a given moment—and

he kept pushing our ambassador, both stubbornly and sharply, in an en-

deavor to make us admit in so many words the “illegality”—the illegality—

•

of the sinking of the Lusitania
,
and, in so doing, to close the door against

the further conduct of the U-boat war.

Then, on the 24th of March, almost on the same day as that on which this

memorial went out, came the sinking of the Sussex in the Channel. As is

well known, this sinking brought on clearly and sharply the crisis which

had been brewing during the preceding weeks. On April 20, Ambassador

Gerard handed over the note to our Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

here, in which the Government of the United States threatened, in so many
words, to break off diplomatic relations unless the German Government
should at once desist from its U-boat methods adopted against passenger

steamers and freight steamers, announce this renunciation and put it into

practice. The note was given a particular significance because of the fact

that the President, directly before it was delivered, brought it to the atten-

tion of Congress by a message which, so far as I know, he read in person.

It was perfectly plain that, so far as we were concerned, it was either bend

or break.

At that time the opinion was maintained by many, and is even today the

view of a great many people, that we should have and could have allowed

matters to come then to the breaking point. Even Admiral Koch, if I

have correctly understood him, announced as his view, in the last or next to

the last session of this committee, that the spring of 1916 was the right

time for launching the unrestricted U-boat war, a course which I naturally

assume would, even at that time, have involved us in the danger of a war

with the United States.

At that time, as the result of a painstaking scrutiny of the subject-

matter, I reached the opposite conclusion. In my opinion, we could not

venture to undertake a repetition of the mistake of February 15,. 1915, to

enter upon a U-boat war with a number of U-boats which was hardly suf-

ficient for the purpose and, in all probability, to involve ourselves in a war

with the United States as the result. If the memorandum which I drew up

for my personal use with regard to the matter at that time, is correct, we
had but 62 U-boats, only a portion of which were ready for the front. In

spite of all the statements which were made here yesterday, the situation,
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so far as U-boat construction was concerned, was good. We were justified in

expecting the monthly delivery’ of a very substantial number of U-boats—at

times, more than 10 per month—U-boats which, moreover, were sup-

posed to be far ahead of the greater portion of the existing number in the

matter of efficiency. We were to count upon having materially more than

double the number within a year’s time. Always providing that my mem-
oranda are correct, we actually increased our number of 62 U-boats to 148

within a year’s time; that is, to more than double the figures, and double the

amount of materially more efficient U-boats in the bargain.

Although Captain Bartenbach stated in the session before last that im-

provements in measures of defense had made up for the increased number of

U-boats, I do not find that that statement is thoroughly confirmed in every

respect by examinations made at this time of the actual results of U-boat

performance; and, after all, it is the performances which count. These

results are made up, on one hand, of the components of the number and ef-

ficiency of our U-boats, and, on the other, of the components of the measures

of defense. And these results did, after all, increase verv materiallv from

the spring of 1916 on. I should like to call attention to the fact that, in the

spring of 1916, the highest yield for the month of the intensive U-boat war

was, so far as I know, only 225,000 tons. This in the intensive U-boat

war! On the other hand, in the last months of the year 1916, we succeeded

with that U-boat fleet which had grown materially in numbers and efficiency,

in sinking more than 400,000 tons in the course of a mere war on commerce

which, of itself, should really be less effective than the intensive U-boat war

—

(Contradiction by Expert Dr. Hoetzsch.)

—In the last months, more than 400,000. That means, in November,

December, and January

—

(Renewed contradiction.)

—Well, then, I shall ask the gentlemen of the Admiralty to verify my figures.

According to my memoranda, in the months of November, December, and

January, we succeeded in getting more than 400,000 tons. The figures

are not before me at the present moment, but they can, of course, be verified

by the Admiralty immediately.

So that, according to my view, bearing in mind earlier experiences, aside

from the point that our E^-boat fleet as it existed in March and April, 1916.

was hardly sufficient to justify us in running the risk of a war with the

United States, the fact that England’s economic reserves had, at that time,

to be estimated as comparatively strong, was an argument which, in my
opinion, spoke lustily against the break; as did especially the fact that

England’s grain stock was at that time larger than it had been in the preced-

ing year, and that the producing countries to which she had easiest access

and which, above all, were depended upon for England’s food supply, the

United States and Canada, had just gathered in a record crop—a record
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crop which was such as to exclude the possibility of a food shortage in

England; in all probability, such as would actually be felt, even though
great numbers of grain ships were to be sunk. And, finally, too, our own
economic situation was one which had to be considered. At that time, we
had to depend upon getting the great wheat shipments in from Roumania,
which was then still neutral, to make up the deficiency in our own crops, and,

in my opinion—the Central Purchasing Company was actually engaged in

bringing home those shipments which, as a matter of fact, helped us tide

over the summer of 1916—we could not venture to take the risk of having

Roumania at once go over to the side of our enemies as the result of a decla-

ration of war by the United States. No one can state definitely whether

that would have happened or not. But, as matters were then, what we had

to count on were possibilities—yes, even probabilities. Finally, there

existed that political and military situation concerning which Mr. v. Beth-

mann-Hollweg has lately spoken in detail.

The occurrences of the summer of 1916 fully justified, in my opinion,

those who took the view that the entrance of the United States into the war
would have resulted in imposing upon us, situated as we were, an added

burden which would have been nothing short of fatal.

I remember the terrible battles which took place on the battlefields of

the Somme and which we were still called upon to withstand in the summer
of 1916; I remind you of the dreadful, dreadful defeat of the Austrians in

Volhynia, of the Brussilow offensive which very nearly caused the collapse

of our entire eastern front, and I finally remind you of the Roumanian
attack which, too, constituted a serious crisis of the war. And I am still

today of the opinion that the break with the United States in the spring of
f

1916 would have led us straightway to ruin. But I admit that opinions

differ on the point. Actual proof, for or against, can not be furnished. I

can only testify here that those who had to participate in the decision

reached only had in view the welfare of their country, only considered the

obligation incumbent upon them in making that decision, that which they

held necessary and right to be accomplished in this difficult situation.

At that time, we yielded in the note of May 4, 1916. You may well

believe me when I say that it was unspeakably difficult for those who
considered it their duty, in accordance with their best judgment and con-

science, to advise the Emperor to make this decision. In our apswer, we
referred back to Wilson’s readiness, which had been announced in so many
words in 1915 but which, as yet, had not taken the form of action, to cooper-

ate with us, even during the war, in the matter of restoring the freedom of

the seas; and to our statement that we would restrict the method of the

U-boat war to the form of a war on commerce, we expressly appended the

further statement that we expected that the American Government from

then on, in view of our very full concessions, would demand that the British
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Government would observe the principles of international law applicable to

the conduct of war upon the sea, and would see that these demands were

complied with. We expressly reserved for ourselves freedom of action in

case the steps which the United States would take should fail to bring about

the desired results. And in return we received Wilson’s reply. The answer

which Wilson made to our great concession, the concession which we al

lowed to be wrung from us with heavy hearts—the note of May 10—stated

with cutting candor that the American Government was not inclined to

concede to Germany that its attitude in matters affecting the U-boat war

was in any way to depend upon matters pending between England and the

United States. By not a single word did President Wilson hold out the

prospect of taking any step to bring England back into the domain of inter-

national law. By not a single word did he hold out the prospect of taking

any steps to put an end to the most frightful and murderous methods pursued

by the British, constituting the most frightful and most murderous crime of

this bloody war, the British hunger blockade. As a matter of fact, so far as

I know, he took not a single step in this direction after having received our

note of the 4th of May, 1916. On the contrary, he sat and looked calmly on

when England and France, on July 7, 1916, read themselves completely out

of the Declaration of London affecting maritime warfare, which the President

himself, at the beginning of the war, had proposed should be taken as an-

nouncing the guiding principle for naval operations. Even before this time,

it had already become as punctured as a sieve, but from this time on England

and France felt so sure of the United States that they simply threw the last

vestige of the Declaration of London overboard, in the course of a public

and official announcement. That was when Colonel House told Count
Bernstorff that Wilson’s freedom of action was restricted on account of the

great business interests with the Entente.
IT

But now the L^-boat question again reached an acute stage for us in

August, 1916, as the result of renewed proposals by the Admiralty Staff

which informed the Imperial Chancelor that, after carefully considering all

the conditions, it was now of the opinion that the time for launching the

unrestricted U-boat war had arrived. The conferences which considered

this subject occurred on the 31st of August in Pless, and were participated

in by those gentlemen who had just been called to the Supreme Command
of the Army, General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg and General Ludendorff.

A fpw days before, Roumania had declared war upon Austria-Hungary and
had invaded Transvlvania. We found ourselves faced with one of the

sharpest crises of the entire war. The report of the conference is in the hands

of the committee. I have nothing to add to it. The conference closed with

the announcement by the Imperial Chancelor that at the next opportunity

he would inform the Reichstag that, in view of the present war situation, it

had been decided to postpone the decision, since Field Marshal v. Hinden-
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burg had announced that, for the present, he must await the development of

the Roumanian campaign before a definite conclusion could be reached with

regard to the U-boat war.

From this time on, the question of a peace proposal is injected into the

question of the U-boat war and our relations to the United States of America

;

and, gentlemen, in this connection, I should like to call attention to a matter

which, as it appears to me, has up to the present time escaped the notice of

the honorable committee, something to which, moreover, no reference was
made by the recording secretary in his preliminary statement. The first

step taken in the peace question was taken by America, and not by us.

The records which lie at the disposal of the committee show that Count
Bernstorff telegraphed as early as April n, 1916, that, according to state-

ments made by Colonel House after the settlement of the Sussex case,

Wilson would like to make peace within a few months— I emphasize these

words “within a few months.” So that the initiative was taken and the

first impulse was given by Mr. Wilson.

In reply to this telegram, Count Bernstorff received an encouraging

answer from Mr. v. Jagow. Mr. v. Bethmann has already said that when
the Sussex matter was closed in May, he made suggestions to Mr. Gerard of

the same nature. It will be found by reference to the records, that Mr.

Gerard also reported this to the United States. Matters dragged along.

On June 22, Count Bernstorff telegraphed that a peace mediation by
Wilson was certain to come in the course of the summer—in the course of

the summer!—for election reasons, if for no other. So that at that time

the question of the election was not an obstacle, but an incentive. In a

report of August 16, Count Bernstorff speaks of a few weeks at the end of

which we were to expect a peace move by Wilson. But the weeks- and

months went by, weeks and months of struggling on the battlefields of the

Somme, weeks and months which cost us rivers of the best German blood—

•

and President Wilson • did nothing. He neither took any action against

the hunger blockade, which was carried on in defiance of international law,

nor moved to bring about peace negotiations.

Our situation came to a crisis. At the end of August came the Roumanian

advance; the Pless conference with the new leaders in command of the

Army, to which I have already referred, took place—those conferences

concerning our general military and political situation. I received the

impression at that time, and I believe that this impression was held by all,

that we had to do everything to bring peace about within an approximate

period; and that, if we were not successful in this, we would be forced to

combine our utmost strength with every available means at our disposal,

even the most risky, in the final battle for our existence. Back of the

conferences at Pless, and of the conferences on the subject of peace which

were carried on at that time by Mr. v. Bethmann, Mr. v. Jagow, and my-
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self, was the compulsory auxiliary’ service law, that is, the last call upon

all our sources of strength at home, and there was the intensive U-boat war

in case peace negotiations, which were to prevent the continuation of the

war on into the next winter, should not be entered upon.

It was this situation which brought about the inquiry’ which Mr. v.

Bethmann-Hollweg made to Count Bernstorff on the 2d of September, in

which Mr. v. Bethmann asked what Count Bernstorff’s personal opinion

was concerning the peace mediation by President Wilson. And it was in

this telegram that it was also stated that if the opposite proved to be the

case, the unrestricted U-boat war would have to be considered in dead

earnest.

So that, from the beginning of September on, our Ambassador in the

United States, Count Bernstorff, was fully cognizant of the fact that if the

peace mediation did not come, and did not come soon, the unrestricted

U-boat war could not possibly be avoided.

Count Bernstorff replied that Wilson’s peace move—which had been a

matter of discussion ever since April, and concerning which we had been

told at that time that it was coming soon, that it was coming in a few weeks,

that it was coming in a few months—had been postponed as the result of

Roumania’s taking part in the war. Wilson could not undertake to do

anything more before the election. Gentlemen, it was still a far cry to the

elections. September and October and the first week in November, from

nine to ten hard weeks, during which it was a question of nip and tuck for us.

To wait was no small matter for us under such conditions. Count Bernstorff

states further in his telegram that it was his personal opinion that the

President would immediately come out with his peace move in case he

were reelected. This “immediate” was qualified by Count Bernstorff in a

second telegram, in that therein he stated that he considered a peace move
by Wilson not as certain, mind you, before the end of the year, but as

“very probable.” The Chancelor insisted again, on September 26, that

Wilson's action would have to come soon, for, otherwise, the momentary
opportunity, which was favorable for the peace move, would have ceased

to exist, and it would be impossible to avoid an unrestricted U-boat war.

Gentlemen, in view of the poor means of communication with the United

States, and in view of the scarcity of opportunity to communicate, every

word which was telegraphed had to be given its full significance, and if

the Imperial Chancelor telegraphed that the peace move would have to

come soon, and that, otherwise, the momentary opportunity" which was
now favorable, so far as the peace move was concerned, would cease to

exist, and that it would be necessary to revert to the unrestricted U-boat-

war—I say, again, that those representing us in the United States must
have been informed of the situation.

Count Bernstorff again replied that Wilson was not willing to start until
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after he was reelected, and he added that the outcome of the election was
“quite uncertain.” In a further telegram of October 14, he characterizes

the outcome of the election as “still very doubtful.”

It was at this time that President Wilson, in one of those quite rare

personal interviews—rare, so far as I can make out and so far as I can

understand from statements made by Count Bernstorff—in one of those

interviews which he had with Count Bernstorff, he let it be known that a

definite suggestion or request on the part of Germany that he undertake

peace mediations, would be welcome to him. That is contained in 'the

telegram of the 14th of October. So that, at that time, Wilson was not

afraid of any initiative or any suggestion on the part of Germany. I call

particular attention to this fact because, later on, the President’s alter ego
,

Colonel House, expressed himself to Count Bernstorff to the effect that the

peace move which Germany made was detrimental to Wilson’s efforts in

the interests of peace, because it had resulted in bringing Wilson under the

suspicion of being pro-German. Count Bernstorff, on his own initiative,

told Wilson, on the occasion of this interview, that, in his opinion, there was

no prospect of one belligerent Power making such a definite appeal for

mediation on Wilson’s part, and, in confirmation of this view, received a

telegram from the Chancelor on the 14th of October, which expressly

supported him on the point. At that time the Chancelor telegraphed him as

follows: “We could only consider a spontaneous appeal for peace coming

from Wilson himself, and it is only toward making such spontaneous appeal

that Wilson should be encouraged.” And this is a nuance which, I believe,

we must bear in mind if we want to pass judgment on the question, whether

and to what extent the German people interfered with its own freedom of

movement by encouraging President Wilson to make an appeal for peace.

On November 6, Wilson was reelected to the Presidency. No news from

the United States about any move by Wilson. Only Counselor of Legation

Mr. v. Haniel sends word to Minister v. Treutler, on November 20—and

this is also in your records: “What Wilson will do now” (that is, after his

election) “in the field of international politics, remains to be seen.” On
November 16, since we still remained without word regarding Wilson’s

intentions, that is, so far as I can see, at least, Mr. v. Jagow wired to Count

Bernstorff

:

Kindly ascertain whether the President is going to take steps in the

matter of peace mediation, and, if he is, what steps and when? Ques-
tion important for decision regarding other possible steps in the same
direction.

This specific indication that we ourselves would possibly take up the

peace question was made almost four weeks before our peace move. A
week passed, and no word from Count Bernstorff! On November 22,

he was sent for his personal information the following message:
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Provided the favorable military situation justifies it, it is our purpose,

acting in conjunction with our allies, to announce forthwith our will-

ingness to enter upon peace negotiations.

Now, Count Bernstorff telegraphed on the 25th of November that Wilson

had informed him of his own accord, through Colonel House, that he in-

tended to take steps in the matter of a peace mediation “presumably''

between then and the New Year. I emphasize the “presumably.” But

in the same telegram attention is called to the fact that the Belgian deporta-

tions were raising a new obstacle, and it is further stated in the same telegram:

Wilson still hestitates because the State Department expects a

refusal from our enemies.

On the next day, November 26, Secretary of State Zimmermann sent the

telegram which has been so much discussed here, in which he stated that we
would give the Wilson peace move precedence over our own; but he added

that, in this connection, it was, nevertheless, beyond question our desire to

have Wilson make up his mind to act promptly. Zimmermann gave

detailed reasons showing why the protraction of the matter until the New
Year was not feasible.

That was on ‘November 26. On December 7, Count Bernstorff reported

that everything was ready for the peace move, but that, so far as the vacil-

lating Mr. Wilson was concerned, it still remained a matter of doubt as to

when he would actually come out with it.

Ever since the nth of April, that is, for nearly eight months, the

Imperial Government in Washington had been put off again and again.

Even at the beginning of December, there was absolutely no certainty as

to whether and when Mr. Wilson would proceed. Even in a report dated

the 14th of January, that is, when matters had already dragged into the

new year. Count Bernstorff stated in a report that Wilson’s peace note

would probably have been sent out by Christmas, irrespective of our

action, “although this is not so absolutely certain, in view of the hesitating

character of Air. Wilson, whose inclination is to handle all questions in a

dilatory manner.” So that, on January 14, 1917, Count Bernstorff still

had some doubts as to whether Wilson would have come out with his move
at Christmas or before New Year’s without any peace proposal having

been made by us. One of the experts. Professor Bonn, has stated in his

book, America as an Enemy:

The German peace proposal had not only forced the President to

prompt action . . . etc.

To prompt action after eight months! So that Professor Bonn, who writes

here that our peace proposal had forced the President to “prompt action”

seems to have been of the opinion, in writing his book, that, before our

peace move and without our peace move, that which he designates as
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prompt action was not to have been expected with absolute certainty from
Mr. Wilson.

The impression that, as a matter of fact, Wilson was absolutely unde-

termined, even at the beginning of December, is confirmed by what Mr.
Gerard—and now comes the American side—says in his book, which, I

assume, is known to the members of the honorable committee; it is very

important for the determination of this question. It is true that, in many
ways, the book is to be taken with a grain of salt in matters which I myself

can personally verify. Mr. Gerard, who had gone to the United States for

the express purpose of furthering the cause of peace, returned to Europe
from New York on the 4th of December. In his book he states—it will

be found on page 349—that he had an interview with the President before

he left, an occurrence which, in view of the critical nature of the situation,

would really have to be taken for granted. He adds that he received the

impression that the President desired above all things to have peace and to

make peace. So he really received the “ impression.”

Of course (he adds) this question of making peace is a very delicate

one. A direct offer on our part might have subjected us to the same
treatment which we gave Great Britain during our Civil War when
Great Britain made overtures looking towards the establishment of

peace, and the North answered, practically telling the British Govern-
ment that it could attend to its own business, that it would brook no
interference and would regard further overtures as unfriendly acts.

The Germans started this war without any consultation with the

United States, and then seemed to think that they had a right to demand
that the United States make peace for them on such terms and at such
time as they chose; and that the failure to do so gave them a vested
right to break all the laws of warfare against their enemies and to

murder the citizens of the United States on the high seas, in violation

of the declared principles of international law.

Nevertheless (Gerard says in closing) I think that the inclination of

the President was to go very far towards the forcing of peace.

Whoever reads these passages from Mr. Gerard’s book is certain of one

thing: That when Wilson gave Mr. Gerard his audience on his departure

—

shortly before the 4th of December—he did not give him even the slightest

hint as to whether and when he proposed to make any move of any kind;

and that was also the impression which I very definitely received from Mr.

Gerard as the result of a personal interview with him after his return.

I repeat: for eight months, Wilson and his confidential man, Colonel

House, had talked over the peace move from all angles, and still no definite

promise was made, no definite expression of opinion on the part of the

President that he was willing to undertake a peace move, what kind of

peace move he was willing to undertake, and when he was willing to under-

take it. Could the political branch of the Government assume the respon-

sibility of waiting still longer for something to be done by this eternally
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hesitating man, this man who was eternally putting things off, and who
never committed himself even to the extent of the most minute word, when
it seemed to its leaders that, as the result of the general situation, a serious

attempt to bring about peace was urgently called for?

You know the history of the proposal for negotiations of the Central

Powers. The first move in connection with this proposal was made by
Baron Burian in his conference with Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg on the 17th

of October. As soon as the Roumanian campaign had been brought to a

certain stopping point, the attempt must be made to bring about the ter-

mination of the war without the sacrifice of vital interests. That was the

gist of Burian’s opinion, as he expressed it.

Quite independently of Baron Burian, and without any knowledge of

his suggestion, in the course of a conference with Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

on the 20th of October with regard to the speech which Sir Edward Grey

had made two days before in London, I made the same kind of a proposal.

The proposal was in the air. Those were the days of the taking of Kustendje

and Cernavoda. The Roumanian campaign was approaching its end.

Our situation had, once more, been reconstructed. The prospect of over-

whelming us within a determinable period and without further frightful

sacrifices of human life, had eluded our enemies. All the tremendous tides

of war were pushing towards a halt. Every human heart throughout the

whole world was bound to feel that Christmas would either bring to suffering

and bleeding Europe the promise “on earth peace, good will toward men,”

or that most frightful transition from the locked embrace of battling nations

to the death grapple of utter desperation, in which no means would be

left untried—yes, more than that: the danger that the entire civilization of

Europe should be toppled to ruin from its pedestal of several thousand

years. That is the way things stood.

As late as the afternoon of the 25th of October, the Chancelor discussed

the peace move with the Emperor and, with the latter’s consent, went to

the General Headquarters on the evening of the same day. Field Marshal

v. Hindenburg likewise agreed' that we would have to attempt to get peace

at this time.

Negotiations were entered into with Austria-Hungary and our other

allies. They were not altogether easy, but required a certain time; never-

theless they were carried on with great energy. On the 31st of October,,

after the Chancelor had informed the Emperor how events were shaping

themselves, the Emperor wrote the Chancelor a letter—a letter which,

according to my view, certainly belongs in the records of this investigating

committee and which I shall venture to read with the permission of the

Chairman. The Emperor wrote at that time to the Chancelor:

The proposal to bring about peace is an act of morality which is

necessary in order to relieve the world and also the neutral Powers
44
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from the weight which burdens all. For the performance of such an
act, there is needed a ruler who has a conscience and who feels himself
responsible to God and has a heart for his own people and for enemy
peoples, and who, untroubled by possible deliberate misrepresentations
regarding his step in this direction, has the will to relieve the world of

its sorrows. I have the courage to do it. I will risk it in the name of

God.

I saw with my own eyes at that time the card on which the Emperor
addressed these words in pencil to the Chancelor. It made the deepest

impression upon me. I ask whether there is anyone here who can harbor

the least doubt about the honorable nature of the intent to make peace,

about the deep moral seriousness, about the Christian and human feeling

of responsibility which led to the German peace move. Is there anyone

who, having a knowledge of the actual circumstances, ventures to express

to our own people or to the world at large any doubt of the earnest feeling

or of this sense of responsibility—to that world which, during the war, was

our enemy and which—may Heaven hear the complaint—is our enemy
today. And today I still announce as my opinion, that, for all time, it

shall stand to the glorification of the German name, that it was Germany
and Germany’s allies who submitted the question of peace to the world

at that time, which was such as to permit one to speak of peace between

equals. It is possible that you, ladies and gentlemen of the committee,

may take exception to the tactical expediency of the proposal, that you may
be in doubt as to whether it might not have been proper, in spite of the

seven or eight months of delays on the part of the President, to let Mr.

Wilson, in order not to put him “out of humor,” have the guiding hand in

the matter, even to the point of running the risk of having month after

month pass, with their streams of blood. The point is that we were not

dealing here with a question of tactical finesse, with questions of etiquette,

with questions of precedence; we were not here arranging the seats for a

banquet of honor; what we had to deal with was the question which affected

all humanity— -the question of peace after more than two years had been

spent at war; we were to determine the question whether this war should

continue on and on indefinitely and grow more bitter with such continuance,

or whether the common sense of mankind was strong enough to stop it.

Where there is a will, there is always a way. Who will contest the fact

that there was in our breasts an honorable desire, the honest wish for

peace? Peace must have come—it must have!—under any and all cir-

cumstances; peace must have come, if there had been a spark of this honor-

able yearning in the breasts of our enemies. And I will say, furthermore,

that peace must have come if, on the part of that mightiest of neutral

nations, the United States of America, and its leading men, there had

existed the desire for peace to the same honorable and obvious extent that

it was shown to have existed on our part.
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I shall not go any further into details which have already been submitted,

but shall simply establish the most important points as they developed in

the course of the further run of events.

On December 12, we came out with our peace move. It was a common-

sense and sincere proposal—a proposal for negotiation between the bellig-

erents on a basis which should guarantee the honor, existence and freedom

of development of our people and of the peoples of our allies. I can testify

to the fact that those men who are responsible for this move had absolutely

no intention of in any way thwarting Wilson’s peace move. And I can

testify to this with all the greater assurance because I personally took a

skeptical attitude from the very beginning toward a peace move by Wilson,

and because from the beginning I depended but little upon such a peace

move. At the time when the Chancelor was in Pless, on the 31st of August,

1916, and in the presence of Mr. v. Jagow was talking over the matter of

an appeal to President Wilson in the interests of peace, I voiced my objec-

tions. In view of all the experiences which we had had up to that time with

Wilson and with the United States, I could not see that any good was to

come of having the American President participate in matters relating to

peace. I suggested at that time that it would be better to attempt to

reach an understanding with Russia at the cost of Poland and, if necessary,

at the cost of that part of East Galicia which was then occupied by the

Russians.

To be sure, I was naturally not informed in all detail of the exchange of

telegrams with Count v. Bernstorff; but I can say this: that, as the result

of all my conferences with Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, with whom at that

time I was most certainly in constant contact, I got the impression that

Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg too was no longer able to believe absolutely in

an earnest purpose on Wilson’s part to do something in the cause of peace,

just as he himself has stated here. After the picture which I have presented

to you, can you wonder at this? Can even the most patient man be sur-

prised at this, after all these delays to which this peace question had been

exposed ever since April, 1916?

Then on the 21st of December, President Wilson’s peace note was handed
out after our peace proposal. Nobody can tell, and even Professor Bonn
does not appear to consider it a settled fact, that the note would have been

issued if our peace proposal had not preceded it. As a matter of fact, the

purpose of Wilson’s peace proposal came to the same thing as the proposal

of the Central Powers, namely, a mutual exchange of peace terms. The
only difference was that we had suggested a definite method for reaching this

end, to wit, the immediate coming together of the belligerents for the purpose

of negotiating peace. On the other hand, Mr. Wilson had purposely left

the method an open one, so far as his note was concerned. He stated in

so many words in his note that he would not suggest any definite course to
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be followed in order to bring about this end, but that he desired to leave the

method to the determination of the belligerent Powers. It is true that,

secretly, he suggested the idea to Count Bernstorff, through Colonel House,
that he should be used as a clearing house for the purpose of these peace

activities—and in this connection I use the same expression which Colonel

House has used. For this purpose, President Wilson secretly let it be known
that he was to act as a clearing house.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I ask your Excellency to read this note?

The contents seem to me to be different. The point is that, in this note,

Wilson requests that he be given the peace conditions, that he attempted in

a very positive manner to have the peace conditions disclosed to him.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: “To him!”—that is not in the note. It is

stated in so many words in the note, that the peace conditions be publicly

given, so that they could be contrasted with and counterbalanced by one

another.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Certainly.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: But he has stated expressly that he desired to

leave the methods to be selected by the belligerents. He stated expressly,

if I remember correctly—at the moment I have not the note before me

—

that he would not be the mediator and that he would not even go as far as to

make a definite proposal, but that he would leave the form and the method
to the belligerent Powers. But I should like to suggest that the matter be

taken up in its proper connection.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: There is the note. It begins with a request to

disclose the peace conditions.

The Chairman: Perhaps the recording secretary will be good enough to

read it, in order to spare your voice. •* *

Witness Dr. Helfferich : I have the passage in question before me. The
President suggests that—

an early occasion be sought to call out from all the nations now at war
such an avowal of their respective views as to the terms—

r

You see, this is quite impersonal: that the opportunity shall be availed

of to learn the peace conditions.

upon which the war might be concluded and the arrangements which
would be deemed satisfactory and as a guarantee against its renewal
or the kindling of any similar conflict in the future as would make
it possible frankly to compare them. He is indifferent as to the means
taken to accomplish this.

Just exactly as I said.

He would be happy himself to serve, or even to take the initiative in

its accomplishment, in any way that might prove acceptable, but he

has no desire to determine the method or the instrumentality. One
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way will be as acceptable to him as another if only the great object

he has in mind be attained.

So here, too, the President, on his part, recommends no definite method,

but leaves it to the discretion of the belligerent Powers to settle the question

themselves. To be sure, he had Colonel House state to Count v. Bernstorff

secretly that he would be glad to act as a clearing house.

Now, as affecting the further course of events, the circumstance is im-

portant, that even before Wilson made his peace note public, the hostile

statesmen had already expressed themselves in their speeches in parliament

with regard to our peace proposal. The French were in the greatest hurry

to do so. Our peace proposal was made known on the 12th, and, already on

the 13th of December, Premier Briand denounced our proposal as a maneu-

ver, the purpose of which was to sow discord among the allied Powers. He
really was in a very great hurry, this Mr. Briand! The following days

brought the declarations of the Russians, the Italians and the Brftish, all

sharply unfavorable. At the very best, one might have seen in Mr. Sonnino’s

declaration a hidden back door whose latch might be open to peace
;
that is,

if we were willing to look very very sharply.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: With regard to this matter, there was a

particular note.

Witness Dr/Helfferich: I shall not go into this matter, because it is

going to be made the subject of confidential discussions as to whether and to

what extent Mr. Sonnino’s case represents a special case; as to whether, at

that time, he entertained a willingness for peace. For this reason, I say

that, if we had looked very very sharply, we might have found a back door,
f
<r '

~ '

very well hidden, through which peace might have slipped in.

On the 30th of December, the joint reply of the Entente to our peace

' proposal provided us with the official answer. With a sharpness that cut,

the Entente refused to accept a “proposal without sincerity and without

import.” The contents of this reply, which was issued with the full knowl-

edge of Wilson’s peace note, was such as to lead all to expect that Wilson’s

proposal would be flatly rejected by the Entente. The Entente had had

time, from the 21st to the 30th of December, to draw up its answer with

full knowledge of Wilson’s note, and if the slightest intention had existed

not to give an answer which amounted to a rejection, the door of peace

could not have been locked and bolted in the way that it was by means of the

answer to us of the 30th of December.

As is well known, Wilson’s note was rejected in the joint note of the En-
tente Powers which Briand handed over to the American Ambassador in

Paris on January 10, 1917. In the sharpest terms, this note placed all the

responsibility for the war and for all the abuses which occurred in connection

with the conduct of the war, upon the Central Powers. This note announced
war aims which were nothing short of the dismemberment and humiliation
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of Germany, the termination of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and the

destruction of Turkey—in short, a program which was just as similar to the

peace of Versailles as one egg is to another. The Entente Powers protested

—

and this is an important point, too—with polite words in the course of

their note—for they were dealing here with Wilson and not with us—but in

sufficiently plain terms, against being put upon the same basis as the Central

Powers. This protest against being put on the same basis with the Central

Powers was directed to Wilson. The protest was a categorical rejection of

mediation of any kind, and of all good offices which a third party could in

any way perform for the purpose of bringing about an understanding between

the two belligerent groups. For such mediation and such good offices are

only possible, of course, when dealing with two parties on the same footing.

When I read this note, I said to myself : President Wilson has never been

offered such an insult in his life; I am anxious to see what President Wilson’s

answer will be to this insult—for it was plain to anybody who was versed

in interpreting diplomatic documents that it was an affront. You know
the answer, of course. I shall come back to it again, 'but I must insert a

remark at this time.

In the face of such a curt cutting-off of the possibility of any and every

peace move, the effect of which it was impossible to eliminate by ever so

well-meant an attempt by a third party to have things appear in a more

tempered light, for the facts were too plain—in the face of such a curt

cutting off, the significance of those detailed interviews referred to in the

former sessions of the committee, in the course of which Colonel House

sought to win over Count v. Bernstorff and, through him, the German Gov-

ernment, to the Wilsonian conception of the “clearing house” must pale.

So far as I have been able to deduce from the records, all Colonel House’s

efforts at that time were concentrated in the attempt to win over the German
Government to the clearing-house idea. The German Government stood

firm to the policy of a direct exchange of ideas between the belligerents them-

selves, upon which it had agreed with the German High Command of the

Army and with its allies—and this means an exchange of ideas without the

assistance of a clearing house, as the only way which would lead to peace

—

and brought out this point in its reply to Wilson’s note of the 6th of De-

cember. And it submitted, in addition thereto, the proposal that delegates

of the belligerent Powers might at once arrange to meet at some neutral

place. That was a more detailed proposal than our offer of the 12th of

December, in which the coming together for the purpose of entering into

peace negotiations had only been spoken of in general terms. But now we
proposed that delegates of all the belligerents should at once proceed to

meet in conference at some neutral place in order to take up the question of

the possibilities of peace, and in order to discuss the point, as Wilson had

suggested, as to whether an equalization of peace terms would be possible.
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The German Government continued to maintain this standpoint. I

refer to Count Bernstorff’s telegram of the 29th of December, which was

received in Berlin on January 3, 1917, and answered by Secretary of State

Zimmermann on January 7. And at the same time, the answer of Secretary

of State Zimmermann of the 7th of January contained the announcement

that our war aims were altogether moderate, in contrast with the war aims

of the Entente, and that we had no desire to annex Belgium, an announce-

ment which, according to a statement made by Colonel House to Count

Bernstorff, was looked upon by President Wilson as “valuable in the ex-

treme."

Up to this time, ladies and gentlemen, as long as we stuck to our program,

which was to bring about a direct conference between the belligerents

concerning the real question of the conclusion of a peace, and then a con-

ference to which neutrals would be invited and in which general questions

of international law would be taken up, which would be settled at- the con- .

elusion of peace, such as disarmament, arbitral tribunals, league of nations

—

just so long did the question of the attitude which President Wilson would

really take with regard to the war aims of the belligerent groups play no

part, at least no part in the exchange of dispatches between Berlin and

Washington, and probably no part in the negotiations between Count Bern-

storff and the President's confidential man. This, of course, changed as

soon as the clearing-house idea was broached. The way in which one who
has been engaged in the consideration of the peace terms of both parties

would actually approach the question of peace conditions, is naturally an

entirely different proposition from the way in which one who has simply

brought both parties together and has said to them: “Now, talk this matter

over between yourselves first,” would approach peace conditions.

So that, up to this time, we on our side had been of the opinion that it was

going to be possible to limit President Wilson's cooperation in the matter of

the actual peace negotiations to the exercise of his good offices in the process

of bringing both parties to the conference table. Now, if Wilson, in connec-

tion with his peace note of the 21st of December, which, apparently, left all

methods open, claimed all the attributes of a “clearing house" and insisted

that the peace aims of both sides be disclosed to him, this, of course, con-

stituted a very definite step beyond the limits of activity which had, up to

this time, been agreed upon. From that point on, it was but a single step to

that of arbitrator between the belligerent Powers.

Now, in their joint note of the 10th of January7
,
the Entente Powers had

informed Wilson of their peace aims, of those well-known exorbitant peace

conditions of which I have already spoken. It was now destined to appear

clearly what the real purpose of Wilson’s peace move was. The view was
announced even by neutral Powers entitled to respect that if the President

was really in earnest with his peace proposal, he must state unequivocally
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that this answer could not possibly serve the cause of peace, but that it

would make the continuation of the war unavoidable. An opinion expressed

by a neutral Power entitled to respect!

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: There are other neutral ideas on the subject.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Certainly, I have already called attention to

the fact that there are other neutral ideas on the subject.

The Chairman: Of course, that can only be made the subject of con-

fidential conferences. I would, moreover, suggest, in order that excessive

strain be not put upon your voice, that we break off at one o’clock or at

some suitable stopping point, at your discretion. Moreover, I believe that

our attention will be subjected to too great a strain on account of the extent

of the subject-matter which you are submitting to us, if the hearing is

continued.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I request that no regard be had for my voice.

The Chairman: How much longer will your testimony last?

Witness Dr. Helfferich : My testimony will take some 40 minutes more.

The Chairman : Well, that would be altogether too much of a strain so far

as we are concerned. I, therefore, would like to repeat my suggestion to

the effect that you, your Excellency, will terminate your testimony for

today as soon as you have closed with this phase.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: We are now, if I may be permitted to finish

with this phase, considering the question of Wilson’s attitude in respect to

the monstrous reply made by the Entente, which was no more nor less than

an advance announcement of the Versailles peace.

On the 22d of January, Wilson sent his much-discussed message to the

Senate, which, on the same day, was officially transmitted to all the

belligerent Powers through their diplomatic representatives. In this

message, the President went through the length and breadth of the future

regulation of the world which he was planning at the time. The following

points were material to the vital question of peace:

1 . The message not only failed to contain any rejection of the unprece-

dented peace terms of the Entente, but a critique of the announcements

made by the Entente and the Central Powers, which, in its outcome, was

plainly in favor of the Entente and—I assert this in contradiction of an

effort to gloss this over, made by Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer in the first session

of the committee—which treated the war aims of the Entente, which were

by no possibility acceptable to the Central Powers, as debatable. The
President stated in his message:

The Central Powers united in a reply which stated merely

—

Merely is what is stated in the text.

that they were ready to meet their antagonists in conference to discuss

terms of peace. The Entente Powers have replied much more defi-
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nitely and have stated, in general terms, indeed, but with sufficient

definiteness to imply details, the arrangements, guarantees, and acts

of reparation which they deem to be the indispensable conditions of a

satisfactory settlement. We are that much nearer a definite discussion

of the peace which shall end the present war.

I doubly emphasize the last sentence, because the recorder did not read

it when he made his preliminary speech in which he quoted the sentences

which immediately preceded it. In this sentence, the unparalleled war

aims of the Entente, regarding which Wilson states, in so many words, that

for the Entente they constitute the indispensable conditions of a satis-

factory settlement—conditions so unheard of as to be bound to be unaccept-

able to every nation not actually in a state of collapse—these conditions, I

say, are characterized as such as to have resulted in bringing us so much
nearer to a definite discussion of the peace.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You refer— I have discussed the matter with

you privately—to the last sentence alone.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I refer to both sentences.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: No, it is in the following line of thought that

the true meaning of the expression is to be found : The Central Powers have

expressed their willingness to take part in a peace conference in order to

discuss peace, and the Entente has informed us of its peace conditions; and as

the result of both announcements, we have made an advance in the direction

of peace.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The expression which, in my opinion, con-

stitutes a criticism on the part of the President, and which, in my opinion of

that time, contained such a criticism, is as follows: The Central Powers have

‘‘merely”

—

merely—communicated their peace conditions, whereas the

others have replied in far greater detail. It is therein that the criticism

lies

—

(Contradiction by Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer.)

—If you feel differently about it, I can not help it. My impression is as

I have just stated.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The real point is this: whether President

Wilson characterized the conditions as constituting a ground for discussion,

as such as could be made the subject of debate.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I will read it again:

The Central Powers united in a reply which stated merely that they
were ready to meet their antagonists in conference to discuss terms of

peace.

That the word “merely” is no expression of satisfaction or acquiescence,

you will admit. Then he goes on:

The Entente Powers have replied much more definitely and have
stated, in general terms indeed, but with sufficient definiteness to imply
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details, the arrangements, guarantees, and acts of reparation which
they deem to be the indispensable conditions of a satisfactory settlement.

If peace was to result, the following sentence would have to appear at

this point: '‘These conditions are impossible; in this way, we shall not get

peace.” But instead, this is the sentence which follows:

We are:

—

You may include our announcement, by implication, but, by means
of this unprecedented reply of the Entente, the result of which was to shut

out the possibilities of peace in the judgment of every thinking man we
were.

that much nearer a definite discussion of the peace which shall end the
present war.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Because we have two statements before us.

Expert Dr. Bonn : I believe that if we eliminate all pathos, this is a matter

for which there is a very simple explanation. What we have to deal with is

the following: We have a man who wants to play the part of mediator, who
wants to bring both parties together. He addresses both parties on the

point. One party says: "I am ready to sit down and confer with the other

side.” That is what we said. The other party comes out with a list of

conditions. In so doing, it announces in so many words: “I am not ready

to deal with the other party on equal ground.” Thereupon President

Wilson, the mediator, says: "As the result of these two announcements, we
have advanced another step; A is willing to confer with B; B says positively

what he wants; as the result, a basis is reached

—

(Interruptions and commotion.)

— I beg of you to let me finish—as the result, we reach a basis which can be

discussed. Then the parties continue: B states, however, that he is not

willing to sit down and confer with the other party; B states his desire that

the other party should not be considered as having equal rights with him in

this matter. And right at this point we have a manifestation of the real

spirit of Wilson’s entire move, in Wilson’s announcement that what he in-

sists upon is a peace between equals. I will show that this is so in a minute.

It would, of course, have been very much better if we could have postponed

all these discussions to a later time. (Agreement.) But if arguments are

to be made the basis of judgment, then the arguments of all parties must

be heard.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: My opinion is that even the preliminary state-

ment of Dr. Sinzheimer gave evidence of certain judgments having already

been formed
;
it is perfectly true that I can not testify to matters here without

giving vent to certain expressions of judgments formed; for these judgments

are not being formed at the present time, ex post facto, but, on the contrary,,
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they were being formed at the time when the great decision was the thing

before us which is now being discussed here. These opinions were conclu-

sive in their effect upon my attitude on the 31st of January. For that

reason, I claim the right to express them, and this right will certainly be

afforded me by the Chairman.

The Chairman: It goes without saying that your Excellency has this

right. I beg that you will now continue, if there is something more to be

said.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I believe that it would be best for you gentle-

men to permit me to close this phase briefly and without further interrup-

tion, and for me to be enabled to make my further statements in connection

therewith tomorrow.

The Chairman: Very well; I shall then request your Excellency to con-

tinue with your statement until you reach a natural stopping point, and I

shall request the gentlemen to refrain as far as possible from asking further

questions.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: What we had expected and what we were

bound to expect, was that President Wilson, if it was his sincere desire to

bring about peace and if, in addition to this desire, he had the clearness of

conception required for a correct understanding of our vital interests in this

matter, he would now give the Entente to understand that which even

neutral statesmen took for granted, namely, that these conditions were

such as to make any and every peace impossible. But the President took

the view that, by means of this reply of the Entente, we had come so much
nearer to the peace. As the result, the main impression that this was

bound to make on us was: “ Thank God for having kept us safe from this

peace mediator!" And that is the first point.

I remind you, further, that this sentence is contained in President Wil-

son's message: “I take it for granted, for instance"—quite as a matter of

fact, as if he were discussing a piece of bread and butter, or an egg
—

“ I take

it for granted, for instance, that statesmen everywhere are agreed that

there should be a united, independent, and autonomous Poland."

And immediately following, he speaks of the necessity for all great nations

(and of course the Poles naturally are to be classed as one of the great

nations) of having a direct outlet to the sea, and, where this can not be

done by the cession of territory, it can be done by the neutralization of

direct rights of way under the general international guarantee—the guar-

antee the fruits of which we at present have the good fortune to enjoy under

the existing Versailles treaty.

So that it was not only that Wilson took the view that, generally speaking,

the impossible war aims of the Entente could be made the subject of dis-

cussion, or at least he did not consider them as constituting an obstacle to

peace—he took a decided stand in favor of a solution of a single point which

1
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was a most particularly delicate matter, so far as Germany was concerned—

-

a solution which was absolutely unacceptable to Germany; that is, to any

except a prostrate Germany. The matter was mentioned during Count
Bernstorff’s hearing—and Count Bernstorff verified the fact with a smile—
that Wilson had absolutely no conception of the conditions existing in our

eastern provinces and in Poland. I assume that this is correct; otherwise,

on the ground of this statement alone, I would brand Wilson as the man of

all men responsible for the dragging out of the war. Even if he had no

conception of what those conditions were, regarding which he made his

lofty announcement far above our heads, and which formed part of such an

important document as this message of the 22d of January, and in which

he proceeded to lay down the law—even if this had been the case, I will

again make the statement: Thank God for having saved us from this peace

mediator!

I have never been able to conceive, and I never shall be able to conceive,

how this message of Wilson’s to the Senate can be looked upon from this

side or from that side as an announcement of good faith, of the absence of

bias, and as an indication that Wilson had formed no preconceived judgment.

So far as I was concerned, it was but a confirmation of my worst fears. For

me, it constituted a document which exposed to the brightest light of day

Wilson’s utter lack of capacity to release himself from the prejudicing effect

of prior judgment, his ignorance of our history, our geographical conditions,,

our ethnical conditions, and the necessities of our national existence, and

of his incurable prejudice against Germany. And the only way in which I

can account to myself for the fact that Ambassador Count v. Bernstorff

interpreted this message to constitute a further step toward a peace accept-

able to us, and continued to send in reports even after the 22d of January,

reflecting this view, is the length of time during which he continued to be

cut off from every direct intercourse and every direct contact with his

German home, subjected to the strongly suggestive influences of the Ameri-

can world by which he was surrounded. This message*of President Wilson’s

of January 22, 1917, was but the mask which failed to conceal behind it

the features of the Wilson of Versailles.

With this I should like to conclude today.

The Chairman: The hearing is closed. We shall meet again Friday,

November 14, at 10 o’clock.

The session closed at 1:09 o’clock.
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ELEVENTH SESSION

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14
,
1919

The session was opened at 10:25 o’clock, by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: I open the session, and ask his Excellency Helfferich to

continue with his testimony.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Ladies and gentlemen, in order to recall to

your minds the most important points covered by my statements of day

before yesterday, I may venture to make the following brief recapitulation.

First of importance among those questions which were put to me was the

request for an explanation of how it was that, in that telegram of January

9, 1917, which was directed to the Imperial Chancelor and which is to be

found in the records before the committee, it came about that I set out

various reasons against the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war on the

1st of February, 1917, whereas, on January 31st, three weeks later, in this

hall, in a speech addressed to the budget committee of the Reichstag, I

advocated the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war on the 1st of Feb-

ruary. In this connection, I called attention to the fact that the L^-boat

war was not an abstract matter of opinion, but a political measure in war-

time, which had to be handled and directed in accordance with changing

conditions. And I further called attention to the new developments which

came up, and which happened between the time that I wrote my telegram

at 4 o’clock on the morning of the 9th of January, and my appearance here

before the Reichstag on the 31st of January of the same year.

Let me recapitulate these facts: First, the resolution which was taken at

Headquarters on the evening of the 9th of January, and which, as a matter

of fact, was irrevocably taken, to launch the L^-boat war on the first of Feb-

ruary7
. Secondly7

,
the joint reply of the Entente Powers to President Wilson

of the 10th of January^, that is, on the day7 when the gates of peace were

closed with a crash and which, according to my7 estimate of the situation,

destroyed all prospect of peace at that stage of the war. Thirdly7
,
President

Wilson’s message to the Senate, which confirmed my7 worst fears concerning

the actual neutrality7 of the President and which showed me that a peace

mediation by7 President Wilson such as would bring about a peace which was
acceptable or, in fact, endurable for us, could no longer be expected. For,

in the course of this message, the President—and I take occasion to repeat

this—first of all, met our reply to his note, in which we proposed that a

peace conference be immediately determined upon to meet at some neutral

45 685
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place, a peace conference at which it was our desire to submit proposals

which should do no more than guarantee the honor, existence and freedom

of development of our people, with the reproof that it “merely” contained

the proposal that the parties should meet in conference. He voiced this

reproof, although, in the meantime, Count Bernstorff had informed him that

our peace proposals were moderate, and that, above all, we did not desire to

annex Belgium, and although Colonel House, President Wilson’s confidential

man, had stated to Count Bernstorff on President Wilson’s behalf, that the

President looked upon these communications of ours as valuable in the

extreme. On the contrary, he not only failed to reject the impossible reply

of the Entente which, two years later, alas! found its full development in the

Versailles peace, and, in so doing, characterized it for what it meant, to wit,

the end of all efforts to obtain peace, but—let Dr. Sinzheimer demur to this

as he may—he treated this answer as being one which was debatable.

In the second case, and in connection with a very special instance which

was of the most peculiar importance to us, he intermeddled in the matter of

actual war aims in a manner wholly unendurable to us, in a manner which

gave good cause for us to entertain the greatest apprehension for the future,

namely, in the question of Poland, on which occasion he casually announced

that, naturally, all statesmen would agree upon the point that a free and

independent Poland must exist. And soon thereafter came his supple-

mentary statement concerning the free outlet to the sea, either by means of

cession of territory or, where that was not possible, by the neutralization

of great rights of way under a general international guarantee. These were

the three events which came up between the date of my telegram of the 9th

of January and the occasion of my speech before the main committee on the

31st of January.

I shall now proceed. When, on the 22d of January, Mr. Gerard handed

over to the Foreign Office a copy of the message which President Wilson was
at the same time reading to the American Congress, the decision with regard

to the question of the U-boat war had, as you know, already been made.

By the end of November, or at the beginning of December, 1916, the Ad-
miralty Staff, basing its representations upon a special incident, demanded
that the intensive U-boat war against armed merchant ships be reopened,

and this on the basis of a special case which seemed to me to justify the

demand. In a telegram of December 1, 1916, Count Bernstorff was put in

possession of the facts. Concerning this point, the records show that there

were very marked differences of opinion between the political branch, on the

one hand, and the Admiralty Staff and the Supreme High Command of the

Army, on the other. On this occasion, I took the ground that, although I

conceded the complete justice of the case made out by the special incident

which gave rise to the proposal that the intensive U-boat warfare should be

reopened, and announcement that the intensive U-boat war would be again
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carried on against merchant ships, would, in view of the attitude which had

been taken by the American Government in its memorandum of March 25,

1916, compromise the peace move and evoke the danger of a break with the

United States to the same extent that the announcement of the unrestricted

U-boat war would have done. Secretary of State Zimmermann lately

testified here—and his statement is in full accord with the facts—that he

took a different view of the situation in this regard; that he believed that, at

this point, some kind of understanding with the American Government

might be reached on the matter of the intensive U-boat war. In any event,

instructions to Washington were postponed until well into the month of

January, 1917, and this incident had no other particular significance in the

further course of events connected with the decision reached with regard to

the unrestricted U-boat war.

The discussion about the reopening of the unrestricted U-boat war had,

from the time that the question had been raised at the commencement of

October by the main committee of the Reichstag, been for the time'being

completely side-tracted by our peace move. Immediately after the failure

of our peace move became apparent, it was brought up again, and,- in fact,

by means of the telegram of General Ludendorff dated the 20th of December,

which is now in the hands of the committee. This telegram reads as

follows

:

Since Lloyd George (who had addressed the House of Commons on
the 1 8th) has rejected our peace proposal in his speech in the lower
house (and this was done in a very curt manner) I am of the opinion that,

as the result of the impressions I have received on the western front,

the L'-boat war should now be launched with the greatest vigor.

This proposition was met by the Imperial Chancelor with the objection

that, first of all, we would have to await receipt of the formal reply of the

Entente, and that then we should have to settle the question of a U-boat

war against armed merchant ships. In a personal interview at Pless, at

which Secretary of State Zimmermann and I were present, the Chancelor

declared that his future attitude with regard to the question of the unre-

stricted U-boat war would have to depend upon the final stand taken by the

Entente in answer to our peace proposal and to President Wilson's peace

move, and upon the further development of the whole question. That, if it

became impossible to bring about an agreement on the subject-matter in

question between him, the Supreme High Command of the Army, and the

Admiralty Staff, the Emperor would have to be called upon for a decision.

And that was the way we left the matter at Pless at that time, on the 29th

of December, 1916. On the following day, December 30, the Entente

Powers handed over their reply to our peace proposal, the contents of which

are well known. On the other hand, the answer of the Entente to Wilson's

peace note had not, as yet, been received when Field Marshal v. Hinden-
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burg’s telegram of the 8th of January, which also is in the possession of the

committee, reached Berlin, whose contents were to the effect that he con-

sidered that the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war on the ist of Feb-

ruary was, for military reasons, absolutely essential. After this telegram

was received, the Chancelor went to the General Headquarters on the

evening of the 9th of January, and it was there that, on the evening of the

9th—but Mr v. Bethmann-Hollweg has related the circumstance here in

detail—that the resolution was reached to launch the unrestricted U-boat

war on February ist.

I may testify as follows with regard to my personal attitude toward this

resolution.

First of all, concerning my judgment of the effect that the U-boat war

would have upon England

:

In one important respect, there had been a distinct change for the better

in favor of the unrestricted U-boat war, in comparison with the spring of

1916. England’s crops had turned out to be materially inferior to those of

the preceding year. But, most important of all, the crop of the year 1916 in

those producing countries which were most essential to the food supply of

England, was absolutely bad, first in the United States, and then in Canada.

The United States and Canada, which had taken care during the preceding

harvest year of more than 88 per cent of the British grain imports—these

two countries found their wheat crop reduced from 37! million tons to 211-

million. Delegate Gothein, who is a member of this committee, addressed

the main committee at length in those days with regard to this situation,

and he will confirm the correctness of my figures. The supply of breadstuffs

in England itself, which during the first eight months of the year 1916 had

been greater than in the preceding years, from September on was below

figures of the preceding year. Basing my stand on the facts as they existed,

it was not only on the ist of January, but in the month of October, 1916,

that I announced in so many words at the meeting of the main committee—

-

and I will quote from the stenographic report—that “the unrestricted U-boat

war has better prospects today of cutting England off from the imports

which she needs in the way of foodstuffs than it would have had six months

ago.” In spite of all this, it seemed to me in October, 1916, even taking

into consideration the fact that prospects were improved from our point of

view, that the danger of the United States entering into the war preponder-

ated, and this for the reasons which I ventured to disclose in the general

portion of my testimony.

The weeks and months which followed October brought confirmation of

crops unprecedentedly poor in North America, as well as reports of a similarly

unfavorable situation affecting the crops in Argentina, where the wheat

harvest was estimated at only 2.1 million tons as against 4.7 million tons in

the previous year. Wherever you looked, there were unmistakable signs of
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a very definite shortage in grain supplies. It was then that the term “world

famine” came up. Prices rose rapidly, but in spite of the fact that England

was willing to pay the highest prices, she constantly watched her imports

lag further and further behind her needs. December of 1916 brought her

wheat imports amounting only to 1,410,000 quarters, as against 1,955,000

quarters in the preceding year, and this with every obvious indication that

conditions would get still worse—indications which developed into facts, so

far as could be judged from the English statistics, which were no longer

available to us after our resolution to launch the unrestricted U-boat war

became known. Then, too, the great supplies of wheat which America had

been able to retain as a reserve from the record crop of the preceding year,

gave evidence of a most serious shortage, and sank more and more below the

standard of the preceding year.

And to this situation was added the further factor consisting of the in-

crease of the efficiency of our U-boats and the added results in the way of

their performance. I have already called attention to the fact that the

sinkings which, in the spring of 1916, had reached their highest monthly

limit during the intensive U-boat war, to the amount of some 225,000

tons, sent more than 400,000 tons to the bottom during the last months of

1916. I do not know whether Professor Hoetzsch has in the meantime
verified the figures; I have done so, and I assume that the lower figures

which Professor Hoetzsch has given apply only to the enemy ships which

were sunk, and not to the neutral ships. The figures which were published

as official for November already exceeded 400,000 tons; for December,

416.000 tons; and for January, a round 440,000 tons. These results from

the U-boat war on commerce were such as to allow us to expect that the

600.000 tons which had been estimated before as a prospective amount, but

of which we were not altogether certain after all, and which was the amount
the Admiralty Staff had prophesied would result from the unrestricted

U-boat war, would not only most certainly be reached, but in all probability

would be definitely surpassed. That was a development which could be

foreseen as early as October. Above all, as has been recently pointed out,

the U-boat war on commerce which, at the Emperor’s command, was vigor-

ously pushed in British waters during October, had quite a different effect

upon the shipping in the British ports from that of the earlier U-boat war.

The cargo space of the ships which had entered the British ports with their

cargoes had amounted to more than 2,700,000 net tons a month during the

months of June, July, and August, 1916; that is, after the intensive U-boat
war had been abandoned. In December, 1916, they only amounted to

2.213.000 net tons, as against—and this is important—a monthly peace

average of 4,090,000 tons in the year 1913. So that the number of ships

entering British ports under cargo had, when compared with times of peace,

been cut down by December, 1916, by not less than 45 per cent, according
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to the English statistics themselves. Of course we could expect a material

increase in shortage to result from the launching of an unrestricted U-boat

war.

This further tightening of the screws, added to the 45 per cent throt-

tling process which was already in existence, was at least sufficient, appar-

ently, to increase the possibility of striking at the very roots of England’s

economic strength and of her capacity to conduct the war. In view of the

composition of England’s trade imports, such a cutting down in the shipping

traffic would strike a very serious blow at those classes of merchandise which

were absolutely essential to the nourishment of the people and for the

conduct of the war, and which could be replaced by England from domestic

sources either not at all or only at great cost of time or in very small amounts;

for, of the imports of the last peace year, which reached a height of 57 million

tons, in round numbers some 20 million tons were composed of foodstuffs

and luxuries, 16 million tons of wood, which was of particular importance

for the British coal- and iron-mining industries, and altogether only some

13.5 million tons of other merchandise, part of which consisted of such

materials necessary for war purposes as metals—above all else, copper—

•

cotton, wool and petroleum.

In spite of the fact that the crop conditions were unfavorable, that the

choking-off process of the British sea traffic had already been put into

operation, in spite of the increased efficiency of our U-boats, and of the fact

that these elements had notably improved the prospects held out by a

U-boat war, when, in December, 1916, the U-boat question again came up,

I very definitely advised against launching the unrestricted U-boat war
until the existing peace question could have become clearly settled—•until the

existing peace question could have become clearly settled; that was the main

consideration. And although it now seemed possible to me that England

might be forced to incline toward the idea of peace under the pressure

of the U-boat war before America could concentrate against us the full

measure of her economic strength and her population—seemed possible!—

•

nevertheless, at the same time, I considered the American peril so im-

portant as to permit nothing to be untried which could possibly result in

bringing about even the remotest possibility of perhaps succeeding, after

all, in keeping America out of the war. I feared that, by breaking loose

with the unrestricted U-boat war before our own peace move and Wilson’s

peace move should, by the rejection of our enemies, have come to ruin, not

only in our own sight but in the sight of all the world, the remaining chances

of conducting a U-boat war without involving the United States in war—

-

chances which, perhaps, even yet might exist'—perhaps even yet!—might be

destroyed. Moreover, in those dark days, I could not entirely submerge

the thought that such a premature breaking-loose might possibly give rise

to the fundamentally false impression—an impression which might be
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objectionable in its effect upon the neutral world and perhaps even upon

our own people—that our peace move had not been seriously intended, but

was simply a piece of preliminary tactics to usher in the desired launching

of the unrestricted U-boat war. I felt that this danger was one which

existed, even if the impression was a false one. For, as a matter of fact, it

is exactly false impressions with which we have to deal in politics. And,

finally, it did not seem to me to be advisable to subject a possibility of bring-

ing about peace, tenuous though it might be, to any risk by reaching a

conclusion at a time when, according to my view, the technical situation was

not such as to absolutely call for that conclusion to be reached. You can

well imagine how, in the case of anybody who shared a joint responsibility

—

anyone who, in any case, felt that he was jointly responsible, all these

considerations would clamor for recognition at such times as these when the

fate of one’s own country, of the land of one’s birth, was at stake, and where

the question of what its fate was going to be was clear-cut and called for

decision.

I have taken pains to explain to you the various reasons why I did not

oppose the U-boat war per se, but did take my position in favor of a short

postponement of the decision. That the U-boat war was bound to come
after the failure of the efforts made in behalf of peace, was a matter, ladies

and gentlemen, concerning which I had not the slightest doubt.

The Chairman has recently read us the telegram dealing with this ques-

tion, which, on the forenoon of January 9, I sent to v. Bethmann at the

General Headquarters. In connection with this telegram, I may state that,

before the Chancelor left on the evening of the 8th of January, I went into

the situation at length and in detail with him and Secretary of State

Zimmermann. If I recollect correctly, I had, on the preceding day,

received together with a communication of the Admiralty Staff, which is

dated January 6, a memorial of the Admiralty Staff of the 22d of December.

In those days, I was very busy, too, with other matters. At that time,

after Mr. v. Bethmann had boarded the train, I spent the night studying

the memorial of the Admiralty Staff which, up to that time, I had only been

able to glance through cursorily, I went into it most carefully, and, as I have

already stated, at four o’clock in the morning I drew up this telegram after

my night of work, which is to be found here in the records and, in accordance

with the trend matters have taken, is to be used against me.

In this telegram, I took up the main points of the arguments raised in the

memorial of the Admiralty Staff of the 22d of December. I called particular

attention to the fact that there was no occasion for precipitate action, and
called further attention to the fact that, for natural causes, January and
February were unfavorable months for the importation of British wheat-

stuffs. America’s wheat supply had, in the main been used up; the Ar-

gentine crop was as yet not ready. January and February constitute a
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natural hiatus in the matter of grain imports. Sc that time, so far as I

could judge from my standpoint, was not working against us, particularly

during these months but, on the contrary, was working for us, and of itself

resulted in having the wheat supply of England, which was already low at

that time, recede to a still more notable ebb. For these reasons, I decided

upon a brief postponement until not only we, but the whole world, should

be able to have a clearer conception of the peace question. You know that

the conclusion reached at the General Headquarters on the 9th of January,

1917, was to the effect that we should wait no longer, and could wait no

longer, that the unrestricted U-boat war should commence on the 1st of

February and that all preparations therefor must be made.

The reasons for this decision, reasons which were considered as outweigh-

ing every objection which could be opposed to this resolve, have been

recently explained to you in detail by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg. For my
part, I can only affirm that upon his return from Pless, and in fact on the

evening of January 12, he described to me those events which had taken

place in Pless exactly as he has recently set them out to the investigating

committee, and likewise the motives which had animated him, the Chan-

celor, to say to the Emperor on the evening of the 9th, on the occasion of the

conference which was to decide the question, that he could not counsel him

to decide against the opinion of the Supreme High Command of the Army
and of the Admiralty Staff. I was not present at the conferences in Pless.

When, on the morning of the 10th of January, the Chief of the Imperial

Chancelry, who also had not been in Pless, told me briefly of the resolution

which had been reached, altogether without details—he was absolutely not

in the position to do that— I can only say to you, ladies and gentlemen, that

I was most deeply moved. In my opinion, I considered that the decision

which was reached at that moment when the peace question had not been

settled, and had not been sufficiently and clearly defined and terminated in

such plain fashion as to enable all the world to understand, was a mistake—

a

mistake which threatened to turn to our disadvantage that quite definite

advantage which our peace proposal was expected and bound to bring about,

even in case it was rejected.

You will readily see how it came to be my first thought to free myself

once and for all from all responsibility for this decision by resigning from my
position. And I informed the Chief of the Imperial Chancelry of how I

felt upon this point, and requested him to take the matter up with the

Imperial Chancelor.

I desisted from this purpose, however, after Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

explained to me on the evening of the 12th of January the situation which

had confronted him at Pless and the course which matters had taken at

Pless, and had told me of the reply note of the Entente to the Wilson peace

note which had been delivered to the American Ambassador in Paris. The
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text of this answer was deceived here on the 12th of January. Mr. v. Beth-

mann held it out to me as I entered his room. That was the peace note

concerning which I stated that it contained the essence of the Versailles

treaty. Then I, too, realized that we would get no peace unless we continued

to fight for it; then I realized that not only the German people, but the

whole world, including Mr. Wilson, now saw clearly that this answer pre-

vented any peace.

There was but one chance, a chance in which I had no faith and which did

not materialize. The one chance still remaining which could bring us peace

consisted in having President Wilson immediately exert the strongest kind

of pressure upon the Entente. That did not happen. Rather did the

President keep silent, and then came the message to the Senate of the 22d of

January, which was no rebuke, but in which any man who read it could see

that it was a laisser aller, a policy of letting things take their own course,

if it was not actually, to a certain extent, an acquiescence in the conditions

imposed by the Entente. I had the same kind of impression as that re-

cently mentioned by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, not as his own, but as that

of Mr. Scheidemann. Mr. v. Bethmann has mentioned Mr. Scheidemann’s

speech. I have not the text here; but the gist of it undoubtedly was that,

in our own sight and in the sight of all the world, the unrestricted U-boat war

was brought about by the Entente’s reply of the 10th of January and was

morally justified thereby. There was always the remote possibility that

this circumstance might even, perhaps, not be wholly without effect upon

the American attitude towards the U-boat war.

Those were the conditions,
*
gentlemen, under which I had to ask myself

wdiether, by persisting in resigning, I should take a hand in discrediting the

U-boat war—a U-boat war which was resolved upon, even before the matter

had been talked over with our allies, even before our allies had been won
over to the move, and even before the U-boat war had begun—whether I

could answer to myself, in the sight of our own people, of our allies, and of

our enemies, for discrediting this U-boat war by an overt act which, after

all, would have been absolutely useless. I would have looked upon myself

as a criminal if I had done so. By such a course of action, I should have

taken onto my own shoulders the same unbearable weight of blame which

I leave to be borne, free from any feeling of envy, to those men who, in July,

1917, here in this hall, stabbed the U-boat war in the back. (Great excite-

ment; commotion on the part of members of the committee.) We were at

war; we were fighting for our lives. Was I to set the example of that lack

of discipline which finally became our ruin?

Delegate Dr. Sixzheiaier : I must request you to take back that remark.

The Chairman : I must refuse to accept this statement, your Excellency,

to the effect that, here in this hall, opposition was made to the U-boat war
which calls for such characterization as your Excellency has given it.
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Witness Dr. TIelfferich: I must yield to this objection, but I naturally

can not change my conviction in the matter. The resolution stood, and as

matters were, could not be overturned. I myself, great as was the estimate

which I, too, then put upon the danger of the war with the United States

which we could scarcely hope to avoid— I myself could discern no possibility

whereby the U-boat war might be avoided, in view of the failure of the

efforts in behalf of peace and in view of the statements made by our military

leaders concerning the military situation. In view of the fact that the

Entente had declared not only to us, but even to President Wilson, that

they stood firm in their desire to destroy us—in view of the fact that, as the

result of all former experience, we could no longer calculate upon any

pressure being brought to bear by Wilson upon the Entente, we were left

with nothing but the choice of a cringing submission or of a final effort, and

in this connection, ladies and gentlemen, I agreed with Frederick William III

who, in the call issued to his people on the 17th of March, 1813, said:

There is no other way out except an honorable peace or a glorious

defeat. And you will be able to face even this with quiet minds, for

the Prussian and the German can not live dishonored.

That was the estimate which I put upon the German people in 1917,

and that is how I estimate them in spite of everything which has happened—

*

that is how I feel toward the German people even today.

I should like to inject a remark at this point. I am by no manner of

means desirous of claiming, either here or before any other tribunal, that

I did not take part in the decision with regard to the U-boat war on the 9th

of January, nor shall I claim in my behalf that I opposed the decision of

the 9th of January by the telegram which has been referred to. I took part

in the decision which was reached on the 12th of January. In so doing, I

assumed the moral responsibility of one who was responsible for this de-

cision. In the following weeks and months, I took part in helping to sustain

that decision before the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Bundesrat, the

main committee of the Reichstag, and before the public. In so doing, I

assumed my part of the political responsibility. I recognize this respon-

sibility as my own, and I stand for it. I want to make that plain here.

If anything happened after the 12th of January to strengthen me in the

attitude that I took with regard to the U-boat war, it was the further

reports which came to us from the United States and, above all, the message

to the Senate of the 22d. Above all was it this message to the Senate which

strengthened me in my conviction, which was bound to strengthen me in

the conviction that we could not depend upon President Wilson for help

in the matter of obtaining a peace which would be acceptable to us; yes,

it actually brought me to the conviction which later became so terribly

justified—later, when, in October, 1918, the matter of the peace was laid

in the hands of President Wilson—that this peace in Wilson’s hands must
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result in ruin, so far as we were concerned. I was, therefore, personally

skeptical with regard to the renewed offer of President Wilson, transmitted

in the dispatch sent by Count Bernstorff on the 28th of January, and all

the more so because it seemed absolutely probable to me that President

Wilson and the American Government were at that time already informed

with regard to our resolve to launch the U-boat war on the 1st of February.

Read, if you please, Mr. Gerard’s book. In this book, it is stated expressly

that, after the much-spoken-of banquet of the 6th of January, Gerard

received definite news that the determination to launch the U-boat war had

been made and that he had transmitted this news to the United States.

This opens perspectives and possibilities of which there was no conception

here up to that time, possibilities that this proposal which was made on the

28th of January, 1917, was not made in good faith, the possibility that a

trap was being built for us here—possibilities which certainly must not be

entirely ignored by this committee. It is certainly true that I did not

oppose the attempts to grasp this last straw. I can only state that I have

rarely seen Mr. v. Bethmann in such a state of contained excitement as

he was on the evening of the 28th of January, when this bare prospect of

making peace after all was presented. And it is easy to see how this

came about. He who, first of all, carried the responsibility of what was

now happening was bound, if he was really striving so honestly for peace

in spite of all the opposing elements which, when all is said and done, were

bound to close in upon him—he could do nothing else except again put the

matter to the proof, again give the opportunity for a last test, again open

one last door, in order to see whether or not, in spite of all contrary impres-

sions, the possibility of bringing peace out of war existed even then.

That is the way the telegram which was sent off on the 29th was to be

explained; that telegram led to no results. We were told here day before

yesterday, when the hearing set in, that the then Imperial Chancelor, Mr.

v. Bethmann-Hollweg, really should have proceeded and really should have

acted. We heard Professor Bonn’s question to Count Bernstorff as to

whether or not, if Mr. v. Bethmann had only varied his telegrams by a

shade or two, Mr. Wilson might not have answered otherwise.

Ladies and gentlemen, it is very hard to try to dissect the brain of this

very complicated President Wilson.

What did our answer say?

First, it contained our peace conditions; our peace conditions which are

recognized by everyone to have been very moderate, to have been absolutely

nothing in comparison with the Entente proposal, in the formulation of

which, moreover, we took no advantage, as we were told to do by Mr.
Lansing, of the advice that: “ Perhaps the Entente is bluffing; do you
people set a good pace yourselves!”

I received the impression that this counsel was considered quite clever
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by one or more gentlemen even on this side. But just imagine what would

have occurred if we had said in this situation: “We want to annex Belgium

and the north of France.” Then we would have played England’s game

and, perhaps, President Wilson’s game. We did not do that; we did not

raise our terms. I will not say that we spoke the last word, but it was a

word which could have been made the subject of discussion. The proposal

of the Entente simply could not be debated.

Further, in our answer we stated that we were ready to stop the U-boat

war as soon as there was a certainty that success would attend Mr. Wilson’s

new endeavor to bring about peace. That was about the substance of our

telegram of January 29, 1917.

But, says Professor Bonn, if we had said: “At the moment it is impos-

sible for us to recall the U-boats, and it may consequently happen that

some American ships will be sunk; so do not be angry with us, we will

recall the U-boats as soon as we can, and then please be so good as to make
peace”; in which case Wilson, as Professor Bonn thinks and Count Bern-

storff asserts, would have continued with his peace mediation. It is obvious

that Professor Bonn assumes that it would have happened so, and obvious

that Count Bernstorff assumes that it would have happened so. Now,
let me ask you a question upon the point. If President Wilson had really

intended to bring about peace, could he not have replied, in answer to this

suggestion of ours, “ I understand that you can not recall all the U-boats at

once, and that in the immediate future there may be still more sinkings by
U-boats, and I will not hold this against you for that reason; but at least

state definitely that you will stop the U-boat war right now and not only

when you are assured of the result, but when I promise you at this moment
that I will exert the necessary pressure upon the other side to bring about

an acceptable peace.” That would have constituted no great step, and I

believe that everyone who knew of the telegram as it came to be made
known to President Wilson by Colonel House, who really at bottom earnestly

desired peace, might well have taken this little additional step.

But what did President Wilson do?

This is a question which we must ask Count v. Bernstorff. He gave no

answer whatsoever, he simply broke oft all relations, and, during all the

subsequent period of time in which the world discussed our presumably

exorbitant war aims, President Wilson kept so absolutely to himself the

conditions which were submitted to him by us and which were so moderate,

that no human being and no soul ever knew anything about it. We re-

mained known as the “prolongers of the war”; we remained known as

the “world-conquerors.”

I should like now to state expressly that the telegram of Count Bern-

storff which arrived on the 27th of January, as well as our answer, was
communicated in full to the members of the main committee of the Reichstag
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in the secret session of the 31st of January. And I should further desire to

assert that the great majority declared themselves in full agreement with

the way that the matter had been handled by the political branch, with

this limitation, that the spokesmen of most of the parties expressed the

wish that the Imperial Chancelor, should we actually come to the point of

peace negotiations on the basis of our telegram, as everyone hoped that we
would, should not necessarily adhere absolutely to the modest conditions

which had been outlined by Count v. Bernstorff. I assert this as a fact,

for, in my opinion, this is a matter of fundamental importance in connection

with the handling of this entire matter by this committee.

But, ladies and gentlemen, I can not let this fact pass over without an

observation addressed to Minister of State Dr. David, who undoubtedly is

present. Minister of State Dr. David, according to the Vorwarts which

is probably reporting the facts correctly in this case, stated at a meeting of

the Social Democrats that, according to the latest proofs—and he refers to

this investigating committee—the German people were misled in the U-boat

question and in connection with the negotiations with Wilson
;
and he added

that “while, so far as Wilson was concerned, we were making a barefaced

attempt to deceive him, the difficulties of the U-boat war were being con-

cealed from the German people.” I believe that the statements which have

been given here up to the present time afford absolutely no ground for Dr.

David's statement. The statement that the Reichstag was misled with

regard to the U-boat war and with regard to the negotiations with Wilson,

probably needs no further comment, in view of the statements recently

made here by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg and which have been reiterated

by me. Could the Reichstag have been more clearly informed about the

American danger than they were informed by me at the time preceding that

when the Reichstag itself handed over the responsibility of the decision?

And now the barefaced deceiving of Wilson out of the mouth of a German
minister ! I have stated these matters here very carefully, certainly leaving

no ground untouched. Where can you find that there occurred on our

part even an approach, even the faintest attempt, even the faintest sem-

blance, to perpetrate a deceit? Let Minister of State Dr. David examine

the testimony of American Minister Gerard. Mr. Gerard writes in his book,

with which Dr. David is undoubtedly acquainted, in the act of describing

the chief of the then political department which is supposed to have made
the barefaced attempt to deceive, the following:

It would have been easier for Germany to make peace with von
Bethmann-Hollweg at the helm. The whole world knows him and
honours him for his honesty.

Thus the American Ambassador! and thus a German Minister of State!

(Commotion and shouts from the audience.)
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The Chairman: I shall ask you to refrain from harsh forms oi criticism, of

the kind to which you have just given utterance.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Mr. Chairman, I have uttered no injurious

words. I have compared the remarks made by Minister of State Dr. David

with the statements made by Ambassador Gerard and have stated: Thus

speaks an American Ambassador, and thus a German Minister of State.

I believe that this is material to the question. (Repeated calls from the

audience.)

The Chairman: I beg that I be not interrupted. That this is justifiable,

as a matter of fact, I in no way deny. Consequently, I have also held that

it was appropriate that, where one of the authorities of the former govern-

ment was accused of having been detected in a barefaced attempt to deceive,

issue be taken therewith. But, your Excellency, it is the tone which makes

the music, and it was for this reason that I made the remark that harsh

forms of criticism should be avoided in the statements which are made here

for the purpose of materially refuting the public charge against the old

government.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: (On a point of order of business): I should not like

to have the impression go abroad that the committee entertains the view

that the remarks made by Secretary of State Dr. Helfferich in the course

of his polemic have anything whatsoever to do with the purpose of the

proceedings. Dr. Helfferich’s task is to give us information concerning

Wilson’s peace move and the attempts to bring about peace in the second

half of the year 1916, and concerning the possibilities of peace which may
have offered themselves as the result of these events. Any statement

which Dr. David is supposed to have made some few days ago has absolutely

nothing to do with the question, nor have the other tirades which Dr.

Helfferich engaged in concerning events of a period much later than 1916

anything whatsoever in common with the thing to be proved.

Since the Chairman has at once interfered, and has stated in so many
words that Dr. Helfferich’s polemic attempts have a certain connection

with the thing to be proved, I consider it to be my bounden duty to con-

tradict the correctness of this view in express terms.

The Chairman: In opposition to the view just expressed by Dr. Cohn, I

maintain my opinion in all respects.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency just read a statement taken

from Gerard’s book in a very pointed way. Now I should like to ask you
to read Gerard’s remarks made by him in connection with the dinner, and

in which he states that, on this date and shortly beforehand, the definite

assurance was given him that the unrestricted U-boat would, under no

circumstances, be launched. I ask you to be good enough to read this

statement, too. It is possible that Dr. David’s remark is based on this

premise.
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Witness Dr. Helfferich: I have not the book before me, nor have I

this remark so absolutely literally in mind as all that. That Mr. Gerard

asserts that at that time quieting assurances were given him is probably

true. But I have reason to doubt whether such assurances were given to

him. Moreover, the only thing that interests me is that Mr. Gerard, in

terms, and, in fact, in the very words which I used, recognizes the uprightness

of the then chief of the political department.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: I had requested your Excellency to be good

enough, since in the course of your tirade against a remark that was made
outside, you were relying upon passages read out of a book, that you would

read further passages too. I note that that has not been done.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I note that I can not read whole volumes to

the committee. (Merriment.)

Delegate Dr. Cohn: There is no need here for complete citations from

Gerard’s book. I should only like to request Dr. Helfferich, in connection

with this very Gerard dinner, to tell us here what his own participation was,

so far as the events of this dinner are concerned, and to tell us about the

peace talk which he addressed to Mr. Gerard at that time. It is quite

possible that Mr. Gerard intentionally limited his encomiums concerning

uprightness to the Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg.

The Chairman: Is your Excellency in a position to meet the desire

expressed by the remarks of Dr. Cohn? Or would you prefer to come
back to this point only after your own statement has been made, and con-

sequently, postpone an explanation on matters which have just come up,

to that time?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I should prefer, first of all, to continue with

my statement, and to limit the individual points which may arise here to

the so-called cross-examination which is to follow.

The Chairman : Then I shall ask you to proceed at once.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Ladies and gentlemen, before I proceed I

must at least say this much: If I took up the remark made by Minister of

State Dr. David, there was a very vital reason for me to do so in the capacity

of a witness who has been asked to testify here; for, if a gentleman who, in

his capacity as Minister of State, takes part in the sessions of this com-

mittee, and is entitled to enter into the discussion of matters here, takes

occasion to speak in public concerning matters which still remain points

regarding which I have yet to testify, and characterizes these matters as

“established facts,” referring beyond any question of doubt to this inves-

tigating committee at the same time, this, to me, constitutes a premature

meddling in the matter which I can not allow to pass without protest. It

was for this reason that I mentioned this incident in the course of my re-

marks. I may now venture, perhaps, to continue with the discussion of

the matter before us.
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Minister of State Dr. David: May I say a word in reply?

The Chairman: Minister Dr. David, I shall have to ask you to allow

the witness, for the present, to terminate his remarks in connected form,

and reserve all comments which have to do therewith, until a later phase

of the hearing.

Minister of State Dr. David: That was my purpose too. For this reason,

I shall not at present go into the matter of remarks made by the witness.

But since the witness has stated here again and again that I made improper

remarks on Sunday, I shall simply state briefly, and for the moment, that

I shall not fail to answer him in kind. (Laughter from the audience.)

The Chairman: I ask that all expressions of approval or disapproval be

refrained from. I have already had repeated occasions to express this

urgent request. I now ask that this urgent request be literally complied

with. I shall otherwise find myself under the obligation of clearing as

much of the hall as is set apart for the audience.

I now ask your Excellency to continue.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Reverting now to the issue before us, I should

like to express my view that, even without the launching of the unrestricted

U-boat war, Wilson’s new peace move would not only have failed to lead

to a peace which would have been acceptable to us, but would, in all proba-

bility, have terminated in bringing our relations with the United States to

a crisis. It was only if President Wilson had been prepared to exert the

entire weight of the power of the United States by way of pressure upon

the Entente, in order to force it to a complete reconsideration of its attitude,

and only if, in so doing, he had been able to meet with the support of the

American people and of its representatives, that any prospect of bringing

about peace could have come into being. Is there today anyone who still

believes that President Wilson would have been ready to exert such pressure

upon the Entente? Is there anyone who still believes this today, in view

of the fact that he treated our peace proposal with unfavorable criticism

in his message to the Senate, and considered that the end and aim of the

Entente, the purpose of which was destruction and disintegration, was

entitled to discussion; in spite of his statement to the effect that the restor-

ation of Poland was a matter which could be taken for granted; in spite of

the fact that, as early as the spring of 1916, he had felt himself too weak to

bring England back to the limits of international law in her mode of conduct-

ing ocean warfare because of the fact that the business interests of the

United States were so interwoven with those of the Entente; and in spite of

the testimony given us by his Secretary of State Lansing with regard to the

fourteen points which, in October, 1918, he guaranteed us as a basis for peace,

and which, later, on the occasion of his conferences with the Entente in Paris,

hardly came to be mentioned at all? It is very certain that Wilson would,

perhaps, have exerted pressure for the purpose of bringing about peace, but
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the pressure would not have been exerted upon the Entente, but upon us.

Already, in October, 1916, he had indicated in a speech that the condition

of remaining neutral would soon come to an end and that the war had

assumed such proportions as, sooner or later, to make a maintenance of the

neutral attitude by the neutral Powers impossible. Even in his note of the

2 1st of December, 1916, there was to be found a passage which stated that

the interests of the United States had been deeply affected by the war, and

that the United States was frankly bound to take counsel as to the methods

best adapted to the safeguarding of its interests in case the war should con-

tinue. On the day that this note of the 21st of September, 1916, was

delivered, and even before the question of the unrestricted U-boat war had

been reconsidered by us, Secretary of State Lansing stated to the representa-

tives of the American press, in the course of an interview with them, that

America was on the verge of war. Everyone understood what this meant;

it meant on the verge of war with Germany. And on the very same day,

on which quite a good deal of excitement existed as the result of this an-

nouncement, he sought to weaken its effect, to tone it down; but the an-

nouncement could not be lived down.

As a result of all this, we see how great the danger was at that time, even

without the U-boat war, that President Wilson, in carrying out the part of

peace mediator to which he laid claim, would, in the end, have brought us a

mediation with the butt of his rifle, and that it is quite possible that, in the

further course of his mediation—personally, I might go as far as to say that

it is quite probable—he might have confronted us with the alternative of

submitting to those conditions which suited him or seeing the United States

go over to the camp of our enemies. That is the logical inference which I

have ventured to draw from the announcements of Wilson and Lansing,

and which I have ventured to bring to your attention, provided that you
have not been aware of it up to this time. This conclusion, moreover, is

confirmed by the well-known dialogue between Wilson and McCumber
before the American Senate Committee of Foreign Affairs. The significance

of the colloquy has been made the subject of much comment of late. I

believe that, in view of what I have just stated, this significance stands out

still more clearly. In this colloquy President Wilson, after considerable

parrying and counter-parrying, finally admitted that he believed that the

war with Germany would have come about in any event and irrespective

of the U-boat war.

It certainly seems as if, in spite of all this, and in spite of our experiences

at Versailles, there will always be people in Germany who will sing the

praises of Wilson as an upright man and as a man who favored peace, and
who will place the blame for the prolongation of the war upon their own
country. This policy of self-flagellation, of self-abasement, has actually

come to be a German disease.

46
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The Chairman: I would ask you to confine yourself to facts, as much as

possible, which have an actual connection with Wilson’s peace mediation

move.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I will venture to express the hope that the

testimony given before this committee, and the facts thereby established,

may, to a certain extent, counteract this injurious disease.

And now I have to answer the question of the Chairman concerning the

actual results of the U-boat war.

The answer is not easy. We all know how matters turned out; yet that

is not the point which interests us, but to know how it happened that things

terminated as they did. In this connection, we must examine the technical,

economic, military, and political effects, and the technical, economic, mili-

tary, and political counter-effects which manifested themselves on our side as

well as on the side of our enemies. The ultimate result which we have all

experienced is but the sum of these complicated forces.

Another point of difficulty is that even today we have not a clear con-

ception of many elements of the situation in which our enemies found

themselves. The British statistics, and the announcements made by the

British concerning all matters of an economic nature, were excellent and

without a flaw up to the time that the U-boat war began. Then, with

regard to all interesting points, they stopped short; and, up to the present

time, I have been unable subsequently to obtain absolute clarification

concerning these matters.

Even with regard to the sinkings, that is, with regard to the purely

technical results, doubts have been raised as to the correctness of the figures

which have been published by our Admiralty. Recently, Delegate Gothein

made a comparison of the figures of the Admiralty Staff with the figures

published by the British Admiralty. I have before me an excerpt from the

published statement of the British Admiralty, and I can establish the

following with the aid of this excerpt—we are speaking now only of British

ships, and not of neutral ships.

The number of British merchant ships lost during the war—including
fishing craft, which, however, did not figure to an important extent—

•

was 7,831,000 tons, and 8,008,000 tons of merchant shipping were
damaged, making a total of 15,839,000 tons.

So that this makes 15,838,000 tons of lost and damaged ships, of a total

English tonnage of about 20,000,000 tons at the beginning of the war.

Recently, Delegate Gothein, if I understood him correctly, made the

statement that a disproportionate amount of tonnage had been lost by
running upon mines. If I understood him correctly, he assumed that the

greater part had been destroyed by mines—

•

(Delegate Gothein: That was a mistake!)

—It was, as a matter of fact, a mistake. 673,000 tons were destroyed by
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mines, and 6,635,000 tons by U-boats; in other words, ten times as many;

432,000 tons were damaged by mines, and 7,335.000 tons, or twenty times

as many, by U-boats.

Now if I take up the public statements made by our Admiralty Staff, my
calculation is that, of the world tonnage, not the British tonnage, 19 million

tons, in round numbers, were sunk. I do not know whether this is correct.

I have taken pains to add together the individual figures which came to my
knowledge. Of this amount, 5 million tons were sunk during the period

preceding the 1st of February, 1917, and 14 million tons during the succeed-

ing period. Exactly what was sunk in the way of British ships has only

been published from time to time. If I take as a general criterion the

resulting proportion, according to these figures, I would reach the conclusion

that from 11 to 13 million tons of English shipping was sunk, as against

from 7 to 8 million tons of shipping sunk, and a total of 15.8 million tons

both sunk and damaged, according to the British figures. So you see that

the figures of our Admiralty Staff lie midway between the British figures for

vessels that have been sunk and those vessels which have been sunk and

damaged. The explanation which was given here a short time ago, that a

number of the ships which were announced as injured by the British and

were assumed to have been sunk by us, would, according to this, appear to

be correct. But, in any event, it is certain that the total shipping which was

sunk according to our statistics (19 million tons), that formed a part of

the total world’s tonnage of between 45 and 50 million, and the approximate

16 million tons of shipping which were sunk and injured according to English

statistics, that formed part of the tonnage of England, which at the com-

mencement of the war was about 20 million, show that the technical

results reached were quite enormous. The technical results reached their

climax in the months of April and July, 1917, according to both German and

British computations. During both these months they had amounted to

more than a million tons, according to our reports. Ever since the autumn
of 1917, a very noticeable decrease in results became apparent, and a still

more definite decrease from May, 1918, on. I believe that we can say that

the decrease which commenced in the autumn of 1917 is very definitely

attributable to the increase in efficiency of counter-measures. So that, at

this point, the technical and military counter-measures of our enemies made
themselves constantly more apparent from this time on.

Now as to the economic results. There was greater difficulty in ascertain-

ing what these results were than was the case in ascertaining the technical

results, and this was due to the fact that in February, 1915, the British

Government either limited or completely stopped the publication of the

most important statistical items, whether relating to statistics covering

shipping traffic, to statistics covering imports of the most indispensable

articles, particularly foodstuffs, or to announcements by the British trade
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journals of the grain supply or the increase or decrease of the same. All

of this material became no longer available as early as the month of February

or shortly thereafter. The figures covering a number of well-known objects

of importation which have been published for March, serve as a basis for

calculation. In this connection, we may note the following decreases in

comparison with March, 1916, the corresponding month of the preceding

year: wool, 33 per cent; cotton, 53 per cent; iron and steel, 63 per cent,

and wood, 64 per cent. Unfortunately, amounts in gross covering food-

stuffs were no longer available for February, and for March they were not

procurable at all.

However, we are afforded certain bases of calculation by the figures

covering the grain shipments from the Atlantic ports of the United States,

so far as the grain supply of England and of its associated Powers during

the critical period is concerned. As late as August, 1916, the wheat ship-

ments from these ports had amounted to 25 million bushels, as against

14 million for the preceding year; in other words, nearly twice as much.

That was still the situation in August, 1916. The reversal came in Sep-

tember, when the new crops were gathered. As early as September, 1916,

American shipments amounted to 14.5 million, as against 16.5 million in

the preceding year, and in December, 12.3 million, as against 23.8 million

in the preceding year; in the five months of January to May, 1917, the

shipments stood at 17 million bushels, in round numbers, as against 120

million the year before. In the month of May itself, we find 1 1 million, as

against 22 million in the preceding year. That is the impression which we
receive from the American statistics covering grain shipments which were

not only going to England but to other countries outside of Germany, con-

cerning the cutting down in the matter of grain supplies for the Entente at

that critical period. You will admit that this falling off, as represented by
the above, is extremely marked. June brought an increase in figures; but,

unfortunately, my reports terminate with the month of June. I have

heard from other sources that in June or July the imports were supposed to

have been better than in nearly the whole of the preceding five months

together. America made the greatest efforts, by cutting down her own
needs, to supply England at this quite critical moment and to pull her out of

the hole she was in.

England was doing all that she possibly could to escape from our clutch.

Hand in hand with technical counter-measures, which I am not called upon

to mention and concerning which I am, moreover, not competent to speak,

strong economic counter-measures made themselves felt. England forbade

the importation of all products which were in any way unnecessary, and

concentrated upon importation of products which were absolutely and capi-

tally essential to the country and to its conduct of the war. For instance,

at that critical time, those ships which were fitted out with refrigerating
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plants for transporting meats were, without more ado, taken over for pur-

poses of grain transportation in order to be able to bring in the grain, of

which at that time there was an extreme shortage in England. Further,

England increased the uses to which its shipping space could be put, to the

fullest possible extent, partly by unifying the control, and partly by heavier

loadings. She withdrew her ships from all those lines which were not

serving directly for the supplying of England with foodstuffs, to such an

extent that, according to the statement made by the British Minister of

Commerce, nothing but the skeleton of Great Britain’s oceanic traffic was

left. The neutral Powers were forced under the strongest kind of pressure

to take up ocean traffic with England. The whip of hunger was not only

brandished over our backs, but over those of the neutral Powers as well.

The taking over of German tonnage all over the world, to the extent that

countries with which we had not the remotest connections, such as Siam

and other States, were forced to take part in the war against us—this taking

over of German tonnage which was stolen from us over there, is well known.

And in addition to this came the taking over of neutral tonnage. I recall

the tremendous pressure which England brought to bear upon Holland in

March, 1918, by means of the steely grip of hunger, at a time when the

situation was openly critical, and where England not only put into effect

the law of angary, of which Professor Schiicking spoke a little while ago,

but actually forced Holland to give up ships adapted to ocean commerce,

and even ships from out of Dutch ports— I believe there were 300,000 tons

of such shipping—and to put it at the disposal of the Entente. The Dutch

made the best defense they could
;
they turned to us for help. If at that time

we had been able to help them out with grainstuffs, we would have made it

possible for them to oppose these measures. We could not do this, however,

to the extent that Holland demanded, and so Holland was forced to bow to

the yoke of hunger and to involve herself in an unneutral policy by delivering

to England ships from her own ports.

And finally came those efforts on a great scale, which I recognize—which

I am free to acknowledge to be characteristic of a firm resolution, of the

tight organization, of the determination, and of the resolute will on the part

of the English to hold out—those measures looking toward increased pro-

duction in their own country, carried out on a grand scale, the results of

which could not, of course, blossom into full bloom in a few months time,

but only at the close of the next year or the year after that; the great agri-

cultural program, increase in the felling of trees, increased iron-ore pro-

duction, and more along the same line.

Put briefly, those were the economic counter-measures which England

adopted. Of course, during the first half of the year 1917, all these matters

were made subjects of repeated reference in this hall—subjects of reference

on my part, too, which were by no means painted in golden colors, as I have
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often since that time been charged with having done, but—and I believe I

am justified in so stating—they were stated cold-bloodedly and in a very

matter-of-fact manner, as it is proper to do amongst serious men.

I not only did not spread abroad the thought that the unrestricted U-boat

war would bring about results in a few months, but I actually opposed the

idea in so many words. It is true that I expressed the hope that we would

succeed in making England ready for peace before it became possible for

the United States to take an effective hand in the war; but in conscious

opposition to the positive assertion, or to holding out the prospect of any

definite time wherein this should be done, on the 31st of January, 1917,

after expressing this hope, I added this qualification in so many words:

“Naturally, nobody can undertake to guarantee that this will happen.”

The Chairman: Those counter-measures which would be undertaken on

a great scale precisely in the economic field were foreseen, were they not?

Or were they not taken into the reckoning when the unrestricted U-boat

war was proclaimed?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: You can not foresee everything that is going

to happen in the world.

The Chairman: Naturally, not in detail, but only in the main.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: But I always did expect, in the main, that the

British, with that stubbornness which is peculiar to them, would defend

themselves to the very last, and in the earlier sessions of the Reichstag I

explained—I called attention in so many words, as well as in the telegram

which was read aloud, to the fact that, so far as America was concerned, if

the United States came into the war, it might be possible that America

would impose restrictions on her own needs in order to support the British;

and this is what occurred, too.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, in the memorial of the 22d

of December, the sum total of all these counter-measures, technical, eco-

nomic and military—which is really quite obvious—was not taken into

consideration, and for that reason I should like to ask your opinion con-

cerning the bases of that memorial of the 22d of December and its scientific

importance—that memorial concerning which, it is true, you have expressed

yourself in the records to a certain extent—I should like to have you tell

us about these matters in this connection.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I believe, Dr. Sinzheimer, that if, as a matter

of fact, I am to be called upon to criticize the memorial of another depart-

ment, that it would be better to put this off until we reach those dialogues

which are to follow.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: \Yu have already gone to such an extent in

your criticisms, your Excellency, that it may well be that the present is a

good time for expressing yourself on the point.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I can only state that it was not in the silence
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of my chamber, but here in the Reichstag, that I repeatedly commented
upon the fact that, in England, we had to do with a stubborn opponent who
knew how to organize, and that England would do all possible to escape

from our clutch. And I may venture to call to your attention that I re-

ferred to and made the subject of particular comment before the main

committee all those measures to which I have alluded here.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I would, however, request you to make us at

this time a statement concerning the authority of the memorial. For we
have decided that this ought to be done.

The Chairman: If I have understood you correctly, your Excellency, you

intend to do this in the course of later remarks. But for the present you

would like to terminate your statement, would you not?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I would suggest that, if the Chairman will

permit it, I finish now with my remarks.

The Chairman: I shall then ask you to continue with your remarks at

the present time.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Let me repeat, then, that I opposed the

thought that time limits could be set and that guarantees could be made,

and that I not only did not do this casually, but did so with a clear and

recognizable purpose, and by expressing myself in the terms which I have

just read. I considered that it was my duty to point out how difficult the

conflict would be, and I called attention again and again to those spiritual

and moral forces of which we stood in need in the process of allowing our

material successes to come to maturity, in order to bring about the aim

which was essential for us to reach in this war, to wit, to be able to assert

ourselves.

Dr. Sinzheimer, apparently for the purpose of involving me in a contra-

diction, read certain excerpts taken from a speech which I made on February

1, 1917. Let me, too, read a passage from this speech, which will show you

in what sense I addressed myself to the main committee at that time. At
that time, I said in that speech:

The resolution was made because we are convinced that the unre-
stricted U-boat war is the means which, as things lie today, alone is

qualified to bring our opponents to reason and to shorten the period
of the war. I believe that it is our duty to announce this conviction
broadcast to our people. I repeat it: The die is cast. And now our
motto should be, to set our teeth, to concentrate all our efforts; now
our motto should be: "All together and ‘go through.’”

I believe that these words too were sufficiently plain and clear. They
were enough to show that I could not expect that the final result would be

reached by means of the actual material effects of the E^-boat war, but that

those forces to which I appealed at the session of February 1, in this hall,

were essential for this purpose.
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Let me go forward another few months. Let me read you a passage from

a speech delivered on April 30, 1917, likewise in this hall. At that time,

I stated:

If I draw the conclusion, as the result of all those things which I

have told you, that we shall finish with England (that was my impres-

sion at that time: that we would bring it about), then we must prepare

our inmost souls to meet the fact that it is possible that everything may
not move as quickly as we could wish it. But that goes without
saying!

But these are matters which we are handling ourselves; we do not

need to make them known to everybody. ... I refuse to be a

party to any spirit of depression! We can have no use for that!

That was the situation in the face of which the material effects of the

U-boat war reached their highest point, but in which even then those

secret counter-effects came into being—those effects concerning which very

much more remains to be said. Not today. I know that the committee

does not want that to happen, so I will, for today, pass the matter over.

But later.

At that time, I voiced the most earnest warnings against these counter-

measures. I stated, in direct connection with these remarks which I

have just read, addressing myself particularly to the Social Democrats, who
were crying for peace:

I should like to see the peace which you would be able to get for us

today. We are bound to see that the French are announcing today
that if they take Alsace-Lorraine and possibly the left bank of the
Rhine away from us, that that is no annexation, for that belongs to

them as a matter of right; that they will have to be compensated for

all the losses which they have sustained during the war, for that is not
a question of a war indemnity, but an “indemnity according to civil

law.” The Saar mining district will suit them to a “T” for just an
“indemnity under civil law.” And the people who are putting for-

ward such views are French Socialists. (That is what I announced to

our Socialists in those days.)

Why, you might even be able to get this kind of peace, without
annexation and without indemnity, today. But I will not join you in

the making of such a peace; in such case, I would rather go back to

my home and mourn in sackcloth and ashes.

And in connection therewith, I quoted an article by Senator Humbert,

which at that time seemed to me to give the correct view of the situation,

and which today you will certainly not be able to hear without emotion.

Senator Humbert wrote at that time as follows:

To such methods of waging war as the German methods, we must
oppose conditions of peace which will emanate from the same spirit and
be utterly without compassion. So that Germany must give back
again what she has stolen; she must restore not only the value in
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money of what she has destroyed, but she must restore it in kind.

Germany must make reparations. Its mines, its factories, its ship-

yards, will deliver us coal, steel, rails, locomotives, cars, and machinery,
gratis. She will have to work in order to restore to us that foundation
of our well-being which she attempted to destroy. Thither, where
Germany’s armies of plunderers committed their acts of devastation,

will she have to send her contingents of laborers, year by year, who
will have to furnish by way of performance results proportionate to

the numbers used hitherto in the now to be abolished military service.

We shall handle as slaves that race of slaves who dreamed to become
the ruling tyrants of the whole world.

That is the peace, I added, which you (the Social Democrats) could have

today, and that is the peace which we will not have.

That occurred on April 30, 1917. Could I speak more earnestly? Could

I speak more insistently? Did I not foretell our fate to you at that time

here before the committee—that fate which was inevitable if we began to

back and fill?

But, ladies and gentlemen, my words all went to the wind because people

wTho in these days tell us to keep still and hush things up, did not want to

listen in those days. Just at that time— I speak of April 30, the fruits of

peace began to ripen. The U-boat war was making itself felt in England.

I have proved it to you by those figures, proved how the effect was increasing.

The war was relieving our army. The military leaders will confirm the

fact that they were sending us reports to the effect that they were able to

see the results of the U-boat war and to feel the relief that it gave them.

Minister of War Stein confirmed that fact in so many words here before the

main committee. The U-boat war played its part in making it possible

for us to defend ourselves against the gigantic enemy offensives, and, above

all, against the Champagne offensive of General Nivelle, which was smoth-

ered in blood and gave rise to serious mutinies in the French army. We
could see in their beginnings the political effects of the tremendous pressure

exerted by our U-boats. But I am not to speak about these things today,

familiar parts of the picture as they are. The picture is incomplete; it is,

as a matter of fact, no picture at all, as long as we do not go very closely

into detail with regard to these matters.

The Chairman : That was undoubtedly true, your Excellency. The
matters belong together. But, in spite of this, the question of the political

situation in the summer of 1917 is to be completely avoided at this time.

As a matter of fact, it would be perfectly correct to restrict ourselves, in

remaining within the limits of our theme, to the discussion of whether or

not the expectations which were aroused by the unrestricted ET-boat war

were justified. But we have determined to admit testimony concerning

the commercial and technical results of the U-boat war at this time for the

purpose of discussion and, on the other hand, to ignore, for the time being,
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the political results of the U-boat war, since they will be given detailed

consideration when the possibilities of peace in the summer of 1917 come

up for discussion. This phase of the proceedings must follow undeviatingly

the program of the possibilities of peace considered in connection with

Wilson.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Of course, I submit to this disposition of

the matter. Consequently I shall omit individual statements which, in

my opinion, I should make with regard to this point, which is not only

important, but is absolutely conclusive, and I shall content myself today

with establishing the fact that there is an omission existing here which must

be filled out later. I shall limit myself to the statement that in time of war

not only the mass of the people, not only the number of human beings, and

not only matters of technique, are the elements on which the outcome

depends, but that, in war time, spiritual and moral factors work in concert

with all these elements. I will limit myself to stating that Field Marshal

Hindenburg said exactly at that time, in the course of commenting upon

the unfortunate memorial of Count Czernin, that the outcome of the war

was now, more than ever, a matter of nerves; that there are intangible

elements in the psychology of people, which can not be weighed, but which,

when the great decisions of the world’s history are trembling in the balance,

turn the scale; that the sharpest weapon becomes dull if belief therein be

shattered in the minds of friend and foe.

And, ladies and gentlemen, if you want to know what my view is as to

why the U-boat war did not ultimately work out, as to why it did not bring

us to that goal which we sought, I will at least inform you of my opinion

to this extent, an opinion which can not be proved in detail until later:

the U-boat war was not brought to a successful issue because the U-boat

weapon was blunted by those working from within.

I have finished what I had to say.

Minister of State Dr. David: The witness has taken advantage of his

position on the witness stand to launch an attack against me on account of

the speech which I made on Sunday in the Little Theater. I must protest

at once in order that what the witness has stated here will not be published

in the press as having been allowed to pass uncontradicted. In the first

place, and as the basis of his attack against me, the witness relies upon a

report in the Vorwarts
,
which states in the form of a brief summary what I

said there as proof of the fact that the misfortune of the German people

was not brought about by the revolution, but by our defeat, and that this

defeat was due to military reasons and had come about before the revolution

was in any way in sight. That was, in the main, the train of thought

expressed from which the witness has selected the sentences which he has

made the object of his attack. The speech which I made was taken by a

stenographer of the Reichstag. The stenographer’s report is before me.
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I will admit, at the outset, that the drastic form in which this phase of my
speech was, to a certain extent, reported in the Vonvarts was not employed

by me. The pertinent part of my speech reads as follows:

The representatives of the old government accuse us of being to

blame for this terrible disaster, of being to blame for the terrible want
and the misery’ which was the result of this disaster. We protest

against this charge, and we take our stand before the people with a

clear conscience. They who are to blame for this defeat are those who
led the people on into this war; those who spoke for the people and did

not give the nation itself the right of deciding for itself questions of

its own destiny. The tragic day of this war, the catastrophe of this

war drama, was the 8th of January’, 1917. Without the German
people having any conception of what was going on, it was then resolved

at the General Headquarters to launch the U-boat war. The people
were told :

“ By this means, within six months, we shall force the enemy
to his knees; by this means we shall bring it about that, within six

months, the enemy shall be forced to accept the German peace of the
sword, to be dictated to them by us.” Today we know, today the

world knows, what the game was at this time. At that time, the
people knew nothing about it.

In the late summer of 1916, the German Government had requested
the President of the American Republic, Wilson, to undertake a peace
move. At first Wilson had refused the request on account of the
American elections, but declared that he would grant it after the
elections, which took place in November. And after the elections,

at the end of November, our Ambassador sent word from the United
States that the President was determined to undertake this peace move.
He said that the precise moment was not quite settled, but that he
would come out with his move before the end of the year, somewhere
around Christmas.
The German people knew nothing of this. Then, on the 12th of

December, it was surprised by the German peace proposal. Our secret

diplomacy considered it the part of wisdom, after having requested
President Wilson to make a peace move, and after he had said that he
was ready to do so, to suddenly anticipate him with a peace proposal
of its own.

In spite of all this, Wilson submitted his peace appeal to the nations.

It is true that it was at first rejected by the Entente, but Wilson did
not give up hope, and he announced this fact to our Ambassador.
The latter informed us that Wilson would continue, and that he would
make a second attempt.
But in the meantime, the Supreme High Command of the Army

resolved to launch the unrestricted U-boat war. On January’ 22,

President Wilson made his speech to the Senate, in which he stated that
he was going to continue along the path of peace. Our Ambassador
was asked to take steps at Berlin to have our peace aims disclosed and
to inform us that the President had a second peace move in mind.
That was the situation. Of this the German people knew nothing,

and before Wilson could take this second peace step the unrestricted

U-boat war was announced, although our Ambassador had informed
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us that the unrestricted U-boat war would with absolute certainty

bring America into the war against us.

And so it happened. On February I, 1917, the unrestricted U-boat
war was launched. Shortly thereafter the United States broke off diplo-

matic relations and a few days later declared war against us.

So it was that the German people, without their knowledge, were
led into a war with the United States. What was the significance of

this? It meant that the European War changed to the World War.

Those are my words. The reporter of the Vorwarts summarized them in

a very drastic way, to the following effect:

He pointed out that, according to the latest facts established, the Ger-
man people had been misled in the U-boat question and in regard to the

negotiations with Wilson.

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: Read on, it goes further than that.)

—That will come. But first, this one thing. The German people were misled,

that is, the Reichstag, which was at the head of the German people. The
Reichstag was not informed that Wilson had been requested by the German
Government to bring about a peace move. Of this the Reichstag knew
nothing. It knew nothing of the dispatches which Count Bernstorff had

sent to Berlin and which were sent in connection with the fact that the

President had announced that he was ready to consider such a peace move
at such time as would give promise of results. At the same time, at the

critical time in December, another neutral Power undertook to make a peace

move which, in the nature of a supplementary step, was of enormous im-

portance. This matter is not being treated publicly here, because it involves

a neutral Power. But the fact itself can certainly be made a matter of

public mention here, that in the second fortnight of December, peace media-

tion was suggested by a neutral Power which was of such a kind as to have

every reason to be considered of extraordinary promise and which was
bound to be judged in connection with, and as a reinforcement of Wilson’s

peace move. Of this, the Reichstag knew nothing. Had the Reichstag

known of this, then the Center party would certainly have refused, under any

and all circumstances, to permit everything to be thwarted as the result

of the unrestricted U-boat war. It was in this way that the Reichstag was
deceived.

The Chairman: Mr. Minister, I do not consider it appropriate for us to

express our judgments concerning this peace move on the part of the neutral

Power, in such clear-cut terms and with such certainty, because, unless the

public can be informed in some way as to whether or not this judgment is

founded on fact, it is possible that conceptions of a very definitely one-sided

nature may be inspired in the public mind. The purpose of these proceed-

ings, to the extent that they can be made public, is to permit the public to

form its own judgment to the very greatest possible extent. This is impossi-
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ble, in so far as matters are brought up which can and should be made only

the subject of conferences behind closed doors. For the following reason,

I do not consider it right for judgments to be announced in open session

concerning these matters which can not be publicly treated.

Minister of State Dr. David: I simply referred to this incident because it

constitutes an incident of extraordinary moment, so far as my judgment is

concerned, to wit, that the German people were then left in the dark and

led on to their ruin with a bandage about their eyes.

Then, on the 28th, Count Bernstorff's telegrams again arrived, stating

that the announcement of the unrestricted U-boat war would bring the

United States into the war. His efforts to bring about a postponement were

kept from the knowledge of the Reichstag, and the German people knew
nothing of it. Bernstorff’s conclusive telegram was the message of the 28th

of January stating that the President had again declared that he was ready

to take up the matter of peace mediation, that he would make a peace move,

and Bernstorff most insistently requests a postponement.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: This was reported.

Minister Dr. David: The German people, the Reichstag, knew nothing

of it.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In your presence, and in a secret session, this

was read to the members of the main committee. You yourself made a

speech at the time.

Minister Dr. David: At a secret session that took place after the U-boat

war had been determined upon.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Count Bernstorff's telegram of January 28th

was not sent off until after the U-boat resolution of the 9th of January.

Minister Dr. David: And afterwards, we were told in an open session that

the peace conditions on the basis of which we were ready to negotiate, had

been sent to President Wilson personally by confidential channels.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The whole telegraphic exchange was read

aloud, word for word.

Minister of State Dr. David: At this moment, without knowing of what
had gone on before, this suggestion of Count Bernstorff's, to the effect that

our peace conditions should be disclosed, looked, standing alone, as if it

were a very important matter, and we hoped that on this account we might

be able to handle matters so that the P'nited States would remain neutral.

We knew nothing about Count Bernstorff’s communications to the effect

that it was vain to expect such neutrality if the unrestricted U-boat war was
announced; and that is the conclusive point. So it was that the Reichstag

was led blindfolded to its fate. That is what I wanted to say in my speech,

and that is in accordance with the facts.

The Vorwarts then proceeded to add

:

Whereas they were engaged in a barefaced attempt to deceive Wilson.
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I did not make use of this phrase, and, moreover, it exceeds the limits

of what I did say. What that was, I have read to you. I assert that I

considered it thoroughly unwise and disloyal diplomacy, after we had invited

President Wilson to undertake a move in the interests of peace, to anticipate

him in this way and then place him in a situation which, in any case, he was

bound to look upon as difficult and embarrassing. In my speech to the main

committee on the 31st of January, 1917, which has already been referred to,

I treated the whole situation upon the supposition that it was still possible,

perhaps even then, to hold America neutral so far as we were concerned. I

did not have much hope, but I believed that there was still some. Had I

known what the history of the case was, had I known of the exchange of

telegrams between our Ambassador and the Foreign Office, I would no

longer have entertained this hope, and it is possible that, at that time, my
party would have passed more far-reaching resolutions. The conclusive

point for us was not the realization of the peace move, eagerly as we would

have welcomed that step, for we, of course, knew nothing of the origin of the

Wilson peace move, but the object which we were seeking to obtain was to

thwart the plan of the Allies to bring the United States into the war against

us. But everything that was done in Berlin, the whole U-boat war diplo-

macy, directly provoked the United States into war, and this is the grave

accusation which I make: The German people, the Reichstag, would have

opposed this if it had had any conception of what was going on. So it was

that they were deceived during those most vital hours which have ever come
to pass in the history of our people, and so it was that they were led on to

their fate with a bandage about their eyes.

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Minister of State Dr.

David is confirming, in repetition of his Sunday speech, the statement that

the German people were left in the dark and were deceived, and he has done

so in a form which involves the gravest of accusations. To this charge he

has added the further charge that I conducted a disloyal policy toward the

United States. This accusation, too, is one which can not be exceeded in

gravity and sharpness. This accusation is hurled out into the world in

open session. I shall not sit supine under the burden of this accusation. I

request that the committee will reach a conclusion as quickly as possible on

the point as to whether it agrees with the view of the Minister of State.

The Chairman: The view of the committee-

—

4 have not been able to

get the views of the committee on the matter, but I believe that I may
venture to express myself on the point; if there are other views than mine

which I shall mention here, I beg that they be announced—is to the effect

that it is not the task of the committee to form at the present stage a definite

judgment along these lines and to announce this judgment publicly. We
have to confine ourselves to getting at the bottom of the facts, as his Ex-

cellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg has repeatedly and in so many words char-
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acterized the task of the committee to be. So that we can not consider an

appeal of this kind.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : Then I request that at least it be

announced in the name of the committee that Minister of State Dr.

David is not competent to anticipate the findings of the committee by the

statements which he has made in a very pronounced way and while occupy-

ing a position of authority. I ask that this be made a matter of record, and

be most emphatically so made.

Minister of State Dr. David: In the course of my remarks, I made no

personal allusion to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

—

(Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I am the responsible party.)

—I will state at once why I have not mentioned you by name, and this was

because I am strongly convinced of the fact that the political branch was not

at that time completely in accord with itself and did not act as a unit. The
charge of disloyal policy was primarily addressed to the person then at the

head of the Foreign Office who, on the 10th or nth of December, confiden-

tially informed the press: “We will make our peace proposal in order that

we anticipate a possible peace move by Wilson.” That is such a disloyal

course

—

The Chairman: I beg you Mr. Minister of State; criticisms of this kind

can not be permitted to pass. We are not a house of parliament.

Minister of State Dr. David: That was the basis of the charge of a dis-

loyal policy which has just been criticized by Imperial Chancelor v. Beth-

mann-Hollweg. I consider that this is absolutely correct, in so far as it is

applied to this phase of the question, and that it was carried out by the then

Secretary of State Zimmermann. Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg personally had

no intention of carrying on this disloyal policy, I am convinced; but so far

as its effect on America is concerned, that is what it must be conceded to be.

As a matter of fact, that is just what it was.

Witness Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I should like to

put the question to the committee, whether the purpose of this meeting is

to have members of the government bring the severest accusations against

officials of the former government, and this before the public—

-

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: And I shall leave the hall!)

—I have been informed, up to this time, that the purpose of this committee

is to establish facts, and I have been invited to come here as a person from

whom information is to be obtained. But I am not standing here for the

purpose of having an official of the present government fling such accusations

in my face before the whole world.

The Chairman : I am thoroughly of the opinion expressed by his Ex-

cellency Bethmann, and I have just made my view known by announcing to

Mr. Minister of State David that these remarks, being of the kind that they

are and in the form in which they are clothed, are not in accord with what is
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actually the purpose of our entire proceedings here; that they should never

go so far as to take the form of such criticism, particularly criticism which

involves such sharp reproaches as these. I believe that it will be right for

the committee to take occasion to withdraw, in order that I may make an

announcement which will reflect the attitude of the committee in its entirety.

But before we do so, Minister of State David still has the floor.

Minister Dr. David: Gentlemen, I was not the one who brought up this

discussion

—

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: On Sunday.)

I did not speak here last Sunday. I did not start this discussion here before

the committee. In the course of his statements on the stand, the witness

launched an extremely sharp attack against me—an attack under conditions

where it was not pertinent, and that gave me the right and, gentlemen, it

imposed upon me the obligation, of completely refuting this charge. I was

bound to defend myself against the charge which he raised against me, and

I have said not one word which went beyond the proper limits of this

justification.

Witness Secretary of State Dr. Zimmermann: Mr. Minister of State Dr.

David has made a number of political speeches before this committee. I

should have supposed that a representative of the present government

would have held a position far removed from immediate contact with the

situation, and that he would have been thoroughly imbued with the spirit

of fairness which characterizes this investigating committee. We must

listen to what Mr. Minister David has to say, and we have not the right,

as we have in the main committee, to take the floor at once and to answer

him. This charge of disloyalty which he has made against me is an unheard-

of charge, and I repudiate it absolutely. I repudiate it all the more because

I have recently gone in detail into the stand which I took. I told the

Minister of State, and I told him, in fact, at his own suggestion, that at that

time I had invited the press to take part in a confidential conference, and

that, to be sure, I announced to the press at that time: “We desire to antici-

pate Wilson.” I explained in detail the reason why I made that announce-

ment. Gentlemen, the Foreign Office at that time was distinctly not in

favor with the public; the Foreign Office had the reputation of being lax,

and if I had said to the gentlemen: “We are doing the whole thing merely

on account of the danger of the U-boat war, or we are doing it out of con-

siderations which commend us to avoid the danger of the U-boat war,” in all

probability a number of the gentlemen would have stoned me, and the

confidence that existed between us, to a certain moderate extent, would

have been completely destroyed. Thus it was for tactical considerations

that I resorted to this ruse, and for the Minister of State to dare to accuse

me of disloyalty to Wilson because I stated something in a confidential

conference made to trustworthy gentlemen who in every respect were
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entitled to the confidence and who did not gossip about it, is without pre-

cedent. So, once more, I repudiate it absolutely.

So far as the impression upon the United States is concerned, gentlemen,

nothing was heard about this matter in the United States, thanks to the

trustworthiness of the gentlemen who were invited at that time by me to

confer. They were, I repeat it, not gossips with respect to whom every

word that was said had to be carefully weighed. And, subsequently, these

gentlemen have, in part, justified my action, to the effect that, if I made
use of these tactics at the time, they were perhaps the correct tactics to

employ in order to preserve a spirit of good feeling toward the Foreign

Office. For the rest, let me remind you of the celebrated dinner with Am-
bassador Gerard, which has been brought up to us time and again by the

Minister of State. We never said a word beforehand to Mr. Gerard to the

effect that a U-boat war would not be launched. All pure invention. Xor
did we tell Mr. Gerard beforehand what he was to say. His speech took me
completely by surprize

—

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: Me also.)

—But I called attention to this—Count Bernstorff’s telegram is before you—

•

that Ambassador Gerard, when he heard of my appointment to the office of

Secretary of State, was particularly7 gratified, and said: “That will have a

particularly good effect upon the relations between Germany and the United

States.” The Minister of State laughs! But, at any7 rate, it showed that

the Ambassador had faith in me, and had faith in me to the end.

Nothing was ever known in the United States about all these stories,

about this “ disloymhy ” of which the Minister accuses me. I repeat that I

must protest in the sharpest form against this charge.

The Chairman : The Committee will withdraw for the purpose of a short

conference concerning the announcement. (Withdraws accordingly7
.)

At 12:56 o’clock the committee continues with the open hearing.

The Chairman : In the name of the committee, I make the following

announcement, which is unanimous:

Under the constitution, the investigating committee is an independent

body, the purpose of which is the investigation of facts. The final announce-

ment of the result of its investigations can only be made after the evidential

matter before it has been exhausted. Judgments based upon the opinion

of those who are not members of the committee are, therefore, not binding

upon the committee. To the extent that the manner of making statements

in this hall has given rise to protests, it has been censured by^ the chairman

and will continue to be made the subject of censure by the chairman in any7

given case, as is to be taken for granted.

We shall now hear what Dr. Schiicking has to say7
.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Your Excellency7
,
in justification of y*our lack

47
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of confidence in the American mediation in the interests of peace, you have

pointed, among other things, to the manner in which the American

Government treated questions of international law. Now, of course, it

can not be denied, in view of what you have said, that the American Govern-

ment pressed us most insistently to handle matters of naval warfare in a

correct manner, whereas, unfortunately, the action of the United States

directed toward having the British observe the correct principles in their

handling of matters arising under the laws of sea warfare was limited to

protests upon paper. But over and beyond this, you touched upon certain

questions of international law which I would be very glad to discuss with

you because, of course, there is a very definite interest in not making charges

against foreign States which can not be absolutely justified, even if we have

been at war with those States.

In this connection, let us, first of all, revert to the question of the delivery

of ammunition by the Americans. If I am right in my recollection of what
you said, you stated that, from the standpoint of international law, the

propriety of delivering ammunition was dubious. Were you not aware of

the fact that this question of the delivery of ammunition by neutrals in

time of war was made the subject of definite regulations by Hague Conven-

tion No. V? I will read you the article in question. It is Article 7, and

states that—

•

A neutral Power is not called upon to prevent the export or transport,

on behalf of one or other of the belligerents, of arms, munitions of war,
or, in general, of anything which can be of use to an army or a fleet.

Against the protests of certain pacifistic influences which desired to bring

about the prohibition of such deliveries of ammunition by the neutral Powers,

the German Empire, at the Hague Conference in 1907, adhered to this

principle of international law on account of its interest in the war-material

industry and commerce.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I will give a connected statement on the point

in a moment.
The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I am aware of the fact that, speaking only

formally, the point of international law which has just been made by Dr.

Schiicking is correct. But, if I may venture to do so, I should like, in turn,

to ask Dr. Schiicking whether he is not of the opinion that, granting that it

was not Wilson’s formal duty to stop the exportation of ammunition, he

would have been, nevertheless, wholly justified in doing this without calling

down upon his head the reproach of having committed any violation of

neutrality; but that, on various occasions, President Wilson stated that he

could not issue an embargo on ammunition because the interests of a bellig-

erent would be injured thereby, and because such action would constitute

an unneutral dealing. My observation was not only limited in its reference
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to both sides of Wilson’s attitude, and for that reason I stated— I admit,

perhaps, too vaguely—that different opinions might be entertained on this

question. In this connection, I was less interested in the purely formal

side of the question than in the matter-of-fact features of it, and, so far as

those matter-of-fact features are concerned, I compared the attitude that

Wilson actually assumed toward Mexico some time previous thereto, with

the attitude which he assumed towards us; and, in this connection, I said

that if, under these conditions, there was anyone who had a straight path

cut out before him which should lead to a neutral attitude, not only neutral

as a matter of formality, but neutral as a matter of fact, that man was
Wilson; for in the case of Mexico, in February, 1914, he announced that,

since Carranza had no harbors and Huerta did have harbors, the permission to

import arms would only benefit one of the belligerents. 1 He stated, I believe,

that that would constitute no such real neutrality as is incumbent upon
every self-respecting nation to observe, but a pure

“
paper neutrality” with

which I, Wilson, refuse to have anything to do. That is what I had in mind.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: But in opposition to this view, there is the

following which is to be said. In the first place, the President of the United

States, whose attitude in this connection is of the first importance in respect

to our political question, was absolutely without authority, as a matter of

law, to announce an embargo on arms or an embargo on ammunition. On
this point, the American State Department made the following announce-

ment, word for word, on October 15, 1914:

Neither the President nor any executive department of the govern-
ment possesses the legal authority to interfere in any way with trade
between the people of this country and the territory of a belligerent.

There is no act of Congress conferring such authority or prohibiting
traffic of this sort with European nations, although in the case of

neighboring American republics (and I now come to your second
objection, which concerns Mexico) Congress has given the President
power to proclaim an embargo on arms and ammunition, when in his

judgment it would tend to prevent civil strife.

So that, only for the case of Mexico had the President a particular legal

authority to act within the limits legally provided, to wit, that the case

should be one applying to neighboring American republics, and that it would
constitute, in the opinion of the President, a measure necessary to be adopted

in order to avoid domestic civil conflict. According to this, your Excellency

will also undoubtedly consider the point settled, that the President could

not, in such case, in view of the existing American law on the subject, inter-

fere without a change in legislation being made.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Did Delegate Dr. Schucking know that the

President of the United States ever made the slightest effort to obtain the

legal authorization which would be required according to the above? I

1 See note on p. 656.

—

Editor.
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never knew of anything of the kind. On the contrary, I do know that the

President was requested even by American circles to take steps in this

direction. In order to keep within the bounds of the question of American

neutrality, I may, perhaps, venture to read a document which has been sent

in and which as prominent a man as Senator Stone who, I believe, was,

during the entire period of the war, Chairman of the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations—the committee which plays such an important part in the

United States—addressed, together with other Senators, to the President. In

the course of this memorial, Senator Stone reproached the President with no

fewer than twenty violations of neutrality, to wit, the following:

I. Various steps taken with regard to wireless telegrams and cables, to

the disadvantage of Germany. (This point I have already mentioned.)

Delegate Dr. Schucking: I will revert to that.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: 2. That America had sat quiet under British

censorship of the American mails. That such mail was opened on neutral

ships, for instance, Dutch steamers.

3. The searching of American vessels for German or Austrian nationals

on the high seas and in the territorial waters of a belligerent.

4. Suffering the British, without protest, to violate the rules of inter-

national law touching conditional and absolute contraband, as such con-

traband was classified in the Hague Convention, in the Declaration of

London, and in international law.

(So that this does not only involve the Declaration of London, which was

not yet ratified, but the Hague Conventions as well.)

5. Suffering, without protest, the placing of copper and other articles on

the British lists of absolute contraband.

6. Suffering, without protest, interference in American traffic with

neutral countries in matters of absolute and conditional contraband.

7. Suffering, without protest, that commercial traffic in conditional

contraband be interfered with—contraband which was consigned to private

parties in Germany and Austria, and, in so doing, supporting Great Britain’s

policy of cutting off Germany and Austria from all imports.

8. Suffering the British to interfere with commercial traffic in oil, rubber,

leather, wool, etc.

9. The United States did not interfere with the sale to Great Britain and

her allies of weapons, ammunition, horses, uniforms and other war material,

although the conflict was prolonged by these sales.

10. The United States did not forbid the sale ofdum-dum bullets to England.

II. British men-of-war were allowed to lie in wait in the vicinity of

American harbors and capture neutral shipping. (In this connection, I

recollect the treatment of our LN53 off the American coast.)

12.

Great Britain and her allies were permitted, without protest, to

ignore American citizenship papers and passes.
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13. To permit loans to the Entente Powers, although at first the American

Government took the stand that loans to all belligerent States would be

improper.

14. Arrest of native-born Americans on neutral ships and in British

harbors and their imprisonment. .

15. Indifference to the imprisonment of non-combatants in English and

French detention camps.

16. Failure to prevent the passage of British troops and British war

material over United States territory.

17. Treatment of the German warship Geier and the German coaling

vessel Locksum and their final internment at Honolulu.

18. Unfairness to Germany in the matter of measures passed regarding

the coaling of warships of the Canal Zone.

19. Failure to protest against the modification of the Declaration of

Fondon by the British Government.

20. General unfriendly attitude of the government toward Gerinanv

and Austria.

That is a long list, in which the ammunition question set out in point 9

plays its part, too. But I was not aware that the President met in any way
whatsoever the requests which were made to him to issue an embargo, or

that he made any attempt of any kind to obtain the legal authority which

would have made it possible for him to issue an embargo against the export

of ammunition which, looked at from the standpoint of international law,

could certainly have been accomplished without any violation of neutrality.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: You mean that it would have been in accordance

with international law, assuming that it would have been possible at that

time to take the subsequent step of forbidding the export of ammunition.

Attempts were made along these lines by the American pacifists. Bartholdt

submitted a resolution to that effect. Then, as you have already suggested,

on this occasion Wilson made the point that legal difficulties were in the

way; and, as a matter of fact, the American Government was in a position

to refer to the fact in an American note, that, given the circumstances that

certain principles of neutrality had been announced, it followed that,

generally speaking, it would be looked upon as violative of international

law, or at least as an unfriendly act, if these principles of neutrality were

subjected to a subsequent change; that this was expressly announced in

the third paragraph of the preamble of Article 13, which deals with the

rights and obligations of neutrals. Were you aware of that fact?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: At the moment I did not have that in mind.

As a matter of fact, I had at that time nothing to do directly with this

question—only indirectly. But it was always one of very great interest

to me. However, I should like to add the following on the point.

If it is an unfriendly act, not only according* to the written law, but
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according to diplomatic usage as well, to subsequently modify in practice

principles of neutrality without sufficient reason, I believe, after all, that

the British had given the American Government ample reason for making

such a change; for, on their part, they had continuously modified their

policy with regard to the United States. I may call attention to the fact—

•

in order to stay within the limits of the subject of the laws of naval warfare

—

that, at first, the Entente accepted the Declaration of London as binding,

with certain modifications, to be sure, but modest ones; that thereupon

continually, by means of new orders in council, it brought about ever-

increasing changes in the Declaration of London; and that, finally— I believe

on July 7, 1916—it cast off the Declaration of London altogether. So that

we have constant and continued changes in the field of the laws of naval

warfare during the course of the war. Lor this reason, I believe, in spite

of the principles to which Delegate Dr. Schiicking has just referred, America

would have been absolutely justified, on its part, in permitting subsequent

changes in the principles of neutrality announced by it at the commencement
of the war and based upon the binding force of the Declaration of London.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: But there certainly is a difference between a

neutral Power modifying its principles of neutrality, and a belligerent

State introducing modifications into its practice.

So far as neutrals are concerned, Lansing was enabled to point out in the

course of an American note that the only German book which discussed

this question, a book by a pupil of Professor Zorn—Einicke—states literally

that:

Prohibition against commerce in contraband can be looked upon as

a violation of neutrality, or at least as an unfriendly act, if it is an-
nounced during a war for the purpose of unexpectedly shutting off to

one party a source of supply upon which, up to that time, that party
had relied.

So that the American Government relied upon the above statement.

As things have developed, one of the parties has relied upon these
American principles of neutrality, and we are now not in a position to

introduce sudden changes without perpetrating an unfriendly act

against this party.

I am not to be taken as identifying myself with this announcement; but

it is, nevertheless, one legal aspect.

Now, you have spoken about the moral side of the delivery of munitions

of war. Were you aware of the fact that the German industry in war

materials availed itself of every opportunity to serve other countries whq
were at war, and that what we have before us at the present time are the

sins of capital?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I do not believe that we are called upon to

argue questions here involving the crimes of capital. (Laughter.) I be-
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lieve that the discussion of a question which is not so very simple, and

which is not confined to the moral aspect of whether it is right for us to

admit that, according to general principles of international law, the delivery

to belligerent nations of war material and of ammunition is within the

limits of neutrality—I believe that a discussion on this point would really

take us too far afield. I would like to call attention to the following: From
the moral standpoint—from the standpoint of the international relations

of peoples, once war is recognized to exist as a fact; that is taken for granted

—

morally speaking, we must really admit the case to be different when
deliveries of ammunition are being made by neutral Powers to belligerent

Powers, both of which have access to shipments of ammunition from with-

out. That was the case in the Russo-Japanese war. Russia, as well as

Japan, was in a position to be furnished with war material of all kinds by

neutral nations and, as a matter of fact, both were furnished, both of them,

with war materials. The peculiarity of our case, however, lay in the fact

that we were wholly cut off from the outer world, not only througli our

geographical situation, but by means of those measures which England took,

violative of international law; and that, partly due to these unlawful meas-

ures taken by England, and partly due to the circumstance of our geo-

graphical situation with regard to the United States, we were, to all intents

and purposes, in the situation occupied by Carranza, who was not able to get

in any ammunition, whereas his opponent was in a position to do so. This

inequality of situation constitutes an abnormal case which, naturally, when
we speak particularly of the moral aspect, gives an entirely different picture

from that which is afforded by the circumstance of two belligerents being

in equal measure enabled to draw upon supplies of ammunition and war
material.

Delegate Dr. Schuckixg: What we have to do at the present time is to

determine whether we are to pass upon the sins of a united people, or the

sins of capital. To that extent, I must stick to this phrase; for the question

to be decided here is whether the single nation acted with a lack of morality.

You must know that the German industries did not limit themselves, in the

delivery of ammunition, to those cases where both belligerent Powers could

be supplied, as, for instance, in the Crimean war, and again in the wars

between Turkey and Italy, but that, especially in the Boer war, where the

situation was precisely no more nor less than that one side only could

import ammunition, Germany sold a very great deal of ammunition to the

other side. Were you aware of the fact that the American Secretary of State

Lansing was in a position to call attention to this point in the following words

:

During the Boer war, Germany, wholly indifferent to the commercial
isolation of one of the belligerents, sold hundreds of thousands of kilo-

grams of explosives, gunpowder, cartridges, projectiles and weapons

—

and that this announcement has remained uncontradicted to this day?
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Witness Dr. Helfferich: Well, this may have passed through my hands

at that time. It goes without saying that I can not state, under oath,

whether I actually came to see this announcement of Lansing’s. But I do

not believe that it touches the essence of the question which concerns us

here. The situation is. and remains, that we were not only cut off as the

Boers were, but the further fact existed, that the other party, namely,

England and her allies, for the purpose of cutting us off, allowed herself to

engage in a number of violations of international law against which the

United States took no action when she might have exerted an effective

pressure. I should like to ask Delegate Schticking whether he, too, does

not believe that Mr. Wilson and America, taken as a unit—that the Ameri-

can national legislature would only have had to say: “If you do not return

to the fundamental principles of the Declaration of London, we shall issue

an embargo on ammunition, grainstuffs and cotton.” England would in

this case have returned to the fundamental principles of the Declaration

of London and the war would have come to an end. America did not do

this, and that is the substance of my charge.

Delegate Dr. Schuckixg: I have already stated that the manner in

which America opposed or did not oppose England is a matter of as great

regret to me as it is to you, but there are other charges which have been

made here. First of all, there is the following political question which as

yet has not been answered: What possibilities, practically or politically

speaking, existed for Wilson to bring about such a law? On this point,

perhaps Count Bernstorff will give us information a little later. As a

practical proposition, was there any possibility of having such a law passed

in the U nited States?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I answer this question first? The
answer to this precise question seems to me important. I share Delegate

Dr. Schticking’s doubt that the possibility ever existed so far as the President

was concerned; for I take the view announced here by Count Bernstorff,

that the business interests were tied up with England to such an extent

that the President either could not or would not interfere to the contrary

effect. But that does not relieve America of the burden of the attitude

which it assumed, but, on the contrary, it is proof of the fact that the

position taken by the President was not only the position of a single person,

but that the essence of the entire condition which existed and which we all

deplore, was more deep-set by far.

The Chairman : Count Bernstorff, would you like to take the stand on

this question once more? Generally speaking, and in accordance with

my recollection, you have already, in the course of your statement, an-

nounced what you had to say on the point. I do not believe that you will

have anything to add to it. But if you consider it desirable to do so, I will

give you the opportunity of doing it now.
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have nothing more particular to say

on the point. Everyone knows that, in forming a judgment on American

matters, the President alone is not the only one to be taken into considera-

tion, but public opinion must also be taken into consideration. An Ameri-

can President is not at all in the position of accomplishing anything in the

face of public opinion. He can influence it, perhaps, and perhaps stay it,

but he can not accomplish anything against it. In order to form a judgment

concerning dealings of the CT
nited States, it is essential, first of all, to be

absolutely certain as to the condition of public opinion. I should like to

emphasize this point particularly, because, during the first period, when
public opinion in the United States was not neutral, so far as we were con-

cerned, but unfriendly, it was not possible for the government to accomplish

certain things. So far as I can judge, generally speaking, the government

maintained a neutral standpoint. If my recollection is correct, the legal

division of the Foreign Office has always been of the opinion that, formally

speaking, the American Government was neutral.

But it goes without saying that we all knew that the public opinion of

the United States was not neutral toward us as a matter of actual sentiment,

but that, on the contrary, the great majority took the part of the Entente.

I lay particular stress upon this fact—if I may venture, perhaps, to antici-

pate—because this question is also a very important one in connection with

that of Wilson’s peace mediation. It is so often stated that the rendition

of a judgment of Wilson personally necessarily involves a judgment cover-

ing the entire peace mediation. That is a mistaken view. Public opinion

in the United States had given Wilson the preference in the elections because

he had maintained peace, and because he was expected to be the restorer

of a general peace. So it was not that we were confronted, as has been

stated here, with an untrustworthy person, but we were confronted with

the outspoken attitude of the American people. Consequently, the question

as to whether or not Wilson was reliable was not the issue, but the point

was that the American people had expressed a definite desire. And if I

may venture once more to anticipate, again at Versailles, the real situation

was that the public opinion of the United States would have provided no

support for Wilson even if he had taken our part. Consequently, it was
impossible for him to do so.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: I should like to call attention at this point briefly

to the fact that the question which is being discussed here is a political

question, not merely a question of international law. This circumstance

is made perfectly plain by the case of Mexico which was cited. Wilson

induced Congress to permit an embargo to be laid upon the export of arms
to Mexico. This proclamation was issued to the disadvantage of Huerta
and to the advantage of Carranza, it is stated, because the one had the

advantage of bringing in arms and the other did not; but really, for no
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other reason than that, from the very beginning, Wilson opposed Huerta

and, after Huerta had taken the capital, immediately sent his representative,

John Lind, down to Mexico to raise a protest. The question at issue was not

the question of being favorable to one or to the other, but simply the ques-

tion of crushing down that candidate with whom Wilson had a personal

quarrel. That was the reason for his interference. Political incidents

were what moved him, and international law played no part whatsoever.

If the phrase was used, that the point of the transaction was to avoid civil

war in neighboring States, that was simply a question of form for the purpose

of providing Congress with a good excuse. Similar modes of speech were

used later in connection with Germany.

And then again, in connection with the delivery of weapons to bellig-

erents, I should like to call attention to the fact that this objectionable

capitalistic measure is not simply a German characteristic, as might appear

to be the case as the result of remarks which have been made here, but

that in England itself—and every one knows this whose familiarity with

English history is even elementary—that just so-and-so often arms have

been transported by British arms factories to people with whom England

has been at war. So that English nationals themselves have been opposed

in battle by enemies armed with English weapons. Those are general

evils which, so far as I am concerned, may be designated as “objectionable

methods of capital,” but which, above all, however, are not to be attributed

to the Germans alone.

Witness Dr. Helfferich:' I should like to state that the remarks made
by Count Bernstorff completely confirm the correctness of the view which I

expressed here day before yesterday. I was not only speaking of President

Wilson personally, but had particularly in mind the American business

world and the public opinion of America which stood back of the President

in this regard, and probably urged him onward. To my mind, this con-

stitutes a very important feature to be taken into consideration in rendering

a judgment on the situation. For my remarks, take them all in all, were

not made for the purpose of meeting hypothetical situations of any and

every kind; on the contrary, my task was to give my reasons here and

before this committee for summing up the situation during the critical

months in the way that I did, and how it was that I estimated the prospects

and the serious results which might follow from American peace mediation.

I believe that I have stated nothing derogatory, so far as Mr. Wilson’s per-

sonal trustworthiness is concerned
;

I simply stated that we had nothing to

expect from Wilson: nothing from Mr. Wilson personally and certainly

nothing at all from President Wilson, on account of public opinion, as the

latter has been so admirably described by Count v. Bernstorff. To my
mind, those events which happened right at that time in January, and

particularly the message of the 22d of January, constituted a striking
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manifestation of this public opinion in the United States which the President

guided in part, and by which he himself was, in part, guided—a public

opinion which was unneutral in essence and unneutral in the given case

and which manifested a cold indifference to those conditions essential to

the existence of Germany, which was staggering under the weight of pre-

conceived judgments and entwined in the chains of material interests.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: I should like to state, first of all, that I have

never said that the German war-material industries, exclusively or more

so than the same industries in other countries, made money out of the

tears of foreign countries, but simply that this naturally constitutes an

international phenomenon inseparable from the nature of war industries

themselves.

Then further, your Excellency, you stated a little while ago that there

was no principle of international law which would justify the United States

in prohibiting us from using our wireless stations. Are you not aware of

the fact that these matters, too, were made the subject of a positive regu-

lation at the Hague Conferences and were included in the same Convention

concerning the rights and obligations of the neutral Powers?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I must confess that I was not aware of those

principles.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: It happened in the Eastern Asiatic war that

the Japanese established stations for wireless telegraphy on Chinese territory,

and from these points of vantage merrily signalled to each other and to

their countrymen, giving information of the approaching Russian fleet, its

formation and strength, etc. In view of experiences such as these, the

intent was manifested at The Hague to prevent activities of this kind from

occurring on neutral territory. And it was announced that neutrals should

not be allowed to permit belligerents to establish wireless stations on their

territory. Now, Count Bernstorff lately informed us that a German
station for wireless telegraphy had been started, but that it had not been

completed.

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: There were two when the war commenced,
Tuckerton and Sayville.)

These two were not finished at that time.

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: They were both in use, so far as I know.)

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That was just the misfortune, that they

had not opened. That was the misfortune of it, from the legal side.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: They had not yet opened; consequently, the

United States was justified in concluding that they were entitled to take

over the direction of these private stations. That happened, did it not,

Count Bernstorff?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The events were as follows: Both these

stations, so far as I recollect, were commenced in the year 1914 and were to
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be opened to the public. But that did not take place before the beginning of

the war. From our point of view, there were two particularly unlucky

incidents which entered in. The first consisted in the fact that the plant

had not yet been thrown open to business, and the second circumstance,

which was still more unfortunate for us, was that, as a matter of fact, part

of the private capital which had been subscribed for the purpose of construc-

tion was French capital. So that the first step which followed was that the

French stockholders asked for an injunction in order that these stations

might be immediately closed. In order to avoid closing these stations,

which, with the exception of the cables, were the only means of communica-

tion with continental Europe, the American Government declared that,

dismissing the private suits, it would take over the management of the

stations themselves.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I believe that I have a very plain recollection

of the fact that, when the war began, we communicated with Tuckerton

and with Sayville by wireless. At the beginning of the war, both stations

were certainly technically complete. I can not say whether there was a

formal acceptance and dedication of the business to the public. But in my
opinion, the point of view of whoever would have advocated taking refuge

in that technicality would have been a very small and narrow-minded one.

So far as the French stockholders and the American Government were

concerned, I consider that the claim of the French stockholders, who
constituted a very restricted minority, was absolutely without significance

either in law or in international law. If the company desired to take such a

step, this was a matter to be decided by the board of directors or at a general

stockholders’ meeting, before the step was taken, but individual stockholders

could not with justice, in my opinion, submit a claim based either on private

law or international law, and bring about an interference or some other such

measure by a neutral government.

Expert Dr. Bonn : So far as the conception of the absence of material

neutrality on the part of the United States is concerned, which your Excel-

lency has described as your own, I agree with you; moreover, I have made it

the matter of special comment in various articles which I have written, and

which have been cited by you. And above all things, I expressed myself

emphatically concerning them, in a place where it was much more essential

that this be done than here, namely, in the United States.

But after all, the important point seems to me to be the following: All

these facts were known to you as early as the autumn of 1916—ail these

facts having to do with this absence of material neutrality; but, nevertheless,

if I have correctly understood you, you always took the view that it would

be a great misfortune if this lack of neutrality should develop into down-
right hostility, and it was from this standpoint that you opposed the U-boat

war. So far, so good. But I do not quite see to what extent this lack of
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neutrality, which was fully known to you and which in the fall of 1916, and

later than that, had no influence upon your attitude, did come to have an

effect upon your attitude on the 9th of January.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Shall I answer the question at once?

The Chairman: Yes, although it really is somewhat outside the field set.

We only wanted to take up the international question.

Expert Dr. Bonn: The point involved here is the effect of the inter-

national question upon the decision of the Secretary of State. I believe

that the matter is material to the general subject, but I will gladly yield

and withdraw the question.

The Chairman: We will have the question decided now, since it is con-

nected with the subject before us.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I thought that I had already stated very

clearly how it was that, in forming our opinion at the critical period with

regard to the situation which then confronted us, this conception of Ameri-

ca’s neutrality made its influence felt. Professor Bonn is quite right.' I

always drew a sharp distinction between the further adherence of the United

States to the forms of this show of neutrality and the actual intervention of

the United States in the war. And in making this distinction, I was,

unfortunately, correct. I always called attention to the fact that the idea

that the United States in the character of a belligerent would not be able to

support the Entente to greater effect than was the case when America

simply maintained her materially unneutral attitude, was wrong. It is

for that reason that I opposed the U-boat war so long. I explained the

special part which the message to the Senate of the 22d of January played

in a situation in which, also in my opinion, the war was entering upon its

last phase, and which involved the question of whether, in some way or

other, by some step of our own or by some step taken by the United States

along the path of peace, we should attain peace or fail to attain it. In the

last-mentioned case, all means, risky though they might be, would have to

be employed by us. And that we could not attain peace through any

mediation by Wilson, after Wilson had made these statements to the Senate

and to the world—this connection is certainly clear, and this connection

strengthened me in the conviction that we had absolutely no reason to

expect any mediation from Wilson which would result in a peace which we
could accept. Thus it came about that this incident was absolutely closed

for me, with the announcement of President Wilson’s message to the Senate

on the 22d of January, 1917. I further stated that, in view of the repeated

threats that, if we could not make peace, America must take sides, the war
with the United States would, in my opinion, have come even without any
occasion having been provided by the U-boat war. The war would have

come from some cause or other; it is likely that Wilson would have come
to the point, as I stated here a little while ago, of mediating a peace by
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means of the butt of his rifle. All this is founded upon the broad basis of

fact which I have ventured to picture to you.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: So far as the wireless telegraphy is concerned,

you knew, of course, that the stations were used later, after all.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: But subject to control.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Now, Article 8 of the above-mentioned Conven-

tion of The Hague gave the neutral Powers the right to establish such control.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: We continually return to the formal question.

If the right existed, the right existed with regard to the British stations too,

and in this respect it was not exercised.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Well, we will settle that question. Count v.

Bernstorff will, perhaps, be able to tell us whether the British had any

stations whatsoever for wireless telegraphy.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: But their cables were grounded in America.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Was no control exercised with regard to the

cables?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: With regard to the cables, no.

The Chairman: Then you are right, that was a distinctly unneutral

attitude to take, for, according to Article 8 of the Convention in question,

the neutral Power has the right to put the use of the cables under his control,

just as is the case with wireless telegraphy. In the case of wireless teleg-

raphy, the control was exercised, but not in the case of the cables. That was

a material mistake.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Perhaps I may be allowed to revert to the

matter of ammunition. I have just been reminded of the fact—Professor

Schucking can probably check this—that during the Spanish-American war,

Ambassador White here in Berlin protested against the delivery of German
ammunition to Spain, whereupon Count Biilow, who was then Secretary of

State for the Foreign Office, recalled the shipments of ammunition which

were destined for Spain.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The case appears to me to be of peculiar im-

portance because, so far as America is concerned, it is the only case in which

we had been enabled to reach a decision on this point. So that in the only

case, I say, where, with the authority of international law, it had been quite

possible for us to transport ammunition to an enemy of the United States,

we refrained from doing so upon objection filed by the United States and

request made. I insist that the actual and material violation of neutrality

of which the United States is guilty is aggravated by the fact that the United

States failed to exercise reciprocity so far as we were concerned.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Then, further, something was said about the

armed merchant ships. On one occasion, Lansing drew up an excellent

note, on January 18, 1916, proposing an important agreement which was to
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the effect that we were to maintain ourselves within the limits of a war on

commerce and, on the other hand, the Entente was not to arm any more

merchant ships; then you made the charge that the United States refused

to carry out this agreement.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: There is a misunderstanding on this point.

There was no question of an agreement, but of a proposal on the part of

Lansing. I believe that it was on the 18th of January, 1916, that Lansing

directed a letter to the representatives of the Entente Powers in Washington.

I merely touched upon the point; but since Delegate Schiicking has gone

into the matter, I must make it the subject of somewhat more detailed

comment. In this letter, Lansing called attention to the peculiar nature

of the L
T
-boat weapon and, above all, to the fact that the L-boats were put

out of action by the infliction of very little damage, and thereby brought to

a sinking condition. He emphasized the fact that, consequently, a war

conducted by means of U-boats would have to be carried on according to

principles different from those which had been established up to that time,

and which had been practiced without any reference whatsoever to the

U-boat weapon. He laid very particular stress upon the point that it must

be recognized that, in comparison with the U-boat, a merchant vessel which

was also only lightly armed and the armament of which in the earlier days

might be presumed primarily to be installed simply for purposes of defense

—

that, as regards the U-boat, such armament must be looked upon as having

been installed for purposes of attack. Here is where the difficulty lies.

Merchant ships which are armed for purposes of attack occupy the same

position as auxiliary cruisers, and it was for this reason that Lansing, in the

course of appearing to exert some slight pressure upon the Entente, made
the following proposal: That our U-boats should limit themselves to the

rules of war on commerce, that is, that they were to sink no merchant

vessels without warning, without search, and without providing means for

the saving of human lives—these are the three points involved—but that,

in return, all the belligerents should desist from and prohibit the arming of

their merchant ships and resisting search by the L^-boats. He added, if the

belligerent Powers can not accept these principles, the LTnited States may
find herself placed in a position where she will have to consider armed
merchant ships of every kind, and this includes lightly-armed ships, as

belligerent craft, that is, as auxiliary cruisers. There is no necessity for

me to point out to you, Delegate Schiicking, the great significance of the

above; that would have meant that armed merchant vessels would have

been subjected to all those restrictions which would apply to belligerents in

the harbors of the United States, and these restrictions are so far-reaching

that, by this measure alone, an effective and productive use of these ships

for supplying England with food and ammunition could hardly have con-

tinued to be earnestly considered. That was the solution of the en-
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tire U-boat war question. I subscribe to this note of Lansing’s, word for

word. That was the solution which the nature of the U-boat provided,

and which was provided by a neutral attitude.

But now there occurred what I have characterized as the most extraordi-

nary and inexplicable circumstance; perhaps Count Bernstorff can explain

it. When we—the letter is of the 18th of January—at the beginning of

February, in the first days of February, sent out the memorandum in

which, following Lansing’s line of thought exactly, we stated particularly

that, in view of the character of the U-boat, and, above all, in view

of orders which we had discovered on enemy merchant vessels—general

orders which contained instructions to attack at once upon sighting a

U-boat—when we, with these factors on which to rest our case, declared

that from this time on we would treat enemy merchant ships on the theory

that they were auxiliary cruisers, Wilson sent an extraordinarily sharp and

violent letter, over Lansing’s head, to Senator Stone, the chairman of the

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, in which he opposed this action on

the part of Germany in the sharpest and most unmistakable terms. On
March 28, 1916, the American Government sent out an official memorandum
based upon Wilson’s standpoint, and receded absolutely from the stand

which Lansing had taken on February 18 with the warring Powers by
proceeding exactly along the following path of scholastic deduction: that

the attitude observed by the neutrals was their own affair, but that bellig-

erents upon the high seas, who were, first of all, affected by this policy,

could only treat merchant ships as if they were auxiliary cruisers if evidence

of an intent to attack was proved; otherwise, the presumption existed that

they had nothing but peaceful merchantmen to deal with.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: I will admit right now that this note of Lan-

sing’s was looked upon also by me as being a very prudent solution of the

whole matter, from the first day that I read it.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: There was the solution of our question and,

with it, peace.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Perhaps Count Bernstorff can tell us why it was
that we could not come to an agreement on this basis.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: At that time, this matter was deeply

involved in the general diplomatic negotiation, and came to be tied up in a

very unfortunate entanglement of diplomatic negotiations which, I regret to

say, characterized all the dealings covering the two and a half years in the

Lmited States.

The conditional solution of the question of the Arabic had, for the moment,

cleared the track so far as diplomatic negotiations were concerned. There-

upon the American Government entered into negotiations with England,

and sent the well-known note to London, in which it was stated that the

blockade was unlawful and could not be defended on any ground; and the
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government was plainly at that time harboring the intention of taking up

these negotiations. It was in this same chain of events that this note of the

1 8th of January was caught up, which, moreover, was not intended for

publication, but only to go to the diplomats of the Entente. It was then

that the negotiations with us began, looking toward the final settlement of

the Lusitania case. These negotiations reached a critical stage toward

the close of January, at the very time when the Lansing note had gone

out, and to such an extent that there was absolutely nothing else to be

heard in all Washington except talk of a break with us; and on the heels of

these events, even before the Lusitania question was settled, the proposal

came from Berlin to announce the intensive U-boat war; so that, with the

recrudescence of the Lusitania question, hand in hand with the intensive

U-boat war, every possibility of entering into negotiations was swept aside

for the time being.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I be permitted to speak at this point?

The Chairman: If you please, your Excellency.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I believe that Count v. Bernstorff will agree

that the chronological series of events, which is of the utmost importance in

this connection, is the following: In November, 1915, America finally

—

finally!—sent a great note of protest to England, complaining about the

unspeakable violations of international law. In November, 1915! On the

1 8th of January, 1916, Lansing sent off his message, which I have already

referred to, and which would have been of the most tremendous importance

so far as the history of this war and the history of the whole world was

concerned. When I was first informed of this, I asked myself: ‘‘Is he really

going to exert pressure upon the Entente, a real pressure which will result in

their returning to the Declaration of London?” I am now of the impression

that President Wilson and Mr. Lansing did not always work together in the

greatest of intimacy. We know perfectly well that, on various occasions,

President Wilson has transacted matters over the heads of his secretaries

of state, first over Bryan's head, and then over Lansing’s head; that he has

developed various important notes all by himself in his dark-room and,

without consulting his minister, given instructions that they be delivered.

That is undoubtedly true; I believe that it can not be controverted; the

information received on this point has never been denied. I see, in the very

violent letter written by President Wilson to Senator Stone, a repudiation of

Lansing by the President. I assume—this is the only explanation which I

have—that Lansing made his proposal without either he or the President

having a clear conception of how far-reaching it would be, and that, after

Lansing's note had gone out, President Wilson’s British friends called his

attention to this far-reaching effect, and that then it was simply a question

of retracting this document. And now I would like to have Count Bernstorff

tell me when it was that the Lusitania case came up again.

48
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: On the 12th of December.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: As early as the 12th of December! And when
did the crisis come in the Lusitania case?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The crisis came, according to my recollec-

tion, about the 25th of January.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: So that came later! On the 18th of January

the letter to Lansing, and on the 25th of January the crisis in the Lusitania

question, in which the Americans tried to make a casus belli against us on

the question of whether we would be willing to go to the point of declaring

that our action in connection with the Lusitania was illegal. I am of the

impression—a little while ago I did not care to go into the matter; I said

that it was wholly inexplicable to me— I already had the impression at that

time that the entire Lusitania case was simply brought out again in more
critical form in order to provide a reason fpr the withdrawal of the Lansing

note after it had become recognized what the effect of this note would be

upon the entire conduct of the war at sea, upon the U-boat war and upon the

result of the war, and because this was not the result which Wilson wanted.

It was for this reason that we were placed face to face with the tremendous

proposition: “If you do not admit that the sinking of the Lusitania was
illegal, and if you do not subscribe to this word ‘illegality,’ you will have

war with the United States.”

Expert Dr. Bonn: I simply wanted to ask the following: If Count Bern-

storff has given the dates correctly, the real point is that the Lusitania case

was revived on the 12th of December; this means that it was made the

subject of discussion from the 12th to the 25th of January. Even if that

had not been the case, the situation could surely not have become more

critical.

Witness Dr. Helfferich : I state as a fact that the real crisis which took

us in Berlin very much by surprize—and the Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs will confirm this statement—came at a definitely later date than

December.

The Chairman : Count v. Bernstorff, to what is this crisis of the 25th to be

attributed?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: That was simply the climax of the

negotiations.

The Chairman : Of what did the resumption of the Lusitania case consist?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In the settlement of the Arabic matter

we had only the settlement of a special case, accomplished for the purpose

of getting rid of that particular case. And the only way that we reached

that conclusion at that time was that it was found—a fact of which I, in the

United States, was ignorant and which was not known in general—that the

orders had already been given not to sink passenger steamers. So that, in

the case of the Arabic
,
the settlement was brought about on the ground
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that the commander of the U-boat had exceeded his instructions. Thus, so

far as the Arabic was concerned, it constituted no more than the settlement

of a single case; the question of the principle was not discussed. But it was

always stated that some agreement as to indemnity, or some explanation of

some kind must be made in the Lusitania matter. That had been postponed,

and on the 12th of December Lansing spoke to me about it for the first

time, upon which occasion he handed me back a rough draft which I had

turned over to him around the close of July or about the beginning of August,

a draft which, according to the instructions which I had received from Berlin

at that time, had been drawn up by me, the draft of an explanation which

we were to give. Of this document I had heard nothing more until up to

the 1 2th of December. On the 12th of December, the Secretary of State

said to me: “You gave me this letter at that time. This explanation is not

sufficient from our point of view, and I will give you the draft of an explana-

tion which we would accept.” Thereupon, I sent that paper to Berlin.

Then this draft came back to me. This draft was changed perhaps' as

many as ten times. Every word of it was telegraphed to and fro from

Berlin and Washington, and finally, at the beginning of February, we were

entering upon an arrangement which would have been acceptable to the

American Government. At that moment, and just before the papers were

signed, came the orders for launching the intensive LT-boat war, and this

arrangement could no longer be carried out at that time. The matter was

definitely postponed and I have never heard one word more about the

Lusitania.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: On the 12th of December, when Secretary of State

Lansing returned the note to you, was the peace proposal already made
known to you?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, this was a year before that, in 1915.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I ask Count Bernstorff a question?

What were the reasons which, in your opinion, led to the crisis arising in the

Lusitania case?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In my opinion, no crisis of any kind

occurred, because the question was one of a deadlock from the very start,

since both governments adhered to their stand and the only thing to be

done was to draw up some kind of formula which could in some way
be adapted to meet the requirements of these insoluble difficulties. We
worked for weeks in order to find a form of agreement which would suit both

parties, and at the last moment we were still negotiating about this one

word “illegal” which the Americans had insisted upon from the very first

day. This word had always been inserted in the formula; but we hoped,

up to the very last moment, that we would succeed in eliminating it from

the announcement.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: And what do you think of the “conjecture,”
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if I may say so, which has just been expressed, to the effect that the crisis

in the Lusitania controversy, or its resumption in the United States, was

possibly or even probably brought about in order to avoid the effect of Lan-

sing’s letter?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I never took this view, for Lansing’s

note would never have been acceptable to the American Congress. In

such case, the President could have made speeches innumerable; Congress

would never have adopted the principle of Lansing’s note. For all that we
have to do is to realize that Lansing’s note means that, from that day on,

the Americans would have had no more merchant ships at their disposal.

For the fact is that there were no unarmed British ships. So that there

would have been no more merchant ships at the disposal of the Americans,

and no human being will believe that they would have acceded to this.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I believe that what Count Bernstorff has just

told us constitutes a complete vindication of the correctness of my general

view of the situation. Lansing made a proposal concerning which Count

Bernstorff has just told us that it would never have been accepted by Presi-

dent Wilson; consequently, what was needed was an excuse by virtue of

which Lansing’s proposal could be eliminated and forgotten. There were

only two solutions; either Lansing would have to disappear from public

life, or some means would have to be found for saving the country’s self

respect, and which, at the same time, would provide a possibility for with-

drawing Lansing’s proposal. And I would like to repeat that, although the

negotiations concerning the Lusitania had at no time completely slept, the

fact is that I did have the impression— I shall be perfectly frank in the

matter—that the Lusitania case was to be held in abeyance in order that it

could be resurrected at the proper moment; and so, at the end of January or

— I have found the exact date in the meantime—at the beginning of Febru-

ary, these negotiations entered a very critical phase, in a manner that

astonished everybody; a phase so critical that, on the 5th of February, the

Wolff Bureau here published an interview of the then Under-Secretary of

State Zimmermann with the Berlin correspondent of the Associated Press,

in which Zimmermann said, among other things:

He would not conceal the gravity of the situation. Germany would
in no case recognize the illegality of the conduct of the U-boat war in

the war zone. That the whole crisis was due to the fact that America
was now demanding that Germany would recognize the sinking of the
Lusitania as an act in violation of international law.

That was on the 5th of February. So that precisely during the weeks

following Lansing’s letter, this new crisis in our relations with the United

States came down upon us literally as if it had fallen from the sky. In this

crisis, which was literally dragged in by the scruff of the neck, I behold the

curtain behind which Lansing’s proposal, which would have saved millions
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of human lives and which would certainly have caused the war to terminate

in 1916, was throttled.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: In any event, you will admit that even though

this splendid proposal of Lansing’s was, unhappily, allowed to drop, America

was justified in her policy regarding armed merchant ships, by the formal

principles of the written law, although, it must be admitted, to the detriment

of an ideal neutrality.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: And you, Professor, will admit that America

stuffed the realm of the written law so full of unneutral acts as to bring it to

the bursting point.

The Chairman: We will close the session at this point. In so far as the

international law phase of the inquiry is concerned, I consider it closed.

The session will be continued tomorrow, Saturday, at 10 o’clock.

The session closed at 1 157 o’clock.
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1919

The session was opened at 10:25 o’clock, by the Chairman, Delegate

Warmuth.

The Chairman: The session is opened.

In the hrst place, I should like to correct an error which I find has been

published in a great portion of the press. According to this error, we are

supposed to have announced yesterday that “judgments of members of

the committee are, for this reason, not binding upon the committee.”

Of course, what should have been stated is: “judgments of persons not

members of the committee are, therefore, etc.”

In the second place, I find myself obliged to make an announcement

concerning the statements which Minister of State Dr. David made yester-

day wdth regard to the attempt on the part of the neutral Power to intervene.

In this connection, I desire to state that, in the first place, the proceedings

covering this point are only in their initial stages, and are held behind

closed doors, that a final conclusion has by no means been reached, and that

consequently it is absolutely impossible to form a final judgment along these

lines. For the time being only the unsifted material lies before us, and

what there is, is limited in scope and fragmentary in form. It is absolutely

impossible to form anything in the nature of a complete judgment in this

connection. For this reason, I warn the press against drawdng any far-

reaching conclusions therefrom.

And now coming to the more concise matter of the continuation of the

discussion with his Excellency Dr. Helfferich, I reach the reasons which

his Excellency Helfferich has communicated to us as to why he changed

his attitude wdth regard to the unrestricted U-boat war. He told us that

there w'ere three reasons, so far as he was concerned, which lay at the bottom

of this change of attitude: first, individual points connected with the con-

ferences at Pless, concerning which he was informed and according to

which, as he stated, he came to realize that no peace could be obtained

without further conflict; secondly, the silence of President Wilson, and,

thirdly, the message to the Senate of the 22d of January, from which he

concluded that it must be construed as indicating the desire to let things go

on as they were, if not voicing an actual approval of the conditions of the

Entente. I should like to learn more details respecting these individual

points; respecting these matters which seem to ha\’e been of quite far-

reaching significance, so far as his Excellency w^as concerned. May I ask

your Excellency to continue?

738
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Witness Dr. Helfferich: The conference which I had with Mr. v.

Bethmann-Hollweg on the evening of January 12 was conclusive, so far

as I was concerned. Up to that time, I had not seen Mr. v. Bethmann-

Hollweg since the time of his return from Pless on the forenoon of the ioth

of January. Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg handed me, as I entered, the

joint note of the Entente sent in reply to our peace proposal, and which had

just come in. I have already emphasized the point that this reply alone

formed a very material portion of all those reasons which induced me to

support the view of launching the unrestricted U-boat war at that time.

You gentlemen will remember that I have emphatically stated that I did

not consider the unrestricted U-boat war as a situation calling for believing

or not believing, but rather as a question of policy and of the conduct of

war; and I believe that in this feeling I really am in full agreement with

those gentlemen who, at that time, took—let me say—a more or less ex-

pectant attitude with regard to the unrestricted U-boat war, whereas today,

according to the impression made upon me, they denounce this measure as

a very great mistake; so that, working back along the path taken, the

impression might be created that, so far as they were concerned, that had

always been the case, and that they had always been opponents of the

unrestricted U-boat war. Of course, I refer first of all to the gentlemen

of the then Progressive National Party. It may serve for me to suggest

an example, in order that this analogy may clear up my own attitude to

you gentlemen. If Delegate Gothein, who was at that time a member of

the Reichstag, and Delegate Struve, whose testimony was taken here as a

witness, also at that time a member of the Reichstag, worked to the end

that U-boat construction might be hastened, this was certainly not done

in order that the U-boats might remain at home; on the other hand, it was

undoubtedly done because these gentlemen, too, at least calculated upon

the possibility that, at the right time, vigorous use would be made of these

U-boats. So I think I may safely assume, in the case of these gentlemen,

too, that marked opposition, the impression of which is certainly to be

gained today, probably did not exist at that time.

I now come back to the 12th of January, and assert that even the joint

answer of the Entente to our peace proposal which—and I repeat this—

-

bolted and barred the door to peace, was one of those reasons which were

very materially conclusive so far as I was concerned. For one of the reasons

why, on the morning of January’ 9, when I wrote out the telegram, I did

not announce myself as against the P^-boat war, was that, up to that time,

a formal reply from the Entente to Wilson’s peace note had not yet arrived.

That situation was changed on the afternoon of the 12th. That is the one

point. The second point was the description of the conferences in Pless

given me by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg. In my testimony, I have not

repeated this description, because Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, as we all
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know, has already expressed himself in detail to the committee concerning

what occurred in Pless. Yesterday I limited myself to stating that, at

that time, on the 12th of January, he related to me the occurrences in Pless

in the same manner that he has described them here, though, of course, not

in exactly the same words. The gist of this description was that the Su-

preme High Command of the Army stated that, in their opinion, a con-

tinuation of the war, in view of the coming powerful enemy offensives which,

as we know, did come, seemed to be impossible; that they could not under-

take to be responsible for the further conduct of the operations of war which

consisted, primarily, in a successful defense against the offensives, unless

every possible means were brought about to relieve our hard-pushed and

dangerously menaced western front, means which would cut down to the

very greatest possible extent the transportation of reinforcements and

ammunition to the enemy.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I state something at this point? So
far as the ammunition was concerned, was not the war on commerce suffi-

cient to bring this about?

The Chairman: That is probably a question of a purely military nature.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is just wrhat I wras going to say.

The Chairman: No one but the military authorities can answer this

question for us during the coming sessions.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is just what I was going to say. But
if, in such a situation as this, we were confronted with so categorical an

announcement, you wall readily concede that, when all was said and done,

this assertion wras bound to have some influence upon my judgment. Up
to that time, we had not heard from the lips of the army leaders any assertion

so definite. You have heard that the gentlemen w-ho took part in the

conference which occurred on August 31 in Pless, adopted a wraiting policy,

and, moreover, there is material to be found in the records, and, particularly,

in the printed volumes submitted by the Admiralty Staff concerning an

interview wThich, I believe, Captain v. Biilow had with General Ludendorff,

which shows—this material was not known up to the present time; I did

not receive it until today—that, in the course of this conference, General

Ludendorff, too, went into the matter very carefully from both sides. If

the gentlemen in question made this statement to the Imperial Chancelor

on January 9 in Pless, it was no business of mine to go further into the

matter, as was suggested by the question just put by Dr. Sinzheimer, to

see whether or not the situation could be cured by the U-boat war on com-

merce. We were face to face wdth this announcement; we were confronted

by a military dilemma, as I have already stated and as Mr. v. Bethmann-

Hollweg has already remarked. We were on the eve of a terrific offensive—

•

and it came, too; it is true that it was met by a retirement along the straight

line of Arras downward toward St. Quentin and the Aisne. In order to
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stop this offensive, we gave up the whole of the great Somme region and

retired to the Hindenburg line— I assume this to be the case, because,

otherwise, it would probably not have been possible to have met the enemy
attacks. If, then, the gentlemen of the Supreme High Command of the

Army announced to us: “We can not assume the responsibility for further

operations on land, for further making good our defense, if we are not im-

mediately and with the utmost promptness provided with every means of

relief,” was the Imperial Chancelor and was I, in so far as I had anything

to do with the matter, to let things come to the pass of having the military

leaders in charge of military operations, Hindenburg and Ludendorff, say

to us: “If we are not given those war instrumentalities which we need for

the further conduct of the war—if greater value is placed on political meas-

ures, the effect of which will not be felt at once, but only after the passage

of time, it will be impossible for us to continue”? Just imagine what the

result would have been, and you will be able to see how it was that this

argument impressed me on the afternoon of the 12th.

Of course, on the 12th of January, the question of “President Wilson’s

silence” did not come up, for it was certainly not until the 12th of January

itself that the reply was made known to President Wilson.

The Chairman: There was opportunity up to the 31st.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Now with regard to President Wilson’s silence

up to the time of his message to the Senate. What took place in the tele-

grams of Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office up to that time is not so

very clear to me. Viewed from the outside, certainly during the twelve

days which succeeded the handing over of the reply of the Entente in Paris,

up to the time of the sending of the message to the Senate, no statement by
President Wilson was in any way announced which let it be understood

that he considered the peace aims of the Entente to be impossible or that

he looked upon them in the light of aims which blocked the road to peace.

The Chairman: Viewed from the outside, your Excellency, certainly.

But were you uninformed as to what was going on on the inside in the way
of an exchange of telegrams between Bernstorff and the Foreign Office here?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Gentlemen, you must bear in mind how the

whole correspondence took place. At that time, I myself had charge of a

department which is today subdivided into three great departments and,

I believe, a few small subsidiary departments in the bargain. I might

state that I carried out the duties of my office during the war with, perhaps,

the tenth part of the personnel which is employed today in this field. I was
obliged to work day and night and, at the same time, to keep in touch with

the Foreign Office and with the Imperial Chancelor—in as close touch as I

could possibly keep. But I can not state under oath that I actually was in-

formed of every telegram that was received in the Foreign Office even

regarding this important matter. It is true—and for this, I am deeply
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indebted to my colleague, the then Secretary of State Zimmermann, and r

above all, to the then Imperial Chancelor—that I kept au courant with

regard to the main features of the foreign policy for the purposes of the

work of my own department, and, finally, for the purposes ofmy cooperation

when important decisions were to be made. But I had no right to request

that every telegram be presented to me. In such case, there would have

been no division of labor. Finally, I was not the person in charge of the

general policy, but I was chief of the Department of the Interior and the

general representative of the Imperial Chancelor in respect to those matters

in which the Imperial Chancelor did not have a special representative—

*

such a representative as he had for foreign affairs in the person of the Secre-

tary of State for the Foreign Office.

The Chairman : In any event, your opinion is that, on the 12th of January,

there was no evidence of any real insistence on the part of Wilson to bring

about peace.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I can simply state that my attitude toward

Wilson’s efforts had already been one of such skepticism that, although I

probably heard many remarks made about such endeavors, nevertheless I no

longer attributed any particular weight to them. But with regard to these

individual points, I am not in a position to say anything definite under oath.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: You attributed no particular significance to

the telegram of the 9th of January?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I have already stated that, from the very

beginning, and in view of the experiences of the first years of the war, I was
extremely skeptical with regard to the honest neutrality of Wilson and the

American Government. If, in spite of this, I counseled against the U-boat

war, it was not because I believed that the neutrality of the United States

was a real neutrality, not because I took the view that America had not

wittingly done us serious harm—for that is what, in my opinion, America

did do—but because, in opposition to the view taken by many others, I

expected that the entrance of the United States into the war would increase

these injurious effects to an extent which would be very marked, if not

fatal. But in any case, my confidence in Wilson had absolutely and un-

equivocally ceased to exist ever since the affair of the Lansing letter.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: And that was the case as early as the 9th of

January, when you sent the telegram?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Certainly, but in so doing—Dr. Sinzheimer,

I can not avoid the feeling that the question you asked involves a trap, and

I should not like to have any misunderstanding exist on this point—-I did

not announce myself as against the U-boat war in the telegram of the 9th

of January, but expressly stated that it was my request that the decision

be postponed until such time as we could have a clearer knowledge of the

result of the peace moves.
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Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Your Excellency, the meaning of my question

is perfectly clear. It is simply based upon the thought that, on the 9th of

January, according to what you stated, you felt toward the United States

exactly the way that you felt, or that you stated that you felt, on the 12th

of January’, when the Imperial Chancelor talked to you as he did. What I

mean to say is, that, so far as you were concerned, your attitude toward the

United States was not different. That is the purpose of the question;

it is no catch question.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: If you want to dissect, Dr. Sinzheimer, I will

do some dissecting myself, and do it very minutely, at that. (Merriment.)

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: You have the right to do so.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I have emphasized the precise points which

were subject to change between the 9th and the 12th of January’. The
change which occurred consisted, first of all, in the decision made at Pless.

I could only get around this fact by sending in my resignation and by making

thereby a wholly useless protest against the U-boat war, which, after all,

would not have been affected by my resignation. I believe that I explained

myself in quite sufficient detail on this point yesterday.

The second new fact was that the Imperial Chancelor showed me on the

1 2th of January the joint answer of the Entente of the 10th, from which it

was plain to me that the Entente, which knew of Wilson’s peace move, sent

a reply to Mr. Wilson which, had I been Wilson, I would have looked upon

as a piece of impudence with reference to one particular point. And that

point was this: that the Entente had refused to be placed upon the same

ground as the Central Powers by Wilson, who wanted to act as a mediator.

In this way, the Entente, quite aside from its impossible war aims which it

proceeded to set up, rejected mediation by Wilson with a contemptuous

sweep of the hand; for mediation can only occur among equals. That

was how I had to interpret the note and, of course, this made its impression

on me. As to how Wilson would answer the Entente note of the 10th of

January’, I. of course, could not know on the 12th.

But affairs did not remain at a standstill on the 12th of January. The
next phase of development took the form of Wilson’s message to the Senate

of the 22d of January, and the valuation to be put upon this is a matter

concerning which I have already expressed myself at length. For me, at

least, it was the final step, and was the last point necessary’ to bring me
over to the conviction under the influence of which I made my statements

here in the Reichstag on the 31st; I might say that it was the psychological

basis of that conviction.

The Chairman: Taken in connection with your personal opinion of

Wilson, did not the fact that public opinion in the United States in no way
supported the views of Germany influence you very’ strongly in this con-

nection? You will remember that Count Bernstorff told us in great detail
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yesterday that, as a matter of fact, the President could undertake absolutely

nothing alone, but that he had to take his stand full and fair behind public

opinion. Were these American conditions known to you also at that time,

your Excellency, and did they have their effect in bringing you to the

point of view which you entertained? I should like to hear wdiat your

opinion was with regard to another point, and that is whether Germany
was too lax in guiding public opinion in the United States toward a favorable

attitude with regard to Germany, and in causing it to maintain such attitude.

This feature was touched upon, likewise, in Count Bernstorff’s hearing;

he testified that he himself, so far as it was in any way possible for him to

do so, did what he could, and that the fact of his office imposed certain

restrictions upon his activities. My personal opinion is that something

more ought to have been done by the German Government along these lines.

It ought to have worked along in other ways, making itself felt in the press

and in all performances of a public nature, moving-picture shows, theaters,

etc., for the reason that the American temperament is such as to allow

itself to be influenced to an extraordinary extent by these methods.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The attitude of public opinion in the United

States was well known to me, just as was the attitude of the greater part of

the business world. I would not be inclined to attribute this to malice.

I attribute malice only wffiere I have actual reason to do so. But it is

natural that a land like America, a land of Anglo-Saxon civilization, should

stand in a relation to another great country of Anglo-Saxon civilization

which was our main enemy in this war, different from that in which it stood

toward us. And if wre add to this the propaganda, the unheard-of propa-

ganda, which was nothing more nor less than a propaganda composed of

hideous lies and which had complete room for unrestricted play over there

under conditions where we could do nothing in reply, it is perfectly obvious

that, for this reason, the feeling there could not be improved. The American

Government—of course, I can only give my own impressions—did not do

its duty in connection with the abuses of the Entente propaganda in the

United States. But on this point, Count Bernstorff and the other gentlemen

who were there can give you better information than I. In any event, I

know as a fact that not only President Wilson, but the general public

opinion in the United States, was prejudiced against us, and it was for this

reason that I looked upon the question of the neutrality of the United States

continuing to be maintained as all the further from the possibility of accom-

plishment.

The Chairman: I recollect that Count Bernstorff stated, in the course of

his remarks, that the American Government was more or less forced to

look upon these activities of the press and of the moving-pictures, etc.,

with its hands tied, because it had absolutely no authority to interfere with

these private undertakings. Is that correct, Count Bernstorff, or is it not
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the case? I should like to ask you to make another brief statement on this

point, which seems a very material one.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: Up to the time of the Lusitania
,
the

disposition of public opinion in the United States was, it is true, not friendly,

but it was, at least to a certain extent, neutral.

The Chairman : The material point, your Excellency, is how the attitude

of the American Government came to be what it was. We know that it

changed. What we desire to ascertain is the extent to which it was possible

for the American Government, with regard to the attitude which was

brought about by these private undertakings—I assume that they were

private undertakings
;
I eliminate any suggestion that the American Govern-

ment could have taken any initiative in the matter—whether or not the

possibility existed for the American Government to take steps against

these undertakings such as the press, moving-pictures, etc., which were

poisoning the attitude of the whole people.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: It was impossible for it to take Uirect

official steps. Influence was exercised on various separate occasions by

means of conferences with the press, etc., along one line or the other—

I

mean depending upon the status of diplomatic negotiations. But on the

whole, any influence by the American Government would not have been

possible at that time. After the United States entered the war, the situation

changed completely, because then an official American propaganda bureau

was established. But this did not exist before the entrance of the United

States into the war.

The Chairman: Your Excellency did not make any different statement

at that time.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In order to promulgate propaganda, people

are needed who are to take charge of the propaganda, and, in this connection,

I should like to ask, by means of inquiries directed to Count Bernstorff and,

perhaps, also, to Professor Bonn, what the attitude was which the American

Government took toward the people who represented the interests of the

Entente, and toward those who represented German interests. And I

should like to bring up, in this connection, the case of Consul General Biinz,

which is interesting and important from still another angle.

The Chairman : Count Bernstorff. may I ask you to answer this question,

which I probably do not need to repeat.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: To take up first of all the question of

former Consul General Biinz, the facts were that the Imperial Government
and the Hamburg-American Line had an arrangement whereby the Ham-
burg-American Line was under the obligation of providing coal for our

war-ships.

This is what occurred, and, of course, protests against this course were

raised by the Entente, with the result that various negotiations took place
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between the two governments, and also between the American Government
and the governments of the Entente. Former Consul General Biinz, con-

sequently, underwent his penalty, because, in order to provide coal for the

war-ships, false declarations had to be given at the port; for it goes without

saying, that it was impossible to dispatch ships from New York loaded with

coal for our war-ships and, at the same time, to declare that the ships were

being used for this purpose. It was, therefore, represented that these ships

were, let us say, bound for Lisbon or for some other port. It was on the

basis of these false declarations that, later, Consul General Biinz was
brought to trial and found guilty.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I add a word? Consul General Biinz—

I

knew him personally—was more than 70 years old when he was put into

jail; Germany did her utmost to have him released from imprisonment.

These efforts, however, were without success, and Consul General Biinz died

in prison. I know of no case where the American Government and the

American courts proceeded with the same severity against nationals of the

Entente who provided ships of the Entente with rations and ammunition,

as they did against a man like Consul General Biinz who did nothing more

than to represent German interests.

The Chairman: Does Count v. Bernstorff know of a case where the

American Government proceeded against people of the Entente who had

rendered services to their country such as those which Consul General Biinz

rendered on behalf of his?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I should not like to put myself in the

position of a defender of the American Government; I should merely like

to state the fact that an English consul general in San Francisco was also

subjected to penalties at that time, on account of a violation of neutrality

through recruiting for the British Army. But in reverting to the case of

Biinz, I must state that the conviction of the former Consul General did not

come about, nor was he imprisoned, until after we had entered the war with

the United States. Whether he would have been imprisoned if the United

States had been neutral at that time, I can not say. I did not know that

any Germans in the United States had been convicted before the entrance

of the United States into the war.

The Chairman: Were criminal proceedings brought only after that time?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, they were brought before that time.

Expert Dr. Bonn: In this connection, I should like to state that the

Biinz case, which we have all very deeply deplored, has, really, nothing to

do with the issue. For the Biinz case involved no question of propaganda,

but is, at best, a question of neutrality. As to whether anybody got into

difficulty with regard to the neutrality laws, or not, has absolutely nothing

to do with the question which his Excellency Helfferich put to Count

Bernstorff.
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The Chairman: That is true; but the Biinz case has, generally speaking,

more or less to do with the general feeling which existed at that time in the

United States, upon which it throws quite a definite light.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I should like to try to clear up two more points which

his Excellency Helfferich has touched upon. He has referred repeatedly to

the Lansing interview.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That of the 21st of December.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that it would be very useful for Count Bern-

storff to tell us what the state of the case was with regard to the Lansing

interview, and what happened as the result. It was a matter which came

very closely within his own personal experience.

The Chairman: Count Bernstorff, will you be good enough to reply to

Professor Dr. Bonn’s suggestion.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It is well known that in the United States,

the government officials are obliged to hold interviews with, and give

answers to, members of the press to an extent far superseding the practice

in other countries. Every day, the official receives some twenty or thirty

newspaper men, and is, to a certain extent, subjected to a cross-examination.

On the morning following the dispatch of the first Wilson peace note, Lan-

sing was, as a matter of fact, questioned concerning this note to a very

close extent by a certain number of newspaper men. On that occasion, he

referred especially to that passage which, so far as I recollect, reads more or

less like this, that the rights of the United States were being so deeply in-

vaded by the belligerent Powers that there was danger that war might

result. He expressed himself somewhat beyond the limits of this utterance,

and made use of the phrase that the United States was standing on the verge

of war. This utterance got abroad in the country and was published in

the evening papers. I can, naturally, not state under oath what followed,

but I can only say what the common opinion was at that time in Washington.

It was that President Wilson had read this utterance or heard of it, and had

at once telephoned to Lansing to come to the White House and had in-

structed him to retract the statement. Then Lansing had the statement

retracted by saying that the words which he used had given a wrong impres-

sion, and that this impression should not be allowed to remain. Those are

the facts leading up to the matter, so far as I know.

Expert Dr. Bonn: May I put the further question on this point: What do

you think the purpose of Lansing’s statement was? Was it not the fact that

at that time an immediate and lively attack against Wilson was launched

in the press, to the effect that Wilson, to a certain extent, desired to make
peace in the capacity of an agent for the German Government? And that

Lansing injected the thought into the discussion, which had already been

communicated by Gerard, that, if peace were not brought about, the U-boat

war would set in?
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: At that time, various views had been

expressed in the press, and it had also been said on numerous occasions

that, if peace were not to come about, then the U-boat war was to be ex-

pected. In particular, Ambassador Gerard, when he returned from Ger-

many and before the seal of silence was laid upon him, gave two or three

interviews, in which he stated that he was returning from Germany and

that he knew that the U-boat war would be declared in the near future.

He always expressed himself to this effect. A few days afterwards, his

attitude changed. And especially did a newspaper man who traveled

along with him, a Mr. Swope, who claimed that he was his confidential man,

express himself to this effect. So that, as Professor Bonn just said, the

belief was entertained that, if peace was not brought about, the U-boat war

would be launched and war with Germany would result. That is correct.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I say a word? I have here the text of

Lansing’s statements of the 21st of December, together with the announce-

ments made in the morning and in the afternoon, as given in the New York
World. In the morning announcement, Lansing stated in so many words:

America is approaching the verge of war; I mean by this that we are

drawing nearer the verge of war ourselves, and therefore we are entitled

to know exactly what each belligerent seeks, in order that we may
regulate our conduct in the future.

So that this is a full confirmation of what I allowed myself to state yester-

day, that is, that America wanted to know the peace proposals of both

sides, and would regulate its attitude accordingly. And, under given

conditions, if the one or the other of the conflicting parties—and, as matters

were at that time, we would be the only ones, in my estimation, who could

qualify as such party—did not wish to do what America wanted, America

would have entered the war.

In the afternoon announcement, this announcement wdiich was made
in the morning was emasculated. It is true that a great hubbub had

resulted. I would like to ask Count Bernstorff and Professor Bonn whether

anyone believed that the excitement existed because it was thought that

the United States was on the verge of war with the Entente, or because the

United States was on the verge of war with Germany. The excitement

was there; and then Mr. Lansing, in the afternoon, modified his statement

and said that America had, up to that time, maintained its neutrality under

difficult circumstances and would make further efforts to continue to

maintain it. That was the general meaning of his remarks.

The Chairman : His Excellency Zimmermann desires to make a statement

at this time.

Witness Zimmermann : I simply wanted to make a remark having a

bearing on the propaganda question. So far as I know, to be sure after

the outbreak of the war

—
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The Chairman: Let me ask you to postpone this question for a moment,

so that we may first close with the incident concerning which Count Bern-

storff has just spoken.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: It goes without saying that no human

being believed that the Americans would go to war with the Entente. That

is quite self-evident; nobody would have entertained this idea. The danger

in the utterance was to be found simply in this, that the President considered

it absolutely essential, for the purposes of his peace policy, for the Entente

not to believe that the United States would engage in a war with Germany;

for he was always convinced that the Entente would only accept mediation

in the interests of peace if it were thoroughly convinced that a war between

Germany and the United States was out of the question. That is the most

important point of the whole question. I have always proceeded from this

point of view, since I have always said that the peace mediation could only

be brought about and would only have results if the Entente were convinced

that the possibility of a German-American war was out of the question

r

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Yes.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I make an announcement on this point?

The witness was given the floor in order to give him an opportunity—this

is what I assume to be the case, and in accordance with his desire as I

understand it—to inform us, in the greatest detail possible, of the reasons

why he changed his attitude between the 9th of January and the 31st of

January. But it is impossible for me, as recorder, to hold matters within

any definite limit of progression, if we are to go into all possible disconnected

points which are not germane to this question. A general inquiry to be

directed to the witness today was in accordance with the plan of the investi-

gating committee. We made no objection when you were given the oppor-

tunity to give the detailed reasons for the change in your point of view,

but if we go along this way, it will be quite impossible to carry out the

purpose of the investigating committee. I should therefore like to voice

the request that, from this time on, the proceedings be so handled as to

concentrate upon the question whose answer forms the basis of the inquiries

now directed to his Excellency Helfferich, to wit: what were his reasons

for changing his stand. That is the inquiry with which we started out.

The Chairman : I assume, Dr. Sinzheimer, that, by your remarks, you
desire to discuss a question of the order of business. It was after full con-

sideration that I put the question as to what public opinion among the

American people was at this critical period, because, with this information,

I thought I might be able to draw some inference having a bearing upon
the point of view which his Excellency Dr. Helfferich had of the whole

situation at that time, and which, consequently, might have been of de-

cisive influence upon his view, taken as a whole. For this reason, this issue

is directly material to the main issue which we are at present discussing.

49
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Moreover, I would not hesitate, particularly because I am anxious to

terminate with Dr. Helfferich’s testimony today, to diverge once and a

while from the actual main issue, in order to hear from his Excellency

Helfferich’s lips what appears to me to be of importance in connection with

the entire proceedings.

And now his Excellency Zimmermann desires to be heard upon this same

point.

Witness Zimmermann : Count Bernstorff has just stated that, in his

opinion, the American Government would have found it possible, before

the breaking off of relations with us and before going to war with us, to

influence public opinion by means of propaganda. Now, I believe that my
recollection is correct, to the effect that, soon after the outbreak of the war,

in October or November, 1914, President Wilson issued a proclamation in

which he prohibited anyone from taking an active part in the spreading of

propaganda of any kind in favor of either one of the belligerent parties, or

from taking sides with either one of the belligerent Powers. He said that

America was neutral and desired to remain neutral; that, for this reason,

it was forbidden to issue propaganda on behalf of one or the other party.

In spite of this proclamation, the pro-English press and the New York press

and the press of the eastern States began working up feeling against us in a

very lively fashion. All kinds of war atrocities, for which we were supposed

to have been to blame, were published broad-cast; hardly ever did anything

appear in the press that contained a good word for the Germans. All this

took place in spite of the proclamation of President Wilson. Now, I believe

that if the American Government had at that time been interested in

preserving a real neutrality, it would have found it easy to regulate matters

by means of a new proclamation, and remove the sting of the shameless

incitation against Germany, which already at that time was generally going

on.

The Chairman : We will now leave this phase. Dr. Cohn desires to put

a question to Count v. Bernstorff, concerning the matter of Consul General

Biinz.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Count v. Bernstorff, do you possibly know at whose

suggestion the proceedings against Consul General Biinz were inititated,

whether by complaint made to some competent authority, or whether it was

the direct act of the American Government?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The accusation was probably made by

the District Attorney of the State of New York.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Naturally; but he was first bound to determine

whether criminal action was justified. Have you any reason for knowing

that the American Government itself initiated the proceedings, or, on the

contrary, have you, perchance, any reason for believing that the proceeding

took the ordinary course, to wit, complaint lodged with a competent author-
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ity, and the taking of the proper steps required for the appropriate criminal

proceeding?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I should not like to state under oath

what steps were taken, because I no longer remember them precisely. I

assume, however, that they resulted from proceedings which were instituted

by the port authorities at New York.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Have you, Dr. Helfferich, any reason for believing

that the American Government initiated the proceedings?

The Chairman: Have you, your Excellency, any reason for believing

that the American Government initiated the proceedings?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I have no reason for thinking so. But the

Biinz case made a very strong impression on me, not only because Consul

General Biinz was personally well known to me, but, above all else, because

I had the impression, and knew, that the war-ships of the Entente were

continually cruising about in American waters for the purpose of capturing

neutral ships which might have been destined to Germany. That was^one

of the points on which Senator Stone laid emphasis in the complaint which

he lodged with Wilson, and these ships were, of course, provided with all

conceivable necessities by England—these war-ships of the Entente. Under

these conditions, it seemed to me to be a brutal act of injustice to handle

the situation which arose by virtue of Consul General Biinz having possibly

violated the formal laws of neutrality or ordinances or regulations, in the

way that it was handled; whereas, on the other hand, I never heard that the

American Government or any American authority took any steps in any

direction against the provisioning or the coaling, etc., of English war-ships,

or the delivery of war material of every kind to the Entente.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Allow me to refer back to the point of departure

which Dr. Helfferich has selected. Dr. Helfferich has no reason to believe—

-

I repeat—that the American Government initiated the proceedings against

Consul General Biinz. He now says that it seems to him monstrous that

the American Government, or any other American authority, objected to

the comparatively inconsequential act which Consul Biinz was supposed to

have committed. Does Dr. Helfferich expect that the proper American

authorities, to whom complaint was made of the violation of an American

law which was in full force and effect, are not to prosecute the accused party?

The Chairman: I believe that this is a question which merely calls for

a personal opinion.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. My purpose is to find

out, with regard to this particular point, what method there is in Dr. Helffe-

rich ’s testimony. That is important in this connection. Otherwise, we shall

be unable to form any conclusion as to how we are to value the inferences

and constructions of Dr. Helfferich. With regard to this one point, I should

like to have this definitely fixed; this is of great importance.
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The Chairman: I will leave it to the discretion of Dr. Helfferich to answer.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Dr. Cohn has possibly noticed that I have

absolutely refrained from answering him in the course of the proceedings

up to this time. I hereby make the request to the Chairman, that I be

relieved from the necessity of answering any questions put by Dr. Cohn.

(Great commotion and shouts from the audience.)

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I ask leave to speak!

The Chairman: In other words, this announcement of his Excellency

Dr. Helfferich is a refusal to testify in answer to direct questions of Dr.

Cohn, is it?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: If I were sitting here before a court, I would

object to Dr. Cohn as a judge, and would have the right to do so, under the

criminal law.

The Chairman: With regard to the question of the right to refuse to

testify, I may state that, constitutionally, our committee has powers analo-

gous to those of a criminal court. It is stated in so many words, in the

constitution, that the committee has powers in the nature of those which

characterize criminal procedure. Of course, this does not mean that the

character of this committee is definitely that of a court or of a tribunal.

That is not the case. The rules of criminal procedure are only applicable

so far as pure forms of procedure are concerned, and apply to the way in

which the hearings are conducted. But in this sense, we look upon the

gentlemen who come here for the purpose of giving information, in the light

of witnesses, as the term is used in criminal procedure. I will not decide

right here at the moment and in public— I will reserve my own opinion on

the point—the question of how far the provisions of the rules of criminal

procedure with regard to the right of the witness to refuse to testify, apply.

But, although I state in advance that these rules are to be observed by us

here, I may also state that the right of refusing to testify is granted to the

witness under the rules of criminal procedure only if, as the result of asking

a question, either he or his immediate family might be in danger of being

criminally prosecuted. The other rules having to do with the right of a

witness to refuse to testify can have no application here, because they

assume the existence of an accused person with regard to whom the witness

occupies a certain position. That can not be the case here. I will therefore

ask his Excellency to state whether we are to expect that certain questions

coming from a certain member of the Committee, to wit, Dr. Cohn, will not

be answered by him, whether it is to this extent only that he will refuse to

testify, and not in general, but simply with regard to questions which Dr.

Cohn personally puts, in such a way that, if I should put the question, he

will not refuse to give his testimony.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to take up

this question in a manner devoid of any sharp criticism—a question which
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is a very serious matter of conscience with me. I should like to assert that

this committee is an extraordinary mixture of a court of law and a parlia-

mentary commission. The Chairman himself has recognized the fact that

that is the situation which, to a certain extent, confronts the committee.

I should further like to remark—and this refers back to statements made by
Dr. Cohn on the occasion of my first examination—'that I am here, occupying

the extraordinary and confused position of witness and accused. Delegate

Dr. Cohn has expressly declared that the purpose of the committee’s exist-

ence here is to determine what crimes the representatives of the old govern-

ment have committed. That was the sense of his remarks.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The contrary, your Excellency!

Witness Dr. Helfferich: If I have misunderstood, I should be glad to

be corrected.

The Chairman: I do not believe, your Excellency, that that is the sense

of his remarks. For if they had been subject to that unavoidable construc-

tion, if that had been their sense beyond any question of doubt, I should

at once have taken issue with the statement.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In that case, I shall be only too glad, as goes

without saying, to be corrected on this point. But the fact exists, never-

theless, and quite independent of that statement; for, after all, we really

have no desire—to use a trivial expression—to bamboozle each other. This

is the way matters stand here: I feel that I am a mixture of a witness and,

let us say, one who in the future is to become either an accused or a defend-

ant. That is how I feel; I have not been able to shake off this feeling ever

since the first session held by the committee. And I will further state that

if I were an accused standing at the bar, and if this were a regular court,

then I would have the right to object to Delegate Cohn as a judge.

When I stated, a few minutes ago, that the question of allowing myself

to be involved in a controversy with Dr. Cohn in these matters was a pure

question of conscience, so far as I am concerned, I do not know whether

you gentlemen understood what I mean. My wish would be to avoid going

into an explanation on the point, if you would be satisfied with my doing so.

If you insist on my going into further explanations on the subject, I am,

naturally, at your service and shall avoid, so far as I am concerned, even

then, the introduction of further personal rancor into the matter.

The Chairman : We shall withdraw for the purpose of consulting on this

point.

(The committee withdraws at 11:17 o’clock for the purpose of a confer-

ence.)

At 12:54 o’clock the hearing was again opened.

The Chairman : The following resolution has been made by the com-
mittee, as the result of a vote of four to two, Delegate Dr. Cohn not

voting:
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i. The committee is no court of law. Proceedings held by it consti-

tute no proceedings preliminary to proceedings before the national court.

It has no judgments to render. The refusal of a member to act, for

personal reasons, is not permissible; nor is the refusal to answer questions

put by an individual member. A refusal to answer a question is avail-

able to a witness only for the reason applicable to criminal process.

Are you now prepared, your Excellency, after I have read this resolution,

to answer Delegate Dr. Cohn’s question?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The resolution has, in no way, affected the

reasons which impel me. For that reason, I am no more ready now than I

was before to answer questions which Delegate Dr. Cohn may put.

(Call from the audience: Now for the resolution.)

The Chairman: In this case, the committee has reached a resolution

again, by the same vote of four to two, Delegate Cohn not voting:

Witness Dr. Helfferich, in view of the fact that he has refused to

testify without lawful cause, will, in accordance with Paragraph 69 of

the criminal procedure, be charged with the costs caused by his refusal

to testify, and ordered, at the same time, to pay a fine of 300 marks.

(Commotion and laughter.)

I have a personal remark to make. The penal resolution is not in accord-

ance with my view of the meaning of the purposes which, according to the

constitution, are to control us. I am of the opinion that, so far as our

proceedings are concerned, the analogy to criminal process can not be

stretched to the point of completely ignoring personal reasons which may
be such as to cause anyone to decide to refuse to testify. I further consider

it of the greatest importance that, before adopting such a resolution, the

personal reasons which induced Dr. Helfferich to refuse to testify should

first be given, in order that their weight might be considered, in order that

the reasons of his refusal could be gone into. The refusal to accept my
view is, in my opinion, of such importance and so vital that I herewith

resign from the chairmanship of this committee. (Rousing cheers.)

I resign the chairmanship in favor of Acting Chairman Mr. Gothein.

(Delegate Gothein takes the chair.)

Acting Chairman Gothein (with raised voice) : I must, first of all, subject

to the sharpest censure those representatives of the press who have given

vent to expressions of approval. I shall take away the cards from all those

parties who venture once more to express approval in any way whatsoever.

And at the same time, I call attention to the fact that, if there once again

occurs any expression of approval or disapproval from the audience, I shall

order the hall cleared. I beg that you will conduct yourselves accordingly.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I ask a question of the Chairman?

Acting Chairman Gothein: For the moment, I still have the floor. One
minute, your Excellency!
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I still have to inform you that, since your Excellency has stated pre-

viously that you were ready to give the reasons which were such as to impel

you not to answer the questions put by Delegate Dr. Cohn, at the express

desire of Delegate Dr. Cohn you are requested to give those reasons here in

public session. I call your attention to the fact, however, that the only

thing to be dealt with in this connection are facts, and not opinions. If you

please

!

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I venture, first of all, to ask the Chairman

a question?

Acting Chairman Gothein : If you please.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: What right of appeal have I, analogous to

those afforded by the criminal process, against the resolution of this com-

mittee?

Acting Chairman Gothein: On that point, the committee has drawn up

no resolution. I leave it to your discretion to inform yourself as to what

your legal rights are, or to submit your complaint to the joint committee.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I state that there is no legal remedy provided,

analogous to that peculiar to the criminal process, and that this fact is

obvious to the members of the committee.

Acting Chairman Gothein: I can only state that you are in no position

here to make any assertions in this regard, but that these assertions are to be

made by the committee.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Mr. Chairman, under these conditions, which

affect me so closely, I am entitled to be heard here. I insist upon that

right.

Acting Chairman Gothein: You have nothing to establish with regard

to this question; the committee alone can do so. You have not this right.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I have asked the committee what legal reme-

dies I have, according to the opinion of the committee, against the resolution

which the committee has taken, and must announce here that, in reply to

the question, I have received no answer from the committee.

Acting Chairman Gothein : I have answered you in saying that you can

present your complaint to the Joint Committee of Inquiry.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In so far as concerns the second question, I

have called attention to the fact that I have asked to be spared from giving

the exact grounds for my action, in order to avoid unnecessary personal

asperity. I assumed that Mr. Cohn is sufficiently aware of what those

grounds are, as is the committee itself. I have stated that we are now, at

this point, dealing with a matter which is a serious matter of conscience with

me. But since Mr. Cohn himself, and the committee also, insist that the

reasons be given, I will do so.

This committee and, in fact, the Joint Committee, is, above all, engaged

in the task of getting at the reasons which led to the terrible collapse of our
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country. In my opinion, Delegate Dr. Cohn took a very direct part in this

collapse. According to a telegram from Mr. Joffe which was published in

the press at that time, Mr. Joffe, being the Berlin representative of the

Russian soviet government, Dr. Cohn had Mr. Joffe put money belonging

to the Russian soviet government at his disposal for the purpose of bringing

about a revolution in Germany at the time when our country was making
its hardest fight against the overwhelming numbers of its enemies. Those
are the reasons why I must refuse to talk with Dr. Cohn about these things

and to give answer to his questions. It is, of course, obvious that you could

subject me to the penal measures of criminal process, but no power on earth

can force me to exchange questions and answers with Dr. Cohn.

Acting Chairman Gothein : Dr. Cohn, do you wish to speak?

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Yes, I desire to be heard on this point. I appeal to

the committee, and I also appeal to Dr. Helfferich, although he refuses to

answer my questions. What Dr. Helfferich has brought up here is, as a

matter of fact, incorrect. It has already repeatedly been settled, so far as

the public is concerned, and this constitutes another proof of the carelessness

with which Dr. Helfferich deals with facts, when he again makes use of a

circumstance which has long since been found to be untrue, in order to find

a basis for his attitude in a serious question of law and policy.

It is not true that Ambassador Joffe ever stated in a telegram that he

gave me money at a time when the Fatherland was struggling at the front.

In the telegram referred to by Dr. Helfferich, Mr. Joffe merely said one

thing, which I confirmed later in public statements made to the press and

in the National Assembly on February 27, 1919, namely, that on the morning

of November 6, 1918, he gave me certain sums of money to be used for

certain purposes, concerning which I made a detailed statement in the

National Assembly and in the course of those other public addresses.

Those purposes had nothing in common with what Dr. Helfferich states

they had; they simply had to do with the maintenance of Russian prisoners

and with sufferers in Germany, and, to a small extent, with the furtherance

of the political aims of my party. It should certainly be clear to Dr. Helffe-

rich that, from the 6th of November, 1918, on, even if I had at once used

these sums for the purposes of my political aims, it would have been im-

possible for me to bring about results by means of the press, by means of

public meetings, or by other political measures which could in any way have

been felt, so far as conditions at the front were concerned.

But, speaking of the major portion of the money, namely, the money
which was used for the maintenance of Russian prisoners and those in want,

even Dr. Helfferich will not go as far as to assert that the maintenance of the

prisoners and of those in want had for its purpose or was in any way
whatsoever adapted to increa.se the difficulties of the troops which were

struggling at the front.
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Dr. Helfferich, as a voracious reader of political news, and in view of the

fact, moreover, that he has eagerly followed the course of political events,

has certainly read the stenographic report of the session of the National

Assembly of February 27, 1919. If he has not read it, it constitutes a

serious imputation against his reliability in estimating facts and in the

interpretation of statements made. In concluding the analysis made by me
in the course of addressing the National Assembly, I spoke as follows:

I do not delude myself with the hope, honorable members of the

Assembly, that even now the gossip about the Russian millions will be
stilled. I can only say one thing: That whoever, after this, shall

make his appearance in this hall and give vent to such gossip, in hidden
or less concealed form, whether he occupies the government bench or

whether he is a delegate, is, I must confess, a liar.

Dr. Helfferich escapes characterization along the lines of these remarks,

because we are not in the hall where I spoke these words, and because Dr.

Helfferich is neither a delegate of the National Assembly nor a member of

the Government.

I may not, however, pass over these matters without pointing out the

real purpose of Dr. Helfferich’s remarks as they appear to me to be. In

stating that he did not know to what extent he was a witness or to what
extent an accused, Dr. Helfferich is right in one thing: Although not for-

mally, and in the meaning of a legal proceeding, before the national court, and

much less within the meaning of criminal procedure under the criminal code,

it is, nevertheless, true that Dr. Helfferich stands here, as a matter of fact,

as I understand his position, as an accused before the bar of this investigating

committee.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Thanks!

Acting Chairman Gothein: Colleague Cohn, I can not concede that this

statement is permissible. The province of the investigating committee is

limited to investigation, and not to making accusations. I must subject

this statement of yours to censure as being in conflict with the tasks and

duties of the investigating committee.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I submit to this reproof, and will make no further

remarks which have any bearing upon the powers of the investigating com-

mittee. But I may, at least, call Dr. Helfferich’s attention to an event

which took place, not before the investigating committee, but in the old

Reichstag, between him and me. As far back as May, 1917, Dr. Helfferich

saw fit to reproach me bitterly for a speech which I made at that time in the

Reichstag, saying that I had alleged guilt or even complicity of the German
authorities with regard to the outbreak of the war. Thereupon, I answered

Dr. Helfferich that, so far as the blame was concerned

—

Acting Chairman Gothein: Colleague Cohn, I merely gave State Secre-

tary Dr. Helfferich the opportunity to reply, in order to give the reason for
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his refusal to answer, and I only gave you the opportunity to reply, for the

purpose of meeting the reasons which were assigned. In my opinion, your

answer regarding the last point mentioned has nothing to do with what Dr.

Helfferich has stated here.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Mr. Chairman, I regret that I can not submit, so far

as this point is concerned, and I regret to be obliged to contradict you. Dr.

Helfferich has said that Delegate Dr. Cohn was directly and, perhaps,

primarily a participant in the collapse; he has accused him of being a guilty

party. And to meet this point, those statements which I had in mind, and

which, moreover, are very brief, should be sufficient. In view of this expla-

nation, I may venture to continue. I say that, at that time, in May, 1917,

Dr. Helfferich charged me with having placed the blame, or part of the

blame for the war, with the German authorities—

-

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I ask, Mr. Chairman, what kind of a

discussion we are coming to now?

Acting Chairman Gothein: You are not speaking now; Dr. Cohn has the

floor for the present.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I thereupon replied to Dr. Helfferich—

•

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Mr. Chairman, I am here as a witness, for the

purpose of having my statement taken.

Acting Chairman Gothein: Certainly you are here as a witness. Your
business is to answer questions when they are put to you.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I am simply here in the capacity of a witness.

If the discussion proceeds along these lines, I shall leave the hall.

(The witness arises.)

Acting Chairman Gothein: Then we shall take the necessary steps to

prevent you.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I repeat that, if the discussion proceeds along

these lines, and if I am given no information as to the character of the

discussion, I shall leave the hall.

(The witness packs his records and his portfolios.)

Acting Chairman Gothein: You have not been given the floor.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: Then I may add one thing—for Dr. Helfferich is

again granting us the honor of his presence! It is not I who am the party

to blame for the collapse, but one of the parties guilty of conducting and

prolonging the war is Dr. Helfferich.

Acting Chairman Gothein: Once again, that does not come within the

limits of the purposes of the committee; I must reprove you, in the most un-

qualified manner, for having given vent to this utterance.

I now close the discussion, and shall fix the date of the next session at my
discretion.

The session closed at 1:12 o’clock.



THIRTEENTH SESSION

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1919

The session was opened by Chairman Delegate Gothein at 10:33 o’clock.

The Chairman: I open the session.

The occurrences which took place at the close of the last public session

have given rise to doubt in the minds of the public, as well as in the minds

of those participating in the proceedings, with regard to the purposes of the

investigating committee.

In answer to the doubts entertained, and basing my remarks on the

resolution which was unanimously taken and which remains unshaken, I

reiterate that, as was announced without objection at the 84th session of the

National Assembly, the investigating committee has merely the character

of a parliamentary commission of inquiry; it does not take the place of any

proceeding preliminary to proceedings before the national court or a crim-

inal action. Its purpose is not to gather together material which can serve

as a basis of a legal action, but the explanation and establishment of facts,

causes, and chains of political events.

This resolution is unconditionally binding upon all members of the com-

mittee, as it is on all witnesses, who, in the course of their statements,

are under the obligation of refraining from all personal judgments.

So that, on the one hand, I request members of the committee and, on the

other hand, the witnesses, to base their actions upon the provisions of this

resolution.

First of all, we shall hear his Excellency Helfterich:

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I request permission to make a statement 1

which has a bearing upon the judgment imposed upon me on the ground of a

supposed refusal to testify, and also upon the ground of my refusing to take

part in question and answer as regards Delegate Dr. Cohn, and which also

has to do with the answer which Delegate Dr. Cohn made to me, as well as

with individual questions which have arisen as the result of the general

course of procedure followed by this committee.

The Chairman: Your Excellency, I do not consider that it is appropriate

to permit you to take this matter up at this stage. I shall, however, leave

it to your discretion to present the committee with this protest, for that is

what it seems to be, if I have correctly understood you. The committee

will take cognizance thereof and will, moreover, have it published in its

protocol, and will inform you of its decision in the matter. If the committee

1 See Annex to this meeting, post
, p. 846.
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considers it proper to inform you of its decision in open session, in which

case this protest will be read, this will take place in the course of the next

session. We shall take action upon it today. In the meantime, it will be

permissible for you to inform the press of the contents of your protest

beforehand.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I personally would be inclined to consider it of

the greatest importance to be allowed to present this protest immediately

at the commencement of today’s proceedings, and, in like manner, to be

allowed to take up the other points of which I have spoken, in oral discussion.

Merely in order to refrain from placing any obstacle in the way of the smooth

course of the proceedings of this committee—any obstacle which it is possible

for us to avoid— I yield to the desire of the Chairman and submit my protest

and my statement for purposes of publication in the protocol. I must,

however, point to the importance of having my statement made public

forthwith, and shall take the hint which the Chairman has given me. I

shall see to it that my statement is made known to the press forthwith.

May I hand over my statement?

(Hands over his statement.)

Now, may I add another word? The statement which I have delivered

brings up questions which are of fundamental importance for the whole

method of procedure, not only of the subcommittee, and not only of the

main committee, but for the procedure to be followed in all future parlia-

mentary investigating committees. For this reason, if for no other, I could

not expect, and I do not expect that these questions will be decided by this

subcommittee at this moment, since it will undoubtedly need to go into the

questions with the main committee and confer about them in detail.

I have already stated that, in opposition to the statements made in the

press, it is not my desire to put any obstacles in the path of this committee.

I have the very greatest personal interest in seeing that the business before

this committee comes to a prompt and uninterrupted termination. For this

reason, and with the reservations which I have ventured to make and which

are drawn up in my statement, I am at the disposal of the committee for the

purpose of further inquiry.

The Chairman: In the first place, his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg

has asked to speak, in order to answer an inquiry which was made by Min-

ister of State Dr. David on the occasion of an earlier session, an explanation

concerning the events which took place in the secret session of the committee,

stating why it was that we were not informed by the Imperial Government

of all the negotiations which were going on with the United States. I

consider it expedient to take Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg’s testimony before

that of Dr. Helfferich.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Ladies and gentlemen, in full

accord with the basic principles of these proceedings, which today have
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again been announced by the Chairman as being in entire agreement with

the constitution, the former Chairman of the committee again and again

announced his objection to the proposition that decisions based upon the

proceedings of the investigating committee be reached before the investigat-

ing committee had come to the end of its task; and particularly did the

Chairman instruct the press to refrain from the expression of opinions based

upon what has occurred in the constitutional committee up to this time. In

many instances, these warnings fell upon unfruitful soil.

I may be permitted, on my part, too, to express my regret that this is so.

I hope that the committee has come to the conviction, as the result of every-

thing that I have said up to this time, that, far from being moved by any
political feeling, I have merely attempted to serve the truth in my represen-

tation of the facts. I proceed upon the conviction that, particularly since

we are struggling in the toils of such an unspeakable misfortune, the people

have a just claim to know the course of events. And I am not at all inclined

to a policy of mystification with regard to any phase; in fact, the contrary is

the case. But if it is the task of this committee to establish the truth not

only in the historical sense, but for the purpose of preventing the people,

who are now called upon to bear this misfortune and this want, from being

continually provided with information which is not such as to remove the

doubts which have existed up to this time concerning the most important

questions, but, on the contrary, results in their multiplication, then I believe

that it is my right, even in the absence of special questions being put to me
by the committee, to clear up the matters at issue to the best of my ability.

Early this morning, I read an article in the Vorwdrts, which represents as

settled facts which are at the present time still in the process of investigation

before us and which draws inferences therefrom which are bound to lead to

further confusion. In the main, it deals with the charge—speaking in

rather severe terms—of having deceived the people, charges which have been

heard in this hall too.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, that a peace mediation on the part of Wilson

was to be expected, was a fact which was in the air in the autumn of 1916.

I was bound to have reasons for not informing the party leaders, in detail

and officially, with regard to the steps which we had taken in Washington
in respect to a peace move on the part of Wilson, not, however, for the

purpose of deceiving the people, but, on the contrary, for the purpose of not

blocking Wilson’s peace move from the very start. For it was obvious that,

if even the slightest whisper of our move had seeped through, it could no

longer be considered a thinkable possibility for Wilson to accomplish any-

thing in the interests of peace. In view of the general attitude of the United

States toward the Entente, there was nothing which could redound more to

the discredit of its President than the charge of doing us a favor. But the

situation in Germany, too, made it absolutely impossible for me to take the
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political parties completely into my confidence. I remember clearly that,

on the occasion of a confidential conference which I had with the party

leaders on the nth of December, 1916, there was expressed the very definite

disinclination on the part of the majority to having peace brought about

by President Wilson. The animosity against America which has repeatedly

been discussed in the present proceedings, was confessedly too strong; even

communications of an absolutely confidential nature would not have

protected me from discussions in the press, which would have condemned
every move in the nature of mediation which America might have taken,

as opposed to the interests of the nation. The Social Democrats, however,

who took the opposite view, constituted no more, after all, than a minority

party whose agreement, as matters then lay with us at that time in Germany,
would simply have increased the opposition of the other parties. By Presi-

dent Wilson’s note -£>f the 18th of December, his peace move constituted

public law to just such an extent as did the attitude of the Entente to the

peace question by virtue of their answer to this note and to our peace

proposal. That the U-boat resolution of the 9th of January was taken

without the knowledge of the Reichstag, was the necessary result of the

character of this resolution, viewed as a decision concerning a military move.

In order to protect this development as much as could possibly be done, it

was necessary to keep it as much of a secret from all the world as it lay in

the power of the competent authorities to do. Attacks against this secret

method of proceeding could only be based upon the argument that the

responsible parties were plainly wrong in assuming that they were confronted

by that political and military dilemma of which I have repeatedly spoken;

in other words, and coming down to my particular office, that I was obvi-

ously wrong in my conclusion of the 9th of January, that the Entente was

not ready to negotiate. This subject has been commented upon so repeat-

edly and in such detail, that I have nothing further to add concerning it

today. And, moreover, I also have made a detailed statement as to why
it was that I thought that no event which occurred in the subsequent period

reaching up to and including the 22d of January, namely, the day of the

message to the Senate, was such as to justify me in drawing the conclusion

that any real change in the situation could come about. As soon as it was

possible, I informed the political parties of the occurrences which were con-

nected with Count Bernstorff’s telegram of the 28th of January.

Summing up the entire matter, we find that the fact that we kept secret

the steps that we had taken in Washington, simply resulted in furthering

Wilson’s peace move, and that the result of keeping the U-boat resolution

secret was no more nor less than to keep this instrumentality of warfare

protected from injuries of a military nature. That the political parties of

the Empire were at that time in any doubt upon the point that the U-boat

war would involve us in a war with the United States, is a fable. If the
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committee has any doubt on this point, I suggest that the stenographic

reports of the sessions of the budget committee, which took up the matter

of the U-boat war in its vary ing phases, be consulted. In spite of its knowl-

edge that this was what the U-boat war meant, so far as America was

concerned, a solid majority of the Reichstag supported the U-boat war,

conditioning its support on the fact that the war was held to be an essential

step by the Supreme High Command of the Army. This fact can not be

questioned, in my opinion, particularly by those political parties who
emphatically support the principle that the majority of the people should

decide the course which matters are to pursue.

The Chairman: We have taken cognizance of this announcement. Your

Excellency has stated that it would be desirable to refer to the stenographic

protocol of the sessions of the budget committee held on this subject.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: The way that I put it was this:

That these stenographic reports be consulted if the committee should still

entertain any doubts.

The Chairman: I consider it absolutely essential for these reports to be

consulted. They will certainly help to solve a material portion of the task

of the investigating committee. I should like, however, to call attention

to the fact that, strictly speaking, these reports are not stenographic reports.

Of course, they are stenographic reports in the fullest sense of the term, so

far as the speeches which were made at that time by the Imperial Chan-

celor, his representatives, and the secretaries of state are concerned. With
regard to the statements made by the members of the committee, they

are, however, merely protocols drawn up on the basis of stenographic notes

which were taken. For this reason, it will be necessary, in my opinion,

that members of the Reichstag, that is, of the budget committee who
participated in those conferences, be heard here as witnesses, in order that

the matter be still further explained.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: May I venture, perhaps, to make
another proposal?

The Chairman: If you please.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: I should like to leave it to the

eventual discretion of the committee, in case the committee should deem it

necessary to do so, to question the party leaders, too, with whom I had

repeated confidential conferences on the point, as to whether it is not the

fact that I based my objections to the U-boat war in all its phases, on those

occasions when I took sharp issue with the U-boat war, not only on my view

that the number of our U-boats was too small, but upon the very point that

the U-boat war would involve us in a war with the United States and that it

was my desire to avoid, under all circumstances, adding to the number of

our enemies.

The Chairman : Your Excellency, this circumstance is also shown in the
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records of the budget committee. In this connection, I should like to state,

however, that the records of the budget committee also show that not only

did the Social Democratic Party constitute no opponent to a peace mediation

by Wilson, but that the same was true of the Progressive National Party.

As a matter of fact, this is shown by the records of the budget committee.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: On this point, I may state that

I do not believe that I have said here anything to the contrary. I stated

that a solid majority of the Reichstag took sides in favor of the U-boat war,

on the condition that the Supreme High Command of the Army was in

favor of the war. This solid majority of the Reichstag consisted of the

Right, the Center and the National Liberals. I received the impression

during the war that the members of the Progressive National Party took no

really definite attitude on this precise question of the U-boat war. How-
ever, I draw no inferences from this fact. I might draw the single political

inference that, in view of the majority situation in the Reichstag at that time,

my reliance upon the Social Democrats and the Progressive Nationalists to

support my policy, pitted against the majority held by the other parties,

might well have led to disastrous political results.

The Chairman: I simply made this remark, your Excellency, because,

in continuing the statement which you have just quoted, you stated that you

were hardly able to depend for support upon the Social Democrats and, for

this reason, I thought it proper to announce here, right at this point, what
the records of the budget committee say on the subject.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: It supplements what I said.

Delegate Dr. Sinziteimer: Your Excellency, and I may put the question

to his Excellency Helfferich too: It is undoubtedly the fact that, at that time,

a majority was in favor of the unrestricted U-boat war, and that his Excel-

lency Bethmann and his Excellency Helfferich were decided opponents of the

view expressed by this majority. Is an inference not bound to be drawn, in

consequence? If those who hold the opinion that the unrestricted U-boat

war constituted a peril for the entire people, refrained from taking the

necessary steps according to the principles of parliamentary governments

which we were just discussing, would this not result in a strengthening of the

attitude of the majority, in that it could avail itself of the argument that,

perhaps, after all, the matter was not so decisive? May I request an

answer to this question?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I stated in unmistakable terms on

the occasion of my first remarks the significance I was called upon to attrib-

ute to this lay-out of the parliamentary field, in view of the general polit-

ical conditions in the German Empire in their relation to the two supreme

branches of government. Although it is true that at that time we were not

a nation governed by popular representation, but a State subject to supreme

authority such as is now being discussed, I believe that, nevertheless, it is a
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mistake to undervalue the significance of the parliamentary conditions,

even when a state subject to supreme authority is considered. It is possible

that this significance is even greater than it is in a state governed by popular

representation. I would prefer not to go any deeper into the subject at this

time, but, nevertheless, I may call attention to the fact that even the states-

man of heroic mould, Bismarck, had to take the conditions of the political

parties of parliament into consideration, although when he was in power,

our nation was a state subject to supreme authority to a far greater extent

than was the case when I was Imperial Chancelor. And we must remember

how Prince Bismarck had to give up the pursuit of policies which he con-

sidered absolutely essential to the welfare of the Empire, on account of

these political conditions of parliament. During the war, I myself was

destined to learn this much by experience, that the attitude of the majority

parties in the Reichstag had a very definite influence upon the most im-

portant phases of the development of the war. I believe that I must make
this statement and that I am able to make it.

The Chairman : I should not like to go into this matter any more deeply

today. I think it will be expedient for us to eliminate it during the course

of the further hearings, to the greatest extent possible, because, after all, it

takes us off into other fields and, for the moment, constitutes a hindrance to

the progress of our hearings.

Minister of State Dr. David: Gentlemen, I will venture to make but a

short statement. The remarks of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg
are to the following effect: He states that parliament is, in part, jointly

responsible for the fact that we went to war with the United States as the

result of the U-boat war, and that, indeed, it was largely responsible there-

for; for, according to his statement, parliament was formally also an element

of force strong enough, even, given the proper conditions, to oppose such a

resolve on the part of the Supreme High Command of the Army or to post-

pone it. The Imperial Chancelor takes the stand that the Reichstag was
fully informed as to the consequences which must needs result in the United

States from the launching of the U-boat war. I can not share this view.

I am convinced that if the Reichstag had really known the situation as it was
revealed by the exchange of telegrams between Washington and Berlin, it

would have put the entire weight of its influence in the scale in order to

revoke the fatal decision. I infer that this is the case, in the first place,

because the express and definite announcements of our Ambassador that war
with the United States would be unavoidable if the decision to launch the

unrestricted U-boat war was taken, were not communicated to us. When
later, in the course of the summer of 1917, this view which our Ambassador
had taken, together with his communications, leaked through to parliament,

they attracted the greatest attention and played a very material part in

bringing about the trend which domestic politics took during the summer,
50
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and which Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg has deplored in his

recent statements. For these reasons, I am bound to adhere to my view

that full information was not given parliament.

Imperial Chancelor Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: May I reply

—

The Chairman: I should just like to call attention to one point. Your
Excellency has explained the reasons why you did not inform either the

budget committee or the party leaders of the individual steps that were

taken. In my opinion, it follows that we would only be able to take up this

question to further advantage if we were to call for the protocols of the

budget committee and, at the same time, take the testimony of those who
were the party leaders at that time. In my opinion, it would be of very

little advantage to go into these matters any further at the present time.

But I will give your Excellency the opportunity to speak once more on the

point.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I can simply voice my agreement

with the statements made by the Chairman. It was my intention to make a

similar statement.

I differ with Minister of State David, since I take the view that the party

leaders and the general public, I might add—I believe that an examination

of the various articles in the newspapers would confirm this—entertained

no doubt whatsoever, in view of all the precedents afforded by the Sussex

note, etc., that the unrestricted U-boat war would necessarily involve us in

war with the United States. That was surely a secret which was open to all

the world.

Delegate Dr. Spahn : In the latest number of the Deutsche Revue
,
there is a

statement of the events which took place in the Bundesrat committee for

foreign affairs at the session of the 16th of January, 1917. The article goes

into details; I do not know whether the Imperial Chancelor knows the

article. If he has not seen it, I should like to ask him to tell us how the

votes went on that occasion.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: On this point, I can tell you nothing;

I have nothing before me in the shape of a protocol concerning this session

of the Bundesrat. Moreover, no protocol would be drawn up, giving a

statement of how the votes were cast in the Bundesrat. As a matter of

fact, there was no vote taken in the Bundesrat; but when I told the Bundes-

rat of the decision which had taken place on January 9, the various members

of the Bundesrat expressed their views with regard to the expediency of this

resolve.

The Chairman: Let us hear his Excellency Helfferich on this point alone.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: With regard to this point, now: I have a very

distinct recollection of the session of the Bundesrat committee that dealt

with the U-boat war. The then Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

is absolutely right; to my knowledge, the session was not covered by pro-
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tocol. The conference was absolutely confidential; it was an occasion on

which opinions were confidentially exchanged. Baron v. Weizsacker, the

Premier of Wiirttemberg was the only one who took a view opposed to the

unrestricted U-boat war and voiced his objections. Not Bavaria! Count

Herding did not, it is true, speak in favor of the unrestricted U-boat war

with the same firmness as the other representatives did; he was somewhat

skeptical, and possibly may have brought up this objection or that; but the

Premier of Bavaria did not take any stand against the unrestricted U-boat

war. The only person to take a definite stand against, and to state his

objections with great emphasis, was Baron v. Weizsacker, the Premier of

Wiirttemberg.

May I now answer, in connection herewith, the question which Dr.

Sinzheimer put to me too?

Delegate Dr. Spahn: The question of the vote.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No voting was done.

Delegate Dr. Spahn: It has been stated, with regard to Weizsacker, that,

as the result of his opposition, consent was not given.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is a mistake.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: May I say a word, please? Ac-

cording to our state constitution, the Bundesrat committee for foreign

affairs had no right to make resolutions, anyway. For this reason, a vote,

as such, was out of the question. The chairman of the Bundesrat com-

mittee, the Bavarian representative on the Bundesrat committee, was

given the task of drawing up a general resume of the remarks which had been

made. But in view of the fact that there was no question of passing any

resolution, no real vote could be taken in any sense of the word.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I can simply confirm this. The question was

not put to a real vote. I have not the Deutsche Revue here before me. I

have read Baron v. Weizsacker’s presentation of the matter, too, but my
memory of the passage differs from that of his Excellency Spahn. But we
could settle this by sending for the particular number of the Deutsche Revue.

Now with regard to the other point, the question put by Dr. Sinzheimer.

I ask to be allowed to give a precise statement of the stand which I finally

took during those dark days. After the rejection of our peace proposal,

which resulted in the failure of the then peace move, the unrestricted U-boat

war came to be, even in my opinion, an absolutely inevitable necessity after

all, though, indeed, a very grave one; it had to be launched either with the

support of the parliamentary majority or without it; it was launched with

the support of the parliamentary majority. There can be no doubt what-

soever about this, and, above all can no such doubt exist in view of the fact

that the Center party made a statement, in connection with the October

conferences, a statement to which Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg has referred

today, that the Imperial Chancelor would have the backing of the Reichs-
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tag in advance, if the Supreme High Command of the Army desired the

U-boat war—desired that the U-boat war be launched. So, speaking from

the purely parliamentary standpoint, there could be absolutely no doubt

that, by virtue of the fact that the Center party turned the scales, the

Reichstag had given the Imperial Chancelor full powers in blank for con-

ducting the U-boat war. By virtue of this fact, in my opinion, no national

court in the world could, in any way, condemn the government which had

launched the U-boat war, or could even go so far as to censure such govern-

ment on the theory that it had acted against the will of the parliament.

Thus it was that the U-boat war was not launched against the will, but

with the consent of parliament. The only question is, whether this attitude

on the part of the parliament resulted from misleading statements having

been made to the parliament, or from the fact that important information

was withheld from it. To my personal knowledge, neither one of these

things occurred. With special regard to the question of the entrance of the

United States into the war—ladies and gentlemen, I believe that I do not

exaggerate when I say that not only once, but a dozen times, was my con-

viction personally announced by me in the most definite manner, to wit,

that the unrestricted U-boat war would bring us into war with the United

States. I stated that fact even more forcibly—it seemed necessary for

me to do so right at that October period—more forcibly, perhaps, than my
secret convictions warranted. At that time, I could always see just a

glimmer of hope in the background, that if a peace mediation were to fail

by reason of its rejection by the Entente, perhaps a change in the attitude

of the United States would ensue. But in the Reichstag and in the budget

committee, this danger was always very specially emphasized by me—always

with the greatest assurance and definiteness—and the same is true with

regard to Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, to wit, the fact that the unrestricted

U-boat war would lead to war with the United States. Whosoever was not

perfectly clear on that point, ladies and gentlemen, may be eliminated from

consideration as a political factor. (Very true.)

The Chairman: There is no doubt whatsoever on that point, for it is

to be found, too, in the records of the budget committee.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Then it is certain that, at least as regards the

United States as a source of danger, the Reichstag—to make use of this

expression—was not misled. Those dangers which were bound to come
with the entrance of the United States into the war— I would just like to

ask here: Where is the man who painted them in more startling colors or

described them more plainly than I? I remember that I stated to the

budget committee here in this very hall, at a time when—I have recently

referred to this—people were beginning to get impatient because I constantly

insisted: “Gentlemen, what we want to do is to see clearly; and if the

U-boat war is launched some fine day”— I was including in my reckoning
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that it was quite possible that it might finally be launched
—“and if it fails,

then there will at least be nobody here to say: ‘Yes, but if they had only

told us this and that!”’ And now this situation has come upon us. In

spite of the fact that we announced the existing dangers so plainly and

emphasized them so strongly, there are people who at this time—people who,

to my amazement, were present at that time—who state today that we did

not give them a clear view of the situation at that time.

The question of Wilson’s efforts in the direction of peace brings up an

incident which was less directly connected with my department at that time.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Your Excellency, let me interrupt you with

another question. You are just starting off on another line of thought.

Every word that you have just spoken stands confirmed in the records as

it is. According to the records there can be no doubt that you always took

the standpoint at that time that the unrestricted U-boat war would lead to

war with the United States; and it was at that time, precisely, that you

made use of the most decisive expression of all: “It is our last card; if it

does not turn up trumps, then Germany is lost for centuries.” That is

what you announced to this majority at that time. But the question which

I wanted to ask you, and in which I am concerned, is the following: You
knew that the unrestricted U-boat war would bring the greatest neutral

Power over to the side of the Entente. And now I ask you—I am not

putting this question in the form of an accusation
;
I beg that you will not

misunderstand me: Under these circumstances, were you not called upon

to state, in order to bring to its highest pitch the sense of responsibility of

this majority, against which you had taken your stand with such energy:

“I shall never assume the responsibility for the decisions of this majority”?

That is the question.

The Chairman: If you please.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I believe that that question will lead us some-

what from the beaten path. I shall take the liberty of coming back to it.

But perhaps the Chairman will permit me to finish, for the present, with my
line of thought which relates to the original question.

We are discussing the point as to whether the Reichstag was misled or

whether it was not. I believe that the question is of such importance that

it must be definitely answered at the present time, in so far as I am con-

cerned. The Reichstag was not misled with regard to the facts: First, the

fact that the b -boat war would most probably bring the United States into

the war; secondly, in connection with the great dangers which would en-

compass us if the United States should enter the war. On this point, it is

the view of Dr. Sinzheimer, too, the recorder, that the records show this

beyond any question.

The third point which belongs here too—and, for this reason. I ask for

permission to be allowed to cover this point also—was whether or not the
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Reichstag was fully informed concerning Wilson’s peace efforts; and in

this connection, so far as I am concerned, I can but join in the statements

made by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, having lived through these experiences

together with him, in saying that Wilson’s peace move was made a matter

of public law on the 2 1st of December. What had gone before was no
longer of real significance. If the Reichstag had not been kept informed as

to the facts leading up to this event, let me ask you, ladies and gentlemen,

to picture to yourselves what we could possibly have said to the Reichstag at

that time. If we were to tell the whole truth, we would have had to say to the

Reichstag: “The first time this peace proposition came up was in April and,

in fact, at Wilson’s suggestion
;
then the move was put off from week to week,

and from month to month, again and again, for some reason or other.” We
would have had to say: “In September, after the matter came to nothing,

we ourselves took up once more the matter of the peace parley with Wilson,

made our suggestions, and received the answer: ‘Now that matters are

going badly with you, I can not help you, for Roumania has entered into

the war; if you turn out successful, when you have defeated Roumania, and
if I am elected President again, I shall consider what I shall do.’” In a

word, that was Wilson’s stand. Do you believe that this truthful report

to the German people would have created a feeling in favor of peace media-

tion by Wilson? I believe the contrary. Then came the elections. We
would have had to say, if we were going to tell them all: “After the elections,

at a time when the peace move was due, nothing was done. Our side made
inquiries, and received no answer.” That is the way events appeared to

me. Thereupon, on the 16th of November—I took note of the date, because

it was of enormous importance—we informed Count Bernstorff that, if the

peace proposal did not come about pretty shortly, we would have to proceed

in our own way. Then for a week there was no answer. On the 22d of

November, we telegraphed from here that we were now contemplating a

peace move of our own. Then it finally came to the point of our making

our own peace move, and this only because Wilson, in spite of every kind

of urging, refused to move. And now he came trotting along behind—

a

proceeding which makes it extremely doubtful as to what the motives were

which really induced Wilson to make his move—why he made it at pre-

cisely this time and in precisely this form. This is what we would have had

to communicate to the Reichstag if we were going to tell them the entire

truth. Do you believe that this would have brought about an inclination

in the Reichstag, or an inclination on the part of the people, to have Wilson

mediate for peace? Do you believe that this would have had the effect of

strengthening the belief in America’s desire for peace? I do not think so.

Then comes the period up to the 9th of January, 1917. I will ask Dr.

Sinzheimer, who is the one most familiar with the records of the committee:

“What new material was contained in the telegrams of this week?” In
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these telegrams I see nothing but an attempt on the part of Wilson—I have

already ventured to make this the subject of recent comment—to alter his

position from that which he originally assumed, according to the statement of

Colonel House—for Wilson himself was very inaccessible—that is, to

change from the position of the man who brings the belligerents together

at the council table without having any material interest in the conditions,

to the position of making of himself a “clearing-house”; that is, to change

to the condition of the man who assumes a material interest in peace condi-

tions. I have already recently stated that, from this clearing house attitude

to the attitude of the peace negotiator was only one little step more—and

moreover, a peace mediator who would mediate by means of the butt of his

rifle, if we are to judge from what Lansing’s statements and the introduction

to Wilson’s note led us to expect.

And here, too, I ask whether you believe that information of this kind

would have helped in bringing about a change in the attitude of the Reichs-

tag and a change in public opinion. I have told you, ladies and gentlemen,

what my personal view of these matters was. The impression created upon

me by the knowledge of these things was that we were sailing straight toward

war with the United States, irrespective of the question of the U-boat war.

I am convinced that, if complete information concerning these diplomatic

secrets had been publicly given, it would have been— I will not say that all

would have done so, for a unanimous opinion in such matters as these is

not to be had, since there are always those who think differently—but there

would have been thousands, hundreds of thousands, millions, who had, up

to that time, opposed the U-boat war, who would have had exactly the

same experience as I, to wit, they would simply have been strengthened in

their conviction that Wilson was no longer to be depended upon and that

there was absolutely nothing else for us to do except to launch the LT-boat

war.

But now, to take up another question. We were still under the old regime
,

we were still a monarchy, and I hear the same note ring in all the questions

which are put, to wit; “If we had been a real democracy, perhaps a republic,

perhaps only a democracy with a monarchical head, then everything would

have happened differently, then all of this would have been avoided; for,

in that case, all these things would have been communicated to the enlight-

ened Reichstag and to its conimittee and toqts main committee; and then

these gentlemen would have taken the matter in hand, and then the terrible

fate of our Fatherland would have been avoided.” To this I ask: What did

that democracy do which was on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, and

which was a participant with us in all these negotiations? Did, perchance,

any one of the members of the honorable committee, or did anyone else,

ever hear that the American Congress was informed of these matters when
they were in progress? The German Reichstag, at least

—
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The Chairman: Your Excellency, I believe that that is really leading us

too far afield. I have already, in my opening statement, designated the

limits within which the statements of witnesses are to be confined. And
this certainly goes beyond those limits.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I submit. I would, however, like to add one

thing. According to my distinct recollection, it was not the budget com-

mittee, nor was it the main committee, but it was those who took part in

the secret conference which took place over there in the other hall, in hall

i or 2, I believe, in which all the members of the budget committee partici-

pated, who were informed in detail from start to finish, concerning the

most important matter which occurred, that is, the telegram of Count
Bernstorff which arrived here on the 28th of December, and on account of

which the Imperial Chancelor went to Pless on the evening of the 28th, as

well as the telegram of the Imperial Chancelor which was sent off from Pless

on the 29th of December—and these things were, besides, made the subject

of discussion. That, in my opinion, constituted the announcement of exact

information with a frankness which I believe, did not characterize these

matters in any other State.

The Chairman : Allow me to remark that that was on the 29th of January.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The information was given on the 31st of

January.

The Chairman: Or the 31st of January, in committee room No. 1. I

myself took part. But, after all, the situation there was that we were

confronted with a settled fact which the Reichstag could no longer change.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Excuse me, that was already the case on the

28th of January, when Count Bernstorff’s dispatch arrived. On January

28, there was also a fact in existence concerning which the Admiralty

declared

—

The Chairman: Certainly, as a point of fact, the U-boat war had been

decided upon on the 9th of January.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Certainly.

Minister of State Dr. David: I will not go into particulars with regard to

the statements contained in Secretary of State Dr. Helfferich’s speech. I

must, however, call special attention to a matter which concerns me and

which I consider the crucial point: Was the Reichstag fully informed of

everything on the 31st of January, by means of such information having

been given the party leaders? I must answer this question in the negative.

It is perfectly true that, in October, 1916, Dr. Helfferich made the state-

ments which have been repeatedly quoted here: That the unrestricted U-boat

war would mean war with the United States and would mean that Germany
would be ruined for a hundred years

—

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: If it failed.)

—But the thing to be done at that time was to make the Reichstag stand
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firm in its declaration against the announcement of the unrestricted U-boat

war. At that time, the political branch had the support of the Reichstag

in this matter of rejecting the proposition of the unrestricted U-boat war.

But, in sharp contrast to such a situation as this, we beheld those two men
who had been so emphatic in describing, in October, the dangers in which

the unrestricted U-boat war would involve us, taking their stand, in Jan-

uary, in behalf of the U-boat war. I must most emphatically deny that, at

that time in January, on the occasion of the final decision, this unavoidable

consequence, the inevitable result of the war with the United States, was

announced to us in any such way. Gentlemen, if that had been the case,

how could I possibly have closed the remarks that I made on the occasion

of that final session, after I had pointed out the terrible dangers involved:

But now we must avoid every act which might bring America also

down upon us. Not only the government, but the press as well, must
exert every effort to keep the United States outside. The result of the

war depends upon it.

How could I, as the spokesman of my party, have been able to say any-

thing of this kind if we had been told that America was beyond saving, and

that war with America was unavoidable? Why, that is absolutely out of

the question. The secret session which has been referred to took place on

the same day. I have endeavored to obtain a protocol of this session, but

it seems that there is none in existence. I have asked members who par-

ticipated therein, to what extent they remembered that telegrams from

Bernstorff had been read to us. I could get no definite answer on the point.

I have consulted Helfferich’s book; that secret session is mentioned therein,

and it is therein stated that the telegram to Bernstorff was communicated

to the Reichstag, but there is nothing about any telegram from Bernstorff

having been read to us. In the telegram of January 27, 1917, from Bern-

storff to this government, it is stated:

If the U-boat war is commenced forthwith, the President will look
upon this as a slap in the face, and war with the United States will be
unavoidable.

If that had been read to us—how could I have made that speech, and how
could I have stated later, in a personal interview with Mr. v. Bethmann:
“Now I see the matter in a somewhat more favorable light; I hope that my
worst fears will not be realized!” And Mr. v. Bethmann answered me at

that time: “Yes, I hope so too.”

Gentlemen, if we had known all that, how could we have been surprised

and indignant when we learned, in the summer of 1917, what Count Bern-

storff had communicated and what had gone on between Berlin and Wash-
ington? At that time, in a session of the main committee at the beginning

of July, 1917, I myself brought the matter up and demanded information
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from Secretary of State Zimmermann, whether what was then being rumored

was correct, to wit, that we had asked Wilson to take up the peace move
and that, at that time, word of this kind had been received from our ambassa-

dor. How would all this have been possible if I, and my party friends, had

been fully informed? And I assume that the other party leaders were

taken into confidence to no greater extent than we. I must state these

things here; for the question of whether the majority of the Reichstag is

jointly responsible, is certainly one of great importance.

The Chairman: In this connection, I should like to state that, as a matter

of fact, these secret sessions were not protocolized, and so no protocol can

be in existence. I myself took part at that secret session, and I do not

remember that Count v. Bernstorff’s telegrams were communicated to us,

but I may again call attention to the fact that, on this 31st of January, there

was simply nothing more for the Reichstag to do. The matter was abso-

lutely closed and, for this reason, in my opinion, very little purpose is served

by going into this question. For the Reichstag was confronted with a

fait accompli
,
and there was nothing left for it to change.

But now I should like to direct a question to the witness: Did not the

government constantly announce, particularly during the spring sessions,

I believe in May, 1916, and, besides, in the sessions of the last of September

and the beginning of October, 1916, that the unrestricted U-boat war was
not to be taken up; not, indeed, as a matter of principle, but for the reason,

as stated in the announcement, that it could not be carried through for the

time being, and that that was precisely the view of the Supreme High

Command of the Army—a view which did not consider the military situation

such as to justify its being launched then? Was that not, perhaps, in the

opinion of the witness, one of the accompanying reasons why a majority

of the budget committee was willing to place the final decision of the

question in the hands of the Supreme High Command of the Army? What
is the opinion of the witness on this point? And perhaps I shall ask the

Imperial Chancelor, too, for his view of the matter.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: It is very hard to answer such a question

under oath. But, nevertheless, I shall try to describe my position with re-

gard to it. I do not agree with Delegate Gothein. If the government had

taken its stand on the question of principle, that is, had resolved that the

U-boat war should never be launched under any possible contingency, then,

far from having been more difficult for parliament, it would have been much
more easy for it to take a stand in favor of the U-boat war. The respon-

sibility would, in such case, have been far less weighty. On the contrary, the

very fact of our announcement that the U-boat war was an instrumentality

of warfare, whose application would have to be determined according to the

situation, that our refusal to launch it was merely temporary, and that the

Supreme High Command of the Army was only taking a temporary attitude
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with regard to the matter, was bound to put the Reichstag face to face with

its joint responsibility in the premises, and make it realize fully what its

responsibility was. And if, in response to this attitude of the government

which said: “We are not fundamentally opposed to the U-boat war”—for

this we could not be, nor was this the case with your own party at the time,

Mr. Chairman—“we are not fundamentally opposed to the U-boat war, but

we are considering the situation as it is at the present time ”
;
if, under these

conditions, that political party of the Reichstag which held the balance of

power announced: “If the Supreme High Command of the Army desires

the U-boat war, and the U-boat war is thereupon launched by the Imperial

Chancelor, the Imperial Chancelor is from the outset freed from the burden

of his political responsibility with regard to the Reichstag,” then, in my
opinion, the situation is absolutely clear so far as the Reichstag is concerned.

Now for a statement of fact which has a bearing upon the speech made
by Dr. David at that time. I believe that it is very important to establish

the fact whether Dr. David's speech, in which he expressed the hope that

the United States might possibly be made to remain an outsider, and in

which he stated that everything must be done in order to keep the United

States an outsider, was made before or after the confidential conference.

According to my recollection, it was certainly not made on the 31st of

January, but it was made on the 1st of February7
. That is, on the day after

the secret session, and the hope which was expressed by Dr. David was
based on the very information which had been given out in the secret session

concerning the exchange of telegrams between Count Bernstorff and the

Imperial Chancelor. It is for that reason that you read in my book, in

connection with the statement that the telegram to Count Bernstorff was
communicated to the committee, the following:

Even the majority Social Democrats recognized it (namely, our
telegram to Count Bernstorff) as an attempt to keep the United
States out of the war and to keep the road to peace unobstructed.

That announcement which was made by the majority Social Democrats
at that time in that secret session, to wit: “Perhaps there may still be a

way, although it be but a very narrow way”—that is what Mr. Minister of

State David expressed when he gave vent to that vague reference on the

following day, in the general session of the main committee. For the rest,

so far as my book is concerned—and they are trying to find special signifi-

cance in this, that I did not refer expressly to the fact that, before the reply

telegram to Count Bernstorff of the 29th of January was read, the telegram

of Count Bernstorff himself was read—my book, which covers more than a

thousand pages, is not, naturally, a statement under oath, and it is not to be

expected that every word and, above all, every individual incident which is

not recorded, can lay claim to the same weight as a statement made under
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oath involving the obligation to speak the pure truth and the whole truth.

Nor today can I state under oath that the telegram from Count Bernstorff

was read word for word; for neither did I, on my part, draw up a protocol

of the events of the session; and one’s memory, no matter how good it is,

is bound to have become overloaded with details after four and a half years

of war. But I believe that I can certainly say that my definite recollection

is that Count Bernstorff ’s telegram was read by Secretary of State Zimmer-

mann.
Minister of State Dr. David: I simply wanted to state that my hope to

keep America an outsider is not to be attributed solely to this secret session,

although this secret session increased my hopes. But if the passage from

Count Bernstorff’s telegram had been read in the secret session—'the passage

to which I have already referred—naturally, the opposite would have been

the result and the pitiful remnant of hope which I was nursing would have

completely vanished.

Witness Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg: In connection with

the subject which we are now discussing, I should like to refer back to a

statement of Dr. David which I do not altogether understand. Minister

of State Dr. David said that in October, 1916, if the government had taken

the firmest possible stand against the U-boat war, it would have had a

majority of the Reichstag behind it. It was exactly in October, 1916, that

the Center party adopted its resolution, by the terms of which the majority

announced itself as in favor of the U-boat war in case the latter was thought

desirable by the Supreme High Command of the Army. So that, in this

connection, I should be inclined to believe that, after all, the statements of

Minister of State Dr. David might still be considered such as to put the

matter in a not quite correct light.

Now, with regard to the telegram of Count Bernstorff of the 28th of

January, and our communications made in secret conference, I may venture

to express myself as follows: I most certainly— I believe that I have already

touched upon this point—considered the communications of so excellent an

ambassador as Count Bernstorff as entitled to great weight. But I have

also explained the reasons why the home office may not be able to find it

possible, in all cases, to adopt, without amendment, the proposals and the

views of its ambassadors. This involves no criticism of the ambassador in

question, but is merely due to the fact that the home office makes its deci-

sions on individual questions depend upon the general situation, whereas

an ambassador so shut off from contact with Europe as Count Bernstorff

was during this war, was more disposed to reach his decisions from the

standpoint of the locality in which he was residing at the time. Now it

seems that the situation—and it is in this way that we can explain the

statements to which Minister of State Dr. David has referred—that the

situation was somewhat changed by our telegram of the 30th of January
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from what it had been described to us to be by Count Bernstorff in his

telegram of the 28th of January. In this telegram we disclosed to the

President a very moderate peace program—a peace program so moderate

that the representatives not only of the Conservatives and National Liberals,

who took part in that confidential session, but, likewise, the leaders of the

Center, suggested to me that if, after all, we should reach the point of peace

negotiations, I should not adhere to the modest demands of this peace

program. So that we had confidentially communicated to President Wilson

a very moderate peace program which, in my opinion, was of a nature to

encourage progress along the lines of peace.

The Chairman: But, your Excellency, these points have, as a matter of

fact, been taken up time and again.

Witness v. Bethmann-Hollweg: And still reference to them has been

constantly made in the course of Minister of State Dr. David’s question on

these points. I must certainly be allowed, on my part, to refer back, if the

other side does so. The situation was also changed— I shall make only a

brief statement—by the fact that we had stated to Wilson that we would

immediately desist from the U-boat war if he could give us any assurance

that we would come to the point of peace negotiations which would be

acceptable to us. So that there we have a change in the political situation,

and in contemplation thereof—this is what I wanted to state—I said, during

that conference—of course, I can not remember at the present time the

exact words used—that it would be taken for granted that we would exert

ourselves to the greatest possible extent, in the face of this resolve concerning

the U-boat war, to keep America an outsider. It is to this circumstance,

I believe, that reference is drawm with regard to those words which Minister

of State Dr. David has referred to in his speech.

The Chairman: I should like to call attention, at this point, to the fact

that this last telegram of Count Bernstorff, together with earlier tele-

grams, are to this effect. But, according to my recollection, there was
certainly a hope held out to us at that secret conference, although it was a

slim one, that America would merely break off diplomatic relations with us,

but would not become involved in war with us. I should like to call atten-

tion to the fact that, since we were confronted with a fait accompli which it

was no longer possible for us to modify in any way, my party reached a

decision at that time to the effect that, from then on, we would take the

stand, although we were opposed to this announcement concerning the

LT-boat war, that we would put no obstacles in the way, so far as we were

concerned. In view of the fact that his Excellency Helfferich, both in the

prior session and today, has gone into the question of the attitude taken and,

in so doing, has made particular reference both to myself and my party, I

consider it essential to state, in order to avoid any possible misconception

arising from the protocols, particularly with regard to the statements which
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his Excellency Helfferich has made, to wit, that if Dr. Struve and I took our

stand in favor of hurrying up U-boat construction, this was equivalent to

our being in agreement with the launching of the U-boat war, that

—

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Not in favor of the launching of the U-boat
war, but of the possibility of the U-boat war.

The Chairman :—to take into consideration the possibility of the U-boat

war. Our attitude as a party—and this attitude was expressed, so far as

these political questions were concerned, by the spokesman of the party,

Mr. v. Payer, and myself—was that, first of all, we considered the intensive

U-boat warfare permissible, that is, warfare involving an attack upon
armed merchant ships, which we considered fighting craft; furthermore,

that, with qualifications, and in the nature of a reprisal in view of England’s

conduct, we also considered unrestricted U-boat warfare carried on within

the limits of a comparatively restricted area, permissible in principle also;

but that, above all, we considered this question a political question on ac-

count of its political effects upon the entrance of the United States of America

into the ranks of our enemies—a step which we might certainly expect to be

taken if this U-boat war should be declared. For this reason, and up to

the last, we announced ourselves, with absolute definiteness, as being

opposed to the unrestricted U-boat war, and this fact can not be altered by
the circumstance that one or two party mugwumps such as are always, of

course, to be found in every great party, may have possibly expressed

themselves to the opposite effect in private conversations. We considered

this question a political question par excellence
,
and his Excellency Helfferich

will remember that, in this hall, when the much-discussed announcement by
the Center party was delivered and the attempt was made by the budget

committee to change it into the form of a resolution which was to be kept

confidential and to be transmitted to the government only, I successfully

raised a point of order against it, on the ground that the authority of the

budget committee, on its part, was limited to submitting resolutions to the

whole house. Consequently, this matter failed at that time.

If his Excellency Helfferich attempts to conclude that because Dr. Struve

and I always took a firm stand in favor of an increased U-boat construction,

we were not opposed to the unrestricted U-boat war on principle, this con-

clusion is not justified. I remember— I believe his Excellency will confirm

my recollection in this matter—that, for years, I always fought in favor of

having our U-boats provided with a stronger rifle armament—for it is well

known that only two of our U-boats were provided with such armament at

the commencement of the U-boat war—and that I always supported the

proposition at that time, when the small 4.4 centimeter rifles were being

built, that, first of all, the 8.8 centimeter rifles should be introduced, and

then, later, the 10.5, for the very purpose of making it possible for the

U-boats to carry on a war on commerce with success. If his Excellency
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Helfterich has referred to the fact that, at that time—was it in the spring

of 1915 or 1916?—the U-boat war was bringing about such a paucity of

results when, waged in the form of a war on commerce, this is due above all

things, to the fact, according to my recollection, that our U-boats were

insufficiently provided with rifle armament necessary for the conduct of the

war on commerce. So that, from the start, our attitude was clear-cut and

consistent, and continued to be absolutely clear-cut, not only at the time of

the October session, but at the sessions of the 31st of January and 1st of

February, respectively. So much with regard to that statement.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: I believe that at this stage of the proceedings

we must decide to take certain absolutely distinct questions as the bases of

the individual phases of the proceedings, and I would like, at this point, to

have an important question taken up, and to make this question the basis of

proceedings for the present, namely, whether, as a matter of fact, the

unrestricted U-boat war was, under conditions existing at that time, the

only method which could be employed for the purpose of saving Germany
from defeat or ruin, or whether there was a possibility of negotiating which,

if it had perhaps been taken advantage of, might have resulted in bringing

about peace without having to make use of the fatal instrumentality

of warfare last referred to. In this connection, I would like to read some

passages from the record. Up to the present time it has not been possible

to connect a reading of the original documents with the statements made
by the witnesses. In my opinion, it is not possible to present the matter

adequately, if the statements of the individual witnesses only, are heard in

connection with the various questions. I request that the next question to

be taken up be the following: Under the conditions existing at that time,

were we bound to make use of the unrestricted U-boat war as the one re-

maining instrumentality, or was it possible to seek other political methods?

In this connection, I should like to read some passages.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmaxx-Hollweg: I should like to be heard on this

point.

The Chairman: Your Excellency, I would like, first of all, at this time to

have a few passages read, and will give you an opportunity to speak later.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: This has also to do with the question of the

information given the Reichstag.

First of all, I may be allowed to read something which I referred to in

my opening statement; it refers to that so-called move by a neutral Power.

I am simply reading what I stated at that time:

According to the reports of Count v. Bernstorff that the feeling in

America was strongly in favor of peace, and that public opinion sup-
ported Wilson's peace proposal, on the 18th of December a communi-
cation was received in Berlin from one of our ambassadors who gave us
news of an official announcement made by a neutral Power, which it

would not be proper for me to mention here, according to which there
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was good prospect of a peace appeal being issued by Wilson, and that
the Power in question had good ground to believe that the other side,

as well, was inclined to peace negotiations if we would be willing to give
some information regarding our peace conditions, with particular ref-

erence to the guarantee, restoration and complete independence of

Belgium.

Now in this connection, I should further like to call attention to the fact

that, in January, one of our military attaches, assigned to a great and im-

portant neutral State, made the following report:

It is possible that, even today, the cause of peace might be advanced
if it were possible to convince the future peace party in England that
the terrible sacrifices made necessary by the war for the ideal war aims
are unnecessary. Regardless of who may wish it, the Belgian question
can not be avoided. I perfectly appreciate all the arguments which
can be urged against a settlement of the Belgian question for the
purpose of furthering the interests of peace at the present time. At the
same time, we must be perfectly clear on the point that the acquisition

of Belgium, or even of a small portion of Belgium, can, neither today
nor ever, be obtained as the result of negotiations. He who wishes to

keep Belgium must be able to dictate his own peace to the world. It

is a subject which the world of today will refuse to discuss. Every
answer of our opponents to the German peace proposal proves once
more the quite overwhelming significance of the Belgian question in

this World War.

That is what I wanted to present at this moment, in a preliminary way.

So it was, your Excellency, that, on the 18th of December, our ambassador

expressed himself as follows concerning an official participation by a neutral

Power: “Say something about peace conditions, and state that you are

ready to restore Belgium’s independence absolutely; I have good reason to

believe that, in that case, the Entente will be ready to negotiate.” Here

in this report from our military attache, the view is announced to you—just

the view!—that an agreement, a peace of understanding, would be absolutely

out of the question unless preceded by that announcement concerning the

Belgian question of which the neutral Power had spoken. Now I ask you

—

and I must say that, so far as I am concerned, this is a crucial point; I talked

it over with you a short while ago in private, as you know—Why was the

attempt never made, before making use of this final instrumentality of war,

to play one last card on behalf of peace? Why was the attempt not made to

encourage the willingness of our enemies to negotiate by some such state-

ment and by officially announcing what our peace conditions would be—for

our enemies were the people concerned? I can readily realize—to add one

more sentence to my remarks—that it is a practical thing and a customary

thing to make maximum demands when you have come to the point of

negotiating, when you are actually in the midst of negotiations. But when
the other side absolutely refuses to negotiate, the question arises: How
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shall I get the other side to come to the point of negotiating? Now, you

were informed by these original documents which I have selected, that the

willingness to negotiate could only be brought about if you were willing to

disclose your peace conditions and—this is a condition sine qua non—make
that announcement concerning Belgium which the whole world was waiting

for. Then, and then only, would it have been possible—for no absolute

proof of certainty could be given—would it have been possible that the

willingness to enter into negotiations might, perhaps, have come into being.

That is the point which I should like, first of all, to put to you.

The Chairman: I believe that it would be expedient for former Imperial

Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to make a statement in reply to this

question.

If you please, your Excellency.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that the statements made

by a neutral Power, concerning which the recorder has just spoken, can

only be made the subject of reference and comment after the confidential

sessions concerning these statements of the neutral Power which are still in

contemplation have taken place. Before these proceedings have occurred,

it will be absolutely impossible for me to take up this question.

If I have understood the recorder correctly, he has at least, so far as my
standpoint is concerned—but I wall start again, in different language: In the

statements which I have made up to this time, I have explained the attitude

which I took on the 9th of January with regard to the U-boat war, in this

way: After the answer which the Entente gave to our peace proposal, I

stated that the willingness of the Entente to negotiate was out of the ques-

tion. I do not believe that it is necessary for me to emphasize the fact that

this was the crucial point, so far as my attitude was concerned. I have

.already explained that here in detail. Now Dr. Sinzheimer says: “If it is

true that there was no willingness to negotiate, why did you not create such

a willingness to negotiate by means of an announcement concerning Bel-

gium?” My understanding is correct, is it not, Dr. Sinzheimer?

(Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Certainly.)

This, then, raises the question whether it would not have been more

correct to give out an absolutely unqualified statement concerning Belgium,

to the effect that Belgium would be restored, and that this should have been

done not only in December, 1916, but at the beginning of the war, and that

the support of this stand by the people should have been acquired. For

the moment, I will not go into this problem; I do not believe that it is mate-

rial to the question at the present time, but that the real question is whether,

at that moment, such an announcement would have been politically correct;

and I am of the opinion that such an announcement, made at a point of time

when the Entente was standing for peace conditions which meant the ruin

of Germany, would have been an unwise stroke of policy, as it would have
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meant that we would restore Belgium in its entirety. This is a matter of

opinion, concerning which I do not believe that a definite and conclusive

judgment can be given. Something can be said on both sides. At that

particular moment, I did not consider it the wise thing to do. The fact that

later on the moment came at which I intended to make such an announce-
ment and to make it publicly—to bring about the possibility of making it at

a moment which, as I believe, would, per se, have been the right psycho-

logical moment, and when such an announcement, I believe, would have led

to results, is a fact concerning which I shall have occasion to speak in detail

during the further course of the investigation.

So far as I know, that is a question which has, as yet, not been touched

upon and which, moreover, I would not be in a position to take up today,

because certain official matters concerned therewith would have first to be

settled in the Foreign Office. So that, at the present time, I can simply

state, in answer to Dr. Sinzheimer’s question, that, in my opinion, neither

December of 1916 nor January of 1917 was the right moment, politically

speaking, for such an announcement concerning Belgium, because the En-

tente had expressed its unwillingness to take up the question of negotiations

in the words in which its joint note of December 30 had been expressed.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I be heard?

The Chairman: His Excellency Zimmermann first.

(Secretary of State Zimmermann: No, I thank you!)

You decline, then. In such case, your Excellency Helfferich.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I can verify Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg’s view

as a view which existed at that time, and not only as a judgment rendered

after the event; for I shared the opinion entertained by Mr. v. Bethmann-

Hollweg at that time. For that reason, it is necessary for me to supplement

his statement in two regards only. As a matter of fact, Wilson was con-,

fidentially informed by us that we did not wish to annex Belgium, and

Wilson characterized this communication as “valuable in the extreme.”

But thereupon the message to the Senate came along, which made the

impression upon us which I have already made the subject of comment.

Secondly: Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg was quite right in saying that the

mysterious matter to which Dr. Sinzheimer has alluded is so much in the

dark that it can not have light thrown upon it here in this committee, but

will have to be explained in secret session. For the sole purpose, however,

of avoiding any erroneous impression, I should like—I shall be cautious—to

emphasize the fact that the telegram referred to by Dr. Sinzheimer and which

is dated the 17th of December

—

(Interruption by Dr. Sinzheimer: 18th of December!)
-—the telegram dates from the 17th and was presented on the 18th to the

committee—was followed by a further telegram of the 18th of December,

coming from the same German foreign representative, which was presented
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on the 19th. (Interruption.) That is to be found in volume 5, the con-

fidential volume. You can find the first on page 2, and the other on page 4.

In this second telegram, our representative at the post in question stated

that the minister of foreign affairs at that place, who must have been in the

position to form a judgment concerning the communications which had been

made to him, had stated that the suggestions made by the party in question,

of the 17th, were “partly of no value, and partly a confirmation of our

impression.” I feel obliged to add this at this point, in order to prevent

the impression from coming up that a communication had been submitted

to us, quite free from objections of any kind, concerning the intrinsic value

of which it was impossible for any doubt to exist. But as I have stated, I

shall go no further than this. What else happens must take place in secret

conference.

Expert Dr. Bonn: The fundamental question in this whole connection

is probably the following: Did we have sufficient confidence in President

Wilson to believe that he was in earnest in his peace negotiations? This

question can be divided into two parts: Up to the time of his announcement

in December, were we fully justified in entertaining the doubt that he was

going to do anything anyway? After he had actually done something, it

was naturally impossible to continue to entertain this doubt. We then

come—there are various intermittent stages, which I omit from considera-

tion—to the message of the 22d of January. On this point, I am very

much of the impression that, as a matter of fact, the conception here was
absolutely different from the conception on the other side.

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is true.)

Now, his Excellency Helfferich says that, under the American influence,

Count Bernstorff had

—

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Professor Bonn, excuse me if I interrupt you.

Would it not, perhaps, be best for me to finish with this first question, and

for us then to take up the note at once which I, too, look upon as a second

fundamental question?

Expert Dr. Bonn: I agree with you absolutely.

The Chairman: Well, then, if Professor Bonn agrees, we will continue

with this point.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I simply wanted to finish with the question

whether the possibility of negotiations existed likewise before the launching

of the unrestricted U-boat war. Now, you state here that, in the course of

the year, before the 30th, we had informed Wilson that we did not desire

to annex Belgium. So we must try to find out what this expression meant
and how it was interpreted, in part, in foreign countries. We have learned

the peace conditions of the 12th of December. By virtue of these condi-

tions, Belgium was not to be annexed, but a part of Belgium, to wit, Liege,

in case guarantees were not available; and I recollect that the records
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contain a report from London from one source of information which states

expressly that the expressions regarding the non-annexation of Belgium

had made a good impression in England; that the only apprehension felt on

that score was that the provision did not exclude the possible annexation of

Liege. And one more thing, your Excellency. We did not want to annex

Belgium, the whole of Belgium, but we wanted to have political, economic

and military guarantees. Circumstances can arise when such a restriction

of sovereign powers without incorporation as a federate state, with all the

rights of German States members of the federation, can mean a far more

complete condition of national subordination than such incorporation would

mean. I lead to this, your Excellency, simply for the purpose of saying

to you that this bare assertion “we do not intend to annex Belgium,” in

view of the official announcements which had already been made, to wit,

“that we wanted to have military, economic and political control over

Belgium and, for this purpose, we wanted guarantees and separation of

Flanders and Wallonia,” and in view of the fact that the purpose existed

of possibly annexing Liege—that this assertion could not have that effect

of liberation from all domination which should have been the effect of the

announcement. More or less the following had already been officially

stated: Administrative separation between Wallonia and Flanders, and,

moreover, there had been further talk to the effect that we were bound to

claim guarantees with regard to Belgium, which it was considered best to

make the subject of agreement with the King of the Belgians personally;

the annexation of Liege was contemplated

—

Witness Dr. Helfferich: But only possible annexation.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In case this guarantee could not be obtained.

That was exactly what the Belgians were afraid of, to wit, that by the adop-

tion of this dependent form, they would be robbed of their sovereignty; and

this was what our enemies felt, too, and the feeling was not limited only to

hostile countries, but this was the way the matter was looked upon in the

neutral countries. So that I believe that the bare announcement, “we do

not intend to annex Belgium,” was not such an announcement that, for

the purpose of bringing about a peace of understanding, was likely to foster a

willingness to engage in negotiations, although, perhaps, it might; the point

is undoubtedly open to a certain amount of conjecture. After all, the fact

is that an effort was not made which might, perhaps, have been able to

bring about peace without the use of U-boats.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I should like to voice my protest

against what is alleged by the recording secretary here to have been the

case, to wit, that, according to repeated semiofficial announcements, it was

our desire to keep political, military, and financial control of Belgium. I

never stated that that was the case. That was a phrase which Delegate

to the Reichstag Dr. Spahn made use of after I had spoken of guarantees.
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At that time, I did not consider it expedient, on account of tactical reasons,

to oppose a direct contradiction to Delegate Dr. Spahn’s statement. But

in this case, the doctrine that silence gives consent does not hold.

But let us, I beg, just look at this Belgian problem from the following point

of view: if we had stated that Belgium was to be restored to a state of abso-

lute independence, was a state of absolute independence a possible thing so

far as Belgium was concerned, if it was to be controlled, politically, finan-

cially and militarily by the Entente? In that case, we would have no

independent Belgium at all. Germany had a natural interest in not having

an independent Belgium submitted to the dominion of England and France

superimposed by force. Kindly construe the announcements which I made
in the Reichstag in this way. Was I not bound, if I had a proper conception

of German interests—and, after all, that was my task—was I not bound to

say, using other terms, I admit, than those which I use today: “Yes, but

that the French and the British are to rule in Belgium, that they are to use

it as a bulwark against us—no, that would be in conflict with our interests."

We must protect ourselves against anything of this kind. That is what the

purpose was. I believe that if we take our stand on this purely German
platform, there are, after all, certain points of view in connection with the

Belgian problem which will become apparent which, perhaps, have been

overlooked in the proceedings so far as they have progressed. That is all

I wish to say on this feature.

But now Dr. Sinzheimer has again come back to this point: “Yes, but if

at that time, in December and January, 1916, we had taken up the question

of the absolute independence of Belgium more in detail than we did in the

statement which we made to Wilson ‘that we did not intend to annex it,’

then, perhaps, we would have produced a willingness to negotiate." But
the recorder is not absolutely sure of his point in this connection, is he? Of

course, there are always times during the pursuance of a policy when one

must entertain no doubt on the point as to whether one both can and must
undertake a risky step at a particular moment. And, according to my
conviction, politically speaking, a step consisting in a public announcement
concerning Belgium at that particular point of time would have been a

risky step, because we were face to face with an Entente which had flung

a list of war aims into our faces which not only gave great offense to

German feelings but which, as a matter of fact, put us in a very unfavorable

situation. I admit that individual statesmen will always be able to take

the ground that before this resolve, this momentous resolve to launch

the L -boat war, was taken, everything, including the very last thing, should

have been tried, even if it were to bring us prejudice. And this stand will

always be taken; an agreement on the point will probably never be reached.

Of course, in all questions of this kind, I am only in the position of saying

to the committee that such-and-such considerations guided my acts at
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certain times. Of course, in view of the way in which the war ended, I can

not undertake, nor am I willing to attempt, to sustain the proposition that

what I did was right. In view of the outcome, it is extremely easy to point

to every move which I made and to state that it was not successful and that,

consequently, it was wrong and not guided by reason. Of course, I must
bow before this criticism; but, in the interests of truth, I can do nothing

else than to inform you of the elements which guided the course of my ,

actions at a given moment. The judgment which you reach in the premises

is your own affair. I shall have to submit to that judgment. I can only

try to make plain to you that the reasons which guided me were, after all,

not snatched haphazard from the air, but that there was really some
definite cause for the actual steps which were taken.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I can merely agree -with the statements made
by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, and I would add a statement expressing the

maxims which guided my actions in passing upon such questions during

the war.

It is a good plan to indicate the possibility of concessions being made to

an enemy who is himself ready to enter into negotiations or is not disinclined

to negotiate. On the other hand, the making of concessions to an opponent

who has made up his mind to carry on the conflict is the greatest political

mistake which can be perpetrated. Moreover, I should like to call attention

to the fact that the reservations of the political branch of the government,

with regard to the Belgian question, were very strongly supported both in

parliament and by public opinion. If I remember correctly, in July, 1917,

at the conference concerning the peace resolution, the entire Reichstag,

with the exception of the Independent Social Democrats, refused to give a

public and definite announcement concerning Belgium. If my memory
serves me truly, the Independent Social Democrats requested such an

announcement in terms. The entire Reichstag, including the majority

Social Democrats, considered that at that time, that is, six months later,

it would be unwise as a matter of policy to issue such an announcement.

So this fact shows how, with the advance of time, men become wiser, and

that it is easier to get a proper conception of events after the fact than

before they have occurred.

The Chairman: Your Excellency stated that it was the greatest of all

mistakes to manifest a willingness to make concessions to an opponent who
is not ready to enter into negotiations. Is it not possible that the position

of the opponent becomes weakened by the fact that an inclination for peace

is created in the minds of the people themselves, if an indication of a willing-

ness to make concessions is made manifest, for in every nation there are,

after all, two tides of thought: one which, under such circumstances, expresses

the desire to push on with the war to the end, and the other which desires

that peace be concluded and that further unnecessary sacrifices be avoided.
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Is it your conviction that, under all circumstances, the greatest mistake

—

speaking generally—that can be committed, is to manifest a willingness to

make concessions in such a case, which would lead, under certain conditions,

to emphasizing this difference of opinion entertained by the people and, in

so doing, weaken the attitude of the enemy government?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I believe that we are now entering upon an

academic discussion; but I shall be glad to give you an answer. There

are soft people and there are hard people; the soft people would be inclined

to pursue the path which has been described by Mr. Chairman Gothein,

whereas the hard people would be inclined to select the other method. To
judge the possible effect is very difficult and depends upon the psychology

of the different nations. I believe that I actually perceived, to my great

dismay, particularly in July, 1917, that those among our opponents who
were inclined to make peace were weakened in their position most of all by
our ill-timed willingness to make concessions.

Minister of State Dr. David: It was stated that in July, 1917, alb the

political parties, with the exception of the Independents, that is, including

the majority Social Democrats, did not consider it expedient for an announce-

ment to be issued relative to the restoration of Belgium.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is what I remember, to the best of my
belief.

Minister of State Dr. David: That is not true, so far as my party is con-

cerned, because we took our stand at Stockholm in June for the independence

of Belgium.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: If my recollection serves me correctly, the fact

is that a proposal made to this effect was expressly rejected. However, I

can not swear to it—one can not do that. My recollection is, however,

that the resolution was rejected at a plenary session of the Reichstag, in

opposition to the votes of the Independents. However, this must, of course,

appear in the records of the Reichstag.

The Chairman : We shall have the records of the Reichstag searched in

this connection.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, you said that there were

soft and that there were hard people. There is, however, another maxim
in existence which you and the Imperial Chancelor have cited in support

of your views, namely, that there are certain imponderable elements, and

that it was the aim and purpose of our peace proposal of the 12th of Decem-
ber to influence those minorities of the hostile nations which were inclined

towards peace. In my opinion, too, that was the proper thing to do. But
views may differ on the point. Is it not a fact that the course of your

entire peace policy, as well as the reason for it, was guided by this maxim
which has been mentioned by Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg
and by yourself?
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Witness Dr. Helfferich: Judged after the fact, the peace proposal of

the 12th of December was, in my opinion, a mistake, for it did not bring

about the result which was expected of it. And it was precisely the recep-

tion which greeted our peace proposal of the 12th of December which was
of particular significance so far as my further judgment of our policy was
concerned. If you make a mistake, there is no greater error which you can

commit than to repeat it. Once you have your willingness to make peace,

which you have publicly expressed, meet with the kind of rejection with

which it was met by the Entente on the 30th of December, 1916—a rejection

which was emphasized on the 10th of January, so far as Wilson was con-

cerned—and if, thereupon, and not so very much later, after having become

acquainted with the point of view of the other side—according to Dr.

Sinzheimer’s proposition, in fact very soon thereafter—we had come out

with a proposal with regard to Belgium, and if still later— I will not antici-

pate too much—in spite of the fact that it has been made manifest that

these means are useless, we proceed to repeat the mistake, then, according

to my view, the political situation becomes hopeless.

The Chairman: If I recollect correctly, his Excellency v. Bethmann
explained, a little while ago, that our peace proposal of the 12th of December

was a compromise, and that it had probably failed to a certain extent in

its effect, on account of the curtness of form in which it had been clothed

and which was attributed to military influences. I believe that I am right

in recollecting that the statement was recently made to that effect. As we
know, there was injected the element consisting of the Emperor’s speech

at Miilhausen of the 13th, which acted as a commentary upon this peace

proposal. Would we not be bound to conclude therefrom that both the

form and the commentary upon this proposal were such as to injure its

effect? At least, that is what his Excellency v. Bethmann recently gave us

to understand, if my recollection is correct.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In spite of this, in my opinion, the course

taken by our peace proposal was clear, and I believe that the subsequent

publication of the Emperor’s letter which I have recently read to you here,

which, to my surprize, created astonishment, assisted in clarifying this

course.

Delegate Dr. Sinziieimer: Why, the Emperor’s letter had been made
known for a long time. All the papers carried it.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Yes, it was published shortly after the peace

proposal of the 12th of December. To my surprize, it has now had the

effect of creating astonishment.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Not so far as we are concerned.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Naturally, not so far as you are concerned,

Dr. Sinzheimer. But let us not try to confuse one another. I say that, in

spite of this or that statement which might possibly have been capable of
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being considered as having an unfavorable effect, according to my view,

the course which our peace proposal was to take is absolutely clear. I

should like to ask you gentlemen to reflect. Take the answer which the

Entente gave us. Take the answer—and this is much more serious—in the

form that it was made to Wilson; do you really believe that, as the result of

any tactical oversight, as the result of any small change, the path which

it was destined that the world should take would have been altered by so

much more or so much less? Do you believe that, as the result of any small

change in our method of preparation, we should have received a different

reply from our enemies? I do not believe so. I have recently stated that

I look upon the peace proposal of the 12th of December, although in the

end it failed to bring about the purpose sought, as an act which will

inure to the glory of the German Emperor and—for, after all, it received

the support of the people—as an act inuring to the glory of the German
people, by virtue of which our sincere desire for peace was made a matter

of record for the whole world and for all future generations to read. When
the excitement of the present has died down, then this fact will be con-

firmed in every particular; then people will no longer be able to carp and

cavil at it. But it was an error, for here every political measure is an error

which did not bring about the desired result. The academic question of

whether and under what circumstances it is right to make a peace proposal

and to repeat it, is a matter into which it will be practicable to go in detail,

once we have before us the occurrences of July, 1917. Then this question

which is the decisive one, will have to be examined. You know my convic-

tion on the point, and I believe that Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg shares it.

We were in the summer—

-

The Chairman: We will not discuss this question further at this point;

it will lead us too far afield.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Of course, I have no need of expressing my
view on the subject; it is a matter of common knowledge.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, you have just directed a

very severe bit of criticism against the peace proposal of December 12th.

Witness Dr. EIelfferich: No, on the contrary. I called it a glorious

event.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Certainly, but on the other hand you said that

it was the greatest mistake of all.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I simply said that every political measure

which did not result favorably is a political error.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But I call your particular attention to' the

following: On the next day, in the telegram which you have read here, the

Emperor spoke of the “peace of victory” which he was bound to attain.

This telegram was published broadcast in foreign countries, as was stated

in the Berliner Tageblatt—and that must be established and will be established
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here—as the result of an indiscretion or by influence brought to bear upon
the Wolff Telegraph Bureau. Do you, your Excellency, not ascribe largely

to the publication of this telegram the working of those influences to which
the peace proposal finally fell a victim?

*

I may call attention to another matter, and I believe that Imperial

Chancelor v. Bethmann will confirm me in the statement. At first, the

reports which were received from the neutral countries with regard to the

operation of the peace proposal were favorable in the extreme. Suddenly,

reports began coming in, to the effect that this favorable attitude no longer

existed, and that it was becoming unfavorable. I believe that I am correct

in recollecting that certain reports came in which stated that the speech of

the Emperor had a detrimental effect in foreign countries. Of course, we can

still take the testimony of witnesses concerning this point.

The Chairman: We will not revert to this question to any great extent;

for we have already made it the subject of detailed discussion. Moreover,

Consul Muller has asked to be allowed to say a word with regard to this

question at this point.

Consul Muller: I should like to make a short statement with regard to

the question of the publication of the Emperor’s speech at Miilhausen on

the 13th of December, 1916. We have made inquiries at the Wolff Tele-

graph Bureau, and investigations as well. There are no grounds for be-

lieving that information with regard to this speech of the Emperor was sent

to the Wolff Telegraph Bureau by the Foreign Office. The original of the

instructions which were given to have the article published in foreign

countries, and which went to the Wolff Telegraph Bureau at that time, was,

as has been shown to be the case, destroyed when the Wolff Telegraph

Bureau was occupied by the Spartacists. (Laughter.)

Delegate Dr. Spahn : The Imperial Chancelor has spoken of a statement

which I made in the Reichstag. I venture to remark that I added at that

time that the sovereignty of Belgium should be respected and should be

made the matter of agreement when peace was concluded.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Up to the present time, the question of whether

Wilson was trustworthy has continuously been thrust into the foreground.

I have already attempted to have that point gone into. The first period of

the distrust which was felt in connection with Wilson’s failure to act came to

an end at the moment when he actually moved. The second question has

to do with the message of the 22d of January. In this connection, I received

the impression very strongly that his Excellency Helfferich interprets this

message quite differently from the way in which it was interpreted in the

United States. He speaks of the '‘American influence” as it affected Count

Bernstorff. But the fact is that people on this side construed the message

to the Senate the same way that Count Bernstorff does. I will simply call

attention to the remarks of Chief of Police v. Liidinghausen, which were
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made public by Professor Baumgarten and which were written on the 24th

of January, 1917. I do not know that it is necessary to read them here.

Now, his Excellency has attempted, so to speak, to tell us what Wilson’s

real purpose was. It would seem to be expedient to continue further along

this line. What a man has thought is a matter which we can not establish

free from contradiction. In any event, I believe that President Wilson

would be very grateful to you for your opinion. At the present he is

having a very hard time in proving to his adherents that he has not been

inconsistent. You have given him a character testimonial to the effect that

he has always been consistent. What I want to bring out is something else,

namely, the terms of the message. I believe, in the last analysis, that we
must take the ground that we must, first of all, give words their usual mean-

ing before we interpret. Now, you say, if I recollect correctly, that your

impression was that Wilson wanted to meddle in matters on concrete peace

terms. Is that correct?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I called attention to the fact that it was pre-

cisely Wilson’s statement with regard to Poland which constituted an actual

interposition by him into the matter of concrete peace terms.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Just let me read the passage, and, in fact, use the

translation which comes from the Foreign Office:

We shall have no voice in determining what those terms shall be, but
we shall, I feel sure, have a voice in determining whether they shall be
made lasting or not by the guarantees of a universal convenant.

That means, of course, the League of Nations. So that, if I correctly

understand it, Wilson refused expressly to have a voice in the peace con-

ditions. On the other hand, America will have a voice so far as the League

of Nations is concerned. America desires to make the question of whether

it will support the League of Nations or not, depend upon the contents of

the peace terms.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Upon the contents of the peace terms?

Expert Dr. Bonn : I will go a step further.

I do not mean to say (the message continues at another place) that
any American Government would throw any obstacle in the way of any
terms of peace the governments now at war might agree upon

—

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Go on.

Expert Dr. Bonn:

—or seek to upset them when made, whatever they might be.

As I say, whether honorably meant or not is a point about which we shall

not quarrel. But those are the words used.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Yes. Please read further, Professor Bonn.
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Expert Dr. Bonn: “I only take it for granted that mere terms of peace

between the belligerents will not satisfy even the belligerents themselves.”

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Mere terms of peace!

Expert Dr. Bonn: “Mere agreements may not make peace secure. It

will be absolutely necessary that a force be created as a guarantor of the

permanency of the settlement so much greater than the force of any nation

now engaged. . .
.”

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: An agreement is not looked upon as sufficient,

but a league. That is the basic thought.

Expert Dr. Bonn : Certainly. Now, if I may venture to take up the

Polish question, the sentence reads as follows:

No peace can last, or ought to last, which does not recognize and
accept the principle that governments derive all their just powers
from the consent of the governed, and that no right anywhere exists

to hand peopkfe about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were
property. I take it for granted, for instance, if I may venture upon
a single example, that statesmen everywhere are agreed that there
should be a united, independent, and autonomous Poland, and that
henceforth inviolable security of life, of worship, and of industrial and
social development should be guaranteed to all peoples who have lived

hitherto under the power of governments devoted to a faith and purpose
hostile to their own.

In this connection, we must say the following: Until peace came, a great

portion of Poland still belonged to the Russian Empire. So that Wilson

took the stand, by this announcement, that Russian Poland was not to

revert to Russia. It follows that that is in agreement with our policy as to

Poland. The point open to doubt is whether or not all the Poles in the

German Empire were included in the term of an independent, autonomous

Poland. Of course, we are limited to exchanging opinions on this point.

I would, however, like to point out one thing. The United States call

themselves the “United States”
—“United States of America.” Canada,

which also belongs to America, is not included in the term “United States.”

So that, even if we wanted to submit an interpretation based upon philo-

logical reasons only, it would not be enough to conclude that all Poland, or

all territory which was Polish beyond question, as is stated later in the

fourteen points, would necessarily belong to this Poland. I can only deduce

from this the purpose of having the Polish question settled in some way or

other, but not in any definite way. The next sentence strengthens my view,

as a matter of fact; for if the next sentence is logical, it can only have this

meaning, that there will always be national minorities who inhabit a foreign

state and whose cultural interests—to make use of the phrase—must be

protected. But as I say, I do not want to interpret, I simply want to

read.

Then I must take up another point. Your Excellency stated that, in
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your opinion, Wilson’s announcement meant—if I may use a somewhat

common expression—a box on the ear, so far as we were concerned
;
that we

had had a scolding; and that, on the other hand, the Allies had not been

lectured, and that iheir demands had been announced as being capable of

discussion. Now here, too, the words are as follows:

The Central Powers united in a reply which stated merely that

they were ready to meet their antagonists in conference to discuss

terms of peace. The Entente Powers have replied much more defi-

nitely and have stated, in general terms, indeed, but with sufficient

definiteness to imply details, the arrangements, guarantees, and acts of

reparation which they deem to be the indispensable conditions of a
satisfactory settlement. We are that much nearer a definite discussion

of the peace which shall end the present war. We are that much
nearer the discussion of the international concert which must there-

after hold the world at peace.
*

So that it is not stated herein—the translation is mine; no other construc-

tion can be put upon the English text which I have here as well—that the

conditions of the Allies are really such as can be discussed, but simply that,
• f • / • •••
in view of the fact that the one side has expressed itself in a certain manner,

and the other in a different manner, we have now come nearer to the general

discussion.

And now I would like to take up another point. Your Excellency has

said that the Allies had stated to Wilson, in a manner approaching that of a

challenge, that we were not parties enjoying equal rights—that we were not

considered as being entitled to equal rights.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: They did not wish to put themselves on the

same plane with us.

Expert Dr. Bonn: And you went a step further and stated that the

peace of Versailles was, to a certain extent, foreshadowed in the Wilson

peace conditions. I should not like to be in error on this point.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I will explain that later. It is a very important

point. I will explain it later.

Expert Dr. Bonn : The real issue in connection with these peace conditions

was, after all, the fact that Wilson declared in so many words that he

desired no peace based on violence. Above all, the idea was expressed that

it would have to be a peace without victory.

Those are the points with regard to which I should like to have your

opinion once more.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: To begin with, so far as the Polish question is

concerned, the statement which was recently made by Count v. Bernstorff,

in my opinion, hits the nail exactly on the head—the statement that Presi-

dent Wilson had absolutely no conception, absolutely no correct ideas of

the conditions in our eastern provinces and in Poland. For this reason, it

was all the more important for him to make no mention of it. But at least
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he was bound to know one thing, and that was that the Polish question was
one which was extremely delicate, so far as Prussia and Germany were

concerned. If President Wilson declared that it was taken for granted by
the statesmen of the world that a united, independent and autonomous

Poland must exist, and if, in immediate connection therewith, he demanded
a free outlet to the sea under the protection of an international guarantee,

then, in my opinion, taking this together with the remaining terms of the

note, this constitutes a proof that Wilson, let us say it frankly, found him-

self in the toils of the piano-player and present President of Poland, Mr.

Paderewski, and would possibly have been ready to take the field for the

realization of this thought, and this, too, over and above the question of

mere negotiations.

Secondly, the matter of holding the Entente conditions as capable of

discussion. When Wilson recapitulates the conditions of the Entente as

follows:

The Entente Powers have replied much more definitely and have
stated, in general terms, indeed, but with sufficient definiteness to

imply details, the arrangements, guarantees, and acts of reparation

which they deem to be the indispensable conditions of a satisfactory

settlement

—

it means that Wilson takes notice of the fact that, so far as they are concerned,

the members of the Entente will not permit these conditions to be' debated.

And when Wilson adds— I concede this much to Dr. Sinzheimer: the sentence
t '

can be construed as being connected with the foregoing sentence, which

stated that we were ready to take part in a conference: “We are that much
nearer a definite discussion of the peace which will end the present war,”

then I say that here is a chasm across which there is absolutely no bridge to

carry us. For if there was anything in the world which made it impossible

for us to come to a final discussion concerning peace, it was the proposals

of the Entente and the agreements and guarantees and acts of reparation

which were characterized in their note as indispensable conditions. These

conditions were inacceptable so far as we were concerned. If Wilson took

the view that, by the announcement of these conditions, and, still more, by

the fact of their characterization as indispensable conditions, we had come

any nearer to the point of peace, that in itself shows me simply this: That

here was an abyss which could not be scaled. By the answer of the Entente,

we were not brought nearer to peace, but, on the contrary, the gate to peace,

as I pointed out yesterday and day before yesterday, was closed with

reverberating violence. Wilson considered as acceptable, or at least as

capable of discussion, that which was bound to be impossible of discussion,

in our eyes, and which was bound to be absolutely undebatable by a Ger-

many which was not completely overthrown. I will not push the inquiry

into Mr. Wilson’s mental attitude too insistently; I will not decide whether
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it was ignorance or malice, or an absolutely Anglo-Saxon atmosphere which

turned the scale, but the entire future German policy had to realize the fact

that we were at least confronted with an absolute lack of comprehension

with regard to the conditions essential to our national existence. That

Wilson utterly failed to understand what the Entente conditions meant, so

far as we were concerned, will be plain to you if you open the message at

page 103. There you will find the following:

Fortunately, we have received very explicit assurances on this point.

The statesmen of both of the groups of nations now arrayed against

one another have said, in terms that could not be misinterpreted, that it

was no part of the purpose they had in mind to crush their antagonists.

So that Wilson’s view was that this unexampled program of disinte-

gration and destruction on the part of the Entente was no program of

disintegration and destruction. On this ground, too, I base my conclusion

that Wilson, in contrast with ourselves, looked upon the conditions of the

Entente as peace conditions which could be utilized.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: May I perhaps

—

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Will you permit me to terminate my reply?

Now, Professor Bonn has expressed the belief that I said that the condi-

tions of the Versailles peace were to be found even in this message to the

Senate. That is undoubtedly an error. I stated that the Entente note of

the 10th of November announced the peace of Versailles in advance. It is

true that I made an additional statement with regard to Wilson. I said

that back of this message of the 22d of January, 1917, there was already

lurking the visage of the Wilson at Versailles. If you desire an explanation

of what J meant, I will give it to you.

Concerning the Wilson of Versailles, it has been shown that, to him.

everything that had to do with humanity, with justice, with the enjoyment

of equal rights by nations, and with the self-determination of peoples

—

everything that he ever stated on this score, was nothing but air, so far as he

was concerned. I have already called attention to the fact that an examina-

tion of Lansing in the Senate shows that Lansing has stated in so many words

that the fourteen points were hardly ever mentioned at Versailles.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In what connection?

V itness Dr. Helfferich: Secretary of State Lansing was asked in the

Senate Committee for Foreign Affairs whether, during the negotiations in

* Paris, the fourteen points of the President had ever really come up for

discussion;' and Lansing answered: “I do not Believe so.” The beautiful

fourteen points, upon which those of us who were big in faith depended,

played, it would seem, absolutely no part at Versailles. And moreover,

Dr. Sinzheimer probably knows this.

And concerning this Mr. Wilson, whose face I discerned back of the mes-

sage of the 22d of January, 1917, at first somewhat indistinctly, as if hidden
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by a veil, but whose features, little by little, became plainer and plainer, it is

further established, as the result of questions put in the Senate committee

and to which, I believe, he himself gave answer, that it was not until he had
reached Paris that he was informed of the treaties involving disintegration

and destruction which the members of the Entente had concluded amongst
themselves. Mr. Wilson admitted that before he came to Paris he knew
nothing of the treaty of London with Italy; that he did not even know of

the arrangements existing between France and Russia, touching the separa-

tion of Alsace and Lorraine, of the territory of the Saar, of the left bank of

the Rhine, and of the agreement with Russia concerning our eastern bound-

ary. He states in so many words: “Before I came to Paris, I knew nothing

at all of all these treaties,” and this adds another feature to the countenance

of the Mr. Wilson of Versailles. This apparent innocence of all European
conditions, together with his hopeless Anglo-Saxon prejudices—those are

the two features which characterize the countenance of Wilson and which

ultimately spelled our ruin; and these were the two features of that face of

Wilson which I already discerned, veiled behind the message of January,

1917.

The Chairman: His Excellency v. Romberg desires to speak. Is it in

connection with this point, or with some other matter?

Expert v. Romberg: I had asked leaive to speak in connection with a

statement made by Dr. Sinzheimer, regarding the effect of the peace proposal.

However, I would not like to interrupt matters at the present stage.

The Chairman : Then perhaps we can terminate with this point at present.

Professor Bonn has the floor.

Expert Dr. Bonn: The salient point in this matter is the following: Were
we justified in entertaining the hope that Wilson would bring the Allies to

the conference table, or not? We hear a great deal of talk here about

tactical considerations, on the basis of which we should have done thus Or so.

I will not go into an analysis of the character of President Wilson, for it can

serve no useful purpose at this point. But I believe that it can be stated^

that, in purely political matters, he is a very clever taclician. If; now, hd‘

presents a matter to the Allies in this way, for the purpose of bringing them

to the point of negotiations, a point which they do not desire to reach, de-

claring as they have that the Germans must be destroyed, he certainly ought

to evoke the sympathy of those gentlemen who have always laid such stress

upon tactical considerations.

The vital point in this matter is the following: The Allies had demanded

Germany’s destruction. On this point w$ certainly agree. Nor do we
need to discuss the point whether the peace of Versailles took a form which

accorded with these views. As opposed to this attitude, Wilson says:

“There must be peace without victory.” That is the essential element in

all these questions. It is easily understood how it came about that he was
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not instructed concerning European matters, in view of American condi-

tions. The information which we, as a general rule, have with regard to

America is not always either good or entirely free from doubt. But if

we had been able to negotiate further with him, it is in all probability

possible that we could have cleared up a great many matters concerning

which he had no clear conception. The Wilson of Versailles, who obtained

his knowledge of Poland from Mr. Paderewski, was certainly a much more

difficult problem for us to face than a Wilson to whom we, too, would have

been able to furnish information. And after all, back of all this is the

following, that if we did not want Wilson for a mediator, and if it was our

desire to eliminate him as a mediator from taking part in a conference on

account of our distrust of him, that meant that we would bring him to the

conference table as our opponent. In view of everything that has been

said, no other prospect existed. For the break with America meant war,

and if you are at war with a nation it will not do for you to say to its head

:

“You are ignorant and you are prejudiced; for that reason, we refuse to

negotiate with you 7 ’ In that case, one has to put up with his participation.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I assume, from all this, that Professor Bonn,

even today, sees President Wilson’s features in a different light than I do.

For my part, all those beautiful phrases about peace without victory which

also—if I recollect correctly—recur in the message of January, 1918, when
Wilson was already’ our enemy’, were nothing more than the coating in which

was lodged the bitter pill which we were to swallow. That is the way7 I

saw things at that time. That was in accord with my7 attitude. Whether

I was right or not will be difficult to determine. The result speaks, I believe,

not in favor of Professor Bonn, but it is my’ opinion, on the contrary’, that

the experiences which we have had with Wilson speak in favor of my view.

The Chairman: Here in this hall, y’our Excellency’ yourself warned the

budget committee against involving ourselves in war with the United States,

because in such case America would naturally7 adopt as her own the condi-

tions of our enemies. You stated in the session of the 29th of September:

There can be no doubt whatsoever that in such case, and in reference
to the war aims, America would range herself completely’ upon England’s
side.

So that at that time, y’ou y’ourself recognized fully7 that at the moment
when the Cffiited States became involved in war with us, it would naturally

follow that the United States would make our enemies’ war aims her own.

W hat I mean is that at that time you foresaw perfectly7 clearly7 what was
bound to happen at the moment when we became involved in war with the

L nited States. So that Was a matter which not only’ applied to the 29th

of September, 1916, but was, as a matter of fact, bound to be equally’

applicable to subsequent periods of time.

Then y’ou further statecj that Wilson’s note, in fact, already’ revealed the
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features of the Wilson at Versailles. But there are certainly numbers and
numbers of people, who could lay claim to a certain reputation in connection

with diplomacy, who took a diametrically opposite attitude. I remember
that, in the first place, a great part of the public opinion expressed this

view, even in the German press, and that, above all, not only did Count
Czernin consider that Wilson’s message constituted a working basis which

could most certainly be utilized, but one who was very skeptically inclined,

the Hungarian premier, Count Tisza, expressed himself as extraordinarily

pleased with this message of Wilson, and saw in it a good foundation for

further negotiations. Now these people are authorities of such weight

among our allies that we can not escape the effect of the judgment which

they entertained.

And I further call to your attention that as well-known a man as Max
Warburg, a man of such importance in the international banking business,

held the same view with regard to Wilson’s message, and considered our

reply thereto in the nature of a kick. Now these constitute certainly

quite a considerable number of authorities who reached a materially different

conclusion with regard to the President’s message.

But do you, too, not take the view that if this message contained exactly

what you attribute to it; if it even at that time bore the earmarks of the

treaty of Versailles and contained the germs of everything which actually

appeared in connection with this peace—you did not state this definitely;

you said this with regard to the Entente note, but you did say: “ Behind this

I already saw Wilson’s features,” w'hich amounts to saying that you already

foresaw these conditions—how can we then explain the fact that the then

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg himself considered this message

to be of such importance as to make, on his part, the attempt to have the

U-boat war postponed in order to be enabled to carry on further nego-

tiations? To have, if I may say so, our G
T

-boats piped back—an event

which, as we have heard, was not held practicable, for technical reasons?

My idea was that you had expressed yourself clearly to the effect that you

were in absolute accord with the Imperial Chancelor. Do wTe not find a

crass contradiction existing right at this point between your ideas and

those of the Imperial Chancelor, who was of the opinion that this very

message furnished a basis for further negotiations, and that, for that reason,

it would have been desirable to have called off the U-boat war at once?

(Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: That is a mistake, that is the letter of the

29th of January.)

—Well, in any event, the message had gone out, and in spite of the impres-

sion received, the then Imperial Chancelor would, at any rate, have still been

willing to take up the offer of peace mediation. And I can only say that,

according to my recollection of those times, the Austrian and Hungarian

press announced themselves in full agreement with this view.
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And I am also of the opinion that the construction which you have put

upon the words “united Poland”—we ourselves had announced the

restoration of Poland a few weeks before, which means that we announced

the principle

—

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: “United” Poland.)

Yes, I have just recently called attention to the fact, your Excellency, that

we were always accustomed, even before the war, to speak of a “united

Germany” and in so doing, by no manner of means intended, by this united

Germany, the inclusion of all Germans in Austria and in Switzerland; not a

soul had such a thought.

Now, again: The words “every great people . . . should” have an

independent outlet to the sea, are after all not so directly connected with

the Polish question in Wilson’s message, for a number of general comments

are interspersed between

—

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: But it doubtless had reference also to Poland.)

Of course it could be applied to Poland, but it could be applied to Serbia

just as well; it was the announcement of a general principle.

And then, too, the term “should”—anyone who is an old parliamentarian

certainly knows the difference between
‘

‘ should
’

’ and
‘

* shall
’ ’—is not phrased

exactly enough to call for an unconditional interpretation. Now we have

heard that even one so well acquainted with President Wilson as Count

Bernstorff has said that, as a matter of fact, President Wilson was not

sufficiently informed with regard to Polish conditions to make positive

propositions in connection with this subject logically worked out in advance.

Could not this free access to the sea have been reached—or are you not of

this opinion?—in this way: in having, for instance, the Vistula, let me say,

subjected to rules and regulations of international commerce along the lines

of the Rhine Regulations applying to shipping traffic—the Vistula on the

one hand, let me say, like the lower Danube, on the basis of the Danube
shipping traffic acts? And was there not, too, the possibility of having

certain railroads made the subject of international guarantees by which

definite agreements as to tariff, etc., should be reached, thereby guaranteeing

Polish traffic in the premises? In this connection, which would include such

neutralization, there would have been, in all probability no need for a

corridor such as was later on demanded. So are you not of the opinion that

a different interpretation was possible, and that if the demand concerning a

united Poland and the self-determination of peoples was to be interpreted

as you have construed it, that Austria-Hungary, above all, would have been

bound to submit objections of a far more insistent nature, even in the Polish

question, than we, who of course were much more of a united state than she?

I should like to ask you, therefore, to give your views on this point.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Well, gentlemen, in regard to such difficult

questions as these, there are always differences of opinion; and that Wilson’s
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message has been subjected to varying interpretations is a matter which is

known to all the world. But unfortunately, it always happens that only

one of the opinions is the correct one, and the sad fact is that my estimate of

Wilson is the one which has been proved to be right. I am not trying

to show that my judgment is right ex post facto
;
Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

can confirm this. By referring to Gerard’s book, you will find indica-

tions which point to the fact that Mr. v. Bethmann was not at such very

great odds with me in the estimate placed upon the message to the Senate;

and the whole pity of the thing is that this opinion has been shown to be

correct.

The Chairman: You already prophesied that on the 29th, in case war
should ensue.

Witness Dr. Helfferich : We are discussing Wilson today as if we had but

a confused picture of him, whereas he is very sharply outlined. The chairman

says that on the 29th Mr. v. Bethmann would have made another attempt.

Mr. v. Bethmann will confirm the fact that at that time I was more skep-

tical than he himself. Of course, Mr. v. Bethmann himself was by no means
convinced that peace was about to come to us, but in the exercise of that

great conscientiousness of his, which, I believe, is recognized throughout the

entire world, he was willing to grasp at the last straw which, by any possi-

bility, would promote the cause of peace. He himself will probably have

something to say about it. For this reason, there is no necessity for me to

go into this point in any greater detail. I also took the view that even

though the chance that we could really accomplish something was quite

insignificant, we should so act that we could not be reproached at a later

time with not having tried everything. But I was all the more skeptical in

view of the fact that I was absolutely convinced that at that time Wilson

already knew that we were launching the U-boat war on the 1st of February

so that, consequently, there was some trick of some kind in the whole

arrangement; there was something unknown in the whole affair which it

was impossible for us to see from here.

I was right in being skeptical. I regret that I find myself bound to repeat

what I have already recently stated, to wit: If Wilson had been in earnest

in his desire to bring about peace, he would have been bound to have ac-

cepted the hand which we held out to him, even if he had held but half a

hand or a little finger in his grasp; it should not have been asking too much
of him to have him clasp this little finger. If Wilson had desired to bring

about peace, it would not have been too much to expect of him to at least

have received Count Bernstorff once more, and to have said to him: “If

you would only add one step more to those which you have taken—that is,

if, without awaiting the results of my efforts, you would only call back your

U-boats, relying upon my bare promise that I will do all that I can to bring

about peace and, moreover, a peace such as will be acceptable to you!” If
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I had been Wilson and had wanted to bring about peace, that step would

not have been too much for me.

But in connection with these things, we are constantly going off into

discussions which, I fear, can not be of much assistance in expediting the

matter which we have before us. For that reason, if the Chairman will

permit it, I will revert to the answering of some definite questions.

The Chairman: In this connection, I should simply like to remark that

these discussions have been brought on by you yourself and by your state-

ments.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: My view is that, as a result of the questions

which are put to me, I am constantly being placed in a position of repeating

things which I have already said. But if you will permit it, I should like

to take up certain more definite points.

You state, Mr. Chairman, that at that time, in October, I had recognized

the fact that if we launched the U-boat war, America would take part in

the war against us and range herself in the war on the side of our enemies.

That is true. But what I recognized as the fact after October and, indeed,

exactly at the time when the decision was being reached, when I had to meet

the question of my own personal attitude with regard to the decision, and

still later, particularly at the time of the message of the 22d and in connection

with Wilson’s attitude toward our telegram of the 29th, which he did not

even consider worth replying to, my conviction was that Wilson would, in

the end, range himself on the side of our enemies, even if no U-boat war were

launched, and that he would adopt the war aims of our enemies.

And further, our experiences with Wilson continued: I then recognized

the further fact that Wilson, even as an enemy of Germany, almost a year

after the United States had broken off relations with us and had declared

war upon us, was still using the same beautiful phrases with regard to a

league of nations, the equal rights of nations, and a peace without victory

or vanquished-—even as our enemy!—and that this enemy of ours, Wilson,

who still continued to make these beautiful speeches in which, too, the four-

teen points were mentioned, when we reached out for what he promised,

when we stretched out our hand to it, left us—you will pardon the harsh

term—miserably in the lurch; as Lansing was bound to state, there was
hardly a word said at Versailles about the fourteen points. So that, too,

belongs in the picture.

So I came to recognize, too, that Wilson was continuing with his beautiful

speeches, even as our enemy, and that he had no intention whatsoever of

bringing to pass the promises which he made.

Now the Chairman has called our attention to the Polish matter. The
word which struck me most strongly in this connection is the word “united

”

or “unified ” Poland. When we speak of a “ united ” Germany, we naturally

refer to a domestic state of unity. For we are Germans, and when we
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speak of ourselves, it is our own internal affair. But when the President of

the great nation over there on the other side of the water talks about a

“unified Poland,” then we have something very different. That is not

his own domestic concern, but in that case the matter is being looked at

from the outside. I do not assume that anyone will believe that in the

discussions with regard to the Polish matter, a “united Poland” has ever

been taken to mean anything else than the unification of Congress Poland,

of Prussian Poland and of Austrian Poland. For slight as may have been

the conception that Wilson had of our concrete conditions for the moment,
he was, after all, a bit of a professor of history and in all probability he must
sometime or other have come across some casual reference to the partition

of Poland. (Laughter.)

And now when Mr. Gothein places further reliance on the fact that the

word “should” is found in the fourteen points, then I must say: “What
terrible experiences we have had with this word ‘should’!” So far as I

know, at the beginning of October, 1918, the word “should” was made the

subject of philological research in connection with the fourteen points before

we delivered ourselves into Mr. Wilson’s hands by our disastrous application

for an armistice. At that time, philological discussions arose in connection

with “could” and “should” and “must,” and similar terms. And all the

fourteen points were nothing to Mr. Wilson; he did not even mention them
at Versailles.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, permit me to say one thing.

There are certain facts which, in my opinion, must be recognized as such.

In the first place, Colonel House informed Count Bernstorff in so many
words that Wilson—in the telegram which immediately followed the mes-

sage to the Senate—would not intervene in territorial questions. In the

message to the Senate itself, in connection with the discussion of the Polish

problem, the right of international minorities was expressly protected, a

right which, so far as it was concerned, could only relate to Poles who were

living in foreign German territory

—

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: Or Germans in Poland.)

—As you please; but what is of much greater importance are the following

four points. In the first place, this one to wit, that, just as you correctly

concede, the Entente note was a note dictated by conquerors. The con-

ditions could only be complied with after Germany was completely van-

quished. The President said that only a peace without victory is such as

to carry with it guarantees of permanence, and that every other peace is a

menace to peace itself.

Furthermore, you stated, with absolute correctness, that the Entente

note insulted the honor of the German people in denying the fact that they

were entitled to equal rights. In his message to the Senate, Wilson says

expressly that only a peace between equals can be of any permanence, and
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that only nations exercising equal rights can and should be permitted to

conclude peace. So that, in this way, he rejects two material factors,

fundamental factors of the Entente note, in express terms, to wit, victory

and the denial that Germany is entitled to equal rights.

But furthermore, the Imperial Chancelor made a great speech in Novem-
ber, in which he took up the matter of Sir Edward Grey’s address, in which

Edward Grey demanded courts of arbitration and disarmament on land.

At that time, the Imperial Chancelor went deeply into this fundamental

conception, and he added that we would welcome everything which could

lead to a system of arbitral courts, and he would support it. But the

limitation of armament on land necessarily includes a limitation of armament

at sea. An equality of treatment as between England and Germany is

involved in this question. Moreover, the Imperial Chancelor, in this great

speech, and, as a matter of fact, the German Empire continuously, and

before the speech was ever made, had put forward as a fundamental req-

uisite the freedom of the seas. Wilson’s attitude is in absolute accord with

both these demands. He insists that the principle of the freedom of the

seas be invoked both by England and against her; and he makes almost

literal use of the expressions of the Imperial Chancelor when he says “We
must limit naval armament also.” The question of armament, whether at

sea or on land, is the question which is most directly and most vitally in-

volved in the future fate of nations and in that of the human race: the

limitation of naval armament against England on the ocean, and of arma-

ment on land against Germany. So that the fact is that in the message,

two fundamental demands, two fundamental points of departure directed

against us by the Entente were rejected, whereas two fundamental prin-

ciples involved in the idea of concluding peace which we had already an-

nounced were accepted by Wilson literally and in detail.

Now you can say that this was but pretense, that it was deceit and done

simply for the sake of appearances. Look at the peace of Versailles. But
in this connection, you must be confronted with that point with which the

Chairman has confronted you. At that time, you yourself took the stand

that if America entered the war it would be upon the side of our enemies;

and, so far as concerns the bringing about of a peace where the conqueror

on the one side confronts the beaten foe on the other—why, that presents a

condition wholly different from the military situation where no country

and no nation occupies the place of conqueror. For this reason, Wilson was
in quite a different position before he entered the war from what he was
after he entered it.

In this connection, I should like to request one thing of you. I may well

venture to add that, in the course of your remarks, your Excellency, you
have spoken in very great detail and with great emphasis with regard to

many matters. But you have not touched upon a question which goes to
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the root of things, and which Count Bernstorff, basically speaking, has taken

for the foundation of his representations. Count Bernstorff has summed
up in short and clear form, and in a phrase which goes to the essence of the

matter, the policy which, in his opinion, was the right policy to follow. It

may be expressed more or less in these terms: “ I was convinced of the fact

that, without the assistance of the United States, the Entente would never

defeat us. I was convinced of the fact that this catastrophe would occur

if the United States stepped over to the side of the Entente. It was for

this reason that the Entente sought to bring the United States into the war.

It was for this reason that our policy, as I understood it, had for its purpose

that of keeping the United States out of the war. If America had not

entered the war, the Entente would have been obliged to conclude a peace

of understanding because, without the help of America, she would not have

been able to win.” That is a clear, open statement. I should like to ask

you to state your view with regard to this fundamental question—this

fundamental point of view; for it is certain that this goes to the basic ques-

tion which is before us here. So that I ask, first of all—forgive me if I have

diverged somewhat—that you answer the one question as to Wilson’s

attitude with regard to those features of our peace policy which have been

brought out; and, secondly, what is your attitude with regard to the funda-

mental conception of the whole political situation as it has been put in that

short, clear, and simple summing-up by Count v. Bernstorff? It is possible

that this might lead to an interchange of views between you and Count
Bernstorff touching the whole fundamental question and the basic ground

of the entire war policy as it affected the United States and the peace of

understanding.

The Chairman: I would simply like to make brief reference to another

point. So far as concerns Wilson, Professor of History, Professor Wilson

probably knows that, once upon a time, there was a greater Germany and

not only a small Germany, and that this small Germany only came into

being after 1866. So that that fact has, in my opinion, exactly the same

bearing with regard to the united Poland as the bearing which Professor

Wilson’s knowledge of Poland would have to have with regard to Germany.

Now I should like to put a still further question: Your Excellency has

stated that Wilson would have entered the war even though no U-boat war

had been launched. Have you any positive grounds for your belief, beyond

the later statement which was made in the Senate during the last year?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I should like, first of all, to come back to the

question of Poland. Mr. Gothein says that, in his capacity as professor

of history, Wilson must have known beyond doubt that at an earlier stage a

great Germany existed and that, since 1866, we have had a smaller Germany,

flanked by Austria and German Switzerland, etc. Mr. Gothein is absolutely

correct. But he has overlooked one important point. President Wilson
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has undoubtedly spoken of a united Poland, but he has never mentioned a

united Germany.

(Interruption: That was not necessary, either.)

Well, in that case, I am in no position to state what his idea of a united

Germany was.

The Chairman: That is a very marked misunderstanding.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Nor do I understand it.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I did not understand it either.

Therefore I come to my next point. Even Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer,

Professor Dr. Bonn, and Count Bernstorff, all of which gentlemen have

an opinion of Wilson different from my own, will admit that his message

of the 22d of January was per se inconsistent, just as was the case with his

later message involving the fourteen points—of January, 1918, I believe.

For it is true; he speaks of peace without victory; he speaks of equal rights

among nations; and he tells us that nobody ought to be annihilated; but in

the same message he treats the objects which the Entente announce as

their own as being debatable, and states—this is on page 103 of the volume:

That the statements of both of the groups of people now arrayed against

each other—and the joint note of the Entente of the 10th of December also

belongs to this declaration—that these announcements establish, in a way
that it is impossible to misunderstand, that it is not their purpose to anni-

hilate their opponents. So that Wilson interpreted the joint note of our

opponents of the 10th of January, 1917, which obviously announced the

most unheard-of aims selected for our destruction, as voicing “a purpose

which was not to be misunderstood” on the part of the Entente not to

destroy us.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It was stated in the note of the Entente, in

so many words, that the Allies did not harbor the intention of destroying

Germany or Austria; and then it is that Wilson comes out with his criticism

of this sentence, if you will be good enough to read on further.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: “It may perhaps not be equally clear to all

as to what this announcement involves. The conception may not be the

same on both sides of the water” etc., etc. According to this, the fact

remains that that which we looked upon as annihilation, annihilation pure

and simple, was not considered by Wilson as a victory of annihilation.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Where is that to be found?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Mr. Wilson said that the Entente announced

its purpose not to destroy its opponents “in terms which were not to be

misunderstood.” We were of the opinion that the Entente note expressed

the purpose, in terms which were not to be misunderstood, of annihilating

us. Further on in Wilson’s message, it is announced that the Entente’s

aims, which were bent on our destruction, had brought us so much nearer

to the discussion of peace. In any event, that is my interpretation. If our
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interpretations continue to differ, all that we can establish is the fact that

our interpretations do differ. But with no application of the dialectic art,

Dr. Sinzheimer, will you succeed in making me change my opinion. And
I admit, without further argument, that the same is true with regard to

yourself.

So that in Wilson’s message I discern the same inconsistencies as exist in

his later announcements. Just take the analogy which the message of

January, 1918, with its fourteen points, bears to what Wilson understood

it to mean in Versailles. The message of the fourteen points was the

message sent by Wilson at war. So that it follows that the message sent by
Wilson when at war still voiced the principle of peace without victory and

without aims involving annihilation. At that time, no new factor inter-

vened, for war had already come. The treaty of Versailles is the one

authentic document which shows us how Wilson interpreted this peace

without conquest, this self-determination of peoples, this equal rights

amongst nations, and all the rest of it.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In quite a different situation.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In a situation which was exactly, in January,

1918, as it existed later. But I see that we can get no further on this point.

The one thing that I can request is that you will admit to me that to the

extent that the government shared my view at that time, you will do the

then government the justice of conceding that it was thus that it looked

upon Wilson’s message, and had good reason to interpret it in this way.

If you will read the matter up in Gerard’s book— I haven’t it with me
today—you will find therein mentioned the occasion when Gerard was last

received by the Imperial Chancelor. On that occasion, too, the Imperial

Chancelor called attention to the Polish question, stating that the President

had made his announcement concerning a united Poland in his message to

the Senate, and that the President looked upon the war aims of the Entente,

which were utterly inacceptable to us, as forming the basis of peace nego-

tiations. So that the only thing which can be absolutely established is,

after all, that that was the meaning as we understood it at that time.

Now, Mr. Gothein has put the further question as to whether, in addition

to the dialogue between McCumber and Wilson, I had other reasons to

believe that the United States would have entered the war against us, even

if there had been no U-boat war. I certainly have such reasons. If Mr.

Gothein has read the last section of the second volume of my book—at that

time, I had no knowledge whatsoever of McCumber, and even then I

expressed the view that the United States would have entered the war

against us without the launching of the U-boat war. So far as the conversa-

tion between McCumber and Wilson was concerned, it was merely a con-

firmation of my point of view; and my assumption was based on the follow-

ing: First, my general observation of the manner in which the United
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States practiced neutrality and of the constant edging-over of the United

States to the side of the Entente. In the second place, it was based upon

certain statements which Wilson made. In October, 1916, Wilson made a

speech in which, even at that time, he called attention to the fact that the

time for neutrality would soon be gone and that, if the war were to continue

longer, then there was nothing that might not happen. I can not remember

the literal terms, but in any event the impression created was that “if the

war lasts longer, we shall be forced into the war.” In the third place, on

the introduction of Wilson’s peace note of the 21st of December; in this you

will find the same thing stated, to wit, that the war had taken on proportions

which would force the United States, if the war were to last longer, to

adopt the measures necessary for safeguarding its interests. Fourthly, on

Lansing’s announcement to the newspaper men on December 21, which

occasioned nothing short of a panic in the United States and gave the

impression that America was absolutely on the verge of war, and which

Lansing was obliged to qualify in the afternoon, at Wilson's bidding; t>ut

the statement had been made. And, fifthly, I refer you to the statement

made by Count Bernstorff -when I asked him yesterday: “If America was
facing war as, with the continuation of the war, was, in view of all these

statements, bound to seem not only possible but probable, do you believe

that there was the slightest possibility of America entering the war against

the Entente and not against us?” To this question, Count v. Bernstorff

replied : “War with the Entente was, of course, absolutely out of the question.

When war talk came up in the United States, war with Germany was what
was always meant.” I believe that those are, in a word, all reasons which

would appear to indicate that the idea was not so wholly out of the way that,

if we had refrained from launching the U-boat war and, in doing so, ignored

what had been announced by the supreme military leaders as a sine qua non
,

we should have been left with nothing but the choice either, to all intents

and purposes, of swallowing the Entente’s conditions whole, or of defending

ourselves further against the determination of the Entente to continue with

the war, and then experience having the United States go over to the camp
of our enemies, perhaps on the basis—and I repeat this phrase for the third

time—of a Wilson mediation brought about by the butt of his rifle. It is

quite possible that Wilson would have said to us: “ If you do not accept the

united Poland, if you do not subject the Vistula to international control,

if you do not agree to a plebescite in Alsace-Lorraine, and if you do not do

this or that, then, in view of the fact that the termination of the war is a

matter of vital interest to the United States, I shall be forced to join the

Entente in the war which is being carried on against you.” These were

possibilities, and I go so far as to believe that they were probabilities with

which we should have had to reckon very seriously at the end of January, 1917.

The Chairman : Your Excellency has relied upon the statement of Count
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v. Bernstorff, to the effect that he, too, was convinced that if the war con-

tinued America would go over to the side of our enemies, even though the

U-boat wTar was not launched. It would be expedient for Count v. Bernstorff

to express himself on this point.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe that Dr. Helfferich did not say

that at all.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I did not say that. I said that my opinion was
that, even if the U-boat war were discontinued, the United States would

have entered the war against us.

The Chairman: I just now asked you whether you had definite

reasons for your belief. You have mentioned a number of such reasons.

I should now like to ask Count v. Bernstorff whether he, too, is convinced

that, if, granting that we had not launched the unrestricted U-boat war at

that time, but if the war had, however, continued because the Entente

would have nothing to do with our peace proposal, as was the case, America

would in such case have entered the war against us. As I understood Count
Bernstorff’s statement, he is of the opinion that Wilson would in such case

have exerted a notable pressure upon the Entente in order to bring them to

the point of negotiating. If you please, your Excellency!

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I should like to state, first of all, that

here and, particularly in the case of the public, a very great weight appears

to have been attributed to the circumstance that my estimation of Wilson’s

character is quite different, for instance, from that of the witness and many
others. I am of the opinion that we are not so very much concerned with

judgments rendered on Wilson’s character. I knew just as well as the

gentlemen here, that Wilson’s attitude toward us was distinctly not a

friendly attitude. And I knew just as well as they that public opinion in

the United States was not friendly so far as we were concerned. I strug-

gled with myself for two and a third years, day and night, over the matter

of this recognition of mine of the circumstance that this unfriendliness

existed. The only difference between my attitude and that of the witness

is with regard to the method by which we were to oppose this unfriendly

attitude. I was of the opinion that there was just one single possibility of

keeping the United States out of the war, and that was for us to accept

mediation in the interests of peace at the hand of the United States, and that

in such case the United States would in no event be able to do us any harm.

For if we had accepted peace mediation through Wilson, Mr. Wilson would,

under no circumstances, have brought the people of the United States to the

point of making war upon us. That is the view which I entertain on the

subject. He simply would have been utterly powerless to do so, even if he

had been the biggest German-hater in the world.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Let me add another word on this point.

Very great weight is constantly attributed to the fact (and by you, too,
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your Excellency) that Wilson stated that he would have gone to war with

Germany even without the unrestricted U-boat war. Fundamentally

speaking, that constitutes no new announcement, a point which you have

just emphasized; he let that be understood during the war, on numerous

occasions, and this is shown in Count v. BernstorfT’s reports, according to

which Lansing once said to him that America’s situation was becoming

intolerable and would lead to war in some way or other. So that was a

fact which was already known. But now I should like to ask you: After

all, that was really a very strong argument on behalf of the proposition that

America had a vital interest in bringing about peace mediation. I assume,

of course, that the leaders and the chiefs of a people are willing to do all

possible in order to avoid war. So that if Wilson noted that the feeling in

favor of war was growing, he looked upon the peace mediation as a means

adapted to serve the vital interests of the LTited States, whereby peace

and the avoidance of war could be brought about. So that all this is a

strong argument in behalf of the proposition that Wilson considered it fight

to exert himself on behalf of peace mediation, not basing his action on general

principles of justice, but on the need of serving specific American interests.

If this is the case, we are bound all the more to believe in the genuineness of

Wilson’s intention to bring about peace by mediation. I should like to

have your opinion on this point.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I will give it to you. To the extent that

Wilson’s peace move was expressed in his note of the 21st of December, it

was not rejected by us. We had simply chosen a different method from

that which Wilson very probably contemplated; and this was a course of

action which Wilson had left open to us in so many words. Wilson’s peace

mediation was rejected by the Entente. For if I refuse to be treated, in

connection with another party, as one of two parties entitled to mutually

equal rights, this means that any mediation and any suggestion of good

offices is rejected. In any event, we were bound to interpret the matter

thus. After this rejection of Wilson’s peace mediation, we were confronted

with the question of whether Wilson would force the Entente, which had

rejected mediation by him in the interests of peace on the 10th of January,

to accept mediation by him, say, on the 10th of February. And of this

there was absolutely no prospect. There would only have been some
prospect of this if one contingency had occurred.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The message to the Senate of the 22d of

January, in spite of the rejected peace!

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The message to the Senate only went so far

as to talk around the subject once more, but, I believe, mentioned no media-

tion, and, on the contrary, was, in the main, concerned with the world as

Wilson visualized it for the future. The question of mediation was not

expressly mentioned in the message to the Senate.
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Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But a step in the direction of peace!

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The question of mediation is not expressly

mentioned. Wilson did not state, in the message to the Senate, what he

wished to do with the question of peace mediation—whether he wanted to

continue with it, take it up again, or let it drop. As I recollect the message to

the Senate, it has nothing to do with all that; in the main, the message to the

Senate is a program laid out for the future, relating to the future world

in its improved state, the existence of which Mr. Wilson announced in

this message and which, the more is the pity, did not come into being.

It refers to the peace question but seldom, and if we eliminate the general

phrasing dealing with peace without victory, etc., and pass to those passages

where something more concrete was said, such as those dealing with the

Polish question, it was unacceptable so far as we were concerned. I still

believe today that, as a matter of fact, there was but one chance for a peace

mediation by Wilson, and this was an understanding to be reached between

Wilson and the Entente concerning the principles of a peace such as would

be satisfactory to the Entente, the assumption of the attitude of mediator

by Wilson in favor of the conditions of the Entente, the ultimate purpose of

which would have been the exertion of pressure upon Germany for the pur-

pose of forcing Germany to accept peace conditionally. That is the way I

analvzed the matter.j

Expert Dr. Bonn: The whole message of the 22d of January had, after

all, in virtue of everything that went before, but the one purpose of having

Wilson get the support of American public opinion in order to take further

steps. He says, in so many words, that that was the reason why he was

addressing the Senate. As a matter of fact, it would have been much easier

for him to say: “I have made my attempt, and now the matter is closed;

the Entente has said ‘Never!’—so the episode is closed.” But he picks up

the threads of peace once more, and does so, moreover, as the further

telegrams show us, and as a passage in Gerard’s book shows us, with the

intention of exerting pressure. Unless he exerted pressure against the

Allies—on this point, we are perfectly clear— »

Witness Dr. Helfferich: If he had only exerted it!

Expert Dr. Bonn:—the matter was absolutely hopeless. You*are put-

ting a question to me, an answer to which would be just as devoid of evi-

dential effect as in the case of most of the questions which we have mutually

put; for it is naturally easy to construct the Wilson of the year 1917 on the

basis of the peace of Versailles. The reverse process is more difficult.

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: My book!) 4

At this point we are not concerning ourselves simply with your book, but

with the statements which have been made here. It is not incumbent upon

me to discuss your book here. If we consider everything which we were

at that time justified in assuming, and which we heard, Wilson was ready at
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that time and he certainly had the means of pressure. When he stated, in

the year 1916, to the Imperial Government, that he could not put an end to

the blockade because the interests had assumed too great dimensions, the

fact is that at that time a condition of affairs had developed which he could

not venture to challenge. Count Bernstorff has already told us about that.

In the autumn of 1916 and at the commencement of 1917, things were quite

different. At that time, public opinion in the United States had become

much more friendly toward Germany. Press reports of the 12th of Decem-
ber, if I recollect correctly, will be found in the records which deal with this

point, which, consequently, do not consist of assumptions or recollections

on our part, but of detailed extracts from American journals. Above all,

matters had come to such a point at that time that the American population

had become bitter about the rise in prices; the harvest had been bad, and

people no longer wanted to send great masses of American goods to foreign

countries, to the belligerent States. That was one thing.

The second point was that the financial situation of the Allies had become

such that they could continue to manage no longer without American

credits. This was a fact which Bonar Law, the British Secretary of the

Treasury, admitted later quite frankly in the British lower house. The
credits given the Allies by the Americans had never been so very great—

•

they were far overestimated here—in comparison with the Allies’ needs.

(Interruption by Dr. Helfferich.)

I believe that we shall be able to agree fully on this point. The Federal

Reserve Board—you knew about this—had already taken steps. At that

time, Wilson would only have had to have put a restriction upon credits in

order to create a deep impression. According to the impression entertained

at that time—and these were the impressions of leading Americans inclined

to the Allied cause—he was ready to consider this step. I myself remember,

and I believe that your Excellency, also, received reports on this subject,

that, shortly before the breaking-off of relations and before the entrance of

the United States into the war, American bankers who were pro-Ally took

part in very friendly interviews with German representatives on the subject

of standing back of a German peace loan. For at that time the conviction

was already entertained that things would come to an end shortly. Of

course, we can not prove that matters which did not come about would
have come about. I readily understand—and it seems to me that this is the

result of our present proceeding—that the impression which prevailed here

with regard to the American situation was quite different from that which
the responsible representatives of the German government had in the

United States, and that it was for this reason that the mutual lack of under-

standing occurred.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Count v. Bernstorff made an

announcement today which seems to me to be of the greatest importance.
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He stated that he was convinced that the only way of keeping the United

States from entering the war against Germany would have been for us to

accept the United States as a peace mediator on our behalf. I believe that

this conviction of Count v. Bernstorff is absolutely correct. It is abso-

lutely in harmony with the interview of Secretary of State Lansing, which

has already been made the subject of frequent mention—an interview in

which Lansing said that America was constantly approaching war. This

conviction is in full accord with the cross-examination which has likewise

been mentioned, to which President Wilson was subjected in August of this

year, in the Senate or before Congress, a cross-examination in which he

gave as his opinion that he would have entered the war against Germany,

even if we had launched no U-boat war. For he would only have been

able to avoid war with Germany, and believed that he could only have

avoided war with Germany, if he had mediated on behalf of peace. So

that, speaking now in retrospect, we are undoubtedly justified in saying

that if, at that time, we had delivered ourselves into President Wilson’s

hands—and that is what it meant—

-

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, Count Bernstorff ’s state-

ments were somewhat to a different effect.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe, nevertheless—and Count

Bernstorff supports me; he is sitting beside me—that I have repeated his

remarks correctly; perhaps this question can be put to me later. It is very

difficult, indeed, to spin the thread of thought correctly if one is interrupted.

But I should like to add that Count Bernstorff has just informed me that I

have repeated the sense of his words correctly. Whether I gave the exact

phrasing of his words correctly seems to me to be a side issue, just as, gener-

ally speaking, it seems to me that it is a side issue of these great war questions

to attribute excessive weight to the terminology of a single telegram or of a

a single memorandum. We are not interested in matters of mere phrase-

ology.

I shall now continue with the development of the statement which I

recently started to give you. It is an undoubted fact that, viewing the

matter in retrospect at this time, we would have been better off if, at that

time, we had delivered ourselves into President Wilson’s hands and had

accepted his peace mediation, although—and I should like to emphasize

this—the fact that the LTnited States entered the war did not, in my opinion,

make it inevitable that we should have reached the point of a peace of

Versailles. But what was the situation at that time? Now if we had

delivered ourselves into President Wilson’s hands, we would have been

facing a President who, according to his own statements, and according to

the information given us by Count Bernstorff today, was not amicably

disposed toward us; a President to whom Senator Stone—Dr. Helfferich

gave us the facts yesterday—presented in the Senate twenty charges of
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great weight, based upon his unneutral and unfriendly attitude towards

Germany; we would have been faced with a President who informed Count

Bernstorff at once upon receipt of our Sussex note, that he could do nothing

against England and that the business interests of his country were opposed

to such a step. Those are the actual factors which existed. I have no

desire to take part in the battle for Wilson’s soul, which has been fought

out here. I would not belong in the ranks of those who, in this conflict, set

themselves up as advocates for Wilson.

Now then, confronted as we would have been with the actual factors,

could we have assumed that Wilson, even if he had wanted to do so, would

have been able to persuade the Entente to adopt peace terms which the

German people would have found acceptable, in view of the military situa-

tion which existed at that time? If we had accepted President Wilson as

our advocate, why, we would of course have been bound to accept all the

peace conditions of the Entente which he submitted to us. For we were in

his hands—

-

(Interruption: How so?)

-—Why, we could not have said that we would have rejected these conditions;

that would have meant the renewal of the war with the Entente and with

the United States, and this the German people would not have been able to

do. It is obvious that they would not have been able to do so. We would

then have been completely in President Wilson’s power; I repeat: The
experience of the Versailles peace would make it appear that even such a

peace would have been preferable. But could we—and that was the

fundamental question with which we were confronted at that time, at the

close of January—could we, under those conditions, put ourselves in Wilson’s

power to that extent? I considered it out of the question. If you look

upon it as a mistake, reach your judgment and condemn me on account

of it. I considered it out of the question.

In this connection, I should like to put the question again: In our telegram

of the 30th of January, we desired to furnish ourselves with a certain kind

of guarantee against impossible peace conditions submitted by the Entente,

and this by means of a peace brought about by Wilson. The telegram was
to this effect: That we would desist from carrying on the U-boat war imme-
diately if the President should furnish us with any real assurance that we
could reach a peace which would be acceptable to us. And in this connec-

tion, I put the question—it has already been put by various gentlemen, and
by his Excellency Helfferich too: Was President Wilson really desirous,

at the bottom of his heart, and was it his political intent to restore a peace

to the world, a peace in accordance with the high aims which even after-

wards, after he had declared war upon us, he held out to the world? Was
he willing to provide us with such a peace? If he was, what stood in the

way of his at least answering the telegram of the 30th of January, and
53

i
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saying to us, “Certainly, here you have your assurance, I am your mediator
for purposes of peace; the Entente is ready to negotiate. Stop the U-boat
war at once—at once!” It is true that we have heard a formula given by
Professor Bonn and by Count Bernstorff, bearing on what our answer of

the 30th of January should have communicated. We should have at once
announced to England that we would summon the U-boats back, that it

was possible that a misfortune would occur, but not to hold it against us
if it did, for we would summon them back.

Well now, what advantage would this answer have had, as a matter of

fact, over the answer which we gave? If Wilson had said, upon receipt of

our answer on the 30th of January: “Certainly, the Entente will negotiate,

I will be your intermediary on behalf of peace; kindly call off the U-boat
war”—then the U-boat war would have perhaps lasted two or three days
longer (involving, as this would, danger to American citizens) than would
have been the case if we had given Wilson the reply which the two gentlemen
proposed. What gigantic difference exists? But President Wilson thought
so little of our answer of the 30th of January that he simply made no reply

at all to it.

Was the feeling—of course, I do not expect that the opposite party will

do anything that it can not do at the time, psychologically speaking—but

was the feeling, was public opinion in the United States of such a kind—

1

assume this, otherwise Wilson would not have done it—that President

Wilson was forced to break off relations at once' without giving us any
answer? If this was the case, then there was no question of the existence

of any such pro-German feeling as that of which Professor Bonn has just

spoken and which is supposed to have developed at that time. But on the

contrary, the feeling in the United States was such that President Wilson

would not even have succeeded by making the announcement that “the

Germans, after I have stated to them that I am willing to be their mediator,

will immediately desist from the U-boat war,” but on the contrary, public

opinion would have said: “It is a slap in the face for Wilson, and you must

reply to it by breaking off relations.”

So that I ask those who are inclined, in our present proceedings and

conferences, and in the question which they are bringing home to us, whether

or not we have acted in absolute error, to come to a final conclusion justifying

the policy of Wilson as it is not considered justified even in the United

States, taking public opinion as a whole— I would, I say, after all, request

even those gentlemen who take that stand to give these factors their just

due, the factors which I have just ventured to set out to you and which,

after all, may be such as to call for a different criterion in passing upon the

question of the German policy, than that which has been frequently applied

up to this time.

The Chairman: I should like to state, in reply to the last statement of
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Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, that the circumstance that expressions or lines

of thought have been made here by anyone which suggested that a justifi-

cation of Wilson was contemplated, is a matter of which, up to the present

time, I have not been conscious. I have merely understood all these state-

ments to have been made with the purpose of establishing whatever pos-

sibilities existed and, if any did exist, whether there were any which were

not taken advantage of. So far as I know, any justification of Wilson’s

policy has, up to the time, not been undertaken by any witness or by any

member of the committee, and I can not assume the existence of a purpose

to do so.

I should like to suggest at this point, that we adjourn and that, if it is

not asking too much of the witnesses, we continue today at 4 o’clock in the

afternoon.

t Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I suggest 4:30? I have important

engagements to meet, which have a claim upon me.

The Chairman : Then the next session will take place at 4
:
30 sharp. The

session is closed.

The session closed at 1:44 o’clock.

The session was reopened at 4:40 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Gothein.

The Chairman: Ladies and gentlemen, the session is opened.

I do not know whether anyone desires to take up the matter of the last

statements made by his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg. For the present,

I believe Mr. v. Romberg has asked for leave to speak.

Expert v. Romberg: I should like to say a word with regard to the ques-

tion which the recorder put, whether or not the German Government
should have adopted tactics whose purpose was to make our opponents

more inclined to peace, through an attitude of conciliation on our part;

that is to say, by means of disclosing war aims involving concessions and,

by so doing, to support the friends of peace in enemy countries, and, on the

other hand, to weaken the attitude of those in enemy countries who were

calling for war.

In this connection, the recorder calls particular attention to a report from

Berne, according to which exception was taken abroad to the unfavorable

effects of the Emperor’s speech at Miilhausen. Of course, the question of

whether we could have won over our opponents by an attitude of conciliation

or by a disclosure of our war aims, was a matter which played a very im-

portant part in the reports sent in by our representatives in foreign countries

and, above all, in the deliberations of the home office. It was naturally

incumbent upon us to make the effort to come to the support of the friends

of peace in foreign countries. Basing my statement upon my numerous
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experiences in this line, I can only say that all attempts which were made to

pursue the policy recommended by Dr. Sinzheimer met with extraordinarily

unfavorable results. I can do no more than concede that Dr. Helfferich

was right when he said that even the attempt which was made in the form

of the peace proposal led to a favorable [sic] result, and that the working out

of this peace proposal was not exactly such as to encourage further efforts

along this line. The fact is—and I have heard this confirmed again and

again—that the impression which our peace proposal made was that of

weakness. That was the main impression, and the other effect which it

had—of supporting those in foreign countries who were desirous of peace

—

was an extraordinarily weak one. This report to which Delegate Dr.

Sinzheimer has referred is not in conflict with these facts; for in this report

only the effect of the Miilhausen speech in a neutral foreign country was
mentioned. It is very natural that there were many people there who had

great hopes that a favorable atmosphere would be brought about by the

peace proposal. These people were disillusioned when the contents of this

speech were made known to them. Attention has already been called to

this. But the effect upon foreign countries was altogether that which I

have already described, to wit, that the impression gained was that of

weakness, and that, in this way, the will to conquer received a very distinct

impetus in the enemy countries. These are the results which the many
additional endeavors along this line invariably met with.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Touching the last remark, I may venture to

state that reports from other neutral States— I have already called attention

to this—mention at the outset a very favorable impression caused by the

peace proposal. There are a large number of reports to be found in the

records which you gentlemen have before you, and in which mention is made
of a favorable impression. We have just heard from Mr. v. Romberg that,

as the result of his experiences, he entertained a different view.

Concerning the negotiations of which I spoke this morning, the thing

to do was to endeavor to win the sympathies of that part of the population

which was in favor of peace, by public acknowledgment, particularly bearing

upon a statement concerning Belgium. That was what was needed—not

matters which were spoken of in private. For this reason, I will not go

into the confidential negotiations which you carried on, or take up the

subject of the persons with whom you carried on these negotiations, or the

statements which you gave on these occasions, or were permitted to give.

But there is one thing to which I must refer, Mr. v. Romberg, because you

brought it up. And this has reference also to yourself. You will remember

that you once informed the Foreign Office, of which Mr. v. Jagow was then

at the head, sending the word from Switzerland, that it was desirable that

a part of an enemy country should be informed, by means of public an-

nouncements, that the annexation or cession of enemy countries was not
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our purpose. In response hereto, Mr. v. Jagow telegraphed you the

following message:

Give out the information that we have no intention of bringing about
very material cessions of territory.

Thereupon, you sent the telegram back again, with the information:

I can not use this; for this will give rise to the feeling that material

cessions lie within the scope of our intentions.

I simply bring this up in order to show that, so far as the records inform

me, an absolutely clear statement with regard to peace conditions, or with

regard to our intentions concerning Belgium, was never made.

Expert v. Romberg: I only know of one case in which, certainly, a per-

fectly clear statement with regard to Belgium was given. That was in the

well-known Torring

—

Dr. Sinzheimer: 1918! In the spring of 1918.

Expert v. Romberg: Yes, 1918! I can simply announce that the oppo-

nents of this announcement were guilty of absolute falsification, and that no

further notice was taken of the matter.

The Chairman: At this stage, we can not go into this matter any further.

Expert v. Romberg: I simply wanted to state, in reply, that such an

announcement had been made. Whether any other announcement of this

kind has been made is a matter of which I have no knowledge.

But I would like to say one thing more: That the position of those who
favored peace, of whom Dr. Sinzheimer in hostile countries was a very

difficult one [sic] . We have seen that they were persecuted with fire and

sword, particularly in the land that I had the best opportunity to observe:

in France. As a matter of fact, in that country, any noticeable results

attendant upon an influence brought to bear in this way were not to be

expected. I can only repeat that a favorable result never made itself felt,

and that a public announcement would have had no other effect than to

furnish ammunition for emphasizing the point that it was an indication of

Germany’s weakness; as very decidedly happened in the case of our peace

proposal and where such methods met with great success.

The Chairman: This ought to close this point. We shall now take up
the economic questions. In this connection, documents of a very far-

reaching nature have brought to my attention the fact that, in the com-
mencement of the year 1917, that is, during the first days of 1917, a memo-
rial was worked out in the Department of the Interior by one of the higher

officials, which is said to have reached the same conclusion as those which
were reached by the memorial of the Admiralty Staff. What does your

Excellency know about that?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In the Department of the Interior?
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The Chairman: Yes.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I had matters affecting the U-boat problem,

matters of a commercial nature, constantly made the subject of study in

the Department of the Interior. I established a system of statistics which

was quite far-reaching and which was worked out by Government Counselor

Schwartzkopff. The statistics and additional information on the subject

were constantly kept abreast of the times. Not a week went by without

my talking these matters over with Counselor Schwartzkopff. Special

features of work touching this point and that, such as American grain

shipments and English statistics, were worked out. But that, in January,

1917, in the Department of the Interior, a memorial was worked out which

is supposed to have reached the same conclusions as the memorial of the

Admiralty Staff is a matter of which at this time I have no recollection at

all. But I can say this, that my own observation of the commercial situa-

tion gave me the impression, from the moment when the poor harvest all

over the world in the year 1916 was established as a fact—and this was the

case with you, too, Mr. Chairman—that the question of providing England

with food was made a matter of great difficulty as the result of harvest

conditions; that, as the result, England’s situation with regard to the

U-boat war had been greatly weakened, as compared with the preceding

year, when the crops were extraordinarily good; and that, consequently,

the prospects of striking England a hard blow economically, and a blow to

which the food situation would be peculiarly susceptible were, from the

autumn of 1916 on, materially more favorable than they had been six

months or a year before. Already at the beginning of October, I had ex-

pressed this thought in the conferences with the Reichstag. As far back as

the date of the conference at Pless, the protocol of which is in the hands of

the committee, I emphatically called attention to this change in the situa-

tion. The commerical conditions, to be sure, had undergone a change in

favor of the adoption of the unrestricted U-boat war, mainly as the result of

the poor harvests all over the world, and particularly as the result of the

bad harvests in England and of the ruinously bad harvests in the United

States and Canada.

The Chairman: Yes, your Excellency—and this is in accord with the

contents of the records—already in the sessions of the 29th of September,

1916, and in the days following thereafter, announced emphatically, as the

reports of the budget committee show, that the poor harvests all over the

world, and particularly in the United States of America, Canada and England,

made the prospects of restricting England’s food supply by the unrestricted

U-boat war, materially better.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: And in December, if I may be allowed to

make the supplemental statement, there came, besides, the news of the

poor harvest in Argentina.
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The Chairman: But at that time the crops there were not even ready

for cutting.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: But we had the estimates before us.

The Chairman: Certainly, for the amount of the crops. And I certainly

agreed with you—that is absolutely correct—on the basis of the crop

estimates, that England’s food supply and the food supply of the enemy
Powers also would be made difficult thereby. Nevertheless, at that time,

your Excellency pointed out—and you did this likewise in the telegram of

the 9th of January, 1917, addressed to the Imperial Chancelor—that it

was not expedient to announce the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war.

You made special reference thereto in your speech of the 29th of September,

1916, saying that when the unrestricted U-boat war was declared, England

would bar the importation of provender to Holland and Denmark, and that

these countries could then deliver us no more food supplies, and that, if we
succeeded in bringing down every other grain ship in the course of the

conduct of the unrestricted U-boat war, that would not have been sufficient

to constitute a menace to the feeding of the English people.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: If I may be allowed to inject the remark,

that referred to 1915 and 1916.

The Chairman Wes, to 1915 and 1916. But you repeated the same argu-

ments. I believe that my recollection is serving me aright, although I am
not certain. But we can read the minutes. It has been two weeks since

I have looked them over. But in any event, you always pointed to the

fact that, under no circumstances, could we entertain the hope of starving

England in the process. At that time you stated: “We have learned by
experience what reductions a country can endure, and should beware of

underestimating our opponents; England will control its needed food supply

and will put the last ship and the last ton into the service of economic supply;

and England has control of the neutral Powers, particularly of their mer-

chant fleets.” You then proceeded to show that England could only profit

by the high freight charges all over the world. You did not believe in the

intimidating effect, in the terror which was to be inspired among the neutral

Powers, and you said: “If 20 per cent of the ships which run into English

ports every month are sunk, who can say to us that England would be

bound to starve, with the use of the remaining 80 per cent? For God’s

sake, do not underestimate British tenacity and the possibilities of food

control.”

So that, at that time, you unqualifiedly took the stand—and those, as

you know, were the last sessions of decisive importance at which the budget

committee was heard, and at that time you already were taking the bad
harvests all over the world into consideration, even if you were not including

the future Argentine harvest in the process—the stand that the sinking of

the English tonnage would not be sufficient—and 20 per cent per month
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would certainly be a very considerable percentage—-sufficient to jeopardize

the British food supply. As has already been stated, you even took the

same stand on the 9th of January, 1917—if I recollect the contents of the

telegram correctly, I haven’t it before me at this moment—and you laid

special emphasis on the point that it would even be more to our advan-

tage if we should refrain from carrying on the unrestricted U-boat war at

that time, because in such case England would receive less in the way of

grain imports than if America should participate in the war and should

then so control her own food supply as to meet the wants of her allies.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I reply to your remarks?

The Chairman: If you please.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I believe that the Chairman has, after all,

in referring to what was said by me at the beginning of October—the date

is not specifically put down here in the copy—in referring to what I said

—

and that was quite a bit; at that time, I believe that I spoke here for more
than two hours, the stenographic report is fairly voluminous—I believe that

the Chairman, when he read it perhaps overlooked what constituted the

precise salient point in regard to crop conditions, or that, perhaps, his

recollection of it is no longer exact.

In the first place, I mentioned that our supply was better; our crop was,

you will remember, better than in the preceding year, in contrast with

England’s case, and we no longer had to depend upon the imports from

Roumania to the extent that we did in the preceding year. I have pointed

out that in the year that was to come, things would be pretty tight for us,

as far as could be humanly predicted, but that our situation would be more

solid than it had been in the preceding year. I pointed out that we would

be less dependent upon the neutral Powers, that, aside from this-, and as the

result of the pressure that England would exert, we would have to take into

account the fact that the imports from neutral neighboring countries would

decrease with or without the U-boat war, just as actually turned out to be

the case. The movement had already begun. Then I came to the second

point, and that was the subject of the world harvest and of England’s crops.

And then I closed with the following assertions, after I had developed my
supporting figures very completely and in great detail

:

With regard to this point, that is, the point involving the British

crops and the world crops, and the English grain supply, which then,

for the first time, fell below the scale of the preceding years, and in

regard to the possibilities of the supply from outside—with regard to

this point, too, matters have changed, as I shall admit without further

argument, and will emphatically assert. This time England will be

able to supply its needs from North America either not at all or, at

least, under circumstances of the very greatest difficulty. In all

probability, she will have to depend to a very great extent upon im-

porting her grain from Australia, Argentina and India. How the
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crops will turn out in those regions, is a matter concerning which today
it is as yet impossible to form a judgment. For these countries are

situated in the other hemisphere. As a rule, the first estimates on
which we can depend reach here in December.

It was October then.

If today we were to attempt to estimate the crop of the Argentine
Republic, we would be doing what would correspond to attempting to

estimate German crops in April. This is a matter in which many
chances are involved. There are too many unknown angles in the

game. But in any event, one thing is certain, that England, with or

without the U-boat war, will have to contend with a notable increase of

difficulties in connection with its imports; and today the unrestricted

U-boat war—

•

That is, already at the beginning of October, 1916.

—would have far better prospects of cutting off England from the essen-

tial imports of foodstuffs than was the case six months ago.

I made that a matter of emphatic record, even at that time, at the com-

mencement of October.

Now it further appears that all the reports which came in during the

course of October, November, and December confirmed my impression.

And there is more to be added. At that time, on the occasion of that

session—at the commencement of October—I called attention to the fact

that, aside from the question of the crop, the matter of the supply of wheat

which was already stored up over there in North America was to be taken

into consideration, and that this reserve was exceptionally bountiful as the

result of the record crop of the preceding year. Now during the months

that followed, the fact was established, as the result of my own observation

and as the result of the reports which I made efforts to obtain from here and

there and everywhere, that a great proportion of the reserves in North

America had spoiled. The year before had been, I believe, an unusually

wet year. The grain crops had, to a certain extent, been brought in wet,

and they had not kept. And, to a great extent, the reserves were of no use

other than for fodder purposes. Thereupon, and during the following

months, week after week, I had the foreign newspapers examined with

particular reference to the reports from America with regard to the apparent

grain supply. As a result of this, it turned out that week by week the

supplies shrank and that, finally, the point was reached where they were

less than the reserves of the preceding year. At this moment I have not the

exact amount at hand, but I believe that the fact was that, as early as the

beginning of January, the supply was not nearly as great as had been the

case in the preceding year and that, in the following months, it diminished

to an amount of less than 50 per cent of the supply of the preceding year.

The amount of imports from the United States during those months, in
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spite of the terrific prices which England paid, was considerably less that of

those months of the preceding year. Prices went up by great leaps and
bounds; I believe that wheat prices went up to $2.80 at the beginning of

1917, from less then $1.00 in peace times. I will not be absolutely certain

as to the figures; I am simply mentioning them in order to provide you with

the general proportion. All of this showed me that England was making
the greatest efforts to import wheatstuffs, but it did not succeed in doing so.

The imports remained far behind those of the preceding year. In the tele-

gram that I sent to the Imperial Chancelor on the 9th of January, I gave the

figures for the three months of October, November, and December, and at

that time the figures, unless my memory fails me, were not quite 1,500,000

tons for the current year, as compared with approximately 2 million tons in

the preceding year. Matters became still worse in January—during the

first three weeks the figures continued to be published, but not after that—

-

therefore I believe that the grain imports resulting from the new harvest up

to the middle of January were only about two thirds as much as had been the

case in the corresponding period in the preceding year.

These were all factors which made the economic situation of England

appear to me to be far more serious in January, 1917, then it had been in

October. With the passing of January, this impression became stronger

and stronger, so that, on the 31st day of January, when I spoke of the matter

here in the Reichstag, I had a more exact conception of this situation than

was possible for me to have on the 9th of January at the time that I tele-

graphed the Chancelor.

And now may I take up another point? The Chairman called particular

attention to the fact that I stressed the following circumstance in my tele-
*

gram to the Imperial Chancelor, to wit, that, if the United States entered

the war against us, then it would become an ally of England’s, and then,

under given circumstances, it would make sacrifices which it could not make
in the capacity of a neutral Power. That was an altogether vague assump-

tion on my part, an assumption that had no ground at first. I believe that

it came to be April—for at first the Americans waited to see what we would

do, even after they broke off relations with us—before the President had

himself vested with the authority to control foodstuffs and, above all else,

the importation of foodstuffs. In doing so, he actually held in his hands the

situation which I had had in mind on the 9th of January as a vague possi-

bility.

I naturally took very good care not to say anything here about this

possibility concerning which no human being could tell me that it would

come to pass. That was a matter which was absolutely undisclosed. For

although it is true that we handled matters confidentially here—well, you

know all the things that leaked out. I would have been the last to have

given the Americans the slightest hint in such a matter.
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So matters lay thus: It is true that at that time, when I spoke here on the

31st of January, I looked upon the question of food supply as being much
more favorable for the launching of the U-boat war than I had ever consid-

ered it before, and to a very much greater extent than had been the case

in October. I never went to the point of prophesying, which has been so

often attributed to me, that, between then and harvest time, America would,

under any and all circumstances, collapse. I hoped with my whole heart

that this would be the case, and I wished with my whole heart that it would

occur. But I never said that it was an absolute certainty. The only thing

that I announced was the hope that we might be able to bring England to

the point where she would be ready for peace before the United States

could come in or had come in with the great weight of all its resources. And
even in this connection, I added—I believe it was on the occasion of an

interruption of which there is no record in the stenographic reports—that

it went without saying that nobody could undertake to guarantee these

things; quite consciously in contrast with the guarantees which had, perhaps,

been announced by the other side in this connection or that.

At any rate, one thing is certain: I especially considered the situation of

the food supply on hand in England and of the supplying of England with

food in January as one which was far more favorable in respect to the

launching of the U-boat war than had ever been the case at any time during

the war. If, in spite of this, I expressed myself as being opposed to the

U-boat war on the 1st of February, which was then the subject of discussion,

in the telegram which I sent to the Chancelor, I shall have to request that

the telegram be read carefully. There is no phrase used in the telegram

which can be interpreted as equivalent to the statement that the unre-

stricted U-boat war could not be launched under any circumstances, or

could not be launched during that winter, or until the time of the next

harvest. The whole telegram is based on nothing but the oral interview

which I had with Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg on the evening of the 28th of

January, lasting until directly before his departure—about 11 o’clock at

night, I believe—for the General Headquarters in Pless. My view is

plainly to be seen, to wit, we must allow the peace matter to so run its

course that all the world will see that we are not they who broke matters

off, that we were patient up to the very last moment, and that we waited

not only until the Entente note reached us but until the Entente note

reached Wilson, which was still outstanding on the 9th. It is for this reason

that, in two important passages of the telegram, I speak of “a few weeks”

during which the reaching of the decision should be postponed. The follow-

ing is to be found on page 251 of the thick volume.

The considerations brought out in Nos. I and 2 show how important
it is to the results sought by a U-boat war, to have the neutral Powers
held off from participation. Whether this will be possible if ruthless
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methods are adopted in the U-boat war, we shall be able to judge better
in the course of a few weeks, when the answer of the Entente to Wilson
and its results are before us, than we are today.

And on the next page, in the last third

:

If, for the reasons above set out, we put off for a few weeks our
decision with regard to launching the unrestricted U-boat war, then
when our decision is made, the prospect of having the English grain
supply decrease to a point materially lower than a 12-week supply will

be good. The lower the supply at the commencement of an unre-
stricted U-boat war, the more certain will our results be and the quicker
will they be attained.

So that this whole representation is no brief against the unrestricted

U-boat war, but a plea that the decision be postponed until the answer of

the Entente to Wilson has been given. During the night of the 8th of

January, when this telegram was written, this reply had not yet appeared.

But on the 10th of January, it was handed over in Paris, and, late in the

afternoon of the 12th, it was made known here. It was with this answer

that Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg greeted me on the occasion of our interview

on the afternoon of the 12th. So that that event had occurred on which,

according to this telegram of mine, the decision was to depend. Certainly

my impression at that time— \
The Chairman : We know that. We are now discussing, the economic

situation. I would simply like to point to the fact that, in this telegram

of the 9th, it is stated in so many words:

Paradoxical as it sounds, it is not altogether impossible., therefore,

that, compared with the limited U-boat war on commerce,1 the unre-

stricted U-boat war would not, in the last analysis, have a harmful
effect upon the supplying of England with breadstuffs, but would
rather operate in favor of such supply.

And in the next subdivision

:

i

There is no occasion for reaching precipitous decisions since, at the

present, time is working for us and not against us in the matter of

England’s food supply.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That was applicable to the next weekly and

especially to February, for, from March on, the Argentine crop begins t

arrive in England. I have laid special emphasis upon the point, M
Chairman—if you will read the telegram through—that

—

The Chairman : Perhaps it would be as well for us to read it.
q

(Interruption: It has already been read.)

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I have already laid special stress upon t’he

fact—and in this I will be confirmed by Dr. Sinzheimer, who has an intimate

knowledge of the matter—that the months of January and February con-

stitute the lowest ebb of British grain imports. So that it was precisely
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during these two months of January and February that time, according to

the view which I expressed, was not working against us, but for us. That

was what justified me in arguing even against the insistence on the part of

the military authorities, that we should be allowed enough time, before

reaching our resolve, until the Entente’s reply to Wilson was before us.

That was the main point, and on this point everything depended.

The Chairman: Let me put another question to you. In the figures

which were given, covering the importation of grainstuffs, etc., a large

amount of the imports which came in for the use of the Army and Navy
were not included in the amounts on hand, according to English statistics,

so far as I know. Is this correct?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is correct up to July, 1916. After July,

1916, the English statistics were accompanied with a note to the effect that the

British imports for the purposes of the government were included. I believe,

from July on. I will not state under oath that this is a fact. But I believe that,

from July, 1916, on—and it may have been somewhat earlier—they' were

included. Of course, whether everything was included is a question.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I believe that we can drop this phase of the

subject. The statement of Excellency Helfferich in this regard is sufficient

for my purpose.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : When Minister Dr. Helfferich made his earlier

statements in the budget committee, and also in the course of the statement

made by him today, he has always mentioned wheatstuffs only as the basic

element of England’s food supply. But so far as I recollect, Dr. Helfferich

has made no reference in the past, or today, to rice in its connection with

supplying England with food. According to information which I have

received, the fact is that during the war the rice imports into England

amounted to double, I believe, what they had been in peace times. Was
the importation of rice and the storage of enormous quantities of rice in

England a matter which was taken into consideration in estimating the

economic results which were to follow?

The Chairman: It was my purpose, too, not only to put the question

concerning rice, but to inquire in respect to other foodstuffs which, after all,

play an important part, particularly the importation of cold storage meats,

canned meats, etc. In the course of these proceedings, we simply spoke of

grainstuffs and not of these other foodstuffs. And it is surprizing that, as

a matter of fact, England came through without having been subjected to

any notable restriction in the matters of the necessities of life. In this

connection, we would also have to go into the question of lards and fats, etc.

Does your Excellency know anything about supplying England with these

foodstuffs, whether at an earlier or a later period?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I will answer the Chairman’s question.

(Laughter.)
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Delegate Dr. Cohn: I wish to be heard on the order of business.

The Chairman: I urgently request that no indications of any kind,

of merriment or of approval, be manifested by anyone present. Otherwise I

shall be left with no other resource than to order the hall vacated. I have

already announced this fact recently. Dr. Cohn on the order of business.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : I appeal to the committee, and ask it to take knowl-

edge of the remark just made by Dr. Helfferich.. I put a question, the

materiality and propriety of which was at once recognized by the Chairman,

in that he stated that he, too, had intended to put the question, and he then

repeated my question. Thereupon, the witness announced that he would
answer the Chairman’s question. The result of this is, I believe, to confront

the committee, to confront us all, with the question as to whether Minister

Dr. Helfferich is to be permitted to make such an announcement to the

Chairman or to the committee, the effect of which is to consciously ignore a

question put by a member of the committee and to give the impression by
inference that he refuses to answer such question. This should call for

action by the committee.

The Chairman: I have already and recently announced the fact that,

in accordance with the order of business and with the provisions of the

constitution and with the regulations of law governing the investigating

committee, every member of this committee has the right to put questions,

and that it is the duty of every witness who, upon entering into participation

in these proceedings, has taken the oath to tell the pure truth, hiding noth-

ing and adding nothing, although aware of the membership of the com-

mittee, to answer literally every question.

(Witness Dr. Helfferich: May I be allowed to speak?)

Witness Dr. Helfferich: My oath is to the effect that I am to tell the

pure truth and the whole truth. I will state the pure truth with regard to

the importation of rice and of canned meats, to the extent that I am informed

in this regard, and with regard to everything which, as a matter of fact, is

made the subject of inquiry. It follows that in no way is the assumption

justified of a refusal to testify on my part, or of actions in conflict with my
oath.

For the rest, this morning I made an announcement which is well known
to the Chairman, in which I pointed out a method for continuing these

proceedings without involving ourselves in the question which, it seems to

me, must be apparent to everybody to be bound to lead to a difference. I

did not touch upon that question. I again announce that I am ready to

answer the question concerning the importation of rice to England, con-

cerning the importation of canned meats, etc., as it has been put by the

Chairman.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, now I am going to make use

of the term which you have used: Let us, pray, not involve ourselves in
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misconceptions. In the inflection that you gave the phrase “I will answer

the Chairman ,” you gave us to understand that you would not answer a

certain member of the committee. If we failed to perceive that, we should

have been deaf. That is what you said, and I infer, from what you have

said, that your statement is really this: “I will answer the Chairman, but

I will not answer if a certain member asks me a question.” That is the

principal question, so far as we are concerned, and it is the constitution

which will be conclusive with respect to ourselves, and not the interpretation

of the witness.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In my announcement of this morning—I am
sorry now that I did not insist upon reading it—I gave you my idea of the

law, and I pointed out a method to you, by means of which the proceedings

could continue without passing in advance upon my conception of the law,

and without having the committee become involved in a new situation

which might render the continuation of the proceedings impossible. Day
before yesterday—but I would prefer not to refer to these matters, in order

to do nothing on my part which could make the situation still more difficult.

I can only repeat that I am ready to give testimony to the best of my ability,

based on facts and data known to me, and which have a bearing upon the

matters concerning which inquiries are addressed to me.

The Chairman: I told your Excellency today that the committee will act

upon this petition. You are aware that, as a matter of fact, we have not as

yet had an opportunity of doing so, if we desire to terminate the hear-

ings. I can not allow you to devise a method as to how the committee

is to conduct its proceedings. We are to be guided exclusively and only by
the methods prescribed by the constitution and the order of business of the

committee, and in accordance therewith answers must be given to every

single question which is put by any single member of the committee.

Delegate Warmuth (on the order of business) : I certainly consider it

essential at the present stage of the proceedings, to have the announcement
read which was handed in early this morning by his Excellency Dr. Helffe-

rich, so that we may be enabled to consider the contents thereof, and to

render a judgment applicable to the present situation.

The Chairman: In such case, I suggest that the committee withdraw
into conference. Ladies and gentlemen will agree to this. (Agreement.)

(The committee withdraws into conference at 5: 18 o’clock.)

The session is reopened at 6:20 o’clock.

The Chairman: The session is reopened. The committee has rejected

the motion of Delegate Warmuth to read the objections interposed by his

Excellency Helfferich against the last penalty of 300 marks imposed, by a

vote of 4 to 2, Delegate Dr. Cohn not voting.
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I will now ask your Excellency Helfferich whether you have other reasons

for your refusal to testify in answer to the questions of Delegate Dr. Cohn,

reasons other than those which are included in your petition, which, as it

happens, has already been published in the press.

Witness Dr. Helfferich : I know of no refusal to testify with regard to

Dr. Cohn. I have already stated that I am ready to testify to any given

question which is put to me. So that we are not confronted with any
refusal to testify. Day before yesterday, I refused to participate in any

questions or answers in connection with Delegate Dr. Cohn, and I did so

with a clear explanation of my grounds, which was bound to make it plain

to everybody that, so far as I am concerned, the position that I take is

fundamental and final. My reasons for so doing, I have recently com-

municated to this committee. I repeated these reasons in my objection of

this morning, and emphasized them, I believe, still further in response to the

remarks of Delegate Dr. Cohn.

The Chairman : The committee is of the opinion that no grounds whatso-

ever exist, sufficient to justify a refusal of the witness to answer a question

of a member of the committee, and that, therefore, the refusal to answer a

question put by a member of the committee constitutes a refusal to testify.

For this reason, the committee has voted to again impose upon Secretary of

State (retired) Dr. Helfferich the extreme penalty possible, of 300 marks.

The votes on this resolution were, as was the case with the former resolution,

in the proportion of 4 to 2, Delegate Dr. Cohn not voting. There will be no

further discussion on the point. You are entitled to repeat your objections

in the same form that you have already adopted. There will be no discus-

sion concerning this resolution.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In my opinion, the imposition of a double

penalty in the way of a money penalty, based upon a refusal to testify, is

in absolute violation of the laws of criminal procedure.

The Chairman: We can not go into this question. That is a matter for

the committee to decide, and your remedy consists in filing your exceptions.

There will be no discussion on this point at this time.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Very well, I voice my exception.

The Chairman: Very well. Exception has been taken. We shall con-

tinue. Dr. Sinzheimer

—

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Does the Chairman see fit to have me answer

his question, the material question which has already been put?

The Chairman: Yes, I see fit to have information given on this point.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Then I will state that I— I can not state

exactly the month; it may have been March or April—submitted figures

to the budget committee, of which I have here a multigraph extract, on

page 6 whereof there is a resume of the progress of importations of foodstuffs

to Great Britain. First of all comes wheat. The figures relate to 1913 and
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to 1916. 106 million of wheat in 1913—that means hundredweights

—

against 100 million in the year 1916; corn 42.2 million in 1913, against 34.2

million in the year 1916; about 18 million of oats in the year 1913, against

about 12 million in the year 1916.

The Chairman: Yes, but in this connection I have to continue to point

out that, up to July at least, the fact is that imports on ships which were

chartered for military purposes are included.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is right, that is what I have already

brought out myself: 22.4 million of barley in 1913, as against 15.8 million

in 1916; 4.4 million of rice in 1913, as against 8.7 million in 1916. In the

case of rice, therefore, a notable increase, but, you see, an increase of only

4.3 million hundredweights, against the wheat imports of 106 million

hundredweights in the year 1913, and 100 million hundredweights in the

year 1916, so that in the year 1916 the whole rice imports only amounted

to 8.7 per cent of the grain imports, and the increase amounted to only 4.3

per cent. So that there was an increase in the case of rice. But in" the

matter of quantity, it is of no especial importance as compared with the im-

ports of wheat and corn and the imports of barley. Lard remained about

the same, a change from 2 million to 1.9 million. Eggs went back from 21.6

to 6.6, and butter from 4.1 to 2.2; in margarines there was an increase—it

is well known that the Dutch butter-fat establishments were submitted to

pressure and that the raw materials for manufacture were only delivered

upon receipt of large deliveries to England—in margarines there was an

increase of from 1.5 to 2.7, in cheeses from 2.3 to 2.6. Meat remained the

same : 23.3 as against 23.3. So that at that time, I submitted a resume which

did not only include grain imports, but the imports of all other important

foodstuffs.

The Chairman : Dr. Sinzheimer, if you please.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, I may now be permitted

to take up another matter. This concerns the bases of the memorial of

the 22d of December, 1916, which is known to you. You know its contents.

You know that in this memorial the stand was taken that the results which

would come from the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war would

consist in forcing England to come to the point of peace within five months.

And now under VI of the accompanying memorial, the dangers are con-

sidered which such unrestricted U-boat war would bring in its train, so

far as our relations with the LYited States are concerned, and it is there

stated: That the break with the United States would have to be taken into

consideration, but that it was really not worth considering, since by the

1st of August, at the very latest, England would be forced to come to the

point of peace, so that there was no necessity to consider what effect a break

with the LYited States would have. I will call your attention to the final

paragraph

:

54
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I therefore reach the conclusion that an unrestricted U-boat war so

correctly timed as to bring about peace before the gathering of the
harvest of the summer of 1917, that is to say, before August 1, will have
to be at the cost of a break with the United States, for the reason that
we are left absolutely no other choice. It follows that, in spite of the
danger of a break with America, an unrestricted U-boat war, promptly
launched, is the proper means of winning the war. Moreover, it is the
only means to this end.

So that the fixing of the point of time, and asserting that, by August 1st

at the latest, this result of ending the war would be attained, meant that,

on account of this fixing of a time limit, the break with the United States

could be of no particular significance. Now I want to ask you whether it

was your opinion also, or rather—I may venture to assume that it was not

your opinion, in view of what you have just said, your Excellency, that the

fixing of a time limit in this case was really possible at all—did I understand

you correctly? I believe that I have a right to understand you as so saying.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I do not know, Dr. Sinzheimer, whither your

question is tending. Perhaps you will be good enough to complete it.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then I will go into detail. I mean that, if

the termination of the war on August 1st at the latest was the condition

precedent to a successful termination of the U-boat war, then the break

with the United States could not be of any particular significance. Now
the question is this: Looking at the matter from your standpoint, to wit,

that the fixing of a time limit was not a matter of practical consideration,

were you not bound to look upon the break with the United States as a

matter of quite a different significance in contradistinction to those who
looked upon the break with the United States from the standpoint of the

writer of the memorial? You will undoubtedly admit, your Excellency,

that, by the 1st of July and by the 1st of August—and this is primarily the

real question—those results which had been prophesied in the memorial

had not come about, namely, that England would by that time have been

forced to take up the question of peace.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The memorial is a memorial coming from,

the Admiralty Staff. I assume absolutely no responsibility for the memo-
rial. I am in no way to be identified with this memorial. I opposed this

memorial in my telegram of the 9th of January. I have repeatedly pointed

out here, and have publicly declared in the Reichstag, that guarantees

concerning a time limit within which the U-boat war would be terminated

could not be given. If Almighty God had guaranteed the fact to me that

England would be conquered by the 1st of August, then I would certainly

—

excuse the term—have been an idiot if I had not worked in favor of the

U-boat war with all the resources at my command. I entertained the hope

that it might, perhaps, succeed. I believed that every possible thing must

be done in order to attain this end. But I stated in so many words that no
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guarantee could be given to this effect. It was for this reason that the

break with the United States weighed so heavily upon me, as was the case

during the entire period, and, as a matter of fact, before the announcement

of the U-boat war as well as thereafter.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Now you said this morning that the general

attitude was to accept the break with the United States as a part of the

bargain. Do you not believe that it was this precise official memorial of

the Admiralty Staff, which was in the hands of the members of the main

committee of the Reichstag, which was a decisive factor in creating this

feeling that the break with the United States really did not need to be taken

into consideration?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: This argument was of no decisive weight so

far as I was concerned. Whether it had this effect on others, is a matter of

which I can not judge.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: So that you attributed no decisive weight to

this representation in the memorial?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I certainly did not consider this representation

of the memorial that, under any and all circumstances, the U-boat war

would come to an end by the 1st of August, to be of conclusive weight,

because I said to myself that we would have to reckon with the possibility

of England being able to resist us for a longer period of time.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Very well. I shall now take up the funda-

mental principles of the memorial, and will appeal to you more in the

character of an expert than in that of a witness. I will now question you

in your capacity as an expert and authority. Your Excellency, you are

acquainted with the grounds of this memorial which has played a very

important part. You know that, with the exception of Professor Levy, no

scientific authority—and I do not mean to say that Professor Levy is

a scientific authority—took part in drawing it up, and that, generally

speaking, the men who cooperated in its construction were people en-

gaged in private commercial life and were not outstanding authorities.

Do you believe that the use of such methods for drawing up a memorial

of such extreme importance was sufficient, or insufficient?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I would request that I be excused from testify-

ing concerning this point. In the course of carrying out my duties as an

official, I had occasion to express my views against the memorials of the

Admiralty Staff, but I can see no occasion for discussing here the manner

and form in which I performed my duty in this respect.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then let me establish one fact from the

record, and you will be good enough to correct me if my assertions are

incorrect. At the moment I have not the particular records before me,

otherwise I would read them to you. You declared yourself as being

against the memorial, and made very definite statements with regard
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to individual views of the various experts. This statement is probably

correct.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That was, I think, almost a year before.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It occurred at a later date also.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: My telegram of the 9th of January is the

only document of record opposed to this memorial.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Correct
;
it was the year before, on the occasion

of the first memorial. But the first memorial contained this prophesy in

the main: that England would be overcome in four or five months.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: In the meantime, the situation had undergone

a radical change, as I have already stated.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then I will ask you today what you think

of this method of constructing this memorial; what is your view on the

point?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: At that time I expressed my opinion against

the Admiralty Staff, concerning the memorial, in a detailed opinion directed

to the Imperial Chancelor, which can, in all probability, be found in the

records. I would not see my way clear to give a scientific criticism of the

memorial of the Admiralty Staff before this tribunal, before which, in my
opinion, this question is not properly brought.

The Chairman : Here is a question—it is connected with this matter—

-

which I desire to put to you. Were those gentlemen who were selected

as experts by the Admiralty Staff and whose names were recently com-

municated to us known to your Excellency? It is strange to note that,

among all these experts, there is not a single representative of German
ocean commerce. Did you, by any chance, call attention to the fact that

the experts who were best qualified to give an opinion with regard to the

effect of the sinkings upon the world’s tonnage and upon the British tonnage

were, as a matter of fact, never heard at all?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: It is true that these things were made a matter

of oral comment. Whether they were made the subject of written comment,

I do not know. I myself was in touch with experts belonging to shipping

circles, and I am bound to say that their judgment with regard to the ques-

tions arising in connection with the U-boat war was not very definite, but,

on the contrary, was uncertain. This was particularly true in the case of

the director of the Hamburg-American Line, Mr. Ballin, who is now dead.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Now to take up a question of fact, your

Excellency: I believe that I read in your book—but I may be mistaken—

that this important memorial, this memorial of the 22d of December, was

first brought to your attention on the 6th of January—to your attention,

I say—you, who after all were the expert for the Foreign Office in this matter,

and perhaps one of the first experts to be considered in such a matter, so

that you, as you have described the circumstances, were obliged to sit down
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on the night of the 8th, to make a quick study of everything and then give

your opinion on the case to the Imperial Chancelor in the form of a telegram.

Is that correct, or am I mistaken?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: As a matter of fact, the memorial was not

sent to me by the Admiralty Staff until the 6th day of January. That is

true.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Now one question more, your Excellency.

We can, of course, safely assume—as I say, you will correct me if I make a

misstatement—that the result prophesied by this memorial, and which was

to consist in forcing England to accept peace on the 1st of August, did not

come true, and that the further statement which at that time was announced

in naval circles and which Mr. v. Capelle has confirmed as such in the

course of his remarks here, to wit, that no troop transports would come

over here, etc.—that this result which was accepted as being sure to come

about did not come about, so that the whole weight of America’s assistance,

consisting of the many hundreds of thousands of troops on the west front,

was in truth and reality brought to bear—a result which was not considered

as a possibility if the war was to end on August 1. For that appears to

me to be the crucial point, to wit, that since the war had not come to an

end on the first of August, America’s inexhaustible resources could from

that time on make themselves felt, particularly in the matter of man-power.

That is, after all, the crucial point.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: Dr. Sinzheimer, in putting this question, you

are forcing me to revert to the circumstance which the committee desires to

eliminate from consideration. In my opinion, the submarine war would

have succeeded if its effect had not been paralyzed by influences working

from within.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Then let me say one thing. The memorial

contains the prophesy that England was to be overcome by the first of

July. The Reichstag resolution, which you have just mentioned, was
dated July 19, your Excellency, so that I do not need to go into this vexed

political question.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: We will have no quarrel about the day and
the dates. The only thing that I can assert as a fact—and I have already

done so recently—is that the operation of the U-boat war was so effective

that single, clearly-defined symptoms of an inclination toward peace on the

part of our enemies were manifested for the first time in the course of this

war, and the ripening of this possibility of peace toward maturity was
destroyed by things concerning which I am forbidden to speak here and,

consequently, I shall ask to be excused from testifying with respect to

matters which, under these conditions, would appear to be capable only of a

quite one-sided representation.

The Chairman: I merely request you to answer this question: How do
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you explain the fact that, in spite of the material shrinking in the matter

of the importation of foodstuffs, the fact is that, after all, England held out

far beyond the first of July and continued to do so, and that her food supply

was materially better than the food supply of the German people at the

same time? We simply can not get over the fact that, in spite of the

circumstance that in July, August, September, and October, more tonnage

was sunk than was assumed would be sunk in the memorial of the Admiralty

Staff, the truth is that British food supply was dealt no severe blow, at least

not a blow severe enough to bring about the shortage of foodstuffs in Eng-
land, let alone to bring England to the point of refusing to continue with the

conduct of the war.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I have given you all the material which was
available to me in respect to the importation of foodstuffs. This material

shows that, as a matter of fact, the food supply of England underwent a

very considerable diminution. Moreover, the question of what was im-

ported for governmental purposes—in a veiled way—loses force when
confronted with the statistics of the American Government concerning

their wheat shipments to England, which did not amount to much more

than 50 per cent of the shipments of earlier years. In my opinion, it is a

false assumption to contend that England did not suffer materially by
virtue of the U-boat war. I must repeat that the political effect which, in

my opinion, it was possible to bring about was ripening to maturity when
this effect was destroyed by counter-effects emanating from Germany.

The Chairman: Your last remark has absolutely nothing to do with

answering the question which I put. We shall postpone this inquiry until

we have sufficient material before us. Therefore I ask that you will not

revert to it. The fact is, after all, that no such hunger situation as existed

in Germany came to pass in England, even though it is beyond doubt that

the food supply was diminished. What happened was precisely that which

you most correctly prophesied iri your speech of the 29th of September,

1916:

For God’s sake, do not underestimate British tenacity and the

possibilities of food control.

So that, as a matter of fact, that which you held out as a prospect at that

time, actually occurred.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The truth is that England did everything that

she could in order to free herself from the iron grip of the U-boat war. But

I repeat that this effect can not be competently presented from the one side

only, and I believe that there is no purpose in going any further into this

matter before we are in a position to establish the political results of this

pressure.

The Chairman: You recently said, your Excellency, that during the year
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1916 there was a monthly increase of ten submarines. That was probably

a small error, because Admiral v. Capelle gave the number as eight.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: I said that this was so, as well as I could give

the figures from memory.

The Chairman: Now I should like to ask whether you included in your

calculations the sinkings of from two to three boats? You know that in

the month of May we had a figure of boats sunk amounting to no less than

seven.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: It was impossible for me to burden my mind

with these technical details of the conduct of the U-boat war. I was to

such an extent taken up with other matters which had to do with my own
field of effort, as the Chairman certainly knows, that it was impossible for

me to burden myself further with the working out of the technical details

which it was the business of the Admiralty Staff and the Navy to work out.

In view of everything which came to me from the Navy, I entertained the

hope that even if the increased efficiency of counter-measures would result

in increased sinkings, we would be able to depend with certainty not upon

a diminution of our U-boat fleet, but upon its increase during the conduct

of the unrestricted U-boat war. Speaking generally, I believe that that is

what occurred, although not quite to the extent which had been anticipated.

The Chairman: I would like to announce the fact, in this connection,

that the comparison of the figures which I recently called for, of the actual

increase in U-boats after the announcement of the unrestricted U-boat war,

with the figures which had been promised, has not yet been given. As a

matter of fact, the number of U-boats was materially reduced, not only by

the circumstance that the numbers which it was expected would be con-

structed were not reached by far, but also by the circumstance of the

increased sinkings. Did you know of this?

Witness Dr. Helfferich: These are matters of which I have no very

distinct recollection. That is surely a question which appertains more to the

Admiralty and the Navy Department than to my field of action.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: I believe that, at this stage of the discussion,

we owe it to Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg to read a passage from his letter of

the 25th of June, 1917, in the course of which he attempts to draw political

conclusions from the fact that, on the 1st of July, the disillusionment was
complete that the results which had been prophesied were not brought about.

I shall venture to read these passages, so that no misleading idea of the

situation may result, to the effect that the then political branch was working

in cooperation with the views of the Admiralty Staff. The material passage

of the letter reads as follows:

In describing the results which are to be expected by the further
conduct of the submarine war, it seems to me that, with all our assurance
we should be cautious. The prophesies which have been based upon
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statistics and calculations have shown themselves to be altogether too
unreliable to permit of their repetition with any hope of carrying
conviction. On the other hand, we must leave no stone unturned to

keep domestic differences within bounds. The question of war aims
should be allowed to rest absolutely, and should by no means be allowed
to take such form as to permit various classes of the population to be
played against each other according to their political affiliations, and
by an appeal to the military and political authorities. The prospects
of a peace to be dictated by us have been relegated to so indistinct, and,
in any case, to so remote a future, that the holding out of the promise
of a comfortable peace, in view of the long and tedious road which we
have still to travel, would be bound to lead to new and disastrous

disillusionments.

And then in another part of the same letter, he says:

It is very questionable whether Austria-Hungary will allow herself

to be held up to the mark beyond autumn. That England will by that
time have been forced to the point of capitulation, appears to be out
of the question. Even if we were to be in the position of doing no more
than carrying on the war over next winter, we could not count upon
thoroughly mastering our enemies by means of the U-boat war next
spring or, as a matter of fact, by any point of time which can be an-
nounced in advance.

That was the political view-point of the Chancelor at that time, which

certainly is in accord with the political conclusions which were bound to

be drawn as the result of the failure of the prophecy of the Admiralty Staff,

which undoubtedly had awakened the greatest expectations on the part of

the people and was naturally followed by the greatest kind of disillusionment.

That is, of course, beyond all question. But I should like to ask you—

I

am not going into the matter of the inclination to accept peace, and partic-

ularly am I not going into the question, your Excellency, of whether, if

there was any inclination on England’s part to take up the question of

peace, this inclination was due to the unrestricted U-boat war or to the

Russian revolution which at that time gave rise to the greatest anxiety in

England and was bound to give rise to it— I simply ask you whether you

know that the military weapon of the unrestricted U-boat war actually

operated to force the conclusion of a peace, or whether the truth of the

matter is not simply this, that what we wanted to do, namely, to force

England to seek peace along with us, did not come about. It certainly

would have had to manifest itself in the form of compulsion, even if certain

diverging tendencies, as you assume them to be, had set in; for compulsion

either exists or does not exist, and can, therefore, not be removed if it

actually exists as a compulsion, and the purpose of the unrestricted U-boat

war was simply and solely to compel England to come to the point of peace

through the exertion of military pressure.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: The conflict which we had to fight out to the
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end with England was not a legal battle, but a war which had to be fought

to a finish, and, to this end, what was needed was not words, but acts. So

I beg that you will not lay emphasis upon legal conceptions, but upon

political and military results. How matters stood with the U-boat war was

a question into which I went with very considerable emphasis, here in this

hall on the 30th of April. At that time, I laid stress on everything which

justified us in our hopes. It was at the close of a month in which our

highest sinking point was reached. But at that time, after I had drawn a

picture which was not only for German eyes to see, but which was partic-

ularly constructed for the benefit of Count Czernin, whose memorial lay

at that time before us, I stated here at a confidential session of the commit-

tee: “If, as the result of anything I have said to you, the conclusion is

drawn that we will finish England, at the same time, we must, after all,

be ready to prepare our minds for a recognition of the fact that perhaps

everything will not come about as rapidly as we hoped.” And I added:

“These are matters which we are handling amongst ourselves, and there is

no necessity of mentioning them outside.” And since in this situation it

seemed to me necessary above all else for us to have backbone, I said:

*‘I will take part in no spirit of depression; we can have no use for that”;

and I submitted a statement of the peace conditions which would be offered

us if, at this time, we were to give any indication of weakness so far as our

enemies were concerned, and the pity of it is that this picture came true.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Your Excellency, let me remind you of another

speech which frankly announced the boldest expectations which had been

voiced in the memorial of the Admiralty Staff. At that time, you made
an important speech in which you spoke of the upset world which would
be the result of the U-boat war. I never forgot that speech. Only he

eould expect an upset world as the result of the U-boat war who was not

willing to close a peace of understanding with England but who was ex-

pecting a complete overthrow of the relations of the Powers.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: If we had won the war against this coalition,

it would have been an epoch-making event. If England had come to the

point of meeting us and of taking its seat with us at the conference table

and negotiating with us concerning the peace of understanding, then it

would have been an epoch-making event; for in that case we would have

proved that we could have stood out against even so powerful a coalition as

that.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The question is whether we could have come
to that point with or without the U-boat war.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is a question which no one can answer.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: The recorder has appended his

questions to the sentence: “We desired to force England to accept peace

by means of the U-boat war.” I venture to ask who is meant by the term
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'‘we.” The Admiralty Staff, in the course of its calculations, never spoke

of forcing England to her knees, but announced its absolute assurance, in

its memorial of the 22d of December—yes, even undertook to guarantee

that England would be brought to the point of being ready for peace; and
if the words are used here that “we” desired to force England to the point

of peace, I believe that, by the use of these words, a wrong conception would
be created with regard to the object which the responsible parties strove to

attain. So far as I personally am concerned—and I may perhaps mention

this here in connection with a letter which I wrote to Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg on the 25th of June— I was neither on the 9th of January, nor

at any other time, able to absolutely assure myself that we would be able to

force England to the point of peace by means of the U-boat war. I did not

assume that to be the case. So far as I was concerned, I was not surprised

by the fact that this result was not accomplished. I took the stand, for

my part, which I have already explained here, that the best thing which

the U-boat war could bring about for us consisted in bringing England to

the point of seriously considering whether or not a continued loss of tonnage

was not a matter less to be desired than a peace of understanding in which it

was still possible for England and her allies to participate. I never believed

that this peace of understanding would be a peace based on victofy, a peace

which we could dictate. On the contrary, I was of the opinion that we
would be obliged, for the purposes of this peace, to make our conditions

very modest. But on the 9th of January, I was, to be sure, of the opinion

that success in bringing about a peace on such modest terms through the

launching of the U-boat war was at all events preferable to the outlook

which the Supreme High Command of the Army held up to me, namely,

that, without the unrestricted U-boat war, we would in no event be able

to bring the war to a termination which would be acceptable. If, then,

we are to discuss here, or if it is to be established here, that England, as a

matter of fact, was not overcome, and why it was that she was not over-

come by July 1 or August 1— I do not know exactly which date in question

is the right one—to the extent of being forced to make peace, it seems to

me that this is really a conclusion which is outstripped by the facts. That

England was not forced to make peace, is a fact which, of course, all the

world has known since that time. What I mean to say is that, so far as

the great question which we are to solve is concerned, we shall go no further

if we stop at this point. We can only get ahead if we attempt primarily

—

today we can not discuss these things—to find out whether the result was

reached by the U-boat war which seemed possible to me, too
;
that is, whether

England was ever brought to the point where she was willing to negotiate.

For, in my opinion, no purpose is served in proving that the calculations

of the Admiralty Staff were unsound. Why, we know all that. The only

question we have to solve is whether the method of the U-boat war was
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such as, after all, could have made it possible for us to have terminated the

war in such a way as to be acceptable to us, even in face of the danger of

the entry of the United States into the war. That, after all, seems to me
to be the crux of the question.

(Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: Certainly.)

The crux does not consist in the circumstance that the U-boat war failed

to come up to the hopes of the Admiralty Staff; nor does it consist in estab-

lishing why it was that this result was not attained; nor in establishing to

what extent it was possible for England to increase her own production or

to limit her own consumption, for, so far as we are concerned, the real issue

can be nothing but this: Was this resolve to carry on the U-boat war so

senseless a step that, under no conditions, could it have carried with it the

possibility of success? Would it not have been possible to have so managed
that, from the results of the U-boat war, still further political advantages

would have followed? My opinion is that it is only when we consider this

question that we can reach a correct judgment concerning the question of

the U-boat war. This is my personal opinion, but I have thought it proper

to state it once more in connection with those passages from my letters which

have been read here.

The ChAirman : Your Excellency, I absolutely agree with you; but it is

impossible for us to take up these questions today, as this will be done in a

special proceeding which will not come up until later.

Delegate Dr. Sixzheimer: I consider his Excellency Bethmann’s amend-
ment to the words I used, justified. I said “we.” I will admit that this

does not and can not apply to the political branch. I will be glad to express

this, so far as I am concerned, if it is thought material. But I should like

to emphasize one thing: If I used the word “we,” I had in mind the stand-

point of the Admiralty, and the attitude of the press to the extent that it

publicly supported the stand taken by the Admiralty. There were great

portions of the press which openly supported those great expectations, the

prospect of which were held out in the memorial of the Admiralty Staff, and,

in so doing, perhaps plunged and guided the people into the realm of false

hopes.

But there is one matter which, above all else calls for our attention. In

the memoirs of Czernin, with which we are familiar, Czernin tells us in detail

that at that time, when Austria at first did not desire to take part in the

unrestricted U-boat war, it had been brought to the point of agreeing to do

so on the strength of the definite assertion made by Admiral Holtzendorff

and members of his staff, that “we, the Admiralty Staff, undertake to

guarantee success in the briefest possible time, this to consist in forcing

England to her knees.” This is stated, word for word, in the memoirs of

Czernin. Of course, I do not mean to state that this is necessarily the

actual fact; l?ut it is in this way that it is stated in Czernin’s memoirs. So
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that if I said that “we” had taken that stand, I must limit the application

of the remark to the Admiralty and to the press, to the extent that the

latter supported the expections held out by the Admiralty Staff and lulled

the German people into the false belief that, as a matter of fact, England,

as the term was used in the press, “ could be forced to her knees.” I believe

that I heard it stated today that the political branch had no such thought.

The Chairman : That has been established by the statements of his

Excellency Helfferich, as well as by those of his Excellency v. Bethmann-
Hollweg.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: If I may be allowed to put a question in connection

with the last statements made by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, it is the

following: If I speak absolutely from the standpoint which Mr. v. Bethmann
has just taken, I, too, will have to admit that the political branch is not to

be understood as included in the term “we” which has just been discussed.

But the question to be decided here is this: What counter-measures against

the unquestionably opposed policy of the Admiralty Staff— I will not say

the Admiralty Staff, but the naval authorities—what counter-measures

against this policy which revealed itself in the columns of far-reaching

newspaper reports—what counter-measures, I say, were taken by the

political department? For the fact really was, your Excellency, if my
recollection is correct, that not only the standpoint which Imperial Chan-

celor v. Bethmann-Hollweg has just announced to us here, failed to find

expression in the press, but those people who expressed their doubts in the

press, and those whose statements in the press which differed from their

policy, were supressed; editors were lectured by the censorship authorities,

were forbidden to publish such articles as might be opposed to the policy

of the naval authorities.

The Chairman : In the papers which are before us, there exist, as a matter

of fact, evidences of influences of this kind. On this point there is a letter

of his Excellency v. Bethmann— I do not know whether it is a letter, or a

telegram, or some kind of a memorandum—to the effect that the censorship

of the press has been taken from the office of the Secretary of the Navy
Department and turned over to the Admiralty Staff. There are numerous

communications on the subject in the material which lies before us, which

were drawn up by the Imperial Chancelor for the purpose of having the

press instructed not to place difficulties in the path of the course of action

taken by the Imperial Chancelor, that is, in connection with publications

by the political department, and not to thwart the same. Of course, this

only goes back to a certain point of time. I should just like to ask whether

attempts of this kind were made later, during the later period after the

censorship of the press had been taken over from the Secretary of the Navy
Department to the Admiralty Staff.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I repeatedly called to the attention
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of Admiral Holtzendorff, in the course of oral conversations, the great

dangers which might result from articles of an extravagant nature, and I

repeatedly requested him to see to it that such extravagant statements were

not made public. Admiral Holtzendorff constantly promised me that he

would do his utmost in this connection. The results did not reach the

point which I had hoped that they might. In what manner influence was

brought to bear upon the press in individual cases, it is impossible for me
personally to state. In this connection, certain officials in the Foreign

Office and in the Imperial Chancelry were called upon, whose duty it was to

carry out my directions.

The Chairman: I should prefer that this question—the whole question

of the bringing of influence to bear upon the press will be handled in special

proceedings—be not further gone into today. We will take it up in another

connection.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: I should like now, once and for all, and taking

the records as a basis, to settle the great debated question as to the source

of the term ‘Wring England to her knees.” I will ask you to consider the

memorial of Minister v. Treutler of March 3, 1916. It is therein stated:

The competent representatives of the Navy state that they could so

reduce the shipping space which was available for providing the insular

territory of Great Britain with foodstuffs and raw material within a
definite period, which is considered by the military authorities as

sufficient, that England will be broughi to her knees.

So it is stated in the memorial of Minister v. Treutler, who says that the

competent representatives of the Navy made this assertion.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: In what memorial is that, Dr.

Sinzheimer?

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: In the memorial of Minister v. Treutler, who
is attacking the launching of the U-boat war. He states that the compe-

tent representatives of the Navy took the stand that England could be

forced to her knees. Hence the competent representatives of the Navy
openly took this stand.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: But my impression is that this

expression of bringing her to her knees would have to be found in the me-
morials of the Admiralty Staff, and so far as I know, this expression is

not contained therein.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Not in the memorials!

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that the expression used

by Minister v. Treutler, the representative of the Foreign Office at the

General Headquarters, is not conclusive or of any force as evidence. If,

on his part, he interpreted the views of the Navy as meaning that England
was to be forced to her knees, that may have been an error. In any event,

the expression, so far as I know, was not used by the Navy. But it seems
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to me that, since his Excellency v. Koch is here, the easiest way would
perhaps be to have him answer this question.

The Chairman: Excellency v. Koch, will you be good enough to address

us on this point?

Witness Admiral Koch: I already stated the last time I testified, that

this expression was never used by the Navy.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Never?

Witness Admiral Koch: No—to bring to her knees—by the Navy, never.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But, Mr. v. Treutler. (Commotion.)

The Chairman : That is not conclusive. That was a catch phrase, which
at that time had already been used by the press, and when he says this in

his letter

—

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Why, the well-known Society for

the Prompt Overthrow of England was established at that time.

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: I might, perhaps, be able to help in clearing

this matter up.

The Chairman : But he says it with regard to the competent authorities

and, to a certain extent, for purposes of brevity.

If you please, Rear Admiral v. Biilow!

Rear Admiral v. Bulow: I can testify that I know that Admiral v.

Holtzendorff always took steps against the use of this phrase, and expressed

his vexation concerning it.

(Witness Dr. Zimmermann: I can testify to that, too.)

That happened very often; I often experienced it.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: May I put the following question to the

Imperial Chancelor? An individual who was in the particular confidence

of Mr. v. Herding informed me that when the unrestricted U-boat war was
resolved upon, Mr. v. Hertling, who had very little faith in this measure,

sent him to Vienna to Count Czernin, in order to persuade Count Czernin

to persuade the Berlin authorities with whom the decision lay to give up

this measure, and that, thereupon, Count Czernin had said to him: “I

regret to state that I can do nothing in this matter. A few days ago,

Admiral v. Holtzendorff occupied the same chair in which you are sitting

now, and Admiral v. Holtzendorff declared to me that in five months it

was absolutely certain that England would be forced to make peace. I

understand nothing of these technical matters. Since these statements

have been made, I am now no longer in a position to intermeddle in the

matter.” Does the Imperial Chancelor know anything of this mission,

which at that time Mr. v. Hertling sent to Vienna?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: No, at the present I have no

recollection of it.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: It is stated that his Excellency Zimmermann
was there at the time.
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The Chairman: His Excellency Zimmermann can, perhaps, inform us.

Witness Zimmermann: At that time, I went to Vienna together with

Admiral v. Holtzendorff. But I know nothing of a mission of Herding.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: It was at a session of the Crown Council at

Vienna, at which the Emperor Karl presided. At this session of the Crown
Council, we were represented by Admiral v. Holtzendorff and Secretary

of State Zimmermann

—

Witness Zimmermann: Yes, that was the case.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer:—and on the other side was Admiral Haus,

among others. Czernin says that the authorities of the political depart-

ment were, primarily, against the U-boat war, but that Admiral Holtzen-

dorff had undertaken to give such absolute guarantees for the success which

was to come about in the shortest possible time, that he had overcome the

objections of the political authorities. That is the way it is stated in the

memoirs, and since Secretary of State Zimmermann participated in this

session, he may perhaps be able to give us information concerning it.
'

Witness Zimmermann : Certainly, of course, I have a very clear recollec-

tion of the session. At the start, Admiral v. Holtzendorff explained his

view-point and warmly championed the entrance of Austria-Hungary into

the U-boat war. He had a wealth of statistics concerning the whole matter,

and assured us that, with the help of the U-boat war, England would at

least be brought to the point of becoming inclined toward peace. That
he said anything about England being forced to her knees

—

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: Gave guarantees!

The Chairman: The word “knee” does not appear.

Witness Zimmermann: He certainly did not use the term “knee.” But
so far as I recollect, he stated that we will so far get the best of England

that she will come to the point of a peace with us. That is what he said.

But “guarantees”—I do not recollect the expression.

And then I remember, further, after Admiral . . . spoke, and was
much more enthusiastic for the U-boat war than Admiral v. Holtzendorff .

1

Then Mr. Conrad v. Hotzendorf spoke, and he, too, was in favor of the

U-boat war. And I, too, voiced my political views. I knew the attitude

of my colleague Czernin, and was myself,, in truth, no advocate of the U-boat

war. But my task here was to support the U-boat war and, after I had,

first of all and generally speaking, emphasized the objections which I knew
were entertained by Czernin and which were shared by myself, I stated

further: “We are not the experts; here are the gentlemen of the Navy who
state these matters to us as they are; we have exhausted the means at our

command to bring about peace with England and our enemies, and we
are now convinced that there is no other method of bringing our enemies

1 This sentence is garbled in the original print. One line is repeated and one left out.—

-

Editor.
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to the peace table; I can not ignore the statements which are made to us by
our military and naval experts, and must support their view from the stand-

point, and taking into consideration the fact that measures, and by this I

mean political measures, sufficient to bring our enemies to the point of

making peace with us do not exist.”

That is about what the procedure was. And then as to Czernin.

Whether Czernin spoke before or after I did, I do not exactly remember,
probably before I did. In any event, Count Tisza spoke also, who took our

view politically. Then the Emperor reserved his decision. That ended
the session. Both Admirals, in any event, were very enthusiastic in favor

of the U-boat weapon, and Admiral Haus even went so far as considerably to

exceed Admiral Holtzendorff in the matter of optimism.

Delegate Dr. Cohn : I should like to put the following question in connec-

tion with a remark made by Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: Air. v. Bethmann-
Hollweg said that the question must be put thus, whether it was so very

much out of the way at that time, at the close of 1916 and at the beginning

of 1917, to see in the U-boat war an instrument which might bring about a

peace which the Supreme High Command of the Army had at that time

described as very improbable, or impossible, of accomplishment by military

means. Now in this connection, the question comes up as to what kind of

a peace it was that we really wanted to get. And I therefore venture to

put the question, whether the political department assumed at that time

that peace would ever be possible of attainment on the basis of the conditions

which were submitted to the Emperor on the 7th of November and were

approved by him with an amendment—conditions which Dr. Helfferich

described as very moderate. And particularly in this connection should

I like to call the attention of the Imperial Chancelor to the fact that, in

spite of the military situation which was described as bad by the Supreme
High Command of the Army, in spite of the risk which was involved in the

U-boat war, according to the information which we have received here, it

was proposed, among other things at that time, to annex Courlandish and

Lithuanian territory in such a way that, including the kingdom of Poland,

we would acquire a good strategic boundary against Russia, running from

north to south; a treaty of commerce with Russia, together with commercial

advantages—and in this connection, the Emperor added the amendment
that the mining concessions which were guaranteed to England by Russia

should be handed over to us; guarantees in Belgium which, if possible,

should be established as a result of negotiations with King Albert himself

—

and if these guarantees which were given were not satisfactory, the annexa-

tion of Liege with corresponding land areas. In Belgium, therefore, annexa-

tion and certain guarantees. How does this compare with the self-assigned

duty of restoration and reparations on the part of the Imperial Chancelor

on the 4th of August, 1914? Did the Imperial Government ever believe
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that peace with the west could be achieved on the basis of such conditions as

these?

The Chairman: Colleague Cohn, I am of the impression that, in view

of the working program which we have set for this session of the committee,

such far-reaching questions as this can really not be brought to a decision

unless we take into consideration from the outset the report to be given

concerning this field. What I mean is that this question can not be solved

in passing, for it is altogether too far-reaching. Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

has already assured us that his view was that, even if it had been possible to

force England to become inclined to the idea of peace negotiations as the re-

sult of the U-boat war, we could only have insisted upon conditions of a very

modest sort; that it would have been no peace based on victory, but merely a

peace of negotiation
;
that the objects of negotiation would have been the indi-

vidual points which would have had to be settled in carrying out such a pro-

gram, that is, a program which would have been simply a program based on

negotiations. We were invited, as you know, by Colonel House himself

to make our demands imposing, in order that we would be in a position to

oppose the far-reaching demands of the other side with something adequate.

The whole question is so far-reaching that we could not possibly finish with

it today.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: I beg your pardon. Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg

had, right at this point of the political discussion, apart from the economic

results of the U-boat war, described his stand just as I repeated it. What I

have read to you are simply those conditions which were considered moderate

andwhich were not to form the basis of a peace based on victory. What were

to be understood as the conditions of a peace based on victory, had been

designated by the Supreme High Command of the Army, in contrast

with these so-called moderate conditions which the Emperor approved.

Between the setting out of the conditions and the acquisition of the point

of view which Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg has described as his attitude with

regard to the E^-boat war, there was a period of from six to seven weeks in

all. My question is absolutely essential in order to determine whether the

political department, at the time when it took its attitude toward the

U-boat war, believed that a peace could be obtained, based upon these

conditions which were considered moderate.

The Chairman : If the question could be answered briefly, it might be put

in this way: Did the political department take the ground at the time when
the unrestricted U-boat war was announced, that these conditions, which
were made a matter of common agreement in November with the Supreme
High Command of the Army, were the minimum on which we could afford to

depend in the way of peace conditions, or were they conditions announced
simply for the purposes of negotiation? Were they, then, considered as

minimum conditions, or as conditions for the purpose of negotiation?
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Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I have already twice defined my
position with regard to peace conditions and with regard to the war aims

before this committee. I have already stated, in this connection, that I

considered that the establishment of peace conditions and of war aims was
a vain thing as long as there was no prospect of the enemy being ready to

join us in negotiations. I shall continue to maintain this stand. I believe

that, in accordance with the wish expressed by the Chairman, the matter

is to be taken up today simply by way of reference, and very briefly.

The Chairman : With the above statements, I believe that the proceedings

are closed for today. Secretary of State (retired) Dr. Helfferich’s hearing

is also closed—for the time being, for it is always possible that we may
come back to one question or another. So we will hold our last session

tomorrow, and this will be followed by an adjournment of more or less

length. We will, of course, be able to discuss the question of the Gerard

banquet further.

The hour of the next session is set at 10 o’clock tomorrow, when we will

take the testimony of General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg and General

Ludendorff.

The session is closed.

The session closed at 7: 22 o’clock.

Annex

Statement of Witness Secretary of State (retired ) Dr. Helfferich concerning

the sentence rendered against him on the charge of a refusal to testify

1. On the 15th of November of this year, the committee passed a reso-

lution to sentence me to pay the sum of 3001 marks, as well as the costs,

occasioned by refusing to testify according to Paragraph 69 of the code of

criminal procedure, supposedly because I had refused to give my testimony

without legal justification.

I protest against this sentence. In no way have I been guilty of a refusal

to testify. I was and remain ready to give the investigating committee, to

the extent that I am able to do so, information requested of me in connection

with all matters going to the purpose of its investigation, now that the

committee has been established. I simply refused to involve myself in

questions and answers with Delegate Dr. Cohn. Since any and all infor-

mation which the committee may desire me to give can be obtained by any

other means than by questions put by Delegate Dr. Cohn, it follows that my
refusal constitutes no refusal to testify. Aside from the above, I can not

recognize any legal obligation on my part to become involved in questions

and answers with Delegate Dr. Cohn, even though he is a member of the
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subcommittee, neither on the ground of Article 34 of the National Consti-

tution nor on the ground of any penal clause to be applied in accordance

with the sense of this article.

2. I gave the reason for my refusal to involve myself in questions and

answers with Delegate Dr. Cohn after—not before, but only after, the

resolution of the committee which passed sentence upon me on the ground

of my having refused to testify—after I was requested to do so by the Chair-

man. Dr. Cohn has attempted to refute the correctness of the statement

given by me as a ground for my action, to the effect that, at the time of

Germany’s greatest peril, he accepted sums of money coming from the

Russian bolshevists from Mr. Joffe, in order to bring about a German
revolution. With this attempt of Delegate Dr. Cohn, let me contrast the

following sentences from a statement made by him on the 26th of December,

1918, and given out through the W.T.B.:

Is it necessary for me to give circumstantial explanations and reasons

why I gladly accepted the moneys which our Russian political friends

placed at my disposal through Comrade Joffe for the purposes of the

German revolution? I put the money to the use for which it was
intended, namely, the spreading abroad of the thought of the revolu-

tion, and only regret that circumstances have made it impossible for me
to spend the entire sum up to the present time.

Delegate Dr. Cohn called me a liar, in very poorly veiled language, on

account of my statement the truth of which is confirmed by his own declara-

tion, and the Chairman interposed no objection to this. In view of the

seriousness of the situation with which the investigating committee now’ has

to deal, I will limit myself to the simple establishment of the absolute

contradiction between Delegate Dr. Cohn’s statement of the 15th of Novem-
ber, 1919, and of his own words on the 26th of December, 1918.

3. Delegate Dr. Cohn, in the session of the nth instant, declared that

the investigation which the committee was carrying on was directed against

the members of the former Imperial Government, to have been a member
of which I shall invariably and under all conditions look upon in the light

of a personal honor. In the session of the 15th instant, he said in terms

that could not be misunderstood, that he looked upon me as one coming

before the committee as an accused, and that, in his opinion, I was one of

those chiefly guilty for the outbreak and the prolongation of the war. Al-

though it is true that the Chairman characterized the announcement of

this view as being in conflict with the purposes of the committee, the fact

nevertheless remains that this is the view of Delegate Dr. Cohn and, as

such, is the view for a member of the committee. Dr. Cohn, whose deep

joint guilt in the collapse was the occasion of my refusing to involve myself

in question and answer with him, feels, consequently, that his attitude

towards me is that of judge. In so doing, he 'confirms my view that the
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investigating committee is a mixture of a criminal court and a parliamentary

committee, and that the officials of the old Imperial Government who were

called upon to come and testify before it constitute a mixture of witnesses

and accused or defendants.

4. For this reason, I consider the application of the provisions of the code

of criminal procedure, dealing with compulsory testimony and, in particular,

Paragraph 69—quite aside from the statements which I have set out under

Paragraph 1—as inapplicable. On the contrary, I consider as applicable

the application of the provisions of the code of criminal procedure, to the

extent of granting those officers of the earlier Imperial Government who
were asked to give their testimony to the committee, the right of challenging

members of this committee, in accordance with Paragraph 24 of the code

of criminal procedure. I reserve the exercise of this right.

In view of the lack of understanding on the part of the committee itself

concerning its own jurisdiction and legal powers, I ask that it refrain from

considering applicable the period of time provided by Paragraph 25 of the

code of criminal procedure for cases of challenge.

(Signed) Dr. Helfferich,

Minister of State.



FOURTEENTH SESSION

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
,
1919

The session was opened at 10:15 o’clock, by the Chairman, Delegate

Gothein

:

The Chairman: I open the session.

General Field Marshal, the committee would have been glad to spare you

the great trouble of appearing before it and, above all, would gladly have

spared you the difficulties of your journey in the winter time, but since

General Ludendorff placed great importance upon having his testimony

taken at the same time that yours was, we could not avoid the necessity of

requesting you to appear before us.

Witness General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg: I may be permitted

to state that I felt it incumbent upon myself to take my place at the side

of my faithful companion in arms during great and troubled days, and that

I am grateful that the opportunity has been afforded me to do so. I am
also grateful for having had my journey made easier for me.

The Chairman: May I ask you, General Field Marshal, to step forward

and take your oath as a witness.

Witness v. Hindenburg: I am ready to be sworn, but I should like to

have read to you a statement which I consider it my duty to make in this

connection.

Witness General Ludendorff: I take the same view as the Field

Marshal.

According to Article 34 of the Constitution of August 11, 1919, the
National Assembly appointed an investigating committee for the pur-

pose of investigating certain facts prior to and during the war. Both
of the undersigned are requested to submit their testimony under oath
with regard to their knowledge and to their policy when in Supreme
High Command of the Army.

Article 34 of the present Constitution provides that, in connection
with the proceedings held before the investigating committee, “the
provisions of the code of criminal procedure are to be applied when
applicable.” But Paragraph 54 of the code of criminal procedure
provides

:

That every witness is permitted to refuse to testify in answer to

questions whose answers would expose him to the danger of criminal

proceedings.

Since the proceedings which are held here are not for the purpose of

establishing the existence of violations of rules of justice, but of ques-
tions dealing with a failure to act in accordance with the rules of expedi-

849
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ency, that is to say, questions whose solution depends upon personal
belief, opinions, and points of view, and that the “danger,” to use the
term provided by the law, of being subjected to judicial proceedings
exists in connection with every single sentence,

We, the two undersigned, General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg and
General of Infantry Ludendorff, announce that we can not look upon
ourselves as being bound fundamentally, and as a matter of law, to

testify, but that we, as the former Imperial Chancelor Mr. v. Bethmann-
Hollweg and the former representative of the Imperial Chancelor, Dr.
Helfferich, have stated, are face to face with an abnormal situation and
one which is opposed to the legal conceptions of all civilized countries.

If, at the same time, we have consented to give our testimony and to

give it under oath, this is simply because a people as sturdy as the
German people have been shown to be, both by their history and by the
war which they have carried on for the past four years, have the right

to be put in full possession of the information as to how circumstances
in reality unfolded themselves and to be put in the position of learning

this, unaffected by party hatreds and party bias.

It is only by learning the truth that the German people can recover,

and it is for this reason, and for this reason alone, that we are ready to

give our testimony under oath.

So far as concerns the conduct of the actual proceedings before the in-

vestigating committee, we make the same reservations for ourselves, and,

at the same time, for all those officers of the Supreme High Command
of the Army who were under our command during the war, which
Minister of State Dr. Helfferich set out in his announcement which he
delivered to the committee yesterday.

(Signed) v. Hindenburg.
(Signed) Ludendorff.

Berlin, November 18, 1919 .

The Chairman: I can simply state that this is nothing more than the

private expression of will on the part of the witnesses. It goes without

saying that the mere expression of will of this kind in no way alters the

actual situation occupied by the committee, which has been appointed under

constitutional regulations.

I assume, however, from what has been stated, that the gentlemen are

ready to be sworn as witnesses.

If you will allow me, General Field Marshal.

Your Christian name?

Witness v. Hindenburg: Paul.

The Chairman: Your age, if I may ask?

Witness v. Hindenburg: 72 years.

The Chairman: Do you desire to take the oath with the religious formula?

Witness v. Hindenburg: Yes.

(Witness General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg takes the oath as witness.)

The Chairman : General Ludendorff, will you be good enough to take the

oath too?

Your Christian name?
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Witness Ludendorff: Erich.

The Chairman: Your age?

Witness Ludendorff: 54 years.

The Chairman: General Ludendorff, will you take the oath with the

religious formula?

Witness Ludendorff: Of course.

(Witness General of Infantry Ludendorff is sworn as a witness.)

The Chairman: General Field Marshal, the questions which we propose to

ask you have already been submitted to you in writing.

The first of these questions reads as follows: From what point of time on,

did the Supreme High Command of the Army consider that the announce-

ment of the unrestricted U-boat war on the 1st of February, 1917, could no

longer be postponed, and what were the reasons?

Witness v. Hindenburg: Before I answer this question, in accordance

with my duty, I should like to be allowed to read the following sketch giving

the reasons for our whole mode of thought, action, and policy during^ the

period of the war, for this was the foundation upon which everything which

we did was based.

The Chairman: General, it was our intention to forego the reading of

written articles of any length, or of analytical statements, since the only

thing which concerns us here is the establishment of facts. I do not know
to what extent these expositions which you desire to read to us have to do

only with the establishment of facts. It has been definitely decided in the

course of repeated announcements made by the committee, that opinion

judgments must be absolutely eliminated so far as the witnesses are con-

cerned, and that also members of the committee are under the obligation of

refraining from the expression of all such opinions at this stage.

Witness v. Hindenburg: I will only give historic data, but I consider it

absolutely essential to recall them to the memory of you gentlemen in this

short summary.

When we were appointed to the Supreme High Command of the Army
the World War had been going on for two years. Events which occurred

after the 29th of August, 1916, must not be judged except in connection with

those which preceded this date.

The war between Germany and Austria-Hungary, on the one hand, and

Russia, France and Serbia and, shortly thereafter, Belgium, England and

Japan, on the other, had increased in extent. In 1915, Italy, and in 1916,

Roumania, entered the conflict on the side of our enemies. With this, the

war ceased to have any further counterpart in history. Territory covered

approached the limits of the gigantic, the masses of armed men reached

numbers hitherto unconceived, and the technical feature attained a pre-

dominating significance. War and world economics were intertwined to an

extent which had never existed heretofore. The comparative numbers for
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fighting purposes, of machines and ammunition, and of economic resources

had been, and this had been true from the very beginning, as unfavorable

as possible for us. At no time were the intangible elements of war so

difficult to sustain, such as the morale of the troops and the requirements

made upon central and local leadership; and, in a word, never was the

minority given so tremendous a burden to bear, as in the course of this war.

The Supreme High Command of the Army had to meet the calls of this

fundamental characteristic of the war; it was upon the meeting of its require-

ments that our ceaseless endeavors were centered. Upborne by the love of

our country, we had but one purpose; to keep the German Empire and the

German people, as far as human endeavor and military means could do so,

safe from harm, and to guide it by military methods to the point of obtaining

a satisfactory peace. In order to carry out this tremendous task, under-

taken under these tremendous difficulties, we were bound to maintain the

rock-ribbed will to conquer. But this will to conquer was inextricably

bound up in the assurance that we were in the right. And with all this, we
were well aware that we were bound to succumb in the unequal conflict

unless the combined forces of the people at home were directed toward

victory on the field of battle, and unless the morale of the Army were con-

tinuously fed from home. The will to conquer, of course, did not manifest

itself to us as a matter of a purely personal determination, but as an ex-

pression of the will of the people. If we had not had this will to conquer, or

had not naturally assumed that it existed in the hearts of the people, we
would not have undertaken our difficult duties. A general who is not willing

to fight in order to gain victory for his country should take over no command,

or, if he does so, only with the simultaneous duty of capitulating. No such

duty as this was imposed upon us. If it had been, we should have refused

to accept the Supreme High Command of the Army.

The German General Staff is based upon the teachings of the great war

philosopher Clausewitz. Accordingly, we look upon war as nothing but the

continuation of politics, by dint of other means than those of statesmanship,

that is, by force of arms. Our peace policy had failed. We desired no war,

and yet came to be faced with the greatest

—

The Chairman: Just a minute! This is an expression of opinion, and I

should like to call attention to the fact that expressions of opinion are to be

eliminated from the testimony of witnesses. So I protest against this

sentence.

Witness v. Hindenburg:—with the greatest, the most difficult, and the

bitterest that history has ever known. How it came to be such, is a matter

which history must decide. But I know one thing with absolute certainty:

The German people did not want the war, the German Emperor did not

want the war, the Government did not want the war, and certainly the

General Staff did not want it, for the Staff knew better than anyone else
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what a terrifically difficult position we would occupy in a war against the

Entente. For the central military authorities to prepare for the possibility

of a war which was, perhaps, unavoidable was certainly their duty so far as

the people were concerned. That was what they were there for. And in

the same way, they were under the obligation, in case a war turned out to be

unavoidable, and in the course of the war itself, to make use of every possible

chance.

We considered it to be our primary duty to end the war by military means

as quickly as possible and as favorably to ourselves as possible, in order to

make it possible for the political department, as soon as it could in any way
be done, to again bring the life of the country into tune with the normal and

peaceful methods of statesmanship. This conception is the natural concep-

tion; it set the standard for the conduct of the war, and calls for no explana-

tion. During the World War, we came to recognize the fact, and the recog-

nition of this fact was with us every minute, that the superiority of the

enemy in human and inanimate war material was great, that the losses

would have to assume, according to any and all estimates, such unexampled

proportions, even if the war terminated relatively favorably to us, that this

wastage would be equivalent to an unfortunate outcome of the war. If it

was true that love of country and of people forced us to end the war as

quickly as possible, it was equally true that our sense of compulsion in this

regard was all the more sharply felt as the result of the reasons above given.

We knew what we would have to demand of the Army, of the officers of

the highest and lower ranks, and, not least of all, of the man in the grey

coat, and we know what they have all done. But in spite of the tremendous

demands that were made upon the troops and upon leadership, in spite of the

superiority of the enemy in point of numbers, we could have fought out the

unequal conflict to a favorable termination if determined and unanimous

cooperation on the part of those in the armies and those at home had been

the case. It was in this circumstance that we discerned the means of gaining

a victory for the German cause, on the attainment of which our minds were

firmly set.

But what was it that happened? Whereas on the side of the enemy, in

spite of their superiority in man-power and in material, members of all

political parties and of all classes of the population became ever firmer fixed

in their will to conquer, and, as a matter of fact, the more firm the more

difficult the situation with which they were confronted, in our case, where,

situated as we were, this concentrated resolution was a matter of greater

necessity, divergent party interests were felt

—

The Chairman (interrupting) : General Field Marshal, we are now dealing

with opinion judgments which are being rendered with regard to the people

of the country. The committee has passed resolutions stating that opinions

of this kind are not to be given. As much as as I regret the fact, I can make
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no exception in the case of the General Field Marshal with regard to those

resolutions which have been repeatedly made by the committee, not only

unanimously but inspired by the same motive on the part of all. So that I

shall have to ask you to omit such passages.

Witness v. Hindenburg: And these circumstances very soon brought

about a splitting-up and disintegration of the will to conquer.

The Chairman: That also is an expression of opinion, against which I

protest.

(Commotion among the audience.)

Today there are a number of persons present in the audience who, possibly,

have no knowledge of the announcements which have already been made by
my predecessor, which were to the effect that all expressions of approval or

disapproval should be avoided. I beg to call attention to the fact that I

shall observe the rules of order strictly, and that, if expressions of disap-

proval should be manifested by the audience or by the press, the hall will be

inevitably ordered cleared by me, and those members of the press who par-

ticipate in such expressions of approval or disapproval, I shall proceed to

deprive of their passes. I have thought it fitting to inform you of this at

this time, so that everyone will be in a position to act accordingly.

I shall now ask the General Field Marshal to continue.

Witness v. Hindenburg: History will render its final judgment with re-

gard to those matters concerning which I am to speak no further here. At
that time, we still believed that the will to conquer over-rode every other

consideration. When we took command, we submitted to the government

a number of proposals, the purpose of which was to concentrate all our

national forces for the purpose of bringing about an early termination of the

war, and one that would be favorable to us; these proposals explained to the

government the gigantic tasks which were ahead of us. However, we all

know what the fate of our proposals came to be, and that this was, again,

due in part to political influences. What I sought to obtain was strong and

cheerful cooperation, and I was met with weakness and a refusal to act.

The Chairman: That, too, is an expression of opinion, against which I

must emphatically protest.

Witness v. Hindenburg: From this moment on, we were never free from

anxiety as to whether or not our people at home would stand fast until the

war was won. Again and again we raised our voices in a warning directed

to the government. It was at this time that plans were set on foot for the

secret and deliberate disintegration of both fleet and army, as a step in

furtherance of similar phenomena which had existed in times of peace. The
results of these efforts during the last year of the war were not withheld from

the knowledge of the Supreme High Command of the Army. The brave

troops which kept themselves free from the contact of revolutionary deteri-

oration were hard put to it, as the result of the mutinous attitude of their
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revolutionary comrades; they were called upon to bear the whole burden of

the conflict. (Bell of the chairman; commotion and interruptions.)

The Chairman: Pray proceed. General.

Witness v. Hixdexburg: The purposes which the leaders contemplated

became now impossible to carry out. Our repeated exhortations on behalf

of strict discipline and the strict application of the laws met with no results.

So our operations were bound to fail, and the collapse was bound to come;

the revolution was but the keystone. (Commotion and interruptions.)

An English general has said, with justice: '‘The German Armywas stabbed

in the back.” No blame is to be attached to the sound core of the Army.

Its performances call, like that of the officers’ corps, for our equal admiration.

It is perfectly plain on whom the blame lies. If any further proof were

necessary to show it, it is to be found in the statement made by the British

general and in the utter amazement of our enemies at their- victory".

Speaking generally, that is the story^ of the tragic way in which the war

developed for Germany, after a number of successes on numerous fronts

more brilliant than have ever been known, and after performances both by
army" and by7 nation which are beyond all praise. These outstanding facts

must be plainly- understood in order that a correct judgment can be rendered

with regard to the military measures which we adopted.

For the rest, I desire to state that General Ludendorff and I have always

agreed in all matters involving great resolves, and have always worked in the

greatest harmony. We have borne our common share of anxiety* and

responsibility. And here, too, we jointly7 appear before y
rou as those who

stood for the ideas and methods of the Supreme High Command of the Ax*my7

ever since August 29, 1916.

The Chairman : May7
I now ask y-ou to take up the matter of answering

the questions which are to be put?

Question 1 is as follows: From what point of time on did the Supreme
High Command of the Army consider that the announcement of the unre-

stricted U-boat war on the 1st of February7 could no longer be postponed,

and what were the reasons therefor?

If ymu please, General.

Witness v. Hixdexburg: From the time that we took over the Supreme
High Command of the Army7

,
on August 29, 1916, we considered that the

unrestricted U-boat war was essential, and this meant the doing away7 with

those restrictions which had, up to that time, hindered the progress of the

U-boat war. General Ludendorff will go into further details concerning the

matter, since he has put our views in writing. I shall, therefore, ask y
7ou

to question General Ludendorff on this point. Moreover, this information

is available in the records of the committee which, in addition to this, con-

tain information concerning further developments. To this I need add but

the following:
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At the beginning of December, 1916, we could see that, by the end of

January or the beginning of February, 1917, it was possible for the Army and

Navy to finish their preparations for the launching of the unrestricted

U-boat war. It was our duty to conduct such a U-boat war, since there

were no other means at our disposal for coming to the help of the hard-

pressed western front, and for making our enemies, by belligerent methods,

willing to consider peace. Moreover, this was the only way which could

have resulted in the termination of the war if the peace proposal failed.

Were we to put up quietly with the fact that our sons and brothers on the

western front were to be torn to pieces by American shells; were we to look

upon the fact with equanimity that, at home, our wives and children were

brought face to face with starvation as the result of the blockade of our

cruel opponents? If not, the U-boat war was the only instrumentality by

which we could oppose these measures.

The Chairman: General Ludendorff!

Witness Ludendorff: I shall also ask you to note my statements. I can

only speak from memory. I only received the documents which have a

bearing on this situation, night before last. It was not possible for me to

study these records individually.

The Chairman: Let me make one statement: I gave instructions as far

back as Saturday that these records should be sent to the General.

Witness Ludendorff: As I have stated, I did not receive them until

night before last. It follows, as I have already remarked, that my state-

ments are bound, for the most part, to be made from memory. It is true

that I had some material myself. In the main, I shall limit myself to

explanatory statements concerning the actions and the policy of the Supreme

High Command of the Army.

When the General Field Marshal and I took over the Supreme High

Command of the Army, the situation was very serious. This was the view

which was commonly taken at that time by the German people, and was

shared by the domestic and foreign press.

In the west, the attrition battle of Verdun dragged along. On the Somme,

and since July 1, the battle roared. The battle of the Somme was the

first real battle of war material. The Isonzo front held firm, but only as the

result of the most desperate efforts. In the east, as the result of the failure

of the Austrian troops around Lodz and on the Dniester to hold, the front

had begun to give way; and at that time it had not been firmly restored. In

Macedonia, after the preliminary successes of the Bulgarians, a reaction had

started which was very seriously felt. Then, at that point, the Rou-

manians entered the picture. All Hungary lay exposed before them, and in

the Dobrudja alone there were weak forces in the process of concentration.

On the front, we were opposing the enemy in the proportion of 6 to 10,

roughly estimated. Our supply of war material was insufficient, and our
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supply of ammunition too scant, and, in cold, plain terms, this meant heavy

losses of German lives which, from all points of view, simply could not be

replaced.

Following close upon our meeting at Pless, the question of the unre-

stricted U-boat war was brought up by the Imperial Chancelor and the

Chief of the Admiralty Staff. What the General Field Marshal and I

thought at that time, with regard to the U-boat question, is to be found in

the records, which, as I said, I only received yesterday or day before yester-

day. General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg expressed himself as follows:

We would shout with joy if we could begin the U-boat war imme-
diately, but it is a very serious question. We should have to take into

consideration the possibility of new declarations of war and of landings

in Holland and Denmark. A number of divisions would become tied

up there which we are not now in a position to spare. Our allies are

not to be trusted. The future is now darker than ever. We shall

have to let some time pass. . . .

The further statements are immaterial.

During the World War, in which we fought against tremendous odds,

it was a monstrous piece of misfortune that our Navy, with such fine forces

as it contained, lay practically idle. It is true that it kept the Baltic open

and, in so doing, rendered notable services for the economic phase of the

war. And the marine corps, too, was fighting bravely in Flanders; but the

fact is none the less true that we did not get the benefit from the Navy,

that important element of armed force, which should be the case in a war
carried on with all arms. And this fact, too, emphasized our inferiority in

numbers. The economic life of our enemies really suffered no blow at all.

It is true that we had attempted to make use of the fleet to better advantage

in connection with the U-boats; but, as the result of Wilson’s note, the

U-boat war had been burdened with restrictions to such an extent that the

results were no longer proportionate to the forces put into operation. In

opposition herewith, England, by means of her fleet and in violation of in-

ternational law, was carrying out her hunger blockade, which at that time

and in connection with her propaganda inflicted such serious wounds and

even had an ill effect upon the unborn child. So that in this way her fleet

became an effective instrument of warfare, even if it remained in its harbors.

The blockade was only possible if the United States agreed to it, and the

United States gave its tacit consent, although Wilson had already char-

acterized the blockade as unlawful. England cared little for this expression

of opinion. So that our unhappy plight bears witness at once to the barba-

rous conduct of the war by England and the unneutral attitude of the United

States. And in this connection I remind you that commissions from Eng-

land searched ships which were leaving for Europe, in American harbors,

in order to prevent any supplying whatsoever of Germany. The United
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States went further in their support of the Entente. I remind you of the

shells which were manufactured in the United States, and which bore the

American mark of manufacture; and I remember the righteous anger which

at that time was bound to flame in every soldier’s heart. American military

missions were not welcomed at the front; it was only as the result of direct

pressure brought to bear by the Supreme High Command of the Army
that they were accepted. No soldier believed in the honest neutrality of

the United States and of its President. We instinctively sensed the eco-

nomic interests which bound up the enormous fortunes in the United

States with England’s conduct of the war. Unfortunately, public opinion in

Germany was not so clearly informed with regard to the pernicious attitude

of the United States as, in my opinion, it ought to have been. The
attitude of the United States on the question of the blockade and munitions

of war had already been severely criticized by Ambassador Count Bern-

storff as early as April, 1915. We must realize what this attitude was, in

order to form a correct judgment bearing on the entrance of the United States

into the war. The so-called inexhaustible resources of the United States

had already been placed at the disposal of the Entente to the extent that

human power could supply them. If, after the declaration of war, war

industries developed still more, this circumstance was, after all, the positive

result of the economic upheavals in the Entente countries by the U-boat war,

and a pure matter of business. I should ask that experts, persons who know
the United States, and, above all, experts who have been in the United

States, be heard on this question which, from military standpoint, is impor-

tant in the extreme.

I will not go into the question of the conduct of the U-boat war prior to

the 29th of August. I assume that the point will be the matter of pro-

tracted investigation for the purpose of determining whether or not a great

military mistake was made in putting off the launching of the unrestricted

U-boat war until too late. So far as the General Field Marshal and I were

concerned, the reason for the attitude that we took with regard to the

U-boat war at the close of August which opposed the view of the Chief of

the Admiralty Staff, was simply the fact that the Imperial Chancelor con-

sidered the possibility of a hostile attitude on the part of Denmark and

Holland as the result of pressure exerted by England, and because we did

not have a single spare man for frontier guards.

That was the general world situation, when the Field Marshal and I were

called upon to take the Supreme High Command of the Army supported by

the obvious will and expectation on the part of the entire nation to conquer.

And from the press too, on all sides, we were bound to assume this to be the

case.

It is probable that there were but few at that time who looked upon a

victory of German arms as undesirable because of apprehension of the
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so-called reaction and the much-maligned militarism. But such persons

existed, nevertheless. I remind you of the statements which are supposed

to have been published in the Vorwarts which quite frankly announced as a

recognized fact the circumstance that an absolute victory for the Empire

would not be in accord with the interests of social democracy. (Bell of the

Chairman.)

The Chairman: General, I should really like to ask you to limit yourself

to those facts which are absolutely necessary for purposes of information,

and that you abstain from taking up any and all statements which are sup-

posed to have been published in the press. That would lead us too far afield.

Witness Ludendorff: I will limit myself to saying what I consider

absolutely necessary. But, in view of the fact that I have referred to one

statement by the press, I desire to announce most emphatically that, in

making this reference, I had in mind no one but the leaders of the Socialists

and agitators, and did not include the working classes, who performed their

duty brilliantly. (Bell of the Chairman.)

The Chairman : This really has nothing to do with the case. I shall

have to ask you to limit your statements to facts and to refrain from ex-

pressions of opinion and from personal judgments. As I have already told

the General, this request is based on a resolution which has been repeatedly

and unanimously taken by the committee, and is, moreover, in accordance

with the instructions which the committee has received from the Constitution.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: May I be allowed to speak?

The Chairman : Certainly.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: The committee was unanimous in reaching its

resolution with regard to personal judgments. In my capacity as expert,

I feel that it is my duty to announce that I, at least— I do not know how the

matter stands with my colleagues—took no part in that resolution as an

expert. That personal judgments constitute the expression of personal

views, and that the application of an opinion is a matter concerning which

people can differ, is a matter of common knowledge, and has been proved by
the very events to which we have all been witnesses. I feel that it is my
duty as an expert to announce my view as follows: If the decision of what
constitutes a personal judgment lies with one man only, such as the Chair-

man for instance, I can not look upon these proceedings as such as to lead

to the result—a result which it is my duty, announced under oath, to

endeavor to help to bring about—the result of making the whole truth

perfectly clear. We can not completely avoid personal judgments in the

course of attempting to establish facts. So that, in my capacity as expert

I protest against this resolution of the committee.

The Chairman : I should like to state at the outset that, of course, experts

have nothing to do with the resolutions reached by the committee and that,

consequently, the expert who has just spoken entertains a completely erro-
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neous idea with regard to his powers, as is shown by his statement that he

finds himself unable to recognize this resolution taken by the committee as

binding. If the expert in question believes that it is not possible for him to

accept a resolution of the committee which has been repeatedly and unani-

mously taken, and with which he has absolutely nothing to do, he is at

perfect liberty to resign his office as expert. On the other hand, I must
protest against any expert, whose offices here are limited to those of an

expert only, criticising resolutions which have been unanimously adopted by
the committee.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: May I be permitted to speak?

The Chairman: If you please.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: For my part, I have to announce that the purpose

of the expert in being present is to assist in arriving at the truth. In my
opinion, we can not arrive at the truth if the decision as to what constitutes

personal judgments is, in this manner, to lie in the hands of a single person.

I believe that personal judgments can not be avoided, and that it is the duty

of the expert to call attention to this fact; otherwise, it will not be possible

to arrive at the truth. According to my view, I am not in error in regard to

this matter, but on the contrary, it is the Chairman of the committee who is

in error on the point. I am well aware of the fact that my duties are not such

as to call upon me to cooperate in the adoption of resolutions by the com-

mittee; and this is a point concerning which I need no information.

The Chairman: In response to this very extraordinary view announced

by the expert, the committee will withdraw at this point for the purpose of

passing upon the question. (Laughter.)

The Committee withdraws into conference at io :5I o’clock.

The Committee resumed the public hearings at 11:45 o’clock.

The Chairman: Ladies and gentlemen, the committee has passed the

following resolution with regard to the statement made by Expert Privy

Councilor Schaefer:

The expert has no right in any way to criticise the proceedings or

the resolutions of the subcommittee, or to oppose the rulings of the

chairman. To the extent that the statements of Professor Dr. Schaefer

constitute such a criticism or such contradiction, those statements are

censured herewith.

This resolution was taken with but one dissenting vote. The further

provision is as follows:

The expert has the right to make suggestions for the purpose of

explaining situations, to make proposals and to put questions. The
expert neither can nor shall be restricted in the exercise of this right.

This section was made the matter of unanimous resolution.
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Witness v. Hindenburg: I have been informed that certain of my remarks

which I have ventured to make in the course of picturing to you the general

situation, have been construed as directed against the former government.

I consider it the part of duty and honor to state that that was not my pur-

pose. We were constantly keenly aware of the endless difficulties with

which the then government had to contend, and I announce herewith that

it was not my purpose to make any statements derogatory of the govern-

ment. My desire was limited to the wish to describe the general situation.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: As expert, I consider it my duty to announce that

the matters which are here the subject of investigation are of importance

from the standpoint of the world’s history and that, in such matters, in-

quiries must always be made with regard to motives and reasons. Without

them, it is impossible to recognize the truth. The extent to which this is to

be done must be a matter for the expert to determine, for, in my opinion,

that is the province of the expert historian, to wit, to explain to what extent,

in general, historic events and the world situation have influenced indi-

vidual resolves. We are taking the testimony of men who were placed in

control of various phases of our national existence and whose conclusions

were reached in the closest possible connection with the general situation.

It is my conviction as an expert that their right to express their views with

regard to these things can not justly be infringed upon.

The Chairman: The powers of the expert have been clearly and com-

pletely set out in the last clause of the announcement of the committee. I

shall now ask General Ludendorff to continue.

Witness Ludendorff: It is a matter of some importance for me, too,

to show in what way our minds turned at that time. The General Field

Marshal and I hoped that we and the whole nation were of one and the same
mind in fighting our way on to victory. But as a matter of fact, there were

already certain currents of feeling among the people which did not flow in

this direction and which we had to take into consideration in determining

the stand which we would adopt with regard to the LT-boat war. It was for

this reason that I made my announcement, and I shall continue to proceed

with it.

I must, to my regret, make a second announcement which makes this

matter plain, and, as a matter of fact, Mr. Walter Rathenau made this

statement wThen he spoke somewdiat as followr
s: “That moment wall never

come when the Emperor, as the conqueror of the wrorld and surrounded by
his paladins, will pass under the Brandenburg Gate, mounted on his white war
horse. For upon such a day the world’s history would have gone mad.”
So that there wrere currents of feeling already in existence among the German
people, which did not flow in accordance with the intention of the Supreme
High Command of the Army to fight on to victory, and so we were bound to

take these movements into consideration.
56
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As the result of tremendous efforts on the part of the troops and of their

leaders following the date when the General Field Marshal and I took over

the Supreme High Command of the Army, the military situation was
restored. At the same time, we constructed reserve positions in the west

in order to be better protected against possible counter-strokes. The
Navy supported the conduct of war on land by again sending out the

U-boats to carry the war on commerce over the greatest areas possible.

Moreover, we had to adopt measures of security to cover the further conduct

of the war. I remind you of our proposals to get more levies, the auxiliary

service law, and the Hindenburg program for the better information of the

nation, as well as for the undertaking of a stronger policy of propaganda

against the enemy. All these propositions had but the one military end and

aim, and that was to terminate the conflict as soon and as favorably as

possible for the German people. What the General Field Marshal and I

thought in those days with regard to the U-boat war, and how we felt in

respect to the conduct of the war in general, you can see from the conversa-

tion which I, as representative of the Supreme High Command of the Army,

had with Captain v. Biilow, who was the representative of those conducting

naval operations, which has been recalled to my attention by the material

which the committee has submitted to me. Captain v. Biilow has reported

it as follows:

Ludendorff regretted the fact that the question (that is, the question

of the U-boat war) had come into the political arena, since he regarded
it as a purely military matter. He, for his part, must be guided by the
decision of the Premier (with regard to the attitude of the rleutral

States); that his judgments were invariably based upon actual condi-

tions and circumstances.

Further on:

Ludendorff meant the actual situation which bore upon our military

strength. If the Chancelor told him that a danger existed that Den-
mark might become one of our enemies, he could not afford to ignore

this because a different assumption was entertained. The west front

was calling for reserves. He could only say “yes” to us, and would
do so with pleasure, when he was assured that all our fronts could be
held; that he had been obliged to risk much when planning battles,

but that when he did so he had always been convinced that success

would follow. It must be perfectly clear to everybody that our mili-

tary situation is bad today.

And still further:

Such a bluff would not be audacity, but folly, and he would not

do it.

While we were busy with the conduct of the war and with securing the

means for carrying on the war further, the Imperial Chancelor came to us in
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September with the idea of a peace mediation by Wilson. We agreed. I

know with what anxiety, and also with what skepticism, we waited to see

whether Wilson would really make a peace proposal. When it did not come,

we were not surprised, since we were well aware of the intimate commercial

obligations of the United States to England. When the Imperial Chancelor

then suggested the peace proposal of the Central Powers, we gave him our

loyal support. We did that with all the more earnestness because we knew

the desire and the wish of the Supreme Commander in Chief to bring peace

to the German people and to spare the Army another winter campaign. His

Majesty the Emperor spoke in such glowing terms of the responsibility

which, as the monarch, he conscientiously felt toward his people and toward

God, that we were all the more set in our determination to bring about

intelligent cooperation. We sought, as far as possible, to overcome the

military weak points which existed in the very fact that we made our peace

proposal, by having it go out only after Bucharest was taken and after the

auxiliary service law was passed. In this regard also we were in complete

accord with the Imperial Chancelor, and even with regard to the text of the

proposal.

We had our doubts as to the result of the proposal, since the enemy’s

situation did not involve any compelling reason for them to make peace.

It is true that the enemy had suffered severely, that his losses had been

enormous, and that his plans had collapsed, but the enemy peoples still

appeared to be healthy in mind. Lloyd George was the leading man in

England, and in these days became so officially. It was clear that any

inclination for peace which existed in England would be eliminated by the

appointment of Lloyd George. Whoever would form an estimate of the

character of this man would have to conclude that it was he who was leading

his people, and not the people who were guiding him, and that he would not

lay down the sword until England had either come to the end of her strength

or had reached her goal, to wit, the destruction of Germany, and Germany’s
commercial servitude. In this thought, Lloyd George was at one with his

nation.

Recently, an Englishman with pacific tendencies called upon me. I got

the impression that he looked upon England’s supremacy at sea as a pure

matter of course.

I did not have such a clear picture of France. There was the energetic

statesman Clemenceau. France’s attitude did not seem to me to be of such

importance. At that time, it was England that was the driving power, and
her supreme court had announced our destruction, in a decision which it

rendered, to this effect: The destruction of Germany’s commercial pros-

perity is England’s purpose in this war.

During the preparation of the peace proposal, the Field Marshal and I, in

agreement with the Chief of the General Staff, had decided to insist upon
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the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war in February, 1917, in case our

peace proposal was rejected, since, up to that time, we would have available

the troops from Roumania for use against Denmark and Holland, should

these countries be forced into war against us by England. This had not yet

been the case in August. Our position at the beginning of December was
as follows: In spite of the brilliant victory in Roumania and in spite of the

brave defense in the west, the situation continued to remain very serious on

the Isonzo and in Macedonia. As had been the case with the enemy, the

man-power which was used was of extraordinary extent. In Transylvania

and Roumania, a new front had come to be established, for which troops

were needed. We had had to go so far in order to reach the shortest line,

and to get control of Wallachia with its supplies of grain and oil. It was
only by so doing that we could continue to exist. In the coming winter, we
could raise but few new formations and only at the cost of the levies of other

divisions. Russia called for particular attention in this regard, and France

still had an impressive reserve of man-power in its colonies. The enemy’s

superiority in war material was not diminished in any respect, and this meant,

of course, more loss in human lives. Before Hindenburg’s program could

become effective, months would have to pass. The auxiliary service law

soon showed itself to be a miscarriage of the worse sort. At the beginning,

it made a good impression on the outside, in that it appeared to be a mani-

festation of a cheerful determination to proceed with the further conduct of

the war.

The worst feature was the physical exertion which the troops had to

undergo. It was so great as to constitute a real increase of the general

disadvantages, which had assumed important proportions as the result of

the superiority in war material and numbers. But as yet the morale at the

front was unbroken. Of course, the situation was such that we could not

hope to come out victorious by dint of land warfare alone. The best that

we could hope for was to cripple the enemy’s will to conquer by our methods

of defense. That meant an endless war under very great difficulties so far

as we were concerned, taking into consideration our unfortunate economic

situation. And in this connection, we had to expect that our troops would

no longer be able to endure the effect of the enemy’s tremendous superiority

in the way of war material, as shown at the battle of the Somme, and to real-

ize that they might be thrown back on enemy territory in the east and west.

We had to admit that it was possible that we might lose the war, and that

meant that we could not bring the Entente to the point of considering peace.

In order to attain our aim of terminating the war as quickly and as favorably

to ourselves as possible, if the peace proposal brought no results, we were

bound to try out everything that could be done in our situation. And in

so doing, we had to study the morale of the country. According to the

judgment of the Navy, we were in possession of an instrumentality in the
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shape of the intensified U-boat war, which could bring us relief and which

could preserve German lives and carry us to ultimate victory. In view of

the situation in which we found ourselves, it was a duty which we owed the

German nation and the Army to make use of the unrestricted U-boat war

if the peace proposal was not accepted.

On December 8, we expressed our views once more to the Imperial Chan-

celor and designated at that time, that is to say, the beginning of September

[sic] ,
the end of January as the time for launching the unrestricted U-boat

war. On December 12, the peace proposal was made public to the world.

We undertook to explain the situation to the Army. An order of the

Emperor, drawn up in forceful terms, informed it of the peace proposal.

The explanation of the situation to those at home was a matter which

devolved upon the Imperial Chancelor. As to how deeply and generally

the Supreme High Command of the Army considered methods for keeping

the people informed, appears in various documents which we sent to the

Imperial Chancelor in those days. For instance, a letter of the 13th of

September, in which we proposed a far-reaching armament program, closes

with these words: “I have no doubt that, if the seriousness of the situation

is explained to our people—and this must be done—they will show them-

selves to be in accord. If they do not, Germany would not deserve to

conquer.” On the 23d of October, we suggested that the Reichstag be

informed of our situation in all its seriousness. I assume that that was

done. But to have commented in the press about the seriousness of our

military situation would have been a grave error, in my estimation. In

spite of all the precautions which we took, the result of our peace proposal

was that it was taken as a manifestation of weakness. In this connection,

I refer to Count Bernstorff’s statements touching his talk with Lansing,

and to numerous announcements by the press of enemy and neutral coun-

tries. Were we to increase this impression of our weakness? In that case,

our proposal would all the more certainly have been doomed to failure.

In all possible ways we endeavored to cooperate with the Imperial Chan-

celor in matters looking toward the giving of information on the general

situation.

The War Press Bureau and the censorship were the most hated of all the

governmental agencies. Both agencies were the object of unending criti-

cism, which was, above all, traced to those who were not acquainted with

this organization or with the manv-headed organization of the press, which
lacked unified management just as did the news division of the government.

The Chairman : May I interrupt you. General, for a moment? The
committee has decided to reserve the question of the war news, etc., for a

special investigation. So that, in my opinion, it is now expedient to pass

over these matters, because the whole question of the War Press Bureau
and of the censorship are to be made the subject of a special investigation.
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Witness Ludendorff : I agree to this if I am allowed to speak about this

matter at some other time. But during these proceedings it has been
stated that the military branch did not work in unison with the Imperial

Chancelor. At least, I assume that to be the case, judging by the news-
paper reports. And then again, a suspicion was expressed to the effect

that we might have carried on a policy of obstruction. For this reason I

believe that I have the right to go into this matter here, and for this reason

I state that that was never the case. We continually worked in absolute

accord with the Imperial Chancelor and supported his policies to the best

of our knowledge and with the best will in the world with respect to the

people at large. I hope that I shall have the opportunity of going into the

matter in detail.

The Chairman: To the extent that what you have to say is material to

the question which is now before us, you are, of course, at liberty to testify

concerning this at the present time. I simply assumed that you wanted to

go into the question of the press and the censorship in detail at the present

moment.

Witness Ludendorff: No, no.

The Chairman: It was for this reason that I desired to call to your

attention in advance that this question would be made the subject of

special proceedings.

Witness Ludendorff: It was my desire to make a series of quite definite

statements which I believed would be of considerable interest to the com-

mittee, in order that the committee can get a clear conception of what the

conditions actually were; for up to the present time you gentlemen have no

clear idea of the situation.

The Chairman: Then continue, if you please.

Witness Ludendorff: Just now the newspapers are commenting on the

collegial character of that bureau. I wish that that could have happened

earlier; for in such case, public opinion would not have been disturbed.

Every agency came into communicative contact with the press without any

influence being exercised by the Supreme High Command of the Army or

the War Press Bureau, respectively. I make a particular point of asserting

that the War Press Bureau did not assume an attitude of superiority to the

corresponding organizations of other agencies, nor to the representation of

the Admiralty Staff either. So far as the censorship was concerned, it

was confronted with a situation all its own. The trouble was that, appar-

ently, the fiction was maintained that we had no political censorship. So

the government made use of the military authorities. The highest censor-

ship authorities were not always strong enough to set such inquiries right

with regard to the outside. Only such orders came from us as had to do

with war and battle. It came to the point that no one wanted to relieve

us of the censorship. It was too simple a matter to get one’s fingers burned.
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I want to state that we found this arrangement already existing when the

General Field Marshal and I entered the Supreme High Command of the

Army. So we did not create it; but it would have been necessary anyhow.

In the spring of 1917, I asked the Minister of War to take over the censor-

ship. I had no success in this. In October, 1918, when the Minister of

Information was appointed— I believe that was his title—the then Minister

Erzberger refused to take over the censorship; it came under the control

of the War Press Bureau. The censorship belongs to those arrangements

which are called into existence by the General Staff and which the General

Staff was bound to maintain because nobody else did so. So that we found

these conditions existing when we entered the Supreme High Command of

the Army. I will show you from my own experience how the Supreme

High Command of the Army was relied upon in matters which really had

nothing to do with its duties. I must go into this because, in the course of

the statements which have been made here, it has been represented that we
had our fingers in too many matters. When the instigations and harangu-

ings of the Navy and the Army by the Independent Social Democrats

—

The Chairman : I shall have to ask you not to express yourself in the form

of such sharp personal judgments.

General Ludendorff: Well, may I request to be told the difference be-

tween a personal judgment and the mere assertion of a fact?

The Chairman : There is a difference, and that consists in not criticizing

the announcements made by and the attitude of individual political parties

in an injurious manner. And I should further like to call your attention

to the fact that this committee is, of course, composed of members of all

parties, just as is the case with the National Assembly. The duty devolves

upon me as the Chairman to protect all the members of this committee, as

well as all the members of the National Assembly. In my opinion, it is

not possible to observe, in such case, a sharp distinction between those

members who are sitting in this committee and those who are not members
of it. I should, therefore, like to urge especially upon the General to refrain,

on his part, from severe statements of that kind.

Witness Ludendorff: I shall be very glad to do so, but I should like to

emphasize the fact that I have made a statement under oath, to hide nothing;

and that, in so doing, I should not be proceeding in accordance with the

dictates of my conscience.

The Chairman : The oath refers to the concealment of facts, not to the

concealment of personal opinions.

Witness Ludendorff: I do not care to answer this point.

So the Supreme High Command of the Army requested that an agency

be created to ascertain the connection of the revolutionary activities with

Russia and to follow them up. The establishment of such a defensive

agency was recommended to the government. The latter refused and
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turned over to the General Staff the duty of establishing such an agency.

It seemed to me as if the government did not want to mix up in such affairs

for fear of bringing itself into the black books of one political party. The
Supreme High Command of the Army, therefore, created this office in the

late autumn of 1917, which succeeded in collecting very valuable and
extremely tragic data. The task of following this up remained in the hands

of the government which, however—this is my view—did not carry it out.

The name of Joffe, the Russian consulates in a number of cities, and the

sad results for both army and country, are well known. I refrain from

further remarks on the point.

In the answers of the Entente to our peace proposal was heard the voice

of Lloyd George demanding our destruction. It was plain very shortly

after this proposal was sent that it was going to fail. Even while we were

awaiting the official reply, Wilson was making his proposals for a peace in

which there was to be neither conqueror nor conquered. The handling of

the Wilson peace move was a matter which concerned the Imperial Chan-

celor only. At the front— I believe on the 15th of December—there was a

heavy enemy attack at Verdun which was very costly. Defeat once more

raised a warning—
The Chairman: One moment! Is this anticipating the second question?

Witness Ludendorff: Possibly, but I believe that the understanding

of the second question will be facilitated.

The Chairman: Then it will be necessary to read the second question.

Do you wish, General, to answer all the questions in order?

Witness Ludendorff: No, I should prefer to proceed in sequence.

The Chairman: The committee agrees to that, so that I will now read

the further questions: The second question is as follows:

Did the Supreme High Command of the Army know of the reasons

urged in opposition to the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war,

particularly the reasons which were contained in the statements of

Under-Secretaries of State Haniel and Albert? Why did the Supreme
High Command of the Army consider that those reasons which were
urged against the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war were not
sound?

I consider it essential, at this point, to read the most important passages

from the statements of Under-Secretaries of State v. Haniel and Albert

above cited. They must be made part of our protocol. For this reason,

and right now, in connection with the reading of this second question, I

should like to have read those passages which are to be found in both these

statements. I ask that these passages be read.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Letter of Counselor of Legation v. Haniel to

Minister v. Treutler.

Delegate Dr. Cohn: The date?
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Delegate Dr. Schuckixg: November 10. 1916.

But otherwise, the feeling, above all in high society and in the press,

is, as you know, almost exclusively “pro-Ally.” In view of the close

connection with England, from the standpoint of history, blood, speech,

society, finance, culture, etc.—and, in many of these relations, also

with France—this should cause no particular surprise. And in addi-

tion to this there are Belgium, the Lusitania
,
and the fact that here we

are considered responsible for the war, in spite of all proofs to the

contrary. Notwithstanding his commercial instincts, the American
is very sentimental—often hysterically so—and in the case referred to

commercial instinct and sentiment point in the same direction. How-
ever inconceivable and disgusting this attitude may appear to us, we
-shall have to reckon with it. Asquith described the one-sided point

of view, and not incorrectly at that, when he said: “Let the neutrals

complain about our blockade and other measures taken as much as

they may, the fact remains that no neutral national has ever lost his

life as the result of it.”

Since the “armistice” in the U-boat war, the feeling has quieted

down here to an appreciable extent. The trips of the DeutscKLand
kelped too. But as long as it just remains nothing but a simple “armi-
stice,” and the sword of Damocles hangs over events in the shape of a

recommencement of a ruthless U-boat war, positive and effective work
is out of the question. Neither is anything of a financial nature to be
expected on this side, since relations can become jeopardized overnight.

If this danger did not exist, and, moreover, if it were not constantly
karped on by Germany, and if unfortunate accidents such as the

present case of the Marina were not always stirring up public opinion
against us, the public, and official circles as well, would present a much
more energetic front to the arbitrary acts of the British, which are

making themselves felt more and more. Very many American poli-

ticians gifted with insight agree upon the point that if the U-boat
question could once be allowed to rest in peace for a moderate length
of time—'not only from the point of view of actual performance by the
avoidance of “mistakes,” but also from that of public discussion-—the

Government would be forced to take steps against England.
For the present the Allies and their friends make use of the U-boat

danger as a shield and a diversion. Of course, I can only judge the
question of the recommencement of the unrestricted U-boat war from
the point of view of this side. Above all, it is a purely military ques-
tion. Are we—in spite of all counter-measures and quiet preparations
on the part of the British—in a position to cut oft" England so completely
from all imports that she will be obliged to conclude peace within a

short time, that is, before America can come to her assistance with all

its strength? Shall we, at the same time, be able to stop all imports
by way of France and Calais? For, as long as one way remains open,
England, supported by the certain prospect that America and the other
Powers which have remained neutral up to the present time will come
to her assistance, will continue to hold out. We can see in the example
of Russia just what only one free mode of ingress means.

There is one point on which we must be absolutely clear. A with-
drawal from, or even a material limitation of, the exercise of the so-
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called concession which we made to the United States this spring in
connection with the U-boat war, means war with the United States

—

and therewith probably also war with Holland and others, which other-
wise would be starved out. This is the absolute conviction of all those
here who have paid any attention to the question, and this includes
those who were formerly inclined to a different view. No government
and no party would venture, without committing political suicide, to give
in to Germany on this question, which is one involving the lives of

American citizens, after America has so definitely announced what it

considers its international rights. The national feeling has risen to

such a pitch during the war, and public opinion has become so hys-
terically sensitive as the result of the continually recurring incidents,

exchanges of notes, and proddings by the press, that neither one of

them will be able to bear any further burdens of this nature.

A revocation of our promises would be immediately followed by
the diplomatic break. Our warnings would not be observed, and the
death of an American as the result of a U-boat attack would result

in a declaration of war. It is certain that the majority of the people
in the country desire to see that peace maintained which gave an
impulse to the country which it had never dreamed of, and they are

grateful to Wilson because “he kept us out of war.” But let the

diplomatic breach occur, and the pressure will be too strong. Even
the most zealous apostles of peace would not be able to endure the

reproach that, by breaking off diplomatic relations, they had in a
sense given Germany a license to kill all Americans in the future.

Of course, our enemies, in order to add fuel to the flames, will exert all

their influence—particularly upon the press, financial circles, and
society. As a matter of fact, there is a very strong party in existence

which regrets that America has not long since taken up the fight

against us on the side of “civilization and freedom.”
It is plainly observable from here how England seizes every oppor-

tunity to bring about, if possible, a break between the United States

and Germany. It is publicly known that England attributes much
less importance to the dangers of an unrestricted U-boat warfare than
she does to the advantages of drawing America over to the side of the

Allies. This should certainly give us something to think about. From
this view-point it certainly looks as if by reverting to the unrestricted

U-boat war, we were merely playing into our enemies’ hands.

I repeat once more that these are all impressions gathered from the

attitude on this side, and to that extent may certainly be one-sided.

One fact, however, remains my immutable conviction, and that is

that the resumption of a ruthless U-boat war means war with the

United States; and in the interests of the cause I can not urge upon
you too seriously to submit this conviction over and over again to the

proper authorities and have them recognize its true force, so that we
shall indulge in no self-deceit or false hopes in this connection, d'^la

England.
It is equally certain, according to my opinion, that such a war would

immediately be carried on by setting in full motion America’s endless

resources in man-power, money, war industries, ships, etc. Nor are

we to expect any effective opposition to be supplied by the German-
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American element here. They would not be able, nor would they
attempt, to bear the brunt of such a national tempest. The days of

the Lusitania proved this to be the fact.

Finally, there is no necessity for me to point out the incalculable

moral and economic disadvantages which would result from our going
to war with the United States—and probably with additional neutral

Powers—disadvantages whose effect would extend far beyond the

duration of the war and which would add much to the difficulties of an
economic reconstruction.

Then there is a document from present Under-Secretarv of State Albert,

a memorial directed to Secretary of State Helfferich, dated November 6,

1916, and handed over by him to the Foreign Office. The material passages

from this document are as follows:

If, as a matter of fact, it were possible to force England to sue for

peace as the result of an unrestricted conduct of the U-boat war, it

is obvious that it would be unnecessary to pay any attention to the

attitude of disapproval of the neutral Powers, and particularly -the

attitude of the United States of America. Whether Germany is strong

enough to bring this about, I am not in a position to judge. All the

probabilities are opposed to such a conclusion. In connection with
this, it is pointed out here that up to this time we have not been able

to cause serious interference to, or in any way to jeopardize, the trans-

portation to France of English weapons, munitions of war, or troops.

England has rendered the small stretch between Dover and Calais

proof against submarines by a system of nets and patrol boats. If

we were not successful in breaking through this defense, England
would be able, even if we were successful in blockading the west coast,

to transport all materials, foodstuffs and troops, etc., overseas cir-

cuitously by way of France, although to a certain extent with great

discomfort and difficulty (transportation by train inside of France,
transportation across the Channel). As a result, the question would
be whether we had enough submarines and whether their various
activities would be sufficiently vigorous to bring about an effective

blockade of the English west coast and the northern and northwestern
coasts of France. The blockade would have to be so effective as to

actually prevent movement on the part of the transports, except in

isolated cases, and, further, to result in a permanent blockade. For,

if it were to be established for only a few months, the chance that the
nations opposed to us would in the meantime be forced to give in would
be very slender. According to sources of information of an absolutely
reliable nature, England has for so long been preparing for the U-boat
war, and has stocked herself to such an extent with foodstuffs and raw
material, that even though the temporary cutting off of raw material,

munitions, and foodstuffs would be discommoding, the effect of the
U-boat war would not be felt until a very considerable time had passed.
And in connection with all this, we must bear in mind that it is possible
for all manner of unforeseen circumstances to occur in the course of a
few months; that, in any event, the question of whether or not the
L nited States would come into the war would be solved within this
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period of time and that England, buoyed up by this hope, would do
her best to hold out. I can not too earnestly call your attention to

the fact that the ruggedness and stubbornness of the English national
character is not to be looked upon as existing only in hackneyed speech

;

rather must it be admitted that there is no doubt that the English
people, in spite of the occasional raising of certain voices for peace,
has thoroughly recognized the seriousness of the situation and the

significance of the arbitrament of war on the question of world power,
involving thereby, in a certain sense, the very existence of England;
that England is economically reorganized and rejuvenated, that she
has brushed a number of earlier difficulties out of her way—I mention
at present only the elimination of the restrictions of the labor unions

—

and that she has made up her mind definitely to hold out to the last.

For this reason, there is absolutely nothing to be expected in the

nature of a supposed moral effect or of a supposed overawing of England.
Important as is the matter of bluff in politics, an element of which we
Germans often make too little use in the commercial field, we must
constantly keep before us the fact that in the case now under discussion

the only justification for the resumption of unrestricted U-boat warfare
would be the possibility of an actual isolation of England for a period
of from at least four to six months.

Conceding the impossibility of effectively carrying out a thorough
blockade, we are faced with the following considerations in connection
with the results which would be brought about by the resumption of

the U-boat war.
So far as the United States is concerned, I can unhesitatingly an-

nounce my opinion that the loss of American lives as the result of

torpedoing a ship without previous warning and without provisions

being made for the safety of the passengers, would mean war with the

United States. The possibility of carrying out an unrestricted U-boat
war for any length of time without the loss of American lives, can not
be seriously contemplated, in view of the course matters have taken
up to the present time.

There are isolated expressions o-f opinion to the effect that the

American Government and, in any case, Wilson, if he remains at the

helm, would shrink back from the final step of declaring war. In

support of this view, they point to speeches of Wilson and also of

Hughes, during the election campaign, in which both announced as

one of their principal aims the keeping of the United States out of the

war. I believe that this view is erroneous. It is perfectly true that

the inclination of the great mass of the American people is to keep out
of the war, to enjoy in peace the benefits of the unparalleled wave of

prosperity, and not to bother about the war, or, in fact, about the

question of foreign politics at all. This was shown in its time in the

course of the well-known conflict between the President and Congress
over the Sussex case. Such a mental attitude, however, would only

be maintained in the absence of the loss of American lives on the

occasion of such attacks, under circumstances which could not be
justified according to the American view. In such a case as this, I

very much doubt whether even a president whose inclinations are all

against war, would be able to influence a public opinion which has
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become unanimously opposed to the U-boat war and whose attitude

is in the nature of a condemnation of the U-boat war. The slogan

‘‘Loss of American Lives” would, together with the influence of the

press, which is active in the cause of the British, give rise to such a

storm of sentimental excitement on the part of the almost hysterically

inclined, sentimental American people, that the result would be a
well-defined hostile attitude towards Germany.

I will pass over some matters which are of lesser importance. He then

continues:

The results of a war between the United States and Germany are

serious beyond expression. I used to be of the opinion that the United
States was already accomplishing all it could in the way of helping the
Allies out, that the cold-blooded business sense of the Americans would
prevent them from providing the Allies, who were already in a weak
financial position, with further large sums in case of a war, and that

for this reason the entrance of the United States into the war would
have no particular significance so far as Germany was concerned. As
matters have developed, I must recede from this opinion.

As soon as it is determined to go to war with Germany, all differences

of opinion will vanish in a moment. All parties will back up the
President unanimously. The entire people would be carried along
on a tidal wave of, I might almost say, hysterical patriotism. The
German-Americans would be the first who would assure the govern-
ment of their absolute loyalty.

It is perfectly true that a direct participation by the United States
in military operations could hardly be expected. At the same time,

the possibility of even this should not be underestimated. In case

Japan were, in agreement with England, to give the required guarantees,
we might well have to reckon upon the possibility of having a certain

percentage of the fleet, and particularly of the torpedo-boat destroyers,

etc., made available to the patrol service directed against submarines.
What would be more important, is that a great number of volunteers
would enlist in the armies of the Allies. The fact that this did not
occur in the case of Mexico was due to the circumstance that the
Mexican situation under the Wilsonian policy was completely topsy-
turvy and that as a result there was no occasion for the patriotic spirit

to burst into flame. In a war with Germany, the seriousness of which
the nation would soon come to appreciate, we should, in my opinion,
have to reckon upon a number of army corps consisting of American
volunteers. It is asserted, even at this time, that there are about
28,000 Americans in the English and French armies. Since this

information was announced by the Times and was not an item which
could count in England’s favor, it is probably right. The great number
of American air pilots in the French service, which has led to the
establishment of a special American flying corps, is well known. A
material reinforcement of this important branch of the army would
at once take place.

But it is not so much the military as the economic side of the question
which would bring the ultimate decision. The American Government
would perceive at the very start, particularly if the Republican Party,
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whose abilities have been proven and whose experience in affairs of
state are well known, were in power, that the main benefit of the
American conduct of the war would not consist in the part they would
play from a military standpoint, but in the energetic support they
would give the Allies. The practical significance of this would be
that the United States would take over the financing of the war. The
government would call for great war loans, which would be met to
overflowing as the result of patriotic inspiration, and it would thereby
be placed in the position of putting still greater sums at the disposal
of the Allies. How great these sums would be is beyond all calculation,

on account of the enormous concentration of wealth during the last

two years.

I shall again pass over some passages of lesser importance, to the following

:

The indirect result of making all these resources available, moreover,
would be an increase in war deliveries. There was a time when the
American war deliveries were incapable of further increase, and even
now we must naturally not overlook the fact that the shrinkage in

tonnage resulting from the U-boat war involving torpedoing without
warning would always constitute a very considerable obstacle. On
the other hand, we should not forget that for a considerable period of

time the American ship-yards have been crowded with orders and that
right now the first deliveries are taking place which will naturally

increase in volume. Then, too, the increased demand would, even in

the face of an unprecedented rise in freight rates, necessitate the
withdrawal of the last available ship from traffic with neutrals. Again,
the tonnage of the transport ships of the American navy, of which it

is possible to make good use, is not at all inconsiderable. The capacity
of production on the part of the American industries is undoubtedly
capable of being increased. I can no longer adhere to my former
assumption that a declaration of war would lead to the stopping of

shipments of ammunition to the Allies, or at least to a diminution
thereof, because the American Government would need the munitions
of war for its own army and navy. Indeed, if the American Govern-
ment realizes that it is not a question of itself undertaking military

operations, it will in its own interests endeavor to take a hand in the

war in a most efficient way, which is by helping out the Allies, and for

this reason it will not increase, or, in any event, will increase but little,

the deliveries fori ts own army and navy, and concentrate its efforts

on increasing the deliveries to the Allies.

Under the influence of appeals to patriotism, a number of factories

which up to the present time have refrained, as a matter of principle

or in their own interests, from deliveries of ammunition, etc.—I shall

mention here only the monster plant of Ford—will be devoted un-

stintingly to this production.

I shall refrain from discussing the reaction which a war between
Germany and the United States would have upon the neutral countries

of Europe, i.e., the Scandinavian countries, Holland, Spain, Switzerland,

and Greece. In my opinion, these countries would not be able to

withstand the pressure already exerted upon them by our opponents
if they were faced with the entrance of the United States into the war
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and the indignation of public opinion in the countries in question on
account of the U-boat war.

Particularly marked would be the psychological reaction upon
Germany’s enemies. If the stubbornness and endurance of the British

constitute even now a material factor in the prolongation of the war,

it is certainly not easy to see how England, France, and Russia too,

could be dissuaded from continuing further with the war, from devoting
their last efforts, and from making new and desperate endeavors, when
they realized that the United States was behind them. The result

would be that, even if we hold with unquenchable optimism to the

idea of a final German victory, the end of the war would be postponed
to some indeterminate time in the future.

Accordingly, I should look upon the resumption of an unrestricted

U-boat war as a national misfortune which could in its last analysis

lead to Germany’s defeat.

The Chairman: I desire to bring to your attention the following mem-
orandum inserted in the records

:

Private letter, Haniel to Treutler of December 28, 1916, communi-
cated to Lersner at the General Headquarters, with the request to

bring it to the knowledge of General Ludendorff. Copy of Albert’s

memorial transmitted to General Ludendorff in accordance with mar-
ginal memorandum. However, transmission was not through the Foreign
Office, but presumably through the Department of the Interior.

I shall then read to you the last clause of Question 2

:

What were the reasons why the Supreme High Command of the Army
did not recognize as sound the arguments submitted opposing the
unrestricted LT-boat war?

Question 3 : What were the reasons why the Supreme High Command
of the Army, as is shown from the telegram of General Field Marshal
v. Hindenburg of December 23, 1916, to the Imperial Chancelor,
assumed that Wilson’s appeal for peace of December 21, 1916, was
instigated by England and was not based upon Wilson’s peace move
which was first suggested by the Imperial Government?

Question 4: Were the individual stages of Wilson’s move known
to the Supreme High Command of the Army? In particular, were
the reports sent in by Count Bernstorff, which covered the period
from December 21 to January 9, known to the Supreme High
Command of the Army on January 9, 1917, when the resolution was
made to launch the unrestricted U-boat war?

Question 5 : Did the Supreme High Command of the Army take the
view that England could be forced to make peace by July 1, 1917, at

the latest, as was made to appear in the memorial of the Admiralty
Staff of December 22, 1916?

Question 6: General Ludendorff states in his book, on page 253,
that on January 29, 1917, in the interview held at the Headquarters,
no demands had been made by the government that the commence-
ment of the unrestricted U-boat war be postponed, whereas Mr. v.

Bethmann-Hollweg has stated in his testimony to the investigating
committee that he did make such demand. How is this contradiction
to be explained?
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On this point, his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg has asked leave to

speak.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I believe that this question is

based upon a misunderstanding which prevails in connection with what I

stated to the committee. I have before me the stenographic report of the

hearing in question. At that time, I stated as follows:

Even before the 29th of January, Admiral v. Holtzendorff had
repeatedly and unqualifiedly stated to me and to Secretaries of State
Helfferich and Zimmermann, that the U-boat war could no longer be
postponed, since the U-boats had left port and it was impossible to
recall a good part of them. Admiral v. Holtzendorff repeated this

statement to me on the 29th of January, and to Secretary of State
Zimmermann as well, when we requested that the U-boat war be post-

poned, basing our request on Count Bernstorff’s telegram.

From this statement, the fact reveals itself, and I again desire to assert its

existence at this point, that on January 29, jointly with Secretary of State

Zimmermann, I requested Admiral v. Holtzendorff to postpone the U-boat

war in view of Count Bernstorff’s telegram, and that, in response to this

request, Admiral v. Holtzendorff declared to me that it could not be granted

because the U-boats could no longer be called back. After receiving this

unqualified and definite statement, I did not again take up the question of

postponing the U-boat war on the occasion of the joint interview which the

Supreme Command of the Army, the Admiralty Staff, and I had with His

Majesty the Emperor, in view of the fact that, so far as I was concerned, the

matter had been settled as the result of the categorical announcement made
by Admiral v. Holtzendorff. Consequently, in my opinion, there is no

contradiction between the statements made by General Ludendorff and my
comment made to the committee.

The Chairman: I believe that, after this explanation of his Excellency

Bethmann, we can dispense with the answering of this question, for it would

now be of no purpose to have it answered. The committee is of the same

opinion.

I shall then ask General Ludendorff to continue.

Witness v. Hxndenburg: May I first answer Question 2?

The Chairman: If you please.

Witness v. Hindenburg: So far as the Supreme High Command of the

Army was concerned, the statements of the Imperial Chancelor governed

entirely. I do not recollect the memorials of the Under-Secretaries of State

which were read here, in spite of the fact that they have been read here, and

that the memorandum accompanying the records states that the reverse is

the case. So far as I am concerned, I believe that this is the first time that

I have heard them.

Witness Ludendorff: If it says there that I received them, I undoubtedly

received them. There were, however, just as many memorials sent in which
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spoke in favor of the U-boat war, and the General Field Marshal and I

looked upon all these articles as the work of private parties and took the

stand that we were to place ourselves entirely at the disposal of the states-

man who was responsible in the premises. So far as we were concerned, that

man was the Imperial Chancelor or the Secretary of State of the Foreign

Office.

Witness v. Hindenburg: And I may be allowed to add at this point that

Count Bernstorff’s statement has certainly made it clear that America was

bound to enter the war against us even without the U-boat war.

The Chairman: Let me add on this point, that, to the extent that I have

understood Count Bernstorff’s remarks, that would have been the case only

had we rejected mediation.

Witness v. Hindenburg: We gave to the reasons assigned by the Imperial

Chancelor against the unrestricted U-boat war the full weight to which they

were entitled. The military feasons which have been, in part, already

mentioned here, and which are, in part, to be given by General Ludendorff,

were the sounder from our point of view. The resolution to launch the

U-boat war was perhaps the most difficult decision which, up to that time,

had been taken by us. The only resolve which presented still more difficult

features was the one which was taken on the 28th of September, 1918.

The Chairman: May I ask General Ludendorff to answer Question 2.

Witness General Ludendorff: I intended to continue.

On December 15, on the western front, there had been a severe attack

made by the enemy, which had again proved very costly to us in human
lives, prisoners, and war material. Defeat pointed with warning finger to

the critical nature of our situation. It showed us that our troops were ex-

hausted. I immediately left Bless, where our General Headquarters were

at that time, for the west, and held conferences there with the various

leaders of high commands, and, moved by the considerations which had

swayed both the General Field Marshal and myself ever since the close of

August, and in accordance with the views which we had communicated to

the Imperial Chancelor at the beginning of December, I sent this telegram:

Since Lloyd George has rejected our peace proposal by his announce-
ment in the lower house, I am convinced, as the result of the impres-
sions which I have gained at the western front, that from now on the
U-boat war must be ruthlessly conducted.

We are not dealing here with a resolution formed during a moment of

excitement, but one which had been fostered for a long time. In this

connection, I call your attention to the deep impression which our defeat at

Verdun made upon the entire people and, above all, upon the brave Army.
It could not have understood how we could have refrained from making use

of an instrumentality of warfare which would have kept it alive, would have

lightened its burden, and would have brought about victory for the home-

57
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land and the end of this frightful war. In this instance, too, what we had
to do was a thing which had been incumbent upon us so often during this

war, and that was to attempt to read the uncertainties of the future and to

make a great resolve.

On the 9th of January, when His Majesty ordered the launching of the

U-boat war, that is, ordered that on the 1st of February we would proceed

free from those restrictions which had hampered us up to that time, we were
convinced that the Entente would curtly reject Wilson’s peace proposal.

At that time, the Imperial Chancelor also looked upon this move as having

definitively come to naught. We were forced to take up the U-boat war as

a logical military measure and not as a special experiment—

•

(Agreement on the part of Witness General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.)

—the General Field Marshal and I refuse to apply this expression in this

connection—but as an instrumentality of warfare which held out material

prospects of success—a method which wa^ finally adopted after lengthy

deliberation and after a trying inward struggle.

The question has now been put to us concerning Count v. Bernstorff’s

telegrams
;
I believe it was Question 3. I could now take up the answering of

that question.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: “To be delivered personally. Only for the

Imperial Chancelor and the Secretary of State.’’ Telegram of Secretary of

Legation Lersner to the Foreign Office, December 23, 1916.

General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg wires as follows:

In connection with the exchange of telegrams of General Ludendorff
with Secretary of State Zimmermann with regard to the U-boat war,
I herewith inform your Excellency that my opinion is that, in view of

the military situation, we should lose no time in putting into effect the
policy agreed upon of torpedoing armed enemy merchant ships. ' The
Entente is proceeding with the war with all the means at its disposal.

There is no doubt of this, in view of the fact that we have been so

roughly repulsed by every parliament. Even Wilson’s efforts can
accomplish nothing unless our opponents are willing to give themselves
the lie. I believe that Wilson’s proposal was evoked by England. In

my opinion we are not able, for national reasons and in view of our
strong military position, to go into the question at present. It would,
therefore, be a dangerous omission, one not to be justified from a

military standpoint, if we were to allow ourselves to be held off in

any way. The Army confronting the enemy would feel this in the

same way. Officers and soldiers expect the ruthless application

of all arms. .

Witness Ludendorff: I should like to state that, in the original which

has been placed at my disposal, one phrase is lacking. I believe that

you read the words: “I believe that Wilson’s proposal was evoked by

England.’’

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Yes.
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Witness Ludexdorff: And then comes a period. Now the original

shows—and I must assume that this is the document which Mr. v. Lersner

received: “ I believe that Wilson’s proposal was evoked by England in order

to put us off.”

Delegate Dr. Schuckixg: Pardon me, strange to say those words are

lacking here.

Witness Ludexdorff: I can only state the fact, and it is in these words,

“in order to hold us off,” that our explanation is to be found for believing

that it was suggested by England.

The Chairmax : We shall find out whether, by chance, this intermediate

phrase is to be found in the original in the Foreign Office.

Witness Ludexdorff: My personal view is that, in this case, it would not

be so very important.

The Chairman : I have just been informed that the telegram came in to

the Foreign Office, as a matter of fact, in the terms in which it has just been

read to us by Dr. Schucking.

Witness Ludexdorff: Anyway, it is not of vital importance. I simply

wanted to call attention to it because it is on this point that the reply

is based which the General Field Marshal has drafted with regard to

Question 3.

Witness v. Hixdexburg: As a matter of fact, that merely confirms what
has already been said here. The telegram of December 23, 1916, plainly

shows that we believe that Wilson’s proposal was evoked by England for

the purpose of holding us off, and that means for the purpose of blocking

the launching of the unrestricted L -boat war which was giving England

great anxiety. The attitude of the American Government gave us the

general impression that America and the Entente were secretly working

hand in hand.

The Chairman : That is, merely a general impression.

Witness Ludexdorff: Question 4 could be answered at the same time.

The Chairmax : In this connection, I should first like to have read

some of the correspondence of General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg
and former Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg regarding Pro-

fessor Schulze-Gaevernitz’s paper of 1918, addressed to Prince Max v.

Baden.

Delegate Dr. Schuckixg: Letter of General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg
to Prince Max v. Baden, of October 10, 1918.

On January 9, 1917, the decisive conference was held at Castle Pless,

at which Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg first of all described
the effect which the unrestricted L^-boat war might have upon the
neutral States, and in so doing stated that:

The determination to launch the unrestricted U-boat war depends
then upon the results which we may expect,
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And

But if the military authorities consider the U-boat war essential,

I am not in the position to contradict them,

And

Of course, if success beckons, we must follow.

That the unrestricted U-boat war would result in thwarting any
peace mediation undertaken by President Wilson was not suggested by
any word spoken by the Imperial Chancelor. And it is equally true
that, in the course of the conferences which were held by the Foreign
Office and the Supreme High Command of the Army concerning the
U-boat war, no mention was ever made of any diplomatic move in

the United States in favor of peace. The only question which was
invariably taken up in the course of these conferences was whether and
when the time would come for the U-boat war to be commenced, refer-

ence being had to the military situation.

I was informed of a peace move on the part of President Wilson
as the result of the following documents

:

1. Copy of a telegram of the Imperial Chancelor of September 23,

1916, in which it was suggested to His Majesty the Emperor that
Ambassador Count Bernstorff should be instructed to suggest to

President Wilson to make a peace proposal to the Powers as soon as

possible, and in any case before he was reelected.

No such peace proposal followed.

2. A letter of the Imperial Chancelor of the 27th of November,
1916, containing the information that an agreement had been reached
with the associated Powers in favor of the peace proposal of the Central
Powers. The Imperial Chancelor, in this connection, stated as follows:

President Wilson has informed Count Bernstorff confidentially

that it is his intention to put forth an appeal for peace in the time
elapsing between now and the New Year. Whether he will really

carry out his purpose remains wholly uncertain; he is undecided and
fearful of a set-back. We must reckon on this, that he will only
issue his appeal if he no longer feels certain that the Entente will

meet it with a curt rejection.

On December 12, the peace proposal of the Central Powers was made.
3. Telegram of the Foreign Office of December 24, 1916, containing

the text of a reply to a note of Wilson’s, touching the principles in-

volved in the restoration of a permanent peace. The telegram com-
menced with the following words

:

In order to prevent any meddling on the part of President Wilson
in peace negotiations, we have decided to answer his note in such a

way as to reflect the spirit of our peace move, but to make it per-

fectly clear that it is our desire to deal directly with our enemies.

With the above, the Imperial Government refuses to accept Wilson
as a mediator.

4. The Instructions of the Imperial Government transmitted to

Ambassador Count Bernstorff about the 7th of January, 1917. They
begin with these words:
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Intervention on the part of the United States in actual peace
negotiations as such is positively not desired by us on account of

the state of our public opinion. . . . Your Excellency will deal

in a dilatory manner with the question of the disclosure of our peace
conditions. On the other hand, I authorize you, even at this time,

to put us on record as being walling to cooperate in that part of the

program for which the President entertains a special interest (arbitral

settlement of disputes; peace league).

So that here, too, the Imperial Government considered the media-
tion of no importance.

5. A telegram of Ambassador Count Bernstorff of January 10, 1917,
which was communicated from the Foreign Office on January 14 and
15, 1917, in which the Ambassador calls attention to the fact that the

memorial concerning armed merchant ships “will bring to naught peace
mediation of Wilson” and considers “a break with the United States

absolutely unavoidable if action is taken along the lines set out in this

memorial.”
In the meantime, the order for the unrestricted U-boat war yvas

obtained by the Imperial Chancelor from the Emperor on the 9th of

January, 1917, and on the 16th of January, 1917, instructions to that

effect were communicated to Ambassador Count Bernstorff. The
Imperial Government declared:

We have determined to take this risk (of a break and possibly of

war with the United States).

6. A telegram communicated by the Foreign Office on the 22d of

January, 1917, coming from Ambassador Count Bernstorff on January
16 [19?], 1917, in which it is stated:

If military reasons are not absolutely imperative, a postponement
(of the unrestricted U-boat war) would be urgently desirable. Wil-
son believes he will be able to obtain peace on the basis of the principle

announced by us, of equal rights to all nations.

The Secretary of State for the Foreign Office added that he had
recommended to the Chief of the Admiralty Staff to adopt certain

propositions submitted by the Ambassador, dealing with days of

grace, in order to avoid the danger of the break with the United States.

The time would have been too late for postponing the carrying into

effect of the orders for the launching of the U-boat war, since the
U-boats had, in part at least, left port.

Today, as then, I am convinced, as the result of my recollection,

as well as from the records themselves, that the Imperial Government
attached no further importance to any peace mediation by Wilson
which it had originally suggested, but which Wilson for a period of

months had delayed in carrying out.

I sum the matter up as follows:

1. The charge of having forced the Imperial Chancelor into carrying
on a policy of duplicity with regard to the United States has absolutely
no application to myself and to General Ludendorff.

2. Objections to the effect that the diplomatic move of President
Wilson might be interfered with by the U-boat war were never men-
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tioned in the course of the proceedings held concerning the resolution
leading to the U-boat war, either by the Imperial Chancelor or by the
Foreign Office.

(Signed) v. Hindenrurg.

The Chairman (to Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg) : Does your

Excellency desire to have the answer thereto read at the same time?

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I should like to leave that to be

determined by the committee itself, whether the committee believes that it

can shed additional light upon the situation. I believe that in my reply

letter to Prince Max v. Baden, I endeavored to adduce the proof that the

Supreme High Command of the Army had been kept informed with regard

to the essential facts. I believe that in one respect this matter has been

further made clear in the course of the former proceedings of this committee.

With full intent, and also with this particular point in mind, I explained the

distinction, in the course of my first remarks, between an actual peace

mediation, in the ordinary sense of the word, and a peace move. As a

matter of fact, I was questioned about this by the committee still further

thereafter, and I believe that we have reached an understanding with regard

to the matter. At that time, I announced that distinction in explicit terms,

so that the conclusion would not be drawn from the statements contained

in the records, which were to the effect that a peace mediation by Wilson

was not desired by us, that a peace move, in the sense indicated by me, was

not desired by us. The subject was, of course, fully discussed by us from

every point of view, to the effect that an interference by Wilson in the actual

peace conditions, which I also set out in detail, was not desired by us.

The Chairman : The committee considers it important, nevertheless, to

have this document read.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: The answer of Imperial Chancelor v. Beth-

mann-tjpllweg to the Imperial Chancelor Prince Max v. Baden:

Hohenfinow, October 23, 1918. Let me express my sincere thanks
to your Highness for having kindly communicated to me the letter of

Field Marshal v. Hindenburg of the 16th instant, and to do myself

the honor of making the following observations in reply.

Shortly after Field Marshal v. Hindenburg was called to his present

duties, a general conference concerning the unrestricted U-boat war
took place in Pless. I stated that my position was this, that the

question of whether it should or should not be launched could only be
discussed if the military authorities believed that we could offer suc-

cessful opposition not only to the United States, which most certainly

would enter the war, but to the neutral Powers of Europe, which, too,

were becoming restless. The military authorities declared that they

would take up the matter again for final decision as soon as the con-

ditions above set out came into being—a situation which at that time

was non-existent.

It was in this sense that I addressed the main committee of the
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Reichstag when, in September, 1916, it again took up the U-boat
question for detailed consideration. The Center Party expressly

announced at that time that it would support the unrestricted U-boat
war as soon as requested to do so by Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.
This being the case, a decisive and compact majority of the Reichstag,

extending from the Right over into the ranks of the Progressive Party,

was in favor of the U-boat war; for, as is well known, the Conservatives
and the National Liberals had been for some time its arduous support-

ers. As a matter of fact, the political parties placed the decision in

the hands of the military7 authorities; as a matter of form, they kept
the responsibility with the political branch as had heretofore been
the case.

After the defeat of Roumania and the rejection of our peace proposal

of the 12th of December, 1916, the Supreme High Command of the
Army announced not only that the unrestricted L^-boat war could
thereupon be launched, but that it must be launched. It was stated

that, on land alone, the war could not be fought out to a successful

termination and that, on the other hand, we were confronted with the
danger of being forced to succumb in course of time. That even as

matters stood at the moment, the situation was full of menace; that

we could no longer continue to meet our obligations to the hard-pressed
troops on the Somme if the British troop and munition transports were
allowed to cross the Channel undisturbed; that the Navy was stating

without qualification that England could be forced to the point of

peace before the new harvest, and that, even though success was not
absolutely assured, we were left with no other choice.

In the conference held with His Majesty the Emperor on January 9,

1917, I stated that, so far as the results of the U-boat war prophesied
by the Admiralty Staff were concerned, they were just as incapable
of being made a matter of proof as the reverse of the case

;
that in spite

of the abundance of figures which had been submitted, its actual results

were no more than a matter of estimate to which no definite limits

could be set, and that the weight attributed to its moral effect amounted
to no more than the result of personal opinions; that if the U-boat war
failed, we would be exposed to complete defeat. For it wa^ certain

that the United States would enter the war, and it was also certain

that in such case the only ending of the war to which we could look
forward would be one brought about by force of arms alone; that the
Entente made it perfectly clear that it desired to have nothing to do
with peace negotiations, by the manner in which it had rejected our
peace proposal of December 12; that under these conditions and in

view of the war situation as it had been described by those military
authorities who had been called to the council, I could not afford to
counsel His Majesty to reach a decision opposed to the votes of those
who commanded the Army and the Navy.

Field Marshal v. Hindenburg stated in the course of the remarks
which he submitted in favor of the L^-boat war, that he estimated the
help which America would give in the war as being but insignificant,

and certainly not such as to turn the scale, and announced, moreover,
that any peace mediation which President Wilson might bring about
would not be fruitful in results favorable to Germany.
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His Majesty the Emperor reached the conclusion which is well
known, of giving his unqualified support to the vote of the Field Marshal
and of Admiral v. Holtzendorff.

The following factors call for consideration in attempting to form a
picture of the general situation

:

In the spring of 1916, it was still possible to withstand the storm of

sentiment in behalf of launching the unrestricted U-boat war. It was
a matter of public knowledge that the number of U-boats was insuffi-

cient and that General v. Falkenhayn’s opinion, which was likewise
in favor of the war, was not of decisive weight. But in January, 1917,
the contention that such a war would bring results was supported by
the circumstance that the U-boats had very materially increased in

numbers, as well as by the prospect of the poor world harvest and the
menace of Roumania which had been definitely set at rest. If, under
those conditions, Field Marshal v. Hindenburg were to demand it as a
necessary instrumentality of warfare, backing this demand with all

the authority of his personality, the die would be cast. T he tremendous
influence of the Field Marshal was not based alone upon those exploits

in the performance of which he had repeatedly rescued us from the

effects of a war situation which had been considered hopeless, but also

upon those elements which stood back of him. These were our elements
of defense, taken as a whole, and, fundamentally speaking, all of those
elements of the political parties which, in view of* the unhappy ten-

dencies of our political conditions at the time, liked to consider them-
selves the sole representatives of patriotic feeling. They all trusted

in Field Marshal v. Hindenburg with the same enthusiasm as was
manifested in their distrust of the political branch, and for months
had loudly clamored for the U-boat war. On the other hand, in the

opinion of the most ardent supporters of the U-boat war, the most
important of those who opposed that war, the Social Democrats, were
tinged, in spite of the 4th of August, with the disrepute of unpatriotic

feeling, and the pacifists who had followed the lead of the Social Demo-
crats in the question of the U-boat shared the reputation of the latter.

And finally, that group of individuals, probably made up of men from
all parties, which was not to be estimated as small in numbers and
whose influence upon their fellow-citizens must be recognized as having
been considerable, who, as a matter of quiet and independent judgment,
considered that the plan of the unrestricted U-boat war should be
rejected, hardly ever became a public factor. The censorship, which
lay in the hands of the military branch, gave the opponents of the

U-boat war no chance, whereas its adherents were given a free hand,

with the exception of an occasional brief interruption.

There could be no doubt as to which was bound to be the winning
party under these conditions. Even if I had spoken against it, the

U-boat war would have been decided upon on the 9th of January,

1917, and my doing so would merely have resulted in a change of

Chancelors, a condition which, even at that time, was hoped for by
Field Marshal v. Hindenburg and which he strove to bring about.

The only factor which at that time might possibly have blocked the

U-boat war, to wit, the chance of ending the war in some other way,
was, as I have already pointed out, not in existence. In view of the
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reasons which were given in favor of the U-boat war, and the manner
in which it was demanded, it would have been necessary that such
chance be one which could be represented as constituting at once a
practical certainty and as being imminent. Vague and unsubstantial

hopes that later possibilities might come into being, were altogether

without effect, since the U-boat war was stated to be an absolute
military necessity in view of the war situation, and since to commence
it later than the 1st of February would have been equivalent to a

refusal to launch any effective U-boat war, in view of the important
importations of foodstuffs which were scheduled for the month of

February.
Under these circumstances the argument of a Russian revolution,

in spite of the frequency with which the occurrence had been prophesied,

could not be made use of. Our peace proposal had just been rejected

so unqualifiedly and with such scorn that the making up for lost ground
in this regard in the near future, could not be considered. There
remained the possibility of the American peace mediation.
With regard to the steps which we took in respect to President

Wilson, I beg leave to refer to the records of the Foreign Office* It

will not be possible for me to piece together in faultless sequence
individual occurrences from my personal recollection, upon which I

am bound to rely entirely for the purposes of this letter. I may supple-

ment the records by calling attention to the fact that, during the latter

part of the winter of 1916, I endeavored to suggest the thought to

President Wilson's confidential man, Colonel House, on the occasion
of a talk at the American Embassy in Berlin, that President Wilson,
in the capacity of the man who brought peace to the world, could win
undying fame, and that His Majesty the Emperor had expressed the
same thought, although in a different way, in my presence, to Ambassa-
dor Gerard in the spring of 1916.

As the records show, it was expected that President Wilson’s media-
tion would take the form of bringing our enemies to the council table

by means of an appeal for peace, and that he himself would only take
part in negotiations to the extent that general questions, such as the
league of nations, arbitral tribunals, disarmament, and the freedom of

the seas, were concerned.
It is not known whether Wilson ever actually attempted to persuade

the Entente to take up peace negotiations. It is true enough that he
spoke of doing so and mentioned the fact that he wanted to do so, but,

so far as I know, he never carried out this intention. According to

his own statements, no possibility of a successful move was discerned
by him up to November, 1916. Above all, he considered it essential

to wait until he was reelected as President and until the effects of the
repeated U-boat incidents and the deportations of the Belgian work-
men, as manifested by the outraged feeling in his country, had died
down. And in the meantime, even after his election, which was
brought about on the basis of a peace platform, and which, conse-
quently, assured him that he would receive the support of his country
in any peace move that he might make, he allowed nearly two months
to slip by wasted. His inaction is probably less to be accounted for

on the ground of a supposed lack of capacity to reach quick decisions—

-
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for we have bounteous proofs to the contrary—than it is to be attributed
to the fact that he never made up his mind as to whether, after all, he
should mediate in favor of peace.

In any event, he certainly had no such desire during the first phases
of the war. True though it may be that the American deliveries of

ammunition, without which the determination of the Entente to carry
on the war would never have been so long maintained, were not in

conflict with international law, it is equally true that the determination
to put a quick end to this murdering of humanity would have found
ways and means to stop it. But an Anglo-Saxon community of in-

stincts and interests, and a prejudice against the Germans, increased
by the British campaign of calumny and not qualified by any knowledge
of his own regarding conditions as they existed in Europe, and also,

to be sure, supported by many and various mistakes made by us,

constituted factors which undoubtedly had a very strong effect on
Wilson’s policy. The intrinsic difference in the mode of address which
characterized the notes sent to us by the President and those which
were sent by him to the Entente—the fact that he absolutely failed

to meet what, after all, could be expected of him as the result of the
Sussex note, to wit, that he would take steps against the arbitrary

methods of the British at sea, adopted in defiance of international

law, are features which throw a clear light on the situation.

In Entente circles, Wilson’s attitude was characterized quite differ-

ently. Such a thoughtful man as Lord Grey, who is free from the
spirit of braggadocio and bluff, although he is a partisan in the case,

expresses himself in these characteristic terms in his work on the

League of Nations: “President Wilson and his country have enjoyed
the great advantage, for more than two and a half years, of not only
watching the war in the capacity of neutrals, but of being able to

consider its problems and reach decisions. One of the decisions was
this, that they were bound to enter the war against Germany if the
world, of which they formed so substantial a part, was to be saved
from what they regarded as a catastrophe.”
The future only will be able to reveal Wilson’s real features behind

the veil. But the fact that we could not pierce the veil was bound to

be rich in consequences. We were not able, even if we did not allow

our perception to be troubled by the outcry raised by the Pan-Germans,
to reach the point of feeling a real confidence in the seriousness of his

purpose and in the integrity of his intentions to bring about peace, nor

did we see any reason to believe in an inclination of the Entente to

meet any peace appeal by Wilson.
It is easy to understand how the President shrank back in apprehen-

sion when faced with the chance of taking any step that might be
devoid of results; his pride and his prestige could brook no refusal.

But how could he expect that the Entente, inspired as it was by the

most savage hate and by a wild lust of conquest, could lend an ear to

his call for peace when he himself constantly maintained a curt attitude

toward us, and, in contrast therewith, stood helpfully at the Entente’s

side encouraging it with friendly words and millions of shells? We find

our answer time and again in the speeches of the Entente statesmen,

based on the knock-out policy of Lloyd George; in the scornful rejection

of our peace proposal of the 12th of December; in the Entente’s reply

*
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to Wilson’s own peace note of the 21st of December, 1916. The self-

reliance of the enemy—speaking in this way—their confidence in their

overwhelming superiority in man-power and war material, in the fact

that we were cut off, as well as the fact of the lack of resistance

on the part of our allies, were no idle phrases, unfortunately, but
simple cold conclusions based on things as they were and as they
existed in the eyes of the Entente, and probably in the eyes of Presi-

dent Wilson also. The way in which our military leaders justified the
unrestricted U-boat war shows that they, too, took these factors into

consideration.

We can only state as the result, and we must assert most emphati-
cally, that no firm reliance could be placed on the fact that Wilson would
actually make a move in the nature of mediation, and also that the

war spirit of the Entente, so sharply expressed in the reply sent to

our peace proposal, which so emphatically and relentlessly rejected

the idea of all negotiations, made it absolutely impossible for us to

bank upon the circumstance that they would be willing to negotiate

within an appreciable time.

There was all the less reason to suppose that, after this curt repulse,

the President would shortly come forward with some new move, be-

cause Ambassador Gerard, at the commencement of January, 1917,
and acting for his government, denied the authenticity of the state-

ments made in American papers which told of an intention on the part
of Wilson to send a second peace note to the Powers.

I have attempted to portray the situation as it then existed, with
broad strokes of the pen. According to what I have stated, it is bound
to be clear, and why, that on the 9th of January, I was not able to

hold out any prospect of a peace move on the part of President Wilson
such as might lead to success, either at the moment or within an ap-
preciable period of time. And because I was not able to do that, I

of course refrained at that time from making any detailed comments
about a possible peace move on Wilson’s part. But I certainly—and
I repeat this with emphasis—stated at that time, in emphatic and
clear-cut phrase, that the inevitable entrance of the United States
into the war would put an end to any possibility of the war being
ended in any other way than by the arbitrament of the sword and that,

consequently, if the U-boat war should fail, our doom would be sealed.

In view of Wilson’s attitude, which I have described, as well as that
of the Entente, I was just as unable later to offer any guarantee of any
kind that the intention of President Wilson contained in the telegram
of Count Bernstorff of January 27, 1917, to bring about a confidential

mediation in the interest of peace, could lead to a favorable result.

And furthermore the Navy stated, in the course of the conferences
held at the General Headquarters on January 29, that the U-boats
had already left port with their new orders. It was stated that, in

the absence of any assured telegraphic correspondence with the boats,
a revocation of the orders which would involve giving up the intensive

U-boat warfare would be absolutely out of the question. Count
Bernstorff was informed of these statements, but he was instructed at
the same time to let the President know that we would stop the intensive

U-boat war as soon as assurances should be given that his efforts to

obtain a peace which was acceptable for us would lead to that end.
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It now remains for me to answer those remarks by the Field Marshal,
summed up at the conclusion of his letter in the following sentence:
'‘That the charge of having forced me into carrying on a policy of

duplicity with regard to the United States has absolutely no appli-

cation to himself and to General Ludendorff.”
At the outset, let me state that, up to this time, I have known nothing

of such a charge. At any rate, I have not been able to find it in the
article by Professor v. Schulze-Gaevernitz, on which the Field Marshal
bases his letter. It is true, however, that, not in the article written
by Schulze-Gaevernitz, but in Georg Bernhard’s article which was
based thereon, namely, “Bethmann und Wilson” in the Vossische

Zeitung
,
morning edition of October 9, I was charged with playing a

game of duplicity, so far as America was concerned. Since the Field

Marshal accepts this term in this sense, I shall have to go into the
matter.

I was convinced from the beginning of the war that we would not
be successful in obtaining a satisfactory peace by force of arms alone,

and by this I mean the opportunity of definitely asserting ourselves

in opposition to the overwhelming power of our enemies. Of course,

I had spoken of a stronger Germany in the course of my Reichstag
speeches. But was there a single German who did not hope for such
a strengthening? How little the annexation fever appealed to me is

well known to all the world, and is proved by the hatred with which its

disciples pursued me. And furthermore, the announcement of a pro-

gram of renunciation to which, even until shortly before the close of

my incumbency, a policy of mere self-assertion would have been con-
sidered tantamount, would have simply resulted in sweeping me away.
It was not in the carrying on of a policy doomed from the outset to

turn out a fiasco, that I considered my task to consist, but in this, to

lead the people back to their senses, little by little, from the megalo-
mania which began to manifest itself shortly after the war began and
which was constantly being fanned into flame by powerful sources of

influence and was in utter contradiction to the situation—and to do
this without imperiling the nation’s power of resistance. And at the

same time, I followed up possibilities of a peace of understanding along
every line which offered.

Then follows a passage with regard to neutral powers, which I shall omit

out of consideration for foreign countries.

The peace moves which connected up with President" Wilson lay

straight in the path of this policy, which was carried out consistently

by me. Just as was the case with the other steps, these moves, too,

had to be kept entirely secret from the public, not only on account of

the feeling against the FTnited States which was constantly being

enthusiastically inflamed in this country by all those who supported
the U-boat war— I call your attention to the action of Delegate v.

Heidebrand in the Prussian House of Delegates, which was favorably

passed by the majority, and to the very strong words which were
spoken by various parties in the Reichstag—but also out of considera-

tion for foreign countries. As I believe I am right in recollecting,

according to a telegram of Count Bernstorff, President Wilson himself J
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expressly recommended that all our steps which had been taken in

connection with himself be kept absolutely secret, as, otherwise, it

would be futile from the outset to hope for any success. The fact is

that the publication of all diplomatic exchanges, which is now being
so eagerly sought on all hands, must have its limits. And above all,

the view expressed by the writer of the article in the Vossische Zeitung
,

that the publication of the steps that I took with President Wilson
would have put an end to the anti-American agitation and to the feeling

which existed amongst us, is too ridiculous to merit consideration.

Those in command of the Army, as is made plain by the Field Mar-
shal’s letter, were wholly acquainted with the situation. They knew—

-

since I have no records before me, I can not vouch for details—at the
very latest, by my telegram of September 23, 1916, to which the Field

Marshal refers, that it was my desire to have President Wilson issue

an appeal for peace. They knew from my letter of November 27, 1916,

at the very latest, that, according to Count Bernstorff’s communication,
the President was planning to issue a call for peace. And finally, they
knew from the negotiations concerning our peace proposal of the 12th of

December, 1916, which went back to the first days of November^ that

it was my earnest desire to bring about a peace of understanding, based
upon equal rights to all.

Now the Supreme High Command of the Army draws from individual

phrases taken from the telegram of the Foreign Office of December
24, 1916, as well as from the instructions to Count Bernstorff of January
7, 1917, the conclusion that the diplomatic branch had no faith in a
mediation by the President and that, as a fact, it was rejecting Wilson
as a mediator. The conclusion is erroneous and is easily refuted by
the records, which are not available to me at the present time. In this

connection, I will simply state that we naturally preferred to have the
Entente meet us in our peace proposal rather than secure mediation
by Wilson, and that the instructions to Count Bernstorff merely re-

peated the instructions already referred to and the contents of which
had never been objected to by the President, which assumed that
Wilson’s participation in the peace negotiations would only include
general questions without in any way revoking our wish that the
President bring the Entente to the conference table.

* The statements of the Field Marshal might be interpreted to mean
that he would have taken a different stand with regard to the U-boat
war if he had received more exact information with regard to my
desire fpr Wilson to issue a call for peace. If such a supposition were
to be expressed, it would not be tenable.

The intensity of my desire was a matter of complete indifference, so

far as the decision concerning the F-boat war was concerned. The
only point which could count was whether I could oppose those reasons
in favor of the U-boat war which were characterized as compelling
from the military standpoint, with a well-founded prospect of peace
negotiations in the near future. That 1 was not in a position to do
this, and why this was so, I have already shown. But beyond this,

the assumption which I am attacking here stands in sharp contrast to

the actual attitude of the High Command of the Army itself toward
any steps taken in the direction of peace on the part of the Americans.
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The statement made by the Field Marshal at the time of the conference
with the Emperor on January 9, 1917, and which I have cited, was but
a weak echo of the view which he had already communicated to me.
I remember with great distinctness that, at the close of December, 1916,
I received two telegrams from the Field Marshal, which declared that
every attempt to meet Wilson’s peace suggestions of the 22d of Decem-
ber, as well as any move postponing the U-boat war, which was a
necessary and correct step from the military standpoint, would, for

national and military reasons, be absolutely out of the question, and,
while emphasizing the fact that the war spirit of the Entente was
unbroken, attributed the peace suggestions to English machinations.
Both these dispatches will probably be found in the Foreign Office or

in the Imperial Chancelry, and their wording will confirm my recollec-

tion. No stronger proof can possibly be conceived that the military

leaders had made up their minds to cling to their idea of the U-boat
war under any and all circumstances, even if there had been ground
for believing that a successful mediation in the interests of peace
through America was imminent.
To revert to the subject of the supposed duplicity of my policy, I

would doubtless have answered every charge if I had resigned as soon
as I recognized that the U-boat war was inevitable. But as a matter
of fact, no element of the situation would have been altered thereby;
rather would the U-boat war have been all the more definitely decided
upon and conducted. The energy with which the Army Command was
able inevitably to carry out its will by the application of the *most
extreme measures, leaves absolutely no doubt on this point. The
suggestion, however, which is now made from ano.ther side, that my
resignation would have stopped the war with the United States, or at

least have softened President Wilson’s heart so far as we were con-

cerned, is politically so utterly devoid of sense as to call for no argu-

ment whatsoever.
The fact that my retirement would have had no effect upon the

actual developments of things, made the decision to remain, which
was a very difficult one for me, much easier. And in this, another
factor played a part.

Quite aside from the fact that His Majesty the Emperor had, on the

9th of January, made up his own mind in favor of the U-boat war,
in view of the actual situation, in view of the powerful influences of

governmental authorities, and in view of the honest belief entertained

by the great part of the people that the result which the U-boat war
was to bring was a guarantee of victory, he would not have been able

to ignore the desire of the Supreme High Command of the Army. It

was for this reason that I was unable to recommend to His Majesty
to oppose the views of his military advisers. This is not the place in

which to discuss the general reasons, outside and beyond the field of

the U-boat question, which induced me at that time to remain at my
post. I was, however, in part influenced by the consideration that I

would not have been acting fairly if I counseled His Majesty as I

thought I was called upon to do, and, in the same breath, have asked
to be excused from the game by the acceptance of my resignation. A.nd

again, and from a third angle, I was affected by the perhaps not alto-
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gether immaterial thought that I would weaken the moral effect of

the U-boat war upon which the Navy depended, if, by my resignation,

I put on record my lack of confidence in this instrumentality of warfare.

If I had urged on a peace mediation by Wilson and, at the same
time, had encouraged the U-boat war, that would have constituted

duplicity toward the United States. In view of what I have said, that

was not the case. The U-boat war, which long since had been urged
and pushed forward by influential elements among the people, was
decided upon at a time when, in view of the rejection of our peace
proposal, I could no longer depend upon the successful initiation of

any peace moves, so far as our opponents were concerned—and this

resolve was reached by virtue of the paramount authority of the

Supreme High Command of the Army, and because the step was
designated by it as a war method which was absolutely essential.

(Signed) v. Bethmann-Hollweg.

The Chairman: Would the General Field Marshal perhaps like to have

us call a recess now? Or shall General Ludendorff make his reply? We
shall be having a recess in any case.

Witness Ludendorff: I should like to say a few words with regard to

the article of Mr. Schulze-Gaevernitz in order not to have impressions

created for which there is no justification. The article of Mr. Schulze-

Gaevernitz, so far as I have any recollection of it, and everything which is

now oeing discussed—these things were no more than incidents so far as

we were concerned. Our business was to conduct the war, and all our

thoughts and actions were directed toward the conduct of war. If at the

present time I have no recollection of every individual incident, that is the

explanation for it. Mr. v. Schulze-Gaevernitz’s article was of importance

to us simply because it carried the inference that we had practised duplicity.

That is one of the most infamous lies ever told.

The Chairman: I must beg of you not to use such expressions, not to

announce such personal judgments. Mr. v. Schulze-Gaevernitz was a

member of the Reichstag and is a member of the National Assembly, and

it is my duty to protect him against such things as this. And moreover,

he never made this statement.

Witness Ludendorff: I wanted to say: The lies are those which are

current among the people to the effect that we are to blame for all the

evils which have befallen them. And it is for this reason that this article

of Mr. v. Schulze-Gaevernitz and the statements of Mr. Bernhard—to

neither of whom I naturally referred—make it a matter of the greatest

interest for us to avail ourselves of the opportunity given us here of em-
phasizing the fact that the General Field Marshal and I have been absolutely

loyal. It is for this reason that this article obtained its significance in our

minds. I believe that the charge of having forced the Imperial Chancelor

to play a double game in his policy with the United States is absolutely

inapplicable to the General Field Marshal and myself. The statements
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made by the Imperial Chancelor make it wholly beyond question that we
acted loyally, because we were convinced that Wilson’s peace move—-as

the Imperial Chancelor has here stated—had certainly come to an end by
January 9th. I do not know what words the Imperial Chancelor used,

but the sense of his words was that our peace proposal had been unquali-

fiedly rejected and that, up to the 9th of January, he had not been impressed

with the fact that anything new had turned up.

The Chairman: May I inject a remark at this point? In the letter of

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg, he states in so many words:

“At the outset, let me state that, up to this time, I have known nothing of

such a charge. At any rate, I have not been able to find it in the article of

Professor v. Schulze-Gaevernitz, on which the Field Marshal bases his

letter.”

As a matter of fact, this charge is not contained therein.

Witness Ludendorff: So far as we were concerned, that was not the

principal point either. But the impression had been spread abroad among
a great portion of the German people that we had played a double game.

For that reason, it was necessary for us to show beyond a doubt that we had

played no such double game. That alone was the reason for all this inter-

change of correspondence. And I believe that I can establish the fact here,

that the assertion that we had played a double game was definitely laid at

rest by the statements made by the Imperial Chancelor. Furthermore,

no objection was ever voiced by the Imperial Chancelor on the occasion of

the conferences concerning the U-boat war, to the effect that the diplomatic

move by the President would be interfered with by the U-boat war. This

suggestion was merely due to the fact that the public had the idea that the

Imperial Chancelor had held out the prospect of peace on the 9th of January

and that we had been opposed to this peace move. It is for this reason

alone that we have made these assertions. I have desired to state this

in order to show here, too, and to this great audience that no doubt whatso-

ever exists concerning the loyal attitude of the Supreme High Command of

the Army toward the Government and toward the German people.

So far as the question of the War Press Bureau is concerned, I had origi-

nally intended not to go into the matter. But I should like to do this now,

and I should like to go as far as to communicate to you the first announce-

ment which the General Field Marshal and I issued to the War Press Bureau

;

for this will not increase the length of the hearing. This occurred on the

occasion of the retirement of General v. Falkenhayn from the Supreme

High Command of the Army. In the course of this announcement, we

stated

:

Under the guidance of England, our opponents have brought their

political and military policies to such a pitch of unanimity that it

became necessary for us, too, to make certain that those in authority
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should cooperate with an absence of all friction. Differences of opinion

and personal differences which interfered not only with matters of

military leadership, but with the harmonious relations of those respon-

sible for the conduct of the war and for the policy of the country had
to be eliminated, just as was the case with machinations carried on at

home for the purpose of shaking the confidence of the people. The
only way of bringing this about was by the appointment of General
Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.

Then on the 27th of December, 1916, we issued the following promulgation

in connection with the censorship. Gentlemen, I must ask you to be good

enough to check me by the records, for it is impossible for me to store all

of these things in my memory. In this censorship document, we said:

Both the enemy and the enemy press are well aware of the powerful
instrumentalities of war which are at our disposal for the purpose of

continuing the conflict. It follows that, for our press to call particular

attention to these things would be superfluous and would only afford a

reason for the enemy to declare that our peace proposal was made in

bad faith and that its only purpose was the justification of the launching
of the intensive U-boat war. The next task which confronts the press

is to insist upon the acceptance of the peace proposal. In case this

does not occur, this policy will constitute, at one and the same time,

the best method of preparation, so far as our own people are concerned,

in case the war is to be continued, and the best preparation so far as

the neutrals are concerned.

Gentlemen, in this connection I must read still another document, a

document which was written, in fact, on December 17, 1917, in which it

was stated

:

On November 17, 1916, I had called your Excellency’s attention to

the fact that the instructions given to the censorship authorities with
regard to handling the situation which had been created by the Polish
manifesto, were not, in my opinion, taken seriously enough. In view
of the fact that, at the present time, and on the occasion of the peace
proposal of the 12th of December, those military authorities which have
to do with the press have once again failed to receive information
sufficient in point of substance or in point of time, I can not refrain

from suggesting the following for your Excellency’s consideration:
The significance of the press in war times, and in ever-increasing
measure in the present and in the coming stages of the war, is one which
is appreciated on all hands. Authorities of the government and state

authorities maintain relations with the German press and provide it

with data based on their own personal standpoints. And the German
press has given evidence of a full understanding of these questions. The
propaganda department, which had been established in connection
with the Foreign Office by your Excellency, does still greater justice

to the importance of the foreign press. But this increasing activity on
the part of the individual authorities in the field of the press brings
with it the danger of the deconcentration of effort and of working
merely along parallel lines, particularly in view of the fact that, in

58
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some instances, individual news bureaus have but a scant personnel
and that, as the result of the increasing burdens imposed, each finds

time only to look after the interests of its own particular bureau—

•

That was the result of working together like colleagues!

What is lacking is a single leadership for the handling of this in-

strument of the political and military branches, which is constantly
increasing in scope and importance. The general press conferences
in the Reichstag, on the occasion of which the representatives of the
individual departments make their statements to the press, can not
be looked upon as an example of single leadership in the matter. For
here, too, the individual departments operate independently of each
other and without having reached any mutual understanding
beforehand. The number of offices which operate in conjunction with
the press has become increased by the bureaus which have come into

existence during the war. Thus it comes about that, while all these

bureaus are, of course, operating conscientiously, they are not working
together from a single point of view. To bring about cooperative
effort of this kind in the field of the German and the foreign press

seems to me to be of the very greatest significance. Our policy would,
moreover, be very materially strengthened, so far as our allies were
concerned, if these press matters were conducted under uniform and
well-defined rules and regulations.

For this reason, I suggest to your Excellency that you be good
enough to take steps pointing toward the establishment of a central

office for this purpose, as soon as possible. In this connection, pains

must be taken to avoid the mere addition of a further press bureau on
top of those which already exist, which would have the result of in-

creasing the present abundance; the question is much rather that of

establishing something new, a central office, which shall have charge of the

individual press bureaus and which shall receive suggestions from the lat-

ter, shall bring them to the point of working in harmony, shall see to it

that all existing bureaus operate in unison, and shall be particularly re-

sponsible for the issuance of far-seeing instructions, sent out at the right

time, when events of greater importance are occurring, and that the

measures taken are agreed upon beforehand. In. view of the tasks which
this new central office will be called upon to perform, it should be kept
in direct touch with your Excellency. And I should consider that its

establishment at the Imperial Chancelry would be expedient, since the

information division of the Foreign Office has, first of all, to take up
only such matters as are of peculiar interest to that department. In

case your Excellency thinks that it would be well to call upon the

bureaus interested for a conference—-and I include among these the

representatives of the Bundesrat—I would request that you be good
enough to call upon the Supreme High Command of the Army also.

Your Excellency may count upon me to give every assistance that I

can in the way of carrying out this proposal to increase unity of action

on the part of the government.
Ludendorff.

General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg sent another letter to the political

branch, to the same effect, at the beginning of January. I wanted to
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emphasize this in order to establish the fact that the Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army took great pains to work in absolute harmony with the

political branch, and I desired to emphasize this circumstance by means of

this letter.

Concerning the reply to the fourth question, which still remains to be

answered and which I may, perhaps, be allowed to take up

—

The Chairman: May I venture to inject a question at this point. On
October 23 of this year, when former Ambassador Count Bernstorff was

asked by this committee about the conversation which he had with your

Excellency on May 4, 1917, after he returned, he expressed himself on the

point. The particular passage in question reads as follows:

And the conversation which took place was more or less to the

effect that General Ludendorff received me with these words: “Well,

vou wanted to make peace in America, did you? You probably thought
that we were at the end of our rope?” Whereupon, I answered him:
“No, I did not believe that we were at the end of our rope, but Tdid
want to make peace before we reached that point.” Whereupon,
General Ludendorff answered me: “Yes, but we did not want to, and
moreover, we are going to end the business now by the U-boat war
inside of three months.

Witness Ludendorff: I do not understand how Count Bernstorff could

say a thing of this kind. Count Bernstorff, however, over and above this,

has already stated— I can only base what I have to say on this point on the

words used in the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung—-that he received the im-

pression that his activities were not in accordance with my wishes and that

I was opposed to them. I can not give you my views concerning the

impressions which Count Bernstorff received. Impressions are too much a

matter of the presence or absence of temperament. And I admit with the

greatest satisfaction that Count Bernstoff and I have very different natures.

Nor were my impressions of this interview agreeable impressions. I do

not make this statement by wav of a come-back, but in order to make it

plain that Count Bernstorff and I represented two utterly different points

of view, of such a nature as to make a mutual understanding a very difficult

matter; and that was bound to manifest itself in the course of the brief

interview, during which it was impossible that these differences could be

overcome.

Now if Count Bernstorff says that his activities were not in accordance

with my wishes, this simply means that his impression was a false one; for

I assumed that he was simply carrying out the instructions of the Imperial

Chancelor, and we ourselves had pursued no other path than the latter

assigned us. If Count Bernstorff says that I was personally opposed to

his activities, then he is exactly right. I considered that it might have been

possible that he had not given the Imperial Chancelor correct information

with regard to Wilson, and it was in this way that I explained to myself our
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vacillation in the conduct of the U-boat war, which was bound to deprive

us of the respect of the United States and of neutral Powers, and to lead

inevitably to war. I had also heard opinions expressed which were very

unfavorable so far as Bernstorff’s activities were concerned. Moreover, I

consider him responsible for having done absolutely nothing to oppose the

British propaganda. I can ascribe it to naught else but the British propa-

ganda that the American soldier looked upon the war against Germany as

if it had actually been a crusade. I also heard that the Consul General in

New York did not share the views of Count Bernstorff. And I also recollect

a long report—but I do not know at this moment who the author of it was

—

which commented upon the failure of the German policy in the United

States. I can only repeat that these were mere incidents so far as we were

concerned
;
we had other things to do. So far as I was concerned, gentlemen,

these were nothing but purely personal matters. So far as I was concerned

with the foreign policy, nothing existed beyond the Imperial Chancelor and

the Foreign Office. For that reason, I can not substantiate the different

individual points which came to my attention.

Now, gentlemen, I am in the fortunate position of being able to prove my
views. Yesterday, Count Bernstorff made a statement to the investigating

committee after Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg had finished with his remarks,

which, in my opinion, is of conclusive significance. He told us that we
would have been successful in stopping America from coming into the war
only if we had accepted his mediation. I do not know whether Count

Bernstorff reported these statements which he made here, officially to the

Imperial Chancelor in due course. In any event, I never heard anything

about this view of Count Bernstorff’s. And then Imperial Chancelor v.

Bethmann-Hollweg states in the course of his remarks— I have these remarks

before me, as reproduced by Reimar Hobbing, and so I assume that they

are official:

Count Bernstorff made the tremendously important statement
at this point, that President Wilson had informed him through Colonel
House, directly after our Sussex note, that he could do nothing against

the measures which England was taking at sea and which were in

violation of international law, because the public opinion of this country
would not permit any interference on account of the interweaving of

American business interests with those of the Entente.

Gentlemen, I was astounded when I read that Count Bernstorff had made
this important announcement here for the first time.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: No!

Witness Ludendorff: But that is in the report of the statement made by

the former Imperial Chancelor. Gentlemen, the report states that Imperial

Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg said that Count Bernstorff had given out

this tremendously important information here.
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Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: No, that is not correct!

The Chairman: You can not always depend upon newspaper reports.

Witness Ludendorff: But those are the official reports upon which I

am bound to depend.

Witness Dr. Helfferich: That is what Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg said.

Witness Ludendorff: I can simply state what I saw in the newspapers,

and I can merely say here that, accordingly, I must be bound to consider

myself as fully justified in asserting that I was, personally, entirely opposed

to the activities of the Ambassador. I shall come to other matters later.

The Chairman: In a minute, your Excellency. At this juncture, I

venture to interrupt once more. In my opinion, the next question which

you have to answer is to what extent this statement of Count Bernstorff

—

Witness Ludendorff: I am coming to it.

The Chairman: If so, please proceed.

Witness Ludendorff: Gentlemen, I did not speak of this matter in this

way, and I request that the testimony of the General Field Marshal be

taken, and that the testimony of all those who worked with me be taken for

the purpose of ascertaining whether I ever said that we desired no peace for

the German people. That is the gravest charge that I have ever known.

So I request the Chairman to be good enough to have all those who worked

together with me called. I will not sit still under the imputation of having

said this thing. That amounts to scoffing at the responsibility which we
felt deep in our hearts. Gentlemen, that responsibility was so heavy—

I

can not express to you how heavy it was. The newspapers scoffingly count

ninety-four photographs of me, and they throw it up to me that there was

no picture in which I smiled. I will tell you why I lost the habit of smiling;

the anxiety for the country, the worry about our Army, the worry about our

future, and the gigantic burdens imposed, perhaps resulted in chilling my
capacity to smile. The charge which is made against me here is so grave a

charge, and in the face of the whole German people I demand that the

matter be cleared up by taking the testimony of all those who cooperated

with me.

Witness v. Hindenburg: May I be allowed to speak?

The Chairman : At this moment, I desire, myself, to make a statement.

General Ludendorff has said: “I do not understand how Count Bernstorff

could say a thing of this kind.” I should like, first of all, to call attention

to the fact that all statements that are made here are made under oath, and
that we assume without qualification that these statements have been based

on the best knowledge and belief of the speaker.

In the second place, General Ludendorff has charged Count Bernstorff

with being responsible for having opposed in no way the British propaganda
while over there. These matters have already been closely gone into by
the committee, and it has been explained how extraordinarily difficult it
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was to oppose the British propaganda in more effective manner than was
done.

His Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg is entitled to speak at this point.

Witness Ludendorff: But I have not yet finished.

The Chairman : I know, but his Excellency v. Bethmann-Hollweg is

entitled to speak first.

Witness v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I simply wanted to announce that

what General Ludendorff read as a passage from my statements here, and
which was taken from the pamphlet which was published by Hobbing, is

in entire accordance with the stenographic report. Count Bernstorff made
the statement here that President Wilson had informed him through Colonel

House, directly after the Sussex note, that, on account of the business con-

siderations of his country, he could do nothing against England, and I

thereupon said, in the course of one of my statements: “Count Bernstorff

has given us the tremendously important information here that Wilson

informed him of this fact.” I believe that that is absolutely in accordance

with the facts.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: But first, let us verify this matter by reference

to the record.

The Chairman: If you please.

Delegate Dr. Sinzheimer: The point is to determine whether Count
Bernstorff had reported from Washington to Berlin the information which

he gave us here. And he did give information concerning it. It would be

best for me to read the passage and to show that, as a matter of fact, Count
Bernstorff sent in an official report to the effect of the statement which he

has made here. To this extent, then, the matter was not a new one so far

as the records were concerned. It may be well for me, I say, to read the

passage which confirms the truth of what I have just stated: Mr. v. Jagow
asked Count v. Bernstorff how Wilson’s inaction was to be explained, how
it was that he did nothing so far as England was concerned, and, in answer

thereto, Ambassador Count Bernstorff replies on July 13, 1916—it is to be

found in the records on page 20 of the collection of documents issued to all

you gentlemen, entitled “Diplomatic Correspondence between Berlin and

Washington’’—in the following terms:

The inaction of Mr. Wilson, who only entertains the one thought
of being reelected, is to be explained at the outset by the fact that no
pressure to proceed against England has been brought to bear upon
him by public opinion on this side. As is well known, the situation

which could serve as a background for such action is lacking here.

Those American circles which are suffering financially from the English

blockade are entirely lost sight of in the face of the monstrous stream
of gold which our enemies, without being skimpy as to details, or

without shying at the question of graft, have poured out over this

country. For the rest, Wilson’s general ideas with regard to taking
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any step in connection with England are about the same as those

expressed by your Excellency. The fact is that he does not believe

that he would have any success whatsoever, because he has no means
of exerting pressure. If he threatened England with war, nobody
would believe him. The situation is quite different with regard to

the well-known desire of the President to bring peace to Europe. On
this point, he has at this time practically the whole of American public

opinion at his back.

Witness v. Hindenburg: May I have leave to speak?

The Chairman: If you please, General.

Witness v. Hindenburg: I simply desired to state that I, too, am in-

dignant at what has been attributed here to my faithful helper and counselor.

He always took the stand in behalf of peace, but certainly only for an

honorable peace, and at that time we hoped that we would be able to win an

honorable peace by a German victory. It was with this end in view that

we worked day and night. I do not know whether you gentlemen have

ever felt such a responsibility for the Fatherland as we were bound to bear,

deep down in our hearts, for years.

I protest most sharply, and with indignation, against the remarks which

have been directed against General Ludendorff.

I thank you.

Witness Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg : I beg to state that the passage

which the recorder has just read from Count Bernstorff’s reports of the 13th

of July, 1916, has certainly a meaning entirely different from that of the

announcement made to us here by Count v. Bernstorff. For here the

express statement was made that Wilson had informed Count Bernstorff

by Colonel House, that is, out and out officially, that, on account of the

business interests of his country, he could do nothing against England,

whereas the report which the recording secretary has just read says nothing

about any official information being given Count Bernstorff, but merely

records the general impressions which Count Bernstorff received concerning

the conditions in the country.

The Chairman : General Ludendorff—or did you desire to speak, Count
Bernstorff?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have neither the wish nor the inclination

to answer in the same tone which has been adopted by General Ludendorff

with regard to myself. I simply want to clear up a misunderstanding. If

General Ludendorff thinks that I said that he did not desire peace in any
case, then I must state that this never even occurred to me. What I meant
to say was that the thought that General Ludendorff intended to express

was that he did not desire any mediation by Wilson in the interests of peace.

I never stated anything else, nor did I ever intend to say anything else.

Witness Ludendorff: Nor was it thus that matters occurred. The
Imperial Chancelor was absolutely final, so far as we were concerned, and,
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so far as we were concerned, Count Bernstorff was at that time merely a

private person, an Ambassador who could have no more to do with the fate

of the country. And if I showed an increase of feeling, I believe, Count,

that such is the fact. My honor has been touched and my feeling of respon-

sibility has been wounded. That was the bitterness which my words

conveyed.

The Chairman: I can not admit that Count v. Bernstorff has touched

your Excellency’s honor by these remarks. (Commotion.)

Count Bernstorff repeated this remark (Continued commotion)—I request

absolute silence—-Count Bernstorff repeated this remark under oath as rep-

resenting the impression which he received from the conversation which he

had with you. He has expressly explained that this remark was made for

the purpose of showing that you did not desire to have any American media-

tion. That was the impression which he received. That certainly does

not exclude the idea that your purpose was to have the war end by means
of negotiations and not as the result of a victory, which, after all, was a

perfectly justifiable desire.

Witness Ludendorff: I can simply state in reply that I alone am
responsible for my honor.

The Chairman: Yes, but I also, sitting here as Chairman, am responsible

for seeing to it that, naturally, the honor of some other person is not at-

tacked, and if the charge is made here that an attack on a man’s honor has

been made, then it is incumbent upon me, as the Chairman, to defend

myself against the parallel charge made against the manner in which I

conduct these hearings.

Witness Ludendorff: Gentlemen, I have already requested that witnesses

be summoned, and I should like to submit as witnesses General v. Barten-

werffer—-these are the gentlemen who always worked together with me

—

Colonel v. Haeften, Colonel Heye, Lieutenant Colonel Wetzell, perhaps

Colonel Bauer, and Lieutenant Colonel Nicolai. I believe that these

gentlemen will testify as to how I felt concerning peace.

The Chairman: In this connection, I may call attention to the fact that

we intend to take the testimony of a great many of these gentlemen later,

with regard to the press question. In the short period which remains at our

disposal, it will not be possible for us to take the testimony of these gentlemen

now.

Witness Ludendorff: I regret this extremely, because the impression

might remain that what I have said is not correct.

Gentlemen, what was the real aspect of the situation at that time? It

was quite different when Count Bernstorff visited me. At that time, we
gave proof of the fact that we wanted peace and, indeed, I call your attention

to the fact that at that time the revolution broke out in Russia, and I beg to

remind you that we fought a battle at the Stochod and that the success on
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the Stochod was amazingly great. And I will call the Imperial Chancelor’s

attention to the fact that he sent Mr. v. Griinau to me at that time, request-

ing the Supreme High Command of the Army to take as little advantage as

possible of this great success in order not to disturb the peace with Russia.

Now, gentlemen, that was a great hardship so far as the troops were con-

cerned; but we determined to comply with the request in order to meet the

wish of the Imperial Chancelor concerning peace with Russia. I will recall

to your minds the storm—well, perhaps “storm” is too extreme a term—-but

the attitude of the press with regard to this action. And I will also call to

your attention that it was exactly in those days that the Imperial Chancelor

had expressed the hope that we would not, so to speak, irritate the Russians

by attacking them. Now, gentlemen, we undertook to agree to this plan too,

and said to the Supreme High Command in the East: “Hold up your at-

tacks’’—for no other purpose than to support the policy of the Imperial

Chancelor, whose object was to bring about peace.

Then it was, gentlemen—'the beginning of May—that I drew up the

conditions of the armistice with Russia—the conditions of the Russian

armistice so mild that no pacifist could have taken exception to a single

item. Gentlemen (striking the table), those are proofs that mean some-

thing. The words—but we will speak of that later!

Gentlemen, I have not yet finished. I regret that I shall have to take

up matters still further which have to do with Count v. Bernstorff person-

ally. But it has occurred to me that the Count knew every word that I

spoke. This was flattering, so far as I was concerned; he certainly must
have thought that I was a great man. But it further came to my mind that

there were certain other remarks for which he did not assume the same

certitude of responsibility. In this connection, I can only depend upon
what is stated in the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung. According to the Deutsche

Allgemeine Zeitung
,
Delegate Dr. Petersen stated: “So that you made no

suggestions which were not followed up?” This referred to suggestions by
which war might be avoided after the 1st of February. Count Bernstorff

replies to this: “I can not remember exactly what was said at that time;

but in any case, I do not recollect that I made any suggestion.”

Then again Count Bernstorff characterizes the visit to the Field Marshal

and myself, in spite of the specific question put by Delegate Dr. Cohn, and
speaking under oath, as a pure act of courtesy which automatically occurred

in connection with his presence at the Headquarters. Gentlemen, the

conference at the commencement of May between Count Bernstorff, the

Field Marshal, and myself, was no purely casual conference, but, as I am
bound to assume, one which was intentionally brought about by Count
Bernstorff. After his arrival in Berlin, he met my former aide, General

Hoffmann. The latter wrote me that Count Bernstorff wanted to see me
and speak to me, in order to give me his view with regard to the policy
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which we should have carried on in Washington. That is more or less the

way that General Hoffmann’s letter reads. At the close of April, Lieutenant

Colonel v. Haeften telephoned to General v. Bartenwerffer to the effect

that Count Bernstorff desired to have a talk with me. That is about what
happened. I said: Not until after a few days; for at that moment it was
impossible to receive him. For you see, at that time we were at war! At
that time, the great Champagne battle was raging and made the tremendous

responsibility which rested upon us doubly plain to us. It was at that

time, I believe on the 3d of May, that Count Bernstorff came. After his

return, he spoke to Professor Baron v. Bissing to the same effect as he had

to General Hoffmann, that is, telling him that he wanted to see me. Now,
gentlemen, I make that suggestion, and I leave it to the Chairman to call

these witnesses.

I have nothing further than this to say against Count Bernstorff.

The Chairman : Count Bernstorff, would you like to be given a chance to

answer this?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I certainly remember that at that time

I dined with General Hoffmann here in Berlin, and that the question came
up whether I was not going to the Headquarters shortly. It is very probable

that I stated at that time that I would like to talk with General Ludendorff,

and that was certainly essential after my return from America. I assume

that the same conversation took place with Lieutenant Colonel v. Haeften

—

I believe that Dr. Heckscher asked us both to dinner on one occasion. As

you gentlemen know, two months went by before I came to Headquarters.

It is also very likely that I said that I regretted the fact that I had not had

an earlier opportunity of giving General Ludendorff information with regard

to the United States. I probably said that. I assume that to be the case.

The Chairman: I believe so too. It was certainly a most reasonable

wish that when our former Ambassador returned from the United States,

he might desire to confer with the Supreme High Command of the Army.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: But I can no longer swear what I said

to the gentlemen. The circumstance that I made special note of what

General Ludendorff said to me at that time is one of obvious explanation,

and, arguing from effect to cause, in view of the statements which General

Ludendorff has made today, it is still more obvious. I had noticed at that

time that, in any case, from certain quarters— I will not go so far as to say

from any particular quarter—but that, in any event, on the part of certain

Germans and of certain political parties, the intention existed to make me
the scapegoat for the way that matters had developed in the LInited States.

I knew that for a fact, and it was for that reason that at that time I paid

particular attention to what every person in authority in Germany said to

me.

The Chairman: We will now hear Consul Muller on the point of whether
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the dispatches of December 28 and January 4—dispatches which were sent

by Count Bernstorff—were communicated to the representative of the

Foreign Office, v. Griinau.

Consul Muller: I have gone into the records on this point, and it has

been shown that all important dispatches containing the continued exchange

of communications with Count Bernstorff during its critical periods were

communicated to Mr. v. Griinau who was the representative of the Foreign

Office in the General Headquarters. I have made up the list here. I do

not know whether it is essential to go into the individual statements of the

press on this point.

The Chairman : I believe that this will suffice. Or do you attribute any

particular significance thereto?

Witness Ludendorff: So far as we were concerned, the dispatches were

of absolutely no value whatsoever, because it was the attitude of the Im-

perial Chancelor alone which was authoritative. Moreover, the answer to

No. 4 is given here. 1

The Chairman: I move that we adjourn the session. Will it suit the

convenience of the General Field Marshal for us to reopen the session,

perhaps, at 4:30, or would you like to have a later date set?

Witness v. Hindenburg: Could we not come Thursday?

The Chairman: No, unfortunately, that is impossible.

Witness Ludendorff : That is too much ! One gets wrought up. Gentle-

men, you should take this matter into consideration too. With me, it is a

matter of nerves. The best thing that I can suggest is to have it Thursday
if you want to hear anything further from me.

The Chairman: Since it is positively impossible so far as Thursday is

concerned—since other hearings have been set and since the National

Assembly again meets in full session—would it not be possible for the

General Field Marshal to testify again today?

Witness v. Hindenburg: No.

The Chairman: In such case, it would always be possible for us to take

General Ludendorff’s testimony alone.

1 Note : The answer to No. 4 was not read. At the request of Witness General of Infantry
Ludendorff, it was printed later, to wit:

We are not in a position to give you more detailed information from memory; we ask
that the military records be examined. We believe, however, that in the letter of

October 16, 1918, to the Imperial Chancelor, with regard to the Schulze-Gaevernitz
publication in the Vossische Zeitung, all the material has been utilized. So far as we
are concerned, the Bernstorff material could not be binding, as we were bound only
by the views of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann as they are made clear by his testi-

mony. He states, in the course of his remarks, that he looked upon the rejection of

our peace proposal as an unqualified rejection, and that, up to the 9th of January, 1917,
no element had been introduced which had strengthened the prospect of coming nearer
to an agreement with the enemy by means of political measures. This view, which was
established here as a fact, was one which was taken by the Imperial Chancelor on
January 9, 1917. We were of the opinion that our proposal and the proposal of Wilson
had come to nothing. We call particular attention to the fact that we now believe that
we have been informed with respect to all important stages of the Wilson move.
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Witness Ludendorff: I am not fit to do so, I am too wrought up.

The Chairman : Then we must postpone the matter, and I will set a

new date for a hearing as soon as possible. It will not be possible to meet

on Thursday. (Interruption: Tomorrow!)

It would be possible to do so tomorrow. Then we would set the hearing

for io o’clock tomorrow. (Calls from the audience: Fast day!)

Well, yes, it is a fast day. But really, as things are, it would nevertheless

be possible to set the hearing then. (Contradictions.)

We shall have a short conference on the point as to whether we will hold

a hearing tomorrow.

The committee withdraws in a conference at 2:10 o’clock.

The committee opens the session at 2:16 o’clock.

The Chairman: In view of the fact that, on account of the witnesses

being worn out, it is not possible to have a further session today, and since

it will not be possible to hold a hearing tomorrow on account of the religious

objections on the part of some, and on account of the further fact that it

will be impossible to hold any further hearings on Thursday, the committee

has decided to adjourn for the present, sine die. The date of the next

hearing will be announced.

I close the session.

The session was closed at 2:17 o’clock.
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14, 1920

The session was opened at 9:20 o’clock by the Chairman, Delegate

Gothein

:

The Chairman: Ladies and gentlemen, I open the session.

If a very long interruption has taken place in the course of our hearings,

the reasons therefor are the following: We had become convinced—both in

the Second Subcommittee and in the plenary committee—that it was not

expedient to proceed with the hearings before the records pertinent thereto

had been published. For since the records had not been brought to the

knowledge of the press, as was to a great extent the fact, even in the case of

the persons whose testimony was taken, the result was that superfluous

and many-sided analyses took place, statements in the nature of pleadings,

and the whole proceedings took on, to a certain extent, the aspect of a

political debating society.

The purpose of the committee is to establish facts and to provide points

of contact, but not to listen to far-reaching political analyses.

It has, unfortunately, not been possible for us to prepare a complete file

of the various records having a bearing upon Wilson’s peace mediation and

the facts which operated to interrupt it, at as early a date as would have been

desirable. The necessity arose of publishing an English edition of these

records at least simultaneously with the German edition. And of course

it was desirable to get out the French translation at the earliest possible

moment. It had turned out that, in the absence of an English translation

in English newspapers, individual records or reports of individual proceed-

ings had been published in distorted form, the result of which was to present

the activities of the committee, and, above all, the facts themselves, in a

wrong light. It was for this reason that we felt ourselves bound to put off

holding our sessions for such a length of time.

And even at present, we shall find ourselves in the position to go ahead

only to a very limited extent, because the elections are upon us and it is

no longer possible for us to take up further investigations on a large scale;

and the printed matter is as yet uncompleted and will not be published for

the next few days. But, nevertheless, we have considered it necessary,

after the sudden breaking off of the former hearings, to give former Ambas-
1 Correction to be made in the Report in the Fifth Session of the Second Subcommittee

of November 4, 1919: On page 236, seven lines from the bottom [this print, p. 422], the
text should read: “Should acquire Longwy,” instead of “should not acquire Longwy.”
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sador Count v. Bernstorff an opportunity to reply to the various attacks

and statements which have been made, and particularly those coming from
General Ludendorff. We took it for granted at that time that the hearings

would be continued on the same afternoon. However, it became apparent

that this was impracticable. We have seen fit to leave it to General Luden-
dorff’s discretion as to whether he will appear at these hearings.

I will now ask his Excellency Count v. Bernstorff to tell us what he has

to state in reply to the comments made in the last sessions of the investi-

gating committee of the Second Subcommittee.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yesterday evening, a number of ques-

tions were submitted to me with the request that I reply thereto. Is it

the desire of the Chairman that I answer these questions in the order in

which they are put?

The Chairman: Your Excellency, we leave it absolutely with you as to

whether you desire to make other statements at the start. We would then

want to come back to these questions, provided that they had not been

answered by other information which you may give us.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not really care to make any general

answer to the statements made by General Ludendorff, because, in my
opinion, it is purely a matter of personal opinion as to whether Wilson’s

peace move would have brought results or whether the U-boat war inter-

rupted the course of this move. No conclusive decision can be rendered

on this point, because, naturally, after the events which had passed, we
would be dealing with a hypothetical situation. I am still today of the

opinion that, if Wilson had mediated in favor of peace, peace would have

resulted. If General Ludendorff takes the opposite view, of course I can

not make my assertion a matter of absolute proof at this time.

The first of the questions which have been submitted to me reads as

follows:

In making your statement “that there was just one single possibility of

keeping the United States out of the war, and that was for us to accept

mediation in the interests of peace at the hand of the United States,” 1 did

you mean that the United States would have entered the war against us

for no other reason than that mediation by it was rejected by us, and

without the resumption of the unrestricted U-boat war ?
2

I did not mean that. For I am still of the opinion that, without the

U-boat war, we would not have become involved in war with the United
r

States. In making this statement, I referred mainly to the conditions in
'•A

Germany. In Germany the U-boat war was demanded with more and

more insistence, whereas the American Government clung with similar

pertinacity to its plan of initiating a peace mediation. I had always been

1 Page 678 (this print, p. 808).
2 Page 682 (this print, p. 812).
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instructed from Berlin—and my instructions were in numerous ways
emphasized by oral instructions transmitted by people who were able to

reach the United States in some way or other—that if peace were not

brought about, the U-boat war would be inevitable. Consequently, in

my opinion, there was no other possibility of avoiding war with the United

States than to accept mediation in the interests of peace by Wilson. For if

this mediation was not accepted, the U-boat war was bound to come, and

the U-boat war automatically involved war with the United States. Con-

sequently, I believe that the following is an absolutely clear and logical

political conclusion : That there existed absolutely no other means of avoiding

war with the United States than the acceptance of mediation by Wilson.

For if we did not accept it, then the U-boat war would be launched in

Germany; or even if it was again postponed, it was certain that another

attempt would be made by the United States to mediate; for, during the

entire two and a half years of the war, the United States again and again

expressed the desire to end the war by American mediation.

The Chairman: Let me inject a question at this point. Does your

Excellency understand by the term “ mediation by the United States"

merely the act of bringing the belligerent parties to the conference table,

or do you understand it to mean straight mediation? that is, that Wilson or,

in other words, the American people should participate as a mediator at the

peace negotiations? As you know, this question played a fairly important

part in earlier hearings.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The original purpose of the President

simply consisted in this, to wit, to bring the war-making Powers to Pne

conference table. Whether, in the course of these negotiations, a more

far-reaching method of mediation would have been introduced, is naturally

difficult to state at this time. In the last phase of the negotiation#, particu-

larly around New Year’s, the wish on the part of the United Stat(& to bring

about- a meeting for the purposes of conference, by means of confidential

preliminary negotiations, became apparent because the view -prevailed in

the United States that, in the absence of such confidential preliminary

negotiations, the Entente would refuse unconditionally to meet us at the

peace table unless we committed ourselves beforehand by binding promises^

and it was for the very reason that, under no conditions, were we willing^ to

make binding promises of any kind, that the American Government sug-

gested this method of confidential negotiations. It is probable that they

would have led to results more far-reaching than merely to summon the

belligerents together for the purposes of conference. But that would have

been an element of the negotiations concerning the effect of which it would

be very difficult at this time to make any statement.

Delegate Warmuth: Your Excellency stated that, in your opinion,

America would not have entered the war had it not been for the L -boat
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war. That is really in conflict with the statements which Wilson made
in the Senate after the war was ended, the purport of which was, generally

speaking, this, that America would have gone to war with Germany in any
event. Was it, perhaps, the fact that there were elements of a different

kind which governed, and which would have set the United States at war
with Germany, and which Wilson, in your'opinion, overestimated, or which,

in any event, he estimated in such a way as to mean that for him, under any

and all conditions, and even without the U-boat war, they would have been

sufficient to have brought about a war with Germany? or, in your opinion,

were these factors—of course, I do not know just what they may have been;

it is exactly on this point that I should like to have your Excellency inform

us—not sufficiently powerful to have been bound to bring about war under

any and all conditions?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can simply repeat that I am personally

convinced that if there had been no U-boat war, we would not have had a

war with the United States, and that all other factors which came under

consideration were merely used as propaganda, but would not have been of

themselves sufficient to bring about the war; and I may well be permitted

to say that I take a different view with regard to this statement made by

President Wilson after the war: '‘I do think that we would have gotten into

the war, even if Germany had committed no act of war against the United

States.” The fact is, however, that he added the following qualifying

remark: “As things developed.” Now, I interpret this phrase: “As things

-developed,” as being applicable to the rejection of the American peace

mediation. After Germany rejected the peace move which, in his opinion,

woufd have led to a peace without victory, he believed that Germany
intended to bring about a decisive victory by means of the U-boat war. And
this was wi'ha t he wanted to prevent. I have always said this: that it was
Wilson’s intention to prevent a real German victory; I have never denied

that. I have never stated that Wilson was in favor of what we have called a

German peace, but I have always taken the stand that, at that time, he did

not desire any such peace for the Entente. Later, when the United States en-

tered the war, an entirely different situation was presented. But at that time

the United States desired a peace without victory. Later—to borrow Wil-

son’s phrase “as things developed ”—he got the idea that wre did not desire

anything but a German victory, and it was against this that he took his stand.

The Chairman : Does no one of the members desire to put a question

at this point? None of the experts? Then I shall ask you to proceed wTith

your answer to the second question.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The second question reads: Do you

believe that the conclusion is correct, that if we had accepted mediation

by Wilson, this would have made him our representative into whose hands

we would have delivered ourselves?
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I would say that the term ‘‘representative" is too far-reaching. I have

always entertained the opinion that Wilson, as a man, occupies a position of

altogether too great importance in the entire question of the peace media-

tion. In my opinion, it was not the President himself who was of such

importance, but the fact that, in the elections of November, 1916, the

majority of the American people had announced themselves to be on the

side of a peaceful policy. It was on the authority of this mandate that the

President advanced to the question of mediating in the interests of peace,

and, to a certain extent, he must have been bound, as the result of the elec-

tion, to stand for a peace without victory had it not been for this formal

declaration of war by Germany in the form of the U-boat war—for that was

what it was considered to be in the United States.

I have nothing further to say on this point.

The Chairman: Then we can probably take up the third question.

Witness Count v. Berxstorff: The third question reads: Did Wilson’s

demand for “a free outlet to the sea" refer exclusively to that territory

which was later designated as the Polish corridor?

On this point, I can definitely state that that was not the case. I have

a distinct recollection of a conversation with Colonel House. I can not be

absolutely certain as to details, because I speak from recollection. I believe,

however, that it was in the conversation which I had immediately following

the message of the 22d of January. On this occasion Colonel House said

to me: “We inserted this feature of free passage to the sea in order that it

might be made possible for Austria-Hungary, too, to accept the standpoint

of Wilson’s message; for if Austria is shut off from the Adriatic, it can not

survive; so we must make such a peace as will reserve an Adriatic port for

Austria.”

That is all that I have to say on this point.

The Chairman: Far back, on the occasion of one of the earliest sessions,

it was asserted that this “free access to the sea” was not to be unqualifiedly

understood as a territorial acquisition, but that the phrase involved the

consideration of treaties covering the utilization of certain roads of com-

merce under guarantees which would safeguard the absolute freedom of

trade routes to these ports. I believe that at that time no human being in

the United States considered it possible that we would have to cede West
Prussia, and that at that time, particularly, the idea of the corridor was
only conceived in connection with agreements arrived at between the

States.

Delegate Warmuth: But I believe that I am right in recollecting that

this message of Wilson of January, 1917, is, as far as it has to do with Poland,

such as to make it clearly open to no other possible interpretation than that

the question of German territory was involved in connection with the

corridor to the sea, and that this territory was considered in the light of an
59
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advantage to Poland. Perhaps it would be possible to put our fingers on

this passage by referring to the records—for the moment, I do not recollect

the passage with complete exactness; for what has just been said to us by
his Excellency at this time is so absolutely new and so opposed to the under-

standing that all of us undoubtedly had at that time, that it seems to me to

be very necessary to have the matter explained. As I say, I have not the

records before me. Nor did I have the material at home. But it seems to

me to be by all means necessary to have this phase clearly explained.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: And there is still another question to be considered.

If House stated that Austria must be guaranteed a free outlet to the Adriatic

sea, that assumes as a condition precedent that Austria is going to be con-

quered; that Austria is going to be destroyed; and that the dominion not

only over Trieste, but over the Slavs who inhabit the country back of Trieste

is going to be taken from Austria’s hands. At that time, when the conversa-

tion took place, in the course of the year 1916, that would have been a peace

which would have been unacceptable to the Central Powers. So that

House had in mind these conditions, to wit, that already at that time the

thought was that a peace would have to be a peace of conquest; that the

rule of Austria over its different nationalities would have to be removed,

just as Wilson himself announced later that Austria was no longer to be

allowed to rule over foreign peoples; and this means to the mind of every

individual who has had even a little to do with the question of ethnographic

conditions, the absolute disintegration of Austria.

I believe there is no importance whatsoever to be attributed to this

conversation. I am of the opinion that this corridor matter can only be

looked upon as an obligation which was to be imposed upon Germany in

favor of Poland
;
whether in the form of a cession of territory or in the form

of an agreement, is, of course, a different question. Why, that is like the

idea that used to prevail of the future of the Baltic provinces and of Belgium.

The Chairman: Does your Excellency wish to reply?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Why, it has been made evident by state-

ments which have been made at earlier meetings of the investigating com-

mittee, that the message of the President of the 226. of January, 1917, has

been interpreted in various ways. I stated at that time, and I repeat it

today, that Colonel House, acting for and on behalf of the President, told

me that this message of the 22cl of January, 1917* had been constructed in

direct opposition to the demands made by the Entente, and that he consid-

ered it of definite importance to emphasize the fact that this contrast existed.

It was precisely for this reason that he inserted this provision dealing with

the free outlet to the sea, because he desired to make plain, by that phrase,

that the demands of the Entente with regard to Austria could not be accept-

able to Austria.

The Chairman: I should like to make a statement at this point. If
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my memory serves me right—we have not the records with us at the mo-
ment—

(Interruption.)

—’Professor Bonn, have you the records there, by any chance?

Expert Dr. Bonn: I can read the passage in question from the message.

Two passages are involved. The one having to do with the outlet to the

sea reads as follows:

So far as practicable, moreover, every great people now struggling

towards a full development of its resources and of its powers should be
assured a direct outlet to the great highways of the sea. Where this

can not be done by the cession of territory, it can no doubt be done by
the neutralization of direct rights of way under the general guarantee
which will assure the peace itself. With a right comity of arrangement,
no nation need be shut away from free access to the open paths of the
world’s commerce.
And the paths of the sea must alike in law and in fact be free. The

freedom of the seas is the sine qua non of peace, equality, and coopera-
tion. No doubt a somewhat radical reconsideration of many of the
rules of international-practice hitherto thought to be established may
be necessary in order to make the seas indeed free and common in

practically all circumstances for the use of mankind.

That is, in the main, the one passage. I believe that it is so generally

worded as to permit almost any interpretation possible.

The other passage refers to Poland, and reads as follows:

I take it for granted, for instance, if I may venture upon a single

example, that statesmen everywhere are agreed that there should be
a united, independent, and autonomous Poland, and that henceforth
inviolable security of life, of worship, and of industrial and social

development should be guaranteed to all peoples who have lived hith-

erto under the power of governments devoted to a faith and purpose
hostile to their own.

The Chairman: If you please, Professor Schaefer.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: It is absolutely plain from this first sentence,

that Austria can not possibly have been meant: '‘So far as practicable,

moreover, every great people now struggling towards a full development of

its resources and of its powers should be assured a direct outlet to the great

highways of the sea.” Austria is no great people which is ‘‘now struggling

towards a full development of its resources.” That is absolutely inapplica-

ble to Austria. But the Poles were such a people; it is beyond any doubt

that Poland was referred to by this phrase, and that it involved no reference

to Austria whatsoever. If Colonel House said something different, it is in

conflict with the message.

The Chairman: To be sure, I do not quite agree- with this view; for we
must bear in mind the demands which the Entente Powers had made upon
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Austria and which, in particular, they had made as a matter of guarantee to

Italy: that Trieste was to become an Italian possession. In my opinion,

this passage could very well be interpreted to mean that, under any and all

circumstances, Austria was to be guaranteed this access to the sea.

And moreover, there was no necessity to assume that this reference

applied solely to Poland or solely to Austria. It could apply just as well to

Serbia, which was to have access to Saloniki, or to a port on the Adriatic

in the form of an international servitude—a question which had long since

been a matter of discussion.

And moreover, I should like to call attention to the fact that, in my
opinion, an extraordinarily great and important distinction is to be made
between the cession of a corridor and a mere servitude in international law,

which imposes upon a State the obligation of guaranteeing that another

State shall enjoy unmolested the rights of a traffic route over its territory.

If you please, Professor Schaefer.

Expert Dr. Schaefer: It is here stated in so many words: “Every great

people now struggling towards a full development of its resources.” That

has no application to Austria. It does apply to Poland, and for aught I

know applies to Serbia too. But certainly Austria was not interested to

that extent in the Serbian question. It is absolutely applicable to Poland,

and the words were, consequently, and in any event, pronounced with

direct reference to this circumstance, particularly in view of the fact that

Poland was mentioned beforehand, to wit, that Poland was to be united,

independent, and autonomous. Every human being knows what that

means, and that it was meant to apply also to those Poles who were not

under Russian rule, that is, to the disadvantage of Austria and to the dis-

advantage of Prussian Germany. My opinion is that no application of

the art of interpretation can read anything out of this passage other than

that Poland was, above all else, the center of thought.

Delegate Warmuth: The sentence in the message is one distinctly

laying down a principle. I should like, however, to announce myself as

participating in the view which has just been expressed by Privy Councilor

Schaefer to the extent that Poland appears to be far more involved than

does Austria; yes, and for the very reason that at that time Austria already

had access to the sea, it would seem that the phrase could have no applica-

tion whatsoever to Austria; and that Austria could only be included in the

idea if, perchance, as the result of the peace conditions, as the Entente

desired to impose them, Austria was to lose this access to the sea, and that,

therefore, the United States would be unwilling to permit this. Taking

this view, which according to my opinion points first of all toward Poland

in this connection, particularly when we realize that at that time the ques-

tion of the development of Poland occupied a very prominent position, and

that the Entente had this very development of Poland in mind, and most
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particularly in connection with the idea of an outlet to the sea, it certainly

would appear to me to be somewhat strange for his Excellency not to have

called Colonel House’s attention, at the very moment when this conversation

took place, to the question of whether or not this constituted a very direct

reference to Poland. In this connection, I should like to ask his Excellency

a question, that is, if the question of whether Poland was referred to was not

asked.

The Chairman: Professor Bonn.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that, after all, we are simply interested in

the following questions: Does this remark concerning the free access to the

sea refer exclusively to Poland, or is it a general phrase? If it were to apply

exclusively to Poland, there would be no reason to avoid mention of it in

connection with the reference to an autonomous Poland and to wait until a

subsequent paragraph was reached. But besides this, I believe that, to-

gether with the cases to which it is claimed that it refers, there was still

another case which President Wilson had in mind, namely, the Constan-

tinople question of the free access of Russia to the sea, which interested

people at that time far more than the Polish question. I believe that the

only thing that was intended was the announcement of a phrase of general

application. Wilson was always fond of making statements having a

general bearing. I do not believe that, at that time, there were very many
concrete conceptions in the gentlemen’s minds. For today, even, we have

in Keynes’ book, a splendid example right from the enemy’s camp, of what

went on in Paris; and the upshot of it all is that the Americans, or at least

the President, at a point of time some two years later than this move, was

absolutely unprepared to meet any and all individual questions, had no

working material, looked upon European affairs from the very remotest

perspective, considered general principles, but was totally ignorant as to

individual facts or cases. I believe that, taking this practical experience

as a basis, we should take care not to submit to such a microscopically

critical examination a pronunciamento which was announced to the whole

world, and whose purpose was that everyone representing the most widely

divergent interests was to find in the message exactly what he wanted to

find in it—for otherwise, they could not have been brought to the conference

table—-thus putting ourselves in the position of finding in these general

phrases a solution to every single problem which we know and with which

the people over there were acquainted only in the most general way.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Of course, the Polish question was
discussed by Colonel House and myself. But at that time, I always took

the stand, and I have stated that to be the case here, that no suggestion was
ever made to me of a cession of German territory during the negotiations

on this peace without victory; that it was always expressed to be the wish

of the American Government to bring both belligerent Powers to a con-
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ference table where they themselves could come to an understanding as to

how the war could be brought to an end. Thereafter, the United States

desired to have a second conference at which the league of nations and other

similar questions would be made the subject of discussion. It is true that

it was the intention of the President to offer his friendly assistance if the

belligerent Powers could not reach an agreement. But on numerous
occasions the President expressly stated in his speeches that he would not

bind the American people to any conditions of any kind which had to do
merely with European questions.

Delegate Warmuth: Your Excellency just stated that in the conversa-

tions which you had with Colonel House, the question of the cession of

territory had never come up. But was the possibility of a servitude ever

discussed, which, after all, would have signified a definite attack upon the

sovereign rights of a State? Having Germany in mind, the very fact of a

suggestion and the discussion of the question of a servitude would constitute

for me a very definite indication that, in so doing, Poland was had in mind

—

Poland, which would receive its outlet to the sea in this precise way, that is,

by such a servitude. Is it a fact—and this is my question—that this ques-

tion of a servitude was not touched upon in any way, so far as Germany was
concerned? Was the situation simply this—that the possibility that a

cession of territory was considered was out of the question?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The question of a servitude was not

discussed in flat terms as such. It is perfectly true that it was always

stated that we would possibly reach an agreement with regard to a new
Poland, by means of which Poland would have a means of communication

with Danzig. But I at that time always assumed that that was our inten-

tion too; for we ourselves had announced from the battlements that it was

our desire to found a Polish State.

The Chairman: I may state, in this connection, that it is certainly the

case thatwhen this question was a matter of public discussion, the thoughtwas

repeatedly expressed that Danzig and Koenigsberg should be thrown open

as free ports, and that Poland would be given this right of untrammeled

communication by virtue of agreements which would cover the rivers as

well as the railroads, and that, whereas the ordinary case was that the

censorship was applied with most extraordinary severity to all questions of

this kind, in this case, on the contrary, there never was—at least so far as I

know; I myself published articles on these questions—the slightest objection

on the part of the censorship authorities.

If your Excellency has stated that Colonel House gave this interpretation

which covered Austria—a circumstance which does not exclude it from

being applicable to other nations—we shall certainly have to assume that

each individual is always the best interpreter of the meaning of his own

words, and that, in this case, Colonel House, in his capacity of mouthpiece
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of President Wilson, is probably the best qualified to interpret the meaning

of those propositions in the points made by Wilson.

Delegate Warmuth: Your Excellency just said that it was your opinion

that the German authorities—that is to say, the Imperial Government—

•

took the view that if Poland was to be established as the free State, which

was desired, it must naturally have an access to the sea. Has your

Excellency any reason for believing that this right of way was to be at the

cost of German territory, in the sense of a territorial easement which would,

after all, inevitably constitute a burden imposed upon German territory?

In a word, has any positive fact ever been brought to your attention to

indicate that the Imperial Government ever really earnestly considered

imposing the burden of a servitude upon the German people in order to

create a free access to the sea for Poland in this way?
Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, I already stated that at that time

I never received any instructions from Berlin regarding the President’s

message, and since I had received no instructions, my attitude toward

Colonel House with regard to these questions was reticent in the extreme,

because I never desired to commit my government in advance. I have

always considered what I have already stated to be merely my point of view,

based upon so much of the German public opinion as I was able to catch. So it

came about that I assumed that agreements such as the Chairman has

already referred to would be acceded to by us in case it came to the question

of establishing a Polish State.

Expert Dr. Bonn: In this connection, your Excellency was probably

thinking of some such agreement as was involved in the guarantee contained

in the peace treaty: That the intercourse from East Prussia with the rest

of the country, by means of the Polish corridor, should be maintained

untrammeled, of course, without any territorial guarantee for us—-how the

matter is working out for the moment is, of course, a different question; or

you are thinking of the other form of arrangement which has been selected

to our disadvantage, to the effect that some particular free port should be

established in Hamburg and at various other places, if I remember correctly,

in favor of Czecho-Slovakia. I assume that you had these methods in mind
in the course of your remarks, but that you did not have in mind any such

arrangement as would guarantee to Poland a strip of land either on both

sides of the river or on both sides of a railroad line crossing German
territory, which should not only guarantee free intercourse to the Poles, but

the actual dominion over this territory for the purpose of exercising sovereign

rights in connection with this free intercourse.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: May I reply to this by stating that, in

my opinion, what we are discussing here today is a matter which, after all,

we look upon after the fact and, consequently, which assumes quite a

different aspect than the one which was presented to me at that time. At
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that time, the only subject of my negotiations with the American Govern-
ment was the question of that government’s bringing us all to the conference

table. And all these questions were to be taken up afterwards between the

governments themselves. Consequently, I did not permit myself to enter

upon such details, because that was not part of my official duties.

Delegate Warmuth: I simply desire to emphasize once more the point

that, so far as this point of view is concerned, it was, after all, but a personal

conception, and that, as you just said, the information which you received

from Berlin was not at all such as to govern your course of action, and that

this is nothing but a purely personal view.

Expert v. Romberg: It seems to me that it would have been a very

important thing for the purposes of our information, that all these questions

should have been discussed with Colonel House. Since we knew that the

Americans were to play a part in the mediation, my feeling is that it would

have been a matter of extraordinary importance for us to have received

exact information as to how the Americans felt about these questions, even

if it was their intention to withhold themselves from any participation in

matters really involving territorial questions. I had always assumed that

all of these questions would have been individually discussed with Colonel

House in the course of confidential interviews, so that our Embassy would

have been completely informed as to how Colonel House and President

Wilson looked upon the possibilities of peace in their application to individual

instances. And after all, it certainly looks as if Colonel House had expressed

himself quite definitely to the effect that he would not venture to suggest

to us that we should cede any territory to Poland; for Count Bernstorff has

just said to us that no one ever ventured to suggest the cession of any

German territory. This assumes at the outset that this question was

discussed from the standpoint of detail, to the extent that we knew, as a

matter of fact, that America did not intend, for instance, to take any Polish

territory away from us. In my opinion, it would be very desirable, for the

sake of clearness, if Count Bernstorff would go somewhat further into detail

with regard to his discussions with Colonel House concerning all these

questions.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can simply repeat that the American

Government always took the view that it had no intention of involving

itself in any way in the details of any European arrangements. The Pres-

ident told me this not only with his own lips, but he announced the fact

repeatedly in the course of his speeches. And he stated repeatedly: “I can

only act if I have the American people behind me, and the American people

have no interest whatsoever in the details of any territorial agreements.”

Unfortunately, and to our sorrow, we learned at Versailles that this assertion

was absolutely correct. Consequently, there was absolutely no reason for

me to talk over the details of any European arrangement with the Ameri-
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cans, and all the less so since I was expressly informed in all my instructions,

that any interference on the part of the Americans in the territorial questions

of Europe was not wanted.

Delegate Warmuth: Your Excellency stated that the imposing of a

burden upon Germany in the form of a servitude, in order to create a free

outlet to the sea for Poland, was, in your opinion, something which could

be included in the peace conditions as acceptable from the German point

of view. I believe that I have understood you aright?

(Agreement on the part of Witness Ambassador Count v. Berxstorff.)

For otherwise, we would, without further ado, have abhorred this suggestion

as absolutely out of the question, so far as Germany was concerned. So

that you were always of the opinion that Germany might be able to enter

Into some such servitude agreement without doing herself serious injury

and without involving her honor. At the same time, the imposition of such

a burden upon Germany would be looked upon as something rather drastic,

which would infringe upon the sovereignty of Germany in no small way and,

consequently, there is very good reason to believe that this view of yours

would not be able to count upon undivided backing in Germany.

Now your Excellency has just stated to us that it was nothing but your

own thoughts and feelings in this regard on which you depended, and that

you received no instructions from Germany. Perhaps it would be appro-

priate to inquire whether it is not possible that some news reached you in

some other connection, from some authoritative source in Germany, which

operated as a support to this personal view of yours, as to whether, perhaps,

when the occasion offered—and this is quite natural—in some way or other

this Polish problem was discussed, either through you or through Berlin,

as to whether, in a word, in some way or other some suggestion was given

along these lines; I will not say an absolutely definite suggestion, but one of

such a nature as to amount to a support of this view. I am putting this to

you, not for the purpose of repeating a question which I have already

submitted to you, and which you have already answered, but merely in the

manner which I have just employed.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not know whether the gentlemen of

the committee, in examining the records, have found any document accord-

ing to the terms of which I am supposed to have received instructions with

regard to Poland. According to my recollection, the word “Poland” was

never used in any official instructions sent from Germany. I believe that

this never was the case.

Expert v. Romberg: I should like to add the following at this point. The
Polish question was, at that time, a very live question, and, so far as I know,

was being pushed in America by the Poles themselves with extraordinary

energy. At least, that was what was always assumed to be the case in

Europe. I do not know whether it actually was the case. I should cer-
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tainly have believed, anyway, that the proposition that, under no circum-

stances, could we conclude a peace which would mean a cession of German
territory in the East would have constituted a very important theme for

discussion in our conferences with the United States. After all, a certain

amount of knowledge of the intentions of both sides was a condition prec-

edent to bringing us both together at the conference table. If the Ameri-

cans were depending upon bringing us together at the conference table, it

was, of course, necessary for them to have some confidential knowledge

beforehand of the conditions under which it was possible to bring this about

—as to whether this or that could be expected of the Germans, or of the

Entente. Otherwise, it is really not clear to my mind how they could have

approached the problem at all. I assume that, in any case, the Americans

must have sounded the members of the Entente in detail as to what the

conditions were under which it would be possible to induce them to come to

the conference table. My point is that, in any event, it would have been

very interesting for us to know, if we could have obtained the information,

what the views of the Americans were on these vital questions. Even if

they had no desire to interfere in territorial questions, they certainly had to

determine the conditions which were essential to taking the first steps leading

to an exchange of views. But as I have stated, if that was not the case, we
must rest satisfied with what we have. Our duty is simply to establish the

facts which were known to our Embassy on the subject, and what it was
able to communicate to our government in the premises, since that was
always of vital importance so far as the decisions which were taken in Berlin

were concerned. It is our duty to establish these things—not what might

have happened and what should have happened, but what actually did

happen—for what reason it was that the Berlin decisions were reached, and

whether the Berlin Government was sufficiently informed concerning

the purposes of our opponents and of the presumptive peace mediator.

The Chairman : I believe that questions are being put here which Count

v. Bernstorff, in view of what he has already told us, is absolutely not in a

position to answer. As a matter of fact, these questions were not taken

up.

Such servitudes existing under international law need not, moreover,

operate unilaterally only; rather by far can they be bilateral in effect, and

operate completely to the interests of both contracting States. We spe-

cially agreed to servitudes of that kind in the matter of intercourse from

Poland to Danzig and to Koenigsberg, in the Russian treaty of commerce

of 1894, which served German interests to the highest degree, in order,

for instance, to transport grain shipments by way of our ports; in other

words, agreements covering the Marienburg-Mlawa railroad. And, more-

over, it would naturally have been very probable in this case that, if we had

agreed to submit to the effect of a servitude of that kind, we should have
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received Poland’s obligation, in return, to permit the shipment of German
and Russian goods in German-Russian trade, under similar conditions,

which would have been just as advantageous to us. But this matter does

not get us ahead very far, comparatively speaking. For after what Count

Bernstorff told us, he is simply unable to give us any further information

on the point, for the simple reason that these individual matters were not

subjected to discussion.

And I would like, moreover, to call attention to the fact that the question

of reciprocity7
,

if we were to give Poland an outlet to the sea, whether

by way of the Vistula or by way of the Pregel or in connection with the

railroads, that the question of Polish obligations as regards allowing Ger-

man-Russian traffic to pass over the Polish railroads was a factor in the

discussions, too.

Delegate Warmuth: I, at least, am convinced that it was not intended

that Poland’s aspirations with regard to the access to the sea were to be of

such a, let me say, harmless character as is here suggested. To repeat :what

I had in mind by putting my former inquiry was. of course, to find out what
the governing factor could possibly have been which brought Count v.

Bernstorff to this point of view. I realize the fact that there is nothing to be

found on this point in the records. At least, so far as I am acquainted with

them, the records throw no light on the subject. It is precisely for this

reason that I am putting this particular question, since the records contain

no solution as to whether or not certain other circumstances existed which

are not reported in the records but which could have supported the view

which Count Bernstorff took. For the way that I reason is this: After all,

it is a matter of such importance, and it is of such particular significance in

connection with Wilson’s peace move, as to make it appear to me that it

was the right thing for Count v. Bernstorff to do in his capacity7 as Ambas-
sador, to make it a point to go deeply into this question, and to examine

in detail everything in the way of material having a bearing on the subject

which was at his disposal. So that, if it is true that you entertained such a

strikingly important assumption as that of the burdening of the German
Government with a servitude—let us say—you must certainly have had some
definite reason in support of this view. It does not seem as if the only thing

involved was a purely personal point of view, which, when all is said and

done, was based on absolutely vague suppositions, but, in my opinion, it

certainly seems as if something definite must have lain at the bottom of such

an assumption. The purpose of my inquiry is to find out exactly what that

assumption was.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In order to answer both questions which

have been put to me, I would have to revert to the telegram which, in my
opinion, is the most important step in all the negotiations. So far as I

recollect, this telegram reached here on January 3. I looked upon this
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telegram—and this is in obvious conflict with the view of the Foreign Office

—

as a formal proposal for a peace mediation by Wilson. At that time, House
had told me that it was impossible that a peace conference could be brought

.
about without being preceded by confidential negotiations which, conse-

quently, it was our purpose to consummate. And he had then made the

proposal that these negotiations should be carried on between Wilson,

Colonel House, and myself, exclusively and in the strictest confidence. It

was House’s desire, possibly, to go to England in order to find out on what
basis these negotiations could be commenced. It was only in case I re-

ceived full authorization to carry on the negotiations that we would have

gone into all these questions more in detail. But I was never authorized to do

this, and I have always laid particular stress upon the fact that this telegram

reached Berlin on January 3, in other words, six days before the conclusion

was reached with regard to the U-boat war. So that the resolution to

launch the U-boat war was made with full knowledge of the fact that the

purpose of the American Government was to mediate.

Delegate Dr. Bonn: With respect to the Polish question, it is quite true

that in the United States there was a far-spread interest in Poland, but I

am absolutely convinced that, if these persons, provided that they were not

Poles but Americans, had been asked whether Danzig was on the Vistula

or on the Oder, there would have been an even division of opinion.

But after all, the most important point seems to me to be the one involved

in the question put by his Excellency v. Romberg. We have already taken

up this question in former hearings, and we have heard a great deal said

about it. We have naturally heard, on the one side, if I recollect correctly,

that Count v. Bernstorff was not to go into the actual discussion of a peace

mediation. Consequently, it devolved upon Count Bernstorff to give as

purely personal views all the statements of opinion which he made in this

regard and which had to do with the material points involved. I believe

that this task was made all the easier by the fact, your Excellency, that you

had no occasion to make known what the objective opinions of the authori-

ties were with regard to these individual questions, since the fact is that, as

the result of poor means of communication, you only received insufficient

information with regard to these questions.

But the item which seems to me to be the most important in this connec-

tion is the following: The fact is that we were again and again urged by the

Americans to tell them what our peace conditions were. The point upon

which you insisted was—as Mr. v. Romberg himself has already stated

—

that Germany’s peace conditions should not be disclosed to the Americans

in the shape of personal views of your own, your Excellency, but in the form

of the opinion of the German Imperial Government. If I recollect correctly,

this was not done at any time prior to the breaking off of relations. I

believe that the authorization to disclose confidentially our peace conditions
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to the President came into your hands simultaneously with the telegram

breaking off relations. So that the result would be, if my memory is correct

with regard to these matters, that you were able to arrange for opportunities

to take up with the Americans matters only of a general nature and, as a

matter of fact, generalities representing your personal view; and this on

the basis of the instructions which you had received, as well as for the reason

that your instructions were insufficient; and that you urged that positive

facts be submitted, and that positive proposals oe submitted to the Ameri-

cans, confidentially, but that these definite proposals were transmitted to

you too late in order to permit their being made use of. Speaking generally,

was that not the actual course which matters took?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Yes, that is in agreement with the facts;

I have nothing to add to that statement.

The Chairman: Then we can drop this point and pass on to point 4.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In point 4, I am asked whether I wish to

answer the statements of General Ludendorff, and, in particular: (a)
aYou

did not give the Imperial Chancelor correct information.” The charge

that I did not supply the Imperial Chancelor with correct information is,

in my opinion, the expression of a purely personal opinion which I can answer

by simply pointing to the fact that, from the very beginning, my reports

announced the view-point that the U-boat war would involve us in war with

the United States. I do not believe that it can be said that, in this regard,

I gave the German Government false information; for, unfortunately, the

American Government broke off relations with us on the same day as that

on which the U-boat war was announced. The fact is that my prophecies

were carried out, to my extreme regret, with the greatest expedition. But

again, this charge might be deemed to be based on the assumption that I had

represented the President’s intention to move on behalf of peace in false

colors, and that I had painted the prospect of this peace mediation in too

rosy a hue. As I have already stated, that is even today a matter of suppo-

sition, namely, the conjecture as to whether peace would have resulted

from a peace mediation by Wilson.

I can simply state what I have so often stated here, that I am still of the

opinion that peace would have resulted from a mediation on behalf of peace

by Wilson, and this particularly—as I should like to take the occasion of

again especially emphasizing—because I have been charged, both in and

out of this hall, with having had too much confidence in Wilson personally.

I was not controlled by factors having to do with Wilson as a man, but by
the circumstance which was conclusive, so far as I was concerned, that the

Entente would never have been able to conquer us without American

assistance; and I am today more than ever of the opinion that it could not

have been done. It was for this reason that the United States had to be

kept from participating in the war.
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And I am all the more convinced that peace would have resulted by what
is contained in the new book which was written by Keynes and to which
Professor Bonn has referred

;
for Keynes constantly emphasizes the point

—

stated by Bonar Law himself in the English parliament in so many words
to be the fact—that England was absolutely finished at the commencement
of the year 1917, so far as finances were concerned, and would no longer have

been able to carry on the war without American assistance.

That is all that I care to say with regard to question (a).

Delegate Warmuth: This is precisely the point; namely, that the Im-

perial Chancelor was left by your Excellency without exact information
4

with regard to the situation in this way—that at that time, Count v. Bern-

storff, you did not call to the Imperial Chancelor’s attention the facts which,

summed up, meant that we would have succeeded in stopping the United

States from participating in the war only if we had accepted American

mediation. At that time, that was of vital interest. For this was the

circumstance which at that time was the main reason for the angry words

spoken by Ludendorff, to wit, that on that occasion, and to a certain extent

as a surprise, this matter was presented in these proceedings as something

absolutely new. But I may venture to assume, in view of the fact that

your Excellency sticks to it, that you always kept Berlin informed on this

point? Is not this the case? I should like to ask you to make a further

statement along this line.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Of course, today, without examining

the records, I am no longer in a position to state exactly the terms in which

I clothed the statement. But as I look back, my feeling is that it was

absolutely unnecessary to make that the subject of a report. For I repeat-

edly received telegrams from Berlin, signed by the Imperial Chancelor, and

I received oral instructions from him, too, in which it was always stated:

“If peace does not come, the U-boat war will be inevitable.” Since that

was the standpoint of the German Government, the other conclusion

follows automatically, in my opinion.

Delegate Warmuth: It seems to me that that is somewhat different from

the circumstance which Ludendorff characterized at that time as the vital

point, namely, the failure to send information that nothing but the accept-

ance of mediation by the LTnited States would have avoided war with

America—the very thing which your Excellency yourself states with such

emphasis, to wit, that the acceptance of America’s mediation was abso-

lutely essential to Germany. At least, as I recollect the earlier hearings of

the investigating committee, you always made a particular point of this. I

would like to have a reply to this question, whether you, your Excellency,

kept Berlin constantly informed in this regard.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe that it is made plain by my
reports and telegrams that for a period of two years I wrote practically
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nothing else than that we should have to accept peace mediation by the

United States. I believe that there can be no doubt on that point.

The Chairman: Then perhaps we can pass over to Question 4 (b).

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Question 4 (b) : “That you did not

oppose British propaganda as energetically as you were called upon to do, so

that later the American soldier came to look upon the war which was waged

against us as in the nature of a crusade.”

I found myself, when in America, in the unpleasant situation—as was

exactly the case with all members of the Embassy and all other gentlemen

who took part in these matters—of always being charged in Germany with

having made too little use of propaganda, and in the United States, of being

charged with making too much use of it. My personal opinion is that we in

America did all that it was humanly possible to do. To submit proof of

this is, of course, a very difficult matter; for that, also, is, naturally, a matter

of personal opinion, whether we should have attempted to do more, or less.

There were times in the United States when German propaganda .was

absolutely out of the question. In my opinion, this period was represented

by the first six months following the Lusitania case. At that time, there

was such feeling in the United States as to result in any propaganda issued

by us being taken ill. During the months which preceded the Lusitania

case, on the other hand, everything was done in the way of propaganda,

in my opinion, which could possibly have been done. And as a matter of

fact, we ourselves founded the propaganda bureau in New York of which

former Secretary of State Dr. Dernburg was put in charge. As many
articles were prepared and written, etc., as was in any way possible. So

that I could not tell you wherein we fell short in the matter. On the other

hand, I admit that it was very difficult for us to oppose the British propa-

ganda, because of its marked superiority over ours on account of direct

cable connections. I do not know whether you want me to go into details

in the matter.

Delegate Warmuth: I would consider that very vital.

The Chairman : Perhaps Professor Bonn would like to put a question at

this point.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Your Excellency, were you aware of the fact that a

great number of very amusing books were written by the Entente, in which

the horrible performances of the German propaganda were described in a

way which, I must admit, calls for no less than absolute admiration? I

believe that if you were speaking of personal impressions, there is no

doubt but that we, too, have such personal impressions to furnish; not,

however, impressions of those who took part, but the impressions of our

opponents. If you know these books—perhaps you know the works of

Alphaud and Lechartier’s book, Intrigues Diplomatiques—then, I believe,

you will be able to show that a great number of the things which were
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ascribed to German propaganda in these books never took place at all. But I

believe that, in this case, we could rely upon the testimony of the other side,

and state that we did not fail in the matter of results, since the other

side had to combine all its energies to hold down the German propaganda.

It might be interesting, if it is the desire of the committee, to hear some
statements with regard to details concerning the German propaganda which
are now perfectly well known. There is absolutely no reason for dealing

in mysteries; three volumes of the American Senate committee tell all there

is to be told. But the field is a very broad one, and I do not know whether

the committee would desire to have you make a detailed report of the

matter.

Delegate Warmuth: I would like to emphasize the request that we be

informed thereof in detail; for this very charge is one which continues to be

made—and as a matter of fact, it is a very serious one—-that we availed

ourselves altogether too little of propaganda activities, and did not go far

enough in opposing British propaganda.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The chief propaganda was carried on by
Dr. Dernburg. You gentlemen probably know that Dr. Dernburg was
sent to the United States for the purpose of carrying through a loan there,

and that, as the result of political conditions existing in the United States

at that time, the loan was not made. So that at that time, Dr. Dernburg

was there in America without having anything in particular to do. And
so he busied himself, by the way, with writing articles which were very

successful from the standpoint of propaganda. When I first went to Amer-

ica, I attempted to convince the American press of the correctness of our

standpoint by means of interviews. But in this connection, I came to be

convinced that I would throw my own personal diplomatic character, which

was of course essential for carrying on the negotiations with the government,

wholly into the background if I engaged in a daily battle with the press,

and so it was with particular satisfaction that, by virtue of the newspaper

articles of Dr. Dernburg, the latter had been appointed by Berlin to take

his official seat in New York as the director of propaganda and manage
matters from there. The consequence was that the propaganda was handled

entirely apart from matters of the Embassy as long as Dr. Dernburg re-

mained in America. It was handled from New York. I would, therefore,

urgently request that, if it is the desire of the committee to have exact

details gone into here with regard to propaganda activities, in addition to

myself either Dr. Dernburg or one of his coworkers, for instance, Counselor

of Legation Fiihr, be heard in order that I may avoid making erroneous

statements here with regard to details. For I can only repeat that I myself

did not manage the propaganda, and this for political reasons which were

compelling so far as I was concerned.

The propaganda did not manifest itself by press articles alone, but took
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the form of commercial measures which were, in part, very successful. For

instance, it had to do with putting obstacles in the way of the exportation of

ammunition and, to a very marked extent, with matters of film production,

in that we had numerous films sent over from Germany and subsequently

exhibited. In this connection, however, I should like to emphasize the fact

that it was exactly this film production concerning which we have been

charged with insufficient activities in this connection, which had to be

stopped in view of the fact that it was not possible for us to receive the

necessary films, since they were not sent to us by the military.

The Chairman: What we will probably have to do under the circum-

stances will be to hear what Dr. Dernburg has to say on this question.

The committee would then determine whether we would care to call him as a

witness.

Delegate Warmuth: Did the possibility exist, by any chance, of persuad-

ing American film owners or film manufacturers, or of getting them to move
in such a way as to become active in matters of propaganda on our behalf,

or was this absolutely out of the question as the result of national char-

acteristics?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: No, a number of Americans offered their

services and they worked with us, too. Naturally, these were mainly

German-Americans. We worked in every direction that we could. I am
willing to admit that our propaganda was weak in one point only, and this

was that it was not possible to get ahead of the English reports because the

British had control of the cables.

Expert Dr. Bonn: At that time, your Excellency, did you have at your

disposal means for meeting the costs of carrying on propaganda of this kind

on the greatest scale, without referring to Berlin for authority to do so, or

were you always under the obligation of taking up the matter with Berlin

first?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I had absolutely no means at my disposal.

Privy Councilor Albert, the present Under-Secretary of State, who was in

the United States as the representative of the Z.E.G., was supplied with

large amounts of money for purchasing purposes, and I was able to avail

myself of these sums for certain purposes. But I was supplied with no

actual funds whereas Dr. Dernburg had his own money. I would not like

to make any statement here with regard to amounts, because it is possible

that my statements might be erroneous.

Delegate Dr. Bonn: In this connection, the following points occur to me,

in the main: In order to carry on propaganda on a large scale under these

conditions, one is bound to have large sums at one’s disposal, even if purely

legitimate propaganda only is involved
,
and the only question which can be

raised in the complaints which are made is that we did not sufficiently push

legitimate propaganda. I do not mean to say that people are attempting
60
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to charge you with the fact that you failed sufficiently to push illegitimate

propaganda. But very great resources are necessary, even for conducting
propaganda of the most legitimate kind. The question before us now is

whether, for instance, it was possible with the funds available, and acting

alone, to buy, for instance, or to establish, newspapers in the United States,

or whether it was always necessary to ask the central office at Berlin for

permission to do so. Do you know anything about this, your Excellency?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I have a certain knowledge of this much:
that it was impossible to expend any great sum without getting permission

from Berlin. Since I myself have now published my Memoirs of the War
,

I have talked over this question with one of the gentlemen who took part

in the propaganda, and the result of our investigations was that we had only

spent one million dollars for German propaganda in the United States.

Delegate Warmuth : Did not your Excellency once have occasion to take

up this very matter with the Foreign Office in Berlin, and to take the ground

that you be permitted to have a far freer hand in the premises? It was, of

course, quite impossible to carry on a propaganda which would be effective

even to a certain extent, in view of the distance from headquarters and in

view of the difficulties of communication, if you had to ask permission from

Berlin every time you wanted to busy yourself in any way along these lines.

The results of the entire propaganda were jeopardized from the outset by
such a situation, for the main point in matters of propaganda consists in

being able to overcome false reports by quick action. In response to any

such request of yours to the Foreign Office in Berlin, or to the Imperial

Chancelor, or to any other person in authority, did you ever get a negative

reply, referring you to purely bureaucratic methods which involved the

submission of a request by you before you undertook to carry out any task

of importance?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as my memory serves me—-I

should have to verify this in order to avoid making an erroneous statement—

this was the way the matter was handled, to wit, that when the management

of the propaganda was handed over to Dr. Dernburg, an estimate was made
in connection with him concerning the amount to be expended. So far as I

remember, he went into the matter with Berlin in detail, as to how much was

to be expended.

In this connection, I should like to emphasize an important matter which

often escapes attention; and that is the distance between Washington and

New York. To initiate propaganda in Washington was absolutely out of

the question
;
this could be done only in New York, and for that reason it was

a matter of the greatest satisfaction to me that the Foreign Office arranged

to relieve the Embassy wholly of the propaganda question and to establish

an independent propaganda bureau in New York; for otherwise, I should

have had to spend my time continuously on the train between Washington
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and New York. Even as matters stood, I had to do that very often-. But

if I had been obliged to manage the propaganda in New York, I would have

been able to do absolutely nothing else than travel back and forth. It

followed that I was very thankful indeed when Dr. Dernburg came prepared

to take it over, and he did this practically on his own responsibility. It was

only every week or two when I came to New York, that we had conferences

together in which we talked over the most important matters which came

up.

Delegate Warmuth: I do not understand that my question has, as yet,

been answered by your Excellency. We have just heard that Dr. Dernburg

acted very independently in his capacity as chief of the propaganda system,

and, moreover, we have heard that you had occasion every week or two to

confer with him concerning the most important matters which came up
;
it is

the question, after all as to what extent resources were placed at our disposal

for the purpose of carrying out a really effective propaganda, which seems to

me to be of the greatest importance. I assume that it was not only Dernburg

who handled these matters with Berlin, but I should be inclined to think

that it was you who, as Ambassador, were Dernburg’s official superior, and

for whom the importance of the propaganda question would have assumed

a particular significance; you, who would have found occasion, based on the

absolute inadequacy of the means with which you had to work, to submit

to Berlin, acting in a capacity which was quite different from that of Dern-

burg, and with the weight of an authority quite different from his, the

following request: “Give me unlimited powers to carry on the propaganda

as I need it, and as Dr. Dernburg requires it.” Your Excellency did not

reply to this phase of my question.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: To be sure, I did not make a reply of this

kind, because—as is obvious— I proceeded on different premises. I am
convinced, and I can state so frankly, that I would not have gone further

in the propaganda matter if I had been free to proceed with it, and I am of

the opinion that we made too much use of propaganda rather than too little.

I shall always emphasize this point. If I am questioned, I shall say that if

we made a mistake in the United States, it was that we dealt too much in

propaganda rather than too little.

(Delegate Warmuth: That is certainly very interesting!)

Expert Dr. Bonn : The features essential to a successful propaganda do not

consist in a great plant which constantly publishes statements, but in the

fact that the policy which is advocated in the course of the propaganda is in

agreement with the policy which is being actually followed. The propa-

ganda activities of his Excellency Dernburg came to an end as the result

of the Lusitania. Thereafter, as your Excellency has already stated, six

months went by without it’s being possible to conduct any propaganda at

all. From this we must conclude that there is no purpose whatsoever in
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conducting propaganda if the policy adopted does not run a course parallel

with that of the propaganda. The main difficulty in connection with

German propaganda in the United States was to be found, I believe, in the

fact that the policy which was announced by the propaganda itself was,

again and again, interfered with by political incidents. I do not know
whether this impression of mine is right or not.

*

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can simply confirm what Professor

Bonn has said, since he knows this at least as well as I do, having been active

in propaganda matters in the United States during the last years. I can

simply subscribe to the proposition that, since our national policy did not

meet with the approval of the Americans, it is obvious that the conduct of

our propaganda was made extraordinarily difficult. Try as we might to

avoid this, our propaganda methods would be interfered with in spite of it all.

Delegate Dr. Schucking: Count, do you not, perhaps, agree with me in

the thought that the propaganda would have been more effective per se if it

had not had for its only purpose that of proving to the Americans that the

war was being carried on for the purpose of maintaining ourselves as a nation,

for the purpose of our vital interests, but if, on the other hand, we had

backed up this propaganda with a great basic idea on the German side; if

we had taken the initiative in this matter of the idea; and if, as was the case

with our opponents, we had assured the world at the right time that the

purpose of the Germans in carrying on the conflict was the establishment of

a new age based on peace and right? Is it not possible that the failure of the

German propaganda was to be traced to this?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: This brings us, of course, to the question

of philosophy of life. If, in our propaganda in the United States, we had

unqualifiedly found ourselves in agreement with the ideas which governed

the American people, then of course we would have been much more suc-

cessful with our propaganda. But since that was not the case—at least,

no one believed that what we wanted was a peace of understanding, the

natural result was that the propaganda fell to the ground.

Delegate Dr. Bonn: Count, are you of the opinion that the so-called

conspiracies of which the Americans complained operated against the

efficiency of the propaganda?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The so-called conspiracies are based, I

am convinced, for the most part upon inventions. And this conviction was

recently expressed publicly by one of the most prominent judges in the

United States, to wit, that 99 per cent of the German conspiracies were

simply matters of invention, and that, as a matter of fact, only 1 per cent

actually existed—a circumstance which I, too, am free to admit. These

conspiracies were made great use of to our disadvantage from the stand-

point of propaganda, and their importance was tremendously exaggerated.

But during the period which was the decisive period, politically speaking,
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that is, for the whole year of 1916, they had been absolutely and completely

laid at rest, and, in my opinion, they would have exercised no further in-

fluence; it was only by the entrance of the United States into the war that

they again became utilized for the purposes of a renewed propaganda, and

then, it is true, with very great success, and particularly because they were

exaggerated beyond all reason.

Delegate Warmuth: The proposition which your Excellency put, that the

fact was that too much propaganda, rather than too little, had been carried

on over there, is certainly in such flat contradiction with the view which is

wide-spread over here, a view which was also expressed by General Luden-

dorff at that time, that it would seem to be necessary to go into it somewhat

further.

I take it, since I too am of the opinion, in which I probably am in agree-

ment with you, that propaganda can not be overdone in point of amount,

that is, that the essence of propaganda consists in working, as much as

possible, en masse—I take it that your proposition simply meant that a

feature of the “ too much propaganda” consisted in the fact that propaganda

of the wrong kind had been used—a circumstance which was caused by the

large mass of the propaganda. Where propaganda is conducted on a large

scale, the possibility of having something erroneous occur is much greater

than where propaganda is conducted only on a small scale. Now I expect

that I can assume, further, that the false, the injurious propaganda, was not

to be attributed to erroneous measures taken by the official propaganda

bureau as handled by Dr. Dernburg and by yourself, and that, in this connec-

tion perhaps, the cause was a private propaganda which was beyond your

control. In connection with this point, I should request your Excellency

to give us an explanation, bearing particular reference to the question of

why the propaganda was erroneous, that is, what were those particular

features which were wrong? Such extraordinary importance is attached to

this feature—and General Ludendorff considered it of great importance

—

that I believe that a discussion of this particular phase would not result in an

undue waste of time.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: If I stated that I believed that too much
propaganda had been conducted, I had in mind mainly the difference of

opinion which perhaps, came up most of all between the government here

and myself. I unintermittently requested, during the course of the entire

two and a half years, that neither special agents nor agents for the purpose

of propaganda be sent to the United States, that we ourselves would take

care of everything that needed to be done there. In spite of this—I do not

care to give numbers in this connection—a vast number of propaganda
agents was sent over. Almost every human being who said that he had been

to the United States at some time during his life was at once given a ticket

and told: “Now, go over there and get to work.” This happened in such
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numbers that, in my opinion, the result was simply this, that the purpose

became apparent and created feeling. That is what my remarks had
reference to.

The Chairman: For the rest, we shall probably go more deeply into this

when we take Dr. Scheele’s testimony. We can perhaps take it up on that

occasion.

Now we come to the next question.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: The fifth question reads: “ Do you adhere

to your statement that General Ludendorff stated, at the interview of May
4, 1917, that he did not wish an American peace, since the submarine war
would finish the business in three months?”

It was in connection with this question that the greatest difference came
up between General Ludendorff and myself, consisting in the fact that

General Ludendorff obviously understood that I took the view that he

wanted to conclude no peace whatsoever. To make such a ridiculous

statement naturally never occurred to me. All that I wanted to say was

—

and this is the ground that I continue to take today—that in the course of

our conversation General Ludendorff told me that we did not want peace

mediation by the Americans. Whether by this expression “we did not

want,” he referred to the Imperial Government, himself, or the Supreme
High Command of the Army, is a matter on which I can give no information

today. I took it, however, as a collective reference to the authorities in

Berlin. I can simply state that, in my opinion, this view has been con-

firmed by the statements of all the witnesses made under oath before the

committee; for the gentlemen have all said that they did not want American

peace mediation. Consequently, I believe that my remarks are in un-

qualified accord with what has been stated here under oath.

The Chairman : I believe that if there is a contradiction here, it is due to

a mistaken conception of what was said by his Excellency Count v. Bern-

storff on the part of General Ludendorff. I myself, acting as chairman

at that time, announced the fact that it is likely that General Ludendorff

misunderstood this statement; for it did not go to the length of meaning

that General Ludendorff opposed every peace of every kind, but simply

opposed that peace which America desired to bring about; in other words,

he was opposed to mediation by the United States because he expected an

unfavorable result.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Question 6: “ What justification had you

for the statement which has been contradicted, that your visit to Luden-

dorff was a mere matter of courtesy? Had the Supreme High Command of

the Army invited you to a visit? Did you repair directly to the Supreme

High Command of the Army for the purpose of bringing about a conference?”

I should like to answer the first question by saying that I considered that

I was justified in stating here under oath that the matter involved was one of
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a visit of courtesy, because I had not been requested by the Supreme High

Command of the Army to call. And this answers the second question too.

Now comes the final question: “Did you repair directly to the Supreme

High Command of the Army for the purpose of bringing about a confer-

ence?” In this connection I can only state that I did not repair directly to

that body. But it is a fact that on two occasions when I happened to meet

two gentlemen on a purely social basis, the first time, Colonel v. Haeften,

and the second time, General Hoffmann, with whom I was dining, it was
stated merely by way of conversation that it would be a good thing if the

Supreme High Command of the Army could obtain a statement from me
with regard to the United States. In return, I stated that I would be very

glad to do this; that I would be very glad if the Supreme High Command of

the Army would care to see me, because I considered it important to make a

statement in person with regard to the United States; and in this connection,

I might call attention to the fact that this occurred during that period in

which I was not received by the Emperor and did not know when' this

interview would take place. I again met Colonel v. Haeften, and he said:

“Yes, we shall come to the point of having an interview”; but I never got

the invitation. At that time, because these, according to my opinion, were

purely personal questions, I did not consider it necessary to refer to these

personal matters here, since I had never received this invitation to visit the

Supreme High Command of the Army. For this reason it was that I con-

sidered myself fully justified in saying that my visit was a visit of courtesy.

The Chairman : There is probably nothing more to be said on the point.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: Question 7: “Were Major General

Bartenwerfer and Colonel v. Haeften, et al
,
present at the time of your

interview on the 4th of May?”
To this question I can simply reply that there was nobody there except we

two
;
there were but two of us present.

Then comes the 8th question: “Did you know: (a) that other reports than

yours reached the Foreign Office?

As a matter of fact, I was ignorant of this up to the present time. I have
heard now, and I have already suspected, that private reports were written,

as always is the case. But whether “reports,” what we are to understand
by the term “report,” reached the Foreign Office, is a matter of which I am
still in ignorance today.

The Chairman : Your Excellency, as you know, there are other fairly

independent representatives with power to function, who have definite

offices to fill, such as military attaches and persons who are granted full

powers to act—in the United States, there was no military representative

with full powers, but probably only in Russia—consuls general, whose
offices are not at the same place as the seat of the Embassy. Are such

persons authorized to send independent reports in to the Foreign Office?
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Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I assume that the term “ reports” has

the definite meaning here of “political reports”; for the commercial reports

of the consuls general are, of course, drawn up independently. There is,

however, a regulation in the Foreign Office that such reports which involve

matters of general interest must be submitted to the Ambassador or to the

Minister. During the time when I was in the United States, I probably now
and then saw official reports which were politically opposed to the view

which I took, but on such occasions I had conferences with the writers. I do

not believe, however, that there was any subject of a political nature par

excellence
,
which was made the occasion of study in these reports. Private

reports are supposed to have been written; I have not seen them.

The Chairman : Does the representative of the Foreign Office know whether
such reports are to be found in the records, particularly the private reports?

Consul v. Bulow: Which expressed to the Foreign Office a definite view

opposing those held by Count v. Bernstorff?

The Chairman : And which were drawn up without the knowledge of

Count Bernstorff.

Consul v. Bulow : For the moment, I am unable to give any information

on that point. I believe that, generally speaking, the reports of the Con-

sulate General in New York were sent in the form of copies to the Embassy
in Washington.

Expert Dr. Bonn : Is the representative of the Foreign Office aware of the

fact of any correspondence covering political subjects passing between the

Consul General in New York and a gentleman in the Foreign Office?

Consul v. Bulow: Such correspondence, a private correspondence, cer-

tainly took place. But so far as I have understood Count v. Bernstorff, he

referred solely to such reports as dealt with political matters—real reports

which passed from one authority to another.

Expert Dr. Bonn: No, I understood Count Bernstorff differently. But

it is immaterial. In any case, the fact is known.

(Consul v. Bulow: Yes!)

To whom were they addressed?

Consul v. Bulow: There are letters in the records from the then repre-

sentative of the Consul General in New York to Privy Councilor Grunen-

wald in the Foreign Office.

Expert Dr. Bonn: These letters were so drawn up, since they have been

included in the record, as not to constitute letters of a purely private char-

acter, but such as involve the consideration of political subjects?

Consul v. Bulow: I assume that Privy Councilor Grunenwald was of the

opinion that what was in these letters might be of interest, and that for that

reason he submitted the copies of these letters to the proper political authori-

ties. It was in this way that these letters—they are letters, are they not?

—

came to be part of the records.
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Expert Dr. Bonn: Was there an exchange of letters between the Consul

General himself and Secretary of State or Under-Secretary of State Zim-

mermann?
Consul v. Bulow: I believe not.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Who is it that passes upon the point as to whether a

report of a consul general is of political significance or not?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: He himself, yes.

Expert Dr. Bonn: So that there is no guarantee that a report which is

looked upon as being of a purely commercial character, and which for this

reason is not sent to the Embassy, may not, after all, be political in character.

This is of all the greater importance in a country like the United States,

where politics and business are so closely allied. I believe that I recollect,

as the result of my knowledge of the records, that a large number of reports

from the Consul General in New York were not only sent over, but were

submitted to you in the form of copies. We are not considering the question

of whether reports went over of which you had no knowledge—that is a

different question—but whether, in the reports which were sent to you and

w7hich it is to be assumed from your statements had to do with political

questions as the result of the mere fact of having been sent to you, expressed

political views with regard to the situation which were not in accordance

with your own.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: In the reports which went through me,

there were often differences of opinion so far as the Embassy was concerned,

and, most of all, differences of opinion with regard to the business activities

of Privy Councilor Albert, the activities in the field of propaganda of Mr.

Dernburg, and the activities of military and naval attaches. I do not re-

member at the moment that there were differences with regard to political

view-points. I do not believe that I had occasion to oppose such views over

there. It is true that I already knew, when still in the United States, that

the Consul General entertained a different opinion from my own with regard

to the chief question of all, the attitude of the United States in the case of

the U-boat war; for, up to the very last, he was of the opinion that under no

circumstances would the Americans go to war with us.

The Chairman: Was this stated in those reports?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not remember that I read it in the

reports.

Delegate Mrs. Schuch: Your Excellency referred to the activities of the

military and the naval attaches in New York. That was the case during

the first hearings. Is it possible that special political reports were sent to

Berlin by these officials? If my memory is correct, it was plainly brought

out at the first hearings that the policy of the military and naval attaches

was opposed to that of Count v. Bernstorff.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I believe that the gentlemen indulged
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in no political activities. I have no occasion to assume that the gentlemen

wrote political reports. Those which had any bearing whatsoever on poli-

tics were read by me. I do not believe that there was a difference of opinion

in matters of policy in this respect.

The Chairman: It is probable that we shall take up these questions once

more in taking the testimony of his Excellency Dernburg, Consul General

Hossenfelder, and Privy Councilor Albert, with regard to this matter. We
shall have to reach a conclusion upon the point. I believe that we can drop

this question at this time. This probably answers the inquiry put.

(b) Were you informed as to whether the Foreign Office gave credence to

these reports? This is a question which your Excellency can probably not

answer.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can not state to what extent this was
the case. Mr. Secretary of State Zimmermann has testified here that he

gave no credence to the same. I am in no position to judge.

Expert Dr. Bonn : But the situation was very different in General

Ludendorff’s case. He stated in so many words, in the course of his hear-

ing: heard that the consulates general did not share Count Bernstorffs

opinion.”

The Chairman: That has already been proved, that the Consul General,

even on his trip to Europe, expressed the view that the breaking off of

diplomatic relations would come about but that it would not lead to war.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I do not believe that he expressed this

view to me; it was expressed to me, however, by other gentlemen of the

Embassy. One of the gentlemen of the Embassy went to New York a week

before relations were broken off, on a mission for me, to take up the matter of

the destruction of the German steamers with the Consul General. In the

course of these conferences, the Consul General said that it was absolutely

unnecessary to destroy the ships, for nothing would happen, except that

relations would be broken off
;
that it was absolutely out of the question

that the Americans would declare war upon us; that before they did this, the

Americans would expel Wilson from the Presidency.

The Chairman: Then the further question is put: (c) Were those who
drew up these reports private persons or officials? Can your Excellency

tell us anything about this?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I can simply repeat that I was informed

here in Germany for the first time of the existence of such private letters.

Besides this, I was told in Germany that the so-called German-American

Chamber of Commerce in New York had written reports to the same effect

as those which were just mentioned, that is, which took it for granted that

the United States would, under no circumstances, declare war upon us. I

have not seen these reports, I do not know whether they are to be found in

the records; but I was told here that such reports exist.
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The Chairman: Can the representative of the Foreign Office, perhaps,

give us any information on the point?

Consul v. Bulow: Reports of this kind, at least reports coming from some

kind of a chamber of commerce, are, so far as I know, to be found in the

records. I should not like, however, to be absolutely certain of the title

“chamber of commerce”
;
it might have been some other kind of an associa-

tion.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Do you know that a letter from a German business

man, dealing with American conditions and with the attitude of the Embassy

in the United States, reached Germany and was printed here? Have you

ever seen this report?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I regret to state that I do know it.

(Laughter.)

The Chairman: That was a certain Mr. Koch, to my knowledge.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: I could give no details of the matter,

under oath, because I do not know how it happened. When I returned

from the United States, I came across this obvious forgery almost every-

where over here; for this letter was published in Germany as a special re-

print from the New York Herald of October 16, 1916. But this letter had

never been published in the New York Herald
,
and to that extent was there-

fore, a decided forgery. I have heard that the letter was written by a chief

clerk of a certain German firm, a Mr. Koch, if I am not mistaken, to Mr.

Lohmann. In any event, it had come into Mr. Lohmann's hands. I do

not know^ how it came to be published. It contained very sharp attacks

against all the gentlemen of the Embassy, attacks against all the gentlemen

who had been in America at all, with the exception of Mr. Hossenfelder.

Under-Secretary of State Albert and Captain Bov-Ed, especially, intended

to take the matter to the courts. I believe that Captain Boy-Ed withdrew

from the matter later on; but Under-Secretarv of State Albert stayed with

it. Legal proceedings never took place, for the reason that Koch never came
to Germany. I believe that he is still in the LTnited States.

The Chairman: Does your Excellency know7 whether this letter also was
reprinted and sent to a considerable number of Delegates?

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: So far as I know7
,
it w'as published broad-

cast by the thousand. I do not know7 exactly; I simply know' that w'hen I

returned, this letter w7as in everybody’s mouth.

The Chairman: That ends this matter, too, for the present. Did you
take any steps to restrain the sending in of reports by officials under your

control, expressing different views? For, as you know', the rule w-as that

reports which contained references to political views and subjects were to be

submitted to you.

Witness Count v. Bernstorff: If there wras a difference in the point of

view of the reports, then it necessarily followed that I made some addition
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thereto or wrote my own report. But if there were any striking cases of

differences of opinion with regard to political matters, I do not know of

them. As a matter of fact, all the gentlemen of the Embassy remained up
to the last moment of the same opinion as myself. The sole exception was
the Vice Consul General. For the rest, no difference of opinion ever came
up with regard to political matters. Now and again, differences of opinion

occurred with regard to commercial questions. They were simply sent to

Berlin, accompanied by reports dealing with both sides of the question.

The Chairman: Consul General Hossenfelder is, it appears, not here?

Consul v. Bulow: I wrote to his office this morning and asked him to

appear if possible. I must assume that the letter did not reach him.

The Chairman: You did not call him up by telephone?

Consul v. Bulow: I could not talk with him by telephone, because he has

no telephone in his house.

The Chairman: Then we have come to the end of our hearing for today.

We ought to reach a conclusion as to what we are going to do in respect to

our next session. But it would probably be better for us to do this in private

conference.

I therefore close the present session.

The session was closed at 12:15 o’clock.
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DIGEST OF DOCUMENTS 1

Part I.—Diplomatic Correspondence between Berlin and Washington, April ii,

1916, to February 15, 1917

Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

Summary Page

1 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

1916
Washington
Apr. 11

Reports American Government con-
vinced that German U-boat torpe-

doed Sussex. Danger of war be-

cause of continued U-boat war.
President Wilson’s desire for peace 971

2 Secretary of State
v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

Berlin

Apr. 11

President Wilson’s desire for peace in

accord with Germany’s desires .... 97 1

3

-

Ambassador Ge-
rard to Secretary
of State v. Jagow

Berlin

Apr. 20
American Government asks for cessa-

tion of submarine war on passenger
and freight vessels, or a severance
of diplomatic relations 972

4 Secretary of State
v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Gerard

Berlin

May 4

German Government has issued in-

structions to German war craft to
observe the general principles of

international law. Hope that
these instructions will effect a res-

toration of the freedom of the seas.

United States will demand that
Great Britain observe these princi-

ples of international law, recog-
nized before the war 972

5 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
May 4

Appeals for peace, impress President
Wilson. Continuance of U-boat
war means eventual break 97A

6 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
May 4

Advises that he has been informed
that Germany is willing to accept
peace mediation by President Wil-
son through Colonel House. Peace
could best be brought about by
cessation of submarine warfare . . . 974

**

7 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethman-
Hollweg to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

-

Berlin

May 6

German animosity against President
Wilson and its effect on peace medi-
ation. Unwillingness to give up
U-boat war unless England makes
concessions 974

1 This Digest does not form a part of the original German text but has been incorporated in this translation
for the convenience of the reader.

61
941
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Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date Summary Page

8 Ambassador Ge-
rard toSecretary
of State v.Jagow

1916
Berlin

May 10
German note announcing that naval
commanders of the Imperial Gov-
ernment will observe recognized
principles of international law, has
received consideration of the United
States and the American Govern-
ment relies on German adherence
to these principles. Rights of

American citizens on the high seas
are not altered in any way by the
attitude of any other government
upon the rights of neutrals 975

Ambassador Count Washington
Bernstorff to the May 18

Foreign Office

Advises negotiations with Colonel
House on settlement of Lusitania
and Igel cases. President Wilson
believes trouble is settled and hopes
for early peace. War between
England and the United States out
of the question. Easier to end
war than to raise English blockade 976

10 Secretary of State
v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

Berlin

June 7

Effect of passivity of President Wil-
son regarding question of English
blockade on public opinion in Ger-
many. Public opinion will de-

mand resumption of submarine
warfare if President Wilson re-

mains inactive towards England.
Peace founded on status quo ante

unacceptable to Germany. In-

structions to Ambassador to fore-

stall peace overtures from Presi-

dent Wilson that have England’s
sanction 976

11 Secretary of State
v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

Berlin German Army and Navy insist upon
June 12 renewal of U-boat war. German

Ambassador is asked for his opinion
of the attitude of Republican can-

didate regarding U-boat warfare
and President Wilson’s probable
attitude after nomination. Media-
tion by President Wilson unwel-
come 978

12 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington Commencement of U-boat war would
mean a break and the entrance of

the United States into the war.
Communication with Colonel
House with regard to peace media-
tion and blockade 979
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Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

13 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to
Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Hollweg

1916
Rye

July 13

14 Imperial Chancelor
Bethmann-Holl-
weg to Ambassa-
dor Count Bern-
storff

Berlin

Aug. 18

15 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to Im-
perial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg

Washington
May 28

16 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

Berlin

Sept. 2

1 7 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington

18 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Sept. 8

Summary

President Wilson’s inaction explained
by the fact that no pressure to pro-

ceed against England has been
brought to bear upon him. Desire
of President to bring peace to

Europe. President interested only
in “disarmament” and “freedom
of the seas.” Peace feeling in the
United States. President Wilson’s
desire to act as peacemaker.
Should German Ambassador op-

pose his efforts? Possibilities for

Germany

German Government willing to ac-

cept a mediation on part of Presi-

dent of the United States, also a
general peace conference

President Wilson’s peace plans pro-

gressing. His plan to call a con-
ference at The Hague for the neu-
tral Powers involving the question
of the “freedom of the seas.” Un-
willingness of President for Ameri-
can intervention in the actual con-
ditions of peace. Pacifism in Amer-
ica

Hope for peace lessened by entrance
of Roumania into war. Would Bel-

gium’s restoration effect a peace
mediation? Failure would cause
unrestricted U-boat warfare

Peace activities postponed because of

Roumania’s entrance into the war.
President Wilson will probably
come forward with peace mediation
after reelection, which is likely ....

Restoration of Belgium of big inter-

est in the United States. Media-
tory action by President Wilson
likely before the end of the year
provided he is reelected. Peace
unobtainable through unrestricted
LT-boat warfare

Page

979

981

982

983

983

984
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Doc.
No.

Name

19 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann
to Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Place and
date

Summary

1916
Berlin

Sept. 25
Conditions at the front and opera-
tions against Roumania. Aid that
unrestricted U-boat warfare would
give to German troops on the
Somme front. Effect that a peace
mediation by President Wilson
would have. Effort of England to

improve her military and commer-
cial situation through the neutral
Powers. Postponement in nego-
tiations would make the military
situation of Germany worse. Peace
move by the President would re-

ceive serious consideration by Ger-
many and help President Wilson’s
election campaign

Page

984

20 Ambassador Count Washington
Bernstorff to the Oct. 5
Foreign Office

President Wilson willing to under-
take mediation only if he is re-

elected. Ambassador advises to
put off unrestricted U-boat war-
fare until after election 986

21 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

Berlin

Oct. 9

His Majesty the Emperor desires

that the enclosed aide-memoire be
handed to Ambassador Gerard in

the strictest confidence. He ex-

presses the hope that the Ambas-
sador be reminded of peace moves
promised by the President and the

increasing ruthlessness of the op-
ponents. German Government has
no information as to President Wil-
son’s offer to bring about peace.

War has taken such an aspect that
Germany will be forced to regain

its freedom of action 986

22 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the

Foreign Office

I

Washington Conversation with President on Pol-

ish relief action. Wilson bases his

reelection on the fact that he kept
the United States out of the war
and has ended attacks on American
lives. His desire to remain neutral

and to bring the war to an end.

Entrance of the United States

would end opportunity to termi-

nate the war 987

23 Imperial Chancelor Berlin

v. Bethmann- Oct. 14
Hollweg to Am-
bassador Bern-
storff

i l
,.'\ = - i:

.

-

Polish relief difficulties attributable

to England. Continuation of

U-boat war on American coast not
contemplated. Demands for unre-

stricted U-boat warfare increasing

in Germany. Spontaneous appeal
for peace by Wilson acceptable . .

.

989
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Doc.
No.

Name
Place and

date
Summari- Page

24 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the

Foreign Office

1916
Washington

Oct. 16
In the course of an interview. Presi-

dent Wilson intimated to the Ger-
man Ambassador that the carrying

on of the U-boat war along the
American coast would excite public

opinion with regard to the election

and that it was his desire to keep
the United States out of the war .

.

989

25 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Oct. 20

President Wilson is not expected to

take any action with regard to

peace until after the election, nor
take up any joint peace move with
the Pope or the King of Spain.

His chances of reelection are good
and he will probably bring about
peace mediation shortly thereafter 990

26 Secretary7 of State Berlin

v. JagowtoAm- Nov. 8

bassador Count
Bernstorff

German Government asks what the
attitude will be toward the U-boat
war after the election 990

27 Secretary of State
v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

28 Secretary7 of State
v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

29 Secretary of State
v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

30 Secretary of State
v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

31 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Berlin

Nov. 14

Berlin

Nov. 16

Berlin

Nov. 20

Berlin

Nov. 22

Washington
Nov. 17

Ambassador Count
;

Washington
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Requests of the German Ambassador
his view of settling the case of the
Marina, which was torpedoed by a
U-boat

German Government wishes to know
what steps President Wilson is

to peace
Also the

going to take in regard
mediation, and when,
situation in Mexico . . .

German Government favorably in-

clined to peace suggestions of

President Wilson

German Government announces its

willingness to enter peace negotia-
tions

Advises that debated question of

armed merchant ships not be re-

opened and that restitution be
made in the case of the Marina . . .

Advises that there be no change in

submarine warfare program until

peace mediation is begun

991

991

991

992

992

993
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Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

Summary

33 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

AG,

1916
Washington
Nov. 21

President Wilson, through Colonel
House, declares that he will take
steps toward mediation as soon as
possible, his condition being that
the U-boat war be carried on in

conformity with promises and that
no new controversies arise. The
President fears that England might
reject peace proposals. Mexican
situation unchanged and of no in-

terest. The cases of the Marina
and the Arabia should be settled

to expedite mediation

Page

993

34 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Nov. 26
Advises the German Ambassador of

the particulars of the case of the

Marina and asks for American find-

ings in the case. Requests early

mediation by President Wilson as

delay means further military prep-

arations 994

35 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Dec. 1

German Navy asks for a revision of

the American memorandum with
regard to armed merchant ships

and asks that Colonel House have
his attention called to the incident

of the steamer Mississippi and
Lord Crewe’s speech in the House
of Lords relative thereto 996

36 Foreign Office to Berlin

the German Em- Dec. 1

bassy at Wash-
ington

Contains French instructions to cap-

tains of merchant vessels to furnish

evidence of aggressive purpose of

armed merchantmen of Allied

Powers 996

37 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the

Foreign Office

Washington
Dec. 1

States that the Marina and Arabia
cases have been taken up with Sec-

retary of State Lansing. Question
of Belgian deportations causing

American protests and hindering

peace moves. Federal Reserve
Bank exerting pressure against Al-

lies with regard to unsecured ob-

ligations 997

38 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington Reports that everything is ready for

Dec. 4 peace move and that concessions

with regard to Belgian question

would hasten it. Peace demand in

Congress will probably bring about
definite decision 997
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Doc.
No.

39

40

4i

42

43

44

Name Place and
date

Summary
•

Under-Secretary of

State v. Stumm
to Ambassador
Count Bemstorff

1916
Berlin

Dec. 9

The fall of Bucharest creates a favor-

able opportunity to offer a peace
proposal. This will be made
through the United States, Swit-
zerland and Spain. American
charge in an interview stated that
the President was desirous of bring-

ing about an early peace. The Im-
perial Chancelor answered that
Germany was ready and willing to
cooperate

Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Holhveg toAmer-
ican Charge
d ’Affaires Grew

Berlin

Dec. 12

Germany declares that she is ready
to enter into peace negotiations

with the Allied Powers and wishes
to cooperate with the President to
that end

Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to the
American Charge
d ’Affaires, the
Swiss Minister,

and the Spanish
Ambassador

Berlin

Dec. 12

German}7 formally offers to enter
peace negotiations and requests
the United States, Switzerland and
Spain to communicate their desire

to the Allied Powers

Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Dec. 16

Reports that Secretary of State Lan-
sing, by order of President Wilson,
has forwarded the note of peace
proposal to the Entente Allies

without any accompanying note of

the United States. Opinion is that
Allies will take part in a conference

Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Dec. 13

There is indication that President
Wilson will support peace propos-
als. Mr. Gerard, in a speech, de-

,

dared that Germany had practi-

cally won the war

American Charge
d’Affaires Grew
to Secretary of

State Zimmer-
mann

Berlin

Dec. 21
1

The President of the United States,

through American Charge d’Af-

faires, asks the Government of

Germany to present its views upon
how the war might be concluded
and the arrangements it would
deem satisfactory against a re-

newal of the conflict
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Doc.
No.

45

46

47

48

49

50

Name

Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the

Foreign Office

Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Gerard

Answer of the En-
tente to the Cen-
tral Powers re-

garding the peace
proposal

Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to Im-
perial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg

Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to Im-
perial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg

Place and
date

1916
Washington
Dec. 21

Berlin

Dec. 26

Berlin

Dec. 26

Paris

Dec. 30

Washington
Oct. 17

Washington
Dec. 29

Summary

German Ambassador has been in-

formed of peace note of President
Wilson and has intimated to Secre-
tary of State Lansing that state-

ments regarding peace conditions
would be difficult to obtain except
by means of a conference. Lan-
sing replied that everything would
be in confidence. Public opinion
favors the President in his peace
move

German Government favors the di-

rect exchange of views at a gather-
ing of delegates from belligerent

States at a neutral spot. Does not
wish a conference with neutral
Powers present

Germany accepts the President’s ap-
peal for peace and suggests a direct

exchange of ideas with the bellig-

erent States at a neutral place.

Also willing to cooperate with the
United States in the work of pre-

venting future wars

Rejection by Allied Powers of the
peace proposal and the acknowl-
edgment of the principle of na-
tionalities and free existence of

small States and guarantees for the
security of the world as peace con-
ditions. Condition of Belgium ....

Report of rumor that Ambassador
Gerard was bringing to the United
States a peace proposal. A denial

of this with the information that he
was coming to announce the launch-
ing of unrestricted U-boat warfare
caused more trouble. Things are

quiet on the eve of the election

and it seems that Wilson’s chances
for reelection are good

Advises that in the President’s

opinion a peace conference could
not be arranged due to the insist-

ence of the Allied Powers on cer-

tain conditions. Colonel House
and President Wilson invite Ger-
many to take part in confidential

negotiations with them. The Pres-

ident is primarily interested in

“guarantees for the future.”
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Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

Summary Page

51 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

1917
Berlin

Jan. 4

'

Encloses memorial concerning ques-

tion of armed merchant ships 101

1

52 Under-Secretary of

State v. Stumm
to Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 5

Requests German Ambassador to

interview Secretary Lansing with
regard to submarine warfare on
armed merchant ships 1012

53

i

Secretary’ of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 7

Informs Ambassador that Germany
is not in favor of intervention of

L’nited States in peace negotia-

tions but favors a conference of

belligerents and a general con-

ference thereafter to arrange other
guarantees advanced by the Presi-

dent. Germany’s peace demands
moderate. Requests information
as to what pressure the President
would bring to bear upon the Allies

to accept the peace moves 1012

54 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Jan. 9

Requests postponement of action un-
til answer is received 1014

__
00 Answer of the En-

tente to the Gov-
ernment of the
United States
with reference to

Wilson’s note of

Dec. 18, 1916

Paris

Jan. 12

Acknowledgment of President Wil-
son’s note, statement of wilful ag-

gression of Germany, their viola-

tions, etc. Allied intentions and
objects in continuing the war 1014

56 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Jan. 10

Announces delivery of memorandum
to Secretary Lansing and that ac-

tion taken in line with the memo-
randum will result in break with
the United States 1017

•

57 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 16
Germany announces that she will

institute unrestricted submarine
warfare beginning February 1.

Warning to America with regard
to this decision 1017

58
(

Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 18

Asks for suggestion for representa-
tion in case of break

.

1020

59 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

:

!
Washington

Jan. 16

Advises that intentions of the Presi-

dent are still all for peace. He will

probably bring this subject before

Congress. Opposition to Wilson’s
plans and attacks upon him 1020
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Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

Summary Page

60 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the

Foreign Office

I 9J 7
Washington

Jan. 19

German Ambassador asks for post-

ponement of unrestricted subma-
rine warfare as war would surely

result therefrom. President Wilson
believes that peace can be obtained
on principle of equal rights to all

nations 1021

61 Message of Presi-

dent Wilson to

the Senate, de-

livered to Secre-

tary of State
Zimmermann by
American Am-
bassador Gerard

Washington
Jan. 22

Peace must be followed by some defi-

nite concert of power which will

make future war impossible. It

must be between equals, that is

there must be no victory. Self-

determination of the governed.
Every nation should be assured ac-

cess to the highways of the sea.

There should be freedom of the

seas. A limitation of naval and
military armament. . 1021

62 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the

Foreign Office

Washington Suggests Switzerland as German
representative in case of American
break. Possible that President
Wilson will merely break off rela-

tions and not declare war 1027

63 Under-Secretary of

State v. Stumm
to Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 26

64 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Am bassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 26

65
Ambassador Count

Bernstorff to Im-
perial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg

1916
Washington

Dec. 11

66
Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

1917
Berlin

Jan. 27

Advises that Switzerland is satis-

factory as representative. Ger-
many finds it impossible to assist

in the President’s plan as the Eng-
lish war of starvation forces her

to continue the conflict.

Advising German Ambassador that

communication of note authorizing

the sinking of all shipping in re-

stricted area beginning February 1,

will be made to the American Gov-
ernment on January 31

Report on opinions and attitude of

the American press

Reply to American message of Presi-

dent Wilson to the Senate. Ger-
many is in perfect accord with the

principles set forth by the Presi-

dent, but the starvation war of

England forces her to continue the

war

1027

1028

1029

1043
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67

-

Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

1917
W ashington

Jan. 23

Advises that Wilson’s message is

meeting with American approval.
Also that it would be wise to an-

nounce German peace conditions
before instituting the unrestricted

U-boat war 1045

68
-

Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

-

Washington
Jan. 26

Requests postponement of unre-

stricted U-boat war 1046

69 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Jan. 27

Reports that President Wilson is of

the opinion that Germany should
make public her peace conditions.

He was convinced that he could
effect a peace conference. The be-

ginning of unrestricted U-boat
war would surely bring about war
with the United States 1047

70 Under-Secretary of

State v. Stumm
to Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 29
States that postponement is imprac-

ticable 1048

7 i

.

Under-Secretary’ of

State v. Stumm
to Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 29

Advice to Ambassador concerning
telegrams 1048

72

%

Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Flolhveg to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

Berlin

Jan. 29

German Government acknowledges
the communication of the Presi-

dent. Public disclosure of peace
conditions is impossible because of

severity of Entente conditions.

Conditions upon which peace
would have been made had Allies

accepted previous peace proposals.

Also contains announcement of the
beginning of unrestricted U-boat
warfare 1048

73 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Jan. 26

Reports President Wilson’s proposal
of peace mediation without terri-

torial peace conditions. Com-
mencement of U-boat war would
make break unavoidable 1050

74 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Jan. 14

General report of conditions and
opinions in America. Attacks upon
President Wilson and his peace
moves. Efforts to discredit the
German Embassy 1051
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Origin of the Peace Proposal of the Central Powers of
December 12, 1916

Doc.
No.

Name

:

Place and
date

I

Summary Page

75 Notes in the hand-
writing of
Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Hollweg:
suggestion of

Baron Burian
for the announce-
ment of a peace
proposal

1916
Berlin

Oct. 18

Peace proposal suggested by Baron
Burian 1053

76 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Am-
bassador Count
Wedel, Vienna

Berlin

Nov. 1

Note to be forwarded to Emperor
Francis Joseph concerning submit-

ting peace proposal to the Entente.

Difference of opinion regarding

time of tendering peace proposal. .

.

1056

77 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Nov. 4

Concerning the “mobilization of the

German people” and the time to

institute it. Notice to be given to

other allies of the Central Powers. 1058

73 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
H oil we g to
General Field

Marshal v

.

Hindenburg

Berlin

Nov. 4

Statement of peace conditions 1059

79 Counselor of Le-
gation v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Nov. 5

Advising his agreement with the

fundamental conceptions of the

peace conditions 1061

80 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Coun-
selor of Legation
v. Griinau

Berlin

Nov. 6
Agreement with detailed addenda
made by Counselor of the Legation.

Inexpediency of including war in-

demnity from Belgium 1062

81 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Nov. 7

Advising communication of peace

conditions to Vienna in general

form. Question of war indemnity
from Belgium 1063

82 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
HollwegtoCoun-
selor of Legation
v. Griinau

Berlin

Nov. 7

Peace conditions submitted to Baron
Burian

/'
-

1
'

: - L" ""
..

1064
l
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Name Place and
date

Summary Page

83 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

1916
Pless

Nov. 6
Consent of Austrian monarch to

submission of peace conditions to

Baron Burian 1065

84 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Nov. 17

Reports that Supreme High Com-
mand of the Army agrees with
changes in note 1065

85 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Am-
bassador Count
Wedel

Berlin

Nov. 23

Encloses statement of German and
Austro-Hungarian war aims 1065

86 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollwegto Gen-
eral Field Mar-
shal v. Hinden-
burg

Berlin

Nov. 27

Advises that Bulgaria and Turkey
have agreed to contemplated peace
proposal. Uncertainty of accept-
ance of a peace proposal to the
Entente

.

1068

87 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Dec. 5

Advises that peace proposal be sent

as soon as possible after fall of

Bucharest
__

i-t 0 0

88

•

Ambassador Count
Wedel to Secre-

tary of State
Zimmermann

Vienna
Dec. 3

Report of interview with Burian and
Merey regarding peace proposal. .

.

•

1—

1

0 0

89 Interview of Gen-
eral Field Mar-
shal v. Hinden-
burg with the
Emperor

Status of military situation is a fac-

tor in the submission of peace pro-

posal
' ...

1071

90 Answer of Imperial
Chancelor v.

Bethmann-
Hollweg to No.
89

Berlin Further conditions considered essen-

tial before submission of peace
proposal 1072
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Part III.

—

The Peace Proposal of the Central Powers of December 12, 1916, and
Wilson’s Peace Note of December 21, 1916 (Period Covered,

December 14, 1916-jANUARY 28, 1917)

Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

Summary' Page

91 Secretary of State
Z immermann
to the Embassy
at Madrid and
the Legations
at The Hague,
Berne, Copen-
hagen, Chris-
tiania and
Stockholm

1916
Berlin

Dec. 14

Statement to be given to the press
concerning making public the
peace terms 1074

92 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
H 0 1

1

w e g to
Ambassador
Count Wedel

Berlin

Dec. 15

Discussion of possible conditions the
Entente will ask in reference to
peace proposal 1075

93 Secretary of State
Zimmermann
to Counselor
of Legation v.

Grtinau

Berlin

Dec. 15

Advises caution in giving to press re-

ports of Emperor’s speeches 1075

94 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Grtinau to
the Forei gn
Office

Karlsruhe
Dec. 16

Reply to No. 93 and placing juris-

diction with War Press Office 1076

95 Reproduction of

Wolff Telegram
to the Basler
Nachrichten

Berlin

Dec. 16

Text of Emperor’s speech at Miil-

hausen 1077

96 Minister Romberg
to the Foreign
Office

Berne
Dec. 17

Advising of effect of Emperor’s
speeeh in Switzerland 1077

97 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

the Legations at

Berne, The Ha-
gue, Copenha-
gen, Christiania

and Stockholm

Berlin

Dec. 18

Advises to call attention of press to

expressions of the Imperial Chan-
celor to overcome the possible

misrepresentations of the Em-
peror’s speech 1078

98 Minister Rosen to

the Foreign
Office

The Hague
Dec. 20

Report on effect of Emperor’s speech
in Holland 1078
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Name Place and
date
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99 Ambassador Count
Wedel to the

Foreign Office

1916
Vienna
Dec. 17

Advises that the Nuncio had been
informed through the Pope that
President Wilson was ready to

take up peace mediation and that
the Entente was inclined to peace
negotiations 1079

IOO Ambassador Count
Wedel to the

Foreign Office

Vienna
Dec. 18

Acknowledges receipt of No. 92 and
states that answer to Allies should
not be drawn to weaken position.

Communications of the Pope in

No. 99 are of little value 1079

IOI I mperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Sec-

retary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner

Berlin

Dec. 19

Discussion of possible conditions of

Allies in regard to peace proposal.

Disadvantage of armistice 1080

102 Minister Count
Brockdorff-
Rantzau to the
Foreign Office

Copenhagen
Dec. 18

Advises that the Emperor’s speech
and the peace proposal of the Cen-
tral Powers was receiving serious

attention in England, which in-

formation was obtained from the
American Minister 1080

103 Minister Count
Brockdorff-
Rantzau to the
Foreign Office

Copenhagen
Dec. 19

Report of interview with Ambassador
Gerard concerning peace proposal. 1081

IO4 Ambassador Count
Wedel to the
Foreign Office

Vienna
Dec. 21

Encloses report of interview of Aus-
tro-Hungarian Minister in Copen-
hagen with Ambassador Gerard on
peace proposal 1083

105 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Ambassador
Count Wedel

Berlin

Dec. 23

Discussion of proposed answer to
President Wilson’s note, advo-
cating a meeting of the delegates
of the belligerent States 1085

106 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Dec. 23

Reports that the armies are in favor
of the peace proposal but expect a re-

j ection thereof. Willingness to con-
tinuethewarisexpressedby the men. 1086

107 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Dec. 24

Reports that General v. Hindenburg
advises an armistice on land only. 1087

108 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Secretary of
Legation v.

Lersner

Berlin

Dec. 24

Encloses note of reply to President
Wilson which announces that the
Central Powers will negotiate di-

rectly with the Entente 1087
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Doc.
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Name Place and
date

Summary Page

109 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Ambassador
Count Wedel

1916
Berlin

Dec. 25

Advises that German Ambassador in

Washington reports that President
Wilson expects frank statements
from the belligerents in regard to
peace conditions; and that Aus-
trian note to America should bring
out that Central Powers wish to
deal directly with their opponents. 1088

no Secretary of State
v. Lersner to the
Foreign Office

Pless

Dec. 25

Informs the Greek King that the war
will be continued 1089

III Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

the Emperor

Dec. 26 Advises that answer to peace note of

President Wilson has been de-

livered to Ambassador Gerard. .... 1089

1 1

2

Ambassador Count
Wedel to the
Foreign Office

Vienna
Dec. 26

Reports that participation of the
United States or any other neutral
in peace negotiations is not de-
sired in Austria 1089

U 3 Ambassador Count
Wedel to the
Foreign Office

1917
Vienna
Jan. 1

Advises that Count Czernin concurs
in the note of response 1090

1 14 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bet h man n-

Hollweg to the
Emperor

Berlin

Jan. 2

Announces that note of the Entente
endeavors to place blame for the
continuance of the war upon the
Central Powers by stating that
peace proposal is not made in good
faith. A note to neutral Powers is

under consideration

•

1090

115 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Jan. 2

Necessary to revise war aims in view
of the reiection of the Entente

1

1091

116 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Jan. 2

Report of Austria on Entente note.

Advises that he is in full concur-
rence with the action of the gov-
ernment in regard to the Entente’s
rejection of the peace proposal.

Also contains Austrian Army order
regarding Entente’s rejection

T

IO9I

11 7 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Jan. 4

Reply to Emperor Karl agreeing that
responsibility for the continuation
of the war rests with the Entente
and that the reply to their note
will not be addressed to them but
to neutral Powers. Changes in

Army orders

.

1093
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Doc.
No. Name

Place and
date

1 18

119

120

Chief of the Gen-
eral Staff
General Field

Marshal v.

Hind e-n burg
to Imperial
Chancelor v.

Bethmann-
Hollweg

Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to the
Chief of the

General Staff

General Field

Marshal v .

Hindenburg

1916
Pless

Dec. 31

1917
Berlin

Jan. 4

Conference of:

Count Czernin,
Ambassador
Prince Hohen-
lohe, the Impe-
rial Chancelor,
Secretary of

State Zimmer-
mann, Under-
secretary of

State v. Stumm

Berlin

Jan. 6

121

122

123

124

Conference with
Minister of For-
eign Affairs
Count Czernin

Note of the Ger-
man Govern-
ment to the neu-
tral Powers

Minister v. d.
Lancken to the
Foreign Office

Berlin

Jan. 7

Berlin

Jan. 10

Brussels

Jan. 11

Proclamation of

William I

Berlin

Jan. 12

125 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Jan. 15

Summary

Asks for information concerning
statement of the Vas-Diaz-Bureau,
also concerning minimum terri-

torial demands of his Excellency. . .

Reply to No. 1 18

Discussion of answer to Entente
note

Same as No. 120

Answer to the Entente note sent
through the neutral Powers. ......

Reports that Director Kellog of the
Relief Commission states that de-

portation of workmen from Bel-

gium has aroused great feeling in

America and done much to injure

relations

Statement to German people of re-

jection of peace proposal. Con-
gratulates people on their stead-
fastness

Reports that congratulations have
been received in great numbers
since the proclamation of His
Majesty

Page

1095

1095

1097

1099

1 100

1103

1103

1104

62
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Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

Summary Page

126 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Secretary of

Legation v.

Lersner

1917
Berlin

Jan. 14

States that German Ambassador in

America has handed over memorial
regarding armed merchant ships.

His opinion that enforcement
thereof will mean break with the
United States. 1 104

127 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Jan. 14

Asks for explanation concerning Wil-
son’s peace mediation in the above
note No. 126 1105

128 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Secretary of

Legation v.

Lersner

Berlin

Jan. 15

Reply to No. 127 1105

129 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Jan. 16

Reply to No. 128. States that mat-
ters will not be changed to avoid
a break with the United States. . . . 1106

130 Extract from a
Report of
Colonel Renner,
Military At-
tache at The
Hague

The Hague
Jan. 18

Discussion of supplementary re-

marks of Balfour to the reply of

the Entente to Wilson 1 106

131 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Chief of the
Admiralty Staff

Admiral v.

Holtzendorff

Berlin

Jan. 22
Enclosing answer of German Am-

bassador concerning instruction in

U-boat question. . 1 108

132 Chief of the Ad-
miralty Staff

Admiral v

.

Holtzendorff to

Captain v

.

Billow

Berlin

Jan. 23

Expression of opinion of Admiralty
Staff regarding U-boat orders 1 108

133 Captain v. Biilow
to the Admi-
ralty Staff

Berlin

Jan. 23

Chief of Staff is in agreement with
views of his Excellency in No. 132. 1 109

134 Chief of the Ad-
miralty Staff

v. Holtzendorff
to Secretary of

State Zimmer-
mann

Berlin

Jan. 24

Discussion of instructions concerning
U-boat war sent to Count Bern-
storff. 1 109
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Doc.
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Name
Place and

date
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135 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Chief of the
Admiralty Staff

Admiral v

.

Holtzendorff

1917
Berlin

Jan. 24
Same subject 1 1 10

136 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Counselor of

Legation v.

Griinau

Berlin

Jan. 24
Reports that copy of No. 135 has
been sent to Admiralty Staff mi

137 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

the Chief of the
Admiralty Staff

Berlin

Jan. 25

Reports that German Ambassador
in Washington advises that period
of grace in favor of neutral ship-

ping will cause break but not war. 1 1 12

138 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Counselor of Le-
gation v. Griinau

Berlin

Jan. 25

Similar to No. 137 1112

139 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Jan. 25

Reports that U-boat instructions had
been taken up with the Supreme
High Command of the Army. Lit-

tle chance to change orders as

U-boats had already left with their

instructions 1112

140 Chief of the Admi-
ralty Staff to
Secretarv of

State Zimmer-
mann

Berlin

Jan. 25

Announces that extension of period
of grace to neutral Powers is out of

the question 1113

I4 I Captain v. Biilow
to the Admi-
ralty Staff

Berlin

Jan. 25

Informed General Ludendorff that Ad-
miralty Staff has rejected proposals
of the Foreign Office on ground
that U-boats had already left 1114

142 Chief of the Admi-
ralty Staff to the
Foreign Office

Berlin

Jan. 28
Requests that American Govern-
ment be informed that U-boat war
shall be continued until the En-
tente shall have recognized prin-

ciples of international law in

conduct of war upon the sea 1114

143 Secretary Zimmer-
mann to Coun-
selor of Legation
v. Griinau

Berlin

Jan. 28
Reports that German Ambassador

in America requests postpone-
ment. Proposed answer thereto. . . m 3

144 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau to
theForeign Office

Pless

Jan. 28
Emperorand Supreme High Command

in agreement on proposed answer.

.

m 3
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Part IV.—The Facts Preceding the Declaration of the Unrestricted U-boat
War in January, 1917

Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

Summary Page

145 Report of Impe-
rial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg

1916
Berlin

Jan. 4

On the commencement of unre-
stricted U-boat war and its prob-
able effects 1116

146 Chief of the Ad-
miralty Staff Ad-
miral v. Holtzen-
dorff to Impe-
rial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg

Berlin

Jan. 7

Same subject 1 1 17

147 Secretary of State
of the Imperial
Marine Service
v. Tirpitz to

Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Hollweg

Berlin

Jan. 13

Enclosing memorial to his Excel-
lency giving a general survey of the
unrestricted U-boat war and prob-
able future effect 1 122

148 Chief of the Gen-
eral Staff Gen-
eral v. Falken-
hayn to Imperial
Chancelor v.

Bethmann-
Hollweg

General
Head-

quarters

Jan. 13

Opinion with regard to the Belgian
and the U-boat questions 1 128

149 Memorial of
Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Hollweg

Berlin

Jan. 29
Probable effect of the U-boat war
upon English commerce. Will it

force England to sue for peace?
Probable results upon neutrals,

particularly the United States 1130

150 Personal letter of

Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Hollweg
to Secretary of

State v. Jagow

Charleville

Alar. 5

Advises a speedy conclusion of the
war because of declining powers of

resistance. U-boat warfare the
means to that end. Further dis-

cussion of probable effects on Eng-
land and neutral Powers. Censor-
ship for U-boat articles 1139

151 Memorial of Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff to

Secretary of

State Lansing

Washington
Mar. 8

Statement concerning the situation

confronting Germany, regarding
English blockade and U-boat war. 1143
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Doc.
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Name Place and
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152 Communication of

the I m pe ri al
Chancelor to

the Press

1916
Berlin

Mar. 13

Statement of conditions at the front.

Also contains discussion of prob-
able effects of U-boat war on Eng-
land and neutral countries 1 146

153 Minister v. Treut-
ler to Imperial
Chancelor v.

Bethmann-
Hollweg

General
Head-

quarters
Mar. 15

Reports conference on carrying out
the U-boat war 1150

154 Dr. Kaempf, presi-

dent of the
Reichstag, to

Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Holhveg

Berlin

Apr. 6
Reichstag advocates the institution

of U-boat war 1150

155 Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann -Hollweg
to Chief of the
General Staff

Ge neral v.
Falkenhayn

General
Head-

quarters
May 3

Advises that U-boat war of present

extent can not bring about defeat

of England and that an increase

of U-boats would only prolong war
as it would draw the United States
into it 1151

156 Chief of the Gen-
eral Staff
General v

.

Falkenhayn to

Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Hollweg

General
Head-

quarters
May 4

States that unrestricted U-boat war
is only weapon which will bring

about the defeat of England 1151

157 Conferences with
the Imperial
Chancelor, Field
Marshal v

.

Hindenburg
and General
Ludendorff

Aug. 29
and 30

U-boat war sole means of retaliation

against English blockade. Objec-
tions to this mode of warfare;
effect upon the United States and
other neutrals 1152

158 Conference with
regard to the
adoption of the
unrest ricted
U-boat war

Pless

Aug. 31

Discussion of adoption of unre-

stricted U-boat war and its pos-

sible results and effects 1154

159 Capt. v. Biilow to
Chief of the
Admiralty Staff

Admiral v.

Holtzendorff

Pless

Sept. 10

I

Advises that General Ludendorff be-

lieves that U-boat war will be suc-

cessful but only when military po-

sition is secure. He sees peril in

Denmark 1163
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Doc.
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Name Place and
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160 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to Secretary of

State v. Jagow

1916
Pless

Sept. 22
Informs of report from Amsterdam

stating that Mr. Gerard had a
conference with v. Jagow which
resulted in Gerard believing that
the unrestricted U-boat war was
to be initiated immediately, and
that he had notified his govern-
ment to that effect 1167

161 Secretary of State
v. Jagow to
Counselor of

Legation v.
Griinau

Berlin

Sept. 26
Enclosure to be delivered to General

Ludendorff advising of an inter-

view with Ambassador Gerard in

which he was informed that Ger-
many had no intention of carrying
out unrestricted U-boat warfare. .

.

1 167

162 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Coun-
selor of Legation
v. Griinau

Berlin

Oct. 1

Advises that information from Head-
quarters states that U-boat war
will be begun on October 18.

Probable results thereof. ........ 1 168

163 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to Imperial
Chancelor v.

Bethmann-Holl-

Pless

Oct. 2

States that final determination of

date of beginning U-boat war de-

pends on Imperial Chancelor. ..... 1170

weg

164 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to Imperial
Chancelor v.

Bethmann-Holl-

Pless

Oct. 2

States that there was a misunder-
standing regarding No. 162. Ex-
presses hope that there will be
complete harmony and cooperation
on all matters. 1170

weg

165 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Oct. 5 His Majesty states that U-boat war
will not be launched at the present

time 1171

166 Chief of the
General Staff

General Field
Marshal v.

Hindenburg
to Imperial
Chancelor v.

Bethmann-
Hollweg

Pless

Oct. 5

Requests information as to respon-

sibility of the Supreme High Com-
mand as regards U-boat war. 1172

167 Memorial of Sec-

retary of State
of the Interior

Helfferich

Oct. 6 Conditions upon which unrestricted

U-boat war can be successful.

Conditions in England and neutral

countries. 1172
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168 Imperial Chancel-
or v. Bethmann-
H 0 1

1

w e g to
Chief of the
General Staff

General Field
Marshal v

.

Hindenburg

1916
Berlin

Oct. 16
Observations regarding launching of

unrestricted U-boat war 1179

169 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
H 0 1

1

w e g to

Counselor of Le-
gation v. Griinau

Berlin

Oct. 8

Advising of announcement to Reichs-
tag favoring obstruction of Eng-
lish imports but not an unrestricted
U-boat war 1180

170 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Dec. 1

Reports that the Field Marshal
stated that unrestricted U-boat
war would be started soon 1181

171 Chief of the
Admiralty Staff

Admiral v.

Holtzendorff to

the First Quar-
termaster Gen-
eral, General
Ludendorff

Berlin

Dec. 10
Opinion regarding U-boat wrar with

reference to England and the
United States ! 1181

172 Extract from per-

sonal letter of

Counselor of
Embassy v.
Haniel to Minis-
ter v. Treutler

Washington
Nov. 10

Reports conditions in America.
Recommencement of unrestricted

U-boat v'ar v'ould surely mean
break v'ith the United States 1183

173 Secretary of State
Helfferich to Sec-

retary of State
Zimmermann

Berlin

Dec. 18
Encloses report of Privy Counselor

Albert in New York regarding re-

sults of unrestricted U-boat wrar
upon the LTnited States 1186

174 Extract from a
personal letter

from Second
Embassy Coun-
sel Prince Hatz-
feldt to Am -

bassad or v.

Tschirschky

Washington
Nov. 9

Discussion of condition of affairs in

the United States. Advisability
of putting off unrestricted U-boat
war 1197

175 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner to
theForeign Office

Pless

Dec. 20
Reports that General Ludendorff ad-

vises launching of U-boat wrar

because of rejection of peace offer. 1199

176 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Secretary of Le-
gation Lersner

Berlin

Dec. 21

Advises waiting for formal answ'er of

Allies before taking action. Ob-
jections to unrestricted U-boat
vrar 1199
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1 77 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner
to the Foreign
Office

1916
Pless

Dec. 22
States that General Ludendorff ad-

vocates commencement of unre-
stricted U-boat war 1200

178 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Dec. 23

Reports that Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg advises the instiga-

tion of unrestricted U-boat war.
Provisions for neutral trade. 1201

179 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Sec-
retary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner

Berlin

Dec. 23

States his position in regard to un-
restricted U-boat war 1202

180 Secretary of Lega-
tion v. Lersner
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Dec. 26
Reports that Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg asks for complete
understanding between the Im-
perial Chancelor and the Supreme
High Command. Advises immedi-
ate beginning of unrestricted

U-boat war 1204

181 Imperial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg to Secre-
tary of Legation
v. Lersner

Berlin

Dec. 26
Replies that he desires no negotia-

tions with United States concern-
ing enforcement of U-boat war. . . . 1205

182 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

1917
Pless

Jan. 8

Reports that Field Marshal advises

beginning of U-boat war on Febru-
ary 1 ........... 1205

183 Under-Secretary of

State of the Im-
perial Chancelry
Wahnschaffe to

Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Hollweg

Berlin

Jan. 9

New memorial submitted by the Ad-
miralty Staff contains comparison
of the effects of an unrestricted

U-boat warfare on English ship-

ping and the effect of the present

U-boat war 1206

184 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Jan. 11

Advises that General Ludendorff
suggests that press not be informed
as to any arrangements for the

U-boat war. 1209

185 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Counselor of Le-
gation v. Griinau

Berlin

Jan. 11

Agrees with suggestion in No. 184
and states that necessary precau-

tions have been taken 1209
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186 Chief of the Ad-
miralty Staff
Admiral v

.

Holtzendorff to

Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Hollweg

1917
General
Head-

quarters

Jan. 9

Emperor orders that unrestricted

submarine war be launched on
Februarv 1 1210

187 General Manager
Baffin to Minis-
ter v. Lucius
(Stockholm)

Hamburg
Jan. 10

Report of military situation of Ger-
many. Probable results of unre-

stricted U-boat war 1210

188 Personal letter of

Max Warburg
to Privy Coun-
cilor v. Lang-
werth Simmern

Hamburg
Jan. 26

Submits his opinions regarding an
answer to President Wilson’s note. 1 2 1

1

Part V.

—

Letter of Transmittal and Memorial of the Chief of the Admiralty
Staff of the Navy, of December 22, 1916: “With Regard to the Necessity

of an Early Launching of the Unrestricted U-boat War”

189

190

Chief of the Ad-
1917
Berlin Advising the forwarding of two docu-

miralty Staff Jan. 6 ments to the Chief of the General
Admiral v

.

Staff of the Army 1214
Holtzendorff to

Secretary of
State Zimmer-
mann

Chief of the Ad-
1916
Berlin Letter transmitting a statement of

miralty Staff Dec. 22 the necessity of an early launching
Admiral v

.

of unrestricted U-boat war 1214
Holtzendorff
to Chief of the Statement 1219
General Staff
General Field
Marshal v.

Hindenburg

Part VI.

—

The Attitude of the United States of America towards Germany and
a Peace Move by Wilson

191 Ambassador Count
1915

Washington Advises of Colonel House’s contem-
Bernstorff to the Nov. 23 plated trip to London and Berlin. 1278
Foreign Office
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192 Secretary of State Berlin Informs him that Colonel House is

v. Jagow to Am-
bassador Count
Bernstorff

Dec. 20

1916

welcome 1279

193 Secretary of State
Solf to Secretary
of State v. Jagow

Berlin

Jan. 28
Report of interview wdth Colonel
House setting forth attitude of the
United States 1280'

194 Memorandum of Berlin Another interview with Colonel
Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
m a n n - H ollweg
on a conversa-
tion with Colonel
House

Jan. 28 House 1281

195 Minister v. d.
Lancken to
Privy Counselor
of Legation
Montgelas

Brussels

Jan. 16

Report of interview with Minister
Brand Whitlock concerning Amer-
ican position. 1283

196 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Feb. 18

Reports effect of v. Papen and Dern-
burg affairs. President Wilson’s
desire to maintain peace and free-

dom of the seas 1285

197 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Feb. 28

Importance of the question of arming
merchant ships of the Entente and
the impending presidential elec-

tion . 1287

198 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Mar. 10

Reports that question of armed
merchant ships has been tabled
until after the election. Influence
of anti-German ring 1289

199 Ambassador Count Washington Advises discontinuance of U-boat war
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Apr. 26 during negotiations 1290

200 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
May 15

1916

Requests silence of the press on dis-

cussion of peace to avoid appear-
ance that the United States is

mediating on request of Germany. 1291

201 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Mar. 14

Report on situation in America,
Mexican question, presidential

election, quiescence on arming of

merchant ships, and contemplated
steps towards peace 1292

202 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

New York
June 2

Reports that President Wilson is

desirous intervening because war
seems endless. Inadvisable to push,

peace moves as Entente would tend
to be non-receptive in this case. . . 1294
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203 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
May 17

Effect of Sussex case on feeling in the
United States. Irish-American
sympathy for Germany. President
Wilson’s desire for disarmament. . . 1294

204 AmbassadorCount
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
May 27

Regarding public opinion in the
United States concerning Germany
and England 1295

205 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
July 19

Account of the reception accorded
the U-boat Deutschland in the
United States 1300

206 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Aug. 4

Discussion of presidential election,

Appam case, and growing feeling

against England 1300

207 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Nov. 2

Further discussion of presidential

election C301

208 AmbassadorCount
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

Washington
Nov. 12

Results of the election and its prob-
able effects 1303

209 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to the
Foreign Office

1917
Washington

Jan. 4

Changed attitude toward England
because of treatment of Ireland. . . 1305

210 Note of Imperial
Chancelor v.

Bethmann-
Hollweg

1916
Berlin

Dec. 5

Account of Belgian deportations and
its effect on American public opin-
ion submitted by American charge
d’affaires. Enclosure containing
answer to same 1305

211 Statement of

Major v. Papen
1920

Apr. 16
Account of his proceedings in the

United States 1307

Part VII.

—

The Final Decision with regard to the Unrestricted U-boat War of
January 9, 1917

Protocol of the Ses-
1917
Pless Conference with regard to launching

sion of Jan. 9, Jan. 9 U-boat war
1917, at the
Headquarters
of General v.

Hindenburg

Report of confer- Pless Same subject
ence between Jan. 9
Imperial Chan-
celor v. Beth-
mann-Holl weg,
General Field
Marshal v

.

Hindenburg and
General Luden-
dorff

1317

1320
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Part VIII.

—

The Entrance of the United States into the War

Doc.
No.

Name Place and
date

Summary Page

214 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Counselor of
Legation v.

Griinau

1917
Berlin

Feb. 5

States that Ambassador Gerard has
asked for his passports announcing
the breaking oft of diplomatic
relations 1322

215 Ambassador Count
Wedel to the
Foreign Office

Vienna
Feb. 5

Austrian Ambassador in the United
States advises that it would be ad-

visable to modify U-boat war to

prevent break. Reply of Austria

to the United States. . 1322

216 AmbassadorCount
Wedel to the
Foreign Office

Vienna
Feb. 6

Advises that the United States will

eventually break off with Austria

but meanwhile intends to keep
Ambassador to continue peace
policies 1324

217 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Count Wedel

Berlin

Feb. 6
Reply to No. 216, same subject 1324

218 Telegram of Count
Czernin to the
Imperial Em-
bassy in Berlin

Feb. 8 Explanation of Austrian note to the

United States 1325

219 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Counselor of
Legation v.
Griinau

Berlin

Feb. 8

Reports telegram received by Swiss
Government from Washington en-

deavoring to put off war by a con-

ference. Answer of Germany 1326

220 Telegram from cor-

respondent
of Kolnische
Zeitung

Washington
Feb. 7

Reports that situation in America is

developing along promising lines

despite breaking off 1327

221 Counselor of Lega-
tion v. Griinau
to the Foreign
Office

Pless

Feb. 8

Agreement of His Majesty to answer
of Germany to the note forwarded
through the Swiss Minister. ...... 1327

222 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Am bassador
Count Wedel

Berlin

Feb. 11

States that Germany is interested in

putting off war with the United
States but will not consider Presi-

dent Wilson as a peace mediator. .

.

1328
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223 Ambassador Count
Wedel to the
Foreign Office

1917
Vienna
Feb. 11

Advises that Austrian Ambassador
has been instructed to refrain from
presenting his credentials and to

take up steps against any attempt
to stir up neutrals against Central
Powers 1328

224 Cables of the New
York American

New York
Feb. 8

States that American people support
the President as do also the Ger-
man newspapers and South Ameri-
can countries 1329

225 Ambassador v.

Kiihlmann to

the Foreign
Office

Constan-
tinople

Feb. 13

Advises that diplomatic relations

between Turkey and the United
States will be maintained 1330

226 Minister Rosen to

the Foreign
Office

The Hague
Feb. 14

Advises that President Wilson has
sent friends to confer with neutral
Ministers in Washington concern-
ing mitigation of U-boat warfare. .

.

1330

227 Ambassador Count
Bernstorff to

the F oreign
Office

Washington
Feb. 10

Reports that war can be avoided with
the United States for some time if

there is no actual attack against
the United States I 33 i

228 Minister v. Rom-
berg to Imperial
Chancelor v.
Bethmann-
Holhveg

Berne
Feb. 21

Advises that the United States will

be glad to discuss questions re-

garding revocation of proclamation
of January 31 abrogating the as-

surances of May 4 1331

229 Ambassador Count
Wedel to the
Foreign Office

Vienna
Mar. 1

Reports that President Wilson is in

distress over situation and does not
know whether to proceed or recede. 1332

230 Ambassador Count
Wedel to the
Foreign Office

Vienna
Mar. 1

Advises that President Wilson is

desirous of avoiding break with
Austria and expects an answer to
his note as to whether Austria has
changed her point of view regard-
ing submarine warfare. That it

would be wise to adhere to earlier

promises to avoid a break 1332

231 Ambassador Count
Wedel to Im-
perial Chancelor
v. Bethmann-
Hollweg

Vienna
Mar. 14

Reports favorable reception of Aus-
trian U-boat notes by neutral
countries. War may be avoided
with the United States by clever
manipulation 1333

232 Memorandum of

Austro-Hun-
garian Embassy

Berlin

Mar. 14

Advises that American Ambassador
has made the request that the next
American ships en route to England
not be torpedoed 1334
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233 Chief of the
Admiralty Staff

Admiral v

.

Holtzendorff to
the Emperor

1917
General
Head-

quarters
Mar. 18

Same subject. The reply to the
American request to spare vessels. 1335

234 Minister Count
Brockdorff to
the F oreign
Office

Copen-
hagen
Apr. 3

Announcing state of war between the
United States and Germany 1337

235 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to

Ambassador
Count Bernstorff

Proposal of alliance with Mexico 1337

236 Secretary of State
Zimmermann to
Minister Eck-
hardt

Berlin

Feb. 5

Advising the taking up of alliance

with Mexico with the President. .

.

1338



NUMBER 1

PART I.—DIPLOMATIC CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN BERLIN
AND WASHINGTON, APRIL 11, 1916, TO FEBRUARY 15, 1917

i

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, April n, 1916.

Telegram No. 3. Washington.

House paints the feeling resulting from the Sussex case in very dark

colors. Situation is looked upon in the White House as beyond hope,

because the opinion is entertained that the German Government in spite of

-withdrawal of Tirpitz can not curb the U-boat war even with the best will

in the world. That up to the present time it has been merely the result of a

lucky chance that no American has perished, and that any moment may
bring a crisis such as will result in the breach. That the American Govern-

ment is convinced that Sussex was torpedoed by a German U-boat. Repeti-

tion of such contretemps would necessarily force the LYited States into war
against us, to the very great regret of Wilson, as, according to my informa-

tion, he would like to bring about peace within a few months. That if the

LYited States were to be drawn into the war, every opportunity for an early

peace would be lost. Kindly send me instructions on the basis of which I

can reassure this Government, which now once more is entertaining doubts

of our good faith.

Bernstorff.

Secretary of State v. Jagoio to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 1.

Re No. 3. Berlin, April 11
,
iqi6.

To be communicated in confidence to Colonel House, not for the press.

If President Wilson is desirous of peace his wishes are in full accord with

the desires of Germany, which entertains the hope that German-American
relations can be so moulded as to make possible cooperation in the bringing

.about of peace.

v. Jagow.

971
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3

Ambassador Gerard to Secretary of State v. Jagow 1

Berlin, April 20
, 1916.

Your Excellency:
If it is still the purpose of the Imperial Government to make

further war without mercy or discrimination upon merchant ships by means
of submarines and in disregard of what the United States must consider the

sacred and incontestable rules of conduct of international law and the gener-

ally recognized precepts of humanity, the Government of the United States

will in such case finally find itself forced to the conclusion that there is but

one road which it can take. Unless the Imperial Government will at once

announce and put into practical operation the renunciation for the future

of the methods employed by the submarines in their war against passenger

and freight vessels, the Government of the United States will be left no

choice other than to break off completely diplomatic relations with the

German Government. The Government of the United States contemplates

such a step with the greatest reluctance but considers itself bound to take

it for the sake of humanity and the rights of neutral nations.

Gerard.

4

Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Gerard

Berlin, May 4 , 1916 .

The undersigned has the honor, in the name of the Imperial German
Government, to answer the letter of the 20th of the month of his Excellency

the Ambassador of the United States of America, Mr. James W. Gerard, with

regard to the conduct of the German U-boat war.

Guided by these considerations, the German Government in-

forms the Government of the United States that instructions have been

issued to the German war-craft to observe the general principles of inter-

national law covering the question of visit, search, and destruction of

merchant ships, and not to sink merchant ships, even inside the restricted

war zone, without warning, unless they take to flight or offer resistance, and

to observe the care necessary for the preservation of human lives.

In the fight for existence which Germany has been forced to undertake,

the neutral Powers can certainly not expect it, having due regard for its

own interests, to impose limitations upon the use of an effective weapon.

1 From the so-called second Sussex note.
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f its enemies, on their part, are allowed to avail themselves at their pleasure

}f methods which are in conflict with international law. Such a demand
vould be inconsistent with the essence of neutrality. The German Govern-

ment is convinced that the Government of the United States is far from

entertaining an expectation of this kind. This is made obvious by repeated

assertions on the part of the American Government that its fixed purpose is,

as far as all the belligerents are concerned, to restore the crippled freedom of

the seas.

The German Government proceeds, accordingly, upon the assumption

that its latest instructions to its war craft will, in the opinion of the Govern-

ment of the United States as well, remove every obstacle which obstructs

the carrying into effect of the cooperation suggested in the note of July 23,

1915, the purpose of which was to bring about a restoration of the freedom

af the seas even during the existence of the war; and it entertains no doubt

that the Government cf the United States from now on will most earnestly

demand and insist that the Government of Great Britain will immediately

undertake a full observance of those principles of international law which

vere generally recognized as such before the war and which were particu-

arly brought to the attention of the British Government in the notes of the

American Government of December 28, 1914, and November 5, 1915. If

"he steps taken by the Government of the United States should not lead to

:he desired result of bringing about an observance of the laws of humanity

by all the belligerent nations, the German Government would then be

brought face to face with a new situation concerning which it would be

forced to reserve for itself complete freedom of action.

v. Jagow.

5

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, May 4, 1916.

Telegram No. 22.*

Answer to Nos. 9 and 11, as in

the supplement No. 173. Washington.

House told me that Gerard had at his own request been informed as to

the minimum demands of this Government. Wilson is being strongly

impressed by appeals for peace. Even anti-German ring desires the war
to come to an end since, if it does not, financial losses are to be expected.

My propositions are based upon the thought that submarine warfare carried

on in accordance with the principles of international law would still fail to

produce results and that the commencement of peace negotiations are of

63
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more importance. ... I am afraid that the carrying on of a U-boat
war directed against merchantmen would mean no more than putting off a

break, since it is certain that new incidents would occur.

Bernstorff.

6

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, May 6, 1916.

Telegram No. 26. Washington, May 4, 1916.

House informed me that Gerard had telegraphed that we were willing to

accept peace mediation by the President and that House’s visit to Berlin

for this purpose was looked upon with favor. Nothing is known here about

the settlement of submarine question. Peace mediation naturally depends

on whether the road is clear. This could be brought about most easily by
a temporary cessation of the submarine warfare during negotiations.

Bernstorff.

7

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 22.

Re No. 26. Berlin, May b, 1916.

For your Excellency’s information:

We hope that our note and great concession have finally put an end to

the state of distrust and have opened an era of relations of mutual confidence.

Public animosity existing on this side against Wilson on account of tone and

contents of his note and on account of the impression that he is taking sides

against us, is in any event so marked that some action against England openly

recognizable as such must be taken before he could be accepted by the

German people as an unbiased person submitting his good offices in favor of

peace. To this extent, Gerard’s telegram premature. In the absence of

some such action on Wilson’s part, there is danger that animosity toward

hum will grow and possibility of peace mediation be relegated to remotest

future. Of course, in the last analysis adoption of means leading to peace

is always welcome, but some action concerning England would seem nec-

essary, in order to manifest a willingness over there to make concessions,

If the peace to be brought about is not, when all is said and done, merely a

peace which favors England.
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If the attempt to bring England to the point of being willing to discuss

le subject of peace with us, even quasi-officially, is unsuccessful, then, in

iew of the fact that England will probably refuse point blank to return

) the Declaration of London, the great concession made by us, which

rnimits us, to all intents and purposes, to give up L'-boat warfare, will

ave placed us in a thoroughly untenable position.

A visit from House very welcome at any time. Confirm by wire.

Bethmann-Hollweg.

8

Ambassador Gerard to Secretary of State v. Jagow

Berlin, May io
,
iqi6.

'our Excellency:

I have the honor, acting under instructions from my Government, to

rbmit to your Excellency the following answer to your Excellency’s note

f May 4, 1916:

The note of the Imperial Government of May 4, 1916, has received the

ireful consideration of the Government of the United States. It has been

iven all the more consideration because it announces as the future purpose

f the Imperial Government “that it will bend every effort, as long as the

ar lasts, to limit naval operations to the fighting forces of the belligerents,”

nd that the Imperial Government is determined to impose upon all her

aval commanders the duty of observing the limitations announced by
^cognized principles of international law, upon which the Government of

le United States has insisted during the course of all the months which

ave elapsed since the Imperial Government announced on February 4,

915, that submarine policy from which she has happily withdrawn. The
rovernment of the L^nited States, in the course of its patient endeavors

d bring about a friendly exchange of views on the critical questions which

ssulted from the adoption of that policy, and which so seriously threatened

he friendly relations existing between the two countries, has been guided

onsistently by motives of friendship and has allowed its hand to be stayed

Dr the same reason. The Government of the LTited States will rely in

onfidence upon the assumption that the present altered policy of the Im-

perial Government will, from this time on, be carried out in a conscientious

aanner, which will avoid the chief danger of a break in the friendly relations

rhich exist between the United States and Germany. The Government
f the United States deems it necessary to state that it considers it definitely

ettled that the Imperial Government has no intention of conveying the

mpression that the maintenance of the newly-adopted policy depends in any
ray upon the conduct or result of diplomatic relations between the Govern-
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ment of the United States and any other belligerent Power, although

certain expressions in the Imperial Government’s note of May 4 might

possibly be capable of such an interpretation. Therefore to avoid the

possibility of a misunderstanding, the Government of the United States

informs the Imperial Government that it would not for a moment entertain

the thought, much less consider it as a possible subject for discussion, that

the observance by German naval authorities of the rights of American

citizens on the high seas should in any conceivable manner or in the remotest

degree depend upon the attitude of any other Government upon the rights

of neutrals and non-combatants. Responsibility in these matters is sepa-

rate, not joint; absolute, not relative. ...
Gerard.

9 •

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Ree. Berlin, May 24, 1916.

Telegram No. 38.

Answer to telegram No. 26 and with
reference to telegram No. 36. Washington, May 18

, 1916.
,

I am now negotiating confidentially and in cooperation with House the

settlement of such questions as are still pending, such as the Lusitania and

Igel cases, in order to be able to present a clean slate. Feeling more favor-

able here now, on account of the effects of the Irish executions. Wilson

believes trouble with us is settled, and hopes for matters to calm down, and

for early conclusion of peace. Lansing’s remark with regard to British-

American treaty obligations refers to Bryan’s treaty. His purpose was to

indicate that war with England was out of the question and therefore means

for exerting pressure were lacking. Expression to be read in connection

with the opinion which exists here, already communicated by me, that it

would be easier to end the war than to force England to lift the blockade.

Are my dispatches arriving? Hardly any orders being received.

Bernstorff.

10

Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Count Bernstorffi

Telegram No. 56.

Confidential. Berlin, June 7, 1916.

More than a month has passed since the direction of our last note to the

United States on the submarine question without President Wilson having
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nade up his mind to take any action toward the British Government regard-

ng the question of blockade. I do not expect that England would undertake

my renunciation of the measures adopted by her in defiance of international

aw as the result of any influence applied by the United States, and I am
equally unready to assume that a rejection of the American requests by

England could lead to any real straining of relations between the two coun-

ties. The existing arbitration agreement which makes it possible to put

)ff the settlement of the issues of a conflict precludes such a thing. But the

:omplete passivity of Mr. Wilson, which could be understood as long as he

desired to avoid the appearance of acting under German pressure but which,

dragged on to this extent, can not be justified, necessarily influences public

opinion on our side very unfavorably and places the Imperial Government

.n the most difficult position imaginable.

Doubtless your Excellency has already realized from the news which has

arrived over there that our concession in the submarine question with regard

Lo the United States is regarded as impracticable in many broad and influ-

ential circles in Germany. Should President Wilson continue his inactive

:ourse with regard to England, it is greatly to be feared that even that

portion of German public opinion which has up to this time supported the

ittitude of the Government, will join those who are opposed to the Govern-

ment’s policies, and that the entire public opinion of Germany will insistently

demand the resumption of submarine warfare in its earlier forms. The
Imperial Government would then be still less in a position to forestall this

demand for any length of time because of the fact that all the military

authorities regard and recommend, as they did before, unrestricted U-boat

warfare as the only really effective war measure which could bring about the

complete defeat of England. And, moreover, I must add that, as we have

been informed from absolutely confidential sources, the Entente has de-

termined upon a marked severity of blockade measures, and at the same
time has decided to reject the protests of the neutral Powers in the future,

particularly those of the United States, relying upon the argument that it is

Dnly in this way that a termination of the war can be brought about in such

a manner as to conform with the interests of the neutral Powers. Your
Excellency will therefore call President Wilson’s attention through Colonel

House to the serious dangers lurking in his attitude of inaction, so far as

England is concerned. As regards Mr. Wilson’s purpose to bring about a

peace by mediation, this is from time to time meeting with the most lively

opposition in England. From our point of view it would be very desirable

for England to be the one to reject these overtures, for the fact is that we
entertain but little hope for the result of the exercise of good offices by one

whose instincts are all in favor of the English point of view, and who, in

addition to this, is so naive a statesman as President Wilson. And we are

impelled to this attitude by the consideration that the President would
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from the outset exert himself to bring about a peace based in the main on

the status quo ante
,
particularly with regard to Belgium. Difficult as it is

to state at this time to what extent we would be in a position to bring about

a solution of the Belgian question which would be in accord with our inter-

ests (a question which has become a vital one as the result of the war), we
can at least say this much today, that if the progress of the war were to

continue favorable for us, a peace founded on the absolute status quo ante

would be unacceptable to us. As the President interprets his role, to wit,

that of a Lord Protector designated to uphold everything which, in his

opinion, constitutes right and justice, there is reason to fear that our refusal

to conclude peace on these terms might induce him to go over openly into

the camp of our enemies. It is not, however, impossible that public opinion

in England might, in the course of time, turn again to Mr. Wilson and his

desire to mediate. As soon as Mr. Wilson’s mediation plans threaten to

assume a more concrete form and an inclination on the part of England to

meet him begins to manifest itself, it will be the duty of your Excellency to

prevent President Wilson from approaching us with a positive proposal

to mediate. The choice of the means to reach this result without endanger-

ing our relations with the United States I venture to leave to your Excel-

lency’s ability as a diplomat, since I am not able to form a complete estima-

tion of the situation in the United States from here.

v. Jagow.

i i

Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 39.

Strictly confidential. Berlin, June 12
,
1916.

Both the Army and the Navy are again insisting upon a U-boat war as

the only means of fighting England and as being particularly adapted for

attacking her blockade, against which President Wilson has as yet under-

taken nothing and probably will not undertake anything.

Your judgment in a general way is asked on the following points:

1. Whether after the nomination Wilson would go as far as to break off

relations and declare war even if we should spare human lives in connection

with our new U-boat war.

2. What attitude would the Republican candidate take with regard to

this question?

Mediation by Wilson in the interests of peace finds disfavor with the

public of England and would really be unwelcome to us because he is so

unpopular.
v. Jagow.
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12

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, June 22, 1916.

Telegram No. 57. Washington.

Assuming as a premise that by the commencement of the U-boat war is

meant either an official or silent withdrawal from the assurances which we
gave in our note of May 4, such a withdrawal or deviation from the con-

cessions made by us would, in my opinion, lead to a break and the entrance

of the United States into the war. If Wilson should give in, he would lose

every hope of reelection and Hughes, who is already suspected of being a

German candidate, could not really suggest any giving in. I am constantly

in communication with House with regard to the questions of peace media-

tion and blockade. The first is to be definitely expected in the course of the

summer, from election prospects if for no other reason. It is to be presumed

that Wilson will assume the position with our enemies that he will be obliged

to take severe measures with regard to the blockade question unless peace

is arrived at.

Bernstorff.

13

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, August 16, 1916.

No. 350.
Answer to Dispatch A-56. Rye, July 13, 1916.

The inaction of Mr. Wilson, who only entertains the one thought of being

reelected, is to be explained in the first place by the fact that no pressure

to proceed against England has been brought to bear upon him by public

opinion on this side. As is well known, the situation which could serve as a

background for such action is lacking here. The American circles which

are suffering financially from the English blockade are entirely lost sight of

in the face of the monstrous stream of gold which our enemies, without being

skimpy as to details, or without shying at the question of graft, have poured

out over this country. For the rest, Wilson’s general ideas with regard to

taking any step in connection with England are about the same as those

expressed by your Excellency. The fact is that he does not believe that he

would have any success whatsoever because he has no means of exerting

pressure. If he threatened England with war, nobody would believe him.

The situation is quite different with regard to the well-known desire of

the President to bring peace to Europe. On this point he has at this time
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practically the whole of the American public behind him. He is also of the

opinion that after the failure of their coming offensive, which is anticipated,

our enemies will be ready to take up the question of peace negotiations. If

he is mistaken in this assumption, and if our enemies reject an American

proposal of this kind, then the chief question referred to in the instructions

forwarded to me by your Excellency will have been settled. In the mean-

time Mr. Wilson will most certainly make the attempt to bring about peace,

for election reasons. On this account I should like to request your Excel-

lency most respectfully to instruct me again by means of a short telegram

as to how I am to interpret the words “more concrete form of mediation

plans” and “positive proposal to mediate.” I take it for granted that the

most of my dispatches will be placed before your Excellency simultaneously

with this one. It is, moreover, true that Mr. Gerard was probably not

accurately informed with regard to the President’s mediation plans when
your Excellency spoke with him concerning the peace mediation in the

beginning of May. In any event he has mistaken the stand which your

Excellency desires to assume with regard to an American appeal for peace.

Basing his belief on a former telegram of Mr. Gerard, Mr. Wilson was of the

opinion that the Imperial Government would accept his good offices, but,

in accordance with instructions, I have weakened this impression through

Mr. House. So far as I know, Mr. Wilson refuses to participate in any way
in territorial questions, but is interested only in “disarmament” and “free-

dom of the seas.” He is planning a conference at The Hague, at which the

Lmited States and the other neutral Powers will only take part to the extent

that the questions above referred to become an issue. The “disarmament”

point may, it is true, be very little to our liking, though on the other hand

the “freedom of the seas” question would undoubtedly bring us together

with the United States. If peace negotiations between the belligerent

Powers should once be initiated, I believe that it would be out of the question

even if they were unsuccessful—'for the United States to go to war against

us. The peace feeling over here is too strong. Hysterical excitement, such

as was caused by the Lusitania case and events connected therewith, would

be necessary to bring the Americans to an emotional crisis as the result of

which war with us would be inevitable, as it has already seemed from time

to time. In the absence of similar occurrences such feeling could no longer

be aroused. The admiration which the cruise of the submarine Deutschland

generally provoked over here shows most plainly which way the wind now
blows.

I have submitted the request expressed above because I believe it to be

impossible to prevent Mr. Wilson from undertaking a peace move. But

I am in doubt as to whether your Excellency, by using the term “positive

mediation proposal” does or does not have in mind perhaps such a proposal

as Mr. Roosevelt made after the Russo-Japanese war. It is a well-known
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fact that on this occasion the negotiations were carried on in an atmosphere

of direct American influence. As I have stated, this is not what Wilson

wants. He only wants to play the peacemaker; he wants to earn the name
of having brought the belligerents to the point of negotiating with one

another. In view of the feeling on this side, it is quite presumable that such

a result would assure his reelection. I am therefore convinced that the

President will make an appeal for peace in the course of a few weeks, provided

the futility of the offensive of our enemies shall have manifested itself at

that time. Mr. Wilson would then say to the English that he was forced,

as a matter of domestic politics, to very definitely oppose the blockade, in

case the point of peace negotiations had not been reached. This leaves me
with the question of whether it is my duty to attempt to stand in the way
of such an appeal. Of course, so far as Mr. House is concerned, I could

hold him off with considerable ease, but Wilson would immediately suspect

that we were calculating upon his successor and were desirous of giving Mr.

Hughes the advantage and honor of the peace move.

So far as I can judge from this point, only three possibilities exist.

1. Assuming that Wilson’s peace movement is nullified by the opposition

of our enemies. Then in any case the situation would favor us more than

before, should we, in order to crush England, renew the submarine warfare.

2. Assuming that the peace movement is brought to naught by our

opposition and that we then again take up the submarine warfare.

3. Assuming that the peace movement meets with favor on the part of

both belligerents.

In the first case, I believe that war with the United States would be

likely to follow; in the second, it would be certain to follow. This is the

explanation of my request for definite instructions as to whether I shall

block an appeal for peace or only a positive proposal which would bind us

with regard to matters of a territorial nature.

Bernstorff.

14

Imperial Chancelor Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 260.

Re Report 350 of the 13th instant. Berlin, August iS, iqi6.

We would be glad to accept mediation by the President with a view to

initiate peace negotiations between the belligerents. Kindly encourage

the President in his activities along this line. Of course the acceptance of

such mediation is not to be considered as binding us to any concrete condi-

tions of peace resulting therefrom. A general peace conference in which the
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neutral Powers will participate and which will consider general international

questions, questions arising between nation and nation, and questions of

the freedom of the seas and disarmament, will be acceptable, if need be,

provided it follows peace negotiations between the belligerents which have
been successful.

Bethmann-Hollweg.

15

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, August 30, 1916.

No. 291.

In connection with report 276
of May 17 last. Washington, May 28, 1916.

President Wilson’s peace plans are becoming constantly more
clear-cut. The only question is whether or not he will have sufficient power
to persuade our enemies to enter upon negotiations. Colonel House is

convinced that Mr. Wilson will be successful. The President has in mind
the calling of a conference at The Hague at which the neutral Powers shall

only take such part as is involved in the question of the “freedom of the

seas.” In case this matter should go through, Colonel House would un-

doubtedly take part in the conference, although not, perhaps, as the official

American representative. Nevertheless his influence should be very great,

since nobody else occupies the position of being able to exchange opinions

with the President. The latter still holds to the belief that the United

States should in no way intervene in the actual conditions of peace. He
and his alter ego are in the meantime very apprehensive lest our enemies

remain stiff-necked, because they are entertaining or seeking to arouse the

impression that the President would be acting on Germany’s behalf if he

were to start his peace movement. In any event, this last idea is continu-

ally being thrust into discussion by England. Sometimes it is said that

Prince v. Billow is coming here for the purpose of taking up the German
peace conditions in detail with Mr. Wilson; again, that Germany is

approaching the point of starvation and for this reason must sue for peace.

It devolves upon us to block these endeavors on the part of our enemies

as much as possible. It is to be hoped that they will not do too much harm,

for the voices raised for peace among the American people are constantly

on the increase, and Mr. Wilson can certainly feel sure of his reelection if he

brings about a peace conference. For this reason, we shall gain ground

here daily, as long as it is made clear that we are ready to meet the American

peace move half-way, but that our enemies on the contrary, hold them-

selves aloof. When all is said and done, the American people are pacif-
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ically inclined. It becomes clearer day by day how difficult it is to arouse

a feeling for preparedness for war, etc. Whoever has lived here for a long

time can not avoid the conviction that the American’s aim in life is the

peaceful acquisition of wealth. It is only when he believes that a deep

injustice has been done him that he allows himself to be carried along in the

current of an hysterical war sentiment. And why should the instinct for

war be found in the heart of a people whose boundaries are not by any

means too narrow and which has never yet seen an enemy within their

compass, and, according to all human calculation, will never see one there.

Berxstorff.

16

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Bernstojff

Telegram Xo. 74.
Confidential. Berlin, September 2, iqi6.

Our west front holds fast. The east front is naturally somewhat jeop-

ardized by Roumania’s declaration of war. Rolling up of the front or

collapse of Austria not to be expected. Turkey and Bulgaria may be relied

upon. Greece uncertain. Hope to conclude peace before winter as the

exhaustion of Russia or France by the war is lessened by this development.

In case no major catastrophe should occur in the east, would peace media-

tion by Wilson be possible and successful if we were to guarantee Belgium's

unconditional restoration? Otherwise the unrestricted U-boat war will have

to be carried on in dead earnest. I ask merely for your personal opinion

without side references of any kind.

BETHMANN-HoLLWEG .

17

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. -Berlin, September 12, 1916.
Telegram Xo. 100.

Answering telegram Xo. 260 of August 18.

Wilson’s peace activities have been postponed because at the present

moment they would lead to nothing on account of R.oumania’s entrance

into the war and because of the confidence of victory on the part of our

enemies resulting therefrom. Wilson believes that he will not be able to

accomplish anything more before the election because England is playing
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a waiting game, pending the arrival of election day, and if he were not

reelected she would give him a cool refusal. But in case Wilson wins the

election, the prospects of which are now favorable, and if up to that time

there is a lull in military operations, the President will immediately take

steps towards mediation. He believes that then he will be strong enough
to force a peace conference.

Wilson considers it important to American interests that neither bellig-

erent should win a decisive victory.

Bernstorff.

18

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, September 12, 1916.
Telegram No. iox.

Answer to No. 74. Washington, September 8, 1916.

Question in the main answered by my telegram 100, unless your Excel-

lency intends personally to encourage mediation by Wilson. To the extent

that the United States of America will enter into a question of territory-—

a

proposition which up to this time I have always categorically declined—the

restoration of Belgium should constitute the chief American interest, be-

cause public opinion, almost without exception partakes of this interest.

If Wilson is reelected I consider mediatory action by him as very likely to

occur before the end of the year.

Considered from this side, the possibility of obtaining peace as the result

of an unrestricted U-boat war appears to be hopeless, because the United

States would thereby be unquestionably drawn into the war, quite irre-

spective of the result of the election, and consequently the war would simply

be prolonged.

Bernstorff.

19

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 90.

Repetition of No. 89. Berlin, September 25, 1916.
• j

For the personal information of your Excellency:

The purpose of the Entente to break through our front has not succeeded

up to the present time, and will not succeed, as is the case with offensive
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operations from Saloniki in this direction and in Dobrudja. On the other

hand the operations of the Central Powers against Roumania are pursuing a

course favorable to us. However, whether or not we shall be able to win

such a success as to end the war this year is still a matter of doubt; there-

fore, and for the present, we must reckon with a continuance of the war.

In opposition to this, the Imperial fleet promises that swift success will

follow the unrestricted participation of an increased number of U-boats,

in view of the commercial situation of England, and will result in making

our principal enemy, England, more inclined to consider peace in a few

months. For this reason, the Supreme High Command of the Army must

take the unrestricted U-boat war into consideration in the course of their

calculations, in order to relieve the situation at the Somme front by lessening

the amount of ammunition transport, and to make it perfectly plain to the

Entente that their efforts in this region are utterly useless. (To be con-

tinued.)
Bethmann-Hollweg.

Telegram No. 91.

In connection with No. 90.

The general situation would change in case President Wilson, in the

course of following up what he has indicated to be his purpose, should make
a proposal to the Powers for a peace mediation. This would necessarily

have to be entered upon without definite propositions of a territorial nature,

since such questions would be the subject of peace negotiations. Some
action of this kind must, however, occur before long, since we are not in a

position to remain quiet any longer, in view of the fact that England, in full

recognition of the many difficulties with which she has to deal is continu-

ously, and unimpeded, exercising stronger and stronger pressure upon the

neutral Powers in order to improve, at our cost, her military and commercial

situation; for this reason we would again take advantage of the freedom of

action which we reserved for ourselves in the note of the 4th of May of this

year. If Mr. Wilson desired to wait until shortly before or after his election,

he would scarcely be left any further opportunity for taking such a step.

Moreover, the negotiations could not be made to depend upon the prior

conclusion of an armistice, but would have to be carried on simply between

the belligerents themselves, and lead directly to the establishment of a

preliminary peace within a short time. (To be continued.)

Bethmann-Hollweg.

Telegram No. 92.

In 'connection with No. 91.

A further postponement would result in making the military situation

of Germany worse and in taking up further preparations on the part of the
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.
'

,

Powers for the continuation of the war on into next year. So that for an
indefinite period peace could no longer be thought of.

Your Excellency will cautiously discuss matter with Colonel House to

learn what Mr. Wilson’s purposes are. A peace move by the President

which would appear spontaneous to those viewing it from without would be

given the most serious consideration by us; and this very circumstance

would probably have some effect on the result of Mr. Wilson’s election

campaign. Gerard has asked for leave as the result of a personal letter

from House but has received no answer from the State Department.

Bethmann-Hollweg.

20

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, October 8, 1916.

Telegram No. 12 1. • Washington, October 5, 1916.

No. 89 discussed according to instructions.

Situation on this side remains the same as stated in telegrams Nos. 100

and 101.

Owing to the possibility of some unexpected setback, due either to the

war or the election contest, Wilson is, for the reasons already given, willing

to undertake the mediation only if he is reelected. The result of the election,

of which the foreign policy is the sole pivot, is quite uncertain. The Presi-

dent shows surprizing strength. If unrestricted U-boat warfare is really

unavoidable, my urgent advice is to put it off at least until after the election

;

at this time an immediate break with the United States could be awaited

with certainty; on the other hand, after election, there would seem to be a

probability of mediation by Wilson, in case he were elected, if not at least

a remote possibility of reaching a modus vivendi with the United States as a

result of negotiations.

Bernstorff.

21

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 97.

Berlin, October 9, 1916.

His Majesty the Emperor desires that the enclosed aide-memoire b$

handed to Ambassador Gerard upon his arrival over there.

Your Excellency will accomplish this in a strictly confidential manner
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and will say that this memoire is not to be understood as constituting a

threat of a U-boat war. I should desire, however, that the Ambassador,

before his interview with the President, should be reminded of the hopes

which we placed in Wilson in the spring, and that reference should be made
to the constantly increasing ruthlessness in the conduct of the war by our

opponents. I assume that Gerard will consider my memoire as strictly

confidential, and not to be made public.

Should your Excellency, however, consider the delivery of the memoire

too risky, I shall ask you to refrain from delivering it.

For your Excellency’s strictly confidential communication.

1. This memoire was personally drawn up by His Majesty.

2. Unrestricted U-boat warfare will not be carried on for the present.

(To be concluded.)

Bethmann-Hollweg.

Telegram No. 98.

Continuation of No. 97.
>

Your Excellency hinted to His Majesty in your last conversation at

Charleville in April that President Wilson possibly would try towards the

end of the summer to offer his good services to the belligerents for the

promotion of peace. The German Government has no information as to

whether the President adheres to this idea and as to the eventual date at

which his step would take place. Meanwhile' the constellation of war has

taken such a form that the German Government foresees the time at which

it will be forced to regain the freedom of action that it has reserved to itself

in the note of May 4 last, and thus the President’s steps may be jeopardized.

The German Government thinks it its duty to communicate this fact to

your Excellency in case you should find that the date of the intended action

of the President should be so far advanced towards the end of the season. 1

Bethmann-Hollweg.

22

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, October 14, 1916.
Telegram No. 126.

In connection with No. 125.

I had conversation with Wilson on the occasion of the delivery of the Im-

perial letter regarding Polish relief action. President was desirous of push-
1 This document appears in English in the official text.

—

Translator.
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ing matter further and asked me how this could best be done. I answered
that the difficulties were to be found exclusively on the British side.

Concerning the war on commerce which our U-boats are carrying on
along the American coast, Wilson is naturally very anxious, because his

entire hope of being reelected depends exclusively on this, that up to this

time he, according to the opinion on this side of the water, has not allowed

the United States to be drawn into war, and on top of this, has put an end

to our so-called illegal attacks upon American lives. This whole structure

will fall in ruins if Americans come to grief, or if strong manifestations of

feeling are apparent against a U-boat war along the American coast. Up
to this time no such feeling has existed. Indeed, the success of U-boat 53
has been acclaimed as a piece of sportsmanship. This attitude would never-

theless undergo ?l change if the incident should not retain its unique char-

acter. It was for this reason that Wilson spoke expressly with regard to

continuation of L^-boat warfare on the American coast. He found the

circumstance particularly serious that two neutral ships had been sunk and

also one Canadian passenger ship which was on its way to the United

States. Such occurrences, he said, were inconceivable from the standpoint of

the American public. Wilson gave his remarks a particular weight through

referring to the fact that the leaders of the opposition, Roosevelt, Lodge,

el al.
r
wanted war with Germany, a desire which he could not understand.

He stated that he had but the one wish, to remain neutral and to help

bring the war to an end, since in his opinion a decision could not be reached

by force of arms. Neither of the two belligerent parties could bring about

a decisive victory. For this reason, he said., it was better to make peace

today than tomorrow, but he added that every opportunity of ending the

war would vanish if the United States were drawn into the conflict. Since

Wilson reiteratedly gave me to understand that he was holding himself

ready in case his mediation were desired, I stated to him that in my opinion

there was no likelihood of such an appeal on behalf of the belligerent Powers.

It was obvious that the thing that would please Wilson most would be

for him to be urged directly to take up the question of concluding peace

before the election, because he would then be certain of his reelection. But

if he is reelected without this he would probably have courage enough to

take the initiative. The outcome of the election is still very doubtful.

Wilson is surprisingly strong since Hughes has had so little success as a

speaker and Roosevelt does much damage.

Bernstorff.
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23

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 101.

Re telegram No. 126. Berlin, October 14, 1916.

With regard to Polish relief situation, difficulties attributable only to

England. The continuation of the U-boat war on the American coast, as I

take occasion to state simply for the personal information of your Excel-

lency, is not contemplated. Final position can be taken by us regarding

activities of U-boat 53 only when it is back. Our promises to America

will now, and until such time as we may possibly and positively disavow

them, be adhered to. The demands here for unrestricted U-boat war are

growing, owing to the increasing duration of the war, and the improbability

of inflicting decisive military blow, without, however, shaking the position

of the Government.

As before stated, definite proposal for peace mediation by Wilson impossi-

ble on account of his continued favorable attitude toward the Entente and

after the speeches of Asquith and Lloyd George. A spontaneous appeal for

peace, toward the making of which I request that he be further encouraged,

would be gladly accepted by us. It is in Wilson's power, and consequently

it is his duty to sound a halt to this murder of human beings. If he can not

make up his mind to reach this decision alone, he should put himself in

touch with the Pope, the King of Spain, and the European neutral nations.

Such joint action would assure him of reelection and a place in history,

because it could not be rejected by the Entente. Please request the assur-

ance of regular communication through State Department and Embassy
here.

BETHMANN-HOLLWEG

.

24

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, October 17, 1916.
Telegram No. 125. Washington, October 10, 1916.

On the occasion of a further interview Wilson impressed upon me very
earnestly that he feared that a carrying on of the U-boat war along the

American coast would bring such excitement of public opinion on this side

with regard to the election that he would not be able to control it. There-
upon followed the usual assertions that he was moved only by the urgent
desire to keep the L nited States out of the war in order to be able to play a
helping part in the conclusion of peace.

I shall telegraph details.& ^ Bernstorff.

64
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25

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, October 24, 1916.

Telegram No. 134.
Answer to Nos. 97, 98, and 101. Washington, October 20

,
igi6 .

. As before stated, it is not to be expected that Wilson will take

any action with regard to peace before the election. Nor that he will put

himself in communication with the Pope and the King of Spain, since up to

this time every proposal for joint action has met with invincible opposition

here, based largely upon tradition. In the meantime from day to day the

likelihood of Wilson’s reelection increases. In case he is elected, I believe

that he will try to bring about peace mediation at a very early date and that

he will be successful, and this principally because the feeling against England

has grown much more antagonistic, a development which the British are

attempting to conceal as much as possible. If peace does not come about,

we may look for serious differences of opinion between the United States

and England. Up to this time, every new discussion wdth Germany about

the submarine question has been made use of by our enemies in order to

bridge over the differences with England. Even the appeals in the German
press for unrestricted L -boat wmrfare are constantly turned to account in

this connection.

Bernstorff.

26

Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 112. Berlin, November 8
,
igi6 .

Kindly inform me by wire wrhether the attitude of the American Govern-

ment in the U-boat question is going to be influenced by Hughes’ election

for the remaining period of Wilson’s term or during Hughes’ presidency.

The Navy desires to be at least allowed to torpedo armed enemy freight

steamers without warning. Does your Excellency consider this, also,

dubious, quite aside from the question of the likelihood of mistakes, par-

ticularly in connection wdth the fact that at present many Americans are

engaged as seamen on such steamers?

v. Jagow.
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27

Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 113.

Urgent.
Confidential. Berlin, November 14, 1916.

It turns out from investigation that the Marina was torpedoed by a

U-boat without warning because, on account of her protective coloring,

her failure to display her colors, and additional structure for horses and

armament, she was held to be an English transport, that is, an enemy
auxiliary craft. According to the reports on the newspapers, she is stated

to have been exclusively an armed English freight steamer.

Kindly wire at once your personal view of the possibility of settling this

incident. Would it be sufficient if, in accordance with our memorial of

February 8, 1916, we should base our attack on the statement that she was
clearly recognized to be armed, or is disavowal, punishment of the captain,

and compensation absolutely necessary? Disavowal is hardly possible,

because in this case we would have to give up the position taken in the

memorial referred to, which up to this time has been theoretically sustained.

Is it possible to point out without objection that the Marina was requi-

sitioned by the British Government, or chartered, and in such capacity, was
an enemy auxiliary craft?

v. Jagow.

Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 114. Berlin, November 16, 1916.

Kindly ascertain whether the President is going to take steps in the

matter of peace mediation, and, if he is, what steps and when. Question

important for decision regarding other possible steps in the same direction.

What is the situation with regard to the Mexican question?

v. Jagow.

29

Personal letter of Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Berlin, November 20
, 1916,

Dear Count Bernstorff:

. As you have seen from other instructions which have been sent

you, we are sympathetically inclined toward the peace suggestions of Presi-
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dent Wilson, as before. His activities exercised in this direction are to be

very definitely encouraged. But of course his suggestions with regard to

mediation should not go so far as to take the form of concrete proposi-

tions (because these would, of course, be unfavorable so far as we are con-

cerned).

v. Jagow.

30

Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 116.

Strictly confidential. Berlin, November 22, 1916.

Exclusively for your Excellency’s personal information.

Provided the favorable military situation justifies it, it is our purpose,

acting in conjunction with our allies, to announce forthwith out willingness

to enter upon peace negotiations.

v. Jagow.

3i

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, November 24, 1916.

Telegram No. 152.

Answer to No. 113. Washington, November 17, 1916.

It is urgently desired that the debated question with regard to armed

merchant ships shall not be reopened, particularly because of Wilson’s

peace plan. I suggest that you instruct me by wireless, at your discretion,

to recognize our error, to express our regrets, and to promise compensation

and punishment. We can get along with no less. In so far as has been

established here, the Marina was chartered during an earlier period, but

was not under charter when torpedoed.

Bernstorff. *
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32

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, November 24, 1916.

Telegram N o. 153 -

Answer to No. 1 12 which was delayed.

In connection with No. 152. Washington.

I urgently request that no change in the submarine warfare program be

allowed to take place until it is decided whether Wilson will come out with

his peace mediation. I consider this will occur in the near future.

Bernstorff.

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, November 25, 1916.

Telegram No. 154.

Answer to No. 114 of November 16 and
in connection with No. 153. Washington, November 21

,
iqi6 .

Wilson instructed House of his own accord to inform me in strict con-

fidence that at the earliest possible moment he would take steps in the

direction of his peace mediation, presumably between this time and the

New Year. In this connection he imposes as a condition that up to that

time we express ourselves on the question of a peace move just as little as

possible, either orally or in writing, in order to block a premature rejection

on the part of our enemies, and that, further, we carry on the L^-boat war

in the strictest conformity with our promises and allow no new controversies

to come up.

Wilson’s reasons for the above conditions are as follows: He believes that

he will be able to take up the matter of his mediation only if public opinion

on this side continues as favorable to us as it has been during the course of

the last months. For this reason he deplores the so-called Belgian deporta-

tions. Each new L~-boat controversy would make the feeling against us

increase, whereas, on the other hand, if this question can be, to all practical

purposes, disposed of, the coolness with England will be increased. The
British answer dealing with the black lists, together with the expressions of

tfie English press concerning Wilson’s election, have put government circles

on this side very much out of humor. But unfriendly glances are again and
again levelled in our direction as the result of the U-boat question. Wilson

still hesitates to come forward with his peace mediation because the State

Department expects a refusal from our enemies, whereas House is pushing

the matter hard and is full of hope. In accordance with the instructions
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which I have received I have encouraged him as much as possible by telling

him that in my opinion our enemies simply could not refuse to take up
negotiations; beyond this Wilson expects nothing. House seemed to me to

be very much impressed when I reminded him that the British Government,
during the course of the entire war, had constantly attempted by its lying

methods and diplomatic tours de force to bring public opinion over to its

side. This house of cards, founded on lies and misrepresentations, would
at once fall to pieces if our enemies should reject the idea of negotiations,

and by so doing openly admit that they entertain the lust of conquest. I

stated that what I feared as much more likely to occur was that England

would enter into negotiations in form only, and in the course of these nego-

tiations would endeavor to put us in the wrong. I selected this line of

argument because Wilson fears above all else the humiliation of having his

advances rejected. If it really does come to the point of negotiations, even

to negotiations devoid of result, Wilson will have to record the greatest

kind of defeat. 1 Whether negotiations will be productive of results, I am
not in a position to determine at this time, but in any case, aside from this

government, a strong pressure in the direction of peace will be brought to

bear if it really comes to the point of negotiations. The Mexican question

still remains in a state of stagnation as the result of diplomatic negotiations.

The situation is practically no longer of interest to anyone over here, and has

proved insignificant in so far as the election is concerned.

If your Excellency desires mediation to come through Mr. Wilson, it is

wholly essential, as is seen from the above, that the cases of the Marina and

the Arabia should be completely settled without any further controversy,

and that other new controversial questions be avoided. I believe that,

with the assistance of House, I can quietly bring about the complete burial

of both these cases, since Wilson himself desires it. As House* stated, the

reason why the President viewed this case as such a tragic aspect was be-

cause after the Sussex note, it was impossible for him to write another, and

therefore the only remaining course was the breaking of diplomatic rela-

tions, unless the matter could be confidentially settled with my coopera-

tion.

Bernstorff.

34

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 12 1. Berlin, November 26
,
1916.

When your Excellency’s No. 154 arrived, the following note had already

been handed to the American charge d’affaires:

1 Sic. Probably erroneous for: “the greatest kind of a success.”
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At 4:50 p.m. on the 28th ultimo a German submarine sighted about
26 knots from the Scilly Islands and in sight of land, a steamer which
was painted gray, showed no flag and had wooden structures erected

on deck for the transportation of horses. The officer in command of

the submarine took this steamer, which was identical with the Marina
,

for a vessel used for the transportation of horses and in the service of

the British Government which, according to the law of nations, he
could at once attack in its character of an auxiliary war craft. He had
all the more reason to reach this conclusion as the result of his ex-

perience in the Mediterranean, where he had had many occasions to

observe vessels of this kind, and had discovered the fact that they had
been used as British transport steamers during the Dardanelles opera-

tions. Under these conditions he had no hesitation about torpedoing

the Marina without warning. The assumption of the commander
that he had to do with an enemy transport steamer would seem to be
correct since the Marina

,
as the German Government had been

informed by reliable sources, had actually been used as a transport

steamer for horse transportation in the sendee of the British Govern-
ment. But if, in spite of this, this assumption should be proved by the

facts established by inquiry of the American Government to be erro-

neous, the action of the commanding officer would have to be attributed

to a regrettable error, and not to his instructions; in such case the

German Government would have no hesitation in drawing the proper
conclusions. In view of the above, the American Government is

requested, in this connection, to communicate the result of their official

findings.

It is understood that further negotiations will be carried on by your

Excellency. For this reason kindly ask for an opportunity to take up with

Lansing the proposition of having the result of the official American findings

in the given case communicated to us before the end of the negotiations,

from which the appropriate conclusions will be immediately drawn. Have
the State Department assure us of adequate means of telegraphic communi-
cation for the purpose of a settlement of the Marina and Arabia cases.

. . . We would be glad to give Wilson’s peace move the preference

over our action referred to in our telegram No. 116 of November 22. At
the same time it is our urgent wish that Wilson will decide to take early

steps in the matter; if possible, by the time Congress opens or, in any event,

soon thereafter. Should this be put off until the New Year or later, the

lull in military operations during the winter campaign would moderate an
inclination to peace on the part of public opinion in hostile countries and,

on the other hand, would make essential further military preparations for

the spring offensive, the carrying out of which would presumably strengthen

existing military opposition to the peace move. Please urge these points

cautiously and without impressment, and as representing your personal

opinion in your talks with House, and keep me continuously informed by
telegraph with regard to the situation. . . .

ZlMMERMAXX.
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35

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 123. Berlin, December 1, igi6 .

Kindly call Colonel House’s attention, in connection with No. 393 of

December 1, to the incident of the steamer Mississippi and Lord Crewe’s

speech in the House of Lords, which make it difficult for us to keep from

discussion the question of armed merchant ships.

For your Excellency’s personal information: The Navy is urging with

great earnestness a revision of the American memorandum of March 25

with regard to armed merchant ships, with particular reference to the

demand that their character as instrumentalities of offensive warfare will

have to be shown in each particular case. In order to avoid this question

being opened in accord with your Excellency’s proposal, Wilson’s peace

move must be initiated very shortly.

Zimmermann.

36

The Foreign Office to the German Embassy at Washington

Telegram No. 383. Berlin, December 1
,
iqi6.

In connection with offensive action of French steamer Mississippi which

fired at German submarine at sight in English channel on November 8,

the following instructions which were recently found on board a French

merchantman are of special interest with the view to their protection

against submarines.

General Instructions for the Captains of Merchant Vessels 1

Part three . . . during the voyage.

28 b. Maneuvers to be undertaken in case of an attack. As soon as a submarine is

sighted following a surface course, she should be offered the stern and the vessel should put

on all steam and, in case of a sea-way, attempt to take such a course that in order to approach,

the submarine will be obliged to ship considerable water which will reduce its speed and

partly paralyze the fire of its artillery.

Commence firing as soon as the submarine is in good range.

If chase is given and the submarine has the advantage in speed do not hesitate to change

course and ram it before it is too close.

No. 29. If a submarine is discovered in the act of submerging a short distance off put

your engines at top speed presenting bow or stern depending on whether it is above water by

more or less than six quarters counting from the bow. If the bow is presented, attempt to

ram it.

If the submarine which has been sighted in the act of submerging is sufficiently far off,

maneuver as if in the case of the submarine on the surface.

1 This document appears in French in the official text.

—

Translator.
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These instructions together with speech made by Lord Crewe in House

of Lords on November 15, where he said, “it was only possible to regard

a German submarine as an enemy which it was permissible and proper to

destroy, if you could, at sight,” furnish conclusive evidence of aggressive

purpose of armed merchantmen of allied Powers.

37

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 4, 1916.

Telegram No. 164.

Answer to No. 12 1. Washington, December 1, 1916.

Marina question immediately taken up with Lansing, he said that his

material was not yet complete. In my telegram No. 154 of November 21 I

suggested to your Excellency to settle the Arabia case in the same way.

In conversation Lansing laid great stress upon the American

protest against the Belgian deportations. That on account of this the

entire Belgian relief movement was jeopardized and that, further, opinion

on this side of the water was becoming unfavorably colored and this at the

precise moment when it looked as if peace negotiations might be under-

taken. Lansing stated that it was his opinion that if jthe Imperial Govern-

ment could find a way to meet the protests of the neutral Powers with

regard to the Belgian question, this would create an impression which would

weigh tremendously in our favor, and that it would, in all probability,

result in the immediate possibility of taking up the first steps leading to

peace negotiations. That, unfortunately up to the present time it had

always happened that some obstacle came in the way.

The warning of the Federal Reserve Bank with regard to the unsecured

obligations of foreign Powers is the first indication that this Government
proposes to exert pressure upon our enemies in the cause of peace.

Bernstorff.

38

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 7, 1916.
Telegram No. 169.

In connection with No. 164 of

the 1st instant. Washington, December 4 , 1916.

. Everything is ready for peace move but with the vacillating(?)

Mr. Wilson it is always a matter of doubt as to when he will come out with
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it. All the authorities on this side have now been won over to the move.
It follows that this might come overnight, particularly if it were possible

for us to make concessions with regard to the Belgian question. Mr.
Wilson believes that he is the object of such hatred in England that people

would simply refuse to listen to him over there. This mental attitude

explains the principal reason for his zeal in the Belgian question. In any
event, this much is true, that House is constantly urging Mr. Wilson on to

action and that peace propaganda is continuing to gain a stronger foothold

here, in spite of the fact that, for the moment, the Belgian question stands

very definitely in the way. If Mr. Wilson finds—as I have reason to expect—

•

a strong demand for peace in Congress, he will probably reach a decision

once and for all.

Bernstorff.

39

JJnder-Secretary of State v. Stumm to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 128.

Confidential for your personal information.

Berlin, December 9, 1916.
9

We have determined—probably on Tuesday the 12th of December—to

take advantage of the favorable situation which has been brought about by
the fall of Bucharest, and, in concert with our allies, to offer a peace proposal

to our enemies in accordance with telegram No. 1 16 of the 22d of November.

At this moment we run no danger of losing prestige by doing so, or of giving

an appearance of weakness. If our enemies reject our proposal, then the

odium of having continued the war will fall upon them. For the reasons

given in our telegram No. 12 1, we were unable to wait any longer for

President Wilson to reach a decision as to his peace move.

The American Embassy on this side will, in due time, receive a note in

which the American Government will be requested to communicate our

peace proposal to such of our enemies before whom it is representing our

interests. With regard to others of our opponents, the communication

will be made through the good offices of Switzerland or Spain. On the

occasion of an interview with the Imperial Chancelor on the 5th of Decem-
ber, the American Charge representing the President made, in confidence,

the following statements among others: “What the President now most

earnestly desires is a practical cooperation on the part of German authorities

in bringing about a favorable opportunity for early and affirmative action by

the President looking to an immediate restoration of peace.” The Imperial

Chancelor answered the American Charge d’Affaires that he was “ex-

tremely gratified to see from the President’s message that in the given moment
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he could count upon the sincere and practical cooperation of the President

in the restoration of peace, just as the President could count upon the

practical cooperation of the German authorities.” We believe that we are

in a position to assume that our move is in accord with the President’s

wishes.

Kindly explain to the President and House in this wise.

v. Stumm.

40

Statement made by Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to American
Charge d\Affaires Grew upon the occasion of the delivery of the note of

December 12
,
igi6 l

Berlin, December 12
,
igi6 .

I have asked you to come and see me in order to hand you personally

this note, requesting you kindly to transmit it to your Government. The
note has been issued by special order of His Majesty the Emperor, my august

master. You will gather from its contents, that the Imperial Government

declare their readiness to enter into negotiations of peace, asking the good

offices of the United States Government to inform thereof the Governments

of France, Great Britain, Japan, Roumania, Russia and Serbia.

I know what a lively interest the President of the United States, desirous

of seeing peace restored to the world, is taking in anything that may lead to

such an end. Peace alone will be able to give to the world what it is yearn-

ing for: the possibility for each nation to grow and develop towards a higher

civilization in the interest of humanity. A lasting peace, however, will not

come by further separating the nations by yet greater streams of blood, but

by the common endeavor of all nations to let mutual respect and the recog-

nition of their several rights take the place of sanguinary strife.

This was Germany’s aim, when she drew her sword in defending her right

to exist, as well as at the present moment, after the successes of her armies.

We have never aimed at the destruction of our enemies, as I have repeatedly

stated in my speeches declaring that we were ready to make peace. Mutual

respect and good-will between the nations is, also, the lofty aim held by the

President of the United States, whose recent message you kindly delivered

to me on December 5 and in which the President asked for the cooperation

of the German authorities to bring about a situation which would enable

him to take early action in this direction. I sincerely hope that this formal

and solemn offer made by Germany and her allies to enter forthwith into

negotiations of peace will coincide with the President’s wishes.

1 No. 41, post, p. 1000.
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41

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to the American Charge d'Affaires,

the Swiss Minister and the Spanish Ambassador

Berlin, December 12
,
iqi6 .

The most frightful war known to history has been raging over a great

portion of the world for almost two and one-half years. This catastrophe,

which the restraints of a common civilization stretching over a thousand

years has not been able to hold in leash, strikes at the heart of the most

noteworthy achievements of mankind. It threatens to lay in ruins the

spiritual and material advancement which was the boast of Europe at the

beginning of the twentieth century. Germany and her allies, Austria-

Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey, have demonstrated their invincible strength

in the course of this conflict. They have won tremendous successes against

their opponents who had, as compared with them, such a preponderance

in numbers and instrumentalities of war. Again and again have they

maintained an unbroken front against the repeated assaults of the armies

of their enemies. The last onslaught in the Balkans was rapidly and

victoriously crushed. The latest occurrences prove that even the further

continuance of the war will not suffice to destroy their power of resistance,

that, on the contrary the general situation is such as to point to the likelihood

of further successes.

The four associated Powers were forced to go to war in defense of their

existence and their freedom of national development. And the heroic

deeds of their armies have changed nothing in this connection. They
have constantly entertained the conviction that their own rights and

well-founded claims stand in no way in opposition to the rights of other

nations. They do not entertain the intention of ruining or destroying their

enemies.

Upborne by the consciousness of their military and economic strength

and ready to maintain if necessary to the bitter end the conflict which has

been forced upon them, but at the same time inspired by the desire to avoid

further bloodshed and to put an end to the horrors of war, the four associated

powers offer herewith to enter immediately upon peace negotiations. The
proposals which they will offer at the time of these negotiations, the purpose

of which is to secure the existence, honor, and a free opportunity to develop

on the part of their peoples, constitute, according to their conviction, a

basis for the restoration of a permanent peace. If, in spite of this appeal

for peace and conciliation, the conflict should still continue, then it is the

intention of the four associated Powers to carry it out to a victorious close,

but they solemnly disclaim any and all responsibility therefor in the sight of

humanity and history.

The Imperial Government has the honor to request the Government
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of ,
through your gracious good offices, to bring this communica-

tion to the attention of the Government of. . . .

I avail myself of this opportunity to again express to you the assurance of

my highest consideration.

Bethmann-Hollweg.

42

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 20, 1916.

Telegram No. 182. Washington, December 16
,
1916.

Lansing told me that the following explanation which I was not able

to send by wireless today, had been personally given out by Wilson himself

:

“ President Wilson has decided that the notes of the Central Powers propos-

ing a discussion of peace to the Entente Allies will be sent forward by the

American Government acting as intermediary without any accompanying

offer of its own. He has not determined whether any action in

behalf of peace will be taken later by the United States on its own account,

but is holding himself in readiness to serve in any way possible toward

bringing the warring nations together.” From Lansing’s remarks I got the

impression that he is convinced that our enemies will take part in a confer-

ence, and that then this Government will have the opportunity of promoting

peace talk. Since also it is the general opinion of the press on this side that

our enemies will not be in a position to refuse to take part in a conference

except at the risk of directing public opinion against them, I believe that the

American Embassy in London, in spite of the official statement quoted

above, will make the most of this view.

Bernstorff.

43

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 17, 1916.
Telegram No. 1 77.

Answer to No. 128. Washington, December 13, 1916.

The matter with regard to House has been attended to, and he has gone
to call at the White House. As yet I have had no answer from Wilson,

but the general impression here is that he will support peace proposals

in an energetic manner. Mr. Gerard, on the occasion of a farewell dinner
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which was given to him in New York, made a speech in which he declared

categorically that Germany had won, and that the victory could no longer

be snatched from her. Although this speech was not made public, never-

theless it attracted attention, particularly in view of the fact that Mr.
Gerard laid emphasis on the point that he had informed Mr. Wilson to the

same effect.

Bernstorff.

44

Note of American Charge d'Affaires Grew to Secretary of State Zimmermann

Rec. Berlin, December 21, 1916.

Translation. Berlin, December 21
,
iqi6 .

I have the honor to inform your Excellency that the President of the

United States has instructed me to suggest to the Imperial German Govern-

ment a course of action with regard to the present war which he hopes that

the Imperial Government will take under consideration as suggested in the

most friendly spirit and as coming not only from a friend but also as coming

from the representative of a neutral nation whose interests have been most

seriously affected by the war and whose concern for its early conclusion

arises out of a manifest necessity to determine how best to safeguard those

interests if the war is to continue.

The suggestion which I am instructed to make the President has long had

it in mind to offer. He is somewhat embarrassed to offer it at this particular

time because it may now seem to have been prompted by a desire to play

a part in connection with the recent overtures of the Central Powers. It

has in fact been in no way suggested, by them in its origin and the President

would have delayed offering it until those overtures had been independently

answered but for the fact that it also concerns the question of peace and

may best be considered in connection with other proposals which have the

same end in view. The President can only beg that his suggestion be con-

sidered entirely on its own merits and as if it had been made in other cir-

cumstances.

The President suggests that an early occasion be sought to call out from

all the nations now at war such an avowal of their respective views as to the

terms upon which the war might be concluded and the arrangements which

would be deemed satisfactory and as a guarantee against its renewal or the

kindling of any similar conflict in the future as would make it possible

frankly to compare them. He is indifferent as to the means taken to accom-

plish this. He would be happy himself to serve, or even to take the initia-

tive in its accomplishment, in any way that might prove acceptable, but he
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has no desire to determine the method or the instrumentality. One way
will be as acceptable to him as another if only the great object he has in

mind be attained.

He takes the liberty of calling attention to the fact that the objects which

the statesmen of the belligerents on both sides have in mind in this war are-

virtually the same, as stated in general terms to their own people and to the

world. Each side desires to make the rights and privileges of weak peoples

and small States as secure against aggression or denial in the future as the

rights and privileges of the great and powerful States now at war. Each

wishes itself to be made secure in the future, along with all other nations

and peoples, against the recurrence of wars like this, and against aggression

or selfish interference of any kind. Each would be jealous of the formation

of any more rival leagues to preserve an uncertain balance of power amidst

multiplying suspicions; but each is ready to consider the formation of a

league of nations to insure peace and justice throughout the world. Before

that final step can be taken, however, each deems it necessary first to settle

the issues of the present war upon terms which will certainly safeguard the

independence, the territorial integrity, and the political and commercial

freedom of the nations involved.

In the measures to be taken to secure the future peace of the world the

people and Government of the ETnited States are as vitally and as directly

interested as the Governments now at war. Their interest, moreover, in

the means to be adopted to relieve the smaller and weaker peoples of the

world of the peril of wrong and violence is as quick and ardent as that of

any other people or Government. They stand ready, and even eager, to

cooperate in the accomplishment of these ends, when the war is over, with

every influence and resource at their command. But the war must first be

concluded. The terms upon which it is to be concluded they are not at

liberty to suggest; but the President does feel that it is his right and his

duty to point out their intimate interest in its conclusion, lest it should

presently be too late to accomplish the greater things which lie beyond its

conclusion, lest the situation of neutral nations, now exceedingly hard to

endure, be rendered altogether intolerable, and lest, more than all, an injury

be done civilization itself which can never be atoned for or repaired.

The President therefore feels altogether justified in suggesting an im-

mediate opportunity for a comparison of views as to the terms which must
precede those ultimate arrangements for the peace of the world, which all

desire and in which the neutral nations as well as those at war are ready to

play their full responsible part. If the contest must continue to proceed

towards undefined ends by slow attrition until the one group of belligerents

or the other is exhausted, if million after million of human lives must continue

to be offered up until on the one side or the other there are no more to offer,

if resentments must be kindled that can never cool and despairs engendered
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from which there can be no recovery, hopes of peace and of the willing con-

cert of free peoples will be rendered vain and idle.

The life of the entire world has been profoundly affected. Every part

of the great family of mankind has felt the burden and terror of this unprece-

dented contest of arms. No nation in the civilized world can be said in

truth to stand outside its influence or to be safe against its disturbing

effects. And yet the concrete objects for which it is being waged have

never been definitively stated.

The leaders of the several belligerents have, as has been said, stated those

objects in general terms. But stated in general terms, they seem the same
on both sides. Never yet have the authoritative spokesmen of either side

avowed the precise objects which would, if attained, satisfy them and their

people that the war had been fought out. The world has been left to con-

jecture what definitive results, what actual exchange of guarantees, what
political or territorial changes or readjustments, what stage of military

success even, would bring the war to an end.

It may be that peace is nearer than we know; that the terms which the

belligerents on the one side and on the other would deem it necessary to

insist upon are not so irreconcilable as some have feared; that an inter-

change of views would clear the way at least for conference and make the

permanent concord of the nations a hope of the immediate future, a concert

of nations immediately practicable.

The President is not proposing peace; he is not even offering mediation.

He is merely proposing that soundings be taken in order that we may learn,

the neutral nations with the belligerent, how near the haven of peace may
be for which all mankind longs with an intense and increasing longing. He
believes that the spirit in which he speaks and the objects which he seeks

will be understood by all concerned, and he confidently hopes for a response

which will bring a new light into the affairs of the world.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to your Excellency the assur-

ances of my highest consideration.

Grew.

45

Ambassador Count Bernstorffi to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 25, 1916.

Telegram No. 188. Washington, December 21
,
1916.

Several days ago Lansing wired me concerning Wilson’s peace note and

told me that the American Government finds its position more and more

intolerable on account of the continued violation of its rights. For that
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reason it was hoping for frank statements from the belligerent Powers with

regard to their peace conditions. In answer I stated as my personal opinion

that this would be very difficult to bring about except at a conference, on

account of the press, etc. Lansing replied that disclosures could be con-

fidential and might, little by little, lead to a conference. It would accord-

ingly seem that the opinion which has become general here is correct, that

Wilson would like to serve as a clearing house for further steps toward

peace. He is strongly supported by public opinion on this side, with the

exception of some of our quite rabid opponents, who characterize Wilson’s

note as pro-German.
Bernstorff.

46

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 142.

Re No. 188. Berlin, December 26
,
1916.

I would say, in reply to the American peace note, that a direct exchange

of views seems to us most adequate in order to reach the result desired. We
suggest therefore the immediate gathering of delegates from the belligerent

States at some neutral spot. We share the view of the President that only

after the termination of the present war could the work of preventing the

occurrence of future wars be taken up.

For your own strictly personal information: We will only consider some

place in neutral Europe as the spot for the eventual gathering of the dele-

gates. Quite aside from the difficulties involved in communicating with

the LTnited States, the experiences of Portsmouth teach us that American

indiscreetness and intermeddling makes it impossible adequately to conduct

negotiations. The interposition of the President, even in the form of a

clearing house, would be detrimental to our interests and is therefore to be

avoided. The basis for a future conclusion of peace we must settle by
direct intercourse with our opponents if we do not wish to run the risk of

failing to obtain the results desired because of pressure from the neutral

Powers. For this reason we also decline to enter into the conference plan.

On the other hand, we will not hesitate to send delegates to an international

congress called after the conclusion of peace for the consideration of the

problem of assuring the future peace of the world.

Zimmermann.

65
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47

Note of Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Gerard

Berlin, December 26
,
igi6.

The undersigned has the honor to submit the following answer to the

esteemed favor of the 21st instant of his Excellency the Ambassador of the

United States of America, Mr. James W. Gerard.

The Imperial German Government has received and considered the lofty

appeal of the President of the United States of America to lay the foundation

for the restoration of a permanent peace in the same friendly spirit which is

expressed in the President’s communication. The President makes plain the

purpose which it is his ardent desire to carry out, and leaves the choice of

methods open. A direct exchange of ideas seems to the Imperial Govern-

ment the method best adapted to bring about the desired result. It has the

honor therefore, in conformity with its announcement of the 12th instant,

in which it showed itself ready for peace negotiations, to suggest the imme-
diate gathering of delegates of the belligerent States in some neutral place.

The Imperial Government, likewise, is of the opinion that the great work
of preventing future wars can be actually undertaken only after the termina-

tion of the present conflict.

When this time comes it will be with pleasure that the Government will

prepare to cooperate with the United States in this lofty task. While

venturing to request the transmission of the enclosed answer to the President

of the United States through the courtesy of his Excellency the Ambassador,

the undersigned avails himself of this opportunity to assure him anew of his

highest consideration.

Zimmermann.

48

Answer of the Entente to the Central Powers regarding the peace proposal

Translation. Paris, December jo, 1916 .

The Allied Governments of Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan,

Montenegro, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, and Serbia, unitedly in the

defense of the liberty of nations and faithful to the engagement they have

taken not to lay down arms separately, have resolved to answer collectively

the so-called proposals of peace which have been addressed them on behalf

of the enemy Governments, through the intermediary of the United States,

of Spain, of Switzerland, and of the Netherlands.

The Allied Powers are constrained to preface their answer by protesting

strongly against the two essential assertions in the note of the enemy
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Powers, which attempts to throw upon the Allies the responsibility of the

war and which proclaims the victory of the Central Powers.

The Allies can not admit an assertion which is doubly inexact and which

is sufficient to render barren any attempt at negotiation.

For thirty months the Allied Powers have suffered a war which they had

tried by every means to avoid. They have demonstrated their attachment

to peace by their acts. This attachment is as strong today as it was in

1914; after the violation of her engagements, it is not upon the word of

Germany that peace, broken by her, can be based.

A suggestion without any conditions for initiating negotiations is not an

offer of peace. The so-called proposal, devoid of substance and of precision,

circulated abroad by the Imperial Government, appeals less as an offer of

peace than as a maneuver of war.

It is based upon a systematic disregard of the nature of the struggle of the

past, present, and future.

As to the past, the German note ignores all the facts, dates, and figures

which prove that the war was desired, incited, and declared by Germany
and Austria-Hungary. At The Hague it was the German delegate who
rejected all suggestion of disarmament. In July, 1914, it was Austria-

Hungary who, after having addressed to Serbia an ultimatum, of which

there exists no precedent, declared war on her despite the satisfaction im-

mediately obtained. The Central Empires thereafter repulsed every

attempt made by the Entente to bring about a pacific solution to what was a

local conflict. England’s offer of a conference, the French proposal of an

international commission, the request for arbitration addressed by the

Emperor of Russia to the Emperor of Germany, the understanding reached

between Russia and Austria-Hungary on the eve of hostilities; all these

endeavors were left by Germany without answer and without issue. Bel-

gium was invaded by an empire which had guaranteed her neutrality and

which itself unhesitatingly proclaimed that treaties are “mere scraps of

paper” and that “necessity knows no law.”

As regards the present, the so-styled offers of Germany are based upon a

“war map” which covers Europe alone; which expresses only the exterior

and transitory aspect of the situation, but not the real strength of the

adversaries. To conclude a peace based on the above would be to the

sole advantage of the aggressors, who, having believed they could attain

their object in two months perceive after two years that it will never be

attained.

For the future, the ruins caused by the German declaration of war, the

innumerable aggressions committed by Germany and her allies against the

belligerents and against neutrals demand penalties, reparations, and guar-

antees; Germany eludes one and all.

In reality, the overture made by the Central Powers is but an attempt
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calculated to work upon the evolution of the war and of finally imposing a

German peace.

It has for its object the troubling of opinion in the Allied countries; this

opinion, in spite of all the sacrifices endured, has already replied with an
admirable firmness and has denounced the hollowness of the enemy declara-

tion.

It desires to strengthen public opinion in Germany and amongst her allies

already so gravely shaken by their losses, fatigued by the economic encircle-

ment, and crushed by the supreme effort which is exacted from their peoples.

It seeks to deceive, to intimidate public opinion of neutral countries long

ago satisfied as to the original responsibilities, enlightened as to the present

responsibilities, and too farseeing to favor the designs of Germany by aban-

doning the defense of human liberties.

It strives finally to justify new crimes in advance before the eyes of the

world; submarine warfare, deportations, forced labor, and enlistment of

nationals against their own country, violation of neutrality.

It is with a full realization of the gravity, but also of the necessities of

this hour that the Allied Governments closely united and in perfect com-

munion with their peoples refuse to entertain a proposal without sincerity

and without import.

They affirm, once again, that no peace is possible as long as the reparation

of violated rights and liberties, the acknowledgment of the principle of

nationalities and of the free existence of small States shall not be assured;

as long as there is no assurance of a settlement to suppress definitely the

causes which for so long a time have menaced nations and to give the only

efficacious guarantees for the security of the world.

The Allied Powers, in termination, are constrained to expose the follow-

ing considerations which bring into relief the particular situation in which

Belgium finds herself after two and a half years of war. By virtue of inter-

national treaties signed by five of the Great Powers of Europe, amongst

which figured Germany, Belgium profited by a special statute which rendered

her territory inviolate, and placed the country itself under the guarantee

of these Powers, sheltered from European conflicts. Nevertheless Belgium,

despite these treaties, was the first to suffer the aggression of Germany. It

is why the Belgian Government deems it necessary to specify the purpose

which Belgium has never ceased to pursue in fighting beside the Powers of

the Entente for the cause of right and justice.

Belgium has always scrupulously observed the duties imposed upon her by

neutrality. She took arms to defend her independence and her neutrality

violated by Germany and to remain faithful to her international obligations.

On the fourth of August at the Reichstag the Chancelor acknowledged that

this aggression constituted an injustice contrary to the right of nations and

agreed in the name of Germany to repair it.
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After two and a half years this injustice has been cruelly aggravated by the

practice of war and occupation which have exhausted the resources of the

country, ruined its industries, devastated its cities and villages, multiplied

the massacres, the executions, and imprisonments. And at the moment

that Germany speaks to the world of peace and humanity she deports and

reduces to servitude. Belgium before the war had no other wish than to

live in concord with all her neighbors. Her King and her Government have

only one purpose: the reestablishment of peace and of right. But they will

only consider a peace which Belgian citizens by the thousand (demand?)

assures to their country legitimate reparation, guarantees and security for

the future. .

49

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin. January 1, 1917=

Telegram 483. Washington, October 17, iqi6.

A certain excitement with regard to foreign politics has again prevailed

during the course of the last week. Many circumstances have combined

to bring about this condition. In the first place it was said that Ambas-

sador Gerard was bringing a peace proposal from the German Government.

In spite of all denials this rumor was given credence for some time because

it had been set in motion by one of the first bankers of New York. Un-

fortunately, Air. Gerard heard of this canard while he was still aboard ship,

and as he was traveling in company with Herbert Swope, a denial sent by
wireless appeared in The World , which was much worse in effect than the

news itself. For it was stated there, that Air. Gerard was coming to an-

nounce the fact that the unrestricted U-boat warfare was about to be

launched. The U-53 appeared at Newport at just this moment, and two

days later I had an interview with the President which had already been

previously arranged for. and at which I delivered to Air. Wilson the answer

of His Alajesty the Emperor and King in the matter of the Polish relief

question.

Everything has now calmed down again and the election, which will be

decided in three weeks, is the sole subject of conversation. As I have
already had the honor to inform you on several occasions, the result is

doubtful in the extreme. While four months ago a Republican victory

appeared to be assured, it is today very possible that Wilson may be success-

ful. This is due to the fact that Air. Hughes has succeeded in creating no
lasting impression as a speaker, whereas Roosevelt has been blowing upon
the war trumpet in his usual bombastic style. If Hughes is beaten he will
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have Roosevelt to thank for it. The typical American is and will remain a

pacifist. “He blesses peace and times of peace” and can only be driven to

war as the result of impassioned popular excitement.

Bernstorff.

50

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, January 3, 1917.
Telegram No. 192. Washington, December 29, 1916.

House told me that in Wilson’s opinion a peace conference could not be

brought about in the absence of preliminary confidential negotiations, since

our enemies, as things are now, would reject the proposal by making its

acceptance dependent upon the existence of certain conditions. This

communication on the part of House was accompanied by an invitation for

us to take part in absolutely confidential negotiations, a knowledge of which

should be limited to Wilson, himself, and myself. Under these circum-

stances we could count upon absolute discretion, since Wilson and House,

in contrast with other Americans, are both fairly able to keep secrets.

I beg to be informed at the earliest possible moment as to whether I shall

reject such negotiations, or whether your Excellency will vest me with powers

to take them up, and will provide me with the necessary instructions. As
I have already stated, Wilson lays comparatively little weight on the terri-

torial side of peace conditions. I (am?—ciphers missing) as in the past, of

the opinion that the greatest weight is to be laid upon that feature which

is again designated here as the “guarantees for the future.” If we could

give Wilson such guarantees to the very greatest possible extent, he believes

that he will be able to bring about a peace conference, for in such case our

enemies would be deprived of their main argument. For the latter are

constantly asserting that we are only desirous of making peace at this time

in order to commence the war all over again under conditions more favorable

to us, while our enemies would be under the necessity of holding intact as

long as possible the coalition which has been formed against us, in order to

obtain a lasting peace. What Wilson’s ideas are with regard to such guar-

antees your Excellency knows. They consist mainly in a limited disarma-

ment of both land and sea forces, freedom of the seas, arrangements for the

settlement of disputes by arbitration, and a league of nations. Taking

your Excellency’s speech to the Reichstag as a basis, I believe that the

Imperial Government would agree to such guarantees on the condition that

peace was brought about.

In order not to commit your Excellency in any way, my attitude toward
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House has been in the main that of a listener. At the same time, I agree

with Mr. House’s opinion that without the help of the United States the

point of bringing about a peace conference will not be reached. Our ene-

mies will attempt to put us in the wrong by stating that, while it was true

that we had suggested a conference, we had announced nothing in the nature

of guarantees or conditions. Naturally, my judgment must be based on

the attitude taken on this side. By our peace proposal we have brought

about a great change in public opinion in this country. This advantage

would be entirely lost if the thought which is being peddled about the country

by our enemies should take root, that is, that we had made a purely theat-

rical peace move intended to affect the public opinion of Germany. What
steps Wilson would take if your Excellency authorizes me to undertake such

negotiations, is not as yet certain, and depends, essentially, upon your Excel-

lency’s instructions. House has been considering eventually going to

England himself. The more your Excellency sees fit to communicate to me
with regard to our condition and readiness to offer guarantees, so much
more favorably will the matter be looked upon from this side. At the same

time, I am ignorant as to whether or not your Excellency might prefer to

have the negotiations come to nothing rather than accept American help.

In my opinion, we shall not be obliged to agree that the United States shall

take part in all the negotiations. All that would be necessary on our part

would be to bind ourselves to the guarantees which would be agreed upon
in detail in a general conference, after a conference of the belligerents had

brought about a preliminary peace.

I am submitting the above proposal to your Excellency in detail because

I am convinced that our enemies would not agree to enter into negotiations

if strong pressure were not exerted from this side. This last will, in my
opinion, however, be sure to take place if your Excellency, for the rest,

believes that mediation on the part of the United States can be accepted.

Leaving out the Belgian question, this Government should do us more good

than harm in the course of negotiations, since the American is now for the

first time coming to a full recognition of the true meaning of England’s

overlordship of the sea.

Bernstorff.

5i

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 145. Berlin, January 4, igi6 .

Regarding your Excellency’s suggestion in No. 192, the prospects are good,

particularly in so far as questions of a league of peace are concerned. De-
tailed instructions follow.
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In connection with telegram No. 123 of December 1:

According to the opinion of the Navy and the Supreme High Command
of the Army, the question of armed merchant ships is such as not to brook

any further delay.

Kindly take up with Lansing the following memorial drawn up with

strictest reference to the American memorandum of the 25th of March,

leaving it with him as an aide-memoire. The steps taken by us against

armed merchant ships which we, from this time on, shall follow according

to the terms of the memorial, naturally do not signify any withdrawal from

our assurances contained in our note of the 4th of May 1916 with regard

to the sinking of merchant ships.

Plan of ship-owners conference follows by special wireless. Memorial

follows:

[Memorial inserted accordingly.]

Report by wire regarding result requested.

ZlMMERMANN.

52

Under-Secretary of Stale v. Stumm to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 148.

In connection with No. 145
of January 4. Berlin, January 5, 1917.

Kindly inform me immediately by wire of your Excellency’s personal

view of the impression and result of the overture contained in telegram No.

145. At the same time, an interview with Lansing on this point must not

be postponed, since, as I inform you in strict confidence, steps will

commence against armed ships in the immediate future.

v. Stumm.

53

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 149.

Answer to No. 192 of December 29.

For personal information. Berlin, January 7, 1917-

Intervention on the part of the L nited States in actual peace negotiations

as such is positively not desired by us on account of the state of our public

opinion. Moreover, we must for the present avoid everything which could

serve to deepen the impression on the part of our enemies that our peace
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proposal was the result of a critical situation existing on our side. That is

not the case. We are convinced that we shall be able to bring the war to a

victorious end, both from a military and an economic standpoint. For

this reason, your Excellency will deal in a dilatory manner with the question

of the disclosure of our peace conditions. On the other hand, I authorize

you, even at this time, to put us on record as being willing to cooperate in

that part of the program for which the President entertains a special in-

terest and which appears to be identical with the so-called “second conven-

tion” outlined by Colonel House when here. Among these points we in-

clude an arrangement for the arbitral settlement of disputes, a peace league,

the sifting of the disarmament question, and the question of the freedom of

the seas. Moreover, we are in principle favorably inclined to those guar-

antees, which would be definitely agreed upon in detail at a general con-

ference after a conference between the belligerents had brought about a

preliminary peace. As proof of our good-will in this matter, we are also

ready in principle to take up immediately negotiations with the United

States looking toward the conclusion of a treaty of arbitration and a Bryan

peace treaty. Your Excellency will inform the President of this and will

request him to work out the program for securing the peace of the world and

communicate it to us as soon as possible.

Please impress Colonel House and President Wilson further with the fact

that our peace conditions are very moderate and are kept within reasonable

bounds, in contrast to those of the Entente; that this is particularly the case

with regard to Belgium, which we shall not annex.

We also desire a provision concerning communication and commercial re-

lations after the war which shall eliminate any question of boycott, a request

the acceptance of which, in view of the sane common sense characteristic

of Americans, we believe we can rely upon without further argument. On
the other hand, the Alsace-Lorraine question will not be discussed by us.

We should like to be informed of your Excellency’s personal opinion

regarding the amount of pressure which President Wilson would be in a

position to exert upon the Entente to induce it to accept peace negotiations.

In view of the experience of two years of war, it seems to us that the likeli-

hood of an embargo on war material and foodstuffs, which undoubtedly

would be in the first degree efficient in making it necessary for the Entente to

hold its hand, and which would also be most desirable from our standpoint,

is unfortunately very remote. Only an efficient pressure exerted along

these lines could relieve us of the necessity of making use of the instru-

mentality of unrestricted U-boat warfare. If your Excellency should have
any suggestions to make as to how unrestricted U-boat warfare can be

undertaken without a break with America, I request immediate information

by wire.

ZlMMERMANN.
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54

Ambassador Count Bernslorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January n, 1917.
Telegram No. 22.

Nos. 145 and 148 received today. Washington, January 9, 1917.

Request most urgently that you postpone further steps until you have

received my answer.
Bernstorff.

55

Answer of the Entente to the Government of the United States of America with

reference to Wilson s note of December 18
, 1916

Translation. Paris, January 12, 1917.

The Allied Governments have received the note which was delivered to

them in the name of the Government of the United States on the nineteenth

of December, 1916. They have studied it with the care imposed upon them
both by the exact realization which they have of the gravity of the hour

and by the sincere friendship which attaches them to the American people.

In general way they wish to declare that they pay tribute to the elevation

of the sentiment with which the American note is inspired and that they

associate themselves with all their hopes with the project for the creation

of a league of nations to insure peace and justice throughout the world.

They recognize all the advantages for the cause of humanity and civilization

which the institution of international agreements, destined to avoid violent

conflicts between nations would prevent; agreements which must imply the

sanctions necessary to insure their execution and thus to prevent an apparent

security from only facilitating new aggressions. But a discussion of future

arrangements destined to insure an enduring peace presupposes a satis-

factory settlement of the actual conflict; the Allies have as profound a desire

as the Government of the United States to terminate as soon as possible

a war for which the Central Empires are responsible and which inflicts such

cruel sufferings upon humanity. But they believe that it is impossible at

the present moment to attain a peace which will assure them reparation,

restitution and such guarantees to which they are entitled by the aggression

for which the responsibility rests with the Central Powers and of which the

principle itself tended to ruin the security of Europe; a peace which would

on the other hand permit the establishment of the future of European nations

on a solid basis. The Allied Nations are conscious that they are not fighting

for selfish interests, but above all to safeguard the independence of peoples,

of right and of humanity.
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The Allies are fully aware of the losses and suffering which the war causes

to neutrals as well as to belligerents and they deplore them; but they do not

hold themselves responsible for them, having in no way either willed or

provoked this war, and they strive to reduce these damages in the measure

compatible with the inexorable exigencies of their defense against the vio-

lence and the wiles of the enemy.

It is with satisfaction therefore that they take note of the declaration

that the American communication is in nowise associated in its origin with

that of the Central Powers transmitted on the eighteenth of December by

the Government of the United States. They did not doubt moreover the

resolution of that Government to avoid even the appearance of a support,

even moral, of the authors responsible for the war.

The Allied Governments believe that they must protest in the most

friendly but in the most specific manner against the assimilation established

in the American note between the two groups of belligerents; this assimila-

tion, based upon public declarations by the Central Powers, is in direct

opposition to the evidence, both as regards responsibility for the past and as

concerns guarantees for the future; President Wilson in mentioning it

certainly had no intention of associating himself with it.

If there is an historical fact established at the present date, it is the

wilful aggression of Germany and Austria-Hungary to insure their hegemony
over Europe and their economic domination over the world. Germany
proved by'her declaration of war, by the immediate violation of Belgium and

Luxemburg and by her manner of conducting the war, her simulating con-

tempt for all principles of humanity and all respect for small States; as the

conflict developed the attitude of the Central Powers and their Allies has

been a continual defiance of humanity and civilization. Is it necessary to

recall the horrors which accompanied the invasion of Belgium and Serbia,

the atrocious regime imposed upon the invaded countries, the massacre of

hundreds of thousands of inoffensive Armenians, the barbarities perpetrated

against the populations of Syria, the raids of Zeppelins on open towns, the

destruction by submarines of passenger steamers and of merchantmen
even under neutral flags, the cruel treatment inflicted upon prisoners of war,

the juridical murders of Miss Cavell, of Captain Fryatt, the deportation

and the reduction to slavery of civil populations, etc. The execution of such

a series of crimes perpetrated without any regard for universal reprobation

fully explains to President Wilson the protest of the Allies.

They consider that the note which they sent to the United States in reply

to the German note will be a response to the questions put by the American
Government, and according to the exact words of the latter, constitute “a

public declaration as to the conditions upon which the war could be termi-

nated.”

President Wilson desires more: he desires that the belligerent Powers
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openly affirm the objects which they seek by continuing the war; the Allies

experience no difficulty in replying to this request. Their objects in the

war are well known
;
they have been formulated on many occasions by the

chiefs of their divers Governments. Their objects in the war will not be

made known in detail with all the equitable compensations and indemnities

for damages suffered until the hour of negotiations. But the civilized

world knows that they imply in all necessity and in the first instance the

restoration of Belgium, of Serbia, and of Montenegro and the indemnities

which are due them; the evacuation of the invaded territories of France, of

Russia and of Roumania with just reparation; the reorganization of Europe

guaranteed by a stable regime and founded as much upon respect of nation-

alities and full security and liberty of economic development, which all nations,

great or small, possess, as upon territorial conventions and international

agreements suitable to guarantee territorial and maritime frontiers against

unjustified attacks; the restitution of provinces or territories wrested in the

past from the Allies by force or against the will of their populations, the

liberation of Italians, of Slavs, of Roumanians and of Czecho-Slovaks from

foreign domination; the enfranchisement of populations subject to the

bloody tyranny of the Turks; the expulsion from Europe of the Ottoman
Empire decidedly (

x

) to western civilization. The intentions of His Majes-

ty the Emperor of Russia regarding Poland have been clearly indicated

in the proclamation which he has just addressed to his armies. It goes

without saying that if the Allies wish to liberate Europe from the brutal

covetousness of Prussian militarism, it never has been their design, as has

been alleged, to encompass the extermination of the German peoples and

their political disappearance. That which they desire above all is to insure

a peace upon the principles of liberty and justice, upon the inviolable fidelity

to international obligation with which the Government of the United

States has never ceased to be inspired.

United in the pursuits of this supreme object the Allies are determined,

individually and collectively, to act with all their power and to consent to

all sacrifices to bring to a victorious close a conflict upon which they are

convinced not only their own safety and prosperity depends but also the

future of civilization itself.

1 Apparent omission.
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Ambassador Count Beryistorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 14, 1917.

Telegram No. 205.

Answer to No. 148. Washington, January 10, 1917.

Memorial delivered to Lansing. In my opinion, to proceed along the

lines set out in this memorial will bring peace mediation of Wilson to naught

and, instead, will result in a break with the United States unless we refrain

from action, at least until some agreement has been reached with this

Government. It is possible that we may succeed in having Americans

warned against taking service on ships which are armed for purposes of

attack. But in any case this Government must be allowed time for this

purpose. Since Wilson decides everything
,
any interview with Lansing

is a mere matter of form. He never answers until he has received instruc-

tions from Wilson. This being the case, the latter will first have to -read

the memorial.

I can not tell from here how much reliance your Excellency places upon

Wilson’s peace move. Aside from this, a sense of duty impels me to state

positively that I consider a break with the LTnited States unavoidable if

we proceed in accordance with the memorial.

Bernstorff.

57

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 157.

Strictly confidential. Berlin, January 16
, 1917.

After curtly rejecting our peace proposal, the Entente has announced in

its answer to Wilson that it is determined to proceed with the war for the

purpose of robbing Germany of her provinces in the West and the East, of

laying Austria-Hungary in ruins, and of destroying Turkey. In proceeding

with the conduct of the war directed toward these aims, the Entente is

violating all rules of international law in that it is unlawfully standing in the

way of the legitimate carrying on of commerce between Germany and
neutral Powers and between neutral Powers themselves. Out of regard

for the neutral Powers, Germany has not up to this time made full use of the

LT-boat weapon. Since the Entente has made an understanding based on
the principles announced by the Central Powers of equal rights to all nations

impossible, and has declared that the only peace which is possible is one to

be dictated by the Entente, based in part on the destruction, and in part
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on the degradation of the Central Powers, Germany is no longer in a position

to justify a further abstention from the use of such weapon. We do not

doubt that the President will be able to form a correct judgment concerning

the position into which we have been forced and which was created by the

brutal lust for war and destruction on the part of the Allies, and that he

will recognize that the intentions of the Allies, now fully disclosed, justify

Germany in exercising that freedom of action which was reserved by her

in the note of May 4, 1916.

Accordingly, Germany will meet the measures which her opponents have

taken in violence of international law by forcibly preventing, after February

1, any communication by sea from and to England and France—and this

includes neutral shipping—in a zone surrounding Great Britain and France.

Neutral ships as well which are found within this zone will be sunk. The
boundary of this zone is marked by a line twenty nautical miles offshore

along the coast of Holland to Terschelling lightship, longitude of Terschelling

lightship to Udsire, a line proceeding thence over the point 62 degrees

north, zero degrees longitude, to 62 degrees north 5 degrees west, proceeding

thence to a point 3 nautical miles south of the southernmost point of the

Faroe isles, thence over point 62 degrees north 10 degrees west to 61 degrees

north 15 degrees west, thence 57 degrees north 20 degrees west to 47
degrees north 20 degrees west, further on to 43 degrees north 15 degrees

west, then along latitude 43 degrees north up to 20 nautical miles from Cape

Finisterre, and at distance of 20 nautical miles offshore along the north coast

of Spain to the French boundary.

By dint of these measures the German Government promises the early

termination of the war and the restoration of that peace which the President

has so much at heart. Germany and her associates had hoped with the

President that this result might be reached through diplomatic negotiations.

Since, owing to our opponents, the war must continue to take its course,

the Imperial Government believes that it may indulge in the certain expecta-

tion that the President will not close his mind to the necessity of an expe-

dient which is adapted to hasten the termination of this frightful bloodshed.

The German Government is all the more convinced of this since, by the

oppressive measures of the Entente, neutral Powers are injured to the

greatest extent, being bound to give up all trade and commerce or to limit

it to the extent arbitrarily set by our opponents, unrestrained by the prin-

ciples of the law of nations.

We are therefore convinced of the fact that from now on the President

will warn all American ships from entering the restricted zone and American

nationals from entrusting either passengers or wares to ships which are

returning to English and French ports in the restricted zone.

Moreover, it lies quite within the power of the President to bring about

an early termination of the war in a most effective way by exercising an
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energetic pressure upon England in the form of an embargo on foodstuffs

and war materials.

The above is for the present for your Excellency’s personal information.

It must be kept unqualifiedly confidential for military reasons. No sugges-

tions to the American Government; but wait until the 1st of February to

officially communicate contents. When making this communication, call

attention to the fact that, in the orders to be issued to the U-boats provi-

sions are being made for a sufficient opportunity for sparing neutral ships

and for the safety of passengers on unarmed enemy passenger ships, and

that, moreover, neutral vessels which may be in transit on the 1st of Febru-

ary to or from ports in the restricted zone can avoid entering it, or shall be

allowed to leave it by the shortest possible route without danger of being

sunk, if all possible steps are at once taken to provide them with full informa-

tion. In like manner, neutral ships will be allowed to leave the ports of the

restricted zone before the evening of February 4 and to take the shortest

cut out of the zone.

In answer to the possible objection based on the ground of the jeopard-

izing of the safety of Americans on board enemy freight steamers on their

way to the limited zone, you will kindly point out that hostile shipping

companies are in a position to prevent in time any entrance into the re-

stricted zone.

Your Excellency will renew the earlier proposal of free passage of American

passenger steamers in a limited number, to Falmouth. Conditions for the

above: fixed and announced course; no contraband; individual designs

limited only to these ships. Course to be decided upon.

I know full well that by taking this step we run the danger of bringing

about a break and possibly war with the United States. We have deter-

mined to take this risk. But I request your Excellency to advise me as to

any possible means likely to afford an opportunity for taking steps to

diminish the danger of a break. And particularly I request your opinion

as to whether the protective measures adopted regarding the sparing of

neutral ships and passenger steamers are sufficient, or whether it would be

preferable to set a definite time and if so, what time. I call your particular

attention, finally, to the matter of taking steps to render German steamers

absolutely unseaworthy. Your Excellency will be held responsible for

seeing that the necessary cue is sent out in time to prevent any German
steamer from falling into foreign hands in serviceable condition. Acknowl-

edge receipt immediately.
BETHMANN-HOLLWEG

.
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58

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 66. Berlin, January 18
, 1917.

Please suggest by wire to whom we shall turn over the representation of

German interests in Washington in case of a break.

ZlMMERMANN.

59

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 22, 1917.
Telegram No. 212.

Answer to No. 149 of January 7. Washington, January 16, 1917.

Upon receipt of authorization from your Excellency, I made use of it

in conversation with Mr. House. He informed me that Wilson looked upon
this announcement of the Imperial Government as extremely valuable.

I can say nothing more of a definite nature with regard to the further course

of the Wilson peace move. But this much is sure, that at this moment
the President has no other intention than to bring about peace, and will

attempt to carry out this purpose with the utmost energy and by all possible

means. A further announcement from Wilson is to be expected in the

immediate future, presumably in the form of a message to Congress. He
will probably make it a summons to the American people to assist him in

forcing peace; at least he and House are speaking highly of the Hearst

newspaper articles, which are written in this spirit. It is still impossible

today to say whether it is really coming to the point of an embargo on all

exports. It is possible that the mere threat may suffice to force our enemies

to a conference. It results from the above that we should not have any

further difficulties in connection with the old submarine questions. I hope

even for a modus vivendi in the question of armed merchant ships. But we
must not go ahead too soon

;
otherwise a conflict may arise before the Presi-

dent has taken further steps.

Strange as it may sound to German ears, Wilson is now considered pro-

German. His note was attributed to our influence, and Gerard’s speech

strengthens this impression. The latter is in accordance with instructions

which Gerard received here. Our opponents on this side have apparently

gone mad and stop at nothing in placing obstacles in Wilson’s way. This

fact explains the attacks against the President, as well as the sordid accusa-

tions, inspired by Republicans, that the Embassy has engaged in market

speculations, in connection with which my name (naturally without the
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slightest justification) has also been mentioned. The German Embassy

is being openly denounced by all our opponents here as being responsible

for everything.
Bernstorff.

60

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 22, 1917.

Telegram No. 222.

Answer to No. 157 of January 16. Washington, January 19 , 1917.

War unavoidable if we proceed as contemplated. The danger of a break

could be lessened by the setting of a definite period, say, one month, for the

purpose of sparing neutral ships and passengers, since a previous timely

warning seems to be impossible under the present contemplated action. I

shall have to give the cue for rendering the German steamers unseaworthy

on the 1st of February, as the carrying out of my instructions here will be

looked upon as a declaration of war and for this reason will be followed by a

policy of the strictest surveillance. As it is, another Lusitania case can,

seemingly, be expected soon.

If military reasons for the (omission ?) are absolutely imperative, a post-

ponement would be urgently desirable in view of my telegram 212. Wilson

believes he will be able to obtain peace on the basis of the principle an-

nounced by us of equal rights to all nations. House told me even yesterday

that Wilson was preparing to go ahead in the immediate future, since he

considered the situation favorable for a peace conference, as a result of our

announcement with regard to a future league of peace.

Bernstorff.

61

Message of President Wilson to the Senate
,
January 22, 1917 1

Delivered to Secretary of State
Zimmermann, January 22, 1917,
by American Ambassador Gerard.

Translation.

Gentlemen of the Senate:

On the eighteenth of December last I addressed an identic note to the

Governments of the nations now at war requesting them to state, more
1 Translator's Note: It has seemed inadvisable to make a retranslation of Mr. Wilson’s

speech back from the German. Except for the instances noted below, the spirit as well as
the literal meaning of the terms employed have been satisfactorily reproduced in the German
version.

66
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definitely than they had yet been stated by either group of belligerents, the

terms upon which they would deem it possible to make peace. I spoke on
behalf of humanity and of the rights of all neutral nations like our own,
many of whose most vital interests the war puts in constant jeopardy. The
Central Powers united in a reply which stated merely that they were ready

to meet their antagonists in conference to discuss terms of peace. The
Entente Powers have replied much more definitely and have stated, in

general terms, indeed, but with sufficient definiteness to imply details, the

arrangements, guarantees, and acts of reparation which they deem to be the

indispensable conditions of a satisfactory settlement. We are that much
nearer a definite discussion of the peace which shall end the present war.

We are that much nearer the discussion of the international concert which

must thereafter hold the world at peace .

1 In every discussion of the peace

that must end this war it is taken for granted that that peace must be

followed by some definite concert of power which will make it virtually

impossible 2 that any such catastrophe should ever overwhelm us again.

Every lover of mankind, every sane and thoughtful man must take that for

granted.

I have sought this opportunity to address you because I thought that I

owed it to you, as the council associated with me in the final determination

of our international obligations, to disclose to you without reserve the

thought and purpose that have been taking form in my mind in regard to the

duty of our Government in the days to come when it will be necessary to

lay afresh and upon a new plan the foundations of peace among the nations.

It is inconceivable that the people of the United States should play no

part in that great enterprise. To take part in such a service will be the

opportunity for which they have sought to prepare themselves by the very

principles and purposes of their polity and the approved practices of their

Government ever since the days when they set up a new nation in the high

and honorable hope that it might in all that it was and did show mankind

the way to liberty. They can not in honor withhold the service to which

they are now about to be challenged. They do not wish to withhold it.

But they owe it to themselves and to the other nations of the world to state

the conditions under which they will feel free to render it.

That service is nothing less than this, to add their authority and their

power to the authority and force of other nations to guarantee peace and

justice throughout the world. Such a settlement can not now be long

postponed. It is right that before it comes this Government should frankly

formulate the conditions upon which it would feel justified in asking our

people to approve its formal and solemn adherence to a League for Peace.

I am here to attempt to state those conditions.

1 Retranslation: “to a close observance of its obligations.”
2 Retranslation: “impossible in fact.”
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The present war must first be ended; but we owe it to candor and to a

just regard for the opinion of mankind to say that, so far as our participation

in guarantees of future peace is concerned, it makes a great deal of difference

in what way and upon what terms it is ended. The treaties and agreements

which bring it to an end must embody terms which will create a peace that

is worth guaranteeing and preserving, a peace that will win the approval

of mankind, not merely a peace that will serve the several interests and

immediate aims of the nations engaged. We shall have no voice in de-

termining what those terms shall be, but we shall, I feel sure, have a voice

in determining whether they shall be made lasting or not by the guarantees

of a universal covenant; 1 and our judgment upon what is fundamental and

essential as a condition precedent to permanency should be spoken now, not

afterwards when it may be too late.

No covenant of cooperative peace that does not include the peoples of

the New World can suffice to keep the future safe against war; and yet

there is only one sort of peace that the peoples of America could join in

guaranteeing. The elements of that peace must be elements that engage

the confidence and satisfy the principles of the American Government,

elements consistent with their political faith and with the practical convic-

tions which the peoples of America have once for all embraced and under-

taken to defend.

I do not mean to say that any American Government would throw any

obstacle in the way of any terms of peace the Governments now at war

might agree upon, or seek to upset them when made, whatever they might

be. I only take it for granted that mere terms of peace between the bellig-

erents will not satisfy even the belligerents themselves. Mere agreements

may not make peace secure. It will be absolutely necessary that a force

be created as a guarantor of the permanency of the settlement so much
greater than the force of any nation now engaged or any alliance hitherto

formed or projected that no nation, no probable combination of nations

could face or withstand it. If the peace presently to be made is to endure,

it must be a peace made secure by the organized major force of man-
kind.

The terms of the immediate peace agreed upon will determine whether

it is a peace for which such a guarantee can be secured. The question upon
which the whole future peace and policy 2 of the world depends is this: Is

the present war a struggle for a just and secure peace, or only for a new
balance of power? If it be only a struggle for a new balance of power, who
will guarantee, who can guarantee, the stable equilibrium of the new ar-

rangement? Only a tranquil Europe can be a stable Europe. There must

1 Retranslation: “citizens of an all inclusive federation.” Error apparently due to use of
-term “ Burger ” instead of “Burge."

2 “Policy”; retranslated “happiness.”
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be, not a balance of power, but a community of power; not organized rival-

ries, but an organized common peace.

Fortunately we have received very explicit assurances on this point.

The statesmen 1 of both of the groups of nations now arrayed against one

another have said, in terms that could not be misinterpreted, that it was no
part of the purpose they had in mind to crush their antagonists. But the

implications of these assurances may not be equally clear to all,—may not

be the same on both sides of the water. I think it will be serviceable if I

attempt to set forth what we understand them to be.

They imply, first of all, that it must be a peace without victory. It is

not pleasant to say this .

2
I beg that I may be permitted to put my own

interpretation upon it and that it may be understood that no other interpre-

tation was in my thought. I am seeking only to face realities and to face

them without soft concealments .

3 Victory would mean peace forced upon

the loser, a victor’s terms imposed upon the vanquished. It would be

accepted in humiliation, under duress, at an intolerable sacrifice, and would

leave a sting, a resentment, a bitter memory upon which terms of peace

would rest, not permanently, but only as upon quicksand. Only a peace

between equals can last. Only a peace the very principle of which is equal-

ity and a common participation in a common benefit .

4 The right state of

mind, the right feeling between nations, is as necessary for a lasting peace

as is the just settlement of vexed questions of territory or of racial and

national allegiance.

The equality of nations upon which peace must be founded if it is to last

must be an equality of rights; the guarantees exchanged must neither

recognize nor imply a difference between big nations and small, between

those that are powerful and those that are weak. Right must be based

upon the common strength, not upon the individual strength, of the nations

upon whose concert peace will depend. Equality of territory or of resources

there of course can not be; nor any other sort of equality not gained in the

ordinary peaceful and legitimate development of the peoples themselves.

But no one asks or expects anything more than an equality of rights. Man-
kind is looking now for freedom of life, not for equipoises of power.

And there is a deeper thing involved than even equality of right among
organized nations. No peace can last, or ought to last, which does not

recognize and accept the principle that governments derive all their just

powers from the consent of the governed, and that no right anywhere exists

to hand peoples about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were

property. I take it for granted, for instance, if I may venture upon a single

example, that statesmen everywhere are agreed that there should be a

1 Retranslated “statements.” 2 This sentence omitted.
3 German version adds: “which would be out of place.”
4 German version adds: “is the right state of mind” to this sentence instead of making it

the initial clause of the following sentence.
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united, independent, and autonomous Poland, and that henceforth inviola-

ble security of life, of worship, and of industrial and social development

should be guaranteed to all peoples who have lived hitherto under the power

of governments devoted to a faith and purpose hostile to their own.

I speak of this, not because of any desire to exalt an abstract political

principle which has always been held very dear by those who have sought to

build up liberty in America, but for the same reason that I have spoken of

the other conditions of peace which seem to me clearly indispensable-

because I wish frankly to uncover realities. Any peace which does not

recognize and accept this principle will inevitably be upset. It will not rest

upon the affections or the convictions of mankind. The ferment of spirit

of whole populations will fight subtly and constantly against it, and all the

world will sympathize. The world can be at peace only if its life is stable,

and there can be no stability where the will is in rebellion, where there is

not tranquillity of spirit and a sense of justice, of freedom, and of right.

So far as practicable, moreover, every great people now struggling towards

a full development of its resources and of its powers should be assured a

direct outlet to the great highways of the sea. Where this can not be done

by the cession of territory, it can no doubt be done by the neutralization of

direct rights of way under the general guarantee which will assure the peace

itself. With a right comity of arrangement 1 no nation need be shut away
from free access to the open paths of the world’s commerce.

And the paths of the sea must alike in law and in fact be free. The free-

dom of the seas is the sine qua non of peace, equality, and cooperation. No
doubt a somewhat radical reconsideration of many of the rules of inter-

national practice hitherto thought to be established may be necessary in

order to make the seas indeed free and common in practically all circum-

stances for the use of mankind, but the motive for such changes is convincing

and compelling. There can be no trust or intimacy between the peoples

of the world without them. The free, constant, unthreatened intercourse

of nations is an essential part of the process of peace and of development.

It need not be difficult either to define or to secure the freedom of the seas

if the governments of the world sincerely desire to come to an agreement

concerning it.

It is a problem closely connected with the limitation of naval armaments
and the cooperation of the navies of the world in keeping the seas at once

free and safe. And the question of limiting naval armaments opens the

wider and perhaps more difficult question of the limitation of armies and
of all programs of military preparation. Difficult and delicate as these

questions are, they must be faced with the utmost candor and decided in a

spirit of real accommodation if peace is to come with healing in its wings,

and come to stay. Peace can not be had without concession and sacrifice.

1 Phrase “with a right comity of arrangement” omitted.
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There can be no sense of safety and equality among the nations if great

preponderating armaments are henceforth to continue here and there to be

built up and maintained. The statesmen of the world must plan for peace

and nations must adjust and accommodate their policy to it as they have
planned for war and made ready for pitiless contest and rivalry. The ques-

tion of armaments, whether on land or sea, is the most immediately and
intensely practical question connected with the future fortunes of nations

and of mankind.

I have spoken upon these great matters without reserve and with the

utmost explicitness because it has seemed to me to be necessary if the world’s

yearning desire for peace was anywhere to find free voice and utterance.

Perhaps I am the only person in high authority amongst all the peoples

of the world who is at liberty to speak and hold nothing back. I am speak-

ing as an individual, and yet I am speaking also, of course, as the responsible

head of a great government, and I feel confident that I have said what the

people of the United States would wish me to say. May I not add that I

hope and believe that I am in effect speaking for liberals and friends of

humanity in every nation and of every program of liberty? I would fain

believe that I am speaking for the silent mass of mankind everywhere who
have as yet had no place or opportunity to speak their real hearts out con-

cerning the death and ruin they see to have come already upon the persons

and the homes they hold most dear.

And in holding out the expectation that the people and Government
of the United States will join the other civilized nations of the world in

guaranteeing the permanence of peace upon such terms as I have named,

I speak with the greater boldness and confidence because it is clear to every

man who can think that there is in this promise no breach in either our

traditions or our policy as a nation, but a fulfilment, rather, of all that we
have professed or striven for.

I am proposing, as it were, that the nations should with one accord adopt

the doctrine of President Monroe as the doctrine of the world: that no

nation should seek to extend its polity over any other nation or people, but

that every people should be left free to determine its own polity, its own way
of development, unhindered, unthreatened, unafraid, the little along with

the great and powerful.

I am proposing that all nations henceforth avoid entangling alliances

which would draw them into competitions of power, catch them in a net

of intrigue and selfish rivalry, and. disturb their own affairs with influences

intruded from without. There is no entangling alliance in a concert of

power. When all unite to act in the same sense and with the same purpose,

all act in the common interest and are free to live their own lives under a

common protection.

I am proposing government by the consent of the governed; that freedom
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of the seas which in international conference after conference representatives

of the United States have urged with the eloquence of those who are the

convinced disciples of liberty; and that moderation of armaments which

makes of armies and navies a power for order merely, not an instrument of

aggression or of selfish violence.

These are American principles, American policies. We could stand for

no others. And they are also the principles and policies of forward looking

men and women everywhere, of every modern nation, of every enlightened

community. They are the principles of mankind and must prevail.

62

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 25, 1917.

Telegram No. 225 of January 21.

Answer to No. 162.

I suggest Switzerland. . . . Moreover this question is of all the

greater significance since if period of grace is allowed, I consider it entirely

possible that Wilson will merely break off relations and not declare war and

that, on the contrary, he will redouble his efforts in behalf of peace.

Bernstorff.

63

Under-Secretary of State v. Stumm to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 169. Berlin, January 26
, 1917.

Agree to eventual turning over of representation to Switzerland.

If possible, your Excellency will receive simultaneously the text of the

note which we, in all probability, shall hand over to Air. Gerard in answer

to Wilson’s message; it is therein stated, among other things, that the attitude

of our opponents makes it impossible for us. just at this time, to assist in

working out the President’s lofty aims which, broadly speaking, are at one

with the principles and wishes of Germany; besides this, stress strongly

the result of the English war of starvation which, as a matter of fact, does

not strike the military forces of Germany but exposes thousands of women,
children, invalids and persons of advanced years to fearful torments, and
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forces the Imperial Government, on behalf of its own associated peoples

and in the highest sense of humanity, not to leave any means untried in the

future to bring the war to an end, after our attempt to reach an under-

standing has met with a pointed challenge. (To be continued.)

v. Stumm.

Telegram No. 170.

Continuation of No. 169.

In carrying out the instructions of telegram No. 157, in your note, the

construction of which in matters of detail is left to your Excellency, as well

as the task of presenting the trend of thought in such a way as to fit the

American psychology, please do not say “out of regard for the neutral

Powers” (sentence three) and instead of “neutral ships as well” will be sunk,

it is better to say “all ships” (sentence seven).

v. Stumm.

64

Secretary of Stale Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 171.

Re our telegram No. 157. Berlin, January 26
, 1917.

The official communication to Government on your side is to be made on

the evening of January 31. Special emphasis should not be laid on the fact

that neutral ships also in the restricted zone will be sunk. Definite time

for the sparing of neutral shipping and unarmed enemy passenger steamers

can not be given, because the result of military measures would be seriously

affected thereby. When in communication with Wilson, be good enough

to lay stress upon the fact that the time to be accorded, above referred to,

will be of sufficient duration. Having full confidence in your Excellency’s

adroitness, I trust you to place the measures we have taken before the

American Government in a manner well adapted to American psychology;

the steps which are to be taken by the Navy are to be thus expressed instead

of as stated in telegram No. 157:

From February 1, 1917, all maritime commerce will be attacked with all

arms and without warning in the restricted zones about Great Britain,

France and Italy and in the Eastern Mediterranean as herein stated, to wit:

The restricted zone is.

Neutral ships which travel in the restricted zone will do so at their own
risk. Although methods have been adopted looking to the safety, within

a limited period, of neutral ships which on February 1 shall have come into
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the vicinity of the restricted zone in the course of voyages to the ports of

that zone, it is still a matter of the very greatest importance that they be

warned by all possible means and their courses altered. Neutral ships

within the ports of the restricted zones will be able to leave those zones

with equal safety, if they leave before February 5 and take the shortest

course to an unrestricted area.

ZDIMERMANN.

65

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. January 26, 1917.

No. 563. Washington, December 11, iqi6.

In the last stages of a presidential election campaign, it was formerly the

habit of the American press to have its attention so concentrated upon

questions of domestic politics that there was very little room left for the

consideration of foreign affairs. In sharp contrast to this, differences of

opinion in the press with regard to questions of foreign politics played a

very important role during the campaign of this year; but the discussion

was naturally so completely influenced by the contentions and considera-

tions of party politics that a report of the attitude of the press toward the

European belligerents at this time would give no accurate idea of the situa-

tion. Especially was this the case with regard to Germany. On one side

the organizations of the Republican Party found themselves under the

necessity of being decidedly moderate in their expressions regarding Ger-

many on account of the voters of German descent, whereas on the other

side the Democratic press branded the Republican candidate as a Kaiserite

on account of his German-American adherents, and at the same time in-

dulged more than ever in the throwing of mud at Germany and everything

that could be called German; until the hope which dawned in the last weeks

of the election campaign to entice into the Democratic camp still larger

bodies of the “hyphenated” suddenly brought about a moderation in the

tone of these papers as well. It is only now, after the irrationalities of the

presidential election have been finally relegated to the past, that it again

becomes possible to form an approximately clear idea of the attitude of the

press toward Germany and the other belligerent Powers.

This idea can be briefly explained by the statement that the American
press, generally speaking, takes up the cudgels for one side or the other with

less vigor than formerly, and, for the rest, is heartily tired of war. But this

does not indicate by any means that our opponents are not still supported,

as heretofore, by a number of very influential adherents who are constantly
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and faithfully fighting on the side of the Allies, who let slip no opportunity to

disparage Germany, and who constitute a danger not to be underrated by
us in case a crisis threatens. It is even apparent that the note struck

against Germany by organizations of this movement, which is most strongly

represented in New York, Boston and Philadelphia, has become in the last

months perhaps even more expressive of hatred than before. But the

great mass of influential journals, particularly in those parts of the country

far removed from the Atlantic coast, have unquestionably become less

biased; they do not love us and do not trust us, but at the same time they

have learned to know England and how to estimate her.

The present attitude of America regarding the Entente Powers, with

which the attitude of the independent press for the most part coincides,

was set forth recently in New York Tribune
,
one of the foremost champions

of our opponents, in the following manner:

Despite a very wide-spread sympathy for France and a well-defined

affection for Great Britain in a limited circle of Americans, there has
been no acceptation of the Allied point of view as to the war, and there

is not now the smallest chance that this will be the case.

The thing that the British have failed to get before the American
people is the belief that the war was one in which the question of

humanity and of civilization was uppermost for the British. The
Germans have succeeded in making the Americans in very great

numbers believe that it is purely and simply a war of trade and com-
merce between the British and the Germans, and the various economic
conference proposals have served to emphasize this idea.

The overpowering of Greece, the reckless policy towards Ireland since

the Easter revolt—upon which a well-managed press service by the Irish on

this side keeps public opinion fixed, in spite of the strict English censorship

—

the selfish sacrifice of Serbia, Montenegro and Roumania, as well as the

economic measures against Holland and Scandanavia in violation of inter-

national law, have severely damaged England’s reputation as the protector

of small nations. Certain rather too candid expressions on the part of

the English press with regard to the American Federal Government, their

derogatory cartoons of the President, as well as the patronizing air toward the

United States which is found in many English war publications and also in the

English daily journals, evoke a constantly growing resentment on this side

of the water. For instance, a comparatively recent reference in the London

Morning Post to supposed desires on the part of Germany to colonize in

South America at some past date, from the carrying into effect of which

Great Britain is supposed to have protected the United States. The

repeated and systematic attempts on the part of the British press bureau

to bring America into conflict with Germany over questions arising out of

the U-boat war, are unfavorably received. The curt British answers to

American representations in connection with the questions concerning the
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black list and the post blockade, as well as England’s latest little malicious

pleasantry, the refusal of the safe-conduct requested for the newly-appointed

Austro-Hungarian Ambassador, which refusal is even called by so pro-

British a publication as the Philadelphia Public Ledger “a British affront,”

have called forth a strong note of dissatisfaction. “It is unmistakable,”

says the Evening Sun
,
which is friendly to the Entente, speaking with refer-

ence to England, “that American opinion has been stirred and sympathy

estranged by many acts which have damaged our interests and wounded

our national self-respect.”

But above all, the great failures on the part of the Supreme High Com-
mand of our opponents and the ineffectiveness which has characterized

their moves and which has been subjected here to the exaggerated criticisms

of the layman—the prominent Springfield Republican speaks of it as “a

lamentable succession of false moves”—have called forth a general outburst

with regard to the lack of capacity of our opponents which has had a strong

deterrent effect upon the earlier and wide-spread enthusiasm over' the

heroic spirit of the French army and its leader, who is very popular here.

“We give thanks for Joffre,” ran the headlines of a typical leading article

of the New York Sun on Thanksgiving Day. Finally, the warning to

American banks issued by the Federal Reserve Board not long ago, to

beware of the accumulation of large amounts of foreign unsecured obliga-

tions—a warning which could only have reference to the issue announced

by the banking house of Morgan, of English and French uncovered short-

time securities—has dealt a fierce blow to the belief in the limitless economic

resources of France and England.

In the last few days those publications in the pay of Great Britain or of

France, chief amongst which may be mentioned the New York Times
,

the New York Herald and Evening Telegram
,
the Philadelphia Public Ledger

,

the Chicago Herald and the Providence Journal
,
as well as a number of

other sworn supporters of the Entente Powers, amongst which the New
York Tribune

,
the New York Sun

,
the Evening Sim

,
the New York Evening

Post
,
the Journal of Commerce

,
the New York Globe

,
the Brooklyn Daily

Eagle
,
the Boston Evening Transcript

,
and the Philadelphia Inquirer

,
have

made a herculean effort to fill the breach which has been made in the repu-

tation of our opponents from the point of view of public opinion on this side.

This is manifested particularly in the headlines and in the manner in which

space is accorded to the war news in the papers above referred to. Every
piece of news which is unfavorable to the German cause, even if it emanates

from an unreliable source, appears in bold headlines in the most prominent

place imaginable. Every gain of territory by the Allies, slight though it

may be, is hailed as a great victory, and dispatches from private news
agencies which are plainly recognizable as flagrant inventions, even when in

flat contradiction to the official reports of our enemies, appear as full-fledged
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facts in the leading columns of the newspapers. Their leading articles

reek of unfriendliness and hatred for Germany. Their correspondence

columns are filled with communications full of malice and spite directed

against Germany and its associates, and in their feuilletons, or Sunday
supplements, about the strongest statements have been made against us

which have as yet appeared even in the American press. But it would seem

as if its propaganda lacked the effectiveness which it has hitherto enjoyed.

With the exception of comments bearing on the Belgian and Lusitania

themes, their pronouncements fail to create a real impression any longer.

On the other hand, the continuously friendly attitude of the ten news-

papers which belong to the Hearst syndicate, which are read daily by more

than three million readers in all parts of the country, have become, of late,

'

even more friendly on account of the English boycott regarding the Inter-

national News Service and the exclusion of all Hearst publications from

circulation in Canada. Mr. Hearst has answered the inconceivably short-

sighted policy of the British authorities against his news service with a

large number of caustic leading articles of a whole page in length, directed

against the British censorship, which are said to have sadly shaken the

confidence of the American press in news coming from England—a confidence

which has long since been diminishing. In the articles in question, not only

was the present English system of supressing and misrepresenting the truth

submitted to a pitiless criticism, but attention was also called to the fact

that America has for years been systematically led astray by London with

regard to her judgment of foreign peoples—the
‘

‘ degenerated ” Frenchman,

for example. Moreover, it was repeatedly shown in detail in the Hearst

papers how in the fall of 1916 the prospects of the Central Powers were

actually brilliant, whereas those of England and of her allies were throughly

hopeless. In this connection, stress is to be laid upon the fact that, in spite

of this, the Hearst papers are in no way to be characterized as blindly adher-

ing to the German cause, for they contain much which is hardly to our

taste, such as occasional articles about the “German peril” which gained a

new impetus from the exploits of the U-boat Deutschland and, particularly,

the LT-53, which were used as capital in connection with the question of an

army and navy increase. The publications in question have for their basis

a healthy American policy, but work to our advantage in view of their

sharp anti-British tendency far more effectively than papers outspokenly

pro-German would be able to do. The greatest benefit of the attitude of the

organs of the Hearst syndicate, which, as stated, are friendly to Germany,

is to be found in the fact that their influence is not limited to one city or to

one small portion of the country but is felt over the entire union. An
English critic, S. K. Ratcliffe, recently wrote the following concerning

American newspapers in the Manchester Guardian : “Northern papers are

of no account in the South; the most influential New York journals do not
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exist for the people of the Pacific coast and carry very little weight in the

Middle States. Hence, summaries of opinion . . . confined to a

small number of papers published east of the Mississippi are imperfectly

representative of the Republic/’ This territorial limitation of the influence

of the foremost American newspapers, made the subject of the above correct

comments, is overcome in the main by the Hearst organization. For the

leading articles which are published today by the New York American

appear tomorrow in the affiliated publications of Boston, Chicago, and

Atlanta, and day after tomorrow in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Another factor which has improved the attitude of the American press

toward Germany is the recent marked development of the wireless news

service. The thing to be considered in this connection is not so much the

development of the trans-oceanic service, a very considerable portion of

the dispatches of which do not, unfortunately, appear to be of interest to the

press, on this side of the water, as the radiographic transmissions of the

foreign news sent by special American reporters in Berlin and at the German
fronts to their newspapers or news agencies on this side. Of those interest-

ing dispatches which have been transmitted here in an ungarbled condition,

those particularly coming from Messrs. William B. Hale, Karl v. Wiegand,

Cyril Brown, and Carl W. Ackerman, have probably worked largely to our

advantage, particularly at the critical periods of the attempt to break

through in South Galicia and of the battles at the Somme, on which occasions

the press of this country, without the special news service coming by way
of Nauen, would have been completely misled by the mass of news coming
from London.

Among other American newspaper men who have been active in Germany,
reference must be made to Herbert Swope who, after his return here, pub-

lished in the World and in other Pulitzer publications a series of fourteen

essays with regard to the position and morale of Germany, which attracted

as much notice on the part of the press as it did on the part of the reading

public. It was in a very distasteful manner that Air. Swope expressed in

his first articles, which came out directly before election day—obviously

nothing more than an election maneuver—the deep hatred of the German
people for the Lmited States and the supposedly general desire in all German
circles to see Air. Wilson defeated in the election as a penalty for his un-

neutral attitude. On the other hand, he did us a very rare service in his

later articles by giving a picture of the economic situation of Germany at

that time, in a form as convincing as it was true, which banished all doubts

on this side as to the possibility of Germany’s being starved out by
her opponents and gave a new impetus to the general respect for Germany’s
fortitude and efficiency in organization.

The great and just recognition which the American press accords German
“efficiency” at every opportunity—and in the last months it has again had
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ample opportunity to note obvious evidences of the same—can nevertheless

change little if any the deep sentiment against Germany. Let anyone but
touch on the above-mentioned themes of Belgium and the Lusitania and
there are but few journals which do not proceed to indulge, either in extreme

or moderate form, in terms of vituperation against German “frightfulness”

and “ruthlessness.” It is much to be regretted that, as the result of the

latest Belgian deportations, this deep-rooted antipathy to Germany on the

part of the entire press, on account of Belgium, has received a new impetus.

The indignation of the press over the “slavery” to which the Belgians are

subjected is a wide-spread, deep-seated, and genuine emotion. Even
publications which launch fairly caustic attacks against English outrages,

condemn these deportations in the sharpest manner. The fact that the

interview of Governor General v. Bissing with the journalist Cyril Brown
regarding this measure was published as a front-page article in the New
York Times

,
has unfortunately not had the slightest effect over here .

1 Mr.

v. Bissing’s second announcement with regard to the same subject, in which

he expressed, among other opinions, the view that it was his duty to see that

as few Germans as possible should be withdrawn from the front for the

garrisoning of Belgium, was water over the mill for the hostile press organs.

“The cat out of the bag,” writes the New York Times
,
which does not

hesitate to recall that the responsibility for the execution of Edith Cavell

lies with Mr. v. Bissing. “ Not a word about economic necessity. Germany
needs men at the front. . . . Every dozen or so of Belgians deported

means a German soldier released from watching them and sent to'the front.

Simple, almost crude in fact, and completely German.” The Philadelphia

Public Ledger says: “The original offense of the invasion of Belgian territory

regardless of treaty obligations has almost been obliterated by the cruelty

which is now depopulating the land, stripping it of all its resources, sending

its people into exile and slavery, making a wilderness and calling it order.

There has not been such tragedy since the fierce barbarian tribes swept over

Europe; none would have believed two years ago that it could be enacted.”

Expressions such as “Huns,” “Attila,” “ Hohenzollern slave trade,” and

the like are the order of the day, and excitement is further fanned by reports

from London and Le Havre which nobody here is in a position to check

up, as well as by provocative interviews, amongst which a conversation

between Mr. Cartos de Wiard with the World correspondent calls for par-

ticular mention. The news that Mr. Lansing had “protested” the Belgian

deportations in Berlin was received by the entire press with great acclaim.

The official announcement which followed, to the effect that this protest

was not in the name of the LTnited States, but in the name of the Kingdom
of Belgium through representation by the American Government, aroused

displeasure as well as the desire that the federal government should make
1 N. Y. Times, Nov. 12, 1916, p. 1. Interview on Nov. 11 .—Editor.
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representations in Berlin on its own behalf. Resolutions of protest are

being sent to the President and published in the press, and indignation

meetings of unusual dimensions are scheduled to take place in Boston and

New York, which will give rise to further anti-German demonstrations in

the press.

On the question of the U-boat war, the American press is wholly united

in the stand that a withdrawal of the assurances which were given after the

Sussex case, or even a conscious infringement thereof, must, so to speak,

automatically lead to a breaking off of diplomatic relations with Germany;

and the press is absolutely certain on the point that the severance of relations

would be neither more nor less than the first step in the direction of open

war. The great majority of the leading American journals express upon

every possible occasion the honest hope that such an eventuality will not

occur. It is only the chauvanistic, anti-German element in the press which

takes the view that the casus ruptionis has actually come and lends itself

willingly to the task of publishing and making the subject of comment-the

English reports of supposed cruelties of the German under-sea boats in the

most sensational way. The papers belonging to this category are copiously

provided from London with pertinent material, namely, communications

regarding supposed sinkings without warning, which, on their side—probably

with the assistance of the British authorities on this side of the water—they

magnify with trumped-up reports of the survivors of these “sacrifices to

German frightfulness” who have arrived at these shores. In spite of the

masterly adroitness with which this moulding of public opinion against our

submarine warfare is being carried on over here, it can nevertheless be

safely asserted that it is constantly losing ground. Deep-felt and honest

as the horror of the American people is with regard to cases such as the

sinking of the Lusitania—a fact which must always be emphasized—it is

obvious that its indifference towards the destruction of foreign merchant
vessels is equally great as long as the rules of war on commerce are observed.

The fact is that people here have simply become accustomed to read the

daily reports announcing the sinking of another half dozen of British or

other craft. The daily journals print these occurrences quite in the order of

routine and only call particular attention to them when the daily number
reaches a particularly high figure. From time to time you can even perceive

a certain spirit of malice in the editorial columns of many newspapers

because England, which has boasted that it has become master of the

submarine situation, is now being so constantly and mercilessly bled by the

U-boats.

One phase of the U-boat war has, it must be admitted, brought the entire

American press into a state of excitement, namely, the privateering cruise

of the U-53 off the coast of New England. The work of destruction of this

submarine, carried on in the immediate vicinity and resulting in the crip-
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pling of all shipping commerce for days, was too much even for the moder-
ately-inclined newspapers, and resulted in quite energetic outbreaks against

our ‘'recklessness.” Apparently this circumstance is being seized upon by
our enemies as capital for the development of a new kind of public opinion,

in view of the fact that mysterious British war-ships situated along the

Atlantic coast are sending out radiographic warnings against German
submarines which are supposedly approaching, warnings which in part are

being published broadcast under scare-heads, and are bringing about bad
feeling. These reprehensible activities in which, naturally, those press

organs in England’s service played the most prominent part, led, not long

since, to a vigorous warning from Secretary of State Lansing directed against

the unknown authors of these rumors. Speaking very generally, emphasis

may be laid upon the fact that the great influence which the State Depart-

ment has exercised upon the Washington correspondents of the leading

publications of the country during the last months has, whenever the U-boat

question threatened to become critical, inevitably pointed in the direction

of conciliation whereby in more than one case, and particularly in the cases

of the sinking of the Marina and the Arabia
,
the expression of a deeply felt

irritation on the part of the press has been curbed.

With regard to the general war situation, the conviction has for some time

past been forcing itself upon the great majority of influential American

journals that a decisive victory is no longer to be expected on the part of

either group of belligerent Powers. With the exception of a constantly

diminishing minority, which even today comfort their readers with the

thought of the “ultimate victory” of the Entente Powers, the verdict of

the American press with regard to the probable result of the war is “ a draw”,

“a stalemate.” Only a few publications, among which are the Hearst

syndicate, proclaim themselves as believing in “a stalemate or a victory for

the Teutonic allies.” How the situation is really regarded by those organs

which are serving our opponents and which still, as before, hold fast to the

fiction of the failure of a German war of conquest, may be gleaned only

occasionally from casual assertions such as the following admission of the

New York Tribune
,
which is clamoring against a peace at the present stage:

“The American people should be made to see that if the Allies should

conclude a peace at the present time the result would be a tremendous

victory for Germany.” But nevertheless such isolated expressions of a

different opinion are powerless to change the general impression that by

far the greater majority of the leading papers look upon the war as unde-

termined, particularly after the fruitless results of our Verdun operations,

and the failure of the great offensive on the Somme and in South Galicia,

as well as in view of the fact, generally recognized as settled, that the British

blockade has not succeeded in bringing about the desired starvation of

Germany.
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Our latest feats of arms in Roumania have scarcely served to alter this

situation. These results are being accepted on all sides either with mani-

festations of satisfaction or displeasure, and without a single spark of

sympathy for the conquered country, the incident being from time to time

sporadically referred to as a military feat of the very highest order—the

above in connection with the great hopes which our opponents and those

organs of the press which are at their service had entertained with regard

to the entrance of Roumania into the war. The consensus of opinion

expressed in the press is that the conquering of Roumania, although calcu-

lated to open up new resources for Germany, is not likely to have any decisive

influence upon the war situation in the East and the West or upon the still

unbroken British control of the seas.

The view that the war has reached the point of deadlock, which has been

constantly announced by certain newspapers ever since the time of President

Wilson’s Charlotte speech of May of this year, and which, with the exception

of the obviously pro-Ally papers, has lately become the generally accepted

view, is closely connected with discussions regarding the question of the

restoration of peace, which, in the opinion of the American press, is analogous

in many ways to a mediation move on the part of the United States or of all

neutral nations.

There was a time when a very considerable portion of the American

press appeared to adopt as their slogan the expression then going the rounds,

that “Wall Street dreads nothing more than that peace should break out.”

Those times, however, have passed by long since. The longing for an early

cessation of hostilities in Europe is today an honest one, participated in by
almost the entire press. The following comes to us from the enemy’s camp
through the instrumentality of the New York Tribune

,
which tends generally

to convert its readers to a less humane point of view: “For the millions of

Americans the present war is a tragedy, a crime, a piece of wilful and collec-

tive madness, and the greatest service America can render is (to allude to

the catch phrase coined in connection with the fruitless peace mission of

Henry Ford) to get ‘the boys out of the trenches.’”

For this reason the discussion of the preliminaries of peace has taken up a

very large amount of space in the newspapers and, in part also, in the

magazines. Reports of the sessions of many and various peace societies

are set out in the greatest detail, and everything bearing upon the question

of peace which is to be found in news transmitted from overseas is printed

in the most conspicuous places and made the subject of adequate comment
in leading articles.

It would be going too far to attempt to give even an approximately de-

tailed picture of these discussions which form the main topic of all the press

of the country. One circumstance only is such as to call for closer considera-

tion: The attitude of the influential papers toward the readiness for peace
67
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on the part of Germany, which has been openly announced by your Excel-

lency in the course of the past weeks on three distinct occasions.

The great speech which your Excellency made in the budget committee

of the Reichstag on the 9th of November was published here, unfor-

tunately, at a time when both the press and the public were giving their

entire attention to the result of the presidential election, which at first had

appeared to be uncertain. It was, therefore, pretty generally printed

only in the form of an abstract, especially in the evening papers. And as

far as the editorial columns were concerned, it was practically given no space

at all. An attempt to bring about a subsequent discussion in the press

by the publishing of given extracts from the speech in the form of a brochure,

or at least to have the newspapers which had only made an abstract consent

to republish the whole text, was unsuccessful; only Current History
,
a special

war magazine of the New York Times
,
felt constrained to publish the speech

in full, in its December number. On the other hand, that passage in the

speech announcing our readiness to take part in an international conference

for guaranteeing peace after the war, has been broadly published here and

has received corresponding attention. When, in accordance with instruc-

tions, I sent this passage as an official German declaration to the League

to Enforce Peace for announcement at its banquet held here on the 24th of

the month, it was published over the entire country in connection with the

press notices of this event, which attracted considerable attention here, and

was discussed by many journals in a much more friendly tone, especially as

Germany’s skeptical attitude up to this time with regard to the question

of a peaceful settlement of international disputes has always worked very

much against us in this country.

The interview which your Excellency accorded the American journalist

Hale appeared in the ten Hearst papers in a quite impressive form, and

was, moreover, printed by all the other members of the International News
Service. In the New York American on Thanksgiving Day it filled the col-

umns of the front page, which was graced with a picture of your Excellency.

The newspaper republished the article three days later, presumably owing

to numerous requests.

The willingness on the part of Germany to enter upon peace negotiations,

again announced in this interview of your Excellency, as well as the declara-

tion of your Excellency delivered in the Reichstag on the 29th day of last

month, that Germany was ready for any peace which could guarantee its

existence and its future, have brought about rather lengthy discussions in

the New York papers in the last few days, relating mainly to the expression

“a peace guaranteeing our existence and future”
;
and all join in the common

conclusion that a further and more detailed setting forth of the German
peace conditions is earnestly to be desired.

The New York Times says: “All depends on what guarantees of the
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existence and of the future of Germany are expected.” The newspaper

presents the arguments which Germany might well offer in support of the

guarantee of its future in territorial matters, but announces in conclusion

that these are all superficial matters and, coming back to its favorite theme,

closes in the following words: “Deeper than all, fundamental in any dis-

cussion of peace, is the question of the German political ideals, of German
Machtpolitik and Weltpolitik, of Prussian militarism. . . . The fear,

the practical certainty, that v. Bethmann-Hollweg’s guarantees would

be not merely guarantees of the existence and the future of Germany, but

of new and not distant wars with her, stands in the way of any serious

discussion of his remarks.”

The Evening Sun remarks in a sarcastic tone that it is obvious that no

land can be given such guarantees as Deutschland iiber A lies. Its verdict

reads, also: “The peace that Germany craves still is a peace that will enable

her to begin the next war in five or ten years with a certainty of immediate

victory and complete conquest of the overlordship of Europe if not America

too.”

The Brooklyn Daily Eagle says: “If . . . an inconclusive peace,

a peace based upon the theory that the war is a draw, a peace fertile in the

liabilities to future trouble, is not in the mind of the German Chancelor,

what is in his mind? He should speak out. He will never have a better

opportunity to be specific. The whole neutral world is listening, ready to

give careful and intelligent consideration to his words.”

More important than these and other expressions indulged in by those

papers which are setting their course along the channel of our enemies, is the

pertinent leading article of the World
,
which is the most successful paper in

expressing the attitude of the administration on foreign questions. This

newspaper says: “If Germany is ready to end the war, the first thing for

the Imperial Government to do is to make definite proposals of peace.

Those proposals need not be made officially to the Allies through the United

States or any other intermediary. They could be made to the world at

large. The Chancelor could describe to the Reichstag the conditions under

which Germany would regard her existence and future as assured.

Germany began the war. It is proper that Germany should take the first

steps towards ending the war, but something more than vague generaliza-

tions are necessary. At present there is nothing to talk about. There are

no terms, not even extravagant and ridiculous terms, that can be discussed

as a possible basis of settlement.

Thus far, there has been no evidence of good faith in the repeated German
professions of a desire for peace. In consequence nobody takes them
seriously, and nobody will take them seriously until there is at least a tenta-

tive proposal of terms. When that is made, the responsible ministers of

other belligerent Governments will be forced to meet the issue. Public
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opinion in Great Britain and France, no less than in Germany and in

Austria-Hungary, will have a chance to make itself heard.

When peace comes, it can not be merely the peace of diplomats and of

Governments. It must be a peace in which popular sentiment has the

final word, and popular sentiment has no means of expression until there

is something tangible to discuss.”

The dual impression with regard to peace discussions in the American
press is that, on the one hand—with the exception of a small number of

influential newspapers—it is desirous of peace and that, in accordance with

this desire, it makes it plainly apparent that it is inclined to proceed to the

order of the day, passing over the extravagant war aims of the statesmen

of the Entente, so often announced; but that, on the other hand, the press

has thus far been unable to discover any feasible approach toward an early

conclusion of peace, and is unable to see, even in the last announcements

which your Excellency has made and which have been discussed in detail

in but few publications, any definite step in this direction.

The change in the administration of the Foreign Office has been made
the .subject of rather detailed comment in the leading articles of influential

newspapers, which are generally accustomed to ignore a change of ministry

in Europe in their news columns. This comment deals with the new Secre-

tary of State more than with the characteristics of the retiring Secretary,

which have never been well known in this country. The New York Times

merely accorded Mr. v. Jagow a few friendly words in which it characterized

him as a ‘'gentleman in war and peace,” referring thereby to the subject of

his conferences with Baron Beyens and Sir Edward Goschen at the time

of the outbreak of the war, and in addition thereto recognized and com-

mented upon his friendly attitude during the negotiations relating to the

submarine question. On the other hand, the taking over of the portfolio

of the Secretary of State by Mr. Zimmermann was greeted with great ac-

claim by very many publications and even, it may be said, on the whole,

if we except the fact that his recent attitude toward the question of armed

merchant ships, communicated by telegram, appeared a little disquieting

to a few publications. It is quite possible that the favorable tone of the

comments in question are due to the very friendly and very wide-spread

remarks of Ambassador Gerard and the journalist Swope, addressed to the

new Secretary of State, as well as to a rather long article published in the

New York Evening Post and in other journals by Gilbert Hirsch, entitled

“Our Friend Zimmermann.” The note which had been struck on this side

and again sounded with similar effect in the German press comments which

have been received over here and reprinted everywhere, that Mr. Zimmer-

mann was a particularly warm friend of the United States, was joyfully

reechoed in the American press. And, moreover, the fact was made the

subject of general comment that in the person of Mr. Zimmermann, an
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official not of the diplomatic service but of the less impressive consular

branch of the service and, moreover, belonging to the untitled class, had been

awarded the important post of the head of foreign affairs, a post which up

to that time had been reserved for “Prussian junkerdom.” And to this

comment were added speculations to the effect that perhaps there was really

reason to believe that this occurrence constituted the first step in a regime

of liberalism which a not inconsiderable portion of the American press was

hoping for on behalf of Germany and of the world as well.

The announcement of autonomy for Poland was received, to put it mildly,

with scepticism by the American press, which is comparatively well informed

on the Polish question. An assertion by the piano virtuoso, Paderewski,

who is actively employed here in the interests of the war sufferers of Poland,

that “this means only more suffering for my people; it means that another

army will be raised and that there will be more killing and more devastat-

ing,” was repeated by a large number of journals, and held up as indicative

of what was to be expected with regard to the Austro-German proclamation.

Many newspapers described it as a simple move in order to gain new recruits.

Other newspapers announced sarcastically that the proclamation left to

later regulation the all-important question, namely, the delimitation of the

boundaries of the new State, and its form of government. Only a few

influential newspapers, among them the New York Evening Post and the

Philadelphia North American
,
accorded the associated Governments a

certain amount of recognition in the matter, in that, as they pointed out,

the cruel hand of Russia, which had so long imposed its burdens on the

country, could never be forgotten. The Polish press on this side maintains

a very reserved attitude. Its stand is the result of the following passage

of a leading article of the weekly paper Free Poland which came into existence

during the present war and is published by the Polish National Council of

America. “What the Poles desire is an independent Poland. The Powers

have acknowledged Poland’s right to live, but either with a limitation of

independence or diminution of territory. The Russians would fain lop off

Eastern Galicia. And now the Germans grant Poland an autonomy, but

without Posen, West Prussia or Silesia, in return demanding a Polish army
to take up their cause against Russia. Though this move on the part of

Germany will at least draw the world’s attention to the inalienable rights of

Poland as a nation and make of the Polish question an international one,

yet it must not be forgotten that the Poles in Europe will vehemently pretest

against any curtailment of their national aims and aspirations.”

The impression which the Polish measures have made upon the press of

this country, on the whole quite unfavorable, was subsequently slightly

improved by the announcement that the Polish Jews had been recognized as

an independent religious community. In view of the fact that as the result

of this announcement people quite generally ventured to believe that the
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first step had been taken toward the political and educational emancipation

of the Eastern Jews, it was discussed with great interest, especially as the

Jews of America exercise a strong influence over a considerable portion of the

press of this country, particularly that of New York.

Finally, attention is to be called to the attitude of the press upon a ques-

tion which of itself is of a purely domestic and economic nature, but which
promises to attain the most far-reaching importance in connection with the

foreign policy, namely, the question of a grain embargo. The prices of

most foodstuffs have during the last month shot up to such an abnormal

extent that the New York Sun can say without any excessive exaggeration

that if the war were to last another two years the prices of foodstuffs in

Berlin and Vienna would finally reach the high mark set by New York.

The serious condition of the wheat market in particular, and the fairly

certain prospects of a sharp rise in the price of wheat in the course of the

winter or next spring, afford the press the opportunity for pertinent comment
on the occasion of which the question as to whether or not the federal

government shall or shall not announce an embargo on grain plays a most

important part. The opponents of such a measure, amongst which may
be numbered the World

,
the New York Times

,
the New York Evening Post

t

the Journal of Commerce
,
the Boston Evening Transcript

,
the Philadelphia

Public Ledger
,
St. Louis Globe-Democrat

,
the Pittsburgh Post

,
the St. Paul

Pioneer Press
,
the Indianapolis News

,
together with many others, state that

the position of those who support the idea of an embargo, whose fundamental

purpose is to strike a blow at the Allies, is painted in far more threatening

colors than the facts justify. The World endeavors to comfort its readers

with the remark that the high cost of living was America’s contribution to

the cost of the greatest war of destruction that the world has ever known,

while the New York Times announces the danger of estranging the Allies

by an embargo. The newspapers which are friendly to Germany, partic-

ularly the Hearst papers and Milwaukee Free Press
,
call loudly for a general

embargo on food products, in the course of which they more or less openly

suggest that the adoption of such measures would force England to sue for

peace. But there are also a number of Germany’s most bitter opponents

who base their call for an early embargo on purely practical grounds, for

instance the Philadelphia Inquirer. It remains to be seen whether or not

this matter will be one of the first to come up for discussion at the opening

of the impending Congress, by which time the battle which is being carried

on in the press by the opponents of the embargo, undoubtedly with the

fundamental purpose of protecting the interests of England and its allies,

should reach its climax. . . .

Bernstorff.
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66

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 174.

In connection with No. 171. Berlin, January 27 , 1917 .

We shall hand to Gerard the following note on the evening of the 31st of

the month:

Your Excellency had the kindness to impart to me on the 226. instant

the message which the President of the United States of America sent to

the American Senate on the same day. The Imperial Government has

given it the earnest consideration which the representations of the President,

emanating from his high sense of responsibility, demand. The Imperial

Government learns with the greatest satisfaction that the basic trend of

this important announcement agrees in general with the fundamental

principles and desires recognized and entertained by Germany itself. Fore-

most among the former stand the principles of the right of self-determination

and of equality of rights among nations
;
and the German Government would

derive the most sincere satisfaction from seeing peoples like those of Ireland

and India, who do not enjoy the blessings of national independence, from now
on receive their freedom in recognition of these principles.

The German people also look with disfavor upon coalitions whose effect

is to urge nations to compete for the acquisition of power and which end in

their entanglement in a net of self-seeking intrigue. On the contrary, its

cheerful cooperation in all efforts devoted to the avoidance of war in the

future may be relied upon with certainty. The freedom of the seas, as a

condition essential to the free existence and peaceful intercourse between

nations has, like the open door policy for commerce between nations, been

consistently included among the leading principles of German policy.

And the Imperial Government regrets all the more deeply that the hostile

attitude of its opponents has made it impossible to set in motion the machin-

ery’ to effect these lofty’ aims. Germany and her associates were ready to

enter upon peace negotiations immediately, and had designated, as the basis

therefor adequate guarantees of the existence, honor and liberty of develop-

ment of their peoples. As they distinctly stated in the note of December
1 2, 1916, it was not their purpose to bring about the ruin or destruction of

their opponents; and, according to their convictions, their plans were wholly

consistent with the rights of other nations. With regard to Belgium, in

particular, which is the subject of warm-hearted sympathy in the United

States, it had already been made the subject of an announcement by the

Imperial Chancelor a few weeks ago, to the effect that Germany had never

intended the incorporation of Belgium into the German Empire. All that

Germany wanted to accomplish in connection with the peace to be concluded

with Belgium was to provide that the Belgian State, with which Germany
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desires to live in kindly, neighborly relations, should not be used by Ger-

many’s opponents for the furtherance of enemy plans. Such precautionary

measures are all the more urgently necessary because the leaders among our

foes have in the course of repeated announcements, and particularly in the

resolutions of the Paris Economic Conference, fully and frankly declared

the intention of not recognizing Germany, even after the restoration of

peace, as entitled to equal rights with themselves, but rather as a nation

against which a systematic commercial war is to be carried on.

The attempt made by the four Associated Powers to bring about peace

was brought to naught by the lust for conquest on the part of our opponents,

who wish the peace to be of their own dictation. Under the guise of apply-

ing the principle of nationality, they reveal their desire to dismember and

degrade Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey and Bulgaria. To our desire

for conciliation they oppose their lust for extermination. They desire to

carry the fight through to the bitter end. Thus a new situation has come
into being which, in its turn, has forced Germany to adopt new plans. For

the past two years and a half, England has abused her naval power in the

iniquitous attempt to force Germany to surrender through starvation. In

brutal contempt of the principles of international law, the Associated Powers,

acting under England’s lead, are not only tying the hands of their opponents

with regard to legitimate commerce; by the exercise of reckless pressure

they are also forcing neutral States either to give up lines of commerce which

do not suit their convenience or to limit themselves in the way of trade to

their arbitrary dictates. The American people are well acquainted with

the efforts made to persuade England and her allies to return to the observ-

ance of international law and, above all, to the recognition of the principle

of the freedom of the seas. The British Government still continues to

carry on its war of starvation which, as a matter of fact, does not effect the

armed forces of her opponents, but forces women and children as well as

the sick and aged to suffer, for the sake of their country, painful privations

which jeopardize the peoples’ strength. In this way the British ambition

for conquest continues with an unfeeling heart to pile up the miseries of the

world, unmoved by every consideration of humanity, careless of the protests

of the heavily-burdened neutrals, and careless even of the unspoken desire

for peace entertained by the peoples of their allies. Each day by which the

terrible struggle is prolonged brings new desolation, new privations, and new
death. Each day by which the duration of the war would be shortened

would result for both sides in the saving of thousands of lives of brave men
and would be a blessing for tortured humanity.

The Imperial Government, therefore, would not be able to answer to its

own conscience, to the German people, or to history, if it should leave any

stone unturned whereby the end of the war might be hastened. It had

hoped to be able to reach this consummation through negotiations with
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the President of the United States. Since the attempt to reach an under-

standing has been answered by our opponents by a still curter challenge

to combat, the Imperial Government, wishing to promote the welfare of

humanity in the highest sense and unwilling to play false to its associates,

is forced to continue this fight for its existence which has been forced upon

it, by the use, from now on, of all arms to the full extent of their efficacy.

But for this purpose it is also essential for it to act in disregard of those

restrictions which, up to the present time, it has placed on the use of these

of its instrumentalities adapted to naval warfare.

Believing that the American people and the American Government will

not deny the validity of the grounds of this resolution, and of its necessity,

the Imperial Government expresses the hope that the United States will do

justice to the new situation from the lofty standpoint of impartiality, and

will also do what it can to prevent further misery and unnecessary sacrifice

of human lives.

In referring to the attached memorial for details of the proposed war

measures to be adopted for naval warfare. I avail myself of this opportunity

(etc.).

Your Excellency will likewise deliver to the American Government the

note in question on the evening of the 31st of January. Be good enough

to take up the technical details in the supplementary memorial attached

hereto, as explained in telegrams Xos. 157, 164, and 171. In telegram Xo.

157, substitute “will warn with reference to all” for “with reference to

hostile.” The relief commission in Brussels will be informed on the 31st of

January that its humane work will not be interfered with, that such ships

as they are operating and as are under way, if at once informed, will be able

to leave the restricted area by the most direct route, or may avoid it al-

together, but that other ships will have to pursue a course outside of the

restricted area. Immediate acknowledgment of receipt requested.

ZlMMERMAXN.

67

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 27, 1917.
Telegram Xo. 228. Washington, January 23, 1917.

W ilson’s message to the Senate is meeting with general approval and is

looked upon as an additional energetic step in the direction of peace. It is

only such of our opponents as are quite savage who are again denouncing
the President as pro-German. Almost without exception, in articles com-
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meriting on the message, the wish is expressed that now the Central Powers
will also feel called upon to announce their peace conditions. House re-

quested me with equal insistence to bring this about, either publicly or

confidentially. In such case, Wilson would at once propose a peace con-

ference. Moreover, the President seems inclined to conclude a Bryan
treaty with us. Unfortunately time is now too short; otherwise a treaty

might perhaps have enabled us to prevent war.

It is to be presumed that the peace movement will come to a complete

standstill as the result of the unrestricted U-boat war which is proposed.

At the same time, it is possible that Wilson will redouble his efforts for peace,

if a breathing spell is granted. I should like to leave nothing undone in the

effort to prevent war with the United States. As I understand it, our

refusal to announce our peace conditions is based on the assumption that

they would be looked upon as too moderate by the public opinion of our

country. Would it not perhaps be possible before beginning the unre-

stricted U-boat warfare, to announce the peace terms which we would

have laid before the peace conference which we had in contemplation, and

to state in addition that, in view of the insolent rejection on the part of our

enemies, we were now no longer in a position to propose these moderate

conditions? That might include the possibility of adding that we, as

conquerors, would demand the independence of Ireland. Such an announce-

ment would win over public opinion on this side, at least as far as it would

be possible to win it over, and might possibly satisfy German public opinion

as well.

Bernstorff.

68

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 28, 1917.
Telegram No. 60. Washington, January 26

, 1917.

Your 157 most urgent! After having had very important conference,

request most urgently postponement until my next two messages received.

Suggest reply by wireless.

Bernstorff.
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69

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 28, 1917.

Telegram No. 239.

In connection with No. 120

and No. 238. Washington, January 27 , 1917.

House asked me of his own accord and on Wilson’s behalf to call upon

him and gave me the following message from the President, stating it to be

official: Wilson offers in the first place, in confidence, peace mediation based

on his message to the Senate, that is, without interfering in the matter of

the territorial conditions of peace. He said that Wilson did not consider as

confidential his request, simultaneously addressed to us, for a disclosure of

our peace conditions.

House related to me in detail the following line of reasoning of the Presi-

dent: That our enemies had publicly announced their peace conditions,

which were impossible of acceptance; that, in direct opposition to this, the

President had thereupon announced his program; that from now on we too

were under the moral obligation of disclosing our peace conditions, because,

otherwise, our intentions with regard to peace would not be looked upon as

genuine; that after your Excellency had informed Mr. Wilson that our

peace conditions were of a moderate nature and that we were willing to

enter upon the second peace conference, the President was of the opinion

that his message to the Senate was in accordance with our views; that

Wilson hoped that we would disclose peace conditions to him which could

be made public both here and in Germany, in order that they could become
openly known throughout the entire world; that if we would only trust him,

he was convinced that he would be able to bring about both peace confer-

ences; that he would be particularly pleased if at the same time your Excel-

lency would be willing to state that we were prepared to enter upon the

conferences on the basis of his message to the Senate; that the reason for

our announcement could be explained by the fact that Wilson had now asked

us directly for our peace conditions. The President was of the opinion that

the Entente note to him was a bluff and, for this reason, need not be taken

into consideration; that he hoped with reason to be able to bring about

peace conferences and, indeed, at such an early date that unnecessary

bloodshed in the spring offensive could be avoided. To what extent your

Excellency is willing or is able to meet Wilson can not be judged from this

side. In the meantime, I urgently beg leave to make the following sugges-

tion: If the U-boat war is commenced forthwith, the President will look
»

upon this as a slap in the face, and war with the United States will be un-

avoidable. The war party on this side will gain the upper hand, and we
shall not be able, in my opinion, to tell when the war will end, since the
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resources of the United States are, in spite of all statements to the contrary,

very great. On the other hand, if we meet Wilson’s proposition and if,

in spite of that fact, these plans are brought to naught by the obstinacy of

our opponents, it will be a very difficult thing for the President to undertake

a war against us, even if we were then to start the unrestricted U-boat warfare.

Thus, at the present, all we need is a brief delay in order to improve our

diplomatic position. In any event, my view of the situation is that at this

time we can get a better peace by means of conferences than if the United

States should join our enemies.

Since cablegrams invariably take more than a few days, I ask to be

informed by return wireless if telegraphic dispatch 157 is not to be carried

out on the first of February.
Bernstorff.

70

Under-Secretary of State v. Stumm to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 63.

Reply to No. 60. Berlin, January 29 , 1917 .

Regret postponement impracticable.

v. Stumm.

7i

Under-Secretary of State v. Stumm to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 64.

Urgent. Berlin, January 29 , 1917.

Answer to your telegram No. 239 of January 27 will be sent immediately

via Eilvese-Tuckerton in same cipher as your telegram 239.

v. Stumm.

72

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 65.

Answer to No. 239. Berlin, January 29 , 1917.

Kindly express the thanks of the Imperial Government to the President

for his communication. We offer him our full confidence, and ask him to

give us his in return. Germany is ready to accept the mediation which he
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offers in confidence for the purpose of bringing about a direct conference

of the belligerents, and will recommend the same to its associates. We ask

that our acceptance be regarded as strictly confidential, as was the proposal.

The public disclosure of our peace conditions is now impossible, since the

Entente has publicly announced peace conditions pointing to the degrada-

tion and destruction of Germany and its associates, which have been char-

acterized by the President himself as impossible. We can not look upon

them as being in the nature of a bluff, since they are in entire accord with the

utterances of the enemy authorities, not only before, but after their publica-

tion, and fit in exactly with the purposes for which Italy and Roumania

entered the war; and, moreover, so far as Turkey is concerned, correspond to

the assurances made by England and France to Russia in treaty form. As

long as these war aims of our opponents continue to be freely and frankly

maintained, the public disclosure of our peace conditions would be inadvis-

able, inasmuch as it would indicate a weakness which does not exist, and

would only lead to a prolongation of the war. In order to give President

Wilson a proof of our confidence in him, we inform him herewith, but

absolutely for his own personal information, of the conditions under which

we would have been willing to enter into peace negotiations in case the

Entente had accepted our peace proposal of December 12 of last year:

Restitution of that part of upper Alsace now occupied by France.
The obtaining of a boundary which would protect Germany and

Poland against Russia, strategically and economically.

The restitution of our colonies in the form of an understanding which
would assure to Germany such colonial possessions as are adapted to

her population and the importance of her economic interests.

The return of French territory occupied by Germany, under reserva-

tions concerning the establishment of strategic and economic bound-
aries, as well as financial compensation.
The restoration of Belgium under certain guarantees assuring

Germany’s safety, which would have to be reached by negotiations with
the Belgian Government.
An economic and financial adjustment on the basis of an interchange

of the territory conquered by both sides which is to be returned on the
conclusion of peace.

Indemnification of German undertakings and private persons who
have been injured by the war.
The renunciation of all economic agreements and measures which

would, after the establishment of peace, interfere with normal trade
and commerce. Agreements on this point to be concluded in the form
of commercial treaties covering the subject.

Guarantee of the freedom of the seas.

The peace conditions of our associates are in due proportion to and
in agreement with our views.

We are further prepared to take part in the international conference
which President Wilson is seeking to bring about after the termination
of the war, on the basis of his message to the Senate.
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Your Excellency will deliver this communication to the President at the

time that you hand over the note regarding the intensive U-boat warfare,

and will accompany this with the following announcement:

If his proposal had only been made a few days earlier, we would have

been able to put off the commencement of the new U-boat war; inform him
that, at the present time, in spite of the best will in the world, it is, unfor-

tunately, too late on account of technical reasons, since far-reaching military

preparations have been decided upon from which we are no longer in a

position to recede, and because the U-boats have already left port with new
instructions. That the form and the contents of the enemy’s note answering

our peace proposal and the note of the President were so blunt that, in view

of the newly-announced fight for life and death, we could no longer delay

putting to full account those instrumentalities of warfare best adapted to a

rapid termination of the war, nor have been able to answer to our own
people for our failure to do so.

As is to be observed in the instructions governing the intensive U-boat

warfare, we are always ready to do justice to the necessities of the United

States as far as in any way possible. We beg the President, in spite of all,

to take up and continue his efforts
;
and we declare ourselves perfectly ready to

discontinue the intensive U-boat warfare as soon as we receive satisfactory

assurances that the efforts of the President will lead to a peace which would

be acceptable to us.

Bethmann-Hollweg.

73

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 30, 1917.

Telegram No. 238. Washington, January 26
, 1917.

Wilson proposed officially but at the same time confidentially peace

mediation upon the same basis as his message to the Senate, that is, without

any interference in the territorial conditions of peace. Wilson does not

regard as confidential his request for a disclosure of our peace conditions,

announced at the same time.

I wired in detail through the State Department. The commencement of

the U-boat war without preliminary negotiations with regard to the above

proposals would, in my opinion, put us absolutely in the wrong and make
the avoidance of a break impossible on account of personal affront to Wilson.

Bernstorff.
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Ambassador Count Bernstorff to Imperial Cha?icelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, February 15, 1917.

Contents: Political situation. Washington, January 14, 1917.

The political situation has not changed here since the presidential election.

Nothing has claimed the serious attention of public opinion for any length

of time except the question of the termination of the World War.

Congress is arranging the usual budget estimates and the fruitless negotia-

tions concerning the Mexican question are dragging slowly along.

In the meantime, that improvement in public opinion which started at

the time of the Sussex incident, has continued gradually to manifest itself.

This changed attitude may be recognized at every turn. It is true that one

finds it expressed in the press very little if at all, and our most violent

opponents have been spurred on to still sharper attacks against us because

of this general improvement in German-American relations. In particular,

since President Wilson delivered his peace note, the rage of our opponents

has exceeded all bounds. It may be stated without exaggeration that this

note meets with the approval of almost the entire American people. It is

only Wall Street and the anti-German ring and their hangers-on in the press

who are dissatisfied and attempt to place obstacles in the President’s way.

The opinion has become general in those circles, which are always being

influenced by England, that President Wilson has come under German
influence. The well-known anti-German Republican Senator Lodge

announced this view in the Senate without the slightest hesitation, but was
not by this means able to prevent the Senate from indorsing Mr. Wilson’s

peace note by a great majority.

Public opinion is mainly occupied with the consideration of the question

as to why the President sent his note immediately following the German
peace proposal. It is well known that the note had been prepared for quite

awhile and would have been sent at Christmas time, irrespective of any
move on our part, although this is not so absolutely certain, if we take into

consideration the hesitating character of Mr. Wilson, whose inclination is

to handle all questions in a dilatory manner. I believe that the President’s

impelling motive was his urgent wish to assume the role of intermediary

—

a prospect which, it would seem, would have been jeopardized if our enemies

had undertaken to enter upon direct negotiations with us. The selection

of the moment, which was taken in very bad grace by our enemies, so far as

Mr. Wilson was concerned, is explained by the existence of this impelling

motive. A cartoon in the paper which is most hostile to Germany, the

New York Herald
,
portrays Mr. Wilson’s dove of peace as a parrot repeating

the German propositions in its chatter.

Quite aside from the selection of the moment, the President’s wish to
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bring about peace is very easily explained, as it was mainly on this platform

that he was reelected. Moreover, the increase of the power of the Japanese

in the Far East is beginning to bother the Americans, and, finally, Mr.
Wilson has become positively convinced, since our Roumanian victories,

that our enemies can never conquer us. One constantly hears the view

expressed by members of the Cabinet and by others of the President’s

friends who are in his confidence, that neither of the two belligerent Powers

can now succeed in gaining a decisive victory, and that further bloodshed is

absolutely useless.

As already stated, the anti-German party is attempting in every way to

place obstacles in Mr. Wilson’s path. Time and again it has announced

in the press that the peace note must be interpreted as a threat against

Germany. By doing this, it is hoped to stiffen our enemies and at the

same time to keep before their eyes the hope of the entrance of the United

States into the war. And this argument, too, was used to a great extent,

particularly in the Senate, that an intervention on the part of Wilson would

jeopardize the traditional policy of the United States, the fundamental

precept of which was the Monroe Doctrine and the avoidance of European
entanglements. Finally, a sordid attempt was made by the Republican

Party to stay Mr. Wilson’s hand, in that a notorious speculator by the name
of Lawson was induced to make the public accusation that members of the

administration had speculated in the market on the basis of knowledge

obtained in advance of Wilson’s move. But since Lawson could not submit

any proofs, he simply made a laughing-stock of himself. I have already

pointed to the fact on numerous occasions in the course of my report, that

the long-drawn-out war hysteria has created an atmosphere of gossip over

here to an extent which, formerly, one would have considered absolutely

impossible. For instance, even serious people entertain the belief that I

have obtained possession, for a consideration, of compromising private

letters of Wilson’s in order to have a hold on him through them. Senator

Lodge has [omission ?] this report in private conversation at his home, as

deserving of credence, and has even touched upon it in the Senate. The
President is so worked up about these and similar machinations on the

part of the Republicans, who do not wish to concede to him the glory of the

peacemaker, that he absented himself from a public ceremony a short while

ago because Mr. Lodge was the leading speaker on that occasion.

.On account of the incredible rumors which are being spread broadcast in

this country, I considered it necessary to bring the notorious swindler and

blackmailer Graves before the courts. I wanted to convince the public

that the Embassy had nothing to fear. It is my purpose to proceed in this

way in cases of this kind now that we have made a clean slate of all compro-

mising questions. But, nevertheless, our enemies will continue to leave no

stone unturned in their effort to compromise the Embassy in some way,
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for their main efforts are now, as formerly, concentrated in the endeavor to

bring about my recall or the breaking off of diplomatic relations with Ger-

many. If they can only succeed in bringing this last about, they are con-

vinced that it will be an easy thing for them to drag the L nited States into

the war.
Berxstorff.

PART II.—ORIGIN OF THE PEACE PROPOSAL OF THE
CENTRAL POWERS OF DECEMBER 12, 1916

75

Notes in the handwriting of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg:
Suggestion of Baron Burian for the announcement of a peace proposal

Berlin, October 18, 1916.

Baron Burian submitted the following to me yesterday in Pless:

If, with the beginning of the winter, a pause should occur in the course of

the great offensive of our enemies, and the Roumanian campaign should

have reached a definite conclusion, we would make the effort to bring about

a termination of the war without the sacrifice of interests which are essential

to our existence. If the war should continue, we would, in the following

year, be confronted with a still greater offensive on the part of our enemies

than that of this summer. Even if we should defend ourselves victoriously

against it, by doing so we should not force our enemies to sue for peace, but

we ourselves would be approximating the stage of exhaustion, that is, we
should be in a worse position than we are now. The responsibility with

regard to our own countries, he said, would therefore force us to ourselves

take a step in the direction of peace. He suggested the following method

:

We should not invoke either one or all of the neutral Powers to offer peace

mediation, because such an arrangement would probably encounter an

attitude on the part of the intermediary not altogether favorable to us.

What we should do is to request the neutral Powers to exercise their good

offices in submitting to our enemies on our account a peace proposal ex-

pressed in definite terms. This request should be directed to all neutrals,

America, Spain, Switzerland, Holland, and the Scandinavian States, and
should be made publicly, simultaneously, and in the same terms. He said

that the Pope, being no true sovereign prince, and in that sense not in the

same position as the neutral States, should be made a participant by analo-

gous action.

Reasonable peace conditions would, he said, result in turning the sym-
pathy of the neutrals in our direction, and would so strengthen the desire

68
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for peace, which undoubtedly was felt by all the enemy nations, that the

hostile governments would be obliged to yield to their influence, and thereby

so strengthen the morale of our own country that our people too, if peace did

not follow, would resolve to hold out to the very end.

That no disadvantage worthy of the name appeared to exist to outweigh

these advantages. To be sure, the chauvinists would brand a peace con-

cluded on such grounds as an act of cowardice and a sacrifice of the successes

which had been won at the cost of the blood of our armies. But that, as

far as these people were concerned, we could never satisfy them, and, too,

they only constituted a minority to whose ravings no responsible statesman

would pay particular attention. The great mass of the people, at least

in the monarchy, would, in the last analysis, accept such a peace with

enthusiasm. But if our enemies should reject our peace proposal the fact

that we had made it, after the war had been carried on for so long, could

hardly be weighed in the balance against us any longer as a sign of weakness;

and even the disadvantage which might result from this feature would be

fully counterbalanced by favorable reactions which we might expect on the

part of the neutrals, the pacifists in the ranks of our enemies, and our own
population.

The great difficulty, of course, would consist in making our peace condi-

tions concrete in form. Considered in their application to our enemies,

they would have to be the most that we could expect to obtain, and in their

application to our own people, the least that we could expect to yield; and

from both points of view they would have to be so drawn up as to be con-

sidered a proposal based on the rule of reason when submitted to the scrutiny

of a fair judgment, untouched by the psychology of war.

He, Baron Burian, had worked out the peace proposal for himself more

or less along the following lines, by which of course he had no intention of

anticipating the German conception in any way.

1. Complete territorial integrity of the four associated Powers.
2. Return of the German colonies.

3. Complete integrity of French territory.

4. Restoration of Belgium as a sovereign State under guarantees of

Germany’s legitimate interests. (These interests would remain to be
defined.)

5. Incorporation of the Congo State into Germany.
6. Strategic improvement of the Italian boundary. (That is only

a question of individual barren mountains and consequently does not

constitute annexation. Eventually, Baron Burian seemed ready to

concede to mutual modifications of the boundary line.)

7. Recognition of the Kingdom of Poland.
8. Strategic boundary modifications in favor of Germany and against

Russia (Courland and Lithuania to be included in this), and in favor of

Austria-Hungary (this last quite negligible).

9. Strategic boundary modifications against Roumania, with par-
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ticular reference to the Iron Gate where the Danubian Monarchy must
be master in its own house and perhaps also at the Bistritza valley.

(Hindenburg had set this last down as necessary.)

10. Increase of Bulgarian territory to the extent of the occupied parts

of Serbia and of the Dobrudja.
1 1 . Restoration of the Kingdom of Serbia upon the surrender of the

territorial subdivisions designated in 10 to Bulgaria, northern and
northwestern districts to Austria-Hungary and Albanian districts to

Albania. (It is Baron Burian’s desire to make far-reaching concessions

to Russia in the Serbian question if Russia should so desire, even if it

becomes necessary to agree to the continuance of the Karageorgevitch
dynasty. He personally wants to demand Matshwa and Belgrade,

but will give way on the matter of Belgrade if Russia so desires. For
the purpose of appeasing Bulgaria, which really wants to see Serbia

disappear entirely from the face of the earth, he would be inclined to

concede it still more territory than that which has been mentioned; he
would even go so far as to include Valona, where he would rather see

Bulgarians than Italians. As even Hungary has by this time finally

realized, Serbia must, on account of economic advantages, be closely

connected with the Danubian Monarchy.)
1 2. Restoration of the Kingdom of Montenegro, upon condition of

the cession of certain territorial subdivisions to Austria-Hungary and
Albania. (A question as to whether it were better not to mention
Montenegro at all.)

13. Independence of Albania under an Austrian protectorate.

14. The discontinuance of all capitulations in Turkey and their

substitution by international treaties based on reciprocity.

15. Carrying out of the wishes of Russia with regard to rights of

passage through the straits. (As Baron Burian believes recently to

have established on reliable authority, the Entente Powers, in April,

1915, had promised Russia the following by treaty stipulation: Terri-

torial ownership of Constantinople, of both shores of the Bosphorus,
with the Hinterland, including Eregli and the Prince islands, the western
shore of the Dardanelles, the Gallipoli Hinterland up to Enos Midia,
the partition of Asia Minor, Armenia to Russia, Mesopotamia to Eng-
land, the French and Italian booty not yet clearly set out. An Arabian
State to be constructed by England from Arabia and Syria. The
future of Palestine as yet undefined.)

16. The restoration of the territorial integrity of Greece.

17. The renunciation on the part of our enemies of all agreements
which stand in the way of the restoration of normal relations of trade
and commerce with the enemy Powers and the neutral Powers. Free-

dom of the seas.

Baron Burian does not care to demand any war indemnity. In any

case, it would be rejected by our enemies as humiliating and if it were to be

of any real benefit would have to be so enormous as to be practically unat-

tainable. It is possible that some formula might be found which, without

mentioning the words “war indemnities,” might include commercial ad-

vantages, financial indemnities, etc.
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Emperor Francis Joseph agrees with these propositions. Baron Burian

lias not had a final conference with his Supreme High Command of the Army.
He asks that we in turn express our views. Were we to agree with him,

we would have to obtain in conference the agreement of Turkey and Bul-

garia and have our peace proposal in a state of complete preparedness so

that at the psychological moment it could be submitted to the neutrals at

once for transmission by them to our opponents.

I answered in a perfectly non-committal manner, expressing nothing but

my personal views, that I had been earnestly pursuing the same train of

thought for a long time; that I recognized the correctness of many of the

arguments which were brought forward, but that of course I could not go

into the question of the details of the peace negotiations, and postponed

answering at greater length until some future time.

Baron Burian felt that a separate peace with Russia would be absolutely

out of the question, and that the most that we could possibly expect on the

part of Russia might be her willingness to exercise pressure on her friends

of the Entente in the direction of peace
;
that for the moment Russia was a

perfect sphinx to him.

That, besides, America had been very insistent about the early appoint-

ment of an Austro-Hungarian Ambassador to Washington; that a safe-

conduct had already been granted, and that the Cabinet at Vienna was in

hourly expectation of the agreement which had been requested concerning

the individual to be so designated, who would arrive in Washington about

the middle of November. I have already made a confidential report of our

estimate and treatment of the American situation.

Bethmann-Hollweg.

76

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Wedel, Vienna

Telegram No. 791. Berlin, November 1, 1916.

I request your Excellency to be good enough to see that the accompanying

telegram of His Majesty the Emperor is confidentially placed in the hands

of His Majesty Emperor Francis Joseph:

To His Majesty Emperor Francis Joseph.

A short time ago, acting with your approval, Baron Burian made the

suggestion to the Imperial Chancelor that at a given time we should submit

a peace proposal to our enemies. In view of the present situation, I consider

this proposition, concerning which the Imperial Chancelor has expressed

his views to me, as thoroughly tenable.
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There is a difference of opinion between our two premiers on two points:

first, with regard to the time of this peace proposal; secondly, concerning

its form. While Baron Burian entertains the opinion that we should wait

a few weeks or months, until, say, the commencement of the winter interval,

the Imperial Chancelor—and I fully agree with him in his view—believes

that the psychological moment will have arrived immediately after the

Balkan campaign of the Entente is seen to be fruitless as the result of the

military operations against Roumania.

Were we to wait for eventual and still greater successes, for instance the

taking of Bucharest, it is very likely that an indefinite period of time would

elapse in the process. Our enemies would in the meantime have accustomed

themselves to the thought of the winter campaign, and the chances that they

would agree to a peace proposal would be less than they are now. If, at

the present time, they reject a peace proposal submitted by us, our people

would be all the more willing to devote their last efforts to continuing the

conflict to its victorious end. On the other hand, our military situation,

the deep disappointment resulting from our victorious advance into Rou-

mania, the increasing effect of the U-boat war, together with the bad harvest

in England, America and Russia, are all such unfavorable factors for the

Entente that, in view of the war weariness of their peoples, it would be a

very serious matter for the hostile Governments unqualifiedly to reject

a peace proposal. Therefore, I believe that the proposal should be made
as soon as possible, and before the commencement of the winter campaign.

The danger that our peace proposal would be looked upon as an indication

of weakness is a situation to which, in my opinion, we shall be the less

exposed if we announce our proclamation for Poland beforehand and show
the world in this way that we regard ourselves as conquerors. A certain

length of time between the proclamation and a peace proposal will, in any
case, be necessary.

Baron Burian further takes the ground that concrete conditions should

accompany the proposal, that is, those conditions on which we would be

willing to conclude peace, whereas the Imperial Chancelor feels that so

public a statement of our desire for peace would entail certain risks, to which

I likewise am unable to close my eyes. It is always difficult for a nation

participating in a war of coalition to reach an agreement in advance with its

associated Powers—with Bulgaria and Turkey—with regard to all the

details of a plan. But we would find ourselves in a difficult position for

another reason. If we were to set out our maximum demands, we would

make it all the easier for our enemies to reject them. They might answer
that they were not in the position possibly to undertake to negotiate such

conditions. Were we to present them, on the contrary, in the form of a

minimum, we would tie our hands in advance and would presumably find

ourselves in a position of having to make further concessions in the course
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of the negotiations. We should therefore, in my opinion, go no further

in the matter of definitions concerning the basis of negotiations than to

state that we are desirous of securing the existence, the liberty of develop-

ment and the future of our people—not in a war of conquest, but in a war
of self-defense—and that this demand could not be considered as standing

in opposition to the recognition of equal rights existing in other nations.

In my opinion, a peace proposal put forward on such grounds would insure

us the agreement and sympathetic attitude of all the neutrals.

Since, as experience has shown, negotiations between our Governments
are attended with great and useless delays, much time might be lost in these

discussions. But if we desire to take the step set out above, the ground

therefor would have to be carefully prepared by getting into immediate

and cautious touch with our Turkish and Bulgarian allies, since this getting

in touch and the reaching of an understanding will under all circumstances

take time. Of course, this would have to be postponed until we reached a

decision between ourselves, but time presses.

Since this situation is one of most personal interest to me, and since I

would like to treat all questions which have so close a bearing upon the fate

of both our kingdoms in absolute cooperation with you, I have thought it

proper to personally lay before you my views at this critical moment. I

would be very grateful to you if you would submit them to a friendly criti-

cism and let me have your opinion on the subject.

In true friendship,

Wilhelm.
Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, November 4, 1916.

Telegram No. 891. Pless (Headquarters),
Confidential. November 4, 1916.

For his Excellency the Imperial Chancelor:

His Majesty telegraphs your Excellency as follows:

Yesterday I took up with the Field Marshal and Ludendorff the question

of the “mobilization of the German people.”

After sharp opposition at the beginning of the interview, I finally con-

vinced his Excellency that it would be more proper, politically speaking,

to have it occur after the great action, even if we can not wait for the even-

tual answer of the enemy Powers. The Field Marshal wants the proposal

to be so made that by the end of November we shall already have obtained

the workmen and shall have been able to take up the munitions work on a
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great scale. For this reason, no more time is to be lost. I therefore think

it advisable to send a copy of my telegram to the Emperor, to the Sultan

and to Ferdinand, with the necessary changes in form, so that the gentlemen

will have time to get a clear idea of the situation and to avoid the repetition

of a loss of time in that quarter. For, without our cooperation, Vienna

will secretly get into touch with them. The Field Marshal is in full accord

with me on the point of the announcement through me to the world of the

origin and causes for the peace proposal—to the belligerents and to all

neutral Powers. I also finally succeeded in overcoming the objections

to the wording of the Poland proclamation. Beseler, who is quite in accord

with me with regard to this, came here yesterday for the final polish and

arrangements. His spirits are good and he is full of hope. Thick fog here.

Wilhelm I. R.
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Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to General Field Marshal
v. Hindenhurg

Berlin, November 4 ,
1916.

Baron Burian is now giving up his original opposition to the form of the

peace move suggested by us and realizes that it is necessary to set in motion

the preliminary steps for carrying it out, particularly the confidential

sounding-out of our Bulgarian and Turkish associates; but first of all he

would like to reach an agreement between Vienna and Berlin on the question

of the peace conditions to be submitted by us. In my opinion, our condi-

tions should for the present be stated in only the most general way and

should be communicated to Vienna with the same reservations, as a detailed

presentation would seem to me to be feasible only in connection with the

progress of the negotiations and in proportion to what seem to be attainable.

I would suggest that our conditions might be stated more or less as follows:

1. Recognition of the kingdom of Poland.
2. A fixing of the boundary on the east by the annexation of terri-

tory of Courland and Lithuania (and above all Suwalki) in such a way
that, including the future kingdom of Poland, a good strategic frontier

against Russia will be obtained extending from north to south.

3. Guarantees in Belgium which, if possible, are to be established

as a result of negotiations with King Albert. In case sufficient guar-
antees should not be obtained, the annexation of a strip of territory

including Liege for the protection of our industrial region on the west.

4. Evacuation of the French occupied territory, with the exception
of Briey and Longwy, in return for eventual war indemnities or com-
pensation. (For the moment, I prefer not to discuss any eventual
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delimitation of boundaries by means of Alsace-Lorraine boundary
strips.)

5.

Return of the colonies, with the exception of Kiaochow, the
Carolines, and the Mariana islands, under a general agreement as to
colonies.

I should be obliged to your Excellency for an expression of opinion with

regard to this general program at your earliest convenience.

Baron Burian lately submitted to me the conditions of Austria-Hungary

in the following form:

1. Integrity of the Monarchy.
2. Slight modifications of the boundary against Russia.

3. Strategic boundary modifications against Roumania (of the Iron
Gate and possibly also the valley of the Bistritza).

4. Restoration of the Kingdom of Serbia, involving the following

cession

:

(a) The territory promised to Bulgaria;

(b) The Albanian territory to Albania;
(c) The Matshwa and Belgrade to Austria-Hungary. In order to

satisfy Bulgaria, Baron Burian will possibly concede it more territory

than is contained in that above referred to. The restored remainder
of Serbia is to be closely connected with the Monarchy from the
economic point of view.

5. Restoration of the kingdom of Montenegro, involving the cession

of certain tracts of territory to Austria-Hungary and Albania.

6. Establishment of an independent Albania under an Austrian
protectorate.

7. Strategic boundary modifications against Italy, which simply
involve isolated and barren mountains, and therefore do not amount
to an annexation. When I called the Minister’s attention to the fact

that the Italians were now almost entirely engaged in fighting on
Austrian territory, he seemed to become reconciled to the idea of mutual
concessions.

He was not inclined to concede Valona to the Italians.

The Austrian wishes appear to me to be in part somewhat ambitious,

and it is particularly to be questioned, in my opinion, as to whether or not

the Russians will agree to the return of the whole of East Galicia and of the

Bukowina.
Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, November 6, 1916.

Telegram No. 895. Pless (Headquarters),
Confidential. November 5, igi6 .

To his Excellency the Imperial Chancelor:

General Field Alarshal submits following answer to the telegram of your

Excellency of yesterday.

I agree with the fundamental conceptions of the peace move, provided
it is undertaken after the contemplated acceptance of the Hilfsar-

beitergesetz has been announced in solemn form. That we can not
afford to delay in the matter of this law, is made obvious by the neces-

sity of obtaining workmen at once.

I agree to the following peace conditions:

1. Recognition of the kingdom of Poland. Boundary modifications

of the Prussian frontier to our advantage on the Polish side. The
establishment of an economic connection between Poland and Germany,
decided interest in the railroad system, and other economic advantages
in Poland.

2. Delimitation of frontiers on the east by annexation up to the line

Gulf of Riga to the west of Riga, passing Vilna to the east in the direc-

tion Brest-Litovsk. Hereby, and with the inclusion of the kingdom
of Poland, we shall gain a good strategic frontier against Russia, running
from north to south.

3. Guarantees in Belgium. Absorption of the mineral wealth of the

Campine. Economic connection with Germany, taking over of the

railroad system. Right of occupation. I am absolutely in agreement
with having the negotiations taken up with King Albert personally.

The annexation of Liege with corresponding stretches of territory if

right of occupation is not granted to a satisfactory extent. War
indemnification.

4. Evacuation of the French occupied territory, with the exception
of the coal districts of Briey and Longwv, in return for evacuation of the
territory in Alsace on the part of the French in consideration of deferred
war indemnities and compensations. In my opinion, we can not under-
take to discuss any delimitation of boundaries in favor of France, and.
on the contrary, such delimitations of boundaries in connection with
Alsace and Lorraine are to be considered in our own interest.

5. Return of the colonies, with the exception of Kiaochow, the
Carolines, and the Mariana islands, in connection with the general

understanding with regard to colonies. Acquisition of the Congo
State.

6. Luxemburg to take her place as a member of the German Con-
federation of States.

7. Indemnification of Germans residing abroad.
With regard to the conditions of Austria-Hungary, I agree with the

views concerning the Balkan peninsula. The extension of the territory

of Bulgaria at the expense of Serbia will facilitate the acquiescence
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cn the part of Bulgaria to return Kavala and those frontier areas which
were taken away from Turkey at the beginning of the war. Valona
should be turned over to Greece, if possible.

Austria-Hungary must be satisfied with the reestablishment of the
boundaries of Italy and Russia, in view of the advantages gained by it

with regard to the Balkan peninsula. Perhaps it will be possible to get
boundary adjustments for Austria-Hungary in Roumania (Iron Gate,
Bistritza valley).

My counter-question with regard to the first sentence, which is in conflict

with His Majesty’s telegram No. 891, revealed the fact that there must be a

misapprehension which can not for the moment be cleared up. In any

event, General Ludendorff stands fast to his point of view and asked that

the passage be submitted to your Excellency in this form.

With regard to point 3. What is meant is: war indemnification on the

part of England for the surrender of Belgium.

With regard to point 4. It was impossible to find Longueville on any map.

Therefore, Longwy was put down. By the adjustment of boundaries in

Alsace-Lorraine is meant the setting back of the boundary to the western

mountain slope.

General Ludendorff requests your Excellency to have telegrams of this

kind sent through me, since they pass through too many hands in the

General Staff and he can not undertake to guarantee that they will be given

the appropriate secrecy. Aside from the above, I should have requested

your Excellency to make use of me in this connection, as 1 am always put

in a very embarrassing position with regard to the General Staff if I receive

my first notification of events of the utmost importance from that organiza-

tion.

Grunau.

80

Imperial Chancelor v. Betlimann-IIollweg to Counselor of Legation v. Grunau

Telegram No. 1553.
Re No. 895.
For General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.

Berlin, November 6
,
igi6 .

With the exception of one point subsequently referred to, I agree with the

detailed addenda made by your Excellency in connection with my general

peace proposal. I believe that, by all means, our conditions should be

communicated to Vienna only in quite summary form, just as Baron Burian

has communicated with me only in a general way concerning his own pro-

posal. Eventually, of course, another personal interview with Baron

Burian regarding these questions will be necessary.
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Concerning those war indemnifications which your Excellency refers to as

desirable in the case of Belgium, I must express the belief that we could not

undertake to include those in our program, for the following reasons: Eng-

land, which, as is well known, has made use of the violation of Belgian

neutrality as a pretext for war both before the world and before its own
people, has already, on various occasions, demanded the “indemnification”

of Belgium. Although I am not ready at this time to go into this phase of

the question in any way, it is apparent that the demand on our part of

a war indemnity would instantly bring negotiations to a deadlock. The
release of Belgium, even if upon conditions, would serve as the consideration

for the return of our colonies, almost all of which are now occupied by Eng-

land. And in addition to this, we intend to demand the Congo State of

Belgium. Finally, Belgium, up to the present time, has already paid u&

far more than a billion in the nature of war contributions and is continuing

to pay even at present the further monthly amount of 40,000,000 which,,

presumably, will be increased to 50,000,000.

Bethmanx-Hollweg.

81

Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, November 7, 1916.
Telegram No. 909.
Answer to No. 1353. Pless (Headquarters),
For his Excellency the Imperial Chancelor. November 7, iqi6.

I am naturally of the opinion that our conditions should be communicated
to Vienna only in general form. With regard to the war indemnity to be
demanded of Belgium, we might be able to substitute therefor, substantial

economic advantages. But in my opinion, it would become all the more
essential that the monthly amount of 40,000,000, which at present is being

paid by Belgium, should be increased to a very material extent and not

merely by the sum of 10,000,000.

With regard to Russia, I may state that here too I look upon the acquisi-

tion of economic advantages as absolutely essential.

v. Hixdexburg.
Grunau.
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82

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Counselor of Legation v. Griinau

Telegram No. 1360. Berlin, November 7, igi6 .

Kindly submit to His Majesty the following telegram:

After having reached an agreement with regard to the main points
of our peace conditions with the General Field Marshal, I most respect-

fully request the gracious permission of Your Majesty to submit these
points in the following form to Baron Burian in the way of an answer
to his communications on the same subject setting out the Austrian
terms

:

1. Recognition of the kingdom of Poland.
2. Annexation of the territory of Courland and Lithuania in such

a way that, including the kingdom of Poland, a good strategic frontier

against Russia will be obtained, extending from north to south.

3. Treaty of commerce with Russia and, in this connection, eco-

nomic advantages.

4. Guarantees in Belgium which, if possible, are to be established

as the result of negotiations with King Albert himself. In case

sufficient guarantees should not be obtained, the annexation of Liege
with corresponding areas.

5. Evacuation of the French occupied territory, with the exception
of Briey and Longwy, in return for the evacuation of that portion

of Alsace-Lorraine now occupied by the French, and strategic

boundary adjustments for us in Alsace-Lorraine, as well as war
indemnities or compensation.

6. Return of the colonies, with the exception of Kiacchow, the

Carolines, and the Mariana islands, under a general understanding
regarding colonial possessions; the acquisition of the Congo State or

a part thereof.

7. Indemnification of Germans living abroad, and of German
foreign possessions to the extent of damage done thereto.

8. Incorporation of Luxemburg into the German Empire. This
would seem to be necessary in case of the acquisition by us of Briey
and Longwy.

The intention is, of course, to communicate these conditions to the

Cabinet at Vienna in strict confidence only; at the same time, I should

be inclined to refrain from detail as much as possible, since the state-

ments of Baron Burian were communicated to me only in very general

terms.

I shall presumably, and in accordance with the wish expressed by
Baron Burian, have a personal conference with him in the next few
days for the purpose of taking up the peace move in question, and
discussing the matters set out above.

With the expressions of the deepest respect,

Bethmann-PIollweg.
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83

Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, November 8, 1916.

Telegram No. 917.
For his Excellency the Imperial Chancelor.

Answer to No. 1360. Pless (Headquarters),
November 8, 1916.

His Majesty has expressed himself as consenting to the submission of the

communications with regard to peace conditions to Baron Burian.

With regard to point 3, His Majesty observed that the mine concessions

promised to England by Russia should be transferred to us.

Grunau.

84

Counselor of Legation v. Grunau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, November 17, 1916.

Telegram No. 958. Ples's (Headquarters),
Answer to Nos. 1403 and 1404. November 17, 1916.

Supreme High Command of the Army agrees with the changes in the

text of the note, in which accord reached with Burian. Special acquiescence

on the part of His Majesty not necessary, shall only report that changes in

two places occurred after conference with Field Marshal.

Grunau.

85

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Wedel

Telegram No. 460. Berlin, November 23, 1916.

Your Excellency receives herewith following documents for your strictly

confidential information

:

1. A statement of our war aims.
2. A statement of the Austro-Hungarian war aims.

No. 2 was handed to us by Baron Burian himself on the occasion of his

last visit, whereas we provided him with No. 1.

Subsequently, however, points 8 and 9 bearing on Tsingtao and Greece,

were added to No. 1. Your Excellency will inform Baron Burian of this

and hand him a copy of draft 1.

Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Draft i

1. Recognition of the new kingdom of Poland.

2. Cession of Courland and Lithuanian territories and the reconstruction

of a common boundary of the German and Polish territory against Russia,

based on strategic considerations.

3. Return of that part of Upper Alsace which is occupied by France.

4. Return of that part of French territory now occupied by us, reserving

the right to strategic and economic frontier adjustments as well as frontier

extensions and war indemnification.

5. Restoration of Belgium to her position as a sovereign State under

certain guarantees for Germany which are to be established by negotiations

with the King of the Belgians. In case these guarantees can not be made
sufficiently inclusive, the annexation of Liege with corresponding areas.

6. The entrance of Luxemburg into the German Empire as an independent

federate State.

7. The restoration of colonial possessions equivalent to those formerly in

the possession of Germany—this to be done in the course of reaching a

general understanding with regard to colonies (Belgian Congo).

8. The internationalization of Tsingtao.

9. The restoration of the territorial integrity of Greece, if it remains

neutral. The frontier modifications in northern Epirus contemplated in

connection with the neutrality of Greece.

10. Economic and financial interchanges based on the value of the terri-

tory which has been conquered by both sides and which is to be made the

subject of restitution in the treaty of peace.

11. Indemnification of German citizens and German undertakings

injured by measures taken by our enemies of a non-military nature.

12. The renunciation of any economic agreements or measures which

would constitute an obstacle in the way of the resumption of trade and

commerce in normal times between all countries, to be solemnized by

treaties of trade and commerce dealing with the subject.

13. Freedom of the seas.

14. Guarantee of free navigation on the Lower Danube.

Draft 2 (strictly confidential)

Handed over by Baron Burian on the occasion of his visit in Berlin, Novem-
ber 15, 1916.

Sketch of the peace conditions to he submitted

I. Restoration in complete form of the territory of the four associated

Powers as possessed by them before the war, together with evacuation on
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the part of the enemy of East Galicia, the Bukowina, of the Coast and of

South Tyrol, as well as of Alsace-Lorraine, Armenia, and Mesopotamia, and,

finally, a restoration of the status quo ante helium in Egypt and Cyprus.

2. In proportion to the contents of point I, return of all the German
colonies, with the exception of Kiaochow, the Carolines, and the Mariana

islands, in connection with a general understanding with regard to colonies.

3. Acquisition on the part of Germany of the Congo State or of a part

of the same.

4. Evacuation of the French occupied territory, with the exception of

Briey and Longwy and strategic frontier adjustments for Germany in

Alsace-Lorraine

.

5. Restoration of Belgium as a sovereign State under the protection of

certain guarantees for Germany which, if possible, are to be established by
negotiations with King Albert. If these guarantees should not be sufficient

in substance, the annexation of Liege with corresponding areas.

6. Local strategic improvement of the boundary of Austria-Hungary

against Italy.

7. Recognition of the kingdom of Poland erected by Germany and

Austria-Hungary.

8. Strategic improvement of the frontier of Austria-Hungary and Ger-

many against Russia.

Annexation of the territories of Courland and Lithuania by Germany
in such a way that, by including the kingdom of Poland, a good strategic

frontier will be obtained against Russia, running from north to south.

9. The incorporation of Luxemburg into the German Empire, in case

Germany should acquire Briey and Longwy.
10. The inclusion of Montenegro in Austria-Hungary, with the exception

of the territory inhabited by the xMbanians, which is to be incorporated in

Albania.

11. The strategic improvement of the Austro-Hungarian frontier against

Roumania, particularly at the Iron Gate south of Brasso and at the Upper
Golden Bistritza.

12. Extension of the Bulgarian frontiers by territory occupied by her in

eastern Serbia and in Macedonia as well as the Dobrudja.

13. Restoration of the kingdom of Serbia in return for the cession

of the territories mentioned in point 12 in eastern Serbia and Macedonia
to Bulgaria, of a piece of territory in the north and the northwest to Austria-

Hungary and of those areas inhabited by the Albanians, to Albania.

14. Independence of the Albanian State increased by the territories

referred to in points 10 and 13, under the protection of Austria-Hungary.

15. The termination of all capitulations in the Turkish Empire and their

replacement by international treaties concluded on a basis of reciprocity.

16. Meeting Russia’s wishes with regard to passage through the Straits,
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in return for the necessary guarantees protecting the safety and sovereign

rights of Turkey and the interests of the other Powers.

17. Restoration of the territorial integrity of Greece.

The boundary improvement contemplated in case of the establishment of

neutrality in northern Epirus.

18. Renunciation of such economic agreements as would constitute an
obstacle in the way of the resumption of trade and commerce between all

countries in time of peace.

Treaty of trade and commerce for the purpose of obtaining commercial

advantages in Russia for Austria-Hungary and Germany.

Freedom of the seas.

Guarantee of free navigation of the Lower Danube.

19. War indemnities in the shape of compensation and substitutes for

war damages.

86

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg lo General Field Marshal
v. Hindenburg

Autograph. Berlin, November 27, igi6.

Bulgaria and Turkey have now agreed to the contemplated peace proposal.

Minor changes which have been suggested by Bulgaria as to the text of the

note can be made in the course of this week. To this extent, then, the

preparations for the step have been completed. The Hilfdienstgesetz will,

as I hope, be passed this Thursday or Friday. An interval of about eight

days between its passage and the step itself will suffice to avoid creating any
wrong impression.

Whether and when the peace proposal will be made, depends entirely

upon the military situation. In this connection, it seems to me that in the

first place the reaching of a certain climax is an essential preliminary—

a

climax, nevertheless, from which we would not be likely to descend into a

state of inaction—and, in the second place, the establishment to the

greatest extent humanly possible of measures of security against potential

reverses which might have a decisive effect upon the entire situation.

Whether, on this account, the great Italian offensive against Trieste, which

is contemplated, and the Russian offensive against the Transylvanian

northeast front—in case that, too, is contemplated—is to be awaited without

reference to our advance into Wallachia, is a question which can only be

determined by a reference to military judgment.

The prospects of the peace proposal remain uncertain. According to

information now before us, the demand for peace in France is increasing.
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Domestic conditions in Russia, always and in any event very uncertain

and hard to estimate, seemed to presage an increasing disruption of the

power of the Government. Of late, England has been anxious on account

of the question of foodstuffs, the L^-boat war, and the Roumanian disaster,

and also on account of her diminishing confidence in Russia’s reliability.

To what extent Sturmer’s defeat, apparently the result of English machina-

tions, has affected the situation to our disadvantage, can not be stated at

this moment. On the whole, I am inclined to assume, as I have been

inclined tc do previously, that a peace proposal emanating from us, made
under conditions which, as before mentioned, reveal the existence of a good

military situation for us, promising nothing in the way of results from our

enemies for an indeterminable period, would, at least for France, be very

difficult to reject.

President Wilson has informed Count Bernstorff confidentially that it is

his intention to put forth an appeal for peace in the time elapsing between

now and the New Year. Whether he will really carry out his purpose

remains wholly uncertain. He is undecided and fearful of a set-back. We
must reckon on this, that he will only issue his appeal if he no longer feels

certain that the Entente will meet it with a curt rejection, and that means if

the Entente finds itself in a situation where it would not be likely to meet a

peace proposal emanating from us with a curt refusal. I leave open the

question of whether our position at the council table would be more favorable

if the negotiations had been brought* about as the result of an appeal by
Wilson, than if they had resulted in consequence of a peace proposal made
by us. However this may be, it is certain that our situation would be

better were the Entente to reject the offer to enter into negotiations made
at the instance of Wilson, than if it were to reject a proposal coming directly

from us. For this reason the unpopularity with which an appeal made by
Wilson would, to a great extent, be met in our country, must not be allowed

to have an overwhelming influence upon our decision. On the other hand,

in view of the uncertainty which, until the last moment, will characterize

Wilson’s actions, and in view of the probable growing disinclination on the

part of our enemies to enter upon peace negotiations as the winter season

passes by, we will not be justified in letting the psychological moment for

a peace proposal on our part escape, irrespective of any hope we may enter-

tain with regard to an appeal by Mr. Wilson.

I have the honor to ask your Excellency to give me your opinion, and
particularly to state your view as to how, in so far as it is humanly possible

to say, the military situation will turn out. The determination to undertake

our peace move should, on account of the necessary understanding to be

reached with our allies, and for the confidential communication to the

Bundesrat, the political leaders, and the press, be reached at least four or

five days before it is to be carried out.

69 Bethmann-Hollweg.
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87

Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 5, 1916.

Telegram No. 1016.

Special: Rush. Pless (Headquarters),
Re No. 1502. December 5, 1916.

. His Majesty and Supreme High Command are of the opinion

that the note should be sent off as soon as possible after the fall of Bucharest.

This may take place within the shortest of periods, perhaps even in from

one to two days.

Grunau.

88

Ambassador Count Wedel to Secretary of State Zimmermann

Rec. Berlin, December 5, 1916. Vienna, December 3, 1916.

Dear Zimmermann:
. Enclosed lam sending you a copy of my interview with Burian

and Merey with regard to the peace proposal. They are, as you see, views

expressing directly opposed opinions.

Wedel.

Yesterday, Baron Burian said to me that Prince Hohenlohe should from

now on earnestly press the peace move in Berlin; that they did not appear

to be wholly convinced there. I answered that a step of such serious

significance should be submitted to the most searching analysis. Where-

upon Baron Burian answered that he was not so optimistic as to believe that

the peace proposal would be accepted, but that it would have its effect. It

would bring the neutrals together and bring them over to our side and

exercise partly a direct influence and partly an indirect influence, operating,

through the neutrals, on the pacifist tendencies of our enemies. He said that

the “poison” had been injected and would act as a dissolvent; that he saw

absolutely no difficulties, only advantages and no possible harm. In six

or twelve months we would, in any event, be driven to take such a step,

for we were numerically and economically the weaker side. In answer to my
remark that it was not absolutely certain that our enemies could continue

to carry on the war for such a length of time, or that even in case they were

able to do so, they were ready to sacrifice so much blood and treasure for an

uncertain and, comparatively speaking, insignificant gain, he said that the
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enemy was too well acquainted with our economic situation and with the

limits beyond which our man-power would not reach, not to know that

time played into their hands. That he was for quick action, that the mili-

tary situation was favorable, and that we must anticipate Wilson. That he

saw no reason for allowing that ill-disposed American to play the beautiful

and important part contemplated, and from the result of whose efforts as an

intermediary no benefits could be expected for us.

Baron Burian, who was the first one to suggest the plan, is undoubtedly

hoping, although unconsciously, to gain a personal victory thereby
;
he seems

hardly able to wait until everything is cleared up with Turkey and Bulgaria

and we can proceed. Count Tisza expressed himself to similar effect, but

with less assurance. V. Merey entertains an entirely different opinion. It

was only lately that he said to me: “ Baron Burian is always saying that it

could not possibly do any harm. He says that this attitude is inconceivable

to him. Let a peace proposal issue in whatever form you choose, it would

always be received as a “plea for peace.” That the Governments and the

public press of the enemy would instantly distort it into this meaning, and

would add that our conditions were impossible; this could be seen from a

mere reading of the note. That we looked upon ourselves as conquerors

and that we would have to evacuate Belgium first, etc. That up to the

present time they had always understood how to deceive public opinion in a

masterly manner by means of shrewd misinterpretations and twisting of

terms, and to lead it in whatever direction they pleased. That that would

happen this time also. That he did not consider it impossible that this

demarche would stiffen the enemy, who were already pretty tired of war,

and on top of it all might lead to a prolongation of the war.

89

Notes on the interview of General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg with the

Emperor 1

Rec. Berlin, December 10, 1916.

The military situation is such that the peace proposal can be made by the

political branch if

—

1 . Operations on land and the U-boat war on the ocean can be carried on
without any further hindrance;

2. An Army order is issued announcing this;

1 Marginal note in the handwriting of Secretary of State Zimmerman: These notes, the
paper (1) hereto attached and the original of our answer which I have discussed today with
General Ludendorff are to be filed. Z 12/9.
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3. And the political branch believes that it can bring about the kind of a

peace that Germany needs.

As regards 1

.

(a) Continuance of operations in any case up to the Serath;

(b) Holding the troops in readiness for this purpose against Denmark and

Holland; and commencement of the unrestricted U-boat warfare by the end

of January.

His Majesty, as Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, is requested

to have the Supreme High Command of the Army and the political branch

cooperate on this basis.

Hindenburg.
December 8, igi6.

(1) To the German Army
Soldiers

!

Certain of the victory which you have won by your bravery, I and the

rulers of the States bound to us in trusty alliance, have made a peace pro-

posal to the enemy.

Whether the purpose aimed at will be reached, remains a question.

Your further duty is, with God’s help, to resist the enemy and to defeat

him.

90

Report in the handwriting of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-IIollweg

Answer to No. 89.

Some six weeks ago, the Supreme High Command agreed to the peace

proposal on the assumption that the proposal is not such as to appear as an

indication of weakness. To bring about this result, the following was

considered essential:

1. Good military situation.

2. Passage of the Hilfsdienstgesetz.

Both conditions have been fulfilled.

Further, six weeks ago the Supreme High Command stated that it agreed

to the proposition that the compliance of our allies to the peace proposal

should be obtained. This has happened, and our allies have not only

complied, but are urgently requesting that the plan be carried out. ( * ij

Under these conditions, a fundamental change in the general situation

would be the only justifiable excuse for receding from the action taken.

No such change has occurred.
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Now, subsequently, the Supreme High Command puts forward three new

conditions on which its agreement is to depend. Aside from the fact that

such subsequent request seems rather difficult to reconcile with what has

gene before, the following comments may be made with regard to these

conditions:

1. The continuation of military operations on land and sea is a

matter of course. In case our enemies, in accepting our peace proposal,

suggest an immediate armistice, then only will we be called upon to

adopt new methods to meet the new situation thus created.

2. There is nothing to object to in the army order in the form
proposed.

3. The condition that the political branch believes that it can bring

about such a peace as Germany needs, does not admit of any definite

stand being taken in regard thereto as the result of its indefiniteness

and on account of the differences of opinion which might exist with
regard to the requisites going to make up a useful peace.

4. The unrestricted U-boat warfare can only be commenced after

we have withdrawn the promises which we have given to America,
Holland, Denmark, and Sweden. Whether this revocation can take
place in January, 1917, can only be determined after taking in the

situation as it exists as a whole at that time, and therefore it is a ques-
tion which can not be finally decided today. On the other hand, if our
peace proposal is rejected, our standpoint in the matter of armed
merchant ships will be pressed with the utmost vigor in the United
States.

We should have appreciated it if the Supreme High Command had

postponed its latest report to the Emperor until after a conference with the

political branch.



NUMBER 2

PART IIP—THE PEACE PROPOSAL OF THE CENTRAL POWERS
OF DECEMBER 12, 1916, AND WILSON’S PEACE NOTE

OF DECEMBER 21, 1916

Period Covered, December 14, 1916, to January 28, 1917

91

Secretary of State Zimmermann to the Embassy at Madrid and the Legations
at The Hague

,
Berne

,
Copenhagen

,
Christiania

,
and Stockholm

Telegrams Nos. 1279, 338, 927, 929, 291, and 1244.

Berlin, December 14, 1916.

For the purpose of meeting the view expressed in the press, that, on making
our peace proposal, we should have at once laid our cards on the table and

made our peace terms known, kindly bring the following considerations to

the attention of the local press in the appropriate manner.

No negotiation can be properly carried out if one party is in a free and

untrammeled position to take up matters with an opponent who is bound

by a restricted program publicly announced. These are matters of course,

but we think it advisable to call them to the attention of those entertaining

the views in question.

It was possible, on the other hand, to call attention to certain guiding

principles, and this is what was done in the note. The Associated Powers

announce therein that their own rights and well-founded claims are not in

conflict with the rights of other nations and that it is not their purpose to

ruin or destroy their opponents. It is also stated at the same time that the

proposals which they would make upon taking up these negotiations would,

they are convinced, be of such a nature as to constitute a foundation well

adapted for the restoration of a permanent peace. Beyond this point,

however, it was impossible for the Associated Powers to go.

In this connection, I also request that the untruthful assertion of The

Times
,
that Germany had attempted to influence the United States to make

a proposal for mediation, be denied. No such effort was made at any time

during the war.
ZlMMERMANN.

1074
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Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Ambassador Count Wedel

Telegram No. 907. Berlin, December 15, iqi6.

Although it is in no way possible to judge at this time what reception our

peace proposal will meet with at the hands of our opponents, there is never-

theless certain reason to believe that the answer will not be an unconditional

rejection. It would seem, on the contrary, safer to assume that our enemies

will attempt to bring us into a tactically unfavorable situation with respect to

the neutral nations and with a view to influencing public opinion in their

own countries. I believe thatwe must consider two possibilities in particular

:

1. The Entente will demand a disclosure of our peace conditions, or

2. The Entente will declare that it can only enter upon negotiations

if, as a preliminary step, we make a binding announcement involving

the unconditional restoration and indemnification of Belgium and
Serbia. Certain opinions announced in the press would even go so far

as to justify the possibility that the above request would be accompanied
by the demand that we evacuate all enemy territory occupied by us at

present.

I consider it essential for us to make up our mind beforehand as to what

attitude we are going to assume with regard to such views. In my opinion,

the answer in both cases can be nothing but a blunt refusal. In the first

case we ought to state that we will be obliged to announce our peace condi-

tions through our representatives after the peace conference has met.

Therefore, it would of course first be essential for our opponents to announce

their unqualified willingness to enter upon peace negotiations, and the place

as well as the time at which the conference should be held would have to be

agreed upon. Accordingly, our answer in the second case ought to be to

the effect that the disposition of the Belgian and the Serbian questions, as

well as that of the evacuation of occupied territory, must constitute the

subject of the negotiations at the peace conference. Your Excellency will

discuss the question along these lines with Baron Burian and will inform me
of his stand in the matter.

11 Bethmann-Hollweg.

93

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Counselor of Legation v. Grunau

Telegram No. 1580. Berlin, December 15, iqi6.

The press brings reports of the Emperor's speech on the occasion of the
inspection of the troops at Miilhausen, which contained features of a nature

*
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to create an impression outside of Germany which, particularly at the pres-

ent time, is likely to be anything but a happy one.

Please find out who is responsible for having given out the speech to the

press. In view of possible future cases of the kind, will your Excellency,

perhaps by taking the matter up with General v. Lyncker, take steps to

insure the exercise of the greatest caution in connection with giving out such

addresses, and have this done, if possible, in cooperation with your Excel-

lency, insuring thereby the necessary safeguard.

ZlMMERMANN.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 16, 1916.

Telegram No. 1000.

Answer to telegram No. 1580. Karlsruhe (Royal Train),
December 16, iqi6.

The announcement of a speech made by His Majesty to the troops is

exceedingly unusual and, as the other gentlemen will remember, has not

happened for a long time. General v. Plessen had particularly instructed

the Chief of Staff of the Crown Prince Army Group, Count Schulenburg,

that, in case there was any intention of making an announcement, this

should not be done until an agreement with him had been reached upon the

point.

Final jurisdiction lies with the War Press Office in connection with the

Supreme High Command, without whose permission an announcement can

scarcely be made.

Grunau.

Marginal note

Mr. Under-Secretary of State v. Stumm:
Have spoken with v. Haeften,

who is also very much wrought

up about the matter and will take

the necessary steps.

December 17.

Bussche.
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Reproduction of the Wolff telegram according to the Basler Nachrichten of

December 16, 1916, noon edition

Sp. Berlin, December 15 (Wolff). On the occasion of the inspection of

the troops at Miilhausen, the Emperor made a speech, in which he expressed

his thanks to the soldiers forming a frontier guard in Alsace:

The stand in the west made it possible to deal absolutely crushing blows

in the east. The Emperor spoke of Roumania in terms of the most passion-

ate contempt—’Roumania which, like a brigand, had planned to knife our

allies in the back. On this account, God’s judgment had manifested itself

in the campaign which was carried out under the brilliant leadership of

Hindenburg. ‘On the conviction that we are the absolute conquerors, he

had yesterday proposed to the enemy to take up with them the question of

continuing the war or making peace. What the result was going to be, he

could not yet state. As to whether the conflict should continue was a

matter which from now on depended upon them. But if they still think

that they have not had enough, this much I know, that you . . .
” and

here the Emperor stopped with a soldierly turn which brought out a grim

smile on the faces of the soldiers.

Surrounded by his officers, the Emperor then began to give a comprehen-

sive picture of the Roumanian campaign and the description of the entrance

of the German troops into Bucharest and of their joyful reception by the

inhabitants. He told with humorous satisfaction of how a troop of Rouma-
nian pioneers in a street in Bucharest suddenly caught sight of German
automobiles and tried to escape by means of a passing electric street car.

With regard to the store of wheat which had been bought by the British and

was captured by us, the Emperor said: “The English have paid for it, we
are eating it, and that is what they call a war of starvation.’’

96

Minister Romberg to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 17, 1916.
Telegram No. 1343. Berne, December 17, 1916.

The publication of His Majesty the Emperor’s speech at Miilhausen,

through the Wolff agency, has occasioned great alarm amongst those

friendly to our cause. People are inclined to construe the fact of the semi-

official publication as an expression of disappointment over the expected

rejection of the peace note by the enemy and as a threat directed against the

Entente.
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Our friends are most urgently counseling us to wait patiently in order not

to interfere with the development of the favorable impression caused by our

note in hostile and neutral countries.

Ask for instructions as to whether anything can be said to lessen the

effect of the publication by the Wolff Bureau.

Romberg.
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Secretary of State Zimmermann to the Legations at ( 1 ) Berne
, (2) The Hague

,

(3) Copenhagen
, (4 ) Christiania

,
and (5) Stockholm

Telegrams Nos. 940, 341, 941, 298, and 1266.

Berlin, December 18
,
1916.

To 1: re telegram No. 1343.

To 1-5: for the purpose of overcoming the effect of possible one-sided

misrepresentation and exploitations of the speech of His Majesty the Em-
peror of the 13th instant, made to the troops at Miilhausen, I beg to call

attention to the expressions of the Imperial Chancelor in the course of his

Reichstag speech of the 12th instant, according to which the world is

indebted above all to the high-souled and humane determination of the

Monarch for our peace move. The move will be carried on by us with the

earnest desire to bring it to a favorable issue. But if our efforts should

come to naught as the result of the hatred or lack of understanding of our

enemies, we shall continue to carry on the fight to the limit of our energy

and strength. This natural result of a rejection of our peace proposal (“it

will depend upon our enemies whether or not the conflict is carried on”)

was expressed by His Majesty in the course of his speech in language which

was suited to the temper of the purely military establishment, without

involving the idea of a threat against our enemies.

Zimmermann.
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Minister Rosen to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 21, 1916.

Telegram No. 346. The Hague, December 20
,
1916.

The press of Holland has not misrepresented the speech of His Majesty

unfairly. The bad impression which it unquestionably created here is to be

found mainly in the circumstance that our semi-official telegraph agency

found it necessary to publish outside of Germany a speech which was obvi-
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ously made for domestic consumption only, and which is here understood

from this point of view.
Rosen.

99

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 18, 1916.

Telegram No. 482. Vienna, December
, 17, 1916.

The Nuncio told me that the Pope had commissioned him to inform Baron

Burian and myself that he had reliable news to the effect that Wilson was

prepared to take up the question of peace mediation provided that all the

belligerent States would agree upon a certain obligation to disarm.

In a second telegram, the Pope commissioned him to inform us that he

had good ground to believe that the Entente was inclined to peace negotia-

tions if we would disclose “something” concerning our peace conditions;

and that the Entente was particularly interested in a guarantee for the

restoration and complete independence of Belgium.

The Nuncio added that the Pope would surely be much indebted if,

through his cooperation (since there is no Nuncio in Munich at the present

time), we could keep the Pope somewhat informed with regard to these

questions.

Wedel.
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Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 19, 1916.
Telegram No. 485.
Answer to telegram No. 907. Vienna, December 18

,
1916.

Baron Burian thanks your Excellency for the communication. He
agrees with your Excellency’s view and considers it likely that we shall

be forced to make a categorical refusal. Baron Burian expects that the

answer of the Allies will be delayed even a little longer. After its arrival,

our answer should, in his opinion, be so drawn up as not to weaken our

tactical position or eliminate the possibility of continuing to spin out the

thread.

The communications of the Pope announced in connection with yesterday’s

telegram No. 482 are characterized by Baron Burian as partly of no value,

and partly as a confirmation of our impressions.

Wedel.
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IOI

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Secretary of Legation v. Lersner

Telegram No. 1602.

For General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.
Berlin, December 19, 1916.

Although it is in no way possible to foresee the terms of the answer of our

enemies to our peace proposal, it is also true that many indications point

to the avoidance by them of a direct refusal, and that they will try, by
means of some diplomatic tactical move, to place us in a false position in

the public opinion of their own countries as well as in that of neutral coun-

tries. For instance, I do not consider it wholly out of the question that

our opponents will announce their willingness to take up peace negotiations

under certain reservations, but that they will attach thereto the condition

that an armistice shall be entered upon at once. This proceeding would be

advantageous for the Entente Powers, and would apparently be going one

better than our peace proposal, from the humanitarian aspect.

It seems to me desirable to prepare ourselves in advance for all possible

contingencies. I assume that from a purely military point of view an

armistice would be disadvantageous to us, because of the possibility that it

would offer Russia, particularly, the opportunity of replenishing its shortage

of ammunition and because, even if for the period of the armistice we should

be given the opportunity of receiving importations from outside of Germany,

we could avail ourselves thereof only to a very limited extent. May I

request your Excellency to be good enough to go into this question, perhaps

in consultation with the Chief of the Admiralty Staff, for the purpose of

determining wffiether it is possible to make the agreement to an armistice

depend on conditions of such a nature as to throw any disadvantages which

might result, upon the shoulders of the enemy rather than upon our own.

If by any chance this could be accomplished, the difficulties of our diplo-

matic situation wrould be materially diminished.

Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Minister Count Brockdorff-Rantzau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 19, 1916.

Telegram No. 1794.
With relation to telegram No. 1783 of 12/15.

Confidential. Copenhagen, December 18
,
1916.

The American Minister to whom, through a mutual acquaintance, I had

conveyed the idea that his remarks regarding your Excellency’s speech ad-
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dressed to the Turkish Minister in his capacity as representative of a Power

associated with us, had caused me considerable astonishment, wrote me at

once on receipt thereof, without suggesting that he had been informed of my
remark, to the effect that he had every reason to assume that your Excel-

lency’s speech and our peace proposal were being seriously accepted in

England. When I asked him this morning upon what he based his opinion,

Mr. Egan proceeded to tell me the following remarkable story.

He stated that a representative of the British Admiralty by the name of

Hudson, a man stationed here in Copenhagen, had come to him with the

request to be informed as to what he thought of our peace proposal and of

your Excellency’s speech; that he, Hudson, was to inform his “Govern-

ment” about it at once. Mr. Egan thereupon answered him, saying that

“Government” was to be understood as meaning “Admiralty.” Mr.

Hudson answered that the Admiralty transmitted his information imme-

diately to the Foreign Office. In answer to my inquiry as to what answer

he had given Mr. Hudson, my American colleague stated that he 'had

asserted with all emphasis that he considered the peace proposal to have been

made in good faith and in all seriousness; and he claims to have made the

same statement to the British Minister here.

Moreover, Mr. Egan added, the British representative here had been told

about Mr. Hudson, and had stated that the latter reported direct to the

Admiralty.

Tomorrow Mr. Gerard will stop here on his return to Berlin. I asked

Egan if he believed that the Ambassador was bringing instructions from the

President. The Minister replied that, in his opinion, “the President could

no longer hold back from playing the role of an intermediary for peace,” and

that the present was not only the psychological moment for mediation but

that it was high time for it.

I believe that Egan would not have gone so far in making these communi-
cations if he had not had positive grounds for doing so.

Rantzau.
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Minister Count Brockdorff-Rantzau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 20, 1916.
Telegram No. 1806.

(Delayed.) Copenhagen, December ig
,
igi6.

Mr. Gerard and his wife arrived here yesterday morning. The Ambas-
sador, who gives the impression of being less nervous than he was at the time

of his departure, told me that our peace proposal had been a surprise to him;
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that he was expecting to find instructions from the President in Berlin;

that he welcomed the step taken by the Central Powers, but that we must
be "patient” and quietly await its effect upon the Allies. That the feeling

of the Entente Powers was unqualifiedly against a peace, and that the

war spirit in France was most bitter; that Ambassador Jusserand was
incessantly beseeching President Wilson not to undertake any peace media-

tion and simply give the Allies time to drag Germany down. That Mr.
Wilson, therefore, could not expose himself to "a slap in the face” from the

Allies. That the peace proposal must be given time to work slowly like a

medicine, and that the President could not afford to expose himself, on
Germany’s account.

When I interrupted the Ambassador with the remark that nobody ex-

pected the President of the United States to enter the lists on behalf of

Germany, and that, moreover, the question at issue was the peace of the

world, in which the neutrals also most certainly had an interest, and not a

peace of which we stood in need any more than the other Powers, and that

it was quite probable that our military situation was looked upon as favor-

able in America also, Mr. Gerard answered that, as a matter of fact, the

opinion in America was that the military situation of the General Powers

was extraordinarily advantageous, but that for this reason one might be

inclined to assume that the peace proposal was merely the last step toward

ushering in the unrestricted U-boat war; also that the undertaking of an

unrestricted U-boat war would unquestionably mean war with the United

States; that it could safely be assumed that, in such case, the other neutrals,

Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, would step over to the side of the Allies.

I answered that I in no way participated in this view regarding the Scandi-

navian kingdoms. I said that the interests of the Scandinavian countries

were not identical with those of the United States and that, moreover, to my
own knowledge, America itself had recognized this fact not long since, when
it refused to take part in the conferences at Stockholm at which the subject

under discussion was not an amicable intervention, but merely the safe-

guarding of the interests of the neutral States. Gerard was obviously

embarrassed, and stated that he did not know that his Government had

refused to participate. I answered that my American colleague here had

personally given me this information.

As Mr. Gerard again touched upon the subject of our peace proposal in

the further course of the interview, I said that it had been submitted in all

seriousness and in good faith, that no unbiased, thinking person would

entertain any doubt on this point, that the American Minister Egan had

assured me of this and had declared that now was the propitious moment
for action by the President. Mr. Gerard answered that he believed that

the President would assume chiefly an attitude of waiting; and that more-

over he believed that Mr. Wilson would find the proper moment when, in

J

l
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the role of leader of the neutral States, he would put the question to the

belligerent Powers as to how long and for what purpose they intended to

keep on with the present bloodshed; that the neutrals had a right to know
for what purpose this war was being fought, because the longer the terrible

conflict lasted, so much the greater became the risk that they themselves

might be drawn into the catastrophe. Should the Entente Powers answer

that their purpose in carrying on the conflict was the destruction of Germany,

America would not rest satisfied with this assertion.

At the close of our interview, the Ambassador remarked that the deporta-

tion of the Belgians had created a very unfavorable attitude toward Germany,

that something must be done to counteract absolutely the effects of this

measure, that Cardinal Farley had spoken to him about it in a state of the

greatest excitement, and that people in America were entertaining the

belief that the days of antiquity had been revived in which prisoners of war

were sold into slavery.

To my sharp retort that it was easy to look on from the outside when we
were fighting for our existence; and that it certainly seemed a very strange

proceeding for neutrals to set themselves up as judges of morals and to

desire to prescribe rules of international conduct for a nation which was

engaged in a struggle for its very life, Mr. Gerard answered that no one in

America believed that Germany was fighting for its existence, since, speak-

ing from a military standpoint, it was undoubtedly victorious on the Con-

tinent. The Ambassador will return to Berlin on Thursday and will dine

with me tomorrow with his wife.

Rantzau.

104

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 22, 1916.
Telegram No. 492. Vienna, December 21

,
1916.

Baron Burian submitted to me a copy of the following telegram from the

Austro-Hungarian Minister in Copenhagen:

Ambassador Gerard arrived here yesterday. I had the following
conversation with him

:

According to Gerard’s view, who to be sure has been in no direct
connection with Wilson for the past two weeks, the peace proposal of
the Central Powers is the first important step towards peace and will

continue to be so even if the official answers should hereafter result in
its rejection. The Ambassador believes that the note was delivered
to the Entente without supplementary comments, but that steps of a
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more positive nature in the direction of peace should not be postponed
much longer. The Ambassador believes that this will take the form
of a request to the belligerents, either by the President, the Pope, the
King of Spain, or all three together, to make known their war aims, ex-
pressed in their lowest terms, in connection with their peace conditions.
In case the Entente should by any chance attempt to sustain a demand
for the overthrow of Germany and the partition of the Austro-Hunga-
rian Monarchy, then, said the Ambassador with impressiveness, “we
are absolutely determined to force the peace'’ in imposing an embargo
not only with regard to arms and ammunition but on foodstuffs as well.

That, therefore, the Central Powers should not lose patience and
should not hope for immediate results. That we should allow certain

success time in which to mature.
Gerard is of the opinion that it is of the most vital importance that

the deportation of Belgian workmen to Germany be stopped, in order
to bring about the psychological moment for the above-mentioned
interposition. That the good impression created by the speech of the
Imperial Chancelor, in which he openly stated that Belgium was not
included in any of the war aims of Germany, had been almost entirely

destroyed by this measure, and that a quite indescribable feeling of

indignation had been aroused in the United States thereby. That this

policy carried out against their Catholic coreligionists had made an
extremely deplorable impression even upon the Irish. That for this

reason many of them had entirely changed their attitude and gone over
into the camp of the Entente. That an Irish Cardinal had made the

bitterest kind of complaints to the Ambassador on the subject,

stating that Germany’s method of procedure reminded one of the

darkest period of the Middle Ages, yes, even of the Assyrian period.

That for this reason Gerard was firmly resolved to exercise all the

influence at his command with the Imperial Chancelor, so that the

deportations would stop and the workmen be returned to their homes.
The Ambassador hoped that he would be successful in this, since,

according to his knowledge, neither Mr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg nor

Baron v. Bissing were supporters of this measure. That it had rather

been the result of a demand on the part of General Ludendorff. Mr.
Gerard requests me to ask in his name that your Excellency present

these matters in this sense in Berlin, since these circumstances constitute

a definite obstacle in the way of the development and ultimate con-

summation of the peace plan.

And Gerard stated further that he was afraid that, in case the desired

result were not to follow in the very immediate future, it was possible

that steps might be taken in Berlin leading to the resumption of the

U-boat warfare a Voutran ce . The Ambassador proposes to call to the

attention of the Chancelor in the most emphatic manner that the

failure to meet the guarantees given to the United States in this regard

will unquestionably lead to war with the United States, and there-

after with almost all the neutrals in the world. That in his opinion even
the unconditional rejection of the peace proposal on the part of the

Entente would not constitute sufficient ground to serve as a pretext

for the fundamental disregard of recognized principles of international

law hitherto recognized as such. That in spite of the honest desire to

bring about peace between the belligerents, the United States of Amer-
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ica, forced thereto by such provocation and relying upon her steel and
iron industries, which exceeded that of Europe by two or three hundred
per cent, would plunge into the war with all the determination of the

Anglo-Saxon race.

That the LTited States was not prejudiced and did not feel for the

Entente the one-sided sympathy with which it had been reproached,
was to be seen from Wilson’s attitude in the matter of the refusal of the
safe-conduct for Count Tarnowsky. That Wilson had been “furious”
and had talked to England very plainly on this subject. That the
President had even determined to send a war-ship to first take him,
Gerard, to Europe and then bring Count Tarnowsky. That at the
last moment, when the British appeared to have receded on this point,

this plan had been set aside, but that Wilson would nevertheless have
recourse to it again if any further difficulties were to come up.

Baron Burian made the following comments: To the suggestion of Ambas-
sador Gerard with regard to representations which he proposed to make in

Berlin concerning the Belgian workmen, he had nothing to add, as he took it

for granted that your Excellency in person would be able to weigh the advan-

tages and disadvantages of this regulation. I was able to perceive on
this occasion that here, too, wrong ideas are entertained with regard to the

carrying out of the plan for the deportation of Belgian workmen. It might
be a good plan for more emphasis to be laid by the press on the considerate

methods employed by the German authorities, the good maintenance
provided for the Belgian workmen and their families, etc.

Wedel.

105

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Wedel

Telegram No. 922. Berlin, December 23 , 1916.

It is possible that the peace activities of President Wilson are the result

of an understanding with Great Britain in order to make it easier for the

Entente to find a way out of the cid-de-sac in which it has gotten as a result

of the public announcements of its statesmen. We have all the more
reason for not allowing the initiative in the peace question to be again

taken away from us. A response given as soon as possible, agreeing with
the step taken by the President, will make the answering of the note of the
Entente easier for us, in case the latter should be of the same tenor as the
utterances of Lloyd George. An answer, say, of the following import w'ould

also eliminate intervention by President Wilson.

The Imperial Government has received and considered the lofty appeal
of the President of the E nited States of America to provide a basis for the

70
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restoration of a permanent peace in the friendly spirit in which the com-
munication of the President is expressed. The President points out the

goal which is the object of his keen desire, and leaves the choice of methods
open. In the opinion of the Imperial Government, the opportunity for a

direct exchange of opinions is the method best adapted to bring about the

consummation desired. In accordance, therefore with the spirit of its

announcement of the 12th instant, that it is prepared to enter upon peace

negotiations, the Imperial Government has the honor to propose the im-

mediate meeting of the delegates of the belligerent States at some neutral

place.

Your Excellency will take up the question with the Minister immediately

and ask him, in case he agrees with our views, to take the proper steps at

once for submitting the suggestion in question to the Turkish and Bulgarian

Governments. I shall at the same cime instruct our representatives in

Constantinople and Sofia to express themselves to the authorities there to

the same effect as soon as similar instructions have been sent to their

Austrian colleagues.

I should like to designate next Tuesday for the answering of the note,

unless in the meantime our opponents have made such an answer to our

peace proposal as makes it necessary for us to change our position. Report

by wire.

ZlMMERMANN.
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Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreig?i Office

Rec. Berlin, December 23, 1916. Pless (Headquarters),
Telegram No. 1118-a. December 23, 1916.

For the Imperial Chancelor and the Secretary of State.

General Ludendorff wires as follows:

I have the honor to inform your Excellencies that the armies have
reported as follows on the Army order and the German peace proposal.

The chief manifestation coming from all sides with regard to this step

was that of joy, due to the conviction that a proposal of this character

could only come from the one having the upper hand.

But it is also true that the general impression prevails that the pro-

posal will not have a practical result in the effort to attain peace.

Based on the conviction that a rejection is certainly to be expected,

the old fighting mood and the desire to carry on the war with reckless

energy until final victory is obtained, is everywhere expressed—and
this too in the hope that our U-boats will be sent in.

The apprehension was more or less generally expressed that, as the

result of tiresome negotiations not to be avoided, a peace might finally
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come which, in spite of the enormous sacrifices of blood and treasure,

might not do justice to the military successes hitherto attained, the
heroic courage of our armies, the sturdy endurance and the hopes of

the whole people.

Lersxer.
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Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 24, 1916.

Telegram No. 1125-a.

Re telegram No. 1602.

For the Imperial Chancelor and
the Secretary of State.

Field Marshal v. Hindenburg wires:

After a consultation with the Chief of the Admiralty Staff of the

Navy, I believe that an armistice on land is feasible under guarantees
of existing areas in the possession of both parties. However, Russia
would have to retire behind the Sereth. An armistice at sea is out of

the question. It would be to England's advantage.
Thus, if an armistice were determined upon, it could not be extended

to the sea. In this connection, the U-boat war would have to continue
to be carried on and with the adoption of those measures of increased

severity which I stated that I considered necessary in my telegram
No. 16340 P.

The Chief of the Admiralty Staff has received a copy of this telegram
.and of No. 16340 P.

Lersner.

Pless (Headquarters),
December 24 ,

igi6.
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Secretary of State Zimmermann to Secretary of Legation v. Lersner

Telegram No. 1630.

For the information of the

Supreme High Command of the Army.
Berlin, December 24 ,

iqi6.

In order to prevent any meddling on the part of President Wilson in peace

negotiations, we have decided to answer his note in such a way to reflect the

spirit of our peace move, but to make it perfectly clear that it is our desire

to deal directly with our enemies. This reply will be delivered on Tuesday

in order, if possible, to anticipate the answer of the Entente to our peace

proposal, and to make us independent of the contents thereof.
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The contents, which after having received the approval of His Majesty

the Emperor, have been made the subject of agreement with the Austro-

Hungarian Government and which doubtless will meet with the acquiescence

of the Cabinets in Sofia and Constantinople, is as follows:

(The note follows.) 1

ZlMMERMANN

.
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Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Wedel

Telegram No. 929.

Re telegram No. 500.

For your Excellency’s exclusively

personal information. Berlin, December 25, igi6 .

The Ambassador in Washington telegraphs:

Several days ago Lansing wired me concerning Wilson’s peace note

and told me that the American Government finds its position more
and more intolerable on" account of the continued violation of its rights.

For that reason it was hoping for frank statements from the belligerent

Powers with regard to their peace conditions. In answer I stated as

my personal opinion that this would be difficult to bring about except

at a conference, on account of the press, etc. Lansing replied that

disclosures could be confidential and might, little by little, lead to a

conference. It would accordingly seem that the opinion which has

become general here is correct, that Wilson would like to serve as a clear-

ing house for further steps toward peace. He is strongly supported by
public opinion on this side, with the exception of some of our quite rabid

opponents, who characterize Wilson’s note as pro-German. 2

We must prevent at all costs any participation on the part of Wilson in

peace negotiations. We are, therefore, in agreement on the point that the

Vienna Government should word its note differently. Your Excellency

will, however, assure yourself that the wording selected clearly brings out

the fact that we desire to deal with our opponents direct.

Zimmermann.

1
47, Supplements, pt. 1, ante

, p. 1006. 2
45, Supplements, pt. 1, ante

, p. 1004..
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IIO

Secretary of State v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 25, 1916. Pless (Headquarters),
Telegram No. 1131-a. December 25, iqi6.

General Ludendorff requests to have the following telegram sent to Mr.
Theotoki in Athens, after having been transcribed into cipher:

To His Majesty the King of the Greeks: Since the dispatch of the
peace proposal, our situation in Roumania has improved still further.

In spite of all peace blasts, the war will be carried on with all means
available.

By Government order,

Ludendorff.
Lersner.

iii

Secretary of State Zimmermann to the Emperor

Telegram. December 26
,

1916.

I announce most respectfully to Your Majesty that I have just delivered

to the American Ambassador 1 the answer to the peace note of President

Wilson, of which Your Majesty has graciously approved.

Mr. Gerard expressed himself as being very satisfied with our note of

response. He characterized it as “a damned good note, a fine note, short

and sweet.”

Most respectfully,

Zimmermann.

112

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 26, 1916.
Telegram No. 503.
To be read in connection with

telegram No. 929. Vienna, December 26
, 1916.

On the basis of our telephone conversation of yesterday, I told Count
Czernin that a telegram from Washington indicated that Wilson was at-

tempting to prevent conference and to centralize the peace move in himself,

so that complete agreement as to our plan of action was all the more im-
portant. The Minister agreed.

1
47, Supplements, pt. 1, ante, p. 1006.
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Standpoint that Wilson’s participation in peace negotiations would have

to be prevented is absolutely shared here.

Neither is the participation by other neutrals desired here. Cancellation

of the words “and of the neutral Powers” from the answer to Wilson was

greeted with satisfaction here.

Wedel.

ii3

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 2, 1917.
Telegram No. 1.

To be read in connection with
telegram No. 940. Vienna, January 1, 1917.

Count Czernin agrees with your Excellency regarding treatment of note

of response according to Havas in the press.

He personally considered the tone of the answer impertinent, but the

contents not unfavorable, since they did not present an actual rejection, but

merely a stepping aside. He laid great stress upon the possibility that had

been offered to avoid the snapping of the thread.

Wedel.

114

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to the Emperor

Telegram. Berlin, January 2, 1917.

Yesterday evening the Swiss Minister handed over the reply note at the

request of the Italian Government. 1 Read in the French text, which I am
respectfully following up with the present message, the note gives the

impression of being still more impertinent than in the German translation

published up to this time by Wolff. The Entente is attempting to place the

responsibility for the continuance of the war on us by the trick of rejecting

our peace proposal, on the ground that it is not made in good faith and is

without meaning, and declaring their willingness to conclude a peace calling

for reparation, restitution and guarantees; the insulting tone of the note'

makes it impossible, in my opinion, to answer it direct; however, their

evasions can not remain unanswered if the outcome of our peace proposal

is not to be barren of all effect, not only in the case of the neutrals but among
those classes of the enemy population which are tired of war. What I am

1
48, Supplements, pt. 1, ante

, p. 1006.
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considering now is a note to those neutrals who themselves had already

brought up the question of peace, such as America, Switzerland and the

Scandinavian States. Of course we must be very careful to avoid every

appearance of seeking the offices of these neutrals as mediaries and also

every appearance of running after the Entente. I am at present in wireless

connection with Vienna on this subject. Count Czernin is of the opinion,

as announced by Count Wedel, that the tone of the answer is impertinent,

but that its contents are not unfavorable, since they do not present an actual

rejection but merely an evasion. That the opportunity had been given to

avoid the snapping of the thread—a point upon which he laid great weight.

With the utmost deference,

Bethmann-Hollweg.

115

Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 2, 1917.
Telegram No. 7.

Only for the Imperial Chancelor Pless (Headquarters),
and the Secretary of State. January 2, IQ17.

His Majesty today expressed himself to me to the effect that, in view of

the note of rejection sent by the Entente, he also must recast our war aims

and that there could be no further talk of reaching an understanding with

France and Belgium. That in view of the fact that King Albert had for

the third time refused our offer, he would no longer be allowed to return to

Belgium, and that the coast of Flanders must belong to us.

Marginal notes on the New Year’s article of the Magdeburgischen Zeitung

made by the Emperor in connection with the above, follows by courier.

Grunau.

116

Counselor of Legation v. Grunau to the Foreign Office

January 3, 1917.
Telegram No. 10. Pless (Headquarters),
ETrgent. January 2, IQ17.

Emperor Karl has this morning sent the following telegram to His Maj-
esty :

The answer of the Entente, so far as we can judge, is, it must be
admitted, not happy in the conclusions which it reaches; but in spite
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of this it does not absolutely bar the possibility of continuing the further
development of the peace plan. My efforts, in which you doubtless
participate, are directed to the further encouragement of the existing

intense longing for peace the world over, and in this way, in the course
of time, to bring about real peace negotiations. And in so doing I feel

that we are fulfilling one of our duties toward our people and toward
humanity. I greatly apprehend that the Army and Navy order sent
out by your Supreme High Command, which speaks to your soldiers in

such heart-compelling terms, may possibly result in the final snapping
of the thread of peace on the part of our enemies. You will pardon
your true friend and ally, whose years count so much less than your
own, if he turns to you with the appeal to attempt once more the use
of diplomatic channels before addressing our soldiers and thereby
burning all bridges which might lead to an effort at understanding.

Karl.

With the assistance of the General Staff, I have drawn up the following

answer to His Majesty with reference to today’s telegram sent by the

Imperial Chancelor:

Hearty thanks for your telegram of January 2, and for the great

confidence which you have again expressed in me. I agree fully with
you that, in the spirit of our peace proposal, and in the full consciousness
of our responsibility to our peoples and to humanity, we should seize

every opportunity which might offer us a road to peace.

Since in the meantime you have been informed of the official wording
of the note of the Entente, you will agree with me that there is, at least

for the present, no possibility of proceeding further by the methods
which we have initiated. The Entente itself has destroyed the bridge
of understanding by the form and contents of its note. I fear that

those voices of the Entente which have falsely designated the internal

weakness of our people as the cause for the peace move, will be raised

anew in insistence and in volume if we show any further indication of

attempting to reach an understanding. By doing this, we would simply
separate ourselves further from our aim of bringing our people peace.

So it results that it is only by proceeding unofficially that we can
continue to make further attempts to reach an understanding. How
this is to be brought about, we may leave to the joint action of our

diplomatists. The opportunities will be all the easier to find, as the

rejection of our peace proposal results more and more in disillusioning

the enemy governments and the enemy peoples, and will induce those

circles which are inclined toward peace to take active steps in the direc-

tion of our views.

But the Entente note must certainly be answered in order not to

jeopardize the result of our peace proposal, either as far as neutrals

are concerned or as regards those classes of the enemy population which
are tired of war. But at the same time, the impudent tone of the note

makes it impossible for us to direct our answer to the Entente Powers
themselves. We have no recourse but to turn to the neutral Powers.
As rulers and commanders in chief, there now devolves upon us the

sacred duty—just as you have stated—of addressing our peoples and
our armies, who have been struck hard by the insolent terms of the note.
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Your Army order, like the order approved by me, to which you have
rendered such tribute by your words of appreciation, echoes the senti-

ment of our armies and reflects that proud confidence which our war
situation justifies.

The earlier and the more harmoniously we sound our call, the more
effectively will it impress our armies, our peoples, and the entire world.

With the exception of a few changes in the text and abbreviations, General

Ludendorff is satisfied with the draft, and asks your Excellency’s opinion

so that the draft may be submitted to His Majesty at the noon conference

tomorrow. The Austrian Army order reads as follows:

Soldiers! You know that I and the rulers who are allied with me have
attempted to bring about that peace which is longed for by the whole
world. The response of our enemies has come: without even knowing
our conditions, they have repelled the hand which has been held out to

them. Once more, my comrades in arms, my call goes out to you. In
the course of the thirty months of war which will soon lie behind us,

your sword has spoken in plain and clear language. Your heroism "and

your bravery shall continue to mak$ your words good. The sacrifice

is not sufficient; new sacrifices must be offered. All blame attaches to

our enemies alone—of this, God is my witness. Four hostile kingdoms
have been laid in ruins by you and the armies of your brave allies,

mighty fortresses have been taken, broad stretches of hostile ground
have been conquered. In spite of all this, the hostile leaders still

continue to deceive their people and their armies by raising the false

hope that fortune will still smile upon them. Very well—it is for you
to continue to render your iron accounting.

Filled with a lofty confidence in my Army, I take my place at your
head. Forward in the name of God!

The Supreme High Command would like, if possible, to issue the Army
order and proclamation by the 4th of the month.

Grunau.

1 17

Counselor of Legation v. Grunau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 4, 1917.
Telegram No. 15.

In connection with Pless (Headquarters),
telegram No. 12. January 4 , 1917.

The reply telegram to Emperor Karl has been dispatched in the following

form as the result of His Majesty’s conference of today noon:

Hearty thanks for your telegram of the 2d and for the great confidence
which you are again expressing in me. I agree fully with you that, in

the spirit of our peace proposal, we must ascribe to our enemy all
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responsibility for the continuation of the war and make this perfectly

plain to our people and humanity. Since the Entente has rejected

our proposal for an immediate opening of peace negotiations in an
insulting manner, our answer to the note of our enemies, in which their

responsibility will have to be set out, will not be addressed to them
themselves, but only to the neutral Powers. We shall have to agree

upon the form that this message shall take at the earliest possible

moment. I have given the Imperial Chancelor orders covering the

matter.

Since there are still a few days to run before our answer to the note
will be made, there devolves upon us, as the leaders and commanders
in chief—just as you have stated—the sacred duty of addressing our
armies, who have been struck hard by the insolent terms of the note.

Your Army order, like the order approved by me, to which you have
rendered such tribute by your words of appreciation, echoes the senti-

ment of our armies and reflects that proud confidence which our war
situation justifies. The earlier and the more harmoniously we sound
our call, the more effectively will it impress our armies, our peoples and
the entire world.

In this connection, the considerations suggested by you have induced me
to make several changes in my Army order. It now reads as follows:

To My Army and My Fleet!
Acting in concert with the rulers who are associated with me, I

proposed to our enemies to enter at once upon peace negotiations.

The enemy have rejected my proposal. Their thirst for power dictates

Germany’s ruin. Let the war take its course. The heavy responsi-

bility for all the further frightful sacrifices, which it was my will to have
spared you, will rest, in the sight of God and humanity, upon the enemy
governments.

In righteous indignation at the presumptuous wantonness of our

enemies, in the desire to defend our most sacred treasures and to guar-

antee a happy future for the Fatherland, you will from now on be men
of steel.

Our enemies did not desire the understanding which I offered them.

With God’s help, our weapons will bring them to the point of doing so..

I believe that it would be advisable to reach a final understanding with

regard to the publication of the Army orders on the occasion of the visit

of your Minister of Foreign Affairs tomorrow, so that they can still be issued

tomorrow. I believe that, taking into consideration the state of mind of the

troops, it is impossible to postpone the order any longer.

Grunau.
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Il 8

Chief of the General Staff General Field Marshal v. Hindenhurg to Imperial
Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, January 4, 1917. Pless (Headquarters),
December ji, iqi6 .

With reference to the two enclosures attached, I would ask your Excel-

lency to inform me whether the statement made by the editor of the Vas-

Diaz-Bureau in the news coming from Antwerp has any foundation in fact.

I trust that you will not look upon this inquiry as in any way indicative of

lack of confidence, but I feel that it is my duty, from the point of view of the

Army morale, which would certainly be injuriously affected if what the

editor says is given publicity, and in view of the necessary development of

Germany’s military strength in the future, to be absolutely clear upon this

point.

At the same time and for similar reasons, I am taking advantage oLthe

present opportunity to request that I be informed of the minimum territorial

demands upon which your Excellency would insist, in view of the present

war situation and all contingencies, even including the possibility of the

prolongation of the war, in case we should come to the point of peace nego-

tiations. Your Excellency’s announcement on December 29, that perhaps

we might not be able to keep the ore basin of Briey raised some doubts in my
mind as to the fundamental position taken by your Excellency.

I desire to state further that, in case Calais should remain in English

hands, as the Daily Mail appears to demand, according to the German
evening papers of December 29—that is, after our conference—our military

situation in Belgium would have to be quite different from that which I have

hitherto suggested.

v. Hindenburg.

119

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to the Chief of the General Staff ,

General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg

Berlin, January 4 ,
IQ17.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your favor of the 31st instant,

returning its enclosures, and to state in response that Mr. Louis Lochner,

the Secretary of Mr. Ford, has been received by the Secretary of State of

the Foreign Office. On this occasion Lochner handed over a document for

immediate delivery to His Majesty the Emperor, in which His Majesty was
asked to express his willingness to grant Mr. Lochner an audience. Beyond
this, the Secretary of State gave no furtherance to the request, and contented
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himself with addressing certain general remarks to Lochner with regard to

the contents of the document, to the effect that the efforts put forth by Mr.
Ford with regard to peace would necessarily be met with a sympathetic

attitude on the part of the whole world, but that, at the moment, he enter-

tained considerable doubt as to these efforts bringing about any practical

result. The Secretary of State did not discuss our peace conditions with

Lochner. To what source the statement of the editor in the Vas-Diaz-

Bureau may be traced, which statement, as a matter of fact, is in contradic-

tion of the facts of the case, is a matter beyond my knowledge.

Touching your Excellency’s question as to the minimum territorial

demands upon which we would insist, having in mind the existing war
situation and all contingencies, even that of the danger of a prolongation

of the war, I beg to call your attention to our exchange of telegrams of the

5th and 6th of November of last year, 1 the contents of which are still bind-

ing upon me today. Since statecraft will always continue to be the art of

acquiring the obtainable, we certainly are not in a position at this time to

know whether or not we shall be able to arrive at the consummation of those

aims which we have marked out in advance. It is in this sense that I ask

that my remarks with regard to the acquisition of Briey and Longwy and

Briey 2 be interpreted. I am just as impressed as your Excellency with

the extraordinary importance which the acquisition of these areas would

mean to us from a military standpoint as well as from that of our economic

future. But when the time comes for us to take our places at the conference

table with our opponents, our principal task in connection with the attain-

ment of certain separate war aims must consist in making the best of all

those opportunities which may turn up in the course of the negotiations

for bringing about a split in the coalition which is now opposing us. It will

then be revealed whether or not the opportunity is likely to arise, as the

result of making concessions to, say, one of our opponents, to create dissen-

tion in the camp of our foes, and perhaps to succeed in making a separate

peace with a single Power. Whether that single Power will be France or

Russia or—what seems least likely—England, can in no wise be foretold

at this time. The exercise of moderation in our demands in one direction

would naturally make it possible for us to increase our demands in the other.

It would seem that in all likelihood the negotiations will pursue a course

leading directly to a conference at some neutral place between our representa-

tives and those of our associates, and the representatives of our opponents.

We shall provide our representatives with a maximum of the demands with

which they are to enter upon negotiations—not with the minimum which

we have in mind. Our representatives will continuously keep us informed

as to the course taken by the negotiations and, from time to time, they will

1
79, 80, Supplements, pt. 1, ante

, pp. 1061, 1062.
2 Words “and Briey” are probably a misprint.
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be provided with further instructions as to the concessions which they may
be permitted to make, as well as the demands on which they must insist.

It is obvious that if negotiations should perchance reach a point where the

separation of France from the coalition or even, say, the conclusion of peace

itself, would depend upon the question as to whether we should insist upon

the acquisition of Briey and Longwy under all circumstances, this question

could only be finally decided after consultation with the Supreme High

Command, and in accordance with the commands of His Majesty the

Emperor. The answer to this question would in such case depend upon our

judgment of our combined military, economic and diplomatic situation at

that time—a situation which, in the interval, can of course very materially

change. For if, as I could not venture to assume at this time, the point of

peace negotiations were to be reached within a definite period, months would

pass before the negotiations could reach such a decisive stage. Great,

therefore, as is the importance which I, too, attribute to the acquisition of

the areas under discussion as one of our most essential war aims, to the

realization of which we must devote all our energy, in the same degree would

I refrain from accepting the responsibility of announcing the fulfilment of

this aim unqualifiedly as a sine qua non of the concluding of peace.

I thoroughly join in the view that the remaining of Calais in the hands

of the English wrould not be without its influence on the conditions upon
which we would accept peace. But I have altogether too high an opinion

of the political acumen of the English to assume that they could seriously

consider acquiring territory at the cost of the French, which would have the

result of changing the present feeling of friendship in France to an attitude

of the bitterest opposition, and pave the way for the downfall of that policy

which England has so successfully carried on for centuries of playing one

Continental Power against the other.

Bethmann-Hollweg.

120

Conference of the Morning of January 6

Rec. Berlin, January 7, 1917.
Present:

Count Czernin, Imperial and Royal Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Ambassador Prince Hohenlohe,
The Imperial Chancelor,
Secretary of State Zimmermann,
Under-Secretary of State v. Stumm.

Count Czernin reads the draft of an answer to the note of the Entente.

This draft, he says, is not good in every respect. One of the salient points
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was as to whether or not we should express the thought that neither of the

two contending parties could definitely annihilate the other. This would
probably be difficult to put through, so far as the military branch is con-

cerned, and was also a variation from the army order issued yesterday.

That he still maintained his opinion that the war could only be terminated

by meaps of a compromise. That perhaps it was not practical to answer at

this particular moment, but to continue working along these lines and to

await a later opportunity.

The Imperial Chancelor expressed the opinion that an answer should

be delivered to neutral Powers at this time; that the Army order was so

drawn up that nothing would stand in its way; that it was hardly possible

to allow the answer of the Entente to be left without a reply; that the

thought which appealed to him strongly was that at the present stage of

the war we had already reached our defensive war aim; that, on the contrary,

the Entente was still removed from its war aims in very great measure; that

in the passage regarding Belgium there was much that was good.

Under-Secretary of State v. Stumm thought that a note should be sent

to the neutrals in the way of a commentary on the orders given to the army,

but that before doing so it was necessary to wait in order to find out what
answer the Entente would send to Wilson.

Secretary of State Zimmermann was of the opinion that the answer of

the Entente to us was so humiliating as to make it essential for us to unmask
it completely in our reply; that the insults contained in the answer must be

refuted in curt and pointed terms.

Minister Count Czernin: It is exactly on account of its tone that the

Entente note has made such a bad impression upon the neutral Powers;

we must avoid the danger of using a similar tone, for a battle of words can

avail us nothing at the present time.

Secretary of State Zimmermann: In our answer, we should adopt a

tone of curtness and point to the political infamy perpetrated by the En-

tente, for that is what our people expect us to do.

The Imperial Chancelor was of the opinion that we should not, in the

course of the note, go into the preliminary history of the war, since such a

battle of words would not bring peace any nearer.

Secretary of State Zimmermann thereupon read the draft of a note of

response, which was considered by the other gentlemen as too long and as

indulging too much in polemics.

Secretary of State Zimmermann expressed the belief that our public

opinion demands a long and sharp note.

The Imperial Chancelor expressed the opinion that the effect upon our

public opinion was really a matter only of secondary importance; that the

real purpose of the note was to emphasize the impression which our peace

proposal had made upon foreign countries; that this would not, however,
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result if we were to engage in polemics, but only if we should express our-

selves in short and definite terms against the imputations of th£ Entente.

Count Czernin emphasizes the thought that our war aims have already

been reached, while as a matter of fact the Entente has fallen far short of

reaching this situation from its standpoint.

The Imperial Chancelor is of the opinion that we should not allow our

answer to in any way create the impression that we were running after the

others; but that, on the other hand, the door should not be completely

locked and bolted against peace.

Prince Hohenlohe expressed the belief that this had already been accom-

plished by the Army order.

Count Czernin brought up the point as to whether or not it was necessary

for all four Powers to answer in the same note, stating that this would

result in great delay. Perhaps it would suffice if the answer were the same

as to contents but different as to text.

The Imperial Chancelor considers it inadvisable to give the Bulgarians

a free hand in answering the note, since that might make it too simple a

matter for Radoslawow to run off the track; in any case, the Bulgarian

reply note must be submitted to us before it is sent.

It was decided to draw up a note based on the Austrian and German
draft, but to wait before dispatching it until the answer of the Entente was

in President Wilson’s hands. That it was not essential that the notes

should be identical in text.

121

Rec. Berlin, January 7, 1917.

On the occasion of the conference with Minister of Foreign Affairs Count
Czernin on January 7, 1917, the following was agreed upon:

The tone of the Entente’s reply to our note of December 12, 1916, makes
it impossible for us to reply to the enemy by direct communication. On
the other hand, it is essential, in connection with the Entente note, to place

the responsibility for the prolongation of the war in unmistakable and
clear-cut terms before our own people, as well as those of the neutral Powers
and of our enemies. With this in mind, a note should be addressed to all

the neutral Powers, not only to the Powers charged with our interests, so as

to avoid any appearance of running after our enemies. This note should

be so constructed as not to suggest in any way that we desire to have peace

at any price; on the other hand, the door should not be entirely closed to the

possibility of peace. As regards the four associated Powers, the answer

must be the same as to contents but not identical as to text. To attempt to
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have the notes identically the same would cause delay; and it goes without
saying that such questions as Serbia and Belgium can not be handled alike

in detail. It will be unnecessary to await the answer of the Entente to

Wilson, since the object of our note, to establish the blame before all the

world, will be obtained just as well if not better by answering at once, quite

independent of the Entente’s reply to Wilson. If, contrary to all expecta-

tion, the hostile note to Wilson were not, after all, such as to preclude the

possibility of a peace, we should, in this contingency, be obliged to take a

different stand. This will not be prejudiced by the step that we are now
taking.

The reading of the draft led to its acceptance in its entirety, with certain

amendments duly agreed upon.

1 22

Note of the German Government to the Neutral Powers

Berlin, January io, 1917.

The Imperial Government has, -through the good offices of the Government
of the United States of America, the Royal Spanish Government and the

Government of the Swiss Confederation, received the reply of their oppo-

nents to the note of the 12th of December, in which Germany, acting in

cooperation with her associates, proposed the immediate opening of peace

negotiations.

Our enemies reject this proposal on the ground that it is a proposal not

made in good faith and without significance. The form in which their

communication is drawn up makes an answer addressed to them out of the

question. The Imperial Government considers it important, however, to

announce to the Government of the Neutral Powers its estimate of the

situation. The Central Powers have no occasion to go into renewed and

detailed discussions concerning the origin of the World War. History will

judge as to who shall bear the enormous blame for the war. It will not over-

look in its final word England’s encircling policy, France’s policy of revenge,

Russia’s yearning for Constantinople, any more than it will the provoca-

tion of Serbia, the murder of Serajevo, and the general mobilization of

Russia which meant war against Germany.

Germany and its associated Powers, who were obliged to resort to arms

to defend their liberty and their existence, look upon their war aims as

accomplished. On the other hand, our enemies have drifted further and

further from the realization of their plans which, according to the statements

of their responsible statesmen, were adopted for the conquest of Alsace-

Lorraine and several Prussian provinces, the overthrow and the territorial
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curtailment of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the partition of Turkey

and the mutilation of Bulgaria. In the face of such war aims, the demand

for atonement, restitution and guarantees sounds strange coming from the

lips of the enemy.

Our enemies characterize the peace proposal of the four allied Powers

as a war maneuver. Germany and her allies must enter the most emphatic

protest against so false an interpretation of the motives which inspire them,

and which they have openly disclosed. They were convinced that a just

peace, and one acceptable to all the belligerents is possible, that it might be

brought about through a direct oral exchange of views, and that, for this

reason, further bloodshed is indefensible. Their readiness, announced

without any reserve, to make their peace conditions known when the

negotiations in question were opened, disposes of every doubt of their good

faith. Our opponents, who had full opportunity to test the proposal by

investigating its merits, have neither attempted to do so nor made counter-

proposals. Instead, they declare that peace is impossible in the absence' of

guarantees for the restoration of violated rights and liberties, the recognition

of the fundamental principies of nationality and the right of small States to

exist. The world will not be able to admit that these demands are made in

that good faith which our opponents deny to the four allied States, if it bears

in mind the fate of the Irish people, the destruction of the liberty and in-

dependence of the Boer republic, the subjection of the north of Africa by
England, France, and Italy, the oppression of foreign peoples by Russia,

and, finally, the oppression of Greece, which stands before us without a

parallel in history.

Nor does it lie in the mouth of those Powers to complain about the

supposed violations of international law by the four allied States, since

they have from the beginning of the war trampled the law underfoot and
torn up the treaties upon which its enforcement depended. Even in the

first weeks of the war, England renounced the obligations of the Declaration

of London, the contents of which had been recognized by its own delegates

as conformable to international law, and in the further course of the war
violated most gravely the Declaration of Paris so that its arbitrary rules

adopted for the conduct of maritime war have created a state of illegality.

The war of starvation against Germany, and the pressure exerted In the

interest of England upon the neutral Powers stands in just as flagrant

variance with the rules of international law as it does with the dictates of

humanity. And another violation of international law which can not be

reconciled with the fundamental principles of civilization, was the transpor-

tation of colored troops to Europe and the carrying of the war into Africa,

which was accomplished in violation of existing treaties and has under-

mined the reputation of the white race in this hemisphere. The barbarous

treatment of prisoners, particularly in Africa and Russia, the dragging off

71
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into captivity of the civil population of East Prussia, Alsace-Lorraine,

Galicia and the Bukowina, are further proofs of the respect which our oppo-

nents entertain for law and civilization.

At the close of their note of the 30th of December, our opponents refer

to the peculiar situation of Belgium. The Imperial Government refuses

to admit that the Belgian Government has always observed the obligations

imposed upon it by its neutrality. Even before the war, Belgium, as the

result of English machinations, relied upon England and France from the

military standpoint, and by doing so violated the spirit of those treaties

which were to secure its independence and its neutrality. Twice did the

Imperial Government announce to the Belgian Government that it was not

coming to Belgium as an enemy, and requested it to spare the country the

horrors of war. For the purposes of this particular case, the German
Government volunteered to guarantee the independence and the territorial

status quo of the Kingdom to the fullest extent and to make compensation

for all injuries which the passage of the German troops might occasion.

It is well known that the Royal Britannic Government resolved in the year

1887 not to oppose the claim of a right-of-way through Belgium under

these conditions. The Belgian Government repeatedly refused the proffer

of the Imperial Government. It is upon her and upon those Powers that

persuaded her to adopt this attitude that the responsibility for the fate

which has fallen upon Belgium is to be laid. The Imperial Government has

repeatedly denied the false accusation concerning the German conduct of war

in Belgium and the measures which were taken there in the interests of

military security. It protests anew with the utmost emphasis against

these calumnies.

Germany and its allied Powers have made an honest attempt to end the

war and to lay the foundation for an understanding between the conflicting

parties. The Imperial Government takes the position that the decision

as to whether the road which led to peace should be followed or not depended

entirely upon their opponents. The enemy Powers have refused to take

this path and upon them rests the entire responsibility for further bloodshed.

As for the four allied Powers, they will continue to fight in quiet self-reliance

and in confidence that they are in the right, until such a peace is attained

as shall constitute a guarantee for the honor, existence, and freedom of

development of their own people, and which, further, shall result in all the

States of the European Continent enjoying the blessing of cooperating in

mutual respect and on an equal footing for the solution of the great prob-

lems of civilization.

The Imperial Government has the honor of requesting

to bring the above note to the consideration of the

Government.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew the assurance of my respect.
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123

Minister v. d. Lauchen to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 11, 1917.

Telegram No. 2. Brussels, January n, 1917.

Director Kellog of the Relief Commission, who has been staying in

France and England for the past weeks, and who has been known to me
for more than a year as an American with German sympathies, expressed

himself as follows to Dr. Bruhn, a member of the political division:

That nothing of late has done more to injure the mutual relations of

America and Germany than the deportation of workmen from Belgium;

that indignation had been raised to a particularly high pitch because, in

spite of our constantly repeated solemn assurances, great numbers of those

not without occupation, and even more than a thousand officials engaged

in the American relief work, were deported. As a result, we were accused

broadcast of having given new proof of how little reliance was to be placed

upon the German word. Kellog asserted that Wilson’s peace move, and

particularly its effect upon the Allied peoples, had been notably hampered

by these occurrences.

I have thought fit to report the following to your Excellency incidentally

in connection with the contemplated conference with General Groener.

I should like to suggest, in further reference to the handling of the question

of the workers, the following:

Enforced conscription to be exercised in Brussels only from now on and

to continue theoretically, but only as a threat to act as an effective stimulant

to the voluntary enlistment which is to be organized.

Lancken.

124

Proclamation

General Headquarters, January 12
, 1917.

To the German People!

Our enemies have cast off the mask.

At first, with scorn and hypocritical talk of love of liberty and humanity,

they rejected our honorable peace proposal. In their answer to the Lffiited

States they have now revealed themselves as cherishing a lust for conquest,

the infamy of which is heightened by their slanderous premises. Their

purpose is the destruction of Germany, the partition of the Powers which
are associated with us, and the enslavement of Europe and the seas under
the same yoke under which Greece is groaning. But what they have not
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been able to bring about in thirty months of the bloodiest fighting and of the

most unscrupulous war on commerce, they will be unable to bring about in

all the days that are to come. Our glorious victories and that iron strength

of will with which our fighting people have borne every hardship and every

want, both when facing the enemy and at home, stand sponsor for the fact

that our beloved Fatherland has nothing to fear from the future. High-

flaming indignation and a holy anger will redouble the strength in each

German man and woman, whether that strength is exercised in battle, work,

or the sacrifice of suffering.

The God who planted this glorious spirit of freedom in the heart of our

brave people will grant to us and to our faithful allies, whose quality has

been tested in the storm of war, a crowning victory against all hostile thirst

for power and lust for destruction.

William I.R.

125

Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 15, 1917.

Telegram No. 71.

Exclusively for the Imperial Chaneelor Pless (Headquarters),
and the Secretary of State. January 15, 1917.

His Majesty has received a great number of telegrams expressing con-

gratulations and encouragement after the issuance of the proclamation to

the German people. I have learned in strict confidence that Field Marshal

Hindenburg and General Ludendorff have been to a great extent responsible

for this, in order to show the world how entirely the whole of Germany
stands behind the Emperor. His Majesty has expressed himself as delighted

over the congratulations which have been expressed.

In my opinion, a far-reaching publication of the same in the press wall

please His Majesty.
Lersner.

126

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Secretary of Legation v. Lersner

Telegram No. 86. Berlin, January 14 , 1917.

Ambassador, Washington, telegraphs on the 10th instant:

Memorial regarding armed merchant ships delivered to Lansing. In

my opinion, to proceed along the lines set out in this memorial will
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bring peace mediation of Wilson to naught and, instead, will result in a

break with the United States unless we refrain from action against

armed ships, at least until some agreement has been reached with this

Government. It is possible that we may succeed in having Americans
warned against taking service on ships which are armed for purposes of

attack. But in any case this Government must be allowed time for

this purpose. Since Wilson decides everything
,
any interview with

Lansing is a mere matter of form. Bernstorff.

ZlMMERMANN.

Telegram No. 93.

Continuation of No. 86 . Berlin, January 75, 1917.

The Ambassador in Washington telegraphs further:

Lansing never answers until he has received instructions from Wilson.
This being the case, the latter will first have to read the memorial.

I can not tell from here how much reliance your Excellency places

upon Wilson’s peace move. Aside from this, a sense of duty impels me
to state positively that I consider a break with the United States

unavoidable if we proceed in accordance with the memorial. Bern-
storff. 1

ZlMMERMANN.

127

Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 15, 1917.
Telegram No. 67.

Re telegram No. 86 . Pless (Headquarters),
For the Secretary of State. January 14 , 1917.

His Majesty asks your Excellency to be good enough to explain the

sentence: “ In my opinion, to proceed along the lines set out in this memorial

will bring peace mediation of Wilson to naught.”

His Majesty is of the opinion that a peace mediation on the part of Wilson
has never been in contemplation.

Lersner.

128

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Secretary of Legation v. Lersner

Telegram No. 89.
Re telegram No. 67. Berlin, January 75, 1917.

Be kind enough to inform His Majesty that the expression used by Count
Bernstorff “peace mediation of Wilson” does not exactly apply to existing

1
56, Supplements, pt. 1, ante

, p. 1017.
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circumstances. As His Majesty states, a peace mediation by Wilson has,

as a fact, never been in contemplation. Count Bernstorff has not been left

in error with regard to this, and has obviously merely made misuse of the

term. In my opinion, the Ambassador merely has in mind the peace
move set on foot by Wilson in his note to the belligerent Powers which,

in the meantime was wholly brought to naught by the answer of the

Entente. The telegram of Count Bernstorff left before this answer of

the Entente reached Washington.
ZlMMERMANN.

129

Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 16, 1917. Pless (Headquarters),
Telegram No. 72. January 16

, 1917.
Only for the Secretary of State.

Re telegram No. 89.

His Majesty thanks your Excellency for your information.

His Majesty remarked, with regard to telegram No. 93, that he placed

"absolutely no” reliance on Wilson’s peace move. In case the break with

America was unavoidable, "matters can not be changed; we shall go ahead."

Lersner.

130

Extract from a Report of Colonel Renner
,
Military Attache at The Hague

Rec. Berlin, January 20, 1917.
Report on England. The Hague, January 18, 1917.

The English supplemental note to America.

The supplementary remarks which Balfour annexed to the reply note of

the Entente to Wilson make a very interesting piece of reading. They
should be read with the greatest care; for they give a very true picture of

the psychology of our opponents, to portray which, as well as to give a full

conception of which, has often been attempted from this point.

It would be entirely wrong to consider the contents of the English supple-

mental note as nothing but idle "characteristically English” hypocrisy.

I understand perfectly well why people express themselves otherwise for

mere propaganda purposes; but as a matter of fact there can be absolutely

no doubt that the English supplemental note represents the honest convic-
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tion of those who are arrayed against us in battle and that this conviction

is shared by a great portion of the neutral world.

ThisWorldWar has become a conflict between two systems of philosophy

—

Balfour’s last note is again clear proof of this. Our opponents honestly

believe (and they are not merely hypocritical in this, as we hear said over

and over again in Germany) that they are fighting for the right which has

been trodden underfoot by might. They are absolutely convinced of the

fact that Germany is the materialized embodiment of the principle of power

exercised in contempt of every right, and that for this reason Germany’s

defeat is absolutely an essential condition to the healthy and happy develop-

ment of the entire world.

With regard to “ideal war aims,” that is, with regard to the battle against

the doctrine that might makes right, those persons in England who are most

inclined toward peace are in absolute agreement with the wildest jingoes.

With regard to the practical war aims, that is, in so far as concerns what

is necessary to free the world from the dangers of the German philosophy

of might, this or that element of the English peace party, or, better said,

“future peace party,” differs from those who rule in England today and

whose word is followed in the peace debates and whose strength can only

be broken by new and heavy disillusionments on the part of the British

people. The decision by force of arms must be brought about this year.

As long as our opponents believe that they can win the war—and today

they are absolutely convinced that they will be victorious—peace negotia-

tions are positively hopeless. It is, however, possible that even today the

cause of peace might be advanced if it were possible to convince the future

peace party in England that the terrible sacrifices made necessary by the

war for the ideal war aims are unnecessary. Regardless of who may wish

it, the Belgian question can not be avoided. I perfectly appreciate all the

arguments which can be urged against a settlement of the Belgian question

for the purpose of furthering the interests of peace at the present time.

At the same time, we must be perfectly clear on the point that the acqui-

sition of Belgium or even of a small portion of Belgium, can, neither today

nor ever, be obtained as the result of negotiations. He who wishes to keep

Belgium must be able to dictate his own peace to the world. It is a subject

which the world of today will refuse to discuss. Every answer of our oppo-

nents to the German peace proposal proves once more the quite overwhelming

significance of the Belgian question in this World War. In my last report

from London I wrote in July, 1914, that it was on the Belgian question that

England’s participation in the war would depend. We can say today that

the Belgian question has had quite a powerful influence on the course of the

war, and that it will have a very important bearing on Germany’s future.

Renner.
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131

Secretary of State Zimmermami to the Chief of the Admiralty Staff ,
Admiral

v. Holtzeaidorff

Confidential. Berlin, January 22
, 1917.

Referring to the conversation which I have just had with your Excellency,

I respectfully submit herewith the answer of the Imperial Ambassador at

Washington to our instructions of the 16th instant on the U-boat question.

ZlMMERMANN.

Copy telegram No. 222.

Answer to No. 157 of January 16. Washington, January 19, 1916.

War unavoidable if we proceed as contemplated. The danger of a break

could be lessened by the setting of a definite period, say, one month, for the

purpose of sparing neutral ships and passengers, since a previous timely

warning seems to be impossible under the present contemplated action.

I shall have to give the cue for rendering the German steamers unseaworthy

on the 1st of February, as the carrying out of my instructions here will be

looked upon as a declaration of war and for this reason will be followed

by a policy of the strictest surveillance. As it is, another Lusitania case can,

seemingly, be expected soon.

If military reasons are not absolutely imperative, a postponement would

be urgently desirable. Wilson believes he will be able to obtain peace on

the basis of the principle announced by us of equal rights to all nations.

House told me even yesterday that Wilson was preparing to go ahead

in the immediate future, since he considered the situation favorable for a

peace conference soon.

Bernstorff. 1

132

Chief of the Admiralty Staff Admiral v. Holtzendorff to Captain v. Billow in

General Headquarters 2

Telegram No. B-2539 I. Berlin, January 23, 1917.

Foreign Office has sent over telegram No. 222 of the Ambassador in

Washington to Headquarters. Have this telegram delivered to you and

submit it at once to General Ludendorff with the following expression of

opinion. Admiralty Staff is opposed to disclosure of our time allotments

which are included in our U-boat orders. Reasons against such disclosures:

1 60, Supplements, pt. 1, ante, p. 1021. 2 From the records of the Admiralty Staff.
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1. That enemy ships would immediately and in increased numbers sail

in the guise of neutrals, in order to make use of the privilege;

2. That the deterrent effect upon the neutrals which is exactly the result

which the present form of the note is intended to bring about, would be

materially weakened because neutrals would retain a feeling of security for

an appreciable time;

3. Neutral ships and unarmed enemy passenger steamers would be able

to bring important shipments to England to a considerable extent and in

certain security, and would be prompted to do all in their power because the

period of respite would be known to them.

Situation is very urgent, since the Foreign Office must have an answer

today from the Admiralty Staff, as connection with Count Bernstorff is very

difficult.

Chief of the i\dmiralty Staff

of the Navy v. Holtzendorff.

133

Captain v. Billow to the Admiralty Staff, Berlin 1

Telegram No. 398. General Headquarters,
January 23 , 1917.

The Chief of the General Staff after being informed as to the premises

is in entire agreement with the views of your Excellency, as expressed in

telegram B-2539-1.

Bulow.

134

Chief of the Admiralty Staff ,
Admiral v. Holtzendorff

,
to Secretary of State

Zimmermann

Rec. Berlin, January 24, 1917. Berlin, January 24, 1917.

Acting in agreement with the Supreme High Command of the Army, I

beg to respectfully inform your Excellency that I am not in the position

to make known to the American Government the periods of time which
may be allotted in favor of the neutral Powers and of unarmed enemy
passenger steamers, since to do so would result in disadvantages of a military

nature of great importance.

1 From the records of the Admiralty Staff.
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A new reading of the instructions which were sent to Count Bernstorff

on the 1 6th of January, shows me that the passage: “When making this

communication, call attention to the fact that, in the orders to be issued

to the U-boats, provisions are being made for a sufficient opportunity for

sparing neutral ships and for the safety of passengers on unarmed enemy
passenger ships, and that, moreover, neutral vessels which may be in transit

on the 1st of February to or from ports in the restricted zone can avoid

entering it, or shall be allowed to leave it by the shortest possible route

without danger of being sunk, if all possible steps are at once taken to provide

them with full information. In like manner, neutral ships will be allowed

to leave the ports of the restricted zone before the evening of February 4 and

to take the shortest cut out of the zone.”—is capable of misinterpretation.

I gained the impression from Count Bernstorff s telegram that he has been

misunderstood. Therefore, I venture to suggest to your Excellency to

again notify Count Bernstorff that the orders which have been issued with a

view to sparing neutral shipping and unarmed enemy passenger steamers

definitely announce that those ships which have started their voyage to

the ports of the restricted area before February 1, can reach their destination

without being attacked without warning, if for some reason or other they

should not have received the warning which we have required. Of

course these ships will not then be allowed to leave the ports of the restricted

zone except at their own risk.

“Ships which start their voyage after the 1st of February do so at their

own risk.” Under this regulation, the 1st of February will still be free

for neutral shipping. In case of a difficult passage, it is possible for them

to be more than twelve days on the ocean and they would then be exposed

to attack without warning on the 13th. If this possibility of a conflict is

deemed secondary in importance to the political effect of the plain announce-

ment, then, from our standpoint no objection will be raised against the

interpretation of the Foreign Office.

Holtzendorff.

135

Secretary of State Zimmermann to the Chief of the Admiralty Staff, Admiral
v. Holtzendorff

Rush. Berlin, January 24 , 1917 .

As the result of your Excellency’s kind letter of today, 1
I note to my

regret that you are not in a position to notify the American Government

of the periods of time which may be allotted in favor of the neutrals and of

1

134, Supplements, pt. 11, ante
, p. 1109.
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unarmed enemy passenger steamers, since you feel that to do so would

result in very great disadvantages of a military nature. According to the

further remarks of your Excellency, a period of only twelve days is provided

in their favor, so that ships to which your remarks refer and which, as the

result of damage by sea, bad weather or other accidents, enter the restricted

zone on the 13th day will thereupon be exposed to attack without warning.

If this plan is adhered to, we can assume with certainty that neutral ships

and passenger steamers carrying the nationals of neutral States will be sunk.

A declaration of war on the part of the United States will be bound to follow

immediately, in case, as Count -Bernstorff assumes, it will not already have

been announced by the 1st of February. But such sinkings would in all

probability result in the remaining neutral Powers joining together against

us. This regrettable result might possibly, in my opinion, be avoided if we
should propose to the United States a period of perhaps twenty days’ grace

for neutral and unarmed enemy passenger steamers, which would guarantee

the essential security against the apprehended mishaps and make it easier

for the President to put up with our announcement. The temporary falling

off in the amount of destruction of the existing tonnage of our enemies, which

would result from this short increase in the period of grace, would hardly

weigh in the balance when compared with the military disadvantages which

would result if the now remaining neutral world passes over to the side of

our opponents.

I would be grateful to your Excellency if you would be kind enough to

survey the situation once more and let me know your views at your earliest

possible convenience. I am sending a like communication to the Supreme
High Command of the Army.

ZlMMERMANN.

136

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Counselor of Legation v. Griinau

Telegram No. 157. Berlin, January 24 , 1917.

I am sending the following message to the Admiralty Staff:

(Copy of 135.)

Please inform the Supreme High Command to like effect and put the

question whether or not they agree with the views expressed in the para-

graph preceding the last. You will also take up the matter in conference

with His Majesty.

Zimmermann.
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137

Secretary of State Zimmermann to the Chief of the Admiralty Staff ,
Admiral

v. Holtzendorff

Berlin, January 25, 1917.

In connection with my letter of yesterday, I have the honor to inform

your Excellency that I have just received the following telegram from the

Imperial Ambassador in Washington, dated the 21st instant:

If period of grace in favor of neutral shipping and unarmed enemy
passenger steamers is allowed, I consider it entirely possible that Wilson
will merely break off relations and not declare war, and that, on the
contrary, he will redouble his efforts in behalf of peace. 1

In view of the above, I venture to urge that your Excellency again give

careful consideration to the question at issue.

Zimmermann.

138

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Counselor of Legation v. Griinau

Telegram No. 158. Berlin, January 25, 1917.

Count Bernstorff telegraphs under No. 225 of the 21st of the month:

If period of grace in favor of neutral shipping and unarmed enemy
passenger steamers is allowed, I consider it entirely possible that Wil-
son will merely break off relations and not declare war, and that, on
the contrary, he will redouble his efforts in behalf of peace.

On the strength of this telegram I have again made urgent representations

to the Admiralty Staff in accordance with my communication of yesterday.

Zimmermann.

139

Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 25, 1917.
Telegram No. 129.

Immediate. Pless (Headquarters),
Re telegram No. 157. January 25, 1917.

Instructions taken up with the Supreme High Command of the Army
this morning, members of which were contemplating getting into touch

1 62, Supplements, pt. 1, ante, p. 1027.
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with the Navy. In the end, there was no inclination to adopt your Excel-

lency’s point of view. Somewhat later, Admiral v. Holtzendorff informed

the Supreme High Command of the Army of your written communication,

with the additional suggestion that he had answered it in the negative also, on

account of the fact that the U-boats had already left port with their instruc-

tions and that a change in the orders issued was no longer certain of reaching

them. He asked whether the Supreme High Command agreed with this

response, and was answered in the affirmative.

Grunau.

140

Chief of the Admiralty Staff, Admiral v. Holtzendorff
,

to Secretary of State

Zimmermann

Rec. Berlin, January 25, 1917.

Re communication of January 24, 1917. 1

Berlin, January 25, igiy .

For military reasons which have already been set forth, an extension

of the period of grace to be allowed neutral Powers beyond the 12th of

February is out of the question. And, moreover, it would be in opposition

to the result reached in all preceding deliberations, as well as to the expres-

sion of the Emperor’s desire, if regardless of the instructions which have been

issued to Count Bernstorff, the period of grace which we have determined

upon were to be brought to the knowledge of the United States. On this

point I have asked the Supreme High Command of the Army to inform me
of their position.

Since my departure for Headquarters to enter into conference with the

representatives of the Austrian fleet is set for this afternoon, I feel myself

bound again most energetically to point out the necessity of stating that the

announcement of the U-boat war must be made to the neutral Powers early

in the morning of the 1st of February. On the 1st of February the U-boats

will commence the war in accordance with the orders which have been issued

to them.
Holtzendorff.

1 135, Supplements, pt. n, ante, p. mo.
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141

Captain v. Billow to the Admiralty Staff ,
Berlin 1

Telephone conversation. General Headquarters,
January 25, 1917.

Captain v. Btilow informed General Ludendorff that the Admiralty
Staff has rejected the last proposals of the Foreign Office on the ground
that the U-boats had already left. Captain v. Btilow asked General Luden-
dorff whether the Supreme High Command of the Army was in agreement
herewith. The Supreme High Command of the Army is very definitely

in agreement herewith. The Supreme High Command asked that the

representative of the Foreign Office in the General Headquarters be informed
of this fact and Captain v. Btilow has done so.

142

Chief of the Admiralty Staff ,
Admiral v. Iloltzendorff, to the Foreign Office

Berlin, January 28, 1917.

Your Excellency has requested me, through Under-Secretary of State v.

Stumm, to agree that as the result of the request made by a German-
American, the American Government be informed that we shall continue

to carry on the unrestricted U-boat warfare until our enemies shall have

returned to a recognition of international law in connection with their

conduct of the war upon the sea.

Since your Excellency expects that an announcement of this kind will

have a favorable effect upon American opinion, I am willing to agree on

this point, on condition that this action, or such proposals and negotiations

as may result therefrom, shall have no influence on the carrying out of the

unrestricted U-boat warfare.

By a return to the principles of international law, we are to understand

that, aside from the observance of the Declaration of London and of the

Conventions of Paris and of The Hague, and aside from the removal of all

armament from merchant vessels, as well, the following is agreed to:

The cessation of the general commercial warfare which is being carried

on against us in so far as it is manifested by direct and indirect enslaving

and oppression of the neutral Powers, that is, the giving up of the black

lists, the blockade against coal, compulsory voyages in the service of England,

and all agreements which interfere with exports from surrounding neutrals

or which make importation difficult; return to the contraband list of the

1 From the records of the Admiralty Staff.
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Declaration of London, the cessation of all forceful interference with the

mails and attacks upon German private property in the enemies’ country,

as well as the cessation of all activities whose purpose is to injure Germans

living in neutral countries, etc.

With regard to the change in the wording of the note which has been

requested, I call attention to the fact that the Austrian Government must

immediately be informed of the cancellation of the words “arrived in the

vicinity thereof,” since otherwise a difference would result in the material

part of the notes.

I have addressed a copy of this communication to the Chief of the General

Staff.

Holtzendorff.

143

Secretary Zimmermann to Counselor of Legation v. Griinau

Telegram No. 186. Berlin, January 28, 1917.

Count Bernstorff telegraphs, wireless, 26th instant, No. 60, 1 as follows:

After having had very important conference, request most urgently
postponement until my next two messages received. Suggest reply by
wireless.

I propose to answer: “Regret suggestions impracticable.”

Chief of the Admiralty Staff agrees with this answer. Kindly obtain

the Emperor’s orders on the subject after having taken the matter up with

the Supreme High Command of the Army.
Zimmermann.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 28, 1917.
Telegram No. 144. Pless (Headquarters),
Re telegram No. 186. January 28, 1917.

The Emperor is in agreement with the proposed answer. Supreme High
Command also in agreement therewith.

Grunau.
1 68, Supplements, pt. 11, ante, p. 1046.
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PART IV.—THE FACTS PRECEDING THE DECLARATION OF
THE UNRESTRICTED U-BOAT WAR IN JANUARY, 1917

H5

Report in the handwriting of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Berlin, January 4, igi6.

General v. Falkenhayn made the remark to me on the 30th of December
that he could not understand why it was that we did not resume in all

severity the U-boat war against England. In response to my remark that

a break with America would then be unavoidable, he stated that he could

not have run the risk of this break in the late part of the summer, on account

of the relations in the Balkans, which at that time were still unsettled,

but that now, since we could rely upon Bulgaria, America was no longer

in a position to do us injury. That we would be able to overcome the

disadvantageous commercial results of such a break, if as a matter of fact

there were any real reason for apprehending such result, and that we would

also be able to overcome the bad moral effect which this would have on the

rest of the neutrals. At the same time, the General was not absolutely sure

of his ground.

On the 2d of January, General Falkenhayn had a rather long conference

with Minister of State Dr. Helfferich on this question. On this occasion

his view was more or less as follows, so the latter informed me. He stated

that he could not bring the war to an end by military blows delivered on

land. That Helfferich and I had repeatedly expressed to him the opinion

that our financial and economic resources would not last much longer than

the autumn of 1916, and that it was also possible that the morale of the

people would not hold out. If the war was to be ended before that time,

the Navy would have to take a hand. That the Navy assured him that

within about two months England would be so forced to her knees that she

would sue for peace. That under these circumstances it was a matter of

complete indifference to us whether America would declare war. That

even if Holland should follow suit, it would be of no significance; that he had

enough troops to overrun Holland.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff, whom I interrogated today, gave me the follow-

ing information:

On December 31 or January 1, General v. Falkenhayn and Admiral v.

Tirpitz had had a conference with him and had asked whether England

could be forced to sue for peace by an unrestricted U-boat campaign. Mr.

1 1 16
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v. Tirpitz answered this question unqualifiedly in the affirmative, after

having delivered a criticism retrospective in nature, smacking of self-

glorification, and purporting to rout all ideas to the contrary. If, he said,

we should start today and envelop England in a U-boat war to be carried

on regardless of persons, England would be forced to sue for peace within

two months. That we are now supplied with the necessary number of

U-boats for this purpose. Admiral v. Holtzendorff does not go so far.

He is of the opinion, however, that from the 1st of March on, with the assist-

ance of the U-boats which will be available at that time, there will be

enough not only to meet the demands in the Mediterranean and the Baltic,

but also to carry on the U-boat war against England with such success that

in the course of about four months she would be ready to sue for peace.

That this would be upon condition that the U-boats in the war zone would

be permitted to bring down all ships, making no distinction between neutral

and enemy shipping. But in his opinion this kind of warfare should not be

begun before the first of March
;
that we were not in a position today to

judge whether it should be begun even at that time. He was of the opinion

that it should only be commenced when it was obvious that a break with

the United States could not be avoided, since he did not underestimate the

general political and economic results of this break. He did not, however,

look upon the break as fatal, since if we should have freedom to carry on

the U-boat war, we could defeat both England and America.

Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Chief of the Admiralty Staff ,
Admiral v. Holtzendorff

,
to Imperial Chancelor

v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, January 9, 1916.

Absolutely confidential. Berlin, January 7, igi6.

By way of supplementing my oral remarks with regard to the military

effects of the resumption of unrestricted LT-boat warfare on the successful

termination of the whole war, I have the honor to submit to your kind

consideration the reasons which have brought me to the conclusions which

I have reached.

The war has now come to the point where the question as to how a favor-

able outcome can be brought about has attained a singular urgency.

The military successes which have thus far been attained have failed up
to the present moment to have the political effects to which they would seem
entitled, since no one of our opponents has shown any evidence of willingness,

to consider them a sufficient reason for taking steps toward the conclusion

72
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of peace. Aside from the attitude of those governments whose steadfast

perseverance is indicated by those changes of ministry which have either

taken place or are in contemplation, and this is equally true of the parliaments,

the above is also manifested in the press as well as in other utterances which

are constantly coming to light and which reflect those sources of public

opinion in the hostile States which are most entitled to respect, particularly

in England.

As regards the question of whether or not a politically decisive move can

be carried out either on the eastern or the western battle-front, one may
venture to conclude that there are objections to a new offensive on a great

scale against Russia or France—objections to be found not only in the extent

of the sacrifices to be made, but in the uncertainty of an absolutely over-

whelming success. A campaign against the Suez Canal and Egypt, assum-

ing that it can be successfully carried out, is a very far-reaching undertaking,

and, in spite of constituting a heavy blow against existing routes of com-

merce and the moral foundations of England’s power, is not of such a nature

as to guarantee that this enemy will be forced to sue for peace. But, in

addition to the obstinate determination and the century-old sense of domin-

ion which characterize the British, the following constitutes a reason against

the above assumption—the consideration that every peace whose conditions

would appear to mark a defeat on their side, such, for instance, as a condition

imposing upon them the payment of a war indemnity, or not involving the

unqualified restoration of Belgium to the status quo ante
,
would be viewed as

a peril which would jeopardize those principles upon which their existence

as a State depends and against which, therefore, they would have to defend

themselves to the last. For, in contrast with the Continental Powers,

their State is not based upon domestic foundations which have the power

to expand from within, but they have made their power as a nation depend

upon the over-lordship of colonial possessions subdued by their might, and

to their unrestricted imports and exports by sea; so that a terrible blow

delivered against the faith of the colonial populations in the unshakable

permanence of the British rule and against the safety of the sea routes to

India, would make it necessary for England to develop new channels for

the maintenance of her existence as a State in the face of extraordinary

difficulties. It is this cause, reinforced by the feeling of security of the

Englishman living in England, which makes it clear that it is precisely in

England and by England (which is constantly drawing on more reserves

in the*^ay of men and money) that the hope of the final defeat of the Central

Powers is nourished and announced. The opposition of the French is

likewise so strengthened in thisway that the hope of crippling France can not

be considered a certain factor in attempting to foretell the prospects of peace.

We can count still less on any readiness for peace on the part of the Russians,

if for no other reason than the nature and attitude of the authorities there
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who are vested with the power of decision. On the other hand, the longer

this war lasts, which constantly and in increasing measure manifests a

tendency toward exhaustion, the more serious will become the sacrifice

in life and in money, so that a political and financial outlook concerning the

further prosecution of the war, and the view of the situation from the

standpoint of the possible conclusion of peace, is such as to make it absolutely

necessary to put the question to proof as to what means may be adopted for

hastening the bringing about of a final decision.

No word need be added by me to bring out the seriousness of the situation.

Once the factor of the possibility of a victory in the war on land against

Russia and France is eliminated, there remains the war on the ocean against

England, the third of our enemies and, in her position as the soul of the

entire opposition, our most dangerous one, in case she, too, can not be

conquered on land. The opinion of the Government and public opinion in

England is openly attributable, of late at least, to the idea that even a

defeat of the French would not bring about a decisive result, but would

simply make it necessary for England to take up the admittedly uncomfort-

able task of blockading the French coast as well; but that no victory on land

could do Germany any good as long as it was cut off from intercourse by

water and that, under all circumstances, England would be able to guarantee

this. The war on the water can not be fought out on purely military grounds,

because the English fleet will not take up the gage of decisive battle. The

last means left at our disposal is the U-boat war against commerce, which

England believes to have brought to an end with the assistance of the

United States. The significance thereof is all the greater when we realize

that the war of commerce which has been announced by our foes and which

is to be carried on after the termination of peace by means of a calculated

isolation of Germany, can only be organized by England, and is already

being organized, and we must realize also that this dangerous menace is a

factor to be reckoned with unless we succeed in avoiding it by concluding a

treaty of peace and commerce with England, which can only be done in case

of a victorious peace.

The war on commerce would affect England, not only to a very different

degree but in a very different way from which it would affect one of the

Continental Powers, particularly Germany. England’s food supply

depends absolutely on the free import of foodstuffs; likewise its industries,

with the exception of the coal industry, depend on the free importation of

raw materials; the payment for these imports is met by the exportation of

industrial products; the uninterrupted operation of this commercial machine

constitutes the sine qua non of the maintenance of her credit, and, conse-

quently, of the pound sterling as a medium of exchange; this is the funda-

mental basis of the power and confidence without which London can not

exist as the world’s money market. All these matters, which do not lose
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their importance even in connection with the influx of American gold, have

become the essentials of England’s existence as a State; so there is no
necessity of citing special commercial tendencies on the part of the British

as an argument on which to base the all-important necessity of attacking

them on the commercial side. And it may further be stated in connection

with the foregoing, that England has taken over, as the role to be assumed
primarily by her, the task of providing both the technical and financial

means for carrying out the war. If it is made impossible for her to ac-

complish this, the enemy organization which threatens us will collapse on

this account.

The experiences of the spring and summer of 1915 have given full proof

of the fact that a U-boat war upon commerce, carried on with the moderate

means at our disposal, and, above all, under constant restrictions made
necessary by political considerations, resulted in pressing England very

hard. Numerous proofs of this have been gathered during that period

and are supported by the expert opinions of expert witnesses of note. The
checks upon imports and exports could not, under existing conditions of the

conflict, reach the point of laying the foundation for such a shortage as

would endanger human life; but on the other hand they have resulted in

increases in the price of imports, and in such detriment to exports as to have

caused a decline in commercial and monetary credits which has evoked

consternation on the part of expert economists even in England itself.

The result was a diminution in the value of the local currency which prac-

tically approximated a catastrophe and made a very decided impression on

the sterling rate of exchange.

In the meantime, the following conditions have developed: cargo space is

growing scarce, which has led to unheard-of increases in freight rates;

industrial pursuits have fallen off on account of recruiting; and there has

been a diminution of local monetary resources; all of wdiich have notably

improved the prospects of a new war on commerce. The efforts of the

war would be exerted upon an organism which had already been subjected

to a weakening process. If after the winter period, that is, under atmos-

pheric conditions to which it is peculiarly adapted, the U-boat war on com-

merce is undertaken anew with all the means at our disposal and without

limitation which will cripple its effectiveness at the very start, then, basing

the statement on our earlier experiences, it can be announced with certainty

that English opposition will come to an end within six months at the most.

The danger that the resumption of the U-boat war will lead to a break

with the United States is certainly entitled to consideration. In any event,

it would not seem impossible, in my poor opinion, that the question might

reach a stage of negotiation which would result in a check to the hostile

attitude of the United States. In support of this, we may point to the fact

that Germany has gone very far indeed to meet the standards which the
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United States has adopted up to this time, by imposing restrictions upon

the U-boat war, and thus has given sufficient indications of its readiness to

do full justice to those standards; that on the part of the British, a barbarous

method of conducting the war is actually taking root, as was brought to the

knowledge of the public on one occasion by the case of the Baralong
;
whereas,

on the other side, in spite of a thoroughly disciplined corps of officers, incidents

such as the sinking of great passenger steamers can not be wholly avoided;

and that, finally, England, in opposition to the expressed attitude of the

United States with regard to the international situation, boasts that she

has cut off Germany from all intercourse by sea and, indeed, from most

intercourse with the contiguous neutral States, and has proceeded more

and more toward the view-point that these methods are founded on purely

military necessities. If, in spite of the above, it should turn out that war

with America could not be avoided, I should feel obliged to suggest the

following considerations

:

That the armies of our enemies might receive such material reinforce-

ments during the course of the critical half year as to seriously jeopardize

the defense of the German positions, is not to be feared. The financial

support of England constitutes no real protection against the crippling of

its imports and exports and its accompanying economic exhaustion; nor is

support in a technical way to any greater degree possible. America’s

anxiety about Japan would become a reality in case of war. The confisca-

tion of the German merchant ships lying in American harbors would have

no effect upon the progress of the war; the serious results which might ensue,

so far as regards the time following the conclusion of peace, would be a

matter to be taken up in the way of compensation against England in case

of a victorious termination of the war. The admittedly unwelcome political

results of a break with the United States may be weighed against the ad-

vantages to be gotten from the one surviving means of bringing the war to a

successful issue within a measurable time. In my opinion, it must be

admitted that the scale would tip on the side of the advantages in question:

for if we can not win a favorable decision for Germany in this war by, say,

the fall of 1916, then the chance of concluding a peace which will for the

next decades guarantee to Germany a politically assured existence contain-

ing the germs of economic recrudescence and development, will disappear.

A number of the Times which has just come to my knowledge contains

articles on the question of the war on commerce, concerning which the

enclosure comments in brief.

v. Holtzexdorff.
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Secretary of State of the Imperial Marine Service v. Tirpitz to Imperial
Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, February 13, 1916.
Autograph. Berlin, February ij, igi6.

I have the honor to submit to your Excellency in all respect, the enclosed

memorial. It includes in the form of a general survey the answers submitted

by me to the latest inquiries of your Excellency.

In view of the military significance of the matters under discussion, I

have felt it incumbent upon me to deliver a copy to the Chief of the General

Staff of the Armies in the Field and to the Chief of the Admiralty Staff.

v. Tirpitz.

[enclosure]

Can England be forced to sue for peace by means of a U-boat war?

I. The most important and surest means which can be adopted to bring

England to her knees is the use of our U-boats at the present time. We
shall not be able to defeat England by a war on land alone. The unre-

stricted carrying out of the U-boat war, supported by our other naval craft

and by our air fleet—all under a unified and determined leadership—is of

the most decisive importance in obtaining the desired result. England will

be cut to the heart by the destruction by U-boats of every ship which ap-

proaches the English coast. The ocean’s commerce is the very elixir of life

for England, its interruption for any length of time a deadly danger, its

permanent interruption absolutely fatal within a short time. Every attack

upon England’s transoceanic communication is therefore a blow in the

direction of the termination of the war. The more the losses take place

with merciless regularity at the very gates of the island kingdom, the more

powerful will be the material and moral effect on the English people. In

spite of its former resources, England will not be able to make a successful

defense against the attacks of submarines directed against its transoceanic

commerce, provided they are well planned. That is precisely why a timely

U-boat war is the most dangerous and, if vigorously carried on, the form of

warfare which will unconditionally decide the war to England’s disadvan-

tage.

II. The prerequisites of a successful carrying out of an unrestricted

U-boat war are military and economic. In both respects they are noticeably

more favorable than in February, 1915.

1. On the 1 8th of February, 1915, the U-boat war was begun with a force

of twenty-one boats. This number increased during the summer months to

thirty-five boats on the average. In the spring months, there were about
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25 per cent of the boats in the water and from June on, nearly 33I per cent.

In spite of the restrictions which, in view of the attitude of the United

States, were adopted at a very early date, the effect of this U-boat war was

very great and was steadily increasing. The economic life of England was

struck at its most vulnerable point, and came quickly to be marked by

uncertainty and nervousness. We are informed through trustworthy

sources of information that about 2,000 craft, mostly fishing schooners, were

converted for the purpose of defense against U-boat attacks, that they were

withdrawn from the merchant fleet and had to be manned with a com-

paratively large number of military specialists. In the month of February,

thirty-eight boats were at our disposal for the purposes of the new LT-boat

war against England, including service in the Mediterranean. Their

number was increased to fifty in April, and from that time on has been

augmented by about ten boats a month. Our losses in boats can probably

be put at from two to three every month at the beginning, and later at

four or five a month. These numbers constitute a high estimate, if we take

into consideration that in the future U-boats will be able to carry on their

warfare without the order to come to the surface. Just exactly what the

results of such an unrestricted U-boat warfare will turn out to be it is

impossible to calculate on a numerical basis at this time, as we have never

entered upon such a war before. We must also bear in mind that as the

result of the institution of the first U-boat war, England has had the oppor-

tunity of making more effective disposition of the cargo space now at its

disposal, so that the effects of the new U-boat war will not become imme-
diately apparent to their fullest extent. At the same time, England’s

loss in tonnage by sinking will far exceed 300,000 tons a month, according

to very conservative estimates. As a result of statistics which have been

furnished him, the Chief of the Admiralty Staff estimates this amount, in

general terms, at about 630,000 tons a month, if we include all possible

war areas. The difference is to be explained in this way: my estimate is

based on an enumeration limited to the actual war area, that is to say,

English waters, and not on all possible areas of war; and also on the further

fact that I have taken into consideration the necessary result of the losses

which are expected to occur inside the war area following upon the initia-

tion of unrestricted U-boat warfare, to wit, the diminution of intercourse

by sea with England, etc. (compare number 3).

2. The general economic situation of England, too, to the extent that its

existence depends upon transoceanic intercourse, offers materially better

opportunity for quick action towards a decisive result through the unre-

stricted application of the U-boat weapon than in February, 1915.

At the present time and in the present condition of combined world
commerce, the opportunities for cargo space have notably diminished,

whereas the demand therefor has increased to an enormous extent. This
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increased demand is the result of the necessity of importing war material of

all kinds and of the military transportation of our enemies to the various

war areas. The great diminution in cargo space is due to the removal of

the German merchant fleet from the commerce of the world, also to the

fact that a certain portion of our enemy’s merchant ships are tied up at

docks, for instance, Russian and English ships in the Black Sea, and, above

all, to the losses which the British merchant fleet has suffered from the war
on commerce and the U-boat war which has been carried on up to the present

time, as well as the inroads made upon the British merchant marine for

war purposes. According to Lloyd's Register
,
the gross tonnage of England’s

merchant fleet (without her colonies) was carried in the year 1914 at about

18.7 million. The losses which have occurred up to this time must be

numbered at about 1.8 million tons, according to the reports which have

reached us, most of them originating in English sources. According to the

tactics pursued in English circles, the effect of which is to maintain a strong

censorship on the publication of losses, we will not go astray if we figure the

total losses of the British up to the present time as exceeding 2 million tons.

It has been entirely beyond the power of England to replace such losses

through ship-building or through the purchase of neutral ships, even to an

approximate extent.

England’s tonnage for war purposes, whether in the form of ships and

craft taken over as auxiliary cruisers or transports, is calculated in technical

publications to be about 5 million tons.

With this diminution in tonnage of about 5 million and with the war

losses of about 2 million tons, there would result a total shrinkage of about

7 million tons. The tonnage of the craft taken for U-boat defense, of the

British ships tied up, etc., is not included here. The total tonnage of

the British merchant fleet is therefore—and at a moderate estimate—cut

down by more than a third. The result of this great shortage in cargo

capacity upon the economic life of England has manifested itself of late by an

increase in freight rates proceeding by leaps and bounds, and, hand in hand

therewith, by an increase in the value of materials necessary to sustain life

and of raw-stuffs for industrial purposes. Whereas, for example, the freight

for wheat from Argentina to England stood at the end of July, 1914, at 12

shillings per ton, it had risen to 150 shillings a ton by the middle of January,

1916. At the same time, the freight from the northern ports of the United

States to England stood at 75 shillings per ton as contrasted with 10 shillings

at the end of July, 1914, coal freights from Cardiff to Genoa and Port Said

—

that is, to the Mediterranean—78 shillings against 7 shillings at the end

of July, 1914, and the coal freight rates from Newcastle to Genoa 85 shillings

(even 95 shillings today) against 7J shillings.

3. The full effect to be expected from this kind of warfare would not be

limited to merely bringing about a further marked shrinkage as the result
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of sinking in the course of an unrestricted U-boat war (compare figure 1).

The result would be that, in the course of such a war, sea trade with England

would continue to become less and less. This tonnage which would be

withdrawn from the total amount of shipping space on which England

would expect to rely, either through being led off in the direction of other

trade routes or through being tied up at anchor, represents a further loss,

at least just as effective as the tonnage which will be permanently destroyed

by sinkings.

This marked shrinkage in shipping space would strike England in a vital

spot, and would not only and in ever-increasing volume lead to the point of

absolute shortage, but would in the end bring about a situation of dearth

and want with regard to those materials which are absolutely essential and

finally destroy the economic existence of England. And, moreover, it would

exercise such a baneful influence upon those factors upon the existence of

which the conduct of war directly depends, that, according to my view and

the opinion of the Chief of the Admiralty Staff, if we were to adopt at once

the unrestricted use of the U-boat weapon, England would find herself in

such a position that she would have to give in by the fall of this year.

England herself clearly recognizes and apprehends the fatal effects of the

conduct a Voutrance of a U-boat war suddenly thrust upon her, and all the

more so because these effects were beginning to tell last year when it was

decided that the U-boat war would have to be stopped. The latest view

expressed by Sir Edward Grey with regard to maintaining the blockade

with increased severity was unquestionably the result of apprehensions

entertained with regard to the effects of the U-boat war, a retaliatory

measure against the measures which were being considered in connection

with such blockade. Moreover, England, by diplomatic negotiations

and aided by her American friendship, is undoubtedly straining every

nerve to deprive us of this weapon. The latest attitude assumed by the

United States in the Lusitania question, as well as Lansing’s note with

regard to the war on commerce, are acts which bear the obvious stamp of an

understanding with England.

III. In order to get the correct view of America’s attitude in the U-boat

question, it is necessary to go back over its development during the course

of the war.

From the very beginning, the attitude of the United States toward us

has not been a friendly one. The close racial feeling which bound the

greater part of the population to England, together with the combinations

of English and American economic forces which have constantly resulted in

more and more intimate relations in this direction, necessarily resulted in

the antagonism referred to. In spite of this, there existed in the beginning,

at least so far as the government was concerned, a certain objection against

openly taking sides with either party. If from the date of the February
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note onward, we could have afforded to pay no attention at all to the objec-

tions urged by the United States against the U-boat war, the unrestricted

conduct of this war would not, in my opinion, have led to a break with the

United States. In view of the restrictions imposed upon the conduct of the

U-boat war and of the enormous deliveries of ammunition and war material

of every kind which was made possible thereby, the whole economic life of

the United States, and the American policy as well, came to be connected

with the British cause in a manner quite different from that existing at the

beginning of the war. America is directly interested in the fate of England’s

economic existence, and, as a logical consequence, in England’s intention

to crush Germany. As a result, the conviction on the part of Americans

of the growing dangers involved in Japan’s hostile attitude, and that sooner

or later differences with Japan will be bound to ensue, has become stronger

as the war has run its course. Understandings unquestionably exist to-

day, if not between the two governments, at least, in any case, between

the leaders of the trusts in England and America, whose purpose is

to give Japan a very definite setback by means of the combined forces

of England and the United States after the war. But this is possible

only if England can be absolutely secured against any danger emanating

from Europe, that is, if Germany is overpowered. It follows that the

United States, whether they desire to be so or not, are directly interested

in our defeat, and have become a direct enemy of Germany.

If the United States intends to push this position to its logical conclusion

and to let matters come to a break with us, the resulting circumstances

would suffer no material change, provided this break were limited to a

refusal to maintain diplomatic relations. But if the United States should

go as far as to declare war against us, then the problem of shipping space

would occupy a prominent place among those questions on which we would

have to pass in connection with the then newly created situation. The
assistance in men and material with which the United States would then be

in a position to provide England and our other opponents would, as a

practical proposition, be measured by the amount of tonnage for commercial

purposes actually at their disposal.

The attempt on the part of the United States to increase this tonnage to

any appreciable extent through a retaliatory seizure of the German com-

mercial tonnage within their reach would, in the first place, be confronted

with quite substantial obstacles and, in the second place, be useless in any

case.

The gross tonnage of German steamers now in the United States amounts

to 440,000 tons, according to my estimate. There are about 116,850 gross

tons in the American colonies.

The possibility of including for these purposes such ships as are within

reach of the United States depends primarily on whether and to what
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extent these ships are, in any case, convertible. A circumstance which

would call for far more serious consideration would be the question as to

whether the United States could provide the very large personnel which

would be required for the manning of these ships. This personnel is not

available. The naval personnel of all countries, not excepting England,

has been subjected to the heaviest possible strain. Even in times of peace,

the United States has experienced a very definite shortage in naval personnel

drawn from its own population. And, finally, the conversion of the German
ships could be made very difficult if not positively impossible by the de-

struction or removal of the more important parts cf the machinery.

But assuming that, in spite of all this, the United States should succeed

in placing the German merchant ships in their service, the personal interests

of the country would make it necessary for these ships to be held for their

own purposes. So that an advantage to England or a lightening of England's

burdens would not result from this situation.

Were America, after a break with us, to provide financial supporEin

ever-increasing volume to England and our opponents, the only result for

the latter would be that they would become more and more dependent upon

the United States. And moreover, the practical effect of such financial

support would, for the most part, take the form of possibly providing them
with increased shipments of war material of all kinds which were not obtain-

able in their own country, and of supplying them with those articles essential

to their economic life. But this possibility can only become an established

fact if the shipments in question can actually be delivered. For instance,

an increase in Italy’s financial resources for the purpose of obtaining coal

does not actually bring coal to the country. And so an increased financial

support of our opponents by America would, in the last analysis, for its

effective working out, be inseparably and mainly dependent upon the

problem of tonnage.

IV. So far as concerns the possible disadvantages of an unrestricted

L-boat war due to the attitude of the remaining neutrals, such as Holland

and Denmark, it will be borne in mind that during the entire war, and in

ever-increasing degree, these States have, to our detriment, remained quiet

under the worst inflictions of England’s arbitrary power, so that we have no

occasion to tie our hands through any consideration for the neutral Powers.

Military reactions of a decisive nature on the part of these countries are

absolutely out of the question.

V. With regard to supplementing the tremendous results of the war on

land, we have the following:

1. The entrance of America into the list of our opponents would be
of no definite assistance to England.

2. It is only by making the fullest use of all of our instrumentalities

adapted to warfare on the sea, amongst which the U-boats will play an
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important part by shutting England off from all intercourse by sea,

that it will be possible to bring about England’s defeat.

Berlin, February 8
,
igi6 .
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Opinion on the Belgian and U-boat questions.

Rec. Berlin, February 15, 1916.

Strictly confidential.

Written by an officer. General Headquarters, February ij
,
igi6 .

On the occasion of our conferences in Pless, your Excellency requested

my opinion with regard to the Belgian and the U-boat questions. Bearing

in mind the importance of the situation, I have the honor to again state my
answers here in brief form:

1. Regarding the future of Belgium, no doubt can be entertained on the

point that the country must remain at our disposal both as a place of

assembly for the troops required for the protection of the most important

German industrial regions, and as a hinterland for the base on the coast

of Elanders, which is absolutely indispensable for the purposes of our

fleet.

This demand of course involves the necessity of the exercise of an un-

conditional military dominion of Germany over Belgium, inclusive of the

control of the railroads and the roads, the latter of course being inseparable

from the first.

The methods to be adopted by means of which this result will be secured

may differ strongly in their nature. They will depend to a preponderating

extent upon the circumstances under which we shall be able to conclude

peace with the western Powers. So it necessarily follows that we shall not

be justified in tying our hands with regard to Belgium prior to considering

the conditions on which a general peace depends. But, in any event, this

is by no means disadvantageous for Belgium. On the contrary, Belgium

would be crossing the Rubicon by coming over to our side. It is certain

that the sooner the crossing is accomplished and the greater the benefits

accruing to us, the more friendly will be the spirit in which we shall approach

Belgium on the subject of the methods to be pursued, including those

adopted in connection with the exercise of military supremacy. The main

point, which consists in making Belgium militarily safe for the Central

Powers in accordance with the general outlines above set forth, remains a

sine qua non so far as the Central Powers are concerned.

Without this condition, Germany’s war in the west is lost.
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2. The above statement answers, in the main, the other question which

was raised by your Excellency. Just as the war must be considered as lost

for us if we do not insist upon the incorporation of Belgium into our “con-

cern,” will it be lost to England if she has to put up with such a change.

In other words, England is now in the position where she can only act as we

have acted, that is, she must fight out the war to the bitter end. The

objection which, in spite of this, has often been made to the so-called unre-

stricted U-boat war, to wit, that England would not be driven to desperate

measures until the U-boats were brought into play, is devoid of all justifica-

tion. Judged from the military standpoint, this objection is, as it stands,

incapable of being sustained for a moment. But if this reasoning were to

apply (which, as a matter of fact, it does not), far from weakening my stand

on this question, it would make it all the stronger.

For the unrestricted U-boat war is the cnly instrumentality of warfare

by the application of which England would undoubtedly be cut straight to

the heart; I assume that the efficiency of the means must be admitted, dn

accordance with the official opinion of the Chief of the Admiralty Staff.

The advantage which the certainty of overcoming England would bring us

can not be outweighed by the disadvantage of the possibility of complica-

tions with neutrals resulting therefrom. And all the less would it be out-

weighed by such a possibility, since the realization of the possibility could,

in all probability, be held in check by adequate political and diplomatic

measures, if taken in time; as a matter of fact, it might be rendered harmless

thereby. To be sure, the preparation for these measures should not be

carried on in the spirit expressed in the writings of our Minister at The
Plague, contained in his memorial which has been brought to my attention

and which betrays an entire misconception of the essential aspects of the

present war.

For the above reasons, it is my opinion that those who are conducting

this war have not the right to refuse to make use of U-boat warfare. If the

above is true, it is equally true that those who are conducting the country’s

policy have not the right to forbid to the War Department the use of those

instrumentalities of war which are necessary to bring about victory.

It is only necessary to picture our probable economic situation next

winter, assuming that we have made no use of the U-boat war, in order to

test the soundness of the assertion which has just been made. Whether
we shall be faced with such a situation is another question. I do not believe

so. For I believe that it is certain that even during the gradual approach

to a critical stage during the course of the next few months, force of circum-

stances will bring those elements which are most actively opposing us at

present to agree to the U-boat war. But in such case, it will no longer be

the terrible weapon against the English that it is today. Instead of the

mighty blow which we are now in a position to deliver, we shall have nothing
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but a weak parry to offer. To allow such a situation to develop would be

tantamount to refusing to act according to our best traditions or in ac-

cordance with sane principles of warfare, and, in the last analysis, would not

preserve us from complications with evilly-disposed neutral Powers.

Therefore, basing my statements on the calls of both duty and conscience,

I consider it essential to start upon a course of unrestricted U-boat warfare

as soon as it is possible to do so, that is, according to the report of the Navy,
from the middle of March on.

v. Falkenhayn.

149

Memorial of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Berlin, February 2Q, iqi6.

The announcement of the U-boat war carried on in conformity with the

desires of the Admiralty Staff, that is, torpedoing freight steamers and

passenger steamers without distinction and without warning, whether sailing

under a neutral or hostile flag, would certainly result in the entrance of

the United States into the war on the side of our enemies.

And this result would by no means be altered by possible limitations in

favor of normal American commerce by sea. They might, at the very

most, postpone the determination of the United States to a certain extent.

On the other hand, the navy expects that, as the result of its policy, England

will be eliminated as a belligerent within a period of from six to eight months.

The Supreme High Command has announced its opinion to the effect that,

since Austria-Hungary’s power of endurance will hardly extend beyond

the year 1916, every available means ought to be used to bring the war to an

end before that time.

Assuming that these premises are correct, the issue to be decided is

whether or not we should adopt the policy of unrestricted U-boat warfare

;

and hence the following questions must be considered:

1. Is it certain that the new U-boat war will bring about a shrinkage in

the cargo capacity of the English fleet as it now exists, by approximating

4 million tons, within the period set out above, in accordance with the

expectations of Admiral v. Holtzendcrff

?

2. Can we assume with certainty that the hoped-for losses to the English

merchant marine will force England to sue for peace?

3. What results will the expected entrance of the neutrals, and in par-

ticular that of the United States, have upon the war?
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I

The question as to how many ships will be sunk as the result of the

contemplated U-boat war is one for the naval expert to answer. In the

meantime, the very difference in the estimate of the tonnage to be destroyed

monthly, which is given by Admiral v. Holtzendorff as 630,000 tons, whereas

Grand Admiral v. Tirpitz gives a distinctly smaller estimate, although not

precisely expressed, numerically speaking, indicates of itself that the bases

of these estimates are uncertain. They consist in applying arithmetically

the results obtained from the U-boat war and from the war of mines in the

North Sea and in the Mediterranean, to the new U-boat war.

These estimates have failed to take into account

—

1. The effect of new instruments of defense against U-boats which Eng-

land, with the question of its existence at stake, will, in the course of a half

year, unquestionably be able to devise and certainly will devise.

2. The increase in new ships constructed, which in the year 1915 amounted

to about 650,000 tons.

3. The retaliatory measures which will be taken on German merchant

tonnage lying in neutral ports, which, if the United States breaks with

us, will be released to the advantage of England. There are about iyV

millions of tons of such cargo space tied up in the United States, Norway,

Holland, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Africa, Asia and in the ports of the

southern Pacific. In spite of all difficulties which are put in their way, our

opponents will in any event be able to make use of at least a portion of this

tonnage during the passage of a half year.

According to the above, it is beyond doubt that, even if 4 million tons

should be sunk inside of six months, England’s available cargo space would

not be reduced by this amount, but by one materially smaller.

Viewed as a whole, the calculations of the loss in English cargo space which

is to be brought about are based on unstable foundations. And still more
uncertain is the estimate of the effect which this shrinkage will have upon
England’s determination and capacity to fight.

II

We are not provided with authentic figures regarding the commercial

tonnage which is now available to England. Even if the latest announce-

ments of Mr. Runciman in the lower House—and they materially support

estimates from other sources which I have before me—England’s merchant
tonnage has been diminished by one third, and at the present time there are

still available for the necessities of England’s commerce 13 to 14 million

tons, of which 9 million are English ships and from 4 to 5 million are ships

of neutral Powers. In all probability, this number is even greater, as this

calculation is only based upon English tonnage at the time of the outbreak
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of the war. That this tonnage can be decreased to the extent of 4 million

by fall is not probable, according to the statements under No. 1, and most
certainly is not assured. But even if this could be accomplished, we are

left with nothing more than an assumption that this shrinkage would be

sufficient to make England sue for peace. England has come to face

economic difficulties of an extraordinary kind through the increase in freight

rates and the difficulties of exportation. The shortage in cargo space has

done much to bring this about, but it does not constitute the sole cause.

Poor organization, as well as obstacles in port and labor matters, have

played their part. If the cargo capacity is further decreased as the result

of the contemplated U-boat war, England’s dangers will be accentuated.

But before England is brought to the state of capitulation—and this is the

real point at issue—she will leave no stone unturned in the effort to over-

come her difficulties. If better management with regard to available cargo

capacity, limitations on the exportation of those materials which are

absolutely essential to the peoples’ existence as well as to the continuation

of the war, will be able to bring about a certain degree of relief, it is equally

true that the British Government has at its disposal, because of the volun-

tary or enforced relinquishment of the Saloniki project, the means whereby

so much tonnage may be reconverted to the purposes of its commerce as to

counterbalance in great measure corresponding losses inflicted by the

U-boat war.

In view of the limited number of our U-boats and of their inability to be

efficient at night, an absolute cutting off of England is out of the question.

Whether with or without convoy, England will always be able to get a

certain number of ships through the wide meshes of our U-boat net, and

through our mine fields under all circumstances and eventually by way of

France. Even if we leave out of consideration the grain reserves which are

at England’s disposal, by cutting down consumption to an extent not at

all approaching the limit of endurance, the arrival of four or five ships a day

of average size will be sufficient to meet England’s needs in the way of

breadstuff.

Taking everything into consideration, it is true that the loss to England’s

cargo space which is to be expected, will be damaging, but it will not result

in making it impossible for England to continue to carry on the war until

fall, and thereby force England to sue for peace. For we must not shut our

eyes to this: If the U-boat war is announced and carried out in conformity

with established plans, and if, as the consequence thereof, America goes

over to the camp of our enemies, a peace forced upon England by the U-boat

war would be equivalent to public acknowledgment that England’s suprem-

acy at sea had been destroyed by Germany’s sea power. Before England

would make up her mind to make such an acknowledgment, she would

sacrifice the last man and the last penny. But if the matter stands so, then
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those disadvantages which we ourselves will suffer as the result of a break

with the Ignited States must be weighed in the balance against the losses

which England will have suffered through U-boat war.

Ill

That the break with America will come if we announce and carry on the

LLboat war in accordance with the plans now under consideration, is beyond

question, in view of the attitude which the Union has maintained up to this

time and the stand that she takes on the question of armed merchant ships.

Negotiations with the United States with regard to the details of carrying

on such a war by us are out of the question, because no decision would be

reached concerning them, if at all. until months would have passed. We
would have to reject the protests which we have every reason to expect

from America as the result of our announcement. The moment that we

rejected them would be the moment of the break.

The break with America will have the following results:

1. The cause of our enemies will receive a new and enormous moral

support through America’s public entrance into the enemy’s camp. The

confidence in a victorious termination of the war would be revived, and the

will to endure would be strengthened. Strong points of difference existing

in inner circles of the Entente, as is now publicly known, would vanish in a

flash, and the hope that even now predominates with regard to the attitude

of France and Russia—that a war of exhaustion will be carried through,

will be realized almost to the point of certainty if the one existing world

Power that still remains neutral unites its interests with theirs.

2. The irritation of the neutral States against the arbitrary attitude of

England is on the constant increase, but it will be dissipated at that moment
when England, certain of American support, needs no longer exercise

restraint in applying its oppressive measures.

3. The impression which the entrance of the United States into the war
would be bound to make upon our allies is a matter entitled to the most

earnest consideration. Baron Burian has stated again and again that we
should not so conduct the U-boat war in the Mediterranean as to bring

about a break with the UUited States. He has now even gone so far as to

postpone the war against armed enemy merchant vessels as the result of

American protests. Unless we can prove to the exclusion of all doubt on the

part of the Vienna Cabinet that we can look forward to the overthrow of

England, we shall have to consider as an element of our calculations the

fact that they will object to the resumption of a U-boat war of such a nature

as to bring about a break with the United States—a war which we as faithful

allies would have to announce previously to Vienna. At the very least,

Austria’s war spirit, which is beginning to be sated after the overthrow of

Serbia and Montenegro, and which even today gives evidence of a strong

73
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pro-English feeling, will not be heightened as the result of a break with the

United States.

The Turkish Minister, too, has already expressed his earnest solicitude

about the possible results of a break with the United States.

These objections naturally apply to Bulgaria as well.

Even the moral effects of the break with the United States upon our allies,

and our opponents the neutrals, must not be underestimated. The longer

the war lasts, so much clearer does it become that he will win the war who
keeps his nerves under best control. History teaches us that in coalition

wars which can not be brought to a termination by decisive strokes of the

military arm, the end is usually brought about by differences between the

allies themselves. It is a dangerous gamble to disregard these differences

if one is not assured of success.

Then, again, the morale in Germany is not to be judged merely by the

articles of the pan-German press. The overwhelming preponderance of

our enemies has prevented us up to the present time from bringing the war
to a triumphant termination. People will ask whether the increase of the

number of our enemies could not have been avoided, and the entrance of

the United States into the war will have a discouraging and depressing

effect in broad circles of the German people.

The break with America will have the following practical consequences:

1. The attempts made by the Allies up to the present time to obtain

money from the United States have only had a very mediocre result. If

America breaks with us, then, driven on as a matter of prestige and in

deference to its own material interests, it will exert all of its resources to

the end that the war shall be rapidly terminated in favor of the Entente.

All of its financial resources will be put at the disposal of the Entente, and

England will gladly include in the bargain the results of its financial depend-

ence on the United States which, as it is, has already come to pass, if she

can only succeed in cementing together the entire Anglo-Saxon world in

one military brotherhood, united for the purpose of our destruction. Even

if money alone can not determine the outcome of the war, the financial

aid proffered by the United States will constitute a very material increase

of our opponents’ resources.

The assertion which is made so often, that financial assistance afforded

by America will avail England nothing if England is cut off from the outer

world through the U-boat war, and as a result would be unable to make any

use of American gold, is based upon the premise that England will be sepa-

rated from the rest of the world as if by an iron curtain as the result of the

U-boat war. This assumption is inaccurate and is not entertained by the

Admiralty Staff.

2. The provisioning of Belgium and of the north of France by means of

American foodstuffs will cease. The pending negotiations concerning the
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supplying of Poland will be broken off. The Governor General of Belgium

has stated, to be sure, that, in case the new harvest did not fall short, he

could at a pinch get along with local products up to January 1, 1917. After

all, this point is not decisive. Still matters in the rear of our front will

reach a very uncertain stage if the Belgians are obliged to go hungry.

3. Military assistance on the part of the United States gives our military

authorities very little concern; but it can scarcely be doubted that participa-

tion by the United States in this war would necessarily bring about the

supplying of our opponents with further war material, particularly of such

a kind as that on which the United States, at least outwardly up to this time

and on grounds of international law, has imposed limitations, such, for

instance, as the direct delivery of U-boats. Moreover, no one who is

acquainted with American conditions will entertain any doubt that the

American sporting spirit, based upon its English prototype, would result in

bringing over to our opponents volunteer contingents which one can surely

venture to estimate at a few hundred thousands.

4. (Comments about the European neutrals follow.)

The watchful and vacillating attitude of Roumania will be influenced in

the direction of friendship toward the Allies through a break with the United

States. It is her intention to take sides with the conqueror. As the King

himself says, “Bratianu believes that we must succumb to exhaustion.”

As soon as it becomes obvious to Roumania that more or less everyone is

turning away from us, that the blockading ring is constantly closing in upon

us, then she will give us up for hopelessly lost, and act accordingly. As
results which may be awaited with certainty following the break with the

United States brought about by the U-boat war, I may mention the follow-

ing: a coalition against us of almost all the neutral States of any consequence,

the menace of war from the Kingdoms of Holland and Denmark, and a

notable accentuation of our economic difficulties; on the other hand, an

important reinforcement of the military, commercial and economic resources

of our opponents. The question as to whether or not we would be in the

position to carry out the war to a victorious conclusion, even in the face of

these overpowering circumstances, must have to be answered in the negative

after due deliberation. And moreover, we must add to this that we are not

fighting alone and that we are not entitled to calculate upon a similar

measure of stubborn resistance on the part of our allies commensurate with

that which we would still, in all probability, be able ourselves to exert if

driven to desperation.

So the question comes down to this, whether our position is so desperate

that we are bound to play a win-all lose-all game in which our existence as

a world Power and our whole future as a nation would be at stake, whereas

the chances of winning, that is, the prospect of crushing England by next fall,

.are uncertain. This question is to be answered unqualifiedly in the negative.
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The Supreme High Command of the Army denies the possibility of

bringing the war to an end through crushing blows delivered by our land

forces. That body entertains the belief that a termination of the war is in

any event only possible after England or we ourselves have been crushed

to the ground. No human being can state with absolute certainty that this

point of view is erroneous. As a matter of fact, it is sustained by the

assertions of Mr. Asquith and of Mr. Sazonoff. But just as impossible is it

for us to deny, with the certainty of being correct, the possibility of ending

the war even without the application of the unrestricted U-boat warfare

in the course of the year 1916. It is certainly reasonable to argue that our

military successes in the west, the failure of the great and long-heralded

enemy offensives in the spring, the increasing financial straits of the Entente,

and the absence of all prospects of starving us out in the current year,

will so increase the general recognition of the fact in England that the

prolongation of the war is a bad business, even from the standpoint of

British interests, as to make England desist from attempting to carry on

the war to the point of our exhaustion. We are cutting ourselves off from

the benefits of all these possibilities if, through the adoption of unrestricted

U-boat warfare, we drive the United States, and with the United States

still other neutral Powers, into making war upon us. Only then will a

state of affairs come into being, for which we alone are responsible, on

account of which there will be no alternative but to fight the war through

to the bitter end, come what may. Therefore there devolves upon us the

task of carrying on the U-boat war in such a way as to make it possible to

avoid the break with the United States. In this case, we shall be able to

list as pure profit all the injuries which we inflict upon England. That

these injuries are not inconsiderable is evidenced by the results of the

restricted U-boat war carried on since the summer of 1915. The increased

number of U-boats which are now at our disposal would increase results

many times over.

IV

In all probability, we shall be able to avoid the break with the United

States if we carry on the U-boat war, so far as American interests are con-

cerned, within the limits of international law and in accordance with the

guarantee in the premises hitherto made to the American Government.

Under these conditions, four possibilities of using the submarine exist, namely

:

1. War on commerce against enemy and neutral merchant ships on all

the seas;

2. Mine warfare about the enemy coasts;

3. Unrestricted U-boat war against armed enemy ships on all the seas;

4. Unrestricted U-boat war against unarmed enemy freighters in the sea

war areas surrounding Great Britain and Ireland.
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With regard to No. I

:

The war on commerce will be carried on against hostile merchant ships in

general and against neutral merchant ships carrying contraband. It

assumes that ships shall not be destroyed without warning and without

means adopted for saving human life, provided they do not take to flight

or offer resistance. Moreover, according to the provisions of Articles 49

and 50 of the Declaration of London regarding the laws of sea warfare,

neutral ships can be sunk only if at least half the cargo of the ship in question

consists of contraband, and to bring it into port would subject the submarine

to a risk or might jeopardize the success of its operations.

With regard to No. 2:

The Hague Convention of October 18, 1907, relating to mines leaves our

submarines practically a free hand in the matter of laying mines about

hostile coasts. Article 2, according to which mines might not be laid for

the purposes of a commercial blockade, was rejected by several of the great

Powers, amongst whom were Germany and France.

With regard to No. 3:

The war against armed enemy ships, which, as stated in the German
memorial of February 8, 1916, are according to international law to be

regarded as belligerents, imposes, in contrast to the laws of the war on com-

merce, no obligation upon our submarines to give warning or to take steps

for the saving of human lives.

With regard to No. 4:

The war against unarmed enemy freighters in the sea war areas designated

in the announcement of the Admiralty Staff of February 4, 1915, is justified

as a retaliatory measure against England’s policy of starvation. On the

other hand, it would not be permissible to submit unarmed enemy freighters

outside of such restricted areas to similar treatment, particularly in the

Mediterranean, since guarantees in a contrary sense have been given by
Germany as well as Austria-Hungary covering this field.

A LT-boat war carried on within the limitations which have just been set

out could, in all probability, be prosecuted by Germany without any break

with the LTnited States, although the following objections would still

exist.

A. According to the last announcements of the American Government,
it seems doubtful that, during the war, it will accept the German view of

the belligerent character of armed merchant ships. In view of the fact that

Secretary of State Lansing publicly recognizes the fundamental justification

of this attitude, this difference of opinion could scarcely lead to war, provided

that in every individual case we were able to furnish proof of the fact that

the ship which had been sunk was armed. In case no agreement could be

reached with regard to the question of proofs, it is very probable that a

break could be avoided by the designation of an international commission
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of investigation in accordance with the third title of the Hague Arbitration

Convention of October 18, 1907. Our guarantee, given during the Lusitania

negotiations, not to attack passenger ships without warning and without

taking proper measures for the saving of human fives, provided that they

do not take to flight or offer resistance, is not opposed to our policy, since

this guarantee had no application whatsoever to passenger ships which

were also armed for purposes of offense. In the meantime, it is essential

that Lusitania cases, even if an armed liner is involved, be not repeated.

A new Lusitania case would, under any and all conditions, bring about a

break with the United States. A strict order that liners are not to be sunk,

even if they are armed, is therefore absolutely essential to an understanding

with the United States. Such an order would not have a definitely detri-

mental effect upon the practical results of the U-boat war.

B. A war of retaliation against enemy freighters in the restricted areas

might lead to complications with the United States Government, if Amer-
ican sailors had taken service on these ships or if they were laden with

American goods. At the same time, American sailors, by signing up with an

enemy freighter, occupy such a peculiar relation of dependence to the State

whose flag is flown, that they must share the fate of the ship in the capacity

of enemy crews; and again, American goods on enemy ships are subject to

being sunk at once with the ship even under the laws of the war on commerce,

according to the principles of international law, so that the circumstances

of the sinking would give rise to no just ground of complaint. Moreover,

so far as the restricted areas are concerned, we gave the United States

Government guarantees which apply only to passenger ships without that

Government’s demanding similar guarantees in favor of freighters; so that

it is unlikely that it would subsequently include freighters.

Then again, dangerous complications would arise with the United States if,

in the destruction of merchant ships, our submarines were to go beyond the

limits laid down; that is, if they were to confuse unarmed ships with armed

ships, passenger steamers with freight steamers, neutral ships with ene-

my ships, and in this way injure American interests. Isolated cases occur-

ring from time to time could undoubtedly be settled by means of apology

and indemnities; on the other hand, the occurrence of numerous cases would

undoubtedly be looked upon as the result of intention and would certainly

lead to a break. It would seem, therefore, that if this last is to be avoided,

it is essential that the orders issued to the under-sea boats be such as to

guarantee the exclusion of such mistakes of identity.

What has been said with regard to America in the course of the above is,

generally speaking, applicable to the other neutral States, at least in case

their ships should be repeatedly sunk by mistake. On the other hand, the

same result is not to be readily assumed if their nationals or their goods

come to harm on enemy ships. In any case, up to the present time claims
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of this kind have not been submitted, or at least, if submitted, have not been

pressed; in any event, it remains to be proved whether matters will be

allowed to take their course in this connection if a break with the United

States should come fronUa similar cause.

No announcement is an essential preliminary to the launching of a

U-boat war to be carried on according to these rules. It can be ordered to

commence at once, and, in connection with the exploits which we hope to

accomplish in the various theaters of war on land, will have more permanent

and, for us, more fortunate results than a U-boat war which is followed by a

break with so much of the world as still remains neutral, and according to

all probability will lead us, not to victory, but to our ruin.

We can not assume that the existing difference with regard to armed

merchant ships will lead to a break with America. But if it does so, that

will be a working out of destiny from which we can not escape. For we
can not avoid treating as ships of war enemy merchant ships which are

provided with orders to attack, and with arms as well, because of the

caprice of President Wilson. To give in on this point would not be con-

sonant with our dignity, and would amount to a practical renunciation of

the U-boat weapon. If the break should follow, then the unrestricted

U-boat war against England and America would result. Whether this

should be followed up by the blockading of Holland and of the Scandinavian

kingdoms against England, can be determined only by taking into considera-

tion the conditions under which the break with the United States shall

have taken place. In any event, our position with regard to the rest of the

Allies would be a more favorable one, coming as the result of a break brought

about by the United States, than if the break had been brought about by us

through our adoption of the new unrestricted U-boat warfare, which would

be looked upon by all those neutrals who should suffer from its severity, in

the light of a challenge issued to all alike.

150

Personal letter of Imperial Chancelor v. Betkmann-Hollweg to Secretary of State

v. Jagow

Rec. Berlin, March 7, 1916. Charleville, March 5, igi6.

Dear Mr. v. Jagow:
On the evening of the 2d instant, I handed over my memorial to His

Majesty, without going into the subject itself, after I had learned before-

hand in the course of a long conversation, that Falkenhayn was stubbornly

sticking to his point. On the 3d, after breakfast, His Majesty told me that
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he fully agreed with the stand taken in the memorial. That we had far too

few U-boats to overcome Great Britain, and that he would not permit the

'Tolly” of provoking America into a war. That I should be quite without

care in the matter, as he would arrange everything satisfactorily with

Falkenhayn and Holtzendorff. In his marginal notes, which I have not

seen as yet, it is said that His Majesty has added considerable emphasis

to the principal assertions of the memorial. His Majesty expressed himself

very unreservedly with regard to the articles of Reventlow, and asked

how it was possible, anyway, that articles so invasive of his rights as

the Commander in Chief could be published. I told His Majesty the

truth regarding the press bureau of the Imperial Navy Department,

and asked that this bureau be transferred to the Admiralty Staff, in

accordance with a definite agreement with Holtzendorff. Thereupon, His

Majesty issued the corresponding order to Holtzendorff.

In a conference which was held between myself, Falkenhayn and Holtzen-

dorff on the afternoon of the 3d, no progress was made with regard to the

matter. Each of us maintained his own standpoint. At the same time,

Holtzendorff recognized unqualifiedly that the announcement of his U-boat

war would unquestionably bring about war with the United States, and that

we must avoid this break.

Yesterday, on the 4th, His Majesty took the question up with Falkenhayn

on the occasion of the usual conference. Lyncker, who was present, told

Treutler that he was not in a position to learn the result.

Thereupon, His Majesty set another general conference for yesterday

afternoon, at which Lyncker, Muller and Plessen were present. Obviously

under the influence of his talk with Falkenhayn, His Majesty opened the

conference with the following resume :

Falkenhayn agreed with me in the view that, on account of our gradually

declining powers of resistance, but particularly on account of those of our

allies, the war must come to an end by the winter of 1916-17; that the

successes which were to be hoped for in the various theaters of war on land

would not suffice to bring this result about; that England must be struck

a vital blow; that, in the capacity of Commander in Chief, he could not

allow President Wilson to dictate to him to what use he was to put our

submarines; that he would be obliged to conduct an unrestricted U-boat

war in order to bring about a victorious termination to the battle for Ger-

many’s existence; that the date for commencing this war, he would set at

about the beginning of April; that up to this time it was for diplomacy

to keep the horizon clear, that is, to keep the American people well informed

with regard to our rights and the necessity of the U-boat war; that corre-

sponding measures must be adopted at once with regard to the neutral

Powers of Europe; that after Falkenhayn and I, the former by oral represen-

tation, I by means of a memorial, had submitted our views to him, he would
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request Admiral Holtzendorff to inform him as to the U-boat forces that

could be used in carrying on the war against England.

Holtzendorff did this, giving also the number of available U-boats, in

the course of which, nevertheless, the number of those which were at the

present time ready to go to the front and those nearing completion were

more or less confused. Nor was any clear picture of the situation obtained

by the questions which His Majesty interposed. I did not get the impres-

sion that His Majesty was better informed on the subject of our LT-boat

strength after the conference than he had been beforehand, at least not as

to details, and, if at all, to a quite superficial extent. Holtzendorff stated

with great positiveness that, in the course of from six to eight months,

England would be forced to sue for peace as the result of the unrestricted

U-boat war; that as a matter of fact he had overstated the period in question,

and that, according to his personal conviction, all would be up with England

before that time. This view was sustained by no other than the well-

known and general arguments.

Thereupon, I corrected the impression that I was convinced that the

powers of resistance of Austria and our own as well would become exhausted

in any event in the winter of 1916-17; that it was probably true that, if

driven to the wall, we would last still longer, a view to which Falkenhayn

indicated his agreement by nodding affirmatively. For the rest, I contented

myself with a quite brief representation of my general views on the subject,

referring occasionally to the memorial in order, in His Majesty’s interests,

to prevent the situation from reaching a critical stage.

Then Falkenhayn spoke briefly and openly, to the effect that my reasoning

would stand or fall with the premise that England would desist before

allowing herself to be put in a position where it was impossible for her to

carry on the war; that he knew England and the British well enough to

know that that would never be the case; that the U-boat war was the only

means by which such injuries could be inflicted upon England as to make her

ready for peace. (It was obvious that in the further course of his reasoning

he consciously avoided the idea of forcing England to her knees.) That,

for this reason, unless we desired to be ruined, we could not do without

the U-boat war; that all further delay in initiating it would mean irreparable

damage; that America was our enemy already.

Thereupon, I presented my views at considerable length and declared

that I was ready to clear up the situation for the Ignited States and for the

neutral States as well, but I laid particular emphasis on the point that, so

far as could be predicted, we would in four weeks still find ourselves in the

same position which we occupied today, to wit, in contemplation of the

question as to whether or not we were willing to start the U-boat war at the

cost of a break with the United States; and I repeatedly stated that in that

case I would not be willing to assume the responsibility.
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No further opposition was made to my views, and His Majesty deferred

reaching a definite conclusion.

Holtzendorff has the impression that the U-boat war is definitely scheduled

to start in the first part of April. If we judge by form alone, he may be

justified in his view. But there is no material reason for it, for, in spite

of the indecisive attitude taken by His Majesty, the real result of the

conference was that His Majesty does not desire to bring about a break with

the United States as a result of the U-boat war, no, not even by the beginning

of April. His Majesty made this situation clear to Valentini and Treutler

that evening, and assured me of the same thing on the 5th. On this date,

after church, His Majesty visited me in my garden to express his thanks

and his approval in the warmest and most unreserved terms. He stated

without qualification that our U-boat forces were insufficient to overcome

England; that as a matter of fact England could not be overcome; that if

we were to challenge England to come out and fight us on the seas, in the

face of a break with the United States, every Englishman would give up
his last shirt before he would capitulate; that he was still banking on the

commercial instinct of the British to finally make it clear to them that

they have nothing to gain by continuing the war.

Admiral v. Muller made it plain to Mr. v. Holtzendorff, at my request,,

that the impressions which he had received were erroneous.

That we could accomplish any more with America at the present time

than we accomplished by our last note, I doubt. Holtzendorff suggested

that it be published here as soon as it was published in the United States.

We could scarcely avoid this, although it would revive the clamor for a

U-boat war. We shall probably discuss this matter further.

Falkenhayn has arranged for a general censorship for U-boat articles.

Under this arrangement, the U-boat war is to be subjected to the same

treatment in the press as are the operations of our armies.

Tirpitz has received a sharp Cabinet note, whereby the supervision of

the press regarding matters affecting the conduct of the war on sea is

transferred to the Admiralty Staff. The navy leaders expect that the an-

swer thereto will be Tirpitz’s resignation, which would be accepted. I

believe the last assumption is right, and doubt the correctness of the first.

Lohlein’s communication in the Bundesrat will provide the necessary

springboard.

Kindly excuse the haste with which this letter is written, as well as my
poor penmanship. My nerves are somewhat uneasy.

With best wishes,

Most sincerely yours,

Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Memorial of Ambassador Count Bernstorff to Secretary of State Lansing

Washington, March 8, 1916.

The Imperial Government lays stress upon the necessity of again setting

out with all frankness the details of the situation as it has developed up to

this time, in consonance with the friendly relations between the two great

nations and the sincere desire of the Imperial Government to avoid any

clouding of these relations.

At the beginning of the war and at the suggestion of the LTnited States

of America, the German Government immediately announced itself ready

to ratify the Declaration of London. German prize law had already been

promulgated on the basis of the agreements reached in the Declaration of

London, and without any limitation whatsoever. This constituted a

recognition of the fact that existing principles of international law which

guaranteed the freedom of the sea to neutrals, and also to belligerents, for

the lawful purposes of commerce, were, on the German side, accorded every

sanction. England, on the contrary, has refused to ratify the Declaration

of London, and from the outbreak of the war began to impose limitations

upon the lawful commerce carried on by neutral States, for the purpose

of injuring Germany’s interests in this way. The systematic imposition

of restrictions in regard to the agreements on contraband of the 5th of

August, the 20th of August, the 21st of September and the 29th of October,

were followed on the 3d of November, 1914, by the proclamation by the

British Admiralty that the whole North Sea was to be looked upon as a war
area in which commercial shipping of every kind would be exposed to the

greatest dangers from mines and war craft. The protest of the neutral

States met with no success. From this date on, there was practically no

further opportunity for neutral commerce with Germany. In February,

1915, Germany found herself forced to adopt counter-measures for the

purpose of meeting those steps which had been taken by her adversaries

in violation of international law. For the purpose of putting these counter-

measures into effect, Germany selected new instrumentalities of warfare,

the application of which had not been made the subject of regulations in

international law, and, thereby, broke no existing law, but merely took

advantage of the peculiar characteristics of the new weapon, the U-boat.

The use of the new weapon was bound to limit the freedom of movement
of the neutral Powers and constituted a danger, the results of which could

be avoided by the publication of a special warning corresponding to the

warning already issued by the British with regard to the dangers of the war
areas of the North Sea.

Since both belligerents had made the claim that their policy was merely

in retaliation for the violations of law on the part of their opponents (in the o
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German note of the 17th of February, 1915, and in the English note of the

18th and 20th of February, 1915), the Government of the United States of

America approached them both for the purpose of bringing about full

compliance with international law as it had been recognized as such before

the war. On the one side, it requested Germany to make use of its new
weapon in accordance with the principles applicable to former instrumen-

talities of sea warfare and, on the other hand, requested England to allow

foodstuffs for the non-belligerent population of Germany to be transported

for distribution under American control.

On the 1st of March, 1915, Germany announced its willingness to meet

the request, whereas England, on the 15th of March, refused to reach an

understanding based on the American proposal. As a matter of fact,

England, by its order of the nth of March, 1915, ignored what was left of

that freedom of action to which neutral commerce with Germany and with

her neutral neighbors were entitled under international law, the purpose

being to defeat Germany by starvation. In spite of this, during the further

course of the war, and after the nationals of neutrals had lost their lives on

various occasions against the will and intention of Germany, Germany
limited the practical use of its U-boat weapon to methods corresponding

to the wishes of the Government of the United States, and went to such

lengths in so doing that the rights of neutrals to engage in lawful commerce
remained practically untouched as far as Germany was concerned.

But England went further and made it impossible for the U-boats to

exercise those rights which, according to the principles of international

law, may be exercised in a war on commerce, in that it armed nearly all of its

merchant ships, and ordered that the armament should be used for purposes

of attack. Photographs of the English orders were submitted to the neutral

governments with the memorial of the 8th of February, 1916. These orders

are in direct conflict with the announcement of the British Ambassador in

Washington of August 25, 1914. The Imperial German Government had

hoped that these proofs would put the neutral governments in the position

of bringing about the disarmament of merchant ships, on the grounds set

out in the proposals for disarmament made by the United States of America

on January 23, 1916. But, as a matter of fact, the arming of these vessels

with ordnance was prosecuted by our opponents with greater energy than

ever.

The fundamental principle announced by the American Government,

that it would not forbid its citizens to take ship on enemy merchant craft,

was used by England and its allies for the purpose of arming merchant ships

for purposes of attack. So it results that merchant ships can easily destroy

the U-boats and, in case they are unsuccessful in the offensive measures
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which they undertake, believe that they are placed in a position of security

by the presence of American citizens on board.

The order to make use of arms was supplemented by instructions to the

captains of merchant ships to fly false flags and to ram the U-boats; informa-

tion received with regard to bonuses paid out and the distribution of decora-

tions to successful merchant captains show how these orders are being

carried out. The Allies have acceded to this policy on the part of the

British.

The situation confronting Germany is this:

(a) That a blockade has, in violation of international law, been keeping

neutral commerce away from German ports and making exports on the part

of Germany impossible (see American note to England of November 5, 1915).

(b) That restrictive amendments to the agreements as to contraband

have, in violation of international law (see American note to England of

November 5, 1915), for the past year and a half, interfered with Germany’s

maritime commerce with neutral neighboring Powers.

(c) That interference with the mail, in violation of international law (see

American memorandum to England of the 10th of January, 1916), is being

carried on to prohibit Germany from keeping in touch with foreign countries.

(d) That a system of ever-increasing arbitrary acts of violence against

neutrals, on the principle of ‘‘might makes right,” has interfered with the

carrying on of commerce between Germany and neutrals across land

boundaries, in order to complete the hunger blockade of the non-belligerent

population of the Central Powers.

(e) That Germans with whom our enemies are coming into contact by sea

are being robbed of their liberty, irrespective of whether they are belligerents

or non-belligerents.

(f) That our opponents have had their merchant ships armed for purposes

of offense and have thereby made it impossible to use U-boats in accordance

with the fundamental principles of the Declaration of London (see German
memorial of February 8, 1916).

The British White Book of the 5th of January, 1916, remarks, in boastful

language, apropos of the stoppage of German trade, that it is by these

measures that Germany’s export trade has been practically stopped all

together, and that its import trade has been rendered dependent upon the

will of England.

The Imperial Government ventures to hope that, in accordance with the

friendly relations which have existed during the past centuries between the

two peoples, the views here expressed will be given due consideration by
the people of the LAited States in spite of the obstacles to an understanding

between the two nations which have been placed in the way by our enemies.
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Communication of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to the

representatives of the Press

Berlin, March 13, 1916.

In the first place the Imperial Chancelor proceeded to describe the

inspiring impressions of the front which he had brought back from his visit to

Headquarters. Everybody, he said, who came back from the front was
full of praise for the aggressive spirit which characterized our troops. It

was as it had been in the beginning of the war. Great successes had already

been obtained before Verdun and greater were to be expected. Battles

had been prepared for in advance with a thoroughness which had never

existed before. Therefore, the losses of the French had been very heavy

and ours bearable. That the French had lost between ninety thousand

and one hundred thousand men in the Verdun battles, while our losses had

not even approached half of this number. Likewise, the number of dead

on our side had been relatively less than it had been in earlier engagements;

that a large number of casualties consisted of slightly wounded men; that

a happy, inspired and self-reliant morale was the order of the day.

Here in Berlin this was not so. Here one found a kind of wrought-up

nervousness and a soggy morale. There was absolutely no occasion for

this. That during these days he had stood with the Emperor on a particular

spot where they had happened to be together exactly one year before; that

the Emperor had reminded him of this, and had said: "How it looked then.

The Austrians all gone to pieces in Serbia, the Russians in Hungary, the

offensive in the west—it certainly was a very serious situation. We can

thank God that our situation is different now.” That the Emperor by no

means lost sight of the seriousness of the war; that he forms a careful estimate

of existing conditions and of our situation, taken as a whole; he knows the

spirit of the troops and realizes what we have accomplished; but he has, too,

a serious sense of responsibility for the future.

Our people, who have accomplished so much, have a right to insist that

the men responsible for their leadership do not allow themselves to be led

astray by immature political and military policies. This might result in

throwing away all the advantages we have obtained, but these responsible

men must be in a position to demand that they be not urged to undertake

lines of action as the result of varying moods or of rumors—lines of action

for which they can not be responsible either to God or to history.

Attempts have been made to force these responsible men to make a use

of the U-boats which goes beyond the limits of action prescribed by the

memorial. The U-boat is an effective weapon. The hope of conquering

England by means of this weapon is just as enticing a hope to me as it is

to any other German. There has been talk about regard for other peoples’
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feelings, a lack of courage, unnecessary sparing of our enemies. These are

representations which are just as stupid as they are injurious. No weapon

is cast aside in the corner out of sentimental grounds. This would be a

piece of cruelty directed against our own people. What is needed here is

cool and sober deliberation. First, weigh the risk; then make the decision;

and we are left with a straight road before us. It is possible that in the

discussion of the U-boat war a remarkable confusion of terms has existed.

The U-boat war of the memorial has been confused with the unrestricted

U-boat war which is to be carried on without regard for passengers or flag,

against every ship that plies its way toward England. The memorial war,

started on the day set, can already point to successes attained and will have

further successes. The intention has never existed to recede from the an-

nouncements of the memorial. Various statements to this effect have been

made. Why people have been skeptical on this point, I can not say. The
situation is somewhat different with regard to the unrestricted U-boat war.

In this connection, the idea is to sink every ship which approaches 'the

English coast. It is immaterial whether it is a neutral ship or enemy ship,

whether it is a freighter or a liner.

If this unrestricted U-boat war is announced, we shall be at war with

America tomorrow. There is not the slightest doubt of this. So far as

Denmark and Holland are concerned, it is possible that they would not

resort to actual war, but it is known that the sympathy for us in those

countries is not very strong, and that the remnants thereof would be swept

away. We can not consider the favorable results of a war of this kind

except in connection with the significance of a war with the United States.

The public has made many and different guesses concerning the number
of U-boats. People have talked of 200, 140, 100, or 80. Of course we can

not give out in detail information concerning the real number. But I can

say that these numbers which the public assumes to exist are not only wrong,

but chimerical.

Nor does the Navy believe that as the result England would be fully cut

off from the outside world. Only one third of the boats which are ready

for use can be constantly in action. Such boats as exist can not be all

distributed around England, but must be distributed in the Baltic, the

Mediterranean, and the Black Sea as well. Naturally the efficiency of the

weapon would increase with increasing numbers, and in any case we are in

the position of inflicting tremendous losses on the English. But the boats

can not go into action during the night. Nor can the South Atlantic ports

of France be blockaded. If bread is distributed on a ration basis in England,

from 16,000 to 20,000 tons daily meet the requirements. Four or five steam-

ers would be sufficient for the transportation of this amount. LInfortunately

a complete blockade is impossible; were it otherwise, I should be the first

to advocate it.
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The crucial question is this: How much loss in tonnage will be required

to force England to capitulate? If we were to sink 4 million tons in six

months, it would be incorrect to say that the total had been diminished by
this sum. Just think of the requisition of the German ships or of the

English vessels now building. For the purpose of replacing tonnage losses,

England can use a certain amount of her military vessels for the purposes

of commerce. The total tonnage is 18 million. Who believes that, being

left with 14 million, England would be unable to prosecute the war? If

we were to undertake this U-boat war, a plea for peace on the part of England

would constitute an open avowal that her supremacy at sea had been

destroyed. Before they do this, the English will sacrifice their last shirt.

And at the same time, we must always bear in mind that America would
enter the war. As long as America remains an onlooker, it is always possible

that a majority of the English will finally grasp the idea that war is a bad

business. For us, a war with the United States is not a negligible quantity.

The break with the United States would have a notable moral effect. It

would increase the moral strength of the Entente. The hopes entertained

by the French that the guerre d'usure would be successful, would become
for them a certainty. Points of disagreement between the Allies would

vanish in a moment. The arbitrary measures against neutrals would no

longer be limited. The pressure on Holland and Denmark, the effect of

which would be increased by the impression created by our torpedoing of

Danish and Dutch steamers, would reach such a pitch that they would either

allow themselves to be treated the way Greece has been treated, or would

go over to the side of our enemies. In Roumania, the pro-Ally feeling would

reach its height. At the same time we are not to forget that we too are

members of a coalition, and that the powers of resistance of our allies would

not be heightened.

Now come the practical considerations. America would turn over all

of her resources for the purposes of the war. The measures of her financial

assistance would be increased. The armies of our enemies would be in-

creased by recruiting adventurous Americans—those armies whose numerical

superiority gives us enough to do even now—our importations from neutral

countries would stop. At the present time we are drawing products worth

100 million from Holland every month. Every day, the Army consumes

5 million of foreign imports.

Are we to draw down upon our own heads the fate that will attend such

a course? The work of the Relief Commission in Belgium, too, would be

given up. It would not help us any if the Belgians behind the front were

to become frantic from hunger and want, particularly in case of complica-

tions with Holland.

Arguments pro and con have been carefully weighed. The insufficient

number of the U-boats, the uncertainty and remoteness of success, the im-
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possibility of bringing England to her knees by this course, the certainty of a

break with America—all these elements had to be taken into consideration.

The arguments pro and con can not be discussed publicly. It is therefore

much to be regretted that false representations have been made to the

public, based on false premises. Untold injury has resulted to the Father-

land by virtue of this. I hope that you, recognizing your tremendous

responsibility, will be ready to guide public opinion back again into calm

channels. The public must abstain from attempting to urge upon those

responsible for the conduct of the war conclusions for which they can not

be responsible. I have spoken as frankly as I possibly can.

Thereupon, the Chancelor discussed briefly the question of war aims.

He recalled the fact that the most ambitious war aims were proposed just

at a time when our situation was certainly not a brilliant one, from August,

1914, up to March, 1915. He had been derided because he did not adopt

these aims for his own. They had been submitted to him just at that time

when Hindenburg had been obliged to withdraw from Ivangorod before

his brilliant turning movement to the north. At that time, orders had been

given that, covering a region far to the west of the Vistula, the grain should

be threshed because we wanted to bring it to a place of safety in case the

situation should become more serious. It was at that time that these far-

reaching plans of annexation made their appearance. The Chancelor

considered it bad policy to bluff around with far-reaching annexation

schemes, and then have to tone down little by little. The adoption of this

policy had been of very little service to France. The opposite method wras

preferable. Nor was it possible at this time to announce publicly what the

war aims were. If we desired to make Poland a subject of discussion,

it was very probable that differences of opinion would develop between us

and our Austro-Hungarian allies. Nor was the opportunity any better for

discussing other war aims. For the rest, his speeches voiced a complete

and far-reaching program: the elimination of natural channels of invasion;

the improvement of the strategic frontiers; free economic development;

Germany to act as the nucleus of the weaker States in the solving of the

European problem. A great aim which would give positive significance

to the defensive character of the war. We have not yet reached the stage

where we can see the termination of the war. In a war of coalition, unex-

pected variations in situation occur. Thus, it is not a good plan to definitely

determine upon details. But there is a definite aim which we have in

contemplation. If this point is reached, the war will not have been fought

in vain. All the information which reaches us must urge us on to maintain

our determination to carry on the war without nervousness and without

even appearing to long for peace. This determination is not to be mani-

fested by the announcement of despotic measures, but in the justifiable

consciousness of might and power. It is only by the maintenance of such
74
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an attitude that we show ourselves to be worthy of the sacrifice of our sons

and brothers on the field of battle. If we begin to fight amongst ourselves,

that is but a poor way of showing our thanks to them. Our watchword
should be “for our country,” not “for self.” Let us drop all differences,

let us all reach out a friendly hand, and in this spirit make use of the tre-

mendous influence which you have.

Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Minister v. Treutler to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, March 15, 1916.

Telegram No. 177.

For the Imperial Chancelor. General Headquarters,
Strictly confidential. March 75, igi6 .

Today’s conference on the war, held by His Majesty, took place in con-

nection with the Miiller-Capelle conference. His Majesty informed

General v. Falkenhayn of the carrying out of the change, and the latter

availed himself of the opportunity to ask His Majesty to be good enough

to push the new Secretary of State on the subject of the carrying out of the

U-boat war as rapidly as this could be accomplished. His Majesty replied

that Admiral Capelle had announced that such an undertaking was out of

the question before the end of the summer. What an abyss lies behind us.

Treutler.
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Dr. Kaempf, President of the Reichstag
,
to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-

Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, April 14, 1916. Berlin, April 6, iqi6.

I have the honor to respectfully inform your Excellency that the Reichstag,

in its full session of today and acting on the report of the imperial budget

committee, sends the following announcement to the Imperial Chancelor:

In view of the fact that the submarine has shown itself to be a capable

weapon against the English conduct of war the purpose of which is the

starvation of Germany, the Reichstag announces its conviction that it is

essential, as it is in the case of all our military resources, to make such use

of the undersea boat as will guarantee the winning of a peace which will

secure Germany’s future, and, through negotiations with foreign States, to
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make possible the freedom of action in the use of this weapon necessary to

retain intact Germany’s position as a sea Power and at the same time to

observe the just interests of neutral States.

Dr. Kaempf,

President of the Reichstag.

x 55

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to the Chief of the General Staff ,

General v. Falkenhayn

General Headquarters,
May 3, iqi6.

Regarding your esteemed favor of the thirtieth instant, I can simply

again announce to your Excellency that, in my judgment of the political

and economic situation in England I can not adopt the view that, by making

use of those U-boats in a war of commerce which are available to us at this

time, we shall be able to bring about England’s defeat within a determinable

period.

I do not apprehend a prolongation of the war as the result of the limita-

tions in the conduct of the U-boat war. I am very much rather inclined

to the opinion that, in view of America’s participation in the war, which

would certainly have to be expected in case we insisted upon the conduct

of the U-boat war in the forms hitherto suggested, a prolongation of the war

for an indeterminate period would result thereby.

I can therefore not admit that from the limitation of the U-boat war

reasons can be deduced to justify the adoption of the methods indicated by
your Excellency for the conduct of our military operations on land.

Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Chief of the General Staff ,
Ge?ieral v. Falkenhayn

,
to Imperial Chancelor v.

Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, May 6, 1916.

To be delivered personally. General Headquarters,
Re communication of May 3, 1916. May 4, igi6.

In opposition to your Excellency’s view, I consider the unrestricted

U-boat warfare not only one, but the only effective instrument of war
at our disposal capable of bringing England to the point of willingness to
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consider peace conditions of such a nature as would be acceptable to Ger-

many. In this connection, I am in the fullest accord with the views which

have repeatedly been submitted to me in the most binding form by the Chief

of the Admiralty Staff. If this instrument of warfare is not put into opera-

tion or is not used in time, there is no secret as to what the results will be.

So far as this situation is concerned, America’s step from the secret war
in which it has long been engaged against us, to an openly declared hostility

can effect no real change. The only question which presents itself is whether

more disadvantages can result through America’s taking this step than

through our failure to make use of this instrument of war, the assumption

being, of course, that that step is not to be avoided if we continue the use of

the instrument in question. Neither can I agree with your Excellency’s

opinion on this phase of the question, and for this reason it is impossible

for me to draw the conclusions reached by you.

v. Falkenhayn.
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Principal points of the Conferences with the Imperial Chancelor
,
Field Mar-

shal v. Hindenburg, and General Ludendorff, on August 29 and 30, 1916,
in connection with my remarks of the twenty-seventh instant

,
concerning

the
il Memorial regarding the cargo space question ”

OFFICIAL COMMENT

Rec. Berlin, August 31, 1916.

The general war situation, including successes as well as the demands

made upon her as the result of two years of war, find Germany engaged in a

difficult defensive conflict in which she is continually opposed by old and

new enemies who are constantly increasing their preponderance of man-

power, artillery and aircraft, and there appears to be no prospect of changing

this general situation by a powerful offensive. So far as our opponents are

concerned, the continuation of the war depends mainly upon the attitude

of England, which, upheld by its supremacy of the sea and by the unneutral

attitude of the United States, is in a position to continue to conduct war

against us until, little by little, the lack of all foodstuffs and raw material

will be the means of our exhaustion.

To prevent England from reaching this point by the use of all means

at our command, is a question of the life or ruin of the German Empire and

the German people. The only means of doing this consists in destroying

the possibility of intercourse by sea to and from England by the use of the

U-boat weapon to the full extent of its capacity. The probable results of

conducting such a war are made plain in the memorial.
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The objections against this mode of warfare are not considered mainly

from the standpoint of the effect upon England, but from that of the reac-

tion upon the United States. The expected break with us will undoubtedly

place Holland and Denmark in the power of the Anglo-Saxon race and will

at least force these States to close their boundaries to us, and, in all proba-

bility, will result in their submitting to the landing of British troops on

their soil or to their definitely joining themselves to the Entente. The
South American States as well will take sides with the United States, politi-

cally and from the economic standpoint, with the result that, among other

things, the entire cargo space of the world will be placed at the disposal of

our enemies.

If we concede to these objections their fullest force, then Germany’s

fate depends upon the advent and working out of possibilities which may
certainly lie in the hand of God. but assuredly do not lie in our own. Russia’s

“inability to enter upon a third winter campaign” and “the change of

sentiment in the United States against England,” are factors in those

possibilities which are to be awaited in the coming months. On the other

hand, the entrance of the United States, and its probable following into the

camp of our enemies at the present time would certainly mean the finis

Germaniae.

In opposition to this view, the following facts are considered conclusive

by the Admiralty Staff: From the military and economic standpoint, time

is working against us from hour to hour. England’s blockade measures

are bringing about with ever-increasing rapidity the elimination of what
remains of our trade relations with the neutral Powers; England is attaining

her object in the absence of any opposition of ours. The influence of the

neutral Powers upon our conduct of the war becomes more and more signifi-

cant with the passage of each day which marks an increasing exhaustion

on our part, and respect for us is dwindling. As long as we remain eco-

nomically independent as the result of a good harvest, and are at the present

time able from a military standpoint to defend ourselves with brilliant

results, and above all as long as we are able to hold in check neutrals whose

territory is contiguous to ours, both by means of imports for which a high

price is paid, as well as, on the other hand, by controlling the coal supply

and other exports of value, the danger that America can force these neutrals

to enter into hostilities against us can not be called threatening. The little

neighboring States will not make up their minds to make war upon us as the

result of their own interests or inclinations.

Holland would take up arms against the first Power to attack her. Den-
mark, with Copenhagen, lies completely within the sphere of activities of

our fleet and our airships.

The United States can scarcely engage in more hostile activities than she

has already done up to this time. England will not gain one single ton of
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cargo space as the result of the United States entering the war; all the South

American States are already suffering an actual shortage in their own cargo

space. The cargo space of our interned vessels is negligible.

Is the general war situation such as to permit us in any case to refrain from

the use of any effective weapon in this deadly-earnest battle for existence

out of anxiety to avoid still greater dangers? And would we be justified

in taking no steps, even for a few weeks, to bring about a favorable result

by increasing the difficulties of England’s sea trade and economic situation,

instead of concentrating all our strength to increase the dangers of the

situation for the Islanders? Before us are months of the most effective

U-boat war; as far as it is humanly possible to determine, it is within our

power to break the British desire to maintain the war, before the year comes

to an end. To put off beginning until later would, to be sure, not put the

waging of the U-boat war during the winter months out of the question,

but would mean that we would have materially less success and would

suffer materially greater losses.

Can Austria and Turkey last through a winter campaign? Will Bulgaria

hold on if we ourselves do not plunge in with all available resources at our

command, certain of victory?

The public spirit of our own people is in desperate need of moral support

and inspiration. In the absence of any prospect of victory or of the termina-

tion of the war, daily privations will bring about a general weakening or will

incite to opposition. The appointment of Field Marshal v. Hindenburg

to the position of Chief of the General Staff is a stimulant without a parallel

and will be of material assistance in carrying out our fifth war loan, and this

step, taken for the purpose of putting the nation on its feet, will find its

climax in the U-boat war.

To my mind, the finis Germaniae will not result from the application, but

from the renunciation of the weapon which will cripple England’s ability to

dominate her allies as well as her own conduct of the war.

v. Holtzendorff.
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Conference with regard to the adoption of the unrestricted U-hoat war

Rec. Berlin, August 31, 1916.

Present

:

1. Dr. v. Bethmann-Hollweg, Imperial Chancelor.

2. General Field Marshal v. Beneckendorff and v. Hindenburg, Chief of

the General Staff.

3. Dr. Helfferich, Secretary of State of the Interior.
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4. v. Jagow, Secretary of State of the Foreign Office.

5. Lieutenant General Wild v. Hohenborn, Minister of War.
6. Admiral v. Capelle, Secretary of State of the Imperial Navy Depart-

ment.

7. Admiral v. Holtzendorff, Chief of the Admiralty Staff of the Navy.
8. Lieutenant General Ludendorff, First Quartermaster General.

9. Admiral Koch.
Recorder of the Proceedings: Counselor of Legation Baron v. Griinau.

Pless Castle, August 31, 1916.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff, after reading an official comment concerning

the present determination of the U-boat question, said: According to the

general military situation, we are placed in a situation of defense; the

continuation of the war on the part of our opponents is completely dependent

upon England’s attitude; it is therefore necessary for us to prevent England,

by the use of all means in our power, from continuing to carry on the war,

and the destruction of England's ocean commerce will accomplish this

purpose; the last memorial of the Admiralty Staff sets out plainly what the

result of this destruction would be.

The reaction of the Lffiited States and the remaining neutral Powers is

used as an argument against carrying on the unrestricted U-boat warfare;

that in such case the entire shipping space of the world would be made
available to England; that Russia’s incapacity to carry out a third winter

campaign and its necessity for peace are also arguments against the taking

up of the L-boat war at an early date.

In the meanwhile, time is working against us; the blockade of Germany is

becoming more and more oppressive
;
as the result of a good harvest we will

be less dependent upon imports, and, speaking from the military standpoint,

we can maintain an effective defensive.

So far as the neutrals are concerned, Holland will attack the first one to

put foot upon her territory; the entrance of Denmark into the war is very

improbable; England will not be able to gain in freight space; no freight

space will be placed at its disposal by any action of the Lnited States; nor

is this likely to be the case with regard to the South American States, since

they themselves are suffering from a shortage of tonnage; the tonnage of

those of our ships which are in the possession of the enemy is negligible;

it is within our power to break England’s determination to carry on the war
to the end of the year

;
to put off commencing the L*-boat war would put off

the results in question; in this connection the question must be well consid-

ered as to whether our allies will be able to hold out any longer; if we re-

nounce the use of the LT-boat weapon we may have reason to believe that

this means finis Germaniae.

Secretary of State v. Jagow: Derestricted U-boat war would in any event

mean the breaking of diplomatic relations with the Lffiited States, and, if

American lives are lost, would finally lead to war; if the last neutral world
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Power were to take the side of the Entente, the smaller neutral States would

be left with no choice other than to work with us or against us. (Here

follow comments about the European neutral Powers.) If we take up un-

restricted U-boat warfare, the attitude of all neutral Powers will be changed

against us and we shall have to calculate upon establishing new fronts.

Germany will in such case be looked upon as a mad dog against whom the

hand of every man will be raised for the purpose of finally bringing about

peace.

Even assuming that England would become exhausted as the result of

the U-boat war, the question still remains whether she will conclude peace

on that account. We have seen that F'rance, which has long since been bled

white, is upheld by her hope based on the other Allies. In this way, Eng-

land, too, will exert the most desperate efforts and will keep herself on her

feet by the hope which she will entertain concerning the remaining Allies.

Whether under these conditions the newly-joined Allies will make peace is

very questionable.

Secretary of State Helfferich: It is to be admitted that the situation

both here and in England for launching a U-boat war is more favorable now
than it was a year ago or in the spring, because at that time the mere block-

ade on the part of the neutrals would have been sufficient to starve us.

Our harvest is notably better than it was last year, but at the same time we
shall be pinched, and every importation would be welcome by us. Last

year England had a good crop, and those territories which were the source

of the supply and to which it had recourse had record crops. This year the

English and Canadian crops both are bad, and the American crop fell off

30 per cent. England is all the more dependent on importations from South

America, India and Australia. For this reason, the shortage of cargo

space is a very vital thing.

At the same time, we must always remember that the British supplies in

the way of breadstuffs and the product of the new crop assure a capacity for

maintenance for the period of from four to five months without any further

importations. Moreover, we can not bank upon an immediate stoppage

of the British ocean commerce, since only 5 per cent of the arriving ships are

destroyed monthly. At this stage England still has freight space of 12 \

million tons, compared with that of 20 million tons in time of peace. With

the latter tonnage, it took care of half the commerce of the world.

With our 5 million tonnage, we met our own needs, and, in addition thereto,

a part of the commerce of the world. If in the period of from four to six

months, 4 million of the tonnage of the British merchant fleet are destroyed,

England will still have at her disposal 8 million tons, which will make it

readily possible for her to meet her own needs. Therefore, such a result

of the U-boat war would hardly be sufficient to force her to capitulation.

It is true that commercial activities will be rendered most difficult and
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that the price of foodstuffs will rise. But we ourselves have had occasion

to see to what extent the endurance of a people will hold out, and that even

meager provisions go very far under competent management. The assump-

tion is erroneous that the British organization and the determination to hold

out would fail in England. The statement is not justified that the U-boat

war would have the effect of depriving the English population of enough to

eat. During the four or five months to cover which provisions already

exist, still further provisions would come in. If the U-boat war should

result in the British seamen being unwilling to go to sea on their own ac-

count, then maritime commerce could be organized on a military basis.

It is on account of all these considerations that I am not persuaded that

England can be actually downed.

The reactions of the U-boat war from the political and economic stand-

point must not be underestimated. Everybody is perfectly convinced that

a break with the United States and a war with the United States would

be unavoidable. The assumption that the hostile attitude of the Edited

States can not reach a higher pitch so far as we are concerned, is erroneous.

Up to the present time, the Allies have received from the United States in

the way of loans $1,250,000,000. In the case of war, America will stand

ready with all of its reserves available for the cause of the Allies, which

will then become the cause of the United States. America will desire to

win the war as quickly as possible and will summon all its energies for

putting this wish into execution. Acting in cooperation with England, the

very strongest kind of pressure can be exerted upon the neutral Powers to

join the Entente. Since Denmark and Holland are dependent upon imports

by water, they will be utterly unable to oppose it. We have no means of ex-

erting pressure to avoid this result. Our need for iron is now so urgent thatwe
are already at the point at which we can release no more. Holland can obtain

from England, with limitations, whatever she needs in the way of coal. I

see nothing but catastrophe following the application of the U-boat weapon
at this time. A method which will lead us out of one serious situation only

into the toils of another more serious, is not practical if we are not able to

adopt counter-measures for the purpose of rendering the otherwise disad-

vantageous result ineffectual.

Admiral v. Capelle : According to the course which the war has followed

up to this time, I am convinced that we are not on the road to a peace

acceptable to us if we continue along the lines pursued thus far. The
conviction has now forced itself upon the Navy that nothing will lead to

peace but the launching of an unrestricted U-boat war. If complete success

were not to result from the L'-boat war, this would not, in my opinion, lead

to a catastrophe, but would, at the very worst, merely result in prolonging

the war of exhaustion, just as the situation is at this time. The determina-

tion of our opponents to carry on the war is no longer susceptible to strength-
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ening. The U-boat war will weaken this determination to an extraordinary

extent, particularly in the case of England. Whether this will actually

take place within the time limit set, and whether in this way peace will be

directly brought about, is a question on which opinions may differ, but in

any event the war spirit of our opponents will be notably lowered.

If we admit the necessity of carrying on a U-boat war, the present moment
is the best for launching it. Shortage of foodstuffs is very great in England
at the present time. It is not denied that the crops of our opponents and
of the neutral Powers are bad, whereas our crops are good. Whether this

will be the case next year is a question. By the coming spring, we shall

have made a very decided advance towards exhaustion, of both our man-
power and material; at that time, too, the danger on the part of the neutrals

will be greater than it is today. Then, too, the desire for victory on the part

of our opponents will have increased and their inclination for peace will have

decreased. The capacity of our allies to hold out to any further material

extent is more than doubtful. Our chances of success will constantly be

on the decline the longer we wait. I do not believe that it will be possible

for us to conclude an unfavorable 1 peace, without having had recourse to

the U-boat weapon.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff contradicts the statements of Secretary of

State Helfferich with regard to the comparison of British and German
tonnage, and expresses the opinion that if the neutral Powers should cut

us off from their supply, it could be guaranteed that they would not dispose

of their products to England.

Secretary of State Helfferich replies that his reference to the English

and German tonnage was made only for the purpose of pointing out that

nothing can be proved by the relative amounts of the English losses. In

our case too, by far the greatest part of imports come by sea. Nobody can

prove that England, with 8 million tons of freight space, would not be in

the position of sufficiently providing herself with foodstuffs.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff refers to the destructive effect which the

U-boat war would have upon England, where even at the present time

foodstuffs are provided in sufficient amounts only with the greatest difficulty.

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg notes a reservation with regard

to the report of his views contained in the written comment which was read by

Admiral v. Holtzendorff, and continues as follows: I take the stand that the

decision of the U-boat question must depend very greatly on the estimate

of the military situation made by the Supreme High Command. According

to the view of Field Marshal v. Hindenburg, with whom I have had a

preliminary conference, no decision, either pro or con, can be reached as long

as the military situation resulting from the participation of Roumania is

not clear. According to my personal opinion, the declaration of a LT-boat

1 Sic. Should probably be “favorable.”

—

Translator.
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war would be looked upon as an act of desperation both by the hostile and

neutral world, as well as by a great portion of our own people. It would be

very inadvisable to label such an undertaking from the very outset as an act

of desperation.

If we combine the results of the statements made yesterday and today,

no one will doubt that we shall be able to rely upon the destruction of,

roughly speaking, 4 million tons of British shipping within from four to six

months. The Admiralty Staff is of the opinion that England will then be

ready to conclude peace. This opinion is considered by other gentlemen,

for instance, by Secretary of State Helfferich, as of doubtful correctness,

and nobody can prove that the hoped-for success will really come about.

I, too, believe that this is merely an assumption. It is certain that a com-

plete blockade from and to England can not be carried out, because U-boats

can undertake nothing in the night time. We can lay down no iron ring

around England, and, moreover, our blockade can be broken by the ac-

companiment of transports by war-ships. I have understood Admiral

v. Holtzendorff to say that intercourse to and from Holland and Denmark
can be stopped. Will it be possible to do this if, at the same time, we are

carrying on an intensive U-boat war against the English coast?

We must realize that the break with the United States will certainly

follow the launching of the U-boat war. (Here follow comments concerning

European neutral Powers.)

I believe that a decision with regard to the launching of the U-boat war
without an understanding with our allies is out of the question. We must
calculate, in this connection, on the contingency that Turkey will be

alienated from us. A successful stroke against Enver would be followed

by a separate peace on the part of Turkey which it may conclude at any
day. Nor can we involve Austria-Hungary in a war with the remaining

neutral Powers without asking her opinion in the matter. If the Rou-

manian war were to turn out unfavorably for us, the U-boat war would

avail us nothing; if Austria-Hungary falls to pieces, I do not know whether

we shall be able to put up any further opposition. For these reasons, a

final decision seems to me to be possible only after a clearing up of the

military situation.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff: I am convinced— I can submit no proof

in support thereof—that two weeks of unrestricted U-boat warfare would
result in the neutrals keeping at a distance from England. All these

formidable objections against the U-boat war would mean a great deal more
if we still had any freedom of choice, but how shall we obtain an acceptable

peace in any other way? To my knowledge, the Austro-Hungarian Army
and Navy would greet the prospect of the U-boat war with enthusiasm.

What the political branch in Austria thinks about it, I am not informed.

If we were to be left to ourselves, we should certainly have to make use of
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the U-boat war in earnest. (Here follow comments concerning the European
neutral Powers.)

Secretary of State v. Jagow points out that a representative of Dutch
shipping circles had stated that the Hollanders would continue to sail their

steamers and would not be kept from so doing by a money indemnification.

Baron Burian desires the U-boat war to begin, the sooner the better, provided

it would not bring about a break with the United States, which is to be

avoided at all costs.

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-PIollweg: If I were of the conviction

that the U-boat war would lead to a successful conclusion, I would agree to

it at once. The only question before us today is to submit the different

elements which argue for and against it.

Admiral v. Capelle: On the west coast of England, the U-boat war will

be carried on by means of the large U-boats. Even in the spring, we were

in a position to obtain the success which we had in mind, and today we
have twice the number of big U-boats on the western coast that we had in

the spring. The number of the middle-sized U-boats is just as large as that

of the larger ones. Their field of action is the North Sea and the Danish

and Dutch coasts, and their number is sufficient for the purposes not only

of a U-boat war against the east coast of England, but for a war against

Holland and Denmark as well. It therefore follows that it is possible to

cut off both these countries from intercourse with England.

Secretary of State Helfferich: I admit without reservation that the

present situation is materially more favorable than that which has existed

up to the present time, so far as the commencement of the U-boat war is

concerned. On account of the poor harvest in the United States, it will

be still better in the spring. With or without a U-boat war, England will

automatically drift into a situation which will continuously become

harder to bear.

If America and Canada have practically nothing to export, we shall not

need the U-boat war. If England is now stocked up with a maximum of

provisions, it will only have a minimum next spring. The increased prices

in England exceed those which prevailed during the critical situation created

by the first U-boat war in the spring of 1915. The Admiralty Staff assumes

that war weariness will within a short time get a foothold in England. I

believe that a U-boat war will bring about the most tremendous concentra-

tion of all resourcefulness and effort which the most efficient organization

can produce. For that reason, I can not make myself believe that peace

will come as the result of the U-boat war. The enormous injuries which

will be inflicted upon England must be freely admitted. At the same time,

we must not make use of even the most effective weapon if this is to result

in such an injurious reaction upon us within a moderately short time as will

deprive us of the further use of that weapon.
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It is practically the fixed opinion of everyone that Flolland, Denmark
and Switzerland have been put in the most difficult situations as the result

of the U-boat war. Each State will make its own calculations, and before

courting certain destruction it will decide against us. So far as Denmark is

concerned, there is no doubt about it. Flolland, too, would look upon the

torpedoing of its ships as an attack. (Here follow comments concerning the

European neutral Powers.)

Admiral v. Holtzendorff: The picture which has been drawn by Sec-

retary of State Helfferich is very logical, but the brush has been dipped in

dark colors. The point is that we are at present in a critical plight, out of

which we must find our way. We shall not need to threaten the neutral

Powers, but we can request them to maintain the same attitude toward us

which they have up to the present time maintained toward England. The
attitude of the neutral Powers will also be dictated by their geographical

situation; Roumania is next door to Russia and had therefore to go hand and

hand with Russia; Holland and Denmark are our neighbors, and we should

therefore devise a plan to bring them over to our side.

From the standpoint of naval tactics, our situation would not be better

next spring. At that time we shall have more U-boats, but it is impossible

to state what the situation with regard to man-power will be. Our oil

situation also will be jeopardized.

General Ludendorff: We do not know what will happen in the case of

Austria and Roumania. The Roumanians are advancing to the south of

the Carpathians. The Roumanians are poor soldiers, the Austrians still

worse. We have put every possible thing in motion that the poor railroad

communications would permit. We can scarcely bring enough men to the

requisite point at the present time to check the Roumanian advance. Such

as can be spared from the east and the west, must be sent against the Rou-
manians to the last man.

If it is possible that Holland and Denmark may go against us, we have

nothing wherewith to oppose them. No decision has been made as to new
contingencies. If we are in a position to do so, the question will come up as

to whether we will be able to deliver a blow against the Roumanians. If

such a stroke is successful, I shall be obliged to advise that the U-boat war
be carried on, but only in case I should then have sufficient forces at my
command to meet all eventualities. The immediate question to be con-

sidered is, whether we are so firmly placed as to stand fast at every point.

Field Marshal v. Hindenburg: We would shout with joy if we could

begin the U-boat war immediately, but it is a very serious question. We
should have to take into consideration the possibility of new declarations

of war and of landings in Holland and Denmark. A number of divisions

would become tied up there, which we are not now in a position to spare.

Our allies are not to be trusted. The future is now darker than ever. We
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shall have to let some time pass (8 to 14 days) until we can get an accurate

view of the situation. It is impossible to render a decision at this time. I

will inform you of the time when this can be done.

Minister of War Wild v. Hohenborn : The bases for rendering a judgment
on the question of the U-boat war have changed. The question of suste-

nance has grown better as far as we are concerned, and has become worse in

England. On the other hand, the war situation at the present time is

undoubtedly less favorable in outlook. Also, no provisions are now made
for securing the frontiers against Holland and Denmark. For the time

being we must wait until we have an opportunity to judge how the Rou-
manian war is going to develop, at least in its very general aspect. In the

meantime, we shall find out what forces we shall have available. The
change in the situation for the worse is not such as to induce me to say that

the U-boat war should be carried on in its intensity at the present time; my
attitude depends materially upon what we can accomplish in the way of

gathering forces which we can put on the march.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff: Since we can carry on the U-boat war in

the winter too, the commencement of the U-boat war can be postponed

for a short time in spite of the existing urgency. The only question is

whether our patience and the assumptions of the constantly increasing

burdens which England is preparing for us, will not induce the small States

to assume a hostile attitude toward us.

Secretary of State Helfferich: In so far as it is in any way possible,

we are adopting the same policy with regard to the neutrals as is adopted by
England. (Here follow comments concerning the European neutrals.)

Minister of War Wild v. Hohenborn: Personally, I do not consider

an attack by neutrals at all probable. If Denmark and Holland were

blockaded by England, their imports to Germany would increase.

Secretary of State v. Jagow: The anxiety which was caused the neutral

Powers by the earlier U-boat war was really enormous. We were only able

to calm them because we guaranteed indemnification and apologized for

what we had done. The people were in despair.

The British Government did not exert their pressure on the neutral

States directly, but indirectly through certain associations. The great

difference with regard to England lies in this, that we would destroy ships

and human lives in order to exert pressure in this way, while, according to

the British system, the neutral Powers are simply limited as to the free

choice of their activities, but, aside from this, are making quite extraordinary

profits.

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I am fully conscious of the

seriousness of the responsibility. It is hard to say what someone else would

do. If I were to say that I did not believe that the neutral Powers would

attack us if the Supreme High Command had insufficient forces to oppose
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the new opponents were they to attack us, I would be assuming a great

responsibility. Whether the neutrals decide for us or against us, depends

very materially upon the combined situation. (Here follow comments

concerning European neutrals.)

Secretary of State Helfferich: We can not depend upon an increase

of imports from Holland and Denmark to us if the route to and from England

is obstructed. Both countries depend upon the importation of fodder,

which is now very scarce. Their meat, butter, and cheese production would

fall off immediately. The result would be the announcement of an embargo,

in order at least to safeguard their own necessities, since the wheat and grain

production in these countries is very restricted and in such case could no

longer be supplemented.

Admiral v. Holtzexdorff, in response to a question of the Minister of

War on the point: General v. Falkenhayn had twice requested that the

Navy should attack the English troop ships going to France. On account

of the danger of mistakes in identity, and out of regard for the rights of

neutrals, nothing could be undertaken. If these considerations are shoved

aside, we shall undoubtedly have great success.

Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg: I had intended to issue a

call to the Reichstag next week. The parties themselves have certain

objections, but I shall not be able to do otherwise than to summon the

leaders of the parties into conference. They will doubtless take up the

question of the U-boat war. I shall tell them in reply, without revealing

the details of the conference of today, that the question has been searchingly

considered by all the competent authorities, but that, in view of the present

war situation, we have decided that the decision must be put off until later,

since Field Marshal v. Hindenburg has stated that he will have to await the

developments of the Roumanian campaign before a definite policy can be

adopted with regard to the question.
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Captain v. Billow to the Chief of the Admiralty Staff,
Admiral v. Holtzendorff 1

Pless (General Headquarters),
September 10, igi6.

Today, in accordance with the instructions of your Excellency, I delivered

to General Ludendorff the Kalkmann memorial to read, emphasizing the

use of discretion as to its source and remarking upon its value. At the

same time, I referred in the most pointed manner to the outstanding feature

1 From the records of the Admiralty Staff.
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referred to in the letter to the Field Marshal, that is, the greater danger of an
attack by the neutral Powers attendant upon a renunciation of the U-boat
war.

Ludendorff regretted the fact that the question had come into the political

arena, since he regarded it as a purely military matter. With regard to the

danger of war being declared by neutral Powers, there was room for a

difference of opinion, as the communication from the Admiralty Staff

indicated. He, for his part, must be guided by the decision of the Premier;

that his judgments were invariably based upon actual conditions and
circumstances.

I : But the Chief of the Admiralty Staff is firmly convinced that the

situation with regard to neutral Powers was actually just the reverse of that

which the Chancelor estimated it to be.

Ludendorff: He meant the actual situation which bore upon our military

strength. If the Chancelor told him that a danger existed, that Denmark
might become one of our enemies, he could not afford to ignore this because

a different assumption was entertained; moreover, he himself was of the

opinion that for the present we did not have sufficient forces for this purpose.

The fault, he said, was that of the Austrians; he had been obliged to send to

the Austrian front two divisions which should have gone to Transylvania,

and now it was impossible for him to carry out what he had had in mind.

The west front was calling for reserves. He could only say “yes” to us, and

would do so with pleasure, when he was assured that all our fronts could be

held; that he had been obliged to risk much when planning battles, but that

when he did so he had always been convinced that success would follow.

It must be perfectly clear to everybody that our military situation is bad

today.

I : There was no necessity in this affair for the exercise of more than that

peculiar audacity which was generally characteristic of his decisions; that

it was precisely when our position was a strong one that it was desirable to

create an impression of strength by the decision to carry out the U-boat war.

Ludendorff: Such a bluff would not be audacity, but folly, and he would

not do it.

I : We must not forget that we would be obliged to put off the beginning

of the U-boat war for about the first six weeks of the favorable period of the

year.

Ludendorff: Yes, that was to be regretted. Could we not limit our-

selves to operations on the west coast? Were we so eager for the Dutch

North Sea commerce?

I: We would leave the neutrals free exit to the ocean. It was precisely

along the west coast, Cardiff, that many neutrals travel. The Dutch would

no less regret the loss of a ship at that point than if it were lost in the North

Sea.
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Ludendorff admitted this.

I : Then there was also some talk of putting it off until after the presi-

dential election. There was little sense in that. Wilson’s reelection

seemed to be assured, as the betting was in his favor 3 to 1.

Ludendorff: These political points of view had little weight for him,

since the question for him was, as he had said, a purely military one.

The conference was suddenly broken up, as Ludendorff was sent for by

the King of Bulgaria.

This morning, General Ludendorff sent for me again.

He thereupon returned to me the Kalkmann memorial. It had made
a great impression on him; up to the present time he had not given so much
thought to the results which would accrue after peace; that that was a very

important point. But the fleet was continually seeking the tactical decision

;

your Excellency had told him that the U-boats were being drawn upon more

than ever before for this purpose. Would it be possible for us to spare

them and use them for the purposes of the LT-boat war?

I answered by quoting the closing sentence of the report to the Emperor
of the officer in command of the fleet during the Skagerrak battle. General

Ludendorff agreed fully with this view. He thereupon summed up his

views as follows:

He considered it important for the Navy to realize and to look upon as

settled that the Supreme High Command of the Army was in favor of the

U-boat war as soon as we had obtained a strong military foothold. Today
we were not in that position. Ten days ago he had hoped that this would be

the case by today. He had held five divisions in readiness for Transylvania

but in the meantime had been obliged to send three of these divisions to the

Austrian front; new contingents would not be ready before the end of the

month, and how much could not happen before that time was reached!

He was obliged to maintain his hold on Halicz, otherwise we would lose our

last oil wells, and your Excellency had just called his attention to the danger

of a threatened shortage in lubricating oils. (I respectfully ask to be in-

formed with regard to this point.) In Schleswig we had three battalions;

we were beginning to construct a position there with 20,000 men today,

instead of two years ago. Today, it was an absolute temptation for the

Danes; that the Austrians were like a sieve, whatever you poured in from

above ran out again from below. If he only had to deal with Germans he

would say that he believed that he would be able to establish the necessary

military security by the beginning of October, but since it involved action

with Austrians too, he was not in a position to make any promises at all,

but only to say that he hoped to reach that point at that time.

I said that so far as we were concerned, that would be the extreme limit

of time; that if the matter were put off further, we would run into spring

and, in view of the Austrian situation, that would be too late.

75
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General Ludendorff answered that he would not accept that as literally

representing the fact, and that we probably would be able to drag them still

further along with us; but in no event did he want matters of the U-boat
war to trail along up to spring. We could rest assured, he said, that as

soon as we were firmly on our feet, from a military standpoint, the war would
start. The experiences of the war had taught us, as in the case of the

English at the Somme, to gather as many forces as was possible and then to

let them loose. To this extent, he looked upon it as favorable that we had
not begun the U-boat war in the spring; that although it was not his affair

to judge as to whether we had enough boats, it at least was a source of

satisfaction to him to know that we had boats enough now so that he, even

though a layman in the matter, believed in success; that he had spoken

his mind without reserve because it was his desire that complete mutual

confidence and understanding should exist between the Army and the

Navy.

I estimate the situation as follows: General Ludendorff believes in the

success of the U-boat war, perhaps all the more so on account of Kalkmann.
He wants it. He does not believe that a favorable decision can be reached

by means of land forces alone.

Relying on the Chancelor as an authority, he believes in the Danish peril.

As long as the Chancelor sticks to this opinion—and he will do so, because

he does not want the U-boat war and will delay it and perhaps bring it to

naught by means of the Danish phantom, and all the more so, as in the end

he must give in to the Field Marshal if the latter takes a firm stand

—

General Ludendorff will only agree to the U-boat war if he looks upon the

military situation as absolutely secure. In the beginning of October, at the

earliest.

It is therefore recommended:

1 . With regard to General Ludendorff

:

(a) Emphasize the disadvantages which a delay will bring about.

(b) Attempt through the reports, etc., of the attaches to minimize the

Danish and Dutch menace.

2. With regard to the Chancelor:

To endeavor to persuade him to temper his judgment concerning the

Danish menace. I believe that the Kalkmann memorial will have a very

strong influence everywhere, with the Chancelor and with people like Ballin,

perhaps through the latter on the former.

Note: I have only repeated my comments to the extent required for

following out the train of thought.
v. Bulow.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to Secretary of State v. Jagow

Rec. Berlin, September 26, 1916. Pless (Headquarters),
No. 145. September 22

,
iqi6 .

One enclosure in copy.

Respectfully submitted to his Excellency the Secretary of State of the

Foreign Office, Mr. v. Jagow, Berlin.

v. Grunau.

[enclosure]

Chief of the General Staff of the Armies in the Field , Political Division
,

to

Counselor of Legation v. Grunau

Pless, September 21, igi6.

According to a report received from Amsterdam, the authenticity of

which can not be proved, the news is being spread there that the American

Ambassador -in Berlin, Mr. Gerard, had a long conference with his Excellency

v. Jagow on September 13, the result of which was that he (Gerard) reached

the conclusion that the unrestricted U-boat warfare was going to be initiated

in the immediate future.

In his telegram reporting this matter to the American Government, he

laid stress upon the point of how bitterly the German Government resented

being restricted on America’s account in its conduct of the U-boat war to

the extent that many opportunities for torpedoing steamers loaded with

troops and war material in the Channel were allowed to slip because they

could not be torpedoed without warning. According to the German view,

this stand was unjustifiable, and torpedoing without warning must, there-

fore, be resumed within a short time.

General Ludendorff would like to know, for the purpose of proving the

credibility of the source of the information in question, whether this conver-

sation took place.

v. Bartenwerffer.
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Secretary of State v. Jagow to Counselor of Legation v. Grunau

Re No. 145. Berlin, September 26
,
iqi6 .

One enclosure, to be kindly delivered to General Ludendorff for his knowl-

edge and information.

v. Jagow.
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[enclosure]

Berlin, September 26
,
igi6.

Sometime ago, I no longer remember the date but it may have been about

the thirteenth of the month, Ambassador Gerard came to see me for the

purpose of telling me in confidence that, as the result of a confidential letter

which he had received from Colonel House, he would probably proceed to

Washington in the immediate future, whither his colleagues had already

gone from Paris and London. He believed that the President was going

to take up with the ambassadors the possibility of a peace mediation, and it

seemed to him that it would be quite important for him to speak with Field

Marshal Hindenburg and eventually His Majesty the Emperor, besides

conferring with the Imperial Chancelor before he left. It would also be a

matter of great moment if he should be put in the position to state in America

that we were no longer contemplating an unrestricted U-boat warfare. I

informed the Ambassador, among other things, that at the present time

there was no intention of carrying on an unrestricted U-boat warfare, but

that America did not seem to be at all clearly instructed on the point of the

sacrifices which we had met with as the result of our renunciation of it.

That the U-boat war was a powerful weapon, with which we could strike

very effective blows against our principal enemy, England. That every day,

transports filled with troops and munitions of war were crossing the Channel

to take part in the frightful battle which was going on against our poor

people on the Somme; and that we were not in a position to blow these ships

up, because identification was too difficult; that this was all done out of

regard for the United States, which as yet had done nothing to contest the

unwarranted assaults of the English or to prepare a road to peace. That it

seemed to me that this consideration shown the United States was in no way
sufficiently appreciated over there. The conversation then turned into

other channels.

I am naturally uninformed as to the form in which Mr. Gerard reported

the substance of this conversation.
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Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Counselor of Legation v. Griinau

Telegram No. 1204. Berlin, October 1, igi6.

You will hand the following telegram to General Field Marshal v. Hinden-

burg and a copy thereof to Admiral v. Holtzendorff.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff has just informed me in strict confidence that,

according to information which had reached him today from the General
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Headquarters, it was intended to begin the U-boat war around the 18th of

October, in which case the boats would have to leave port on the 10th of the

month with the necessary orders.

I can not conceive of a final decision being taken on this question and of

my being merely informed thereof by the Chief of the Admiralty Staff,

without an agreement sanctioned by His Majesty being reached on this

point with me, and I desire to make the following comments in the premises:

It is well known that we have promised the United States to carry on the

U-boat war under the rules of prize. We can recede from this promise only

after an impressive statement of our reasons therefor, and after providing

for the lapse of a period of time in which the United States would be enabled,

in theory at least, to prevent the sailings of American ships and passengers

to England. At the personal command of His Majesty, Count Bernstorff

has been instructed to approach President Wilson on the subject of issuing

an appeal for peace. In case Wilson is prevailed upon to do this, the prob-

able rejection of the appeal by England and her allies, in connection with our

acceptance, will constitute good grounds for us to withdraw the promise

which we have made to the United States, and to do so in a manner morally

justifiable to the world at large, particularly justifiable in the eyes of the

European neutral Powers, and will thereby have an effect upon the attitude

which they will probably assume later on. Count Bernstorff has not yet

replied to the proposal, which was immediately communicated to him by
telegram. Before the situation is cleared up in this respect, an announce-

ment of the U-boat war, to be followed by steps for the purpose of carrying

it into execution, according to orders of His Majesty, is absolutely impossible.

And before this is done, I am scarcely in a position to obtain the agreement

thereto of our allies.

For the rest, I may make the following comment, partly in repetition of,

and partly supplementary to, oral remarks already made.

1 . I consider that a break with the United States, followed by an American
declaration of war, is certain, unless the peace move should create an en-

tirely new situation.

2-4. (Comments regarding European neutrals.)

5. The effect of the U-boat war on England remains the subject of un-

certain speculation. Matters favorable to us are: Bad or only medium
crops in England, North America, Canada, and Argentina. Opposed to

this are the following facts:

(a) The impossibility of the hermetical sealing-up of England;

(b) The possibility of the importation of absolutely necessary material

by night or under the escort of a convoy to England without being molested;

(c) The impossibility of stopping the passage of transports between
England and France, although it is possible that they might be interrupted

partially and from time to time.
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As the result, the prospect of being able to inflict heavy damages on
England must be admitted; but the probability of inducing England to sue

for peace if America, Holland, Denmark and Spain take her side, is at least

problematical.

The perspectives which are opened by these considerations are of such

enormous seriousness, and contain in themselves such far-reaching possibili-
’

ties, that, aside from the move which is pending in the United States, these

questions must be submitted to His Majesty in general council before the

final decision is reached. A more detailed presentation in writing of the

foregoing follows at the earliest possible moment.
Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, October 3, 1916.

Telegram No. 774.
Confidential.

Re telegram No. 1204.

The Field Marshal begs to communicate the following to your Excellency:

I merely calculated on the possibility that the U-boat war might
begin in the middle of October. On the occasion of the last conversa-
tion of Naval Captain v. Btilow with General Ludendorff, the letter

laid particular stress on the fact that the final determination could
only follow in agreement with your Excellency. Naturally, I shall

maintain this view under all conditions. Captain v. Biilow states that

he merely expressed his private opinion in the course of his report to

Admiral v. Holtzendorff that the Supreme High Command of the Army
would give their consent to the U-boats leaving port on the 10th of

October, v. Hindenburg.

Grunau.

Pless (Headquarters),
October 2

,
iqi6 .
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Counselor of Legation v. Grunau to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, October 2, 1916. Pless (Headquarters),
Telegram No. 776. October 2, iqi6 .

In connection with No. 774.

The Field Marshal and General Ludendorff have repeatedly and with

feeling announced both to his Excellency v. Treutler and myself how greatly

they regret that, as a result of the misunderstanding resulting from Captain
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v. Billow’s report to Admiral v. Holtzendorff, the impression was created in

your Excellency’s mind that a decision had been reached with regard to a

question which could only have been finally decided in participation with

your Excellency. Both gentlemen expressed themselves repeatedly to the

effect that the loyal cooperation now existing with your Excellency can not
* be allowed to be disturbed by any lack of harmony, and that nothing was
further from their intention than to carry on a separate policy behind your

Excellency’s back, or in any way to intermeddle with political matters; that

the more numerous the material differences of opinion, the more frankly

must opinions be exchanged, but that they had no use for a game of hide and

seek.
1

This in no way affects the situation with regard to my question of yester-

day in the form of a private letter to Secretary of State v. Jagow at the

instance of General Ludendorff
,
since as a matter of fact General Ludendorff

is calculating on the possibility of an early commencement of the action

referred to.

Grunau.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, October 5, 1916.

Telegram No. 796. Special Train,
Confidential. October 5, 1916.

In the conference of yesterday with Admiral v. Holtzendorff, His Majesty

stated very plainly that there could be no possibility of launching the U-boat

war in the near future; that for the present we should have to allow existing

situations to develop (negotiations with the United States, change of

ministry in Russia . . . ), and should not allow them to be interfered

with by the U-boat war. The Admiral had asked His Majesty for his view,

since he would have to make other dispositions of the U-boats to fit the case.

As a result, it has now been settled that two new large U-boats will leave the

North Sea for the Mediterranean, whereas two of the smaller ones there will

be released for the Black Sea.

The representations of Minister v. Ktihlmann have had an extraor-

dinarily good effect, and appear to have materially strengthened His

Majesty during the last few days in his disinclination, more and more
definitely announced, against the unrestricted U-boat warfare at the present

time. Admiral v. Holtzendorff was very much impressed with Kiihlmann’s

comments, and so was the Supreme High Command of the Army, which

appears to be satisfied with putting off the U-boat war.

Grunau.
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Chief of the General Staff General Field Marshal v. Hindenhurg to the Imperial
Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, October 6, 1916. Pless (Headquarters),
Re telegram No. 1204. October 5, iqi6.

In the session held in Pless at the end of August or at the beginning of

September (I have no distinct recollection of the date), your Excellency

stated, as I understood it, that the decision as to whether the unrestricted

U-boat war should be carried on lay with the Supreme High Command of

the Army. Your Excellency announced as a reservation, however, that our

allies should be heard on the point, and that certain treaty arrangements

should be made with other nations.

It was likewise the intention of your Excellency to announce to the

members of the Reichstag that the responsibility for the settlement of the

U-boat question lay with the Supreme High Command of the Army. The
terms in which this was done have not come to my knowledge. I assume,

as the result of numerous reports which have been made to me, that it is

likewise assumed throughout political circles that the responsibility for the

U-boat war rests completely on the shoulders of the Supreme High Command
of the Army.

I believe that I am now justified in assuming from the contents of the

attached telegram that your Excellency is taking a fundamentally different

attitude from what I had thought. I understand this attitude thoroughly;

but for the purpose of definitely determining as a matter of fact to what

extent the Supreme High Command of the Army will be responsible for

the unrestricted U-boat warfare, I should appreciate an expression of opinion

on this point.

v. Hindenburg.
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Memorial of Secretary of State of the Interior Helfferich

Rec. Berlin, October 6, 1916.

Germany’s imports from neutral contiguous countries

Germany is not even now so completely shut off from foreign territory in

the matter of the amount of imports as is very generally thought to be the

case even in this country. Rather is German national commerce still

connected by means of strong media of communications with the outside

neutral world, that is, with contiguous neutrals and those with whom we can

still keep in touch by water transportation. German commerce statistics
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still show for the first eight months of the year 1916 imports to the amount
of 4.222 million marks against 5.248 million marks for a similar period of

time in the year 1915. and 11.638 million marks in the entire peace year of

1913. Of course the volume of imports has received a more severe set-back

than import values, since, as the result of the general increase of prices

during the war period, a given money value is represented by a far less

volume of material than would be the case in times of peace.

Our imports, with the exception of restricted amounts of special important

raw stuffs needed for munition purposes, such as aluminium, nickel, ferro-

silicium, consist mainly in foodstuffs. As the detailed synopses submitted

herewith show, by far the most important items are cattle and meat, butter,

cheese, eggs, and fish.

A notable portion of these imports, particularly butter, meat and cheese,

is consigned to the War Department for the maintenance of the troops. The
remaining portion cf the imports goes almost entirely into the great cities

and the industrial districts, the maintenance of which, as is the case in times

of peace, is taken care of to a very considerable extent by foreign imports.

In particular do the workers engaged in the metal industries, especially those

which are actively engaged at the present time in the preparation of muni-

tions of war, need a good quality of food—one that is very strong in fats, such

as the foodstuffs which are imported—in view of the taxing physical efforts

which they are called upon to make. During the early summer months of

this year, which constituted a period particularly difficult from the point

of view of sustenance, there was serious danger of a hunger strike taking

place in a large number of those working branches of the heavy industries

operating under the authority of the War Department. Had it not been for

the foodstuffs which were imported from the outside world, we would have

scarcely been able to avoid, either here or in a number of the large cities,

the collapse of our food system, as the natural consequence of a very bad

crop.

As is shown in the figures presented by enclosure Xo. 1, in the case of a

number of materials, particularly meat, cheese, and fish, present importa-

tions supersede to a notable extent the amounts imported in time of peace.

And at the same time, not only have we been deprived of the great amounts
of foodstuffs imported from Russia, but also of the very considerable ship-

ments which come in from Austria-Hungary in time of peace, since this

country, as the result of the needs of its armies, and of the temporary
curtailment of isolated provinces of unusual fertility in the matter of

country products, has ceased to export foodstuffs with the exception of eggs,

and on the contrary has for its own purposes to have recourse to a portion

of the imports from the remaining neutral countries. In this connection,

Holland and Denmark take first place as markets for imports, and with them,
as regards special individual products, Sweden, Norway and Switzerland.
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Happily, we have been fortunate enough to obtain for Germany in time of

war a great percentage of foodstuffs which are exported to England from

these countries in time of peace. This result, which with regard to some of

the most important products is set out in the form of statistics in the en-

closures relating to Holland and Denmark, is due, not least of all, to the

neutral attitude maintained by the governments of the exporting countries

which have been mentioned. England has not failed to attempt to destroy

or at any rate restrict, the importation of foodstuffs from these countries

to Germany. After it had succeeded in materially depriving Germany of

importations from transoceanic countries, and particularly importations

of fats, colonial products and raw stuffs, as the result of the ruthless applica-

tion of its sea power in connection with its working organizations in the

neutral countries, it made the most persistent efforts to cut us off from the

importation of the local products of even contiguous neutral countries.

England already has available a very efficient means to this end, speaking

from the purely commercial view-point, since Holland and Norway (and

Switzerland, too, for that matter) are dependent upon the importation

of breadstuffs and provender, and Denmark on the importation of prov-

ender. The importation of these materials is subject to the control of

England and its allies, and therefore, without their permission, it would

be impossible for the neutral States of themselves to set up a permanent

system whereby the people could get enough food or the cattle sufficient

provender.

The results of the English policy, which has led in the course of the past

few months to a number of agreements between England and Holland,

Norway, and Sweden, are manifested by a gradual diminishing of the totals

of imports figured. Germany is attempting to counteract this by with-

holding from exportation to the neutral States German products of a

particularly important nature, such as coal, iron, potash, chemicals, etc.

The ruthless carrying out of the U-boat war would either put an end to or

greatly burden the exportation of foodstuffs from Holland and Denmark to

England. It is, however seriously doubtful that Germany could get the

benefit of this in the form of an increase of imports. For the importation

of wheatstuffs and provender to Holland and Denmark would be at once

cut off by England in so far as it could be carried out at all in the face of the

ruthless U-boat war, at the moment when it needed the available tonnage

—

its own or foreign—for military purposes or to insure the necessary foodstuffs

for its own maintenance. The increase in the cost of living, which already

exists in the neutral countries, would become unbearable, and the main-

tenance of live stock conditions as they have existed up to this time would be

impossible. Under these circumstances every government would be obliged

to provide for the sustenance of its own people by commandeering the live

stock which had been butchered as the result of the shortage of provender.
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and by hoarding up preserved provisions, such as meat, butter, milk, and

eggs, and on this account to prevent any exportation whatsoever. Thus,

quite independent of the political considerations involved in the launching of

a ruthless U-boat war, we must take into our calculations the possibility of a

great restriction, or even a complete curtailment, of the importation of

foodstuffs from neighboring countries.

In opposition to such an eventuality, an improved grain crop, taken in

connection with the harvest of the occupied territories, permits a more

favorable estimate of the situation than that of last year. On the other

hand, the potato crop showed less favorable results, and the falling off of

shipments from Roumania must also be taken into consideration. And
above all, Austria-Hungary has very moderate returns in the way of crops.

So that, in the matter of provisions, we shall be pinched in spite of the good

grain crop, and the curtailment of imports of meat and animal products

from contiguous countries would still have to be considered very serious

even through they are not to be regarded as an actual menace, as was the

case last year.

England’s situation as to foodstuffs

The feeding of the English people stands and falls with the wheat supply,

from one fourth to one fifth of which depends upon local production and the

remainder upon imports. Last year’s crop was very good in England, and

the crops in the most important of those countries drawn upon for the

purpose, the United States and Canada, very much more bountiful than ever

before. So England was, therefore, in the position to cover her necessities

even superabundantly from these countries, which lay most conveniently to

her hand. In the past harvest year, no less than 88 per cent of England’s

imports in wheat came from the two great North American countries, and

the importations from Argentina, India, and Australia, subjected to a longer

journey by sea, was limited to about 11 per cent of the total imports. The
total imports of wheat and flour was so bountiful that England was able to

start the new fiscal year, which is calculated from the 1st of September, with

a greater supply than in the preceding years. The situation for England
will be materially less favorable, so far as the outlook upon the new fiscal

year is concerned. The output of the local English crop is notably inferior

to that of the preceding year. Both the United States and Canada were

hard hit by an off year. Numerous figures in proof of this are submitted in

enclosure No. IV. So England will be put to the necessity of depending

more than ever upon more distant countries, Argentina, India, and
Australia, for the crop, which can not be shipped until next year.

In order to make the situation still more difficult for England, I have
started negotiations for the purpose of making inroads upon the grain

markets, with means well adapted to the end, so that, acting under cover in
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Argentina as well as in the United States, prices will be driven up and, as far

as possible, great quantities will be secured. I ask that this communication

be considered confidential in the interests of the plans mapped out.

THE INROADS ON BRITISH TONNAGE

The Admiralty Staff of the Navy expects that, by launching the unre-

stricted U-boat war, it will succeed in bringing down about 600,000 tons of

shipping a month. On this computation, the sinking of about 4 million tons

would be expected to take place in six and seven months. As the result

of sinking such an amount of tonnage, the hope is entertained of wearing

England out and of making her tired of the idea of war, even if it should not

result in bringing her to her knees.

Including sailing vessels and the colonial tonnage, the English merchant

fleet amounted to over 20 million tons before the war. The net losses during

the war were not as excessive, according to reliable information, as they were

generally thought to be, and could not be considered as exceeding from

500,000 to 800,000 tons. It would appear that 8 million tons of the mer-

chant fleet were taken over for war purposes. This being so, there are about

12 million tons left available for commerce and if, in the course of six to seven

months, 4 million tons of these ships are sunk, then there will remain about 8

million tons.

The idea that, in case States which up to this time have remained

neutral were drawn into the war, the English tonnage would probably be in-

creased either by the ships of such States or by the German tonnage lying in

their ports, may be disregarded. In no case can it be asserted with authority

that England will be unable to maintain her stand with a merchant fleet of 8

million tons. For the purposes of comparison, we may point to the fact that

before the war Germany, by means of her own merchant fleet of 5 million

tons, was able to meet the demand of her own needs, including those of a for-

eign commerce which pushed hard on the heels of the British and which was

carried on over about three quarters of the established maritime routes. Fi-

nally, in case of urgent need, England would be in a position, and would also

be prepared, to draw upon the 8 million tons which had been taken for mili-

tary purposes.

The prospect of making such inroads upon the British tonnage as to have

a definite effect upon the termination of the war would appear, therefore, to

be uncertain and far distant.

THE STARVING OF ENGLAND

The English ports are entered, even at this time, by loaded vessels arriving

at a rate which has been estimated to be about 5 million tons a month. The

sinking of 600,000 tons which has been held out as the prospect would, there-

fore, affect only 12 per cent of the ships that are now running in. Even if
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we assume that double this percentage of the tonnage entering British ports

could be sunk, that would of course bring England to a very desperate situa-

tion, but still would fail to insure that England would be brought face to face

with starvation and for that reason would be forced to sue for peace.

Of course England would be very seriously crippled in view of the fact that

the food situation of this harvest year is so much less favorable to England

than it has been heretofore during the course of the war. But the question

remains as to whether this damage—particularly in view of the unusually

large wheat supplies in England which will necessarily follow the harvest

—

will be so increased within a comparatively brief time, as to result in England

being forced to sue for peace.

THE U-BOAT WAR AND THE UNITED STATES

After all that has passed, there can be no doubt of the fact that the launch-

ing of a ruthless U-boat war before the presidential election in the L nited

States would result in a break with the United States under any and all con-

ditions, and if launched after the elections, the same result would probably

take place.

It is erroneous to assume that in case of a break, the Lmited States would

not be able to assist the Entente to a greater degree than they have already

done.

The financial assistance which thus far has been afforded the Entente by
the United States has by no means come up to the expectations of the En-

tente, nor has it in any way approached the financial capacity of the Union

to render such assistance. England and France took up a great concerted

loan of $500,000,000 in the United States in September, 1915. There suits

of this loan failed utterly to meet the expectations entertained concerning it

by the Entente. Later, only small English and French financial operations,

mostly of a commercial character, have been possible of conclusion. It is

only very lately that Engand and France, operating separately this time,

have been able to conclude loans of approximately the same amount as that

of the preceding year, but only at a very heavy rate of interest and backed

by adequate guarantees in the form of good neutral securities. The diffi-

culties which today confront the Allies in the matter of American loans would
disappear if a break with the L'nited States should come. In that case, the

United States would throw into the balance on the side of the Entente the

entire weight of that financial strength of hers which has increased to an

amazing degree during the war.

It follows that America will be able to increase to a marked extent, and
without the slightest doubt, the munitions industry which it has carried on
up to the present time

;
the figures with regard to iron and steel production

in the Lnited States and in Germany are compared in enclosure No. V;
according to these figures, the probable steel production in Germany is
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about 14 million tons as compared with a production in the United
States of about 40 million tons.

And finally, in a war in which the factor of numbers alone available to

either side is of such enormous importance, we can not afford to leave out

of consideration a country of 100 million inhabitants who belong to a culti-

vated and a hardy race, viewed from a purely military standpoint. The
example of the British in the present war, and also the example of the Union
in the Civil War, shows what can be accomplished by such unschooled forces

at a time of crisis.

THE EUROPEAN NEUTRALS

A break with the United States would undoubtedly have a far-reaching

influence on the attitude of the other neutral Powers, including the neutral

Powers of Europe.

The combined pressure of England and the United States would have its

effect upon the attitude of the European neutrals, who, because of the sinking

of their ships and the destruction of their crews as the result of the ruthless

conduct of a U-boat war, would be influenced against us. The immediate

and effective blockade against the admission of transoceanic breadstuffs and
the importation of provender, would jeopardize in the extreme the mainte-

nance of the population in the countries affected, particularly of those per-

sons who are less well to do. Moreover, the classes of neutrals in those

countries who take an unbiased view of the situation or who actually enter-

tain feelings of kindness toward us, would, under these circumstances, hardly

be in a position to resist successfully the English-American pressure.

Those best versed in the course of events in the neutral countries agree

with this summing up of the probable development of the situation. (Here

follow comments concerning the European neutrals.) But, in view of the

feeling which exists in wide circles, and which is not exactly friendly to

Germany, that the example of the remaining neutrals would not fail to

make a lasting impression is beyond question. As indicative of the feeling

which the ruthless conduct of the U-boat war would beget in the case of

neutrals whom it would affect, let me call to mind the excitement which

the sinking of a few fruit boats, in full observance of the rules of war on

commerce, caused in Spain.

EFFECT ON OUR ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION

Although it is true that all considerations for the future must yield to the

necessity of first bringing the war to a victorious end, nevertheless we can not

fail to bear in mind the great significance which the holding together of a

strong block of neutral States up to the end of the war would necessarily have

on our subsequent economic development. If at the end of the war there are

left on one side Germany and her allies and no other nation, and on the other
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side all the rest of the important Powers of the world, then the renewal of

trade relations absolutely essential, not only to our economic position before

the world but to our political standing as well, will be rendered difficult to an

inconceivable extent and for an indeterminate time.

CONCLUSION

All this leads to the following conclusion

:

We are, therefore, only in the position to launch and carry out a ruthless

U-boat war with prospects of success, if

—

(1) We shall be able to defend ourselves at all times against the inevitable

menace of our neutral neighboring States, in having at our disposal for this

purpose military forces beyond any question sufficient for the purposes in

hand

;

(2) We are in a position to deliver the blow against England so surely and

so quickly that she must sue for peace before the United States can throw

with full force the great weight of its financial and industrial power anddts

great population into the balance.
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Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to the Chief of the General Staff,

General Field Marshal v. Hmdenbnrg

Berlin, October 16, igi6.

I have the honor to state in reply to the esteemed favor of your Excellency

of the fifth instant, that on the occasion of the conferences of the 30th and

31st of August, in Pless, I deferred announcing my final conclusion with re-

gard to the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, as I took occasion to

state with emphasis at that time, until your Excellency should have reached

your opinion on the matter. The standpoint of your Excellency indicated

at that time was that, greatly as you were inclined to the adoption of this

most powerful instrumentality of warfare, the undeveloped military situ-

ation, particularly with regard to a probable unfriendly if not hostile attitude

on the part of Holland and Denmark, was such as to make it impossible for

you to take a stand either for or against the proposition. In response to the

question which has repeatedly and urgently been put to me with regard to

the attitude of the Supreme High Command of the Army, whether in confi-

dential conferences with the party leaders, or in the present conferences in

committee at the Reichstag, I have consistently replied that, up to the pres-

ent time, the Supreme High Command has, for military reasons, not been

able to give a definite reply.
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Moreover, I may make the following observations: An order issuing from

His Majesty the Emperor for the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war
constitutes in itself an expression of military commanding power. But in

view of the fact that a ruthless U-boat war will be directed not only against

enemy ships but against neutral ships as well, it has a direct effect upon our

relations to the neutral States and to this extent is an expression of foreign

policy. Moreover, the unrestricted U-boat war can only be initiated after

our promises made to the United States with regard to the conduct of our

submarine warfare are revoked, and we are enabled to modify the arrange-

ments which we have made with Denmark and Sweden accordingly. These,

too, are acts of foreign policy, for which I, in case they are ordered by His

Majesty, have to bear the sole responsibility, which is a constitutional re-

sponsibility and is incapable of being delegated, although the opinion of your

Excellency, as I certainly do not need to call to your particular attention,

will be entitled to a wholly unusual consideration in connection with my de-

cision, whatever it may be. Finally, I hope that your Excellency will agree

with me in the opinion that, quite aside from the question of direct and here

existent bearing on our foreign policy, a measure as radical as that presented

by ruthless U-boat warfare can not be definitely decided upon in the absence

of the Imperial Chancelor.

I sincerely regret that the course of the August negotiations has not

brought about such a clearing up of the situation as to eliminate the possi-

bility of every doubt.
Bethmann-Hollweg.
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Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Counselor of Legation v. Griinau

Telegram No. 1236.

For General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.
Berlin, October 8, 1916.

Since, in view of the abandonment for the present of the plan of launching

the ruthless U-boat war, a war on commerce is, by command of His Majesty,

to be carried on with vigor and by the use of all the U-boats at our command,
and in accordance with the law of prize, I propose to make the following an-

nouncement tomorrow morning to the Reichstag committee:

For the present, all the reasons carefully submitted by me and my col-

leagues in the course of negotiations up to this time, are against the so-called

ruthless U-boat war. On the other hand, England’s difficulties in the matter

of provisions and foodstuffs inject into the war situation an element favorable

to us of which we must take advantage to the full extent of our powers. In
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reaching the conclusion in question with regard to the situation, I am in com-

plete accord with the Supreme High Command; General Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg agrees with me that at this time the carrying-out of an unre-

stricted U-boat war is not practicable, but that, on the other hand, it is abso-

lutely essential to continue to obstruct English imports as far as possible

with the means at our command in the prosecution of a war on commerce.

The Admiralty Staff is of the opinion that the results of the U-boat war

carried out on this basis will be very definitely increased, and has taken the

necessary steps in this direction. In view of the great unrest which has come
about as the result of the differences of opinion concerning the U-boat war,

I should be particularly grateful to your Excellency should I receive your

cooperation in connection with this announcement.

Bethmanx-Hollweg.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. December 1, 1916. Pless (Headquarters),
Telegram No. 1006. December 1, iqi6.

As I have been confidentially informed, the Field Marshal committed him-

self rather definitely, in conversation with Mr. v. Hevdebrandt on the oc-

casion of his visit yesterday, to an early commencement of the unrestricted

U-boat warfare.

Grunau.

Mi

The Chief of the Admiralty Staff ,
Admiral v. Holtzendorff, to the First Quarter-

master General, General Ludendorff

Rec. Berlin, December 10, 1916. 1

Copy. Berlix, December 10
,
igi6 .

OPINION OX THE COXVERSATIOX OF GEXERAL LUDEXDORFF WITH SECRE-
TARY OF LEGAT IOX' GRUXAU WITH REGARD TO THE U-BOAT WAR, COM-
MUXICATED BY CAPTAIX V. BULOW OF THE XAYY

I

I absolutely agree with the attitude of the Supreme High Command, that

it is necessary to communicate to the United States at once our attitude with

regard to attacks by U-boats upon armed merchantmen, and thereafter to

1 Sent to the Secretary of State of the Foreign Office without address.

76
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act accordingly. Yesterday, I dispatched to the Foreign Office the notes

bearing upon this point, which are herewith submitted.

II

It is agreed that it is necessary, before a proclamation of the unrestricted

U-boat war, to revoke the promise we made to the United States on the 4th

of May. I am, nevertheless, somewhat in doubt as to whether this is now
opportune, not only on account of the peace move which we expect on the

part of America, but for the following reason as well

:

If we revoke the promises which we have made the United States at a date

far in advance of the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, the British

will take it as a certain indication of an early launching of the war and will

endeavor to prepare to meet it. There will then arise the danger that they

may, after all, succeed during that period which would be left at their dis-

posal, and in which comparatively few assaults would be made upon imports,

in introducing, with the help of these imports and the provisions already on

hand in the country, a successful rationing system which might perhaps be

the means of postponing the final result of the U-boat war to an extent by no

means inconsiderable. To introduce a system of reduced rations only at the

moment of the launching of the unrestricted U-boat war, at a time when
there can be no possibility of even comparative security in the matter of in-

troducing their imports and at a time when, above all, the greatest part of

the neutral traffic, which amounts to over a third of the British imports, will

have been frightened off or held back by the application of military measures

—and I place the greatest reliance upon this particular result—and at a time

moreover, when the U-boat war will make every attempted regulation of the

shipping space impossible, and corresponding imports impossible as well,

seems practically out of the question. This leads us to a consideration of the

question as to when, at the latest, the unrestricted U-boat war must be

launched in order to bring about a favorable decision for us in the course of

the next year.

If England is not ready for peace by the first of July, 1917, as the result of

shortage in imports and losses inflicted on its merchant fleet, it will be all the

less inclined to draw the necessary political inferences from the existing situ-

ation if it is able to comfort its people with the hope that they will only have

to wait for the next few weeks before stocking up with new provisions as the

result of the new harvest. It is, therefore, necessary to have the unre-

stricted U-boat war launched at exactly the right time, in order to have Eng-

land give in before July. As matters stand today, we can bank upon the

fact that this will be brought about in five months at the latest, by the con-

duct of an unrestricted U-boat war. This gives February 1 as the date for

the launching of the U-boat war, a date beyond which, for the reasons above

given, the matter should by no means be put off.
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Over and beyond these military considerations, there is a political reason

which conclusively shows that the revocation of the May promise and the

commencement of the unrestricted U-boat warfare should occur at one and

the same time. If the U-boat war does not follow immediately upon the

heels of the revocation, the English will have time to mobilize the United

States and the European neutrals against us with all the means at their com-

mand, and the hostile attitude toward us in the United States will have time

to crystallize into a declaration of war against Germany. There is reason

for the hope that, in view of the impression created by the immediate launch-

ing of the unrestricted U-boat war and of its absolutely conclusive results,

the United States will confine itself to the use of big words, and, for the rest,

will wait for a little while to see what results the first weeks of the U-boat

war will bring. The Navy is ready to begin it at any time, as was made
plain in the conferences of December. It is more convinced than ever that

it will bring about the desired results. The reservation which was an-

nounced by the Imperial Chancelor, that “An energetic U-boat war which

treats armed steamers and war-ships alike, but does not result in making

enemies of the United States and the neutral Powers, would probably bring

about complete success more certainly than an unrestricted U-boat war

against the whole world,” can not, in view of the results of the last months,

be supported with convincing evidence; but the fact must be greatly empha-

sized that it is only the unrestricted U-boat war which can stop neutral im-

portations to England, that is to say, put an end to 35 per cent of the total

importations and, in this way, and in this way only, bring about quick re-

sults. With regard to the question whether our military situation allows or

justifies a break with the United States, the Navy will depend for an answer

upon the decision of the Supreme High Command of the Army.

v. Holtzendorff.
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Extract from a personal letter of Counselor of Embassy v. Hamel to Minister v.

Treutler

Rec. Berlin, December 24, 1916. Washington, November 10, igi6 .

. . . But otherwise, the feeling, above all in high society and in the

press, is, as you know, almost exclusively “pro-Ally.” In view of the close

connection with England, from the standpoint of history, blood, speech, so-

ciety, finance, culture, etc.—and, in many of these relations, also with

France—this should cause no particular surprise. And in addition to this

there are Belgium, the Lusitania
,
and the fact that here we are considered

responsible for the war, in spite of all proofs to the contrary. Notwithstand-
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ing his commercial instincts, the American is very sentimental—often hyster-

ically so—and in the case referred to commercial instinct and sentiment point

in the same direction. However inconceivable and disgusting this attitude

may appear to us, we shall have to reckon with it. Asquith described the

one-sided point of view, and not incorrectly at that, when he said “let the

neutrals complain about our blockade and other measures taken, as much as

they may, the fact remains that no neutral national has ever lost his life as

the result of it.”

Since the “armistice ” in the U-boat war, the feeling has quieted down here

to an appreciable extent. The trips of the Deutschland helped too. But as

long as it just remains nothing but a simple “armistice,” and the sword of

Damocles hangs over events in the shape of a recommencement of a ruthless

U-boat war, positive and effective work is out of the question. Neither is

anything of a financial nature to be expected on this side, since relations can

become jeopardized overnight. If this danger did not exist, and, moreover,

if it were not constantly harped on by Germany, and if unfortunate accidents

such as the present case of the Marina were not always stirring up public

opinion against us, the public, and official circles as well, would present a

much more energetic front to the arbitrary acts of the British, which are

making themselves felt more and more. Very many American politicians

gifted with insight agree upon the point that if the U-boat question could

once be allowed to rest in peace for a moderate length of time—not only from

the point of view of actual performance by the avoidance of “mistakes,”

but also from that of public discussion,—the Government would be forced

to take steps against England. For the present the Allies and their friends

make use of the U-boat danger as a shield and a diversion. Of course, I can

only judge the question of the recommencement of the unrestricted U-boat

war from the point of view of this side. Above all, it is a purely military

question. Are we—in spite of all countermeasures and quiet preparations

on the part of the British—in a position to cut off England so completely

from all imports that she will be obliged to conclude peace within a short

time, that is, before America can come to her assistance with all its strength?

Shall we, at the same time, be able to stop all imports by way of France and

Calais? For, as long as one way remains open, England, supported by the

certain prospect that America and the other Powers which have remained

neutral up to the present time will come to her assistance, will continue to

hold out. We can see in the example of Russia just what only one free

mode of ingress means.

There is one point on which we must be absolutely clear. A withdrawal

from, or even a material limitation of, the exercise of the so-called concession

which we made, to the United States this spring in connection with the

U-boat war, means war with the United States—and therewith probably also

war with Holland and others, which otherwise would be starved out. This
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is the absolute conviction of all those here who have paid any attention to the

question, and this includes those who were formerly inclined to a different

view. No government and no party would venture, without committing po-

litical suicide, to give in to Germany on this question, which is one involving

the lives of American citizens, after America has so definitely announced

what it considers its international rights. The national feeling has risen to

such a pitch during the war, and public opinion has become so hysterically

sensitive as the result of the continually-recurring incidents, exchanges of

notes, and proddings by the press, that neither one of them will be able to

bear any further burdens of this nature.

A revocation of our promises would be immediately followed by the diplo-

matic break. Our warnings would not be observed, and the death of an

American as the result of a U-boat attack would result in a declaration of

war. It is certain that the majority of the people in the country desire to

see that peace maintained which gave an impulse to the country which it had

never dreamed of, and they are grateful to Wilson because “he kept us out

of war.” But let the diplomatic breach occur, and the pressure will be too

strong. Even the most zealous apostles of peace would not be able to endure

the reproach that, by breaking off diplomatic relations, they had in a sense

given Germany a license to kill all Americans in the future. Of course, our

enemies, in order to add fuel to the flames, will exert all their influence, par-

ticularly upon the press, financial circles, and society. As a matter of fact,

there is a very strong party in existence which regrets that America has not

long since taken up the fight against us on the side of “civilization and free-

dom.”

It is plainly observable from here how England seizes every opportunity

to bring about, if possible, a break between the United States and Germany.
It is publicly known that England attributes much less importance to the

dangers of an unrestricted U-boat warfare than she does to the advantages

of drawing America over to the side of the Allies. This should certainly give

us something to think about. From this view-point it certainly looks as if,

by reverting to the unrestricted U-boat war, we were merely playing into

our enemies’ hands.

I repeat once more that these are all impressions gathered from the atti-

tude on this side, and to that extent may certainly be one-sided.

One fact, however, remains my immutable conviction, and that is that the

resumption of a ruthless U-boat war means war with the United States, and
in the interests of the cause I can not urge upon you too seriously to sub-

mit this conviction over and over again to the proper authorities and have
them recognize its true force, so that we shall indulge in no self-deceit or false

hopes in this connection, a la England.

It is equally certain, according to my opinion, that such a war would im-

mediately be carried on by setting in full motion America’s endless resources
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in man-power, money, war industries, ships, etc. Nor are we to expect any
effective opposition to be supplied by the German-American element here.

They would not be able, nor would they attempt, to bear the brunt of such a

national tempest. The days of the Lusitania proved this to be the fact.

Finally, there is no necessity for me to point out the incalculable moral and
economic disadvantages which would result from our going to war with the

United States—and probably with additional neutral Powers—disad-

vantages whose effect would extend far beyond the duration of the war and
which would add much to the difficulties of an economic reconstruction.

Today, the election has finally been decided and, as a matter of fact, in

Wilson’s favor. I believe that for us this is the more favorable outcome.

For, just what attitude Hughes would take with regard to Germany is not

easy to foretell, in view of the fact that Roosevelt and his war-hungry follow-

ers would be on his back.

In any event, a concession on the U-boat matter would be just as much
out of the question for him as it would be for Wilson. But above all, I

should, in case Hughes had been elected, have been apprehensive of the pe-

riod extending from now on until March, during which Hughes would not

have been at the helm and Wilson would have been powerless in view of his

coming retirement. Just what Wilson is going to do in the present state of

international politics remains to be seen. Of course alarming incidents, such

as the cases of the Marina and the Arabia
,
etc., turning up in such numbers

as they are at present, are to be regretted
;
for they are grist to the mill of our

enemies and opponents on this side, and we can be devoutly thankful if we
get off without a break, although of course an immediate explanation from

us is to be expected. It is to be hoped that this will turn out more happily

than in the case of the Sussex.

But now a truce to politics. I hope that you will not think that my views

have been colored altogether too much by my surroundings. But perhaps

we see many things in a more correct perspective when we look at them from

a distance. I can readily believe that fire-eaters find very little good to say

of us over here, but one can only act according to one’s true convictions, par-

ticularly when the question involved is one of such tremendous importance.

173

Secretary of State Ilelfferich to Secretary of State Zimmermann

Rec. Berlin, December 20, 1916.

Confidential. Berlin, December 18
,
1916.

I have the honor to transmit to your Excellency for your kind consider-

ation a copy of one of the memoranda drawn up by Privy Counselor Albert
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in New York, with regard to the results of the unrestricted U-boat war upon

the United States.

Helfferich.

[enclosure]

New York, November d, igi6.

Your Honored Excellency:

My hope to be able to return to Germany has not as yet been con-

summated. They have denied me a safe-conduct, and the Captain of the

Deutschland refused to take me with him on technical grounds, after calling

my attention to instructions received from the naval authorities. As a last

possibility, it may turn out that the American Government will still issue me
my safe-conduct. The Acting Secretary of State, who is very well known to

me personally, promised me that he would again take up the question with

the English Ambassador, or that some other opportunity for getting across

safely will turn up. That will require time, even under the most favorable

conditions. I must, therefore, make the subject of a written report a num-

ber of matters which I had hoped to be able to transmit to your Excellency

orally, and which will be submitted to you at any rate.

In this connection, I ask your Excellency’s permission to express myself to

you with regard to the question of the U-boat war. From everything that I

hear, from what I glean from the newspapers, and from private sources con-

fidentially received, it is possible that the pressure of public opinion in Ger-

many, of the Conservative Party, and of those members of the Reichstag

who make common cause with them, exerted in the direction of the resump-

tion of the unrestricted U-boat warfare, may be renewed at any time. This

question is, in my opinion, no more nor less than the crux of our foreign pol-

icy. I believe that the ultimate outcome of the war will depend upon the

decision rendered on this point. For that reason I venture to give expression

to my personal opinion in the attached memorandum which, although it may
offer nothing new by way of argument, will still be regarded as of some inter-

est, being the view of an unprejudiced national most intimately acquainted

with the American situation. I am all the more certain of my reasoning be-

cause I have wavered in my own opinion and have only recently reached a

more fixed decision.

It is appropriate that I should turn to my friend Meyer-Gerhardt, who has

become acquainted with the American situation during the war as the result

of personal observation, and to whom I have sent a copy of this memo-
randum. Of course, I am well aware that your Excellency has maintained

his interest in American questions, an interest which, I venture to hope, has

been quickened by your sympathy with my lot. Even if your Excellency

were not to share my views, I can at least have the feeling that I have done
my share towards the solution of the question. With the request that you
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will maintain your friendly interest in me during this rather difficult period,

I am, your honored Excellency,

Yours most respectfully,

Albert.

N. B. In view of the closing of the mails, and further, in view of the un-

expected delay in the announcement of the result of the elections, I must un-

fortunately refrain from discussing the result in question. In my opinion,

it will not have any material effect upon the U-boat war in any case; I would
not make any changes in material points of the statement which I am sub-

mitting.

THE UNRESTRICTED U-BOAT WAR

The use of the submarine has reached a point of importance from military

and political grounds, which may have a deciding influence on the outcome

of the entire war. The question is whether Germany will make use of this

weapon against merchant ships without any restrictions whatsoever, or will

submit herself for the purposes of U-boat war to those restrictions which have

been announced by the greatest of the neutral States, the United States of

America, in the interpretations of international law adhered to by it up to

the present time. The outcome of this interpretation is that the German
submarines only have the right to send an enemy or a neutral merchant ship

to the bottom if the vessel is given full warning and if, when the ship is

stopped and her destruction contemplated, opportunity is given to the crew

and passengers to escape in safety. The observance of this condition is

looked upon as a restriction which can scarcely be carried out; the failure to

observe it is looked upon as a means of defeating England.

I

If, as a matter of fact, it were possible to force England to sue for peace as

the result of an unrestricted conduct of the U-boat war, it is obvious that it

would be unnecessary to pay any attention to the attitude of disapproval of

the neutral Powers, and particularly the attitude of the United States of

America. Whether Germany is strong enough to bring this about, I am not

in a position to judge. All the probabilities are opposed to such a con-

clusion. In connection with this, it is pointed out here that up to this time

we have not been able to cause serious interference to, or in any way to jeop-

ardize, the transportation to France of English weapons, munitions of war

or troops. England has rendered the small stretch between Dover and

Calais proof against submarines by a system of nets and patrol boats. If we
were not successful in breaking through this defense, England would be able,
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even if we were successful in blockading the west coast, to transport all mate-

rials, foodstuffs and troops, etc., overseas circuitously by way of France, al-

though to a certain extent with great discomfort and difficulty (transpor-

tation by train inside of France, transportation across the Channel). As a

result, the question would be whether we had enough submarines and

whether their various activities would be sufficiently vigorous to bring about

an effective blockade of the English west coast and the northern and north-

western coasts of France. The blockade would have to be so effective as to

actually prevent movement on the part of the transports, except in isolated

cases, and, further, to result in a permanent blockade. For, if it were to be

established for only a few months, the chance that the nations opposed to us

would in the meantime be forced to give in would be very slender. Accord-

ing to sources of information of an absolutely reliable nature, England has

for so long been preparing for the U-boat war, and has stocked herself to such

an extent with foodstuffs and raw material, that even though the temporary

cutting off of raw materials, munitions, and foodstuffs would be discommod-

ing, the effect of the U-boat war would not be felt until a very considerable

time had passed.

And in connection with all this, we must bear in mind that it is possible

for all manner of unforeseen circumstances to occur in the course of a few

months; that, in any event, the question of whether or not the United States

would come into the war would be solved within this period of time and that

England, buoyed up by this hope, would do her best to hold out. I can not

too earnestly call your attention to the fact that the ruggedness and stub-

bornness of the English national character is not to be looked upon as exist-

ing only in hackneyed speech. Rather must it be admitted that there is no

doubt that the English people, in spite of the occasional raising of certain

voices for peace, has thoroughly recognized the seriousness of the situation

and the significance of the arbitrament of war on the question of world

power, involving thereby, in a certain sense, the very existence of England;

that England is economically reorganized and rejuvenated, that she has

brushed a number of earlier difficulties out of her way— I mention at present

only the elimination of the restrictions of the labor unions—and that she has

made up her mind definitely to hold out to the last. For this reason, there

is absolutely nothing to be expected in the nature of a supposed moral effect,

or of a supposed overawing of England. Important as is the matter of bluff

in politics, an element of which we Germans often make too little use in the

commercial field, we must constantly keep before us the fact that in the case

now under discussion the only justification for the resumption of unrestricted

U-boat warfare would be the possibility of an actual isolation of England for

a period of from at least four to six months.
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II

Conceding the impossibility of effectively carrying out a thorough block-

ade, we are faced with the following considerations in connection with the re-

sults which would be brought about by the resumption of the U-boat war.

So far as the United States is concerned, I can unhesitatingly announce my
opinion that the loss of American lives as the result of torpedoing a ship with-

out previous warning and without provisions being made for the safety of the

passengers, would mean war with the United States. The possibility of

carrying out an unrestricted U-boat war for any length of time without the

loss of American lives, can not be seriously contemplated, in view of the

course matters have taken up to the present time. There are isolated ex-

pressions of opinion to the effect that the American Government and, in any

case, Wilson, if he remains at the helm, would shrink back from the final step

of declaring war. In support of this view, they point to speeches of Wilson

and also of Hughes, during the election campaign, in which both announced,

as one of their principal aims the keeping of the United States out of the war.

I believe that this view is erroneous. It is perfectly true that the inclination

of the great mass of the American people is to keep out of the war, to enjoy

in peace the benefits of the unparalleled wave of prosperity, and not to bother

about the war, or in fact about the question of foreign politics at all. This

was shown in its time in the course of the well-known conflict between the

President and Congress over the Sussex case. Such a mental attitude, how-

ever, wTould only be maintained in the absence of the loss of American lives

on the occasion of such attacks, under circumstances which could not be

justified according to the American view. In such a case as this, I very

much doubt whether even a President whose inclinations are all against war

would be able to influence a public opinion which has become unanimously

opposed to the U-boat war, and whose attitude is in the nature of a condem-

nation of the U-boat war. The slogan “Loss of American lives” would, to-

gether with the influence of the press, which is active in the cause of the Brit-

ish, give rise to such a storm of sentimental excitement on the part of the al-

most hysterically inclined, sentimental American people, that the result

would be a well defined hostile attitude towards Germany.
But in all probability there would not be any question of opposition on the

part of the President. For, although it is quite possible that, in case Wilson

were reelected, it w'ould be his wish to go down in history as a peace president

and one who had brought about undreamed-of prosperity in peace, his politi-

cal activities up to this time are proof that he has never taken the lead or

guided public opinion, but that he has always followed it. Moreover, he has

also bound himself by what he has stated in his notes, and this announcement

of principles was most emphatically reasserted in the course of the election

campaign.
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It is out of the question that Hughes, in case he should be elected, should

take a different stand after the 4th of March. The influential leaders of the

Republican Party, and Roosevelt above all others, have before and during

the election campaign attacked the weakness of the Democratic government

on the U-boat question so emphatically, and have so solidly held it up as the

storm center of all the election “issues,” that the outcome of their efforts

would not be open to doubt. It is true that Hughes has the reputation of

being a man of unusually self-reliant character. There is no cause to fear

that he would allow himself to be influenced by Roosevelt or by Root, who is

anti-German and who would probably be appointed Secretary of State, or by

anybody else. He will proceed along his own way. But it is just on ac-

count of this independence and self-reliance that there should be attributed to

his assertions made during the election campaign a deeper significance than

to such announcements as those of irresponsible candidates for the presidency

are wont, to be. In view of the fact that he has spoken so clearly against the

U-boat war in the course of the campaign, he can not be expected to recede

from this attitude, even when occupying the responsible position of president.

It is of course admitted that if Wilson is defeated in the campaign to-

morrow, the 7th of November, he will have little inclination to determine a

question of such enormous importance. It is much more likely that he will

apply or discover every reason, however conventional, immaterial or devoid

of all importance it may be, in order to hand over the decision to his successor

and thereby lay all the responsibility on his shoulders. But at the very best,

this would simply mean that the decision would be put off for a short time

only.

Ill

The results of a war 1 between the United States and Germany are serious

beyond expression. I used to be of the opinion that the United States was
already accomplishing all it could in the way of helping the Allies out, that

the cold-blooded business sense of the Americans would prevent them from

providing the Allies, who were already in a weak financial position, with

further large sums in case of a war, and that for this reason the entrance of

the United States into the war would have no particular significance so far as

Germany was concerned. As matters have developed, I must recede from

this opinion. As soon as it is determined to go to war with Germany, all dif-

ferences of opinion will vanish in a moment. All parties will back up the

President unanimously. The entire people would be carried along on a tidal

wave of, I might almost say, hysterical patriotism. The German-Americans
would be the first who would assure the Government of their absolute

loyalty.

1 The consideration that the breaking-off of diplomatic relations would not necessarily
mean war would only hold if we were justified in assuming that, after the rupture of such
relations, no American citizen would lose his life.
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It is perfectly true that a direct participation by the United States in

military operations could hardly be expected. At the same time, the possi-

bility of even this should not be underestimated. In case Japan were, in

agreement with England, to give the required guarantees, we might well have

to reckon upon the possibility of having a certain percentage of the fleet, and

particularly of the torpedo-boat destroyers, etc., made available to the patrol

service directed against submarines. What wrould be more important, is that

a great number of volunteers would enlist in the armies of the Allies. The
fact that this did not occur in the case of Mexico was due to the circumstance

that the Mexican situation under the Wilsonian policy was completely topsy-

turvy and that as the result thereof there was no occasion for the patriotic

spirit to burst into flame. In a war with Germany, the seriousness of which

the nation would soon come to appreciate, we should, in my opinion, have to

reckon upon a number of army corps consisting of American volunteers. It

is asserted, even at this time, that there are about 28,000 Americans in the

English and French armies. Since this information was announced by the

Times and was not an item which could count in England’s favor it is prob-

ably right. The great number of American air pilots in the French service,

which has led to the establishment of a special American flying corps, is well

known. A material reinforcement of this important branch of the army
would at once take place.

But it is not so much the military as the economic side of the question

which would bring the ultimate decision. The American Government
would perceive at the very start, particularly if the Republican Party, whose

abilities have been proven and whose experience in affairs of state are well

known, were in power, that the main benefit in the American conduct of the

war would not consist in the part they would play from a military standpoint,

but in the energetic support they would give the Allies. The practical sig-

nificance of this would be that the United States would take over the financ-

ing of the war. The government would call for great war loans, which would

be met to overflowing as the result of patriotic inspiration, and it would

thereby be placed in the position of putting still greater sums at the disposal

of the Allies. How great these sums would be is beyond all calculation, on

account of the enormous concentration of wealth during the last two years.

That the cold-blooded commercial instinct of the Americans would operate

unfavorably against such a preparation of means and methods, is not true

for two reasons. In the first place, it wrould not only be the banks and the

business circles wrhich wrould supply the money, but the entire people, in-

cluding every rank of society, would participate in the loan as soon as an ap-

peal to its patriotism wrns sounded. And moreover, even from the cold-

blooded business standpoint, the providing of such unusual resources would

be absolutely justified. For in the course of the last two years, the United

States has involved itself financially with the Allies to such an extraordinary
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extent that, in its own interests, it would have to provide further means for

guaranteeing existing obligations. It would make good once again the old

proposition of the dependence of the creditor upon the debtor. And then,

too, the experience of the war, and particularly the policy of England, have

proved to what an extent it is possible to make use of financial advances to

establish new business obligations, to guarantee existing ones, and to obtain

definite commercial advantages. By chance, a friend afforded me the op-

portunity of reading the private correspondence of one of the more im-

portant American officials. In this way I learned that England’s policy in

France and Russia, England’s control of commercial proceedings, and her

ruthless exploitation of her position as financier of the war, are all well known
to the Americans. Moreover, the Allies have, over and above the neutral

paper that they hold, sufficient collateral which they could offer as security.

In case of need, they would probably not hesitate to mortgage the railroads

and government lands, or to hold out promises of great properties to be used

as security in case they are victorious (Belgian and Polish railroads). This is

particularly true in the case of Russia, in the economic development of which

the Americans have lately taken a deep, almost humorous interest.

The question of financing would continue to become more and more vital

for the Allies. According to all sources of information, Russia stands face to

face with bankruptcy. Lately it has repeatedly stopped its payments here,

which heretofore have only been temporarily postponed. Very lately, the

appeals of the Russian consuls to Russian subjects and the friends of Russia

for financial assistance, have attracted notice. France has shown what a

weak position her finances are in by the conditions under which it carried on

the last loan operations. Davison, one of the partners of the firm of J. P.

Morgan & Company, has, since his return a short while ago, initiated propa-

ganda for England, the gist of which is that the American banks should re-

frain from requiring collateral, presumably because England was absolutely

safe for the purposes of unsecured credit—a very transparent maneuver. In

a word, our opponents are under a very severe financial strain, which is mak-
ing itself felt in ever-increasing degree. It is, therefore, only too obvious why
England’s policy has for so long been systematically directed toward drawing

the United States into the war by the use of every means at her disposal.

This is made very evident over here by the English propaganda activities.

And in this, England is backed by the powerful and direct influence of the

American banks aside from the question of sympathy on the part of the

people. If their financial difficulties were removed, the only reason for a

speedy termination of the war which could appeal to our opponents would
disappear; and in this connection I may say that in spite of all their defeats

they can hold out just as long as we can, if not longer.

The indirect result of making all these resources available, moreover,

would be an increase in war deliveries. Thei e was a time when the American
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war deliveries were incapable of further increase, and even now we must
naturally not overlook the fact that the shrinkage in tonnage resulting from a

U-boat war involving torpedoing without warning would always constitute a

very considerable obstacle. On the other hand, we should not forget that for

a considerable period of time the American shipyards have been crowded

with orders and that right now the first deliveries are taking place which will

naturally increase in volume. Then, too, the increased demand would, even

in the face of an unprecedented rise in freight rates, necessitate the with-

drawal of the last available ship from traffic with neutrals. Again, the

tonnage of the transport ships of the American navy, of which it is possible

to make good use, is not at all inconsiderable.

The capacity of production on the part of American industries is un-

doubtedly capable of being increased. I can no longer adhere to my former

assumption that a declaration of war would lead to the stopping of shipments

of ammunition to the Allies, or at least to a diminution thereof, because the

American Government would need the munitions of war for its own army and

navy. Indeed, if the American Government realizes that it is not a question

of itself undertaking military operations, it will in its own interests endeavor

to take a hand in the war in a most efficient way, which is by helping out the

Allies, and for this reason it will not increase, or in any event increase but

little, the deliveries for its own army and navy, but concentrate its efforts on

increasing the deliveries to the Allies. Under the influence of appeals to

patriotism, a number of factories which up to the present time have refrained,

as a matter of principle or in their own interests, from deliveries of ammuni-

tion, etc.— I shall mention here only the monster plant of Ford—will be

devoted unstintingly to this production. I shall refrain from discussing the

reaction which a war between Germany and the United States would have

upon the neutral countries of Europe, i.e., the Scandinavian countries, Hol-

land, Spain, Switzerland, and Greece. In my opinion, these countries would

not be able to withstand the pressure already exerted upon them by our op-

ponents if they were faced with the entrance of the United States into the

war and the indignation of public opinion in the countries in question on ac-

count of the U-boat war.

Particularly marked would be the psychological reaction upon Germany’s

enemies. If the stubbornness and endurance of the British constitute even

now a material factor in the prolongation of the war, it is certainly not easy

to see how England, France, and Russia too, could be dissuaded from con-

tinuing further with the war, from devoting their last efforts, and from mak-

ing new and desperate endeavors, when they realized that the United States

was behind them. The result would be that, even if we hold with unquench-

able optimism to the idea of a final German victory, the end of the war would

be postponed to some indeterminate time in the future.

Accordingly, I should look upon the resumption of an unrestricted U-boat
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war as a national misfortune which could in its last analysis lead to Ger-

many’s defeat .

1

IV

On the other hand, if we are able to avoid a conflict with the United States,

our chances even from the standpoint of German-American relations are not

unfavorable. The salient point is that for a considerable length of time,

Germany should be kept out of the American press, and that those factors

which speak for us and against our opponents be put into operation. As soon

as Germany desists once for all from playing the part of a disquieting element

in the public opinion on this side—and to this end it would be most desirable

that, for the future, the dispatching of U-boats to the American coast, even if

they were to limit their activities to the restrictions of what is recognized by

the United States as existing international law, be discontinued—the Ameri-

can people would little by little, I might say automatically, become conscious

of the English yoke, as if we were to remove from the scale one of the two

weights which are counterbalancing each other, to wit, the German U-boat

war and the English commerce war .

2 In this connection, the prospects, even

if Wilson is reelected, in spite of his disinclination to do anything energetic,

would not be poor, whereas I should confidently expect direct measures

against the English commercial policy to be taken by the Republican Party

even though it is essentially more anti-German than the Democratic Party,

particularly in view of everything that I have heard about Hughes’ character.

The end and aim of the German policy would consist in bringing to the

realization of the American people the commercial oppression and over-

powering of the United States by England, and above all the inefficiency of

the English blockade. This would mean, in practical terms, commercial

U-boats and still more commercial U-boats. So the program would be not

1
I must, however and in any event, announce in the form of a reservation that I have not

been able to picture the reaction of the U-boat war against merchant ships upon the fleets

of both sides. I could readily understand that the U-boat war would be considered in

naval circles as a means of enticing the English battle fleet to come out into the open in

order to destroy it. But I ask myself first whether the British would not, in spite of all,

hold back their battle fleet as they have constantly done up to this time and prefer to watch
the destruction of their merchant tonnage in the hope that there would be an early cessation
of the activities of the U-boats, as in earlier cases; and, secondly, whether the German battle
fleet, in spite of its undeniable superiority from a technical standpoint, is so superior to the
English fleet in discipline, heroism of the personnel, and in the matter of the mutual co-
operation of all its parts, as to be really in a position to deliver an absolutely fatal blow.
The battle of Skagerrak supports the affirmative, and the presumably extraordinary and
systematic increase of the British battle fleet since the beginning of the war speaks in the
negative on this point.

2 Together with the above, other elements along the same line would be effective. The
stringency of the world’s wheat market is so disquieting, prices will leap here in the United
States to such an extent, and within a determinate period, as a result of England’s purchases—$1.85 already at the present time, instead of the normal rate of $1.00 a bushel—that it is

quite possible that we may and must calculate upon an embargo. This would have the
same effect that we are trying to bring about by the use of the U-boats: adding obstacles
to the provisioning of England.
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only to build war U-boats but commercial U-boats as well; not only to win
by military measures but to get the upper hand in a war of commerce.

This is possible only by acting indirectly and by means of the United

States. Whether this purpose can be accomplished is a question. In any
event, a serious attempt should be made. England will no longer be in a

position to announce the effectiveness of a blockade if every month two or

four, or at a later period still more, merchant U-boats arrive here. The oc-

casional loss of a merchant U-boat would, particularly if the loss had occurred

through the action of British war-ships, only tend to strengthen the sym-
pathy for Germany. At the same time, a regular merchant L^-boat com-
merce would restore the factor which is of the greatest weight in German-
American relations and has been eliminated, so far as we are concerned, up to

the present time, namely, that we would again resume big business with the

Americans. In this case, it would in my opinion be an easy matter to put

through a loan on the basis of actual purchases helped along by the current of

improving relations between the United States and Germany. I am per-

fectly certain that I would be able to obtain a loan even to the German
Government, if it could be supported by the probability of regular series of

purchases by Germany of a major sort covering all fields, and particularly in

the field of foodstuffs, fats, etc.
;
whereas up to this time these attempts for a

loan have been made under the disadvantage that Germany’s character as a

customer had ceased to exist during the war and that the attempt to initiate

purely financial transactions had, in view of the effects of the U-boat war,

always broken time and again on the rock of public opinion in this country.

V

If, in spite of all this, it should be decided for reasons utterly unknown here

to resume the unrestricted U-boat warfare, the tactical question which re-

mains is how to stage events with regard to the United States and other

neutral Powers.

In my opinion, we should refrain from any announcement of blockade.

The announcement of a blockade by means of U-boats would result in im-

mediate action on the part of the American Government. America would

point to the fact that, according to the teachings of experience up to the

present time, a blockade could not be effectively maintained by means of

U-boats, and, under the influence of aroused sentiment based upon possible

losses of human life, would look upon the declaration of a blockade at once as

a hostile act and, by means of a counter-declaration, would take a definite

stand against the U-boat war. Even the English, although so far as they

were concerned the question of the loss of human life was non-existent, did

not have the courage to publicly declare their blockade at the time, but at

first simply adopted the present rules, and did not until months had passed

characterize their action as a blockade. Acting along the same lines, it
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would be advisable simply to carry on the U-boat war without any exchange

of notes and in the most ruthless form, in order to provide a chance of per-

haps proving that all theories with regard to the attitude of the United

States are mistaken, that it would little by little accustom itself to existing

circumstances, and that good fortune would result in no American lives being

lost for a considerable length of time. Improbable as is the likelihood that

results of this kind would follow, this policy would at least have the benefit of

the experience of the English policy. On the other hand, that the declara-

tion of a blockade and notification of the same to other neutral countries

would be of any practical significance, I doubt. Even the smaller neutral

countries would hardly allow themselves to be influenced in affairs pertain-

ing to their sea-going commerce through the announcement of a blockade.

The only official announcement on the part of the German Government

addressed to the United States which, in a given case, I could imagine as

either useful or possible, would be a note in which Germany should point out

that it had, in deference to the wishes of the United States, refrained from

carrying out a ruthless U-boat war as a retaliation against the English war on

commerce and the English blockade, and that Germany has accepted as

authoritative the announcement made in the notes of the Government of

the United States that America would insist upon the observance of interna-

tional law in every respect on the part of every nation belonging to the

belligerent group; that Germany is inquiring as to what had been done for

the purpose of doing away with the blockade which the United States itself

had designated as being unlawful
;
that the distinction between human lives

and property can not be conclusive, since the governing point of view is not

national, but must be international, and that from this standpoint “bread to

the Americans is property, to the Germans, life; ammunition to the Ameri-

cans is property, to the Germans, death.” If such a note were considered

proper, then it would be useful to consult the German Ambassador in

Washington, whose policy in this question has shown itself to be entirely

correct from beginning to end, with regard to the best time for sending such

a note.

New York, November 6
,
igi6 .
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Extract from a personal letter from Second Embassy Counsel Prince Hatzfeldt
to Ambassador v. Tschirschky

Rec. Berlin, December 22, 1916. Washington, November g, igi6 .

. . . It is above all things essential to rid ourselves of the delusion that

we shall be able to win through the launching of the so-called ruthless U-boat
77
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war. For in England, food reserves exist which must first be consumed be-

fore the cutting off of imports will have any effect at all. In Germany, it was
a year and a half before we became pinched. And in this connection, we
shall never be able to cut off the road from Calais to Dover. As soon as

Americans are killed without warning, we shall have war with America,

which has at least one advantage, and that is that we shall probably go home.

But America would be of such vast assistance to the Allies as not to justify

underestimating it, and a war entered into on behalf of murdered innocent

Americans, as they call it here, would be unquestionably popular. The
stand taken by both candidates for the presidency in their campaign speeches

is such that they can not avoid declaring war. For after the breaking off of

diplomatic relations, this would only be avoidable if we were to cease the

U-boat war at once. But there will be no purpose in doing this. If we be-

lieve that we are no longer able to continue the war, for military or com-

mercial reasons, we should make peace at once. We shall get better condi-

tions now than if we had more enemies. For, in my opinion, Scandinavia

and Holland would be automatically forced to proceed against us upon the

entrance of the United States into the war. If they do not, they will simply

receive no foodstuffs, and we certainly can not furnish them. But if we can

content ourselves not to talk about the U-boat war for four months, and if

the commanding officers obey our orders, this means that there will be a

collision between the Fmited States and England; not that it would come to

the point of war, but that the Americans will insist upon their rights to re-

main in touch with us. And this means that we will then be materially

assisted. The bitterness here against England is already very great. The
fact that the English have cut off the whole of Hearst’s news service has

resulted in our getting him for an ally, whom we can not afford to under-

estimate.

His service includes twelve hundred newspapers all over the country, and

amongst these the two with the greatest circulation are in New York. Here

we are continually and not unjustly confronted with the reproach that the

quarrel with Germany involves American lives and that the difference with

England is simply based on injury to commerce. The scarcity in cargo

space which now exists is due only to the very smallest extent to the activity

of our U-boats; it is mainly due to requisitions made by the British Govern-

ment and to the very long time which a ship consumes on each journey for

one reason or another. But we must not forget that particularly here in the

United States, and as well as in neutral lands, a gigantic amount of tonnage

is in course of construction which will soon be placed in service. In view of

the present freight rates, the costs of construction are negligible. I am
writing to you in detail in this way because I believe we have fallen so far in

love with the U-boats at home that there are a great many points which we
have overlooked. If we were to use the greater part of our U-boats for
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commercial purposes, I believe that we should get far better results. One or

two will not be enough, and there is plenty of valuable freight to be had. I

am thinking of fats.

The establishment of a Polish kingdom has made absolutely no impression

over here. Most of the papers over here say that we are cutting up the

bear’s pelt before we have caught him. Of course, the German and Jewish

papers are an exception. At the same time, I believe that this is the proper

moment to come out with it. It certainly is lucky that the Austrians are

sending an Ambassador over here. It is to be hoped that Tarnowsky will

come very shortly.
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Secretary of Legatioyi v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 20, 1916. Pless (Headquarters),
Telegram No. 1103-A. December 20, 1916.

To be delivered to the Imperial

Chancelor and to the Secretary of State.

General Ludendorff telegraphs as follows:

Since Lloyd George has rejected our peace proposal in his speech in

the lower house, I am of the opinion that, as the result of the impressions

I have received on the western front, the U-boat war should now be
launched with the greatest vigor.

Lersner.
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Secretary of State Zimmermann to Secretary of Legation v. Lersner

Telegram No. 1612.

Answer to telegram No. 1103-A. Berlin, December 21
, 1916.

For your Excellency’s personal information:

For the present, a steady pulse and a cool head are required before all else

in order not to interfere with the political results of our peace move.

For General Ludendorff:

We must at present await the formal answer of our opponents to our peace

proposal. Then we shall take up the question of the armed merchant vessels

for which a note is being prepared according to agreement. This view is also

shared by His Majesty the Emperor.

At the present time, there exist serious objections against an unrestricted
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U-boat war, not only on account of the United States but also on account of

European neutrals.

ZlMMERMANN.
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Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 22, 1916.

Telegram No. 1114-A. Pless (Headquarters),
Answer to telegram No. 1612. December 22, 1916.

I have delivered your Excellency’s telegram to General Ludendorff, ac-

companying the delivery with a few remarks based upon the contents of the

first paragraph which applied to me. The General declared that it was
indeed far from his intention to urge the Imperial Government to undertake

unrestricted U-boat war at the present time, and before the determination of

our peace move. He must, however, once more state as his view that with-

out launching a ruthless U-boat war we would lose the campaign. His im-

pressions of the western front had strengthened him in this view. The
sinking of armed merchant steamers would not suffice.

That the Imperial Chancelor had agreed in September at Pless that the

Supreme High Command should decide the time at which the beginning of

the unrestricted U-boat war should take place; that this time would come at

the end of January; that the Field Marshal would no longer be able to

shoulder the responsibility of the campaign in case the government should

not agree to this.

When the General stopped speaking, I asked him what he meant by the

term unrestricted U-boat war. He wants to subject England to an absolute

blockade; every ship, even passenger boats, which approach England shall be

sunk.

I asked the General if he did not fear the entrance of the neutral Powers

into the war; for that was practically what his request meant. He said that

the Field Marshal would have sufficient troops advanced against Holland

and Denmark so that the latter would not attack. That the neutrals should

be allowed to use a certain track past the north of England for the purpose of

trade with other neutrals.

I referred to the United States, which without a doubt must answer with a

declaration of war. General Ludendorff declared that America sooner or

later would go against us. I expressed the opinion that there were other

views which were opposed to his view, and above all the Imperial Govern-

ment really was vested with the duty of sparing our people and our Army a

war with the United States.

After quite a lengthy debate, it seemed that the General would be willing
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to permit the passage of liners to England. In any event he would certainly

demand that they carry no absolute contraband.

Thereupon I went to see Colonel v. Bartenwerffer, who will prepare the

answer to your Excellency. I pointed out to him the tremendous responsi-

bility which the Supreme High Command of the Army was taking upon itself

with regard to the Emperor, the people and the Army, by this precipitate

insistence. Now more than ever did it devolve upon us to consider further

decisions that might be made coolly and dispassionately. The Colonel

agreed to this.

Lersner.
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Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 23, 1916.

Telegram No. 1121-A.

To be delivered personally.

Only for the Imperial Chancelor Pless (Headquarters),
and the Secretary of State. December 23, iqi6.

General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg wires as follows:

In connection with the exchange of telegrams of General Ludendorff
with Secretary of State Zimmermann with regard to the LT-boat war,

I herewith inform your Excellency that my opinion is that, in view of

the military situation, we should lose no time in putting into effect the

policy agreed upon of torpedoing armed enemy merchant ships.

The Entente is proceeding with the war with all the means at its

disposal. There is no doubt of this, in view of the fact that we have
been so roughly repulsed by every parliament. Even Wilson’s efforts

can accomplish nothing unless our opponents are willing to give them-
selves the lie. I believe that Wilson’s proposal was evoked by England.
In my opinion, we are not able, for national reasons and in view of our
strong military position, to go into the question at present. It would,
therefore, be a dangerous omission, one not to be justified from a military

standpoint, if we were to allow ourselves to be held off in any way. The
Army confronting the enemy would feel this in the same way. Officers

and soldiers expect the ruthless application of all arms.
We can not afford to overlook the morale of the Army, if its fighting

spirit is not to be taken away.
I therefore ask your Excellency to permit yourself, in the course of

carrying out the requisite diplomatic steps, to be guided by these con-
siderations.

England will not be overthrown by the mere fact of torpedoing armed
enemy merchant ships. More severe measures must be adopted in

order to break England’s will.

On the occasion of the conference in Pless at the end of August,
your Excellency made the decision on the question of launching of an
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unrestricted U-boat war depend upon my statement of opinion that
from the military standpoint the time had come. This moment will

be the end of January. Our victory in Roumania will by then have
reached its full effect. On the other hand, we should not allow our
opponents any considerable time in which to complete undisturbed
their preparations for the decisive battle on land.

In this connection, Holland, Denmark and the Scandinavian States
should be permitted to travel a defined course around the north of

England unmolested. Whether America is entitled to certain consider-

ations, must be made a matter of proof. The efficiency of the U-boat
war must not be permitted to be interfered with to any definite extent
by reason of this. I emphatically reserve my position with regard to

this matter. Diplomatic and military preparations for launching the

unrestricted U-boat war should be initiated at the present time in

order that it can certainly be launched by the end of January.

Lersner.
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Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Secretary of Legation v. Lersner

Telegram No. 1628.

Answer to telegrams Nos. 1114-A
and 1121-A.

For General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg. Berlin, December 23, iqi6.

I should like first of all to call your Excellency’s attention to my communi-
cation of October 6 of this year, in connection with your statement that, on

the occasion of the conference in Pless at the end of August, I had made the

decision with regard to the unrestricted U-boat warfare dependent upon

your Excellency’s announcement that you considered the time ripe, basing

your conclusion on the military situation. In defining my position with

regard to the unrestricted U-boat war in my letter of October 6, I said that,

since it was not only being launched against enemy ships, but against

neutral ships as well, it affected directly our relations with the neutral States,

and to this extent constituted an expression of foreign policy for which I have

to bear the sole responsibility, a responsibility which is constitutional and

can not be delegated, although, in forming my opinion at the proper time,

your Excellency’s opinion would, needless to say, be entitled to a wholly

unusual consideration.

With this premise, I should like to emphasize the fact that I agree with

your Excellency in the view that the question of torpedoing armed enemy

merchant ships must be immediately presented to the United States in the

clearest possible light. The earliest moment at which the note, which is

already prepared here, can be handed over to the American Ambassador,

will be the time of the receipt of the formal answer of our opponents to our
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peace proposal. How it will come out, nobody can tell at this time. The
probability is that while its general tone will be one of rejection, nevertheless

some small door will be left open. We must not close this door. This

would occur if we should initiate our policy with regard to armed merchant

ships before the receipt of the reply note. This would have very detrimental

effects upon the political situation which we have brought about by our

peace proposal, as well as after-effects upon the peace spirit in the countries

of our enemies. Even now we are facing the assumption reached in enemy
countries as well as in neutral States, that we have engineered the whole

peace move in bad faith and merely as a last step before starting in with the

unrestricted U-boat war. Certainly no arguments need be adduced to show

that we should avoid strengthening this impression. Unfortunately, a

number of German newspapers have made it an easy matter for our op-

ponents to arrive at this misinterpretation of our action, in that they an-

swered Lloyd George’s speech and Wilson’s note by immediately calling for

the U-boats. These articles will also have a further ill effect in case' we
should, as matters develop, proceed to a ruthless U-boat war. We are most

deeply interested in not having the outside world informed ahead of time

concerning our possible arrival at this stage, and I have sent out very definite

instructions to the press on the point. And I also consider it essential that

the Supreme High Command of the Army shall likewise insist upon it with

the utmost severity, that such discussions shall not appear in the press, and

for this reason I beg to request your Excellency to issue the necessary in-

structions at the earliest possible moment.
Concerning the question of the unrestricted U-boat warfare, the stand

which I have maintained up to the present time is that such a step can only

be discussed if our military situation is such as to permit us to rely with

certainty upon the fact that the European neutrals can be prevented from

taking up arms against us. Your Excellency is of the opinion that this time

will have come by the end of January, 1917. I therefore venture to assume
that your Excellency will be in a position at that time to concentrate the

necessary troops at both the Dutch and the Danish frontiers. On this

condition, and to the extent that I may find myself able to agree with your

Excellency that the advantages of an absolutely ruthless U-boat war are

greater than the disadvantages resulting from the LYited States joining our

enemies, I shall be ready to consider the question even of an unrestricted

L -boat warfare. There are no objections for preparing for conferences with

the Supreme High Command of the Army and the Chief of the Admiralty
Staff as soon as our peace move has been brought to a definite conclusion as

the result of the answer which the Entente will make.
I shall, of course, give full weight to what your Excellency stated with

regard to the morale of the army, in connection with the diplomatic handling

of the entire question.

Bethmaxx-Hollweg.
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Secretary of Legation v. Lersner to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 26, 1916.
Telegram No. 1134-A.
Answer to telegram No. 1628.

For Imperial Chancelor and Pless (Headquarters),
Secretary of State only. December 26

,
1916.

Field Marshal v. Hindenburg telegraphs as follows:

I have received with regret your Excellency’s telegram No. 1628 of

the twenty-fourth instant. I must express myself frankly cn this

subject, and your Excellency will agree upon the point that there must
be complete understanding between the Imperial Chancelor and the
Supreme High Command of the Army.

In my telegram, I had laid weight upon the necessity of early and
energetic operations by sea, since to me they are the only means whereby
we shall be enabled to bring the war to an end promptly. Your Excel-
lency believes that you are not able as yet to support this course. How-
ever, our military situation is such as not to permit negotiations of any
kind to divert from their course military measures which have finally be-

come recognized as correct, and thereby to cripple the energetic conduct
of the war. I must sustain this view under all conditions, and must
therefore renew my request to allow the U-boat war against armed
merchant ships to begin without previous negotiations, and to enter

immediately into arrangements for the ruthless conduct of the U-boat
war.

Your Excellency desires that effective measures be taken with the

press.

General Ludendorff, moved by similar considerations as those to

which your Excellency refers, had taken up the question of a conference
on this very subject in Berlin. On this occasion, your Excellency’s

subordinates, so far as I am able to judge, failed to take into due account
your Excellency’s efforts. General Ludendorff, moreover, proposed
the establishment of a press bureau in connection with the Imperial

Ghancelry, for a centralized management of the press, since this manage-
ment had been lacking on many occasions. So that your Excellency
can plainly see to what extent the Supreme High Command has gone
for the purpose of securing centralization within the meaning of your
Excellency’s request.

The greater part of the German people, as the result of erroneously
interpreting your Excellency’s words addressed to the Reichstag com-
mittee in the middle of September, holds the Supreme High Command
of the Army alone responsible for the decision of the question as to

whether the ruthless U-boat war shall be carried on or not. This is

not just. As long as your Excellency and the Supreme High Command
of the Army were in agreement, I could overlook this. But since our
points of view appear to be markedly divergent, I shall be obliged to

announce, in defense of the attitude of the Supreme High Command
of the Army, that your Excellency claims, it is true, the final responsi-

bility as Imperial Chancelor, but that I shall, very naturally, to the
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extent of my power and with the feeling of complete responsibility for

the successful outcome of the war, insist that those military measures
be taken which I consider appropriate for that purpose.

Lersxer.
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Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg to Secretary of Legation v. Lersner

Telegram No. 1639.
Answer to telegram No. 1134-A.

For General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.
Berlin, December 26

,
iqi6.

I acknowledge receipt of your Excellency’s telegram of the twenty-sixth

instant. Your Excellency proceeds therein upon the assumption that it is

my purpose to have the U-boat war against armed merchant ships depend

upon negotiations with the United States. This assumption is incorrect. I

desire no negotiations with the United States about this question; on the

contrary, in the note to the American Government which has already been

prepared, it is emphatically stated that from now on armed enemy merchant

ships will be considered by us to be belligerent craft, and consequently will

be torpedoed without warning. I shall bring the note to Pless and venture to

look forward to a personal interview with your Excellency as well on matters

covered by this note as on other questions which your Excellency has raised.

BETHMANN-HOLLWEG

.
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Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 8, 1917.
Telegram No. 31.

For the Imperial Chancelor and Pless (Headquarters),
the Secretary of State only. January 8, 1917.

Referring to our telegram No. 1121-A, General Field Marshal telegraphs as

follows:

I have the honor to inform your Excellency that, in connection with
my telegram of the 23d of December, the military situation is such
that unrestricted U-boat warfare can begin on the 1st of February
and for that very reason should begin.

Grunau.
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Under-Secretary of State of the Imperial Chancelry Wahnschaffe to Imperial
Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

(General Headquarters)

Telegram. Berlin, January 9, 1917.

Secretary of State Helfferich telegraphs your Excellency as follows:

1. The gist of the new memorial submitted by the Admiralty Staff

is the comparison of the effects of an unrestricted U-boat warfare upon
the shipping which is now operating with England with the effect of

the present U-boat war upon commerce. (Number 5 of the attached
document of the 22d of December.) It is stated that a ruthless U-boat
war would diminish British sea commerce by about 39 per cent in the

course of five months, whereas the U-boat war on commerce, on the
contrary, would reduce it only to the extent of 18 per cent; that the

diminution of 39 per cent would be sufficient to make England’s situa-

tion unbearable, whereas the loss of 18 per cent would not be such as

to force England to sue for peace. The calculation of the 39 and 18

per cent is based on the following reasoning:

It is assumed that the ruthless U-boat war would result in a monthly
loss of 600,000 tons, whereas the war on commerce would bring about
a loss of 400,000 tons. The effect of the unrestricted U-boat war would
be heightened by the frightening away from England of two fifths of

the neutral tonnage now available, whereas the continuation of the

U-boat war on commerce would not result in the frightening away of

any enemy tonnage.
I beg to call attention to the fact that the loss of a certain amount of

neutral tonnage on account of intimidation has already come to pass as

the result of even a U-boatwar carried on according to the rules governing
cruisers. The memorial of the Admiralty Staff calls impressively to our
attention, on pages 22 and 23, the temporary stagnation of trade between
Holland and Great Britain and the stoppage of the trade between Norway
and the Murman coast. A vigorous continuation of the U-boat war on
commerce will doubtless go far to bring about the tying-up of neutral

tonnage or at least its discontinuance on English trade routes, even if

the intimidating effect of an unrestricted U-boat war would not be
equalled. At any rate the difference between 39 and 18 per cent would
decrease.

On the other hand, the following point of view should, in my opinion,

be thoroughly tested: If the effect of the unrestricted U-boatwar is to

bring seafaring neutrals into the war on the side of England, the in-

timidating effect of the U-boat war would at least be eliminated to a

very definite extent. In such case, the voyage to England would no
longer mean a mere act of commerce for the neutrals in question, to be
undertaken or avoided after weighing the advantages and disadvantages,

but a war move in connection with which resulting losses and deaths
would play no particular part. Of course, we can not submit any proof

of the amount of percentage in losses which England will be able to

endure in her merchant trade before coming to the point where she can
hold out no longer. For example, if the domestic food situation were
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critical, it would require a shorter time and a less paralyzing grip upon
her commerce to bring this about, than it would if the domestic food

situation were favorable.

2. The estimates of the Admiralty Staff with regard to England’s
present supply of foodstuffs, and the possibilities of future imports,

are moderate. In my opinion, they are rather favorable than un-
favorable to England.

In my opinion, England at the present time has only enough wheat
on hand to last from eleven to twelve weeks, whereas the memorial
of the Admiralty Staff counts on a fifteen-week supply; and again,

according to the estimate submitted by me to the budget committee
at the end of September, 1916, England was at that time supplied with
cereals for four and a half months, or in other words, for about nineteen

weeks. The English stock on hand will steadily decrease through
January and February on account of the difficulties of importation.

England, and with England, France and Italy, are approaching a food
crisis, to increase the dangers of which I know of but one effective

method: the imposing of restrictions upon the consumption of the

products of the great producing countries, especially the United States.

The latter needs for its own consumption an amount which is given

in the memorial of the Admiralty Staff, page 34, at 623 million bushels

(about 17 million tons), according to Snow. The unrestricted U-boat
war will, on the one hand, still further restrict imports which, as it is,

are already very greatly reduced—more so than the limited U-boat
war on commerce.
On the other hand, in the process of weighing advantages and

disadvantages, a point which up to the present time has been neglected
should not be overlooked. If the unrestricted U-boat war results

in the entrance of the United States into the war, America will be just

as much interested in England’s being victorious as she would be in a

cause exclusively her own. If it is true that England’s defeat can only
be avoided by providing her with a sufficient grain supply, then America
must and can make sacrifices to this end to an extent which, in the ca-

pacity of a neutral State, it would not consider, that is, by the limitation

of its own consumption of cereals in favor of England. This limita-

tion will by no means necessarily bring about the imposition of a system
of short rations applied to American bread consumption; the result

would undoubtedly be reached by means of great purchases made
by the government and, possibly, by means of forced purchases.
Since the Union has more than twice as many inhabitants as England,
every per capita restriction of the American population in the matter
of grain consumption means more than a double gain per capita for the
English population. If the outcome of the war were dependent thereon,
I would not consider it at all impossible that the United States would be
able to bring about a 10 per cent restriction on its normal consumption
in favor of England, whereby 1.7 million tons (8.5 million quarters)
would at once be released to meet an English shortage of three months.
And if a half of this amount were to be sunk on the voyage to England—

-

a percentage far outstripping the possibilities estimated by the Ad-
miralty Staff—such a step would be of invaluable, or perhaps decisive,

assistance to England.
Paradoxical as it sounds, it is not altogether impossible, therefore,-
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that, compared with the limited U-boat war on commerce, the unre-
stricted U-boat war would not in the last analysis, have a harmful
effect upon the supplying of England with breadstuff's, but would
rather operate in favor of such supply.

3. The considerations brought out in Nos. 1 and 2 show how im-
portant it is to the results sought by a U-boat war, to have the neutral

Powers held off from participation. Whether this will be possible if

ruthless methods are adopted in the U-boat war, we shall be able to

judge better in the course of a few weeks, when the answer of the
Entente to Wilson and its results are before us, than we are today.
There is no occasion for reaching precipitous decisions since, at the

present, time is working for us and not against us in the matter of

England’s food supply. January and, particularly, February are,

for obvious seasonal reasons, unfavorable months for importing cereal

foodstuffs to England. During the years 1909-14 the average monthly
imports amounted to 8,670,000 hundredweight; the January average
only 7,050,000 hundredweight, the February average only 5,870,000 hun-
dredweight, whereas the March average was 7,513,000 hundredweight
and, again, the April average 9,251,000 hundredweight. This time,

as I prophesied would be the case, basing my opinion on the crop
situation, the falling off of the grain imports began as early as Septem-
ber. In spite of England’s efforts and of the terrific prices which
she paid, the amount of imports for the four weeks in December, 1916,

has only reached 1,410,000 quarters, as against 1,955,000 quarters in

the preceding year. All signs indicate that this situation will continue
until March and April, when the Argentine and Australian crops will be
able to arrive.

If, for the reasons above set out, we put off for a few weeks our
decision with regard to launching the unrestricted U-boat war, then
when our decision is made, the prospect of having the English grain

supply decrease to a point materially lower than a twelve-week supply
will be good. The lower the supply at the commencement of an
unrestricted U-boat war, the more certain will our results be and the

quicker will they be attained.

I have hastily set down the above in written form in the brief time

available to me under the circumstances. I should, therefore, appre-

ciate it if your Excellency would make use of these notes for your own
personal information only, and would be good enough not to release

them in written form. Helfferich.

IX

Wahnschaffe.
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184

Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 11, 1917.

Telegram No. 46.

For the Imperial Chancelor and Pless (Headquarters),
the Secretary of State only. January 11, 1917.

General Ludendorff suggests that until the 1st of February our press should

be held under strict check touching arrangements for the U-boat war. He
believes that Reventlow and Rippler can be persuaded to keep still, either by
the Navy or by the Supreme High Command, if they are personally and

confidentially informed of our plans. Further, he suggests various small

expedients for taking up the attention of the public; for instance, the an-

nouncement of U-boat successes in print, immediately after the Army
reports.

I answered that measures would have to be handled in most intimate

cooperation with your Excellency and have kept in mind the points com-
municated to me by your Excellency.

Grunau.

MARGINAL NOTE BY THE IMPERIAL CHANCELOR

This certainly seems very questionable to me. Ludendorff is afraid to

inform Vienna for fear of indiscretions, but on the other hand Reventlow and

Rippler ! They will under no circumstances hold their tongues. If we are to

keep the press in check, this can always be done without taking it into our

confidence. For the U-boat war is a military measure, the discussion of

which can be just as easily checked as the arrangements for any other

military operation.

B. H. 1/11.

185

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Counselor of Legation v. Grunau

Telegram No. 63.

Re telegram No. 46. Berlin, January 11, 1917.

I agree fully in the stand taken by General Ludendorff and had already,

yesterday, discussed the question from the same point of view with the Chief

of the Admiralty Staff. The requisite measures will be taken in cooperation

with Excellency v. Holtzendorff.

Zimmermann.
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1 86

Chief of the Admiralty Staff Admiral v. Holtzendorff to Imperial Chancelor v.

Bethmann-Hollweg

Rec. Berlin, January n, 1917.
Absolutely confidential.

Copy. General Headquarters, January 9, 1917.

I order that the unrestricted submarine war be launched with the greatest

vigor on the 1st of February. You will immediately take all the necessary

steps, taking care, however, that this intention shall not prematurely come
to the knowledge of the enemy and the neutral Powers. You will present to

me the basic plans of operation.

Copy hereof to be transmitted to the Imperial Chancelor,

Wilhelm I. R.

Berlin, January 10, 1917.

I have the honor to respectfully transmit to your Excellency the copy

hereto attached.

v. Holtzendorff.

187

General Manager Ballm to Minister v. Lucius (Stockholm )

Rec. Berlin, January 17, 1917. Hamburg, January 10
, 1917.

My dear and honored Friend:

I do not need to state to you how I regret that I have not been able to see

you to speak to you during your leave of absence. I am anxious to visit you

in Stockholm before long, and it is only the fear that not only fantastic

rumors but such as would directly injure the interests of the Fatherland,

would arise in connection with my visit to Scandinavia, which makes me still

hesitate to carry out my wish.

The situation here is and remains clouded. The military successes in

Roumania appear at the same time to justify the assumption that by means

of the Kiev road we can bring Russia to the point of being very seriously

menaced. But situations in Russia are such that we can scarcely take it for

granted that the present government will have the moral courage to shake

itself free from the embraces of the Entente. Again, the opinion is becoming

more and more often voiced by those who know Russia well and who are

worthy of credence, that the path to a Russian peace does not lie along the

Kiev-Odessa road, but in a demonstration against St. Petersburg. The
Austrian Ambassador in Berlin, Gottfried Hohenlohe, too, has expressed this
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opinion in no uncertain terms—probably not, however, without instructions

from his government.

So we have before us the very difficult problem of increasing our railroad

resources to a tremendous extent at a time when all efforts are being exerted

toward manufacturing ammunition.

Hindenburg will, I believe, succeed in getting a final disposition in the

matter of the U-boat question within a very short time. This decision will

be a leap in the dark. If the United States remains passive, the U-boat will

constitute a very effective aid to military operations on land, and will take an

active part in materially shortening the duration of the war. If the United

States takes an active part in the war on the side of the Entente, this U-boat

decision will prolong the war for years and will make its final outcome un-

certain to the highest degree. For these reasons, I can well understand how
the Chancelor has up to this time with the greatest consistency fought

against this leap in the dark, and I find it in the highest degree commendable.

But after all, it will, in the end, be the Supreme High Command of the Army
which shall have to determine the question whether, in its opinion, the war

can still be carried on for any considerable length of time against such odds.

I believe that I have already written you about the German war aims. I

believe that the greatest war aim for us consists in separating Russia and

England
;
for the alliance of these two Powers is quite against nature and for

this reason should be easy to break up. A prohibitionist Russia un-

doubtedly constitutes the greatest kind of a menace so far as we are con-

cerned, and we shall never be able to bank upon the permanent peace for

which we are now striving unless we reach some kind of an understanding

with Russia. Even if, in order to accomplish the result, we should find it

necessary7 to take some of the gloss off the old Nibelungen faith and loyalty,

we should certainly^ be able to submit to this in view of the vital necessity

thereof in connection with Germany's future.

With best wishes, I remain, my dear and honored Friend,

Yours faithfully,

BALLIN.

188

Personal letter of Max Warburg to Privy Councilor v. Langiverth Simmern

Rec. Berlin, January 29, 1917.
Personal. Hamburg, January 26

,
IQ17 .

Dear Friend:

I assume that you have already^ made a hundred drafts of a probable an-

swer to the message of President Wilson, and I herewith send you the hundred
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and first. I have just dictated the answer more or less as I picture it, and
for the purpose of clearing up my own mind with regard to the contents of

the Wilson message. And in this connection I must state that it is only the

Vienna translation of the Wilson message which has been published in the

newspapers which are before me, and that I am of the opinion that the trans-

lation is erroneous with regard to many and not unimportant passages. But
even if we assume that the form is just as obnoxious in the original as in the

translation, we shall still be obliged to concern ourselves in detail with the

contents of the note taken as a whole.

According to my view, it is primarily, directed against the assertion an-

nounced in our note of December 26, 1916, that we were willing to conclude

peace at once without the United States and the other neutral Powers, for

the purpose of immediately thereafter opening negotiations which were to

result in the assurance of the peace of the world. The President challenges

this view in the sharpest terms. He makes no claim to take a hand in the

establishment of individual peace conditions, but, on the contrary insists up-

on being heard with regard to the fundamental principles on which the peace

conditions shall be moulded, so that their permanence can be guaranteed by
all the States, including the neutral Powers. I do not hesitate to state that

the formula “first peace, and then pacifism” seemed to me impracticable

from the start, and that even now we can agree to Wilson’s view that the

coming peace must, in its fundamentals, harmonize with the pacifistic ideas

of the future. We will not prejudice ourselves if we agree to this Wilsonian

point of view, nor is there involved a direct surrender of our standpoint in

our note of the 26th of December, 1916, but only a certain modification which

does not need to trouble us much.

Quite independently of all this, when we commence the unrestricted

U-boat warfare—and I still entertain the hope that we will drop this win-all--

lose-all game— I am convinced that our best course would be not to immedi-

ately tear from Wilson’s hands the thread which, in spite of our note of the

26th of December, 1916, wherein we gave him, after all, a pretty good kick,

he still continues to attempt to spin. From all the information which we re-

ceive from America and the remaining neutral countries, it appears that

there has been quite a distinct change in the public opinion in these countries

in our favor, or, rather, against England. And under no circumstances do

we want to let the opportunity slip which Wilson’s pacifistic message gives

us of letting ourselves be known as pacifists. This is the only way in which

we can take the edge off the constant scream in the Entente press about

Prussian militarism. Even if Wilson’s message in very many ways

challenges rebuttal, there would be absolutely no use, in my opinion, of push-

ing into the foreground those questions with regard to which vve take a dia-

metrically opposite position to his views, but that, on the contrary, it is abso-

lutely to our present interest to emphasize all the points on which we agree
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with him. If we constantly harp upon our agreements with him on those

points in which we really are in agreement with him, and do so in the most

effective manner possible, we shall make it very difficult for him, if not abso-

lutely impossible, to take a position against us in the U-boat question. It

seems to me that this is the most important result which we could hope to

bring about by answering this note. We can afford to absolutely ignore the

dangerous voices in our market-place.

The Bessermanns, Stresemanns, and others of that ilk are really of much
less importance than the relations with America. If it comes to a war with

America, we will so stimulate the moral, financial, and economic strength of

our enemies that there will be nothing for us to hope for in the future. If we
now accede to the note, it may be possible to keep the United States out of it.

It has also occurred to me that it might be well not to send the Senate any
official note bearing on this message, but just a communication from Bern-

storff to the President to the same effect; but I had to get rid of my bit of

wisdom; salvavi animam meant, or in Low German: Nu arger Du Di (now get

mad about it)

!

With friendly personal regards,

Yours,

Max M. Warburg.

78
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PART V.—LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL AND MEMORIAL OF THE
CHIEF OF THE ADMIRALTY STAFF OF THE NAVY, OF
DECEMBER 22

,
1916

,
“WITH REGARD TO THE NE-

CESSITY OF AN EARLY LAUNCHING OF THE
UNRESTRICTED U-BOAT WAR”

189

Chief of the Admiralty Staff Admiral v. Holtzendorff to Secretary of State

Zimmermann

Rec. Berlin, January 7, 1917.
Strictly confidential. Berlin, January 6 ,' iqij.

I have the honor to forward to your Excellency the attached copies of

two documents addressed to the Chief of the General Staff of the Army.

v. Holtzendorff.

190

Chief of the Admiralty Staff Admiral v. Holtzendorff to Chief of the General

Staff General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg

Strictly confidential. Berlin, December 22, 1916.

I have the honor to transmit most respectfully to your Excellency the

attached statement of the necessity of an early launching of the unrestricted

Ll-boat war. The document in question is, in the main, a continuation of

the memorial of the 27th of August, 1916, which was entitled “The Cargo

Space Question and England’s Supply for the Year 1916,” and which was

sent to your Excellency (file No. 22247-I).

On the basis of the detailed statements in the draft in question, I will

ask your Excellency to examine the reasoning which is followed, and hope

that we shall reach a full agreement to the effect that it is absolutely neces-

sary to adopt the severest measures possible against England’s ocean com-

merce at the earliest practicable moment in order to make the best possible

use of the advantages of the present situation and to assure ourselves an

early victory.

I

It is necessary that the war be fought out to a definite decision before

August, 1917, unless it is to result in the exhaustion of all the belligerents,

1214
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and hence in a termination which will be fatal for us. Our enemies Italy

and France have received such a staggering blow', economically speaking,

that it is only by the energy and force of England that they are still kept

on their feet. If we can succeed in breaking the backbone of England’s

resistance, the war will immediately be terminated in our favor. But the

backbone of England consists in the cargo space used for bringing to England

those imports necessary for the maintenance of life, which assure her credit in

foreign countries.

II

The stand taken with regard to cargo space, in the document of the 27th

of August to which I have already referred, w'hich subject was gone into in

detail at that time, is again set out in the annexed enclosure. In brief it is

this: Freight rates for the transportation of a great number of essential

commodities have risen to an enormous extent, even being increased ten-

fold or more. We know* absolutely from numerous other sources that there

is a general shortage in cargo space.

The English tonnage existing even at the present moment may be cor-

rectly assumed to be about 20 million tons gross. At least 8.6 million tons

have been requisitioned for military purposes, and a half million is engaged

in the coastwise trade, and according to estimates one million are under

repairs, and therefore unavailable at the present time; some 2 million tons

are designated for the use of the Allies, so that at the very most there are

still 8 million tons of English shipping available for supplying England with

foodstuffs. If we examine the statistics of the sea commerce in the British

ports, the result is even less. In the months of July and September, 1916,

according to these statistics, only about 6.75 million gross tons of English

cargo space docked in England. In addition to this, there are about 900,000

tons of shipping engaged in commerce with England—enemy shipping, not

British—and perhaps 3 million tons of neutral shipping. Altogether, then,

England’s food supply is taken care of by only some 10.75 million gross

tonnage, roughly speaking.

III

If the work which we have done thus far in our war against cargo space is

such as to hold out good prospects for further steps along this line, w'e may
say that the abnormally poor results all over the world of this year’s harvest

of breadstuff's and provender has placed in our hands a very unique oppor-

tunity, of w'hich no one will dare assume the responsibility of failing to take

advantage.

Starting, apparently, as early as February, North America and Canada
W'ill be in a position of having practically no wheatstuffs at all to spare for

the purposes of England. In this case, England must depend for its food
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supply on Argentina, separated as it is from England by a long trip, and
since Argentina, as the result of its poor harvest, will be able to deliver but
little, India and particularly Australia must be England’s sources of supply.

It is shown in detail in the enclosure how the increased distance of the

route to be traversed will result in an increasing demand upon our enemies

for cargo space for grain to the extent of 720,000 tons. The practical result

of this is that, of the available 10.75 million tons, 750,000 will be needed up
to August, 1917, for a service which, up to this time, has not been required.

IV

hinder conditions such as these, so favorable to us, an energetic blow de-

livered with all the strength at our command against English cargo space

gives promise of an absolute certainty of success, so that I can only repeat

and most pointedly emphasize my assertion of August 27, 1916, that “our

obvious military task consists in the act of now bringing about a decision in

our favor by the destruction of cargo space” and further, that “from the

military standpoint there is no justification in refraining from the use, even

at the present time, of the U-boat weapon.” I do not hesitate to declare

that as things stand at present, England will be forced to sue for peace within

five months as the result of launching an unrestricted U-boat war. But
this is true only in case ruthless U-boat warfare is carried on; it would not

follow as the result of the limited U-boat war on commerce which is being

carried on at this time, even if all armed vessels ,were to be considered as

open to attack.

V

Proceeding on the basis of the monthly estimate already submitted of

the computed destruction of 600,000 tons of cargo space by means of the

unrestricted U-boat war, and on the basis of the expectation, more detailed

figures in support of which are set out in the enclosure, that by means of

such warfare at least two fifths of the neutral ocean commerce would be in-

timidated to the extent of not even setting sail for England, we may calcu-

late that after the termination of five months English ocean trade will have

fallen behind what it is today by some 39 per cent. England would not be

able to put up with such a loss, whether considered with regard to its effects

upon the situation which would develop after the war or with regard to the

possibility of continuing further with the war at the present time. Today
England is facing a situation as to foodstuffs which forces her, as a last

resort, to attempt to put into operation those measures which we, in our

position as a blockaded country, have had to adopt during the course of

the war. The setting for an organization of this kind in England is entirely

and fundamentally different from our own, and, as a matter of fact, unspeak-

ably more unfavorable than is the case with us. The authority is lacking,
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and the education of the people is such that they have not the discipline

essential to meet such a pinch. And for another reason, too, it is no longer

possible for the entire population of England to be put on the system of

short rations in breadstuffs demanded by the situation. It was possible

in Germany when we could substitute for the sudden bread shortage other

temporary means of subsistence. This moment has gone by for England,

and nothing can bring it back again. The supplying of England with the

necessary foodstuffs can not be brought about by means of some three fifths

of ocean transportation available without a corresponding powerful limita-

tion upon the use of breadstuffs—and in this connection we must bear in

mind the necessity of keeping the war industries going at the same time.

The suggestion that England may already have in the country a sufficient

amount of foodstuffs to tide over the crisis until the next harvest, is shown

in the enclosure to be absolutely without merit.

Moreover, add the fact that the unrestricted U-boat war would at once

mean a famine in fats for England, together with the cessation of the supply

from Denmark and Plolland, since a third of the entire importations of

butter into England come from Denmark and all the imported butter-fats

come from Holland. Further, it would mean an increased shortage of metals

and woods as the result of the menace against the importations of metal

and wood from Scandinavia going hand and hand with increased menace to

shipment of metal from Spain. As a result, coal mining would decrease

instantly, as the wood necessary for that purpose would no longer be avail-

able, and such would also be the case with iron and steel products and

munitions dependant upon both of them. Finally, it would give us the

opportunity so long desired to take effective steps against the importation

of ammunition by neutrals, and to that extent to ease the burdens of the

army.

In contrast with the above, a limited U-boat war on commerce, even in

connection with the general release of armed steamers, would, after five

months, have cut down the shipping engaged in the British trade by only

five times 400,000 tons—about 18 per cent of the present monthly ocean

trade, and thus less than 50 per cent of the results of the unrestricted U-boat

warfare. Judging by past experiences, we can be by no means certain of

the fact that the release of armed steamers would increase the cargo space

sent to the bottom to any appreciable extent over the average of 400,000

tons reached in the last two months. It is probable that it will rather only

counterbalance the loss otherwise to be expected by reason of increased

arming. I am perfectly clear on the point that even the falling away of

about one fifth of the present ocean commerce would have very disturbing

results on the question of England’s food supply. But I consider it impos-

sible that England, now subject to the guidance of Lloyd George’s policy of

holding out to the very end, could be forced to sue for peace if the effects of
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the shortage in fats, woods and metals above referred to, and the continued

undermining of munition imports, should not be availed of. Add to this

the cessation of the psychological effects of panic and fear. These effects,

which can be brought about only as the result of ruthless U-boat warfare,

constitute in my opinion an absolutely essential prerequisite of success.

The experiences which were ours in the beginning of the U-boat war in the

spring of 1915, when the British believed that it was being carried on in

dead earnest, show the weighty importance of these effects, as do our expe-

riences of the short U-boat war of March and April, 1916.

It is further necessary, as a prerequisite, that the unrestricted U-boat
war should commence at the time that it is announced, and that no time be

left for preparations, particularly between England and the neutral Powers.

It is only in such case that great fear will be injected into the enemy and into

neutrals as well.

VI

The announcement of the unrestricted U-boat war will bring the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America once more face to face with the

question of whether or not it will maintain the same position regarding

the question of the use of the U-boats which, judging from its attitude, it

has maintained up to this time. I am positive in the opinion that war
with the United States is so serious a question that all steps should be taken

to avoid it. But in my opinion also the fear of such a break should not

overawe us at the crucial moment to the extent of causing us to renounce the

use of the weapon which promises us victory.

In any case, it is expedient for us to assume the solution more unfavorable

to us and to clear up our own mind on the question of the effect which the

entrance of the United States into the war would have on the result of the

war, as far as our opponents are concerned. This effect could at best be

practically negligible with regard to shipping space. It is not to be expected

that more than an inconsiderable fraction of the tonnage belonging to the

Central Powers now lying in American ports, and perhaps also other neutral

ports, would at once be put in use for commerce with England. It would

be quite possible to damage the greater part thereof so seriously that it

would not be seaworthy in the critical period of the first few months. Ar-

rangements have been made to bring this result about; moreover, it would

be next to impossible to obtain crews for these ships. We may attribute an

equal paucity of results in the case of American troops which, on account

of absence of cargo space, would not be able to be brought over in any

considerable numbers; and to American money, which can never take the

place of transportation and shipping space. The only question to be con-

sidered is the attitude which America would assume towards the question

of concluding peace—the peace for which England would be forced to sue.
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We can not suppose that the United States would then determine to carry

on the war against us single-handed, as it has no means at its disposal for

taking definite steps against us, whereas its commerce would be damaged by

our U-boats. On the other hand, it is to be expected that the United States

would support the conclusion of such a peace, in order to resume normal

commercial relations at the earliest possible moment.

I therefore reach the conclusion, that an unrestricted U-boat war so cor-

rectly timed as to bring about peace before the gathering of the harvest of

the summer of 1917, that is to say, before August 1, will have to be at the

cost of a break with the United States, for the reason that we are left no

other choice. It follows that in spite of the danger of a break with America,

an unrestricted U-boat war, promptly launched, is the proper means of

winning the war. Moreover, it is the only means to this end.

VII

Ever since I announced in August, 1916, that the time had come Tor

dealing a crushing blow to England, the situation has materially changed

to our advantage. The falling off of crops all over the world, taken in con-

nection with the effect of the war on England up to this time, affords us

once more the opportunity of bringing about a decision in our favor before

the new crops are gathered. If we fail to make use of this opportunity,

wdiich so far as can be foreseen, is our last, I can see no alternative than

that of mutual exhaustion, without its being possible for us to terminate the

war in such a way as to guarantee our future as a world Powder.

In order to obtain the necessary results in time, the unrestricted U-boat

war must commence by February 1 at the latest. I ask your Excellency to

inform me as to wiiether the military situation on the Continent, particu-

larly with regard to those Powers who still remain neutral, is such as to make
this date convenient. I shall need three w^eeks time for the necessary

preparations.

v. Holtzendorff.

Enclosure.

Strictly confidential. Berlin, December 22, igi6 .

Your Excellency:

I consider that the time has come to marshal the investigations and con-

clusions of the Admiralty Staff wdth regard to the questions incidental to

the final decision as to the U-boat war and to make a full statement concern-

ing the stand taken at this time, thus preparing a foundation upon which a

final determination can be based. The situation is such that this decision

can not be put off any longer. It is my conviction that it should be decided

to launch a ruthless U-boat war, that is, a U-boat w'ar in the course of
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which every enemy and neutral ship found in the war zone is to be sunk

without warning. In support of the correctness of my views on the subject,

I refer to the following comments.

I

THE U-BOAT WAR FROM FEBRUARY UNTIL AUGUST, 1915

On February 4, 1915, the Admiralty Staff issued its announcement which

designated the waters around Great Britain and Ireland as a war area, and

threatened the destruction of every enemy merchant ship found therein,

and also called specific attention to the dangers which neutral ships in the

war area would run as a result of the misuse of neutral flags which had been

ordered by the British Government, and of the chances of war upon the sea.

The commencement of these measures was set for the 18th of February.

The economic results of the U-boat war, which opened with all the forms of

a systematic and military major operation, were carefully noted by the

Admiralty Staff. The results of this observation are to be found in the

memorial of the 21st of August, 1915, and in a more detailed and voluminous

form in those of the 12th of February, 1916, which were transmitted to the

various heads of the governmental departments.

In both cases, the Admiralty Staff, as a preliminary step towards the

checking up of its official and departmental conclusions on these questions

by means of expert advice on the subject, obtained the opinions of influen-

tial authorities on German economic life, particularly of persons well ac-

quainted with the situation in England, who from beginning to end sup-

ported the propositions and conclusions of the memorials. Even today,

these expert opinions have a very definite practical interest.

The gentlemen who were called upon to give their opinions in February,

1916, were:

Finance:

Imperial Councilor W. v. Fink, Head of the Banking House of Merk,
Fink & Co., in Munich;

Chief Privy Councilor of Finance Waldemar Muller, President of the

Board of Directors of the Dresden Bank in Berlin;

Dr. Arthur Salomonsohn, Business Manager of the Diskontogesellschaft

in Berlin;

Max Schinkel, Business Manager of the Norddeutsche Bank in Hamburg,
President of the Chamber of Commerce in Hamburg;

Privy Councilor of Commerce Zucksehwerdt, Head of the Banking House
Zuckschwerdt & Beuchel, Member of the Prussian Herrenhaus, Presi-

dent of the Chamber of Commerce in Magdeburg.

Commerce:

Privy Councilor of Commerce Englehard, Member of the First Chamber
of the Constitutional Estates of Baden, President of the Chamber of

Commerce in Mannheim.
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Industries:

Privy Government Architect Dr. of Engineering Beukenberg, Director

General of the Phoenix Stock Company of Mines and Foundries in Horde

;

Commercial Counselor Dr. of Engineering Reusch, Director General of the

Good Hope Foundry in Oberhausen (Rhineland);

Commercial Counselor Dr. of Engineering Springorum, 1 Director General

of the Hoesch Iron & Steel Works Stock Company, Member of the

Prussian Herrenhaus.

Agriculture:

v. Kries, Owner of the Manorial Estate at Kl. Wasmirsz near Dirschau;
Privy Councilor of Agriculture Sauberlich, President of the Chamber of

Agriculture of Anhalt, at Grobzig;
Councilor of Agriculture Schmidt, Member of the First Chamber of the

Constitutional Estates of Wiirttemberg, at Platzhof, near Ohringen.

At its inception, the U-boat war came into contact with an economic

entity of high resisting power, which at that time had been injured very

little by the general influences of the World War. It is true that the gap in

many commercial relations caused by the war had not been without its

effect, as many interruptions of many kinds, even in importation, were un-

avoidable; and on top of this came the poor harvest in Australia. But, on

the whole, England was hardly affected; there was never any question of a

shortage, and the increase in prices was endurable. England’s transoceanic

commerce had not been, up to then, seriously damaged, and uncomfortable

as was the insistence with which the incidents of the war on commerce
made themselves felt, on the whole the war had not resulted in such a radical

effect as the lack of points d'appui overseas. Increase of freight rates was

held within moderate limits, at least as compared with later developments.

The U-boat war changed the economic situation ofEnglandfrom the ground up.

Freight rates began to rise quite noticeably. In May, 1915, they had

reached about double the amount of the January quotations. The exhaus-

tive and comprehensive analysis and verification of the British statistics

on foreign trade for the months of October, 1914, until December, 1915,

concerning which the February memorial of the Admiralty Staff gives full

information, shows a very definite advance in prices paid for foreign imports.

The wholesale prices naturally followed the movement. So far as con-

cerns the chief effect which it was the very purpose of the U-boat war to

bring about, to wit, a shortage in the necessary food products and raw-stuffs,

the February memorial spoke as follows: “On the whole the U-boat war of

the spring and summer of 1915 did not limit the imports to such an extent

that a shortage actually existed. On the other hand, it did lead to a short-

age to the extent that in many cases the demands which arose for the needs

of the Army could not be met with a sufficiency of supplies.’’ Various ele-

ments combined to create this situation: On the one hand, fear of the re-

1 Sic original German. See, however, ante, p. 510, where this name is given as “Strick-
horn,” in accord also with the original German.

—

Editor.
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suits of the U-boat war spurred men on to bring in as many imports as

possible, and, on the other hand, the constantly increasing needs of the army
consumed more and more, and again England had to supply the needs of its

allies, particularly the needs of France. But it was no longer possible for

the imports to meet the increased demands. Hence came the rise in prices;

and even as early as the spring of 1915 there was a very definite shortage

—

in meat, for instance.

The reason why no more had been accomplished was to be found in the

conditions under which the U-boat war had to be carried on. It is well

known, and why, that from the beginning it was subjected to restrictions

of a non-military nature which crippled its efficiency. It was not only that

neutral shipping, which handled approximately one third of the English

imports, had to be spared; British ships were systematically provided wdth

neutral colors, and in this way often succeeded in escaping their fate. Then
on top of this came later the sparing of passenger steamers. The U-boat

commanders were ordered to regard as passenger ships and spare vessels

which had certain characteristics; but at the same time these characteristics

were shared by many and, indeed, important classes of freight steamers,

as for instance cold-storage steamers for meat transportation, which also

had to be spared, particularly in view of the fact that the characters of the

ships could not be ascertained wdth certainty at the distances at which they

were observed, and in case of doubt ships had to be spared. There was
also the impossibility of laying hold of steamers which were transporting

troops and which appeared to be innocent passenger ships. The booty of

the U-boats in spite of these difficulties, and hampered as they were by exist-

ing obstacles which made many a sacrifice unavoidable, reached an average

for the months of February to August, 1915, of about 120,000 gross tons.

And complete success was all the less possible of attainment in that a very

material effect of the U-boat war, the psychological effect of worry, was

made impossible by the interference of the United States, which heralded

the end of the project. So the U-boat war dwindled with the end of August,

before it had been able to bring about results perfectly possible of accom-

plishment even with the means at its command.
Nevertheless, the results wffiich had been obtained were very noticeable

and paved the way for a decision.

The peril of the U-boat war had been made clear and was expressed pub-

licly in England in very many ways. A foundation had been laid which

could serve for a basis of computing the effect of the weapon for the future.

The victory of the U-boat war could now be announced positively, and to

this effect: “By means of a shortage which manifested itself principally in

a notable increase of prices of essential foodstuffs and manufactured articles,

and raw material as well, it so damaged the commerce and trade of England

that heavy economic and financial losses were felt in every direction.”
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English commercial life had been thrown into disorder. But the commer-

cial life of a country is like a masterpiece of higher mechanics; let it once be

disturbed, and there result a displacement of gears, friction, and breakage

that continue without cessation. This was the result of the U-boat war

last year which can not be overestimated.

How nearly it had performed its work at that time is shown in a leading

article in the Times of November 11, 1916, which constitutes remarkable

evidence on this point. This article was commenting on the report of the

preceding year of the governmental committee on food supply, the majority

of which recommended in October, 1915, far-reaching measures which, it is

true, were never carried out because of the opposition of the minority, it

being clear that the U-boat menace had been obviously overcome; and the

paper characterizes the conclusion of the majority report with these words:
“ In the summer of 1915 the German submarine campaign had reached a point

at which it threatened to diminish seriously the imports into this country

[England]. The case for remedial measures was obvious and urgent.”

II

THE SUBSEQUENT EVOLUTION OF THE ECONOMIC SITUATION OF ENG-
LAND, AND THE U-BOAT WAR OF MARCH AND APRIL, 1916

Further observation showed us “that the situation which was created in

English waters during the months of the U-boat war was repeated toward

the end of the year 1915. We may say: The role of the U-boat war was

taken over in these last periods by the scarcity of cargo space which, in turn,

was increased by the U-boat -war in the Mediterranean.”

The condition of the English merchant fleet changed rapidly for the

worse; construction could not be carried on at a sufficient rate to fill in the

gaps resulting even from normal losses. The most serious factor was the

ever-increasing requisitions of ships. The occupation of Saloniki played a

prominent part in this connection, which, decided upon in 1915, and prepared

for in the ensuing period, was completed in January 1916. The magnitude

of this undertaking notably superseded that of the landing at Gallipoli.

From December, 1915, the freights increased “by leaps and bounds,”

according to the Times of the 23d of December, as the following table shows.

Cost of carrying one ton
Jan., 1914
(before

the war)

Jan., 1915
(before

the U-
boat war)

May, 1915
(U-boat
war)

Jan., 1916
(short-

age cargo
space)

Twelve month Atlantic voyage per month .

Round trip Atlantic voyage per month ....

Wheat freight, Karachi (India)-England . .

Cotton freight, Gulf Ports-England
Grain freight, New York-England

(do) La Plata-England

35. id.

45. 6d.

155. 3 d.

3 2s. 6d.

iov 8 d.

IIS.

6s.

8s. 6d.

12s. 6d.

16s.

505.

1505.

39v
JOS.

305.

50V
1705.

330V
645.

1525. 6d.
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These unparalleled rates were the result and significant expression of the

shortage in cargo space. Prices of merchandise rose accordingly. The
wholesale prices calculated by the Economist

,
the leading English publica-

tion on economic subjects, had increased since the beginning of the war as

follows

:

December, 1914-January, 1915 About 10 per cent
May, 1915 (climax of U-boat war) “ 30

“

February, 1916 (cargo space shortage) “ 56
“

In addition thereto, there came about a disquieting shortage in the stock of

grain on hand. The movement which had been set in motion by the

U-boat war of the previous year had continued, and developed, along with the

effect of the increasing shortage in ships, to the extent that the February

memorial could state, looking at matters from the view-point of the English

situation: “It follows that a new L"-boat war would start under conditions

incomparably more favorable than those existing in February, 1915, in

view of the fact that the cargo space still available for the purpose of English

imports and exports will be unable to endure further appreciable losses

without affecting facilities for transporting absolutely essential imports and

exports, and because England has been deprived of the greater part of its

power of resistance by stringency, increase of prices and financial over-

exertion.” Basing further remarks on the military situation which, when
compared with the foregoing year, showed a material increase in military

efficiency, the memorial reached the following conclusion. “If the new
U-boat war is carried on ruthlessly, that is, on the basis that every craft in

the war area will be subject to destruction, then the prospect is certain that,

as the result of a shortage in freight space beyond her power of support, and

a similar shortage in imports and exports and the resulting increases in

price, and above all this, of being menaced by most dire financial perils,

England will be forced to sue for peace within a definite period, and within

six months at the longest.”

For reasons which are well known, the political branch did not feel that

it was in a position to agree to the commencement of the unrestricted U-boat

warfare. It was rather a question of applying the principles of the restricted

U-boat war of March and April of the preceding year, 1916. The White

Book of the Imperial Government, of the 8th of February, 1916, which in-

sisted upon Germany’s right to look upon armed merchant ships as war

craft, and consequently to sink them without warning, did, as a matter of

fact, create the impression very generally of having thereby provided the

U-boats with a substantially increased field for their activities. But a

memorandum from the United States, delivered in March, opposed the Ger-

man claim; so that generally speaking we were not able to put into practice

the principles announced in the White Book. And, moreover, let us add to
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this that the U-boat, if it is to determine the question of whether or not a

merchant ship is armed, must approach close in order to avoid mistakes

which can readily occur under changing conditions of visibility at sea, and

where equipment is masked; and such an approach is always a decidedly

dangerous matter. Then, too, passenger steamers were made an exception

by the White Book, so that it was practically impossible, as it had been

before, to get at steamers which were transporting troops.

Under these unfavorable conditions, they succeeded nevertheless in sink-

ing 207,000 tons in March and 225,000 tons in April. But even this achieve-

ment which could not be considered an altogether effective result, at least

succeeded in bringing about a new and very strong feeling of anxiety and in

seriously damaging English commerce, the resistance of which had already

been materially weakened. The American intercession was submitted to its

final test. The strength of the pressure which the English-American

community directed against this one point alone is the best proof of how
serious the situation was considered to be on the other side of the Channel.

For the reasons set out in the note of the Imperial Government of the 4th

of May, the U-boat war was brought back within the limits of a war on

commerce. As such, it has been carried on since the middle of October

—

in the Mediterranean with the scope agreed upon for this particular theater

of war—and the results of its activities were 415,000 tons in October and

about 432,000 in November. This last figure is subject to negligible changes.

III

THE PRESENT SITUATION

The memorial of the Admiralty Staff of the end of July which accom-

panied my letter to the Imperial Chancelor of the 27th of August and which

is known to your Excellency, went very thoroughly into the question of the

development of the situation in England from April, 1916, on. This

document went into the question of cargo space and further, that of supply-

ing England with foodstuffs and raw materials. This investigation had
been made possible since, after the activities of the U-boats of March and
April, and as the result thereof, enhancement of prices and shortage in

England rapidly reached a point which demanded attention and an airing

of the question, and gave rise to detailed public announcements concerning

it. Thus an intimate view of the English problem of supply was provided.

The supplying of England was made notably more difficult by the failure of

crops all over the world, which became known after July, and began to have
its influence on imports as well as upon prices. I consider it important to

represent the present situation in its outstanding features, set out in the

most condensed form possible, referring from time to time to the wealth of

material as to facts provided by the July memorial, which I take occasion
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to supplement at the same time. The comments which are gathered to-

gether in the enclosure contain still further evidence.

A. The Food Situation of England

i. The grain supply

The increasing menace to the English food supply is manifested first of

all in the extraordinary increase in prices of the most important foodstuffs

and those which constitute the basic elements necessary to sustain the

nation, that is, breadstuffs, which in England are limited to wheat, and in

the anxiety displayed to keep the present system of the essential imports in

operation. The difficulty lies in the poor results of the harvest the world

over to an extent seldom before experienced, and in addition hereto the

shortage in cargo space.

At the present time, that is, about three months since the beginning of

England’s harvest year (September i), calculated conservatively and in

her favor rather than against her, she is provided with wheat for a term of

fifteen weeks. Of this stock, there is enough foreign wheat for four and

one half weeks, enough resulting from the local harvest to cover seven

and one half weeks more, and enough from the mills and dealers to cover

a final three weeks. That is, she is provided with about io million quarters,

which is equal to 2,177,000 tons and means a weekly allowance of 650,000

quarters or 141 ,500 tons. 1

The next question is, how this stock is to be increased. The stock result-

ing from the local harvest, which covers about 20 per cent of the yearly re-

quirement of England, is constantly being decreased by the deliveries of the

farmers, and at the end of the harvest year, that is, by the end of August or

the beginning of September, will be consumed, with the exception of a

reserve estimated in August, 1916, at 570,000 quarters or 125,000 tons. If

we assume that the amount of this year’s harvest consisting of approximately

6.5 million quarters or 1.4 million tons, which will serve for human suste-

nance, together with the amount carried over into the new year consisting of

a reserve from the old harvest, is divided equally for the 52 weeks of the

harvest year 1916-17, then 125,000 quarters or 27,200 tons will be available

weekly, and the weekly shortage from the standpoint of English needs would

be 525,000 quarters or 114,300 tons, or, reckoned in terms of one year, 27.25

million quarters or 6 million tons, which it would have been necessary to

import from foreign parts. Up to the middle of November, the imports dur-

ing the new harvest year have only brought a weekly average of 476,000

quarters or 103,600 tons, and the deliveries of the farmers are given as cor-

respondingly greater on a weekly average of 174,000 quarters or 37,900 tons.

As a result, the proportion of imports upon which England must depend

1 Note 1, post , p. 1270.
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increases, and in the same ratio the local stock decreases prematurely.

With the exception of the reserve, on February 1, 1917, there will remain

2,672,000 quarters or 580,000 tons, provisions sufficient for only four more

weeks, or, including the reserve, five more weeks; again, the total wheat

stock would be sufficient for only twelve and one half weeks, or barely three

months.

England gets her wheat which she does not raise herself from the United

States and Canada, Argentina, India and Australia. Russia and Roumania

are restricted during the war to negligible imports by way of the north

Arctic; North Africa plays no appreciable part in the matter of imports.

Usually the United States stands far at the head of these producing countries,

and in the year 1915-16 delivered about 92 per cent of the British imports;

but during this year they had a poor harvest of exceptionally low quality.

It is of the utmost importance to get a correct picture of this situation and its

results. It is precisely because of the far-reaching significance of our cal-

culations that we must make allowance for the difficulty of reaching final

conclusions based on crop estimates which naturally involve an element of

uncertainty. For this reason, our present calculations are based upon the

English statements themselves which, quite sufficiently characteristic as

they are, have betrayed the constantly increasing endeavor to paint the

picture in colors favorable to England, and to this end to do more and more

violence to the actual figures.

If we marshal all the information touching North America, 1 we can state,

with due caution in reaching our conclusion, that in the current year England

will not be able to draw from the United States and Canada more than 13.75

million quarters or 3 million tons, before July, 1917, that is, from now on 50

per cent of her normal proportion of the North American import shipments of

27.5 million quarters or 6 million tons in all; further, that these imports, if

they are maintained at the height of the last few weeks and hold until the

beginning of April, will not even then cover two thirds of what is required by
England in the way of foreign wheat imports. It is probable that this cal-

culation is more favorable for England than the facts justify. Even if no

embargo is placed on imports by the United States, which great numbers of

consumers are seeking the aid of Congress to bring about, on account of the

extraordinary increase in the price of daily bread and in the high cost of living

generally, the assumption is at least tenable that the North American im-

ports will fall off to a very serious extent even in February, and that England

will find herself forced to obtain the greater part of its weekly requirement of

114,300 tons from some other source.

As a matter of fact, they have probably been forced to take energetic steps

in this direction already, since even now only 344.000 quarters or 73,000 tons,

on the average (barely 64 per cent of the necessary weekly import) is coming
1 Note 2, post, p. 1272.
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from North America. The Argentine Republic, India and Australia are

shipping wheat to England, but certainly not in sufficient quantity to meet
the requirements, behind which, up to the present time of the current harvest

year, they have fallen by 50,000 quarters or 10,700 tons in their attempt to

keep up the weekly average. The difficulty lies in the lack of cargo space and
in the failure of the world’s crop to meet requirements.

A consideration of the crops of the world, that is, a comparison of the

deliveries of the exporting countries with the requirements of the importing

countries, 1 makes it possible to get a real conception of the situation with

regard to grain supply into which the English have fallen as a result of their

war policy. The situation is becoming all the more critical on account cf

the fact that England, just as is the case with France and Italy, is in greater

need than it was in the previous year on account of a shortage in the local

crops, and that, on the other hand, the Argentine Republic also has been

suffering from a poor harvest. The Times prophesied as early as November
the announcement on the part of the Argentine Government of an embargo

on the exportation of wheat and corn.

As the result of cautious estimates based on English sources, we get the

following comparison, without reference to the possibility of embargos in the

United States and Argentina:

Harvest Year September 1916 until August, 1917

Exports (in millions) Imports required (in millions)

North America
Quarters Tons
3°-5 a== 6,640
6 = 1,306

5 = 1,089
20 = 4,354

1 = 218

Argentina
India
Australia

Miscellaneous

Total 62.5 =13,607

Imports

Exports

68.3 =14,870

62.5 =13,607

Difference 5-8 = 1,263

England
France . .

Italy. . .

Portugal

Quarters Tons
27 - 3 = 5,943
12 = 2,612

9 = U959
0.5= 109

Allies

Holland
Spain
Scandinavia
Switzerland
Greece (incl. Serbia)

European neutrals. . .

Countries outside of Eu-
rope

Grand total

48 8 = io,624b

7 = 1,524
0 5 = 109
2 5 = 545
1 = 218
2 5 = 545

13 5 = 2,941

6 — U305

68.3 = 14,870

a Inclusive of 3 million quarters of spring wheat from July, 1917 ,
on. b Sfc all figures in this column.

If we assume that, in the case of an unrestricted U-boat war beginning at

the commencement of February, 1917, England were to book the imports

1 Note 3, post
, p. 1275.
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of the European neutrals with the exception of one remaining portion for

Norway of only one million quarters, or 218,000 tons, then the remaining

portion of the amount, which otherwise would fall to the share of the other

neutrals, that is, 1,590,000 tons, would be available to England and her

friends for the remaining seven months of the harvest year, and both sides

of the equation would be the same, except for a small balance of 330,000 tons.

One may have some hesitation in accepting these figures too literally,

although they have been estimated on a basis which favors England, and the

calculations of the German expert's on wheat, as, for instance, Messrs.

Newman and Weil, and the German technical journals such as the Frank-

furter Zeitung and the Berliner Tageblatt reach results very definitely more

unfavorable to England. Let us assume that the results of the crops have

been underestimated, that as the result of want and high prices supplies

have been collected which have been left out of consideration, and that this

increase overbalances the destruction of wheat cargos as the result of U-boat

activities up to this time. The fact remains that under the most favorable point

of view they will be put hard to it to meet the situation , and that above all there

will be no way of guaranteeing the food supply of the Allies in the absence of

bounteous shipments of Australian wheat
,
not even by imposing severe restric-

tions on consumption, since Australia is supposed to provide 30 per cent of

the world’s exports in wheat. The president of the board of trade, Air.

Runciman, said in his great speech to the lower house in November, 1915:

“We shall depend for our subsistence during the next harvest year to a great

extent upon Australia.” But the switching of the wheat supply from North

America to the Argentine Republic, India, and Australia means a great

increase in the distance to be traveled by sea and an increase of more than

100 per cent in the number of ships required. The seriousness of the situa-

tion is made plain by the following reasoning: England is to import during

this harvest year 13J million quarters from the Argentine Republic, India,

and Australia. It is possible that by the end of February, 1917, some 11

million quarters may remain, which will have to be shipped in the course of

the six months from Alarch to August, 1917, and since over 90 per cent of

the imports came from the United States in the following year, it follows that

the southern hemisphere must this year serve as the source of supply for, in

round figures, some 10 million quarters, that is, about 2.2 million tons,

which North America shipped the year before. In order to ship 2.2

millions from North America to England in six months, about 440,000 gross

tons are necessary. Under the present conditions, there will be required,

instead, about 920,000 gross tons to bring the same amount up from Austra-

lia, India, and the Argentine Republic. Since England also needs the cargo

space for her imports to France and Italy, this increase of 480,000 gross

tons must, it is estimated, itself be increased by 50 per cent, giving a total

sum of 720,000 gross tons. This means about 10 per cent of the merchant
79
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fleet which England still has available for commercial purposes. For every

hundred thousand gross registered tons of freight space which is destroyed or

not used means a shrinkage of 240,000 toils of wheat, i.e., twelve days supply

for the English.

I shall still have something further to say about the question of cargo

space. Moreover, labor difficulties of a serious kind, and similar difficulties

in the matter of trade and storage, are coming to a head in Australia, a

socialistic country par excellence, and one which has provided hundreds of

thousands for war purposes from amongst its scant population. On account

of the labor difficulties, the ships which go to Australia in ballast for the pur-

pose of returning with wheat cargos must carry sufficient coal in their bunk-

ers in order to reach the next coaling station after leaving Australia. The
transportation of wheat is congested in the Australian warehouses, on the

railroads, and in the ports.

The anxiety and depression resulting from these conditions is made mani-

fest by the condition of the English market. North American Manitoba

wheat No. 1, which in peace cost about 36 shillings a quarter, and which had

risen to 70 shillings by the beginning of 1916, has reached a price of 93 shil-

lings or 435 marks per ton, as against 260 marks, which was the highest

German price for wheat; Australian wheat, 85 shillings or 388 marks. Eng-

lish wheat costs 76 to 82 shillings or 357 to 366 marks, as against 34 shillings

before the war.

The price of bread has gone up accordingly. The English four-pound loaf

costs now 12J pence in the larger centers, which is approximately one mark

for four German pounds, against 64 pfennigs, German price; the last

peace price was 5J pence in England, or 50 pfennigs, German price.

The bakers predict a further advance up to one shilling. And the weight

of the bread, too, has been reduced to a great extent.

The situation of England will be rendered all the more difficult because

she will be obliged to share her Indian and Australian imports with her allies.

At the opening meeting of the British-Italian league of November 23d, Mr.

Runciman referred to the “extraordinarily difficult and delicate negotia-

tions” which, on this account, it devolved upon him to take up with the

Marquis of Carcano—a statement which was, for many reasons, very sig-

nificant.

The situation would not be so fraught with difficulty if only the question of

wheat were involved, but this has not been the situation for a long time, ever

since the shortage in cargo space of 1915 has been operating to throw the

commercial situation of England into confusion. The shortage is a general

shortage and can not be met in any way.

In the first place, wheat is, particularly in view of the elimination of the

Central Powers, Russia and Roumania, beyond all comparison the most

important cereal, for the importation of the remaining grainstuffs is in-
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sufficient and more expensive on account of the general world situation.

Rye. which is not grown in England, may, for practical purposes, be left out

of consideration. The English barley crop which ordinarily meets more

than 40 per cent of the local requirements, is, according to official reports,

not bad as far as quantity goes but is poor in quality. In Xorth America,

which supplies the most barley to England, the Canadian harvest as well as that

of the United States has not kept up with that of the preceding year, and the

figures of the imports for the new harvest year are in proportion. English

barley costs more than 2\ times as much as it did in the last peace year, as a

matter of fact, about 354 marks per ton on the average, as against 138 marks

in peace time. The English oat crop, which meets about 75 per cent of the

local consumption, has been announced to be bounteous in yield but of light

weight. The imports from the chief producing countries of Canada and the

United States, where the crops have not kept up for the mark set in the

preceding year, were at first stronger than in the preceding year, but are

falling rapidly at the present time. Here, too, the price is more than 2\

times as high as in peace times
:
348 marks a ton, against 126 marks before the

war. As for corn, which has become decidedly important for England since

the war, a new shortage has resulted from the poor crops in the Argen-

tine Republic. In the months from January up to September, 1916.

Argentina shipped about 53 per cent of the entire English imports of corn.

To a large extent they are basing their hopes upon the United States, whose

harvest, even in corn, has utterly failed to measure up to the harvest of the

preceding year, and which has itself been drawing upon Argentina for corn.

The price is 309 marks per ton, or 2\ times the peace price of 122 marks.

All these conditions bearing on production and price are interrelated ; the

shortage which exists the world over calls for the exercise of all possible efforts

to obtain produce wherever it may be had; every new crisis threatens to

restrict imports to a greater extent or to cut them off altogether
;
prices are

climbing higher and higher without creating the attention to which they are

entitled in view of the general want. The situation created by the potato

shortage in England, which seems scarcely less serious than that which

exists in Germany, adds greatly to existing difficulties. The potato crops

have suffered as the result of inability to obtain the potash fertilizers which

were formerly drawn from German}7
;
and moreover, on account of the

weather conditions and shortage in labor, they have not been gathered in

time, and have, to a great extent, rotted underground as the result of cold

and wet weather in October and November; particularly in Scotland and

Ireland. Ireland has requested an embargo. Minister Runciman put the

request in the lower house on November 2d, that everybody who could

manage to do so should eat potatoes but once a day. The retail price is 14 to

19 pfennigs per German pound. What this means we in Germany, sad to

say, know by our own experience.
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It has been recommended to substitute rice for potatoes. But the rice

imports have remained far behind those of the preceding year. The im-

ports for the year are only about 500,000 tons and are very far from meeting

the deficit in the potato crop.

This, then, is the situation with regard to vegetables for human con-

sumption, and provender. The latter is particularly affected by the short-

age in oil-seed products as the result of the failure of the Argentine flax seed

crops. Flax seed products are the most important of the oil seed products

imported into England; Argentine ships from 50 to 60 per cent thereof.

Flaxseed cakes cost materially more than twice the peace price; and the

increase in price is still greater in the case of cotton seed cakes. The English

farmers have to reckon in advance upon paying more than twice the peace

price for provender. Bran costs at the present time about 230 marks per

ton. Every market report refers to the fact that the waste from the mills

from which some bran can be obtained is scarcely to be had. Complaints

are now multiplying since the wheat is to be ground still finer, and oats or

corn-meal are to be used in the bread.

2. Other means of sustenance

In its reaction upon the English cattle-raising industry, this enhancement

of prices constitutes the one cause which has driven meat prices upward.

Add to this the shortage in imports which set in as early as the spring of

1915. In peace times, England obtained about 40 per cent of her require-

ments in the form of cold storage meats from the Argentine and Australia,

and during the war time the United States became another producer; ac-

cording to London, this made a proportion of 66§ per cent. The falling off

of imports amounted in the months of January to July, 1916, as compared

with the corresponding period in 1914, to 36 per cent in beef, 46 per cent in

mutton and 62 per cent in pork. The increase in the importation of rabbit

meats, American hams and preserved meats did not weigh in the balance

against the above. The decrease in the importations which, very shortly

after the commencement of the war, were undertaken by the government

with the aid of requisitioned ships which were provided with cold storage

plants, is mainly attributable to the absence of cargo space and to the marked

losses in Australian sheep culture as a result of the drought of the preceding

year. On the other hand, military necessities increased to an extraordinary

extent. The result was the increase of prices to an extent far exceeding 100

per cent, and particularly did this apply to the cuts of meat used by the mid-

dle classes. The falling prices which have come about of late have been at-

tributed to the fact that, on account of the absence of provender, an unusually

large number of cattle have had to be butchered.

Hundreds of butcher shops have been forced to close. Orders for the

establishment of a meatless day were issued long ago, in connection with
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which it has often been answered that the mass of the population in general,

far from having only one meatless day, have been in the position of having,

rather, but one meat day in the course of the week. Here, too, the situation

is aggravated by the fact that France, whose number of cattle has been

terrifically reduced by the war, as has been the case with England, too,

has had to be provided with meat by England.
'

In this connection is to be discussed the stringent shortage as well as the

enhancement in the price of milk, which costs six pence a quart in London,

or 46 pfennigs a liter. It was in connection with this that the strongest

excitement on the question of sustenance has been manifested. The diffi-

culty experienced in feeding children has been the subject of special com-

plaint. On the other hand, detailed statements have been submitted by

experts for the purpose of showing that the increase in the price of meat and

milk was justified by the agricultural cost of production.

Butter costs from 2.35 to 2.90 marks a pound, as against 1.30 marks in

peace times. Half of what used to be consumed in the way of butter con-

sists now of margarines which, on their side, cost 50 per cent more than

before. The wholesale price for cheese of a moderately good quality is

150 marks for 50 kilograms, as against no marks of the highest German
price.

Those who sit down at the English breakfast table have to pay 60 per

cent more for bacon than before. The numerically superior imports have

for the most part been taken for the use of the army.

Vital too at the present time is the falling off in supply as well as the en-

hancement of price in the English fish market. It has been reported that

the catch of October, 1916, was 89 per cent behind that of October, 1913.

Prices are everywhere announced as prohibitive. For instance, herring

costs about six times as much as it did in peace time. In this we can note

the result of the taking over of the fishing steamers and of their being manned
for navy purposes, and the interference with the catch by military measures

of blockade covering broad stretches of water.

Particularly stringent is the sugar supply. The national sugar commis-

sion has restricted the use to 75 per cent of that of 1915, but refuses to accept

the responsibility of guaranteeing deliveries to that extent. Sugar is only

sold at retail if from two to four shillings are spent at the same time for other

commodities. And it is only under the same conditions that the retail

dealer can get sugar from the wholesale dealer. How hard the poorer

populace is hit thereby, is evident. L’nions give their members sugar tick-

ets. The fact that, on account of the sugar situation, no fruits could be

preserved was made the subject of great complaint. The stores are be-

sieged and broken into. The price is three times as high as it was in peace

times; 50 kilograms cost 47 marks, as against 28.25 marks in Germany.
The importation of eggs has gone back 33! per cent, in the months of
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January to July, 1916, by nearly a billion, as against the same period of time
in 1914. The price varies between 35 and 55 pfennigs apiece.

Enhancement in prices has manifested itself to a proportionate extent

in all fields. It applies to vegetables, fruits, and, in short, everything; and
it has been continuing along this same course unintermittently during the

last months and with constantly gathering momentum. Matters have gone
so far that, as the Manchester Guardian of November nth specifically

stated, the substitution of one commodity, for instance, meat, by another

commodity was already out of the question, for vegetable foods were just as

expensive as meat. It is made the subject of public comment that the

people must be prepared in advance to meet a serious shortage of foodstuffs.

And it is particularly significant that the army ration has been limited to a

noticeable extent and is being constantly cut down further. The army is

already being provided with the “all-inclusive sausage.”

I believe that I can rest satisfied with these data concerning the English

situation with regard to food supplies. All details can be supported by an

abundance of proof, since the English papers have made daily and detailed

reports on all these questions.

In addition to the general enhancement in prices and the absolute lack of

such essential foodstuffs as potatoes
,
meat

,
milk

,
fish, sugar, eggs, and the en-

suing shortage in all foodstuffs, we may add that practically everything necessary

for subsistance, such as coal, light, linen, boots
,
clothes, soap, etc., has been

subjected to the same enhancement in price.

j. The peril, and the requirements of the people

It is important to be clear upon the point of the effect which these cir-

cumstances have had upon the condition of the people, and to what extent

the government is enabled to come to their assistance. In view of the fact

that a thorough idea can be obtained only from a study of economic and

political developments, these must be considered somewhat more in detail

than the situation would otherwise call for.

Up to a few months ago, the statement was often made that, on the whole,

the situation of the working classes was no less than wholly satisfactory;

that the only classes with whom matters were not going satisfactorily were

the recipients of fixed salaries, those living on annuities from the govern-

ment, and perhaps members of the laboring classes whose occupation had

received a set-back on account of the war. As proof of this, attention was

probably called to the reduction in numbers of the unemployed, which, of

course, is fully explained by the shortage of man-power for civil employ-

ments as the result of recruiting. The fact is that ever since the spring of

1916 a strong labor movement has set in which, spreading from one class of

labor to another, has step by step brought about an increase in wages. It is

apparent that those employed in war industries were by far best off. In
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June the increased war-time wages were announced as being 10 per cent;

they have probably increased by this time to 15 per cent. The improve-

ment in incomes has not as yet come to a halt because it is helped out by more

regular work, overtime, and the employment of more members of the family,

such as women and children. Complaints are already being made concern-

ing the use of child labor. This, however, is certain, that the average in-

crease of income received throughout broad circles of labor by no means keeps

pace with the increase of the cost of living. And moreover, the law of

averages is not applicable, because the comparatively high incomes of special

classes of those employed in war work unduly increase the percentage of the

general increase in income, whereas those workmen engaged in less lucrative

occupations fail all the more to approach the average struck. Under these

circumstances, it becomes a very practical question as to how such masses of

people whose wants are not satisfied on the basis of any average that is

struck, will be affected by the increase in prices. The representatives of the

laborers have always challenged the statement that things were, in 'the

main, going well with the laboring classes. Add hereto numerous individual

reports and statistics submitted by unions and similar organizations which

give as proof of the want and the limitations to which these circles are sub-

jected, particularly in matters of sustenance, detailed calculations based

upon the average expenses of small families. These representations have

met with no difficulty in being published, even in the union papers. At
this time, since the enormous increase in the cost of living in the last few

months, we fail to hear anything more concerning the prosperity of the

masses in general.

As early as the spring of 1916, a movement was started by the unions,

which commanded with a tone of growing insistence, even with growing

menace, that the government regulate the question of food supply. The
attacks against the “food usurers ” of the farming districts and of the middle-

man class are identical to those made in Germany. The farmers have been

made the subject of attack on account of the increase in the price of milk,

and because of the shortage of potatoes, and, indeed, submitted to quite

similar reproaches. As is the English custom, women and children have

protested by means of processions against limitations being placed upon
those foodstuffs which are most essential to child life. Similarly, the in-

crease in the price of bread gave rise to agitation. Everywhere, resolutions

were drawn up and requests submitted to the government, which was re-

peatedly questioned in the lower house by the labor union leaders. “Dras-

tic” measures were demanded; a sliding wage scale adapted to the fluctua-

tions of food prices, the establishment of maximum prices, the taking over

of the most essential articles of food, such as milk in the market-places of

the various communities, or—and this was quite general—the taking over

of “full control” of the food supply by the government with the purpose of
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having the government buy up all articles of food and distribute them

—

such were the demands made. As early as the beginning of October, the

labor leader Crooks was calling for the “strong man.” It is of course under-

stood that most of these demonstrations were directed against the profits of

the producers and dealers. The feeling became constantly more general

and more menacing. Politicians and demagogues became self-appointed

spokesmen for the movement, and warned the government against the com-
ing catastrophe unless the people were not clearly informed as to what it

was willing to do and could do, and the reverse.

4. The policy of the government

The government met these demonstrations with reluctance and but

slowly. It had accomplished what it had thought itself able to accomplish

in the first place by taking over the meat and sugar imports from the begin-

ning of the war, and by buying in wheat on various occasions, but as for

the rest, left the question of supply and, above all else, the question of prices,

to themselves. For financial reasons, it exerted itself to the utmost to check

the rise in wages; and, too, it was generally assumed that the high prices

would necessarily lead to a restriction of consumption, and so reduce the

enormous cost of the import of foodstuffs, to the benefit of the credit bal-

ance of the country. The importation of foodstuffs into England from

January until July, 1916, cost the British Government 4.8 billion marks,

as against 3.2 billions for the corresponding period in 1914.

On the 20th of September, Minister Runciman presented the case of the

government in an open letter, and to the effect that prices as well as freights

depended on the world’s market, that prices had increased to a notable

extent even in the case of foodstuffs which had been bought by the govern-

ment, such as meat and sugar, and that he must counsel against taking ill-

considered steps and against overestimating the results of interference on

the part of the government.

On the 30th of September, the preliminary report of the committee on food

supply which had been engaged in supplying the country with meat, milk

and bacon, was published; and it was submitted with a very noticeable hesi-

tation, which was the subject of severe criticism and attributed to the exist-

ence of differences of opinion among members of the committee and to the

fact that they had endeavored to discover effective means for their purposes

without being able to find them. The report contented itself with recom-

mending the well-known “small means”; at least the advice to compel those

who had bought foreign meats from the government to ask “reasonable

prices” when they sold it, was a novelty, as was the authorizing of the local

authorities to designate places where the articles in question should be sold

if the retail dealers undertook to demand unconscionable prices. A vote of

the small majority of the commission recommended “far-reaching” steps to
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be taken by the government whereby meat and bacon should be bought by

the government alone, to arrange for proper selling prices and, further, to

establish a maximum price.

All this seemed to the public to be too timid. The price tidal wave swell-

ing upward from week to week pushed the government on and on against its

will. And now came the disquieting harvest news from the allied countries

and from North and South America as well as news of the efficiency of the

U-boat war on commerce, which at that time was being pushed with increas-

ing vigor. On the 10th of October, Minister Runciman announced in the

lower house that the government had taken complete control of the wheat

market. This was the first indication of the transition to war socialism. As

a result of this step, people were generally agreed upon the point that they

would not stickle on the question of prices if only the matter of supply were

taken care of. Whereas prior to this the government had only occasionally

and partly solved the question of procuring certain limited amounts of the

food supplies, the new measure consists in providing that the grain tradecan

buy wheat abroad only under the authority and on the account of the govern-

ment, and can sell it in the domestic market only in accordance with its in-

structions; whereas the purely domestic trade is just as free as it was before,

as far as distribution and establishment of prices is concerned. This meas-

ure was based on the necessity of providing for imports adequate to meet ex-

isting needs which, it was claimed, the trade had not been able to bring

about. The Times of the nth of October calls attention to the fact that

the measure was undoubtedly due to the desire of proving to the public at

large that the government was not passive. The newspaper was also of the

opinion that the time had come to warn the public against entertaining the

hope that this participation by the government would lead to cheaper prices.

The objection was loudly voiced that the prices in foreign countries must
certainly go up if it were to become known that so powerful a factor as the

English Government stood behind the purchases. Time has proved how
correct the prophecy was. Wheat, flour, and bread have become dearer in

price since that time.

As far back as the 17th of October, Minister Runciman stated in his report,

and by way of defense against the representatives of the labor party and cf

the unionists as well, that their public discussions served no other purpose

than to drive prices still higher. At that time he still referred to reports

from various localities, according to which the laborers were not badly off.

He referred with disapproval to “heroic” measures which did more harm
than good, and commented on the advice given by the committee on food

supply.

But the views of the government could not hold up against the increasing

high prices, the agitation from industrial centers and the pressure of parlia-

ment. On November 15, Minister Runciman announced in the lower house
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that course of action which appeared to blaze a new way for England’s polit-

ical economy, and which, from that time on, has occupied the center of the

stage as far as public interest in England is concerned.

The minister called attention to the changed situation which had come
about from the fact that England found herself materially dependent upon
Australia for its food supply, described in most earnest terms the extraor-

dinary difficulties of the shipping question, and laid the foundation thereby

for the necessity of the appointment of a minister of food supply (food con-

troler) vested with extraordinary power, a food dictator who should remove
the burden from the shoulders of the existing ministries and should devote

himself entirely to the one great problem which wmuld confront him in his

official capacity; further, he announced the necessity of the promulgation of

a blanket law which should contain the framework for far-reaching powders

of the new office. Measures must be adopted wffiich would bring about the

following results: the prevention of the throwing away or useless destruction

of foodstuffs; prohibition or prescription of their conversion to certain pur-

poses; regulation of their production and their economic disposition; limita-

tion of traffic in foodstuffs; provision for the listing and confiscation of stock

on hand; and finally, most important of all, the establishment of maximum
prices and the regulation of sales and of the distribution of foodstuffs.

These are regulations the details of which were still to be announced by
instructions which would be promulgated; a first step was taken herewith,

inventories were ordered, hostelries w'ere to be allowed to serve no more than

three courses at meals; a limit wras set to the prices wffiich could be charged

for meals served to officers and men in the hostelries in question; wheat

wffiich up to the present time had been ground on a 70 per cent basis was, ac-

cording to the quality, prescribed at the rate of 73 to 78 per cent; the baking

of pure wffieat flour wrns forbidden, and a bread of a uniform quality was in-

troduced of wffiich oatmeal and corn-meal should form elements; meatless

days were proposed
;
a limit was set for the price of milk, which, on the whole,

was in agreement with the prices last fixed, and the same wms to be true with

regard to wffieat.

The change in the government led to a temporary truce in the develop-

ment of these measures, which has already been the occasion of newr meetings

and resolutions on the part of the industries. It is expected that the new
cabinet, unhampered by the difficulties of the late ministers, will carry

through the last phases of the policy which the Asquith ministry has initi-

ated.

5. The prospects for effective relief

The progress of the governmental policy show's very clearly the difficulty

with which Lloyd George and his collaborators also have to deal. It would

be erroneous to assume that the ministry wffiich has just stepped down fought
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against taking over the “full control” of the food supply of the nation, from

motives of pure principle and theoretical one-sidedness. The steadfast

champions of free trade and of the principle of free service to the State of

which there are still some in England, have often enough voiced their com-

plaint that the cabinet had thrown one old English principle after another

overboard, and the government has on the other hand always announced

that it had to base its actions, not according to pure theory, but on the prac-

tical needs of the moment. But in the case before us, it recognized the diffi-

culty resulting from the restrictions imposed upon the methods of supply

which had come to manifest themselves, both from the enhancement of

prices and from the peculiarities which characterize English conditions.

The introduction of the war bread increases the difficulties of the proven-

der question, quite aside from the technical difficulties which bid fair to make
themselves felt in connection with the milling industry. The farmers at

once raised the cry that they would now be able to get less bran than ever,

and at prices which it would be still harder to meet; so that their situation is

rendered all the harder by depriving them of barley or oats or corn to be used

for human consumption. The effect is to be observed in the upward leap

taken by prices.

Still more serious is the policy of setting a maximum price. The experi-

ence we have had in Germany shows that on this road there is no stopping.

Attention has already been called to the fact that the standardization of the

price of milk has not increased its production; as a matter of fact, word comes

from certain districts that the milk supply is becoming less. We have seen

in our case that the standardization of prices has had a detrimental effect on

the produce which reaches the market in bulk. This question is still more
serious in England because the farm production is far less than it is in Ger-

many, and because if it goes down much further, imports from foreign

countries will have to be increased in inverse ratio. It is just this which,

above all else, England must exert every effort to avoid. The dropping

off of field cultivation in England is noted with the greatest anxiety—a cir-

cumstance which forces itself all the more upon the attention on account of

the absence of labor, and the public has long since been busying itself in the

attempt to devise some way of meeting this situation.

But the most difficult question is that of the apportionment of food. In

Germany, we were able to work out the bread-ration problem in the course

of months at a time when no want was felt; proper care on this point was able

from time to time to bring about a substitution in the use of individual food-

stuffs. As time went on, our blanket became shorter and shorter. But let

us imagine, if we can, what it would have meant if we had had to devise our

bread-ration system for the first time in the summer of 1916. Herein lies

England’s great difficulty. Assuming even that the situation, not as regards

prices, but as regards the mass of material available for use, is very materi-
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ally more favorable to England than in our case, it is at least true that the

great masses of the people have already had to limit themselves, and that, if

the bread now used daily would have to be still more sparingly doled out by
governmental action, this would mean that a dangerous inroad was taking

place. And all the more so, as statistics and other sources of information

from unions show that while the people restricted themselves noticeably in

the use of all other foodstuffs, the bread portion was increased to make
up for it.

But there is still another consideration. Again and again have the govern-

ment and semi-official newspaper articles pointed out the difference which

exists as to this question between Germany and England. On October 4,

the Manchester Guardian published, as a part of an obviously inspired arti-

cle, the significant statement that German officialdom was apparently better

organized than the British, and that the German people were certainly more

disciplined than the English. The sugar commission rejected the proposal

of a general sugar ticket policy in October, on the ground that if, in any event

the English people could be induced to agree to such measures, to put them

through would in any case call for more time and labor than could be spared

in the midst of war. Again and again did the former government declare

that the ticket system was not practicable in England. If it was demanded
by the unions, the only purpose was probably to equalize the share of food

supply to which those who were well off were entitled, with that to which

those of poor means were entitled, not to decrease the share of the great mass

of the people. But without this, the system of rations will not lead to re-

sults which alone make it worth while, the material cutting-down of the

country’s consumption.

The accomplishments of the English in the munitions industries and in

connection with the organization of a great army have frequently been

made the object of comment as indicative of the unlimited capacity of the

English people for organization. The importance of those accomplishments

should not, however, lead unqualifiedly to the assumption that they will

be repeated in a field where the situation is entirely different. So far as

the production of munitions is concerned, it was simply a question of gather-

ing together the principal part of the working forces of a land, old in indus-

tries, of developing something which already existed in embryo, not of tak-

ing up something fundamentally new. So far as the army was concerned,

that existed in embryo too. The census and the universal draft were new
here. It was sufficient at first to organize the overwhelming majority of

men capable of bearing arms, and proof of the fact that this wrork was only

carried on piecemeal is the circumstance that numerous people—people

who had evaded service—are still being recruited by the old method, which

is even now being continued in the form of a recruiting officer and his

organization traveling around the country. A system of the rationing of
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foodstuffs makes demands of a distinctly different nature. If it is to be

effective, it means that it is to be preceded by an absolutely faultless census

of the population and the methodical distribution of the masses of grain

and foodstuffs which are available in such a way that the last person entitled

to bread in the whole country will receive his portion of it. In this connec-

tion, Germany had the advantage of her organization of public authorities

such as the district landrat and local magistrates. This does net exist in

England and can not be created at short notice. It is interesting to note

that the well-known periodical, the Spectator
,
in an article of December 2,

in which it takes up the question of the promotion of farm production,

recommends the establishment of a county controler and a district controler

which would, in effect, correspond to a landrat and a district magistrate.

Obviously this goes to show that up to the present time there has been no

official vested with the necessary powers to undertake these tasks.

On the other hand, we must take into account the lack of discipline of

the English people. It is not that the Englishman lacks either self-sacrifice

or pertinacity, but it is well known how refractory the English laborer is,

particularly in the coal and iron industries, and the development of the great

wage movements in this war has furnished further astounding experiences in

this field. The peace party, whose influence is constantly increasing, is

already taking advantage of the rationing system as a good means for

agitation. I must, however, rest satisfied at this point with having called

attention to these difficulties.

The inferences to be drawn are obvious. The conclusion which I reach,

without underestimating the talent of the English for organization, is that a

rationing system capable of bringing about the husbanding of requisite supplies

to an extent approximating that which was accomplished in Germany is not

possible in England, or at least is no longer possible.

In this connection, it is important to examine briefly the figures of the

British wheat supply. England consumes weekly 141,500 tons of wheat.

This number would be reduced to about 110,000 tons under a food control

system based on the German model. If we assume, and to do so would be

to do violence to the probabilities as far as human computation may serve

us, that this amount could be cut down by 15 per cent, then the weekly

demand would be about 120,000 tons. Then the wheat stock which, on an

estimate most favorable to England, would be at her disposal on the 1st of

February would be sufficient not for 12b weeks, which would be the equiva-

lent of a poor three months, but for 14 weeks, that is, three months and one

week. For England to succeed during the first three months of the U-boat

war in bringing in only wheat enough to be stocked at the end of this period

again for a further three months, that is, 1,670,000 tons, which, as a matter

of fact, would have to come from the southern hemisphere, 1,400,000 gross

registered tonnage would be necessary for the purpose. Last year, 850,000
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gross registered tons were necessary to bring in during the course of three

months the necessary weekly supply of wheat at that time, 650,000 quarters

or 2 million tons, 90 per cent of which came from the United States and

only 10 per cent from the southern hemisphere. It is plain that in spite of

food control, the lack of cargo space is increasing at a stupendous rate.

And we can view this situation in still another light, when we realize what
it will be when subjected to the full effect of the unrestricted U-boat war,

when the greatly increased sinkings of grain ships will affect arrangements

still more deeply, and when, again, the food control system is a system least

adapted to withstand attacks of this kind. How is the question of distri-

bution going to be kept up if one ship after the other fails to arrive in this

port today or in that port tomorrow, and if distribution will have to be put

off to a degree which it is impossible to foresee?

6. The shortage in raw materials

The question of foodstuffs which has been considered up to this time

constitutes the most essential element of the sustenance of a people, in that

it affects every single individual most vitally. For the rest, the situation

with regard to raw material is no different. And the situation is at its

worst with regard to the daily bread of commercial life, the coal supply.

Partly as the result of recruiting which has taken away an unusually large

percentage of people from the coal mines, and partly due to the averseness

of the miners to discipline, and they are the hardest class of laborers to handle

in England, the production of 287 million English tons (1,1 16 kilograms) in

1913, went down to 265 millions in 1914 and 253 millions in 1915; and in

contrast to this, the local demands have risen from 189 to over 200 million

tons, unquestionably mainly as the result of the requirements of the fleet

and of the army. The demand is growing at the rate of ij millions monthly,

whereas the production was only able to be increased by a million tons a

month for 1915. Exports dropped from 73^ million tons in 1913 to 43\

millions in 1915, and will not amount to more than 40 million in 1916.

And in the meantime, France and Italy are both suffering a crippling coal

shortage as a result of the loss of German production; and here, too, the lack

of freight space plays a most important part. Aside from this consideration,

which applies directly to her allies, there is the further point with regard to

England herself, that coal, which has risen in price by more than 70 per cent,

represents 10 per cent of the value of English exports. This class of exports

is not only important from the financial standpoint, but because it consti-

tutes a means for forcing the neutrals to submit to England’s wishes. For

this reason, the coal question is causing great anxiety in England. It is

significant that on the 25th of November, there was a meeting of 3,000

representatives of the miners in London, on which occasion Prime Minister

Asquith adjured the miners to increase production to the very highest ex-
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tent possible. This was absolutely devoid of results. As before, there con-

tinue to be complaints of numerous strikes in the mines; it was only a short

time ago that a dangerous wage movement of the miners of southern Wales

terminated with the taking over of the mines into the control of the Com-
merce Chamber, and also, however, with an assent to the question of grant-

ing the increase in wages which was asked for. Attempts are being made to

cut down the use of coal for domestic purposes as much as possible. The
recent extraordinary restriction of railroad travel is one of the measures

adopted for this purpose. It is with this end in view, for example, that

Christmas leave in the English army is not permitted. The July memorial

of the Admiralty Staff (pages 36 to 37) sets out in detail the difficulties of

wood production. England’s forestry" is poor. Imports have gone back by

20 per cent from the standard set in peace times. The importation of

timber for use in mines, which is required to meet at least 50 per cent of

the demand, is of particular importance. This importation means a monthly

coal production of 10 million tons. Prices have risen by nearly 200 per cent.

Reports on the iron industry are to the effect that the production in neither

England nor North America is sufficient to meet the demand.

The supply of cotton has become difficult because the cotton crop in the

United States, which furnishes 80 per cent of the English demand, and also

in Egypt, remains far below normal. Therefore, the reports from Liverpool

and Manchester constantly express anxiety about the raw material situation

in its application to the textile industries, which are not important merely

from the military standpoint but provide 25 per cent of the entire English

export trade. During the course of the last two years, the price of American

cotton has gone up to one shilling a pound, that is, it has nearly tripled.

There are complaints about the shortage in wool. The government has

taken over the domestic wool-clip and is negotiating for the purchase of the

Australian clip which has been seriously affected by the poor sheep year.

The providing of England with the necessary sustenance will fail primarily

on account of the lack of cargo space. The importation of petroleum has

declined by more than 25 per cent when compared with peace times, and

domestic consumption has been materially restricted. It is beginning to be

difficult to furnish the army and fleet with the tremendous amounts which

are necessary.

This is the general situation. It may be worthy of note, since straws

show which way the wind blows, that complaints have been made about the

fullness of ladies’ skirts called for by fashion, and that the style of high boots

for ladies has even been made the subject of questioning in the lower house.

7. Conclusions

If we marshal those facts which go to make up the general situation with

regard to the provisioning of England, and consider them from the standpoint
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of the U-boat war
,
the following deductions result: That a U-boat war launched

in the immediate future, by February i, 1917, at the latest, would take place

under the most favorable conditions which could be possibly imagined for the

purposes of success. Want and enhancement of prices dominate the entire

situation. So that England is faced' with the necessity of using more than twice

as much cargo space as has been necessary up to the present time for importing

the most important of foodstuffs, wheat ; and it is open to very serious doubt,

whether the export deliveries at the disposal of England and its allies are suffi-

cient to meet the demand up to the end of the harvest year. The U-boat war

would have a period of from five to six months before the new harvest in the

United States could come in as a working factor, and from six to seven months

before the domestic harvest of the Allied countries comes in sight. Whatever

might be accomplished in the way of organization to lighten the difficulties of

the question of supply would require far more time than would be available by

the beginning of February; moreover, the direct effects of the U-boat war would

place the most difficult obstacles in the path of such measures.

It must be borne in mind that England has become overwhelmed by the

difficulties of this situation at the very time when an ocean commerce, much
diminished, it is true, but still very respectable, is entering and leaving its

ports; and that the weapon of the U-boat war, painful as its results up to the

present time have been to England, has thus far not been exercised against

English commerce to an extent even approaching its full measure of efficiency.

One has only to become acquainted with the question of cargo space in order

to appreciate the prospects of the U-boat war. As Minister Runciman stated

in the lower house on November 15, the question of cargo space is “ unques-

tionably the key to the situation.” All depends upon the extent of the

freight space which England has at its disposal for the purpose of providing

itself and its allies with the necessary imports.

B. Tonnage

1. The cargo space at present available

According to Lloyd' s Register, the English merchant fleet contained about

21 million tons gross register at the beginning of the war, and 21,282 million

tons on October 1, 1916. From this sum, there are to be deducted over

530,000 tons due to losses of ships which Lloyd does not count. There are

further deductions to be made in the shape of newly constructed ships which

Lloyd includes, to an amount which can not be definitely represented in.

figures, which were probably off the ways but which were not completed and

placed in service. Further, we must deduct the sum of 180,000 tons lying in

German harbors, and at least 243,000 tons shut up in the Baltic and in the

Black seas. In October, an additional 210,000 tons were sunk. So that by

the 1st of November there were left scarcely 20 million tons of available
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tonnage. During the war, England sold some 478.000 tons to foreign Pow-

ers, whereas, on the other hand, the amount of foreign ships bought was

probably not much smaller.

The losses during the war were about 2.5 million tons up to the 1st of

November. As a result of the war, the increase in ships built is behind to the

extent of about 2 million tons. So that the situation of the merchant fleet

on the 1st of November was about 18 per cent behind what it would have

been had it not been for the war. The war losses must be calculated at

10 per cent. We must also bear in mind the circumstance that, according

to the method of computation in Lloyd' s Register, about 400,000 tons of

shipping taken over from the Central Powers are included; a source of in-

crease which will not be repeated. It is further worthy of note that the

Liverpool Journal of Commerce computes in a report copied by the other

English papers an additional million tons of losses, attributing this to ‘‘ex-

cessive wear.’’

To the war losses may be attributed no other significance than the extent

of the gaps which they cause in the registered tonnage, as far as the prospects

of the English merchant marine after the war are concerned; and from this

point of view they are looked upon in England as very serious. But these

losses have a far different significance so far as their effect on the war itself is

concerned. Admiral Lord Beresford pointed out, in the session of the House

of Lords of May 3, 1916, that the only proper method of calculation con-

sisted in computing the war losses by the number of vessels which still re-

mained available for commercial purposes. In other words, for the purpose

of reaching a conclusion with regard to existing registered tonnage, the

tonnage which has been requisitioned must be deducted. In the same ses-

sion of the House of Lords, Lord Curzcn stated in the name of the govern-

ment that 43 per cent of the merchant fleet had been requisitioned for

military purposes, and on September 5th Mr. Balfour set it at 42 per cent.

Shipping circles set it at materially higher amounts. It is probably correct

to proceed on the premise of Lord Curzon's figures; in this case, the ships

under requisition would amount to 8.6 million tons if we start with 20 mil-

lion tons as a basis. Lord Curzon further called attention to the fact that

14 per cent of English tonnage had been requisitioned for the purpose of

bringing in foodstuffs for England and for its allies. At least an additional

10 per cent of this amount, to wit, 2 million, must be calculated as being

available to the allies, and 4 per cent, although requisitioned, is probably

used for the commercial purposes of England. According to these figures,

9.6 million tons remain available for this trade. This amount is still further

reduced to 8 million tons if we deduct about 500,000 tons for the coastwise

trade and an estimate of about a million tons for ships now undergoing re-

pair; and just at present repairs take up a tremendous amount of time.

This makes a falling off in the tonnage used for the transport of commodities
80
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in English commerce of 60 per cent, when compared with the total available

tonnage of November 1st, and of 68 per cent compared with the tonnage

which would probably have been at England’s disposal had it not been for the

war.

The statistics which are contained in the reports issued by the British

Chamber of Commerce with regard to the trade and shipping of the United

Kingdom, based on the ships which have entered English ports and have

cleared after loading, month in and month out, invite proof of the above

calculations. These statistics, now before us, are available up to September,

1916. It describes the ocean commerce in thousands of net registered tons,

as follows:

Vessels Entering and Clearing English Ports, January-July, 1914 and 1916

Entering Clearing

British ships Foreign ships British ships Foreign ships

January-July, 1914
(last peace period) ....

January-July, 1916. . . .

18,557 =62.2%
11,643 =66.4%

= 37-3% less

9,465 = 38 . 8%
5,885 = 33 - 6%

=37-8% less

23,587 = 59 - 7%
10,238 =48.6%

= 56.6% less

15,938 =40.3%
10,827 = 5 i- 4%

=32% less

Therefore, taking the average of the first seven months of the year 1916,

and comparing it with the corresponding latest peace period, we find that

56.6 per cent less loaded ships have cleared; there being a retrogression of

only 37.3 per cent in the case of ships coming in, and at the same time far

less than the falling off in cargo space. Here it is that the use of the mer-

chant marine increased to the utmost possible extent, counts; thus, the great

passenger steamers which have but little cargo space are requisitioned for

military purposes and, on the other hand, the freighters proper alone are

left for the purpose of carrying merchandise. But above all else, British

shipping has almost entirely been withdrawn from all remaining trade routes

which England has with bitter regret been obliged to sacrifice in favor of

providing the necessary sustenance at home. By so doing, English shipping

companies have during the war renounced the o\Terwhelming portion of

their world trade. Their official publications complain bitterly in almost

evTery number, and at the same time point with jealousy and anxiety to the

advantages which have accrued to the fast-developing neutral shipping

trade at the cost of the British.

The falling off in shipping must not be put on the same basis as that of the

traffic in merchandise, which has by no means suffered similar losses. It is

true that the English traffic in merchandise is not to be confused, as is often

done in England, by the values presented by import and export statistics;

much more is it a question of quantity, and the published figures in which

the quantity is set out gives a very misleading picture on account of the
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enormous increase in prices. Attention may be called, in passing, to the

fact that it is essential to remember that exports are kept up to a certain

figure mainly on account of the deliveries of the necessities of warfare to

England’s allies, whereas the peace-time export business of England is

simply undermined.

Shipping statistics can also be used to endeavor to ascertain what propor-

tion of the English fleet is still being used for the transportation of wares.

This makes it necessary at the outset to calculate the tonnage which is

necessary for performing the voyages of the incoming and outgoing ships

between England and the various countries of departure and destination,

duly specified in those statistics. This calculation, the details of which are

to be found in note 4,
1 leads to the conclusion that on the average of the

months of July until September, 1916, about 6f million gross registered tons

of English tonnage were engaged in the transportation of English merchan-

dise. How are we to account for the difference between this and the 8

million tons already mentioned, which were supposed to be available for the

transportation of merchandise? On October 17, Minister Runciman an-

nounced in the lower house that 297 ships—formerly they were numbered

by the thousands—were permanently employed outside for seeing to it that

England “should not be entirely crowded out of the shipping business.’’

If we assume that these ships were not, on the average, under 1500 tons,

then, taken altogether, they represent a tonnage of about 450,000. The
remainder may be accounted for by the fact that more ships were requisi-

tioned than was assumed to be the case, or were under repairs, or awaiting

sailing orders, or sailing in ballast without loading. The proof afforded by
this calculation is significant, namely, that by no possibility are more than

the 8 million tons above referred to engaged in transporting English com-

modities, and in all likelihood the number thus engaged is far less in amount.

2 . The increase in freight rates

So tremendous a falling off in the English cargo space makes it possible

for us to conceive the unexampled phenomena which have been manifested

with regard to English shipping; the stupendous increase in freight rates

which has come about, as well as the lack of tonnage which has proved so

terrible a burden for England. A dissertation upon this subject could well

be headed with the remark of a leading article of the Times of November
16th: “ The increase in the cost of foodstuffs and the ever-present menace of a

still further increase
,
and even of a shortage of food ,

is to a great extent to he

attributed to the shortage of tonnage
,
and this in its turn is at least partially due

to the renewed activities of the German U-boats."

It may be observed with regard to freight, that the English Government
has been successful since the spring of 1916, mainly on account of the assist-

ance afforded by the threat of requisition, in keeping down freight rates on
1 Post, p. 1276.
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certain essential commodities, for instance, grainstuffs to England, coal to

France and Italy. It is true that those quotations which are most moderate
of all are still far higher than they were in peace times. A wholly radical

policy setting the limit to the rates which could be required was out of the

question, on account of the fact that no less than 33! per cent of England’s

sea trade was handled by neutral vessels which, after all, were only to a

limited extent subjected to English influence. But if it occasionally occurs

that, under pressure of denying them bunker coal or under pressure of other

means in the use of which England is not squeamish, they are induced to

undertake a voyage under payments of but moderate freight rates, these

vessels often withdraw from this pressure and take advantage of the situa-

tion in other localities, since the sea permits man to change his course in

whatever direction he desires. When, for instance, a limit for freight rates

on coal between England and France, and England and Italy, was set, the

objection was made that there was no cargo space; even the Norwegians,

who are most completely under the influence of England, vanished in the

direction of better-paying routes. The freight rates of free shipping will

continue to ascend, the greater the encroachments upon free commerce.

I believe that I may refrain from bringing forward numerous evidences of

the high freight rates which, by the way, have begun to climb again very

rapidly during the last few weeks. These matters are all very well known.

I shall limit myself to one example: The freight from Burma to England

costs 250 shillings against 100 shillings in December, 1915, when it was
thought that the rates had reached their highest point, and as against 26

before the war; from Alexandria to Liverpool, they are now asking 185

shillings as against 6b before the war. There are only two points which call

for brief comment.

First, the significance of the freight rates with regard to the English credit

balance. It has been assumed on the part of many that they are of material

assistance in helping England carry the heavy financial burden of the war.

This is true only to a limited extent. England herself carries the freight

for her imports. She only imports what she most urgently needs, and no

foreign seller is any longer able to take the freight at his own risk in order to

land his goods in England. But England pays 33! per cent of the import

freight to foreign shippers. On the other hand, the freight on exports may
be noted as in the main falling upon the foreigner; previously, the English

shippers got 60 per cent of this, now a bare 50 per cent. To make use of the

figures covering the first nine months of the year 1916: England paid to

foreign shippers freight amounting roughly to 7.6 million of incoming ton-

nage net register, and received from foreign countries freight on 13.5 million

tons departing; the freight for the incoming 15.2 million tons which went into

the pockets of the English shippers constitutes, with the assistance of the

war profits tax imposed upon these shippers, as is made plain in the July
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memorial of the Admiralty Staff, an ultimate heavy indirect tax which the

English consumer has to pay to this government.

A second point is worthy of note, namely, that the enhancement of freight

rates is in no wise on a par with the advance in the price of commodities.

On the other hand, it only constitutes a fraction of the increase in prices

which, above all, is to be attributed to the disparity between supply and

demand, and the general uneasiness which is the necessary result. Thus,

for example, Minister Runciman referred on the 28th of September to the

fact that wheat freights, in spite of their extraordinary rise, had only in-

creased the price of bread by \ penny, the price of which had risen to the

extent of four or five pence.

3. The “ cargo-space famine"

Freight rates constitute the barometer of the pressure under which ship-

ping has had to labor. The famine in cargo space from which England has

been suffering since the end of 1915 has, particularly since the result of the

gnawing effect of the U-boats, reached a point which has become absolutely

vital in its application to England’s political development. These matters,

too, are well known. It is desired above all things to ship wheat; the result

is that corn freighters can obtain no cargo space. The result is the same in

the case of sugar and mea.t. Foodstuffs are to have the first call on trans-

portation, and for this reason the government is obliged to inform the textile

industries who are complaining about the shortage of raw material, that it is

not in a position to moderate the freight rates on cotton because that would

simply result “at the expense of other goods.” Wool imports are suffering.

The importation of coal is “actually at its last gasp.” The chief of the com-

merce division of the Munitions Ministry demands that imports in the way
of foodstuffs be restricted, because he has not ships enough, and tens of

thousands of tons of war material, steel and explosives can not be shipped on

account of shortage of cargo space. Of such cases, there are as many as

one chooses to quote. The falling off in arrivals and departures is also an

important matter. Counting by thousands of net registered tons entering

and clearing English ports, the following table is submitted:

1916 Entered Cleared
July 2781 3138
August 2783 3214
September 2505 3113
October 2469 3027
November 2555 2673

The sessions of Parliament and the newspapers as well are filled with dis-

cussions which at once express the fear of a continued and fatal falling off

in shipping travel as well as the passionate longing to have the government
take effective charge of the situation. According to English custom, the

newspapers publish long columns of letters coming from leading men, ad-
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mirals, shipping men, and politicians, to similar effect. Danger lurks, gaze

where the British may. As indicative of the general feeling, I call attention

to the session in the House of Lords of the 15th of November, in which Lord

Sydenham made the “serious crisis” the thesis of a debate which caused a

great deal of attention, and likewise to the fact of the demand made upon
the government by Lord Beresford to come out wdth a statement as to what
it proposed to do with regard to German U-boats.

With regard to this general subject, public opinion wras not without its

spokesmen. The most important of the proposals made was announced

some time since September, voicing the thought that found its expression in

the slogan “ton for ton.” The British Merchant Fleet Association, the

chambers of commerce, and latterly, for instance, even the English chambers

of commerce in China, demanded that Germany be informed that for every

ton sunk, that is to say (and on this point there was some lack of unanimity),

at least for ever£ ton of freight space which, according to the English view of

international law^, was sunk in violation thereof, Germany would have to

make good, ton for ton, from her own resources; for the idea was that Ger-

many would allow herself to be intimidated in this way and would hold back

her U-boats. Others were less sanguine with regard to the result of such a

threat. In any event, the proposal shows plainly that people were by no

means confident of the efficiency of the positive measures of defense which

had been adopted.

The demand to arm all the merchant ships and, in the bargain, wdth the

heaviest pieces possible, seemed to promise better results. This has been

undertaken times wdthout number, and is constantly being put into practice

to the greatest extent possible. In this connection, particular attention was
called to the danger consisting in the increased efficiency area, the increased

rapidity and the stronger armaments of the German LT-boats. Insurance

companies reported that armed ships were called upon to pay smaller

premiums than unarmed vessels. From other sources came the assertion

that, on account of shortage in material, it would be impossible to carry out

the policy of a general arming of the merchant ships.

What could be done to meet the shortage in tonnage?

4. Congestion at the ports

The difficulty has been very materially increased by delay in getting ships

ready for clearance. The “congestion at the ports” has ever since Novem-

ber been the constant cry in the reports of the newspapers. It is again and

again announced from England and from Liverpool how long ships are held

up in port. And particularly are these complaints lodged against France.

In his speech of November 15, in the lower house, Minister Runciman

complained very seriously of the fact that in this way from 160 to 170 ships

were made inactive in the French ports; an amount of cargo space which
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may be set at about 500,000 tons. The reason is mainly to be found in the

shortage of labor and in the overcrowding of the trade routes which the army

transports have left open for the transportation of commodities. It is un-

likely that any material improvement in the situation will come with time,

all the more so because these complaints are constantly being renewed and,

in spite of the crying need which exists, it has been found thus far impossible

to put a stop to them.

5. New ships

The question of new ships has been made the subject of public discussions

far and wide. According to Lloyd’s reports, the English fleet has increased

since the beginning of 1914 by the following amounts of gross registered

tonnage in newly built vessels:

1914 1915 1916

1st quarter 429,000 267,000 80,000

2d “ 439,000 148,000 157 ,
000

3d “ 375,000 146,000 192,000

4th “ 416,000 93,ooo ....

With regard to the war period, these numbers create a certain lack of

confidence, in so far as they justify the suspicion that they include a certain

number of vessels which have left the ways before being ready and placed in

commission. But, taken as they stand, these figures prove that the number
of new ships is wholly insufficient. Attention has been drawn to the grave

fact that the new ships of the year 1915, roughly numbered at 650,000

tons, fall short of the ordinary depreciation in shipping by 100,000 tons, not

including wTar losses. From the middle of this year on, a certain improve-

ment seemed to have taken place. Minister Runciman called attention to

the fact on the 15th of November that he saw no reason why, at the end of

1916, a figure of 500,000 tons in newly constructed ships should not be

reached for the second half-year of 1916; this would mean new ships to the

extent of over 300,000 tons for the last quarter. According to the opinion of

technical periodicals, this announcement must be looked upon as altogether

too optimistic. There is neither labor nor material enough in the dock yards,

but above all else the needs of the Navy require practically all the facilities

which the dock-yards have at their command.

6 . Prohibition against the importation of dispensable commodities

As early as February, 1916, the policy was adopted of prohibiting the

importation of dispensable commodities; partly on financial grounds, but

also in order to leave cargo space available. A list of the embargoed im-

ports, which seriously affects bulky goods of many kinds, is no small one. 1

We have not been able to ascertain howr this relieved the situation. It is the

great masses of indispensable commodities which are profitably booked for

1 The list is in possession of the Admiralty Staff.
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cargo space. For this reason, no material benefit is expected to result from

further embargoes on imports.

7. The taking over of shipping commerce by the State

As in the case of supplying the country with foodstuff, the government was
requested to take over full control of the shipping trade. The government

has constantly refused to accede to this request, if such accession meant that

the whole merchant fleet should be administered by the government like one

consolidated shipping concern. But aside from this, those measures which

the British government has already taken amount, as Minister Runciman
announced on the 17th of October in the House of Commons, for all practical

purposes, to a very comprehensive control. He announced that there were

only 1,118 English ships which were not subject to this control; those 297

ships already referred to on page 267 1 are included in this number which are

constantly engaged in foreign parts, whereas the remaining 821 ships operate

at times as liners and at times as tramp steamers in the service of transport-

ing commodities between England and other countries, but are not under the

obligation of sailing under the orders of the government. These ships, which

amount to little more than 10 per cent of the total British cargo space, were

characterized by the Minister as a mere skeleton of the peace organization of

British shipping, which would have to be kept intact for national reasons.

All remaining ships sail, to all intents and purposes, in accordance with the

sailing instructions given out by the government from time to time, that is,

in so far as they are not actually under requisition. Mr. Runciman, who
himself is a shipping man, is recognized even by his political opponents in

England as one who knows the needs and conditions of the shipping business.

For the rest, the fact is that, even if these 821 ships were brought under

government control, this would result in no material benefit to the British

trade in commodities in which they are already engaged. But let us assume

that it would be possible to call in to the English trade even the greater part

of the 297 ships which are engaged in different fields and which were esti-

mated above to amount to some 450,000 gross registered tonnage, nothing

really decisive would result therefrom; all the less so, as a matter of fact,

since neutral shipping could find nothing more to its own advantage than to

step into those trade routes freed from English freight control, and in this

way the trade with England would lose exactly as much benefit in the way of

neutral shipping as it could gain by the use of its own additional ships. For

the rest, the ships in question are engaged in the main for the purposes of the

British colonies and are absolutely indispensable in this regard.

8 . The effects of the unrestricted U-boat war

So much with regard to English ocean commerce and cargo space. The

question now before us is to try to obtain a picture of the results which an

unrestricted U-boat war would have upon the present situation.

1 This print, p. 1247.
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I am proceeding upon the premise of the 600,000 tons gross register al-

ready furnished at the beginning of this year, which would fall victim to the

U-boats each month. It is not necessary for me to set out the details upon

which this calculation is based; it is reached on the basis of the experience of

the time that has passed since February, 1915. I shall assume, in order to

proceed cautiously, that the increased sinkings which will result from having

an increased number of boats at our disposal will be equalized by improved

methods of defense on the part of our opponents. The figure of 600,000 tons

is based on the premise that the number of ships plying to and from English

ports will not be diminished to an altogether disproportionate extent
;
if these

losses should occur in considerable numbers, then the list of ships which are

sunk will diminish proportionately to the diminution in the number of

objects to be attacked. By way of exercising extreme caution, I will there-

fore calculate on a monthly sinking of 500,000 tons from the fifth month on.

It is not that the U-boats are limited to the destruction of commercial

commodities destined to England alone; a certain proportion of their booty

consists of ships bound for France or Italy, or ships not in the service of the

transportation of commodities. For this reason, it is not necessary to allow

for a deduction, because, as matters stand today, England must replace the

cargo space which it is holding for other purposes or which is plying on the

French or Italian courses over those parts of the Atlantic Ocean and the

Mediterranean which are subject to U-boat attacks, from her own resources

unless she is willing to sacrifice and lose her allies, who are already being

pressed to the utmost.

Moreover, it can certainly be assumed that a considerable portion of neu-

tral shipping will be frightened away from further intercourse with England

by sea. This will involve at least 50 per cent; and, as a matter of fact, im-

mediately, if the unrestricted U-boat war is launched unexpectedly and
carried on with ruthless energy (I shall return to this point later). The
traffic in the North Sea will, so far as Holland is concerned, from Zeebrugge

as a basis, be subjected not only to the attacks of the U-boats, but also to

those of the other fighting factors of the fleet.

The reasons why I believe that intimidation will bring about such results

are to be found in the situation which will confront the shipping corporations.

He who is acquainted with the shipping business knows perfectly well, that,

once a ruthless U-boat warfare is launched, the end of the war will be brought

in sight. The shipping concerns will not and can not venture in such case

to subject their ships to an increase of peril; for, even if the insurance com-
panies pay them back in money the value of their ships that have been lost,

the foundation of their business fortunes will be destroyed without any pros-

pect of replacing lost cargo space, in view of the general ship famine. This

would mean a tie-up in the shipping business right at the time following the

war when it would give promise of unusual activity and of unusual profits.
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Experience has shown us that the raids which have been carried on in the

last few weeks from Zeebrugge, and even the capture of a single ship like that

of the Koningen Regente has led to a tie-up in the Holland-English sea traffic,

the effects of which the British have been able to overcome only with dif-

ficulty. Developments which have taken place in the business of marine

insurance gives us another proof. The premiums for voyages which were
particularly subjected to the operations of the U-boats increased at once by
many times their value, as in the case of the Mediterranean and also at the

time of the raid made by the U-53 upon Atlantic commerce. In October,

the Norwegians simply refused to insure the ships of their own country any
longer, so that England had to meet the situation herself. The premium
for enemy ships is higher than for neutral ships. And at least just as im-

portant is the intimidating effect of the ruthless U-boat war upon the crews.

England has found herself obliged to adopt a policy of imposing serious penal-

ties upon members of crews who refuse to live up to their contracts in cases

where the question was one of travel in dangerous areas. Of course, in the

case of neutrals, such steps are of no avail. It has been observed that, when
the U-boat war of February, 1915, was commenced, neutral ship traffic was
tied up for a considerable length of time and was only resumed when it was
made plain that Germany would spare neutral ships. The same thing

happened later on. On October 10 the correspondent of the Morning Post

in Christiania announced that, as the result of the activity of the German
U-boats, steamer traffic from Norway to the Murman coast was discontinued.

Basing what I have to say on figures which, in order to insure against an

over-statement, are under the estimates formed by the Army, I will assume

that only three quarters of the Danish and Swedish shipping, and only one

half of the Dutch, Spanish and Greek shipping, and only a sixth of the

Norwegian shipping, will be frightened off from the dangerous trade routes;,

and in this connection we must bear in mind that the craft of the North Sea

are very generally not adapted to a change over to ocean routes. I will

further assume that those ships which are plying between the United States

and England will continue in the English trade. In this case, the neutral

tonnage which will have been frightened off will be in all 1,200,000 tons,

taken from a total neutral tonnage of 3 millions engaged in English traffic.

In other words, I will assume that no more than 40 per cent of neutral

shipping will be prevented by intimidation from taking part in the traffic in

question.

If, according to this, we desire to get a picture of the effects of a ruthless

U-boat war upon the traffic with England, we must, in the same way as was

done on page 266, 1 obtain the amount of cargo space plying between England

and other ports, from the statistics on ocean traffic which we have before us.

For ocean traffic is merely a function of tonnage which changes from month
1 This print, p. 1246.
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to month, while tonnage itself, however, is the constant sum-total by which

the amount of sea traffic is for the time being to be determined in proportion

to the extent to which this sum total will be affected by the U-boat war.

6f million tons of British cargo space, 900,000 tons of enemy cargo space in

addition thereto, and around 3 million tons of neutral cargo space, all in all

amounting to iof million tons gross register, touch at English ports. 1 This

tonnage makes it possible, based on the average for the months July-Sep-

tember, 1916, for the carrying on of a monthly sea traffic with England

amounting to 6,140,000 tons. After four months, as the result of ships sunk

and of intimidation by virtue of a ruthless U-boat war, this amount would

fall off to about 4 million tons, after five months to 3! millions, or after four

months by 33I per cent and after five months by 39 per cent.

The question of whether England, in such case, would be in a position to

reinforce to a material extent the fleet which is now operating along com-

mercial lines by tonnage which is being used for other purposes, calls for

consideration. In other words, the question is whether it would be possible

to release from their military duties and to any material extent, ships which

had been subjected to requisition. In his two great speeches in the House of

Commons on the question of providing food supply, made on the 15th and

16th of November, Minister Runciman, not for the first time, but with in-

creased emphasis, expressed himself freely on the question of requisitions,

and complained of the extent to which the military authorities had, with a

high hand, availed themselves of all the economic resources afforded by exist-

ing cargo space. It would seem that no change of importance can be

brought about along these lines. Not that many ships which are now
operating as auxiliary cruisers could not, perhaps, under powerful pressure,

be given up. Looked at on the whole, however, it must be taken as settled

from the technical standpoint of the Navy, that the unrestricted U-boat war
will bring England to such a pass that, speaking from the view-point of

tactics, she will need, not less, but rather more ships for military purposes.

The service of security and information will at once need to be materially

reinforced. The invasion of the Atlantic by the German war element

makes it out of the question to attempt to limit military forces which are

already there.

The giving up of the Saloniki project might come to mind in this connec-

tion, as the result of which, it must be admitted, a very material amount of

tonnage would be released, which would out-number what would be sunk in

a month’s time by the unrestricted U-boat war. But it must be borne in

mind in this connection that giving up the Saloniki project would have re-

sults far different from the withdrawal from Gallipoli at the time that this

last occurred. If the Entente leaves Saloniki in the lurch, this means the

complete renunciation of the Near East as a theater of war, the inevitable

1 Note 4, post
, p. 1276
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opening of communications between the Central Powers and Turkey, the

sacrifice of Serbia, the renunciation of the policy with regard to Greece car-

ried on with such great effort, the surrender of the war aims with regard to

Russia which have been so solemnly announced, and, what perhaps would be

the most vital thing for England, the giving up of any further effort to pro-

tect Egypt and the Suez Canal on the flanks. Should the Allies really come
to such a resolution, it would mean a success for the unrestricted U-boat war
which w'ould certainly not be too dearly paid for by the added delay of

another month, and which would certainly not remain without an un-

favorable effect upon Italy. And judging from the military point of view, it

is indeed difficult to see how the war material which was transported to

Saloniki can be brought back in safety on shipboard; and that, further, the

retransportation of men and material could only be accomplished in the face

of extraordinary danger, in view of the immense amount of tonnage required

therefor.

I now have to meet the objection that the political results of an un-

restricted U-boat warfare would be likely to provide England with the

German tonnage of about 650,000 tons now lying at anchor in the United

States, perhaps, too, German shipping in South American States amounting

to a further 700,000 tons (including sailing vessels), and with these the

vessels which are now in Norwegian ports, in other words, 1,400,000 tons in

all. This objection is not sound. In the first place, it can not be assumed

that all these ships would be delivered to England, in view of the shortage in

cargo space all over the -world. It is essential that, as has been provided for,

the greatest part of those ships be made unseaworthy. It took six months

for those German ships which had been taken over by the Portuguese gov-

ernment in March, 1916, to be made seaworthy once more. And again,

quite aside from such injuries, the conversion of the passenger steamers in

the United States to freight steamers would be a condition precedent to their

being placed in service. Moreover, officers and crews would have to be

found for these ships; and this is a matter which would be difficult, and which

would take a great deal of time, since everywhere, and above all in the

United States, there is a general crew shortage. In any event, only a small

portion of these ships would take part in the ocean traffic to England, and

even this W'ould come about very gradually and tardily.

I desire to call attention briefly to a matter of technical interest to the

Navy. The concentrating of freight steamers in large numbers on unusually

dangerous routes such as, for instance, the route from the Canary islands to

England, and to have them accompanied by war vessels, holds out the

promise of practically no success at all. In the first place, it would result in

a very unusual consumption of time and also in a corresponding diminution

of tonnage available for use, if a large number of ships were instructed to

concentrate at a particular place in the ocean at a particular time. More-
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over, for freight steamers to travel in groups is, particularly in heavy weather,

a matter of such difficulty that the vessels would necessarily have to steam at

such considerable intervals that far more war craft than England is pre-

pared to spare for the purpose would be required to protect them. And
finally, convoys such as these would be a most welcome sight for the U-boats,

because, on account of the ground they would cover, it is not possible to

render them even approximately secure from attack, and because, further,

they must travel just as slowly as the rate of progress made by the engines of

the slowest steamer in the convoy.

Finally, I call attention to the fact, for the sake of completeness, that

England is not in a position to meet the results of an unrestricted U-boat war

by some such measure as a possible detour made by a portion of the shipping

carrying its imports, in such a fashion that, say, they can be brought to

Marseilles or to the western ports of France and thence by rail to the Channel

coast. In the first place, the ocean will be declared a war area along the west

coast of France, and the U-boat war will be carried on here just as it is along

the French coast of the Mediterranean. But above all, the French railroad

system and the French Channel ports are already overcrowded to such a

degree that they simply can not handle further imports to any appreciable

extent. I think I may refrain from repeating at length the French reports

which we have before us, and I can, rather, refer to the report of the chief of

the military railway system (Staff No. 838) of December 9, 1916. It is

perfectly obvious that the necessary additions to the French railroads, and

the necessary increase in their cars could not possibly be constructed during

the months of the U-boat war.

I now return to the figures which I have given as representing the effect

of the unrestricted U-boat war after four or five months. They only give the

bare figures of the results which are expected. But this picture requires

further comment in the way of practical details in order to make it perfectly

clear on the question of results.

England gets 60 per cent of its butter from Denmark and its butter-fat

imports practically entirely from Holland. If the former should fall entirely

away and the latter only by 50 per cent, England would at once find herself

face to face with a famine in fats. In peace time, England imported more
than two thirds of its necessary supply of butter, and a half of this has al-

ready fallen off during the course of the war. It has up to the present time

been substituted by the importation of butter-fats up to nearly twice the

amount.

Denmark, moreover, provides a quarter of the bacon which is imported to

England, and from one third to one half of the imports in eggs; Holland im-

ports considerable amounts of cheese, mutton and pork.

The fish catch and the importation of fish would fall far below the present

amount.
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Attention has been called to the extent to which the imports of grains into

England already in a shaky condition, can be affected. In spite of a possible

system of food control, the imports from the southern hemisphere will require

far more tonnage than all the imports from the United States up to this time,

and this increase will have to be brought about at least during the U-boat

war. If the shortage in feed becomes greater, the English cattle-raising

industry will collapse.

As regards raw material, the Swedish metal imports would fall off to an

overwhelming extent, the imports from Spain, which constitutes the chief

market, would be noticeably decreased, and this in face of the fact that raw
materials for the munitions industry are already very hard to get. To the

same effect, ship-building will suffer, and the ship-builders will find them-

selves less and less able to make up for the losses of war.

Almost 25 per cent of the British imports in wood, the significance of

which, particularly in connection with the coal mining industry, has already

been referred to, come from Sweden.

If there is a shortage in the importation of cotton, the matter of em-

ployment in connection with the most important of English industries will

come to grief, and the difficulties in the labor question will also start from this

angle.

English finance will stand and fall on the question of the English export

trade.

From another standpoint, it is of the utmost importance that the American

importations of war material and war stuffs for the purposes of the British

munitions industry be from now on struck hard, and, using Zeebrugge as a

base, military transports will be attacked in the Channel, and we shall be

able to sink numerous transports in the Mediterranean which up to the

present time we have been obliged to spare on account of the risk of confusing

them with passenger ships.

It is in connection with such methods of attack upon British commerce, to

outstanding types of which I have made reference, that the British traffic

upon the sea can be overthrown. A sea-faring people like the British will

not only be hard hit so far as directly interested shipping circles are con-

cerned, by the infliction of so paralyzing a blow against its merchant fleet as

is imminent. The way in which former losses have been received makes this

obvious. It is well known in England that the country’s power and great-

ness and therewith its commercial situation before the world can not be

maintained without the predominating influence of its merchant fleet, and

people are feeling in England that this predominance is imminently threat-

ened. England will not be able to permit the inroads made upon its fleet to

increase so tremendously from month to month.

Add to this the effect which it will have upon the Englishman to see his

imports from overseas threatened. The dweller upon the Continent can
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only with difficulty conceive what a vital question this is for the Islander.

The moment he sees that imports and exports are being cut off to a perilous

extent, his power of resistance will be put to a proof which he has not ex-

perienced up to this time and which, in so far as it is permitted to human
judgment to determine, he is not strong enough to bear. The result will be

general panic, with its concomitant effects upon trade, prices and the entire

public.

By way of proof, let me point to the effects as they have been described as

occurring at the beginning of the U-boat war of 1915 and of the spring of 1916,

and which manifested themselves in spite of the comparatively small amount
of shipping sunk. I recall, too, the tremendous effect which was felt all over

England after the sinking of the Lusitania and which led to a complete

change in the British policy.

This psychological effect upon the Englishman is, in my estimation, of no

less importance than the direct result upon imports. I consider it pertinent

to indulge in an assumption in this regard. England’s constant experience

in this war has been that a U-boat war undertaken by the German Govern-

ment, launched under conditions which gave great promise of dangerous

potentialities, was from the outset subjected to restrictions which at once

gave rise to the question of whether any definite results could be obtained,

and that objections raised by foreign Powers sooner or later brought it to a

close. The existence of a doubt as to whether or not it was to be carried

on in dead earnest on this occasion would cripple the effect upon the English

mind. This can only be avoided if the war is launched immediately upon the

heels of the announcement of an unrestricted U-boat war against enemy shipping

and if, moreover
,
the u?irestricted war is conducted against neutral shipping in

the war areas, coming again as closely as possible on the heels of an announce-

ment to that effect, so that only those ships will be spared which, after they have

left their ports of clearance, are so situated that they can by no means whatsoever

receive instructions as to the actual launching of the U-boat war; and if there is

provided no opportunity for negotiations which could leave room for the hope

that this tim.e, too, the chance of showing what really could be accomplished would

be taken away. If we proceed along this line, then and then only will those

engaged in the shipping trade, the English people and the neutral Powers, be in

the grip of that fear which guarantees the success of the unrestricted U boat war.

I confidently expect this success within a period of five months at the longest.

The success obtained will be such as to incline England to accept a useful peace.

Up to the present time, I have set out the effects which I expect will result

from the unrestricted U-boat war. For the purposes of comparison, I call

attention to the fact that if, in spite of the continued arming of the enemy
merchant ships, it can be assumed that the U-boat war on commerce will

continue its sinkings amounting to 400,000 tons a month, this would cause

losses to English sea traffic of about 15 per cent in the course of four months
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and of about 18J per cent in five months. It would be impossible for me to

assume that such results would be of such a nature as to affect England
sufficiently deeply to bring about the state of mind essential to make possible

a peace which we could accept; all the less so, since the conduct of the U-boat
war on commerce carries with it the ever-present danger of sinking ships

unwittingly which, according to the conception of the United States, should

not be sunk, thereby continually involving us in new differences with the

United States, and at the same time providing renewed opportunities for

England to nourish the hope that even this type of U-boat war on commerce
would be done away with. In this way, the psychological effect would in

the main be dissipated. The release of armed steamers would, so far as

experience has shown up to this time, probably suffice to equalize the drop in

sinkings by the U-boats resulting from the continued arming of English

merchant ships, and the constant increase in the development of defensive

measures; on the other hand, it would scarcely lead to a noticeable increase

over the 400,000 tons of monthly sinkings.

C. The Question of Politics

The Admiralty Staff can not rest satisfied with merely showing that

England can produce nothing in the way of a real obstacle against the effect

of the unrestricted U-boat war and that she would be prostrated by it within

an appreciable period of time. For this proof can not be allowed to hang

in air, but (as is made plain by the very fact that German ships are laid up
at the docks of neutrals), must be discussed on the basis of all those consider-

ations for or against the U-boat question, if the decision is to be final and is

to be accounted for before our own conscience. For this purpose, those

authorities within whose competence the conduct of war upon the sea is

placed, are necessary. If for this reason, I undertake to submit those more

far-reaching considerations which come within the field of political admin-

istration, it is, none the less, far from my intention to encroach upon the

competence and responsibilities of the highest political branch. On the

contrary, my only desire is, in accordance with my duty, to announce my
convictions with regard to the complex whole of the fundamental questions

involved.

These questions involve at one and the same time the direct and influential

results of the U-boat war upon the course and termination of the war. My
first task is to set out in detail the effect which the breaking-off of diplomatic

negotiations and the declaration of war by the United States would have.

It is simply a question of establishing whether, and to what extent, the

United States would be able to prevent the success of the U-boat weapon.

Such assistance as the United States could give to the Entente might be

considered first in the form of putting troops at its disposal which might be

concentrated as volunteers, and in considerable number, too, in the United
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States—a circumstance which we must not consider outside the realms of

possibility. But the situation is different when we come to the question of

training them up to the point of meeting the requirements which present-day

war conditions call for. The conditions over there are not such as are suit-

able for such training operations. The history of the Spanish War of 1898

is instructive regarding what an American army can do and what it can not

do. After all, the decisive question is that of transportation. One has

flippantly spoken of “hundreds of thousands” of American volunteers whom
we must take into consideration. On the other hand, we must bear in mind

that, reckoning closely, 400,000 gross registered tons of shipping are required

to transport 100,000 soldiers without horses, vehicles or other equipment

than the equipment which is carried on the person, in the course of one

month from the United States to France. If we take into consideration the

time which it would take in any case to make a hundred thousand men even

barely useful in warfare, it is readily seen that, as the result of the question

of transportation alone, any appreciable reinforcement of the hostile armies

by means of American troops is out of the question.

Just as unfounded are the fears that the Entente may be able to receive

far greater supplies of ammunition from the United States than has been the

case heretofore. The organization of the American iron industry—an

organization encouraged politically and of forced growth resulting from the

extraordinary demands made upon it, as well as extraordinary profits ac-

quired, which has otherwise been rendered fallow by the World War—-has

already, if all credible sources of information on the subject are to be be-

lieved, reached the limit of its capacity in the pursuit of its purpose, to wit,

the providing of ammunition for the Entente, in the course of which it has

exhausted all possible sources of production within reach. The prices of

iron and steel have already reached a height in the United States which has

resulted in an unsatisfied domestic demand. On the other hand, the unre-

stricted U-boat war would make available for the Navy the very welcome

opportunity of sinking shipments of ammunition, which up to the present

time have come over in ships which were not open to attack, in this way
bringing the Army that relief which is so earnestly desired. The appear-

ance of a U-boat on the American coast has showm the Americans what is

awaiting them at their very gates if need be.

Finally, the United States will lose the opportunity of sending their war
material to Europe with their former recklessness, if they find themselves

bound up in the war tangle. Then it is that the point of view of self-preser-

vation will thrust itself into the foreground. If the United States becomes a

party to this war, this will make it all the more impossible for them to shut

their eyes to the Japanese peril, particularly in view of the cabinet change in

Tokyo, and with the possibility of the prospect of a still quicker and sharper

advance of the Japanese in China. Nor will they be able to be oblivious to
81
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the effect which will be created upon the active currents in Japan, if they

get rid of their war material in excessive doses. It looks even now as if the

United States were already becoming more conservative in their shipment of

ammunition.

Assistance by the United States in other lines, those of finance, is often

described as important. It is true that the United States would be in the

position of coming to the rescue of the Entente with materially greater

loans than before, if the nation itself and the war spirit of the whole people

could be set in motion.

But the significance of such support must be estimated correctly. In this

connection, we must differentiate between the national budget and the

credit balance. England’s budget, that is, the relation between its income

and its enormously increased financial burden, would be relieved by the en-

trance of the United States into the war as an ally, if this were to result in

releasing England from payments which, up to such time, were to be made.

This would be the case if this assistance were to take the form, not of further

loans, but of subsidies without the obligation of returns, whether in the form

of actual payments, or paper, or in the form of gratuitous deliveries of war
material. But there is nothing upon which to base this supposition. It

would be opposed to the American conception of economics; it would touch

the country which has just been suffering under the effects of a crop failure

in grainstuffs and in wool, on the one tender spot out of particular considera-

tion for which it has been able to save itself, even during the conditions of

the World War, from being crippled commercially, and to make up for the

results of those long years of unfavorable opportunities which preceded the

war; even now, the enhancement of prices in the United States is extreme,

and labor conditions, particularly on account of the lack of immigration dur-

ing the war, have become critical; there would be a sudden interruption to

that course of development which is changing the financial status of the

United States from that of a debtor nation to a creditor nation, which is

replacing London by New York, and which is bound to result in giving the

country an influential position among the great Powers, and is using the

greatest financial power in the world as a stepping-stone.

So far as the credit balance is concerned, we would have to take it for

granted that England would receive from her ally, the United States, the

loans necessary for the payment for imports in greater amounts than before,

and that she would be more certain to get them, and that she would perhaps

get them under more favorable conditions. We must not underestimate the

effect of these facilitations. But they would be entitled to decisive weight

only in case England were otherwise in danger of not being able to conclude

the loans which she needs in order to pay her foreign debts and in this way to

make it possible for her to undertake new obligations. This danger does

not exist. Of course the fact is not to be ignored that the British govern-
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ment has very serious difficulties to meet in order to maintain her credit

balance, particularly with the United States. For the purpose of securing

the American loans, enormous amounts are being withdrawn from the

British treasury, consisting of the best foreign paper, and the national

wealth of England is suffering very materially thereby; the interest rate of

6 per cent for the newest issue of British treasury notes constitutes a heavy

burden and means loss of standing for English finance, even though this rate

of interest, which had to be adapted to the possibilities of having the paper

in question taken up in foreign countries, can not be for a moment compared

with that of the German war loans, which only had to reckon on the domestic

market and on its spirit of self-sacrifice. That the sale of British and French

treasury notes in the United States failed as the result of the warning issued

by the Federal Reserve Board, was a severe blow for English finances. But

it all comes down to the one point, and that is the recognition of the fact

that we are not to assume that England will be forced to consider peace

within a determinable period because of an impossibility of being able to

incur new obligations in foreign countries. The financial strength of Eng-

land and the interest of the United States in its chief debtor are too great to

permit this. Further, the colonies, too, are coming to the financial support

of the mother country" and are enabled to do so through their considerable

participation in war deliveries. Developments in war times teach us that

new measures and new roads are constantly being discovered, leading to

the disclosure of unexpected financial resources, over and above every earlier

experience. And it is just this which makes it impossible for us to state in

advance the exact point of time at which it will become impossible for the

British to continue to finance the war. It will at least be possible for her to

do so as long as England is able to convince her friends that she will ulti-

mately be victorious.

In whatever light, however, we care to consider these points, the outstand-

ing feature is the impossibility offorming any comparison between the financial

support of England by the United States and the effects of the U-boat war

.

Loans
,
credits

,
payments

,
and everything having a bearing on this field will be

of no avail if imports are cut offfrom a country. The shortage to which it will

then be exposed will not be relieved by gold or its equivalent. For these reasons
,

we may lay aside any further co?isideration of any American peril emanating

from this source.

This danger would appear to warrant more serious consideration on the

side of the direct effect which is ascribed to it; that is, the reaction upon
those European States which have thus far remained neutral; in a word,

Holland and Denmark. The possibility must always be kept in view, quite

aside from the question of the influence that America’s action may have, of

England’s exerting such pressure upon those countries by stopping all im-

ports by water as to force them to absolutely close their frontiers to Ger-
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many or actually to go to war with her. As was the case in the September
conferences at the General Headquarters, here too I can limit myself to Hol-

land and Denmark, because these are the countries from which we have

received very considerable and current imports during the past and which,

moreover, in their capacity as contiguous nations, are in the position of con-

stituting a direct war menace so far as we are concerned.

The falling-off of the German crops of this fall, and particularly of the

potato crop, is not such as to make us indifferent to the possibility of im-

ports from foreign countries. It is true that our situation has been some-

what relieved by the occupation of Wallachia. Moreover, ever since last

summer, a marked falling-off in the imports from Holland and Denmark has

been noticeable. The fact is that the English pressure has been very greatly

increased. The Lloyd George ministry has shown a fundamental advance

along this line. With this ministry, the tendency has gained prominence

which always reproached the former cabinet with too much leniency toward

the neutrals. And, as matters last stood, this policy had already pro-

ceeded so far as to leave little else to be done. The extension of the law of

contraband to commodities of every kind and, even to all those commodities

destined to Germany by way of neutral territory or to commodities coming

from there; the manner in which the right of visit was exercised against

neutral ships which came into English ports under stress of circumstances

and, when there, had to meet every request; the refusal of bunker coal, which

according to latest official announcements is to be made effective in the case

of all neutral vessels which are not sailing in the interests of the Entente;

the rationing of neutral countries, based on their national needs before the

war, supported by a fine-toothed system of commercial espionage and by

the black lists—all these measures have so far influenced the neutral Powers

that they have even applied their penal statutes to the service of shutting

off any traffic in commodities to Germany, to such an extent that, to take

an example, Denmark has submitted to the cessation of its traffic with Ice-

land
;
in a word, if we make an exception of Sweden, the neutral Powers have

been docile all the way through. In any case, we must realize that a com-

plete blockade of Denmark and Holland will come about within a deter-

minable time even in the absence of the U-boat war.

The reason for this attitude on the part of the neutral Powers is to be

found in the overwhelming significance of the British dominion of the seas,

and not only in this, but also in the different points of view which have

come to be entertained by the neutral Powers with regard to the policy

which is to be expected from both England and Germany. On the part of

the British, there was made apparent the calculated, continuing and con-

sistent policy of arbitrarily taking advantage of such resources as lay at

hand and which did not allow itself to be retarded by any protest of any

kind; whereas on the part of Germany was made manifest a willingness to
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make concessions to the protests of the United States against giving our

most powerful weapon a fair trial as soon as it bade fair to become a menace.

The hand of England was readily discernible in the matter of this American

protest. I am far from inclined to criticise Germany’s policy by the estab-

lishment of these facts, but powerful as may have been the reasons therefor

which were based on an examination of the entire political situation of the

war, it is nevertheless true that the neutral naturally looked upon matters

from his own standpoint, and hence perhaps from one side only. And in so

doing, he was forced to come to the conclusion that he had far more to fear

from England than he had from Germany. For the weakling, this is the

controlling factor. And so I come to a point which is, in my opinion, de-

cisive.

The defense of Germany against the overwhelming numbers of her ene-

mies is a tremendous task. But the public opinion of the world does not

base its judgments on fine distinctions—it uses actual consequences and,

above all, consequences which take the form of personal experiences: If

Germany fails when she still has time to shift her helm and to teach the neu-

tral Powers that she is in no wise behind England in the matter of determina-

tion and in the power which she exercises, the result will be a very serious

danger, not only for the present, but for the future as well. To avoid it,

the unrestricted U-boat war is the only means at our disposal. This war
will turn the tables and carry the trade war into the enemy’s country. It

will result in a quick change of front on the part of the neutrals as to where

the superior strength of will and capacity to perform lie.

And this is the point of view on which we must depend for the determina-

tion of the question of whether we are justified in apprehending that Den-

mark and Holland will be forced into the enemy’s camp as the result of the

pressure of England and the United States. Both countries are in no way
to be compared, from a military standpoint, with the Powers which are par-

ticipating in this war. They have little or absolutely nothing to gain from

being dragged into the war, and, on the contrary, everything to lose. The
example of Roumania deters them. Copenhagen and traffic between the

Danish Isles and the Continent lies within range of the guns of our fleet; and
the fleet itself makes any attack on the part of Denmark positively out of

the question; and in like manner will Holland expose her territory to de-

struction if the defense of her country makes it necessary to flood it. It is

the military situation in Europe, not the attitude of the United States,

which is far from the center of activities, which is the determining factor for

both countries. These factors, common to both war and politics, are of

greater moment than the prospect of living close for a number of months if

imports by sea are shut off from both these countries. And, moreover, in

this connection the situation of both States does not appear to me as promis-

ing anything desperate. With regard to Holland (leaving to one side other
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communications), I may refer to a report of the Imperial Legation at The
Hague of the 30th of October, 1916, copy of which I received from the For-

eign Office, and according to which Holland is provided with grainstuffs for

a period of from four to six months. Denmark, too, can keep her head above

W'ater for a considerable time, as I have been informed by reports on this

subject. Both countries will be placed in an uncomfortable situation; but

they will both have to take measures which will enable them to weather the

storm. The adoption of measures looking toward taking over from them at

good prices those foodstuffs which up to the present time have gone to Eng-

land would be helpful in this contingency. The chief point is this: the

necessity on their part of being obliged to hoard their resources will not be

sufficient to induce them to declare war in the face of a war conducted under

the conditions which characterize ruthless U-boat warfare, and which gives

prospect of the end of the struggle within a determinable period. How
these countries will solve the problems brought into being by the above situa-

tion will be a matter for them, not us, to decide.

I can not refrain from emphasizing once more in this connection the

necessity of having the conduct of the unrestricted U-boat war follow im-

mediately upon the heels of its announcement, without giving our opponents

time to carry out any counter-measures. If the effect of the U-boat war

makes itself felt unexpectedly, then I have no doubt at all that the neutral

Powers will await in silence the outcome of the battle of the giants, the

terrible seriousness of which will be portrayed before their eyes; yes, perhaps

the unexpected may happen, and even the United States will feel some

hesitation about entering into this conflict, with regard to the dangers of

which she is thoroughly informed. On the other hand, the entrance of the

United States would be almost a necessity if time were to elapse between the

announcement and the conduct of the LT-boat war, the effect of which would

be to challenge the LTnited States to a definite and responsible announcement

of her attitude.

This train of thought carries us on to the last fundamental conception on

which our war policy will have to embark.

The war must come to an end. It has already lasted too long for Ger-

many. The frightful loss of life is already such as to justify a feeling of

anxiety for our future development; in the course of working out the inevi-

table tasks of reconstruction and exploitation of our commercial relations in

peace time, those who have fallen, who in the bloom of their youth con-

stituted the most vital forces of the nation, wall represent a loss for Germany
wffiich it will be difficult to fill. The economic resources of the country are

becoming more and more emasculated. We are lacking in man-power, raw

material, machinery; we must build up anew untold trades and occupations;

the apparently healthy condition of widespread circles of industry must not

be allowed to deceive us with regard to the general situation. Our financial
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burdens have increased to such a degree as to justify the doubt whether the

sums necessary to gradually meet the payment of principal and interest are

such as to leave us the possibility of developing upon further commercial

lines. Our people are for the most part tired out; it is a question as to

whether we can expect such a moral uplift resulting from the return of sol-

diers from the field as was expected a year ago, particularly if they are

distributed among those who have remained at home. The vacillation in

the attitude of the Social Democrats is not such as to encourage an optimistic

outlook. It would be wrong to underestimate the menace of such a situa-

tion, now slumbering in the depths. But all the same, an improvement in

prospects may be expected if our war policy finally takes a vigorous turn for

the better; this would mean a vigorous impetus which would be felt by the

whole people.

If we direct our view toward the outside world, it becomes plain that our

opponents have lost no time in cutting off our relations with the rest of the

world. In the countries of our enemies, every seed that has been planted

by German effort, as well as the resulting fruits thereof, are being extirpated,

root and branch. Our transoceanic relations with neutral Powers are wear-

ing away as the result of long disuse; it will be difficult to renew them. The
United States and Japan have taken over many a locality heretofore under

German occupation. Without productive exports, without export trade

and without ocean traffic, Germany can not endure.

An end must be put to this situation. How else shall this be brought

about? We are not justified in expecting victory on land to the extent of

a favorable political decision against our principal enemies. There is in-

sufficient ground for the conclusion that our enemies will collapse within a

determinable period.

I can not bring myself to apprehend that perhaps the unrestricted U-boat

war, as such, will influence our relations with the rest of the States to an

extent that can not be cured, not even excepting the case of the United

States. Hatred and bitterness which the war has produced are least of all

to be overcome by making concessions or manifesting consideration for

others. But respect may help us where a friendly attitude is lacking. The
success of the strong man has really always been the element before which
the world has bowed its head. Moreover, the complaints of our opponents

against our method of conducting war on the ocean are without foundation;

the new international law which has been brought into being by the U-boat

provides its own lines of conduct; just as England has laid the foundations

of a new law of the sea under the spur of the necessity of the new conditions

of sea warfare, without having had to face any material opposition in the

process.

We can meet the hypocritical arguments which speak of suffering human-
ity with the remark that it is indeed far more inhuman to sacrifice additional
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hundreds of thousands of German nationals for the purpose of sparing an
infinitesimal number of seamen who, in spite of all warnings, hasten on to

their doom. Every drop of German blood which has been unnecessarily

shed will be paid for by him who might have avoided its loss.

It might well be otherwise if the unrestricted U-boat war could be looked

upon as the preliminary step of a war of conquest. Such a misinterpretation

has been made impossible ever since the magnanimous peace move on the

part of His Majesty the Emperor. By force of this move, we have been

placed in the position of having manifested our desire for peace and our

consequent intention, not to take advantage of victory to the extent of

thereby menacing the conditions essential to the very existence of our

enemies.

If it is true that England considers the maintenance of her dominion of

the seas as a condition of her existence, we can not do otherwise than attack

this claim. To bring this about must be said to be our first and foremost

war aim. We are not fighting against England’s remaining the foremost

sea Power, if she is willing to provide the means necessary to establish her

claim; but Germany is not in a position to drop the sword and still admit

that England can wield the overlordship of the sea. The naval policy which

was initiated by His Majesty the Emperor in 1897 gave the German policy

direction and purpose. It was not the expression of an arbitrary demand,

but of the justifiable recognition of the fact that matters were running their

course according to historical precedent. Germany can maintain her world

position from the economic as well as the political standpoint, only in the

capacity of a sea Power which, it is true, has no desire to challenge the

foremost Power with regard to her position as such, but which it would be more

dangerous than advantageous for the leading sea Power to attack. The

fact that England has up to the present time and during this war been able

to maintain the belief on the part of all the world in her unquestioned pre-

dominance on the sea, is the real source of the disillusionments which we
were doomed to experience. If we do not shatter this belief during this

war, the reconstruction of our world position will fail as a result. In life,

things are not judged by what they are, but only by the impressions which

are created concerning them in the minds of men. Whether England’s

dominion of the seas is to remain or to perish depends upon what the rest of

the world, excepting Germany, believes with regard to the point on the last

day of the World War.

The unrestricted U-boat war is the only means given into our hands by

which we can bring the whole world back to a true realization of things as

they are. If once we succeed in breaking down the English dominion, we

shall have fought a victorious fight. There is no middle course between this

and Germany’s ruin; and in this connection I again lay stress upon the point

that the fact of this victory, not the extent to which we take advantage of it,
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is the deciding factor. We need a victory in order to arrange our position

in the world both politically and economically along the lines required by

our national existence. I refuse to take the resolutions of the enemy eco-

nomic conferences literally; still they point to the fact that in the future,

which will be subjected far more than heretofore to commercial influences

rather than political influences, hundreds of obstacles menace German com-

merce and German ocean traffic. Our only defense will be equitable com-

mercial treaties, which are simply not to be had unless England is overcome.

But we are not in a position to dispense with the benefits of that wealth

which is the result of a flourishing foreign commerce, and which made it

possible for us to meet the commercial and financial demands made upon us

by this war, and without which in future, too, at all times, we shall be

powerless and exposed to every new attack on the part of ill-disposed oppo-

nents. Furthermore, it is only victory which will make it possible for us to

nullify the results of the tremendous feeling against us, instigated for the

purpose of ruining our position in the eyes of nations.

I have considered it appropriate to set out the reasons for and against the

unrestricted U-boat war, and to consider in detail the results of a declaration

of war by the United States before taking up the question of the general

political reaction of a break with the only remaining neutral world Power.

It means the complete isolation of the Central Powers from overseas traffic,

and it will immediately enkindle anew the courage of our enemies, which is

now at a low ebb. But I must state that I do not look upon this last-men-

tioned moral effect as permanent. The long duration of the war has led

to the result that such impressions based on moral support break into

pieces when brought into contact with hard facts. The nations have be-

come more cool-headed and now content themselves with looking upon the

actual course of the war as it is, with realizing what military successes,

hunger, and financial and economic exhaustion really mean, so far as the

present and future are concerned. Since the war can be brought to an end

only by the use of an instrumentality in connection with which we must
accept the prospect of a break with the United States, and since, on the

other hand, the war must by all means be brought to an end for the sake of

our self-preservation, it is only right that we should quietly weigh in the

balance the results of a declaration of war, even by the United States.

We are left with the choice between two evils, so that we are obliged to

decide, although reluctantly, in favor of the lesser one rather than adopt

the alternative of certain destruction. By entering into the war, the

United States Government will give up by a single move the sources of that

commercial prosperity which has given it the towering political prominence
which it now occupies. It stands face to face with the Japanese peril; it

can neither inflict material damage upon us, nor can it be of material benefit

to our enemies; and the U-boat war will menace its own ocean traffic—

a
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danger of which the Americans are no longer unaware since the raid of the

U-53. If England is once brought to her knees, then an understanding

will have to be brought about with the United States as well, by virtue of

which alone she will be able to recover her commercial prosperity, and which
will not necessarily result in political sacrifices upon her part.

The deciding factor which remains unchanged is the following: We must
not lose sight of the American peril, because we must fight our way to vic-

tory, and an early victory too, in order to preserve our national existence.

And all the more so after the answer to the German peace proposal has

made it plain, both by the terms and spirit of the document, that our enemies

are still bent upon the political destruction of Germany.
I guarantee that for its part the U-boat war will lead to victory.

v. Holtzendorff,

Chief of the Admiralty Staff of the Navy.

[enclosures]

NOTES
Note 1 : The British wheat supply.

The British wheat supply is composed of the stocks of foreign wheat in

the ports of the United Kingdom; of the amounts coming from the domestic

harvest at first hand, that is, those quantities which are still in the farmers’

barns; and finally the stock which is held at second hand, that is, in the pos-

session of the millers and dealers. The official publication of the London
wheat market, the London Grain

,
Seed and Oil Reporter

,
which contains a

detailed statement every week, provides us with a view into the situation;

as do the trade publications of the Liverpool market, the Corn Trade News
,

and the daily press, which has a most excellent service. These sources of

information call for critical scrutiny in applying them to the facts. Hand
in hand with the custom of complete publicity with regard to the develop-

ment of English life and trade, which has been kept up even in war time

and which calls for participation on the part of each citizen in matters of

public moment, and to this end is intended to keep everyone well informed,

we find an anxiety which has existed for some time to calm communities both

inside and outside of England with regard to the reliability of the English

bread supply. But whosoever reads these publications consistently and

compares them, has no difficulty in determining what the editors really

think. According to the statistics published in the Reporter of the 5th of

December, the stock of foreign wheat on hand amounted to 2.4 million

quarters (217.10 kilograms), indicating thereby a comparatively high

amount which, however, had been reduced again during the last weeks.

This publication has stated since the beginning of October that it “believes”

that the figures do not represent the “total” of the quantities which had

been received to the government’s account; a remark, which, in the way
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it was stated, and in connection with all known numbers given with regard

to imports, means very little, but, probably with good intention, suggests

the general hope that the government had still further reserves as yet un-

revealed. The lists are based on a calculation made up of the imports and

deliveries which have been published, not of inventories which are more

authentic, but in the main are taken at much longer intervals. It would

seem that shipments from Canada which, moreover, are not of any partic-

ular importance, are not given in the statistics published by the Reporter .

We are going far beyond the confines of caution if we assume that the sum
of all the government stock and private stock amounts to 3 million quarters.

The first-hand stocks in English wheat are figured by the Reporter on the

5th of December as amounting to 4.461 million quarters. On the 12th of

September, the new harvest, deducting the remaining stock of last year’s

wheat of about 575,000 quarters, is entered at less than 6 million quarters.

This corresponds to the official estimate made public in the meantime,

of 6.9 million quarters, deducting the remaining round million for seed

purposes, etc. The stock of the 5th of December is to be considered, esti-

mating cautiously, as 5 million quarters, that is, the yield of this fall’s

harvest with a remaining quantity of about 6.5 million for consumption;

so that all information with regard to poor quality and wet weather for the

harvest which affected its capacity for storing purposes can be left out of

consideration.

There is no statistical statement covering second-hand stocks. It used

to be normally about 2.5 million quarters. Minister Runciman explained

the taking over by the state of the wheat imports on the 10th of October in

the Flouse of Parliament by the following reasons, among others, that the

trade had only kept the smallest amount possible in stock, in view of the

military possibility of releasing great quantities of wheat, access to which

was then closed, by means of military measures, such as the opening of the

Dardanelles as the result of the declaration of war by Roumania; and the

Corn Trade News of the 24th of October directly confirms the reasons given

by the government by stating in its weekly record that the trade would have

kept its hands upon a great quantity of reserves if the government had not

meddled with the grain business, in this way adding to the general uncer-

tainty. The letter of a Liverpool grain merchant to the Manchester Guard-

ian of the 1 6th of October gives an estimate of only 1 million quarters.

The Times of the 31st of October spoke of the infinitesimal reserves held

by the millers. According to these estimates, the second-hand supplies

may be assumed to be overstated if we estimate them at 2 million.

This leaves us with a result of a total stock at the beginning of December
of 10 million quarters which in view of the weekly consumption of 650,000

quarters would last for fifteen weeks. The question of the amount of weekly

consumption long remained in doubt. Up to the first of October, the
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statistician of the Reporter put the figure at only 600,000 quarters, raising

it thereafter to 630,000 quarters. But the fact is that the consumption
had for greater lengths of time, if not for each week, been set at 650,000

quarters, taking as a basis the imports and the amount of stock remaining;

the Corn Trade News consistently gave the number at 640,000 quarters,

and the Reporter went up to 650,000 quarters as soon as it found that the

import figures were sufficient to justify the announcement of this high rate

of consumption to the public without derogating from the stock on hand as

figured.

Note 2: The North American export balance.

According to the accounts relating to trade and navigation of the United

Kingdom, published by the Chamber of Commerce, England imported

about 25J million quarters of wheat and wheat flour in the harvest year

September, 1915, to August, 1916. Of these, 16.4 million came from the

United States and 7 million came from Canada, making a total of 23.4

million, or 92 per cent of the entire amount. Argentina, as has already been

stated in the July memorial, had been thrust into the background in order

to save tonnage by the shorter journey from the United States. This held

also with regard to India, and particularly in the case of Australia, whose

bounteous crops were allowed to remain untouched; this was a matter of

geography, not of “imperial sentiment” as the Glasgow Herald said on the

29th of June. It is instructive to note how the Englishman, before whose

self-confident ruthless methods of business a great part of the world pros-

trates itself, can make such ruthless statements unchallenged.

In the preceding year North America came out with a record harvest.

Now the very reverse is the situation. The government estimate of the

United States sets the crop at 158 million bushels, (27.2 kilograms) of spring

wheat, which is also characterized by poor quality, as against 356 million

in the preceding year, and 482 million of winter wheat, as against 655

million in the preceding year, of which, however, only 515 million were fit

to be ground
;
whereas, the present winter wheat is said to be of good quality.

The Corn Trade News of the 16th of September estimated a loss of 20 million

bushels which were not fit to be ground; the issue of the 18th of October

published a report of Snow, the first American crop expert, which reduced

the amount by 18 million, light weight. Both these reductions we may over-

look for reasons of caution. The result is, then, a total of 640 million bush-

els. It is said that the United States entered the harvest year beginning

the 1st of July with 163 million bushels of wheat reserves from the old har-

vest. This results in a total supply of 803 million bushels at the beginning

of the harvest year. With this supply, the 623 million bushels given by

Snow as the amount necessary for home consumption must be contrasted.

We are then left with a balance of about 180 million, which, putting at the
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lowest possible figure the amount of the reserve required at the end of the

harvest year, that is, at 50 million, leaves us 130 million bushels for purposes

of export. Of this amount, the United States had exported about 25J million

by the 31st of August. This leaves nearly 104I million bushels for the Eng-

lish harvest year beginning with the 1st of September, 1916, which, by way of

caution, may well be increased to an estimate of no million bushels, since it

is possible that the estimates made were put at a low rate for purposes of

influencing the market price. On this assumption, the United States would

have started the English harvest year with just about 13J million quarters.

The Canadian harvest was officially estimated at 160 million bushels.

The Corn Trade News of the 24th of October called attention to a more

favorable private estimate of 200 million, on account of which it considered

that it was justified in expressing itself with “a moderate optimism." We
can then safely proceed on the assumption of 180 million, splitting the differ-

ence. The reserve from the previous year was calculated to be about 28

million of bushels on the 1st of September, the home consumption ho be

about 100 million, so that the export balance which remains amounts to

108 million bushels. As set forth in the Times of the 24th of November, the

official estimate is announced as only about 99J million bushels, that is,

about 12

j

million quarters.

The entire export balance of North America was, then, according to these

figures, about 26J million quarters on the 1st of September, which, for the

sake of caution, we can increase by an increment of 5 per cent, which gives

a total of 27J million quarters. In July and August, 1917, a further 3

million quarters could arrive from the shipments of spring wheat.

In the last harvest year, England received about 40 per cent of the Ameri-

can shipments. It is essential that this proportion be increased. This in-

crease faces the difficulty that, in view of the situation of the world’s wheat

market, demands are being made from all sides. France and Italy in par-

ticular are, as the result of poor harvests, under the absolute necessity of

obtaining more. The danger of competition between the Allies was to be

obviated by an agreement which made England the general purchaser for

all. Under these conditions, England will not allow herself to suffer in the

process, but of course will not be able to leave her allies in the lurch for

obvious reasons of political necessity. Up to the present time, and taking

the average of the last two months, England’s share is about 50 per cent, so

that England would have to expect 13! million quarters from North America.

Of this amount, already 7} million had been shipped by the 23d of Novem-
ber. The remaining 6| million quarters would at the rate of the shipments

of the last few weeks averaging 334,000 quarters extend to the beginning of

April. And even at that time there will be a shortage of 191,000 quarters

which amounts to 36 per cent of the amount of British imports required

every week. This calculation would seem to be rather favorable than
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otherwise. It has been constantly stated in England that importations

from North America could not be relied upon for the new year to any appre-

ciable extent. On the other hand, in November, estimates of a more gener-

ous nature of the export balance of North America have been proclaimed

reaching 33 or even 35 million quarters. The impression created by these

estimates was that their main purpose was to allay all alarm. On the whole,

the assumption seems to be justified that the imports from North America

will begin to fall off to a very serious extent as early as February.

This opinion is supported by observation of the American wheat market.

The movements of prices in the United States can only be explained by
an unusual shortage. The average quality red-winter wheat reached one

dollar and ninety cents in November as against one dollar about the middle

of the year; this means about 300 marks per ton, which, as is known, cost

260 marks in Germany. The Corn Trade News reported on the 30th of

October that the price of bread in Chicago was one shilling, 5J pence for

the 4-pound English loaf as against the English price of 10 pence, that is,

70 per cent higher. According to the Reporter of the 18th of October,

wheat was shipped from Argentina to the United States, an unprecedented

event. The northern districts which are mainly grain-raising districts,

have already bought Canadian wheat, whereas Canada, as may well be

understood, is exerting every effort to keep its entire export balance for the

mother country. In the United States, it was expected that the Canadian

government would issue an embargo on high-priced wheat. The attempt

was made to explain shipments of wheat from Australia to the American

west coast by saying that in this way American wheat would be left free for

shipment from the east coast to Europe. The overcrowding of the American

railroad lines which, according to all reports, can not handle even the normal

amount of grain transportation for the country, would seem to rebut such

an assumption; in no event can the idea be seriously entertained that appre-

ciable quantities of grain could possibly be so distributed over the American

continent from the west as to make it possible to ship proportionate amounts

to Europe.

Ever since the middle of September, the general desire has been expressed

in the United States that an embargo be placed upon wheat in order to

make bread cheaper. Petitions to this effect are being addressed to the

President; the chairman of one of the committees of the House of Repre-

sentatives, Mr. Fitzgerald, has submitted a resolution to this effect. Up
to the present time, the farmers and the dealers have fought against this

with all the strength at their command, and have thus far been successful;

and it also appears that the American Government is very desirous of block-

ing such a measure in the interests of its English friends. Recommendations

were made in the United States as early as the end of September to use corn

in the baking of bread.
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It is significant that the American price of wheat falls as soon as there is

•evidence of fear that the United States might be drawn into the war, or that,

even without the war, the point of imposing an embargo on exports might

be reached. Of late, the peace proposal of the Central Powers has resulted

in depressing prices.

Note 3 : Supplying the world with wheat.

The export of wheat from Argentina is next in line, practically speaking,

from the geographic standpoint, to the exportation by North America of its

assumed balance of 27J million quarters which may be supplemented in

July and August, 1917, bv 3 million quarters of spring wheat. According

to trade reports, the Argentine Republic is supposed to have entered upon

the current harvest year with from 3 to 4 million quarters left over from the

old crop, whereas a balance of 5 million quarters is expected from the new

crop. Ever since October, the reports about the Argentine crops have con-

stantly become less favorable; plagues of locusts, a diminution in cultivated

areas, and, above all, prolonged droughts, have injured the yield particu-

larly in the northern provinces to a most extraordinary extent. The
Times announced towards the end of November that the Argentine Republic

was going to announce an embargo on wheat and corn. Very lately, re-

ports have become a little more favorable. According to these reports, it

must be assumed that there will be a total export balance of 6 million

quarters.

The Corn Trade. News estimated that the Indian export balance for

1916-17 would amount to 6 million quarters, but, in very cautious and

non-committal terms; the Reporter set it at only 4 million quarters. It is

altogether too early to estimate the prospect of the crops that are due in

March and April; but the figures of earlier years, and the recollection of the

preceding year which, in spite of the commandeering of the harvest by the

government, resulted in disillusion, justify us in accepting those figures with

caution. On the 17th of November, it was publicly announced that the

Indian Government had permitted the export of a bare 2 million quarters.

Taken all in all, 5 million quarters is practically the highest quantity which

can be counted on.

Finally, Australia still has at her disposal a very respectable reserve

which has been left over from the copious harvest of the preceding year on

account of the absence of cargo space. It is listed as between 10 and 12

million quarters. The new harvest is said to be bounteous, even if not as

extraordinary as it was in the preceding year, although varying reports

have come concerning the areas under cultivation, which are, generally

speaking, comparatively smaller. We shall have to estimate the export

balance of the harvest year at 20 million quarters, although it is true that

ever since the end of November the Times has repeatedly announced that
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the prospects of the new crop were changing for the worse as the result of

unfavorable weather.

If, finally, we assume that other areas of production will provide another

million quarters of export balance, particularly the north of Russia and
North Africa, the result is that some 62! million quarters will represent the

exports from all these countries for the harvest year of 1916-17.

Of the above, England in the first place will need 27J million quarters.

According to the trade journals, the French demand for imports wall

amount to 12 million quarters as against 9.9 million in the preceding year.

The supplies which have been carried over from the preceding year are

designated as scant; the new crop is poor, wath a yield of a poor 26 million

quarters as against 29 million in the previous year and 43 million in normal

times.

It is assumed that Italy will need a supply of from 8 to 9 million quarters,

as against 10 million of imports in the preceding year. The falling off in

amount was based upon a crop estimate which, generally speaking, gives

the equivalent in wheat of the preceding year; wTereas corn has fallen off

from the normal yield by 33J per cent. The Corriere Economico accordingly

estimated the amount of imports required at n| million quarters. In spite

of this, only 9 million will be here set down. Thus, q8j million quarters of

imports are required for the three great European allied countries. And to

them we must add Portugal with 500,000 quarters, bringing the needs of

the Entente up to 48.75 million.

As regards the needs of the other European States, Holland and Belgium,

if the trade journals are correct, require 7 million quarters. And Spain will

still require 500,000 quarters even if the crops this year are copious. Scan-

dinavia is estimated as requiring 2\ million, Switzerland one million, Greece

2\ million including a portion to be given to Serbia. This totals up to an

additional 13.5 million quarters for Europe, over and above the allied

States.

And lastly, 6 million quarters are estimated as representing the needs of

the countries outside of Europe.

Note 4: Calculation of tonnage entering English ports.

The statistics of the British Board of Trade, consisting in the accounts

relating to trade and navigation of the United Kingdom published every

month, contain the figures of the ships engaged in ocean commerce which

have entered English harbors with cargoes and which have cleared from

English ports, classified according to the colors they fly, and further classi-

fied according to their individual ports of departure and destination. In

order to estimate the tonnage which enters English ports, we have taken

the higher number of the two numbers of the tonnage which has entered

from one country and has cleared for the same country. For instance,.
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supposing that 505,000 tons of English shipping have entered British ports

from the L
T
nited States, and 298,000 tons have cleared for the United States,

the tonnage which is engaged in commerce between England and the

United States amounts to 505,000 tons. The calculation here computed is

based on the averages of the months of July to September, 1916. It enables

us to ascertain the number of trips made during the year between England

and individual countries. From this we deduce the tonnage which is neces-

sary in order to maintain the monthly average of England’s sea traffic with

the country in question.

There are deduced herefrom the following totals for the sea traffic in

English ports and the tonnage which is entering English ports (in gross

registered tons)

:

Ocean traffic of Tonnage entering
English ports English ports

British ships. . 3,323,400 6,755,000
Other enemy ships 585*75° 912,300
Neutral ships. 2,262,200 3,090,200

Total 6,144,350 10,757,500

The details of the above calculations may be examined in the files of the

Admiralty Staff.
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NUMBER 5

PART VI.—THE ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA TOWARDS GERMANY AND A PEACE

MOVE BY WILSON

1. Colonel House’s Mission Early in 1916

191

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 17, 1915.

No. 556. Washington, November 23, 1915.

In the course of my last interview with Colonel House, he explained Mr.

Wilson’s latest plan to me, according to which the President is again desirous

of playing the part of peacemaker. The only tangible thing about the plan

up to the present time is that a second mission of Colonel House, covering

London and Berlin is to take place, if your Excellency will agree to this.

Everything else is in a state of uncertainty; Mr. Wilson entertains the

opinion that he should not meddle with questions such as those involving

changes in territory, or indemnities, etc. These matters in no way concern

the Americans, and that moreover, for this reason, the President would not

be backed up by public opinion on this side if his peace move involved going

into questions of this kind. But that the only point in which the Americans

felt a great interest was the restoration of peace, as well as the elimination

of “militarism” and “navalism.” That Germany would only be in the

position of forcing England to recognize the “freedom of the seas” in case the

United States of America would stand back of this desire, and in case we
were ready to abandon our presumably dangerous militarism. That the

belligerent Powers would in this way be able to mutually insure themselves

against a breaking out of a new war.

Colonel House said to me that he had already expressed the above train

of thought to your Excellency in the course of an oral interview, so that I

would not need to go into the subject in detail. Mr. Wilson considers that a

practical carrying out of the plan is possible, because in these days all pre-

paredness for war is, as is made plain by recent experiences, dependent upon

the manufacture of ammunition. In this connection, the two parties to

the conflict could give binding assurances. The President is of the opinion

that such proposals as these would necessarily be welcomed by all the

Powers involved, because, after peace is restored, they would need all the

man-power available for industrial purposes in order to supply them with

1278
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the money with which the war debts might be paid. Mr. Wilson further

believes that all other matters would be easily settled if his peace basis were

to be accepted.

It is impossible for me to determine from here whether your Excellency

desires any kind of a peace move at this time, and whether the conditions

which we will submit have already assumed tangible form. I must say that

Mr. Wilson’s idea of “the freedom of the seas” is one well worthy of con-

sideration, because England has, in the last analysis, brought this war about

for the purpose of securing her dominion of the seas for years to come.

The only thing to decide is as to whether or not we either can or want to

make concessions regarding the so-called “militarism.” As a matter of

fact, they would be concessions in form only, since our “militarism” has

never either menaced or oppressed anyone.

Looked at from this standpoint, it seems to me that the House mission

is to be desired because the United States is unfortunately so poorly rep-

resented in Berlin. Colonel House is at least absolutely neutral, very dis-

creet as well as trustworthy, and stands in the very center of the political

situation on this side. He could accomplish much in the way of improving

mutual relations. But if your Excellency should have already decided that

the so-called “militarism” will be and must be absolutely excluded from

consideration during peace negotiations, the House mission would simply

involve us in difficulties. But if this mission is desired, kindly send me a

radiogram containing the one word “agreed.” In such case, Mr. House
would depart at once and I shall then endeavor to persuade him to go first

to Berlin, and then to London. If I hear nothing from your Excellency,

I shall go slow in the House matter. Up to the present time, he has been

of extraordinary value to me.
Bernstorff.

192

Secretary of State v. Jagow to Ambassador Count Bernstorff

Telegram No. 180.

Reply to No. 556. Berlin, December 20
, 1915.

Colonel House welcome. Desirable he come here first to discuss meaning
of word concerning our country. Foreign.

v. Jagow.
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193

Secretary of State Solf to Secretary of State v. Jagow

Rec. Berlin, January 28, 1916. Berlin, January 28, 1916.

Dear Mr. v. Jagow:
Colonel House talked to me for over an hour and a half when breakfasting

with Mr. Gerard. I may call particular attention to the following selected

from the many interesting things said: First, the general impression that he

is obviously endeavoring to bring light into the darkness of the international

puzzle, and shows that it is his earnest endeavor to be as neutral as possible.

He has seen almost all the leading people in England, and has had interviews

with them. For the most part, they appeared to be anti-German. He
talked longest with Sir Edward Grey, whom he described as the most trac-

table and most desirous of negotiating, and the most inclined to negotiations.

His situation, however, has become very difficult, and the possibility of sub-

stituting him by a successor from the numbers of the outspoken enemies of

Germany was threatening. House considers that the possible resignation of

Grey would be undesirable and fatal so far as German interests are con-

cerned
;
that the civil and military governments in London were divided

;
that

it was assumed in London that the same differences existed in our country,

and that it was regretted that the Chancelor, you, Zimmermann, and the rest

of the civilians were not in the position to have the upper hand continually;

that the popular opinion, and the press was stronger in England than the

governmental will; that the King was a nobody and that there was not a

statesman of outstanding capacity and energy in the whole cabinet; that he

had been informed with regard to the bad opinion that the people in Ger-

many had of the LTnited States, and that he could understand our attitude;

but that this poor opinion of the United States existed in England perhaps to

an even stronger degree; that the exchange of absolutely unfriendly notes be-

tween Washington and London was a matter of which probably our govern-

ment had no knowledge; that the feeling was very far from being either har-

monious or fortunate; that as far as he was concerned, he was still engaged,

as before, in attempting to clear up the situation, and to succeed in having a

stop put to the insane butchery and destruction which was affecting the

whole world
;
that he entertained the confident belief that there were enough

far-seeing people in England who pursued the same train of thought as that

followed by a number of Germans whom he had met here; that people had

confidence in the Chancelor and also in the Foreign Office; that Grey had ex-

pressed himself to this effect and was, on his side, inclined to debate the

question of blockade and submarine warfare, and to make concessions in the

starvation policy in return for restrictions in the exercise of the torpedo war.

But he stands rather alone. Concerning his pet idea, the freedom of the
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seas, he has the following to say: After he had communicated his purpose to

the Chancelor on the occasion of his last visit in Berlin, and as the result

thereof the latter had put himself in communication with Count Bernstorff,

his suggestions had become known in London before he had even expressed

them himself, so that he had to meet the very difficult situation of convincing

his friends in England that the suggestions had originated with him, and not

with Germany; but that the whole question had at that time been made an

idle one as the result of the Lusitania matter; that the feeling in England had

so changed in the twinkling of an eye that it had become almost dangerous

for him to talk about the question of any change in the doctrines of the law of

the sea; that now, on the occasion of his last visit, he had spoken about the

matter with Lloyd George, Lord Reading (Chief Justice?) and again with

Grey, and had so far overcome their opposition that they had at least been

willing to discuss his views; but that he regretted most of all that no arbiter

in the cause of peace existed since he had been obliged to realize that it was

impossible for Germany to be willing to concede that his country was suf-

ficiently unbiased to assume such a duty; that if such a platform could be

provided on the basis of which people like, for instance, Grey in England,

and you here, could meet, an understanding would be reached between early

in the morning and sunset; but that in the absence of negotiations, this war

could not come to an end, and negotiations could and would, according to

his firm conviction, lead to an understanding between Germany and Eng-

land; that in spite of all, the foundation therefor still existed.

His arguments were, in the main, very plausible, with the exception of the

way in which he endeavored to meet my charge of deliveries of ammunition.

That was exceedingly weak. In great haste and with best regards,

Solf.
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Memorandum of the Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg on a conversation
with Colonel House

Berlin, January 28, 1916.

The conception of the freedom of the seas suggested in the preceding year

—freedom in time of war as well as time of peace—was unfortunately used

by Bernstorff and Dernburg as a German idea, which hurt the cause in the

LInited States. That Sir Edward Grey had indicated that the conception

was one which could be discussed; Lloyd George called it absolutely outside

of the possibility of discussion but in the further course of the interview

appears to have gone into the matter; that in the meantime the Lord Chief

Justice, apparently acting for Lloyd George, had later emphatically charac-
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terized this impression as being erroneous; that the sinking of the Lusitania

had immediately made any further working out of the conception an im-

possibility. My question as to whether Wilson in the future, and also during

the course of the war, was willing to continue to champion the freedom of the

seas as against England was emphatically answered in the affirmative; but it

was stated that unfortunately the constantly recurring incidents in con-

nection with ourselves had tied the President’s hands; in answer to this, I an-

nounced the view that we had always done everything that was conceivably

possible for us to do in the interests of maintaining the good relations existing

between us and the United States, but the result had simply consisted in

England drawing the noose around us all the tighter; that this situation was
an unbearable one.

In spite of this, he insisted that the feeling against America existed almost

as strongly in England as it did with us; that he had even been told there that

Wilson had absolutely thrown away the opportunity of playing the part of

peace negotiator, through his attitude, which was dictated by Bernstorff . I

asked whether people in England believed that Bernstorff had practically

dictated the Lusitania notes to Wilson and whether, as a matter of fact, they

had not expected that America would not only deliver ammunition but take

up arms for England in the bargain.

It was stated twice and with particular emphasis that Lloyd George de-

sired a permanent peace, but a peace which would lead to a solid understand-

ing with us; that Runciman’s speeches were irresponsible, but that he was a

small man, and had nothing to say; that one great difficulty consisted in the

fact that there was no united cabinet policy in England; that the members of

the cabinet simply took completely differing views; but that in the end some
way out of the situation must be found; that for the present, peace seemed

impossible as far as the Entente was concerned, because, on account of the

existing military situation, we would make demands which the Entente would

never be able to meet as long as it was not conquered; that the Entente

was continuing with the war in the expectation that our situation would be-

come worse and worse. I asked how the Entente could take such a view as

this, and whether we, perchance, were supposed to beg for peace; for as yet,

at least, we were not beaten either. We must not talk about asking for

peace, but we could commence “ to talk about peace,” it was said
;
that I had

done this in the Reichstag, but that he was well acquainted with the replies

which I had received; that I, too, desired a permanent peace, and was willing

to take this stand, provided that in the future we could neither be menaced

from the Polish side nor the Belgian side; that we should also have to have an

indemnity for the north of France, which France would have to pay; that I

had worked long enough on the problem of an understanding with England.

Thereupon, I referred to the Haldane mission, and reminded him of the per-

nicious impression which had resulted from the rejection of all our proposals,
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and the constantly increasing permanence of the bonds which bound England

to the Entente, its attitude at the outbreak of the war and during the war,

even upon the sensible and calm circles of German society. I said that I

had always hoped for a loyal understanding with England, together with the

United States, which then would have guaranteed the peace of the world, and

in comparison with this great aim the neutrality of Belgium, to which Sir

Edward Goshen had in his last, and, by the way, private interview with me
insisted, had the appearance of a scrap of paper.

I stated that England would have to make reparation in a good many
matters before pleasant relations could develop between us, even after peace

had come; Mr. House appeared not to know about the last speech made by

Sir Edw'ard Grey with regard to the blockade; speaking of France, he told me
that people were in very high spirits there.

In answer to his remark that, while considerable confidence existed in Eng-

land with regard to Jagow, myself, Zimmermann and Solf, there was much
distrust of the military party, I stated wdth great emphasis that the Emperor

and I understood each other perfectly, a statement which visibly impressed

him.

As an example of the treatment of our prisoners in Russia, I told him how
the Empress had, a short time ago, talked wdth a young officer w'ho had re-

turned from imprisonment in Russia after being severely w'ounded, and

whom the Russians had locked in a cell, when he was clad in nothing but his

shirt, after one of his legs had been amputated, and where there was nothing

but a W'ooden couch with no straw' and a temperature of 14 degrees below

zero. He was shocked, and is going to request his President to take ener-

getic measures.

v. Bethmann-Holiaveg.

2. Letter of Minister v. d. Lancken

195

Minister v. d. Lancken to Privy Counselor of Legation Montgelas, at that time
Recording Counsel in the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 18, 1916. Brussels, January 16
,
iqi6.

Dear Count Montgelas:
Immediately after the return of Minister Brand Whitlock, I had

a long friendly interview wdth him. . . .

From the general conversation which I had wdth Minister Brand Whitlock,
I may refer to the following:

It is well known that Whitlock is an old personal friend and protege of

W ilson’s. He has had a confidential talk with him and assured me that
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Wilson . . . is no sworn enemy of the Germans at bottom in connection

with his policies. Whitlock is convinced that Wilson does not believe that

the destruction, or even a very material weakening of Germany on the polit-

ical side, is to the interest of the United States, and for no other than the

simple reason that the end and aim of American policy is, as it is for us, the

“freedom of the seas’’; that, relatively speaking, Wilson was favorably in-

clined toward Germany as the result of his personal admiration for German
philosophy and literature; that Wilson had said that such a people must be

allowed to maintain the level which they had gained.

That so far as the munitions question was concerned, Wilson was unable

to do anything more, because he lacked legal authority to prohibit it; and

moreover his deliberations had led him to think that it was quite possible

that even the United States might, in a great war, have to import munitions

from overseas.

That Wilson was much taken up with the question as to when his activities

in behalf of peace would begin. For, according to Whitlock’s statement, it

seems to be quite settled that the President is convinced that lie will have to

bring about the peace. That after a careful discussion with regard to such

possibilities as offered themselves, Wilson and he (Whitlock) had come to the

full conclusion that at present no circumstance was available which could

even approximately tend to serve as one of the media by which peace might

be brought about. Whitlock himself is convinced that when the time comes

we shall find Wilson willing and ready. That if for no reason other than this

prospect of mediating in the cause of peace, Wilson was unwilling to allow

the United States to become involved in the war.

That Wilson and Lansing had both been very much wrought up about the

behavior of Ambassador Page in London in the Cavell matter and- would

have preferred to have recalled the Ambassador immediately; that Page had

subsequently been brought roundly to task; that Colonel House’s mission

had likewise for one of its purposes that of making it clear to Page that he

was a neutral representative.

Whitlock . . . told me that during his leave of absence he had been

offered a half million dollars to resign his post and lecture in the United

States about the Germans in Belgium; that all he would have had to do

would have been to accept the opportunity. In view of the fact that he is

not a wealthy man, this certainly constituted a sacrifice on his part; but he

is obviously looking for his reward along other lines, for I am inclined to con-

clude as the result of certain indications, that he wants to be the middleman

between Wilson and us in carrying out the former’s peace plans, and that it

is Wilson’s intention to use him as the one man who is wholly devoted and

pliable for this purpose, as soon as the President thinks that the time has

come.
t

Lancken.
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3. Dispatches of Ambassador Count Bernstorff from the Period
February 18, 1916, to November 12, 1916

196

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, March 13, 1916.

No. 90. Washington, February 18, iqi6.

The publication of the letters found on Captain v. Papen by the English

has, generally speaking, not had the result in this country which our enemies

hoped for. The anti-German ring tried to make as much capital as possible

of the affair, and some of our friends who were named in the published papers

suffered, I regret to say, certain inconveniences; largely, in any event, as the

result of their own fault, since they had written indiscreet letters wholly un-

necessarily. As the result, Mr. v. Papen has been to a large extent sharply

criticised, even by the official German side over here. Subsequent attacks

were also made upon Mr. Dernburg because the well-known and extremely

indiscreet letter of Georg von Skals to Maximilian Harden was included in

the letters published. La critique est aisee et Vart est difficile. Nothing is

easier than to throw stones at someone who has come to grief in attempting

to carry out his duties. He who puts his hand bravely to the plow instead

of remaining satisfied by writing a critical essay on existing unfavorable con-

ditions, is always in danger of being sacrificed to these conditions. Justice

demands that I call attention on this occasion to the fact that Messrs. Dern-

burg and Papen went to work here with heart and soul quite undismayed,

and did the very best they could in accordance with the individual limita-

tions of each. Every human being makes a mistake some time and must

pay for it. This i^what happened in the case of the two gentlemen afore-

said. Although of a very different type, both are inspired by a sanguine

optimism which continually spurred them on to renewed attempts to combat

the repulsive conditions existing here, but at the same time caused them,

from time to time, to overlook those dangers which are lurking about us all

in this country which is very definitely antagonistic to us. He who eventu-

ally writes the history of the German-American relations during the great

war may well reach the conclusion that here too, circumstances were stronger

than men. Without the storm occasioned in the United States by the Lusi-

tania case, it is probable that neither Mr. Dernburg or Mr. v. Papen would

have failed. It is only he who (cipher missing) has actually taken a fighting

part who is fit to judge how great those difficulties were which have come roll-

ing in upon us since the 7th of May of last year. It is not going too far to

speak of a persecution of all Germans here and their personal and political

friends, and, as is wont to be the case where persecution is carried on, many
of the weaker brethren disavowed us, and some of these are now endeavoring

to get into touch with us again.
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Ever since the Lusitania incident, our activity on this side has been a con-

stant labor of Sisyphus. When we thought that we had reached the top of

the mountain, the rock always rolled down again. This situation is repeat-

ing itself at present, when the question of the arming of enemy merchant

ships has stirred up all our enemies on this side into renewed activity. So far

as the Lusitania question itself is concerned, it must be conceded to be settled

but the final formula, which was reached only after untold labor, is, as (cipher

missing) expressed it, “acceptable and not satisfactory.” The battle about

the word “illegal” ended with a failure on the part of Mr. Wilson, since he

desires no war. This means that the President has not obtained the diplo-

matic victory in the Lusitania question which he wished to have to his credit

for election purposes. In the meantime, he is looking around for additional

laurel wreaths with which he would like to face the voters. He, too, who, in

steady conflict with the American Government must daily vex himself about

the vacillation and sidesteps in which this government indulges will have to

admit that the position of a President who hopes for reelection is an extraor-

dinarily difficult one. Every day he is mercilessly criticized by the Repub-
lican leaders, even by such eminent persons as Elihu Root, not to mention

the savage Theodore Roosevelt. Add to this the forceful pressure of the

powerful anti-German ring, which holds up its hands in holy horror at every

step taken against England and is longing for a war with Germany. And
finally it is in the nature of the situation that political unrest would seem in a

certain sense to be desirable for the purpose of bringing about preparedness.

With regard to this last, Mr. Wilson has taken a firm stand, and so we must
expect that his election speeches will always mention a “menacing situation

”

which makes it very difficult for the President to hold secure the longed-for

peace so much desired by the American people.

If we leave to one side all election maneuvers which make it impossible to

count upon the Wilsonian policy in detail, its main direction remains the

same. It is the President’s desire to maintain peace and prosperity for the

American people, to give the impulse to peace in Europe, and to develop in-

ternational law along the lines of humanity and the freedom of the seas, as

he pictures this last to be. Colonel House must have spoken to your Excel-

lency in this connection. He is the confidant of Mr. Wilson’s inmost

thoughts as is no other man.

At the time when this report is received by your Excellency, the negoti-

ations with regard to the arming of merchant ships will have proceeded to a

point further than that reached today, so that there will be no object in going

into details at the present time. Whatever happens eventually, we can at

least consider it settled that this government is impelled by the wish to bring

about a modus vivendi by negotiations with the belligerents, on the ground

of which the lives of non-combatants, and particularly of neutrals, shall be

made secure on the seas. On the other hand, we can approach the judgment
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of all those questions which come up only from one standpoint, namely, that

this war must be fought to a victorious end. It is impossible to judge from

here how this result can most safely be brought about. At the same time,

speaking from the standpoint of one on this side, I must respectfully repeat

my opinion so often expressed that, if a catastrophe similar to the Lusitania

case occurs again, war with the United States can not be prevented by any

art known to diplomacy.
Bernstorff.
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Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, March 25, 1916.

No. 108. Washington, February 28, iqi6.

The question of the arming of merchant ships of our enemies still occupies

an important position in the field of political interest and for the time being

has robbed all other considerations of their significance. Diplomatic negoti-

ations with the American Government are never pleasant, because they are

invariably carried on by that government under the influence of internal pol-

itics. Naturally, this is much more the case in a presidential election year.

Mr. Wilson has absolutely made up his mind to be reelected, and he needs

successes in the diplomatic field to bring about this result. In earlier times,

these meant little (cipher missing) life of an American politician, but the

European war has definitely given the United States a place on the world’s

stage never before occupied by her. It is true that, looked at from the point

of view of this country, the President can point with pride to the fact that he

has managed to preserve peace for the country, and has brought it prosper-

ity. But his enemies come back again and again with the reproach that this

result has been reached at the price of the prestige of the United States. Mr.

Wilson’s expression "too proud to fight” has become a byword and is con-

stantly being quoted against him. This situation has changed the peace

president into an agitator for preparedness and has awakened in his mind the

necessity of playing the part of the strong man. It could almost be said that

Theodore Roosevelt has drawn Mr. Wilson into a trap, for the accouterments

of war do not become the cool-headed academician, and if it really came to a

war with us the people would certainly prefer the savage Theodore as a leader

to the professor. The latter is like a billiard ball which always bounds back

immediately whenever it strikes the cushion. Mr. Wilson let his best oppor-

tunity for war slip, for the Americans would have taken part in the conflict

with a certain extent of enthusiasm on the Lusitania question even after the

passage of nine months, but on this occasion Mr. Wilson’s need for peace
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came off victorious. If it had only used a little journalistic skill, the Ameri-

can government might have been able to present the settlement of the Lusi-

tania question in the light of a success. Instead, it looks from here as if the

President had given in on the fundamental question in order to avoid war.

In the meantime, the miscarriage of Mr. Wilson’s diplomacy in the matter of

the arming of merchant ships has placed him in a still more difficult position.

Why it was that he wrote the well-known note to our enemies when it was
not his intention to subsequently back it up, is a matter which is not even

clearly explained today. However that may be, Wilson has brought himself

into an extremely uncomfortable situation, diplomatically speaking, because

he is now in a position of citing points of law to sustain that attitude which

he formerly denounced as absolutely untenable. Queerly enough, he ap-

pears to have completely deceived himself with regard to the attitude of Con-

gress, and unfortunately his best counselor and only true friend, Colonel

House, was absent. The latter has always agreed with me in the view that

both Houses of Congress were at least as anti-English as they were anti-Ger-

man. This proved itself most clearly to be the case in the present instance

and caught the anti-German press on this side wholly unawares. This was
followed by the exchange of letters between the President and Senator Stone,

copies of which were furnished me from another quarter. He who is ac-

quainted with Mr. Wilson’s style will recognize at once the fact that his

letter was drawn up for the purpose of finding a way out of his difficulty.

The President speaks only of the rights of Americans without defining them.

But, from his point of view, it was necessary for him to prevent Congress

under any conditions from taking the matter out of his hands. If this had

been done, Wilson would have been left without an election slogan, for the

maintenance of peace would have been attributed to the action of Congress.

While one is in the midst of negotiations, a final judgment can not be an-

nounced. In the meantime, the President appears to be trying to escape

from his cut de sac by his usual roundabout methods without becoming in-

volved in a war with us.

All other questions have, as I have already said, momentarily gone quite

into the discard. A new Secretary of War has not as yet been appointed,

and as the result, preparedness measures are, for the time being, at a halt.

In this connection, Wilson will probably yield completely to Congress, while

in another matter of personal import he has gotten into a conflict with the

Senate. The point is that the President has appointed the radical Jewish

lawyer, Louis Brandeis, a member of the Supreme Court of the United States.

The result was a storm of objections coming from all conservative quarters.

Instead of confirming the appointment, which is everywhere looked upon as

an election maneuver, the Senate at once provided for a careful investigation

of Mr. Brandeis’s record up to the present time. Whether this gentleman

has really indulged in dishonest acts, or has only drawn upon himself the
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hatred of the trusts on account of his radical tendencies, it is difficult to say,

and from a political standpoint it is absolutely immaterial. The only signifi-

cance that the matter has is that it shows that the Senate is no longer willing

to put up with the autocratic methods of the President.

Berxstorff.
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Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, March 31, 1916.

No. 123. Washington, March 10, 1916.

The fight between President Wilson and Congress has closed with a victory

on the part of the former, or, to speak more accurately, with an apparent

victory. Emphasis must be continually laid upon the fact that the real

questions involved in this fight were those of internal politics and not, as it

appeared from the outside, questions involving the pending diplomatic dif-

ferences of opinion with regard to the U-boat war. If this last opportunity

had been taken from the President’s hands, Mr. Wilson’s political career

would have been ended then and there. He would not even have been able

to get the Democratic nomination. In view of the fact that there is no other

likely Democratic candidate in the field, the party would have committed

plain and simple suicide if it had dropped Mr. Wilson. As the result, both

Houses of Congress avoided having the question of the arming of merchant

vessels come to a parliamentary decision. The resolutions in question were

simply laid on the table so that Senators and Representatives were under no

necessity of expressing their views upon them. There is no doubt that the

majority in both Houses is, even today, of the opinion that Americans should

be kept off armed merchant ships. Wilson was able to win his Pyrrhic

victory only by giving definite promises to the leaders of Congress that he

would do all that he possibly could to avoid a war with Germany. It follows

that we have gained the following remarkable advantage as the result of the

past weeks, that the American people have expressed themselves through

their chosen representatives against a war with Germany. Your Excellency

is well aware that I have always prophesied that this would be the feeling of

Congress, although Mr. Lansing, in his talks with me in the course of the

negotiations concerning the Lusitania
,
always asserted the contrary. The

struggle with the Congress has created extraordinary excitement over here.

The prevailing nervousness was the occasion of an endless amount of gossip,

mutual recriminations, and ungrounded accusations. Whoever criticised

the President was looked upon as a traitor to his country. But thereby we
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must not allow the keenness of our vision to be impaired. All kinds of

vapors will continue to arise from the political witches’ cauldron of the

American presidential election. But we can rest assured for the future that

this government will honorably endeavor to find a peaceful mode of escape

from the existing difficulties. On the other hand, we should not blind our-

selves to the fact that the situation is still a very difficult one, because the

anti-German ring is carrying on its Diocletian-like persecution of all Germans
in the United States, and because this country is economically aligned with

our enemies’ cause. Every time the present government shows an inclina-

tion to proceed, even in a mild way, against our enemies, the overpowering

influence of the anti-German ring, of the industries, and of the press, makes
itself felt. Mr. Wilson can not risk taking any step which would jeopardize

the prosperity of this country, which is dependent upon our enemies. The
situation will only become definitely improved when there is nothing more to

be got out of our opponents.

Bernstorff.
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Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, April 29, 1916.

Telegram No. 21.

Answer to telegram No. 28. Washington, April 26
,
iqi6.

The inquiries of your Excellency have been for the most part answered by
my telegrams 16, 19 and 20. Let me repeat for the purpose of clearness:

1 . U-boat war carried on in accordance with our declarations regarding the

Mediterranean and according to our notes in the Frye case would be looked

upon here as legal
;
everything exceeding the above as illegal. Unfortunately,

the impression which exists here is that we do not really intend to carry out

these promises even if we should announce them officially and in writing as

principles of the entire U-boat warfare. For this reason

—

2. I repeat my proposal that the U-boat war be discontinued during the

time consumed by negotiations. In this way we would avoid a break and at

the same time the appearance that we are conceding a great deal. It would

then be possible for Wilson to continue working on his great plan of bringing

about peace on the ground of the “freedom of the sea,’’ that is, on the ground

that, in the future, trade shall in no way be interfered with in time of war.

3. In due progress of events, he would in a proper case proceed against

England. In the meantime, he is (cipher missing) assurances which Wilson

is communicating to me through House, of the opinion that it would be easier

to make peace than it would be to persuade England to give up her blockade.
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This last could be brought about only as the result of war. the conditions es-

sential to which are here lacking, as is well known. The imposition of an

embargo on exports as a means of exerting pressure could not be brought

about in view of public opinion here, because the prevailing prosperity would

suffer as a result. Relying on House’s report, Wilson believes, on the con-

trary, that our enemies will be willing to consider the question of peace.

Basing my statement on the situation existing here, I repeat that there is only

one way out of the dilemma, namely, that your Excellency empower me to

announce here that we are willing to enter into negotiations with the United

States concerning the conduct of the U-boat war, and that we would be

willing to discontinue the U-boat war for the time being during the negotia-

tions. This would result in the following advantage for us, that the resump-

tion of the U-boat war, hanging like the sword of Damocles over the situa-

tion, would make it necessary for Wilson to start in with his peace plans at

the earliest possible moment. Public opinion on this side, which longs for

peace, would give him. in such case, strong support. However, in our an-

nouncement, we should only mention negotiations with the United States, for

otherwise the anti-German ring would swing into action again and begin to

incite public opinion against us on the ground of a ‘‘cattle deal.”

4. If the presidential election were not imminent, Congress would perhaps

help us, because it is against war. But as matters stand here, we shall drift

on into war without hope of a rescue in case my proposal does not seem

to justify acceptance, since the Democratic Party can not afford to desert

their one candidate. In the meantime, Wilson will be constantly subjected

to the influence of the peace point of view of Congress.

I renew my request that a sharp note be not sent to the American Govern-

ment until the negotiations on this side have led to a satisfactory result.

Berxstorff.
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Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, May 19, 1916.
Telegram No. 36. Washington, May 15, 1916.

It is urgently requested that discussion of peace by our press be stopped

in order to avoid any appearance that this government is mediating peace at

our request. Period of quiet absolutely essential. In the meantime, this

government will settle questions which are still pending with us in order to

bring about quiet on their part also
;
further telegram follows through State

Department.
Berxstorff.
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201

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, May 25, 1916.

No. 140. Washington, March 14, 1916.

Since I have just received dispatches from your Excellency which were

dated the 1st of November, I am afraid that my reports will lose practically

all significance as the result of arriving much belated. With regard to the

latest development of the Mexican question, the situation is just as it was
when I wrote on the 18th of January of this year. President Wilson has

acted with considerable skill on this occasion. If it comes to the point of

formal intervention in Mexico, nobody can accuse him of having harbored

warlike desires, or of having maneuvered for election purposes. On the

contrary, it now looks as if Wilson had simply followed a spontaneous ex-

pression of the general will of the people. As a matter of fact, he would not

really have been able to take any other course. It is true that Villa’s action

was very opportune for him. If certain anti-German papers state that we
have paid Villa, there would be just as much justification for saying that the

President had bribed him. Wilson’s opportunity for being reelected has at

one stroke been very materially improved. The fact which needs no com-

ment whatsoever is significant, namely, that the New York stock exchange

has greeted the invasion of Mexico by American troops with a rise in stocks

of all the metal industries.

I have had some rather long and confidential conversations with Messrs.

House and Morgenthau. It appeared as the result of these conversations

and in connection with the internal political situation of the United States

that Wilson’s people are definitely relying on the fact that Roosevelt will

be the Republican candidate, a fact of which I am not by any means so

certain, since influential American circles do not want the savage Theodore

and do not believe that he can be elected. At the same time, this assumption

on the part of Wilson’s friends has a certain significance, so far as we are

concerned, because the President now entertains the belief that he can still

get the German votes. It certainly would be a shame if any man of German

inclinations should vote for Roosevelt. As the result of this train of reason-

ing, Mr. Wilson and his friend House have agreed to make the well-known

pro-German Mr. Morgenthau the campaign manager of the Democratic

Party. As to whether he will be able to get the German, Jewish and Irish

votes will remain a question for the present. At the same time, it can not be

denied that Mr. Morgenthau has very definitely taken our point of view

over here, and that, in particular, he has told the President pretty plainly

that it would be impossible for us to be conquered in this war. Wilson

proposes, moreover, to handle the question of the arming of our enemies’

merchant ships with as little expedition as possible. He and House look
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upon it as the acme of wisdom to do nothing. The latter told me that Mr.

(cipher missing) had sent his well-known note to our enemies on his own
initiative and in so doing had brought about the whole unpleasant present

situation; that now the only recourse was to let this delicate matter sink

back into oblivion. This, too, is the effect of the Mexican incident.

I understood as the result of further remarks from Mr. House that Wilson

intends to attempt in a few months to bring about peace in Europe—prob-

ably by making advances to the various belligerent Powers at the same time.

This would only be possible if up to that time a conflict with the Central

Powers could be avoided.

The above observations represent the situation here as it looks at the

present moment. But emphasis must constantly be laid on the fact that

we can rely with certainty upon nothing at a time which just precedes the

presidential election. It is greatly to be regretted that under existing con-

ditions it was impossible for us to come to a complete understanding with

this government. Any moment may give birth to a new conflict, the

result of which is wholly problematical. At the same time, at least this is

certain, that Wilson does not wish to be drawn into the European War.

House announced this fact in London and in Paris in such a way as to chal-

lenge any misunderstanding. It is possible that even the anti-German ring

on this side will lessen its exertions to bring about war, if the interests of

the metal industries are furthered by Mexican developments, and the press

is thereby led off on a new tack. Much will also depend on the attitude of

the German-Americans. As long as Wilson believes that he can gain their

votes, he will insist in carrying out his wish of maintaining peace. That is

practically all that the German-Americans want. I had an added oppor-

tunity of convincing myself of this when, some few days ago, I opened the

German-Austrian relief bazaar in New York. This occasion was the most

stupendous German manifestation which has, up to this time, taken place

during the course of the war. The great hall in Madison Square Garden was
filled with approximately 30,000 people who gave me an ovation such as I

have never experienced in the United States. This attitude is explained

simply because the efforts which have been made to maintain peace between

the United States and ourselves have been successful up to the present

time—and the chairman of the bazaar, Dr. Baruch, said this in so many
words in his speech.

Bernstorff.

83
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202

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, June 7, 1916.
Telegram No. 44. New York, June 2, 1916.

House is constantly working along the lines of your Excellency’s tele-

gram . . . (cipher garbled) since Wilson particularly desires to destroy

the impression that Germany needs peace beyond all things, and that Wilson
therefore is desirous of intervening on our behalf to a certain extent. The
view is very generally entertained in governmental circles on this side that

a decisive military victory is impossible for either belligerent to obtain.

It is just for this purpose that Wilson desires to intervene, because he fore-

sees an endless and useless shedding of blood and (cipher missing) losses.

House is continually asking me to impress upon your Excellency that we
should give no indication of any great necessity of peace on our part since,

otherwise, our enemies would maintain an attitude of non-receptivity.

And besides this, what is wanted here is complete quiet and silence with

regard to German-American relations, in order that the intervention con-

templated may appear to have come about exclusively in the interests of

the United States and of humanity.
Bernstorff.

203

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, July 11, 1916. Washington, May 17, 1916.

As I had the honor to report, the sharp exchange of notes with regard

to the Sussex case left a bitter feeling here which must first be overcome

before a favorable attitude toward us can be entertained. I am constantly

engaged in cooperation with Colonel House to bring about this attitude;

in the course of our efforts we are attempting to calm public opinion on the

one hand, and on the other to put an end to other debated questions of

lesser import which are now pending between our governments. If we bear

in mind how sharp the opposition has been, we certainly should be thankful

that a conflict has been avoided, and that we can now entertain the hope

of keeping it definitely at a distance. The difference in opinion has been too

great up to this time. We were looked upon as murderers and incendiaries

over here and of being capable of committing any crime. For this reason,

the concessions that we made were not believed; on the contrary, people

simply took the position that we had at last promised to do better. On the

other hand, we were fully justified in our attitude that the United States
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had not been neutral, and that neither our reprisals, which were so sharply

condemned over here, nor the so-called German plots would have been

necessary if the Americans had maintained a neutral attitude. The best

that can be said for this government is that it is at least more neutral than

the influential circles on this side.

If, after all my disillusionments of the last two years on this side, I can

once again look toward the future with a feeling of hope, I believe I am
justified in doing so because the peace movement is gaining strength every

day, and because England has made uncounted enemies here as the result

of her behavior in Ireland. It is well known that the Democratic Party is

very strongly influenced by the Irish, you could almost say that it was ruled

by the Irish, and since last Easter Sunday the Irish have come over into our

camp like one man. The government at once took advantage of this situa-

tion, and determined to take pointed steps against England with regard to

a number of the blockade questions. So there now exists the prospect that

President Wilson will adopt a more neutral attitude in the future, and will

announce himself as the peacemaker in the next few weeks. Personally, I

do not believe th^.t we have anything to fear in the way of peace mediation

by the United States, and this, because Mr. Wilson has constantly said that

he simply wanted to give the impulse which should lead to peace and had

no intention of meddling in domestic questions. To be sure, he desires to

bring about disarmament on land and water. This war has shown what
the superior German organization can do. Even our fanatical opponents

on this side concede as much. I believe that we can rest in peace on the

point of our enemies ever being able to meet us successfully on land, even if

the future peace were somewhat to clip the wings of the so-called “milita-

rism.” In my opinion, the chief point to bear in mind is that as soon as

the peace delegates take their places at the council table the Americans must

join us unconditionally on the question of the freedom of the seas. Then
there will be no question of any further passionate taking of sides, but the

question of forcing certain interests; that is, the Americans, whether they

want to or not, will have to protect international commerce from the English

dominion of the seas in the future.

Bernstorff.
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Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, July 12, 1916.
No. 296. Washington, May 27, iqi6.

In the German papers and other publications of Europe, one often comes
across the statements that public opinion in the United States is openly
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pro-English. This view is incorrect, or at least has ceased to represent the

fact for a considerable space of time.

A very respectable number of influential American newspapers which are

either controlled directly by British money or by the American adherents

of England, are still constantly attempting to make it appear as if the Ameri-

can people, with the sole exception of the German element—the much-
maligned “ hyphenated ’’Americans—are, in the present war, back of England

practically to a man and make the British cause their own. Empty
phrases of a solid Anglo-Saxon front in the pursuance of activities of true

humanity as opposed to German barbarism, of the carrying-out of demo-
cratic ideals as against Hohenzollern tyranny, and of the pursuit of unselfish

peaceful aims as against Prussian militarism which lusts for world dominion,

play just as great a part in these efforts put out by the press as does the con-

stantly reiterated assertion that America, for weal or woe, must rely upon

England’s coming out victorious.

Such phrases as these in the newspapers must not cause us to adopt the

belief that American public opinion, at least outside of the cities of Boston,

Philadelphia and New York, is on the whole, more sympathetically inclined

towards England than it is towards Germany. In the first months of the

war it is true that England’s role of '‘champion of violated and desolated

Belgium” caught the public feeling to a very definite extent. But later the

sympathy for England dwindled away quickly and definitely, and particu-

larly in the West and South, and in spite of a general somewhat nebulous

‘‘pro-ally sentiment,” public opinion has crystallized into the following

conception more or less approaching complete neutrality, that ‘‘Germany is

a murderer, but England is a thief.”

The possibilities resulting from this situation induced certain pro-English

papers, as early as last autumn, to warn England that she should not allow

herself to be deceived by the voices of the American press and not to believe

that the public opinion on this side had any attack to make upon her.

Particularly was this the case with the New York Tribune
,
the sworn ad-

herent of England, which, in the course of an article which caused much
comment, said that the attitude of the press of the Eastern States was not

such as to justify an inference with regard to the attitude of the remaining

American States or regarding the public opinion of the United States in

general.

This warning was not given in vain. Since that time, as the St. Louis

Times-Democrat jibingly remarked, England has ‘‘discovered the West.”

The London correspondent of this paper reports ‘‘that now an Englishman

who relies upon the comments of a few New York newspapers is looked

upon with that blending of sympathy and contempt with which people are

apt to treat an old hopeless crank, and that now well-informed Englishmen

want to know what the Middle West thinks.”
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The likelihood of energetic action on the part of the American federal gov-

ernment against Great Britain on account of the numerous British violations

of the rights of neutrals gave the New York Tribune another opportunity

sometime ago, to call the attention of its English friends to the actual stand

taken by American public opinion. After the brief announcement of Secre-

tary of State Lansing, that the concluding paragraph of the German note of

the 5th of May shut out the possibility of any step on the part of the United

States against England, an announcement which the greater portion of the

American press received with enthusiastic approval, the announcement of

the Tribune that some action of that kind was in spite of this, “unfortu-

nately” imminent, might have succeeded of itself in awakening a feeling of

amazement if it had not been known that many members of Congress, and

particularly Representatives of western election districts, were insisting more

and more strongly upon measures being taken against England, thereby act-

ing in accordance with public opinion. But still greater amazement was

caused by this paper on account of its ingenuous admission that the demarche

which was about to take place was extraordinarily popular with all those

Americans whose families had lived here from generation to generation.

The following sentences of this long and remarkable article merit particular

attention:

In this time there has seemed to be a strange confusion in the British

mind over the situation. It seems to have been assumed in Great
Britain that Mr. Wilson was acting in regard to Britain in a manner
determined by American sympathy and by the fact that the mass of

American public opinion was not only pro-Ally, but pro-British, and
was willing to see American rights waived, because by the waivers the

redress of the wrongs of Belgium, of France, of humanity generally,

would be helped.

This is not the case. Conceivably the mass of the American people
should have accepted the British point of view; conceivably the mass
of the American people should have sympathized with Belgium and
with France so completely as to be prepared to surrender rights or

adjourn discussions of injuries. England has felt that America should
sympathize with her as the soldier of Belgium. But the truth is that
no large section of the American people has accepted this view. The
Tribune has. The Tribune has never disguised its belief that the cause
of all the Allies was inextricably bound together and that the Allied

cause was the American cause.

Holding this view, however, the Tribune has never imagined that it

had with it the majority, or mny very considerable minority, of the
American people. It has recognized that three wholly diverse elements
in the American population contributed largely to the rejection by the
American people of the idea that Great Britain is fighting for Belgium
and for humanity and is unselfishly and quite chivalrously championing
an unfortunate and suffering Belgian nation. These three elements
are the native Americans of Revolutionary stock, the Irish and the
Germans.
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Now, such Englishmen as Lord Bryce wholly misrepresent the situa-
tion and deceive their countrymen when they undertake to give them
the impression that there is profound affection in America and among
large numbers of Americans for Britain or the British. . . . The
truth is that the policy of “twisting the lion’s tail” has always been
popular with large fractions of the American population of true Ameri-
can stock.

As to the Irish and the German elements it is not necessary to en-
large upon the reasons for their antipathy to Great Britain. But it

is worth pointing out again that they make up a large section of the
population. They are all voters, they can all be rallied to a candidate
who discloses hostility to Great Britain, and we are, it is worth remem-
bering, on the edge of a political campaign. The Americans of anti-
British prejudices in our population have never been prepared to
support an attack upon Britain by the Administration while the German
matter remained outstanding, but for a large section of the element the
German matter is settled, and it is, to use the familiar phrase, “Brit-
ain’s turn.”

Further on, the paper pays reluctant tribute to the “German agents” be-

cause out of the “very real and very considerable anti-British sentiment” in

the United States they have been able to make capital in many ways for

Germany; and it censures England because in her foolish reliance upon the

sympathy here which she felt sure that she would get she has failed to set on
foot propaganda by which the real situation could be cleared up. The paper

says with regard to the expected American step in London:

What has now happened was the expected. It would have happened
in February, 1915, if the Germans had not insisted upon their submarine
campaign. It was only adjourned by the Lusitania

;
it was only post-

poned by each subsequent tragedy. Now it is not only brought up by
the German settlement or pseudo-settlement, but it is accentuated by
the execution of the Irish rebels, which has supplied a new wave of senti-

ment to back Mr. Wilson in his attack upon British methods and for

the moment put American abhorrence of German “terribleness” in the
background.
The thing that the British have got to recognize is that if the Germans

now give over their tactics of murder Mr. Wilson can, not only with
political safety, but with political profit, attack their blockade, in so far

as it affects American rights or even American conveniences. They
must see that he will be supported in this by elements in the voting
population that have been most hostile to him hitherto, and that so

long as he is able to adduce the color of warrant for his contentions his

course will be popular in many quarters and win him support in direc-

tions where he is most eager to get support.

The above-mentioned picture, which the ultra-British Tribune draws of

the popular opinion on this side with regard to England, is certainly a very

different one from that by which the American press, generally speaking,

with the exception of a few really neutral publications, endeavors to mislead
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its readers. Similar comments, though not half so frank, are occasionally to

be found in the Washington correspondence of the Evening Post and in the

leading articles of the prominent Springfield Republican
,
which admitted not

long ago that, in consideration of the public opinion of the United States,

nothing but an immediate conclusion of peace would prevent America from

coming into serious conflict with England.

England’s partisans in the Union have apparently discovered long ago that

their cause is not in particulaily good shape at present and, for this reason,

have made great efforts during the last month to influence public opinion

anew with friendly feelings toward England. The most powerful organization

existing for this purpose consists of the “American Rights Committee,”

which includes in its membership a great number of influential anti-Ger-

man elements which, by means of printed publications and public meetings

and other methods, and also through rather unsuccessful obsequies cele-

brated in memory of the Lusitania victims, preaches a doctrine of hate

against Germany. A demonstration of about 500 American “intellectuals”

was made with the same end in view in the form o
r

a manifesto which was
printed in many of the newspapers, in which the cause of the Allied Powers

was represented as that of the L nited States, and constituted a very poorly

disguised call to arms in the interests of the Entente. Then, too, the lately

revived literary activities of Viscount Bryce in the New Republic and in

many popular Sunday papers with regard to the isolation of the United

States and related themes, and, further, the wide-spread publication of the

book, The Challenge of the Future
,
by the St. Louis Professor, Roland G.

Usher, in which the necessity of an alliance between the LTnited States and
Great Britain is very convincingly set out, together with similar publications,

treating cf an assumed community of American-English interests or modes
of thought, may have developed from these propaganda.

To what extent the pro-British coterie considered it necessary that ener-

getic steps be taken to set American public opinion aright may perhaps be

deduced from the fact that its members have engaged the Oxford Professor,

Gilbert Murray, to deliver lectures here in July and August at Columbia
University, and that, according to the New York Herald

,
he is going to give

in connection therewith “a presentation of the British case ... to try

to correct misapprehensions which . . . have arisen in this country.”

Professor Murray, in complying with the request, will be doing here exactly

the same thing at which England and the pro-British element of the United

States took such offense when done by Dr. Dernburg.

Bernstorff.
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205

Ambassador Count Ber?istorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, August 26, 1916.
Report No. 356. Washington, July 19, 1916.

The arrival of the U-boat Deutschland was the first occurrence in the war,

the reaction of which upon the United States may be considered as having

been completely satisfactory. The attitude of the government was correct

in all respects and public opinion expressed its approval and admiration in

generous measure. All the attempts of our enemies to influence the govern-

ment and the press fell short of their purpose. When I went to Baltimore to

pay the Deutschland a visit, the reception which was accorded me there was

like those which used to take place before the war. The mayor conducted

me on a municipal steamer down the harbor to the Deutschland and gave

me a banquet in the evening, during the course of which speeches of the

friendliest kind were made. Captain Konig told me that his reception had

been the same during the entire time of his stay in Baltimore. It really

seemed as if the hatred and bitterness of the past two years had been for-

gotten in Baltimore. Even in New York, one of the strongholds of anti-

German feeling, the arrival of the Deutschland worked like a charm. I was

astounded by the great number of Americans of Anglo-Saxon strain who
expressed their admiration for the exploits of our sailors and offered me their

congratulations. Perhaps the most significant circumstance touching on

the state of public opinion is that at the theaters, music halls and moving

pictures, all the comic features and (cipher unintelligible) praised the

Deutschland and at the same time made merry over the counter-measures

taken by the British.

Bernstorff.

206

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, September 8, 1916.

No. 375. Washington, August 4 ,
1916.

Since the presidential election is only three months away, it occupies the

foremost place in the public interest. Mr. Hughes has already started his

campaign in good earnest. With the exception of taking a stand in favor of

woman suffrage, Mr. Hughes introduced nothing new, so far as internal poli-

tics are concerned. His addresses were, in the main, concerned with attacks

upon the Democratic Administration in the course of which the Mexican

policy was made the chief point at issue. It is along this line that the Re-
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publicans will deal their main blows during the election fight, because they

will be wary of going into European questions, since it is in these that Wil-

son’s greatest strength lies. Whenever you hear an American talking about

the President, irrespective of whether he is blaming him or praising him,

his comments invariably end with the remark: “He kept us out of war.”

This is and remains Wilson’s trump card in view of the well-known fact

that the American people is pacifically inclined to the last degree. In spite

of all this, it looks as though Mr. Hughes ought to win unless some great

surprize intervenes between now and the 7th of November.

Although the Appam question took such an unwished-for course, it is

nevertheless true that the German-American relations are improving slowly

but surely. The departure of the Deutschland is made the subject of very

friendly comment in the entire press, and the debated question of the Appam
would undoubtedly have been solved differently if it had been presented

today for the first time. Unfortunately, when the government was called

upon to make its first decision, it was at a time of the greatest feeling between

the United States and Germany, and the well-known anti-German jurist,

James Brown Scott, was left, therefore, with a perfectly free hand in making

his report. It was perfectly natural that, in view of the political importance

of the question, this report influenced the judge very strongly. But I am
constantly entertaining the hope that the Court of Appeal will decide the

matter differently.

If it is true that the attitude of the Americans has gradually improved, so

far as we are concerned, it is equally true that the English have been of ma-

terial assistance in this regard. The black list was looked upon here as an

aggravation and even as a scandalous proceeding in the eyes of many Ameri-

cans, and Casement’s execution has made the Irish over on this side more

savage then ever. As a result, the Democratic politicians exercised strong

pressure on the government on account of the feeling of anxiety about their

constituents, for the purpose of forcing the government to take some action

against England. If no new causes of dispute arise between Germany and

the United States, Wilson will find it necessary to show more backbone in his

future dealings with England.
Bernstorff.

207

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office
%

Rec. Berlin, October 11, 1916.
No. 431. Washington, September 13, igi6.

In spite of the fact that Mr. Charles Hughes has won no personal successes

as the result of his election campaign, the first elections of this year which,
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as always, are held in the state of Maine, have resulted in favor of the Re-

publicans. Of course, it is true that Maine is a Republican State, so that the

majority of 12,000 votes which was received by the successful candidate for

governor does not constitute a certain indication, so far as the presidential

election is concerned. We would only be able to draw a really definite

conclusion as the result of what has occurred in Maine, if the Democrats
had been victorious or if the Republican majority had been much greater

than it was. It is calculated that 20 per cent of the former progressive votes

went to the Democrats and 80 per cent to the Republican side. If the same
result should follow in due proportion throughout the entire country, Mr.

Wilson ought to win out by a small majority. As I have already had the

honor to report, the outcome of the election is extraordinarily uncertain,

and to prophesy one way or the other is a very risky proceeding. A fort-

night ago, Mr. Wilson’s chances appeared to be very good. It is very doubt-

ful, however, as to whether the outcome of the great question of the railroad

strike has won him more friends than enemies. If it is true that he won over

the radical masses it is equally true that he lost many adherents among
owners of railroad shares.

*

As is well known, foreign politics play a peculiarly important role in the

coming presidential election compared with what is ordinarily the case on

this side. On this account, this government is endeavoring to settle the

Mexican question in time by means of the Negotiations which are now under

way in New London, but, to be sure, it appears very questionable as to

whether Mr. Carranza will be able to really put the agreements which have

been reached in New London into effect in Mexico.

It is the Irish vote which is giving Mr. Wilson the most worry. If these

faithful henchmen of the Democratic Party desert him, he would lose every

hope of victory. And it is this reason which in all probability, and above

all, explains the fact that Congress has agreed to the adoption of adminis-

trative measures of retorsion against England, which Mr. Wilson will cer-

tainly have to apply if our enemies do not make concessions of their own
accord.

The most certain method for Mr. Wilson to have adopted for the purpose

of winning the reelection would have consisted in his giving an impulse to a

peace move in Europe in time, if it had been possible for him to do so. Un-

fortunately, this anticipation was for the time being destroyed by the en-

trance of Roumania into the war. Our enemies’ confidence in victory has

increased, and is shared by our opponents on this side, as was made plain, in

company with other indications, by the fact that the great New York banks

required that our credits already secured by our financial institutions, should

be covered. Even if we were to win new successes in the field against our

latest enemy, it is probable that the favorable moment has passed for taking

up the question of peace from this side before the election. As I have re-
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ported elsewhere, it would look too much like an election maneuver if Mr.

Wilson should definitely announce himself as peacemaker in the month of

October. And moreover, our enemies would have small inclination to listen

to him if they anticipated that election day would reduce him to a quantite

negligeable. On the other hand, the resolutions with regard to measures of

retorsion which have been adopted by Congress have put a weapon into his

hand with which he can exercise strong pressure on England. Hence, it is

still possible that Mr. Wilson may take some step with regard to peace

before the election, but my personal belief is that he will continue to maintain

a watchful attitude and will only take a definite step in case he is reelected.

Berxstorff.

208

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, December 13, 1916.

No. 530. Washington, November 12
,
iqi6 .

The die is cast. After an unusually hard fight, President Wilson has

been reelected by a very small majority. The Democratic Party has been

successful in the Senate to the extent of a satisfactory majority, and both

parties appear to be evenly balanced in the House of Representatives, so

that the small number of independent members will be able to turn the

scales either way.

As I have constantly reported during the last months, such a result was
to be expected in the election, although previously the prospects for a Re-

publican success appeared to be of the very best. If we ask for the reasons

which succeeded in bringing victory to the standard of the Democratic

Party, up to the present time numerically the weaker of the two, we may find

it expressed primarily in Air. Wilson’s slogan, “Peace and prosperity.”

And, furthermore, there may be considered in this connection the course of

political development which has reorganized the two old historic parties.

This election makes it perfectly clear that we could correctly characterize

the opposing parties by the European designations of “conservative” and

liberal
. '

’ The Republicans were victorious in all those States in which capi-

tal is all-powerful, whereas the masses, particularly the laboring classes, on

account of the 8-hour working day, voted for Wilson to a man. Capital

exerted its entire influence on the side of Air. Hughes because it expected

that he would give them high tariffs as the result of which they might be

able to hold fast, after the war, to the profits which had resulted therefrom.

Particularly are Wilson’s radical tendencies bitterly hated in Wall Street.

In spite of the reasons given above, Hughes would certainly have won by a
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small majority if he had carried on his election fight with more shrewdness,

and if, during this time, he had shut up his “friend” Roosevelt in a sani-

tarium for those afflicted with nervous trouble, or had used some other

method to render him temporarily harmless. The Republicans were bound
to win if they had been able to win over all the votes of the former Progres-

sive Party, and besides these the Germans and the Irish, both of whom, as was
well known, were very ill-disposed towards Wilson on account of his speeches

against hyphenated Americans. Roosevelt completely ruined these pros-

pects. Many of the Progressives voted for Wilson because their former

leader had reached another understanding with the New York capitalists,

and a great many Germans did the same because Roosevelt’s war speeches

increased in violence day by day. In spite of the fact that the German press

took up for Hughes all the way through, Wilson obtained very material

majorities in Milwaukee and St. Louis as, in fact, all over the West. I have

already called attention to the fact in the course of my earlier dispatches that

I looked upon Wilson’s election as the more favorable outcome, so far as we
were concerned. If I felt like expressing myself pessimistically, I should

say that I looked upon Mr. Wilson as the lesser evil. I am still of the opinion

that war would have been declared if we had had to deal with a Republican

president at the time of the Lusitania episode. Mr. Hughes himself as

much as confirmed this view in his election speeches. A Republican presi-

dent would not have been able to withstand the concentrated onslaught of

capital, of the American press, and of “society.” It is certain that now,

when Mr. Wilson owes his reelection to the pacifistic element, he will desire

to dwell in peace with us. If on our side we are in the position to refrain

from the so-called ruthless LT-boat war, the success of which in any case is

to the highest extent problematical, I believe that Wilson would do abso-

lutely everything in his power to bring the World War to a rapid conclusion.

If Mr. Hughes had been elected, he would assuredly have been obliged to

take into his Cabinet some men of the Roosevelt group, and we would have

been hard put to it in dealing with people like Root, Bacon, or Wickersham.

The American tariff is, true enough, a matter for later consideration, but is

to be kept in view just the same. It can be stated without exaggeration,

once and for all, that for our purposes a Democratic Administration is

better than a Republican. The bad feeling which exists in Germany against

Wilson is in a certain sense fully justified. But he who has lived in the

United States during this war knows that he is at least much better than the

influential circles on this side. And it is exactly herein that the importance

of the present election lies, in my opinion, that those elements which, gen-

erally speaking, command a great influence over American politics, and are

through and through anti-German, have been defeated by the “little man”
who is sincere, neutral, and peace-loving.

Bernstorff.
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209

Ainbassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 13, 1917.

Telegram Xo. 198. Washington, January 4, igiy.

The efforts of our opponents to stir the United States up to the point of

active support, and which had for the time being died down as the particular

result of that change of attitude with regard to England which was brought

about by the occurrences in Ireland, have become revived of late and are

being carried on with the greatest activity, and are greatly assisted by con-

stant reminders to the effect that in case the move for peace is unsuccessful,

a break with Germany is probable. Irish elements are offering at the present

time no determined resistance against this because they are generally re-

proaching Germany on the ground of ingratitude because she has entered

the lists for Poland and Greece but has ignored Ireland. The moral indig-

nation on Belgium's account expressed by the Entente affords us the best

opportunity of playing the Irish against the British, on the theory that an

independent but oppressed race has a greater claim to independence than the

mixed population of Belgium. Official announcement that Germany recog-

nizes the right of the Irish to free self-determination would satisfy the Irish

completely and, on the contrary, would put England completely in the

wrong in the eyes of the world, particularly here, and would hurt her badly.

An announcement of this kind, which would find its counterpart in the

British recognition of the Venizelos government, should, since in accordance

with information current on this side the coming British governmental con-

ference is about to grant Ireland self-government, appear at the earliest

possible moment in order that this concession on the part of England would

seem to be the result of the German announcement.

Bernstorff.

4. Xote of Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg

210

Note in manuscript

Berlin, December 5, 1916.

The American charge d'affaires handed me today the attached statement

on behalf of the Belgian workers, and in connection therewith read me the

following communication.

That he was instructed "to represent confidentially and very earnestly

how seriously and unfavorably public opinion in the United States has been
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reacted upon by these Belgian deportations at a time when that public

opinion was approaching more nearly than ever before a balance of judg-

ment as to the issues of the war. I am also to point out, and more particu-

larly, the great embarrassment which that reaction has caused the President

in regard to taking steps looking towards peace. The President is watching

the whole situation with the utmost solicitude and has the desire and the

definite purpose to be of service in that great endeavor at the earliest possible

moment, and it has distressed him again and again to have his hopes frus-

trated and his opportunity to be of such service destroyed by such unfortu-

nate incidents as the sinking of the Marina and Arabic 1 and the Belgian de-

portations. The President authorizes me to say that he noted with the

deepest interest what your Excellency was good enough to say to me on

November 2d, and I am to state that what the President most earnestly

desires is practical cooperation on the part of the German authorities in

bringing about a favorable opportunity for early and affirmative action by

the President looking to an early restoration of peace.”

Bethmann-Hollweg.

[enclosure]

An answer to the memorandum concerning the question of Belgian un-

employed is being prepared. The Secretary of State will not fail to hand it

to the Embassy after his return from Headquarters.

The German Government, desirous of maintaining amicable relations

with the United States, has given proof of its willingness to settle incidents

arising between the two nations in a friendly spirit by the replies recently

transmitted to the American Government in the Marina and Arabic 1 cases.

It is with great satisfaction that I have noted that the President of the

PTnited States so earnestly endeavors to be of service in the restoration of

peace. Although my offers to open pourparlers for peace negotiations have

so far not met with a favorable response from the other side, I hope the time

will come when Germany’s enemies will be more willing to lend an ear to the

voice of reason. I am extremely gratified to see from the message you were

good enough to deliver to me that in this event I can count upon the sincere

and practical cooperation of the President in the restoration of peace, as

much as the President can count upon the practical cooperation of the Ger-

man authorities.

I have read the above memorandum to Mr. Grew today, who has taken

the necessary notes.

B(ethmann) H(ollweg).

December 7, iqi6.

1 Sic . {Arabia?)—Editor.
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5. Statement of Major v. Papex, formerly military attache in

Washington

211

Statement of Major v. Papen to the Committee
,
Friday , April 16

, 1920

Delegate Dr. Maxen in the chair.

The witness is sworn.

Witness v. Papen : I should like to be allowed to make a brief and connected

statement of facts. I consider it of great importance to make it clear that it

would have accorded in many ways with my expressed wish to have the pro-

ceedings of which I am the subject given full publicity, for reasons which I

shall announce later. I may give as my chief reason that public opinion has

constantly reproached me and my colleague of the Navy for having formed

completely wrong estimates of the military’ and political situation in the

United States and of not having maintained a loyal attitude to our chief, the

then Ambassador. With regard to this point I desire to state the following:

As military attache and sole military representative of the Central Powers

in the United States, it was of course impossible for me to confine myself to

reports concerning the United States of a purely military nature; on the con-

trary’, I considered it my duty to inform the General Staff and the W ar De-

partment from time to time with regard to the political situation in the

United States. But I never sent in a single report of a political character of

which his Excellency the Ambassador was not informed. In fact I may say,

and Count Bernstorff will confirm this, that we shared the same view, polit-

ically speaking, and that we have never differed in regard to our conceptions

of the political situation. When I was called back from my post, I had an

appointed conference with the Ambassador regarding the situation, as well

as our views. It of course went without saying that I made a report of my
estimate of the situation to my chief, former Chief of the General Staff of the

Army, General v. Falkenhayn. I did this in the course of a two-hours’ con-

ference, the upshot of which was, generally speaking, that I expressed myself

as follows: “General, if you do not succeed in keeping the United States from

joining the coalition of our enemies, you will lose the war; on this point there

can be absolutely no doubt. The enormous material and moral resources at

the disposal of the United States are so wholly underestimated here that in

my opinion it is above all things essential to enlighten public opinion to an

extent quite different from that which has hitherto been the case.”

Expert Dr. Bonn: Was this report by any chance made in writing? For

it would be very useful to us if we could see it.

Witness v. Papen : This report was not made in writing
;
it was a conference

which took place partly in the presence of my then colleague at The Hague,

Major Renner. General v. Falkenhayn listened to this report and terminated
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the interview with these words: “Bear in mind, if you please, that the Chief

of the General Staff of the Army must calculate on the use of every instru-

mentality which is at his disposal, every military instrumentality which can

be useful in winning the wTar
;
think this whole situation over once more, bear-

ing in mind the uses to which a U-boat war can be put, and then come back

to me here in twenty-four hours and give me your opinion once more.” To
which I answered: “General, I can make no changes in the statements which

I have made to you; they are the result of an objective judgment covering

one year and a half of the war, considered from the American perspective;

my opinion can not be influenced by the fact that you, as Chief of the armies

in the field, are bound to calculate upon the use of every instrumentality

which can be useful in winning the war.” I presented the matter in exactly

the same way to his Excellency the Imperial Chancelor, and also to Secretary

of State v. Jagow. And in this connection, I may call attention to the fact

that Secretary of State v. Jagow expressed the view that as the result of my
report it seemed to him very appropriate to inform public opinion through

the press of the position which we took, and which was considered by us to be

correct. I announced my readiness to confer with the representatives of the

press who were present in Berlin, and to give them an interview setting out

our views, and the situation on the other side. This interview, which I be-

lieve would have been very welcome to the Secretary of State, was not able

to be had because the Chief of the General Staff, as the result of represen-

tations made by Major Nicolai (Chief of the Division of Information), would

not consent thereto. I simply want to establish these facts because they

serve, above all, to make it clear that I entertained exactly the same political

views as the Ambassador with regard to how the United States should be

handled, and have presented these views on this side also according to the

best of my ability.

So far as my official activity in the United States is concerned, I may make
the following statement: I was, as will be readily understood, first of all a

soldier, and received my instructions and orders with regard to what I was to

do or not to do from my military superiors. But of course it was again obvi-

ous that, in carrying out these instructions, I had to be bound by the limita-

tions set by general international law and custom.

I may state at the outset that, regardless of the duties wffiich were imposed

upon me from the military-political side, it was always my endeavor—and,

so far as I knowL I always remained faithful to it—to do nothing within the

territorial limits of the United States which would have been in conflict with

the lawT
s of the country or which could have resulted injuriously to the wel-

fare of the United States on its own territory and soil, whose hospitality we
were enjoying. Those cases, as the result of which I have been reproached

with the violation of international law or even the law of the United States,

all refer to incidents outside of the territorial limits of the United States, and
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on territory hostile to us. It must be admitted that certain laws have been

overstepped on certain occasions, but I must insist upon it that I have never

entertained the thought of injuring the interests of the United States in any

way in order to bring about any military or political advantage for us. This

was always considered by us as a fundamental line of conduct.

Moreover, I may state in addition that, since I received certain duties to

perform in the capacity of a soldier, I was naturally obliged to perform them

without the slightest regard to my personal interests. So that if I became

compromised in the course of carrying out any such instructions, the only

result would be that I would personally be sacrificed to the situation. I went

wherever I was sent. So far as I was concerned, that settled the question.

This has always been so in the case of military attaches the world over, who
of their own right are not entitled to avail themselves of diplomatic im-

munities.

But when people speak about my activities, which on the other side have

been subjected to sharp criticism to such an extraordinary extent, I believe

that they should be provided first of all with an objective picture of the entire

field of hostile propaganda over there, and take the entire atmosphere into

consideration. This is not the place for presenting you with the details of

this picture, and you gentlemen are acquainted with all that happened and

you also know-, at least those gentlemen who were across the water know,

how the game of hostile propaganda was played, and how it was manifested

over there. But it would be very desirable to have the methods of the

propaganda which were carried on against us once more clearly exposed to

the public view. The Ambassador, too, was heard day before yesterday with

regard to his own propaganda, and it is his opinion that we made by far too

much use of propaganda over there. It is possible that that is the case; for

from the beginning the Americans always looked upon our propaganda as

‘‘illegitimate/’ They have never considered it permissible for us to make
representations in the American press or to the public generally of what we
considered right, in any manner at all, no matter how legitimate. Every-

thing that we ever did at that time, whether we wrote to the America papers,

or whether German-American associations defended a given view, this was
always denounced as “German propaganda” and to this “German propa-

ganda” was always attributed the underlying purpose of indulging in illegal

methods opposed to the interests of the Union. For this reason, it has

always been tremendously difficult for us to present to the American people

as much of our point of view as we considered just, and for the acceptance of

which we were striving. It is from this starting point that one must proceed

in order to appreciate the soil in which all the accusations against us, against

me, grew. Not an inconsiderable portion of these accusations was the har-

vest of that soil which we had prepared by economic endeavors of a military-

political nature.

84
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When the war broke out, it was obvious that the time that it would last

would depend very materially upon the extent to which the Entente would
succeed in increasing its resources in the way of war material. The only

country which could be considered in this regard was the United States. At
that time, there were no real war industries in the United States; there were a

few ammunition plants of ridiculously small capacity, and aside from this,

nothing. I at once turned my attention, naturally, to the development of

this situation-, and I suggested to the Prussian War Department as early as

September, 1914, to consider whether it would not be advantageous for Ger-

many to get control of the war material production in the United States,

which at that time was still very meager, to tie it up, and in this way to

prevent any deliveries being made to foreign countries. At that time, the

War Department did not accede to my suggestion.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Do you know why?
Witness v. Papen : No, I do not; I never received a word in answer to these

proposals, but they probably estimated that the war would last a far shorter

time than was the case. But finally matters developed so that the consump-

tion of munitions and material during the war exceeded all previous expe-

rience, and assumed dimensions upon which even we in the General Staff had

never counted. And so it was made all the more necessary for the Entente

to depend upon the American market. I made note of this development.

It was clear that it would have to be my duty, first, to observe this develop-

ment and, secondly, to conceive means and methods of guiding it into chan-

nels which should be favorable to us. How was that possible? The sea was

closed to us. To have war material produced for us, to buy it and have it

transported to Germany was an absolute impossibility. The only possibility

which remained open to us consisted in buying war material, holding it in

the United States and so removing it from the hands of our enemies. Since,

on account of the unwillingness of the Department, we had not succeeded in

obtaining control for Germany of the few factories which were then in ex-

istence, another way had to be tried. This method consisted in buying it up.

Expert Dr. Bonn : At that time, did buying it up involve a comparatively-

speaking small expenditure?

Witness v. Papen: Yes, in comparison with later war expenditures, it was

a very small expenditure.

Expert Dr. Bonn: I believe that in one report which was written at that

time, you spoke of a maximum of $100,000,000.

Witness v. Papen: Oh, no, much less. It was simply a question of a few

factories of the smaller sort. Perhaps $20,000,000 to $30,000,000 would

have been necessary. The economic measures which were now taken by us

at my suggestion, for the purpose of limiting production of war material in

the United States, were of two kinds. These were measures with regard to

material and measures with regard to personnel. With reference to the
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measures concerning material, it was a question, as I have already stated, of

getting control of the majority of the war materials. For this reason, I

suggested to his Excellency the Ambassador to build our own ammunition

factory, giving it an American name and an American manager, and under

this disguise, if I may use the term, to buy for ourselves to the greatest

extent everything in the nature of war material which could be purchased

in the American market. The most important item was to tie up for good

and all the manufacture of artillery ammunition. This was only possible if

we proceeded along this line. The United States was not at all in the posi-

tion of turning out artillery ammunition to any material extent. In order

to do this, it was necessary to build new factories. We saw how the

Entente came into the market every day with their orders involving millions.

The Americans were undecided for a long time as to whether they should

take up such industries; for they were not at all sure as to how long the war

would last. It was a very costly matter to build new plants of such dimen-

sions. The entire costs of their new plants had to be met if possible by the

profits of the first contract. As a result of the gigantic prices involved,

this species of cattle-dealing went on for many months. The picture which

was forming before me—that of the ultimate situation—became more and

more clear. On this account, say in March or April, I went to the Ambassa-

dor with the request to solve this question in this way: that we should

establish an American firm, and under cover of this firm should buy up

everything which was necessary for the establishment of American muni-

tions factories in the United States. Of first importance were hydraulic

presses, such as are necessary for the production of artillery ammunition.

If anybody wanted to build artillery ammunition factories in America, it

was necessary for him to supply himself with these presses. We made a

corner of such presses, as many as the United States could produce in two

years’ time, and claimed this entire output, so to speak, for our factory.

The same thing happened with powder. I bought up all the powder that

the United States would be able to produce in the approximate future, and

took it over for the purposes of the factory. We went still further. Orders

for explosives were placed by the Entente in the United States in great

volume. To meet this situation, new powder factories had to be built. In

the next place, it was necessary, in order to manufacture explosives, to

develop the coke industry, and that meant getting coke from tar products.

xAt that time, America was hard put to it along this line. There were only a

very few productive plants of this kind in existence, but there were plants

which were being contemplated and which were being built by German
engineers. For instance, there was the Otto Cook Oven Company, and

there were other German firms which were the leaders in the market. I

obtained information with regard to the building of these plants, got into

Touch with the engineers and the firms, and agreed with them that these
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German engineers and firms should sever relations with these factories so

that we delayed the completion of these plants for months.

New powder factories which were to be built needed as essentials to the

business, acid-proof containers. Accordingly, I made long-term contracts

with the industries which produced these containers in the United States, to

tie up their deliveries for a space of from one year to eighteen months. We
bought up all the chemicals on the market that we could get our hands on.

This perhaps will give you a picture in the main, of the measures taken by
us with regard to the material. I could go into further details on this point,

but it would not interest you.

On the side of personnel, the situation was the same. Naturally, the

United States used in connection with this production of munitions and war
material all the labor that it had at its disposal. The unskilled labor in the

United States had to a great extent emigrated from here; he was either a

German or an Austrian or a Hungarian; in any event, there were very many
of this kind. It was essential for us to get these workmen out of the business.

This thought was also a guiding consideration, namely, that these people

who, to a great extent had still maintained their nationality, would have to

have their attention called to the fact that, according to our penal law, they

would make themselves liable to penalties if they produced war material for

the armies of our enemies, or took any part in such production—provided

that this was consciously done. The idea was to get these people out of

these industries, in order to have them take up trades which would be useful

for the purposes of peace. With this end in view, bureaus were established

in all the industrial cities, to which these workers could come. The purpose

of these bureaus was to place them anywhere where they could earn their

living in pursuits of peace. In this way, we were successful in withdrawing a

great number of German nationals from the war industries.

It resulted from all these measures taken, that when the Entente, after

vacillating for a long time, finally placed her orders involving millions, etc.,

and American industry began to build their factories, it suddenly noticed

that it could get nothing delivered at once, that the producers of presses,

powder, toluyl, etc., said: “We can only deliver in a couple of months; our

output is bought up.” Everywhere, difficulties were met with. Then peo-

ple said: “What’s the matter; some great American trust must be standing in

the way; some great American business deal which wants to get all the busi-

ness for itself.” The matter was investigated and traced back up to the

purchase of the factory, under cover of which we had made this corner; at

that time, in the summer of 1915, it was still looked upon as absolutely

American. But then it was that the well-known papers were stolen from

Privy Counselor Albert by agents of the American federal secret service,

amongst which were found my accounts with the Bridgeport Projectile Com-
pany, as well as accounts with regard to different purchases in this line.
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Then the whole lay of the situation at once became plain to the Entente and

the American public. You can readily imagine, gentlemen, that in view of

the kind of propaganda which was carried on against us by the Entente, and

by Americans who were friendly to England, it was not exactly a quieting

factor when the public realized how we had been leading them around by the

nose. From the reports of the statisticians which I gathered with regard to

the exporting of war materials from the end of 1915, you can see that we

worked with very good success. Up to the end of 1915, the export of war

materials had in the main been held down to a quite insignificant amount.

In bringing this about, I had carried out the instructions of my Chief on the

General Staff, who had transmitted the following order to me: “If you suc-

ceed in reducing the deliveries of war material to a certain extent by the

United States to the Entente up to the end of 1915, we shall probably then

have won the war.” I had to work along these lines and I did so work, and

if the press got into a turmoil about it, it was quite explainable why it did so.

Expert Dr. Bonn: Have you these figures?

Witness v. Papen: The figures must be in the records of the General

Staff or of the War Department. I sent the exact statistics every month to

Berlin in the years 1914 and 1915.

I would also like to make the following remarks with regard to the in-

vestigation which the American Senate made covering all these matters,

before we pass over to the details of this investigation. In the course of

his hearing, Count Bernstorff has already called attention to the fact that

the quite general excitement concerning the so-called plots and conspiracies

had completely died down at the end of 1915 after my departure. In 1916

things were quite calm in the United States on this point. The fairy tales

about plots were dug up again on the occasion of the breaking off of relations

with Germany, for the purpose of bringing about the entrance into the war,

heart and soul, of those least belligerently inclined. Any and every means
was made use of for this purpose, and everything that had ever been brought

up against us, such as the hundred factories which I was supposed to have

blown up through my agents in the United States, the conspiracy with

Mexico, and many other matters, were served up warm again in the news-

papers, and were spread broadcast in the shape of pamphlets which, to a

certain extent, acquired an official character through the “Committee on

Public Information.” Even the investigation by the Senate Committee,

concerning which this large volume has been written, was not carried on in

an unprejudiced way in very many particulars. Let me cite a case in proof

of this. One of the examiners on the occasion of these investigations was
Deputy Attorney Becker; among other matters, he investigated the cele-

brated Bolo case. In the course of his comments which he gave out to the

American press as the result of the investigation of the Bolo Pasha case, he

spoke in the year 1918 somewhat as follows:
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When Bolo Pasha came to New York, his arrival was closely followed
by a dinner at which Mr. William Randolph Hearst, the well-known
newspaper man, Bolo Pasha, and some other people were present. The
principal conspirators and plotters, the German military attache v.

Papen and the naval attache Boy-Ed, were also present at this dinner.

I note that this dinner took place two years after I was recalled from the

United States. The reason for this wilfully false statement of the examining

attorney is not to be found in the fact that they wanted to do me any
particular harm by connecting me with the Bolo Pasha case, but it exists

merely in the field of American internal politics. For we must realize that

internal politics have continually played the chief part in the whole matter.

It would be going too far afield to explain here the internal political rea-

sons why it was sought to mention my name in connection with Bolo Pasha.

A few moments ago I ventured to state that German propaganda was

always objected to as illegitimate by the Entente-American press. Gentle-

men, if you will read this book of the Senate Committee, you will perceive

that every one who from the year 1914, when the war began, up to the en-

trance of the United States into the war, had written any neutral article

expressing friendliness to Germany, and who was cited before the sessions

of the Senate, had to avail himself of the excuse that if at any time while the

United States was still neutral he had ever dared to find a kindly word to

say about Germany, he certainly would have been misunderstood. And if

he was ever actually forced to admit that he had done such a thing, he

attempted to weaken the effect of it by some such statement as this: “As
proof of the fact that as an American I have only had feelings of kindness

for the Entente, I can point to the circumstance that I have strained my
credit up to the breaking point in order to invest so-and-so many million

dollars in war loans.” Read the book, gentlemen, and you will find on every

page that people who, by any possibility, could be made the subject of sus-

picion of having harbored friendly feelings towards Germany always said:

“For heaven’s sake, do not put my name into the book; I have never been

friendly to Germany, I have never had a good word to spare for the Ger-

mans.” That is the foundation on which these investigations were built up.

And the evidence was mostly gathered together by the use of unlawful

methods and by informants. And in this connection, it may be still further

stated that as early as 1915, and long before there was any talk of war,

the United States kept the telephone systems of all members of the Embassy,

perhaps with the exception of those of his Excellency, under surveillance;

that all my conversations with the State Department were known, and that

I was constantly pursued by government detectives under conditions and in

such a way as, in all truth, is impossible to associate with any idea of neu-

trality.

His Excellency v. Romberg: Let me interrupt for a moment. Did you
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get the impression that the representatives of the Entente received different

treatment in connection with the propaganda question?

Witness v. Papen: Obviously. Why, it never occurred to a single human
being to treat the British military attache in the way that I was treated;

never. On the contrary, he had constantly at his disposal the full support

of the secret service of the United States Government in all the measures

that he undertook. And moreover, you never heard anything about any

English propaganda over there, although it was carried on to a most all-

inclusive extent. For instance, we know about the celebrated conference

which, I believe, took place on the 23d of August, 1914, in which the British

propaganda service adopted a definite policy in the matter of coloring the

American press, and whereat it was determined to appoint English editorial

writers on forty7 American newspapers. This session took place in the office

of J. P. Morgan; that it took place has always been denied; that it did take

place is nevertheless true. We know absolutely that it did take place.

And over all these occurrences the veil of love was cast. On the other hand,

they went against us to such an extent that they not only had us constantly

under observation, but that the American-British secret service continuously

set people off on my track, with offers of sabotage for the purpose of com-

promising me. People used to come and sayr
: “Here is a wonderful oppor-

tunity7
;
it will be an easy matter for you to blow up such-and-such a factory"

;

give me a thousand dollars, for I not only can do it but will do it; that will

mean a good deal to you with your government.” Numerous cases of this

kind occurred.

Moreover, it is announced with the utmost ingenuity in this book of the

Senate Committee that the official secret service, of which I have already

spoken, had stolen the Albert papers which made public our commercial

dealings. This fact exists as a matter of record—so done in August or

July, 1915.

Another case which occurs to me: General Leonard Wood, one of the

most prominent people in the United States and for long years Chief of

Staff and in my time in command of the district of New York, sent word to

me one day to come and see him at Governor's Island. He was, as always,

very friendly with me and said smilingly: “A couple of people were here a

few minutes ago and gave me exact information about a plan which you,

Air. v. Papen, have apparently worked out; it consists in the fact that, if the

Germans land here with their submarines, they are going to blow up the

subway and the water-mains and water system, etc. We have the draw-
ings exactly reproducing where you are going to lay your explosives, the

exact points you are going to destroy; all the material is here, if it interests

you.” \A e didn’t waste another word about this matter. But it shows how
they went to work in those days.

Another case: Since at the time of and before the war I had been military
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attache in Mexico, attempts were always made to lay at my door the sup-

posed fact that I had tried by means of various plottings to stir up the Mexi-

can Government or public opinion in Mexico against the United States, in

order to embarrass to a certain extent the export of war material by creating

the possibility of a conflict. So they alleged and published in all the papers

that I had been in touch with President Huerta when he came to New York
at that time. I never saw him on American soil, although I did in Mexico
before the war, but never in America—never, not even once. All these

representations were invention, pure and simple.

On the contrary, my reports were never such as to leave any possibility

for a doubt to exist about the hopelessly distracted situation in Mexico

which shut out the possibility of any capacity for an alliance.

As stated, the outstanding characteristic of all this press campaign which

was launched against us, all these plots which were ascribed to us, is that in

the end they were finally traced back to a minimum. The fundamental

fact does not exist, and in so saying I rely upon the evidence which Count

Bernstorff submitted a short time ago, the evidence of a certain Judge G. W.
Anderson, who has investigated a great part of these cases and openly an-

nounced here on the 28th of January of this year:

Now I assert as my best judgment, grounded on the information that

I can get, that more than 99 per cent of the advertised and reported

pro-German plots never existed. I think it is time that publicity was
given to this view.

And at the end of this announcement, he adds:

For the root of our troubles today is lying, official lying, unofficial

lying, deliberate lying, and imitative lying.

This characterizes the situation to a certain extent.
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PART VII.—THE FINAL DECISION WITH REGARD TO THE
UNRESTRICTED U-BOAT WAR OF JANUARY 9

,
1917

212

Protocol of the session of January 8, 1917, at the Headquarters of General v.

Hindenhurg 1

Strictly confidential.

For manual delivery.

Present: General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg.
General Ludendorff.
Colonel v. Bartenwerffer.
Admiral v. Holtzendorff.

Captain of the Navy Grasshoff.

Admiral v. Holtzendorff: Makes another brief summary of the two

documents to General v. Hindenburg (see notes in handwriting of Admiral

v. Holtzendorff).

General Field Marshal: Declares that he is in absolute accord with

the matters above presented.

v. Holtzendorff: My plan agrees with the conditions for the limited

U-boat war announced by the Chancelor in September. The difficulties

are all on the side of our diplomacy, which has run into a snag. The note

with regard to armed steamers will be given out today, as the Chancelor

told me today over the telephone. The Chancelor said that he had only

learned now for the first time by means of the memorial, that the destruction

of armed steamers could only bring us so small an increase.

General Ludendorff : That does not agree with what he said here.

v. Holtzendorff: The Chancelor wanted to stop the note with regard

to armed steamers, by telegraph. I refused this. The Chancelor then re-

quested that the publication of the order be put off until tomorrow. I prom-

ised to do this on the condition that the note was issued. (Admiral v.

Holtzendorff then commented about the dates of the 15th of January and

2 1 st of January.)

General Ludendorff agrees to this.

v. Holtzendorff comments about the difficulties of the question of the

passenger steamers. He says that the Chancelor thought that he wanted

to set a L^-boat trap for him.

Field Marshal: I, too, was from the beginning against the note on

account of the armed steamers.

v. Holtzendorff submits the new instructions to Bernstorff, together

with Hindenburg’s changes. It appeared that the changes had been ac-

cepted. The Field Marshal expresses satisfaction that the sentence with

regard to blockade had been eliminated.

1 From the records of the Supreme High Command of the Army.
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v. Holtzendorff states that America will exercise no pressure on Eng-
land. He puts the question: Are there any objections to my orders?

Ludendorff: Is it possible to have side-wheelers go to Holland from

England?

v. Holtzendorff: If America agrees to negotiate, we can meet her in

the question of passenger traffic. The American steamers can come to Fal-

mouth and the Dutch side-wheelers to Harwich. Then he explains the map
of the restricted area and gives the number of U-boats on the 1st of Feb-

ruary.

General Ludendorff: Does the fleet need U-boats for its own safety?

v. Holtzendorff: Yes, but they are subtracted. At any rate the fleet’s

own measures for security are being limited. Our increase in U-boats will

far outnumber the probable losses. The necessary reserves are, then, on

hand. He then reads the report of Naval Attache v. Fischer-Lossainen

concerning the views in Sweden with regard to the unrestricted U-boat war.

He wanted to read that to His Majesty too, who had been very doubtful.

The same with regard to the naval attache at The Hague. . . . He
thought that it appeared therefrom that neutral shipping would allow itself

to be scared away to a very material extent. He then took up the Kalkmann
memorial and continued: The reasons for the unrestricted U-boat war are so

conclusive that the Chancelor must give in. But if this Chancelor partici-

pates in the unrestricted U-boat warfare, the prospect of America not taking

part in the war is greater than if a different Chancelor took his place. He
then stated: “I shall submit the order about firing upon armed steamers to

His Majesty the Emperor today and tell him that Field Marshal v. Hinden-

burg is in absolute agreement and say that the order would not go out until

tomorrow.

Field Marshal agrees to this.

v. Holtzendorff: I will today read my letters to Field Marshal v.

Hindenburg to His Majesty, who this noon had no real conception of the

situation.

Field Marshal agrees to this.

v. Holtzendorff reads the draft of the note announcing the unrestricted

U-boat warfare and hands the Field Marshal a copy.

General Ludendorff agrees.

v. Holtzendorff: The Chancelor arrives here tomorrow.

Field Marshal: What are his troubles?

v. Holtzendorff: The Chancelor wishes to keep in his own hands the

diplomatic preparation of the unrestricted U-boat war in order to keep the

United States out of it. The Chancelor had characterized the note with

regard to armed steamships as a U-boat trap which would bring the conflict

with the LT
nited States.
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General Ludendorff: But the Chancelor knew all that.

v. Holtzendorff : The Foreign Office thinks that if the United States-

came in, South America would come into the war too. And besides this,

they are thinking about the times which will follow the conclusion of peace.

Field Marshal: We must conquer first.

General Ludendorff: To characterize the note concerning firing on

armed steamers as a U-boat trap is just another attempt to put matters off.

v. Holtzendorff: What shall we do if the Chancelor does not join us?

Field Marshal: That is just what I am racking my brain about.

v. Holtzendorff: Then you must become Chancelor.

Field Marshal: No, I can not do that and I will not do it; I can not deal

with the Reichstag.

v. Holtzendorff: In my opinion, Biilow and Tirpitz are out of the ques-

tion on account of their relations with the Emperor.

General Ludendorff: I would not try to persuade the Field Marshal.

Field Marshal: I can not talk in the Reichstag. I refuse. What about

Dallwitz?

General Ludendorff: You mean, whether he wants the U-boat war at

all?

v. Holtzendorff: The Chancelor has the confidence of foreign nations to

a great extent.

Field Marshal: Well, we shall hold together, anyway. It simply must

be. We are counting on the possibility of war with the United States, and

have made all preparations to meet it. Things can not be worse than they

are now. The war must be brought to an end by the use of all means as

soon as possible.

v. Holtzendorff: Again, His Majesty has no real conception of the situa-

tion or of the feeling among his own people.

Ludendorff: That is true.

v. Holtzendorff: People and the Army are crying for the unrestricted

U-boat war.

General Ludendorff: That is true.

v. Holtzendorff: Secretary of State Helfferich said to me: Your method

leads to ruin. I answered him: You are letting us run headlong into ruin.

Field Marshal: That is so. The great point for me is that it does not

constitute an operation which weakens us in any other spot, speaking from

the military standpoint.

v. Holtzendorff: I have information that Russia will collapse if she is

attacked on the north.

Remarks of a personal nature follow.
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213

Report of the conference between Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg
,

General Field Marshal v. Hindenburg
,
and General Ludendorff ,

at Pless, January 9, 1917 1

The Chancelor: If His Majesty commands that a ruthless U-boat war
shall be launched, the Chancelor will endeavor to succeed in keeping America
“out of it.” For this purpose, certain concessions already taken up previ-

ously with the Admiralty Staff would have to be made. But we will have to

calculate upon America’s entrance into the war against us.

The Chancelor feels more assurance about the attitude of the European

neutrals. Our peace note has brought good results. Holland and Denmark
will not enter the war, at least not as long as they do not see that the U-boat

war brings us no success.

With regard to Switzerland, we shall have to bear in mind the possibility

that the Entente will bring pressure to bear on Switzerland if food becomes

scarce in that country, to make it possible for French armies to march
through or even for Switzerland to join the cause of the Entente.

Denmark will possibly lay up its shipping.

The Chancelor requests that the military measures which are to be taken

with regard to the neutral boundaries, and particularly with regard to the

Danish boundary, be such as not to carry the implication of excessive

menace.

General Ludendorff: The purpose is just to detail a few regiments of

cavalry to the borders.

Chancelor: The determination to launch the unrestricted U-boat war

depends, then, upon the results which we may expect. Admiral v. Holt-

zendorff assumes that we will have England on her knees by the next harvest.

The experiences of the U-boats during the last few months, the increased

number of U-boats, and England’s bad economic situation, will at least

increase our chances of success.

On the whole, the prospects for the unrestricted U-boat war are very

favorable.

Of course, it must be admitted that those prospects are not capable of being

demonstrated by proof.

We should be perfectly certain that, so far as the military situation is

concerned, great military strokes are insufficient as such to win the war.

The U-boat war is the “last card.” A very serious decision. “But if the

military authorities consider the U-boat war essential, I am not in a position

to contradict them.”

Field Marshal: We are ready to meet all eventualities and to meet

America, Denmark, Holland, and Switzerland too.

1 From the records of the Supreme High Command of the Army.
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The restricted U-boat war on commerce will only bring about a slight

increase in the results reached up to this time. We need the most energetic,

ruthless methods which can be adopted. For this reason, we need the ruth-

less U-boat war to start from February 1, 1917.

The war must be brought to an end rapidly, although we would be able to

hold out still longer, but haste is needed on account of our allies.

Chaxcelor: It may be imagined that the U-boat war might postpone the

end of hostilities.

General Ludendorff: The U-boat war will also bring our armies into a

different and a better situation. Through the lack of wood needed for min-

ing purposes and for lack of coal, the production of ammunition is hard-

pressed. It means that there will be some relief for the western front. We
must spare the troops a second battle of the Somme. That this relief will

come about will be proved by our own situation and the effects of our trans-

portation crisis.

And, too, Russia's power of initiative will be detrimentally affected' by the

lack of ammunition which will result from shortage in tonnage. The Siberian

railroad alone will not be sufficient for Russia’s needs.

Chaxcelor: America’s assistance, in case she enters the war, will consist

in the delivery of food supplies to England, financial support, delivery of air-

planes and the dispatching of corps of volunteers.

Field Marshal: We can take care of that. The opportunity for the

L'-boat war is such that it can perhaps never become as favorable again; we
can carry it on and we must carry it on.

Chaxcelor: Of course, if success beckons, we must follow.

Field Marshal: We would reproach ourselves later if we let the op-

portunity pass by.

Chaxcelor: The situation is certainty better than it was in September.

General Ludexdorff: The measures of security taken against the

neutrals will have nothing about them in the nature of a challenge; they will

be purely defensive measures.

Chaxcelor: And suppose Switzerland came into the war, or that the

French were to come through Switzerland.

Field Marshal: That would not be unfavorable from a military stand-

point.

For the Chancelor,

v. Bartexwerffer.
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PART VIII.—THE ENTRANCE OF THE UNITED STATES
INTO THE WAR

i. From the Breaking Off of Diplomatic Relations up to the Decla-
ration of War

214

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Counselor of Legation v. Griinau

Telegram No. 230. Berlin, February 5, 1917.

Ambassador Gerard has just informed me, in accordance with instructions

received from his government, of the breaking off of diplomatic relations on

the part of the United States of America, and has asked for his passports.

Zimmermann.

215

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, February 6, 1917.
Telegram No. 61. Vienna, February 5, 1917.

Ambassador Count Tarnowsky has wired Count Czernin that Lansing

had communicated to him the breaking off of relations with Germany and

had remarked at the same time that it was Wilson’s desire not to break off

relations if this were possible. With this end in view, it would be desirable,

if possible, for modifications to be adopted in the methods of carrying on the

U-boat war, and if the Austrian note of announcement, which Wilson has

kept secret up to the present time, could be changed accordingly. Lansing

characterized all this as desirable, but did not state that it constituted a con-

dition, and asked for an immediate reply.

Since time presses, Count Czernin has sent the attached telegram to

Lansing through the American Ambassador here:

Ambassador Count Tarnowsky has informed me of the friendly words
of sympathy which you have expressed for the Monarchy, and I venture
to communicate to you herewith my heartiest thanks.

I, too, would be glad to see it if the diplomatic relations between the

Elnited States and ourselves could be continued. In order to bring this

about, I request the American Government before all else to consider

the situation which we now occupy.

1 322
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We have declared openly and honorably that we are only conducting
a war of self-preservation, that is, that we are ready to take up the ques-
tion of an honorable peace in which there shall be neither conqueror nor
conquered, and we still hold out this proposal today. The basis accord-
ing to which there shall be neither conqueror nor conquered is one which
has been proposed by Mr. Wilson himself, and it therefore behooves the
Entente, as it does us, to take our stand upon it from this time on. As
long as the Entente holds fast to the program openly announced in its

last note, which includes the partition of the Austro-Hungarian Mon-
archy, it is impossible for us to discuss peace and is necessary for us to

defend ourselves, making use of all the means available for the purpose.
A technical change in the U-boat war which has been launched is im-

possible. In the first place, we should only be able to do so after nego-
tiations with our allies; furthermore, and this is of chief importance, the

numerous U-boats are already on the high seas and it is quite impossible

to reach them with any message of any kind.

The essence of the question is to be found, in my opinion, in this, that

Mr. Wilson, who was the one to propose a peace without conqueror and
without conquered, is now morally bound to induce the Entente to

accept this basic principle as we have done. The President is fully

qualified to bring this about—in the first place, on account of his lofty

position and the personal respect in which he is held throughout all of

Europe, and also because the United States, by stopping war deliveries

to the Entente, can induce the latter to act in conformity with Mr.
Wilson’s will.

I therefore hope that the President of the United States will carry

on the peace work which he has commenced, from an unbiased and
objective standpoint and, above all, that he will persuade the Entente
to take her stand upon the American basic principle, just as we have
done, according to which there shall be no conqueror and no con-

quered, and as the result of which the peace which will come to both
parties in the conflict will be all the more honorable and lasting for the

entire world. If the President does this, not only will the terror of the

U-boat war, but the war itself, come to a sudden end, and the Presi-

dent will find his name written in the history of all mankind in letters

that will never fade.

I venture to request that you will inform Ambassador Count Tarnow-
sky of the above and that you will send me your answer in due course.

Count Czernin added that he believed that his reply corresponded with the

spirit of our last reply to Wilson
,

1 in which we had promised to desist from

the L -boat war if Wilson would guarantee a peace conference. Ambassador
Penfield was tragically eloquent in expressing his anxiety lest he ymuld have

to leave Vienna and, moreover, announced that he entertained the hope of

being able to maintain diplomatic relations, to which Count Czernin an-

swered him that the decision on this question would have to be made in

Washington, that our action had been carefully considered ^and was not to

be changed. I ventured myself to remark that the more evidence that we

1
72, Supplements, pt. 1, ante, p. 1048.
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gave of firmness, determination, and self-confidence, the less would be the

danger of the neutral Powers joining against us.

Wedel.

216

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, February 6, 1917.

Telegram No. 62. Vienna, February 6
, 1917.

Count Czernin told me yesterday that the note of announcement concern-

ing the U-boat war, well known to us, had been immediately handed over in

Washington in due course, but that up to the present time this fact had been

kept secret by Mr. Wilson.

Count Czernin expects that Wilson will eventually break off relations with

Austria, too, in view of the answer which was directed to Lansing and which

was reported yesterday. If Wilson does not reach this conclusion, the only

way in which he will be able to explain it will be that Wilson broke off rela-

tions with us because he had already committed himself personally too far

not to do so, and hoped to exert pressure upon us for purpose of bringing

about modifications; but that Wilson, after this attempt proved useless, was

already planning not to go any further and to keep Count Tarnowsky in

Washington in order to continue a liaison with the Central Powers, to pre-

vent the situation from becoming more critical and in order to be able to

continue with his peace policies. Under these circumstances, Count Tar-

now'sky could be useful there, and he hoped that his remaining there would

agree with our washes in the matter. Kindly send instructions as a guide to

mv further discussions.

Wedel.

217

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Wedel

Telegram No. 82.

Re telegrams 61 and 62. 1

For the guidance of your Excellency’s

further discussion. Berlin, February 6, 1917 .

Count Czernin’s communication to Wilson is hardly such as to voice the

spirit of our last note. 2 We did not promise to desist from the U-boat war
in case Wilson guaranteed^ a peace conference, but as soon as full security

1 215 and 216, ante, p. 1322, and supra. 2
72, Supplements, pt. 1, ante, p. 1048.
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should be given us, that the President’s activities would lead to such a peace

as would be acceptable to us. Nor did we state that we would be satisfied

with a peace without conqueror or conquered. We would only be able to

carry out even our moderate demands in the capacity of conquerors.

Although I appreciate Count Czernin’s wish to avoid a break with the

United States, nevertheless I believe that too friendly an attitude on the

part of the Austrian Government would be objectionable, in view of the

openly announced efforts on the part of the President to differentiate be-

tween us and Austria-Hungary. Thus far, not a single word has been an-

nounced against Austria-Hungary in Washington. Wilson’s present atti-

tude, however, shows him in his true light, that of an adherent of the Entente

at all costs. His purpose to throw military obstacles in our way is apparent.

As a mediator, he would exert all his influence against us.

ZlMMERMANN.

218

Telegram of Count Czernin to the Imperial and Royal Embassy in Berlin

Rec. Berlin, February 8, 1917.

I was perfectly well aware that the expression which I used purposely

when in touch with Mr. Lansing, of a peace “which includes neither con-

queror nor conquered,” goes beyond thelimits of the declarations which we
have made up to the present time. I particularly selected this expression

because it had been coined by Mr. Wilson and because I consider it of the

greatest importance to put Mr. Wilson in an inconsistent position with re-

gard to the Entente. In view of the recent categorical announcement of

the English Premier, that the war could not be allowed to terminate without

a conqueror, Mr. Wilson would have a pretty hard time in explaining to the

world that we were the people who had placed obstacles in the way of peace.

On the other hand, the term which I have used can not result disadvan-

tageously. Of course, jthe Entente would not recede from its attitude now;

every proposal wiH be useless because, being rejected, it will not be binding

upon us in any way, so far as the future is concerned.

But if we make it possible as the result of my answer to Wilson—in which

he has simply been handed out words instead of the required facts—for

relations between the United States and us to be maintained, I shall look

upon this as a very great advantage, and in fact just as helpful to Germany
as it will be for us.

Marginal note of Secretary of State Zimmermann: *

Delivered by Prince Hohenlohe. I^nnouncedTfiat I was in accord with

the final paragraph, but for the rest, expressed myself in accordance with
85

X.
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our instructions which were sent to Vienna. For the records. Z(immer-
mann). February 8.

219

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Counselor of Legation v. Griinau

Telegram No. 272. Berlin, February 8
, 1917.

Minister at Berne telegraphs under No. 21 1

:

Swiss Government received today the following telegram from
Washington

:

In agreement with Count Bernstorff for German Government.
Here strong desire and actively manifested necessity of avoiding
war; as result of this Bartelme’s radio cable 1 of yesterday’s Kol-
nische Zeitung. In case Berlin inclined to conference with Union
with regard to blockade, I would be ready to follow up matter
further here and believe in this way war could be put off for the

present. Minister Ritter. Romberg

In agreement with the Admiralty Staff of the Navy, I propose to answer

as follows:

Germany, as before, ready for negotiations with America provided
that the blockade against our enemies’ commerce shall not be inter-

rupted .

By an answer of this kind, we would be making no concessions with regard

to the unrestricted U-boat war. By the use of the words “as before” we
would repeat in an inconspicuous way our proposal with regard to granting

free passage to American passengers bound for England. On the other

hand, the somewhat vague terms of the answer would be such as to make
negotiations possible, and in this way at least to put off the war with the

United States. That, as a matter of fact, America desires to avoid war

seems to me to be made clear by this, that up to the present time she has

not fully decided to break off relations with Austria-Hungary, although it is

well known that the Vienna Government has sent a message to Washington

which is identically the same as our U-boat note.

After conferring with the Supreme High Command, kindly request the

Emperor’s consent with regard to the instruction in question.

Zimmermann.

1 220, post
, p. 1327.
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220

Kolnische Zeitung, February 13, 1917 (noon edition)

Washington, February 7 (telegram from our own correspondent.

Arrival delayed).

Although the relations with Germany have been broken off, the situation

is developing along promising lines. The general feeling is one of quiet and

is very favorably affected by the news from Berlin, according to which Ameri-

cans in Germany are being treated with the greatest consideration. It is

generally appreciated that both nations are for the moment groping in the

dark with regard to their mutual attitudes and purposes. The Evening Post

announces that it is now certain that Berlin will not look upon the breaking

off of relations as a mortal insult, which can call for no other answer than

that of a declaration of war.

221

Counselor of Legation v. Griinau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, January 9, 1917.

Telegram No. 188.

Re telegram No. 272. 1 Bless (Headquarters),
Rush. February 8

, 1917.

His Majesty agrees to the instructions which it is intended to send the

Swiss Minister in Washington, provided that our entrance into negotiations

is made to depend upon the condition that Count Bernstorff and Gerard

return to their posts.

The Emperor argues as follows: Wilson’s demarche has been carried out

in order that England may be protected against the U-boat war and to force

us to give in as the result of pressure exerted by him and the European neu-

trals—that he did not desire war or, if he did, only in case the remaining

neutrals would join him and could be brought into line. After it has been

seen that the neutrals will become reconciled to the U-boat war, and will not

declare themselves on the side of England, then we will find the inclination

to pull in the reins in order to avoid the danger in some other way. That

we should make use of the disadvantageous position into which the United

States has brought itself, by demanding satisfaction for the affront which it

has offered us by relying on our alleged bad faith and therefore breaking off

diplomatic relations prematurely. That, if the United States now wants to

take up the question of negotiating once more, she will have to do so by

1 219, ante
, p. 1326.
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immediately allowing the normal media of international intercourse to re-

sume their functions.

The Supreme High Command of the Army agrees to the instructions.

Grunau.

222

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Wedel

Telegram No. 94. Berlin, February 11
,
IQ17.

It would be without doubt a matter of great interest to us to put off a

declaration of war on the part of the United States as long as possible. But
in this connection I consider it essential to state as a fact, and ask that this

point be emphasized in conversations with Count Czernin, that so far as we
are concerned, Wilson’s role as mediator is finished. If the President were

to come to us with renewed proposals of this nature, we would reject them
unqualifiedly.

In gase the United States should declare war upon us, I should be willing,

as matters are now, for the Austrian Government to limit its action to the

breaking off of relations.

Zimmermann.

223

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, February 12, 1917.

Telegram No. 71. Vienna, February 11
,
IQ17 .

Count Czernin has obtained the consent of the Emperor in case of an

American declaration of war upon us, to hand Ambassador Penfleld his pass-

ports at once and to recall the Austrian Ambassador at Washington.

Whether Count Tarnowsky has delivered his credentials can not be de-

termined here, since the American Government has let no more telegrams

come through. Today a short telegram came in from Count Tarnowsky,

according to which there is no desire for war in the United States but, on the

other hand, the wish to avoid any increase of tension and resulting break with

Austria.

Yesterday I suggested to Count Czernin to instruct Count Tarnowsky, if

still possible to do so, to refrain from delivering his credentials and eventually

to take steps against any attempt to stir the neutral Powers up against us.

Minister asked for time to think it over and replied to me today: He hesi-

tated to give the first-named instructions to the Ambassador, since that
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might look like a breaking of relations, coming from this side, and might con-

stitute half-way measures which might place Count Tarnowsky in a delicate

position, rendered still more difficult by the existing situation—a result

which he and, according to the telegrams of Prince Hohenlohe, your Excel-

lency also desires to avoid.

Any attempt to take steps against Wilson’s effort to stir up feeling against

us would now come too late, in his opinion, since the neutrals, and particu-

larly Sweden, had already presented Wilson with a snub, pure and simple.

He believed that it would be looked upon as an indication of self-confidence

and strong nerves for the Central Powers not to have made a move in this

matter, and to have left the question of responses entirely in the hands of the

neutrals, which, as a matter of fact, had resulted most satisfactorily.

Wedel.

224

Cables of the “ New York American"

Rec. Berlin, February 13, 1917.

I

New York, February 8, 1917.

Bayard Hale, Berlin:

The sentiment of the American people unitedly supports the President,

though many profoundly deplore the necessity for today’s action and ar-

dently hope for a restoration of amity. The leaders of Congress of both

parties, bankers, even with strong German sympathies, all agree that the

President can do no less than protect American lives at any cost. Property

losses, however severe, would not justify the rupture of relations. The
American press, led by the Staats-Zeitung

,
New York, and the Staats-Zeitung

,

Illinois, will both publish editorials on Sunday supporting the President

and hoping that submarines will not wantonly take a single American right,

thereby avoiding an open challenge by their dearly beloved Fatherland.

The Cincinnati Volksblatt is the only German paper in the United States

thus failing to support the President, but it says that if war comes, it will be

'‘America first” with every German citizen. The three greatest South

American nations, Argentina, Brazil and Chile, according to the press, unani-

mously support the action of President Wilson, though many condemn the

methods of the British blockade. The public here is perfectly calm and
there is no hostility shown against Germany. Extra funds will be cabled

Monday for wireless.

New York American.
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II

New York, February 8, 1917.
Bayard Hale, Berlin:

Mr. Hearst urges that a big peace statement from His Imperial Majesty or

from Bethmann-Hollweg might solve the whole situation. Americans were
getting friendly to Germany and the President was working for the peace
which Americans and Germans desired. The German note, especially the
two interpolated paragraphs, upset everything; still the President and the

country hope for peace. The right word spoken by Germany at this time
might completely restore good-will.

New York American.

225

Ambassador v. Kuhlmann to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, February 14, 1917.
Telegram No. 183. Constantinople, February ij

, 1917.

As Talaat Pasha confidentially informed me, Ambassador Elkus has shown
him a telegram from Washington in which he was instructed by the State

Department to maintain diplomatic relations with Turkey. Elkus is ob-

viously exerting his entire influence to avoid any German-American conflict

which would also have to result in a breaking off of relations with Turkey.

Kuhlmann.

226

Minister Rosen to the Foreign Office

Rec. February 14, 1917.
Telegram No. 86.

Confidential. The Hague, February 14, 1917.

I have been quite confidentially informed that “ President Wilson

had sent various friends to certain neutral Ministers in Washington, who
asked these Ministers if it were not perhaps possible for their governments to

suggest some other means whereby an agreement could be reached with

regard to a mitigation of the conduct of the submarine warfare.

That it was plain that Wilson was seeking for some escape from his

position.

The general opinion is that our official proposal has made this rather

more difficult for him than otherwise.
Rosen.
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227

Ambassador Count Bernstorff to the Foreign Office

Rec. February 15, 1917.

Telegram No. 245. Washington, February 10, 1917.

In view of the fact that since the 1st of February no contretemps has arisen

of which an American has been the victim, the war feeling has greatly

diminished; the country desires no war. In case an accident does occur,

Wilson’s plan will be primarily only to adopt steps which will protect Ameri-

can ships and to wait and see what we do; we should be able to postpone

actual war for quite awhile yet if we do not actually attack the United States

of America ourselves. If necessary, negotiations can always be carried on

by the Austrian Embassy or by the Swiss Minister; Wilson will in no event

enter into an alliance with our enemies.
Bernstorff.

228

Minister v. Romberg to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Hollweg 1

Rec. February 24, 1917.

No. 498. Berne, February 21
, 1917.

With regard to Mr. Lansing’s answer to the communication of the

Swiss Legation touching our willingness to take up negotiations with the

United States with regard to the blockade on commerce, Ritter reports

as follows on the 13th instant to the Bundesrat:

Lansing sends me a very polite note today. He states that he is

instructed by Wilson to say that the Government of the United States

would be very glad to discuss questions with the German Government,
the purpose of which would be to recall the prcclamation of the 31st

of January by means of which, without any preliminary notice of any
kind, it suddenly revoked those assurances which it had given this

Government on the 4th of May. The Government of the United
States feels that it is not in a position to discuss with the German Gov-
ernment the present U-boat war against neutrals, unless and until the

Government of Germany will renew its assurances of the 4th of May
and will act in accordance with the same. End of note.

1 219 and 221, ante, pp. 1326, 1327.

Romberg.
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229

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. March 1, 1917.
Telegram No. 102. Vienna, March 7, 1917.

From the communications received by Ambassador Penfield, who ob-

viously has received news from Washington to the same effect, and from the

telegrams sent by Count Tarnowsky. . . . Count Czernin concludes

that President Wilson is in great difficulties.

It appears that he can not recede and that he does not want to go forward,

or does not dare to do so, whether it is that that never was his purpose and

he has been simply bluffing, or whether it is that the answer of the neutrals

and the confusion in the United States have disheartened him, or whether it

is because other questions, such as those of Japan and Mexico, etc., make him
pause. So much appears to be plain, that the President is depressed and

nervous and up to the present time has found no escape from the unfortunate

position into which he has brought himself.

Wedel.

230

Ambassador Count Wedel to the Foreign Office

Rec. March 2, 1917.
Telegram No. 104.

In connection with telegram No. 102. 1 Vienna, March 1, 1917.

Ambassador Penfield and Count Tarnowsky agree with each other in

communications sent to Count Czernin, to the effect that President Wilson,

if it is in any way possible to do so, is desirious of avoiding war with us and of

avoiding the breaking off of relations with Austria-Hungary, because if this

occurs the situation will become more critical and the risk of war will be

increased. Whether or not this is possible depends upon the answer of the

Imperial and Royal Government to the last inquiry made by the United

States as to whether Austria-Hungary had changed its point of view, and had

revoked its earlier promise with regard to the warning of vessels. Both

Ambassadors have indicated that two elements may be of significance, first,

the establishment of the fact that Austria-Hungary is restricting its U-boat

operations to the Mediterranean, since the United States has less interests in

that region, secondly, that a flat conflict between the earlier assurances and

the present reply be avoided. On this point, Count Czernin makes the

following remarks: The Imperial and Royal Government had definitely

determined not to yield by a hair’s breadth from the methods of the U-boat

1 229 ,
supra.
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war announced on the 31st of January. Proceeding upon the theory that

we, too, would consider it desirable to avoid a declaration of war on the part

of the United States, or at least to put it off until sometime in the future, he

proposed to answer more or less along the following lines, to the effect that

Austria-Hungary would hold fast to the promises earlier announced, and

that vessels would not be torpedoed without warning. That the warning to

be given in every individual case had been substituted by the general warn-

ing, consisting of the announcement of a danger zone whose limits were

definitely defined; that he was considering how the idea might be incon-

spicuously introduced that Austria-Hungary would limit its operations in the

U-boat war to the Mediterranean. The reply was being drafted along these

lines; that as yet the matter had not been decided and was not ripe for dis-

cussion; that he asked that it might be considered as strictly confidential.

When I was asked for my personal opinion, I remarked that the announce-

ment with regard to the warning was not different from our conception

thereof; that on the other hand, the assertion that Austria would only carry

on the U-boat war in the Mediterranean did not seem to me to be unobjec-

tionable, since it established a difference between the methods of Germany
and Austria, and would make it possible for Mr. Wilson to use it as a basis

of differentiation. Count Czernin answered that he shared my doubts and

was searching his mind for some reference to the Adriatic and the Mediter-

ranean, whereby the impression might be created that no particular point

was involved therein; that he, for his part, attributed considerable signifi-

cance to the reference in question, since he believed that it might be of

extraordinary importance. He believed that the question of gaining time

was of the greatest importance in the present situation, since perhaps in the

course of a few weeks the successes of our L -boats might have convinced

people broadcast in the United States of the victory of the Central Powers,

so that the danger of a declaration of war would be overcome. Ambassador
Hohenlohe is requested to take the matter up.

Wedel.

231

Ambassador Count Wedel to Imperial Chancelor v. Bethmann-Holhveg

Rec. March 16, 1917.
No. 87. Vienna, March 14, 1917.

The favorable reception of the Austrian U-boat notes in Germany, by the

neutral countries and now even in the United States, indicates a success on

the part of Count Czernin which was all the more joyfully greeted by the

public and the press because our allies have not been altogether pampered
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by unstinted praise. Even Count Czernin himself hardly expected such

results, and has now deserted an extreme of scepticism to become an extreme

optimist. In America’s attitude he detects the proof that Wilson wishes

to avoid war with us, and believes, too, that it can be avoided by clever

manipulation. By the term “clever manipulation,” he means a “fortuitous”

sparing of both those armed American merchant vessels which are supposed

to have left.

In answer to this, I argued that the publication of the message to our

Minister in Mexico did not speak very strongly for friendly intentions on

the part of Wilson, and that the dispatching of armed merchant vessels into

the restricted area was the equivalent of a challenge; that the “fortuitous”

sparing of these vessels would in all probability mean that the Americans

would take up again the transportation of ammunition in full swing, the

very thing which the U-boat war was supposed to put a stop to.

Count Tarnowsky has not even yet been received by the President, but

they have put up with this here, since connection with the Imperial and

Royal Ambassador has been restored, and since no further obstacles have

been placed even in the way of using wireless. . . . Two new members
of the American Embassy here who have just arrived have left cards at our

Embassy and with the members of the Bavarian and Saxon Legation, which

were not returned. As a matter of fact, Mr. Penfield had invited the Saxon

Minister to breakfast on the day of the breaking off of relations, a circum-

stance which, however, could be explained by the fact that the Ambassador
continues to consider Saxony a neutral State. He “has constantly treated

the Saxons differently from the Bavarians, Turks, Bulgarians and members
of the Imperial Embassy, ever since the beginning of the war.

Wedel.

232

Memorandum of the Austro-Hungarian Embassy

Rec. March 16, 1917.
Confidential. Berlin, March 14 , 1917.

On the 13th instant, the American Ambassador in Vienna expressed the

wish to Count Czernin, quite spontaneously, that the next American ships

'

which were en route for England might be “overlooked” and not torpedoed.

That this would satisfy President Wilson in the light of the public opinion

of the United States; that thereafter it was certain that no more ships would

proceed; that, as things stood, the United States must determine whether

it was to be war or peace; that in case of the former America would not

henceforth be able to export appreciable amounts of ammunition; and in
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case of the latter—which President Wilson hoped for—complications would

be avoided.

Although Count Czernin fully appreciates the weak side of this argument,

he has nevertheless instructed the Imperial and Royal Embassy to bring

his conversation which he has had with Mr. Penfield to the knowledge of

the foreign office, since he has gotten the impression that the American

Ambassador, in addressing him, was following instructions.

233

Chief of the Admiralty Staff Admiral v. Holtzendorff to the Emperor

Rec. March 20, 1917. General Headquarters, March 18, 1917.

ANNOUNCEMENT

In the memorandum of the Austro-Hungarian Embassy in Berlin
,

1 to

which my attention was called by Your Majesty, there is set out the “quite

spontaneous wish" of the American Ambassador in Vienna, that the next

ships directing their course to England be “overlooked " and not torpedoed;

that in this way, President Wilson believes that he will be able to satisfy

public opinion and that it will thenceforth be “certain" that no more ships

will sail.

Much as it would desire to do so, the Navy Department can not accede to

this spontaneous wish. If the numerous reports' are to be believed, that

American merchant steamers, whether armed or not—this makes no differ-

ence—are already on their way toward our restricted area, we may look for

their coming into contact at any hour with the U-boats which are stationed

in the Atlantic, without any assurance or even any likelihood of being able

to avoid this by means of orders issued by wireless.

But if American ships have not yet sailed, and if the spontaneous wish has

been announced as a feeler with regard to what our course will be if American

ships enter the restricted areas, this would mean at once a six-weeks' delay

necessary for the issuance of the required U-boat orders. But, moreover,

this would mean a possible taking up of negotiations which would make im-

possible demands upon us, both from the military and political standpoints.

To allow American ships to proceed to the ports of the enemy, and at the

same time to prevent with all means at our command the shipping traffic of

the small neutral States to do the same, would have a very damaging effect

from every point of view; in fact, probably the opposite of the effect which

President Wilson presumably desires in connection with his wish to promote

1 232, ante
,
p. 1334.
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peace. But, leaving this circumstance to one side, it would mean that we
would operate in direct opposition to the end and aim of the U-boat war if we
were to make exceptions by allowing American imports the special privilege

of passing through our commerce blockade at the present critical period.

Your Majesty’s diplomatists will know how to deal with the formal request

which consists of the attempt to conduct further negotiations under the guise

of a certain incognito and by devious paths, after diplomatic relations have

been broken off.

But I consider it my duty to point out the flippant and rascally game
which is being played with the destinies of great States and peoples, which

is revealed by President Wilson’s course of action. He wants the question

of war and peace to depend upon our winking at the passing through of a few

American steamers which were sent into the war zone; in other words, that

we are to avoid the danger which he is obviously, and in the sight of all the

world conspiring to bring about. In fact, the danger of war lies in the ut-

ter lack of conscience of a national government which operates with farcical

means, and, according to my judgment and feeling, we should most positively

avoid even the mere semblance of allowing German politics or warfare to be

ridden by the American desire, which would lead our national policy into a

U-boat trap, or have America retreat from her stand by means of Germany’s

humiliation. For this reason, it seems to me to be of the utmost importance

that neither the German people nor the neutral Powers be longer left in the

dark with regard to President Wilson’s attitude touching the question of war

with Germany, and not to allow ourselves to be put in a wrong position in the

eyes of the world by added procrastination and fumbling around with ques-

tions of negotiation. Our entire press should be well informed on this point,

and should express this thought firmly and clearly—if possible, before the

first encounter in the restricted area.

v. Holtzendorff,

Admiral
, Chief of the Admiralty

Staff of the Navy.

Marginal note by The Emperor:

Agreed, reject. To the Foreign Office, March 18, 1917.

W(ilhelm).

Now, once and for all, an end to negotiations with America. If Wilson

wants war, let him make it, and let him then have it.
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234

Minister Count Brockdorff Rantzau to the Foreign Office

Rec. Berlin, April 3, 1917.

Telegram No. 532. Copenhagen, April 3, 1917.

Reuter press telegram which has just come in here announces from Wash-

ington that the United States considers itself in a state of war with Germany.

Rantzau.

2. The Proposal of an Alliance with Mexico

235

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassador Count Bernstorffi
1

Telegram Xo. 158.

Strictly confidential.

For your Excellency’s exclusively personal information and transmission

to the Imperial Minister at Mexico by safe hands:

Telegram Xo. 1.

Absolutely confidential.

To be personally deciphered.

It is our purpose on the 1st of February to commence the unrestricted

U-boat war. The attempt will be made to keep America neutral in

spite of it all.

In case we should not be successful in this, we propose Mexico an
alliance upon the following terms: Joint conduct of war. Joint conclu-

sion of peace. Ample financial support and an agreement on our part

that Mexico shall gain back by conquest the territory lost by her at a
prior period in Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona. Arrangement as to

details is entrusted to your Excellency.

Your Excellency will make the above known to the President in

strict confidence at the moment that war breaks out with the United
States, and you will add thd suggestion that Japan be requested to take
part at once and that he simultaneously mediate between ourselves

and Japan.
Please inform the President that the unrestricted use of our U-boats

now offers the prospect of forcing England to sue for peace in the course
of a few months.

Confirm receipt. Zimmermann.

1 Instructions to Minister v. Eckhardt were to be taken by letter by way of Washington to
Mexico by U-boat on the 15th of January; since the U-boat Deutschland did not start on her
outward trip, these instructions were attached on January 16 to telegram No. 157 (57,
Supplements, pt. 1, p. 1017) and through the offices of the American Embassy in Berlin
telegraphed to Count Bernstorff by way of the State Department in Washington.
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236

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Minister Eckhardt

Telegram No. 11.

In connection with telegram No. I.
1

Strictly confidential.

To be personally deciphered. Berlin, February 5, 1917.

Provided that there is no risk of the secret being betrayed to the United

States, will your Excellency take up the alliance question even now with the

President. At the same time, the definite conclusion of the alliance depends

upon the outbreak of the war between Germany and the United States. The
President might even now throw out feelers to Japan.

If the President were to reject our proposal through fear of later American

vengeance, you are empowered to offer a defensive alliance after peace is con-

cluded, provided that Mexico succeeds in including Japan in the alliance.

Wire confirmation of receipt.

Zimmermann.
1 235, ante

, p. 1337.
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Coolidge, Archibald Carey, cited, 168.

Communication: testimony of Bernstorff

regarding, 477 et seq., 727-8; of Helffer-

rich, 653-4, 727 et seq.
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Corn, price in England, 1231.

Courland, proposed annexation as peace

condition, 422, 425, 844, 1054, 1059,

1064, 1066.

Creel, George, head of American bureau of

public information in New York, 431.

Crewe, Lord, speech on U-boat warfare,

996-7 -

Croatia, 15.

Curzon, Lord, on requisitioning of merchant

tonnage in England, 1245.

Czernin, Count: 34, 36, 47, 51, 144, 173,

229, 710, 839, 1090, 1322-3, 1328, 1332,

1335; cited, 40; Russian peace with

Austria, 336; attitude toward Entente

note, 451; toward Wilson peace note,

798; at session in Vienna on U-boat

war, 842 et seq.; discussion of answer to

Entente note, 1097 et seq.; expected

break with the United States, 1324-5;

regarding Austrian note to United

States, 1325-6; U-boat notes, 1333-4.

Dalmatia, 15.

Dambitsch, cited, 97.

David, Minister of State Dr., 697.

Examination of witnesses: press confer-

ences, 377-8; giving precedence to Wil-

son peace note, 401, 403-4; British in-

fluence on Wilson note, 438 ;
U-boat war,

458 et seq., 462-3, 496-7, 5 16, 54° et seq.,

603-4; Reichstag’s information concern-

ing U-boat war, 710 et seq., 765-6, 772

et seq.; restoration of Belgium, 787.

Declaration of London, 667.

Delbriick, Professor Dr. Hans, 381.

Delbriick, v., former Secretary of State:

658; expert of First Subcommittee 5, 8,

12; statement to First Subcommittee,

77 et seq.

Denmark: possible entrance into war, 1135,

1148, 1153, 1155, 1157, 1161-2, 1170,

1179, 1263 et seq., 1320; exports to Ger-

many, 1 173-4, 1257; to England, 1217.

Dernburg, Secretary of State: 477; head of

German propaganda in United States,

432, 653, 923 et seq., 1285.

Deutelmoser, Major, in charge of press

conferences, 376-7.

Deutschland

,

trip to United States, 313, 478,

480, 980, 1184, 1300.

Disarmament: advocated by President Wil-

son, 128, 153, 159, 980, 982, 1010,

1025-6, 1295; by Sir Edward Grey, 140,

803; by Bethmann-Hollweg, 1013.

Dohna, Professor Count zu, member of

First Subcommittee, 5.

Dum-dum bullets, American notes con-

cerning, 405.

Dusch, Dr. Baron v., former Minister of

State: 8; statement to First Subcom-
mittee, 97.

Eckhardt, v., German Minister to Mexico:

instructions to, concerning alliance with

Mexico, 1337-8.

Eggs: price in England, 1234-5; British

imports of, 829.

Eichorn, Editor, member of First Subcom-
mittee, 5.

Einicke, cited, 722.

Eiswaldt, Consul General, statement to

First Subcommittee, 69 et seq.

Elkus, American Ambassador to Turkey,

1330 -

England: peace strength, 102, 111, 113;

war strength, 103; naval strength, 105;

economic situation, 564 et seq., 644-5,

1221 et seq.; expected effect of U-boat

war on, 501, 589-90, 601 et seq.; testi-

mony of Helfferich on probable effect

of U-boat war on, 688 et seq.; on ton-

nage loss, 702 et seq.; retaliation for

U-boat war, 704 et seq.; grain crop, 818

et seq.; v. Tirpitz’s memorial of effect

of U-boat war on, 1123 et seq.; Beth-

mann-Hollweg’s memorial, 1131 et

seq., 1148; conference concerning U-boat

war against, 1152 et seq.; foodstuff

situation, 1175 et seq., 1207, 1226 et

seq., correspondence of Helfferich on

probable effect of U-boat war on, 1176

et seq., 1206 et seq.; memorial of Ad-

miralty Staff on effect of U-boat war on

cargo space, 1215-6, 1244 et seq., 1249-

50; rationing, 1239 et seq.; coal supply,

1242, forestry, 1243, cotton and wool,

1243, freight rates, 1247-8; shipping

control, 1251-2; wheat supply, 127a

et seq.; tonnage entering ports, 1276-7.

Englehard, Privy Councilor of Commerce,

supporter of Holtzendorff U-boat me-

morial, 510, 1220.

Erzeberger, Minister, 867.
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Falkenhayn, War Minister v.
: 7, 1307;

statement to First Subcommittee, 64;

military situation, 13 1 ;
censorship, 373,

892-3; Navy, 470; U-boat war, 116,

1151-2, 1128 et seq.; at U-boat con-

ference, 1140 et seq.

Federal Reserve Board, decision regarding

foreign securities, 144, 279, 284, 81 1,

99

7

,
1031 -

Fink, Imperial Counselor, supporter of

Holtzendorff U-boat memorial, 510,

1220.

Fischer, Dr., Special Commissioner of First

Subcommittee, 5.

Fischer-Lossainen, Naval Attache v., report

concerning views in Sweden on U-boat

war, 1318.

Fish, price in England, 1233.

Fitzgerald, Member of American House of

Representatives, embargo on wheat,

1274 -

Flaxseed, British imports, 1232.

Forgach, Count, 47, 49, 120.

“Fourteen points” of Wilson, 162, 177, 700,

795, 801-2, 805-6.

France: peace strength, 102, 106, 110-11;

war strength, 103, 112, 117-8; naval

strength, 105.

Franz Ferdinand, Archduke of Austria,

41-2; murder of, 16, 25, 48-9, 69.

Franz Joseph, Emperor of Austria: 40; Bal-

kan program, 10-11, 32, 64-5; agree-

ment to Burian’s peace proposal, 1056.

Freedom of the seas: 221, 271; advocated

by President Wilson, 128, 153, 159,

170, 252, 285, 666, 980, 982, 1010, 1279,

1281-2, 1290; by Bethmann-Hollweg,

140, 175, 803, 1013; by Germany, 1043,

1066, 1068.

Freight rates, English, 1247 et seq.

Freyberg, Baron v., naval attache at Vi-

enna: 7; statement to First Subcom-
mittee, 35.

Fryatt, Captain, 1015.

Fiihr, Dr., head of German propaganda in

United States, 432, 924.

Fuss, Dr., 509.

Ganz, Dr. Hugo: representative of Frank-

furter Zeitung in Vienna, 7; statement

to First Subcommittee, 57 et seq.

Gartenschlager, Bank Assessor, 74.

Gerard, American Ambassador to Ger-

many: 141, 153, 169, 221, 329, 973-4.

980, 986, 1006, 1009; statement in

regard to Entente attitude on media-

tion, 157; telegram regarding German
mediation, 232-3; note of Kaiser to,

237-8; launching of U-boat war, 281,

462-3; criticism of, 31 1-2; interview

with Bethmann-Hollweg on U-boat

war, 352 et seq.; cited, 389-90, 452, 672,

697; knowledge of German peace con-

ditions, 391 et seq.; Belgian deporta-

tions, 41 1 ;
conference with Zimmer-

mann, 478-9.

Correspondence: U-boat war on mer-

chant ships, 972, 975-6; speech regard-

ing Germany’s position, 1001-2; in-

terview with Brockdorff-Rantzau con-

cerning peace proposal, 1081 et seq.;

opinion of reply to Wilson note, 1089;

conversation with v. Jagow on U-boat

war, 1167-8.

Germania Company, construction of U-

boats, 572-3, 575, 5§9 et seq.

Germany: peace strength, 102, 106, 108;

war strength, 103, 111-2, 114; naval

strength, 105; Lloyd George’s state-

ment on armament, 107; answer to

Wilson’s peace note, 135; note to neu-

tral Powers, 1100 et seq.; imports from

neutral countries, 1172 et seq.

Goluchowsky, Count, 14.

Gooss, Dr. Roderich, cited, 31.

Gortschakow, 27.

Gothein, member of Second Subcommittee:

report on Wilson peace move, 125 et

seq., 150.

Examination of witnesses: on German
acts of sabotage, 256; position of

military attaches in United States,

260-1
; free access to sea, 290-1

;

Polish question, 296; censorship, 320,

372, 374, 529; Gerard’s instructions,

370; U-boat war, 378, 410, 465 et seq.,

500, 504-5, 51 1, 520; Wilson as a me-

diator, 399; press conference regarding

Wilson peace move, 408; Wilson peace

move, 435-6; Belgian deportations, 417;

U-boat propaganda of Reventlow and

Rippler, 528; publication of U-boat

memorials, 529-30; manufacture of U-

boats, 530-1 ;
English fleet, 532 et seq.;
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results of U-boat war, 542-3; sinkings,

550-1; situation in Austria-Hungary,

556; cancellation of U-boat construction

orders, 587 et seq.; commandeering of

shipyards, 590 et seq.; approval of U-

boat war by political parties, 592-3;

delivery of new U-boats, 619 et seq.;

U-boat war on commerce, 637; revoca-

tion of U-boat orders, 638-9; appointed

as chairman of Second Subcommittee,

754 et seq.

Grain: statement of v. Jagow on purchases

before war, 29; of v. Delbriick, 81-2; of

Dr. Meydenbauer, 83 et seq.; effect of

U-boat war on English imports, 501-2,

538-9, 605, 644-5, 665-6, 688 et seq.,

704, 1224, 1258; English harvest (1916),

818 et seq.; supply of England, 1226

et seq.

Grasshoff, Naval Captain, at conference for

adoption of unrestricted U-boat war,

1317 et seq.

Greece: 256, 874; restoration as peace con-

dition, 1055, 1066, 1068; wheat supply

required, 1276.

Grew, American Charge d’Affaires, 999,

1002, 1306.

Grey, Sir Edward: 18, 54, 333, 673, 886;

plea for disarmament, 140, 803; retire-

ment, 284; interview with Colonel

House, 1280; English blockade, 1283.

Groeber, Delegate, speech on U-boat war in

Reichstag, 593-4.

Grtinau, v., Counselor of Legation: 145,

180, 363, 491-2, 903, 1326; statement

concerning U-boat warfare, 132.

Correspondence: Burian’s peace proposal,

1058, 1061 et seq., 1070; Emperor’s

speech at Miilhausen, 1076; Entente

note of rejection, 1091 et seq.; U-boat

war, 1 1 12-3, 1167, 1170 et seq., 1181;

press censorship, 1209; Emperor’s

agreement to note to Washington, 1327.

Grunenwald, Privy Councilor, 932.

Guillaume, Baron, Belgian Minister, 106.

Gwinner, v., Director of German Bank;

statement to First Subcommittee, 90.

Haeften, Lieutenant Colonel v.: 900, 902,

93 U 1076.

Haniel, Under-Secretary of State, 670;

report on U-boat war, 148, 227, 314,

868 et seq.; public opinion in United

States on U-boat war, 1183 et seq.

Harding, American Senator, opposition to

League of Nations, 307.

Harms, Professor: U-boat efficiency, 512;

U-boat blockade of England, 578.

Hartwig, v., Russian Minister: 24-5; state-

ment regarding Serbia, 19; activity in

Balkans, 42-3.

Hatzfeldt, Prince, Second Embassy Counsel,

correspondence concerning conditions

in LTnited States, 1197 et seq.

Haus, Admiral, at U-boat session in Vienna,

843-4 -

Havenstein, President of Reichsbank: 8;

statement to First Subcommittee, 74
et seq.

Heidebrand, v., 888.

Heile, Delegate, examination of witnesses:

censorship, 380; U-boat war, 472-3;

food shortage in England, 517.

Helfferich, Secretary of State of the Interior:

8, 195, 1186-7; statement to First Sub-

committee, 89-90; concerning U-boat

war, 132, 457; rejection of Wilson peace

move, 139-40, 1 6 1 ;
interpretation of

Wilson note to Senate, 175.

Testimony: number of U-boats, 504; U-

boat memorial, 512, 643 et seq., 830 et

seq.; effect of U-boat war on England,

5 1 5 , 551; speech on launching unre-

stricted U-boat war, 646-7; order of

business, 647-8, 752-3, 755 et seq., 759-

60, 826 et seq.; relations with United

States, 650 et seq.; U-boat war on com-

merce, 661 et seq.; tonnage sunk by

U-boats, 665; Wilson peace move, 666 et

seq.; peace proposal of Central Powers,

673 et seq.; Wilson peace note, 675 et

seq.; Allied rejection of Wilson peace

note, 677; Entente peace aims, 677 et

seq.; Wilson Message to Senate, 680 et

seq., 809-10; recapitulation of previous

testimony, 685-6; proposed reopening

of unrestricted U-boat war, 687-8;

effect of U-boat war on England, 688

et seq.; attitude toward U-boat war,

692 et seq.; new peace move of Wilson,

696 et seq.; results of U-boat war, 702

et seq., 836 et seq.; English counter-

measures to U-boat war, 704 et seq.;

American deliveries of ammunition to
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Allies, 718 et seq.; public opinion in

United States, 726-7, 744; wireless

communication with America, 727-8,

730; American neutrality, 729-30;

Lansing’s note on armed merchant

ships, 731-2; Lansing note to Entente,

733; answer of Entente to German
peace proposal, 739-40; silence of

Wilson, 741-2; Entente reply to Wilson

note, 743; case of Consul General Biinz,

745-6, 751; statement of Lansing re-

garding imminence of war, 748; opinion

of Bundesrat on LT-boat war, 766 et seq.;

Belgium, 782-3, 786-7; German peace

proposal, 788-9; concerning Poland,

793-4, 801-2; Wilson message of Jan-

uary, 1918, 797, 805; Wilson’s willing-

ness for peace, 800-1, 806 et seq.; Eng-

lish grain crop, 818 et seq.; English

imports of foodstuffs, 828-9; regarding

refusal to testify, 846 et seq.

Correspondence: at conference regarding

adoption of U-boat war, 1156 et seq.;

memorial concerning economic con-

ditions in Germany and England, 1172

et seq.; effect of U-boat war on English

shipping, 1206 et seq.

Hertling: Count v., 31, 52, 94-5, 842.

Herzegovina: 19; annexation by Austria, 14,

41.

Hindenburg, General Field Marshal: 209;

attitude toward U-boat war, 132, 138;

toward Wilson peace move, 136; con-

ference with Bernstorff on his return,

315 , 319 -

Testimony: general statement regarding

conduct of war, 851 et seq.; U-boat war,

855-6, 876-7, 878 et seq.; defense of

Ludendorff, 899.

Correspondence: agreement with peace

conditions, 1061-2, 1071-2; regarding

armistice on land and sea, 1087; mini-

mum territorial demands, 1095; con-

ference on adoption of U-boat war,

1161-2, 1317 et seq.; commencement of

U-boat war, 1170, 1172, 1201-2, 1204-5.

Hoetzsch, Professor: expert of First and
Second Subcommittees, 5, 127, 220;

opinion regarding Wilson peace move,

202 et seq.

Examination of witnesses: Belgian ques-

tion, 253; Polish question, 291-2, 297;

effect of peace proposal on United

States, 365, 367; Gerard’s visit to

United States, 390, 392; communica-

tion with Bernstorff, 480-1.

Hoffmann, General, 902, 931.

Hoffmann, President of Ministry, 91.

Hohenborn, Wild w, Minister of War, at

conference regarding adoption of U-

boat war, 1162.

Hohenlohe, Prince, Austrian Ambassador

at Berlin: 1070, 1325, 1329, 1333;

discussion of answer to Entente note,

1099.

Holland: 874, 1206; possible entrance into

war, 1116, 1135, 1148, 1153, 1155, 1157,

1161-2, 1170, 1179, 1184, 1263 et seq.,

1320; German imports, 1 173-4, 1257;

butter exports to England, 1217; wheat

supply required, 1276.

Holtzendorff, Admiral v. : 841; concerning

proposed U-boat war, 132, 164, 172-3,

483-4, 501, 507, 509 et seq.; at L’-boat

conference in Vienna, 843-4.

Correspondence: U-boat orders, 1108 et

seq.; effect of L
T
-boat war, 1116 et seq.,

1140 et seq., 1152 et seq.; conference

regarding adoption of L^-boat war, 1155,

1158-9, 1161 et seq., 1317 et seq.; com-

mencement of L’-boat war, 1182-3;

L'-boat memorial, 1214 et seq.; reply to

request to spare American ships,

1335
-6 -

Honiger, Professor, expert of First Sub-

committee, 5.

Hopmann, Rear Admiral, 61.

Hotzendorff, v., at U-boat conference, 843.

House, Colonel, confidential adviser of

Wilson: 137, 206, 366, 368, 971, 1286;

visit to Berlin, 128, 152, 189, 203,

1280-1, 1284; Bernstorff’s negotiations

with, 141, 143, 172, 226, 228, 232, 234
et seq., 239, 242, 244, 246 et seq., 259,

276 et seq., 297-8, 290-1, 299, 304 et seq.,

327, 337, 409-10, 652, 655-6, 667-8,

670, 678-9, 686, 910, 913 et seq., 973 et

seq., 977, 980, 9§2, 986, 993, 995, 1001,

1010-1, 1013, 1047, 1278-9; U-boat war,

169; interviews with Secretary of State

for Colonies Solf and Imperial Chan-

celor Bethmann-Hollweg, 221.

Hoyos, Count, Austrian Ambassador to

Berlin, 28, 32, 49, 52.
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Huerta, Wilson’s arms embargo against,

656, 719, 725.

Hughes, Charles E., Republican candidate

for President, 979, 988, 990, 1009, 1186,

1 1 90-1, 1300 et seq.

Humbert, French Senator, statement con-

cerning German peace conditions,

708-9.

Igel, v., activities in United States, 258-9,

976.

India, grain exports to England, 820, 1227

et seq., 1275.

Iswolski, v., activity in Balkans, 14-5, 17-8,

25-6, 4U 58.

Italy: 41; activity in Tripoli, 17; wheat

supply required, 1276.

Jaeckh, Professor, expert to First Sub-

committee, 5.

Jagow, Secretary of State v.: 8, 10 et seq.,

45-6, 49, 55, 65, 71, 78, 81; statement

to First Subcommittee, 24 et seq.; in-

structions to Bernstorff regarding peace

move, 222, 241-2.

Correspondence: peace mediation by
Wilson, 971, 991-2; observance of inter-

national law in attacks on merchant

ships, 972-3; silence of Wilson on Eng-

lish blockade, 976 et seq.; renewal of

U-boat war, 978, 990; conference re-

garding adoption of U-boat war,

1155-6, 1160, 1162; interview with

Gerard concerning U-boat war, 1167-8;

mission of Colonel House, 1279.

Jellicoe, British Admiral: opinion of U-boat

war, 165, 514; at conference regarding

armed merchant ships, 497.

Joffe, Berlin representative of Soviet Gov-
ernment, 756, 868.

Jusserand, French Ambassador to United

States, attitude toward peace media-

tion, 157.

Kaempf, Dr., President of Reichstag, con-

cerning attitude toward U-boat war in

Reichstag, 1150-1.

Kageneck, Count, military attache of the

German Embassy in Vienna: 7; state-

ment to First Subcommittee, 35-6.

Kapp, Dr., statement concerning U-boat

construction, 629 et seq.

Karageorgevitch dynasty, 15, 24, 42, 1055.

Karl I, Emperor of Austria: Entente note,

451 ; Entente answer to peace note, 1091

et seq.; proclamation to Army, 1093.

Katzenstein, Delegate, examination of wit-

nesses: German peace proposal, 244,

246; Wilson’s good faith in peace media-

tion, 310; U-boat war, 380.

Kautsky, Karl, 5-6.

Kellog, Director of American Relief Com-
mission, opinion of Belgian deporta-

tions, 1103.

Keynes, English political economist: 177,

191; statement regarding financial con-

dition of England, 143, 195; cited, 913,

922.

Kiderlin, v., Secretary of State, 17, 44-5,

48-9, 53-

Koch, Admiral, testimony: regarding

U-boat warfare, 482 et seq.; number of

U-boats, 501 et seq.; memorials, 508,

529-30; Admiral Sims’s report, 513 et

seq.; effect on England, 515 et seq.;

censorship, 521-2, 529; propaganda

of Reventlow and Rippler, 523-4,

528; construction of U-boats, 531;

purpose, 535 et seq.; sinkings, 550, 552;

radius of action, 559; recalling of, 560

et seq.; announcement of U-boat war,

566-7; concerning expression “bringing

England to her knees,” 842; military

importance of United States, 526; com-

parison of German and English fleets,

532 et seq.

Konig, Captain, of Deutschland, 478, 1300.

Kossitsch, cited, 16.

Krafft, Rear Admiral, 620, 623.

Kramarz, 54.

Kress, Baron v., Colonel General, statement

to First Subcommittee, 73.

Ivries, v,, Director of Hoesch Iron and Steel

Works, supporter of Holtzendorf me-

morial, 510, 1221.

Krupp, v. Bohlen-Halbach: 8; statement to

First Subcommittee, 88.

Kuhl, cited, 1 1 1.

Iviihlmann, Ambassador v., German Am-
bassador to Turkey, concerning diplo-

matic relations of Turkey and United

States, 1330.

Kuhn, Secretary of the Imperial Treasury:

8; statement to First Subcommittee, 89.
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Kiihnemann, Professor, statement regarding

American attitude toward Germany,

168.

Laband, cited, 97.

Lambsdorf, Count, 14.

Lancken, Minister v. d.: Correspondence

concerning Belgian deportations, 1103;

concerning interview with Brand Whit-

lock regarding American policy, 1283-4.

Langwerth Simmern, v,, Privy Councilor,

1211.

Landsdowne, 333.

Lansing, Robert, American Secretary of

State: 362, 1012, 1 104-5, 1289.; protest

against Belgian deportations, 130, 402,

1034; requesting German peace con-

ditions, 134, 271, 273; regarding v.

Papen and Boy-Ed, 260; statement

regarding imminence of war, 282, 700-1,

748, 807, 1297; on delivery of ammuni-

tion to Allies, 723; note to Entente

regarding armed merchant ships, 496,

730 et seq., 736; note regarding U-boat

war on commerce, 663, 732 et seq.;

Wilson’s “fourteen points”, 795;

Marina case, 997; forwarding German
peace note, 1001; German peace con-

ditions, 1004-5.

Law, Bonar, Chancelor of British Treasury,

195, 811, 922.

League of Nations: advocated by Wilson,

307, 791, 1010, 1013-4; opposed by
American Senator Harding, 307.

Lersner, v., Secretary of Legation: 1080,

1089, 1199, 1201-2.

Correspondence: concerning U-boat war,

878, 1199, 1200-1, 1204-5; opinion of

Army on peace proposal, 1086-7; proc-

lamation of Emperor to people, 1104;

Wilson peace mediation, 1105-6.

Levy, Professor Hermann, supporter of

Holtzendorff LT-boat memorial, 509,

5 11 -

Lichnowsky, Prince, German Ambassador
to England: 7; statement to First

Subcommittee, 34-5.

Liege, proposed German annexation, 145,

422, 783-4.

Lithuania, proposed German annexation as

peace condition, 422, 425, 844, 1054,

1059, 1064, 1066.

Lloyd George, British Prime Minister: 516,

863, 989, 1199, 1238, 1264, 1281; state-

ment on German armament, 107; pol-

icy, 332-3, 863; “knockout” policy,

438, 450, 868, 886, 1217; rejection of

Central Powers peace proposal, 687,

877; “freedom of seas”, 1281.

Loans: Allied (1915), 196; floated in United

States, 1177.

Lossl, v., Councilor of State: 8, 34; state-

ment to First Subcommittee, 91 et seq.

Lucius, v., German Minister to Stockholm,

1210.

Ludendorff, General: 209, 493, statement

regarding military situation, 131; inter-

view with Bernstorff, 312, 318, 895 et

seq.; regarding U-boat war, 379-80,

1163 et seq.

Testimony: sworn as witness, 851; gen-

eral military situation (1916), 856 et

seq.; U-boat war, 862, 864-5; censor-

ship, 865 et seq., 892 et seq.; regarding

article of Schulze-Gaevernitz, 891-2.

Correspondence: with Greek King on

continuance of war, 1089; U-boat war,

1199, 1200-1; conference on adoption

of U-boat war, 1161, 1317 et seq.

Lusitania case: 169, 254, 434, 566, 662, 733

et seq., 923, 927; testimony of Bernstorff,

230-1, 252, 282; correspondence of

Bernstorff, 976, 980, 1035, 1286, 1289,

1304; other correspondence, 1138, 1183,

1186, 1259, 1282.

Luxemburg, proposed incorporation by

Germany as peace condition, 422, 1064,

1066.

Lyncker, v., former Chief of Military Cabi-

net: 7, 64, 1076; statement to First

Subcommittee, 63; at conference on

adoption of U-boat war, 1140.

Macchio, Baron, First Section Chief, 49, 99.

Macedonian question, 14.

Mackenna, 333.

McCumber, American Senator, questioning

of Wilson regarding U-boat war, 163,

194, 280, 308, 701, 806.

Mandl, cited, 15-6.

Mann, Vice Admiral Ritter v., U-boat con-

struction, 627 et seq.

Marina case: 869, 1184, 1186, 1306; corre-

spondence of v. Jagow, 991; of Bern
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storff, 992, 994, 997, 1036; of Zimmer-

man n, 994-5.

Masaryk, 54.

Maxen, Delegate, member of Second Sub-
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566, 580, 664, 872, 1186, 1190; Bern-
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storff’s testimony, 232-3, 252, 274;
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1051, 1294.

Sussex note: 220, 222, 227, 274, 327, 364-5,

388, 442, 581, 638, 652, 898, 994.
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bassador Gerard, 748, 1009, 1033.

Sydenham, Lord, 1250.

Szapary, 100-1.

Szogyeny, Count, 10-11, 29 et seg., 90.

Tappen, Major General: 7; statement to

First Subcommittee, 72.

Tarnowsky, Count, Austrian Ambassador

to United States, 228, 1085, 1322 et seg.,

1328, 1332, 1334.

Tieschowitz, Colonel v.
: 7; statement to

First Subcommittee, 72-3.

Tirpitz, Grand Admiral: 7, 47, 61, 473,

558-9, 1569 et seg.; cited, 52; statement

to First Subcommittee, 73; on possibili-

ties of U-boat blockade, 346; resignation

of, 580, 587, 971.

Correspondence: effects of U-boat war,

1116-7; memorial regarding U-boat

war, 1122 et seg.

Tisza, Count: 30, 51, 92, 119; Wilson peace

note, 798; U-boat war, 844; peace

proposal, 1071.

Tonnage: losses of English, 1244 et seg.,

1253; entering English ports, 1276-7.

Treutler, Minister v. : 868, memorial, 841;

at U-boat conference, 1140; correspond-

ence regarding war conference, 1150.

Trieste, 910, 912, 1068.

Tripoli, 17, 44.

Tripolitan War, 17.

Tschirschky, v., German Ambassador to

Austria: statements made concerning

activities of, 7 et seg., 28 et seg., 51-2,

56 et seg.; notes, 99 et seg.

Tucher, Baron v., Bavarian Minister to

Austria: 51; statement to First Sub-

committee, 56-7; reports regarding

Austrian attitude toward Serbia, 91

et seg.

Tuckerton, German wireless station, 727-8.

Turkey: Austrian ally in Balkan program,

10, 14, 17 et seg.; designs of Balkan
87

Alliance against, 25, 43-4; agreement

with German peace proposal, 1068.

U-boats and U-boat warfare: consideration

by military leaders, 13 1-2; effect on

Wilson peace move, 136, 146, 222;

decision by military leaders, 138, 148-9,

154-5, 159, 1 7 1 ,
226; expected results,

147, 187-8; opinions on, 148-9, 173,

187-8; minority report of Delegate

Schultz-Bromberg, 164 et seg.; report of

Dr. Schaefer, 170; of Dr. Bonn, 199-

200; of Dr. Hoetzsch, 208-9; of Sinz-

heimer, 227-8; statement of Luden-

dorff, 312; of Bethmann-Hollweg, 340
et seg., 363, 378 et seg.; opinion of

Ambassador Gerard, 352-3.

Testimony of Bethmann-Hollweg: 447
et seg.; of Admiral Koch, 482 si seg., 501

et seg.; on number of, 503 et seg.; on

Admiral Sims’s report, 513 et seg.; on

efficiency, 519 et seg.; propaganda of

Reventlow and Rippler, 523-4, 528;

construction and repairs, 531-2; pur-

pose, 535 et seg.; testimony of Colonel

v. Mertz, 538 et seg.; Captain Barten-

bach, 545 et seg.; tonnage sunk, 548 et

seg.; method of attack, 553-4; improved

construction, 557; radius of action, 559;

possibility of recall, 560 et seg., 634-5;

testimony of Dr. Struve, 567 et seg.; of

Admiral Capelle, 576-7, 579-80, 581
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610-11; U-boat department, 599-600;
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;

expected
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634-5, 637-8, 661 et seg., 730 et seg.;
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for, 620 et seg.; testimony of Rear

Admiral Briininghaus on construction,

628 et seg.; telegram of Helfferich on
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speech of Helfferich, 646-7; testimony

of Helfferich, 650 et seg.; tonnage sunk,

665; reopening unrestricted war, 687-8;

effect on England, 688 et seg.; attitude

of Helfferich, 692 et seg.; actual results,

702 et seg.; work of statistical depart-
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ment of Department of Interior, 818;

letter of Bethmann-Hollweg on results,

835 et seg.; testimony of Hindenburg,

855-6; of Ludendorff, 862, 864-5;

report of Under-Secretary of State

Haniel, 869 et seg., 1183 et seg.; of

Under-Secretary Albert, 871 et seg.,

1187 et seg.

Correspondence: of Hindenburg, 878 et

seg., 1 200-1, 1204-5; of Bethmann-

Hollweg, 882 et seg., 1017 et seg., 1050,

1 116-7, 1 130 et seg., 1168 et seg., 1202-3,

1205; of Gerard, 972, 975-6; of v.

Jagow, 972-3, 978; of v. Bernstorff, 979,

984, 988-9, 992-3, 1290-1; of Foreign

Office, 996-7; of Zimmermann, 1028-9,

1 108 et seg., 1 199-1200; of Holtzendorff,

1 1 17 et seg.; of v. Tirpitz, 1122 et seg.;

of Falkenhayn, 1128 et seg.; attitude of

Reichstag, 1150-1; conferences, 1154

et seg., 1317 et seg.; conversation of v.

Jagow and Gerard, 1167-8; proposed

launching, 1168 et seg., 1179 et seg.; of

Prince Hatzfeldt, 1197 et seg.; of Luden-

dorff, 1199; press censorship, 1209;

Emperor’s announcement, 1210. See

also Memorials.

Ultimatum of Austria: statement of

Bethmann-Hollweg, 12; of v. Jagow, 29

et seg.; of Zimmermann, 33-4; of Dr.

Naumann, 52; of Under-Secretary of

State v. Stumm, 90; of Councilor of

State v. Lossl, 91 et seg.; of Minister of

State Count v. Eckstadt, 96-7; corre-

spondence of v. Tschirschky, 119-20.

United States: protest against Belgian

deportations, 130, 222, 239, 993, 997,

1034; expected break with Germany,

165, 306-7, 908, 1324-5, 1337; German
conspiracies, 254 et seg.; attitude toward

peace proposal, 244 et seg.; delivery of

ammunition to Allies, 327, 656, 718 et

seg., 730, 1262; protest against dum-
dum bullets, 405; German propaganda,

430 et seg., 523-4, 528, 750, 923 et seg.,

1209; military importance, 526-7;

public opinion, 725 et seg., 744-5, 1183

et seg.; neutrality, 728-9; conditions,

810-11, 1197 et seg., 1292-3; political

situation, 1009-10; German representa-

tion in case of break, 1020, 1027;

attitude of press, 1029 et seg., 1295 et

seg., 1295 et seg.; Allied loans floated’

1177; wheat exports to England, 1272

et seg.

Vanselow, Captain, 509.

Vitzthum, Count v. Eckstadt: 8; statement

to First Subcommittee, 96-7.

Vulkan Company, construction of U-boats,

572-3 , 575 -

Wages, in England, 1235.

Wahnschaffe, Under-Secretary of State, 572,.

643, 1206.

Waldersee, Count, Lieutenant General: 7;

statement to First Subcommittee, 64-5.

Warburg, Max, banker: 7; statement to

First Subcommittee, 62-3; attitude on

Wilson peace message, 798, 12 11 et seg.

Warmuth, Deputy: member of Second

Subcommittee, 126; chairman of Second

Subcommittee, 219 et seg.; resignation

as chairman, 754.

Questioning of witnesses: American en-

trance into war, 907-8; Polish question,

912 et seg.; Ludendorff ’s charge against

Bernstorff, 922; German propaganda,

924 et seg.

War Press Bureau: 1076; testimony of

Ludendorff 865-6, 892 et seg.

Wedel, Botho Count v., German Ambassa-

dor at Vienna: 7, 28, 229, 492; state-

ment to First Subcommittee, 36;

statement regarding LT-boat war, 176;

deportation of Belgians, 41 1.

Correspondence: peace proposal, 1070-1,

1079, 1083 et seg.; participation of

LTnited States in peace negotiations,

1089-90; modification of U-boat war,

1323-4; break of Austria and United

States, 1324, 1328-9, 1332-3; U-boat

notes of Czernin, 1333-4. •

Weizsacker, Dr. Baron v. (Minister of State

retired): 8; statement to First Sub-

committee, 98; position regarding U-

boat war, 767.

Weser Company, construction of U-boats,

572-3 ; 575 .

Westarp, Count, speech concerning U-boat

war, 598, 602.

Wheat: price in England^ 1230; British

supply, 1270 et seg.; British imports of

(1913 and 1916), 828-9.
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Whitlock, Brand, American Minister to

Belgium, interview with v. d. Lancken,

1283-4.

Wickersham, George \V., 1304.

William II, Emperor: 10, 24, 28 et seg., 38,

47, 53, 60 et se,l-’ 209; war aims, 145-6,

180; proposed peace mediation, 158,

225, 268-9, 673-4; memorandum to

Gerard concerning peace mediation,

237, 262; interview with Bernstorff,

310 et seg., 443; speech at Mtilhausen,

420 et seg., 788, 790, 815-6; U-boat war,

600, 876, 878, 883, 890.

Correspondence: to Emperor Franz-

Joseph concerning Burian’s peace pro-

posal, 1056 et seg.; mobilization of

people, 1058-9; interview with Hinden-

burg concerning peace proposal, 1071-2

;

speech to troops at Mulhausen, 1075 et

seg.; proclamation to Army and Navy,

1094; to the people, 1 103-4; conference

regarding adoption of U-boat war,

1140-1; announcement of unrestricted

U-boat war, 1210; agreement to nego-

tiation with Washington, 1327-8;

marginal notes concerning rejection of

plea to spare American merchant

vessels, 1336.

Wilson, President of the United States.

See below and individual headings.

Wilson’s Message to the Senate (January 22,

1917) : 729, 1021 et seg.; report of

Second Subcommittee 139 et seg.;

minority report of Delegate Schultz-

Bromberg, 161 et seg.; report of Expert

Schaefer, 174, 285-6; testimony of

Bernstorff regarding, 284 et seg.; of

Bethmann-Hollweg, 349; of Helfferich,

680 et seg., 809-10.

Wilson Peace Move: Second Subcommittee

report, 128 et seg.; minority report of

Delegate Schultz-Bromberg, 152 et seg.;

report of Expert Dr. Schaefer, 167 et

seg.; of Expert Baron v. Romberg, 176

et seg.; of Expert Dr. Bonn, 187 et seg.; of

Expert Dr. Hoetzsch, 202 et seg.; of Re-

cording Secretary Sinzheimer, 220 et seg.

Testimony: of Bernstorff, 230 et seg., 246

et seg., 433 et seg., 636-7; of Bethmann-
Hollweg, 323 et seg.; of Zimmermann,

401 et seg.; of Helfferich, 666 et seg.,

696 et seg.

Wilson Peace note (December 21, 1916):

133 et seg.; Entente answer, 135, 140,

349; 1014 et seg.; minority report of

Delegate Schultz-Bromberg, 158 et seg.;

report of Expert Dr. Schaefer, 172 et seg.

Testimony: of Bernstorff, 264 et seg.; of

Bethmann-Hollweg, 337, 349; of Helf-

ferich, 675 et seg.; attitude of Germany,

974-5 -

Witte, Count, Minister to Russia. 106.

Working plan of Parliamentary Committee

of Inquiry, 5-6.

Wiesner, v., 28.

Wood, Leonard, American General, 1315.

Young Turk Revolution, 41.

Zenker, Captain: 7, 66; statement to First

Subcommittee, 60.

Zimmermann, Secretary of State: 10. 28,

65, 1040; statement to First Subcom-

mittee, 31 et seg.; Wilson peace move,

136; reply to Wilson peace note, 137,

225-6; instructions to Bernstorff, 243,

249, 269-70; Wilsonian peace, 283;

conference with Bernstorff, 319; giving

preference to Wilson peace note, 360.

Testimony: regarding Central Powers

peace proposal, 398 et seg.; Belgian

deportations, 41 1-2, 414; Wilson peace

move, 434 et seg., 442 ;
Gerard’s attitude

toward U-boat announcement, 463-4:

communication of Bernstorff with

Home office, 478-9, 490 et seg.; corre-

spondence with Consul General in New
York, 494-5; U-boat war, 496 et seg.;

answer to charge of Dr* David, 716;

Lusitania case, 736; propaganda in the

United States, 750; L'-boat session in

Yienna, 843-4.

Correspondence: Marina case, 994-5;

armed merchant ships, 996, 1011-2;

peace negotiations, 1005-6; proposed

peace conference of belligerents, 10 12-3

;

American representation in case of

break, 1020; announcement of un-

restricted U-boat war, 1028-9; reply to

Wilson Message to Senate, 1043 et seg.;

statement to press concerning peace

proposal, 1074, 1078, answer to Wilson

peace note, 1085 et seg.; answer to

Entente note, 1098; Wilson peace
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mediation, 1105-6; U-boat question,

1108 et seq.; 1209; severance of diplo-

matic relations with United States,

1322; American note to Swiss Govern-

ment concerning peace conference,

1326; postponement of war, 1328;

alliance with Mexico, 1337-8.

Zuckschwerdt, Privy Councilor of Com-
merce, supporter of Holtzendorff

U-boat memorial, 510, 1220.
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